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Preface

Two-barreled, four-barreled, high perform ance, 
Shelby modified, tri-powered, dual quad carbureted, 
Weber fed, turbo charged, and electronic fuel injected—
the Ford small block V8 engine experienced them all! 
This revolutionary engine, first intro duced more than 
three decades ago, was an instant hit with customer and 
customizer alike.  The economical yet powerful little 
power plant was built with room to grow. Displace-
ment increases moved the peppy little 221 V8 through 
260, 289 and on to the 302. Later it climbed to 351, then 
down-sized to 255. Resurrected as the “BOSS” of the 
1980s and “Cobra” of the 1990s, this versatile and ever 
more powerful small block engine refused to die for 
more than three decades. Birthed in 1962 Fairlanes and 
Meteors, it quickly found its way into just about every- 
thing Ford had, including  Comets, Falcons, full-sized 
Fords, Mustangs, Cougars, Broncos, trucks and a host 
of others including Cobras and Sunbeam Tigers. Liter-
ally millions of engines were produced over the years, 
accounting for their abundance and popularity today.

This book starts at the beginning of that revolution 
and traces the 221, 260,  289 and 302 V8 engine series 
through the years 1962 to 1969. Why these years? Be-
cause these were the engine’s initial glory years, when 
small blocks powered compact and intermediate cars, 
giving drivers the thrill of a V8 without emptying their 
pockets of all loose change. For many of these cars, this 
engine was the top-of-the-line power plant, reliable 
and fun to drive. Fairlanes, Meteors, Comets, Falcons, 
Mustangs—who could forget them?

In recent years, these early cars have developed a 
considerable following, and numerous clubs support 
this enthusiasm. Of all engines, it’s the small block V8 
that gets the most attention. More and more of these 
cars are being restored for show, or are just being driv-
en for the fun of it. Wherever enthusiasts gather, up go 
the hoods, and with just one look at the beaming face 
of the owner, you know without another glance that a 
small block V8 engine lurks inside.

Years cloud memories, and as time goes by it be-
comes increasingly difficult to remember just how these 
engines looked the day they left the factory. Several 
owners pass, repairs are made, pieces are replaced, and 
suddenly you are not sure just what is residing between 
those two front shock towers anymore. A reference 
indicating the way these engines looked in the 1960s 
is needed, and that, in a nutshell, is what this book is 
all about.

Beginning with the 1962 model year, we will step 
through the first eight years describing and showing 
how these engines looked and matured. Most of this 
will be accomplished through photo graphs of actual 
original engine parts and assem blies. Additional in-
formation is also provided, such as, selected casting 
numbers, distributor numbers, carburetor numbers, 
and a great deal more.

So as not to detract from the central theme of this 
book, the emphasis is on 1962/69 American passen-
ger car production engines. Very limited information 
is provided about variations in engines shipped to 
other countries, modifications for 1966/69 Broncos, and 
Carroll Shelby modified V8s.

Variations, even within production engines, were al-
most inevitable. Keeping in mind that Ford and Mercu-
ry were in the business of selling cars, and considering 
that four million 289 V8s were produced between 1963 
and 1969, even small chances for a variation make the 
odds very favorable for occur rences. Variations were 
particularly pre valent in pre-production cars—the very 
same ones often extensively photographed by road test 
magazines. In this book, known pre-production and 
production variations will be documented; however, 
many more may exist.

As a general note, most of the photos shown were 
taken of mock-up engines. Though a few of the parts 
were painted, most were stripped of all paint to show 
better detail. Colors of all engine parts are covered in 
great depth in Volume II, Appendix A. Also, all mock-
ups lack decals, and use Motorcraft spark plug wires 
and oil filter. However, the subject of original decals, 
plug wires, and oil filters will be covered in the appro-
priate sections for each year. Some follow-up pictures 
will be in color.

Although the utmost care has been taken, this author 
holds no exclusive license to knowledge, and encour-
ages readers to respond where errors are perceived or 
additional information is known. These issues can then 
be addressed in any future revisions.

In summary, my objective is to enable restorers and 
hobbyists to understand and faith fully reproduce the 
original appearance of their engines. The intent is to 
provide a single source reference with accurate and 
documented information. The hope is that it will also 
be interesting, useful, and enjoyable to the reader.

Special Thanks

1962 221 V8
Courtesy of Ford Motor Company 

Special thanks must go to many people without 
whose help this project would not have been possible. 
This is particularly so in this updated version as the 
original book inspired many to offer their knowledge, 
provide pictures, or chase after facts. As a result, 
this list is much longer than the original, but I want 
to acknowledge those who have helped further our 
understanding of these engines. In alphabetical order 
of last name they are:

Dirk Alder for 1963 HiPo information.
Scott Alder for HiPo information.
Dave Alling for HiPo carburetor vacuum plug info 

and pictures.
Mike Andres for Tiger info.
Dave Baston for tri-power info and pictures.
Robert Beck for HiPo sequential number info.
John Becker for 1964 HiPo, C4, and Arvinode exhaust 

info and pictures.
Steve Becker for NOS flywheel info and pictures.
Robert Beede for HiPo sequential number info and 

NOS C2OZ valve cover silver color.
Bob Befort for 1967 T/E HiPo info and NOS flywheel 

info.
Ron Boesl of North West Classic Falcons for loan of 

the rare 1967 Falcon 4V air cleaner.
Jesse Boudreau for HiPo sequential number info.
Dave Brattland for tri-power info.

Mark Bright for early vacuum advance plugs on HiPo 
carburetors.

Bill Bretzman for 260 flex-plate info.
Phil Capito for HiPo sequential number info.
Dan Case for HiPo sequential number info, C6FE 

head pictures, Cobra info, and carburetor info.
Clayton Char for info provided from the build sheet 

of his 1964 HiPo Comet.
Jerry Christopherson for Tiger and LAT options.
Wayne Conover for Fairlane K-code registry and 1963 

HiPo info.
Jim Cowles for HiPo sequential number info.
Richard Cranford for early 289 HiPo info.
Dan David for many HiPo sequential numbers and 

HiPo flywheel info and pictures.
Tom Davis for knowledge on 289 HiPo exhaust 

manifold date codes.
Matt Denning for NOS HiPo flywheel info and 

pictures.
Roger Desy for steel shim head gasket pictures.
Jon Enyeart of Pony Carburetors for information on 

carburetors.
Dan Erickson at Ford Photomedia for his generous 

assistance in viewing factory photos.
Doug Everstine for Cobra 3-2V Accelerator Kit.
David Farmer for H&M 4V intake manifold pictures.
Ron Fraser for Tiger info, Parts List, production 

numbers.
Ford Motor Company for granting permission to 

reprint pictures and illustrations from old sales 
literature, advertising, parts catalogs and factory 
photos.



Dave Friedman for Cobra pictures.
Tom Glotkowski for alternator pulley info.
Gary Goeringer for PCV tube info and pictures.
John Gold for A/C hot idle pictures on 64½ Mustang 

with road draft tube.
Phil Gordy for his contribution of 1962 Fairlane/

Meteor air conditioning parts and 1963 Fairlane 
HiPo info.

Gary Gowan for 1964 HiPo info.
Sheldon Griess for late 1965 engine colors.
Dick Green for his help in tracking down articles in 

old automotive magazines.
Gino Gurley for C2OE-G HiPo head info.
Mel Guy for generously allowing me to photograph 

his 1964½ Mustang HiPo engine.
Des Hammill for much help on engine balancing, 

production numbers and engine info.
Terry Hampsmire for info on 1964 Comet 289 

HiPos.
Harrah’s Automotive Museum for granting 

permission to photograph and publish pictures 
of the silver-blue, 1964 Daytona 100,000 mile 
Durability Comet.

Bob Harvey for 289 HiPo information.
Bob Haverland for alternator pulley info and 

pictures.
Randy and Fran Hernandez for Comet 100,000 Mile 

Daytona Durability Run info and pictures.
Cory Hitchcock for HiPo carburetor and C4 info.
Mike Hickok for 1963 HiPo parts.
Darrell Hull for 1966 HiPo info.
Steve Janczyk for 1964 Comet HiPo info.
Dave Jones for info on the 1964/65 Comet HiPo 

engine option and copy of a 1965 289 HiPo 
Comet build sheet.

Bob Kelley for help with air cleaner pictures.
Dennis Kolodziej for engine information.
Ken Kowalk for early HiPo info and ’64 oil filter.
Kenneth Kruger for 1963 289 block info and 

pictures.
Chuck Lambert for HiPo sequential number and 

water pump info.
Roy Lewis for 1965 Ranchero engine tag info.
Don Lulay for information on 1964½ Mustang non-

emission reduction ventilation systems with air 
conditioning.

Kevin Marti for engine and vehicle data he is 
licensed to provide from Ford Motor Company’s  
official database. Kevin can provide owners with 
production reports on 1967 and later Mustangs 
as well as Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury vehicles. 
(www.martiautoworks.com)

Jim Maxwell for HiPo sequential numbers, 
alternator and Cobra info.

Dave McDonald for flywheel hardness markings.
Jerry McDowell for info on the 1967 TVR Tuscan SE.
Malcom McMillan for HiPo sequential number info.
Scott McMullen for HiPo road draft tube info.
Eara Merritt for late Cobra production engine 

sequential number info.
Mike Michels for a picture of a 1965 260 intake 

manifold.
Bob Miller for information on 1964½ Mustang non-

emission reduction ventilation systems with air 
conditioning.

Jim Miller for loan of his 1963 air cleaner.
Mike Mooney for Griffith info.
Terry Moore for HiPo info.
Bernie Morgan for 1965 Canadian Falcon info.
Steve Morrison for 65 HiPo info.

Mike Murray for alternator information and 
pictures.

Craig Nash for 1964 optional alternator pulley info.
Les Newcomer for providing photos of the engine 

compartment of Ford’s first Mustang.
Bill Oldenburg for 1964 HiPo info.
Bill Orndorff for 1964 HiPo air cleaner info and 

pictures.
Jim Osborn for decal info and engine assembly 

manuals.
Glenn Packard for 1964/67 HiPo pictures.
Chris Page for 64½ Mustang K-code info.
Bob Perkins for generosity in allowing me to 

photograph rare and valuable NOS engine 
components.

James Peterson for photographs of late 1967 full-
sized Ford air conditioning components.

Felix Petrone for steel shim gasket info and pictures.
Gary Phillips for 1965 C4 info.
Dan Pickering for H&M Parts Listing and alternator 

stampings.
Ralph Polshak for C4OF carburetor vacuum plug 

info and pictures.
Jerry Price for info on 1963 Falcon Sprint air 

cleaners.
Ron Reaser of Mustang Monthly for tracking down 

Ford factory photos.
Bill Ritter for 1965/67 full-sized Ford air 

conditioning parts.
Brian Robbins for alternator markings.
Bob Roberts for 1962 Fairlane air conditioning parts.
H.G. Rosier for 1964 Comet 100,000 Mile Daytona 

Durability Run info and pictures.
Dick Roush for HiPo info.

Duke Samouce for 260 Tiger block info for 1965 and 
later production.

Matt Scheiber for alternator markings and metal 
specs.

Sedlacek for sequential HiPo number info.
Donald Silawsky for C6FE block and cap pictures.
John Sloan for 1964 Fairlane HiPo parts and 

blueprints.
Jim Smart for info on the 1964½ to 1965 Mustang 

transition.
Jim Sfetko for Cobra, ignition wire, and HiPo 

sequential number info.
Chris Shead for “Falcon V8” IEC presentation.
Jerry Straight for a copy of a 1965 289 HiPo Comet 

build sheet.
Tom Streich for flywheel info and pictures.
Duncan Stewart for C4 HiPo info.
Terry Tatro for many HiPo sequential numbers.
Robert Tarbox for allowing me to photograph a 

1965 HiPo block VIN number.
Buzz Towsley for HiPo sequential number info.
Charles Turner for ignition wiring info.
Ed Veader for HiPo sequential number info.
Greg Wahlrab for Cougar scattershield pictures.
Dave Wallace for coil tag info.
Todd Weimer for 1963 HiPo air cleaner colors.
Jason Wenig for engine paper label info.
Jim Wicks for HiPo information and parts.
Wild West Mustang Ranch for their assistance and 

generosity.
Larry Wilson for 1964 Comet HiPo information.
Sam Wilson for 1964/65 Fairlane information.
Merlyn Witte for HiPo flywheel info.
Rick Wood for H&M 4V intake manifold pictures.

Most importantly, I would like to 
thank my wife, Jane, for her support, 
encouragement, and editing skills 
through the many years this project 
was ongoing. It is to her that I dedi-
cate this edition.

1963 260 V8
Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

(Note: Front generator shield eliminated prior to production.)

1964 289 HiPo
Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

(Note: Distributor advance housing eliminated in late 1963.)
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Chapter 1 – How To Use This Media
The general philosophy behind this layout is to al-

low quick access to information. There are ten chapters 
and twelve appendices. Chapters 2 through 9 each rep-
resent one production year in the 1960s (e.g., Chapter 2 
covers 1962, Chapter 3 covers 1963, and so on). Each 
chapter in cludes an introductory narrative followed 
by extensive photo documentation. The introductory 
narrative is designed to give a general overview of the 
production year, whereas the photo documenta tion 
provides the details. The photo documenta tion for 
each production year is divided into ten different sec-
tions, roughly related to major engine systems, plus a 
supplemental section. These systems, their codes, and 
their related components are as follows:

A – Engine Core (engine blocks, main bearing caps, 
crankshafts, crankshaft bearings and seals, con-
necting rods, pistons and piston rings, harmonic 
dampers, and standard crank shaft pulleys)

B – Valve Train (cylinder heads, head gaskets, 
valves, valve springs and retainers, valve guide 
seals, push rods, rocker arms and studs, tappets, 
camshafts, camshaft sprockets, thrust plates and 
spacers, timing chains) 

C – Induction (intake manifolds, carburetors, throt-
tle linkage, choke tubes, air cleaners and decals, 
fuel pumps and filters, fuel lines) 

D – Exhaust (exhaust manifolds, locking tabs) 

E – Lubrication (oil pumps, oil pressure senders, oil 
pan, oil filters, oil dipsticks and tubes) 

F – Ventilation (oil caps, road draft tubes, PCV 
valves, valve covers and decals) 

G – Cooling (front timing chain covers, water 
pumps, temperature senders, standard fans and 
spacers, water pump pulleys, thermostats and 
thermostat housings) 

H – Ignition (distributors, coils, ignition wires, spark 
plugs) 

J – Generator/Alternator (generators from 1962 to 
1964, and alternators from 1962 to 1969) 

K – Accessories (vacuum ports, power brake tubes, 
power steering, air conditioning, thermactor 
systems)

L – Supplemental Information (Additional infor-
mation supporting previous sections)

Note: Some components are actually part of sev-
eral systems. However, to simplify presenta-
tion, each component is covered in only the 
system most closely related to the compo-
nent’s function.

Extensive use of links help in navigation. Links are 
in blue text. There is a linked table of contents, a de-
tailed linked alpha betical index, and links at the bottom 
of each photo page spread for links within that chapter. 
There are also PDF bookmarks.

In the photo sections, similar com ponents are 
grouped together to the maximum extent possible.  
Some groups may have only one picture, where others 
may exceed ten. Groups requiring more than one page 
to present are divided into smaller groups, or placed 
across facing pages. In this latter case, arrows will assist 
in locating the photo—e.g., (a!).

The logical grouping of components did occa sionally 
cause similar components to be a little out of sequence 
within the section. For example, when discussing 2V 
carburetors, it might be more logical to also discuss the 
2V throttle linkage at the same time, rather than discuss 
2V and 4V carburetors together, and then discuss all 
throttle linkage. The “Accessories” section was particu-
larly difficult to sequence because thermactor systems 
(1966/67), power steering, and air conditioning can 
be found in any combination, and are all interrelated. 
Also, for the sake of convenience, a summary of major 
air conditioning system compon ents for the years 1965 
through 1969 is presented as the last photo grouping in 
the Accessories section. To insure all material on a par-
ticular com ponent/system is covered, it is best to scan 
nearby photo groupings, or refer to the photo index.

Each photo grouping is given a reference alpha-
numeric code. The first number of the group ing code 
always represents the year. The letter following the year 
is related to the major system section. The last number 
is just a sequence code. For example, 4C5 will deal with 
1964 Induction, and is the fifth grouping of photos deal-
ing with that system.

The grouping code allows rapid access to an area of 
interest without using the page numbers. The begin-
ning and ending codes for each set of facing pages 
are presented in the page headers. Major systems and 
their asso ciated code letters at the bottom of each even 
numbered page link to those systems in that chapter.
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The basic structure is one that follows the evolution-
ary process of Ford’s first small block V8. Chapter 2 
begins with a detailed look at the 221, and then pro-
gresses through time, identify ing each change that oc-
curred. Each subsequent chapter continues this process 
of examining change. Therefore, subsequent chapters 
should not be considered “stand alone” chapters, but 
more like supplements to the chapters which precede it. 
If a particular component is not covered in the chapter 
of interest, it is because the component was unchanged 
from the year before. Therefore, it may be necessary to 
refer back through previous chapters to find the com-
ponent in prior years.

The story of the small block V8 would be woefully 
inadequate without the included appendices of Volume 
II. These are packed full of information gathered from 
a multitude of sources. They also cover multiple years, 
making comparisons of compon ents/systems easier. 
The appendices are:

A – Engine Assembly (engine application; engine 
door tag codes; engine tag numbers; engine 
change levels, dates when changes occurred and 
their significance; valve cover and air cleaner 
colors; external engine com ponent colors, ex-
haustive parts number listing for all engine 
components, engine parts illustrations)

B – Belts, Pulleys, and A/C Magnetic Clutches 
(belt sizes for all vehicles and their accesso-
ries; belt applications, markings, original part 
numbers, 1970 replacements, and J-numbers; 
crankshaft, generator, alternator, water pump, 
power steering, air conditioning idler, and T/E 
pump pulley applications, sizes, and markings; 
pictures of all A/C idler pulleys; description and 
pictures all A/C com pressor magnetic clutches)

C – Carburetors (carburetor applications and tag 
numbers; Ford replacement carburetors; jet siz-
es, venturi sizes, bore diameters, venturi booster 
stamped codes, power valve identification, and 
carburetor recognition features; major carburetor 
settings and adjustments; carburetor spacers and 
casting numbers; T/E systems illustrated and 
part numbers listed; detailed carburetor compo-
nent parts list; carburetor illustrations; tune-up 
procedures)

D – Distributors (application and stamped num-
bers; replacement distributors; distributor 
types; cams, weights, springs, vacuum advance 
housings; cam settings for 1965/69 distributors; 
1968/69 vacuum control systems; distributor 
advance curves; original ignition wire sets; com-
plete parts listing and illustrations)

E – Engineering/Casting Numbers (eng ineering/
casting numbers found on cylinder blocks, 
timing chain covers, cylinder heads, harmonic 
dampers, flywheels, flex-plates, water pumps, 
thermostat housings, intake manifolds, and ex-
haust manifolds)

F – Fans, Spacers, and Viscous Clutches (fan ap-
plications for all vehicles; fan descriptions; fan 
spacer lengths; fan and spacer markings; viscous 
clutches and applications)

G – Camshafts (applications and markings; cam 
specifications)

H – Cylinder Heads (applications and com bustion 
chamber volume; chamber shape; discussion of 
compression ratios; milling results on compres-
sion ratios)

I – High Performance Options (289 high per-
formance engine and part numbers; the story; 
unique differences; Cobra distinctions; 1964 
Comet HiPo TSBs; nodularity; hardness; sequen-
tial numbers; C4 automatic; factory 289 high 
performance exhaust systems; prototype, ex-
otic, unusual, and interesting HiPo pictures; Ak 
Miller high performance tips; Cobra kits with 
illustrations, part numbers, and kit contents 
breakdowns; 1969 Holman & Moody HiPo parts 
listing; 1968-69 Cobra and Shelby HiPo parts 
listing; Ford’s 1969 Muscle Parts staged perfor-
mance program, including installation of high 
performance mechanical and hydraulic cams, 
spring and spring retainer selection, installa-
tion of 351 Windsor cylinder heads, distributor 
dual-point conversion, conversion of a 289 into 
a 289/302 high performance engine, and instal-
lation of GT40 valves in 351 Windsor heads)

J – Technical Service Bulletins (includes all major 
Ford and Mercury bulletins on 1962 through 
1969 small block V8s; bulletins segre gated into 
the same major system sections used in the 
chapters)

K – Accessories Identification (generator and 
alternator stamped numbers and pulley appli-
cations; starter motor application and stamped 
numbers; 1965/69 Ford P/S pump tag numbers; 
A/C compressor tag numbers; complete part 
numbers and illustrations of all accessory com-
ponents)

L – Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits (abbre-
viations used throughout the book; sources used 
to support documentation; photos highlighted 
from magazines; Ford factory photos and illus-
trations)
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Chapter 2 – 1962 221/260 V8
Ford’s first modern day small block V8 had its in-

troduction back in the model year 1962. Dubbed the 
Fairlane V8, it displaced just 221 cubic inches with a 
3.5" bore and stroke of 2.87". Its compression ratio was 
8.7:1, producing 143 horsepower at 4,500 rpm and 217 
ft-lbs of torque at 2,200 rpm.

New precision casting foundry techniques and ma-
terials allowed for carefully controlled wall thick ness in 
the engine. By using these precision “thinwall” meth-
ods, excessive weight was eliminated and compactness 
preserved. Fully equipped with standard accessories, 
flywheel, clutch and bellhous ing, the engine weighed 
in at about 470 pounds.

The bore/stroke ratio was kept relatively high which 
produced several advantages. First, the short stroke 
reduced piston speed which, in turn, lowered friction 
losses and prolonged cylinder life. Second, the bore 
size was kept high enough to allow large valve sizes 
for good breathing ability. Third, the short connecting 
rods required less counter balancing. All this added up 
to decreased weight and increased compactness.

The crankshaft itself was cast nodular iron weigh-
ing about 40 pounds. Thirty percent of the crankshaft’s 
balancing was accomplished externally via the crank-
shaft pulley adapter (later to become the harmonic 
vibration damper) and flywheel (flexplate for auto-
matic transmissions). Ford indicated that the harmonic 
damper was not necessary on the 221 V8, because the 
fourth harmonic occurred beyond the normal engine 
operating range. The adapter was properly aligned to 
the crankshaft by use of a woodruff key. Alignment 
for the flywheel/flexplate was accomplished by using 
an offset mounting technique. In only one position 
would all six bolt holes line up with the crankshaft 
rear flange.

The crankshaft was well supported by ample main 
bearing journals resulting in a comparatively rugged 
and indestructible bottom end. No oil groove was 
employed in the lower crankshaft bearing half so that 
the oil film could carry more load where it was needed 
most. In addition, the oil leakage path of the lower 
main bearings was reduced by one half. Journal diam-
eter was 2.25" with a bearing width of 0.84". Crankshaft 
forward and aft movement was controlled by the num-
ber three (center) thrust bearing which measured 1.125" 
front to back.

Attached to the crankshaft were short forged steel 
connecting rods which measured 5.155" between large 
and small end bore centers. In the small end was fitted 
a 0.912" diameter piston pin. This pin was press-fitted 
onto the connecting rod with a close tolerance clearance 
through the piston (0.0001" to 0.0003"), thereby elimi-
nating the complexity of floating pins.

The piston itself was aluminum, cast over steel in-
serts, and incorporated a four-groove design. The top 
groove remained empty and was intended to function 
as a heat dam. In practice, the groove filled up with 
carbon, forming an upper carbon ring with a diameter 
matching the cylinder bore diameter. Later replace ment 
pistons eliminated this groove, due to upper piston 
erosion problems. The lower three grooves, from top to 
bottom, contained a chrome com pression ring, a lower 
cast iron ring, and a three piece oil ring (two oil scraper 
rails and a center expander).

Lubrication for the piston and cylinder was provid-
ed via oil holes drilled in the crankshaft and connecting 
rod. As the crankshaft rotated, the oil holes lined up 
on the piston’s upward travel and squirted oil onto the 
cylinder wall. In this manner, each connecting rod oiled 
its own respective cylinder.

The heads employed a wedge-shaped combustion 
chamber design. Valves were well spaced allowing for 
future growth. Initial stem diameter was 0.310" with 
the intake valve face diameter set at 1.59" and exhaust 
valve at 1.39". The valves were seated by a single coil 
spring. Spring pressures were 60 pounds closed and 
170 pounds open.

Operating the valves were hydraulic lifters, push 
rods, and 1.6:1 ratio rocker arms. The rocker arms were 
nodular iron, cast in clusters of 160 per mold, annealed 
and then stamped with a coining die to form the stud 
ball socket, push rod socket, and valve tip surface. The 
final process was to heat treat the rocker arm to re-
establish hardness.

Lubrication for the valve train was provided through 
oil galleries running between the hydraulic lifters. Oil 
was metered into the lifters and pumped through the 
push rods to the rocker arms. Splash, off of the rocker 
arm tips, provided the necessary oiling of the springs, 
valve tips and valve stems. Valve stem oiling was fur-
ther controlled by neoprene umbrella seals mounted 
over the valve stem shafts.

The 1962 Fairlane and Meteor were the first intermediate Fords of the 1960s, and the only cars to receive the brand new 221 
and, four months later, 260 V8 engines. Both cars were actually introduced after the start of the 1962 production year. Ford 
released details and photos of the Fairlane on the morning of Thursday, October 12, 1961, and said the cars would be in tro -
duced in Ford dealerships on November 2, 1961. Due to a strike, that day was pushed back to November 16 for the Fairlane 
and November 30 for the Meteor. On February 14, 1962, Ford announced the details of the new Fairlane Sports Coupe and 
260 V8, which were to debut at the mammoth Chicago Auto Show three days later. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1962 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe

1962 Fairlane 500 4-door Sedan

1962 Meteor 2-door Sedan
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advance was eliminated under hard acceleration or 
load when the manifold vacuum dropped below 5" of 
mercury.

Built at Ford’s Cleveland, Ohio, engine plant, over 
500 prototype and pre-production 221 V8 engines were 
evaluated on dynamometers and in vehicle road tests. 
These engines logged over 17,000 dynamometer hours 
and 250,000 vehicle miles on their way to proving the 
reliability of the small block V8. Measuring just 20" 
across the exhaust manifolds, 29" from the bellhous-
ing to the front of the water pump, and 28.5" from the 
top of the air cleaner to the bottom of the oil pan, the 
221 V8 could fit into every engine compart ment that 
Ford made. However, for the time being, it would see 
service in only Ford’s brand new Fairlane and its Mer-
cury Meteor cousin.

Although all the 221 V8s were essentially the same, 
very minor differences in detail did exist depending 
on application. As noted earlier, some engines, where 
emission laws permitted, used road draft tubes for 
crankcase ventilation. The tube attached to the rear 
of the intake manifold and ran down the right side of 
the block next to the starter motor. As vehicle speed 
increased, a venturi effect around the tube’s angle-cut 
bottom end drew the crankcase fumes from the engine. 
Other states would not allow the venting of crankcase 
fumes directly into the atmos phere and required they 
be routed to the combustion chambers for burning. 
The amount of fumes burned was controlled by a posi-
tive crankcase ventilation (PCV) valve. Other minor 
differences existed between manual and automatic 
transmission equipped cars. On automatics, dashpots 
were incor porated on the carburetor to control throttle 
retard ation, throttle linkage was modified for manual 
kickdown, and a vacuum port for operating the trans-
mission modulator valve was included. The modulator 
valve delayed the shift points under hard engine ac-
celeration. Distributor and carburetor cali brations were 
also slightly different for automatics.

There were differences between the Fairlane and Me-
teor engines, too. The most visible was the air cleaner 
and valve cover color. The Fairlane 221 V8 used blue, 
whereas the Meteor used yellow. Function ally, the Me-
teor engine differed only in Mercury’s traditional use 
of oil pressure gauges vice Ford’s idiot lights. The oil 
gauge sender was larger than the oil light sender and 
required an extender which measured approximately 
4" in length. The extender mounted the large sender at 
a 45 degree angle.

Ford had left plenty of spacing between the cylinder 
bore center, and did not wait long in capitalizing on 
this growth potential. By February 1962, new block 
castings were offered with a 3.8" bore. The basic engine 

was the same as the 221 V8 with changes to support the 
new 260 cubic inch displacement. The 260 V8 was not a 
bored out 221 V8, but a new casting with larger diam-
eter cylinder sleeves to support the new bore size. In 
fact, a 221 V8 cannot be bored out to 260 cubic inches. 
As to how much of an over-sized (O/S) bore each Ford 
small block engine could take, Ford said to check the 
Parts Catalog for available piston sizes. For the 221 V8 
piston, Ford listed .060" O/S. For the 260 V8 piston, 
Ford again listed .060" O/S.

The 260 V8 cylinder head castings featured a differ-
ent combustion chamber shape and an increase in vol-
ume from the 221 V8’s 43.6–46.6 cubic centimeters (cc) 
to a new volume of 53.0–56.0 cc. This increase enabled 
the compression ratio to remain at 8.7:1. Horsepower 
jumped to 164.

To enhance breathing for the 260 V8, the carbure-
tor, spacer, intake manifold risers and passageways 
were opened up. Carburetor bore size had been 15/16" 
and was increased to 17/16". The spacer bore, previ-
ously 13/8", was opened up to match the 260 V8’s car-
buretor bore. Intake manifold riser bores, which always 
matched that of the spacer’s, were likewise increased.

The big design difference between the 260 and 
221 V8 was the 260 V8’s new front harmonic vibra-
tion damper. Looking quite different from the 221 V8’s 
pulley adapter, the damper, from a design viewpoint, 
was really an adapter with an outer rubber insulator 
and steel ring. The inner core of the damper contained 
counterweighting just like the adapter. But now the 
circumference was machined for the rubber insulator. 
In addition, a spiraling groove around the circum-
ference was incorporated to minimize any tendency of 
the outer ring to rotate about the inner counter weight. 
Along the outer steel ring were timing marks to facili-
tate setting initial distributor advance. The pointer for 
these marks was incorporated as part of the aluminum 
timing chain cover casting, thus eliminating the need 
for a separate pointer.

To visually identify the 260 V8 from the 221 V8, new 
colors were used for the air cleaner and valve covers. 
The Fairlane 260 V8 used argent (silver), whereas the 
Meteor used red. This color was not the Ford Red used 
on earlier Fords, but a more orange-red. A good match 
today is Seymour’s EN-44 Hi-Tech Ford/Chrysler Red.

All the usual accessory options were available on any 
of the small V8 engines. Power steering was the most 
popular, followed by less frequently ordered power 
brakes, air conditioning and 40 or 60 amp Leece/Nev-
ille alternators. This latter accessory option was more 
apt to find its way onto fleet cars, police cars, and taxi 
cabs, to operate power-demanding radio transmitters.

2–2 Chapter 2

The hardened camshaft was specifically designed 
for low speed torque and exhibited very smooth idle 
characteristics with mild top end performance. As a 
result, pressed-in 3/8" diameter rocker arm studs were 
used to provide a pivot point for the rocker arms. Hold-
ing the sintered iron rocker arm fulcrum seat onto the 
stud were 3/8"–N.F. self-locking nuts which could be 
adjusted to center the hydraulic lifter in its operating 
range. Camshaft lobes were tapered slightly to cause 
the hydraulic lifters and push rods to rotate, thereby 
preventing spot wear on the lifters. The camshaft also 
provided gearing to run the distributor which, in turn, 
through a hex-shaped shaft, ran the oil pump. The cam-
shaft itself was driven through a set of sprockets and a 
silent chain at half the crankshaft’s speed.

Mounted over the sprockets and timing chain was 
a die-cast aluminum cover which served a number of 
functions. One was to mount the fuel pump. With the 
pump’s action lever projecting through the cover, the 
pump was operated by a steel eccentric mounted to the 
camshaft’s timing chain sprocket. On the opposite side 
of the cover was mounted a large air breather stand 
pipe which doubled as an oil filler. The cover also di-
rected water from the aluminum water pump to each 
cylinder bank. With heat rejection projected at 4,500 
BTU          /minute at 4,000 rpm under wide open throttle 
conditions, the water pump was designed to exceed the 
required 50 gallons/minute delivery rate at 21 pounds 
per square inch. The combin ation of the cover and 
water pump gave the engine a forward projection, and 
was quite aesthetically pleasing.

Engine oil was picked up through a screened pick-
up tube mounted so as to hang very low in the oil pan 
sump. The oil pan sump size was small enough to al-
low an adequate oil supply to the engine even when 
the oil quantity was nearly two quarts lower than the 
recommended level. After passing through the pick-
up tube, oil entered a gear stage pump consisting of 
an aluminum housing, steel eccentric, center gear, and 
pressure relief valve. The valve was set to bypass oil 
above 55 psi. From the pump, the oil passed through 
a spin-on type oil filter and fed three main oil galler-
ies in the block. One gallery, just to the right of the 
camshaft, directed oil to the crankshaft main bearing 
and camshaft bearing journals. The other two galleries 
transported oil to the hydraulic lifters.

The 35 pound cast iron intake manifold, which 
mounted to the top of the engine, served a multitude of 
purposes. The foremost purpose was to direct the air-
fuel mixture from the carburetor to the cylinder heads. 
This was done through two risers, each feeding four 
cylinders. The right side riser fed cylinders 1, 4, 6 and 
7, whereas the left riser took the remaining cylinders. 
All passageway lengths were equal and the firing order 
alternated between the two risers, thereby giving very 
balanced induction at low speed.

Heating of the air-fuel mixture was primarily per-
formed by a heat riser passageway between the ex-
hausts ports of cylinders 2 and 7. The passage way was 
located directly under the risers and helped to vaporize 
the mixture, as well as prevent carburetor icing. A baffle 
was riveted to the underside of the manifold directly 
beneath the heating passageway to minimize chemical 
destruction of the oil.

Additional heating of the air-fuel mixture was 
provided as the engine coolant warmed to operating 
temperature. Water was directed out the top of the 
manifold in front of the carburetor and into the carbure-
tor spacer. After circulating around the spacer bores, the 
water exited at the right rear corner of the spacer.

Besides directing water into the carburetor spacer, 
the manifold also served as a connection between water 
passageways in each cylinder bank, and as an exit point 
for water returning to the radiator. Controlling the 
exit flow was a thermostat mounted in an aluminum 
housing. A small passageway in this housing always 
allowed a limited amount of water to bypass the ther-
mostat and return directly to the water pump, thereby 
preventing cavitation.

At the rear of the intake manifold was an exit point 
for crankcase fumes. Evacuation of these fumes was 
controlled by either venturi effect from a road draft 
tube or manifold vacuum through a regulator (PCV) 
valve. Both methods provided crankcase ventilation 
by drawing fresh air through the oil filler stand pipe. 
Incoming air was filtered by the oil cap and exiting 
fumes were strained by a wire mesh oil separator ele-
ment mounted in the intake manifold.

An Autolite model 2100 carburetor sat on top of 
the carburetor spacer and was rated at 210 cubic feet 
of air per minute. It was equipped with an automatic 
choke pulling filtered air through a heating chamber 
incorporated in the right cast iron exhaust manifold. 
An insulated steel tube routed the air to the carburetor 
choke housing.

Fresh air for combustion entered the air cleaner 
through a long snout and was dumped into a large 
collector chamber. The effect of the long snout and col-
lector chamber muffled the in-flowing air noise to an 
inaudible level. Air next passed through a replace able 
paper type filter on its way into the carburetor.

The Autolite distributor employed both mechanical 
(centrifugal) and vacuum advance features as previous 
distributors had. Initial advance on the engine was 6 
degrees before top dead center (BTDC) with manual 
transmissions, and 12 degrees BTDC for automatics, 
with the centrifugal advance providing approximately 
25 degrees at 4,000 rpm and vacuum advance adding 
another 20 degrees at high engine vacuum. Vacuum 
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 Engine Core Section A 2A7 2–5

2A7: Bore size on the 221 V8 (a) was 3.5" with plenty of spacing for growth. Triangular-shaped water openings allowed for excellent 
water flow between heads and block. The 260 V8 bore size (b) was 3.8". Note the water passageways are not quite so large.

a b

b
2A5: Early engines had the assembly date code stamped in two locations. The 
first place was on the front of the block just beneath the distributor (a). The 
code reads 1M01Z for December 1, 1961. The Z had no meaning outside the 
factory. Another location was about 3" away, along the side of the block near the 
cylinder head (b). The code reads B1M1 with the first letter B having no date 
meaning. This latter location would eventually be the only place used for the as-
sembly code. It was possible for the assembly date to be a week or two after the 
car’s build date. Car build dates were target dates established before the car was 
completely assembled, and subject to production delays. The engine assembly 
date, however, was stamped after engine assembly. So, a car miss ing its target date 
could well have an engine with a later assembly date.

a

b c
2A4: Block casting numbers were located at the top rear of the engine just behind the intake manifold. The C2OE-6015-G casting 
number (a) was used on the 221 V8 and the C2OE-6015-J (b) number for the 260 V8. This location was used only on engines 
with the 6" block-to-engine mount bolt pattern. The block date code (c) was located above the starter motor. This one decodes as 
April 2, 1962. Late 1963 engines—those with the 7" block-to-engine mount bolt patterns—would have the block casting number 
located above the starter motor as well.

a

2A6: The 1962/64 blocks were distin-
guished from 1965 and later blocks by the 
bell housing bolt pattern (a). The 5-bolt 
pattern shown here was the one used 
through 1964 pro duction. Bolts attaching 
the bell housing to the engine were 3/8" in 
dia meter. Alignment dowels were 3/8" (b). 
The 1965 6-bolt block would increase 
these sizes to 7/16" bolts and 1/2" dowels.

a

b

2A3: The bolt pat tern for the block-to-engine mounts 
mea sured about 6" (5.94" according to Ford) on both 
the right (a) and left (b) sides. This would change to 7" 
in late 1963 and co incide with the change in the number 
of block freeze plugs.

2–4 2A1 Chapter 2 Engine Core

b

a

2A1: (a, b & c) 
The 221 V8 was 
first seen in Fair  lanes 
and Meteors about 
October 1961. In 
fact ,  one of  the 
earliest engines un-
covered to date was 
in a 1962 Fairlane 
that car ried the ve-
hicle serial number 
2A42L100060. This 
was the 60th 1962 
car pro duced in Al-
tanta, and carried a 
date code of 08K, 
or October 8, 1961. 

Note the downward tilt of the air cleaner. It became level in the car because 
of the engine’s 4 degree upward cant when installed.

a
b

c

2A2: The heart of the 221 V8 was the compact block shown 
in top (a) and bottom (b) views. Bore size measured 3.5". 
The block had two 11/2" freeze plug holes on each side. This 
would increase to three per side in late 1963. Blocks were 
made from Ford grade AC cast iron.

b

a
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 Engine Core Section A 2A14 2–7

2A12: At the rear left 
side of the block, pro-
visions were made to 
support the clutch 
equalizer bar. Here the 
equalizer bar rode on a 
nylon bushing (a). On 
A/T equipped engines, 
a plain stud (b) was 
sub stituted to support part of the transmission selector linkage. Also for cars with A/T, a clamp (c) was provided at the front of the 
block to support the oil cooler lines as they ran along the engine. The battery ground wire was also bolted here.

a b c

2A14: Supporting the crankshaft were bearing inserts. Original bearings carried typical FoMoCo logos, an engineering part num-
ber, and even a date code. A sampling of standard size original bearings is shown here: (a) C2OE-6333-H-J upper half for bearings 
1, 2, 4 and 5 dated 12–2 (insert), or December 1962. (b) C2OE-6A338-S-T lower half for bearings 1, 2, 4 and 5 dated 2–64, or 
February 1964. (c) C2OE-6337-S-T upper half for thrust bearing 3 dated 11–4, or November 1964. (d) C2OE-6A339-S-T lower 
half for thrust bearing 3 dated 10–4, or October 1964. Though difficult to see, bearings often carried an Fm marking (insert). This 
was a trademark for Federal Mogul—a supplier for Ford bearings. Later, Clevite also supplied Ford bearings.

a b c d

b

dc

a

2A13: Contrary to popular belief, the 
early 221/260 crankshafts had no iden-
tifying marks (a). It would be 1963 
before the 1M would appear in this area 
for V8 crankshafts. The crankshaft was 
externally balanced fore and aft by a 
damper and flywheel/flexplate. To assure 
alignment of the damper, a woodruff key 
was used (b). The alignment at the rear 
was accom plished by a non-symmetrical 
bolt pattern (c) for the flywheel (M/T) or 
flexplate (A/T). (The seventh hole seen in 
the photo between two bolt holes was not 
a bolt hole, but rather a manufacturer’s 
drive pin locator hole to properly refer-
ence the crankshaft for the machining 
operations.) Flywheels and flex plates were 
attached to the crankshaft using six high 
strength, self-locking “place”-type bolts 
(d). The longer bolt was used with the 
flywheel, whereas the shorter one went 
with the thinner flex plate. Many of these 

!

bolts incorpo rated a nylon friction plug (arrow) to help prevent the loss of a loose bolt. An oil sealing compound should be used on 
the flywheel/flexplate mounting bolts since the crankshaft mounting holes go completely through the rear flange. Otherwise, oil leaks 
into the bellhousing could occur, a common problem on these engines.

2–6 2A8 Chapter 2 Engine Core

2A11: The engine was filled with oil through an oil filler pipe installed in the timing 
chain cover (a). At the rear of the cover (b), a small notch (see arrow) to the timing 
chain area allowed any standing oil to drain. A small groove around the water jacket 
was also provided to prevent leakage between these two systems. Oil entered the block 
through a 3/4" hole (c) and dumped into the lifter valley (d). This hole also served as a 
vent hole for crankcase ventilation. The jagged hole seen near the oil filler hole was for 
ventilating the timing chain area. d

a

b c

2A10: Three oil distributing galleries ran the length of the engine. At the 
rear (a) the galleries were plugged with square-headed 1/4" pipe threaded 
plugs. At the front (b) they were capped with small 1/2" diameter freeze 
plugs (two shown here). This method of blocking off the oil galleries was used 
on all Windsor type small blocks (1962/69), including those for 1963/67 
production 289 HiPos and street GT-350 Mustangs. (Only the 350 hp com-
petition GT-350 and 380 hp Cobra Daytona/GT-40 prototype 289 Hipo 
race engines were machined by Shelby for threaded front oil gallery plugs.)

a b

2A8: Cooled water entered the block through two round openings, one on 
each side (a). Also, note the block’s low profile due the crankshaft’s centerline 
coinciding with the block bottom. Water could be drained from the block by 
removing screw-in plugs on each side (b). Plugs were forward on the right side 
of the block and aft on the left. These plugs had 3/8" hex heads.

a b

2A9: Only the main bearing caps (a) 
extended below the crankshaft centerline. 
Each cap was numbered 1 through 5 for 
proper positioning (b). The center bearing 
cap served as a thrust surface and the last 
cap incorporated provisions for an oil slinger 
and seal. This cap also carried the C2OE-B 
casting number. All caps were made from 
Ford grade ACB cast iron to achieve a more 
refined grain structure.

a

b

!
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2A17: 221 V8 pistons (a) were flat on top with two notches to orient the piston 
forward. The piston carried a casting number of C2OE-6110 inside the skirt area (b). 
Some pistons were stamped C2OE-A. Later 221 V8 pistons, and those used in 1963, 
would carry a casting number of C2OE-6110-Y (c). As a bit of trivia, the 221 V8 
piston was identical to the 170 6-cylinder piston.

2A19: The 260 V8 piston (a) was designed similarly to the 221 V8’s. Early pistons 
incorporated the heat dam fourth groove design (b). The larger size of the piston in 
comparison to that of the 221 V8 was easily distinguishable around the piston pin bore, 
where it lacked the recessed area. The casting number was C2OE-6110-K (c). Later 
designed 260 V8 pistons, which came out in late 1963, lacked the heat dam groove 
(arrow) as seen in this side-by-side comparison (d). The newer piston carried a casting 
number of C2OE-6110-Z. These were by no means the only 260 V8 pistons used from 
1962 through 1964. For example, on export 260 V8s designed to run on 84 octane 
gasoline, different pistons were used to lower the compression ratio.

 Engine Core Section A 2A19 2–9

ring per formance and minimized skirt cracking—a common problem on all high mileage small blocks as shown on this 1968 302 
piston (b). The cracks always started in the radius along the skirt and progressed diagonally toward the oil control rings. In the photo, 
one crack is still quite visible. The second crack progressed over halfway to the ring groove before skirt failure.

2A18: All early pistons employed a 
four groove design with the top groove 
empty (a). This top groove was to 
serve as a heat dam to keep the lower 
rings cooler. However, the feature met 
with mixed success because of piston 
erosion above the empty groove and 
was later abandoned. Pistons would 
continue to be improved as running 
changes. One such change occurred 
around 10/29/62 to increase cam 
drop, decrease ring groove and ring 
land clearance, and increase piston pin 
clearance. These changes improved a b

d

a b c

b c

a

"

2–8 2A15 Chapter 2 Engine Core

a b

2A16: Like the main bear-
ings, connecting rod bear-
ings were also stamped with 
a FoMoCo logo, engineer-
ing part number, and date 
code. Different vendors were 
supplying bearings for Ford 
so there existed some vari-
ation between engines in 
the stamping format. Ear-
ly standard bearings were 
stamped C2OE-6211-A-B 
(a), but then changed to 
C2OE-6211-H-J (b). Both 
had holes for the connecting 
rod oil squirt system. (The 
C2OE-6211-A-B bearing 
hole is on the other side and 
is not visible in this view.)

2A15: The 221/260 V8 connecting rod casting number was C2OE-A (a). This rod had a thinner neck than the 289’s and was phased 
out for the 260 V8 by 1964. Slight differences in the appearance of the casting numbers did exist between rods in the same engine 
(b). All early rods contained an oil squirt hole for cylinder lubrication (c). This practice would continue until 1966, at which time 
the squirt holes were phased out. The connecting rod and its associated cap were a matched set; therefore, to keep identity intact, each 
was stamped with the same number, which corresponded to its installed cylinder (d). Note that this rod actually has the number 5 
superimposed over an upside down 4. Removed from the number 5 cylinder of an original, unmolested engine, it proves that Ford 
did occasionally move rod locations. Also note that the number fonts are different. The upside down 4 is similar to other 4s (e) found 
throughout the 1960s, but less heavily stamped. The large, heavily stamped numbers, like the 5 shown, were generally found only 
around the 1962/1963 time frame. Weight balancing of the connecting rods was partially accomplished by removing metal from the 
ends of the caps. Some caps required deep cuts, while others were barely touched (f).

d

cba

e f
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single assembly. The center section (c) was much like the 221 V8 pulley adaptor, but was machined on the outer circumference. A 
rubber layer and outer steel ring (d) were then fitted over this center piece. The machined groove, present in both the center section 
and outer ring, kept the ring from shifting position while doing its job. Each damper also carried a casting number. The number 
might appear as C2OE-6316-A at the rear of the damper (e), or C2OE-A on the front (f). Note the cracked rubber between the 
center section and the outer ring. This occurred on many dampers, and though not attractive, Ford said it would not affect the 
perform ance of the damper.

 Engine Core Section A 2A23 2–11

2A23: Timing marks were stamped in 
the outer ring (a). A pointer was in-
corporated as part of the timing chain 
cover casting (b). Note the letter/
number combination just to the right 
of the timing marks. In one photo, 
the combo is C3, and in the other, D2. 
This was the damper’s date code and 
corresponded to the year and month. 
In the examples shown, the dates are 
March 1963 and April 1962.

2A22: The new 260 V8 incorporated a harmonic vibration damper (a) in place of 
the 221 pulley adaptor. Counter balancing was very similar to that of the 221 (b), but 
increased to 24.5 ounce-inches. The damper actually con sisted of three pieces in a 

ba

f

e

ba

dc

2–10 2A20 Chapter 2 Engine Core

f

e

a b
2A20: To balance the engine, Ford counter-
weighted the pulley adaptor casting (a & b) by 
23.1 ounce-inches. Though no casting number 
was included, a date code was placed on the rear 
of the counterweight, in this case, 1K25, or Oc-
tober 25, 1961 (c). A small ma chined index (d), 
in con junction with a pointer mounted on the 
timing chain cover (e), allowed for setting initial 
distributor advance (f).

2A21: Initially, the adaptor/damper was bolted to the crankshaft 
using a large bolt with a hex-shaped head 3/8" thick (lighter 
colored bolt). About 3/23/62, this bolt was changed to one with 
a head thickness of 1/2" (darker colored bolt) because this bolt was 
used to rotate the engine crankshaft during assembly operations.

dc
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 Valve Train Section B 2B6 2–13

2B5: The top, inboard sides of the cylinder heads (a) provided a mating surface with the intake manifold. Passageways at the far 
ends were for water flow, though when the heads were installed on the engine, only the forward passageways were used. Those aft 
were blocked off by the intake manifold. The center hole was for exhaust gas crossover, designed to heat the intake manifold carbu-
retor risers. The exhaust ports (b) were on the outer side of the head. The basic size of the small block exhaust ports (c) remained 
essentially unchanged from 1962 through 1969.

2B6: The original 
221 V8 head gasket 
(a) carried a number 
C2OE-6051-C (b). 
The 260 V8 gasket 
(c) used the number 
C2OE-6051-E (d).

b d

c

a

b

2B4: The casting number on the 260 V8 head was C2OE-F and was located on the underside of the head (a). On some heads the 
first letter C was missing (b). The date code was located in the same area as on the 221 V8 (c).

cba

ca

2–12 2B1 Chapter 2 Valve Train

2B2: On early heads the casting numbers were easily seen. The C2OE-6090-E casting number designated a 221 V8 (a). Another 
casting number was C2OE-6090-D. There could have been others. The date code was in the rocker arm area. 1L24 denoted 
November 24, 1961 (b). Matched heads generally had casting dates within a few days of each other (c).

a b c

c

2B3: The combustion chamber of the 221 V8 (a) was only 43.6 to 46.6 cubic centimeters (cc). Note the large water openings and 
large spacing between valve centers allowing for future growth. The 260 V8 chamber (b) was enlarged to 53.0–56.0 cc. This yielded 
an advertised compression ratio for the 260 V8 of 8.7:1, which was the same as for the 221 V8. These same 260 V8 heads were also 
used on export 221 V8s designed to run on 84 octane gasoline.

a b

a

b

2B1: The 221 V8 cylinder head is shown in top 
(a) and bottom (b) views. Three 3/8" bolt holes 
at each end (c) allowed for accessory mounting.
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2B10: Operating the valve rocker arms were push rods that passed through the cylinder head (a). These push rods were hollow 
tubes that were specially case hardened to withstand rubbing against the close tolerance slots in the cylinder head. It was through 
this method that valve train alignment was maintained. Hardened hollow balls were welded to each end of the push rod (b) to act 
as the seating surface against the rocker arm and the hydraulic lifter. The lifters (c) were designed for silent, zero lash operation. 
Initial shop manual procedures called for adjusting the hydraulic lifters to zero lash and then tightening them 2 additional turns. 
This was revised first to 11/2 turns and then to a 3/4 turn by early 1965 Ford and Mercury Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs). All 
replacements, as well as original lifters, should use the 3/4 turn specification. Otherwise, the plunger inside the lifter might bottom 
and prevent the valve from properly seating.

 Valve Train Section B 2B10 2–15

2B9: The valve springs consisted of a single coil and were initially painted light brown and later, green (a). The valve springs were 
retained by a one piece retainer and two small keepers (b). Cracking was a problem on early retainers (c).

2B8: Up on top 
of the cylinder 
head, the valve 
train consisted of 
springs, retainers, 
seals, and rocker 
arms (a & b) . 
Each will be cov-
ered in detail.

a b

cba

a b c

2–14 2B7 Chapter 2 Valve Train

2B7: The 221 and early 260 
V8 valve sizes were quite small. 
Shown here are the intake (a) 
and exhaust (b) valves. Erosion 
problems (c) with early exhaust 
valves led Ford to issue improved 
components, which featured 
diffused aluminum on the valve 
head and face (d). Introduced 
about August 1, 1962, these new 
valves were designed for a longer 
life expectancy. Note the familiar 
FoMoCo logo, whereas the older 
design carried no markings at all. 
The intake valve measured 1.59" 
across the face (e). Both old and 
new exhaust valves measured 
1.39" across the face (f ). All 
valves measured .310" across the 
stem (g), and were 4.87" long 
(h). Here the valves are shown 
installed in 221 (i) and 260 (j) 
cylinder heads.

a b

jih

e f g

c d
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 Valve Train Section B 2B14 2–17

a b c

fed

g h i

j

2B14: The next sequence of photos shows the build-up of 
the camshaft drive system. First, the camshaft was installed 
(a) and dowel inserted (b). Then a spacer was positioned 
(c) and thrust plate attached (d). Note the clutch-type 
countersink bolt used to secure the thrust plate (e). These 
bolts were used throughout 1962 and con tinued on certain 
applications into 1965. The crankshaft sprocket was next 
positioned on the crankshaft via a woodruff key (f) at the 
same time the timing chain and camshaft sprocket were 
installed. These original camshaft sprockets carried a cast-
ing number of C2OE-6256-A or C2OE-6256-C (g). The 
crankshaft and camshaft sprockets were properly aligned 
by lining up the dimples on each (h). Note that original 
timing chains did carry the FoMoCo logo on some of the 
links (i). Replacement chains generally have MOORE 
markings—an original maker of Ford timing chains. The 
assembly (j) was completed by instal lation of the fuel pump 
eccentric and the lower oil slinger.

2–16 2B11 Chapter 2 Valve Train

2B13: Valve timing events were controlled by the camshaft. These early camshafts were stamped U  (a) and were used only on the 
221/260 V8. Duration and valve lift for both intake and exhaust valves were 252 degrees and 0.380", respectively. The camshaft 
was supported by 5 bearings (b). The bearings were numbered 1 through 5 and had decreasing diameters from front to back. This 
greatly assisted camshaft installation and removal. All bearings carried the FoMoCo logo, but the exact format of the logo varied 
from engine to engine depending on the vendor supplying the bearings. The camshaft was lubricated through a bottom slot in the 
bearing. Camshaft weight and load generally caused more bearing wear at the bottom of the bearing than at the top (c), as shown 
by the darker gray color (arrow).

a b c

2B11: The rocker 
arm was a cast com-
ponent in which 
special pro cesses 
were used to hard-
en three areas —
push rod seat, valve 
tip area (a), and 
fulcrum seat (b). 
Note the A cast into 
the top rear surface. 

2B12: Under the valve 
springs were umbrella 
type valve stem seals. 
They were specifically 
designed to control the 
amount of oil lubricating 
the valve guides.

d

c

This was important as the 240 and 300 6-cylinder rocker arms were similar in 
appearance, but were not interchangeable with the V8 rocker arm, and carried the 
letter E. For the small block V8s, the rocker 
arms rode on studs that were pressed into the 
cylinder head (c) using 2,500 pounds of force. 
The rocker arms were then held in position by 
fulcrums and friction nuts. Through the years, 
a variety of different rocker arm fulcrums 
and nuts were used. A sampling of the nuts 
is shown here (d). The two on the left were 
typical of those found in the 1962/1966. The 
one on the right appeared in 1966 and was 
used through 1969. It incorporated im proved 
cadmium plating and was less sus cept  ible 
to wear. Mercury’s 1966 TSB #50, re com-
mended the improved cadmium plated nut 
for all high performance engine applications.

a b

!
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d

b c

 Induction Section C 2C3 2–19

e

2C3: The rear of the intake manifold contained provisions for crankcase ventilation, throttle linkage mounting, and a vacuum port 
(a). Up on the upper rear runner was the firing order (b). To attach the intake manifold to the cylinder heads, Ford used a bolt and 
lock washer combination (c). This type of bolt was only used through 1963 production.

a

manifold (c). Because the intense heat could scorch the oil below the passage-
way, a baffle (d) was provided for protection. The baffle was held in position by 
four spiraled rivets (e). When rebuilding an engine, the baffle should always be 
removed for cleaning. A thin chisel or sharp screwdriver can be used as a wedge to 
force the hardened rivet loose, then by prying with a pair of opposing screwdriv-
ers, the rivet rotated free. If done carefully, the rivet can be reused, or the hole 
can be tapped for a small, self-locking bolt.

2 C 2 :  In t a k e  m a n i -
fold passageways on all 
221/260 V8s (a) mea-
sured 19/16" vertically and 
13/16" in width (b). This 
would later be expanded 
for the 289 V8. Note the 
smaller passageway be-
tween the two center in-
take run ners. This was an 
exhaust crossover passage 
between cylinders 2 and 
7. It provided heat for 
the fuel/air mixture as the 
mixture was drawn down 
the risers and into both 
planes inside the intake 

ba

c

he

if

k

2–18 2C1 Chapter 2 Induction

a gd

to a diameter of 13/8" for the 221, and 17/16" for the 260 V8. Midway through production, the intake manifold design was revised 
(d), and was distinguishable by the missing boss (e). These manifolds carried a C2OE-9425 casting number, but lacked the last let-
ter. Note the 2D4 date code. These manifolds were also cast slightly differently around the riser area (f). Later manifolds (g) carried 
a cast H nearby (h). Note the 2G19 date code, which was very late in the production year. As with the early manifolds, the 221/260 
used the same new casting, though the 260 manifold was machined with wider risers. The two applications were distinguished by a 
stamped letter (i) on the water outlet (see arrow). The stamped letter H denoted a 221 manifold with 13/8" diameter risers. A stamped 
letter J indicated a 260 application with 17/16" wide risers. Shown in enlargement, note the greater distance between risers on a 221 
manifold (j) compared to a later 260 manifold (k). Also, note the casting differences between early and late designs.

2C1 :  The earliest 1962 
221/260 V8 intake manifold 
(a) was distinguished by the 
unused vacuum port boss 
next to the water outlet hole 
(b). The casting number 
was C2OE-9425-D with the 
date code located forward, 
just behind the distributor. 
On this manifold, the code 
was 1L28, or November 28, 
1961. The 221 and 260 V8s 
used the same casting, but 
the risers (c) were machined j

c

b

!
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 Induction Section C 2C7 2–21

a b

e

fd

c

g

2C6: The carburetor choke (a) used a 
bellcrank adjusting lever mechanism in 
1962. This system was used in 1962 and 
early 1963, and was a carryover from 
1961. Note the flat plate shield in front of 
the mechanism. Detached from the carbu-
retor (b), the components that make up 
the bellcrank choke arrangement can be 
more clearly viewed. The screw holding the 
bellcrank to the shaft had either the earlier 
slotted head (c), or the more common 
hex-shaped head (d). The choke it  self was 
operated by a bi-thermal spring (e) which 
uncoiled when heated. The choke thermal 

2C7: The vents (a) on the 221/260 carburetors were open (b) until early in 1963 production. However, restricted vents (c) were 
authorized by Ford for retrofitting, so some of these may be found in 1962. The restricted vents were to prevent excessive fuel vapors 
from entering the air cleaner and causing hard hot restarts/poor idle.

a

spring housing 
(f) was identified 
by the letters TK 
on the outside of 
the housing (g).

2–20 2C4 Chapter 2 Induction

2C4: Autolite model 2100 2-barrel carburetors (a) were used on 
all 1962 221/260 V8s. These were similar in design to other 2V 
V8 carburetors, but specifically tailored and calibrated for the small 
block. Each carburetor was given a tag and stamping, which indi-
cated the carburetor’s identification number. The tags were located 
on the right front corner and gave the carburetor’s number, engi-
neering level, and date code. For example, two tags are shown here. 
The C2OE-S (b) number was used on the 221 V8 with emissions 
reduction (PCV valve) and manual transmission. The C2OE-T 
(c) carburetor was used for the automatic with PCV valve. Two 
more carburetors with different tags were used for engines with 
road draft tubes, also called non-emissions reduction engines. (See 
Volume II, Appendix C for a full carburetor listing.) The tag’s date 
code gave the year, month, and week of manufacture. For example, 
1LA represented the first week in November 1961. Similarly, 1MD 
was the fourth week of December 1961. Note the small letters on 
the tags. During the 1963 production year, the letter size would be 
increased. In addition to the tag, each carburetor was stamped at 
the left front base. Shown are stamp ings of the same two carbure-
tors C2OF-S (d) and C2OF-T (e).a

b c e

d

2C5: The 221 and 260 carburetors were of the same design, but did differ in bore and venturi diameter. The 221 carburetor throttle 
bore size was a small 15/16" and venturi diameter of 0.98" (a), whereas the 260 bore size was increased to 17/16" and venturi to 1.01 
or 1.02, depending on application (b). The venturi size was embossed as part of the external carburetor body, along the left side.

ba
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 Induction Section C 2C11 2–23

2C10: Throttle linkage 
(a) to operate the carbu-
retor mounted on the in-
take mani  fold forming a 
bellcrank arrangement (b). 
Linkage for A/T equipped 
cars  (c) in corporated provi-
sions for a kickdown lever 
on the bell crank. (Note that 
the P/B booster tube and 
P/S idle speed-up valve are 
also visible in photo.) Spring 
tension (d) kept the kick-
down rod dis engaged until 
a nearly full throttle con-
dition occurred. The link 
between the bell crank and 
carburetor was either non-
adjustable (e), or adjustable 
(f). Both used a small clip 
to keep the link in place 
(g). The non-adjust able link 
was always used for manual 
transmission equip ped cars, 
whereas the ad justable link 
was used with auto matics 
to allow adjust ment of the 
kickdown rod.

a b

dc

ba

2C11: The bracket for the throt-
tle return spring was mounted to 
the intake manifold just forward 
of the carburetor throttle shaft 
before 2-2-62 (a). However, the 
bracket was soon superseded by 
another bracket which mounted 
to the top center bolt hole on 
the left valve cover (b). Though 
it would seem more logical to 
mount this later bracket with the 
tabs down, to prevent fore and 
aft rotation of the bracket, Ford 
installed most of them at the 
factory with the tabs pointed up.

e

d

e

b

2C9: All 1962 carburetor 
spacers (a) included pro-
visions for heating the fuel/
air mixture by way of cir-
culating coolant. The cool ant 
entered through the for ward 
extension, circulated around 
the bores and exited at the 
rear (b). Provisions were also 
made for positive crankcase 
ventilation (c). Note the 
PCV passageways lead ing to 
each bore. The 221 and 260 
spacers differed only in bore 
sizes. The 221 bore diameter 
measured 13/8", whereas the 
260 spacer’s bore measured 
17/16". The spacers could 
be distin guished by casting 
numbers on the wa ter inlet 
finger. The 221 used castings 
C2OE-9A589-A, B (d), E, 
and F. The 260 used C2OE-
9A589-C, D, G (e), and H. 
Spacers B, D, E, and H were 
used with road draft tubes 
and the rear boss casting was 
closed.

2–22 2C8 Chapter 2 Induction

2C8: The fuel line attached to the carburetor via a brass fitting (a). Attached to the brass fitting was a fine mesh brass filter screen, 
which many times was lost during carburetor overhauls. In 1964 production, these brass fittings and screens would be phased out. 
Carburetors designed for use with A/T included a dashpot (b) to slow throttle retardation near idle and prevent engine stall. The 
carburetor itself was attached to the spacer by a stud and nut arrangement (c). These nuts were found at no other place on the engine 
and incorporated a slightly raised land to prevent gouging of the aluminum carburetor. The nuts were installed and removed using 
a 7/16" socket or wrench.

a b c

c

a
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 Induction Section C 2C15 2–25

2C15: Fuel was fed to the carburetor via a low-mounting, 
engine driven fuel pump (a). The pump was operated by 
a long arm (b) that rode on an eccentric mounted to the 
camshaft. The arm consisted of three metal plates riveted 
together and capped at the end. The brand name of the pump was AC (c). Fuel entered 
the pump via a 5/16" diameter hose and exited into a steel fuel line via a brass fitting 
(d). The fuel line joined directly to a fuel filter mount C2AE-9A290-A (e) attached to 

the left cylinder head (f). Two 
spacers were sometimes under 
the mount unless discarded to 
install the P/S or A/C mount. 
The fuel filter element was cov-
ered by a cap, which was stamped with service directions (g). (Reproduction 
decals and caps are currently available.) From the filter, fuel passed through a 
short rubber hose on its way to the carbu re tor. Keystone clamps (h) secured 
the hose to the filter mount and fuel line.

hg

e

f

a

b

c

d

ba

2C14: Decals on the air 
cleaner were common in 
1962. Almost all had a 
decal on the left rear side 
that encouraged the use 
of FoMoCo parts. Here 
an original decal is shown 
above a current reproduc-
tion (a). On engines with 
PCV valves, another de-
cal was generally attached 
to the top rear of the air 
cleaner. Here the original is 
shown on the bottom (b).

2–24 2C12 Chapter 2 Induction

2C12: Choke air was provided to the carburetor via a steel 
tube from the right exhaust manifold. To reduce heat loss, 
an insulator surrounded the tube.

2C13: The air cleaner design (a) provided a large silencer 
chamber and integral snout. Colors were blue for the Fairlane 
221 V8 and yellow for the Meteor 221 V8 (though some may 

have slipped through with blue). On the 260 V8s, the color was argent (silver) for Fairlanes and red for Meteors. The underside of 
the air cleaner (b) provided indentations to fit over the throttle linkage (c), choke mechanism (d), and dashpot (e). The air cleaner 
incorporated a large rubber seal to mate with the carburetor (f). To accommodate the seal in the air cleaner a channel was provided, 
which included a special lip to protect the seal from hot choke air (g). To help the seal remain in the channel, Ford glued it in place. 
The channel also provided a method for indexing the air cleaner (h) to the carburetor via a tab on the carburetor air horn (i). Further 
orientation was provided by the word FRONT on top of the air cleaner (j).

jih

e f g

dcb

a
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 Exhaust Section D 2D3 2–27

with the exhaust manifolds in place, thus the bolts and 
locking tabs got painted, too. However, much of the paint 
on the manifolds was burnt off during engine testing and 
break-in at the factory. On the inside of the manifolds, 
the exhaust port size (b) remained fairly constant through 
the years 1962/69. No gaskets were ever used between 
exhaust manifold and cylinder head mating surfaces on 
production engines. The exhaust manifold outlet surface 
was flat (c). Between this surface and the Y-pipe was a 
thin gasket (d). This design made the 1962 manifolds 
unique, because in 1963, Ford would change all exhaust 
manifold-to-inlet pipe connections to employ a donut-
shaped gasket.

2D2: Each exhaust mani-
fold attached to the head 
via 8 bolts—4 short and 4 
long. Washers were provided 
under the 4 locking tabs. 
Each locking tab (a) secured 
2 bolts, pre venting them 
from loosening under the 
constant thermal cycling. 
Note that the tab still carries 
the remnants of black paint. 
Contrary to popular belief, 
the engine was painted black a b

dc

cb

2D3: Choke air for the car-
buretor entered the bottom 
of the exhaust manifold 
through a filtered heating 
chamber (a). A shield was 
provided to  pro tect the fil-
ter from debris (b). About 
April 1962, the mounting 
tab was extended (c) by 
tack welding another piece 
of metal to the shield (d). 
This eliminated the high 
possibi lity of shield loss.

a d

2–26 2D1 Chapter 2 Exhaust

2D1: The right (a) and left (b) exhaust manifolds were compact castings featuring straight collectors. The exhaust was ported to the 
rear. Both manifolds contained casting numbers and date codes. C2OE-9430-A (c) was used on the right side of the early 221/260 
V8 and C2OE-9431-A (d) on the left. Note that the date codes of 1M27 and 2A4 were within a week of each other. Casting dates 
on exhaust manifolds from the same engine were often even closer, when not over a holiday. Date codes continued the tradition of 
year, month, and day. Therefore, 1M27 represented December 27, 1961, and 2A4 was for January 4, 1962. Later 221/260 manifolds 
carried the casting numbers C2OE-9430-B (e) and C2OE-9431-B (f). This engine’s exhaust manifold date codes 2D2 and 2C30 were 
only three days apart. Aside from the casting numbers and date codes, all sets of 1962 manifolds were the same.

fe

c d

ba
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 Lubrication Section E 2E3 2–29

a b

d

e

f

c

2E2: Surrounding the oil 
pump was a stamped steel 
oil pan. This oil pan was 
unique to just the 1962 
model year and can be dis-
tinguished by three ribs 
on the left side (a), four 
on the right side (b), and 
two ribs on the bottom 
(c). The oil drain plug was 
side-mounted. At the oil 
pan’s front (d) and rear (e) 
corners were reinforcing 
tabs. Used in conjunction 
with the tabs were 5/16" 
bolts with integral lock 
washers (f). The remaining 
18 bolts were 1/4" with star 
type locking washers.

2E3: Ford’s tradition was to use oil pressure warning lights, or idiot lights, as they were often called. This sender screwed directly 
into the engine block (a). Mercury, on the other hand, traditionally used oil pressure gauges requiring larger senders. Therefore, on 
the Meteor engine, an extender was provided to mount the sender outboard from the fuel pump (b). Here, the fuel filter has been 
removed to facilitate viewing.

a

b

d

f

g

2–28 2E1 Chapter 2 Lubrication

and falling into the bottom of the oil pan when the distributor was removed for servicing. Unfortunately, on high mileage engines, 
the shaft was often wedged too tightly into the distributor for this collar to be effective. In this case, the shaft would remain attached 
to the distributor on removal. The collar would either break, or slide, off the shaft, and fall into the oil pan.

2E1: Supplying oil to the 
engine was an engine driven 
pump (a). It attached to the 
bottom of  the engine and 
drew oil through a pick-up 
tube (b), which incorpo rated 
a screen at the bottom. The 
oil pump was made by Shef-
field and carried the number 
C2OE-6604-A (c). However, 
some pumps lacked the last 
letter (d). Each pump also 
carried its manufacturing 
year, in this case, 1961 (e). 
The pump gears were insert-
ed from the bottom of the 
pump and rode on the steel 
bottom plate. The plate was 
attached using either bolts 
with lock washers (f), or self-
locking place bolts (g). More 
often, the place bolts were 
found around the 1965 time 
frame. Driving the pump was 
a hex-shaped shaft fitted into 
the bottom of the distributor 
(h). A wedging type collar 
was installed near the top, 
and bowed upward. The 
purpose of the collar was to 
prevent the shaft from dis-
engaging from the oil pump h

e

c

a
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 Lubrication Section E 2E6 2–31

a

2E6: Some oil filters from the factory were short and intended to be replaced after 
the first 1,000 miles. They were painted black and carried information that they 
were for the break-in period only and should be replaced at the 1,000 mile mark. 
Photo shown (a) is from a May 1962 issue of CARS magazine. For 1963, Ford an-
nounced the elimination of the 1,000 mile inspection, so normal-sized filters were 
installed. However, these initial oil filters were still black in color. Replacement 
filters could then be purchased from the dealer. These replacement filters carried 
a variety of markings through the years, but all came under the Ford part number 
C1AZ-6731-A, or the Rotunda sales number R1-A. The filter used predominantly 
from 1962 through 1964 was the Rotunda oil filter carrying block letters as shown 
here from Ford’s 1962 Quick Reference Catalog (b). Each of the replacement fil-
ters carried a month/year date code. In 1967, these filters were replaced by Autolite 
filters. Then, between August and September 1971, Motorcraft filters took over. 
The Motorcraft name is still used today (c).

b

c

!

e

Alternator dipstick 
(original)

Alternator dipstick 
(replacement)

2E5: The oil dipstick used with the optional alternator was of similar construction, but 2" shorter than the one used with the gen-
erator (a), and was not as thick (b). It also had slightly different markings for the oil level range. Later Ford replacement dipsticks 
for optional alternators carried a C2OE-6750-F marking (c). However, these dipsticks were narrower than the originals (d), and had 
handles more like the 1965 alternator service replacements than like the 1962/64 alternator dipstick (e !).

2–30 2E4 Chapter 2 Lubrication

2E4: The oil dipstick tube was press-fitted into 
the timing chain cover (a), supported at the gen-
erator mount (b), and protruded through a large 
hole in the top of the mount (c). Though rare, 
optional 40 and 60 amp alternators were also 

available to replace the generator. When installed, a shorter oil dipstick tube was used (d). The shorter tube attached to the alternator 
mount (e), which positioned the dipstick tube well forward of the oil filler pipe (f). This same dipstick tube was used throughout 
1962/64 with Leece/Neville alternators, as well as for the 1964 optional 42 amp Ford alternator.

a b

f

e

d

a

b c

d

c

Generator dipstick Generator dipstick

Generator dipstick

Alternator dipstick 
(original) Alternator dipstick 

(replacement)

Alternator dipstick 
(original)
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2F3: Crankcase fumes were drawn out of the engine at the rear of the intake manifold through an oil separator element (a). The 
element was retained by a small “basket” (b), and protected by a baffle attached to the underside of the intake manifold (c). In states 
where no emission reduction standards were enforced, a road draft tube (d) provided the suction for crankcase ventilation. The angle 
cut at the bottom of the tube created a venturi effect when the vehicle was in forward motion, and drew air through the oil breather 
cap, engine, and into the atmosphere. When a road draft tube was used, the carburetor spacer’s PCV hole was either not machined 
(e), or plugged (f). Ford also used the plug in its kits for converting PCV valve systems to road draft tube systems.

c

 Ventilation Section F 2F3 2–33

left and right covers were identical and were attached to the cylinder head with special corrosion resistant bolts (b). Wire retainers 
were used at the top three holes of the left valve cover to retain the ignition, temperature, and oil sender wiring harness.

2F2: In 1962/63, ventilation in the cylinder head area 
was limited by the fully enclosing valve covers (a). Both a

b

d

ba

ee

c

b

g

2–32 2F1 Chapter 2 Ventilation

Meteor production, almost all were the flat top type (e). In addition, most of these 
oil caps, but not all, included a decal (f) on their top surface, which advertised the oil 
change interval of 6,000 miles. Under the decal was the familiar FoMoCo logo (g), 
though the quality of the stamping varied between oil caps.

2F1: Like the oil dipstick tube, 
the oil filler pipe (a) was also 
press-fitted into the timing chain 
cover (b) and attached to the 
generator/alternator mount for 
support (c). On top of the oil 
filler pipe was the oil breather 
cap. Early, pre-production oil 
caps (d) were carryovers from 
1961. By the start of Fairlane/

f

d

a
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 Cooling Sections F & G 2G2 2–35

2G1: At the front of the engine was a single cast aluminum timing 
chain cover (a), which served a multitude of purposes. It sealed the 
front of the oil pan, sealed the crankshaft, held the fuel pump and 
water pump, served as a crankcase breather entrance, and covered 
the timing chain. This 221 V8 timing chain cover shows a C2OE-
6059-D casting number with a 61 date marking for 1961 (b). A 
blow-up of the same photo (c) better shows the casting number. 
(Timing chain cover photographed upside down to show the casting 
number right side up.) Note that even though the 260 V8 had not 
yet been introduced, the cover already had the pointer incorporated 
as part of the casting. This was true on engines after about 10/16/61, 
which was just a couple weeks after the start of 1962 Fairlane pro-
duction. Covers before that date may lack the cast pointer. The 
pointer for the 221 V8 (d) attached to the timing chain cover and 

included 5 points. The difference between each point was 4 degrees of advance, giving a range from 0 to 16 degrees BTDC. Note 
the 260 V8 pointer nearby. It had no purpose on the 221 V8.

2G2: The 1962 water pumps attached directly to the timing chain cover and featured a lightweight aluminum casting. Like the tim-
ing chain cover and oil pump, all were manufactured by Sheffield. Early water pumps (a) carried a C2OE-8505-B casting number. 
Note the cut-outs on each side (arrows). This pump was quicky superseded by C2OE-8505-C (b), which was strengthened.

a

c

b

d

a b

!

!

2–34 2F4 Chapter 2 Ventilation

disassembly (d) and cleaning every 6,000 miles. About September 1964, a service replacement valve of superior design (shown on the 
bottom) carrying the stamped number C4TE-6A666-F, became available. It was referred to as a jiggle pin type valve and was more 
resistant to deposit accumulation. Ford recommended replacement of this type valve every 12,000 miles; however, the valve was 
serviceable for cleaning just like the original.

2F4: All cars destined for California had to be 
equipped with an emission reduction system, 
by law. New York followed suit after 6/30/63. 
Therefore, Ford began installing many of its 
engines with a positive crankcase ventilation 
(PCV) system, designed to prevent the dumping 
of fumes directly into the atmosphere. Included 
in the system was a tube, a section of hose, a 
couple of Corbin clamps, and a PCV valve. Two 
different tubes were used in both 1962 and 1963 
in seemingly equal numbers. Both used the same 
PCV valve. However, one tube contained a gentle 
hook-shaped curve with a fitting on the end 
(a), while the other had a short tube brazed to 
a hex-shaped connector (b). Also, note that the 
hose lengths were different for each. The shorter 
tube, with the longer hose, would become more 
important in 1963 for the 289 HiPo, because 
it was the only one of the two that would mate 
with the 4V carburetor spacer. The PCV valve’s 
job was to regulate the amount of crankcase 
fumes being drawn into the com bustion cham-
bers. The original PCV valve, shown on the top 
(c), accomplished this by use of an orifice. This 
meant that blow-by gases had to pass through a 
small metering orifice inside the valve. In time, 
small amounts of deposits in this orifice reduced 
its flow area significantly, causing rough engine 
idle, back flow of blow-by gases out the oil 
breather cap, and inadequate crankcase ventila-
tion. These valves carried a stamped number of 
C1AE-6A666-C, or C1AE-6A666-F, and required d

c

a b

jiggle pin type

orifice type
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 Cooling Section G 2G7 2–37

b c

ed

a

b

a

b

2G5: The water temperature sender location was just aft of the 
distributor (a). The sender used a 1/4" pipe thread. (This would 
change during 1963 production.) Senders were marked with 
a temperature range and date code. An early sender, dated L1 
(b) for November 1961, carried a 240 (c) degrees Fahrenheit 
marking. A later sender dated F2 (d), or June 1962, carried the 
number 250 (e). Note the KS marking for the manu facturer, 
believed to be King-Seeley Thermos Company.

a

2G6: Standard fan spacers were aluminum, measuring just over 
3" in length (a). Many spacers, although not all of them, carried 
a C2OE-8546-E casting number (b).

2G7: The standard fan consisted of two stamped metal 
blades riveted together (a). A reinforcing plate (b) for the 
rivets was incorporated on the back side to provide more 
support. In later years, some would lack this plate.

cb

2–36 2G3 Chapter 2 Cooling

f

2G4: Water cooling was controlled by a thermostat (a) that came in a variety of 
designs and temperature ratings. The higher 190–195 degree Fahrenheit ther-
mostat was the one recommended by Ford. It was also the one that minimized 
cylinder wear, and provided the quickest heating in winter. If cooler engine 
temperatures were desired, Ford did provide other thermostats rated at 160 and 
180 degrees. The thermostat (b) fit into a pocket which was machined as part of 
the intake manifold (c). This distinction was very important because after about 
March 1, 1965, the pocket would become part of the thermostat housing, thereby 
creating some incompatibility problems when mixing manifolds and housings. 
(Also see photo 5G9, page 5–38.) The 1962 thermostat housing was aluminum, and 
carried a C2OE-8594-A casting number on the bottom (d).d

a

included a date code (d & e). The pump’s cast iron impeller (f) measured an impressive 4.7" in 
diameter and displayed 6 vanes. It was the largest of the water pump impellers, and used only in 
1962/63. All water pump bolts (g), as well as timing chain cover-to-block bolts, contained integral 
washers, but varied in length (h) depending on location. Hose clamps used at the water pump and 
thermo stat housing were all of the screw-band type made by Wittek Manufacturing of Chicago (i).

2G3: All water pumps carried casting numbers and year 
coding (a). For early pumps the number was C2OE-
8505-B (b), followed soon by C2OE-8505-C (c). Both h

a

b

c e

d

i

g
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 Ignition Section H 2H6 2–39

2H3: The vacuum advance housing attached to the side of the 
distributor. The mounting holes in the distributor body were 
unthreaded. After 1964 production, this would change.

2H4: The distributor holddown clamp was initially made of 
stamped steel. About 11/13/62 (early 1963 production) it 
was replaced with a cast iron design.

2H5: The distributor cap (a) was marked on the top 
with the number “1” (b), representing the number 
one cylinder. Spark plug wires were attached to the cap beginning with the number one wire and proceeding counter clockwise in the 
firing order. Inside the cap was the familiar FoMoCo logo (c). Later caps would bear a squarer looking “1” (d) and a slightly different 
impression of the FoMoCo logo (e).

a

d

b c

e

2H6: The vacuum for the 
distributor advance was routed 
from the carburetor to the 
distributor via a 3/16" steel 
tube. This shape would stay 
un changed until late 1964.

2–38 2H1 Chapter 2 Ignition

2H2: Note the build-up of distributor components. Weights controlled by calibrated 
springs in conjunction with a cam (a) provided a mechanical (centrifugal) advance of igni-
tion as the engine rpm increased. Over the cam was a fixed/pivoting plate assembly that 
mounted a single set of points and the condensor (b). The distributor cam itself was re-
tained by a small clip (c). An equally small felt pad (d), soaked with oil, was slipped on top 
the clip. The pad provided some lubrication and shielded the shaft from contaminants.

a b c

d

tributor was marked C2OF-12127-H with a date code of 1LD for the fourth week in November 1961. The numbers were located at 
the rear of distributor when installed. These early distributors were easily distinguished from their 1965 and later successors by the 
presence of a ribbed neck (d) and an oil lubrication hole (e).

2H1: The new 221/260 V8 
distributor (a) was similar 
to past distributor designs. 
In fact, the body casting 
number B9AF-12131-B (b) 
was a carryover from 1959, 
and except for the 1964 289 
HiPo, would be used on all 
1962/64 distri butors. Dis-
tri butors all carried identi-
fication numbers and date 
codes (c). This 221 V8 dis-

a c

b

ed
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 Ignition Section H 2H12 2–41

2H10: In the 1960s, Ford continued to ser-
vice Autolite spark plugs, but with slightly 
different markings than on the originals. 
Later, FRAM, which bought out Ford’s 
Autolite spark plug business, kept the same 
design but changed the desig nation number. 
At the same time, Ford switched to the Mo-
torcraft name, but kept the same designation 
and design. Shown here (a & b) are both 
sides of the plugs. From left to right in each 
picture are an obsolete service replacement, 
Ford Autolite, Power Tip BF 42; a current 
after market replacement, FRAM Autolite, 
Power Tip 35; and Ford’s current replace-
ment, a Motorcraft BF 42. a b

a b e

a

2H11: Perhaps nothing is more difficult 
to sort through than the ignition wires and 
their service replacements; therefore, they are 
covered in more detail as part of Volume II, 
Appendix D. Pictured here are some sample 
replacement sets. The first set (a) was manu-
factured in the third quarter of 1975 and 
carried a date code 3D5 (b). Note that Ford 
was still using one angled boot for cylinder 
number one. The next set (c) was manu-d

factured later with no date code (d). This set had all straight, orange colored boots (e).c

cb
2H12: The ignition wires were organized by two free-floating separators and indi-
vidual separators mounted at each valve cover (a). The separator at the valve cover 
(b) slipped onto a special bracket (c) tack welded to the cover. (For more information 
on how ignition wires were arranged, see Volume II, Appendix D, page D–36,  37.)

2–40 2H7 Chapter 2 Ignition

2H8: Coils included a stamping along their sides. 
The stamping included a date code. This original 
coil (a) showed a date of 4EAB representing the 
first week of May 1964. The same stamp and 
coding was used in 1962 (b), here shown as 
2DEB, representing the fifth week of April 1962. 
The last letter was not part of the date code. This 
particular method of marking the coils continued 
through 1966 production.

2H7: The distributor’s primary wire attached to the coil 
via an eyelet connector. Nuts with integral star lock wash-
ers (a) were used to secure the eyelet connectors. On the 
front of the coil, the terminals were marked BAT. and 
DIST. (b) for proper connection of wiring. (The reason 
for the small letter and number between the terminals 
is unknown, but they are not a date code.) The coil was 
painted black except for the front which had a butter-

a b

c

a b

scotch color. The coil mounted on the intake manifold just forward of the carburetor (c). Early coils incorporated a round dimple to 
properly locate the coil mounting bracket (d) (see arrows). The dimple on the coil was eliminated in early 1965 as a running change. 
(Note that this coil has the dimple, and is a 1965 coil as is evidenced by the aft bracket impression.) All 1962/64 coil brackets were 
notched to clear the intake manifold runner. However, in 1965, when the coil was relocated to the cylinder head, the notch could 
be on either corner (e). This meant that not all coil brackets could mount to the small block intake manifold.

ed

2H9: Original spark plugs were Autolites carrying the designation BF-42 (a), and a star (b) on the opposite side. These designations 
changed through the years and Ford’s replacement plugs are now Motorcraft. Ford TSB’s recommended, at different times, BTF-42 
plugs for heavy duty use and BF-82 plugs for light duty. After many vacillations, Ford again recommended the BF-42 plugs for 
all-around general purposes. (The plug shown actually came out in 1964 production. (See photo 2LH2, page 2–61 for more details.)

ba

!
!
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 Generator/Alternator Section J 2J4 2–43

2J4: The cast iron gen-
erator bracket carried 
the cast ing number  of 
C2OE-10039-H. Early 
castings had the num ber 
de pressed into the cast-
ing (a). In early 1963 
pro duction, the num-
bers were raised (b). 
The only other differ-
ence between these two 
castings was the size 
of the hole where the 
dip stick came through. 
The early mount had a 
large hole (c), whereas 
the later casting had a 
smaller hole (d). This 
was a running change 
that occurred in 1963 
production. Three spe-
cial place bolts attached 
the mount to the right 
cylinder head (e). All 
three bolts were the 
same length and were 
used without wash ers 
(f). The generator also 
attached to the cast iron 
mount with special bolts 
and nuts. In this case 
the rear bolt (g) was 
shorter than the front 
bolt (h). Bolt heads 
were 5/8" and the nuts 
were 11/16". Note the 
dot in dent ation on the 
nut. This indent ation 
gave the nut a slight fric-
tion fit on the bolt and 
minimized the possi-
bility of loosening from 
vibration. The bolts and 
nuts were originally in-
stalled in a variety of 
ways. The nuts were 
sometimes forward, 
some times rearward, 
and some times inboard. 
Most photos in 1964 
road test articles showed 
the nuts forward.

a b

dc

e f

hg

2–42 2J1 Chapter 2 Generator/Alternator

2J1: The generator (a & b) 
mounted high on the right side 
of the engine. Included on the 
back of most generators was a 
radio interference suppression 
condensor (c). On the side of all 
generators was a stamping that 
gave an engineering num ber, 
amperage rating, and date code. 
A close-up of another genera-

b

tor (d) shows a 1962 stamping of C2OF-10000-B with 
a date code of 2EB for the second week of May 1962. 
Other original Fairlane/Meteor numbers were C2OF-
10000-A, C, G, and H. (See Volume II, Appen dix K for 
the application of each generator stamped number.)

d

Meteors, as shown in MOTOR LIFE magazine’s November 1961 
issue (b), but none have yet been found in regular produc tion. 
The earliest Fairlane found to date carried a serial number from 
the Atlanta plant of 2A42L100060 (60th car), and this car had the 
later cast iron generator mount. (Top photo courtesy of Ford.)

(b) was used to attach the brace to the water pump. A 
similar larger bolt was used at the generator end.

2J2: It should be noted in 
passing that during develop-
ment of the 221 V8, the first 
generator mounts (a) were 
made of stamped steel and 
were sup ported at the rear by 
a bar brace (arrow) that bolted 
to the ex haust man ifold. Some 
of these mounts made it into 
pre-production Fairlanes and 

2J3: Lower support 
of the generator and 
belt tensioning was 
accomplished via a 
straight brace (a) that 
attached to a boss on 
the water pump. A 
cadmium-plated bolt b

b

a

a

c

a

#
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 Accessories Sections J & K 2K1 2–45

a

c d

b

2K1: For manual transmission equipped cars without power brakes (P/B), the vacuum port was capped with a 3/8" pipe thread plug 
(a). Other fittings (b), all made of brass, were used in place of the plug for A/T, A/T with P/B, and P/B. In all cases, the top port 
(c) was provided for the A/T modulator valve tube. Note the cutout on the throttle bellcrank assembly designed to give clearance 
for this tube. The larger side port accepted the P/B booster vacuum tube (d). This tube curved straight up (e) to allow clearance for 
the P/S speed-up valve, if installed, and passed over the top of the throttle linkage (f).

fe

P/B A/T & P/B A/T

2–44 2J5 Chapter 2 Generator/Alternator

2J6: Cast iron mounts 
were used to install the 
optional alternators. 
The mounts varied only 
slightly between 40 and 
60 amp alter nators, but 
had the same general 
appear ance (a). The 
mount was designed to 
be compatible with the 
oil filler tube (b), and 
provided an attach ment 
point for the sup port 
bracket (c). The mount 
itself used 2 mount-
ing  bo l t s 
that  were 
identi  cal to 
those used 
w i t h  t h e 

b

gener ator mount. However, the third bolt, the one at the oil dipstick 
tube, was longer (d). All were “place” bolts. (The particular mount shown 
here was used on a 1963 Galaxie 289 V8 with 60 amp Leece/Neville.)

a

dc

2J5: 40 and 60 amp Leece/Neville alter-
nators were optional equipment on the Fair-
lane. The ones photographed here are from 
a 1963 Ford 6-cylinder (a), and a 1965 289 
V8 (b). Illustrations from the 1964 Fairlane 
shop manual supplement (c) show differ-
ences in configuration for 40 amp alterna-
tors in 6-cylinder and V8 applications. Note 
that the rear half of the housing was rotated 
180° between the two. 60 amp alternators 
were configured the same in both applica-
tions. Both mounted to similar hardware 
as depicted for the 60 amp alternator (d) 

in the Fairlane shop manual supplement. (See Section J in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 for more detailed photos of these two alternators. 
Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

ca

db
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 Accessories Section K 2K4 2–47

2K3: To prevent the 
possibility of engine 
stall at maximum pump 
output, such as during 
parallel parking, Ford 
used an idle speed-up 
valve, which increased 
idle speed at the wheel 
stops. The speed-up 
valve line ran from the 
pump (a), through a 
flexible hose (b), under 

the fuel filter, where the steel line 
was clamped to the lower (c) and 
upper (d) filter mount, along the 
intake manifold (e), and into the 
speed-up valve (f) mounted on 
the throttle linkage. Note how 
the P/B tube clears the speed-up 
valve. The idle speed-up valve 
bracket was attached directly to 
the throttle linkage (g) as shown 
in this rear view (arrow).

a b c

ed

f g

b

the reservoir (b) was curved inward slightly. This was because the pump 
was mounted so far outward from the engine that the curve was needed 
to align with the inboard side of the Fairlane/Meteor shock tower.

2K4 :  A  cu r ved 
tube (a) attached 
to the P/S pump’s 
high pressure outlet 
port. The high pres-
sure hose then at-
tached straight into 
this curved tube. In 
1963, the tube was 
incor porated as part 
of the high pressure 
hose, except for Se-
lectaire which used 
the 1962 arrange-
ment. The inlet to a

!

2–46 2K2 Chapter 2 Accessories

2K2: The 1962 221/260 V8 with P/S option (a) used 
a P/S pump manufactured by Eaton. Note how far 
outboard the P/S pump is from the engine. The pump 
itself was driven by a unique cast iron pulley (b) used 
only in 1962. Its part number was C2OZ-3A733-B. To 
ease recognition, Ford marked the pulley with a large 
“X” (c). This point is mentioned here because big block 
V8s were using a C1SE-3A733-B pulley that looked 
nearly identical. This same big block pulley would also 
be used on all small block V8 P/S systems in 1963/64 
and in 1965 on Eaton P/S systems without A/C. Note 
the difference in height between the two when set on 
identical length spacers (d). The 1962 pulley is on the 
left, and ran the P/S belt closer to the pump. This was 
accomplished by displacing the pulley hub slightly more 
forward (e). Pump-to-engine mounting was via a steel 
plate attached to a large cast iron mount. The cast iron 
mount carried a casting number of C2OE-3C511-B (f). 
The steel plate began as 1/4" thick stock. Vibrations of 

the pump caused Ford 
to double up the plates 
until a thicker one was 
pro duced. All three vari-
ations have been found 
on original cars. Shown 
in com parison (g) are 
two of the thinner plates, 
and the thicker one.

a

b d

c

f g

e
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 Accessories Section K 2K6 2–49

2K6: The clutch was 
driven by a heavy duty 
cast iron water pump 
pulley (a). The casting 
number on the pulley 
was C2OE-8509-H (b). 
Because of the extra load 
of A/C, Ford used dual 
belts to drive the wa-
ter pump and generator. 
These belts were driven 
off a 3-groove cast iron 
crankshaft pulley (c). 
The inner groove was 
used for P/S, if installed. 
The  pu l l e y  c a r r i ed 
the casting number of 
C2OE-6312-C (d), and 
was the same pulley used 
for P/S or X/C options. 
To accommodate the two 
belts at the gener ator, 
a 2-groove pulley was 
installed, which could 
be of a machined (e), 
or stamped (f), de sign. 
The  machined  pul -
ley carried the num ber 

C2OF-B2 (g), and 
the stamped pulley 
used the num    ber 
C2OF-B4 (h). The 
2 and 4 represent-
ed two differ ent 
ven dors supply ing 
pulleys to Ford. 
Both were used in 
1962 and through 
1964.

a

c

e

f h

g

d

b

2–48 2K5 Chapter 2 Accessories

d

e

f

and heavy duty caps on 
the Tecumseh (e). The 
top service valve had a 
larger diameter thread 
and a slightly tipped up 
posi tion. These posi-
tions were fixed and 
could not be changed. 
The Fairlane/Meteor 
electro-magnetic clutch 
was made by Eaton 
(f), and was compat-
ible with both types 
of com  pressors. The 
clutch was driven off of 
the water pump pulley 
by a relatively short, 
1/2" wide belt (g).

which attached to the compressor, identified the system as 1962 POLARAIRE 
FAIRLANE-METEOR. Note the correct position of the electro-magnetic clutch 
wire and clamp. The A/C compressor design was either an aluminum Tecumseh 
(c) or a York, with the most commonly used being the Tecumseh. (The cast iron 
Tecum seh, which debuted in 1963, was not used on the small block until 1965.) The 
Tecumseh compressor carried its own tag, which was located at the rear (d). The date 
code for the Tecumseh compressor was part of the serial number. In this case, the 
serial number was 564033K61. The K61 at the end was the date code, or October 
1961—the first month of Fairlane production. Note the design of the servicing valves 

2K5 :  Shown i s  the 
221/260 V8 with A/C 
(a). Note the horizontal 
mount ing of the com-
pressor. After 1962 it 
would not be level again 
until 1967. A tag (b), 

a

c

g

b
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A/C used a clutch fan (a). The viscous drive clutch (b) regulated coupling depend-
ing on engine speed and air temperature through the radiator. The viscous drive 
clutches were either not stamped, or stamped E-C2OE-A, E-C2OE-B, or in 1963, 
E-C3OE-A. A later replacement clutch was stamped E-C7OE-B (c).

2K9 :  All 1962 
221/260 V8s with 

b

 Accessories Section K 2K9 2–51

2K8 :  The A/C com-
pressor was adjusted 
by sliding it along slots 
provided in the mount 
(! a). Note the thick 
washers used with the 
bolts. However, vibra-
tion problems resulted 
in some changes to the 
com pres sor mount in late 
1962 production, which 
raised the com pressor up 
about 1/2". An adjustor 
bracket was welded to the 
mount and tapped for a 
long bolt (!b). The bolt 
con tacted a plug (! c), 
shown re moved (arrow), 
which was in serted into 
a com pressor mount-
ing hole. In addition to 
the adjustor, 4 pairs of 
large rubber cushions 
were add ed to absorb 
A/C com  pressor vibra-
tion (d). One cushion in 
each pair was truncated so it could fit under the platform (e). Both cushions 
carried C2OE-2A894-A molding numbers (f), and both were vulcanized to 
upper and lower steel washers. Note that deterioration was a problem for 
the rubber, which did not take well to heat and some solvents. The design 
of the steel stud (g) used with each pair automatically set the proper tension 
on the rubber cushions.

c

g

e

f

d

!
!

!

a

2–50 2K7 Chapter 2 Accessories

One of the two spacers normally under the fuel filter mount (the upper one) was discarded since the A/C mount took the spacer’s 
place. The lower spacer (arrow), which matched the A/C mount’s thickness, was retained.

2K7 :  The A /C 
compressor mount 

c d

c

b

a

!

#

(a) consisted of formed 
metal plates that were weld-
ed together (b). This mount 
was attached to the water 
pump by two long 5/16" 
bolts at the front (c), and 
to the left cylinder head (d) 
by two 3/8" bolts at the rear 
(only one shown). Note that 
the com pressor mount fitted 
directly under the fuel filter. 

b

a

!
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 Accessories Section K 2K11 2–53

2K11: A late year change incorporated further bracing for the P/S pump under the A/C compressor mount to reduce vibration (a). 
The bracket mounted at the rear (b) using longer bolts (c) and special spacers (d). Another shorter spacer (e) was required at the 
cylinder head attachment point (f). Note that the rear bracket adjustment slot matched that of the front mount (g). For 1963, and 
possibly introduced late in 1962, a pump with additional bosses on the rear side (h) was introduced (see arrows). If used in 1962, the 
new pump’s lower boss substituted for one of the spacers required to mount the new rear bracket.

a b

dc

e f

hg

!

!

!

2–52 2K10 Chapter 2 Accessories

b c

f

a

"

2K10: Shown is the 221/260 V8 with P/S 
and A/C (a). The P/S pump (b) mounted 
to threaded holes (c) pre-existing in the A/C 
compressor mount. The P/S pump mounting 
bracket (d) was the same one used without 
A/C. (Note that this photo gives a good view 
of the pump’s date code location (arrow). In 
this case, the code was L111 for November 
11, 1961.) To attach the P/S bracket to the 
A/C mount required two S.A.E. (fine-thread-
ed) 3/8" bolts (e). The standard reservoir, 
normally on top the pump, could not fit un-
der the A/C com pressor mount, so a remote 
reservoir was located on the inner fender. To 
connect the remote reservoir, a special adaptor 
(f) was used. Tube size was 1/2" in 1962, but 
would increase to 3/4" in 1963. The head size 
of the large bolt that attached the adaptor to 
the pump measured 11/8".

e

d
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2–54 2LA1 Chapter 2 Supplemental

2LA1: Although not seen too often, Ford did permit 
balancing holes to be cut in the pulley's side. Although 
applicable to all years, the only ones I have seen to date 
have come from 1963 engines.

Section LA - Engine Core

2LA2: The standard pilot bushing was 1/2" thick. Galaxie FE en-
gines used manual transmissions with 3/8" shorter input shafts. So, 
if installed with a small block V8, the input shaft would ride on only 
1/8" of the pilot bushing. However, Ford made truck pilot bushings 
that were 7/8" thick (a). If installed in a small block, the bushing 
would extend 3/8" out from the crankshaft and allow the Galaxie 
input shaft to ride on a full 1/2" of the bushing. When installed, 
the bushing’s 5/8" inside diameter (b) must face the transmission. 
The bushing was sold under the part number C5TZ-6200-A, later 
replaced by C5TZ-6200-D, which was identical.

2LA4: Flywheels for the 221 V8 and 260 V8 in 1962 were the same as 
those used in 1963 and carried the C2OE-6380-E casting number. However, 
each was imbalanced differently due to the different weight of reciprocating 
mass. The 221 V8 flywheel. (a) was imbalanced with 22.7 ounce-inches to 
the heavy side. Note the three round calibration holes drilled near the coun-
terweight. One more is near the casting number (b). Note the 3D16 date 
code cast into the flywheel. Shown is a 1963 production flywheel cast on 
April 16, 1963. To distinguish the flywheels, there was a circled letter on the 
machined surface just outboard from the counterweight. The letter was the 
suffix of the part’s engineering number C2OE-6375-E. The 221 V8 flywheel 
was marked with the letter A, B, or E (c). The 260 V8 flywheel (d) was 
imbalanced to 24.5 ounce-inches. Notice that the drilled calibration holes 
were opposite the cast counterweight. This had the effect of making the 
counterweight heavier. However, since C2OE-6380-E castings varied from 
one flywheel to another, the calibration holes could be anywhere, though 
those for the 260 V8 flywheel tended to be further from the counterweight 
than those for the 221 V8 flywheel. Note that the date code for this 260 
V8 flywheel was 2K31 (e), which corresponded to October 31, 1962, or 
early 1963 production. To distinguish the 260 V8 flywheel, Ford stamped 
a circled G letter (f) just outboard from the counterweight. It should be 
noted that service replacement flywheels did not always follow the conven-
tions of production. For example, an NOS 260 V8 flywheel—still with its 
original box that was marked with both the part number C2OZ-6375-E and 
engineering number C2OE-6375-G—used a later C3OE-6380-B casting 
(not C2OE-6380-E), and was stamped with a circle E (not a circle G). Also 
keep in mind that the flywheel imbalance was matched by the indentical 
imbalance in the harmonic damper, or crankshaft pulley adaptor in the case 

of the 221 V8. Since the 
flywheel and damper im-
balances were opposite 
each other around the 
crankshaft centerline, it 
did not change the static 
balance of the crankshaft, 
which was neutrally bal-
anced. All flywheels were 
made from Ford’s grade 
ACB cast iron.

ba

a

b

c
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Section LA - Engine Core

d

e f

2LA3: This picture showed engines being checked for balance while being run on “hot test” stands. All engines were tested. Note that 
the engines were unpainted at this stage. (Picture by Ford Motor Company, Ray Brock, published in HOT ROD magazine, November 
1961. At left is Larry Zirbes, Chief of Production at Ford’s Cleveland engine plant talking to engineer Don Sullivan.)
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2LA5: Flex-plates for both 
the 221 V8 (a) and 260 V8 
(b) were distinguished by 
eight triangular holes and 
carried the Kelsey-Hayes 
markings KH, along with 
the FoMoCo logo (c & d). 
The converter attached to 
the flex-plate on a 9 5/16" 

bolt hole circle (e & f). The same basic flex-plate was used for both the 221 and 260 V8s, with the difference being the length of the 
counterweight on the transmission side of the flex-plate. The 221 V8 counterweight measured 4.1" (g) to obtain 22.7 ounce-inches 
imbalance, while the 260 V8’s measured 4.4" (h) for 24.5 ounce-inches imbalance. The counterweight was indexed by a set of scribe 
marks. The 221 V8’s were the inner, longer marks (i), whereas the 260 V8’s were the shorter, outer marks (j). Very early 221 V8 flex-
plates might have only one set of scribe marks. If further adjustments were needed for balancing, sections of round rod were spot-welded 
next to the ring gear (k & l). The 221 V8 counterweight was not marked with an engineering number or letter, but the 260 V8 was 
marked with an H (m)—the suffix of the C2OE-6375-H engineering number. These flex-plates carried over into 1963 production.
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2LC1: Air cleaner filters went through many iterations over time. Shown is a sampling.  Original 
air filters (a) were marked FoMoCo (b) and, though very difficult to see, C2OF-9601-A (c) on 
the inside screening. Note the outer mesh with circular holes. Different filters were used in air 
cleaner assemblies. This black air filter (d) with square wire outer mesh also carried the FoMoCo 
and C2OF-9601-A numbers on the inside screening. It came with an NOS 1963 air cleaner as-
sembly. After 1967, Autolite air filters (e) in Autolite boxes (f) were used carrying C2OF-9601-A 
(g) and Autolite (h) markings. Note the diamond patterned wire outer mesh. After 1971, Motor-
craft (i) air filters replaced Autolite’s. Still carrying the C2OF-9601-A number (j), filters were 
marked Motorcraft and FA-3 (k). Note the circular-hole outer mesh and very white filter material. 
Other Motorcraft air filters (l) had the diamond wire outer mesh. Stamped in white ink was the 
Motorcraft brand name and the FA-3 designation, along with the C2OF-9601-A marking (m).

a

b

c

Section LC - Induction

2LC2: The carburetor spacer used 
with the 260 V8 and road draft tube 
(PCV extension not machined) (a) was 
marked C2OE-9A589-H (b).

a b

d

e f

g

h

i

j

k

l m
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Section LA - Engine Core
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2LC3: Fuel filter can stamping was unique 
for 1962 (a). An original remains on this 
1962 Fairlane 260 V8 (b). The same marking 
is shown on an NOS filter assembly (c & d). 
Two magazines in the early 1960s showed the 

same labeling on two other 1962 260 V8s (e & f).
f

edc

b

b

a

a
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Section LC - Induction

2LF1: Original oil cap with an original label.
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2LF2: Service replacement valve covers (a) were sold under the part numbers C2OZ-6582-A and C2OZ-6582-B (b). The 
former was for a valve cover painted blue, which was the color used for the 1962 Fairlane 221 V8. The latter was silver, which 
was the 1962 Fairlane 260 V8 valve cover color (c). Although the valve cover appears here to be natural steel (unpainted), it was 
a semi-gloss silver, which Ford often called “argent.” The valve cover was stamped with a date code on the inside, directly under 
the ignition wire bracket where the two tack welds are clearly visible. The numbers in this case are “38  62  2” (d)—March 8, 
1962, second shift. C2OZ-6582-A was replaced by C2OZ-6582-C in 1964, which was also blue. In 1963, Ford came out with 
a chrome-plated version for the Falcon Sprint under the part number C3DZ-6582-C, which was considered a service replace-
ment alternative for the painted valve covers. (Photos courtesy of Bob Beede.)

a

b

c

d

Section LE - Lubrication

2LE1: Shown here is a 
now rarely seen original 
“break-in” oil filter (a) 
like those installed by the 
factory in 1962. It reads, 
“For break in period only. 
Replace at 1,000 mile oil 
change” (b).

a b

Section LF - Ventilation

Section LE - Lubrication

2LE2: On the hex-shaped oil pump shaft 
(a), the pointed end fitted into the distributor 
and the rounded end went into the oil pump. 
The collar (b) bowed toward the pointed end 
(toward the distributor) and its outer circum-
ference was 7/8" below the tip.

a

b

&/8"

2LC4: Original inlet valves for Autolite 2100 carburetors 
were well designed. They included a washer on top of the 
valve (a) which deflected incoming fuel out to the sides. This 
was particularly helpful when adjusting float levels with the 
air horn removed. The wire around the inlet valve (b) held 
the float shaft in place.

2LE3: Oil pans had a date stamped into the center of the 
lowest part of the bottom. The FoMoCo logo was nearby. 
This one decoded as December 19, 1961, 1st shift.
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2LG1: Wittek hose 
clamps carried the 
c o m p a n y  n a m e 
“Wittek Mfg. Co.”, 
location “Chicago, 
U.S.A.”, and patent 
number (a). They 
also included the 
date, such as 4/62 (b) 
for April 1962, and 
the size. Small blocks 
used the 11/16" size 
for the heater and 
bypass hose, 21/16" for the thermostat housing, and 25/16" for the water pump inlet.

Section LG - Cooling

2LG2: An obscure fan rarely seen on a small block V8 is the C2OZ-
8600-C fan (a) used on 1962-63 Fairlane 221 V8s with extra cooling 
(without A/C). It was also used on 1962-63 Fairlane 6-cylinders with 
extra cooling. This one was removed from a 1963 Fairlane with 221 V8. 
Note the date code of K62 (b) for October 1962.

2LG3: Extra cooling V8s used the 2-groove cast 
iron water pump pulley, which was .2" thicker than 
the standard pulley. So, a standard spacer was short-
ened .2" at the hub to compensate. The letter D was 
stamped over the standard spacer's cast letter E to 
distinguish this spacer (a). The spacer (b) was used 
again in 1963 for extra cooling and for FordAire A/C. a

b

a

b
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a b

2LG4: 1962 Fairlanes and Meteors ordered with the “heater delete” option received a heater by-pass tube (a), which included a 
bracket (b) for attaching the tube to the intake manifold underneath the coil. The tube curved (c) at the back of the engine in a 
smooth 180 degree loop (d) to align with the water-heated 1962 carburetor spacer. Since the 1963-64 Falcon “Sprint” also used 
a water-heated carburetor spacer, it would use this same tube if the heater was deleted. Service replacement tubes carried the part 
number C2OZ-8548-B (e).

a

b

c

d e

Section LH - Ignition

2LH1: Original distributor condensors in 
1962 carry the FoMoCo logo and B9AF-
12300-A number (a). The rotors were black 
(b) and also carried the FoMoCo logo (c).

a b

c

2LH2: Original spark plugs had three ribs on the insulators. 
The ones shown here were removed from a 1962 Fairlane. Plugs 
with five ribs showed up by 1964 production. (See photo 2H10, 
page 2–41, for examples of early 5-rib insulator plugs.)
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Chapter 3 – 1963 221/260/289 V8
The 1963 production year was a big year for Ford’s 

small block engine. Not only were there numerous 
changes in the carryover of the basic 221 and 260 V8, 
but several new versions of the engine appeared and 
the number of models being powered by these engines 
increased dramatically.

The year began with 1963 Fairlanes and Meteors 
equipped with either the 221 or 260 V8, depending on 
customer demand for more economy or more power. 
Although neither engine had significant internal chang-
es from late 1962, both did experience plenty of other 
important changes for 1963. One such change involved 
the air induction arrangement. Specifically designed to 
mini mize the possibility of carburetor icing, the new 
induction system attempted to maintain carburetor inlet 
air temperature at approximately 100 degrees Fahren-
heit. This was accomplished by thermo statically mov-
ing a baffle inside the air cleaner inlet duct which mixed 
engine compartment air with hotter air from around 
the right exhaust manifold. So successful was this new 
induction system that, when installed, Ford eliminated 
the 1962 system of water heating the carburetor spacer 
(except for some leftover ’62 engines installed in early 
’63 cars). Design changes to support the new induction 
system involved the air cleaner, right exhaust manifold, 
carburetor spacer and intake manifold.

More changes were occurring at the front of the en-
gine where the 1962 type fuel pump and separate filter 
were combined into a single unit. As a result, the new 
filter became an integral part of the bottom of a Carter 
fuel pump. (In Fairlanes and Meteors the lower stabilizer 
bar was reshaped just to accom modate the new, low hanging 
location of the fuel filter.) Along with the new integrated 
fuel pump came a new, longer fuel line stretching 
between the pump and the carburetor. The unusually 
long fuel line did initially encounter some undesirable 
vibration problems, so a clamp at the water pump was 
added to later production engines.

At the bottom of each of the 1963 engines was a new 
stamped steel oil pan. The basic shape remained un-
changed from 1962, but the new pan had some different 
ribbing and contours. One distinguishable feature was 
the design of the oil drain hole. The hole now pointed 
down and aft, vice toward the left side.

Another change related to 1963 engines was in the 
seal between the exhaust manifolds and the Y-pipe. 
Through 1962 production, a thin, flat gasket had been 
used. Then in 1963, the manifolds and Y-pipe were 

modified with flared surfaces to accept a donut-shaped 
seal. The interesting fact about this change was that it 
was not limited to just the small block V8. It was actu-
ally incorporated on all 1963 engines, including both 
big block V8s and six-cylinders.

All changes mentioned so far were incorporated 
at the start of the model year. Many more occurred as 
the year progressed. The first such change happened 
about one month after the model year started, or about 
November 15, 1962. At that time, Ford switched to 
a smaller water temperature sender. Although both 
senders were functionally the same, a compatibility 
issue was created for intake manifolds. Manifolds and 
senders had to be kept together as sets due to thread 
size differences. The larger sender required a 1/4" pipe 
thread hole, which measured approximately 1/2" in 
diameter, whereas the smaller sender used a 1/8" pipe 
thread, with a diameter of about 3/8" in size.

Galaxies received small block power for the first 
time in 1963 as the 260 V8 replaced the discontinued 
Y-block 292. The Galaxie’s 260 was identical to the Fair-
lane’s with the exception of a minor difference in throt-
tle linkage. The linkage was specifically designed for 
the Galaxie engine compartment and Cruise-O-Matic 
kickdown feature. Cruise-O-Matics had been used with 
the Y-block engines in 1962, and were the same in 1963 
except for a new cast aluminum converter housing. 
Linkages for the Galaxie 3-speed and overdrive were 
very similar to those for the Cruise-O-Matic.

February 1963 was a big month for Ford. “Total 
Performance” was not just an advertising slogan, but 
a corporate directive, as Falcons and Comets got V8 
power for the very first time—in the form of a 260 V8. 
The 221 V8 had originally been considered, but Ford 
and Mercury manage ment decided to provide only the 
“optimum” in performance to its V8 Falcon and Comet 
customers. Just a few engine changes were needed to fit 
the engine into the cramped engine compartment. One 
was a shorter fan spacer, down from the Fairlane 3.22" 
to just 1.58". Another was to the left exhaust manifold. 
Due to the position of the clutch linkage and closeness 
of the fire wall, the Fairlane 260 V8 left exhaust mani-
fold was replaced with one which had been uniquely 
designed for the Falcon and Comet. This manifold 
dumped the exhaust gases into a collector between cyl-
inders 7 and 8. From there the gases entered a crossover 
pipe which ran under the oil pan and connected to a 
pipe coming from the right exhaust manifold.

Cars introduced to small block power during 1963 production were Galaxies, Falcons and Comets. Commencing with 1963 pro-
duction in August 1962, Ford listed 260 V8s as standard equipment on Galaxie 500/XLs and optional on all other Galaxie models. 
When 289 2Vs were introduced about February 1963, they became the standard engines for Galaxie 500/XLs. Both 260 V8s 
and 289 2Vs were optional on all other Galaxie models for the remainder of the year. The Falcons and Comets received 260 V8 
power in February of 1962, along with new, 2-door, “fast-back” hardtops. Though the Comet “S-22” designated only a bucket seat 
model, the Falcon “Sprint” was a special package which included bucket seats and a dressed up 260 V8. (Photos Courtesy of Ford )

1963 Galaxie 2-door Sedan

 1963½ Falcon Sprint Hardtop

 1963½ Comet S-22 Hardtop
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small 47.7– 50.7 cc combustion chamber heads gave 
the 289 HiPo a compression ratio of 10.5:1. None of the 
HiPo’s compression gain was attributable to the head 
gaskets since the same gaskets were used on standard 
289 V8s.

The HiPo heads featured more than just reduced 
combustion chamber volumes. They also incorpo-
rated recessed valve spring seats and threaded rocker 
arm studs. The spring seats helped stabilize the valve 
springs at high rpm and the threaded studs handled 
the shock loading from the mechanical tappets (solid 
lifters). Because of all these easily identifiable features, 
Ford did not specifically mark the heads with any HP 
markings (this would happen with the replacement 
HiPo heads beginning in 1968). Though they did 
carry unique casting numbers and the 289 had two 
dots above it, the HiPo head markings in the rocker 
arm area were similar to those found on the standard 
289 engine. Externally, HiPo heads could be identified 
by the cast numbers 19, 20, or 21 next to one of the ac-
cessory mounting holes.

As already mentioned, the 289 HiPo lifters were me-
chanical. Mating to the lifters was a high lift, long dura-
tion mechanical camshaft. It was marked AE between 
the rear lobe and journal. Other valve train changes 
included two-piece valve springs and special retainers. 
The valve spring consisted of a thin, inner flat spring, 
which dampened the harmonics of the larger outer coil 
spring at high rpm. The number of coils on the outer 
spring was also less than on the stan dard 289 V8 to 
preclude coil bind-up at maximum lift.

With the increased loading and speed of the HiPo 
camshaft, the camshaft thrust plate was increased in 
thickness. To compensate, an equally smaller width 
camshaft sprocket was used to keep the overall con-
figuration length the same. Below the camshaft was a 
matching crankshaft sprocket. The crankshaft sprock-
et’s overall length was shortened to allow the instal-
lation of an extra balancing counterweight behind the 
sprocket and in front of the number one main bearing 
cap. The position of this counterweight was maintained 
by a pin that keyed the counterweight to the crank-
shaft sprocket. Because of all these changes, the timing 
chain had to be made thinner than the one used on 
the standard 289 V8. Otherwise, the chain would rub 
and gouge the counterweight behind the crankshaft 
sprocket. This also meant that both the camshaft and 
crankshaft HiPo sprockets had to have correspondingly 
thinner teeth widths to mate with the thinner chain. 
Mounted against the crankshaft sprocket/oil slinger 
was a heavy duty harmonic vibration damper. Meas-
uring 1 3/4" long across the outer steel sleeve, vice the 
standard 289 V8’s thickness of 3/4", the damper gave 
additional stability to the bottom end.
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align-bored with the heavy-duty main bearing caps, 
ultimately became the famous 289 high perform ance 4V 
(289 HiPo), ready to accept all the high revving goodies 
Ford could muster.

The HiPo bottom end was beefed up using a crank-
shaft with higher nodularity (90% minimum). In addi-
tion, the radii of the journals were slightly increased 
and ground, rather than undercut, to reduce stress ris-
ers. Visually, the HiPo and standard crankshaft had the 
same 1M marking, so Ford brushed a stroke of orange 
paint across one of the HiPo’s center counterweights. 
The use of orange paint was not restricted to just the 
crankshaft. Ford used it on the HiPo block and con-
necting rods, too. The block received a large stroke of 
orange paint at the rear, and each connecting rod got a 
dab along the neck. Since these paint swabs were done 
by hand, their location and application were limited 
only by the creativity of the factory worker. As a result, 
variations were the rule, not the exception.

As with the crankshaft, the HiPo connecting rods 
came from the same molds as their standard counter-
parts, but were prepared differently. Besides being 
treated to relieve surface stress, the HiPo rods were 
not trimmed as closely around the bolt hole areas as 
standard rods. This allowed sufficient area for offset 
machining of two 3/8" bolts holes vice the standard 289 
size of 5/16". The standard connecting rod cap, how-
ever, was too small to accept the larger, more outboard 
positioned bolts; therefore, a unique heavier duty cap 
was substituted which would accommodate the larger 
3/8" holes. The HiPo rod bolts themselves were unusual 
in that the bolt heads were oddly shaped. One side 
was curved while the opposite side was flat. Ford gave 
plenty of warning that these bolts were to be installed 
with the flat side facing outboard. Otherwise the bolt 
might loosen. Later 289 HiPo bolts eliminated this Mur-
phy by using 3/8" bolts with rectan gular-shaped heads 
or those having a football shape.

The HiPo block’s three oil galleries were plugged 
in the front with 1/2" freeze plugs, just as in standard 
blocks. The oft repeated statement that the front of the 
HiPo oil galleries were machined for threaded plugs 
is incorrect. The threaded plugs were only installed 
by Shelby-American when reworking 289 HiPos for 
com petition versions of the Mustang GT-350 (rated at 
350 brake horsepower [bhp] at 6,500 rpm), or for Cobra 
Daytona coupes and Ford GT-40 prototype race cars 
(380 bhp). The threaded plugs were not even used in 
the 306 bhp 289 HiPo engine which was the standard 
engine in the street version of the Mustang GT-350.

The HiPo pistons were made of high strength alumi-
num and specifically designed for high com pression. 
Piston tops were flat, except for relatively small valve 
reliefs which guaranteed piston-to-valve clearance at 
high rpm. The combination of flat top pistons with 
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The Falcon/Comet right exhaust manifold was the 
same as that used on the Fairlane.

Another tight spot in the Falcon/Comet engine 
compartment was over next to the right shock tower. 
In order to clear the tower, the air cleaner exhaust stove 
duct had to be flattened on the front outboard side. As 
with the left exhaust manifold, this change was unique 
to the Falcon and Comet, and would continue all the 
way through the 1965 model year.

As a dress-up option, Ford offered a “Sprint” Fal-
con at the same time the V8 option became available. 
Chrome pieces included the air cleaner top plate, valve 
covers, oil cap, and power steering reservoir cover, 
if so equipped. Also included in the chrome plating 
package were a brake reservoir lid and radiator cap. 
Interestingly, a chrome-plated oil dipstick handle was 
not part of the Sprint package. The Sprint low profile 
air cleaner was similar in design to those used on high 
perform ance 4V Galaxies. 

The use of the Falcon Sprint low profile air cleaner 
negated use of the standard air cleaner’s hot air mixing 
duct arrangement. To compensate, Ford went back to the 
water heated carburetor spacer, reminiscent of 1962. So 
that the 1962 260 V8 intake manifold would not have to 
be resurrected, Ford elected to design a new carburetor 
spacer that would allow use of the 1963 manifold. This 
spacer, unique to just the 1963 and 1964 Falcon Sprint, 
contained a water inlet at the left front corner and outlet 
in the same location as on the 1962 spacer. Water was 
routed, via a short section of heater hose, to the carbu-
retor spacer from the front of the intake manifold. The 
intake manifold outlet fitting was specifically rotated to 
face toward the carburetor spacer in this arrangement.

Performance was on the move in other areas, too. 
About February 1963, Ford recast the small block for a 
full 4" bore size. At 289 cubic inches, the primary job of 
this new engine was to lug Galaxies around per forming 
as an economical V8. The 260 V8’s power had been 
marginal for the job, and the Galaxie greatly benefited 
from the 289 V8’s extra 31 horsepower.

The 289 V8 was not a bored-out 260, but featured a 
new block. In addition, significant changes were made 
to improve its durability and to support the higher 195 
horsepower. The connecting rods were beefed up in the 
ribbed neck area and the valve stem diameters were 
increased from 0.310" to 0.342". To improve breathing, 
larger ports were used in both the intake manifold 
and the cylinder heads. These rectangular ports had 
measured about 1 9/16" × 13/16" at the intake manifold-
to-cylinder head surface on the     221/260 V8, but were 
now 1 13/16" × 15/16" for the 289. In addition, the risers to 
the carburetor were increased to a larger 1 9/16" diameter 
bore. Supporting these larger passage ways were larger 
intake and exhaust valves measuring 1.67" and 1.45", 
respect ively, across the valve face.

Valve train revisions for the 289 V8 were numerous. 
Springs, retainers and valve seals all had to be changed. 
Even the camshaft valve timing events were revised. 
These camshafts were marked UA between the last lobe 
and journal vice U on the 221/260 V8s.

Cylinder head combustion chamber volume for the 
289 V8 remained the same as for the 260 V8 at 53.0–56.0 
cubic centimeters (cc), however the shape was changed 
to unshroud the larger valves. Advertised compres-
sion ratio rose from the 260 V8 value of 8.7:1 to 9.0:1. 
To aid distinction between the 289 and 260 V8 heads, 
Ford cast the numbers 289 in the rocker arm area. The 
221/260 V8 heads didn’t carry a displacement marking.

The 289 block layout was also modified from the 
earlier 221/260 V8 and was easily distinguishable by 
the three 11/2" drain plugs located on each side. The 
three holes—one in the space between each cylinder—
allowed more precise longitudinal positioning of the 
block to allow more accurate centering of the bore with-
in its cylinder. To accommodate the new hole locations, 
the left side aft block mounting hole had to be moved 
back one inch and the right side forward mounting hole 
had to be moved forward one inch. The spread between 
holes increased from 6" to 7". About this same time, the 
221/260 V8 blocks were similarly modified.

The 289 harmonic vibration damper, carburetor and 
distributor were all similar in construction to those of 
the 260 V8, but were calibrated for the larger displace-
ment. The pistons were 4 inches in diameter and the 
heat dam groove commonly found on the 221/260 V8 
was eliminated. Eventually, even the 221/260 V8 
pistons would eliminate this extra groove. Visual dis-
tinction of the Galaxie 289 V8 was immediate with its 
cream white air cleaner and valve covers.

But of all the small block performance news for 1963, 
none was as exciting as that over on the Fairlane line. 
There, Ford began offering a high performance version 
of the 289 V8, which produced an incredible 271 horse-
power at 6,000 rpm. Strictly a performance engine, it 
was offered in any Fairlane model except the station 
wagon. The standard transmission was a slightly modi-
fied version of the Galaxie  fully-synchro nized 3-speed, 
with advertised options for either a Borg-Warner close 
ratio 4-speed, or a heavy-duty Fairlane 3-speed with 
over drive (the latter believed to have been cancelled 
prior to public release). Power steering, air condition-
ing, and auto matic transmission options were not avail-
able with the HiPo.

This special engine began in Ford’s Cleveland 
foundry with a standard 289 V8 block. Some of these 
blocks were pulled from the line and inspected using a 
dye penetrant method. No cracks or indications were 
allowed. Blocks passing inspection received heavy duty 
main bearing caps. So, the standard 289 block casting, 
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1963 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe

1963 Meteor S-33
Continuing into 1963 production, both the Fairlane and Mercury Meteor featured new hardtop and station wagon mod-
els. V8 engine options included the 221 and 260 V8s. In February/March 1963, the 271 hp, 289 4V was offered in the 
Fairlane line (except wagon) with either a 3-speed or 4-speed. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)
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Feeding fuel to the 289 HiPo was a 600 cubic feet 
per minute (cfm) Autolite 4100 model carburetor sit-
ting atop a cast iron 4V intake manifold. Air, the other 
necessary ingredient, entered through a low profile, 
open style air cleaner. Both were mixed and then me-
tered through large 19/16" dia meter throttle bores. These 
C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ carburetors were equipped 
with automatic chokes and, except for some cali bration 
and jetting changes, were very similar to those being 
used on Galaxie 390 4V engines. The low profile air 
cleaner design was also borrowed from the high per-
formance big block Galaxies.

Combustion products were effectively expedited 
into the HiPo exhaust system through two special 
streamlined, cast iron, header type exhaust manifolds. 
So tight was space in the Fairlane engine compartment 
that these manifolds had to be specially contoured 
around the shock towers and clutch linkage. Space be-
tween the manifold and the tower was about 1/4"!

In the right HiPo manifold were provisions for an 
automatic choke heating chamber. A single insulated 
tube brought the heated air to the carburetor. No pro-
vision for drawing the choke air from the air cleaner 
was provided, though early photos of pre-production 
engines showed the presence of such a tube, and early 
289 HiPo air cleaners had the necessary outlet fitting.

Ignition was handled by a dual point distributor, à la 
427 V8. A new housing had not yet been intro duced so 
the 427 V8 parts were installed into a standard 2V type 
distributor. The advance housing still mounted to the 
front of the distributor, but its outlet was blocked off 
and the housing was stripped of its innards including 
the diaphragm and lever components. To ensure no 
voltage was lost getting to the “hot” Autolite BF-32 
spark plugs, solid core ignition wires were also used.

Further component changes for high rpm operation 
could be seen at the front of the engine. A smaller 16" 
diameter fan with 4 aluminum blades replaced the 
standard 17", 4-blade, stamped steel fan. The generator 
rpm was reduced by use of a 4 1/4" vice 2 3/4" diameter 
pulley. Though outwardly appearing unchanged, the 
water pump was also specifically designed for high 
rpm. The impeller diameter was reduced by about 
3/4" to cut down on water turbulence and cavitation 
expected at the higher speeds.

For unknown reasons Ford did not dress up the Fair-
lane high performance V8 engine with chrome plating 
kits, though these were available as dealer installed op-
tions. Instead, the 289 HiPo was delivered with gold col-
ored valve covers and air cleaner top and bottom plates.

The 221/260 V8 blocks at the beginning of the year 
had a 6" engine mounting bolt hole spread. But, with 
the development of the 289, the 221/260 V8 blocks were 
modified around January/February 1963 to adopt the 

same three-freeze-plug design (three per side) as the 
289 V8. The mounting bolt hole spread was 7". All 
blocks were now virtually identical in external appear-
ance except for different casting numbers. These casting 
numbers were located just above the starter motor’s 
position. (If should be pointed out that a block casting 
date code could be a month or two in advance of the 
car’s scheduled build date or advertised release date.)

Accessory mountings were items that went through 
significant changes for 1963. The power steering pump 
got individual front and rear mounts, which brought 
the pump closer to the cylinder head, thus improving 
support and minimizing vibration. Also, the pump 
received a reshaped tube for the idle speed-up valve. 
These changes were made possible due to the reloca-
tion of the fuel filter to the bottom of the fuel pump.

Cars with air conditioning received the most dra-
matic changes. The 1962 system had produced some 
vibration problems, water pump bearing failures, and 
difficulty in performing belt tensioning pro cedures. 
Ford scrapped the idea of driving the air compressor 
off of the water pump pulley, shifting that respons-
ibility over to a unique 4-groove cast iron crankshaft 
pulley. Belt tensioning was accomplished by an idler 
pulley located over on a new special generator brace. 
For this reason, optional Leece/Neville alternators, 
which could not use this generator brace, were incom-
patible with the 1963 air conditioning system. Other 
changes to the 1963 air conditioning system included 
new mounts and additional bracing for the compressor.

Fans for air conditioning were either fixed or clutch 
type, depending on application. A 5-blade fixed fan was 
used with Fordaire and a 5-blade clutch fan for Select-
aire. The higher capacity Selectaire was optional in Fair-
lanes, Meteors, and Galaxies. (Because of compatibility 
requirements with the interior console, Selectaire was 
also the only factory air conditioning option available 
on the Fairlane Sports Coupe, Meteor S-33, and Galaxie 
XL.) On Falcons and Comets, a 6-blade fixed fan was 
used with the Fordaire system.

The combined options of power steering and air 
conditioning forced a couple of changes to the standard 
power steering system. One was the use of a special 
rear power steering pump bracket so as to be compat-
ible with the air compressor platform. This bracket 
was also used on engines without air con ditioning by 
simply adding a spacer to replace the absent air com-
pressor platform. A second change was in the location 
of the power steering pump reservoir. Since space un-
der the air conditioning compressor was restricted (as 
in 1962), the top mounted reservoir was discarded and 
an adaptor added in its place. To replace the discarded 
reservoir, a new remote reservoir was mounted to the 
inner fender. Connecting the remote reservoir to the 
adaptor was a large, 3/4" inside diameter rubber hose.
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 Engine Core Section A 3A3 3–7

3A3: Introduced mid-1963, the 
289 V8 block (a) featured a 4" bore 
(b), and was a closer performance 
match to the old 292 Y-blocks pow-
ering Galaxies in 1962. The new 
block contained 3 freeze plugs on 
each side and a longer block mount-
ing pattern (c). While the 221/260 
pattern measured 6" in 1962 and 

early 1963, the 289 was increased to 7". The spread was not symmetrical. On the block’s right side (d), the front hole was moved 
forward 1". On the left side (e), the rear hole was moved aft 1". The purpose of the pattern change was to allow three side holes. 
The extra hole improved longitudinal block positioning for better centering of the bores within their cylinders. The casting number 
on the new 289 block was C3AE-6015-N (f). The date code was just above the casting number. Both were located above the starter 
motor. The block also carried a 289 marking in the lifter valley (g), whereas the 221/260 carried none. The 289 HiPo used the 
identical block casting as the standard 289 V8; however, HiPo blocks were specifically inspected for flaws before being selected to 
become 289 HiPos. Very late in the production year some 289 V8s received the 1964 block. Its casting number was C4OE-6015-C.

a b

a

ed

f g

b

c

3A2: For the Fairlane HiPo, a special 
fender emblem was the only clue 
that 271 horsepower was on tap 
(a). This was a two piece affair with 
the 289 V8 emblem installed over 
top the HIGH PERFORMANCE 
emblem (b). This particular car was 
recovered after spending 4 years in a 
barn and another 4 years in a field. 
Fortunately, the car was intact and 
still contained its 289 HiPo engine.

3–6 3A1 Chapter 3 Engine Core

b

d

a

e

3A1: The 1963 221/260 V8 (a) was much like the 1962 engine, 
but with changes to the induction and fuel feed systems. One of 
the earliest Meteors found carried a sequential serial number of 
3677 and date code of 29J, or September 29, 1962. Additionally, 
some late 1962 221 V8 and 260 V8 engines were installed in early 
1963 Fairlanes. The specifics of this situation will be covered in 
the Supplemental section (L) of this chapter. The Galaxie 289 
V8 and Falcon/Comet 260 V8 would also be introduced in mid-
year, or about February 1963. The Falcon Sprint 260 V8 (b) was 
another mid-year introduction featuring chrome valve covers, air 
cleaner, and oil breather cap. For the top mid-year V8 option, the 
Fairlane received Ford’s version of the Shelby engine—the 289 
HiPo shown here in front (c), right (d), and left (e) views. 

c
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 Engine Core Section A 3A8 3–9

3A7: The 289 V8 crankshaft was identified by a 1M (a) on the first counterweight. This was the first appearance of a crankshaft mark-

3A8: Place-type bolts were used to hold the 
flywheel (manual transmission), or flex-plate 
(automatic transmission), to the crankshaft. 
The shorter bolts were used with the flex-
plate. Initially, the bolt heads were small (left 
two bolts), but a transition was made to bolts 
with larger heads (right two bolts). The larger 
head bolts gave more support and lowered 
the stress of the high torque (75–85 ft.lbs.) 
applied to the bolt during installation.

a b

c

d e

f

Early Late

!
!

shafts. Here’s just a sampling. Some have 
an X below the 1M (d). Some also have an 
X on the opposite side (e). Some have the 
casting number C3AE-N (f), which is the 
engin eering number for the C3AZ-6303-F 
part number (C3AE-6303-N). Some have 
triangular stamp ings with numbers in them 
like 42 (g) or 65 (h). None of these mark-
ings have any significance, or are related to 
distinguishing a 289 HiPo crankshaft from 
a standard one. The HiPo distinguishing fea-
tures are the orange paint on the third from 
the rear counterweight and polished rear 
counterweight as see below (i). The main 
bearings (called inserts) for all crankshafts, 
including HiPos, were the same.

ing. As shown on a 1963 original 289 HiPo crankshaft (b), it too was made from 
the same mold as the standard 289 V8, although the HiPo crankshaft contained 
a higher nodular iron content. Ford distin guished between the standard 289 V8 
and 289 HiPo crankshaft by smearing orange paint on one of the HiPo crankshaft’s 
counter weights. In the case of the one shown here (c), the paint was found along 
the third counterweight from the rear (arrow on right). The HiPo crankshaft is dis-
tinguished by the polished area along the rear counter weight (arrow on left). Con-
trary to popular belief, the HiPo crankshafts were not hardness tested. They were 
inspected under a microscope to check the microstructure for the total number 
of rounded graphite nodules as a percentage against the total number of graphite 
particles. A minimum of 90% was the criteria for “high nodularity.” The purpose 
of the polished area on the rear counterweight was to facilitate viewing the crank-
shaft’s microstructure. To achieve higher nodularity, nickel and magnesium were 
added to the molden iron. Many markings might be seen on various 289 crank-

g

ih

3–8 3A4 Chapter 3 Engine Core

3A4: The engine assembly date for all engines was located just forward of the left cylinder head (a). This engine carried a date 
code of 3A21 for January 21, 1963 (b). The last letter was the inspector’s code, and had no significance outside of the factory.

3A5: About January 7, 1963 (according to Ford parts catalogs), 
Ford changed the 221 and 260 V8 blocks to conform with the 
289 V8 mounting pattern. Now, like the 289 V8, they also had 
3 freeze plugs on each side, a 7" block mounting pattern, and a 
casting number above the starter motor. Shown here is a 260 V8 
block casting number C3OE-6015-B dated December 27, 1962 
(2M27 ). The 22l V8 block casting number was C3OE-6015-A.

a b

b c

a

3A6: The 289 HiPo featured thicker main bearing caps 
(a) compared to the standard 221/260/289 V8 (b). 
Shown together as sets (c), the difference is very apparent. 
Both standard and HiPo caps were made from Ford grade 
ACB cast iron which had a more refined grain structure 
than grade AC cast iron used in blocks and cylinder heads.
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 Engine Core Section A 3A10 3–11

a

b

dc

g

h

i

3A10: The 289 HiPo 
also used the same rod 
casting as the stan-
dard 289, but that 
was about as far as 
the similarity went. 
However, because of 
the close resem blance, 
Ford did distinguish 
the HiPo rod by haphazardly dabbing or smearing orange 
paint along the neck. The big difference with the 289 HiPo 
was the substitution of 3/8" bolts for the standard 5/16" size 
(a). The substitution was possible with the standard rod 
mold as sufficient material existed around the bolt hole 
(b) to machine the larger hole. Note that the standard 
289 rod had more material machined off along the side 
where the numbers were stamped. While the standard 
289 bolt had a rectangular head (c), the 289 HiPo bolt 
head (d) was shaped strangely. Ford stressed in numerous 
publications that it was essential that the 289 HiPo bolt 
be installed with the flat side outboard; otherwise, the bolt 
might loosen during operation. Later, Ford switched to 
3/8" bolts with rectangular heads (e & f). These, like the 
football shaped bolt heads that followed, were “Murphy” 
proof—they could not be installed incorrectly. Though 
the standard 289 and 289 HiPo rods came from the same 
mold, the end caps for the 289 HiPo rods were unique to the HiPo engine (g), featuring 
more material around the bolt hole. Note that the HiPo holes were not just larger, but also 
placed farther outboard (h). Ford used unique connecting rod bearings for its 289 HiPos 
and they carried a C3OE-6211-AB stamping (i) and date code. The date code of this bear-
ing is 1 3 for January 1963. Dimensionally, the HiPo bearings appeared to be identical to 
standard bearings and gave the same bearing clearance, suggesting the difference was in the 
bearing material itself. Ford did continue to use separate part numbers for the 289 HiPo 
bearings in all its parts catalogs through 1967.

e

f

HiPo

non-HiPo

HiPo

non-
HiPo

HiPo

3–10 3A9 Chapter 3 Engine Core

3A9: The 221/260 V8 
connecting rod for 1963 
was identical to the 
1962 rod, but notice-
ably narrower in the 
neck when compared 
to the 289 (a). Whereas 
the 221/260 rod carried 
a C2OE-A casting num-
ber (b), the heavier duty 
289 rod number was 
C3AE-D (c). Since the 
rods were cast in multi-
ple molds, the markings 
did vary in the same 
motor (d & e). All rods 
continued to incorpo-
rate oil squirt holes (f), 
which al lowed each 
rod to lubricate its own 
cylinder, as shown in 
the 1962 Fairlane shop 
manual (g). As in 1962, 
each cap and rod were 
numbered as a matched 
pair (h). Two different 
types of stamps were 
used (i), but the thinner 
numbers were becoming 
the more predominant 
type.

a b

edc

g

Courtesy of
Ford Motor
Company

f

i

h

1962/63 221/260 V8 only
(C2OE-A)

1963 289 V8
(also 1964 260/289 V8 & 1965/68 289 V8)

(C3AE-D)
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 Engine Core Section A 3A15 3–13

3A13: The 289 piston rings 
were much like those used on 
the 221/260 V8, although 
the 289 oil ring expander was 
transitioning from the 221/ 
260 type (a) to one slightly 
different in construction (b). 
Standard and HiPo 289 pis-
ton rings were the same.

3A14: The 221 (a) and 260 (b) pistons were unchanged from 1962. The upper fourth groove was still in use as a heat dam, though 
the feature was rapidly losing favor.

3A15: The 221 pulley adaptor and 260 V8 vibration damper were 
unchanged in 1963, although there was a second 260 V8 damper 
casting number, C2OE-6316-B (a). A date code was also included on 
the front face. Here the L2 stands for November 1962. The 289 V8 
damper (b) looked just like the 260 V8’s, but was counterbalanced 
to 28.1 ounce-inches and carried a casting number of C3AE-F (c).

a b

ba

a

c

b

3–12 3A11 Chapter 3 Engine Core

a

b

d

f

g

e
for unknown reasons. Whatever was used caused an etched image to remain even after 
logging about 50,000 miles in an engine that had not been rebuilt. Regardless, all 
early standard 289 pistons carried a casting number of C3AE-6110 (c). The 289 HiPo 
piston (d) was similar to the standard 289, but lacked the dish, while incorporating 
valve reliefs for compatibility with the high lift camshaft. Again, note the appearance 
of a number on its top, which is actually an etched image of the original stamping. 
The number 6 may have been intended to relate to the installed cylinder; however, 
three other pistons removed from the same unmolested engine had the number 5 
imprinted on their tops. Two other pistons carried the numbers 4 and 7, respectively. 
The last two pistons were too eroded to distinguish the numbers. All of the pistons 
carried the casting number of C3OE-6110-M (e). Even with improved piston design, 
all Ford small block V8s continued to have difficulty with cracked skirts after 100,000 
miles (f). Though otherwise in relatively good shape, this 289 piston had major cracks 
emanating from the lower radius skirts (g).

c

3A11: The 289 V8 piston was a 
larger version of the 260 V8 piston, 
but did not include the upper “heat 
dam” groove (a). Also, the top was 
dished and incorporated a single 
notch to orient the piston forward 
(b). Notice that the piston appears 
to have the number 4 written in the 
dish. This was done at the factory 

3A12: Full-sized Fords with auto matic 
transmissions used a special fitting to 
support the selector linkage in 1963/64 
(a). All other models with automatics 
used the 1962 Fairlane fitting (b). For 
manual transmissions, all cars used the 
1962 Fairlane stud (c).

a

c

b
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 Valve Train Sections A & B 3B2 3–15

3B2: In 1963 production, 289 heads were first introduced 
about February 1963 (but, in some cases, cast months earlier). 
Shown here (a, b & c) is the 289 2V head. This head featured 
larger valves and larger intake runners than in the 221/260 heads. 
Shown in comparison, the 289 intake runner cross-sectional area 
measured 113/16" × 15/16" (d), whereas the 221/260 runners were 
1/4" shorter in height and 1/8" narrower in width (e).

a b

dc

a b

c

d e

3B1: While 221 and 
260 cylinder heads were 
repeats from 1962, each 
carried a new casting 
number in a different 
location. Shown is the 
221 V8 with part of its 
C3OE A casting number 
on one end (a), and the 
last letter on the other 
end (b). Similarly, the 
260 V8 casting number 
was C3OE B (c & d).

d

3A16: The 289 
HiPo damper, 
shown in front 
(a) and back (b) 
v iews,  carr ied 
a casting num-
ber of C3OE-B, 
and used a con-
sider ably thicker 
outer ring than 

shaft pulley (d). Note how the pulley installs into the damper. Indexing on the 289 HiPo damper for ignition timing was just like 
that on the standard 289 V8 (e), and as with the standard 289, included a date code nearby. The L3 makes this a November 1963 
damper. Holding the 289 HiPo damper to the crankshaft was a standard bolt, but with a much thicker washer (f).

f

that of the standard 289 V8. This side-by-side view (c) shows the 
difference in thickness of the outer rings. The 260/289 measured 3/4", 
whereas the 289 HiPo measured 13/4". The inner section of the 289 
HiPo damper was recessed to allow use of the same standard crank-

e

3–14 3A16 Chapter 3 Engine Core

a b

c
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 Valve Train Section B 3B5 3–17

ing number was either C3OE-E or C3OE-F 
(d). The head was also marked 289 on the 
bottom (e). In the rocker arm area, the 289 
marking again appeared, but this time with 
two dots above the number (f). As with the 
standard head, no year markings existed 
above the date code (g). Another distinguish-
ing mark on 289 HiPo heads was a specific 
number on top of the head at one end (h). 
All HiPo heads found so far have carried a 
19, 20, or 21. This number was also located 
on the bottom of the head.

3B5: The 289 HiPo head (a & b) used the same size 
valves as the standard 289, but the chamber volume was 
smaller at 47.7–50.7 cc. (c). Also, note the screw-in type 
rocker arm studs and recessed valve spring seats. The cast-

a b

e

c

d

f h

g

3–16 3B3 Chapter 3 Valve Train

a d

3B3: The 289 2V featured larger valve seat diameters and 52.5–55.6 
cc. combustion chambers (a). On the bottom, the head carried a casting 
number of C3AE-F (b), and a 289 marking (c). Note that the full casting 
number was not together. In the rocker arm area, the head was also marked 
289 with a single dot on top (d). Directly opposite the 289 marking was the 
date code (e), here shown as 3G22, or July 22, 1963. Note there was no year 
marking above the date code. This would change in late 1964.

eb

c

a

b
3B4: The 289 V8 head gasket (a) carried an identify-
ing number C3AE-6051-G (b). This same gasket was 
used on the 289 HiPo as well.
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harmonics at high rpm. The valve springs were further stabilized by being slipped into recesses machined into the heads (c). Extra 
material was provided in the castings for this purpose. The retainer for the 289 HiPo (d) was thicker than the standard 289 (e), and 
specially hardened. Note the missing step on the 289 HiPo retainer to make room for the inner flat spring. Because of the shock 
loading of the solid lifter (or mechanical tappet) camshaft, the 289 HiPo used screw-in rocker arm studs (f). An original screw-in 

 Valve Train Section B 3B7 3–19

3B7: The valve train set-up of the standard 289 was much like that of 
the 221/260; however, the 289 HiPo (a) featured improvements in sev-
eral areas. The 289 HiPo valve spring (b), shown on the left, consisted 
of two springs, with the inner flat spring dampening the outer spring’s 

stud is shown on the left, with Ford’s later replacement on the right. The 289 HiPo solid 
lifter (g) incorporated an insert that sat on a step inside the lifter and was retained by a “C” 
clip (h). Standard 289 V8s continued to use hydraulic lifters (i).

hgf

c

a

b

e

d

i

289289 HiPo

3–18 3B6 Chapter 3 Valve Train

rability from increased valve stem diameters. While the 221/260 
valves measured 0.310", the 289 size was 0.340" (h).

3B6: Valves sizes between 
the standard 289 (a) and 
289 HiPo (b) were the 
same, but increased over 
the 221/260 V8’s. Note, 
however, that there was still 
room for even more valve 
growth. The 289 intake 
valve face dia meter (c) was 
increased from the 221/260 
V8 size of 1.59" to a larger 
size of 1.67" (d). The ex-
haust valve face diameter 
(e) measured 1.45" (f ), 
where as the 221/260 V8 
exhaust valve re mained at 
1.39". Early 289 exhaust 
valves had a wide groove in 
the lower valve stem (g). It 
was not long before Ford 
decided to drop this design 
in favor of a solid stem. 
The 289 en gines received a 
substantial increase in du-

a b

dc

e f

hg
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 Valve Train Section B 3B12 3–21

ward side of the counter weight to insure proper installation (b). A thinner-than-standard sprocket was in front of the counter  weight 
(c). The thinner sprocket compensated for the thickness of the extra counterweight. Note that the tooth pattern was just slightly 
forward on the sprocket. The HiPo sprocket also incorporated a small hole (d) to align the extra counterweight. A long pin keyed 
the two components together. Correct pinning, which was usually done before installing these two components, was exceptionally 
important to ensure proper balancing of the 289 HiPo. This was because the slot in the counterweight only allowed counterweight 
installation without removing the crankshaft woodruff key. In its installed position, the slot was behind the woodruff key and no 
longer engaged on it. Only when the counterweight was pinned to the crankshaft spocket could alignment be assured.

3B11: Ford moved 5.9 ounce-
inches of counterweighting closer to 
the number 1 main bearing for the 
289 HiPo with a separate counter-
weight from the damper (a). (The 
HiPo damper added another 24.5 
ounce-inches for a total of 30.4 
ounce-inches of counterweighting.) 
FRONT was stamped on the for-

a

b

dc

a b
3B12: Because of the extra counterweight, the 289 HiPo timing chain had to be reduced in thickness. Note the 289 HiPo thickness 
(a) compared to the standard 221/260/289 V8 chain (b). Failure to install the thinner chain on a 289 HiPo caused the chain to 
deeply gouge the counterweight in a predictable pattern—pretty perhaps, but very destructive (c). This particular counterweight 
was also indexed improperly as evidenced by the pin mark. The pin should have been aligned with the small hole.

c

3–20 3B8 Chapter 3 Valve Train

3B8: Valve timing events were new 
for both the 289 V8 and the 289 
HiPo. The 289 V8 camshaft was 
identified UA next to the last bear-
ing journal (a). The 289 HiPo was 
marked E  (b).

A

a b

ba c

3B9 :  The 289 
HiPo camshaft 
build-up sequence 
is shown in this series of photos. With the camshaft installed (a), and in-
dexing pin inserted (b), a 3/8" thick spacer (c) was slipped into place. This 
spacer was 5/32" thicker than that of the standard 289. Over the cam  shaft 
was installed the thrust plate (d) using the same countersunk clutch-head 
bolts in use since 1962. Looking at the thrust plate at an angle (e), the 
extra thickness of the plate, and Ford’s design to enable the use of standard 
mounting bolts, is readily apparent. The camshaft sprocket (f) was thinner 
at the hub to compensate for the thicker thrust plate. Also, the sprocket 
tooth width was narrower than that used on the non-HiPo sprocket. This 
unique sprocket carried a casting number of C3OE-6256-B.

d e

f

3B10: The non-HiPo camshaft sprocket for 
1963 was marked C3OE-6256-A. It was the 
same as the 1962 C2OE-6256-C sprocket except 
for a slight change in hub casting.
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 Induction Section C 3C3 3–23

3C2: At the end of the year, 260 V8 
intake manifolds (a) carrying the 
1964 casting number C4OE-9425-A 
(b) were being phased into late 
1963 221/260 V8 engines. Note the 
date code of 3G12 (c) taken from 
an original, late 1963 260 V8 en-
gine. The July 12, 1963 date was during the last month of 1963 production. Though not clearly visible on this photo, this manifold 
also carried the J letter on the machined boss (arrow) just like other 1963 260 V8s. In 1964, the letter would be A.

machined boss next to the casting num-
ber. As with 221/260 V8s, 1964 castings 
began showing up on late 1963 289s. The 
289 2V manifold shown here (d) carried a 
C4AE-9425-B casting number with a date 
code of 3F28 (e), and was removed from a 
late 1963 Galaxie.

bc

a

d

c

a

b
3C3: A new intake manifold (a) was introduced for the 289 2V which 
incorporated enlarged induction passageways (b) for better breathing. 
This manifold carried a casting number of C3AE-9425-G (c) and 
was also marked 289 to prevent confusion with the more restricted 
221/260 manifolds. Early manifolds lacked the stamped letter on the 

e

"

3–22 3C1 Chapter 3 Induction

a d

3C1: All-new intake mani folds 
were being used in 1963. The 
221/260 V8 early design (a) 
carried a casting number of 
C3OE-9425-C (b). The last let-
ter C of the casting number was 
by itself (arrow). On the under-
side (c), the manifold looked 
much like those of 1962. The 
221/260 V8 late design (d) 
used the casting number C3OE-
9425-F (e). The design change 
of this manifold was more ap-
parent on the underside (f ). 
Note the redesigned shape for-
ward of the center baffle. Both 

early and late designs were used on 221 and 260 V8s, but, when used on the 260, the risers were machined to a diameter of 17/16" 
vice the 221’s 13/8". Ford stamped a letter near the casting number to distinguish the application. In 1963 the stamped letter C (g) 
designated a 221, and the letter J (h) was used for the 260 (see arrows). (See Appendix E for all manifold stamped letters.)

eb

c f

hg
" "

"
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 Induction Section C 3C8 3–25

vented stumbling due to excessive choking when starting a hot 
engine. This arrangement was recommended for retro-fit on early 
production cars, but was not used on the Falcon Sprint (b).

3C8: The 1963 2V 
carburetor (a) was 
much like the 1962 
design, but with 
some changes. Note 
that the heater hose 
was routed from 
the intake manifold 
and by the choke 
housing. This was 
a running change 
that occurred mid 
to late 1963 pro-
duction and pre-

3C7: The water outlet fittings pointed to the right on all en-
gines, except for the Falcon Sprint. On the Falcon Sprint, the 
water outlet fitting faced aft toward the carburetor (a). A short 
section of heater hose connected the outlet with the special 
Sprint carburetor spacer. A standard Wittek hose clamp (b) 
was used at each end.

3C6: The water outlet from the manifold (a), which normally connected to the heater core, was moved to the front of the intake 
manifold in 1963. An elbow fitting (b) was threaded into the intake manifold to direct the water. Initially the fitting was unrestricted, 
but over-pressure problems in the heater core resulted in later fittings having a smaller, more restricted outlet (c). In many TSBs both 
Ford and Mercury recommended retro-fitting the restricted elbow to prevent ruptured heater cores.

a b

b

a

a

b

c

3–24 3C4 Chapter 3 Induction

3C5: The 289 mani-
folds featured enlarged 
r i ser s  and runners 
throughout the casting 
when compared to the 
221/260 intakes. Note 
the difference in the 
risers between the 289 
(a) and late 221/260 
manifold (b). Near the 
rear of the manifold, 
note how the 289 run-
ner (c) was cut into 
by the machining on 
the ventilation hole. 
The 221/260 runner 
(d) was below this ma-
chining. At the point 
where the runners join 
the cylinder head, the 
289 intake mani fold 
(e) was opened up to 
match the openings in 
the 289 head. Note the 
difference when com-
pared with the 221/260 
V8 manifold (f). The 
289 2V and 4V runners 
were 1/4" taller and 1/8" 
wider that those of the 
221/260 V8.

3C4: The 289 HiPo 4V (a) had a casting number of C3OE-9425-E (b). Careful 
inspection between 2V and 4V manifolds will show that the position of the forward 
carburetor stud bolt holes had been moved forward about 1/4" on the 4V. This differ-
ence dictated a longer throttle link between the linkage bellcrank and 4V carburetor.

a

b

ba

c d

fe
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 Induction Section C 3C12 3–27

nylon cam system (g). Although the systems appeared to be similar, almost none of their parts were interchangeable, including the 
choke housing itself.

3C12: After about April 15, 1963, a new 
choke mechanism (a) replaced the bellcrank 
arrangement. The new mechanism used 
a nylon fast idle cam lever (b) with a “C” 
shaped rod. For comparison, the earlier 
bellcrank system (c & d) is compared to the 
new cam system (e & f ). Note the slotted 
hole in the choke plate shaft used on the 

a b

c

g

fd

e

with bellcrank system with nylon cam system

3–26 3C9 Chapter 3 Induction

3C9: As already mentioned, 
early carburetors (and those 
used on the Falcon Sprint) did 
not route the heater hose next 
to the choke housing (a). But 
that changed mid-year. This 
was accomplished by rout-
ing the heater hose through a 
clamp mounted to the choke 
housing. Special barrel type 
screws (b) were used to retain 
the choke cap retaining ring. 
The long, barrel-type screws 
also had threads tapped into 
their ends to allow three Phil-
lips head screws to mount the 
hose clamp. The Phillips screws 
also had star-type lock washers. 

The Falcon Sprint did not use the clamp arrangement because the coolant had to be redirected into its unique water-heated spacer. 
However, the barrel-type screws used with the clamp still replaced the standard screws in most cases.

a b

farther away from the throttle. Close inspection of these two brackets 
side-by-side (a) shows the right bracket to be slightly longer. Some-
time after, the dashpot threaded stem was also made longer (b). "

3C11 :  A seem-
ingly small change 
in 1963 was the en-
largement of the 
dashpot bracket 
for A/T equipped 
cars. Problems with 
in sufficient adjust-
ment travel result ed 
in manufacture of 
a new bracket that 
held the dash pot a

b

"

transition between small and large letters appears to have been around the beginning of 289 production, or about February 1963 
(however, date codes might precede February by a month or two).

3C10: Each carburetor included an 
identification tag. At the beginning 
of the production year, the letters 
were small (a) like they had been in 
1962. Note the early date code of this 
C3OF-F 260 V8 tag. The date code 
2HC indicated the carburetor was 
manu factured the third week in Au-
gust 1962, which was about the first 
month of 1963 production. On the 
other hand, the C3DF-F  260 V8 Falcon 
Sprint tag (b) had large letters. Its 3CB 
date code was mid-63 production. The ba

"

"
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 Induction Section C 3C15 3–29

of C3OF-AB (d). In addition, the number was stamped along the base on the left front side (e). C3OF-AB carburetors all used the 
bellcrank type choke mechanism. About 4/15/63, when the nylon cam arrangement was substituted, the tag number was changed 
to C3OF-AJ (f) to help with choke parts identification. Note that the 3EE date code of this particular tag places the carburetor in 
late 1963 production. As before, the C3OF-AJ number was also stamped on the base (g).

3C15: The 289 HiPo 4V (a) was much like the 
Galaxie 390 4V carburetor, but with different 
calibrations for the smaller displacement. Clearance 
with the throttle linkage was tight at the rear of the 
carburetor (b) and benefited significantly by the 1/4" 
more forward position of the primary risers on the 
intake manifold in comparison to the 2V. All 1963 
289 HiPo carburetors featured automatic chokes (c), 
a feature that would continue until late 1964 produc-
tion. The first HiPo carburetors carried a tag number 

a

b

c

g

f

e

d

about 8/8/62. Another change incorporated on the 1963 Galaxie 289 carburetors (C3AF-AK, C3AF-AL, C3AF-AZ and C3AF-BA) 
was a 25% quicker accelerator pump (e). This increase was achieved by shortening the fulcrum lever arm on the accelerator pump 
housing (f) and lengthening/reshaping the throttle-to-lever arm connecting link (g). Throttle bore size on 289 2V carburetors 
matched the 260 2V at 1 7/16", but the venturi diameter was up slightly from 1.01 to 1.02 (h). Ford also included the number 289.

3C14: The 1963 289 V8 carburetor carried one of four tags. A typical one is shown 
here (a). The 289 featured several refine ments (b), which also found their way into 
some 221 and 260 carburetors. In the fuel bowl (c) a small float spring (arrow) was 
added to dampen float oscillations and stabilize the fuel bowl fuel level. Nearby, an air 
distribution plate was added (except on the 221 V8) to improve air flow through the 
venturi at wide open throttle operation. In the acceleration housing, a cavity filler (d) 
was added to give better accelerator pump response by eliminating fuel mass inertia. 
This cavity filler had already been incorporated into the 221/260 V8 carburetors 

3–28 3C13 Chapter 3 Induction

3C13: About December 14, 1962, the vent 
tubes on 221/260 carburetors became re-
stricted (a). In a TSB dated 8/19/63, Ford 
also said that the air horn incorporating these 
restricted vents could be retro-fitted onto all 
221/260 carburetors. The purpose of the re-
stricted vents was to prevent excess fuel vapors 
in the carburetor bowl from entering the air 
cleaner during hot idle and soak periods. The 
excess fuel vapors caused hard hot restarts and 
poor idle. The 289 V8 did not incorporate the 
restricted vents (b).a

b ca

d

b

"

g

f h

e
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 Induction Section C 3C19 3–31

3C19: The 1963 standard spacers were hollow on the bottom for the most part, but still had provisions to draw crankcase fumes 
into the intake risers. On the 221/260 V8 spacer (a), the route was more direct than on the 289 2V spacer (b); however, the 289 
design allowed for better and more uniform warming of the carburetor spacer (arrows).

3C18: The standard spacers used in 1963 were: the 221 V8 (a), the 260 V8 (b), and the 289 V8 (c). Each spacer was marked TOP 
and included the engine displacement. The 221 V8 spacer (d) had a bore size of 1 3/8". The 260’s (e) was 1 7/16". The 289 spacer 
(f) had the largest at 1 9/16". Underneath each spacer was a casting number, though it was not always complete. The 221 V8’s was 
C3OE-9A589 in large letters (g), the 260 V8’s was C3OE-9A589 in smaller letters (h), and the 289 2V’s was C3AE-9A589-B (i).

a b c

fed

g h i

ba

#

$

$
#

% %

3–30 3C16 Chapter 3 Induction

1965 premium-fueled 289 4Vs. Only the 1966 premium-fueled 289 4Vs would feature the air horn mounted idle compensator 
valve. Another difference found on the 289 HiPo was the plugged distributor vacuum advance port (b). The port was not needed 
since the 289 HiPo used a purely centrifugal type distributor. The threaded plug was made of brass. (Also see photo 3LC5, page 3–74.)

3C17: There were a couple of 
differences between the 289 
HiPo and the non-HiPo Galaxie 
4V. On the air horn, the 289 
HiPo did not have an idle com-
pensator valve mounted in the 
flat area below the air cleaner 
stud (a). This difference would 
be characteristic of all 1963-67 
289 HiPo carburetors, all 1964 
289 regular-fueled 4Vs, and all a b

could not rotate unless the primary throttles were off idle (b). Again, like the Galaxie, all bore sizes were 1 9/16" (c) with a venturi 
diameter of 1.12 (insert). On top of the carburetor was a shorter-than-standard stud (d) used to hold the 289 HiPo low profile air 
cleaner in place. This same stud was also used on the Falcon Sprint. The Falcon Sprint and 289 HiPo also shared the same paper 
gasket (e) used to seal the air cleaner to the carburetor air horn. Inside the 4V carburetor were small baffles (f) at each end of an 
equalizer channel. Their job was not crucial and they were frequently discarded during carburetor rebuild.

dc

a

b
3C16: Like the Galaxie 4V, the secondary throt-
tles were vacuum operated from a dia phragm 
connected through a lever and link (a) at the 
rear of the carburetor. The lever shown here is 
a service replacement made of nylon, while the 
originals were made of steel until after 1965 (see 
photo 3LC2, page 3–72 ). Provisions were made 
to interlock the throttles so that the secondaries fe
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 Induction Section C 3C24 3–33

3C24: The Galaxie linkage 
was brand new for 1963. 
The manual tran smission 
linkage (a) had a non-ad-
justable link. The Cruise-
O-Matic linkage (b) was 
adjustable and included 
a transmission kickdown 
lever. The photo also shows 
the P/S idle speed-up valve 
and P/B tube. Very late in 
the year a support brace (c) 
was added to the Galaxie 
linkage to stop a buzzing/
noise problem. Ford also 

published, via a TSB, procedures to retro-fit the support brace on earlier Galax-
ies, if customers complained of buzzing noises. (Note this engine also includes 
P/S, P/B, and A/C.) The 1963 Galaxie type linkage would again be used in 
1964, but only when used with the 1963-type Cruise-O-Matic. The Galaxie 
throttle return spring was unusually long and attached to a special bracket at 
the center top valve cover attaching bolt (d). The Galaxie linkage continued to 
have noise problems, so late in the year Ford added more vibration dampening 
by substituting a revised link (e) between the bellcrank assembly and gas pedal 
rod. The revised link, shown at the top, incorporated a rubber insulator.

3C23: All throttle linkages in 1963 for Fairlanes, Me-
teors, Falcons, and Comets were identical to those from 
1962, except for the 289 HiPo. Because of the 1/4" more 
forward placement of the primary risers on the 4V in-
take manifold in comparison to 2V manifolds, the 289 
HiPo compensated by using a 1/4" longer link between 
the throttle bellcrank assembly and the carburetor.

a b

dc

e

HiPo

non-HiPo

3–32 3C20 Chapter 3 Induction

3C21 :  The Falcon 
Sprint carburetor spacer 
was reminiscent of the 
1962 spacer in that it 
employed water to heat 
the fuel/air mixture (a) 
and was closed off on 
the bottom except for 
PCV provisions (b). 
The water-heated spac-
er was necessary because 
the low profile, open 
type air cleaner used on 
the Sprint provided no 
external heating of in-
coming air. The cast ing 

number of this unique spacer was C3OE-9A589-D (c). It 
would be used for 1964 Sprints as well. The spacer carried 
a Fairlane number because it was also designed to retro-fit 
1963 intake manifolds onto 1962 221/260 Fairlane/Meteor 
engines.

3C20: The 289 HiPo 
spacer was unique for 
1963 (a). Its unique-
ness was in that the 
PCV system worked 
off of the secondary 
bores (b) as indicated 
by the two small white 
arrows. This method 
would change for 
1964 when the sys-
tem would use the 
primaries. The special 
casting number was 
C3OE-9A589-E (c). 
All four riser dia meters 
were 15/8", which was 
1/16" larger than the 
carburetor bores.a c

b

ba

c

3C22: Spacers used with a PCV valve were machined for the PCV passageway (a). Those used with road draft tubes either had their 
PCV holes plugged with a rubber cap and Corbin clamp, or the hole was not machined (b). The 289 HiPo always used the PCV. 
Contrary to Ford parts catalogs, the Fairlane road draft tube was incompatible with the HiPo right side exhaust manifold.

a b

&&
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 Induction Section C 3C26 3–35

though the screw hole remained. On Comets and non-Sprint Falcons, the normal Fairlane angled duct (e) conflicted with the Fal-
con/Comet shock tower. Therefore, a special duct (f) was used that had a flattened area (arrows). This duct would again be used in 
1964/65, but only on Falcons and Comets. Inside the mixing duct, a flapper-type door was closed on cold engine start-up (g). Then, 
when the inlet air warmed to about 100 degrees Fahrenheit, this door was pulled open, allowing cooler air to stablize the temperature.

3C26: The standard air cleaner (a) went through considerable 
changes in 1963. Colors were blue (Fairlane) or yellow (Meteor) 
for the 221 V8, red for the 260 V8, and white for the 289 2V. (See 
Volume II, Appendix A for more details on these colors.) Attached to 
the air cleaner by two wing nuts (b) was a thermostatically controlled 
mixing duct, which regulated the amount of warmed air drawn from 
around the right exhaust manifold (c). Note the stud and nut that 
attached the duct to the exhaust manifold. The angled duct slipped 
into the mixing duct and was guided by a small sheet metal screw 
(d). This screw was really not necessary, so by 1964 it was eliminated, 

a b

e

g

f

c d

"

"

"

3–34 3C25 Chapter 3 Induction

f

abandoned this better design prior to production is unknown, but 
Ford con tinued displaying the same arrangement for its factory 
photos of the 1964 289 HiPo (g). (Illustration and last three photos 
are courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

3C25: For the 289 HiPo, a long choke tube (a) was used to draw air heated by the 
exhaust manifold into the carburetor. This arrangement was used only with C3OF-AB 
and C3OF-AJ carburetors. The air heating was accomplished by a heating chamber (b) 
that threaded into the exhaust manifold. Inside the chamber was a spiral spring that 
allowed air to swirl around the chamber while spiraling down to the bottom of the 
chamber before being drawn up by the center tube. The tube was cut at an angle on 
the bottom so that air could enter. At the top of the chamber was a small stainless steel 
shield (c) which offered some protection from foreign material or water intrusion. In 
Ford’s engine assembly manual the shield was shown installed with the opening facing 
down and aft (d). The 289 HiPo production choke tube arrange ment was not the same 
as the one shown in pre-production Ford photos (e). Initially, Ford intended to draw 
filtered air from the air cleaner (f) before heating it in the heating chamber. Why Ford 

a b c

g

e

d
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to the inside (k). Since Ford abandoned the choke pick-off system 
prior to the 289 HiPo introduction, the tube was blocked off with 
a rubber cap (l). Falcon Sprints did not use the pick-up tube either 
because the 1963 exhaust manifold did not support the system 

 Induction Section C 3C29 3–37

g

a

3C29: To better identify 
the early pre-production, 
1962 Galaxie-type air 
cleaners, note the large 
top cover (a) and higher 
profile (b). The bottom 
(c) was also different 
and in cluded a channel 
(d), which held the same 
rubber seal (e) as used 
on standard air cleaners. 
The bottom was also marked with a circled 
F (f ). The low profile air cleaners used on 
the production Falcon Sprints (g) and 289 
HiPos (h) were of a new design. The Sprint 
top cover was chrome-plated while the bottom 
was painted black. On the 289 HiPo, both 
the top and bottom plates were painted gold. 
HiPo bottom plates (i) initially incorporated a 
choke pick-off tube (j) which was spot-welded 

b

f

d e

c
h

i

j k

lmn

this case, Ford did not install the choke 
pick-up tube in the bottom plate (m), 
though the indentation remained (n).

(though 1964 exhaust 
manifolds would.) In 

3–36 3C27 Chapter 3 Induction

cars. In CARS magazine’s March 1963 issue, the Falcon Sprint (a) was shown 
with a chrome-plated 1962 Galaxie-type air cleaner. It also showed up in Ford’s 
factory photo of a pre-production 1964 Falcon Sprint (b). In Ford’s 1963 Buyer’s 
Digest (c), the same air cleaner, colored gold, was illustrated under Fairlane engine 
options. Few, if any, of these air cleaners are believed to have made it into regular 
Sprint or HiPo production. (Illustrations and photos courtesy of Ford.)

3C28 :  Some 
confusion exists 
over the type of 
low profile air 
cleaners used 
for early Fal-
con Sprint and 
Fairlane HiPo 
engines. This is 
because of the 
appearance of 
1962 Galaxie-
type air clean-
er s  on some 
pre-pro duction 

3C27: The underside of 
the 1963 air cleaner (a) was 
indented like the 1962 (b), 
except for the additional 
indenting over the choke 
housing (arrows). This was 
necessary to give clearance 
for both the heater hose 
clamp (c) and the heater 
hose (d). Some late 1963 air 
cleaners may also have a date 
code, such as 3E, stamped in 
ink on the bottom side.

a b

dc

a

b

c

"

"
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 Induction Section C 3C33 3–39

3C32: Decals on the low profile air cleaners were similar to the standard air cleaners’. A copy of an old factory photo of the 1963 
Fairlane HiPo air cleaner (a) shows both the AUTOLITE Spark Plugs and FoMoCo Replacement Parts decals. Falcon Sprints received 
the same decals, similiar to the reproductions shown here (b). Placement of the decals did vary from engine to engine.

a b

b

c

d

e

f

Courtesy of Ford
Motor

Co.

a

3C33: The new Carter fuel pump for 1963 (a) was integrated with the 
fuel filter. The lever operating the pump was stamped and hardened 
steel. On the lower side of the pump’s mounting flange was a stamped 
number and date code. For example, this early 1963 pump carried the 
number 3568S (b) and a date code of J (c) for September 1962. The 
meaning of the 6-2 marking remains unknown. Another pump with 
the same number was dated K (d) for October, along with a 4-1. The 
upper casting of these pumps was marked O-1561, and did not have an 
X on the tower. About 10/31/62 the internal design was changed and 
the pumps were stamped with the number 3623S (e). The date code 
included the month and year, such as F3 (f) or June 1963. The upper 
casting carried an O-1576 marking and the tower was marked with an 
X (see next page). The 1963 289 HiPo also used this same pump. (Also see photo 3LC8, page 3–75 for additional pictures.)

3–38 3C30 Chapter 3 Induction

3C30: The original air filters from Ford were made distinctive by their honeycomb appearance (a). This factory photo was of a pre-
production 289 HiPo. Note the presence of the choke tube connected to the air cleaner. This feature did not make it into regular 
production, but explained the reason many air cleaner bottom plates incorporated a small port for connection to the small hose. Ford 
installed rubber caps over the unused port. Air filters that mimic the original design are currently in reproduction (b).

a b

cream white colored 289 V8 Galaxie (b) and red 260 V8 Comet (c) air clean-
ers. The rear POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION decals, though in poor 
condition, are originals and are still in their original locations. Note that the 
decal locations on the photo of a 1963 Comet S-22 (d), taken from MOTOR 
TREND magazine’s August 1963 issue, match the one above. Another type of 
decal emphasizing the use of FoMoCo parts was also used in 1963 and placed 
on the side of the air cleaner (e), as seen in this blow-up of one illustrated in an 
issue of Ford’s Shop Tips. (Also see photo 3LC1, page 3–72.)

3C31: Decals on the air cleaner 
were the same as in 1962 with 
the inclusion of an AUTOLITE 
Spark Plug decal located on top 
by the air inlet duct (a). Other 
decal loca tions varied from engine 
to engine as seen on these original 

ecb

a

d

Courtesy of Ford Motor
Company
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 Exhaust Sections C & D 3D1 3–41

ring type gasket (g). This required a flared surface (h) at the rear 
of the manifold. This particular change occurred corporate-wide, 
and included all 6-cylinders and big block V8s as well.

3D1: All exhaust manifolds were new 
for 1963. The right side (a) carried a 
casting number of C3OE-9430-B (b) 
and was used on all engines except the 
289 HiPo. Note that the date code 
was nearby. The right side manifold 
also incorporated provisions to mount 
the angled heating duct (c) which was 
used with the standard air cleaner. The 
stud (d) used for this purpose was 
threaded into the manifold leaving the 
longer threaded side exposed. The left 
exhaust manifold (e) carried a casting 
number of C3OE-9431-A (f) and was 
used only on the Fairlane, Meteor, 
and Galaxie. All exhaust manifolds for 
1963, including the 289 HiPo, used a 

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

b

3–40 3C34 Chapter 3 Induction

3C35: The fuel pump was mounted to the timing chain cover by 
hardware that included a thin steel washer. The washer was de-
signed to prevent the lock washer from gouging into the aluminum 
pump housing. The thin washer did its job well, but took a lot of 
abuse. Many were discarded upon pump servicing.

3C36: The 
fuel line (a) 
was a single-
piece unit 
which ran 
f r o m  t h e 
fuel pump 
(b)  to the 
carbu retor. 
The line was 
sup  por t ed 
by a special 
bracket (c) 
at the water 
pump. The 

bracket’s job was to minimize vibration and prevent fuel line failure. The bracket was a mid-year introduction with the 289 HiPo, 
but Ford did recommend a retro-fit, if fuel line vibration problems were encountered or if operating over rough road surfaces.

a

b c

a

3C34: About 10/31/62, 
Ford introduced an im-
proved fuel pump to re-
duce pump noises to be-
low objectionable levels. 
In order to distinguish 
these pumps from their 
predecessors, an X (a) was 
cast into the dia phragm 
pull rod tower. The older 
pumps had no markings 
in this area (b).
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 Exhaust Section D 3D3 3–43

3D3: The 289 HiPo used special stream-
lined, cast iron exhaust manifolds (a). 
Note in this top view (b) how both exhaust 
manifolds were specifically contoured for 
the tight quarters inside the Fairlane’s small 
engine compartment. Only about a 1/4" 
clearance existed between manifolds and 
shock towers. The drawn line between the 
manifolds represents the point at which 
the manifolds cleared the towers and were 
able to expand again. (Also see photo 3LD1, 
page 3–76.) The casting number for the 
right side was C3OE-9430-C (c), and for the left side, C3OE-9431-B (d). There were also date codes near the N, though difficult to 
read. In these photos, the numbers were actually B253 and B203, respectively. This date format of month, day, and year was unusual. 
The numbers decode as February 25, 1963, and February 20, 1963. The manifolds were removed from an original early April 1963 
Fairlane HiPo. (It should be pointed out that Ford used XE casting numbers that were “experimental” designations on pre-production 
HiPo manifolds. These XE numbers are the ones seen on Ford’s factory photos and are not representative of the casting numbers on 
production engines.) Both manifolds featured generous breathability in the runners, and larger exhaust openings (e) at the cylinder 
head junction. At the back of the right manifold, provisions were made for a choke heating chamber that threaded into a boss cast 
into the manifold (f). Due to increased thickness of the 289 HiPo exhaust manifolds, the exhaust locking tabs (g) were slightly larger 
than the standard 289 V8 tabs (h). Note the differences in the side-by-side comparison. The 289 HiPo long bolts measured 2 5/16" 
in length, compared to the standard bolt’s measurement of 2". The short bolt lengths, however, were all the same.

a

c

e f

hg

d

b

289 HiPo Standard

3–42 3D2 Chapter 3 Exhaust

pan and joined gases from the right side (e). A single exhaust pipe then carried the gases down the left side of the car. (The Falcon 
Sprint engine shown includes the optional equipment for power steering and air conditioning.)

a b

e

3D2: The Falcon and Comet 
used a standard Fairlane-type 
right exhaust manifold, but a 
new design for the left (a). The 
new manifold had a casting 
number of C3DE-9431-A (b) 
and re mained unchanged for 
all 1963/65 Falcons and Com-
ets. The new design was neces-
sary due to the exceptionally 
short and narrow Falcon/Comet 
engine compartment. The ex-
haust manifold was designed 
to dump the exhaust gases into 
a connector between cylinders 
7 and 8 (c). Gases were then 
routed into a crossover pipe (d), 
which passed underneath the oil 

dc
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 Ventilation Sections E & F 3F3 3–45

3F1: Oil breather caps on Falcon 
Sprints were chrome-plated (a). All 
others remained black. According 
to Ford, after about 1/28/63, a decal 
(b) was placed on top of the oil cap 
as a reminder of the oil change inter-
val. In reality, these decals were used 
atop oil caps as early as the 221 V8 
introduction back in 1961. How ever, 
photos of road test cars shown in 
auto magazines from 1962 to 1964 
proved that decal application was hit 
and miss—some oil caps got them, 
while others did not.ba

3F2: Road draft tubes and PCV valve systems were the 
same in 1963 as 1962. However, the 289 HiPo only used 
the PCV valve system as the standard road draft tube was 
not compatible with the 289 HiPo exhaust manifold. In 
addition, only the short design PCV tube with a short-
ened hose (shown) was used with the HiPo as it was the 
only one of the two that could fit under the secondary 
vacuum control housing and still align with the 4V spacer.

chrome plating for the Falcon Sprint (a & b). The Falcon Sprint also sported a nice decal attached forward on the left valve cover 
as seen on this original 7,000 mile Sprint (c). The decal is in reproduction (d), but uses a white band around the checked area, 
whereas the original uses red on the left side of the V8 and blue to the right. Other cars used painted valve covers—blue (Fairlane 
or yellow (Meteor) for the 221, red for the 260, white for the Galaxie 289, and gold for the 289 HiPo. (See Volume II, Appendix A 
for details on colors.)

3F3: Valve covers 
were unchanged 
for 1963, except for 
some new colors 
and the inclusion of 

a

b d

c

3–44 3E1 Chapter 3 Lubrication

3E1: Oil pans for 1963 were different stampings from those in 1962. In addition to having one less rib indentation on the left (a), 
right (b), and bottom (c) sides as compared to 1962, the oil drain hole also faced aft. The reinforcing tabs were also gone for 1963 
and new bolt hardware was used (d). The 5/16" corner bolts lacked the lock washer and used a flat washer instead. The remaining 
18 oil pan bolts were just like those used on the valve covers, except without the cadmium anti-corrosion plating. Oil pans carried a 
FoMoCo logo (e) and were date coded on the outside bottom. The date code (f) was located in the center of the deepest part of the 
oil pan. The one shown here is ‘4   2   63  3’, indicating a date of April 2, 1963. The trailing number might be a work shift.

3E2: As in 1962, Fairlane engines used the smaller oil pressure switch sender (a) and Meteors used the larger oil gauge sender with 
an extender (b). Galaxies, Comets, and Falcons, when introduced with small block power at mid-year, would use the same sender as 
the Fairlane. Not until 1964 would the Comet switch to the Meteor type gauge.

a b

d

c

a b

e f
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 Cooling Section G 3G4 3–47

3G4: The standard fan (a) for the Fairlane/Meteor remained the same in 1963. The 
fan was also used for the Falcon/Comet. However, on the 289 Galaxie V8, the fan blade 
width was increased (b), though the dia meter remained the same. The 289 HiPo fan 
(c) measured just 16"  across. All 4 blades were aluminum and originally painted black. 
Paint stuck poorly to the aluminum and tended to wear off after decades of service as 
this one shows. Minor balancing of the fan was achieved by riveting a small button or 
buttons to one or more aluminum blades. Note that this fan appears to have six rivets 
on one of its blades; however, the outer one is actually a balancing button. HiPo fans 
were not marked with an engineering number, although some markings and date code 
were usually stamped on one of the blades (d). Note the stamping 911960-C63. The 
C63 was a date code. In this case, the date was March 1963. This fan was removed 
from a 1963 Fairlane HiPo assembled in early April. The SC markings are believed to 
indicate the fan’s manufacturer, Schwitzer Corporation.

3G3: The Falcon/Comet standard fan spacer (a) 
measured only 1.58" in length, due to a small 
engine compartment. Next up was the Galaxie 
spacer at 2.36", while the Fairlane/Meteor stayed 
at 3.22". Fan spacers made of non-aluminum 
material (b) found their way onto some late 
1963 en gines, though the black spacers would 
become more com mon in 1964. This mate-
rial was like Bakelite and carried Ford markings. 
These spacers matched the measure ments of their 

aluminum counter parts. Shown here are two Falcon/Comet spacers (c). 
Note that the “Bakelite” spacer did carry an authentic FoMoCo logo (d).

a

c d

b

a b c

d

aluminum

“Bakelite”

"

3–46 3G1 Chapter 3 Cooling

a

d

3G1: Timing chain cover w (a) 
as a carryover from 1962 and 
carried the same C2OE-6059-D 
casting number. A year marking 
was near the casting number 
and will be a 62 or 63. How-
ever, the oil filler pipe received 

a new support bracket. The 1962 
pipe support bracket was a flat 
in its cross-section (b). The 
63 bracket was convex (like a 
ball) and formed a crandle (c). 
This change appears to have 
reflected a concern for chaffing 
of the heater hose which rested 
on top of the bracket. Another 
change was in the tilt of the 
pipe (d). In 1962, the pipe was 
vertical to the engine centerline. 
In 1963, it was moved to a 4° 

forward tilt, which made it vertical when the engine was installed in the car. 
(Installed, the engine, from front to back, was angled 4° downward.)

c

b

3G2: Water pumps were a carryover from late 1962 production. There were a few varia-
tions in castings between pumps, generally involving additional bracing on the inlet 
opening and along the shaft tower as shown on the pump here (a). But, all these pumps 

carried a casting number of C2OE-8505-C 
(b) with a date code of 62 or 63 (insert). 
These pumps can be distinguished from 
later pumps by the height of the bosses 
(c) (see arrow). The standard impeller was 
a carryover from 1962 and might include 
a casting number of C2OE-8512 (d). 
But these were replaced by essentially an 
identical impeller with a C3OE-8512-A 
casting number (e). Both measured 4.7" 
in diameter. For 289 HiPo, a smaller 3.94" 
dia meter impeller was substituted (f). The 
smaller impeller helped reduce water cavi-
tation at high rpm.

f
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 Ignition Sections G & H 3H3 3–49

3H2: The 289 HiPo used the same distri-
butor body as the standard 289 V8, but 
the vacuum advance housing (a) outlet was 
capped (b). The plug used for capping was 
of aircraft quality and included a hole for 
use with safety wire. The advance housing 
itself was void of all components, including 
the diaphragm with its lever. These distribu-
tors carried the stamped number of C3OF-
12127-F (c). Note the 3BD date code for 
the fourth week of February 1963. Very late 
in the production year, the advance housing 
was completely eliminated by a redesign of a b

c

3H3: Spark plugs used in 
1963 were AUTOLITE BF42 
for the non-HiPo and BF32 
for the 289 HiPo. Original 
park plugs were distingish-
able by the 3-ribs insulators 
(a). By 1965 this would have 
increased to 5 ribs. Both car-
ried the star on one side (b). 
Later service replacements 
carried the AUTOLITE logo 
on one side and POWERTIP 
on the other (c).

e

f

ca

hg

the distributor body (see photo 4H1, page 4–47 ). These distributors carried the stamped number of C3OF-12127-D (d). Note the 
3FB date code for the second week of June 1963. Inside, the HiPo distributor contained two sets of points to increase the dwell angle 
(e). Original Ford points (f) carried the FoMoCo logo (g), whereas these post-1967 replace ment points carried the AUTOLITE name 

(h). The original condenser for the 289 HiPo carried the 
FoMoCo logo and FET-12300-A part number (i).

i

3–48 3G5 Chapter 3 Cooling/Ignition

3H1: Except for stampings and calibration, 
standard distributors were the same as in 1962. 
However, the distributor holddown clamp 
was changed shortly after the beginning of the 
production year. Prior to about 11/13/62, the 
distributor clamp was made out of stamped steel 
(a). Due to some slipping problems encountered 
with this design, Ford replaced the stamped 
clamp with one made of cast iron (b). The cast 
iron clamp continued to be used well past 1969.

for the 1963/64 Fal con Sprint, since these cars used a water heated carburetor spacer 

3G7: For heat-
er delete, Ford 
con tinued the 
1962 system (see 
photo 2LG4, page 
2–61), which in-
volved a 13" long 
steel tube with a 
bend at the rear 
(C2OZ-8548-A 
or -B), but only 

b
a

a b

3G6: In 1963, another thermostat hous-
ing  appeared carrying a casting number of 
C3OE-8594-A. Note the 63 year marking 
(insert). The new housing was essentially the 
same as the C2OE-8594-A housing.

smaller (a) and used a 1/8" pipe thread hole vice the earlier 1/4" pipe size. 
(A 1/4" pipe thread measures approximately 3/8" in diameter. A 1/8" pipe thread 
measures about 1/4" in diameter.) The small sender carried the Ford Script F, 
as well as a 250 for the upper temperature range (b).

3G5: About November 15, 1962, the 
water temperature sender was made 

a

b

(see photo 3C21, page 3–32). At the beginning of 1963, Ford did not list any special provisions for heater delete, so the intake mani-
fold outlet and water pump inlet were blocked off with a rubber cap and clamp. For the 289 HiPo, Ford replaced the intake manifold 
outlet with an 87710-S plug. This plug was the same 3/8"-18 hex-head plug used at the rear of the intake manifold to block off the 
vacuum port. Other plugs with square heads were also used. When Ford included a hose retainer on the carburetor choke housing, 
Ford designed a new by-pass tube to be used with it (a). Introduction was late 1963, this by-pass tube continued to be used through 
1965 production. Support for the tube was provided by a bracket that mounted beneath the ignition coil (b).
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 Generator/Alternator Sections H & J 3J3 3–51

a c

b

3J2: The 289 HiPo generator got 
a large diameter pulley. Two types 
were used in 1963/64 represent-
ing two manufacturers. One was a 
stamped steel type (a) carrying a 
C3OF-10130-B number (b) along 
the outer edge near the fan. The 
other design was machined (c). Its 
C3OF-B stamping (d) was on the 
fan under neath the pulley. Both types 
have been con firmed on ori ginal cars 
in both 1963 and 1964. d

a

b
d

c

3J3: Each generator carried a stamped engineering 
number on its side, and a date code. For generators with a single groove pulley, the stamping was C2OF-10000-G (a). If the genera-
tor had a dual groove pulley, the number was C2OF-10000-A or C2OF-10000-H (b), although the latter was more likely for 1963. 
Preproduction HiPo generators carried a large diameter pulley and a C3OF-10000-A number (c), but by the time HiPo production 
began in February 1963, the number had changed to C3OF-10000-B (d). Note that all the date codes (3FB, 2LB, 2KA, and 3DE ), 
which included year, month, and week of the month, were within the 1963 production year.

3–50 3H4 Chapter 3 Ignition/Generator

3J1: Generators for 1963 (a) 
received a rear rubber boot (b). 
This helped protect the gen-
erator brushes from drowning 
out under severe wet weather 
conditions, while still allowing 
good generator ventilation. 
Note the installed wiring and 
its routing. This particular 
generator was installed with 
optional air conditioning. (See 
photo 3LJ1, page 3 –78 for 
details on generator mounting 
brackets.)a b

impregnated fiberglass cores. Original orange-coded wires were found on this 7,000-mile unrestored Falcon Sprint (a). Each wire 
included a cylinder number marking, and wires 4 & 8 had 45-degree angle boots vice straight ones. On top (b), note that the 
distributor-to-coil wire was installed with its 90-degree boot positioned at the coil. Wires on the right side (c) were routed through 
the separator in 1-2-3-4 order (front to back). This was not the case on the left side where the order was 7-5-6-8 (front to back) 
(d), with number 7 wire crossing under 5 & 6. This is because cylinders 7 & 8 are sequential in the firing order, and Ford wanted 
no adjacent ignition wires firing sequentially. Pictures of other original cars were consistent with this wire routing. Note the original 
RADIO RESISTANCE marking (e). AUTOLITE was added on later service replacement sets (f & g). The 289 HiPo used solid core 
wires which were marked SX along with a number for each cylinder (h). All boots carried the FoMoCo logo (i).

3H4: Spark plug wires were 
much like those of 1962, 
except for yellow letter cod-
ing and carrying a RADIO 
RE SISTANCE  mark ing . 
Mid Spring (about April/
May 1963) the color coding 
changed to orange to identify 
wires with improved carbon d

b

c

e

f

g

h

i

a
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 Accessories Sections J & K 3K2 3–53

3K2: The P/S system (a) was changed for 1963. The pump 
(b) was still an Eaton design, but two steel plate brackets 
replaced the cast iron unit of 1962. The front mount (c) con-
nected to a special stud bolt (377958-S8) attached to the water 
pump (d). The rear mount (e) was bolted to the rear of the 
pump using special nuts with integrated serrated washers (f).

3K1: The power brake booster vacuum tube for Fairlanes/Meteors remained unchanged for 
1963 (a). The Galaxie tube (b) was designed to go under the throttle linkage. The Falcon/
Comet tube (c) went over its linkage. 

a b

c

b

e

fd

c

a

3–52 3J4 Chapter 3 Generator/Alternator

a b

3J4: As in 1962, the heavy duty Leece/Neville 40 amp alternator was again available on 
special order. The unique brackets used to mount this alternator were a carryover from 
1962. The alternator shown here is a 1963 6-cylinder version (a, b & c). It differed from 
the small block V8 version only in the positioning of the front and rear housings, and the 

specific pulley used. To convert between the two versions, the 
four long screws joining the halves could be removed, housings 
rotated 180 degrees relative to each other and screws reinstalled. 
The diode rectifier assembly was located at the rear (d) where it 
could be cooled effectively by air forced through by the fan at the 
front. Note the large output terminal (labeled B+). The remaining 
terminals were nearby (e) and labeled F (field), GRD (ground) 
and NEUT. (neutral—called “stator” on other alternators). Each 
alternator carried a tag with an ID number. The one shown is 
A0016020AC (f). For the small block V8, the number would be 
C2OF-10300-B or A001090166. 

3J5: Heavy duty Leece/Neville 60 amp alternators were 
the same as in 1962. However, a new casting did show up 
on the 1963 Galaxie, which carried a casting number of 
C3AE-10039-B.

ed

c

f
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 Accessories Section K 3K6 3–55

3K6: As in 1962, an idle speed-up valve was used with P/S; however, the line routing was simplified. The hose (a) came over the top 
of the P/S pump’s rear bracket (shown here with A/C). A clip at the forward valve cover bolt (b) supported the tube. For all engines 
except the Galaxie, the line near the throttle linkage was shaped much as it was in 1962 (c). Since the Galaxie used different throttle 
linkage, the idle speed-up valve line was reshaped in this area (d) and a new valve mount (e) was incorporated.

a b e

dc

3K5: Though appearing similar, the 1963 Fairlane reservoir (a) differed from the 1962 system (b). Note the 1962 reservoir’s internal 
baffling and curved tube. The curved tube was necessary because of the 1962 Fairlane pump’s more outboard mounting.

ba
1963 1962

3–54 3K3 Chapter 3 Accessories

3K3: A second rear bracket was also used on 1963 P/S systems (a). Though designed for use with A/C, the bracket also saw wide 
use without A/C when a 356478-S8 spacer (b) was added to replace the missing A/C compressor mount. Note the difference in the 
metal stamping between the A/C bracket (c) and the non-A/C bracket (d).

3K4: Cars with P/S hoses routed under the shock tower received 
a P/S reservoir body with a turned down inlet (a). For 1963, these 
cars included only Falcons and Comets. In 1964/65, Mustangs 
would also be included. Fairlanes, Meteors and Galaxies used a 
straight tube (b). Both reservoirs were painted argent (silver). A 
slight expansion near the end of the tube helped seal the hose (c).

a b

dc

a

b

c
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 Accessories Section K 3K10 3–57

3K10: Most York compressors in 1963 (a) were like those found 
in late 1962. Note that the oil fill plug was on the side (arrow). 
Another distinguishing feature was the lack of machined bosses on 
the top surface (b). An illustration from a Ford publication shows 
the top more clearly (c). Later, a revised York compressor would 
appear. (Photo above courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

3K9: In 1963, the compressor was driven off of the crankshaft 
pulley (a), which incorporated a four belt groove design. The 
pulley was made of cast iron and carried a casting number of 
C3OE-6312-C (b). The forward pulley groove was the one 

that ran the com pressor. The 
inner groove was for P/S, 
if installed. The two center 
grooves were for a matched 
belt set driving the generator. 
As in 1962, two differently 
designed generator pulleys 
were used with A/C. One was 
a machined pulley (c) and 
carried the number C2OF-B2. 
The other was a stamped pul-
ley (d) and car ried the num-
ber C2OF-B4.

a

b

dc

a

b

c

"

3–56 3K7 Chapter 3 Accessories

3K7: In addition to Fairlane 
reservoirs, there were other dif-
ferences between 1962 and 1963 
P/S pumps. Comparing rear 
pump bodies (a), the differences 
were slight, but significant (1963 
pump on the right). To attach the 
1963 rear mounting brackets to 
the 1963 pump, Ford had mount-
ing bosses incorporated as part 
of the pump casting (see arrows). 
Note the lack of bosses on the 
1962 pump. Another difference 
was in the choice of pump pul-
leys. Ford abandoned the unique 
1962 pulley (b), which had been 
marked with an X, in favor of us-
ing the same one as on the Ford 
big block. These pulleys had first 
been introduced back in 1961 
and lacked any markings on the 
spokes (c). The difference in 
pulleys was in the location of the 
hub; the 1963 pul ley positioned 
the drive belt slight ly more for-
ward in relation to the pump than 
did the 1962 design.

a

cb

3K8: The A/C system (a), like the P/S system, was substantially changed for 
1963. Each system carried its own A/C tag which was mounted to the side of 
the compressor. Note that one tag (b), with a star-washer impression around c

the tag mounting hole, had the wire clip mounted beneath the tag, whereas on another tag (c) the wire clip was on top.

a

wire clip
impression

b

star-washer
impression

"

"

19631962 "
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 Accessories Section K 3K15 3–59

3K14: The new A/C compressor mount consisted of shaped steel plates welded 
together (a & b). A large hole in the front of the mount (c) provided access to 
the top rear bolt, which attached the mount to the cylinder head. The mount was 
stamped with numbers C3OE-2882-B, C3AZ-2882-A, or both (d).

3K15: Additional support for 
the A/C compressor was pro-
vided by a steel plate on the 
inner side and a bar brace on 
the outward side (a). The A/C 
bar brace attached to a special 
stud installed on the compressor 

(b), and to the throttle linkage at the inner mounting bolt (c). Note that clearance with 
the throttle return spring was tight. The inner steel plate (d) was attached to the intake 
manifold. Removal of the distributor makes viewing easier (e). Note the routing of the 
magnetic clutch wire. This was exactly how the wire had appeared before removing it from 
an original unmolested engine. (Note: Tag shown is for a 1964 engine, vice 1963.)

d

a b c

a

d e

c

b

3–58 3K11 Chapter 3 Accessories

of the pair ) was used on Fairlanes, Meteors and Galaxies. The smaller size was used on Falcons 
and Comets. All cars also used the smaller size for the lower (high pressure) service valve.

Instead of being fixed in one position, the new 
threaded type could be angled in any direction. 
Also, the caps were made of thin aluminum, vice 
the sturdier 1962 design. Service valve fitting size 
of the upper (low pressure) service valve (b) varied 
depending on application. The larger size (left one 

3K12: Service valves 
(a) on all 1963 A/C 
compressors were 
changed from 1962. 

3K13: Generally, magnetic clutches were of either Eaton (a), or Warner (b) 
designs. Though both clutches could be used on either the early or late York 
compressor, the common combination found thus far has the Eaton clutch on 
the earlier Yorks and the Warner on the later Yorks. Note that the earlier York 
did not have a tag as did the later design. A side view of the Eaton clutch (c), 
shows the reduced diameter behind the belt groove. The Warner clutch had a 
constant diameter. A new magnetic clutch (d), made by Pitts, would appear 
for 1964. It is possible that some of these clutches may have appeared on very 
late 1963 engines.

3K11 : In late 1963, 
rede signed York compres-
sors appear ed (a). Note 
that the oil fill plug was 
on top and that the top 
bosses were machined. 
These later compres-
sors also includ ed a tag 
(b). The num ber here 
is C3AA-2875-G with a 
date of 4-63. Date codes 
were quarter and year. The same compressor with the same tag number 
was used on all small blocks regardless of the vehicle model.

b ca

a

b

b

a

d
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 Accessories Section K 3K19 3–61

3K18: The A/C fixed generator bracket was attached at four places. The first was at the water pump (a). This was the same at-
tachment point as on non-A/C engines. The second and third places were at the generator mount (b) (see arrows). This was done 
by replacing the standard mounting bolt with a special hex-shaped stud at the lower bolt hole (c). This stud was then able to pass 
through the fixed generator bracket and idler pulley (d). A lock washer and nut then tightened the pulley in position, at the same 
time supporting the bracket (lower arrow). The other attachment point was at the upper mounting hole (upper arrow). A long bolt 
passed through the bracket, a long steel spacer, dipstick tube bracket, and generator mount before threading into the cylinder head 
(e). The fourth attachment point was at the generator (f). A curved slot in the bracket allowed for generator adjustment.

3K19 : The water pump 
pulley used with A/C was 
cast iron and contained two 
grooves (a). The casting 
number was C2OE-8509-D 
(b). It carried the 1962 num-
ber because the pulley had 
also been used on 1962 en-
gines equipped with extra 
cooling. Because of the extra 
thickness of the cast iron pul-
ley, a 0.2" shorter fan spacer 
(c) was needed to keep the 
fan’s distance from the radia-
tor the same. Shown together 
(d), the difference between 
the A/C and standard Fair-
lane spacers is apparent. (See 
Volume II, Appendix F for 
specifics on all fan spacers.)

a b c

fed

a

b d

c

" "

"

"

3–60 3K16 Chapter 3 Accessories

a c

3K16: 1963 A/C kits al-
lowed retro-fits to 1962 
engines with the use of 
two special brackets (a) 
in place of the lateral plate 
(shown in 3K15). The 
brackets bolted to the 
compressor and to the 
water inlet extension on 
the 1962-style carbure-
tor spacer. Each bracket 
was stamped with Ford’s 
FoMoCo logo and a 1962 
eng ineer ing  number 
(b & c).

3K17: The A/C compressor belt tension was controlled by an idler pulley mounted to the generator adjustment bracket (a). Two 
different A/C idler pulleys were used in 1963 (b). The steel mount type was used before about 5/15/63, and the cast iron mount 
type after that date. Note the slight difference in the lengths of the adjustment slots. The newer design, shown here mounted to the 
generator bracket (c), gave more belt adjustment range and resulted in Ford specifying a 1/2" longer belt. Both steel (d) and cast iron 
(e) idlers provided a hex-shaped cross-section to allow easy belt tensioning.

ba

c d e

steel mount cast iron mount

b
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 Accessories Section K 3K22 3–63

e f

hg

b

ca

d

3K22: Four belts (a) were used to drive P/S and A/C accessories. The 
fit was tight in some places as seen at the back of the P/S pump (b). To 
remove the compressor mount, the P/S pump had to be removed first. 
Another tight area was on top of the pump. As in 1962, the P/S pump 
reservoir adaptor had to be installed because of clearance problems under 
the A/C compressor (c). The reservoir was remotely mounted on the in-
ner fender. Adaptors varied depending on application. The 1963 Fairlane/
Meteor adaptor (d) is shown on the right and compared to the one used 
in 1962. Note the larger 3/4" tube diameter used in 1963. The closest 

Fairlane/
Meteor

Falcon/Comet

match in shape to the Fairlane/
Meteor adaptor was that on the 
big block V8s (e); how ever, this 
adaptor tilted up (f), whereas the 
Fairlane’s did not. The Falcon/
Comet and Galaxie adaptors had 
tubes that curved through almost 
180 degrees and faced front (g). 
The only differ ence between 
these two adaptors was that the 
Falcon/Comet adaptor pointed 
slightly down and the Galaxie’s 
slightly up (h).

1962 1963

Fairlane/
Meteor

big 
block

Galaxie

big 
block

3–62 3K20 Chapter 3 Accessories

3K20: Four styles 
of fans were used 
with A/C. The fixed 
five blade fan (a) 
went with Fordaire 
on all engines, ex-
cept Falcon/Comet. 
A clutch fan (b) 
went on Fairlanes 
with Selectaire, and 
all Meteors. This 
fan and clutch were 
repeats of those on 
the 1962 Fairlane/
Meteor V8s. The 
Galaxie fan was an-
other style clutch 
fan (c). The Fal-
con/Comet used a 
fixed 6-blade style 
fan (d). In addition 
to the styles of fans, 
there were also vari-
ations in diameter 
on Fair lane/Meteor 
fans depending on 
the radi ator size. 
(See  Volume I I , 
Appen dix  F for ad-
ditional details.)

3K21: A/C and P/S were fully compatible with each other, as shown on the Fairlane (a) and Falcon Sprint (b) Fordaire systems.

a b

dc

a b
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 Supplemental Section L 3LA2 3–65

j k l

m n

o p q

3LA2: In a 1966 Technical Service Bulletin, Mercury stated that it was a common manufacturing 
practice to copper plate certain parts for correction of weight or dimensional variation. Mercury 
wanted to avoid any misunderstanding that if copper plating was found on connecting rods during 
engine teardown, the rod was not to be condemned as incorrect. Here is a 289 rod with copper 
plated lower half (a). Both sides of the rod are shown (b & c).

b

c

a

e

fh

g

3–64 3LA1 Chapter 3 Supplemental

3LA1: Instances in which Ford used late 1962 engines in some 1963 models for the first few of months of 1963 production have 
been documented. These engines are recognized by the water-heated carburetor spacers. The engines appear to be mid-July-1962-as-
sembled engines installed in cars toward the end of September and into December 1962. Three cases will be detailed here. The first 
is a 221 V8 (a) assembled on 2G20 (b) (July 20, 1962). It was installed in a Fairlane with a scheduled build date of 30K (c & d) 
(October 30, 1962). The intake manifold date code was 2G5 (e), the carburetor (f) had a tag for 2GB (g) (second week of July 1962), 
and the distributor was date stamped 2GB (h). As can be seen, the engine used a water heated spacer (i) as well as the mixing duct on 
the air cleaner (which was supposed to make the water-heated carburetor spacer unnecessary). The second example is a 260 V8 found 
in a Fairlane with a scheduled build date of 29J (September 29, 1962) (j "). This engine was assembled on 2G31 (July 31, 1962) 
and had the water-heated carburetor spacer (k"). The intake manifold date code was 2G18 and the carburetor tag date code was 
2GB (second week of July 1962) (l "). This Fairlane was a family-owned car only and the engine had never been changed. The third 
example was another 221 V8. It was assembled on 2G27 (July 27, 1962). The block casting number was C2OE-6015-G (m") and 
the date was 2G26. The exhaust manifold date casting numbers were 2G25 and 2G26. This one was like the others with the water-
heated carburetor spacer (n"), but the valve covers and air cleaner were painted yellow. Yellow on valve covers and air cleaner was 
only used on the 1962 Meteor with 221 V8. But, this air cleaner was clearly the 1963 style with the mixing duct assembly attached 
(o & p"), and included the original PCV decal (q "). This air cleaner is probably the most significant evidence of 1962 engines 
going into early 1963 models as, technically, yellow was not a regular color used on any Ford small block in 1963 production. This 
engine had never been disassembled and was pulled from a 38,000-mile 1963 Fairlane Sports Coupe with a scheduled build date of 
11M (December 11, 1962). Each of these three cases supports the others. All these engines were built in the latter half of July 1962. 
All have the same characteristics. The circumstances surrounding each engine support each owner’s contention that the engine is the 
one originally installed in a 1963 Fairlane with scheduled build dates in September, October, and December 1962.

b

c

a d

Section LA - Engine Core

i
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3LA6: The 289 (a) and 289 HiPo (b) used a new flywheel cast-
ing with more counterweight. The flywheel casting number was 
C3OE-6080-B in both cases (c & e). Note the date codes of 
3E29 for the standard 289 and 3C19 for the 289 HiPo. The dif-
ference between the two was in the imbalance. The standard 289 

was imbalanced to 28.1 ounce-inches 
while the 289 HiPo used 30.4 ounce-
inches to account for the heavier con-
necting rod bolts and nuts. Ford marked 
the flywheels with the suffix of the engi-

neering number. The standard 289, with engineering number C3AE-6375-F (d), was marked with a circled F. The 289 HiPo was 
identified by a circled C (f) for its C3OE-6375-C engineering number. It was further marked with orange paint. Here are two more 
289 HiPo flywheels—one dated 3D5 (g) and the other 3D19 (h). Often these flywheels included a slug for precision balancing (i).

ba

3–66 3LA3 Chapter 3 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 3LA6 3–67

Section LA - Engine Core

3LA3: The flywheels for the 221 V8 (a) and 260 V8 (b) continued from 1962. The casting for the 221 V8 was C2OE-6080-E (c). 
Note the 3D16 date code for April 16, 1963. The flywheel was imbalanced 23.1 ounce-inches. To identify the flywheel, Ford used a 
circled E (d) stamped on the machined area just outboard of the counterweight. The E was the suffix of the C2OE-6375-E engineer-
ing number. The 260 flywheel also used the C2OE-6080-E casting (e). Note the date casting code of 2K31 for October 31, 1962. 
It was imbalanced to 24.5 ounce-inches. To distinguish the 260 flywheel from the 221’s, it was stamped with a circled G (f), which 
again, was the suffix to the C2OE-6375-G engineering number. (It should be noted that service replacements used C3OE-6380-B 
castings and were not marked like production pieces. The box labelling might be the only way to positively identify application.)

e f

b

c

a

d

ec fd

a

g h i

b

3LA4: A new flex-plate was released for 1963 which accepted a larger 11¼" converter mounted on a 10½" bolt circle. One was for 
the 260 V8 (a) and marked C3OE-6375-A (b) on the counteweight. It was imbalanced to 24.5 ounce-inches. The other flex-plate 
was used on the 289 V8 (c), carrying a C3AE-6375-B (d) engineering number and imbalanced to 28.1 ounce inches.

a cd

b

3LA5: If the new style flex-
plate required lightening 
on one side, Ford specified 
5/16" diameter divots be 
drilled as required and not 
too close to any existing 
through holes (a). If ad-
ditional weight on one side 
was required, small 3/4"×3/8" 
weights (about 1/16" thick) 
were spot welded to the flex-
plate (b).
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3LA7: Most connecting rod caps were machined in the end weight, so 
the cap casting number was not visible. On rare occasions, one or two 
of the rods might be the light ones requiring no machining. Such was 
the case here (a & b) where the cap casting numbers were visible on a 
couple of HiPo rods in a matched set. Another such rod cap was found 
out of a 1966 HiPo set (c & d). (Last two photos courtesy of Terry Tatro.) 

a

b

c

d

3–68 3LA7 Chapter 3 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 3LA10 3–69

Section LA - Engine Core

3LA9: Ford used the same connecting rod casting for both the standard and HiPo versions of the 289. However, more of the rod 
casting along the bolt hole was retained for the 289 HiPo. The standard 289 rod measured about 2.3" across the rod’s large end (a). 
Note how the rod was trimmed (b). The 289 HiPo rod measured about 2.4" (c), and the rod was trimmed very little or not at all (d).

3LA10: Bellhousings were 
changed in 1963. The 1962 
bellhousing carried the cast-
ing number C2OA-6394 
(a). The area for the clutch 
fork was extended (b) and 
the hole (c) was designed 
for a canvas-type dust shield. 
The clutch fork was unique 
for just 1962. The new bell-
housing carried the casting 
number C3AA-6394-C (d). 
Note how the fork area was 
less extended (e), and the 
hole was smaller (f) for a 
rubber bellows-type fork 
seal. This bellhousing was 
used as a service replacement 
after 1964. Note the 65 date 
code.

3LA8 : Here are two 
original 289 HiPo crank-
shafts. Both have the 
polished area on the aft 
counterweight, and or-
ange paint on the coun-
terweight just forwatd of 
the fourth main crank-
shaft journal. 

a

c

b

d

a

d

b

e

c

f
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c

f

3LA11: When actual production of the 289 began 
is unknown. These two C3AE-6015N blocks are the 
earliest found so far. The first was cast 3A3 (a), but 
not machined (b) and assembled (c) until February 
4, 1963 (3B4 ). The second (d) was cast later (3A14 ), 
but machined (e) and assembled (f) earlier (3A28 ). So, 
289-2V producion for the Galaxie probably began in 
early February. The 289 HiPo was released for scheduled 
production in 1963 Fairlanes about mid-March 1963. 
Ford completed four prototype Fairlanes with the 289 
HiPo. The first was a 1963 Fairlane 2-door sedan with 
3-speed manual transmission completed on October 
31, 1962. The second was a 1963 Fairlane 500 hardtop 
with overdrive transmission completed on November 7, 
1962. The third and fourth were both Sports Coupes 
with 4-speeds, completed on December 5 and Decem-
ber 12, 1962. These dates suggest that the 289 HiPo in 
prototype form was completed as early as October 31, 
1962. However, production blocks and assemblies were 
not seen until January 1963. Other sources announced the availability of the Fairlane with 289 HiPo as February 17, 1963, which 
happened to be during the 1963 Chicago Auto Show. (Photos courtesy of Kenneth Kruger and Robert Tarbox.)

e

d

3LA14: Ford listed C2OZ-6310-A as the part 
number for the 1962 221/260 oil slinger. It was 
replaced by C3OZ-6310-B for 1963. Shown 
here is the 1962 oil slinger (a). Note that the 
center opening is flat (b). The 1963 and later 
oil slinger (c) was similar, but incorporated a 
couple of grooves in addition to a flare (d). An 
NOS C3OZ-6310-B oil slinger (e) shows these 
grooves more clearly (f). It is actually a slightly 
crested area. As the damper pressed against the 

crankshaft sprocket with the oil slinger in between, this raised area was crushed, which undoubt-
edly led to a good seal between the two components. The 289 HiPo oil slinger (g) carried its 
own part number C3OZ-6310-A. It was essentially identical to the 1962 oil slinger, having a flat 
center opening. This oil slinger was removed from a 289 HiPo. Note that on the back side you 
can see impression of the grooving on the crankshaft sprocket and the round hole in the sprocket 
for the roll pin that indexed the extra counterweight (h).

ba
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b

a

3-070

c

Section LA - Engine Core

3LA13: Up until mid-1963, the Galaxie had to get by with the 260 V8 as a replacement for the 292 Y-block V8. As soon as the 289 
became available in early 1963, it was added to the Galaxie engine option list. It also was the standard engine for the Galaxie 500/XL. 
As can be seen on this original engine installed in a 1963 Galaxie, the air cleaner and valve covers were painted a cream white. Only 
for this half year, and only in the Galaxie, would the 289 V8 ever use this color.

a c e

b d f

g

h

Section B - Valve Train

3LA12: There were two 
casting numbers used on 
1963 Galaxie 289 V8s. The 
first was C3AE-F (see photo 
3A15(b), page 3–13 ). The 
second number was C3AE-
6316-G shown here. Both 
were interchangeable, and 
simply identified different 
suppliers. Both dampers 
continued into 1964 pro-
duction until about 3-9-64.

3LB1: For the 289 HiPo, Ford changed the valve seals. They were just a little 
shorter (a), but 
the more signifi-
cant change was 
inside where the 
ribbing of the 
standard seal (b) 
was increased 
for the HiPo seal 
(c).

289 HiPo 289
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3LC3: The venturi boosters 
on the 289 HiPo C3OF-AB 
carburetor were marked G 
and A (a) for the primary 
and B (b) for the second-
ary. All the primary venturi 
boosters found on C3OF-
AB carburetors so far have 
had one letter upside down 
from the other. This venturi 
booster part number was 
C2AZ-9A523-A, but was 
replaced by C2AZ-9A523-B (the S venturi booster used on the follow-on C3OF-AJ carburetor.) The GA primary venturi booster was 
also used in the 1962 Galaxie 390 4V C2AE-AJ, AN, AU, and AZ carburetors. The B secondary venturi booster (B8AZ-9A523-F)
was used in all 1962-64 Galaxie Autolite 4100 carburetors, and replaced by the 1965 and later BA venturi booster (B8AZ-9A523-L).

3LC1: Ford service 
replacements parts 
are not always repre-
sentative of produc-
tion parts, but can 

still provide very valuable information. This air cleaner (a) carried 
the part number C3AZ-9600-D, and was intended to service all 1963 
221, 260, and 289-2V engines before 2-18-63. It was replaced by an-
other service part number in June 1964. Although servicing all those 
engines, only the 1963 260 V8 used the red color. The air cleaner 
shows the AUTOLITE SPARK PLUGS decal (b) in its most common production location. It 
also carried a USE GENUINE FoMoCo REPLACEMENT PARTS decal (c) not often seen on 
production air cleaners. Note the 1963 part number C3AF-9600-F on this decal, which iden-
tifies the air cleaner and not the decal. These service parts also help to detail how air cleaners 

were painted. Notice that the lid acted as a 
mask, resulting in partial painting of the top 
foam seal (d). Another mask was used over 
the bottom opening. The bottom rubber 
seal was installed after painting, as was the 
air filter which was marked FoMoCo (e).

ba

e

Section LC - Induction

3LC2: The 289 HiPo secondary lever was steel in 1963 (a). The secondary diaphragm included a pin to fit a hole in the lever (b). 
In 1965 Ford changed to a nylon lever which integrated the pin (c), necessitating a hole in the diaphragm mount. Initial factory 
installations did not include a pal-nut, but due to possible disengagement, one was incorporated in later 1965 (d). By August 1966, 
both were serviced by a B8AZ-9503-C kit (e)

e

b

c

d

a

a

b

c

d
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3-072

3LC4: The C3OF-AJ carburetor replaced the C3OF-AB within a few months of 289 HiPo production. The tag on this carburetor 
has a date code of 3EE (a) for the fifth week in May 1963, or about three months after 289 HiPo production began. Other than 
changes from the bellcrank automatic choke design to the nylon cam design, and the primary venturi booster stamping, the AB 
and AJ carburetors were the same. When looking for one of these carburetors, the base should be checked for the correct stamped 
identification number and in the correct font (b). The font style never changed from that shown here. The C3OF-AJ 289 HiPo 
carburetor primary venturi booster was stamped S (c) (C2AZ-9A523-B) while the secondary throttles continued using the B (d) 
stamped venturi booster from the C3OF-AB carburetor (also used in all 1962-64 Galaxie Autolite 4100 carburetors). The S primary 
venturi booster can also be found in the following 1963 Galaxie Autolite 4100 carburetors: C3AF-S, N, AV, AT, BY, and BU. The 
S primary venturi booster was serviced by the K venturi booster under the part number C2AZ-9A523-C, while the B secondary 
venturi booster was serviced by the BA venturi booster under the part number B8AZ-9A523-L.

a b

c d

(Courtesy
of

Ford Motor 
Company)
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3LC8: All the 1963 fuel pumps used 
a configuration in which the inlet was 
on the pump’s centerline and the out-
let was offset 18° (a). This angle was 
set by the location of the screw holes 
that bolted the lower and upper halves 
of the pump together. For 18°, the 
screw near the inlet was just slightly 
right of the centerline (b). Pumps 
before 10-31-62 did not have an X 

on the tower and the casting number was O-1561 (c). The stamped number 
on the flange was 3568S (d). From 10-31-61, the pumps carried the X on the 
tower. The first housing was marked O-1576 (e), followed by O-1600 (f) about 
four months later. The flange was stamped 
3623S (g). What makes sorting out original 
fuel pump markings so difficult is the high 
replacement rate due to premature pump fail-
ures, the extensive practice of reclaiming old 

pumps to be remanufactured, new service replacement pumps from original manufacturers, and 
similar pumps for specialized applications such as the Shelby Cobra. In general, pumps with an A 
or B suffix to their flange number were replacement pumps, not originals. These pumps may have 
been made at the same time as the OEM pumps, as in the case of this 3568SA pump (h), but held as service replacments. In other 
cases, the pump numbers might be slightly different as in the case of the 3628S (i), which was otherwise identical to the 3623S pump.
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h
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e
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a
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ed
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b
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3LC5: The 289 HiPo did not use a vacuum advance distributor, so Ford blocked off the carburetor vacuum port with a brass plug. 
Shown here from an original C3OF-AJ carburetor is the correct brass plug in three different views (a, b & c). Two other original 
carburetors have been photographed with this same style plug (d, e, f & g). The plug uses 1/8" pipe threads. Facsimiles of this plug 
can be created by purchasing a plug with a square head, cutting the head off, reshaping the top into a dome, and cutting in the 

slot. (First three photos 
courtesy of Dale Alling. 
Last four photos courtesy 
of Dan Case.)

a b c

d e f

3LC6: When all the Autolites were serviced by 1966 C6PF 
replacements, C3OF-AB & C3OF-AJ were replaced by 
C6PF-M (a & b), using 1966 (and subsequent) components. 
Though this carburetor was missing its tag, the base was prop-
erly stamped 6P M (c), leaving off the C and F as understood. 
The venturi boosters for this application were unique. The 
base letter identification for the primary venturi booster was 
DC. This one had a 3 between the two letters (d). The sec-
ondary venturi booster identification was FA. Here a 1 was in-
cluded and the letters were upside down from each other (e).

3–74 3LC5 Chapter 3 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 3LC8 3–75

3LC7: One of the surprises on the C6PF-M carburetor 
was the choke arrangement. It did not use the piston (a). 
Substituted was a special lever that lacked all provisions for 
connecting to a piston. The special lever was stamped with the 
letter E (b). The piston was designed to provide an anti-stall 
feature. On cold start, if the engine started to stall, vacuum 
was lost to the piston, allowing the thermo-spring to move the 
choke plate to a more closed position, enriching the mixture 
and preventing the stall. Perhaps this action flooded the 289 
HiPo so the feature was eliminated.
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3LD1: This two-picture set (a & b) shows what Ford was 
dealing with to install the streamline exhaust manifolds 

in the 1963 Fairlane. 
The shock towers required that the manifolds taper inward 
along the first three cylinders on each side. Then they had to 
flare outboard to clear the bellhousing area. The passenger's 
side was flared further outboard to clear the start motor. 
On the driver’s side, the manifold had to remain clear of 
the steering gear box and the clutch equalizer bar. Because 
the exhaust ports were not opposite each other, the driver’s 
side manifold was actually slightly forward of the one on the 
passenger’s side (c). A special Y-pipe was used to connect the 
manifolds to the 2½" extension pipe. The Y-pipe consisted 

of 2" pipes welded to a 3" 
connector, which then re-
duced to 2½" at the end (d).

Section LF - Ventilation

3LF1: The road draft tube for the 1963 Fal-
con was the most complex tube used on any 
of the Ford small block V8s. Shown here in 
rear quarter (a), top (b), and side (c) views, 
the tube had many obstructions to clear in 
the small Falcon engine compartment. At 
two points the tube was flattened to give ad-
ditional clearance from firewall and engine 

components (d). A bracket was part of the tube (e) to stabilize the lower 
portion and eliminate destructive vibrations. The tube could also be used 
on the 1963 Comet with 260 V8, although Comets generally used the PCV 
valve system. This same tube would again be used in late 1964 when Ford 
briefly used road draft tubes in all states except California and New York.

e

b

a

c

d
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Section LD - Exhaust

a b

c

3LC9: Fuel filter canister labelling was changed for 1963. The one shown here (a & b) is from 
an original 1963 fuel pump. The label painting was rather rough around the edges. At right (c) 
is a re-creation of the label at actual size. Some of the roughness has been incorporated into the 
new label, but is still much cleaner than were the originals.

a b c

d
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Section LG - Cooling

3LG1: Initially, 1963 production water pumps were identical to the late 1962 pumps and carried the C2OE-8505-C casting number. 
Since the production year began in August 1962, these early 63 pumps would carried the 62 date code (a & b). As production 
continued into calendar 1963, the year marking was changed, but was otherwise the same pump (c & d). Note that the placement 
of the casting number and date code was different and could vary in a number of ways. Later in the 63 production year, the casting 
was modified (e & f). Whereas the earlier pumps did not have a support rib on the inlet (g & h), the later pumps, still with the 
C2OE-8505-C casting number, did (i). The exact transition between these 63 date coded pumps was not listed, but appeared to have 
occurred around March 1963, or about the time the 289 HiPo entered production. Variations in how the casting number appeared 
continued (j). The support rib along the tower (red arrow) was slightly angled for clearance with the power steering pump belt (k).

a

b

c

d

e

f

g h i

j

k
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in the parting line was eliminated. The two halves of the mold (drag and cope) 
were flat face-to-face—the more typical way molds were constructed (p & q). 
This resulted in a change in the profile of the very top of the bracket to reposi-
tion the apex more toward the center where the new part line was (r) (see arrow). 
Shown side-by-side, the profile change is evident that when the part line of the 
mold was changed (s) (see arrows). These brackets have been seen with mold 
numbers 13 (t), 14 (u), 15 (v), and 16 (w), though there are possibly others. 

All these numbers have been 
seen in both mid-1963 pro-
duction through all of 1964 
production. Before producion 
ended on these brackets, one 
more variation in the molds 
was seen. These were essen-
tially the same as the ones in 
1964, but the casting number 
was again imprinted into the 
casting (x). Mold numbers 
seen included 19 and 20, 
although there could be oth-
ers. It is possible these molds 
were added to supplement 
increased production, but that 
is only speculation.
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Section LJ - Generator

3LJ1: The generator mount is one of those items paid very little attention to. On the 
surface, they all seem the same from 1962-64. But, changes were made through the 
years and determining the correct version of the bracket for a particular car can be 
somewhat difficult. In the original design, Ford had developed a stamped steel bracket. 
The illustration shown in the Fairlane shop manual (a) showed that Ford intended to 
ran the heater hose through a hole in the bracket, along with the dispstick tube. But, 
before production began the bracket was changed to a cast iron mount. A large hole 

in the bracket would allow the heater 
hose to pass through it, but indications 
are that Ford abandoned that idea prior 
to production and route the hose over 
the top of the bracket near the oil filler 
pipe. The casting was unusual in that it 

had a zig-zag 
part line (b & c) suggesting that the two halves of the mold 
(drag and cope) were not flat to each other, but incorporated 
a step. The profile of the very top of the bracket had a single 
angle and the part line intersected the apex of this angle 
(d) (see arrow). The C2OE-10039-H casting number was 
imprinted (depressed) into the casting (e). Along with the 
imprinted casting number was a one or two digit number. 
These appear to be mold numbers. Early mount numbers 
uncovered included 7 (e), 8 (f), 9, 10 (g), 11 (h), and 12 
(i), but there could be more earlier numbers. Indications 
were that these numbers were all being used at the same 

time. These castings carried over into early1963, 
but changes were beginning to be made and oc-
curring over a period of months. One was that 
the casting number began embossed (raised) (j). 
Another was a change in what appeared to be 

mold numbers. Numbers 2 (j), 3 (k), and 4 (l) have been seen, but 
there could be 
others. When  
these castings 
appeared, the 
large hole in 
the casting of 
previous molds 
(m), was being 

replaced, but not all at once. On mold number 
4 casting had an irregular large hole (n). But 
the direction was toward a smaller hole with 
more reinforcing in the casting (o). The transi-
tion among these castings seems to be spread 

over several months begin-
ning around September/
October 1962 and mostly 
completed by mid-March 
1963. Because many molds 
were in use at the same time and stocks depleted at different 
rates, it is not possible to tell which bracket is correct for any 
particular engine. Around March 1963 the molds were changed 
again, but more for the simplicity of the molds. The zig-zag 
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Chapter 4 – 1964 260/289 V8
Nineteen sixty-four was a banner year for the Ford 

Motor Company with new car styling reaching greater 
heights than ever. So impressive were the new models 
that the entire Ford line was voted “Car of the Year” by 
MOTOR TREND magazine—and that was without the 
new Ford Mustang, which was to be introduced later in 
the year! Ford small block V8s were part of the excite-
ment, too, and were enjoying a highly success ful year. 
All 1963 engines were back with the exception of the 
221 V8, plus a new, regular-fueled 289 4V was added to 
the Comet line. Later in the year it would find a home 
in many Mustangs as well.

All engines gained significant improvements in de-
sign over their 1963 versions, and one notable improve-
ment was in the PCV system. The 1962/63 system had 
provided poor ventilation under the valve covers and, 
as a result, these areas tended to accu mulate sludge. 
Ford greatly reduced this problem by installing the air 
breather atop the left valve cover and a PCV valve in 
the cover on the right side.

However, a very odd event occurred about May 25, 
1964 (about June 1, 1964 for Comets). Ford decided to 
use road draft tubes (called “non-emission reduction” 
systems) where still allowed. To install the system, 
Ford  re verted to the 1963 type ventilation system with 
its oil filler pipe in the timing chain cover and intake 
manifold-mounted road draft tube. Valve covers used 
with this system were just like the 1964 style, but with-
out the holes for either the breather or PCV outlet.

The late reintroduction of road draft tubes caused 
most, if not all, to be installed on intake manifolds bear-
ing 1965 casting numbers. This was because 1965 in-
takes had begun replacing 1964 manifolds in May 1964, 
or just about the same time that road draft tubes came 
back. All 260 and 289 V8s (except the HiPo, because 
the road draft tube was incompatible with the HiPo 
exhaust manifold) were affected. Therefore, a ventila-
tion system thought to have been dis continued in 1963 
was actually being used with 1965 intake manifolds.

The front timing chain cover for the non-emission 
reduction system was not the same one used with 
emission reduction systems (those with PCV valves). 
Ford had discontinued the 1962/63 C2OE-6059-D front 
timing chain casting and had begun producing a new 
C3OE-6059-B cover as a service replacement for all 
previous covers. This same cover was used in 1964 as 
a service replacement for the 1964 C4AE-6059-B and 

C4OE-6059-A covers. As a service replacement, it in-
cluded a freeze plug to block off the oil filler tube hole 
when used on 1964 engines with PCV valves (emission 
reduction). For 1962/63 engines, the freeze plug was 
discarded and filler pipe inserted. It was this C3OE-
6059-B service replacement timing chain cover that 
Ford used on the 1964 engines with road draft tubes 
(non-emission reduction).

On 260 and 289 2V engines with air conditioning, 
Ford added an idle compensation valve. The valve was 
used to stabilize engine idle speed under high under-
hood temperature conditions. On engines with a PCV 
valve (emission reduction) the idle compensation valve 
was threaded into a tee-fitting which was installed in 
the PCV hose running between the right valve cover 
and the carburetor spacer. Road draft tube engines 
lacked this hose, so Ford designed the special idle 
compensa tion valve to attach directly to the carburetor 
spacer via a short section of hose. Although the 289 4V 
was not listed for this idle compensation valve, it might 
have received one. If so, a longer hose would have been 
required to clear the underside the carburetor’s second-
ary fuel bowl.

Ford continued its attempt at commonality among 
engines in 1964 and revised the 260 V8 cylinder heads 
to accept the larger 1.67"/1.45" 289 V8 valves. Combus-
tion chamber volume remained the same, as did adver-
tised horsepower. However, these heads did breathe 
better than their predeces sors and would have recorded 
a few more horses. The 1964 260 V8 heads carried their 
own unique casting number, but no dis placement 
markings in the rocker arm area. This made the 260 V8 
head easily distinguishable from the 289 head which 
was marked 289 in this area.

The big news for the year was over in the Comet 
line. Mercury took a standard 289 2V, re moved the 
2-barrel carburetor and intake manifold, and sub-
stituted a 4-barrel arrangement. The intake manifold 
was borrowed from the 289 HiPo, and the carburetor 
was a recalibrated version of the Ford big block V8’s. 
No changes were made to alter compression ratio or 
valve timing, so these engines were capable of burning 
regular fuel. Horsepower was rated at 210.

Mercury distinguished these Comet regular-fueled 
289 4Vs in the vehicle serial number by the letter K. The 
letter K in the Fairlane line, and later the Mustang’s, 
designated a 289 HiPo—but this was not true in the 

Compact power was part of Ford’s “Total Performance” campaign for 1964. Comets were available with 260 V8s, regular-fueled 289 
4Vs, and 289 HiPos (by special order); Falcons continued with just the 260 V8; and Mustangs dazzled the public in April 1964 with 
260 V8s and regular-fueled 289 4Vs. In June, the Mustang 289 HiPo arrived. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1964 Comet Caliente Hardtop

1964 Falcon Sprint Convertible

1964½ Mustang Hardtop
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much along the lines of that of the Falcon Sprint. Two 
noticeable differences from the Sprint, however, were 
the substitution of an oil dipstick with chrome plated 
handle and shield, and retention of the standard 14" 
air cleaner. In retaining the air cleaner, Mercury was 
able to continue using the air duct heating system 
and avoided developing a water heated 4V carburetor 
spacer. To dress up the air cleaner, Mercury painted the 
body argent (silver) and chrome plated the top cover 
plate. In addition, Mercury included a large red, white 
and blue Cyclone decal along the air cleaner’s front 
side. Though the 289 4V was the standard Cyclone 
engine, the customer could still opt for the 289 HiPo in 
the Cyclone line. In this case, the Falcon Sprint style air 
cleaner became standard.

About March 1964, Ford decided to upgrade the 
breathing capacity of the regular-fueled 289 2V/4V 
engines by increasing the intake valve size from 1.67" 
to 1.78". To ease distinction of these heads from their 
predecessors, Ford cast them with a large 64 marking 
(to indicate 1964 production) in the rocker arm area. By 
about May 1964, heads bearing 1965 casting numbers 
and a large 65 in the rocker arm area began super-
seding 64 marked heads. Except for markings, these 
heads were identical to the ones they replaced.

Neither Ford nor Mercury advertised higher horse-
power ratings for their 1964 engines with the 1.78" 
valves, but the identical set up in 1965 (same camshaft, 
valves, pistons, combustion chamber volumes and 
head gaskets) yielded 200 horsepower for the 289 2V. 
That was a 5 horsepower gain over the previous year’s 
289 2V, and was solely attributable to the growth in 
intake valve size. This same compari son could not 
be made for the 4V engines, however, because the 
1965 289 4V also received an increase in compression 
ratio (from flat top pistons). But, using the 1964/65 
289 2V comparison as a guide, the 1964 289 4V with 
1.78" intake valves should have been rated around 215 
horsepower.

In April 1964, the 289 HiPo also received larger 
1.78" intake valves, along with a compression ratio 
reduction. Both of these changes were attributed to the 
discon tinuance of the 47.7–50.7 cc combustion chamber 
heads in favor of new heads with larger 53.0–56.0 cc 
chambers. The advertised compression ratio dropped 
from 10.5:1 to 10.0:1 without affecting the advertised 
horsepower of 271. Although these new HiPo heads 
had combustion chamber shapes and volumes iden-
tical to their standard 2V/4V counter parts, they still 
featured the screw-in rocker arm studs and recessed 
valve spring seats as had their HiPo predecessors. To 
help distinguish the new HiPo heads, Ford marked 
them with a large 64 in the rocker arm area, just like 
it did on the standard 2V/4V heads with 1.78" valves. 
Shortly thereafter, 1965 HiPo heads with their 65 mark-
ings debuted and mimicked what was happening on 

non-HiPo engines, that is, substitution of 1965 castings 
into late 1964 production engines.

No doubt, one of the year’s big sensations was 
Ford’s new Mustang. Rolling off Dearborn’s assembly 
line in March 1964 (the first Mustang’s scheduled build 
date was 05C, or March 5, 1964), it was first introduced 
to the public at the New York World’s Fair in April 
1964. Initially available with either the 260 V8 or regu-
lar-fueled 289 4V, the Mustang would add the 289 HiPo 
to its option list about June 1964.

Although the Mustang engines were very similar to 
those in the other cars, low hood clearance did neces-
sitate some changes. The standard Fairlane style air 
cleaner, though seen in photos of some pre-pro duction 
Mustangs, did have an interference problem between 
the air cleaner’s mixing duct and one of the Mustang’s 
underside hood support ribs. To eliminate this problem, 
Mustangs received a large, 17" low profile air cleaner, 
as well as new mixing and hot air ducts.

Throttle linkage was another area Ford modi fied just 
for the Mustang. The large, low mounting air cleaner 
eliminated any possibility of using a bell crank arrange-
ment similar to the Fairlane’s, so Ford elected to use a 
more direct approach by connecting the gas pedal rod 
directly to the carburetor throttle shaft via a single long 
link. The link featured a sharp S-shaped curve in its 
mid-section which not only acted as a hook point for 
the throttle return spring, but also served to activate 
the C4 automatic trans mission’s kickdown linkage, if 
so equipped.

When the Mustang 289 HiPo was introduced about 
June 1964, Ford had already transitioned the HiPos to 
the larger intake valves and lower com pression ratio. 
But the June introduction did catch Ford in the middle 
of its HiPo carburetor transition from automatic to man-
ual chokes. As a result, some very early Mustangs, such 
as the one tested by MOTOR TREND and SPORTS CAR 
GRAPHIC magazines (first HiPo Mustang on the West 
Coast), had the automatic choke feature. On the other 
hand, HOT ROD magazine was testing a manual choke 
HiPo Mustang in Dearborn about the same time.

The 1964 full-sized Fords discontinued use of the 
260 V8 for 1964 and kept the 289 2V as its economy V8. 
The model year also saw a phase-in of Ford’s new C4 
automatic. In the full-sized Ford line, the C4 automatic 
was mixed in with the older Cruise-O-Matics. Throttle 
linkage bellcranks, mounted on the intake manifolds, 
were unique to the type of automatic transmission 
installed. Older Cruise-O-Matics used the same ba-
sic linkage as was used in 1963. The C4 automatics 
used the Fairlane style linkage with just one small 
addition—a plate was tack-welded to the bottom of 
the linkage to raise its height slightly. In other models, 
the C4 automatic was used with Fairlane 289 2Vs and 
Comets/Mustangs with 260 V8s and 289 4Vs. Only the 
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Comet line. For Comets, the 289 HiPo was only avail-
able as a special order option. Mercury indicated in its 
parts catalogs that these Comets were coded D in the 
serial number, although none have yet been uncovered. 
In reality, it appears that Mercury used V8 coded F or K 
Comets and converted them into 289 HiPos by install-
ing high performance engine packages. Several Comets 
have been discovered which confirm this, including 
two of Mercury’s Daytona 100,000 Mile Durability Run 
Comets. The silver-blue and red Comets were coded F 
and had had their engines replaced.

About March 5, 1964 (scheduled build date of the 
first Mustang with vehicle identification number of 
5F08F100001), the D engine code took on special sig-
nificance over in the Ford Mustang line by denoting 
a regular-fueled 289 4V. As a result, Ford and Mer-
cury wound up listing opposite engine coding for their 
289 V8s throughout the 1964 production year! This 
difference in coding has misled some people to believe 
that all K-coded Comets were equipped with 289 HiPos, 
when in fact all but a few were regular-fueled 289 4Vs. 
(See Volume II, Apprendix A, page A–2 for details.)

The early regular-fueled Comet 4V carburetors were 
very much like their big block counterparts. Both had 
throttle bore diameters of 1 9/16" and differed only in 
such areas as calibration and jetting. However, about 
April 15, 1964, these 4V carburetors would be replaced 
by new carburetors specifically designed for the 289 
4V. (April was the announced time for introduction. 
Carburetor tags could precede that date by about two 
months.) The new carbu retors were more in line with 
the 289 2V carburetors featuring 1 7/16" bore diameters 
and piston type choke arrangements. The piston type 
choke had been introduced on the 2V carburetor at the 
begin ning of the year. The new 4V carburetor also fea-
tured an elastomer-type accelerator pump, which was 
introduced on the 2V about the same time.

The standard 14" air cleaner, up until 1964, had never 
been required to fit over a 4V carburetor. This changed 
with the 1964 Comet, so a new air cleaner capable of 
clearing the 4V secondary vacuum control hous ing was 
introduced. The new air cleaner used a revised stamp-
ing on the bottom side and was phased in as a running 
change late in 1963 production.

Another change affecting standard 1964 14" air 
cleaners was the drawing of choke air from the center 
section of the air cleaner. This provided better quality 
air for the choke system vice the previous method of 
filtering air inside the exhaust manifold heating cham-
ber. The new filtering arrangement resulted in a pickup 
tube being incorporated through the air cleaner’s un-
derside. This design would continue until about April 
15, 1964, at which time the pickup tube was incorpo-
rated into the carburetor’s air horn.

As mentioned earlier, Comets, except for station 
wagons and convertibles, could be special ordered with 
289 HiPos. Initially, only the column shift 3-speed with 
2.71:1 9" rear was offered. Late in the year, a 4-speed 
(based on the soon-to-be-released Mustang HiPo top-
loader) with 3.89:1 9" rear was added as a second high 
performance special order option.

Mercury offered the 289 HiPo in the same form as the 
ones run in Mercury’s highly publicized Comet Daytona 
100,000 Mile Durability Run. As a result, the customer 
received a couple of special reliability features not 
normally found on other 289 HiPos. Specifi cally, these 
features were a transistor ized ignition system and a 
Ford 42-amp alternator. The transistorized ignition was 
actually a 427 HiPo system installed in a 1964 289 HiPo 
distributor. Reliability in ignition perform ance was 
gained by eliminating the condenser, reducing the cur-
rent flow through the points, elec tronically control ling 
dwell angle, and delivering a hotter spark to the plugs. 
The brand new Ford alternator improved reli ability 
by eliminating the necessity of brush changes. Other 
advantages of the new alternator over a gener ator in-
cluded the alter nator’s lighter weight, better idle speed 
per formance, and higher maximum electrical output.

Before leaving the Comet 289 HiPo, a few other dif-
ferences from the Fairlane HiPo should be men tioned. 
Due to the small Comet engine com partment, the stan-
dard HiPo exhaust manifolds would not fit. Therefore, 
Mercury retained the stock Comet V8 mani folds and 
exhaust system, with the single exception of replacing 
the muffler with one of low restriction. (The silver-blue 
Durability Run Comet was a little different in that the 
exhaust pipe widened to 2 1/2" after joining on the right 
side, and, toward the rear, included a glass-pack muf-
fler.) The Comet HiPo fan was another point of devia-
tion from the Fairlane HiPo, and was actually borrowed 
from the 1961/63, 390/406 HiPo big block. It measured 
a scant 14" in diameter.

The new 42 amp Ford alternator, already men tioned 
as standard equipment on the 1964 Comet 289 HiPo, 
was also available as a special order option on other 
Comet V8s, as well as on Fairlanes and full-sized Fords. 
The alternator set-up was similar on these engines as 
on the Comets HiPos. Dual belts were used to run the 
Ford alternator, hence the water pump and crank shaft 
pulleys were changed to those compatible with the 
dual belt drive system. (The exception was the previ-
ously mentioned Durability Run Comet, which used a 
wider, single groove alternator pulley vice the smaller 
two groove pulley.)

At the beginning of the year, Mercury did not have 
a sporty competitor to challenge Ford’s flashy Falcon 
Sprint. This changed with the introduction of the 
Comet Cyclone. The Cyclone featured a regular-fueled 
289 4V as standard equip ment, plus chrome plating 
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The 289 2V was the standard engine for the Galaxie 500/XL in 1964 and optional for other full-sized Ford models. Fairlanes could 
be ordered with the 260 V8 or 289 2V for all models, or the high revving 271 horsepower 289 High Performance engine for all 
models except the station wagon. Initially, only a 4-speed transmission was available with the 289 HiPo. However, Ford announced 
that the C4 automatic would be available for the 289 HiPo after February 17, 1964. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1964 Galaxie 500/XL 4-door Hardtop

1964 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe

1964 Fairlane Custom Ranch Wagon
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Fairlane and Falcon 260 V8s retained the 2-speed For-
domatics. Throttle linkage varied in each case, depend-
ing on the automatic installed.

By 1964, California was beginning to tighten its re-
quirements on smog control. Already requir ing the use 
of PCV valves, California now required closed ventila-
tion systems. The closed ventilation system consisted of 
the PCV valve in conjunction with an air hose between 
the oil breather cap and air cleaner. Although air was 
normally drawn into the engine through the oil breather 
cap by negative pressure in the crankcase, some fumes 
did backflow out the breather when the engine was 
shutdown, or, on high mileage engines, when excessive 
blow-by developed. Fumes trying to escape out the oil 
breather cap on closed ventilation systems wound up 
in the air cleaner. If backflow occurred while the engine 
was running, then the fumes were drawn through the 
air filter and into the carburetor (which made for very 
messy air filters on high mileage engines). The new 
smog law not only required the closed system on all 
cars manu factured for California after January 1, 1964  
(including those with low profile air cleaners), but also 
required the retro-fit of closed systems on earlier en-
gines. As a result, many pre-1964 California air cleaners 
were modified to comply with the law.

On the same date of January 1, 1964, Ford co-
incidentally began installing engine tags to assist in 
tracking engineering changes. These tags were located 
under the water temperature sender. The tag gave the 
engine displacement, car model year, date code, engine 
code number, and engineering change level incor-
porated. The latter (change level) was basic to the en-
gine design, and not to the engine application. For 1964, 
all 260 and 289 V8s remained at change level one.

In general, casting numbers of engine parts re-
mained consistent with the model year. However, late 
1964 marked the first major deviation from this practice 
in regard to intake manifolds, and as already discussed, 
cylinder heads. Starting about May 1964, or about three 
months before the end of 1964 production, 1964 engines 
began appearing with 2V and 4V intake manifolds 
sporting 1965 casting numbers. In all respects except 
for the casting number, these mani folds matched their 
1964 coun terparts. The first occurrence of the following 
year’s casting numbers creeping into late current year 
engines had actually begun with late 1963 engines, but 
would become more common in coming years.

The valve cover and air cleaner colors showed some 
significant changes for 1964. Blue became the standard 
for 260 V8s, including those in Mustangs. The 289 2V 
used the same color red as 1962/63 260 V8s. In addition, 
many Fairlane 289 engines, but not all, featured a “289 
Special” decal on the left valve cover. However, engines 
with the decal were identical to those without. Comet 
and Mustang regular-fueled 289 4V valve covers and 

air cleaners were painted bronze-gold. So were 1964 
Fairlane HiPo’s, except in some cases where ’63 green-
gold air cleaners were used to deplete leftover stock. 
Very late in the year, the Fairlane HiPo might have 
switched to chrome. Mustang HiPos generally had 
chrome pieces, although some pre-production engines 
used the Fairlane bronze-gold color. HiPos usually re-
ceived a special “289 High Per formance” decal on the 
rear of the left valve cover.

Engine accessories experienced only minor changes 
for 1964. Power steering on all engines was the same 
as in 1963, except that the idle speed-up valve was 
eliminated for Fairlanes and Comets, and being phased 
out for Galaxies and Falcons by the time the Mustang 
arrived, which never received the system. The system 
was also never made compatible with 4V applications. 
In addition, the old system did not have much custom-
er support as its annoying gas pedal chatter from rapid 
speed-up valve cycling was startling drivers.

All air conditioning systems for 1964, with the 
possible exception of the 289 4V, included a hot idle 
compensation valve mounted in the rear PCV hose, or 
directly to a hose to the carburetor space if the engine 
was equipped with a road draft tube. The valve open-
ed slightly when under-the-hood temperatures became 
exces sively hot. This introduced extra air into the intake 
risers to improve idle stability by countering the idle 
mixture enrich ment effects of fuel vaporization.

The remaining air conditioning components for Fair-
lanes, full-sized Fords, Falcons, and Comets followed 
the same basic design features as in 1963. The only 
small change was on the Comet 289 4V, which had to 
delete the bar brace between the compressor and intake 
manifold. The bar would not fit around the 4V intake 
manifold secondary risers.

The Mustang’s air conditioning system was like 
other 1964 systems except for the compressor mount-
ing. Though the Fairlane brackets would work and still 
allow the compressor to clear the Mustang hood, Ford 
elected to use a unique platform mount that lowered 
the compressor about one inch. This made the Fairlane 
compressor’s inner support plate and outer bar brace 
incompatible, so they were eliminated.

Besides the unique compressor platform, the 1964 
Mustang also received some unique brackets if power 
steering were added along with air condition ing. Be-
cause of the Mustang compressor’s low posi tion on 
the cylinder head, the power steering pump had to be 
rotated 30 degrees. Otherwise, the reservoir adaptor 
on top of the power steering pump would not clear the 
compressor mount. Two special power steering pump 
brackets, one front and one rear, were used to accom-
plish the rotation. By keeping the pump in its same 
relative position in relationship to the engine, the rota-
tion had no effect on power steering pump belt length.
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 Engine Core Section A 4A5 4–7

4A5: Engine tags were installed on all small block V8s after January 1, 1964 (a). The tag gave engine displacement, model year, 
change level, date code, and engine number. The tag was located underneath the small temperature sender (b). This particular tag 
with a 554 number was for a 1964 1/2 Mustang 289 HiPo. Note that the model year marking was 64.

4A4: The 289 V8 block used with a PCV valve 
did not have the oil fill hole machined in the 
block as shown in these front (a) and lifter valley 
(b) views. Instead, oil was poured into the left 
valve cover. If the block was to be used with a 
road draft tube vice a PCV valve, then the block 
oil fill hole was machined (c) as in 1963 (arrow). 
On some blocks the oil hole was drilled, but then 
sealed off with a 3/4" freeze plug if not needed. 
This seems particularly true of the 260 V8.

a b

ba

a b

c

4A3: The 1964 289 V8 block casting number began as C4OE-6015-C (a). This block also found its way into late 1963 Galaxie en-
gines, replacing the C3AE-6015-N  block. By late April 1964, the block casting number became C4OE-6015-F  (b), though otherwise 
it was essentially the same as its predecessor. Both of these casting numbers can be found on 289 4Vs and HiPos, as well. The only 
differences between the standard 2V/4V and HiPo blocks were the more stringent inspection criteria against casting flaws, and the 
substitution of heavy duty main bearing caps prior to align boring. The C4OE-6015-F block continued to be used as a service replace-
ment block for the 1963-64 289 2V/4V and 289 HiPo 
after 1964 production. Note the increased thickness of 
the HiPo cap (c) in comparison to the standard 289.

c

!

HiPo
Standard

4–6 4A1 Chapter 4 Engine Core

4A2: Block casting numbers reflected the year 1964.  The 260 V8 castings, 
which were essentially identical to the 1963 C3OE-6015-B engine block, 
were marked C4OE-6015-B and, then late in 1964, C4OE-6015-E. This 
latter block continued to be used for the Sunbeam Tiger and as a 260 replace-
ment block after 1964. Note the 5G20 date code above the casting number. 
The assembly date on this block was 5K14, or October 14, 1965.

a b

4A1: Production for 1964 began about September 1963 with engine appearance 
varying from car to car. Here is a sampling: Fairlane V8 (a), Mustang V8 (b), Falcon 
Sprint 260 V8 (c), and 289 HiPo (d). The 1964 260 V8 Comet engine also found its 
way into a few very late 1963 Comets. Mercury acknowledged this fact in its TSB #48 
dated 7/19/63. These engines would have assembly dates of 8/5/63 (3H5) or later. Ac-
cording to Mercury, these motors in 1963 Comets were to be treated as 1964 engines 
as far as parts and service were concerned. This Fairlane 289 HiPo fender emblem (e), 
introduced in 1963, graced Fairlanes for the last time in 1964.

dc

e
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 Valve Train Sections A & B 4B1 4–9

4B1: The 1964 260 head (a) featured im-
proved breathing over its 1963 version by 
using the larger, 1963/early-1964, 289 V8 
intake and exhaust valves. Note the larger 
and closer adjacent valve seats (b), which 
were compatible with the 1.67" intake and 
1.45" exhaust valves, as com pared to those 
in the 1963 head (c), which used the 1.59" 
intake and 1.39" exhaust valves. Since the 
289 valves had a larger stem diameter than 
the previous 221/260 valves, the new 260 

cylinder head valve guides were opened up to accept the larger .340" size (d). Prior to 1964, all 221/260 heads were sized for the 
smaller .310" stem diameter (e). The new 1964 260 V8 head was identified by a casting number C4OE A (f & g) in the same place 
as was used in 1963. Ford never advertised a horsepower increase for the 1964 260 V8, but with the larger valves, it was Ford’s best 
breathing production 260. In addition, other components borrowed from the 289 made it the most reliable.

a

b c

ed

f g

4–8 4A6 Chapter 4 Engine Core

4A6: Not all 1964 engine tags were 
marked 64. The exceptions were 
most 1964 1/2 Mustang tags (a). 
Note this tag’s 65 year. Part of the 
reason was due to the fact that Mus-
tang pro duction bridged the 1964 to 
1965 trans ition. In fact, for registra-
tion pur poses, the 1964 1/2 Mustang 
was consi dered a 1965 car. The 
transi tion from 1964 1/2 Mustang 
D-coded 289 regular-fueled 4Vs to 

1965 A-coded premium-fueled engines was late July 1964 (about August 3, 1964, on Mustang door tags), as indicated by these two 
tags (b). The bottom tag shows a change level of 1, which was associated with all 5-bolt 289 V8s. The top tag shows change level 5, 
which indicated a 6-bolt 289 V8. The date code on both tags was G, or July 1964. There were no tags with change levels 2, 3, or 4, 
as these were all incorporated simultaneously with change level 5. (See Volume II, Appendix A for more details on engine change levels.)

4A7: The pistons on the 289 HiPo were the same as in 1963 (a), until the larger intake valves were installed. Then they were replaced 
with pistons having larger intake valve reliefs (b). The casting number of this new piston was C4OE-6110-A (c). Standard 289 V8 
pistons carried over from 1963 and were marked C3AF-6110. About 3-9-64 they were replaced by pistons with a C4AE-6110-L 
casting number (d). Although ever so slightly different in weight, Ford considered these standard pistons interchangeable.

a b

a b d

c

b
4A9: By 1964, all bolts used to 
hold the flywheel or flex-plate to the 
crankshaft used the large bolt head. 
Flywheel bolts (a) were slightly longer 
than those used with the flex-plate (b).

a
a

4A8: The new vibration damper for the 
260 V8 carried a C4OE-A1 (a) or C4OE-
6316-A2 marking for 1964. With the 260 
switch to the heavier 289 connecting rods, 
the imbalance of the counterweight was 
increased from 24.5 to 26.2 ounce-inches.
The 289 V8 initially carried over with 
C3AE-F and C3AE-6316-G dampers, 

which were replaced around 3-9-64 by a damper marked C4AE-C (b) and C4AE-
6316-D (c). Although the C3AF dampers were imbalanced to 28.1 ounce-inches, and 
both C4AF dampers to 28.2 ounce-inches, Ford considered them all interchangeable.

b

c
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 Valve Train Section B 4B6 4–11

4B3: An external way to distinguish the 
1963/early-1964 289 heads from the late-
1964 289 heads was to look beneath the 
second/seventh spark plug holes. The earlier 
design used a script FoMoCo logo surround-
ed by an oval (a) just as had been done on 
all 1962/63 221/260 heads, whereas the 
late-1964 289 design used a block letter logo 
surrounded by a rectangle (b). The 1964 

260 head remained unchanged all year and used the script FoMoCo logo surrounded by an oval, just like in prior years. 

4B4: The 289 HiPo also received 
the larger intake valve size about 
4-2-64. However, when this oc-
curred, Ford also abandoned 
the old, smaller chamber design 
(a) in favor of the same shape 
and volume as on the standard 
289 V8 heads (b). This change 
dropped the compression ratio 
from an adver tised value of 10.5:1 
to 10.0:1. The advertised rated 
horsepower of 271 remained un-
changed. The new casting num-
ber was C4OE-B, followed a few 
months later by C5OE-A.

4B5: About May 1964, or late into 1964 production, Ford began us-
ing the 1965 cylinder head castings. These carried a C5AE-B casting 
number and a 65 marking in the rocker arm area. Otherwise, the 65 
head was identical to the 64. Note the date code on this 65 head that 
was removed from a late 1964 289 V8. The 4E20 (May 20, 1964) date 
code was still two to three months before the start of 1965 production. 
Machining on these early heads was for a generator vice alternator, so 
one of the accessory mounting holes was not enlarged to 7/16", as it was 
for 1965 production. The same thing occurred with 289 HiPo heads.

4B6: The late 1964 intake valve face measured 1.78" (a). This would be the larg-
est valve installed in a production 289 V8 engine. On the bottom of the valves, 
some had the FoMoCo logo (b) and others did not (c).

a b

ba

a

b c

4–10 4B2 Chapter 4 Valve Train

4B2: The standard 1964 
289 V8 began the year 
using 1963 289 V8 heads 
with the same 1963 cast-
ing number. Only the 
date  codes  changed. 
But in the late February 
(around 2-24-64), the 
289 V8 heads, shown here 
in top (a) and bottom 
(b) views, were revised 
to accept a larger 1.78" 
intake valve. Note the 
difference in combustion 
chamber shape between 
the early 289 (c) and late 
289 (d) heads, though 
the chamber volume re-
mained unchanged. To 
distinguish the new heads, 
Ford marked them with 
a 64 above the date code 
(e) in addition to the 
289 marking (f ). They 
were also marked on the 
bottom side (g) and car-
ried a casting number of 
C4AE C (h).

a b

dc

e g

hf
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in the year. When it was, 
the stamped letter on the 
machined area was J. 

 Induction Sections B & C 4C1 4–13

a

b

e

f g

cd

4C1: Typical intake manifolds used in 1964 were: the 260 V8 (a) with casting 
number C4OE-9425-A (b); the 289 2V (c) marked C4AE-9425-B (d), and later, 
C4AE-9425-C (e); and the 289 4V/HiPo (f) with a C4OE-9425-B number (g). 
All the 1964 castings included a stamped letter on the machined 
area near the casting number (see blow-ups). For engines with 
PCV valves, this stamped letter matched the last letter of the 
casting number. Of the C4 casting, only the 260’s continued 
long enough in production to be used with road draft tubes late 

4–12 4B7 Chapter 4 Valve Train

4B7: The following pho-
tos summarize the combus-
tion chamber shapes and 
valve sizes. The 1962/63 
260 used 1.59"/1.39" in-
take/exhaust valves (a). For 
1964, the 260 was fitted 
with 1.67"/1.45" valves (b). 
The early 1964 standard 
289 2V/4V head was a car-
ryover from 1963 and used 
the 1.67"/1.45" valves (c). 
About 2-24-64, the cham-
ber shape was modified for 
the larger 1.78" intake valve 
(d). The early 1964 289 
HiPo head was also a car-
ryover from 1963 (e), and 
also  used the 1.67"/1.45" 
valve sizes. About 4-2-64, 
the larger 1.78" intake valve 
was used and the chamber 
shape was identical to that 
of the standard late 1964 
289 (d).dc

a b

4B8: All valve train com-
ponents other than valves were 
repeats from 1963. However, 
in August/September 1963, 
or just after 1964 production 
began, the camshaft thrust 
plate was changed to accept 
hex-head “place” bolts (a), vice 
the clutch-head counter sink 
screws used previously. Since 
the new bolts could interfere 
with the older C3OE-6256-A 

sprocket (b), a new C3OE-6256-C  (c) sprocket 
was introduced. The difference was in the diameter of the center hub. Note the larger diam-
eter of the earlier sprocket (d) in comparison to the new sprocket (e). However, making the 
hub smaller to clear the bolts meant giving up some contact surface with the thrust plate, 
as shown by the difference in distances between each set of arrows.

a

c d e

b

e

!

!

!

!
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 Induction Section C 4C5 4–15

4C4: Engines with PCV valves had the rear exit hole cast closed (a). On the underside, the machining for the baffle was not done 
(b). If a road draft tube was used, the hole was machined (c) and baffle installed (d), just as had been done in 1963. The road draft 
tube was reintroduced in states that allowed them (all except California and New York) about May 25, 1964 ( June 1, 1964 for 
Comets). Since 1965 intake manifold castings were introduced at about the same time, most of the 1964 road draft tube systems 
on 289 engines (excluding HiPos) were actually installed on C5AE-9425-D (2V) or C5OE-9425-A (4V) manifolds. So, in late 1964 
production a paradox existed where some 1964 engines were incorporating 1965 intake manifolds while at the same time borrowing 
1963 road draft tube systems. For example, a late 1964½ Mustang 289 4V could have a 289 4V intake manifold with a 1965 casting 
number, a 1963-style small block V8 timing chain cover with oil filler tube, and a 1963 road draft tube, and be perfectly original! 
The key to correctness was the date code on the intake manifold (see facing page), casting number and year stamping in the timing 
chain cover (see page 4–45 ), and the type of valve covers installed (see page 4–39).

a c

db

a b

4C5: The bolts attaching the in take manifold 
to the cylinder heads were changed at the be-
ginning of the year. The new bolts included 
a soft metal washer that helped seal the bolt 
hole (a). The 1962/63 bolts (b) had used a 
lock washer instead.

4–14 4C2 Chapter 4 Induction

4C2: Toward the end of the production year, or about May 1964, other intake 
manifolds showed up on 1964 engines. They carried C5 casting numbers and were 
generally associated with 1965 engines. However, these early C5 manifolds were 
machined identically to their 1964 counterparts and were authentic on late 1964 
engines. Note the casting number and date code on this original 1964 Comet 289 
4V (a). Though carrying a C5OE-9425-A number, the May 21, 1964 date code of 
4E21 (b) places the manifold in the 1964 model year. Also note the small tempera-
ture sender hole, which was consistent with the other 1964 intake manifolds. The 
letter stamped into the machined area was also B (c), just like the C4OE-9425-B 
manifold. (The B in this case is only half visible due to a poor factory stamping.) 
Date codes as early as 4D29 have been found. Another manifold (d), carrying a 
4F19 date code (e), was stamped with a G (f). This manifold was used on non-
emission reduction engines and had the rear area (g) machined for a road draft tube. 
Both manifolds were also used on 289 HiPos. (See Appendix E for more information 
in intake manifold stamped letters.)

a e

c

b

d

f

g

b

4C3: The runner passageway and riser size on the 1964 
289 2V intake manifold (a) were initially unchanged 
from 1963. Then, in mid-1964 production, the risers 
were opened up a bit more from 19/16" to 15/8" (b). The 
1964 260 V8 intake manifold’s runner passageway and 
riser size remained unchanged from 1963, and were sig-
nificantly smaller than the 289’s.

a
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 Induction Section C 4C8 4–17

a b

d e

c

4C8: The new 2V choke system featured a piston mechanism (a) which controlled choke plate pull-down on start and during cold 
engine acceleration. Later in the year, a revised design (b) appeared, which continued into 1965. Though both engaged the spring 
through a forked lever (c) and were similar in appearance, each component between designs was different. The earlier design (d) 
lacked a shield to move over the inlet hole. This led to uneven heating of the thermal spring. In worst case situations, the direct heat 
led to premature bi-metal spring failure. The revised design (e) shielded the spring when the choke was fully open. Even the nylon 
cam of the earlier design (f) differed on the revised system (g). Note that the revised design incorporated a C-clamp (arrow). This 
kept the shaft from shifting inward and jamming the nylon cam. The cam had to be completely free so as to easily drop under the 
weight of the linkage when the choke was “set” under cold engine start conditions. To incorporate the C-clamp, the nylon cam was 
narrowed, thus creating a compatibility issue—improper cam selection could result in clearance problems.

f g

!

4–16 4C6 Chapter 4 Induction

4C6: The 1964 2V carburetor (a) may have looked 
a lot like the 1963 2V, but significant changes had 
been made. One of these was the use of larger 
threaded jets (b), shown on the right. The size 
change meant that jets were not compatible between 
carburetors carrying a C3 and prior tag number, and 
those with tags C4 and after. This applied to the 4V 
carburetors as well.

4C7: Another significant difference for 1964 on 2V carburetors occurred in the choke system (a) and was easily distinguished by 
the downward canting choke inlet extension. In addition, the choke caps featured new thermal springs (b) which were specific to the 
type transmission installed. To distinguish between automatics and manuals, Ford marked each cap. Caps for automatic transmis-

sions were marked  TO 
(c & d), while the caps 
for manual transmis-
sions carried the letters 
TK or TN (e & f ). 
The cap and choke 
components were pro-
tected by a new, one-
piece shield (g), which 
incorpo rated provi-
sions for holding the 
heater hose. The heater 
hose helped retard the 
closing of the choke 
during short stops, 
thereby improv ing 
warm engine restarts.a

b

a

g

d fb

c e

1962/63 1964/69
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 Induction Section C 4C11 4–19

4C11: Late in the 1964 
production year, the 2V 
carburetors (a) were once 
again revised with signifi-
cant changes. Mercury, in 
its 1964 TSB #51 dated 
7/17/64, indicated these 
c h a n g e s  o c c u r r e d  o n 
4/15/64; however, actual 
carburetor tags confirmed 
that the changes occurred 
several months earlier. The 
most visible of the changes 
was in the accelerator hous-
ing (b). The accelerator 
housing was simplified to 
use a small red colored rub-
ber diaphragm (c) called 
an Elastomer valve. This 

change resulted in a smaller housing and a shorter accelerator pump-to-throttle rod (d) 
as compared to the earlier carburetor. Though the same accelerator return spring (e) 
from the earlier carburetor (f) was used in the new housing, Ford warned via TSB #42, 
Article 9501 dated 7/20/64, not to install the spring improperly. If the small end was 
erroneously installed against the Elastomer, the valve would not work and hesitation on 
acceleration would occur. Other changes on the new 2V carburetor were also in evidence. 
The fuel inlet eliminated the brass fitting and screen in favor of a direct connection to 
the carburetor (g). The tube fitting was machined as part of the carbu retor body (h). 
The vacuum advance connection also eliminated the brass fitting (i).

a

b

c

e

fih

g

d

4–18 4C9 Chapter 4 Induction

4C9: All components of the piston choke system were new (a), and not interchangeable with previous choke systems. The new 
fast idle cam associated with the new piston type choke was larger than those used before (b). Note the increased distance between 
the rod hole and the pivot hole on this side-by-side comparison. The older cam is on the left. Associated with this change was the 
use of a longer fast idle cam lever (c). The new lever included a longer screw to compensate for the extra lever length. The new 

fast idle levers were notched near the attachment hole 
for reasons not understood. After a couple of years, 
the notches were eliminated (d) (see arrows). Other 
changes included a new choke plate lever rod, which 
was adjustable at the top by means of a small brass 
adjuster (e).

a b

4C10: Fuel bowl vents on all 289 V8s (a) were open (b). The year began with 260 V8 carburetors still using restricted vents (c), 
but toward the end of year, more and more 260 V8s were using the open vents.

a b c

edc

! !
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 Induction Section C 4C14 4–21

4C14: The 289 HiPo carburetor (a) remained unchanged from late 1963 and still carried the C3OF-AJ carburetor tag (b). Note the 
3LA date code, which was a couple of months into 1964 production. This carburetor was used on the Fairlane until about April/June 
1964. Note the choke arrangement on this photo taken from a March 1964 issue of CARS magazine (c) showing a 1964 Fairlane 
HiPo. The late transition of the 289 HiPo to a manual choke carburetor took just long enough for the automatic choke feature to 
wind up on some early 19641/2 Mustangs, particularly a few factory-prepared promotional cars. Note that this photo (d), taken from 
SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC’s September 1964 issue, shows the automatic choke on a California Mustang (closed venti lation system). 
Note also that the valve covers were not chrome plated (probably Fairlane gold), but that the air cleaner was. Also, the generator 

had a small pulley vice the larger one. These features lend cred-
ibility to the speculation that this engine was not in a production 
configuration. HiPos were also factory installed in 1964 Comets 

by special order. The 
one pic tured (e) is the 
actual carburetor used 
on one of the Day-
tona 100,000 Mile 
Dur ability Comets. 
Mer cury also installed 
HiPos in its African 
Safari Comets (f ), 
as seen in this photo 
from a May 1964 
issue of HOT ROD 
magazine.

a
b

d
c

e f

4–20 4C12 Chapter 4 Induction

quency of disconnected choke hoses (from forgetting to reconnect to air cleaners) and resultant fouling of the choke mechanism. The 
new air horn (b) also incorporated a casting boss (arrow) to provide metal to metal contact at the air cleaner mounting stud hole, 
where none had existed before (c). This step minimized choke plate binding, due to air horn deflection, and assured proper choke 

4C12: At the top of the carburetor, a new air horn was incorporated. The choke air pickup tube, 
previously associated with the air cleaner, was relocated to the air horn (a). This reduced the fre-

operation. The air horn gasket was appropriately cut to clear the casting boss. 
Concerning the air cleaner mounting stud, two lengths (d) were again used in 
1964. The long stud mounted the standard 14" Fairlane type air cleaner. The 
shorter stud was used on the low profile air cleaners (Falcon Sprints and 289 
HiPos), and also with the new 17" Mustang air cleaner.

a c

b

d

dence of repaired damage from a front end collision. The car had several front engine 
components with 1965/66 date codes, indicating a possible repair in early 1966. The 
replacement carburetor was identical in design to other 1966 production carburetors, 
but included restricted fuel vents (b). Note the unusual tag (c) with the AUTOLITE 
name and star. The 5LC date code indicates a manufacture date in the third week of 
November 1965. This was just a couple of months into the 1966 production year.

4C13: After 1964, Ford 
continued to supply re-
placement carburetors. 
Most were serviced by 
substituting a current 
production carburetor 
for the old one. One 
not able exception was for 
the 260 V8. Perhaps due 
to the Sunbeam Tiger, 
Ford con tinued to manu-
facture the C4OF-AM 
carbu retor into at least 
1966. One such carbure-
tor (a) was found on a 
1964 Fairlane with evi-

c

a

b

!
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 Induction Section C 4C17 4–23

4C16: The first regular-fueled 289 4V carburetor (a) was used on the 1964 Comet. This carburetor was much like the C3OF-AJ 
289 HiPo carburetor, including in its venturi diameter of 1.12" (insert); however, it did use smaller jetting and different calibra-

tion. These early Comet carburetors carried tag numbers 
of C4GF-D, C4GF-E (b), C4GF-AA, or C4GF-AB, and 
featured large 1 9/16” throttle bores. A visual way to identify 
early Comet 4V carburetors was to look for the absence of 
an idle compensator valve on the back of the air horn (c) 
and the presence of a magnet to hold the choke plate closed 
(d). In contrast, 289 HiPo carburetors lacked the choke 
magnet, while 1964 Ford/Mercury big block 4Vs used 

both the choke 
mag net and the 
idle compensa-
tor. Another in-
terest ing item 
used on the 1964 
289 4V Comet 
car bur etor was 
the power valve 
cover. Found on 
big block 4Vs as 
well, some cov ers 
were made out 
of thin stamp ed 
steel. Only found 
in 1964, the thin 
cover, shown on 
the r ight (e) , 
requir ed special, 
shorter screws. If 
the longer screws 
were mistakenly 
used, they would 
bottom out be-
fore the cover 
was held tightly.

a b

ec

4C17: By the time the Mustang made its appearance on 
the scene in March/April 1964, all of the regular-fueled 
289 4V carburetors had switched a newer design, which 
featured the smaller accelerator housing design, piston 
type choke mechanism, 1 7/16" throttle bores, and 1.08" 
venturi diameters (insert).

d

4–22 4C15 Chapter 4 Induction

a c

4C15: The manual choke 289 
HiPo carburetors (a) debuted 
about April 1964. Like the auto-
matic choke version, these HiPos 
were probably installed in some 
factory promotional Mustangs. 
It is likely that one of these was 
featured by HOT ROD magazine 
in their April 1964 issue (b). In 
the photo, the smaller accelerator 
housing was visible, which was 
a distinguishing feature of 289 
HiPo manual choke carburetors. 
Note the non-chrome-plated air 
cleaner and valve covers (probably 
Fairlane gold), plus the black oil 
filler cap. This was a Dearborn 
Mustang with the open venti-

lation system. One of the new carburetors carried stamped number of C4OF-AL (c) and corresponding tag (d). Note the date code 
of 4DE, or the fifth week in April 1964. The carburetor was on an early June Mustang. Other tags were C4OF-AT, C4OF-BT, and 
C4OF-BU. The manual choke (e) was cable controlled from inside the car. Note that the passageway for the choke inlet was not 
machined, nor was the forward choke housing mounting boss (arrows). Adjustment of the choke plate was accomplished at the top 
of the choke control rod (f) and incorporated a spring to allow choke pulldown during start.

e f

db

!

!
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 Induction Section C 4C20 4–25

transmission (a) and the Fairlane 260 V8 with Fordomatic (b) remained the same as in 1963. However, the Fairlane 289 2V received 
the new C4 auto matic which necessitated a bellcrank assembly with a new kickdown lever arrangement (c). (For Fairlanes, C4 au-
tomatics were teamed only with 289 V8s, and Fordomatics only with 260 V8s and all 6-cylinders.)

4C20: The throttle linkage for the 1964 Fairlane V8 with manual 

about 2/17/64. The new 2V spacer’s casting number was 
C4AE-9A589-D (a). It was identical to the 1963 289 V8 
spacer, except the bore size was opened up to a full 1 5/8" 
vice 1 9/16". New 4V spacers also showed up in 1964. Ford 
indicated the C3OE-9A589-E spacer was carryover over 
until about 2/17/64, however, it appears a new spacer with 
revised PCV routing (see arrows) to the front primary bores 
(b) for improved ventilation showed up sooner than that. 
This spacer carried a casting number of C4OE-9A589-A (c). 
When Ford reverted back to road draft tubes in May, two 
new spacers were released. The C4OE-9A589-E (d) spacer 
was used with PCV valve and the rear boss was open. The 
C4OE-9A589-F (e) spacer was used with road draft tube 
and the rear boss was closed. When road draft tubes were 
discontinued in March 1965, Ford reverted back to the 

4C19: In 1964, 
260 carburetor 
spacers were the 
same as in 1963. 
The 289 spac-
ers were initially 
unchanged until a

b

c

d

e

a

b
c

"

#

$

"

$

#

C4OE-9A589-A spacer and provided a rubber cap and clamp for servicing 
road draft tube applications. (See photo 3C22, page 3–32 for rear bosses.)

4–24 4C18 Chapter 4 Induction

4C18: The late 1964 4V featured the smaller accelerator housing design and piston type choke mechanism (a). The one shown 
here, stamped C4ZF-C (b), was an early 1964 1/2 Mustang carburetor. Others, used on both Mustangs and Comets were C4GF-AE, 
C4GF-AF, C4GF-AZ and C4GF-BA. These carburetors all used the revised fast idle cam and lever (c), shown on the left. This was sig-

nificant because the secondary throttle shaft had to be changed to allow 
the fast idle lever blocking feature to work. This feature prevented the 
secondaries from opening up until the primaries were opened and also 
forced the secondaries to close on sudden deceler ation. Note the thin-
ner top section of the new secondary throttle shaft (d), shown on the 
left. This shaft was stamped O. The old shaft was stamped X. Another 
special feature of this newly designed 289 4V carburetor was its smaller 
throttle bores (e). For the first time, an Autolite model 4100 carburetor 
was being produced with 17/16" throttle bores vice 19/16". On top of 
the carburetor, two different air cleaner mounting studs were used. The 
Mustang, with its standard, low profile air cleaner, used the short stud 

(f). It was the same 
as the one used on 
the 289 HiPo and 
Falcon Sprint. The 
Comet used the 
longer stud since it 
retained the stan-
dard, Fairlane-type 
air cleaner, even 
when  equ ipped 
with the regular-
fue led  289 4V. 
These later carbure-
tors did not use the 
magnet to hold the 
choke plate closed 
like the earlier 1964 
289 4V carburetors 
with 1 9/16" diam-
eter throttle bores.

a

b

cd

e f

Late
Early

Late Early
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 Induction Section C 4C23 4–27

4C22: The Fairlane 289 HiPo with manual transmission 
continued to use the same link as in 1963 (a). This link was 
about 1/4" longer than that used with the 2V (b) to compen-
sate for the difference in carburetor location. Later in the 
year, or about February 1964, when the Fairlane 289 HiPo 
C4 automatic was introduced, the adjustable link was also 
lengthened in comparison to the 2V link (c).

4C23: The Comet 289 4V used the same 
link for either automatic or manual trans-
missions (a). Though shaped very similarly 
to the Fairlane 289 HiPo link, the Comet 
link was about 1/4" longer (b). The longer 
length gave an increased throttle response 
with some of the earlier Comet 4V carbu-
retors and generated some customer com-
plaints of too fast a rate of acceleration for 
comfortable driving in heavy traffic. Mercury 
responded in TSB #13 dated 12/6/63 and 
authorized replacement of the stock link with 
a Fairlane 2V adjustable link (c). This link 
was to be adjusted to 5" between centers (1/4" 
less than the stock fixed-length link).

a

b

b a

c

c

Fairlane 
HiPo

2V

Fairlane 
HiPo

2V

Fairlane 
HiPo

Comet
4V

4–26 4C21 Chapter 4 Induction

a b c

d f

4C21: The Falcon and Comet linkages for manual transmissions 
were identical to the Fairlane’s, except for the vertical link attaching 
point (a) (see arrows). The Falcon/Comet linkage incorporated a ball 

type connection (b), whereas the Fairlane linkage used a hole (c). Comet linkage for automatics differed from the Falcon’s in 1964 
because of the differences in automatic transmission application. Falcons used only the two-speed Fordomatic and its linkage (d) 
was the same as in 1963, except for the ball type connection already mentioned. The Fordomatic kickdown rod was of fixed length, 
so adjustment was done at the link to the carburetor (e). On the other hand, Comets used only the new three-speed C4 automatic 
(regardless of the type V8 installed), which incorporated a different transmission kickdown cam (f) to mate with a new adjustable 
kickdown rod. A small spring kept the kickdown rod retracted, except under full acceleration conditions. Since the kick down rod 
was adjustable, there was no need for an adjustable link to the carburetor, so a new fixed-length link was used (g). This same link 
was also used for manual transmissions on both the Comet and Falcon. Why a new fixed-length link was used instead of the Fairlane 
link can only be speculated. In a side-by-side comparison of the Falcon/Comet and Fairlane 2V fixed-length links (h), both measured 
the same 4 3/4" distance between extended centers, but the new link used less overall rod length. Whatever the reason was for its use, 
Ford eventually discontinued the Falcon/Comet link and used the Fairlane link as its replacement.

h

g

Falcon &
Comet

Fairlanee

!
!
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 Induction Section C 4C27 4–29

4C26: The Mustang throt-
tle linkage (a) was greatly 
sim plified and contained 
no Fairlane or Galaxie style 
bellcrank assembly. Instead, 
a long, S-shaped link oper-
ated the throttle directly 
off of the gas pedal rod. For 
automatics, Ford used only 
the C4 transmission and 
employed a new bellcrank 

assembly (b) to activate an adjustable kickdown rod. 
The bellcrank was rotated by contact with the long, 
S-shaped link at near full throttle conditions. The 
Mustang kickdown return spring (c) attached to a 
bracket mounted on the left valve cover (d). This 
bracket was the same one used on the 1963 Galaxie as 
a throttle return spring bracket. The Mustang throttle 
link return spring (e) attached to a bracket mounted 
at the left aft carburetor stud. This bracket, part num-

ber C5ZZ-9741-A, was painted black (f) and was replaced as a running change by a differently designed bracket (g), part number 
C5ZZ-9741-D. Both had 1964 engineering numbers, indicating that the change ocurred early in 1965 production.

4C27: The Mustang 
4V linkage set-up (a) 
was exactly the same 
as for the 2V, except 
for a special throttle 
re turn spring bracket 
(b). The bracket al-
lowed the 2V throttle 
return spring (c) to 
be used. Since the rod 
to the carburetor was 
the same as the 2V’s, 
the S-bend wound 
up being about 1/4" 
more for ward. How-
ever, the trans mission 
kick down rod was ad-
justable, so its length 
could be increased to 
realign the linkage.

a b

dc

e f g

b

ca

4–28 4C24 Chapter 4 Induction

4C24: The full-sized Ford 
linkage varied depending 
on application. The linkage 
used with a manual trans-
mission or the C4 auto matic 
was exactly like that of the 
Fairlane, except in one de-
tail. A plate was tack welded 
to the bottom of the link-
age (a) to elevate it slightly 
(b). The Fairlane linkage is 
shown for com parison (c). 
However, this linkage was 
not used if the full-sized 
Ford retained the 1963-type Cruise-O-Matic. In this case, Ford used similar 
linkage to that used in late 1963 (d). Note the support brace between the 

linkage and 
carbu retor 
mounting 
stud. This 
brace was 
d e s i g n e d 
to correct a 
1963 pro-
blem with 
accelerator 
buzz.

a b

c

d

4C25: The following is a quick visual comparison 
among the many links used with the Fairlane-style 
bellcrank linkage:

(a) Fairlane/full-sized Ford 2V with manual 
trans mission (about 4 3/4" center-to-center)

(b) Fairlane HiPo with manual transmission 
(about 5" center-to-center)

(c) Fairlane 2V with Fordomatic/C4 automatic, 
full-sized Ford with C4 automatic, Falcon 
with Fordomatic (adjusted to approximately 
4 3/4"). Optional on Comet 4V (adjusted to 
approximately 5")

(d) Fairlane HiPo with C4 automatic (adjusted 
to approx imately 5")

(e) Falcon/Comet 2V with manual transmission 
or C4 automatic (about 4 3/4" center-to-
center)

(f) Comet 4V with manual transmission or C4 
automatic (about 51/4" center-to-center).
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 Induction Section C 4C29 4–31

4C29: The standard air cleaner for 1964 (a) was much like that of 1963, but contained some important differences. The bottom 
side stamping of the 1964 air cleaner (b) was revised (arrow) to fit over the Autolite 4V carburetor (c) and was used on both 4V 
and 2V engines. Actual introduction of the 1964 style air cleaner occurred in late 1963 production. These late 1963 air cleaners, 
like their late 1964 counterparts, did not include the small choke pickup tube typically found on 1964 air cleaners before about 

April 1964. The remainder of the 1964 air cleaners did in-
cluded the choke pickup tube (d),  which was tack welded 
to the bottom, and protruded just inside the air filter’s inner 
diameter (e). Some, but not all, 1964 and up air cleaners re-
ceived a date stamping on the bottom (f) indicating when the 
air cleaner was manufactured. The 4B shown here represents 
February 1964. Details on air cleaners varied widely. Take 
for example the air inlet (g); some had a punched out hole 
with a baffle behind it (h), and some lacked baffles (i). Other 
air cleaners had large, cut out oval inlets with baffles ( j), 
while some, again, lacked the baffles (k). (The baffles were 
tack welded to the top of the air cleaner body, so it was pos-

sible to confirm the 
original ity of the 
air cleaners with out 
baffles by looking 
for the tack weld 
marks. None were 
found on the non-
baffled air clean ers, 
confirming that the 
baffles had never 
been installed.)

a

b f

j

ki

h

g

d e

!

c

4–30 4C28 Chapter 4 Induction

4C28: The choke air source 
came from filtered air inside 
the air cleaner via a choke 
pickup tube (a), which con-
nected to a rubber hose (b). 
Note the cracking of this 
original hose from its many 
years of service. Choke sys-
tems drawing air off the 
air cleaner continued until 
about April 1964. Then 
the pickup source switched 
to the carburetor air horn 
and the air cleaner pickup 

edc

a b

f g h

i

j

fine metal screen (j). Ford never explained the reason for this change; however, since the Sprint closed ventilation system bypassed 
the air filter and vented crankcase fumes directly into the center of the air cleaner where the choke pickup tube was located, Ford was 
probably concerned with raw oil vapors entering the hot choke exhaust manifold heating chamber.

clip (h) that minimized tube vibration. On Falcon Sprints with closed ventilation systems 
(California cars), Ford did not connect the choke to the low profile air cleaner. Instead, 
a small filter was installed on top of the steel inlet tube (i). The filter consisted of a very 

tube was either eliminated or capped. Since the 
Mustang was introduced about the time of the 
transition, only the earliest of the Mustang air 
cleaners incorporated the choke pickup tube (c) 
for the hose to slip over (d). The rubber hose 
routed the choke air into a steel tube (e), which 
carried the air to the bottom of the right exhaust 
manifold for heating (f ). Note that the tube 
was specially designed to go around the angled 
heating duct (g). Once heated, the air returned 
through an insulated tube just like in 1963. The 
new inlet tube was supported by a small S-shaped 
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 Induction Section C 4C31 4–33

4C31: For California engines, closed ventilation systems (a) were mandatory as of 1/1/64. For that state, a spout was incorporated 
into the front for both the standard 14" (b) and Mustang 17" (c) air cleaners. Attached to the spout was a rubber hose that ran to 
the oil breather cap. Corbin ring clamps (d) secured the hose to the spout. For reasons unknown, some California closed ventilation 
air cleaners were sloppily repainted flat black inside and out. The repainting was done with the mixing duct already attached. Other 
California closed ventilation air cleaners were painted black just on the inside. Whether this was done at the factory or dealership 
remains a mystery. California law went even further in tackling the smog problem, specifying that all 1962/64 engines be equipped 
with a PCV valve. In addition, cars sold after 1/1/64 were required to have a closed ventilation system prior to sale. Other cars had 
to incorporate closed systems on a schedule determined by license plate number. By October 1965, all engines were required to have 
closed systems incorporated, if registered in California. The fitting shown here (e) was typical of those added almost anywhere on 
the air cleaner to comply with the mandate. In addition to the standard air cleaners, the low profile air cleaners on the 289 HiPos 
and Falcon Sprints (f) were required to have the system in California. The spout was on the top (g) for the first part of the year and 
quite unsightly. Later in the year, Ford moved the spout to the underside of the air cleaner (h).

a b

edc

f h

g

4–32 4C30 Chapter 4 Induction

4C30: The Mustang air cleaner was of a special low pro-
file design mandated by low hood clearance (a). A special 
shortened, angled duct was also used. Great contro-
versy surrounds the originality of Fairlane type 14" air 
cleaners on early Mustangs. In fact, some Mustangs did 
have the taller 14" air cleaner as this photo, taken from 
POPULAR HOT RODDING’s May 1964 issue, shows 
(b). But a more detailed close-up of this same car (c), 
clearly shows that the Mustang was a pre-production car. 
Note the valve cover with 64 289 marked on it. Hood rib 
clearance over the air cleaner mixing duct was essentially 
non-existent with this arrangement and the photo shows 
the flattening (arrow) done on the air cleaner’s mixing 
duct to obtain the needed clearance. Other Ford factory 
photos of pre-production Mustangs, including this one 
(d) with a VIN of 5S08F100000 (insert), clearly showed 
Ford’s intent to use the 17" air cleaner right from the 
start. Few cars, if any, are believed to have come from the 
factory with the incorrect air cleaner. Even Ford’s first 
production Mustang (VIN 5F08F100001), as shown in 
MUSTANG MONTHLY magazine’s October 1983 issue, 
and currently part of the Henry Ford Museum collection, 
has the correct and intended Mustang air cleaner installed 
(e). (Photos c & d courtesy of Ford. Photo e courtesy of Les 
Newcomer.)

a b

e

c

d

!
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The same number was also found on a 
pump dated C4 or March 1964 (d).

 Induction Section C 4C34 4–35

4C33: The Mustang 17" air cleaner used the same decals as 
the standard 14" air cleaner, as shown in this photo taken from 
ROAD & TRACK ’s August 1964 issue (a). Note that the air 
cleaner includes the AUTOLITE SPARK PLUGS decal on top, 
CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM decal on the front side, 
USE GENUINE FoMoCo REPLACEMENT PARTS decal on 
the left side, and the small FRONT decal all the way forward. 
This was by no means the only decal placement arrangement. 
Sometimes the FRONT decal was deleted, and the CRANK-
CASE VENTILATION SYSTEM decal might be located on 
the air cleaner’s side or on its top lid. Note the variety of decals 
on some pre-production Mustangs (b & c). There are reports 
that some very late Mustang 260 V8 air cleaners received 260 
CUBIC INCHES decals on top (d), much like the reproduction 
one shown here. On the other hand, no 289 CUBIC INCHES 
4V REGULAR FUEL decals have been discovered and none are 
believed to have existed.

4C34: The fuel pump and fuel line for 1964 (a) were identical to those used 
in 1963, and the same between HiPos and non-HiPos. However, the fuel pump 
numbers on the flange continued to increase in sequence. One pump used earlier 
in the year was marked 3734S (b) with an L3 (c) for a November 1963 date code. 

a

b

c d

b c

da

4–34 4C32 Chapter 4 Induction

a c

b

decals were winding up on the left side rather than the top, as shown in this photo taken from MOTOR TREND ’s January 1964 
issue (b). Generally at the rear and on the side was a USE GENUINE FOMOCO REPLACEMENT PARTS decal (c), as well. These 
two decals are reproductions. A second type of USE GENUINE FoMoCo REPLACEMENT PARTS can be seen on this air cleaner 
(d) taken from a reprint of a Ford factory photo. This same decal has been seen on low profile air cleaners on late 1964 289 HiPos. 
Comet Cyclones received another decal, as shown in a revised edition of Mercury’s 1964 Comet sales catalog (e). The decal was 
colored bright red, white, and blue, and is currently in reproduction (f). Falcon Sprint, Fairlane and Mustang 289 HiPo low profile 
air cleaners continued with the same decals as found in 1963, as this Fairlane 289 HiPo photo taken from CARS’ March 1964 issue 
shows (g). A close-up of reproductions (h) shows a typical—but not the only—decal placement. 

4C32: Air cleaner decals on standard 14" air cleaners were much 
as they were in 1963, as shown in this photo (a) taken from MO-
TOR TREND ’s July 1964 issue. However, as the model year pro-
gressed, more and more CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM f

d

g h

e
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 Exhaust Section D 4D2 4–37

4D2: Initially, the 289 HiPo exhaust manifolds were unchanged for 1964, except for date codes. The C3OE-9430-C manifold (a) 
shown here carries an L113 date code (b), which decodes as November 11, 1963. The left side manifold carries the casting number 
C3OE-9431-B (c). Note its L123 date code (d), which places it one day later than the right side manifold. Both came from the same 
engine. When the 289 HiPo switched to the manual choke carburetor about April 1964, Ford released a new right side manifold (e) 
with a casting number of C4ZE-9430-A (f). As with past HiPo exhaust manifolds, determining date codes was very difficult. This 
one appears to be E64 for May 1964. Note that in each case, date coding of HiPo exhaust manifolds was not the Ford standard. The 
major design difference with the new right side manifold was the elimination of the choke heating chamber boss (g), where one had 
existed earlier (h) (see arrow). Otherwise the manifold castings were very similar.

a c
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4–36 4D1 Chapter 4 Exhaust

a b

c

d

e

f
4D1: The standard Fairlane (a) and Comet/Falcon 
(b) left exhaust manifolds were carryovers from 1963. 
Note the 1964 date codes. However, the right exhaust 
manifold (c), which carried a C4OE-9430-A casting 
number (d), was new for 1964. (Some of these new 
right manifolds did get into a few very late 1963 
Comets that received 1964 engines. See Volume II, 
Appendix J, page J–7.) The new right exhaust mani-
fold featured a casting change to allow a tube adaptor 
to fit into the bottom of the heating chamber (e). 
The tube adaptor was part of Ford’s new improved 
choke filtering system that drew air from inside the 
air cleaner. Note the widening of the casting to ac-
commodate the adaptor. Another small change to the 
manifold was the replacement of the stud holding 
the air cleaner’s angled duct in place. The new stud, 
shown on the right (f), had a thicker center section. 
This same stud would be used through 1967. The 
1963 stud is on the left.
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 Ventilation Sections E & F 4F2 4–39

4F2: California legislation mandated closed style ventilation systems after 1/1/64. Shown here is the system installed with a standard 
14" air cleaner (a) and a 17" Mustang air cleaner (b). (See next page for another oil cap used with closed systems on Mustangs.)

4F1: The standard open style ventilation system oil caps (a) remained unchanged from 1963, though most sported a decal, including 
chrome-plated caps (which were found on the Falcon Sprints, Comet Cyclones, most Mustang HiPos, and perhaps even a few late 
1964 Fairlane HiPos). For engines with a PCV valve, the oil cap was installed on the left valve cover (b). If the engine used a road 
draft tube, the draft tube was attached to the intake manifold (c) and oil cap installed on the timing chain oil filler pipe (d), just as 
it had been in 1962/63. In 1964, this road draft system was installed on some engines after about May 25, 1964 (late 1964 produc-
tion), and could be found on 260 and 289 V8s, including 4Vs, but the system was not compatible with the 289 HiPo.

a b

dc

a b

4–38 4E1 Chapter 4 Lubrication

4E1: Comets switched from oil “idiot” lights in 
1963 to oil pressure gauges in 1964. The extender 
for the oil sender was the same as the one used on 
1962/63 Meteors.

4E2: In 1964, as in 1963, a black painted full-
sized filter with yellow stamping (a) came on 
all new Fords. Rotunda oil filters (b & c) were 
standard Ford replacements after the black fac-
tory originals were changed on the first servicing. 
Note that these replacement oil filters included 
a date code. The 1263 repre sented December 
1963, or early 1964 production. Here is an origi-
nal Rotunda replacement oil filter still installed 
on one of Mercury’s 100,000 Mile Durability 
Comets when photographed in 1983 (d).

c

d
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 Ventilation Section F 4F6 4–41

4F5: In late 1964 production, perhaps about April, Ford revised the California low profile air cleaner (a) to move the ventilation 
hose connection to the air cleaner base (b). A short section of hose (c) connected to an oil cap with a straight spout (d).

were, from left to right, C3TE-6A666-B, C4AE-6A666-A, C4ZE-6A666-A1 and C4ZE-6A666-A2. In 1967, 
a Ford service replacement PCV valve (c) became available for all previous 1964 valves. It carried the stamped 
number C7AE-6A666-B. (See the next page for the internal differences between these PCV valves.)

4F6: PCV valves for 1964, were installed 
in the right valve cover and threaded into 
a brass elbow (a). A formed hose carried 
the fumes to the carburetor spacer. Four 
different styles of PCV valves (b) were in 
use during 1964. The stamped numbers 

a

a

b

c

b d

c

4–40 4F3 Chapter 4 Ventilation

4F3: The California-mandated closed ventilation systems required special oil caps. These caps were distinguished by what was 
generally called a spout. The most common closed ventilation oil cap used with standard air cleaners was a large component with 
an upturned spout (a). On top of the cap was usually a traditional decal (b), though some caps might have escaped the factory 
without the decal. Under the decal was the standard FoMoCo logo (c). The Mustang oil cap (d), which was narrower and taller, was 
designed to be used with the larger 17" air cleaner. This is confirmed by the presence of the taller cap in a Ford factory photo of a 
pre-production Mustang (e). However, junkyard research indicates that some Mustangs did use the wider cap—probably due to the 
high, early production rate of the Mustang which outstripped the supply of tall Mustang oil filler caps.

a b c

ed

4F4: Initially, low profile air cleaner closed ventilation systems used the same cap as 
standard air cleaners (a). For Falcon Sprints, the caps were chrome plated (b). For 
Fairlane HiPos, the caps were black. Both usually had decals. Early air cleaners incor-
po rated the spout on the top (c), a method quickly dropped for its unsightliness.a

b c
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4–42 4F7 Chapter 4 Ventilation

4F7: The four different 1964 PCV valves represented two dif-
ferent designs. The C3TE-6A666-B and C4AE-6A666-A valves 
(left two) were an early “orifice” type design which Ford quickly 
abandoned because of its susceptibility to becoming clogged. The 
second two, C4ZE-6A666-A1 and C4ZE-6A666-A2 (two shown 
on right), were of different “jiggle pin” designs. Because air flow 
through these valves was more streamlined, the blow-by gases had 
less tendency to collect inside the valve. In addition, the plunger 
tended to remove those deposits that did accumulate. All “orifice” 
and “jiggle pin” designs could be disassembled for cleaning every 
6,000 miles, though Ford recommended replacement of the 
“jiggle pin” valve every 12,000 miles vice cleaning at 6,000 mile 
intervals.

Valve covers used without a PCV valve (d) lacked these provi-
sions. Note that the cover was exactly like the standard 1964 valve 
cover, but without the PCV hole or oil filler neck (e).

4F8: The standard valve covers used with a PCV valve 
contained provisions for the valve and oil filler pipe 
(a). Inside the valve covers were baffles under the oil 
filler pipe (b) and around the PCV valve hole (c). 

a b c

ed

 Ventilation/Cooling Sections F & G 4G1 4–43

C3OE-6059-B cover was used as a service replacement for the other two timing chain covers used with PCV valves. The first of these 
covers carried a casting number of C4AE-6059-B and was identical to the C3OE-6059-B cover except that the oil filler hole was cast 
closed. Later in 1964, a second timing chain cover (c) was introduced which eliminated all casting associated with the oil filler pipe. 
All three timing chain covers were in use in late 1964, leading to much confusion among hobbyists.

4G1: Three different timing chain covers were used during 1964 production on 260 
and 289 V8s. The rarest was the late 1964 cover used with a road draft tube. This 
cover was almost identical to the 1962/63 C2OE-6059-D cover (a) but carried a 
C3OE-6059-B casting number. It was used on non-emission reduction engines after 
about May 1964. However, when a freeze plug replaced the oil filler tube (b), the 

decal to be placed on the aft half instead of up front as in 1963. The Fairlane 289 HiPo began receiving decals on its valve covers 
during 1964 (b), but not all engines received them. The Sprint and 289 HiPo decals shown are reproductions. Many 1964 Fairlane 
289 2Vs received a 289 Special decal (c) on their left valve cover. As shown by this original decal, Ford was not too particular about 
getting the decal on straight. Engines with the 289 Special decal were actually no different than those without. The decal appeared 
to be just a part of Ford’s dress-up campaign. The 289 Special decal is currently in reproduction (d).

4F9: Use of decals continued to increase on 1964 valve covers. 
The Falcon Sprint’s left valve cover sported its Sprint decal (a) as 
it had in 1963; however, the valve cover’s oil filler hole caused the 

a b

d

c

a

b c
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 Cooling Section G 4G3 4–45

4G3: About May 1964, Ford made a corporate decision to use road draft tubes in those states that allowed them (see Volume II, 
Appendix J, page J–55 ). These covers, which were machined for an oil filler pipe, carried a casting number of C3OE-6059-B (a). 
Note the 64 date code nearby. This cover also became the service replacement cover for all 1962/64 small block V8s. In 1965, this 
was expanded to include 289 V8s prior to engine change level 8 (those with aluminum water pumps). Ford continued to update the 
date codes on the service replacements. Note the 65 year marking next to the casting number (b). Even through the 1970s, Ford 
continued to produce a version of this cover (c). Note a 76 superimposed overtop a 75 marking, and a 79 year code nearby! All 
these covers incorporated a specially sized 376942-S freeze plug (d), which could be removed if the cover was to be used on engines 
with an oil filler pipe. Oil filler pipes were installed only on 1964 non-emissions reduction engines and on all 1962/63 engines. The 
C3OE-6059-B cover was modified sometime after 1968 (e). Note that the casting in the ignition timing pointer area (f) was changed 
to accept the 1968 style pointer (g). In addition to the new pointer boss being shorter and tapped for a small screw, the lower cover 
mounting hole boss (arrow) was raised, which required a longer bolt.

a

b

c

e g

f

d

4–44 4G2 Chapter 4 Cooling

4G2: The most common timing chain covers in 1964 were those used with the emission reduction system. The emission reduction 
system for 1964 had a PCV valve controlling ventilation from the right valve cover, and an oil cap attached to the left valve cover. 
The first timing chain cover developed for this sytem carried a casting number of C4AE-6059-B (a). Note the 63 date code nearby. 
These covers had the oil filler hole entry cast closed (b). Note how this blocked off the engine casting where the oil filler hole had 
previously been located (c). Later in the year, a new cover was introduced that carried the number C4OE-6059-A (d). This cover 
entirely eliminated the casting associated with the oil filler pipe (e). Note how this cover left the engine block exposed (f). This dif-
ference must be considered when installing these covers on other engines. Whereas the C4AE-6059-B cover could be retrofitted onto 
any 1962/64 engine, the C4OE-6059-A cover required the block’s oil hole be plugged first, if the hole was already present.

a d

eb

c f
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4G6: Most of the fan 
spacers were made of 
alumi num, however, 
black Bakelite spacers 
(a), first introduced 
in late 1963, con tin-
ued to sup ple  ment the 
aluminum ones right 
through the end of 
1964 pro duction. The 
most common black 
spacer was the one 
found on the Fairlane. 
This same spacer was 
also used on the early 
Mustangs. The spac-
ers carried the familar 
FoMoCo logo (b).

 Cooling/Ignition Sections G & H 4H1 4–47

4H1: The 1964 289 Hi-
Po distributor (a) con-
tinued with the design 
intro duced in late 1963. 
This distributor carried 
a stamped number of 
C3OF-12127-D (b). 
Note the 3MB date code 
for the second week of 
December 1963, which 
was early 1964 pro duc-
tion. The distributor 
body, which carried a 
C3OF-12131-A casting 
number, eliminated the 
1963 HiPo vacuum ad-
vance hous ing. A small 
tab (c) (arrow) was in-
corpo rated to properly 
index the distributor cap. 
This had previously been 
accom plished by one of 
the screws which was 
used to attach the vacu-
um advance hous ing (d) 
on the 1963 289 HiPo.

4G7: All 1964 Fairlane and Mustang HiPos used the same fan as 
had been used on the 1963 Fairlane HiPo. This fan used aluminum 
blades (a) riveted to a steel center section. Small “buttons” were riv-
eted to one or more blades for balancing purposes. Though the fans 
carried no true engineering numbers, they were date stamped by the 
manufacturer (b). Note the SC-K63. The SC is believed to stand for 
Schwitzer Corporation. K63 is the date code, in this parti cular case, 
October 1963, or early 1964 production. Comet 289 HiPos were 
also available by special order. The fan used on these cars is a bit of 
a mystery. The Comets run on the 100,000-Mile Durability Run at 
Daytona appeared to have used either a 15½" C2DZ-8600-B or 16" 
C2OA-8600-A 6-cylinder, 4-blade fan without a fan spacer (c & d), 
rather than the 14" C1AA-8600-E fan listed for the Comet HiPo.

a

b

c

c

db

a

d

4–46 4G4 Chapter 4 Cooling

4G5: Thermostat housings were changed again in 
1964 and carried a casting number of C4OE-8594-A. 
These housings featured a slightly extended casting 
where the radiator hose connected.

4G4: The water pumps used in 1964 car-
ried a casting number of C3OE-8505-A (a 
& b), followed quickly by C4OE-8505-A 
(c & d). Note both initially carried the  63 
date code (inserts). The difference between 
the two can be seen in the length of the 
pump bracing. The C3OE pump (e) stops 
short of the front face whereas the C4OE 
pump (f) goes all the way to the face (see 
arrows). Impellers change around 8/5/63, 
which could be considered the transition 
between 1963 and 1964 production.The 
the standard cast iron impeller was reduced 
from 4.70" to 3.94" in diameter, and num-
ber of vanes increased from 6 to 8 (g), and 
is identified by its 4 holes. Years later, Ford 
used composite impellers (h) as replace-
ments for the cast iron impeller. These 
impellers carried a Ford C4OE-8512-A en-
gineering number. The 289 HiPo cast iron 

impeller for 1964 (i) 
was the same size as 
the standard impel-
ler, but incorporated 
only 6 vanes and 
was distinguished 
by 3 holes.

!

b

a
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 Ignition Section H 4H5 4–49

4H5: Until about February/March 1964, ignition wires were the same 
as in 1963. Then major improvements were made to the ignition wire 
cores by changing to linen or rayon construction (a). These wires were 
identified by the white stars on one side. Also, each wire was labeled for 
its associated cylinder. Note on this set the numbers 5 through 8 for the 
left side (b). The actual order through the wire separators was 7, 5, 6, 8 
(front to rear). On the right side the order was 1, 2, 3, 4 (front to rear). 
The coil wire in this set (c), which was about 11 inches long, carried the 

(g). RADIO RESISTANCE markings were on all wires, except 
for the 289 HiPo’s. The 289 HiPo still used solid core wires 
with the SX markings (h). An interesting item dealt with the 
installation of the coil wire. For a short period of time begin-
ning sometime in 1963 production through late 1964, maga-
zine photos, such as this extreme blow-up (i) of a picture of a 
1964 Fairlane HiPo taken from a March 1964 issue of CARS 
magazine, showed the 90 degree angled end at the coil. Other 
1964 photos showed the same condition on a Fairlane 289 2V, 
a Fairlane station wagon, a Comet Caliente, a Comet Cyclone, 
a Ford Custom and an early Mustang. How ever, later 1964 
photos of other Mustangs with the 289 HiPo showed the coil 
wire angled end installed at the distributor cap.

a b

dc

e f

g

h i

wire set. The band was similar to other bands used 
to identify wiring harnesses throughout the car. 
At the end of each wire, where it slipped into the 
distributor cap or coil, a solid core wire was exposed 
(d). Later replacement sets used a terminal (e). The 
lengths of individual wires varied for each cylinder. 
For cylinders 1 through 8, the lengths were about 
28, 23, 26, 23, 24, 26, 25, and 28 inches, respec-
tively. Angled boots at the spark plug end were on 
cylinders 4, 8, and sometimes 1. The others were 
straight (f). On each boot was the FoMoCo logo 

4–48 4H2 Chapter 4 Ignition

4H2: The special order 1964 Comet 
289 HiPo use a transistorized ignition 
distributor  (a). Note the dust shield 
designed to protect the points. Under 
the shield (b) was a standard dual point 
mounting plate, but it lacked the con-
denser and second set of points. These 
photos are of one of Mercury’s 100,000 
Mile Durability Comets.

a b

arrows). After the Mustang’s introduction, Ford allowed stocks of 
the older style tube to deplete and then began substituting the 
Mustang style tube on non-Mustang engines.

4H4: The coil used on the Comet 
289 HiPo (a) was unique to the 
transistorized ignition system. It 
carried a C3TF-12029-A stamp-
ing for identification. This coil 
was slightly longer than the stan-
dard coil and may have been the 

reason for its unconventional mounting on one of Mercury’s 100,000 Mile Durability Comets. However, a photo shown in HOT 
ROD magazine’s May 1964 issue of one of Mercury’s African Safari Comets showed the coil conventionally mounted on the intake 
manifold (see photo 4C14(f), page 4–21). Standard coils were used on all other 289 HiPos and carried the same stamping as in 1963, 
but with updated date codes (b). The one shown here is 4EAB for the first week of May 1964.

c

a

b

d

ba

4H3: The distributor va-
cuum advance tube (a) was 
initially the same in 1964 as 
it was in 1963, until a new 
shape (b) arrived with the 
Mustang. The Mustang’s 
lower and wider air cleaner 
profile resulted in Ford low-
ering the height of the verti-
cal loop (c) and moving the 
loop farther forward (d) (see 

number 3; how ever, 
other numbers were 
used as well. Note the 
light band near one 
end. Actually yellow in 
color, this band con-
tained the engineer ing 
part number for the 

%
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4J2: During 1964, generator shields (!a) were used on some 
non-A/C engines (shown here on the 289 HiPo). Photos of origi-
nal engines suggest that the shield was introduced in mid-1964 
production, but still not all non-A/C engines appear to have 
gotten them. The shield was made of two pieces, plus a rubber 
section stapled at the rear. The rubber was slit in two places to 
allow it to rest against the shock tower without buckling. One of 
the slits also allowed routing of the heavy duty generator output 
wire. The inner half of the shield was fix-mounted by the forward 
(!b) and aft (!c) generator bolts, and by the outer generator 
bracket bolt (!d). The outer half attached to the inner half via 
four sheet metal screws. Adjustment of the generator was ac-
complished by a special lower brace (!e). This brace attached 
to the front of the generator (!f) vice the rear. Note the cut-out 
on the shield to accommodate the brace (see arrows). At the rear 
(g), clearance between the shield and the generator’s field and 
ground terminals was tight, so Ford installed caps (h) to protect 
them. These caps (i) were made out of Bakelite-like material 
and threaded onto the terminals. As already mentioned, many 
engines continued to use the rear boot (j), along with all engines 
equipped with A/C. This was because the fixed mounted lower 
bracket (k) attached to the rear side of the generator front face 
plate (l), thereby interferring with the shield and access to the 
lower generator adjustment bolt.

 Generator/Alternator Section J 4J2 4–51

g

h
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j

kl
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!
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!
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4–50 4J1 Chapter 4 Generator/Alternator

a

b

c

d

fe

a

!

!

b
4J1: Generators (a) were unchanged for 1964, but did get updated 
stampings as a running change. Those with the C2OF-A single 
groove pulley were stamped C4OF-10000-A. (Generator shown has 
had the dual groove pulley replaced with a single groove pulley.) 
Generators with the C2OF-B dual groove pulley carried the stamp-
ing C4OF-10000-B (b). Note the 4FB date code for the second 
week of June 1964. Other generators were stamped C4OF-10000-C 
for the 289 HiPo with the large diameter C3OF-B pulley.

!
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 Generator/Alternator Section J 4J4 4–53

4J4: The mount for the Ford alternator (a) actually installed the alternator upside down in comparison to 1965. The mount (b) 
was cast iron with an adjustment brace at the top. The rear side (c) included a casting number of C4AE-10039-C (d). To install the 
mount required two bolts like those used with the generator mount and one longer bolt (see photo 2J6(d), page 2–44 ). Lower sup-
port for the alternator was provided by slipping the alternator between two close tolerance bosses (e). A long bolt then clamped the 
alternator tightly in place. Provisions in the mount were also made for an oil filler pipe on non-emissions reduction engines (f). The 
oil filler pipe attached to the alternator bracket (g) via a boss near the cylinder head. The oil dipstick tube and dipstick used with 
the 1964 alternator (h) were still carryovers from the ones used 
with optional Leece/Neville alternators back in 1962/63. The oil 
dipstick tube was specifically designed to clear the oil filler pipe.

a

c
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g h e
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4–52 4J3 Chapter 4 Generator/Alternator

4J3: The 1964 Com-
et  289 HiPo came 
stan dard with a new 
Ford-designed 42 amp 
alter nator, shown here 
in one of Mercury’s 
100,000 Mile Durabil-
ity Comets (a). The al-
ternator was also a spe-
cial order option on all 
other cars (b) as shown 
on this 1964 Comet 
with 260 V8. A factory 
photo of the alter nator 
installed in a pre-pro-
duction 1964 Galaxie 
(c) even showed a rub-

were to use the smaller C3TF-10344-K dual groove pulley (d & e). The 
1964 Ford alternator differed from the 1965 version in the rear body 
casting and wiring harness connection in the rear (f). Whereas the 1965 
alter nator would use individual terminals (see photo 5J1(f), page 5–42), 

a b

e

c

h

f

g

d

the 1964 alter nator used a block connector (g). 
Attached to each alter nator-equipped car was an ad-
hesive label (h) designed to warn against incorrectly 
“hot shotting” or charging the battery, which could 
blow the alternator diodes. This decal was removed 
from the top of the radiator support apron near the 
battery of a 1964 Comet. The label had a bright 
yellow background with red and black lettering.

Photo
courtesy of

Ford Motor Company

ber boot at the back. Al though 
the Durability Comets had 
a 4" diameter single groove 
pulley and at least one origi-
nal July 1964 HiPo Comet is 
known to have had a 3" C3TF-
10344-G dual groove pulley, 
Mer cury parts catalogs stated 
that all cars, including HiPos, 
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 Accessories Section K 4K4 4–55

4K3: Another change in the 1964 P/S system was the inclusion of second style crankshaft pulley (a). Note that only two grooves were 
incorporated (b). The new pulley was actually two stamped steel pulleys tack welded together as an assembly. The cast iron 3-groove 
pulley (c) carried over from 1963 continued to be used throughout the year and was the more common pulley.

4K4: A/C and A/C with P/S 
(a) set-ups were a repeat of 
those from 1963 with only 
a few changes. One was the 
intro duction of the new Pitts 
magnetic clutch (b). It was 
similar to the Warner clutch 
used in 1963. An other small 
change was for Comet 289 
4V engines. The long bar 
brace used on the Comet 

with a 2V carburetor (c) was eliminated because it would not fit 
around the secondary risers on the 4V intake manifold. Another 
change occurred to the Fairlane A/C clutch fan bolt pattern 
approxi mately 11/20/63. The center hole on the earlier fan had 
been 2 5/8". After 11/20/63 it was 2 3/8". This photo shows the 
two fans superimposed (d). Note that the bolt holes were not 
on the same circle. This made the fans and their viscous clutches 
interchangeable on the engine only as sets.

a b c

b

a

c d

4–54 4K1 Chapter 4 Accessories

4K1: Vacuum port fittings and power brake tubes remained unchanged for 1964, even though the full-sized Ford with C4 (a) was 
using a Fairlane style throttle bellcrank assembly. The Falcon/Comet tube (b) also found its way into some pre-production Mustangs 
(c) as shown in this blow-up of a Ford factory photo. However, a second Mustang pre-production factory photo (d) supports the 
premise that another tube had already been developed. This tube (e) was specially contoured to clear the large, low profile air cleaner 
(f) and threaded into the same brass fitting used on other cars (g). This tube would continue into 1965.

a

b
c

d

g

4K2: The idle speed-up 
system was eliminated 
for 1964 Fairlanes and 
Comets, and phased 
out by mid-year for 
Galaxies and Falcons. 
The system was never 
made compatible with 
the 289-4V. The Eaton 
pump fitting for the 
idle speed up system 
was replaced with one 
that had no tube port.

fe
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 Accessories Section K 4K7 4–57

a

A/C system (a & b) because of its low hood line. Note how this system compares to the Falcon/Comet system (c). On the Mustang, 
a special mount (d) lowered the compressor 1" on the engine in comparison to other cars. The special compressor mount (e & f) 
was made from three plates welded together. To identify the mount, Ford stamped C4ZA-2882-B (g) on the front, just under the 
top flat plate. No lateral plate or bar brace was used to further support the Mustang compressor.

4K7: When the Mustang was introduced, it received a modified 

c

d

e

g
f

b
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4K5: Some-
th ing  ne w 
for 1964 was 
the inclusion 
of a hot idle 
compensa -
tor valve (a) 
in the PCV 
hose when-
e v e r  A /C 
was installed 
on a 260 or 
289 2V. This 
valve (b) was designed to open at high engine compartment temperatures 
and allow additional air to enter the intake manifold. The additional air 
improved idle stability and minimized the effect of fuel vaporization by 
keeping idle mixtures from becoming excessively rich. The valve part 
number was C4AZ-9B532-A. For non-emission reduction (road draft 
tube—no PCV valve) applications (some engines after about May 25, 
1964), a special hot idle compensator valve (C4AZ-9B532-B) was used 
(c). Although Ford did not indicate the valve was used on the 289 4V, it 
was compatible, but required a longer hose for the C4AZ-9B532-B valve 
to clear the 4V secondary fuel bowl. (Also see photo 5LF3, page 5–78.)

a b

ba

4K6: As shown on this close-up of an early production 1964 Comet (a) taken from a January 1964 issue of CAR LIFE magazine, 
the A/C tag was mounted to the side of the compressor. However, this was not the only possible location, as seen in a factory photo 
of a pre-production Mustang (b). Note that the tags (c, d & e) dropped the model designation and used just the Ford name and 
year. Note the variance in lettering and maximum operating charge (weight in pounds of refrigerant Freon R-12) on these original 
tags. Depending on the model car and system installed, the charge could vary from 15/8 to 2 1/2 pounds.

c d e

CARB.
SPACER

C1AE-6A664-C*

C4AZ-9B532-B

CORBIN
CLAMPS

* This hose also used on 1961/62 144/170 6-cylinders with PCV,
 and 1961/63 223 6-cylinders with PCV.

c

Illustration 
courtesy of Ford
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4K8: Because the Mustang A/C compressor was lowered 1" in comparison to the Fairlane’s compressor, the Mustang P/S pump with 
a remote reservoir adaptor (a) had to be rotated 30 degrees in order to clear the compressor mount (b). To accomplish this, Ford 
used unique front (c) and rear (d) P/S brackets. However, to mount these brackets to the standard Eaton P/S pump required two 
Mustang-unique length bolts and a spacer (e). The spacer was installed just below the pump outlet port (f). Though the brackets 
differed from those on other cars, they mounted to the engine in the same way (g) and kept the pulley in the same relative position. 
The Mustang P/S reservoir adaptor (h!) was the same as the one used on the full-sized Ford, as shown in a side-by-side comparison 
(i!). It was also shaped much like that of the Falcon/Comet, but pointed upward slightly, rather than down.

a
b

dc

gfe

 Accessories Section K 4K9 4–59

4K9: Four different style A/C fans were used in 1964. The common Fordaire fan on Fairlanes and full-sized Fords continued to be the 
5-blade fixed fan (a) with the blades made of steel. Fairlanes with Selectaire used the same style clutch fan as in 1963 (b). The Falcon/
Comet continued its use of the 6-blade fixed fan (c). It was also used on some Mustangs with dealer-installed Fordaire. All 1964 1/2 
Mustangs with factory Fordaire used a 5-blade clutch fan (d), which had steel blades. This same fan was used on the 1964 full-sized 
Fords with Selectaire. (It was also used on 1963/64 Fairlane/Meteor 6-cylinders with Selectaire. This same fan with aluminum blades 
was used in 1965 on Fairlane 6-cylinders with Selectaire and on the 1965 Comet HiPos, if the power fan option was selected when 
ordering.) For 1965 production, the Mustang switched to the 1965 Fairlane V8 style clutch fan.

h i

b

dc

a
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4-060

Section LA - Engine Core

4LA1: An original unrestored engine compartment (a) always contains a treasure house of details to examine. This 1964 Fairlane 
had 60,000 miles and was owned by Jerry Detweiler at the time it was photographed in 1995. Not everything is original. The owner 
changed the ignition wires and plugs to make the car driveable, and a few other items have been detailed, but by and large, the appear-
ance is as it should be. The car’s scheduled build date is 22F (June 22, 1964), so was made in very late 1964 production. For original 
or concours restorations, the beauty is in the details. For example, because this is a late production car, the steel vacuum advance tube 
(b) is actually the same as the one designed for the Mustang. And, this engine has the road draft tube that Ford started using again 
in late May. Valve covers lacked the oil filler (c) and PCV holes. The oil filler was in the timing chain cover (d). Note this engine’s 
generator used the metal shield. And, speaking of valve covers, this one has a nice original “289 Special” decal (e). Taking a look at 
the front of the engine (f ) is most helpful in determining what should be painted and what should not be painted.

4LA2: Engines don’t have to be pristine to yield a wealth of information. 
This 1964 Fairlane with 289 HiPo (a) had been sitting for decades in 
Nevada, largely untouched, when it changed hands. The new owner then 
began clean up on the engine to remove years of dirt. This engine has the 
stamped-style generator pulley (b). The valve covers and air cleaner still 
have their original bronze-gold paint (c). This is one of the rare automatic 
transmission Fairlanes, so details on the radiator and fan shroud (d) are use-
ful. And, it has the C4OF-AT HiPo carburetor for the automatic. Details 
on the manual choke (e) and dashpot (f) are revealed. The original decal is 
also still in place (g). (Photos courtesy of John Becker)

a b
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e
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4LA3: Only one fly-
wheel casting was used 
in 1964 production, but 
was imbalanced for four 
different applications. 
The one shown above 
(a) was for the standard 
289 2V/4V after 3/9/64. 

The common casting number for all these applications was C3OE-6380-B (b). Note the 
4E22 date code for May 22, 1964. Ford distguished between the four different flywheels by 
attempting to mark them in relation to the suffix of their engineering numbers, just as had 
been done in 1963. Beginning at the start of 1964 production, the standard 289 2V/4V 
flywheel was imbalanced to 28.1 ounce-inches (used with C3AE marked pistons and the 
C3AE-F damper). Its engineering number was C3AF-6375-F and the flywheel carried 
a circle F (c) just outboard from the counterweight. The 289 HiPo flywheel continued 
unchanged from 1963. It was imbalanced to 30.4 ounce-inches, generally by drilling holes 
more opposite to the counterweight—but not always due to flywheel casting variations—
and had an engineering number of C3OE-6375-C. It carried a circled C just outboard 
from the counterweight (d). The 260 V8 switched from the 221 V8 connecting rods used 
in 1962-63 production to the heavier 289 connecting rods for 1964. These rods increased 
the reciprocating and rotating mass, so the imbalance for the 260 V8 flywheel had to be 
increased from the 24.5 ounce-inches used in 1962-63 to 26.2 ounce-inches for 1964. Ford 
accomplished this by switching the 260 V8 flywheel from the 221 V8 C2OE-6380-E casting 
used in 1962-63 to the 289 V8 C3OE-6380-B casting for 1964. This generally required 
drilling lightening holes on or near the counterweight—but not always due to flywheel 
casting variations. The new engineering number was C4OE-6375-A, so Ford marked the 
flywheel with a circled A just outboard of the counterweight (e). The 260 V8 and 289 
HiPo remained unchanged for all of 1964 production, but the standard 289 2V/4V was 
revised with new C4AE pistons about 3/9/64. This caused Ford to revise the imbalance for 
the damper (switching to a C4AE casting) and flywheel to 28.2 ounce-inches. The new 
engineering number for this flywheel was C4AE-6375-C. Since using the suffix of this 
engineering number would conflict with the circled C being used on the 289 HiPo, Ford 
left this flywheel unmarked. Although there was a .1 ounce-inch difference in imbalance 
between the F-marked flywheel and the unmarked flywheel, the difference was within the 
.25 ounce-inch tolerance, so Ford used the 28.2-ounce-inch flywheel as a direct replacement 
for the one imbalanced to 28.1 ounce-inches. (It should be pointed out that if you are re-
balancing the entire rotating/reciprocating mass in a machine shop, the machinist can easily rebalance the flywheel at the same time 
using any C3OE-6380-B flywheel, or even with any earlier C2OE-6380-E flywheel. The importance of using a particular version of 
the C3OE-6380-B flywheel is only applicable if replacing just the flywheel without rebalancing the entire rotating/reciprocating mass.)

4–62 4L3 Chapter 4 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 4LA5 4–63

Section LA - Engine Core

4LA4: This flywheel (a) came from a 1964½ Mustang convertible with 289 HiPo. Introduced in June 1964, this is a late 1964 
production HiPo. Note the 4F10 date code (b) for June 10, 1964. The flywheel carries the circled letter C (c), but rather than being 
located outboard from the counterweight, this letter stamping was about 45 degrees off. Another unusual feature of this flywheel is the 
static balancing hole (.531" diameter) in the counterweight (d). Normally, these would be expected to be opposite the counterweight, 
so it does show that due to casting variations, drilled holes can be located anywhere along a radius of 4.60" ± .03" from the centerline. 
Notice that this flywheel also has a small slug wedged into one of the mass balancing holes just outboard from the counterweight. 
These slugs are not unusal in 289 HiPo flywheels. By this time, Ford was also doing Brinell hardness tests on each HiPo flywheel. An 
area of the counterweight was ground for the test. The round impression (arrow) is from the indenter. (Photos couresy of Robert Roberts)

4LA5: 289 HiPo dampers 
(a) remained unchanged for 
1964 and continued to carry 
the C3OE-B casting num-
ber (b). Date codes were 
always stamped near the tim-
ing marks. The L3 shown 
here (c) represents November 
1963, or early 1964 produc-
tion.
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4LA6: It should be pointed out that 
service replacement flywheels can muddy 
the waters in the identification process. 
This was an NOS flywheel (a) still in the 
Ford box marked with the part number 
C3AZ-6375-F and engineering number 

C4AE-6375-C (b). It carried the C3OE-6380-B casting number 
(c), but no other markings. The casting date code was 5J30 for 
September 30, 1965 (d). What is unusual is that the flywheel car-
ries a Brinell hardness test in a ground area of the counterweight. 
The paint appears to be a pink to orange color. If not for the box, 
this flywheel would probably be identified as a 289 HiPo flywheel 
rather than a standard 289 2V/4V flywheel imbalanced to 28.2 
ounce-inches. It is possible this service replacement started out as a 

289 HiPo flywheel, but was later rebalanced by Ford for a standard 289 to even out stock. (Photos courtesy of Steven Becker)

4LA9: The 5-bolt 289 in 
both standard and HiPo 
versions ceased regular 
production with the end 
of the 1964 model year. 
However, as needed, ser-
vice replacement blocks 
continued to be made. 

Shown here are two service replacement 289 HiPo blocks. The 
first was date coded 4L19 for November 19, 1964 (early 1965 
production) (a) (photo courtesy of Robert Roberts). It also had a 
4M5 machining date code on the oil pan rail. The other was dated 
5H25 (b), which was actually the start of 1966 production (photo 

courtesy of Mark). Service replacement 260 V8 blocks have also been confirmed (see photo 4A2, page 4–6 ).

4LA8: This is a 1964 260 
V8 flywheel (a), which was 
based on the 289 C3OE-
6380-B casting (b). Note 

the 4D23 date code for April 23, 1964. The drilled balancing holes are on the counterweight side 
(c). This is not always the case due to casting variations, but is the more usual case to lessen the 
counterweighting for the 26.2 ounce-inches imbalance. This flywheel also had a dab of white paint 
(d) and was marked with the circled A for the suffix of the C4OE-6375-A engineering number (e).

4–64 4L6 Chapter 4 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 4LA9 4–65

Section LA - Engine Core

a

a
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b

c

b

c

d

e

b
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4LA7: Although inclusion of engine tags on production 
engines began in January 1964, Sunbeam Tiger 260 V8s 
had tags before that date as this October 1963 tag shows 
(a) (Photo courtesy of Brett Simpson). Engine number for 
the Tiger was 510. An engine tag on a very early D-code 
Mustang with C4 listed the production year as 64 (b).
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Section LA - Engine Core

4LA10: Flex-plates (a) were all of the same design in 1964 since 
all automatic transmissions were using converters mounted on a 
10½" bolt circle. Only the weighting for the proper imbalance 
was required. As with the flywheels, there were four applications. 
The first was for the 1964 260 V8. It had switched from the 
1962-63 221 V8 connecting rods to the 289 connecting rods, 
so the reciprocating and rotating mass had changed. The weight 
was adjusted for 26.2 ounce-inches imbalance. To identify the 
flex-plate, Ford stamped the weight “FOR-C4OE-6375-B-ASSY” 
(b). The standard 289 2V/4V began the year as a carryover from 
1963, using the same C3AE pistons and imbalanced to 28.1 
ounce-inches. The weight was stamped “FOR-C3AF-6375-B” 
(c). About 3/9/64, Ford switched to C4AE pistons and added .1 
ounce-inch to the imbalance. These new 28.2 ounce-inch flex-
plates were stamped “FOR-C4AE-6375-B ASSY” (d). Ford did 
consider the new flex-plate as a direct replacement for the earlier 
289 2V/4V. It must be remembered that the tolerance on the 
imbalance was ±¼ ounce-inch, which meant that the difference 
between 28.1 and 28.2 ounce-inches was within that tolerance. 
The 28.1 ounce-inches could be anywhere between 27.85 to 
28.35. The 28.2 could be between 27.95 and 28.45. The overlap 
was 27.95 to 28.35, which would be within spec for either a 28.1 
or 28.2 ounce-inch flex-plate. For the 289 HiPo automatic, in-
troduced late in the production year, the weight might be marked 
“C4OE-6375-C” (e). However, some of these flex-plates were 
unmarked, but might carry a marking of “Special” painted across 
the face of the flex-plate. In either case, the 289 HiPo flex-plate 
will have additional welding on the sides and inward side of the 
counterweight to increase the imbalance by .6 ounce-inch over the 
standard 289 for a total of 30.4 ounce-inches.

4LA11: Flex-plates for the 289 HiPo are rare. In 
1964, one flex-plate was seen which had the word 
“Special” painted on one side very clearly (a) and 
on the other side, though not as easily seen (b). 
The counterweight had no marking. On another 
flex-plate (c & d), which had been bead-blasted, 
the weight was stamped with the engineering 
number C4OE-6375-C (e). On both flex-plates, 
the counterweight was welded in three spots along 
the outer edge, but then fully welded on the other 
three sides as shown on the blueprint in the heavy 
black areas (f). This extra welding added to the 
imbalance to obtain 30.4 ounce-inches. Further 
refinement to the balancing was achieved by drilled 
holes, adding small weights, or grinding the weld-
ing. (Top two pictures courtesy of John Becker.)
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4LB1: The rarest of the 289 HiPo heads was the one used in 
late 1964 production. It was marked with the 64 production 
year (a). This one was date coded 4C24 for March 24, 1964 
(b). This was the first 289 HiPo head with the increased com-
bustion chamber volume, dropping the compression ratio down 
from 10.5:1 to 10.0:1, and increasing the intake valve size from 
1.67" to 1.78". The chamber shape and volume was identical to 
the standard 289 2V/4V (c). Ford stated the new head would 
be introduced 4/2/64. By May, Ford began introducing the 

C5OE 289 HiPo head into 1964 production. Therefore this head was only in production for a month, or two at the most. The head 
carried the casting number C4OE (d) with a B (e) at the end. It was marked 64 (f) and 289 (g) on the chamber side, as well as in 
the rocker arm area. As was typical with all the 289 HiPo heads, there were two dots (h) instead of just one above the 289 in this 
area. Also, like other 289 HiPos, the number on the side was either a 19, 20, or 21. This head carried the 21 number (i).

Section LC - Induction

4–68 4LA11 Chapter 4 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 4LC3 4–69

Section LB - Valve Train

4LC2: When the C4OF 289 HiPo carburetors came out, the vacuum 
advance port on the carburetor was changed from a 1/8" pipe thread to a 
3/8"-24 tube fitting. So, the HiPo carburetor vacuum port plug had to be 
changed to the new thread type. 4LC1: The 289 HiPo with automatic transmis-

sion came out in late 1964 production. Carbu-
retors used with the automatic and PCV valve 
carried a tag of C4OF-AT. The date code of 4DE 
is for the fifth week of April 1964.

4LC3: Service replacement parts often times hold some surprises. 
Shown here is a 1964-65 Comet Cyclone air cleaner (a). The air 
cleaner was painted argent (silver) and the top plate was chrome 
plated. It did not have the Cyclone decal. It did have a “Front” de-
cal. The spout on the front was to make the air cleaner compatible 
with California requirements for a closed ventilation system. Inside 
was a foam-type air filter (b), not the paper-type normally found. 
Ford called it polyurethane. It carried a C4OF-9601-B engineering 
number and the FoMoCo logo (c). The inner surface consisted of a 
wire screen mesh (d). The air filter was sold under the part number 
C4OZ-9601-A and was only for closed ventilation systems used in 
1964-66, but was replaced by the paper filter around 1966.
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4LC7: There were new stamped numbers for the 1964 fuel pumps. 
The pump was either stamped 3732S or 3734S. Ford Master Parts 
Catalogs indicated that the 3732S pump would be used for 1963 Fair-
lanes with the 221 and 260 V8s with oil pressure gauge. However, no 
regular production Fairlanes came with an oil pressure gauge, although 
the Meteors did. In addition, the Ford Master Parts Catalog indicated 
that the 3734S fuel pump was introduced in late 1963. In spite of this 
evidence, there is no indication that the 3732S or 3734S fuel pumps 
were ever used in 1963 production, except as service replacements. 
All 3732S and 3734S fuel pumps found so far have had the 36° angle 
between the inlet and outlet. The earliest 3734S pump (a) found so 
far was dated L3 (b) for November 1963 (early 1964 production). 
Several 3732S pumps have been found with this same date. A 3732S 
(c) pump has been found with a date code of E4 (d) for May 1964. A 
3734S pump has been found dated G4. All evidence suggests that the 3732S and 3734S fuel pumps were identical and both were 
used throughout 1964 production. (Fuel pumps on AC Cobras appear to have continued with the 1963 3623S pump well into 1964, 
but were specifically modified due to the small engine compartment by rotating the inlet/outlet forward and installing a 90° elbow 
in the outlet (e) (photo courtesy of Dan Case).)

4LC5: This an original California 289 
HiPo air cleaner (a), which was painted 
gold and included a closed ventilation 
spout integrated into the lid (b & c). 
The other end of the hose connected 
to the spout on the oil filler cap. The 
close ventilation system was mandated 
on all cars in California after January 1, 
1964. Later in the year, the spout would 
be moved to the base of the air cleaner 
to better hide it from view. The bottom 
tray is shown in bottom (d) and top (e) views. Note that it was painted the same color 
as the lid, both inside and out. (Pictures by Bill Orndorff. Air cleaner owned by Bob Kelley.) 4LC8: The 1964½ Mustang with 289 4V and C4 intro-

duced a new Autolite 4100 carburetor. It was stamped 
C4ZF-C (a) along the base, used a 1.08 venturi (b) and carried a C4ZF-C tag (c). Note the 
4CC date code for the 3rd week of March 1964, which was very early Mustang production.

4–70 4LC4 Chapter 4 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 4LC8 4–71

Section LC - Induction

4LC4: Decals for using genuine Ford parts were often 
placed on the side of the air cleaner (a). Although 
wrinkled due to dampness, a close up of one of these 
decals shows the details (b). Note the C4OF-9600-D 
part number. This is actually the part number for the 
air cleaner. It relates to a C4AZ-9600-J air cleaner as-
sembly, which was used on 1964 Fairlane and Galaxie 
289 air cleaners (except with closed ventilation systems) 
before 6/5/64. The more commonly found decal for 
promoting the use of genuine FoMoCo parts was 
the white paper decal (c) stuck on the side of the air 
cleaner. The one shown is an original.

4 L C 6 :  T h e 
fuel pump for 
1964 (a) was 
the same as the 
late 1963 pump 
(with X on the 
tower), except 
that the angle 
between the in-
let and outlet 
was increased 
from the 1963 
angle of 18° (b) 
to a new angle 
of 36° (c). The 
reason for this 
change is un-
known.
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1964
Production
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4LF2: This series of pictures shows the difference 
between the 1963 and 1964 gold colors. The two 
valve covers (a) together have been repainted 
with close color matches. The green-gold is 1968 
Chevrolet Ash Gold. It is shown compared to the 
underside of an original 1963 Fairlane 289 HiPo 
air cleaner. The bronze-gold is 1995 Chrysler Light 
Gold. It is compared to the underside of a 1965 
289 air cleaner. These colors match very well to 
the originals.

Section LF - Ventilations

4LF1: The colors of the 289 HiPo air cleaner and valve covers changed in 1964 from a green-gold to a bronze-gold—but, there ap-
peared to be instances where the green-gold air cleaners were substituted, perhaps to use up leftover stock. At upper left (a) is an air 
cleaner base from an original late-1964 289 HiPo below an original early-1964 289 HiPo valve cover. The green-gold was identical 
to the gold used on the 1963 289 HiPo. The bronze-gold is identical to the color used on other 1964 289s, such as the regular-fueled 
289 4V used on the 1964 Comets and 1964½ Mustangs. This same color was used on all the Ford 289 2V/4V air cleaners and valve 
covers in 1965, as shown in a comparison of the HiPo valve cover with the bottom side of a 1965 air cleaner (b). At right are pictures 
of the valve covers with their original “289-4V High Performance decals”. The first is from an October 29, 1963 assembled engine 
and has the bronze-gold color (c). The second is from a June 15, 1964 assembled engine (d) and was also painted bronze-gold.

4–72 4LC9 Chapter 4 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 4LF3 4–73

4LF3: Two vendors were making new PCV 
valves for Ford. Both were the “jiggle” pin 
design, but the components were slightly 
different. Parts between the two should not 
be mixed.

a

c

a

b

c

b d

Section LC - Induction

4LC9: In early 1964 production (approxi-
mately 11/1/63), the accelerator retracting 
spring was changed. The earlier spring was 
about 6½" long with 19¾ coils of .058" wire. 
The new spring was shorter at about 5½" 
long with 18¾ coils of .048" wire.

from 11-1-63

before 11-1-63
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Section LG - Cooling

4LG1: Water pump changes for 1964 were related to design changes affecting the impeller. In short, Ford moved the seal shaft more 
forward in the pump. This redesign reduced the flow restriction, moved the shaft seal out of the main flow and allowed for a shorter 
shaft (a). Water pumps with casting numbers C2OE-8505-B and C2OE-8505-C used the the earlier 1962-63 design. In the early 
design, the shaft came near the surface of the impeller (b), and the seal was in the center of the water inlet (c). The impeller depth was 
1.27". There were two impellers of this type used during this time. The standard one measured 4.70" in diameter (shown) and used 
6 vanes (three holes). For the 289 HiPo, the diameter was reduced to 3.94". 
For 1964, Ford released the C3OE-8505-A water pump followed shortly by 
C4OE-8505-A. Note how much more the shaft is recessed into the impeller 
(d). Inside the water pump (e), you can see that the seal was moved further 
forward on the pump. Since the sealing surface was against the impeller hub, 
the new impeller had a greater depth of 1.79", which also allowed the shaft 
to be shorter. Two new impellers with the 1.79" depth were used with this 
pump. The standard one measured 3.94" and used 8 vanes (4 holes). The 
289 HiPo impeller was again 3.94" in diameter and had 6 vanes (3 holes).

4LG3: This was the smallest of Ford V8 fans, measuring just 14" across. Its part number 
was C1AA-8600-E, and it was primarily used on the 1961-63 Galaxie high performance 
390/406 specials. Mercury also used the fan in 1962-64 on its Montereys with 406/427 
specials. Mercury also listed this fan for the 1964 Comet with 289 HiPo in both its super-
seded 1964 Service Bulletin Number 3 dated 10/4/63, and its 1964 Service Bulletin 3A 
dated 4/17/64. However, Mercury’s Master Parts Catalog listed the standard 17" C2OA-
8600-B Fairlane fan. The fan used for the 1964 Comet 100,000-Mile Durability Run was 
neither of these fans, but appeared to be either the 15½" C2DZ-8600-B or 16" C2OA-
8600-A 6-cylinder fan. Both fans were identical except for the ½" difference in diameter. 
Another fan similar to the C1AA-8600-E was the 14" CODD-8600-A fan.

4LG4: Wittek clamps (a) were 
used exclusively in production 
for the thermostat bypass hose. 
These clamps were attached before 
engine painting, so were painted 
black when the engine was paint-
ed. The same clamps were used for 
the heater hoses at the intake manifold, water pump, and heater core inlet and outlet. Clamps in these four places were unpainted 
and natural cad-plated steel. These clamps carried the Wittek Manufacturing Compamy identification with location in Chicago, 
U.S.A., and a patent number (b). The clamp size for the 5/8" bypass and heater hose was 11/16", and each clamp was date coded. In 
this case, 2/64 is February 1964 (c).
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4LG2: Three different water pumps were used in early 64 production. Note that each carried a 63 date code. The first carried the  
small letter C3OE-8505-A casting number (a & b). The boss towers had been raised over the 1963 production C2OE-8505-C pump. 
In addition there was a circular notch in the casting of the lower rib (see red arrows on b). The notch was to maintain the clearance 
from the power steering belt due to the new rib extending further out from the pump’s centerline. A short time later the water pump 
casting was again changed and carried the large letter C3OE-8505-A casting number (c & d). The boss towers were extended to 
the top of the casting and closer to the pump’s center. The lower rib was extended farther from the pump’s centerline so the circular 
notch was even larger (see red arrows on d). Following close behind was the C4OE-8505-A water pump. It also had the full height 
boss towers, but the lower rib was modified so that a notch was unnecessary (see red arrows on f).
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4LH1: The distributor used 
with the transistorized ig-
nition system was marked 
C4GA-12127-A (a). Note 
that in this case, the A of 
C4GA was stamped over the 
original letter F. So, Ford 
actual converted convention-
al ignition distributors into 
ones used with transistorized 
ignition. The date code of 
this distributor was 4DB, 
or the second week of April 
1964. The points used with 
transistorized ignition had a 
smaller moving contact (b), as 
compared to the conventional 
points (c). The smaller point is possible because the current flow through the 
contacts is less than 1 amp (because it functions only as a switch), compared 
to about 5 amps for the converntional points. The distributor also used a pol-
ished cam and lubricated hard felt rubbing pad, which practically eliminated 
all wear on the points rubbing block. Furthermore, the distributor utilized a 
dust cover, shown here in top (d) and bottom (e) views. The dust cover kept 
the area of the cam and points super clean. This detail shows the degree to 
which the engineers went to allow the points to function for extended periods 
of time without servicing. The initial intent was to allow five 1964 Comets 
to exceed 100,000 miles around the Daytona Speedway at over a 100 mph 
average without ignition problems. In four cases, Mercury succeeded. One 
of the Comets had an ignition failure. The others were trouble-free, with 
the increased voltage allowing the spark plugs to fire satisfactorily even after 
50,000 miles of use.

Section LH - Ignition

4LH2: The coil for all engines except the 1964 Comet 289 
HiPo with transistorized ignition (a) was the shorter conven-
tional one. It was marked FAC-12029-A (b). The transistor-
ized ignition coil was ½" taller and featured internal changes. 
The primary wire size was increased in size, and the number of 
winding turns reduced to accommodate the increased power 
applied. Resistance was very low (about ¼ ohm), permitting 
rapid coil saturation. The secondary windings were also reduced 
to limit voltage and wire size increased to reduce heating due to 
resistance. The coil was designed to deliver 25,000 volts, compared to 18,000 for the conventional 
ignition coil. The transistorized ignition coil was marked C3TF-12029-A (c) and appropriately 
labeled for its ignition system. The top of the coil carried a + and - sign for its terminals (d), rather 
than the BAT and DIST for the conventional ignition coil. That’s because the + terminal was con-
nected to the ballast resistor, and the - terminal connected to ground. In a conventional system, 
the coil’s BAT terminal is connected to the ignition switch and DIST terminal connected to the 
distributor. The labeling of all coils was by a stamp that was rolled over the coil body. The coil 
appears to be argent or light gray, but was likely white with some black showing through (e & f).

Conventional Transistorized
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4LH4: The 289 HiPo used solid core ignition wires. On early pro-
duction ignition sets, all the boots on the spark plugs were straight. 
Shown here is the silver-blue 1964 Comet, which was one of the 
five cars participating in the Daytona 100,000-Mile Durability Run, 
photographed while it was part of Harrah’s Automobile Museum 
exhibit in Reno, Nevada. Notice that on cylinders 5 through 8 (left 
bank), all the boots are straight (a). The right bank shows a straight 
boot on cylinder 1 (b), cylinder 2 (c), and cylinders 3 and 4 (d). 
Likewise, a Ford advertisement for the Cobra kit dual-point igni-
tion system also shows ignition wires with eight straight boots (e). 
However, this was not always the case.

4LH3: Shown here is a May 27, 1964 Fairlane 289 HiPo. Virtu-
ally undisturbed for decades, it has its original ignition wires. Note 
the routing of the wires on the left bank where cylinder 8 wire 
crosses over cylinders 5, 6, and 7 (a). This was done deliberately 
to separate cylinders 7 and 8, which fired sequentially. Ford did 
not run adjacent firing wires next to each other through the wire 
separators. The same engine is shown during cleaning and pictures 
were captured showing the boots of this original set. Note on the 
left bank (b) that all boots at the spark plugs are straight. On the 
right bank, cylinders 2 and 3 are straight (c), as well as cylinder 
4 (d). However, cylinder 1 underneath the generator (shown here 
from the bottom) used an angled boot (e). Details reveal this is 
a steel core set. Barely visible on cylinder wire 7 (f) and cylinder 
wire 5 (g) are SX markings (see arrows), indicating steel core wires.

! !
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4LJ4: Autolite alternators 
had first appeared in 1963 
production and were used 
on some Thunderbirds, 
high-performance Galaxies, 
and trucks. These alterna-
tors continued into 1964 
for limited applications, but 
were also put on the special 
order option list for most 
cars. This was when they 
first became available on 
260 and 289 V8s. However, 
very few were ordered by 
customers. There were two styles of these early alternators. The first type is what I refer to as the 1963 Autolite alternator (a). It is 
often referred to as the round alternator because of its rounded front casing (b), or as the gusset alternator due to the reinforcements 
at the three screw holes holding the halves together (c). These alternators came in ratings of 30 amps and 40 amps. The 40-amp 
version carried over into 1964, but was replaced with a similar version which I will refer to as the 1964 Autolite alternator (d). The 
new alternator bolt holes lacked gussets (e) and the front case edge was more squared off (f). These alternators came in ratings of 42 
amps and 52 amps for cars. Trucks also had a 55-amp version. The stampings on these alternators included the FoMoCo logo (g). 
This one happens to be a 52-amp truck alternator. When later service replacements came out, they were stamped in the same format 
as production alternators (h).

4LJ1: The most common 289 HiPo pulley in 1964 was the stamped steel type (a 
& b). Although there are other pulleys that look similar, they locate the groove at 
a slightly closer distance from the generator face. Only with a close look at the side 
view pulley (c) can the difference be seen. Several variations of this pulley have been 
reproduced, some even stamped with the correct engineering number.  However, 
the reproductions seen so far have been machined, so are quite heavy in comparison 

to the original. In addition, those which have been 
stamped did not use the correct font. An original 
pulley stamping is shown at right (d). The stamp-
ing on original 289 HiPo generators—specific to 
the installed pulley—was C3OF-10000-B (e).

Section LJ - Generator/Alternator
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4LJ3: AC Cobras with 289 HiPos used alter-
nators rather than generators (a) with a large 
diameter pulley measuring 3¾". The stamped 
number on the pulley was C3MF-10344-A (b). 
(Photos courtesy of Dan Case.)
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4LJ2: The optional 42-amp Ford alternators 
(a) used the C3OF-10344-A (b) pulley early in 
the year and the C3TF-10344-K (c) pulley later 
in the year. The pulleys were dimensionally the 
same except for the front face. The earlier de-
sign was used with a hub ring type puller, while 
the latter used a hub 2-bolt type puller (d).

with C3OF-10344-A with C3TF-10344-K
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Section LK - Accessories

4LK1: Finding good examples of the 1964½ Mustang factory air 
conditioning systems is not easy, but I saw this one (a) at a Ford 
show. Notice the Pitts magnetic clutch on the aluminum compres-
sor. The Eaton power steering pump is mounted below and tilted 
about 30° so that the reservoir adaptor can clear the compressor 
mount. The reservoir was remotely mounted to the inner fender 
(b). For this car only, Ford used a special compressor mount (c) 
which was stamped C4ZA-2882-B (d). The air conditioning tag 
was mounted to the compressor (e).
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                                INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
                      Power Steering Pump Adapting Accessory Kit
                   Mustang - 8-Cylinder Engine with Air Conditioning

 1.  Remove and retain power steering pump drive belt.

 2.  Drain power steering fluid from reservoir.

 3.  Remove and discard pressure and return line hose assemblies but retain attaching
     parts.

 4.  Remove pump, pulley and reservoir assembly and retain attaching parts.  Remove
     reservoir from pump assembly and replace with adaptor assembly (3670) using a
     3/4 - 16 x 1-3/4 bolt (45757- ).  Remove and retain pulley and attaching parts
     from pump assembly.  Remove and discard front and rear brackets from pump, noting
     the position of attaching bolts and nuts when viewed from the pulley end of pump.
     These bolt positions are:  (377956) top, (370967) left side, and (377957) bottom
     left.  Also remove bolt from bottom right hole.  Assemble new brackets (sA732)
     front and (3C757) rear (see Sketch) as follows:  Replace (377956) bolt in top
     hole; place (370063) - new bolt - in bottom left hole; place (377832- ) - new bolt -
     in bottom right hole adding spacer (3D600) between rear of pump and front face
     of rear bracket; replace bolt taken from bottom right hole in left side hole -
     new position.  Discard (370967) and (377957).  Reassemble pulley, key, flat washer,
     and screw and washer assembly.

 5.  With air conditioning mounting bracket in position, mount pump and pulley assembly
     at upper mounting hole using existing 3/8 - 16 x 1.0 screw and washer assembly
     with flat washer but discarding spacer.  Use existing 3/8 - 16 x 1.0 screw and
     washer assembly with flat washer to attach assembly to engine.  Use existing
     3/8 - 16 nut with lockwasher and flat washers to attach adjusting arm to stud.

 6.  Connect pressure line hose assembly (3A719) to pump assembly.

 7.  Locate two drill dimples in left fender apron forward of the spring tower.  Drill
     two 11/32 diameter holes at these dimples.  Mount reservoir assembly (3531) with
     two 5/16 - 24 x 1.0 bolts, flat washers and lock nuts.

 8.  Attach existing pump drive belt to power steering pump pulley and rear sheave of
     crankshaft pulley.  Adjust belt to proper tension.

 9.  Install pressure and return line hose assemblies (3A713) and (3A719) using existing
     clips and insulator.  Attach the return hose assembly to reservoir and both hoses
     to linkage valve using existing clamps.

10.  Connect hose assembly (3691) to power steering pump and to reservoir with 1-1/8"
     hose clamps (97209-   or 97245-  ).

11.  Fill reservoir with "Type A" automatic transmission fluid.  Start engine and
     immediately add fluid.

     CAUTION:  Excessive running of engine without addition of fluid will result in
               damage to pump.

12.  With engine running, check all hoses for leaks while turning steering wheel from
     stop-to-stop.  After engine has run for several minutes, check fluid level in
     pump reservoir and correct as required.

4LK2: Rare Instruction 
Sheets for power steering 
adaptor kit (3 pages).

Use with illustrations
(I.S. 1353-A) on next two pages.
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Section LK - Accessories
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For 1964½ Mustangs, when air conditioning was added, 
the power steering pump received new brackets and 
hardware to rotate the pump 30° and make use of a 
remote reservoir attached to the inner fender. The instal-
lation procedures are listed on the previous page.

(Positions of elements on illustration 
altered so that pages can be printed 
without cropping off important 
information between the two pages.)
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Chapter 5 – 1965 289 V8
By 1965 production, Ford was achieving some degree 

of simplicity in its small block V8 offerings, although 
changes continued in earnest. In this light, the 260 V8 
was dropped in favor of the 289 2V as the baseline en-
gine. (However, 260 production would continue for two 
more years for the Sunbeam Tiger.) Rated at 200 horse-
power, its piston and combustion chamber configura-
tion was the same as that of the late 1964 289 2V with 
its 1.78" intake valves. The 289 4V, however, featured 
increased com pression over 1964’s 4V by the use of flat-
top pistons. Compression ratio for the new 289 4V was 
advertised at 10.0:1. Because of the higher compression 
ratio, the engine required premium grade fuel. This 
led Ford to refer to this engine as the “premium-fueled 
289 4V,” as opposed to the “regular-fueled 289 4V” of 
1964, or as the “high performance 289“ burning super 
premium fuel. Ford coded the premium-fueled 289 4V 
in the vehicle serial number by the letter A, and rated 
it at 225 horse power. For 1965, the 289 HiPos were 
still available in Fairlanes, Mustangs and Comets. 
The 289 HiPo compression ratio of 10.0:1 remained 
un changed from late 1964, though it continued to be 
advertised as 10.5:1 in much of Ford’s literature. (See 
Volume II, Appendix H for details on com pression ratios.)

Configuration-wise, all 1965 289 engines were quite 
different from those of 1964. The biggest change was 
in the bellhousing bolt pattern. This whole area was 
expanded to fit over an 11" clutch, which would not 
be offered until 1966 for the Bronco. Six long, 7/16" bolts 
were used to attach the bellhousing to the block vice 
the five 3/8" bolts used in 1964. Additionally, the dowel 
size was increased from 3/8" to 1/2". The difference in 
the number of bolts has led to the common practice of 
identifying 1962-65 engines as “5-bolt” and the 1965 
and later engines as “6-bolt.”

Some confusion exists in the Mustang line because 
first year production ran across the start-up of the 1965 
model year. Though all 19641/2 Mustangs were licensed 
as 1965 models, those built before early August (some-
where around August 3, 1964, on the Mustang’s door 
data tag) exhibited the characteristics associated with 
1964 engines. Mustang engines that were considered 
1964 engines (5-bolt) were coded F (260 V8) and D 
(regular-fueled 289 4V). Engines coded C (289 2V) and 
A (premium-fueled 289 4V) were 1965 engines (6-bolt). 
The 289 HiPo is a little more difficult to assess, but if 
the bell housing used five 3/8" bolts, the 289 HiPo should 
be considered a 1964 engine. If the bellhousing used 
six 7/16" bolts, the HiPo was actually a 1965 engine.

The transition date between 5-bolt and 6-bolt Mus-
tang 289 V8s was stated in Ford master parts catalogs 
as August 17, 1964, or August 20, 1964, depending on 
the catalog or part of the catalog. Examination of ac-
tual Mustang serial num bers by Jim Smart (In Search of 
Mustangs) places the scheduled build date as August 3, 
1964. As for 289 HiPo engines, a 6-bolt HiPo with as-
sembly date of August 4, 1964, has been found in a 1965 
Mustang with an August 10, 1964 scheduled build date. 
So, the August 3, 1964, date appears good for all ver-
sions of the 289. In this book, Mustangs with 1964 en-
gines (5-bolt) are considered 1964 or 1964 1/2 Mustangs.

Before continuing with the discussion of 1965 
engines, some important 1965 manual transmission 
changes must be noted because they affected com-
patibility between engines and transmissions over the 
1964/65 transition. In short, Ford changed the trans-
mission’s front mounting pattern. Instead of using a 
narrow front transmission mounting bolt pattern as in 
the past, Ford spread out the bolt pattern for 1965. This 
led to a practice of referring to transmissions as either 
“narrow,” or “wide,” bolt patterns.

Initially, the new 1965 transmissions could still bolt 
up to a 1964 (or prior) 5-bolt bellhousing, if the 1964 
or prior front case bearing retainer replaced the 1965 
and later retainer. This was possible because the trans-
mission’s front case contained 8 mounting holes so 
that either bolt pattern could be used (true only for the 
early wide pattern cases, as later ones eliminated the 
narrow pattern), and front bearing retainers could be 
swapped. The retainer swap was necessary because 
the 1965 transmis sion bearing retainer piloted into 
the larger 4 7/8" diameter hole in the 1965 bellhousing, 
whereas the 1964 bellhousing retainer hole was only 
411/16" in diameter.

The bigger problem was getting old, narrow pattern 
trans missions to bolt up to 6-bolt bellhousings. Ford 
provided only the large pilot hole and wide bolt pattern 
in its 6-bolt aluminum bellhousing. On Ford’s 240/300 
6-cylinder pickup trucks and vans, the C5TA-6394-A 
cast iron bellhousing left bosses that could be machined 
for the narrow pattern. However, the depth of this 
bellhousing was one-half inch less than the aluminum 
housings, so using it produces other problems.

(Other solutions to this problem available to today’s 
hobbyist require more radical measures. For example, 
the transmission’s front case can be swapped with 
a similar one containing the narrow bolt pattern—

it carried a silver 289 emblem (left), which had its origin back with the 1963½ 
Fairlane HiPo, and had been used extensively on the 1964½ Mustang. Falcon 
Sprint versions substituted a special Sprint emblem identical to the one used in 
1964 (bottom, left). Mustangs used the standard 289 emblem (left) for 289 2Vs 
and premium-fueled 4Vs, but added a special backing plate (below, right) for 
289 HiPos. This backing plate had first been introduced about June 1964 on the 
1964½ Mustang HiPos. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Mustangs and Falcons were again very popular in 1965, and all V8 versions carried V8 fender emblems (unlike the Mustang and 
Falcon pictured above). The Falcon’s only optional V8 was the 289 2V (although 289 4Vs were available on Falcon Rancheros) and 

1965 Mustang Fastback

1965 Falcon Futura Hardtop
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possible for only those transmissions used in both 1964 
and 1965, including the 3.03 fully sychro nized 3-speed, 
3-speed manual with over drive, Borg-Warner 4-speed, 
and Ford toploader 4-speed. Another solution involves 
modifying the aluminum bellhousing by machining for 
the narrow pattern. However, additional aluminum 
stock should first be welded onto the clutch side of the 
6-bolt bellhousing to create a strong mounting base.)

The automatic transmission compatibility problem 
was more straight forward. Since the C4 automatic-to-
converter housing bolt pattern re mained unchanged 
over the 1964-to-1965 engine transition, the trans-
mission’s main body could be bolted to either the  5-bolt 
or 6-bolt converter hous ing. However, the Fordomatic 
(which Mercury called a Mercomatic) had an integral 
converter housing which could not be changed. And 
since no Fordomatics were used in 1965, no Fordomat-
ics received 6-bolt converter housings. Therefore, the 
Fordomatic could only bolt up to a 5-bolt V8.

Returning to the 1965 engines, another corporate-
wide major change was the replacement of the gen-
erator with an alternator. Ford had introduced its new 
Autolite alternator in 1964 as a special order option, but 
few had been requested. For 1965, all engines would be 
equipped with an alternator as standard equip ment. 
Much lighter in weight than the generator, the alterna-
tor also offered a higher amp rating and functioned well 
at idle. An amp rating of 38 was typical, but ratings of 
42, 45, and 55 were available. The old standard genera-
tor was rated at just 30 amps and had a tendency to 
start dropping voltage at very low engine rpm. This 
resulted in the dimming of head lights and slowing of 
wiper and heater motors at idle. The exact rpm at which 
this occurred varied on the generator equipped engines, 
but at about 500 rpm the genera tor was not producing 
full voltage. On the other hand, the alternator could 
handle these low rpms without much difficulty.

The use of the alternator produced a number of 
changes to the engine. New lightweight mounting 
brackets were used along with a hefty 7/16" bolt. All 
cylinder head accessory mounting bolts prior to this 
time were 3/8", but the 1965 cylinder head now had one 
bolt hole tapped to a larger size. The rest of the bolt 
holes remained at 3/8". Since the right and left cylinder 
heads were interchangeable, another large mounting 
hole wound up at the back of the engine on the left 
side. The 1965 heads were identified in the rocker arm 
area with 289 and 65 markings. However, it is impor-
tant for hobbyists to know that not all heads marked 
65 were used in 1965 production. Some of them were 
used in late 1964 as previous stocks of older heads were 
depleted. These 65 heads were introduced as early as 
May 1964, or a full three months before the end of 1964 
production. These heads, despite their 1965 markings, 
had three 3/8" bolt holes for genera tor bracket mount ing 
vice having one sized up to 7/16" for the 1965 alternator.

Oil dipstick tubes and dipsticks were also affected by 
the presence of the low mounting 1965 alternator. Now 
unprotected by the old 1964 generator mount, the tube 
was moved closer to the cylinder head and short ened 
five inches (from 16" to 11"). The dipstick was like  wise 
shortened five inches, and was thinner in design.

On the top of the engine, the intake manifold 
temper ature sender hole was enlarged for 1965 to ac-
cept a 3/8" pipe thread size. This was necessary due 
to the large, full-sized Ford “HOT” and “COLD” 
type sender. For other cars, a 3/8"-to-1/8" pipe thread 
brass adaptor allowed the continued use of the small 
1/8" sender until new 3/8" senders came on line as a run-
ning change near the end of the production year.

A host of other changes affected the 1965 289 engine, 
but were of more minor significance. Never theless, they 
are important in terms of restor ation authenticity. The 
components involved were the coil, distributor vacuum 
advance line, fuel line, PCV valve, PCV hose, and air 
cleaner. The coil, which had been located on the intake 
manifold in 1964, was moved to the right cylinder head 
for 1965. The distributor vacuum advance tube, which 
had been specially designed for the 1964 1/2 Mustang 
and phased into other late 1964 engines as a running 
change, was used for all 1965 applications. This tube 
had a lower and more forward vertical loop, specifical-
ly designed to clear the Mustang’s low hood and large 
17" air cleaner. For simplicity, Ford used the same tube 
on all engines.

The fuel line was another new item for 1965, though 
a few engines did slip through with the old design. The 
new fuel line was distinctive in that it ran behind the 
distributor, vice in front as in 1964. Included in the 1965 
arrangement was a new fuel line clamp that attached at 
the timing chain cover. Previous clamps had attached 
at the water pump.

At the back of the engine, a new PCV hose included 
a 90-degree bend to eliminate the need for a separate 
brass fitting. To mate with the hose, a new PCV valve 
was released which integrated a hose-type fitting.

Sitting on top of the 1965 engine was a new air 
cleaner, though looking essentially the same as in 1964. 
The new air cleaner design revised the air cleaner-to-
carburetor mating surface to employ a flat gasket seated 
on the carburetor’s air horn. Previous air cleaners had 
used a rubber seal that was set in a channel designed 
into the air cleaner’s bottom lip.

Beginning back in January 1964, Ford began a new 
policy of identifying engines by engine tag numbers. 
These tags were located under the water temperature 
sender on 1964 260 and 289 V8s, but moved to the 1964 
coil’s location in 1965, since the tags could no longer fit 
under the larger water temperature senders introduced 
for 1965. The first engineering change level on the 1965 

engine tags was five (L5). This identified a 6-bolt 289 
(2V, 4V, and HiPo). No engine tags in either 1964 or 1965 
carried level changes L2, L3, or L4. Change L5 lasted 
until January 1965 at which time 289 V8s transitioned 
to L6. Ford never attached any signifi cance to L6 and its 
exact purpose remains unknown. However, occurring 
around this time was a change in thermostat pocket 
location. Up until the change (advertised as March 1, 
1965 by Ford and February 1, 1965 by Mercury), the 
thermostat pocket had been a part of the intake mani-
fold machining. After the transition date, the pocket 
became part of the thermo stat housing. This resulted 
in two styles of intake manifolds and thermostat hous-
ings being used during 1965. Fortunately, Ford changed 
the intake manifold casting numbers when it made the 
switch, so the type arrangement could be distinguished. 
(These casting numbers were never listed by Ford, but are 
presented in this chapter and Volume II, Appendix E.) 
Care had to be exercised in matching the intake mani-
fold with the proper thermostat housing. Use of the 
wrong com bination could result in water leaks past the 
therm ostat if pockets were in each component, or in a 
fractured housing if neither com ponent had a pocket.

The next level change, L7, occurred in March 1965 
and involved extensive changes to the timing chain 
arrangement. To start with, the camshaft thrust plate 
was increased in thickness from 0.217" to 0.250". Ford 
had been having some problems with noise from exces-
sive camshaft end play, so the thrust plate was beefed 
up. At the same time, Ford reduced the width of the 
timing chain to match that of the 289 HiPo. In fact, 
with L7, both the non-HiPo and HiPo 289s shared the 
same chain, thrust plate, and camshaft sprocket. The 
new crankshaft sprocket, while having narrow teeth 
for the thinner chain, was not the same as the HiPo’s 
which remained unchanged and specially designed 
to be used with the extra counterweight. The new L7 
camshaft sprocket, used for all engines, consisted of an 
aluminum core with teeth capped in nylon. The alu-
minum core also contained an integral spacer, thereby 
eliminating the need for a separate component as was 
the case prior to L7. The use of the aluminum sprockets 
did cause some problems in very high mileage (over 
100,000 miles) engines due to the nylon teeth becom-
ing brittle and chipping off. This caused slippage of 
the timing chain and ultimate failure of the engine’s 
valve timing.

The final level change occurred late in the model 
year or about June 1965. This change, called L8, re-
placed the aluminum water pump with a new cast 
iron unit. Extensive changes were designed into a new 
front timing chain cover to make it compatible with 
the new pump. As a result, the cast iron pump alone 
could not be retrofitted on earlier engines. The timing 
chain cover and water pump configuration had to be 
kept as a pair.

In this regard, Ford did provide, via Technical Ser-
vice Bulletin (TSB) #26, Article 517, dated 11/19/65 (see 
Volume II, Appendix J, page J–58), the necessary pro-
cedures for retro fitting the new cast iron water pump 
onto earlier engines, if that became necessary for any 
reason. The procedure called for removing both the 
water pump and old timing chain cover. If the engine 
had contained an oil filler pipe in the old timing chain 
cover (1962/63 and non-emissions reduction 1964 
engines), then the engine block oil filler passageway 
had to be closed off with a 3/4" freeze plug. These same 
engines required a new left valve cover containing the 
integral oil filler to replace the breather pipe lost with 
the new timing chain cover. In addition, all 1962/64 
engines required reuse of the old oil dipstick tube and, 
if a 1963/64 engine was equipped with air condition-
ing, also required the grinding down of one of the 
new water pump’s mounting hole bosses. This boss, 
located where the 1963/64 air conditioning compressor 
platform bracket mounted to the water pump (upper 
hole), had to be ground down 5/32" to properly mate 
with the bracket.

Generators were fully compatible with the retro-fit of 
1965 water pumps, including the new cast iron pump. 
Ford had deliberately retained the generator adjust-
ing bracket boss on all 1965 water pumps for just such 
retro-fit purposes. The boss was even tapped with 5/16" 
threads, just in case it was needed.

Not all changes affected interchangeability. Some 
were considered running changes and were sub stituted 
as stock inventories of older items depleted. One such 
example involved the stock pistons for the 289 V8s. 
Earlier 2V pistons used a dish shape without valve 
reliefs. Then during mid-1965 production, new pistons 
with valve reliefs were substituted as they became 
available. The new pistons were slightly less dished to 
com pensate for the valve relief volume and had no ef-
fect on com pression ratio. Both Ford (TSB #17, Article 
325, dated 6/14/65) and Mercury (1965 TSB #40, dated 
4/23/65) acknowledged that new and old pistons were 
intermixed in the same engine during the transitional 
period. Both also emphasized that the intermixing was 
completely acceptable.

The premium-fueled 289 4V also received new pis-
tons in mid-1965. These new pistons, which should not 
be mixed with the old, included valve reliefs where 
none had existed before. Since these valve reliefs 
did increase the effective chamber volume slightly, 
the compression ratio dropped a little to 9.8:1. Ford 
acknow ledged this fact by revising the 1966 shop 
manual specifi cations through TSB #31, Article 624, 
dated 2/11/66.

The 289 V8 continued its established tradition of 
powering Ford and Mercury compacts and inter-
mediates for 1965, as well as acting as the full-sized 
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Ford’s small V8 option. But the 1965 full-sized Ford 
289 V8 included some additional changes over its 1964 
version, or its 1965 relatives. To begin with, the 1965 
full-sized Ford temperature sender was designed for 
“HOT” and “COLD” indications, vice the common 
temperature gauge. Also, the 1965 full-sized Ford’s 
throttle was cable operated, necessitat ing changes to 
the carburetor and replacement of the throttle linkage 
bellcrank with a cable support bracket.

Another difference in the 1965 full-sized Ford in-
volved the exhaust system. A new left exhaust mani-
fold directed exhaust gases downward, via a collector 
between cylinders number 7 and 8, and into a newly 
designed Y-pipe. All these engine design changes, 
though unique to just the full-sized Ford, would con-
tinue virtually unchanged through subse quent years.

Comet Cyclones were back for 1965. Since the 
regular-fueled K-coded 289 4V engines had been dis-
continued, Cyclones were equipped with the new pre-
mium-fueled A-coded 289 4Vs as standard equip ment. 
Chrome dress-up was just like in 1964. The 289 HiPo 
was still avail able as a special option. Unlike 1964, the 
distributor used conventional dual points, but transis-
torized ignition did remain as an option.

Officially, the 1965 Comet 289 HiPo was coded as a K 
or D in the car’s serial number, depending on the source 
document. However, no 1965 Comets with these engine 
codes have been uncovered. Two authentic 1965 Com-
ets with 289 HiPos have been uncovered with A-coded 
serial numbers. These cars contained their original 
build-sheets (shown on page 5–10 and Volume II, page 
A–2 ). Each showed the car’s A-coded serial number 
along with specifications for a 289 high per formance 
engine package and other special equip ment. So it 
would appear that Mercury took A-coded Comets and 
factory converted them into 289 HiPos upon special 
order by its customers.

The Falcon V8 Sprint was also back for 1965, but for 
some reason it did not receive the chrome dress-up kit 
as it had in 1964. Instead, the standard 289 V8 bronze-
gold-colored valve covers and stan dard air cleaner 
were used as on other Falcons. The 289 2V was the only 
available Falcon V8 engine option for 1965, except for 
the 289 4V Ranchero. The 289 HiPo was not offered at 
all. (However, seven or eight Falcon HiPos were pro-
duced in Canada, and Canadian sales literature for the 
1965 Falcon listed the engine as an option.)

Nowhere were changes more evident than in the 
power steering and air conditioning accessories. The 
Eaton-designed power steering pump was still used in 
1965, but new mounts moved it much farther forward 
on the engine. Ford had some difficulty with this for-
ward position and modified the pump’s front bracket 
twice for better support. First, an upper bar brace 
was added. Then both upper and lower braces were 

scrapped in favor of a heavy duty, one-piece bracket. 
This seemed to stabilize the power steering pump satis-
factorily until the transition to the new Ford-Thompson 
pump was complete.

The new Ford-Thompson (or Ford, for short) power 
steering pump made its debut at the start of the 1965 
pro duction year. However, its phase-in was gradual, 
requiring the entire model year to complete. The Ford 
pump featured an integral reservoir and attached to the 
cylinder head via a one-piece stamped steel mount.

Ford’s belt arrangement was completely new for 
1965 and practically no pulleys interchanged from 1964. 
Whereas 1962/64 belt systems were arranged (from in-
nermost to outermost) in the order of power steering, 
generator (or optional alternator), and air condition-
ing, the 1965 belt arrangement switched the order to 
alternator, power steering, and air con di tioning. In ad-
dition, though the 1964 generator and 1965 alternator 
belts appeared to be in the same position relative to the 
engine, in fact, they were not. The 1965 crankshaft and 
water pump pulley alternator grooves were 0.2" closer 
to the engine than in 1962/64. This was admittedly a 
small difference, but none the less an important distinc-
tion in terms of crankshaft and water pump pulley 
interchange ability. Therefore, the 1962/64 and 1965 pul-
leys should not be intermixed or significant belt chafing 
problems will result.

The 1965 drive belt for power steering was the next 
belt forward. When installed without air condi tioning, 
the belt was 1/2" wide and ran directly off the crank shaft 
pulley. When air conditioning was included, the power 
steering pump drive belt was only 15/32" wide and ran 
over the water pump pulley to the crankshaft pulley. 
The power steering pulley 3/8" belt grooves were also 
5/16" more rearward in this configuration.

Up until this time, no small block engine had used 
a 3/8" groove pulley to drive an Eaton power steering 
pump. So rather than design a new pulley specially 
for use with the air conditioning system, Ford elected 
to borrow an existing pulley from the 1964 full-sized 
Ford/Thunderbird 352/390 V8. This Eaton pulley had 
the required 3/8" belt groove; however, the pump had 
to be moved closer to the engine to get all the pulleys 
to line up. Ford accomplished this by using special 
power steering pump mounting brackets. These special 
brackets also allowed the standard top-mounted power 
steering reservoir to clear the air conditioning com-
pressor mount, saving Ford the trouble of mounting a 
remote reservoir on the inner fender.

The new Ford power steering pump required no 
special mounting brackets to be compatible with air 
conditioning. However, the pump itself was changed to 
one having a rear-positioned reservoir filler neck. This 
was required to clear the air conditioning com pressor, 
which was mounted above the pump. In addition, 

 1965 – 289 V8 5–5

Full-sized Fords continued to use the 289 2V for their baseline V8. In Ford Galaxie 500 XLs and new Galaxie 500 LTDs, the 
289 2V was standard equipment. In Fairlanes, 289 engines were the top V8 choice and were available in three versions—a 200 
horsepower 289 2V; a high compression, 225 horsepower 4V; and (except for station wagons) the 271 horsepower 289 High Per-
formance. All 1965 Ford cars went on sale in local dealerships on September 25, 1964.  (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1965 Fairlane 500 Wagon

1965 Ford Galaxie 500 XL

1965 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe
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when used with air conditioning, the pump pulley was 
changed from one with a 1/2" groove to a pulley with a 
3/8" groove.

Both Eaton and Ford pumps were used with and 
without air conditioning in 1965 with one notable 
exception—the full-sized Ford. The full-sized Ford re-
quired the Ford pump whenever air conditioning was 
installed. This was because the new fixed idler pulley 
(used only on full-sized Fords in 1965) was not compat-
ible with the Eaton mounting brackets (though a little 
grinding at the pulley base could correct this problem). 
The following year, when all cars but the Mustang 
used this fixed pulley with air conditioning, the Eaton 
pumps were no longer being used.

The air conditioning engine arrangement was all 
new for 1965 and better integrated than in previous 
years. The new compressor mount con sisted of a cast 
iron platform bolted to the left cylin der head. The 
compressor was further supported by a lateral bracket 
attached to the water pump and a bar brace attached 
to the rear of the intake mani fold. On full-sized Ford 
engines a different bar brace ran to a special bracket 
attached to the rear of the left cylinder head.

Compressors with air conditioning could be an 
aluminum York, or cast iron Tecumseh. The cast iron 
Tecumseh compressor had first appeared in 1963, but 
none were factory installed on Ford small block V8s 
until 1965. In 1965, all Fairlanes, Falcons, Comets, and 
Mustangs seemed to favor the cast iron Tecumseh al-
most exclusively over the York. Adjustment of the 1/2" 
wide compressor drive belt was through a special ad-
justable idler which also served as a bracket for the al-
ternator. Except on full-sized Fords with Selectaire, the 
alternator mounted in its traditional position using this 
special idler and a standard lower adjusting bracket.

The full-sized Ford with Selectaire was a little differ-
ent from the other air conditioning equipped engines. 
Though the alternator was mounted in the usual man-
ner, it was pivoted much farther outboard using a very 
long adjusting bracket. Because of the unusual position, 
Ford gave the alternator additional support by adding a 
cast iron S-shaped bracket. This bracket took the place 
of the spacer behind the alternator and attached to the 
top of a special air conditioning idler. Found only on 
the full-sized Ford, this idler was identical to those of 
other cars, except for the required S-shaped bracket 
attach ment point.

Another unusual feature of the full-sized Ford with 
Selectaire was a unique plumbing arrangement for 
water traveling to the heater. Since the entry hose to 
the heater core was so far forward, a T-fitting detoured 
some water from the outlet hose to heat the carburetor 
choke housing. The water flow was then reversed by a 

steel, C-shaped tube behind the carburetor and redirect-
ed into the heater return hose via another T-fitting. In 
this way, a small amount of water bypassed the heater 
core to heat the choke housing.

The full-sized Ford engine was also the only car 
using a left side, fixed mounted, air conditioning idler 
pulley. Mounted to the water pump bracket beneath 
the compressor, and providing additional stability for 
the air conditioning drive belt, this idler was used in 
conjunction with the large C5AE-B crankshaft pulley.

The C5AE-B crankshaft pulley used a large 7 1/4" 
diameter air conditioning drive pulley (1 1/4" larger in 
diameter than used on other cars). Its purpose was to 
deliver more power to the compressor and improve 
cooling efficiency. In subsequent years, as all cars got 
bigger, this pulley would become more widely used.

On engines which had no power steering associated 
with air condition ing, two spacers replaced the missing 
power steer ing pump bracket between the compressor 
platform and the cylinder head. In addition, the vacant 
power steering grooves on the crankshaft and water 
pump pulleys were used to double up the number of 
belts running the alternator. These belts were a matched 
set, coming from the same lot number to ensure their 
stretching character istics would match each other.

Ford also used double belts with some optional 
heavy duty alternators. (See Volume II, Appendix B). 
Special provisions were made, if power steering was in-
stalled without air conditioning, to still allow dual belt 
alternator drive. To accomplish this, the power steering 
pump drive belt was moved forward so that it could 
run directly off the crankshaft pulley’s air con ditioning 
groove. To line up the power steering belt, a special 
deeply dished, 1/2" groove width, power steering pump 
pulley was used. This set-up was only installed with 
the Ford-Thompson power steering pump.

Air conditioning fans in 1965 were quite varied. 
Fixed fans included 5-blade and 6-blade types. Clutch 
fans were 5-blade units, though this would change to 
7-blade fans in 1966. The big news for 1965 was the use 
of a new flex-fan. Ford began using these fans on some 
full-sized Fords. Acting on the principle that the blade 
flattened out at high engine rpm, the flex-fan somewhat 
dupli cated the action of a decoupling clutch fan. Much 
simpler and lighter in construction than a clutch fan, it 
was, however, noisier in opera tion. Some early fans also 
had cracking problems in the flexible fan blade area, 
which were subsequently corrected. Standard 5-blade 
fixed fans were still in use on Fordaire air conditioning 
systems, though for 1965, the blades were changed 
from steel to aluminum to reduce water pump bearing 
failures.

5–6 Chapter 5

1965 Comet Caliente Hardtop

1965 Comet Villager Wagon

Mercury’s contribution to small block power came in 
the form of Comets—and attractive models they were 
for 1965. At the top of the Comet line were the woody 
Villager wagon and the Caliente. Both were available 
with either 200 horsepower 289 2Vs, or 225 horse-
power, premium-fueled, high compression 289 4Vs. 
For the even more performance-minded, a Comet 
Cyclone was also available, which offered a dressed 
up, 225 horsepower 289 4V as standard equipment. 
Though not highly publicized, a special order request 
could option the 271 horsepower 289 HiPo (except in 
convertibles and station wagons). These engines came 
with conventional ignition, with transistorized ignition 
an option. Mercury announced that 1965 Comets 
would go on sale in local dealerships on September 25, 
1964. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1965 Comet Cyclone Hardtop
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 Engine Core Section A 5A5 5–9

5A3: The block (a) was recast for 1965 to allow the use of a larger, 11" diameter clutch, which 
mounted on a 12 3/8" diameter circular bolt pattern. These large 11" clutches would not be 
used until 1966 when the new Bronco was introduced. For 1965, all clutches were either 10" 
or 10.4" in diameter, with both mounting on an 113/8" diameter circular bolt pattern. The 
casting number of the 1965 block was C5AE-6015-E (b) and carried an assembly date code 
(c) near the timing chain cover. The 5B23S shown here (d) equates to February 23, 1965. The 
last letter was an inspector code. A 289 marking (e) was also in the lifter valley.

c d

b

a

e

ba

5A5: To accept the larger clutch, the overall rear bolt pattern was expanded and beefed up, as shown in this comparison of the 1965 
block (a) and 1964 block (b). (See next page for a superimposition of these patterns.) Note the number of bolt holes on each. This led 
to the common practice of referring to the larger patterned block as a 6-bolt 289 and the smaller as a 5-bolt 289.

5–8 5A1 Chapter 5 Engine Core

5A1: The sole Ford 
small block V8 en-
gine in 1965 was 
the 289. It came in 
three versions: 289 
2V, 289 4V, and 
289 HiPo. Shown 
here is the Fairlane 
289 2V (a) and the 
Fairlane/Mustang 
289 HiPo (b).

a b

senders, which were too big to fit through the tag. The production year began with 
all engines incorporating change level 5 (b), often written as L5. Note that the tags 
included the displacement, model year, change level, date code, and engine code num-
ber. The date code was always given as a single digit representing the year, followed by 
a hyphen, and a letter for the month. L5 extended until February; then, all engines 
transitioned to L6 (c). In March 1965, engines were again modified, to L7 (d), fol-
lowed by L8 in May (e). Not all tags were without errors. During the last month of 
1965 production, some tags had the last digit of the 289 inverted so that it read 286 
(f)! (Known changes associated with each engine level are covered throughout individual 
chapter sections, and are summarized in Volume II, Appendix A.)

5A2: All engines carried tags in 
1965 (a). However, the tags were 
located where the coil had been 
installed in 1964, while the coil 
itself moved to the right cylinder 
head. The tag move was necessary 
be cause some engines were using 
larger threaded water temperature 

a

b c

ed

f

5A4: The C5AE-6015-E block 
was used for the 289 2V, 4V, 
and HiPo. The one shown here 
is a 289 HiPo (a) with an assembly date code of 5B10 (b). Most of the HiPo blocks were stamped 
with the vehicle’s serial number (c) near the oil pan along the front right side—in this case a 
5R09K195620 Mustang fastback. Another block has been found with a Fairlane serial number of 
5R42K168959—a 4-door sedan! Both vehicles were assembled in San Jose, California.

a

c

b
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 Engine Core Section A 5A10 5–11

5A10: The 289 4V for 1965 featured higher compression. The advertised 10.0:1 compression ratio was obtained by using flat top 
pistons (a). The casting number of C5OE-6110-A was located inside the piston (b). Later in the year, or about 3/1/65, the pistons 
were revised to include valve reliefs (c). These pistons carried a C5OE-6110-H casting number (d). Because the valve reliefs increased 
effective combustion chamber volume by about 3 cubic centimeters, the compression ratio dropped slightly. Ford noted this in its 
TSB #31, Article 624, dated 2/11/66, by publishing a correction to the 1966 shop manual. The correction revised the 4V compres-
sion ratio from 10.0:1 to 9.8:1. The 289 4V pistons with and without valve reliefs should not be intermixed.

5A9: Initially, 2V 289 pistons (a) were a carryover from 1964 and continued with 
the same C4AE-6110-L casting number (b). Then about 5/1/65, the 289 2V pistons 
were changed to ones which featured valve reliefs (c). The casting number on the 
new piston was C5OE-6110-J (d). This redesign was a running change and resulted 
in new pistons being intermixed with the older design until old stocks were depleted. 
Mercury acknowledged this fact and its acceptability in its 1965 TSB #40, dated 
4/23/65. Ford compensated for the piston valve relief volume on the new 2V pis-
tons by decreasing the piston center dish depth slightly. Therefore, even with mixed 
pistons, the compression ratio of each cylinder remained unaffected.

5A8: All 289 V8s received new crankshaft main bearing inserts in 1965. 
These bearings carried a C5OE engineering number and would see service 
in all Ford small blocks through 1969. Otherwise, they were just like the 
previous bearings.

a d

b

c

cd

b

a

5–10 5A6 Chapter 5 Engine Core

a b c

5A6: Superimposing the 1962/64 bellhousing cover plate on the 1965 plate shows the difference in shape more dramatically (a). 
The bolts and dowels were also enlarged on the 6-bolt 289 (b) in comparison to the 5-bolt (c). The bolts were 7/16" vice 3/8" and 
dowel size 1/2" vice 3/8". Also, note that the machined boss for installing the clutch equalizer bar was farther outboard on the 1965 
block, necessitating a 1" shorter equalizer bar to compensate. Another quick reference for the 6-bolt block was the raised bellhousing 
height (d) and slightly greater than 5" spread between top bolts holes (e). On the 5-bolt blocks this measured a little less than 6" (f).

fd

b

e

5A7: The 1965 Comet with special order 289 HiPo was not K-coded in the 
vehicle serial number as is sometimes thought. As shown on this original build 
sheet (a), the serial number has the “A” code for the 289 premium-fueled 4V; 
however, special instructions at the bottom specified a “271 HP ENG PKG” 
and “C5GA-4001-F AXLE” (b). This rear axle had the “9-inch” differential.

a
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 Valve Train Sections A & B 5B1 5–13

5B1: The 1965 cylinder head (a & b), carrying 
a 65 marking in the rocker arm area (c), was a 
continuation of the same head introduced in late 
1964 production, or about May 1964. The 1964 
65 marked head had replaced the similarly designed 
64 marked head. As discussed in Chapter 4, the 64 
marked head, introduced about February 1964, had 
featured the revised combustion chamber shapes 
and the larger 1.78" intake valves normally associ-
ated with the 65 marked heads. The only significant 
difference between 1964 and 1965 pro duction 65 
heads was the increased size of one of the accessory 
mounting bolt holes needed to accom modate the 
new 1965 Ford alternator. The hole closest to the 
head’s valve cover sealing surface at one end was 
enlarged to 7/16" (d) (arrow). In 1964, all bolt holes 
had been 3/8". Since the left and right heads were 
interchangeable, the enlarged hole was at the rear 
when the head was installed on the left side of the 
engine. The casting number of the non-HiPo heads 
was C5AE (e), placed on the underside at one end, 
and B (f), placed on the opposite end. Another 

marking (g) was placed on the combustion chamber side of all 
heads and denoted engine cubic inch displacement and year.

a

b

c d

gfe

5–12 5A11 Chapter 5 Engine Core

5A12: The standard 
1965 crankshaft pulley 
(a) was not the same as 
the 1964 pulley, though 
similar in appearance. 
The 1965 pulley moved 
the alternator belt 0.2" 
closer to the engine than 
the generator belt had 
been in 1964 (b). The 
1962-64 pulley was not 
stamped. Most 1965-69 
pulleys were not (but 
see photo 5LA19, page 
5–73 ), so they could 
only be dis tin guished 
by measuring the pul-
ley’s height. The 1962/64 
height was just a shade 
less than 21/2". The 1965 
pulley height was just 
over 21/4". The bolts used 
to attach the crankshaft 
pulley to the damper 
were varied in 1965, but 
most were of the self-
locking, place type (c). 
Other types, more com-
monly found in 1962 
through 1964, used con-
ven tion al lock washers, or 
star-type locking washers 
(d). All 1965 bolts were 
about 11/4" long (e).

the two different vendors supplying 289 dampers. These same dampers with the same casting numbers would be used on all 289 
2Vs and premium-fueled 4Vs until 1968 production.

5A11: All harmonic vibration dampers (a), except the 289 HiPo’s, carried a 
casting number of C5AE-A1 (b), or C5AE-6316-A2 (c) for 1965, reflecting a

b c

ba

d

ec

!

1965/69

1962/64
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5–14 5B2 Chapter 5 Valve Train

5B3: Though many changes occurred in 
the valve train for 1965, the components 
attached to the cylinder heads remained 
unchanged from those used in late 1964 
on either 64 or 65 marked heads.

a

b

5B4: Earlier bolts used to attach the fuel pump 
eccentric and camshaft sprocket were con ven tion al 
grade 8 bolts with a separate lock washer (a) which 
were torqued to a value of 30-35 ft-lbs. Problems 
with these bolts coming loose in operation resulted 
in Ford releasing a new, washerless, place-type, 
self-locking bolt (b) with better torque retention. 
The new bolts were torqued to 40-45 ft-lbs. The 
actual transition dates published in Ford’s TSB 
#16, Article 318, dated 6/1/65, were April 1964 
for the non-HiPo 289, and January 1965 for the 
289 HiPo.ba

5B2: The 289 HiPo head (a) was marked 
similarly to the non-HiPo head; however, 
the HiPo head carried a C5OE number on 
one end (b) and an A marking at the other. 
HiPo heads were further distin guishable 
from non-HiPo heads by the extra casting 
to incorporate valve spring seats, and were 
machined for screw-in rocker arm studs. 
(Photos by Glenn Packard.)

 Valve Train Section B 5B5 5–15

5B5: In March 1965, all engines received L7, which revised the camshaft drive mechanism. All components forward of the camshaft 
were new, including a thicker camshaft thrust plate (a) which measured .250", or .033" thicker than prior to L7. The new camshaft 
sprocket was made of aluminum with teeth capped in nylon (b). The camshaft spacer was now integral to the rear part of the cam-
shaft sprocket (c). Ford also used a narrower timing chain (d) with the new arrangement, which just happened to be the same one 
which had been used on the 289 HiPo since 1963. To mate with the narrower timing chain, which was also now displaced slightly 
more forward on the engine, a new crankshaft sprocket (e) was incorporated. Both new sprockets were clearly indexed (f) for ensur-
ing proper valve train alignment. A common problem with the aluminum/nylon camshaft sprocket in high mileage engines was the 
cracking of the nylon teeth (g). The L7 289 HiPo continued using its own unique crankshaft sprocket and extra counterweight as 
on prior-L7 HiPos, but now shared camshaft sprocket and thrust plate with other L7 289s.

a

c d

b

e f g
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 Induction Section C 5C2 5–17

5C2: About February/March 1965, all the manifolds were changed to re-
move the thermostat pocket from the manifold (a) and make it part of the 
thermostat housing (see photo 5G9, page 5–38). The newly released 2V and 
4V intake manifolds carried the casting numbers C5OE-9425-B (b) and 
C5OE-9425-C (c), respectively. Note that the stamped letters were B (d) 
and C (e) for the 2V and 4V, respectively, and matched the last letter of 
the casting number. Before the end of the model year, even these manifolds 
were replaced by new 1966 castings (f), as evidenced by the 5F11 date 
code on this C6OE-9425-B 4V intake manifold. This June 11, 1965 date 
was still two months before the end of 1965 production. However, as on 
the C5OE-9425-C manifold it replaced, the stamped letter was also C (g), 
as opposed to the letter B used in 1966 production. Virtually identical to 
their 1965 counterparts, these C6OE manifolds could generally be distin-
guished from their 1966 counterparts because they lacked the machining 

cb

d e

hgf

a

in the rear PCV area (h); although, at the very end of 1965 production, even these manifolds yielded to the PCV area machining. 
This machined area would eventually mount the 1966 California smog control backfire suppression valve.

5–16 5C1 Chapter 5 Induction

5C1: Appearance-wise 
the 1965 2V (a) and 
4V (b) intake mani folds 
looked the same as their 
1964 289 counter parts. 
In fact, both had first 
been introduced in late 

September 1964 through February 1965 time frame, and used on 
both the 289-4V and 289 HiPo. All of these early 1965 manifolds, 
like their predecessors, were machined for a thermostat pocket (h).

1964 production. The 2V manifold carried the casting number C5AE-9425-D (c) and stamped letter C (d). The 4V casting number 
was C5OE-9425-A (e) with stamped letter A (f). All the 1965 manifolds had the larger 3/8" pipe threaded holes for the water tem-
perature sender, though most had threaded adaptors (see arrow in photo e) to reduce the port to the 1/8" pipe thread size used in 1964 
(see photo 5G8, page 5–37 ). Ford introduced a second 4V manifold that carried a casting number of C5AE-9425-M (g) and stamped 
letter J, but was otherwise identical to the C5OE-9425-A manifold. The C5AE-9425-M manifolds were found mostly around the 

a b

e

f

c

d

hg

!
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 Induction Section C 5C4 5–19

5C4: Choke linkage prior to about 
January 1965 (a) was the same as late 
1964. Then, after about January 15, 
1965, a slightly modified system (b) was 
incorporated. (Note: the earlier system 
has been found on carburetors serveral 
months after this date.) The new system 
used a single piece, stamped metal, fast 
idle cam lever to replace the old style, 
two piece assembly (c). The new system 
also brought back the old C-shaped fast 
idle cam rod (d). The new system was 
a running change, so a small spacer (e) 
(arrow) had to be included to properly 
fit the new fast idle cam to its post since 
the post was designed for the older cam (f). In 1966, the post 
would be reduced in length to eliminate the requirement for the 
spacer. At the top of the choke rod, the brass adjustor was replaced 
with a nylon adjustor (g) about the same time the fast idle cam 
changes were made. Note that the choke plate shaft was changed as 
well (h). The new friction type adjustor greatly eased choke pull-
down adjustment by allowing use of a 1/4 inch socket vice trying 
to turn the exceptionally tight brass adjustor with a pair of pliers.

a b

d

h

g

f

e

c

Late 1965 Early 1965

Early 1965 Late 1965

Early 1965

Late 1965

Late 1965

5–18 5C3 Chapter 5 Induction

a b

dc

the automatic transmission kickdown lever was replaced with a spacer of equivalent thickness. The throttle return spring (e) attached 
to the lower part of the throttle shaft through a small hole (f). The spring then attached to the same bracket used to hold and adjust 
the carburetor control cable (g). Two tension positions for the spring were provided.

5C3: The big change in carburetors for 1965 was the introduction of a 
throttle cable control system on the full-sized Ford. To accommodate the 
cable hook-up, the full-sized Ford throttle shaft linkage was modified (a). 
Note the difference between the full-sized Ford and non-full-sized Ford 
throttle shafts (b). The cable was attached to the ball stud (c) (arrow). 
For automatic transmission equipped full-sized Fords, the kickdown rod 
was attached directly to a lever on the throttle shaft. Note the lever’s small 
return spring, which attached to the dashpot bracket. All 1965 dashpot 
brackets contained the small hole for the return spring, whether on a 
full-sized Ford or not. Here 1964 and 1965 brackets are compared side-
by-side (d). On full-sized Fords equipped with a manual transmission, g

e f

!

!

Early 1965

19651964

Early 1965 Late 1965
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 Induction Section C 5C9 5–21

Comet air cleaners, with the exception of the Cyclone’s, were painted bright yellow. Date code stampings on the standard air cleaners, 
if present at all, were indentations in the metal bottom and showed a single digit for the year and a letter for the month.

5C8: Standard air cleaners 
were modified for 1965 to 
use the same flat paper gas-
ket (a) that had been used 
in previous years for the 
low profile and Mustang air 
cleaners. The air cleaner’s 
bottom lip (b) was rounded 
and included tabs to pro-
perly index the air cleaner 
to the carburetor. The larger 
tab was at the rear. All Ford 
air cleaners were painted 
bronze-gold, though the air 
mixing duct remained black. 

5C7: Carburetor linkage 
on non-full-sized Fords 
was unchanged in 1965, 
except for the presence of a 
new throttle return spring 
brac ket (a). However, some 
1965 engines have been 
found with the older style 
bracket still installed (b).

a

a b

b

5–20 5C5 Chapter 5 Induction

5C5: The dumbbell-shaped idle mixture needle was typical of 1962 through 
late 1964 carburetors (a). In late 1964 production, some carburetors 
switched to the barrel-shaped needle which had a longer taper for more fine 
adjustment (b). Both of these needles were used in 1965 production with 
some carburetors switching to the barrel-shaped needles sometime in late 
1965 production. The barrel-shaped needle returned to the former taper in 
late 1965 or early 1966 production (c). The earlier barrel-shaped needle 
diameter was .31", whereas the later one was .28". (Later needles reduced 
the barrel diameter to .25" and could be either steel or brass.)

a b c

a

it right at the introduction of the manual choke 
HiPo carburetors. Quite probably, this carbure-
tor had been put on the shelf at the factory and 
then used to fill out one of the last few orders for 
a 1965 Fairlane HiPo with C4 automatic.

b

c d

5C6: The premium-fueled 289 4V (a) received the same choke 
changes as the 2V, but otherwise was very similar to previous 
4Vs. One small running change that probably occurred in late 
1965 or early 1966 production was in the secondary throttle 
shaft (b). The extension, which prevented any significant move-
ment of the secondaries until the primaries had been opened 
up, was re-contoured slightly. The later shaft is shown on the 
left. The 289 HiPo carburetor (c) was essentially unchanged for 
1965, but carried a C5OF carburetor tag. However, there were 
exceptions as in the case of this very unusual and interesting 
1965 Fairlane HiPo equipped with factory C4 automatic. What 
made this original car so interesting was its very late production 
date of August 1965 and its original carburetor that carried a 
C4OF-AT tag (d) and body stamping. This tag number was the 
proper one for the HiPo C4 automatic, but the date code placed 

5C9: Mustang air cleaners were repeats of the large 17" diameter type first 
introduced for 1964 1/2 Mustangs. However, continued vibration problems on 
1965 Mustang convertibles prompted Ford to increase bracing in the engine 
compartment about 11/11/64. This bracing (which was the same as that on the a

b c

1964/66 Thunderbird convertible), necessitated notching the air cleaner mixing duct (a). Note that Ford cut the metal first, then 
formed the duct and crimped the seam (b). Ford suggested incorporating this change on Mustang convertibles built before 11/11/64 
(see Volume II, Section J, page J–32). In 1966, the Mustang convertibles received new bracing which cleared unnotched mixing ducts. 
Ducts were generally date coded in batches (c). Here the date code 5D means the duct was manufactured in April 1965.
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5C12: The Mustang 289 4V decal (a) had white and 
black squares and carried a C5ZF-9638-D number (b). 

 Induction Section C 5C12 5–23

a b

c

f

g

e

5–22 5C10 Chapter 5 Induction

5C11: All Ford air cleaners received dress-up decals in 1965. The Mustang 289 2V had a 289 decal with orange and black squares 
(a). The engineering number was C5ZF-9638-A (b) and the decal was marked PRINTED IN U.S.A. (c).

c

a c

b

a b

!

changed from 1964, and included indentations for a choke pick-up (small indentation unused in 1965) and for California’s closed ven-
tilation system (arrow). In California, a hose fitting (d) was crimped around a hole made in this indentation. Most 1965 and later bot-
tom plates will carry date codes, such as this 5A (e) for January 1965. This particular bottom was also painted Ford Corporate Blue.

5C10: Some early 1965 HiPo air cleaners 
were just like the ones used in 1964 (a). 
Then, as a running change occurring around 
the transition between 1964 and 1965 pro-
duction, the top chrome plate was changed 
(b). The bottom plate (c) remained un-

d

e

The decal for the Fairlane, Falcon, and full-
sized Ford 289 2V air cleaner (c) was just 
a little different with more space given to 
more square-looking checkered areas. The 
differ ence was very subtle, but enough that 
Ford gave the decals different engi neer ing 
numbers. The 2V decal carried the num  ber 
C5AF-9638-B (d). (For the C5OF-9638-D 
4V decal, see photo 5LC2, page 5–75 ). Two 
other decals may also be found on 1965 
air cleaners. One was the USE GENUINE 
FoMoCo REPLACE MENT PARTS decal 
(e). It appeared much like the 1964 decal 
except the background was white. It could 
be found on air cleaners through 1968. 
The one shown here is a re pro  duction. 
The second decal was the one advertising 
AUTOLITE SPARK PLUGS (f). As shown 
on this original air cleaner, the decal was 
placed on the air cleaner’s side in 1965, 
as it would be through 1967 production. 
Note that as was typical, this decal was not 
positioned on the air cleaner with any great 
attention to align ment. Re productions of 
this decal are available (g).

d
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5C13: On Comet air cleaners, a Mercury-unique decal (a) with an engineering number of C5GF-9638-C (b) was used for the 
standard V8. The one shown here is an original. On non-Cyclone Comets with 289 4V carburetors, a 4V decal with a gold back-
ground replaced the standard 2V decal (c). Decals shown are reproductions. The Comet Cyclone received some dressing up with 
a large, colorful red, white and blue decal, which displaced the 4V decal to the lower half of the air cleaner. Shown here is what’s 

left of original decals on a Cyclone air 
cleaner (d) and one with reproduction 
decals (e). The color of the Cyclone 
air cleaner was argent (silver) with a 
chrome-plated top cover. (The original 
Cyclone air cleaner gives a very good 
representation of where the decals 
should be placed. This original Super 
Cyclone decal was used by Jim Osborn 
to create the reproduction shown.)

b

 Induction Section C 5C15 5–25

decodes as May 12, 1965. The standard fuel line for 1965 was routed behind the distributor (g). However, there were some exceptions 
where the old style fuel line was used, as can be seen on this photo of a 1965 Fairlane taken from a March 1965 issue of CAR LIFE 
magazine (h). The fuel line support bracket (i) was redesigned and now attached to the timing chain cover ( j) vice the water pump. 
Fuel pumps for 289 HiPos were the same as those for non-HiPos except for a 3939S stamped number and the addition of a second 
spring under neath the actuating arm (see photo 5LC6, page 5–77 ). This spring was available separately as part number C5OZ-9380-A.

5C15: The fuel pump used 
in 1965 was a sealed Carter 
design (a), which did not 
allow field servicing of the 
diaphragm. Note the differ-
ence in a side-by-side com-
parison with the 1964 pump 
(b). As in years past, each 
pump was stamped with a 
number and date code, but 
the quality of the stampings 
varied. The first pump was 
clearly stamped 3911S (c) 
and had a date code of 8A5A 
(d), which decodes as Jan uary 
8, 1965. The date code’s day, 
month and year format was 
opposite to the general con-
vention of year, month and 
day. The significance of the 
last letter is unknown, but 
could have been the work 
shift. A second pump was 
also marked 3911S (e); how-
ever, the middle numbers 
were close together and barely 
readable. The equally diffi cult 
to read date code 12E5A (f) 

a b

fedc

g

i j

h

5–24 5C13 Chapter 5 Induction

a c

b

ed

5C14: Fairlanes and Mustangs with 289 
HiPos received a new decal on the chrome-
plated top cover. The one at top (a) is an 
original decal still on its original air cleaner, 
but all the red areas of the decal have faded. 
The one below (b) is an NOS decal which 
has suffered some shrinkage. Note the dif-
ferences between the two decals though 
both carry the same C5OF-9638-A number.

1964

1965

5-024
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 Exhaust Sections C & D 5D1 5–27

5D1: All engines in 1965 used the same 
C4OE-9430-A manifold (a) on the right side, 
which was a carryover from 1964. Note the 
4K1 date code, which decoded as October l, 
1964. Since 1965 production began about 
August 1964, this manifold was produced two 
months into the production year. The left side 
manifold was one of three types. The Fairlane 
and Mustang used the same C3OE-9431-A 
manifold (b) carried over from the 1963 Fair-
lane. Likewise, the Falcon and Comet contin-
ued their use of C3DE-9431-A (c). However, 
the full-sized Ford used a new manifold (d) 
for 1965. Note the rear, downward angle of 
the manifold’s outlet, which was unique to 
this manifold. The casting number was C5AE-
9431-B (e). Though the casting number 
would change twice in 1966, the basic design 
of this manifold for the full-sized Ford would 
remain the same through 1969.

a b

d

e

c

5–26 5C16 Chapter 5 Induction

a

b c

d

e

h

g

5C16: About February 25, 1965, the full-sized Ford got a new fuel pump (a), which lacked the low hanging fuel filter. Each pump 
received a stamped number and date code. In this case the number read 3974S (b) with a date code of 15M4A (c). Note the ghost 
stamping of multiple impressions. The 15M4, though out of normal date code sequence, decodes as December 15, 1964. The new 
fuel pump required a new fuel line (d), shown here with the distributor removed for better viewing. The shape of the fuel line was 
very similar to that of the 1964 fuel line, except for a gentler curve to the lower fuel pump outlet, and the hose-type ending near the 
carburetor. The fuel line was supported by the standard 1965 fuel bracket (e). The new fuel filter (f) threaded into the carburetor 
(g) and attached to the fuel line via a small rubber hose (h). The fuel filter threads were standard tube-type, just like the fuel line. 
Though the fuel filter did seal to the carburetor body in the same manner as the steel fuel line, Ford elected to also include a thick 
gasket between the two. Ford service replacement filters (i) included the gasket, hose and clamps.

i f
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 Lubrication/Ventilation Sections E & F 5F1 5–29

5E4: The oil dipstick 
tube was 5" shorter in 
1965 (a) than in 1964 
and was supported at 
the water pump just be-
low the coil (b). The oil 
dipstick itself was also 
5" shorter and thin ner 
(c) than in 1964. The 
handle on the dip stick 
could be one of several 
designs (d). The most 
common one found 
on original pro duction 
engines had a crimped 
handle as shown at the 
bottom of the photo. 
The  p lugged  s t y l e 
shown at the top was 
the one most com monly 
found in Ford Parts De-
partments. How ever, 
any one of the three 
types were probably in-
stalled by the factory on 
some 1965 engines at 
some time.

5F1: Standard “open” ventilation 
system oil breather caps (a) were 
the same in 1965 as in 1964. Part 
numbers were C3AZ-6766-C for 
the black cap and C4DZ-6766-C 
for a cap with chrome plating. The 
chrome-plated caps were used to 
com plement the chrome-plated 
valve covers on 1965 Fairlane and 
Mustang HiPos as well as Comet 
Cyclones. For engines with road 
draft tubes, Ford used a skirted oil 
cap (b). The cap was positioned 
on the valve cover with the skirt at 
the rear to direct air into the cap 
and enhance crankcase venti lation 
(c). To ensure proper installation, 
Ford marked the cap with the word 
FRONT on top (d). The part num-
ber for the standard skirted oil cap 
was C5AZ-6766-C. Though the 
skirted cap shown here has been 
repainted cream white, its original 
color was black. A chrome-plated 
skirted cap was also manufactured 
for the HiPos and Cyclones under 
the part number C5OZ-6766-A.

a

b

dc

a

b d

c

5–28 5E1 Chapter 5 Lubrication

5E1: The 1965 oil pan was the same as in 1964, except the oil drain hole was moved to the side (a). The 1964 oil pan drain hole 
faced toward the rear (b). The 1965 design oil pan would see service on all 289/302 V8s through 1969.

a b

5E3: The 1965 oil filter (a) was 
almost identical to the 1964 filter 
(b). Only the words “6,000 MILE 
TYPE” were added. These photos 
were taken from Ford’s Quick Refer-
ence Catalogs. (Courtesy of Ford Motor 
Company)

5E2: Oil pressure gauge senders with steel 
extenders (a) were used on 1965 Comets, 
just as in 1964. This same arrangement was 
used on Mustangs with the optional GT 
package. In 1966 they would be standard 
on all Mustangs. Ford gave instructions 
to mount the extender so that the sender 
was tilted 30 degrees aft to allow clearance 
for the Comet/Mustang power steering 

ba

1965

1962/64

a

b

hoses (b). (Also 
see photo 5LE1, 
page 5–78 )

1965 1963/64

5-028
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5–30 5F2 Chapter 5 Ventilation

5F2: Oil caps used on 
closed ventilation sys-
tems were one of four 
styles. The wider cap 
with turn ed up spout 
(part num ber C4TZ-
6766-A) was a carryover 
from 1964 (a). The taller 
cap (b), which was first 
intro duced in late 1964, 
was primarily intended 
for the Mustang engine 
(c). Its part number was 
ori ginally C5ZZ-6766-A, 
then replaced by C5ZZ-
6766-C. In reality, ei-
ther wide or narrow caps 
may be found with either 
standard or Mus tang air 
cleaners. The third style 
cap was like the wide cap 

plated version of the C4TZ-6766-A oil cap for the Comet Cyclone. Its 
part number was C4DZ-6766-C. Generally, each original carried a decal 
on top. Under the decal was the standard FoMoCo logo (e).

a b

e

c d
except with a straight spout (d). These chrome-plated caps were used on Fairlane and Mustang HiPos. Their part number was C5ZZ-
6766-B (beginning in late 1964 production), then C5ZZ-6766-D (by 1965 production). The fourth style was actually a chrome-

C5AE-6A666-B and C5AE-6A666-C. The PCV valve to the right was a 1967 service 
replacement carrying the stamped number C7AE-6A666-A. Both of these were later 
replaced by non-serviceable PCV valves first introduced in 1966.

5F3: The 1965 
PCV valve system  
(a) was changed 
from that of 1964 
to elim inate the 
90-degree brass 
elbow. The PCV 
valve now con-
nected directly 
to the hose (b). 
The original PCV 
valve (c) shown 
on the left, car-
ried a stamping of 
C5AE-6A666-A. 
Other possible 
numbers include a

c

b

Except:
Falcon,
Comet,
HiPo

 Ventilation Section F 5F5 5–31

5F4: Unlike in 1964 (a), road draft tubes attached to the rear of the right valve cover (b) for 1965. Three different tubes were shown 
in Ford’s assembly manuals (c, d & e), each designed to clear a particular exhaust system. The tubes were supported at the bottom 
by the bellhousing or exhaust pipe (see inserts) and sometimes at the top by the cylinder head (f). To block off the unused ventilation 

5F5: All valve cover sets were the same in 1965, except for 
color. Colors were bronze-gold for all engines, except for 289 
HiPos and Comets. The 289 HiPos and Comet Cyclones were 
chrome plated. All other Comet 2V and 4V covers were bright 
yellow.

f g

h

a c d e

Falcon,
Comet

HiPo

b

inlet to the intake mani fold, the carburetor spacer was either not machined for 
the PCV valve hole (g) or plugged with a rubber cap and Corbin clamp (h). 
Stricter laws on smog control caused the road draft tubes to be phased out by 
about March 1965. (Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)
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 Cooling Section G 5G2 5–33

5G2: The water pump used at the start of 1965 was aluminum (a) and carried a casting number of C5AE-8505-C (b). Note the 
64 date code nearby. A significant point on the 1965 pump was the height of the mounting bolt hole boss located at the top, right 
position (see arrow in photo a). Shown in close-up (c) (arrow), the boss’s height was 5/32" taller than the same boss on the 1962/64 
pump. This was important if this pump was used on a 1963/64 engine equipped with factory A/C. For the compressor mounting 
bracket to fit properly, this boss had to be ground down by 5/32". Service replacement aluminum water pumps (d) continued being 
manufactured for quite a while after 1965. Note the casting number on this particular pump had a D cast over a C (e). The date 
code nearby was 68. Since these pumps were also direct replacements for the 1962/64 pumps, the top, right boss was lowered (f) to 
accommodate 1963/64 engines with factory A/C (see arrows in photos d and f). However, this accommodation also necessitated adding 
a 5/32" spacer if this pump was used on 1965 engines with P/S and/or A/C. Exactly when the boss height was changed is unknown, 
but a service replacement pump with a 1966 date code has been documented with the lower-height boss.

a

b

c f

e

d

!

5–32 5G1 Chapter 5 Cooling

5G1: The timing chain cover used at the beginning of 1965 production (a) was the same one used in late 1964 production. Only 
the oil dipstick tube was changed. The 1965 cover continued to carry the C4OE-6059-A casting number (b). Note the 65 casting 
date nearby. A quick means of identifying the early 1965 cover is to look for the two small ribs behind the cover’s water pump sup-
port casting (c). The water pump casting used with this cover was made of aluminum. In June 1965, L8 changed the timing chain 
cover (d) to be compatible with a new cast iron water pump. The new cover carried a casting number of C5OE-6059-A1 (e) and is 
easily distinguished by the seven ribs behind the cover’s water pump support casting (f).

e

fc

b

a d

! !

!
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 Cooling Section G 5G6 5–35

engine remained unchanged. This allowed full compatibility of both designs with P/S and A/C engine-mounted accessories.

5G6: In 1965, the water 
pump types and timing 
chain cover types could 
not be mixed. The alumi-
num pump was attached 
only to the C4OE-6059-A 
tim ing chain cover (a) and 
the cast iron pump to the 
C5OE-6059-A cover (b). 
In spite of the obvious dif-
ferences between the two 
designs, the water pump 
perimeter mounting hole 
positions in relation to the 

most often, but not always, attached to the timing chain cover at various points with special place-type bolts (d). Standard water 
pump bolts (e) as well as bolts with lock washers (f) were also used, particularly in the years after 1966. By the end of the model year, 
the cast iron pump casting number became C6OE-A (g) and would remain so until the 1968 model year.

5G5: The cast iron pump 
used the same impellers as 
the  aluminum pumps—four 
holes on the 8-vane standards 
(a), and three holes on the 
6-vane HiPos. The bottom 
of the pump was sealed by 
a plate (b), which was held 
in position by two small flat 
head bolts (c). In 1965 and 
into 1966, the pump was 

a b

gfc

d e

ba

5–34 5G3 Chapter 5 Cooling

5G4: In June 1965 with L8, the aluminum water pump was re-
placed by a cast iron unit (a) (necessitating a new timing chain cover). Casting numbers were C5OE-8505-B (b) or C5AE-8505-K.

a
b

5G3: Though the 1965 aluminum water pump looked very much like a 1964 pump, the 1965 casting was modified for accommo-
dation of the alternator mounting brackets. The first modification on the 1965 pump was to elevate the bolt hole boss between the 
5/8" hose inlets (a) (large arrow). This accommodated the upper alternator support bracket. The 1964 pump (b) had a much lower 
boss at this same location (see arrow). Also note that the 1965 pump retained the generator adjusting bracket attachment boss for 
retrofitting the pump onto 1962/64 engines (see smaller arrow in photo a). The second modification on the 1965 pump was a new 
boss for the alternator lower adjusting bracket attachment (c) (arrow). No such boss existed on 1964 pumps (d).

dc

a b

!

!

!

!
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 Cooling Section G 5G8 5–37

5G8: Three different temperature senders (a) were 
used in 1965, whereas only the small one had been 
used in 1964. So that intake manifolds could be 
interchangeable in 1965, Ford enlarged the 1/8" 
pipe thread use in 1964 to a 3/8" pipe thread (b) 
for all 1965 manifolds. (The 1/8" pipe thread mea-
sured about 3/8" across, whereas the 3/8" pipe thread 
measured about 5/8".) To use the smaller tempera-
ture sender, a brass 3/8"-to-1/8" pipe thread adaptor 
(C5DZ-10911-A) was installed in the manifold (c). 
The small temperature sender with the adaptor (d) 
continued to be used throughout much of 1965, 
but was phased out by the end of the year. Taking its 
place was a larger sender (e) that needed no adaptor, 
but performed the same function as the small sender. 
However, the real reason for the sender thread size 
increase in the intake manifold was to accommodate 
the new full-sized Ford’s “HOT” and “COLD” ther-
mal switch sender (f). The sender illuminated the 
“COLD” light when coolant temperature was below 
125 degrees F, and the “HOT” light when it exceed-
ed 245 degrees F. The terminals on top were labeled 
C and H for proper connector installation. These 
senders carried the FOMOCO logo (g) and date 
code, shown here as 5A08 (h), or January 8, 1965.

a

b e

dc

g h

f

f

5–36 5G7 Chapter 5 Cooling

5G7: As already covered in Section A, the standard belt position was not exactly the 
same between 1962/64 and 1965 (a). The 1965 pulley, shown on the left, moved the 
belt closer to the engine. Though the 1962/64 pulley was unmarked, fortunately, the 
1965 pulley (b) was, and carried a stamping of C5AE-8509-B. The stamping (arrow) 
was not very deep, so cleaning is often required to see it more clearly. P/S belt scrub-
bing problems against this pulley (c) resulted in a second pulley (d) being released to 
increase the clearance (e). The stamped number of the new pulley was C5OE-8509-A. 
This pulley saw service in both 1965 and 1966 production. By 1967, the belt scrubbing 
problem was permanently solved by the incorporation of a new P/S pump mounting 
system. Engines with extra cooling received a 2-groove pulley (f) and a fixed 5-blade 
fan. This pulley, which was the same one used for A/C, carried a stamped number of 
C5AE-A. Whenever P/S was installed with extra cooling or A/C, the P/S belt was routed 
over the water pump pulley.

d

e

b

c

a

!

1962/641965
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 Ignition Sections G & H 5H3 5–39

5H2: The 1965 distributor 
used a new cam and weight ar-
rangement (a). The cam could 
be installed in one of two posi-
tions to vary maximum advance 
and generally used two different 
sized controlling springs. In ad-
dition, two cams were available 
(b). One cam allowed for a 10 
or 15 degree maximum ad-
vance, while the other allowed 
for 13 or 19 degrees. Note the 
difference in arch length of 
each cam boot and the marking 
nearby. For reasons not fully 
understood, the numbers on 

the bottom of the cam carried a trailing R, while identical numbers on the top 
carried a trailing L (c). A small rubber cushion (arrow) was used on the post 
that engaged the cam’s controlling boot. Ford stressed the importance of this 
cushion remaining in 
place to en sure proper 
dis tributor control.

5H3: A new change for 1965 was the incorporation of threads in the distributor 
body’s vacuum advance housing bosses (a) and non-threaded holes in the vacuum 
advance housing. This was exactly opposite to previous years when the distributor boss 
holes had been drilled straight through (b) and threaded holes incorporated in the 
lower half of the vacuum advance housing flange. So, the vacuum advance housings 
between 1964 production and 1965 production were incompatible (even though they 
appeared to be identical). In short, a 1964 or earlier housing on a 1965 distributor 
would not allow the housing to be tightened against the distributor body, because of 
threads in both components. If a 1965 housing were installed on a 1964 or earlier 
distributor, there would be no threads for the screws to engage on either component. 
Therefore, the housing and distributor had to be kept together as a pair. Attached to 
the front of the vacuum advance housing was the same steel vacuum advance line (c) 
that was used on 19641/2 Mustangs and other late 1964 cars.

a b

c

c b

a

5–38 5G9 Chapter 5 Cooling/Ignition

5G9: As mentioned in Sec-
tion C, intake mani fold 
thermostat pockets were 
relocated to the thermostat 
housing about February/
March 1965. So, prior to 
that time frame, thermostat 
housings lacked a pocket (a) 
and carried a C4OE casting 
number (b), just as they had 
in 1964. After the transition, 
the pocket was incorporated 
into the housing (c), and 
the thermostat housing was 
given a C5OE casting num-
ber (d). Mercury mentioned 
the change in its 1965 TSB 
#42, dated 5/7/65, and em-
phasized care in ensuring 
that the thermostat housing 
was compatible with the 
intake manifold.

a

b d

c

sign (b). Also note the big difference in cap holddown clamp size. The 1965 clamps were considerably shorter. The 1965 body was 
identified by the C5OF-12131-A casting number (c) located along the neck. Each distributor also included a stamped application 
number (d) near the top. The C5AF-12127-N stamped number shown here was for all 289 2V engines with automatic transmission. 
The date code 5AD decoded as the fourth week in January 1965.

5H1: The 1965 distributor, shown here on the left (a), 
was redesigned from 1964. The 1965 distributor was 
actually just a little shorter in height than the 1964 de- d

a

b

c

(1965)
threaded 
bosses

(1962/64)
non-threaded 

bosses

!
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 Ignition Section H 5H6 5–41

5H6: The ignition wires, with the exception of the coil wire, were repeats of 
those of 1964. The coil wire, due to the movement of the coil to the cylinder 
head, was lengthened from about 10.5" to 13.5". Also different from 1964 
was the installation of the coil wire. Whereas most 1964 wires were installed 
with the straight end into the center post of the distri butor cap, the 1965 
wire was always installed with the straight end into the coil.

5H5: The coil (a) was mounted 
on the right cylinder head in 

e

d

c

5–40 5H4 Chapter 5 Ignition

a

5H4: The 289 HiPo distributor (a) incorporated most of the same 
changes as the standard 1965 distributor and could be identified by 
the new C5OF-12131-B body casting number (b). As in previous 
years, dual points (c) were used to increase coil charge recovery 
time at high rpm. Original 1965/66 HiPo distributors carried the 
C5OF-12127-E stamped number as well as the FoMoCo logo (d). 
The distributor shown here had a 4LE date code, which placed it 
about four months into the 1965 production year. HiPo distributors 
in 1967 had the AUTOLITE logo (e), as well as service replace ments 
after 1967, until about September 1971. The date code on the one 
shown here was 0B12, or February 12, 1970. After about September 
1971, which was the beginning of 1972 production, the Motorcraft 
name (f) was used. The date code on the Motorcraft shown here was 
5K20. The true date was actually October 20, 1975—not 1965. All 
HiPo distributors carried the same C5OF-12127-E identification. 
(See Appendix I for an even later service replacement.)c

fb

d

e

a

1965. Ford assembly manuals did not specify exact positioning, but showed it paralleling the oil 
dipstick tube (b). In reality, the position varied from parallel to near vertical, with most inbetween. 
Each coil was stamped with the familiar FoMoCo logo and date code (c). Note the stampings were 
not always so perfectly applied. The date code shown here was 5ECB, or the third week of May 
1965. The trailing B was not part of the date code and may have been related to the work shift. 
Reproductions of these stampings are available (d), although with incorrect date coding. One of 
four different coil mounting brackets could be found in 1965 (e). All would mount the coil to 

the cylinder head, but only two were compatible with the 1962/64 intake manifold mounting. This was due to opposite notching 
around the mounting bolt hole. Compatible brackets for 1962/64 engines had the notches forward and are the two outer brackets 
shown here. Also note that two of the brackets had holes on top. The holes were originally designed to properly index 1962/64 coils 
by mounting over a dimple designed into the coil’s casting. But, sometime during the 1965 production year, the coil dimples were 
phased out. Therefore, the bracket hole no longer had a purpose and it, too, was gradually phased out.
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 Alternator Section J 5J2 5–43

5J2: During 1965, two different alternator pulley, fan, and spacer combinations were 
installed on Ford alternators. Starting at the front alternator bearing (a), the combina-
tion, before about April 1, 1965, consisted of a 1/4" thick spacer (b), a flat center area 
type fan (c), and an elevated pulley (d), which was stamped C5AF-10A352-B (e). After 
about April 1, 1965, the combination was changed to a smaller 5/32" thick spacer (f), a 
concave center area type fan (g), and a flush mounted pulley (h), which was stamped 
either C5AF-10A352-G or C5AF-10A352-K (i). Shown side-by-side, the importance of 
using the proper spacer with the proper pulley to maintain the correct groove position 
was quite evident (j). Another interesting aspect learned after examining many of these 

fan and pulley combinations removed from original 1965 engines was the fact that both these components usually exhibited evidence 
of having been painted black. Black paint was commonly found in the protected area between the fan and the pulley. The evidence 
of black paint continued well into 1966, but seemed to be missing by the start of 1967 production.

a

b f

gc

d e h

ij

5–42 5J1 Chapter 5 Alternator

a b

c

ticle 429, dated 9/17/65, that the external condenser could be used in conjunction with the internal condenser without a problem. 
Ford also said that the change to internal condensers would be independent of whether the car was equipped with a radio or not. 
The special harness (f) connected the alternator to the electrical system.

f

d

!

e

5J1: Alternator systems were standard equipment in 1965 (a). 
Initially, these alternators used external radio interference suppres-
sion condensers (b), which were attached at the rear (c). After 
about 7/9/65, Ford used a space inside the alternator (d) to place 
a rectangular condensor (e) (arrow). Ford stated in TSB #22, Ar-
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 Alternator Section J 5J5 5–45

a b

5–44 5J3 Chapter 5 Alternator

about April 1, 1965. The proper components had to be kept together as a set to maintain correct groove position (a). Note the 
spacer size difference beneath each pulley needed to produce the same groove positions. The earlier pulley, shown on the left, used 
a 1/4" spacer and flat center area type fan. For identification, the pulley was stamped C5AF-10A352-D (b). The later pulley used a 
5/32" spacer and concave center area type fan. It was marked C5AF-10A352-J. But even within the early and late types of dual groove 
pulleys, there were different designs (c). The pulley was either a stamped type or a machined type. For example, the late stamped 
type dual groove pulley carried a C5AF-10A352-J1 number found beside the rear hub (d). The late machined type pulley carried a 
C5AF-10A352-J2 number on the front (e). The 1 and 2 suffix to the letter J designated the two different but interchangeable designs 
made by different vendors. Like the single groove pulleys, all dual groove pulleys were painted black for 1965.

5J3: With extra cooling or A/C without P/S, dual groove pulleys were used. 
Like the single groove pulley, dual groove pulleys, fans, and spacers changed 

a
b

d

e

c

authentic and original HiPo pulleys. Originally, all of the 1965 HiPo pulleys were painted black. (Also see photo 5LJ7, page 5–84.)

5J4: The 289 HiPo alternator pulley (a) was no exception 
to the April 1, 1965, pulley, fan, and spacer combination 
change. Though both were solid steel and very large, the 
early pulley used a 1/4" spacer and flat center area type fan. 
The pulley’s stamped number was C5AF-10A352-C (b). 
The later pulley used a 5/32" spacer and concave center 
area type fan. It was marked C5AF-10A352-H (c). Note 
the differences in the stamp ing styles between these two a

b

c

5J5: Alternator fan blades were one of two designs. The first design (a) was used before about April 1, 1965, and had a flat center 
section. It was used with the 1/4" thick spacer and one of the following pulleys: C5AF-10A352-B (single groove), C5AF-10A352-D1 
(dual groove, stamped type), C5AF-10A352-D2 (dual groove, machined type), and C5AF-10A352-C (HiPo). The second design 
(b) was used after about April 1, 1965, and had a concave center section. It was used with the smaller 5/32" thick spacer and one of 
the following pulleys: C5AF-10A352-G (single groove), C5AF-10A352-K  (single groove), C5AF-10A352-J1 (dual groove, stamped 
type), C5AF-10A352-J2 (dual groove, machined type), and C5AF-10A352-H (HiPo). (See pages 5–43 and facing page, photos 5J2, 
5J3, and 5J4 for additional information on these spacers and pulleys.) Both fan designs were originally painted black in 1965. The 
concave-designed fan began 1966 with black paint, but transitioned to the zinc-plated (also called natural) finish. The transition 
appears to have been completed by the beginning of 1967 production. The zinc-plated fan shown here (c) was removed from a 
1968 alternator. Note that all these fans were symmetric with 13 blades and even blade spacing. The alternator fan with an asym-
metric blade design (d), was not introduced until October 1969 (a couple months into the 1970 production year.) This particular 
fan was painted black over the plating. The fan has the concave center section and only 10 blades. The asymmetric blade spacing 
was intended to reduce fan noise.

dc
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5–46 5J6 Chapter 5 Alternator

a

d

b

c

g h

e f

5J6: The upper alternator bracket (a) was stamped C5AE-10156-B (b) and the lower brace (c) was stamped C5AE-10145-A (d). 
The bolt used on the lower brace was either a conventional bolt with lock washer (e) or a place-type (f). Interestingly, the bolts at 
each end of the lower brace were often not of the same type. One could be conventional and the other a place-type. By and large, 
the place-type bolt was used at the water pump. The alternator was also attached to the cylinder head by a long, 7/16" diameter bolt 
and large spacer (g). The spacer was made of aluminum or solid steel (h). The aluminum spacer always had a slot. The solid steel 
spacer was the predominent one through most of the year with the aluminum one showing up near the end of the production year.

steel

aluminum

 Alternator Section J 5J7 5–47

5J7: Optional heavy duty 40 and 60 amp 
Leece-Neville alternators were again avail-
able on special order, as they had been in 
1962 through 1964. Note the large size 
difference between the standard 42 amp 
Ford alter nator and the 60 amp Leece-
Neville (a). One of the significant changes 
for 1965 was the elimination of special 
mounting hard ware to attach the optional 
alternators. Standard alternator brackets 
could now do the job (b). Though the 
Leece-Neville alternator is shown here in 
its natural colors to enhance photographic 
detail, the originals were actually painted 
black, except for the identification tag lo-

cated on the side (c). This particular tag (d), marked A001090305, identified its application as used with any 1965 full-sized Ford 
V8, except the 427. The Leece-Neville alternator shown in this series of photos was removed from an original, special order, 1965 
full-sized Ford with a 289 V8. The two-groove pulley used to drive this alternator was marked 74187 (e). This same pulley continued 
to be used through subsequent years until the alternator was discontinued on small block V8s after 1966. The Leece-Neville alternator 
rear terminals (f) were quite different from those of the Ford alternator and required a special wiring harness and voltage regulator. 
Also note the external brush holder housing and the internal diodes. The diodes, visible through the case openings, were encased 
in an aluminum fixture, which incorporated cooling fins. At the bottom of the alternator (g), the lower attachment point for the 
adjusting brace did not include threads as did the standard Ford alternator, hence the bolt and nut arrangement.

a

b

f

d

c

g e

42 amp
Ford

60 amp
Leece-Neville
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 Accessories Section K 5K3 5–49

5K3: The 1965 Eaton system moved the pump 1" forward by 
incorporating large S-turns in the front and back brackets (a). 
Though some P/S systems may have come through without further 
bracing, most included an extra support at the top of the pump. 
To achieve this extra bracing, Ford had to add a small plate to 
the water pump (b) in order to establish a brace pivot point that 
matched that of the rear P/S pump mount (see arrows). The first 
brace consisted of a short 
bar between mount and 
pump (c & d). How ever, 
continued pump vi bra tion 
and noise prompted Ford 
to replace the front bracing 
early in the model year with 
a single-piece heavy duty 
steel plate (e & f). The new 
bracket mounted in exactly 
the same manner as the pre-
vious two-piece system. The 
exact date of transition on 

Ford cars is unknown, but Mercury announced in its 1965 TSB #15, dated 11/20/64, that 
Comets changed on 9/28/64. Mercury also recommended retro-fit of the heavy duty plate for 
customers complaining of P/S noises.

a

b

d

fe

c

5–48 5K1 Chapter 5 Accessories

5K1: Vacuum tubes for the power 
brake booster were repeats from 1964 
(see previous chapters for photos), except 
for those on the full-sized Ford (a). 
However, the addition of an optional, 
vacuum operated, intermittent wind-
shield wiper system for the 1965 
Comet resulted in the appearance of 
an additional brass fitting and a small 
connector tube (b). The new fitting 
allowed connection of the wiper sys-
tem vacuum source, A/T modulator 
valve vacuum line and the P/B tube. 
If the P/B port was unused, a plug was 
installed. If the car was equipped with 

a manual transmission and P/B, the tube was installed in the A/T port (c). If the car had no vacuum accessories except the wiper 
system, the A/T fitting was used (d).

a b

dc

Ford-Thompson pump system, which is discussed beginning at photo 5K5 on page 5–50 (next page spread). The Eaton system used 
the same pump and reservoir (b) as in 1964; however, the pump was moved forward on the engine about 1".

5K2: Two P/S systems were in use during 1965. The one 
shown here is the Eaton pump system (a). The other was the a

b

!!
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 Accessories Section K 5K6 5–51

5K6: The Ford P/S pump mount was a single piece steel stamping (a). It was even specifically designed to fit over the new Carter 
fuel pump, which was taller than previous fuel pumps due to the incorporation of a top mounted, pump lever-return spring cap. 
Holes in the front surface of the mount were provided to allow access to the cylinder head accessory mounting bolts (b). This mount 
could be used with either the aluminum or cast iron water pump; however, as with the Eaton design, the water pump had to have 
the taller boss (c), or a spacer was required (d) (arrow). Adjustment of the Ford P/S pump belt tension was accomplished by pivoting 
the pump in the mount. Slots were provided in the mount to control movement (e). Note the use of the place-type bolt, which was 
typical of the type used in 1965/66. The P/S bracket also provided support at the rear (f). The support arm hole was slotted to allow 
easy pump installation and required a large, thick washer to distribute the load (g). Directly below the support was the pump’s high 
pressure outlet. All Ford P/S pumps in 1965 were painted black.

a b

edc

f g

5–50 5K4 Chapter 5 Accessories

attachment point, and required a 5/32" spacer to make up the difference (e). The boss had been shortened to make post-1965 service 
replacement pumps direct substitutes for the 1962/64 water pump, which required the lower boss if air conditioning was installed. 
Later in 1965 production, when cast iron water pumps were introduced, the spacer issue was never a problem because all these pumps 
had the taller boss. These pumps required boss grinding if intended for retro-fit with 1963/64 A/C systems.

5K4: The 1965 lower front P/S bracket attaching hardware (a) was 
the same as that used in 1964. It consisted of a special stud bolt that 
first attached the water pump before serving as a stud for the P/S 
adjusting bracket. At the top of the water pump, a small pivot plate 
(b) was secured by place-type, or conventional grade 5 bolts. Both 
graded bolts were about 1/4" longer than the standard bolts (c). The 
1965 aluminum water pump provided the proper height bosses to 
correctly align the pivot plate (d). However, later replacement water 
pumps, beginning as early as 1966, had a shorter boss at the upper 

a

c

e

d

b

1965 to supplement the Eaton-design pumps until supplies were sufficient to fulfill all P/S orders by the end of the production year.

5K5: A brand new P/S pump (a & b) of the Ford-Thompson 
design—Ford for short—was introduced on all vehicles for a

b

!
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 Accessories Section K 5K9 5–53

5K9: A/C systems varied depending upon application. The 
one shown here is a Fairlane Selectaire system (a). Operat-
ing Freon capacity of the system was identified by a tag 
mounted to the top of the compressor (b). The capacities 

b

f

e

5–52 5K7 Chapter 5 Accessories

Also, the cap did not incorporate a dipstick, as the fluid could easily 
be sighted directly. Powering the non-A/C P/S pump was a 1/2" groove 
pulley that was marked AC  (c).

identified by the straight filler neck on top (b). 

5K7:  Each pump contained a tag at the rear (a), which identified the pump’s application. For pumps used 
without A/C, the tag numbers for the full-sized Ford with Saginaw steering were HBA-AJ before 6/1/65, and 
HBA-BC after that date. For full-sized Fords without Saginaw steering, an HBA-AG pump was used. Other 
numbers were HBA-AE for the Fairlane and HBA-AC for the Mustang, Falcon and Comet. Inlet tubes faced 
outboard for the full-sized Ford and Fairlane, and downward for the rest. The non-A/C pumps were easily 

a

c

b

5K8: The non-A/C P/S pump was driven by a 1/2" width belt (a) running over a special crankshaft pulley (b). This pulley was not to 
be confused with the 2-groove pulley being used on engines with extra cooling. Extra cooling engines used two identical 3/8" grooves, 
whereas the P/S pulley had both a 3/8" and 1/2" groove. Note the difference in a side-by-side comparison (c). The same crankshaft 
P/S pulley was used with both Ford and Eaton designs.

a c

b

a

d

c

ranged from the small 15/8 (c) pound found on the Comet, to the large 
2 1/2 pound for full-sized Fords (d). The tags could also vary in the letter-
ing, as shown on this one from a Fairlane (e) showing a 17/8 pound Freon 
system. At the rear of the engine, A/C systems continued to include the 
C4AZ-9B532-A hot idle compensator valve (f) in the PCV valve hose. 
This valve opened slightly under high engine compartment temperatures, 
causing an improvement in idle stability. If the engine used a road draft 
tube, a special C4AZ-9B532-B hot idle compensator valve and hose (g) g

CARB.
SPACER

C1AE-6A664-C

C4AZ-9B532-B

CORBIN
CLAMPS

attached to the carburetor spacer (illustration courtesy of Ford Motor Company). Also see photo 5LF3, page 5–78.
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 Accessories Section K 5K13 5–55

5K13: Magnetic clutches were of two different diameters 
and were primarily of two different Eaton designs. The 
most common diameter measured about 6.8" across (a) 
and was used with the C5OE-A crankshaft pulley found 
on all cars but the full-sized Ford. A smaller 6.3" diameter 
clutch (b) was used on the full-sized Ford, which also used 
the C5AE-B crankshaft pulley. The smaller clutch design 
was also manu factured in the larger 6.8" diameter size. In 
addition, Warner designed clutches were used in 1965, 
though none have yet been found on small block V8s. All 
clutches were completely compatible with both the cast iron 
Tecumseh and aluminum York (c) compressors. (See Vol-
ume II, Appendix B for more details on magnetic clutches.)

5K12: Service valves on the compressors (a) were the same 
as in 1964; however, some had the servicing ports on the side 
rather than the top (b). The hose threaded end was the same 
on both valves except for full-sized Fords and Fairlanes, which 
used a larger hose thread on the low pressure valve.a

b

ba

c

5–54 5K10 Chapter 5 Accessories

5K10: The A/C system was driven by the crankshaft pulley 
(a), which was one of two different sizes. One pulley assem-
bly (b) used a 6.1" diameter outer pulley and was found on 
all 1965 Fairlanes, Falcons, Comets and Mustangs. The pul-
ley carried a stamped number of C5OE-A (c). The other pulley assembly (d) used a 7.4" diameter 
outer pulley and was marked C5AE-B (e). This pulley was used in 1965 only on full-sized Fords. 
In 1966 this would change, so that only the Mustang would use the C5OE-A pulley, and even 
the Mustang switched to the larger C5AE-B pulley in 1967. All A/C com pressor drive belt widths 
and pulley groove sizes were 1/2". In addition, whenever A/C was used without P/S, the alternator always used a dual groove pulley 
and was driven by two matched belts. The two belt system was actually intended to provide more driving power to the fan—not the 
alternator. The dual groove water pump pulley used with the A/C system was stamped C5AE-A (f).

a b d

e

f

c

5K11: Two A/C compressors and a variety of 

c

d
ba

magnetic clutches were used in 1965. The aluminum York (a) was seldom seen in 1965. The cast iron Tecumseh (b), though first 
introduced in 1963, did not find its way onto small block Ford V8s until 1965. It was the predominant compressor used in 1965/66. 
Each Tecumseh had an identification tag at the rear (c). In addition to the part number, the tag also gave a date code. Note the M64 
(December 1964) trailing the serial number. Another compressor had a code of D65 (d), or April 1965.
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 Accessories Section K 5K15 5–57

c

e f

5–56 5K14 Chapter 5 Accessories

a spacer was used to replace 
the absent P/S bracket (f). The 
compressor was attached to the 
platform using lock type bolts 
(g). The lateral bracket also 
carried a casting number which 
was on the back side. The num-
ber was C5AA-2888-D (h).

5K14: The A/C compressor was mounted on a cast iron platform 
(a) and supported by a lateral bracket (b). The cast iron platform 
(c) carried the casting number of C5AA-2882-G (d) and mounted 
to the head using three stud bolts. The stud bolt was actually a 
stud with a lock nut and lock washer (e). Without P/S installed, 

a

c

g

h

b

e fd

b

5K15: The lateral bracket (a) was bolted to the water pump in two 
places, one of which was behind the adjustable pulley. Note that the 
bracket holes (b) were deliberately elongated for compatibility with 
different A/C compressor designs. When the lateral bracket was in-
stalled against the water pump (c), a small washer was required to act 
as a spacer. This applied to both the aluminum water pump, and the 

a

cast iron pump that came later in the year. 
Apparently, Ford was already anticipating 
the installation of a new style fuel line sup-
port bracket at this location, even though 
the new bracket did not debut until the 
start of 1966 production. When it did, the 
bracket replaced the washer. The compressor 
was also sup ported by a new bar brace (d) 
which ran between the top of the compres-
sor and the rear of the intake mani fold. The 
bar was specially contoured to clear the oil 
breather cap (e) and throttle return spring 
(f), and would see service until a valve cover 
design change occurred in late 1966. d
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 Accessories Section K 5K19 5–59

5K18: To give additional support for 
the alternator on the full-sized Ford 
with Selectaire, the A/C adjustable idler 
mount  (a) (right) was modified to attach 

an S-shaped reinforcement bracket (b). The S-shaped bracket also took the place of the standard spacer behind the alternator. In 
comparing the adjustable idlers side-by-side, the attachment point is easily identified (see arrows). Each also carried a casting number. 
The full-sized Ford idler casting number was C5AA-8A619-F. All others carried the number C5AA-8A619-B.

!

!

a

b

5–58 5K16 Chapter 5 Accessories

5K16: Belt tensioning for the A/C 
compressor was accomplished by an 
adjustable idler pulley (a), which re-
placed the standard alternator brac-
ket. The idler could be identified by 
a casting number of C5AA-8A619-B 
(b) located on the back side of the 
idler mount. The two long, curved 
slots controlled the adjustment 
range. When installed, the upper 
slot was in front of the lateral brack-
et (c). At the lower slot, a thick 
spacer was sandwiched between the 
idler and the water pump (d).d

ba

c

5K17: The full-sized Ford with Selectaire (a) required 
swinging the alternator further outboard (b). This resulted 
in increased bracing for the alternator. (See photos 5K18 -21.)a

b

b

c d

support bar (a) that ran to the rear of the left cylinder head. It easily cleared the oil breather cap (b) and attached to a special bracket 
(c) at the rear.  The casting number on this bracket was C5AA-2A903-A (d). Two different-sized bolts attached the bracket to the 
head.  The top bolt thread size was 7/16", whereas the bottom one was 3/8". The difference was necessary to keep the left and right 
cylinder heads interchangeable, where the 7/16" hole was needed for alternator mounting on the right side.

a

5K19: The full-sized Ford 
Selectaire system used a 
unique rear compressor 

Full-sized 
Ford

except
Full-sized
Ford
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 Accessories Section K 5K22 5–61

5K22: Fans used with A/C were quite varied. At the bottom of 
the heap were the 5-blade, non-clutch type fans (a) used on the 
economy Fordaire systems. They were installed with the same fan 
spacers (b) as fans used without A/C. Though the 1965 5-blade 
fans looked just like their 1964 counterparts, the 1965 5-blade 
fans used aluminum blades—not steel. For this reason they were 
recommended by Ford, in a TSB dated 8/24/64, to replace any 
1963/64 5-blade, steel-bladed fan, if the old fan was causing pre-
mature water pump shaft or bearing failure due to vibra tion. New 
fans carried an engineeering number of C5AE-B (c), C5AE-D, or 
C5AE-G. The Falcon continued to use the same 6-blade A/C fan 
that it had been using since 1963 (d).

a

c d

d

5–60 5K20 Chapter 5 Accessories

5K20: Another unique full-sized 
Ford Selectaire item was the fixed 
A/C idler pulley which was added 
on the left side (a). Some of these 
idlers were marked with a C5AA-
9A619-D casting number (b), 
but others were not. When used 
without P/S installed, a special 
boomerang-shaped spacer bracket 
(c) was added to replace the P/S 
mount. The spacer bracket could be 
used with the 1965 aluminum (d) 
or cast iron water pumps. However, 
if a service replacement aluminum 
pump was substituted that had the 

shorter mounting boss, a 5/32" spacer (e) was required to restore the boss height (arrow). It should be noted that the fixed idler was 
intended to be used only with the larger C5AE-B crankshaft pulley, and to stabilize belt flutter. Use of the idler with the C5OE-A 
pulley would cause increased bending forces at the pulley mount attachment points. In 1966, the C5AE-B crankshaft pulley, along 
with the fixed idler, would be standard on all cars equipped with A/C, except the Mustang.

a b c

ed

accomplished by diverting some water through a long loop. To install this loop, Ford used steel T-fittings on the intake manifold 
water outlet (b) and the water pump inlet (c!). A steel tube at the rear of the engine redirected the flow back forward (d!).

5K21: Another special feature of the full-sized Ford 
with Selectaire was a unique coolant plumbing system 
(a). Since the heater connections were forward in the 
engine compartment, special provisions were required 
to provide coolant heat to the choke housing. This was a

b

b

c

!
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5–62 5K23 Chapter 5 Accessories

d

a

b

c

e

f

5K23: Clutch fans were often used with A/C. The most common 
was the Fairlane Selectaire/factory Mustang type fan (a) which 
carried a stamped number of C5OE-B (b) on at least one of its 
blades. This fan was identical to its 1964 Fairlane counterpart 
except that the blades were made of aluminum vice steel. A 1/2" 
smaller in diameter version was also used for the 1965 Comet. 
Viscous clutches (c) were the same between the Fairlane and Mus-
tang. The Comet used a similar clutch that was shorter in length. 
The most common fan for full-sized Fords with Selectaire was a 
special 5-blade clutch fan (d). The wing-shaped aluminum blades 
of the full-sized Ford fan did not carry an engineering number, 
but did have a date code (e). The M64 represented December 

g

h
1964. The SC is believed to be the manufacturer, Schwitzer Corporation. Often accompanying this fan was a differently designed 
clutch (f); however, the conventional types were also used and sometimes carried a C5AE-C stamped number (g). Later in the year, or 
after about 6/1/65, the full-sized Ford switched to a flex-blade fan (h). The flexing blades had an effect similar to that of the viscous 
clutch, but without the complexity of fluid coupling and thermal control.

 Accessories Section K 5K24 5–63

5K24: When the Eaton P/S pump was used with A/C (a), special unique brackets had to be installed to allow the P/S reservoir 
to clear the A/C compressor and mount. Note that the pump was just outbound enough (b) and forward enough (c) to keep the 
reservoir from hitting the mount or interfering with the compressor’s lower service valve. The rear pump mount (d) was specifically 
designed to fit between the A/C compressor mount and the cylinder head (e). The bracket was also exactly the same thickness as the 
Ford-Thompson P/S pump mounting bracket to allow either system to be used without A/C component changes. The front Eaton 
mount (f) consisted of two pieces. One plate attached to the P/S pump and the other to the water pump. The outer plate then pivoted 
about its top bolt to allow adjustment of the P/S pump.

a

c

e f

d

b
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 Accessories Section K 5K27 5–65

5K27: As with the non-A/C pumps, each Ford P/S pump used 
with A/C carried an identification tag at the rear (a). The Falcon, 
Comet and Mustang pumps were tagged HBA-AD (b), and had 
an inlet tube that pointed downward (c). The Fair lane tag was 
HBA-AF (d) and the inlet tube pointed outward (e). The full-
sized Ford pump looked like the Fairlane pump, but carried a tag 
of HBA-AH or HBA-AM before about 6/1/65, and a HBA-BB 
tag after that date. The pulley (f) used on all of these pumps was 
the same and identified by the AA stamping on the front (g).

a

d

f g

e

c

b

5–64 5K25 Chapter 5 Accessories

5K26: The Ford-Thompson P/S pump was also used with A/C and appears to 
be the only P/S system used on the full-sized Ford with Selectaire (a). This was 
because the fixed idler pulley was not compatible with the Eaton pump front 
mounting bracket. When A/C and Ford P/S were installed together, the standard 
Ford P/S pump mounting system was retained; however, to do so required the 
pump reservoir body to be modified so that the filler neck was at the rear (b). 
Note how the neck just cleared the compressor’s lower service valve (c). Since 
P/S fluid levels could no longer be easily observed in the A/C configuration, the 
filler cap incorporated a dipstick to simplify P/S servicing.

a

c

15/32". The 15/32" belt ran in a 3/8" pulley groove. The Eaton P/S pump pulley (b) was actually borrowed from the 1964 Galaxie 
352/390 V8 A/C system and was more dished than the standard P/S pulley. Featuring the necessary 3/8" width belt groove, this pulley 
was used on the 289 V8, only in 1965, and only when A/C was installed with the Eaton P/S pump system.

5K25: The belt driving the Eaton P/S pump was routed over the 
water pump pulley (a) to provide additional driving force for the 
fan. In doing so, Ford also reduced the P/S belt width from 1/2" to a

b

b
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5LA1: Although 260 V8 production had stopped for U.S. production, Sunbeam LTD continued to purchase thousands of 260 V8 
engines from Ford for another couple of years. The tag shown here (a) was affixed to the rear of the driver’s side chrome-plated valve 
cover. The part number is C4PZ-6001-CF. The 6001 base number is for a complete motor assembly. The C4 designates an engine 
having its origins in 1964. The P part of the part number was a typical letter Ford used for some service replacement parts, such as it 
did with the C6PF series of service replacement carburetors. The 2V intake manifold at right (b) was unique in its casting number. 
The C5OE-9425-D. It’s configuration was the same as previous 260 V8s except without the thermostat pocket (pocket in thermostat 
housing). The insert shows the stamped letter A, which goes back to the old 1964 260 V8 C4OE-9425-A intake manifold carrying 
the same letter. Common date code on these manifolds was 5A28. The assembly date of the engine this intake manifold came from is 
5K14. The aluminum tag shows 260 displacement, production year 66, change level 9, date code 5-K, and engine number 510-J (c). 
(Photos and info courtesy of Ron Fraser, Mike Michels & Duke Samouce.)

5–66 5K28 Chapter 5 Accessories

lengths, this bolt was used for mounting P/S pumps and A/C compressors. It was also used on the alternator adjustment bracket and 
to attach crankshaft pulleys to the harmonic dampers. Part of the reason for the place-type bolt’s popularity was its torque-retention, 
self-locking design without a lock washer. These bolts were generally grade 5. The place-type bolt, with its six radial depressions, 
also found use around the water pump (b). Note that the place-type bolts matched the lengths of their conventional counterparts. 
The bolts shown on the left half of the photo were used without accessories. Those on the right half were about 1/4" longer to pass 
through the P/S bracket. Place-type bolts were also mixed with Rockford bolts (c). These were also used to attach accessory brackets 
to the water pump. Rockford bolts were generally grade 5, having three radial lines on the bolt head, and could handle 65 percent 
more torque than a similar-sized, non-graded bolt. Another bolt worthy of mention was one that incorporated an integral washer 
and star lock washer (d), shown on the left. Replacing the conventional type bolt shown on the right, this bolt was used in 1965 
to attach the lateral bracket to the A/C compressor. However, other bolts may have also been used. All original bolts used on Ford 
engine accessories carried some type of anti-corrosion coating.

1965 was the self-locking, place-type bolt (a) shown on the left. It replaced the 
more conventional lock washer/bolt combination shown on the right. In different 

5K28: A multitude of 
different bolt hardware 
was used to attach the 
accessories to the engine 
and much of it was new 
for 1965. A sampling is 
shown here. One bolt 
type used extensively in 

a

b

c

d

brackets used with 1965 A/C systems. Shown first are components used on the full-sized Ford with Selectaire (a). All other vehicles 
used the components shown in the second photo (b). Note the difference in crankshaft pulleys between the two systems.

5K29: For quick reference, these photos summarize the 

b
a
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Section LA - Engine Core

5LA2: Mercury continued offering the 289 HiPo in Comets on 
a special order basis. This engine belongs to a Cyclone hardtop 
(a). Its build sheet is shown on page 5–10. The engine (b) is re-
markably original though with some changes such as air cleaner, 
headers, and fuel pump. HiPo Comets are easily identified by 
their bolt-on export brace, which replaced the factory welded 
braces. When special ordered, the engine was pulled from the 
Fairlane engine line, which is why the engine tag engine number 
is 563 (c). This was the number used for the 1965 Fairlane HiPo 
with 4-speed.

a

b

c

a b

c
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5LA5: The HiPo 
Comets did not 
carry any distinc-
tive emblems to 
identify the HiPo 
engine. However, 
a couple of emblems (a) were auctioned on ebay in 2008 
which might indicate it was at least considered. The 
emblems were similiar to the Cyclone emblems on the 
rear quarter panel (b), but replaced Cyclone with High 
Output and were a little longer. The emblems carry an 
engineering number of C5GB-16098-A along with the 
FoMoCo logo, but this does not cross-reference to any 
known part number. C5GB identifies the emblems as 
for the 1965 Comet, but no known Comets used them. 
Superimposing the emblem over the Cyclone emblem 
might give an idea of what Mercury was considering (c).

5LA8 :  Not much is 
known about this em-
blem. It is a single-piece 
potmetal casting that 
mimicked the High Per-
formance backing plate 
and standard 289 em-
blem used on the 1965 
Mustang with 289 HiPo. 
This potmetal emblem had two threaded posts on the back with the same spacing as 
the standard 289 emblem. It does not appear to be an official Ford part and might 
have been cast locally as a local replacement for the standard 289 emblem, perhaps 
for the Canadian Falcon 289 HiPos.

5–68 5LA3 Chapter 5 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 5LA8 5–69
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5LA9: The Mustang HiPo used a backing plate behind the 
standard 289 V8 fender emblem. Parts shown are NOS.

Section LA - Engine Core

5LA6: Regular Mercury sales brochures did not mention the 
289 HiPo engine option, but it was in dealer literature (a). 
The only available transmission with the 289 HiPo was the 
4-speed. Other items were mandatory. The option included a 
9" rear. Unlike in 1964, transistorized ignition was optional 
at extra cost. The engine was not coded in the Comet’s VIN, 
but carried the premium-fueled 289 4V A code. However, 
every Comet HiPo will include a 4-digit special order number 
attached to its DSO number (red arrow) (b).

!

5LA7: Seven to eight Canadian Falcons received the 289 HiPos to compete 
in area drag racing (a). The fender emblem (b) was like the one used on the 
Mustang, but might have been a special single-piece potmetal casting so that no 
extra holes were required for mounting. The door tag included a special engine 
number not identified in Canadian shop manuals. The 99 appears to have been 
used to identify the 289 HiPo engine. The 2 indicated a 4-speed car (c). (Photos 
courtesy of Bernie Morgan.)

5LA10: With the introduction of the 
Mustang 289 HiPo in June 1964, Ford 
was stamping HiPo engines with the VIN. 
This C4OE-6015-F block (a) was stamped 
5F07K160540 (b). This Mustang had a 
scheduled build date of June 9, which was 
the within a couple days of the start of 
Mustang HiPo production. Fairlanes were 
stamped as well (c). The VIN stamping 
made for easier tracking these limited war-
ranty (4,000 miles or 3 months, whichever 
came first) engines. The method, font style, 
and care of the stamping varied greatly. 
Sometimes an area of the block was  ground 
smooth (c & d), other  times it was stamped 
directly into the casting (b & e). Sometimes 
it was fairly nice (e), other times crooked 
(f), letters slanted, and lots of double strikes 
(d). However, the location was always near 
the oil pan rail, passenger’s side, near the 
front of the engine. Not all HiPo engines 
were stamped with a VIN, but most were.

5LA3: Whenever a 289 HiPo engine was installed in a Fairlane, 
a small emblem was positioned directly below the 289 emblem.

photo-edited

a

b

c

a

b

c

d

a b

a

b c

e

f

5LA4: This tag 
was removed from 
a 1965 Ranchero 
with A-code 289 
4V— the  on l y 
model Falcon to 
received this engine in 1965. Although not listed in any of Ford’s parts 
catalogs, the engine number was 580. (Photo courtesy of Ray Lewis)
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5LA14: The primary reason for the change in the 289 bellhous-
ing bolt pattern was to enlarge the area sufficiently to handle a 
larger flywheel (a). The new large flywheel carried the casting 
number C5AE-6380-E (b). Although 289 engines were dif-
ferentiated by the terms “5-bolt” and “6-bolt”, the term did 
little to define the change. The engine’s bellhousing surface was 
enlarged, the number of bolts attaching the bellhousing to the 
engine was increased from 5 to 6, the bolt sizes were increased 
from 3/8" to 7/16", and the two indexing dowels were increased 
from 3/8" to 1/2". Two different bellhousings were designed to at-
tach to the engine. One carried the number C5DA-6394-A (c & 
d) and was used with the same flywheel carried over from 1964 
(e). Note the date code of 4L18, which is November 18, 1964, 
or early 1965 production. The other bellhousing was marked 
C5AA-6392-B (f & g) and was designed to accommodate the 
larger flywheel. Although this flywheel was capable of handling an 
11" clutch, Ford only machined the flywheel for the smaller 10" 
(standard duty)/10.4" (heavy duty) clutch. It would not be until 
1966 that the flywheel was machined for the 11" clutch in the 

Bronco. For 1965, only 
the Galaxie and Fairlane 
used the larger flywheel. 
One other car, the Comet 
with 289 HiPo, also used 
this flywheel. All others, 
including the Mustang 
with 289 HiPo, used the 
smaller flywheel. The ring 
gear for the larger fly-
wheel was not only bigger 
in diameter, it was located 
in a different place (h). 
As a result, engine plates had to be 
redesigned to index the starter more 
outboard, and starter motors were 
changed to properly engage the ring 
gear.  Ring gears were replaceable on 
flywheels. The smaller flywheel ring 
gear had 160 teeth, whereas the larger 
ring gear had 168 teeth. The number 
of teeth was reduced in 1967 to 157 
and 164, respectively, to increase the 
space between teeth and improve 
starter drive engagement performance.

5LA13: The 289 HiPo damper (a) casting number changed for 
1965 to C5OE-A (b). Sometimes the A was not fully visible after 
the hub surface was machined to accommodate the rubber ring. 
This damper and the C3OE-B it replaced were essentially the same. 
The only difference in specs was related to the balancing holes. The 
C5OE-A used 5/16" holes in the ring (rather than 1/4" holes), and 1/2" holes were allowed in the hub counterweight on either side.

5–70 5LA10 Chapter 5 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 5LA13 5–71

Section LA - Engine Core

5LA11: All 289 blocks were cast as C5AE-6015-E castings. Production began in July 1964 
as this 4G24 (July 24, 1964) block indicates (a). In addition to the casting date code, blocks 
were also stamped with machining and assembly date codes. Shown here is a 5F12 block 
(b), which was machined on 5F28 (c), and assembled on 5F28 (d). Generally, blocks were 
machined and assembled on the same day, or within one work day, but the casting date code 
could be a several weeks or more before machining was done.

5LA12: Ford attached paper labels to the engine, which identi-
fied the engine plant and the engine number. But, due to the 
harsh environment of the engine compartment, these labels 
rarely survived except on very low mileage cars that had been 
pampered in temperature-controlled garages. In 1962-63, the 
labels were affixed to the oil breather/filler tube. When the tube 
was eliminated in 1964, the label was attached to the water 
pump inlet. Then, in 1965 it was moved to the coil. The paper 
label shown identifies the engine plant as Cleveland Plant #1. 
The entire engine number can’t be read, but this was a 1965 
Mustang  with 289-4V and automatic, so the number would 
be 553.

!
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5LA16: 289 HiPo 
flywheel for Mustang 
(a) was the same as 
in 1964, but was not 
stamped with a circle 
C. It did have the 
orange paint and a 
ground area where 
a Brinell impression 
(arrow) was evident 
(b). Brinell hardness 
should be 179-235. Fairlanes with the 289 HiPo used the 
larger C5AE-6380-E flywheel with 30.4 ounce-inches im-
balance. (Photos courtesy of Dave McDonald.)
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Section LA - Engine Core

5LA15: Two different starter motors were used in 1965. The first was a carryover from 1964 (a & b). It was designed for deep pen-
etration into the bellhousing area (c). The front aluminum case had the C3OF-11131-A casting number (d). This starter was used 
for all automatics, and with flywheels with 160 (157 after 1966) tooth ring gears (Mustang, Comet, and Falcon). The other starter 
motor (e & f) was designed for a shallow protrusion into the bellhousing. Note how far back the drive mechanism is in comparison 
to the earlier starter. The aluminum front case casting number was C5TF-11131-A (g). This starter was only used on the Galaxie 
and Fairlane with manual transmission which was using the large flywheel with 168 (164 after 1966) tooth ring gear.

5LA17: Three flex-plates were used in 1965. The two smaller 
ones had 160 tooth ring gears and were carryovers from 1964. 
One was stamped C4AE-6375-B (a) and used on the 289 
2V and 4V except for the Galaxie. The other was stamped 
C4OE-6375-A (b) and used on the Fairlane with 289 HiPo. 
Like in 1964, the counterbalance on the HiPo flex-plate was 
increased from 28.2 ounce-inches to 30.4 ounce-inches by 
adding welding material to three sides of the weight. Both 
flex-plates were used with a C5OP-7976-A C4 converter 
housing. The third flex-plate was only used on the Galaxie. It 
had a larger diameter and its ring gear had 168 teeth. It was 
used with the C5AP-7976-B (C4) and C5AP-7976-E (Cruise-
O-Matic) converter housing. Although the engine plate for 
these converter housings indexed the starter motor further 
outboard from the engine’s centerline, the ring gear was still 
located the same distance from the rear of the engine. Hence, 
all automatic-equipped cars used the same starter motor.

5LA18: The Gal-
axie Cruise-O-Matic 
used a unique con-
verter housing (a) 
to attach to the 289. 
The casting number 
of the housing was 
C5AP-7976-E (b). 
This transmission 
had been introduced 
in 1958 and contin-
ued in the Galaxie 
until 1968.

5LA19: The stamped number of the standard single groove 
crankshaft pulley (a) was C5AE-A (b).
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5LC1: The late 1964 289 HiPo carburetors were used well into 
mid-1965 production, which began in August 1964. Here is a 

C4OF-AL (a) 289 HiPo carbu-
retor with a date code of 5AD 
(4th week of January 1965) (b). 
One of the things to note is that 
even though aluminum does not 
hold paint well, the carburetor 
spacer shows evidence of having 
been painted black (arrow) (c).

5–74 5LB1 Chapter 5 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 5LC2 5–75

Section LB - Valve Train

5LB1: In late 1965 production, Ford began releasing the 1966 cylinder head designed to allow air injectors at each exhaust port for 
incorporating the thermactor system (California smog control). These heads are more fully covered in Chapter 6, page 6–8. However, 
shown here is a set of heads removed from a late June 289 4V that was installed in a 1965 Fairlane. Note the 66 on each and the 5F9 
(a) and 5F28 (b) date codes. The 5F28 head had the date code affixed in the casting just below the 66 marking, which was unusual. 
The 5F9 head shows the more traditional location.

Section LC - Induction

!

Later in the year the C5OF 289 
HiPo carburetors appeared, such 
as this C5OF-J (d). The secondary 
diaphragm levers were also changing 
from steel construction (e) to nylon. 
C5ZF-C, D, J, K, and C5OF-L, M 
used the steel diaphragm levers. All 
others switched to nylon levers.

5LC2: Decals seldom survive the harsh environment of the 
engine compartment except on low mileage vehicles. The decals 
here are originals in factory locations. The Fairlane, Galaxie, and 
Falcon 289 2V air cleaner carried a C5AF-9638-B (a) decal. This 
same decal was also found on Fairlane 289 4V air cleaners before 
about 11/11/64, because the C5OF-9638-D decal (b) was not re-
leased until after that date. Although the decal shown has suffered 
severe bleaching out of the red color (now looking yellow-green), 
the white and black squares are still quite distinct. On the side of 
the air cleaner was a decal for Autolite Spark Plugs (c). The Mus-
tang air cleaner had either a C5ZF-9638-A (d) decal for the 289 
2V, or a C5ZF-9638-D (e) decal for the 289 4V. Along the side 
was the Autolite Spark Plug decal (f). The air cleaner also might 
have a Front decal (g) and a C5ZF-9600-H decal (h). Air clean-
ers with the spout for closed ventilation might have part numbers 
C5ZF-9600-E or C5ZF-9600-Y. (Earlier air cleaners might have 
numbers such as C4ZF-9600-E, G, J or S.)
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5LC5: Original 1965 pumps (a) are hard to find and 
require a specialized company to overhaul due to the 
crimped design method of attaching the gold-cadmium 
plated steel lower section with the aluminum upper 
section. Two version of the pump were released. The 
standard version had one spring under the top cap and 
was stamped 3911S (b). It used a 177-220 (c) actuat-
ing lever. (See facing page for second version.)

5–76 5LC3 Chapter 5 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 5LC6 5–77

Section LC - Induction

5LC3: This is an original car giving great restoration tips. 
Note that the part of the fuel line bracket that attaches to 
the timing chain cover was painted black. This was because 
it was installed and painted when the rest of the engine was 
painted. The top clip and screw were added later and were 
cadmium plated.

5LC4: This air filter proves that Ford did not use just one style 
of air filter, but whatever the suppliers could provide. The part 
number was C2OF-9601-A1 and carried the FoMoCo logo. In 
general, when a part number had a number suffix after the last 
letter, such as A1, it was to distinguish one vendor from another.

5LC6: The 3939S number of the flange (a) designates this as a 289 HiPo fuel pump. Two 
springs (b) applied pressure to keep the actuating lever arm against the eccentric at high rpm. 
The standard spring (c) was above the arm, while the extra spring (d) was below the arm. Note 
the spring colors of brown and red. The lower red spring was actually interchangeable with the 
spring used on the 1963-64 fuel pumps. A special lever arm was used which included a stamped dimple (e) to form a seat for the 
lower spring. The arms were stamped with a 177-226 number (f) by Carter to identify the HiPo application.
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5LC7: Intake manifolds with thermostat pockets were normally associated with C5OE-9425-A and C5AE-9425-M castings. How-
ever, very early C5OE-9425-C castings also incorporated the pockets (a). This one was cast on 5A22 (January 22, 1965) and the 
letter stamped on the pad was J (b)—the same as on the C5AE-9425-M intake manifold. (Photos courtesy of Kevin Garvey)
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Section LE - Lubrication

5LE1: Ford gave instructions that the oil sender 
adaptor for the 1965 Comet and Mustang with GT 
package were to be positioned so that the oil sender 
was tilted 30° aft to allow clearance with the power 
steering hose. This picture of an original 1965 Mus-
tang GT with power steering shows the reason why. 

Section LF - Ventilation

5LF1: All oil caps in 1965 continued 
to carry the FoMoCo logo with trade-
mark symbol.

5LF2: Valve covers were not painted with 
great care and paint runs were common.

5LF3: Some engines until March 1965 were 
equipped with road draft tubes rather than PCV 
valves. The carburetor spacer’s PCV boss was either 
not machined, or machined, then capped with a 
rubber cap and wire-type clamp. However, when 
one of these engines also received air conditioning, 
provisions had to be made to incorporate an idle 
compensation valve (arrow). In the case shown here 
(photo courtesy of John Gold ), Ford used a short piece 
of PCV hose to connect to the valve. This configura-
tion differed from what Ford illustrated as shown in 
photo 5K9, page 5–53. 

!

Section LG - Cooling

5LG1: Original cars provide a wealth of information. When the engines were painted semi-gloss black, the 
thermostat housing, water pump, bypass hose and clamps were already assembled to the engine. These items were 
painted at the same time as the engine. In the picture above (a), the two clamps holding the L-shaped bypass 
hose can be seen still having the remnants of black paint (see two red arrows). Also, note the heater hose ribbing 
(green arrow). Below (b) is another original, this one a ’64. Though the picture is a little fuzzy, it does clearly 

show a painted clamp and bypass 
hose (blue arrow).

!

!

!

!
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Section LH - Ignition Section LH - Ignition

5LH1: An original engine gives the details on original ignition wires. Wires 1 through 4 went through the separator on the valve 
cover in order (a). The boots on 1 and 4 (b) were angled, while 2 and 3 were straight. Boots were straight on 5, 6, and 7 (c), while 
angled on 8 (d). Wires 5 through 8 went through the valve cover separator in 7, 5, 6, 8 order so that no two adjacent wires fired in 
sequence (e). The coil wire (f) could be marked with any number, although 2 was a likely number as 2 was one of the shorter wires 
in the set, so there would be more of it available for this purpose during production. Other short wires were 4 and 5, followed by 7.

5LH2: Distributor advancement curves were controlled by calibration springs. The ones 
shown were for the 289 HiPo where a light duty spring (a), allowed for a quick advance 
until a heavy duty spring (b) joined in and greatly slowed the advanced as the rpm 
climbed ever higher. Maximum advance was controlled by the distributor cam. (For more 
details on distributor springs, see Appendix D, page D–8.)

Section LJ - Alternator

5LJ1: A factory photo of Mustang assembly (a) shows a 
200 6-cylinder engine going into a 1965 Mustang. Next 
in line is a 289 V8. Both engines clearly show alternators 
with blue pulleys and fans. There is no disputing that 
some engines came with alternators having blue compo-
nents as a photo of a low mileage original Mustang shows 
(b). But, the predominate color was black, as another low 
mileage original shows (c). The latter original Mustang 
was a very early production model with an assembly in 
late August 1964. The Mustang with the blue fan was a 
late production car built in mid-May 1965. Why this 
happened is up for speculation, but the color blue looks 
to be the same color as used to paint the entire engine in 
1966. Perhaps the fans and pulleys were used to test the 
performance of the 1966 paint on metal components in 
advance of its widespread use the following year.
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5LJ2: Alternator stampings did not survive very well and finding 
one on an original alternator is rare. The ink just did not hold up. 
Shown here are two that are just barely visible. The first is a C5DF 
stamping for the 38-amp alternator (a). The ink color was called 
purple by Ford, but the actual color was more of a blue with a purple tint. The C5AF stamping in orange ink was for the 42-amp 
alternator (b). The stamping was on the very bottom of the alternator when mounted on the V8, so was only visible from beneath 
the engine when installed. (Photo left courtesy of Mike Murray. Photo right courtesy of Matt Scheibe.)

5LJ5: On an original 1965 Mustang built very early in the year 
(August 1964) was a C4TE-8620-M alternator belt (a). This belt 
was 42" and not the expected one for this application. Another 
original 1965 Mustang built in May 1965 had a C4TE-8620-AC 
belt (b) which was 41.2" and the one Ford specified for this ap-
plication. (The C2OE-8620-F belt was for Ford power steering, 
measuring 50.1". The belt Ford indicated for this application was 50.5" Slight discrepancies in lengths used on actual cars compared 
to what Ford recommended for service replacement indicates the value original cars provide in determining what was correct.)

5–82 5LJ2 Chapter 5 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 5LJ6 5–83

Section LJ - Alternator

5LJ3: The spacer commonly found in 1965 was 
the steel one. The one shown was on a May 1965 
engine, which was late in the production year. The 
spacer had a coating on its surface to prevent rust, 
appearing almost like a lacquer or anodized finish. 
Also, most alternators had a condenser mounted to 
the rear of the alternator for suppression of radio 
interference. Vehicles without radios might lack 
these condensers, as well as alternators produced 
after about 7/9/65 when the condenser was in-
corporated internally to the alternator regardless 
of whether used with or without a radio. Ford did 
mention that use of the external condenser with an 
alternator incorporating an internal condenser was 
not a problem.

5LJ4: The side-by-side comparison shows the different designs at the rear of the alternator. The 1965 design (a) only lasted for two 
years and was replaced by the teardrop design (b) for 1967. Another aspect to note was that the front and rear case were threaded 
together with the stator in between by three long screws. The rear half could be attached in one of three orientations. The one shown 
on the 1965-66 alternator was correct for the small block V8. (The orange insulator was a 1969 change.)

1965-66 1967 & later

5LJ6: The 1965-66 alternator 
front half can be identified by its 
two slots in the lower mounting 
extension (a). On alternators 
built 1967 and later, the slots were 
eliminated (b). (Second photo 
shows a black painted stator assem-
bly. This is incorrect. It was coated 
in a shellac-type covering as in the 
first photo.)a b
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Section LJ - Alternator Section LK - Accessories

5LJ7: When the C5AF-10A352-H 289 HiPo was first released, the rear portion of the pulley was flat with a raised hub by .11" 
(±.005") (a). The pulleys were painted black. In late 1966, the finish was changed to zinc plated. Later, painting became optional. 
Also in late 1966, Ford modified the specs to allow a recessed area (b) to a depth between .02" and .03" while leaving a .18" wide 
outer edge perimeter (arrow) that was .11" (±.005") below the center hub. This is why early pulleys will have a flat rear surface, while 
others will have the recessed area. For 1965, all the C5AF-10A352-H pulleys should have the flat rear surface.

5LJ8: The stamped number for the C5AF-10A352-H pulley 
could be located about 3/8" above the hub recessed area (a), right 
next to the recessed hub (b), or anywhere in between (c). (Second 
photo courtesy of Bob Haverland.)

5LK1: An original 1965 Mustang showed the 
correct power brake vacuum tube; however, 
the clamp for the vacuum hose was incor-
rect—should have been a pinch-type clamp.

5LK2: Not very often do you get to see an early original 
Eaton power steering setup (a & b), because the front lower 
bracket and upper bar system was replaced with a single-piece 
bracket in late September 1964. Shown is a late August 1964 
Mustang. All components and hardware are as they came from 
the factory.

5LK3: This is an original May 1965 Mustang with 
power steering and air conditioning. Note that the 
power steering pump was painted black. It would 
not be until 1966 that the color was changed to a 
gray-blue.
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5LK5: Almost all air conditioning compressors in 1965 were 
cast iron Tecumseh and were much heavier than their aluminum 
York counterparts (a). The common magnetic clutch used was an 
Eaton design (b). The clutch was painted black and had a reduced diameter behind the belt groove for less mass than was being used 
on other applications. There might be balancing holes cut in this area. The belt was 54.4" in all applications except for the Galaxie. 
The belt was marked C4ZE-8620-B (c). Compressors carried an identification tag. The part number was C3DA-2875-A. Ford also 
included a date code as part of the tail end of the serial number. Note the E65 (d) and J64 (e), for May 1965 and September 1964, 
respectively (see arrows). Ford also included a system tag with further information. The one shown here was for a 1965 Fairlane with 
Selectaire (f). Note the full charge weight of Freon R-12 was 2 pounds. Mustangs in 1965 carried a tag that said Ford Air Conditioner. 
Fairlanes with the FordAire system (rather than the deluxe Selectaire) would also use the Ford Air Conditioner tag as well. Although 
the charge was given on the tag, R-12 was normally added until the sight glass was clear of foam, then another ¼ pound was added.

5–86 5LK4 Chapter 5 Supplemental  Supplemental Section L 5LK5 5–87

Section LK - Accessories

5LK4: The single-piece water pump 
pulley (a) used with power steering and 
air conditioning was unique for 1965. 
After 1965 the pulley would have a cap 
if used without thermactor. The cap 
replaced the unused third belt groove 
which in California ran the smog air 
pump. The power steering pump for 
use with air conditioning was marked 
AA (b). Ford indicated that this ar-
rangement would use a 50.5" belt that 
was marked C5AE-8620-E. However, 
the belt actually installed in this Mus-
tang was slightly shorter at 50.1" and 
marked C2OE-8620-F (c). This was the 
same belt Ford used for the generator  
on standard 1962-64 small block V8s.

!
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If ever an engine and car were made for each other, the 289 and Mustang epitomized that relationship. A lightweight, powerful 
V8 combined with a lightweight, elegant car started a sales sensation that stunned the automobile industry—and launched the 
famous “Pony Car” era. There simply was not a non-sporty body style in the entire Mustang line-up. Coupled with V8 engine op-
tions of 200 horsepower, 225 horsepower, and 271 horsepower—who could resist them?! (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1965 Mustang Hardtop

1965 Mustang Fastback

1965 Mustang Convertible

5–88 5LK6 Chapter 5 Supplemental

Section LK - Accessories

5LK6: Service valves varied with application. Mustangs (a), Comets, and Falcons used two identical service valves. The Fairlane (b) 
and Galaxie used a larger hose thread on the low pressure (upper) service valve. The service ports on these two original cars were on 
the outboard side of the valve when installed. In other cases, the ports could be on the top or bottom of the valve when installed.

5LK7: When installing the air conditioning idler pulley (a), a small spacer (b) was required between the idler and water pump (see 
arrows). (This spacer often gets lost or even thrown away when someone is unfamiliar with its use. The spacer measures .815" in 
outside diameter, .32" in inside diameter, and is .435" thick, should one need to be made.)

! !
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Chapter 7 – 1967 289 V8
The 289 production offerings for 1967 looked pretty 

much like those of 1966. All versions of the 289 engine 
were back, but this marked the last year for the 289 4V 
and HiPo. As the horsepower race continued, more 
powerful big blocks were already making in-roads into 
the compact car market.

The 289 HiPo for 1967 was available only in the 
Mustang line. But the Mustang had grown in width 
and was now capable of housing the 390 V8. More 
horsepower at far less cost, the 390 big block spelled 
the end for the 289 HiPo. Only 489 were ordered—316 
with 4-speeds (77 hardtops, 205 fastbacks, and 34 con-
vertibles), and 173 with C4 (43 hardtops, 114 fastbacks 
and 16 convertibles). [1967 HiPo data courtesy of Kevin 
Marti of Marti Auto Works who is licensed by Ford to 
use its database.] That was only a fraction of the 17,000 
or so 289 HiPos made over the years 1963 through 1967.

The premium-fueled 289 4V was still around as 
another horsepower choice, but only in the Falcon, 
Mustang, and Mercury Cougar. As with the 289 HiPo, 
this would be the last year for the 289 4V.

The carburetor on the 289 2V was similar to that used 
in 1966, except for the fuel inlet and distributor vacuum 
advance port. The fuel inlet was machined with a pipe 
thread vice the tube fitting as in 1966. The in-line fuel 
filter was also changed to mate with this new design.

The carburetor’s distributor vacuum advance port 
was changed to one allowing the use of a small diam-
eter hose. This eliminated the need for a loop ed steel 
tube. The same hose arrangement was also used on 
Ford’s new Autolite 4300 4V carburetor.

In addition to the new hose fitting at the distributor 
vacuum advance housing, the distributor itself had a 
new C7OF-12131-A casting number for 1967. Look-
ing just like its 1966 predecessor, the casting merely 
changed the ‘FoMoCo’ logo to ‘AUTOLITE’. In addi-
tion, the casting was machined for a larger primary 
wire hole. The larger hole was to allow a slip-on type 
connector to pass through the distributor body during 
primary wire installation. This new slip-on type con-
nector replaced the eyelet type used since 1962.

The big change for 1967 was the brand new 289 4V 
Autolite 4300 carburetor designed to address emissions 
reductions. It was used in all 4V applications, except 
the 289 HiPo, which retained the 4100. The carburetor 
necessitated changes in several supporting compo-

nents. One was the fuel line. Since the fuel inlet was on 
the carburetor’s left side, the fuel line had to be routed 
up the left side of the distributor. At the carburetor, the 
fuel line joined the in-line fuel filter via a small rubber 
hose. The fuel filter was the same one being used on the 
289 2V. On the right side of the carburetor, a new choke 
tube was required with a different type fitting. The tube 
connected directly into the thermo-spring housing.

The Autolite 4300 also required a reshaped air clean-
er to clear its unique configuration. This was incorpo-
rated on the Mustang/Cougar air cleaner so that it not 
only fit over the Autolite 4300, but the standard 289 2V 
as well. Not so for the 1967 Falcon, which was the only 
other car with the 289 4V option. For the Falcon, Ford 
substituted a “Ford of Canada” air cleaner in place of 
the standard one still being used on 289 2Vs. The Fal-
con air cleaner was a two-piece affair with a very large 
top cover. The basic design of this air cleaner had been 
in use in Canada since at least 1962.

Cylinder head modifications continued to be made 
throughout the model year. The most significant was 
engine change level fourteen (L14). It was incorporated 
in both the Cleveland and Windsor heads early in the 
production year. Change L14 restored the valve springs 
to their original diameter prior to L10; however, the in-
stalled height remained lower for use with the rail-type 
rocker arms. This change eliminated some of the previ-
ous spring and retainer fatigue problems encoun tered 
on earlier engines with the smaller components.

Cleveland and Windsor engines continued to be 
mixed throughout 1967. However, the trend was to 
move more production to the Windsor manu facturer. 
As a result, Windsor engines were becoming predomi-
nant as the model year advanced. Cleveland engines 
manufactured in 1967 were basically still using 1965 
and 1966 castings. This was most evident on the Cleve-
land cylinder heads, which still carried the 289 and 66 
markings, although sporting 1967 date codes.

By the end of 1967, the Cleveland plant was already 
feeding 302 Cleveland blocks into its 289 V8s. (This con-
fused more than one owner of a late 1967 car when he 
overhauled his 289 V8s only to discover a C8OE-6015-A 
block casting number with a 302 marking in the push 
rod valley area.) This block substitution was common 
practice and perfectly acceptable. These blocks were 
functionally identical to their C5AE-6015-E pre decessors, 
but did feature slightly longer cylinder sleeves.

The full-sized Ford’s baseline V8 was the 289 2V. Both Mustang and Cougar could start out with a 289 2V (standard on the Cougar), 
with the 4V version also available. Only in the Mustang line was the high revving 289 High Performance an option (in all three body 
styles, GT and non-GT), though not many were produced due to the availability of the 390 4V. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1967 Cougar Hardtop

1967 Galaxie 500

1967 Mustang GT
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Ford was giving more attention to emissions control 
in 1967 and L15 marked a major step in that direction. 
Though “Improved Combustion” (Imco) control would 
become a common phrase in 1968, it had its origin with 
this change in 1967. New carburetors and distributors 
were released which were more closely calibrated. Cali-
fornia smog control 289 2Vs equipped with automatic 
transmission also received a new camshaft identified 
YA. This camshaft featured revised timing events and 
higher lift. New valve springs were also part of the 
package. This new camshaft would carry over into 1968 
on all 289 V8s with automatic transmissions, according 
to Ford parts catalogs.

The transition date for L15 varied between foundries. 
It first occurred on Windsor engines about November 
1966. Cleveland engines did not transition until about 
March 1967. Officially, Ford listed a date of 11/14/66 in 
its parts catalogs to signify this change, even though it 
varied greatly in reality.

Optional equipment continued its influence on 
engine components for 1967. For example, optional 
tachometers on Mustangs and Cougars affected the 
instrument panel oil pressure indicators, and therefore 
the engine’s oil pressure sender. But the Mustang and 
Cougar were affected in opposite ways. The Mustang, 
on one hand, came standard with an oil pressure gauge. 
When the tachometer was optioned, it displaced this 
gauge and caused Ford to switch to an oil pressure 
“idiot light.” Cougars, on the other hand, came stan-
dard with the idiot light. When the tachometer cluster 
replaced the standard arrangement, it included an oil 
pressure gauge as part of the package.

To make things even more confusing, the oil pres-
sure idiot light sender, though the same as in 1966, dif-
fered from other non-Mustang/Cougar 1967 idiot light 
senders, in that non-Mustang/Cougar senders used 
threaded post terminals. Things were no better for the 
Mustang/Cougar oil pressure gauge senders. Though 
these looked like those used in 1966, the terminal post 
was changed to a slip-on type. In this way, both the 
Mustang/Cougar oil idiot light and pressure gauge 
senders were using the same type of terminal connec-
tion, even though this terminal was not the same as that 
used on the rest of the 1967 cars.

Power steering and air conditioning accessories went 
through their own changes for 1967. The Ford power 
steering pump received a new lightweight aluminum 
mount right at the beginning of the model year. The 
pump itself was also different, in that the filler neck 
was much smaller and mounted at the rear for all appli-
cations. This eliminated the need for a different pump 
when air conditioning was installed.

7–2 Chapter 7

The air conditioning arrangement on all cars, except 
the Mustang/Cougar, was identical to the late 1966 
set-up until about January 3, 1967. At that time, the 
compressor mount and support brackets were modi-
fied to mount the compressor lower on the engine. It 
also mounted the compressor level, as opposed to its 
previous upward cant of approx imately eight degrees. 
The adjustment idler pulley was now mounted on the 
lateral compressor support vice being part of the alter-
nator bracket. As on past engines, if smog control was 
installed, the idler pulley was eliminated and the air 
pump pulley was used in its place.

The Mustang/Cougar was the exception to the rule 
before January 3, 1967. It accomplished half of the 
January transition at the beginning of the year. The air 
conditioning compressor mount and lateral bracket 
lowered the compressor to a level position while 
other cars still employed the canted arrangement. 
Ford distinguished these parts with unique casting 
numbers—C7ZA-2882-C for the compressor mount and 
C7ZA-2888-C for the lateral bracket. These parts were 
later replaced by similar-looking, post-January 1967 
components having the casting numbers C7AA-2882-L 
and C7AA-2888-G. These two components were the 
same ones used on other cars after the January 3, 1967 
transition.

Fixed idler pulleys were again used on all engines 
except the Mustang/Cougar, and were of the 1966 
style before January 1967. After January, a new style 
idler was used. Then in March 1967, Ford decided to 
include the fixed idler on Mustang/Cougar production 
as well. They further recommended, via a Technical 
Service Bulletin, that the idler be retrofitted on earlier 
1967 Mustang/Cougar engines if compressor moan or 
belt noise complaints were received.

On vehicles equipped with California smog control 
(thermactor systems) and air conditioning, the strain 
on the cooling system in hot weather was extreme. 
To minimize boil-over, Ford introduced a distributor 
vacuum control valve (temperature-sensing valve) 
installed on top of the intake manifold water outlet 
fitting. The purpose of this device was to switch the 
distributor advance vacuum source from the carbure-
tor (low vacuum) to the intake manifold (high vacuum) 
when the water temperature reached 230 degrees Fahr-
enheit. By switching the vacuum source, more vacuum 
advance was applied to the distributor at idle. This 
advance caused the engine speed to increase, which, in 
turn, increased water circulation for better cooling.

Air conditioning compressors remained a mixture 
of aluminum Yorks and cast iron Tecumsehs. Mustangs 
seemed to favor Yorks in 1967, but either compressor 
could be found on any model.

Fairlanes, Falcons and Comets were the only cars carrying the 
new 289 emblems in 1967. All three models could be equipped 
with the 289 2V, but only the Falcon was offered with the 
high compression 289 4V. This was because the Falcon could 
not upgrade to the 390 V8 as could the Fairlane and Comet.

(Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1967 Falcon Futura Sports Coupe

1967 Comet Capri Hardtop

1967 Fairlane 500 4-door Sedan
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 Engine Core Section A 7A3 7–5

7A3: Engine tags continued 
to be placed on the intake 
man ifold, left and forward 
of the carburetor. The year 
began with engine change 
level 13 (a) and would fin-
ish with L15 (b). What 
happen ed in be tween was 
another matter. Both the 
Cleveland and Windsor en-
gines began with L13 (c), 
and both Cleveland (d) and 
Windsor (e) engines tran-
sitioned to L14 at the same 
time. The date of trans ition 
to L15 split between engine 
plants. The Cleve land en-
gine transition was be tween 
March and April 1967 (f). 
However,  the Windsor 
en gine began a transition 
as early as October 1966 
(g), which was close to the 
11/14/66 date Ford often 
used in its parts cat alogs to 
separate L14 and L15 com-
ponents. But, examination 
of many engine tags showed 
that the transition differed 
greatly depending on en-
gine tag application num-
bers. Fur thermore, Windsor 
was pro ducing engines with 
both L14 and L15 simul-
taneously (h). Note that the 
two tag numbers with the 
A suffix in E-240-A were all 
L14 engines. Note also that 
the date codes indicated 
L14 was in use between at 
least September 1966 and 
Febru ary 1967. The third 
tag carried a B suffix in the 
E-240-B number with a date 
code of November 1966, 
yet incor porated L15. The 
base number 240 in dicated 
appli cation to the full-sized 
Ford with auto matic trans-
mission. So, between at least 
November 1966 and Febru-
ary 1967, full-sized Fords 

could have either L14 or L15 Windsor engines. There could well be other cases. 
(See Volume II, Appendix A for the signifi cant differences between change levels.) 
Another area of confusion in 1967 involved errors on the engine tags themselves 
(i). As can be seen here, all these tags should show L13, but many tags were miss-
ing the 3. The 289 HiPos started with L13 and ended with L14 in some cases.

a

b

c

d

e

i

h

g

f

7–4 7A1 Chapter 7 Engine Core

7A1: The 1967 production year was the last year for the 289 
4V and 289 HiPo. For 1967, only the Mustang/Cougar (a) and 
Falcon (b) received the 289 4V, and only the Mustang was offered 
with the 289 HiPo (c).

a b

a

b

c c

except for updated date codes. A second Cleveland block with the casting number of C8OE-6015-A (c) appeared later in the pro-
duction year—at least as early as May 1967. The C8OE-6015-A block was actually intended for the new 1968 302 V8, but Ford’s 
Cleveland foundry began substituting the blocks into 289 engines late in 1967 production. These blocks were marked 302 in the 
lifter valley (d) and have been the subject of much debate over authenticity. However, a date code on the block of May, June, or July 
(7Exx, 7Fxx, or 7Gxx) would confirm the block as correct.

7A2: Engine blocks in the beginning of 1967 were repeats of those from 
1966. The Cleveland block carrying a casting number of C5AE-6015-E 
(a) and the Windsor block with C6AE-6015-C (b) were unchanged d
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7–6 7B1 Chapter 7 Valve Train

7B1: The same heads 
from 1966 were again 
used in 1967. Cleveland 
and Windsor heads could 
be visually distinguished 
quickly by looking just 
behind the alternator. 
Windsor heads were ma-
chined with a flat spot 
(a) whereas the Cleve-

land heads were not (b). This flat spot would be further machined on California engines to incorporate an internal T/E air injection 
system. The California Cleveland heads used the external air logs.

a b

a

7B3: Two differently designed hydraulic lifters were used 
in 1967. Ford referred to them as Type I (a) and Type II 
(b) hydraulic valve lifter assemblies. The lifters were in-
terchangeable as assemblies only.

ba

b

c

7B2: Through the early part of 1967, the 289 HiPo head was the 
same as in 1965/66. Then in late 1967 production, California 
mandated smog control on the 289 HiPo. So, about April 1967, 
Ford responded by incorporating the external air log type T/E sys-
tem into the Cleveland-designed HiPo heads. Ford also changed 
the head casting number by marking one side C7ZE (a) with the 
A part of the casting number (b) on the other side. In addition, 
this head carried a number 19 (insert) like other HiPo heads. 
Also note the year marking under the 289 (see insert on photo (a)) 
which says 66 in spite of the 1967 casting number. Over in the 
rocker arm area, the head still carried the 289 and 65 markings. 
The date code, decoding as May 11, 1967, was below the 65 
marking (c). (Photos by Glenn Packard )

the right. Initially, the new springs were painted brown. The new L14 retainer (c), 
which was much larger than its immediate predecessor, looked much like the retainer 
used before L10 (d). However, the L14 retainer was flat on top, whereas the pre-L10 
retainer had a slight crown. Both retainers could physically substitute for each other 
without affecting installed valve spring height, but the earlier retainer gave reduced 
clearance between itself and rail type rocker arms. Another change incorporated with 
L14 was a new valve stem seal (e) to replace the older “umbrella” type (f). The new 
seals even carried engineering numbers, as shown by this one marked C7OE-D (g).

7B4: When L15 was intro-
duced, Ford revised the valve 
timing events on engines which 
incorporated T/E with A/T. 
This was done by installing a 
new camshaft featuring higher 
lobe lift. Ford marked the cam-
shafts between the rear bearing 
journal and last cam lobe with 
the letters YA (a); however, 
Ford transposed the letters to 
AY in its parts cata logs. These 
same catalogs also indicated 
that this same high lift camshaft 

 Valve Train Section B 7B5 7–7

was again used in 1968 on 289 V8s with C4 automatics. Within a few years, however, Ford superseded this camshaft with the stan-
dard and more common one marked UA (b). (For specifics on camshaft characteristics, see Volume II, Appendix G.)

7B5: Valve springs, retain-
ers and seals (a) were all 
changed about one month 
after the beginning of 1967 
pro duc tion, or about Sep-
tember 1966. Ford referred 
to these changes as L14. The 
small spring introduced with 
L10, shown on the left (b), 
was replaced with the larger 
diameter spring, shown on 

a b

a

b

A

A

c

d

e

f

g
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 Induction Section C 7C3 7–9

7C3: Autolite 2100 2V carburetors (a) were of the 
same design as in 1966, but contained many subtle 
differences. The Autolite 4100 4V continued only 
on the 289 HiPo in 1967 (b), still using a 1966 tag 
and stamped numbers (insert) until later in the year. 
In all other 4V applications, the Autolite 4300 (c) 
would be used. The carburetor tags were the same as 
in 1966, except that the familiar FoMoCo logo was 
replaced by the name AUTOLITE (d).

7C2: Very late in the model year, Ford began to phase in new place-type intake 
manifold mounting bolts. These were mixed with the earlier type bolts on some 
engines. Examination of original engines in the field indicated that the two cen-
ter bolts were the first to be changed. One March 1967 engine was found with 
just two center bolts on the left side changed to place-type bolts. On an April 
1967 engine, both left and right side center bolts were changed. These running 
changes were just a prelude to the new intake manifold mounting method being 
incorporated while going into the 1968 production year.

d

ba

c

7–8 7C1 Chapter 7 Induction

7C1: Intake manifolds at the beginning of the year were repeats of 1966 carrying the numbers C6OE-9425-A (a) for the 2V, and 
C6OE-9425-B (b) for the 4V. Toward the end of 1967 production, new 1968 2V (c) and 4V (d) intake manifolds were being intro-
duced on 1967 engines. The casting numbers of these manifolds were C8AE-9425-B (e) for the 2V, and C8ZE-9425-A (f & g) for 
the 4V. Note the date codes of each manifold. The 2V’s date of 7E19, and the 4Vs’ dates of 7E31 and 7E29, were still well within 
the 1967 production year. Also, notice that the 2V manifold was missing the C, which was not uncommon on these early manifolds. 
As pictured above on the two 4Vs, the date code could be cast right side up or upside-down.

d

ba

c

e f g
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 Induction Section C 7C6 7–11

7C6: Other 2V changes were running changes 
made sometime during the production year. 
One was to simplify the choke plate control rod 
arrangement. The new arrangement allowed the 
rod to use a large, rectangular, nylon rubbing 
block instead of the washer and felt pad (a). 
With the nylon rubbing block, the retainer on 
the carburetor air horn (b) was eliminated (c). 
However, a pad for the nylon rubbing block 
had to be incorporated into the carburetor body 
(d), where none had existed before (e). Another 
small change that occurred during the year was a 
reshaping of the 2V throttle-to-accelerator lever 
link (f). Not only was the shape changed, but the 
anti-corrosion coating was different, and darker 
in appearance. Though the older link (g) was 
easier to install, the new link’s closeness to the 
carburetor’s body (h) guaranteed the link would 
not become disconnected. It also eased access to 
the carburetor mounting nut. Another change 
that occurred late in 1967 was the incorporation 
of a new 2V fuel bowl vent system (i). The new 
system was designed to prevent excessive fuel 
vapors from entering the engine and causing hard 
hot engine restarts. The vent was normally held 
open at idle. Note the extended accelerator pump 
lever (j) required to operate the system.

h

g

f

e d

cb

a

Late

Early

ji

7–10 7C4 Chapter 7 Induction

cba

right, eliminated the 
unused hole just for-
ward of the ball stud. 
Yet another change on 
some carbu retors was 
the incorpo ration of a 
different throttle shaft 
design (c), which re-
quired special screws 
to mount the throttle 
plates.

the modification to the throttle shaft lever (b). The new lever, shown on the 

7C5: Another change in the 2V carburetor was a new tube fitting (a) for the distributor vacuum advance system. The new fitting 
was compatible with the rubber hose that replaced the 1966 steel tube. Another change associated with just the full-sized Ford was 

bc

a

e
d

7C4: The 1967 2V carburetor still used a small in-line fuel filter 
threaded into the carburetor body (a); however, pipe threads (b) were now used instead of the 1966 tube thread design (c). The 
new filter (d), which was actually used in 1966 on 6-cylinders and big block V8s, carried the AUTOLITE name and C5UE-9155-A 
engineering number. Note the smaller threads on the 1967 filter in comparison to the 1966 (e).

EarlyLate

LateEarly

Early Late

Early

Late

Late Early

1967

1966

19661967
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 Induction Section C 7C9 7–13

7C8: The primary throttle shaft operated the secondaries through a mechanical link (a) to the secondary shaft. The secondaries did 
not open until the primaries were three-quarters open. Then the secondaries opened very quickly. Interference linkage at the choke 
(b) prevented the secondary throttles from functioning until the engine was near normal operating temperature (see arrow). Note the 
lever’s position beneath the tab on the secondary throttle shaft (c). At normal engine operating temperature, choke linkage rotated 
the lever clear (d). When the secondary throttle plates opened, vacuum was immediately sensed below the air valve plates (e) which 
caused fuel to flow from the enrichment discharge tubes. As the air valve plates opened, more fuel discharged through the venturi 
above the plates. Flutter of the air valve plates was hydraulically dampened through linkage (f) by a piston within the fuel bowl. Ford 
also included a hot idle compensator (see arrow in photo (e)) to improve idle stability at high carburetor inlet temperatures.

d

cba

fe

7–12 7C7 Chapter 7 Induction

ba

c
!

7C7: The big news in 1967 was a brand new model 4300 
Autolite 4V carburetor, shown here in top (a), front (b), and 
rear (c) views. It was used on the Mustang, Cougar and Falcon. 
In addition to the tag (d), the identification number was also 
stamped along the carburetor base (e). This particular 4V is an 
early California T/E carburetor with a brass tag. Note the tag’s 
date code of 6KE for the fifth week of October 1966. The bore 
size differed between the primaries and the secondaries on the 

d e

4300 Autolite. The primary bores were 17/16" while the secondaries were 19/16" (f). The primary throttle shaft (g) controlled both.

g

f

a

7C9: The idle speed on the 4300 Autolite was controlled in a 
very unusual way. Instead of obtaining an idle speed by “crack-
ing” open the throttle plates, the carburetor used a large screw 
(a), located at the back of the carburetor, to by-pass air around 
the fully closed throttle plates. Low mounted needle valves (b) 
still controlled the fuel flow to obtain the correct mixture for a smooth idle. However, any movement of the large idle speed screw 
to change the amount of air by-passing the throttle plates required readjustment of the needle valves to correct the leaner or richer 
condition created. This cumbersome system was abandoned for 1968. In late 1967, the carburetor body was modified to incorporate 
posts by the idle mixtures (c). This was in preparation for the “limiter” caps that would be used in 1968 (see photo 8C12, page 8–23).

b

c

!
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7C14: The air source for the choke (a) originated at the rear of the Autolite 4300 carburetor 
(b). From there, the air entered a standard steel tube enroute to the exhaust manifold heat-
ing chamber. Once heated, the air entered another steel tube that was specifically designed 
for the new carburetor. This new tube connected directly into the choke cap (c).

 Induction Section C 7C14 7–15

7C13: The 1967 Mustang, Cougar and Falcon 4300 Autolite throttle return spring and bracket (a), shown in several other views 
(b, c & d), were new for 1967. The return spring, however, was borrowed from the 1965/67 full-sized Ford. Note that the spring 
attached to the bottom of the carburetor throttle. Both the new bracket and borrowed spring would be replaced for 1968.

d

ba

c

7–14 7C10 Chapter 7 Induction

7C10: The 4300 Autolite 
accelerator pump (a) was 
vertically mounted inside 
a well in the carburetor, 
and interconnected to the 
throttle via an adjustable 
bellcrank. Interconnected 
with the linkage was a rub-
ber seal that uncovered the 
fuel bowl vent during ac-
celeration. A small spring 
(b) mounted between the 
dashpot bracket and accel-
erator rod was used to 

keep tension on the linkage. In cases where the dashpot bracket was 
not used, a small flat bracket (c) was installed in its place. (Photos 
do not show a small flat washer that should be installed between the 
tension spring and lever. This washer, plus an earlier discontinued 
linkage system can be seen in Volume II, Appendix J, on page J–35.)

7C11: The 4300 Autolite choke cover (a) contained a ser-
rated edge for setting and locking the cover into position. It 
was stamped either BO (b), BX (c), or BY. Two other covers 
marked BW and CO were also used in 1967; however, Ford 
recommended replacing them with the BX cover to obtain 
better engine response during warm-up.

a

b

a

c

7C12: Like the 1967 2V carburetor, the 4300 Autolite pro-
vided a hose fitting for connection to the distributor’s vacuum 
advance housing. However, unlike the 2V, the fitting was 
located on the front left side of the carburetor. c

b

a cb
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7C18: Fuel pumps continued unchanged for 1967 (a); how-
ever, the sequential codes continued to rise and date codes were 
still included. Shown is a 4193S (b) dated 9F7A (c) for June 9, 
1967. The pump date code continued its tradition of being the 
opposite of normal casting date codes. On fuel pumps, the first 
number was the day, followed by month and year. The trailing 
letter A had no date significance, and may have been the work 
shift. Note that the stamping was not always very clear.

 Induction Section C 7C18 7–17

ba

c d

7–16 7C15 Chapter 7 Induction

7C15: To fit over the Autolite 4300 
carbu retor, all Mustang air cleaner lower 
bodies (a) were changed to be compatible 
with both the 4V and Autolite 2100 2V. 
Changes were required to the air cleaner’s 
bottom surface as shown in this compar ison 
of the 1967 air cleaner (b) with the 1966 
air cleaner (c). In addition, the mixing 
duct on the 1967 Mustang/Cougar was also 
changed. The new duct had a shortened air 
inlet (d) when compared to the 1966 duct 
(e). Both carried date codes. In this case, 
5L for the 1966 duct and 7C for the 1967’s 
(arrows point to location).

a

b d

ec

tang air cleaner used a different 289 4V decal. (See photo 5LC2, page 5–75.)

7C16: The Falcon could also be ordered 
with a 289 4V; however, the standard 
14" air cleaner would not clear the 4300 
Autolite carburetor. Rather than design a 
new air cleaner, Ford borrowed a “Ford of 
Canada” style air cleaner (a), which easily 
fit over the new carburetor (b) without 
further modifications to the bottom (c). 
Notice that the decal was for the regular 
289 2V (d). One might expect the 1966 
Falcon 289 4V premium-fueled decal to 
be in its place, but the 4V decals might 
have all been used up since the 1967 Mus-

a b

d
c

a

7C17: The design of the Falcon air cleaner used 
over the 1967 4300 Autolite carburetor had actu-
ally been around for a long time—at least as far 

e

back as 1962, as shown by this photo of a Canadian export 1962 Fairlane (a) taken from AUTOCAR magazine circa 1962. (This 
car was imported to the U.K. Note the reversal of firewall components for right side drive.) The 1967 Falcon 4V version of this air 
cleaner used the same mixing duct (b) as on other Falcon air cleaners. However, it attached to the aft side of the 4V air cleaner by 
slipping into a pouch that was incorporated into the side of the air cleaner body (c). Earlier “Ford of Canada” type air cleaners (d), 
this one from a 1964 Canadian Fairlane, used the more conventional method. The 1967 Falcon 4V air cleaner’s engineering numbers 
were C7AF-9600-E (non-T/E), and C7AF-9600-H (T/E) (e). The latter one included a spout for the closed ventilation system and 
a spout for the by-pass T/E system. This air cleaner could be bought at a Ford parts counter under the part number C4AZ-9600-L.

b c

!

!
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 Exhaust Sections C & D 7D4 7–19

7D4: Beginning about 4/5/67, all California 289 HiPos were re-
quired to have T/E, so Ford switched to new HiPo exhaust mani-
folds. The casting numbers were C7ZE-9430-A for the right side 
and C7ZE-9431-A (a) for the left. These manifolds included a 
small semi-circular notch (b) to clear the external T/E air logs, if 
installed. Otherwise, they were identical to their earlier counter -
parts. This replacement manifold carried the date code of 4-6-71 
(c), and was bought from Ford in the summer of 1972.

7D2: The full-sized Ford (a) used the C6AE-9431-E manifold (b) on the left side, which had a downward pointing outlet.

a b

a

c

b

7D3: Bolts used to mount the exhaust 
manifolds at the start of the year were just 
like those used in late 1966 and also used 
standard washers. As the year progressed, the 
washers were eliminated. By the end of the 
year, new shorter bolts without washers were 
being used. Note that these newer bolts did 
not have full length threads.

7–18 7C19 Chapter 7 Induction/Exhaust

7C19: A new fuel line (a) for the Autolite 4300 4V carburetor 
routed fuel up past the left side of the distributor. Note that no 
fuel line support bracket was included. A small section of hose 
(b) connected the fuel line to the in-line fuel filter (c). The 
filter threaded into the carburetor body using pipe threads just 
like those found on the 1967 2V.

a b

7D1: Casting numbers for standard 1967 exhaust manifolds were the same as in late 1966 production. All 289 engines used the 
C6OE-9430-F manifold (a) on the right side, and except for the full-sized Ford, all engines used the C6OE-9431-F manifold (b) on 
the left side. Note that the date codes 6L7 (November 7, 1966), and 7A16 ( January 16, 1967) were mid-1967 production.

ba

c
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 Lubrication Section E 7E3 7–21

7E3: Ford AUTOLITE service 
replacement oil filters were first 
introduced in 1967; how ever, 
considerable variation existed 
in labeling. The one shown in 
Ford’s 1967 Ready Reference 
Catalog (a) included a star 
above the AUTOLITE name 
and included 6000 MILE OIL 
FILTER lettering. A photo of 
another oil filter (b) included 
just the outline of the hook 
around the star. This filter had 
a red background for the lower 
lettering and all else above was 
in black. Another oil filter (c) 
lacked the 6000 MILE letter-
ing, but included a solid red 
hook around the black star. 
This filter also carried a date 
code in red of 0567 (d), which 
represented May 1967. During 

the next year, Autolite oil filters would continue to change by dropping the use 
of the star. However, one practice that did continue was the embossing of the 
AUTOLITE name into the top of all Autolite oil filters (e).

a

d

d e

c

b

7–20 7E1 Chapter 7 Lubrication

7E1: Oil sender application changed significantly for 1967. Prior to 1967, all “idiot light” 
type senders used a clip-on type terminal, as shown on the left (a). But in 1967, all cars, 
except the Mustang and Cougar, used the threaded post type sender (b). About 4/10/67, a 
smaller, functionally identical sender (c) was introduced. Oil sender application for the 1967 
Mustang and Cougar differed from all other cars. Two sender types were used, and both 
had clip-on type terminals. The first type sender (d) was used with an “idiot light” and was 
exactly like the senders used from 1962 through 1966. In 1967, this sender was used only on 
Mustangs with instrument panel tachometers/trip odometers, and Cougars without tachom-
eters/trip odometers. The second type sender (e) was used with an oil pressure gauge. This 
sender resembled its 1962/66 version (f), but used a clip-on terminal vice the threaded post. 
The oil pressure gauge sender with steel extender was used only on 1967 Mustangs without 
tachometers/trip odometers and Cougars with tachometers/trip odometers.

a b c

d

fe

b c

7E2: For a while, Ford 
tried a new oil dipstick 
(a), which was stamped 
C7OE-6750-B (b). This 
dipstick slipped into the 
dipstick tube (c) rather 
than over it. However, 
the older design (d!) 
was also used in 1967, 
particularly at the be-
gin ning and end of the 
year.

a

!
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7–22 7F1 Chapter 7 Ventilation/Cooling

7F1: Oil breather caps were the same as in late 1967. The standard open crankcase ventilation system used a twist-on type cap (a). 
The AUTOLITE logo was stamped in the top. All 1967 valve covers (b) were of the square type first introduced in late 1966 produc-
tion. These covers differed from the 1968 valve covers in that they lacked the “Powered by Ford” embossing. As in years past, chrome 
plated versions of the current production year’s oil cap and valve covers were used on all Mustang HiPos.

a b

7G1: Timing chain covers (a) had the same C5OE-6059-A1 
casting number (b) used since 1965, but with updated year 
markings. Note the 67 marking on this cover. Shortly after 
the start of the model year, a running change altered the ap-
pearance behind the water pump. Whereas the older cover 
(c) had multiple ribs, the new cover (d) had none. Also, note 
that the new cover was trimmed of excessive casting mate-
rial near the right water outlet. Water 
pumps that went with these covers were 
unchanged for 1967 and still carried 
the C6OE-A casting number (e).

b

c

de

a

 Ignition Sections F, G & H 7H1 7–23

d

h

j i

g

c

b

f

e

a

7H1: The 1967 distributor was a new casting and carried the 
number C7OF-12131-A (a). It also carried the AUTOLITE name 
(b) vice the FoMoCo logo (c). Note that the 7B10 date code 
(February 10, 1967) was a change from the year-month-week 
format of 1966. The only other difference between the 1965/66 
and 1967 castings was the size of the primary wire hole for most 
applications. Whereas the coil end of the 1965/66 primary wire 
used an eyelet type connector (d) that could slip through a small 
hole in the distributor body (e), the 1967 slip-on connector (f), 
first introduced in 1967, required a larger hole (g). The 1967 289 
HiPo distributor retained the same distributor body casting num-
ber (h) as in 1965/66, but did switch during 1967 to the AUTO-
LITE name (i). This distributor continued as a 289 HiPo service 
replacement (note 0B12 date code) until 1972. The smaller hole 
and eyelet type connector was retained for the C5OF HiPo (j). 
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 Ignition Section H 7H6 7–25

7H4: The 4300 Auto lite 
carburetor (a) also used a 
molded vacuum advance 
hose (b) and was normally 
routed around the right side 
of the distributor, but then 
S-curved into the front left 
side of the carburetor (c).

7H5: Coil stampings changed in 1967 to the AUTOLITE name 
(a). As before, date codes were included in the stamping. The 
one shown here was stamped 6MAC, for the first week of Decem-
ber, 1966. The C was probably the work shift. Note, too, that 
the missing paint above the stamping (arrow) reveals how the coil 
clamp was originally installed. From junkyard research, the coil 

clamp’s rear edge was located about 1 3/8" from the end of the coil on T/E engines (coil on intake manifold), and 1/2" from the end on 
non-T/E engines (coil mounted to cylinder head). The coil terminals were generally parallel to the coil bracket base, but sometimes 
were rotated slightly (15 to 30 degrees) toward the distributor on non-T/E engines. The stampings were located anywhere from 1/8" 
to 5/8" from the end of the coil, and anywhere around its circumference. A reproduction decal (b) is available to replace original coil 
stampings. Note the date code of OLEC, which represents the fifth week of November, 1970.

7H6: Spark plug wires for 1967 (a) continued with the stars and RADIO RESISTANCE labeling (b) 
used previously. The only difference was that the boots now carried the AUTOLITE name rather than 
the FoMoCo logo (c).

b

c

b

a

a

a b

c

!

7–24 7H2 Chapter 7 Ignition

7H2: For 1967, the black distributor cap carried the AUTOLITE name (a). This would continue until 1972 production. Then the 
Motorcraft name (b) would be used.

ba

7H3: The distributor’s vacuum advance source was provided via a rubber 
hose (a) in 1967, and not by the steel tube, as it had been previously. To 
mate to the distributor’s vacuum advance housing (b), only the housing’s 
front fitting (c) had to be changed. Note that original vacuum hoses were 
specifically molded at the distributor end to prevent kinking in the line. 
Hoses could be routed to the right side of the distributor, but Ford’s engine 
assembly manual showed an 181/4" long hose routed around the left side (d). 
A hose with this routing was found on a 1967 Fairlane with 289 2V (e). 
(Illustration courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

a

e
c

b

d
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stamped number C6OE-8509-A. Another was a new pulley assembly made up by tack welding the same T/E driver pulley to a larger 
diameter water pump pulley. The new pulley carried the number C7OE-8509-A in yellow ink (b). Later in the year an even larger pul-
ley was introduced that was stamped with the number C7OE-8509-B (c). Driving the larger water pump pulley was a new, 2-groove 
crankshaft pulley stamped C7OE-6312-A (d). Single groove pulleys used without T/E carried the number C7OE-6A312-C (e). (For 
more details on pulley applications, sizes, and stamped numbers, see Volume II, Appendix B.)

 Accessories Sections J & K 7K4 7–27

7K3: For 1967, the T/E pump bracket was a C7OE-9B450-A 
casting, but was otherwise the same as the 1966 C6OE-9B450-D 
bracket. But, when the A/C system changed on 3/1/67, a new 
bracket (a) with C7OE-9B450-B casting number (b) was de-
signed to give .1" more separation between the bracket and water 
pump at the upper hole for the new configuration. Another com-
ponent change was in the hose between the backfire suppression 
valve and T-fitting. Essentially identical to its predecessor, the new 
hose carried a C7OE-9H534-A number (c & d). Note the signi-
ficant variation in stampings between different hoses.

7K4: T/E pulley application showed a significant change in 1967, 
beginning with an increase in the number of T/E pump pulleys 
used on engines without A/C. Sizes ranged from about 3.5 to 4.8 
inches (a). Driving these pulleys were three separate 3-groove 
water pump pulleys. One was a repeat from 1966 carrying the ink 

c

b

a

d

c

b

7–26 7J1 Chapter 7 Alternator/Accessories

7J1: Alternators were unchanged for 1967. However, the alternator’s 
lower adjustable bracket did receive a new stamped number, changing from 
C5AE-10145-A to C7OE-10145-A. The only design difference in the new 
bracket from the old was a rounding off of the tip near the water pump 
pulley (arrow). This was important due to the use of larger diameter water 
pump pulleys in some applications. The older bracket could lightly scrape 
against these larger pulleys.

a

7K1: Except for the Mustang and Cougar, all cars 
used an A/T modulator valve vacuum tube (a) that 
was identical to the one used in 1966. The Mustang 
and Cougar used a new tube for 1967 that exited 
over the left valve cover (b). If P/B were installed 
on the Mustang/Cougar, the tube was replaced with 
one similar to the A/T tube (c), except that the end c

b

d e

a

!

was not tapered (d). In the case of A/T and P/B both being installed, the P/B tube took 
precedence, and the A/T vacuum hose was connected to a special fitting on the power brake 
booster. All other cars used a similar precedence, but with P/B tubes that were repeats of 
those from 1966.d

7K2: California T/E smog sys-
tems continued in 1967 and 
about April 5, 1967, were in-
cluded on the 289 HiPo. How-
ever, since the inclusion was 
so late in the production year, 
only 14 289 HiPo Mustangs are 
known to have received the sys-

tem. Since the HiPo used an open-style, low profile air cleaner with-
out provisions for an air by-pass hose con nec tion, Ford instructed 
in its en gine assembly manual that the by-pass hose be routed all a

b

Lid with hose fitting

the way forward (a) to connect to the lid of a C6AZ-9A492-C pump air filter can (b). (Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company)
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!

7K8: The P/S pump was supported by a cast aluminum ad-
justable fixture and a fixed steel front support bracket (a). The 
casting number carried by the aluminum mount was C7AA-
3A732-B (b). The aluminum mount was attached to the left 
cylinder head by a very long stud and lock nut (c & d). The 
P/S pump itself was attached to the aluminum mount by three 
bolts with serrated integral washers. Note that the mount 

 Accessories Section K 7K8 7–29

7K7: The standard 1/2" 
groove P/S pump pulley, 
which was a carryover 
from 1965/66, carried 
the AC stamping (a). 
The arrangement of di-
rect drive for the P/S 
pump only changed if 
T/E and/or A/C were 
installed. If T/E and/or 

A/C were installed, then the pump pulley was changed to one 
with a 3/8" groove so that the belt could run over the water pump 
pulley. The new 3/8" groove pulleys (b) could be one of three 
sizes. The first was marked 7AA (c) and used only for about the 
first month of 1967 production. This pulley was then replaced by 
one marked 7AD (d). Another pulley, marked 7AE (e), was being 
used only on non-A/C engines which were equipped with both 
T/E and an automatic transmission. (See Volume II, Appendix B 
for more details on applications and pulley diameters.) b

a

c d e

a

c d

7–28 7K5 Chapter 7 Accessories

7K5: The P/S system (a) was completely new for 1967. The P/S pump’s most notable feature was its small filler neck at the rear 
(b). This position allowed the same pump to be used with or without A/C; only the pulley had to be changed. This reduced the 

number of different pumps for 1967 to just three, and 
each was identified by a tag (c) at the rear. The full-sized 
Ford used HBA-BH with Saginaw steering and HBA-BG 
(d) without. Note the upward curve of the inlet tube. All 
other cars used an HBA-BF pump (e). Note that the inlet 
tube pointed outward with very little curve.

ba

c d e

a

7K6: As in previous years, the P/S pump was driven by a 1/2" belt 
(a) directly off of the crankshaft pulley, if T/E and/or A/C were 
not installed. For 1967, this pulley carried a C7AE-6312-A stamp-
ing (b) or no stamping at all.

b

did carry a date 
code (see arrow).

b
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 Accessories Section K 7K12 7–31

7K11: Aluminum York compressors carried tags with the numbers C7AA-2875-A2 (a) and C7AA-2875-B2 (b). Though difficult 
to read due to black paint overspray (not factory applied), the C7AA-2875-A2 date code reads 027K. The first two numbers defined 
the month with the third number indicating the year. The trailing letter had no date significance. For this code, the date is Febru-
ary 1967. The C7AA-2875-B2 tag’s date code is 047, which decodes as April 1967. (See Appendix K for tag number identification.)

7K12: Except for the Mustang and Cougar application, the A/C 
compressor was tilted as in 1966. This was done by a mount (a), 
which was very similar to the one used previously. In fact, other 
than a new C7AA-2882-H casting number (b), the only real dif-
ference was in the thickness of the casting where the mount bolted 
to the cylinder head (c). The thickness difference (d) was due to 
the change in P/S pump mounting systems for 1967. Whereas 
the C5AA-2882-G mount, shown on the right, bolted against the 
P/S pump bracket, or used spacers when P/S was not installed, the 
C7AA-2882-H mount bolted directly against the cylinder head, 
regardless of whether P/S was installed or not.

ba

a

b

c

d

7–30 7K9 Chapter 7 Accessories

7K9: Between the P/S 
pump aluminum bracket 
and cylinder head was 
a thick spacer (a). The 
pur pose of the spacer was 
to substitute for the A/C 
compressor mount (b), 
thus allowing common-
ality of the P/S bracket 
with both A/C and non-
A/C systems.ba

a b

7K10: At the beginning of 1967 production, all A/C systems (a) were very similar to those of late 1966, except for the Mustang and 
Cougar. The Mustang and Cougar A/C system (b) began the year with a change in mounting components that rotated the compres-
sor about 8 degrees to a lower and level position (c). Both cast iron Tecumseh and aluminum York compressors were again used in 
1967. The Tecumseh tag (d) gave a part number of C7AA-2875-A. As before, the date code was at the tail end of the serial number. 
In this case, A67, which represented January 1967.

dc

1967 1966
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 Accessories Section K 7K15 7–33

7K15: About 1/3/67, the A/C system for all cars was revised (a). The new compressor mount carried a casting number of 
C7AA-2882-L (b), but was identical in every critical dimension to the C7ZA-2882-C mount that had been in use on the Mustang 
and Cougar since the beginning of the production year (c).

C7ZA-2882-C C7AA-2882-L

7K14: The lateral bracket (a) used with the C7AA-2882-H com-
pressor mount was identical to the 1965/66 bracket, except for a 
casting number change to C7AA-2888-A (b). However, the lateral 
bracket used on the Mustang and Cougar was specifically designed 
for use with the C7ZA-2882-C mount and carried a casting num-
ber of C7ZA-2888-C (c). This number was found on either the 
back or the front side of the bracket. Note that when the C7ZA-
2888-C bracket is placed in front of the C7AA-2888-A bracket, 
the difference between the two is very apparent (d).

c

a b

d

b

ca

7–32 7K13 Chapter 7 Accessories

7K13: The Mustang and Cougar used a different compressor 
mounting system right from the beginning of the year (vice 
changing about 1/3/67 as was the case on all other cars). These 
mounts (a) included the elongated hole (b) to maintain compat-
ibility with both the Cleveland-designed and Windsor-designed 
heads, and carried a casting number of C7ZA-2882-C (c). In 
addition to leveling the compressor, the mount slightly but sig-
nificantly changed the fore and aft positioning of the compressor. 
Note in these comparison photos, that the C7ZA-2882-C mount 
yielded a 13/4" measurement (d) between the compressor’s bolt 
hole and the cylinder head. The C7AA-2882-H mount (e) set 
the distance at 11/2"—the same distance used in 1965/66. This 
1/4" difference was compensated for by a correspondingly thin-
ner magnetic clutch (f). For hobby ists, it is imperative that A/C 
components not be indiscriminately mixed, or mis-alignment and 
belt scrubbing problems will result.

f e

d

c

b

a

1967 Mustang/Cougar
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 Accessories Section K 7K18 7–35

7K17: Unless California T/E was installed, a new adjustable idler pulley (a) mounted to the new lateral bracket (b). A special flat-
head bolt was used to lock the idler in position (c). The bolt had a square shank under its head so that the bolt would not turn when 
the nut behind the lateral bracket was tightened or loosened. Also note the square hole. It could be used with a 1/2" drive ratchet or 
breakaway bar to gain leverage in tensioning the A/C belt. In the event T/E was installed, the T/E pump pulley was used as the idler, 
and in some cases the normal idler mounting hole on the lateral bracket was not even tapped (d). This was also true on those brackets 
replacing depleted stocks of C7ZA-2888-C Mustang/Cougar brackets before the 1/3/67 adjustable idler change.

Mercury recommended in their TSBs to retro-fit the pulley on Mustangs and Cougars made before 3/1/67 if A/C noises were a prob-
lem. This was possible all the way back to the beginning of the year since the C7ZA-2882-C mount incorporated provisions for the 
pulley, even though at the time a compatible idler pulley had yet to be released. The new idler attached between the A/C compressor 
mount and the cast iron water pump (b). A spacer was required at the lower attachment point (c) unless P/S was installed (d), in 
which case the P/S pump’s front bracket took the place of the spacer (e).

7K18: A new fixed idler pulley (a) was used on all 
cars with the new A/C systems except the Mustang 
and Cougar. However, by 3/1/67, even the Mus-
tang and Cougar began using them. Both Ford and 

c

dba

a

ec

b d
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7K16: One of the significant differences 
in the revised 1/3/67 A/C system was 
the lateral bracket (a), which carried a 
casting number of C7AA-2888-G (b). 
Though looking very different from the 
earlier Mustang/Cougar lateral bracket 
(c), when superimposed (d) the common 
bolt patterns are unmistakable. But, there 
were more differences between these two 
lateral brackets than just the shape. The 
new lateral bracket was designed to be 
used with the standard alternator bracket 
in place (e). When it was not, such as 
when California T/E was installed (f), 
a spacer had to take its place. Another 
change was at the other water pump at-
tachment point (g). Here, the boss was 
raised so that if T/E was installed, no 
spacer was required to mount the T/E 
pump’s adjustment brace. Other type 
bolts that could be found in this area were 
grade 5 bolts with integral washers (h).

d

c

a

b

e

g h
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 Accessories Section K 7K21 7–37

7K21: All A/C systems were fully compatible with P/S and T/E in 1967. Shown are:
(a) Mustang/Cougar before about 1/3/67 with A/C and P/S. Note that the A/C idler adjustment system was identical to that 

of other early 1967 cars, but that the A/C compressor was level. This was achieved by installing a new compressor mount. 
Other cars would use this same type mount after 1/3/67. No A/C fixed idler pulley was available for this system until other 
cars switched to a similar A/C compressor mount about 1/3/67. Ford and Mercury added the fixed pulley to the Mustang and 
Cougar after 3/1/67, but the pulley was compatible with all 1967 Mustangs and Cougars.

(b) Fairlane/Comet/Falcon before 1/3/67 with A/C and P/S. Components were similar to those used in 1966. The full-sized Ford 
used a similar system.

(c) Fairlane/Comet/Falcon after 1/3/67 with A/C and P/S. The full-sized Ford used a similar system. These cars all switched to 
the Mustang/Cougar type compressor mount, but also changed to a new A/C idler pulley system. The Mustang and Cougar 
switched to the new A/C idler pulley system at the same time. The new fixed A/C idler for the new system was not added to 
the Mustang and Cougar until about 3/1/67, but Ford and Mercury recommended adding the fixed pulley on 1967 Mustangs 
and Cougars built before that date if compressor noise or vibration due to belt flutter was encountered (see page Volume II, 
Appendix J, page J–78 for TSBs covering this topic).

(d) Mustang/Cougar with A/C, T/E and P/S. Looking more like a big-block than a 289, its air pump served as the A/C idler 
pulley and belt adjustor. The large diameter T/E pump pulley, carried over from 1966, was used on all applications in 1967, 
except for a short time in August/September 1966. During that time a 1/4" smaller pulley was used. Gone was the small 5" 
pulley used on 1966 Mustangs. This was due to the Mustang’s switch from the smaller C5OE-A crankshaft T/E pulley to the 
larger C5AE-B pulley.

a b

dc
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d

b

a

c

7K19: All A/C compressors were supported by a bar brace running from 
the top of the compressor to the back of the engine. For all except the 
full-sized Ford, the bar braces attached to the rear of the intake manifold 
as in late 1966. Two different bars (a) were used, but they were visually 
indistin guishable. The early bar (bottom half of photo) was a carryover from 
late 1966 and was used with the C7AA-2882-H compressor mount. This 
mount gave the compressor a slight upward tilt. The new bar (top half of 
photo) was used with the C7ZA-2882-C and C7AA-2882-L mounts. These 
mounts had rotated the compressor to a lower, and level, position. Only 
if the bar brace was installed with the improper compressor mount was 
the twist difference between the two bars apparent. The 1967 full-sized 
Ford (b) continued its use of the long bar brace borrowed from late 1966, 
but the rear bracket (c) always used the smaller bolt, which was a run-
ning change that occurred in late 1966. When the compressor mount was 
changed about 1/3/67, Ford kept the same bar brace (d), but changed the 
rear bracket (e). The new bracket, with its bend increased by 8 degrees, 
compensated for the compressor’s rotation. It had a casting number of 
C7AA-2A903-A (f). (Photos e & f courtesy of James Peterson.)

7K20: Accessory mounting bolts with unusually 
wide integral serrated washers were first appearing 
in 1967. A sampling of typical hardware found to 
secure A/C brackets is shown here.

fe

1965/66

1967 from 1/3/67

1967 before 1/3/67

1967 before 1/3/67

1967 from 1/3/67

1967 before 1/3/67

1967 from 1/3/67
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the vacuum source for the distributor (c) from the carburetor to intake manifold when water temperature reached 230 degrees F. 
This would cause more advance, a faster idle and more water circulation. The valve ports (d), from top to bottom, were labeled C 
for carburetor, D for distributor, and M for intake manifold. At the rear of the intake manifold, a special vacuum fitting (e), allowed 
connection of a hose to the valve. This fitting was like the standard T/E fitting (f), but modified by adding another small port to its 
side (arrow). Hose lengths from the control valve were 131/4" to distributor, 11" to carburetor, and 181/2" to intake manifold.

ba

c

e

d

7K22: Because of the heavy demand placed on the cooling sys-
tem by the combination of A/C and T/E, a special distributor 
vacuum advance switching system (a) was installed on Mustangs 
and Cougars just after the start of 1967 production (2V and 4V). 
The heart of the system centered around a control valve that was 
integrated into the water outlet fitting (b). Its job was to switch 

f

!

 Accessories Section K 7K23 7–39

7K23: In 1967 the full-sized Ford with A/C used the flex-
fan (a) exclusively. It carried either a C6AE-F or C7AE-D 
(b) stamped number. All other cars used the C6OE-G 
clutch fan (c & d). Viscous drive clutches for 1967 were 
one of two general designs (e). The larger diameter clutch 
was found on the Mustang and Cougar, and carried a 
stamped number of E-C7ZE-B (f). Note the shortness of 
the shaft. The smaller diameter clutch was used on all other 
cars and was marked E-C6OE-G (g).

b

a

c e

d

gf
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 Accessories Section K 7K25 7–41

7K25: Ford introduced a bottom line, 
economy hang-on A/C system in 1967 which 
continued into 1968, but it was rarely chosen 
by customers. The compressor mount (a) 
was made of steel plates welded together. A 
required triangular plate was included which 
was sandwiched between the mount and the 
cylinder head. This plate, along with the 
thickness of the compressor mount, allowed 
compatibility with factory P/S when the 
thick P/S spacer was removed (see photo 7K9, 
page 7–30 ). The triangular plate was also re-
quired to properly position the com pressor’s 
magnetic clutch. The bar brace used with 
this system was unique, though like factory 
systems, it attached between the compressor 
and the intake mani fold. If the system was 
used without T/E, an adjustable idler pulley 
was included (b & c).a

b c

7–40 7K24 Chapter 7 Accessories

a

c d

b

7K24: Shown is a summary of A/C brackets used in 1967: Full-sized Ford before 1/3/67 (a); Full-sized Ford after 1/3/67 (b); Fair-
lane/Comet/Falcon before 1/3/67 (c); Fairlane/Comet/Falcon after 1/3/67 and Mustang/Cougar after 3/1/67 (d); Mustang/Cougar 
before 1/3/67 (e); Mustang/Cougar after 1/3/67 and before 3/1/67 (f). 

e f
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7-042

Section LA - Engine Core

a b

c d

e f
7LA1: The smaller flywheel was used only on the Mustang, Cougar, and Falcon (4V only for the Falcon) in 1967—one for the 289 
2V/4V (a) and another for the 289 HiPo (b). Both carried the C6ZE-6380-A casting number. Note that the date codes of 7C29 
(c) and 6L23 (d) put these flywheels in the 1967 production year. The two differed only in the imbalance. The standard 289 was 
imbalanced to 28.2 ounce-inches and was stamped C7ZE-B (e). The 289 HiPo was imbalanced to 30.4 ounce-inches and marked 
C7ZE-A (f). The ring gear had 157 teeth, reduced from 160 for improved starter drive engagement and disengagement performance. 
(Photos of 289 HiPo flywheel courtesy of Tom Streich.)

7LA2: The larger flywheel casting number was C5AE-6380-E (a). The date code 6J19 (b) is early 1967 production. A split-screen 
view of the smaller C6ZE-6380-A and C5AE-6380-E show the relative size difference (c). The marking on the flywheel when used 
with the 10" or 10.4" clutch was C7AE-A (d). If the flywheel was marked C7TE-A (e), it was machined for the 11" clutch. The 
difference was in the bolt hole circle to mount the pressure plate. The circle diameter for the 10"/10.4" was 113/8" through the hole 
centerlines. For the 11" clutch, the mounting was on a 123/8" circle. In 1967, only the Bronco with 289 used the C7TE-A flywheel. 
The C7AE-A flywheel was used with the Galaxie, Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon (2V only for the Falcon). The ring gear had 164 
teeth—down from 168 the year before—to give the starter drive better engagement and disengagement performance.

C6ZE-6380-A C5AE-6380-E

7LA3: Ring gears were cut cleanly on the side that engaged the starter driver (a), but don’t expect the rear side to be as clean (b). 
This is an NOS Ford flywheel. Ring gears purchased under Ford’s C2OZ6384-B part number were no better.

a

b c

d e

a b
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7LJ1: The rear design of the alternator was 
changed in 1967 and had the distinctive tear-
drop center casting. In the teardrop were the 
words, MADE IN U.S.A. (a). In 1968, the 
AUTOLITE name (b) was part of the casting. 
In 1969, the identifying number was stamped 

into the casting along with the volt and amp rating, such as this 15V (15 volts) 42A (42 amp) D0AF-10346-E alternator (c). The base 
number 10346 indicated a service replacement alternator. Also, the threads on the later posts were changed from fine (d) to coarse (e).

Section LJ - Alternator

7–44 7LA4 Chapter 7 Supplemental

Section LA - Engine Core

7LA4: This engine tag was on a June 1967 Mustang with 289 HiPo. The 
engine number was 246, which was the number used for HiPos with auto-
matic transmissions. The date code was 7-F, although the F can’t be seen in 
this picture. Change level was 13. Another documented tag was for a May 
1967 Mustang with 289 HiPo and 4-speed. Its engine tag number was 245 
and the change level was 14. This particular Mustang was produced and sold 
in California and was one of the fourteen Mustangs produced with the ther-
mactor smog control system, which was probably the reason Ford stamped 
the tag with change level 14.

Section LC - Induction

7LC1: Ford introduced a new carburetor calibrated for the 
289 HiPo with thermactor (California smog control). The 
tag was C7ZE-B (a). The date code for this tag was 7ED, 
or the fourth week of May 1967. Ford stamped the essen-
tial parts of the tag number 7Z B (b) near the base of the 
carburetor body. Ford indicated that after approximately 
April 5, 1967, the thermactor systems would be installed 
on Mustangs intended for California registration.

Section LG - Cooling

7LG1: Ford indicated that the C6OE-D fan was used 
on the 1967 Mustang 289 HiPo. One such fan was 
found on a 1967 Mustang HiPo built in May 1967. 
This engine also had the thermactor California smog 
control system. Shown here is a picture of the actual fan 
removed from that car. (Photo courtesy of Bob Befort.)

 Supplemental Section L 7LJ1 7–45

Section LH - Ignition

7LH1: Ignition wires (a) were starting to be marked with date coding. The ones shown here were marked 1Q-67, which was the first 
quarter 1967 (January-March 1967). Also, the boots that had been marked FoMoCo in 1966 were now being marked AUTOLITE (b).

a b

a b

a

b

c

d e
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Chapter 8 – 1968 289/302 V8
Nineteen sixty-eight was the last year for the 289 V8, 

with total production having reached over four million 
engines. The 289 4V and HiPo had already been dis-
continued at the end of the 1967 model year. In their 
wake emerged the 302 2V and 4V. The 302 2V was used 
as the baseline V8 for full-sized Fords. In add ition, this 
same engine was used in Fairlanes/Torinos as an op-
tional engine over the 289 V8. The 289 2V remained the 
baseline V8 engine option for the Mustang and Falcon, 
except for three Mustangs with manual transmissions 
that received the 302 2V. Mercury announced a change 
after its literature had been published that the base Cou-
gar and Comet Sports Coupe would use the 289 2V as 
the standard V8 engine option instead of the 302 2V. This 
might have been a result of a 66-day strike which began 
on September 6, 1967, that shut down the Cleveland 
engine plant making 302s. The Windsor, Ontario, plant 
making 289s was not idled until about October 3, so 289 
availability was likely better than that of the 302. For 
customers desiring more power, the 302 4V was offered 
in all Mercury inter mediates (Comet Sports Coupes, 
Cyclones, and Montegos), Cougars, Mustangs and Fal-
cons. (See Volume II, Appendix A for engine application.)

Speaking of the Cleveland and Windsor engine 
plants, keep in mind that Cleveland had made all 
previous 221, 260, and 289 HiPo engines, as well as all 
289 engines prior to 1966. Between 1966 and the end of 
1967 pro duction, Cleveland shared 289 production with 
the Windsor, Ontario engine plant. In 1968, Cleveland 
switched to 302 V8 production, exclusively. The Wind-
sor engine plant continued 289 production.

But, making things confusing were the engine block 
castings. All was fine in 1968 until the Windsor engine 
plant depleted its stock of 289 blocks. Then the Windsor 
plant began using blocks for 289 V8s that Windsor had 
initially intended to use for its own 302 V8 production. 
So, just as had happened at the Cleveland plant in late 
1967 production, 302 blocks were going into 289 V8s. 
Windsor never did make a 302 V8. Instead, it stayed 
with 289 production until that engine was discontinued 
the end of the 1968 model year.

In summary, the Cleveland plant used the 289 C5AE-
6015-E block until depleting its stock in late 1967. 
Switching to 302 C8OE-6015-A blocks, the Cleveland 
plant completed 1967 289 production before rolling 
into 1968 302 production using the same block. The 
Windsor plant used its 289 C6AE-6015-C block from 

1966 right into 1968 289 production. When that stock 
was depleted, Windsor substituted its 302 C8AE-6015  -B 
block for the remainder of 1968 289 production. Though 
a 302 marked block, it was never used in a 302 V8.

The 289 and 302 V8s shared commonality of all 
internal parts except for crankshafts, connecting rods, 
pistons, and harmonic vibration dampers. Even the 
cylinder heads of the 289 and 302 2V, though different 
castings, used identical combustion chamber shapes. 
Both were opened up considerably in comparison to 
those of 1967. As a result, the 1968 289 compression 
ratio was lowered from a previously advertised figure 
of 9.3:1 to a new value of 8.7:1. The 302 2V, because of 
its longer stroke, was slightly higher at 9.0:1.

The only functional difference between the 289 V8 
and the 302 2V heads was in the area of smog control 
plumbing. The 289 V8 head continued the Windsor 
foundry design of being cast for internal air manifolds. 
The 302 V8 head, on the other hand, was of a Cleveland 
foundry design and used the externally mounted air 
logs. Both 289 and 302 2V heads fea tured the same large 
61.7–64.7 cc combustion chamber volumes.

The different heads were easily identified under the 
valve covers as they each carried the appropriate 289 
or 302 markings. The 302 head was further marked as 
a 2V or 4V. The 4V head used a 53.5–56.5 cc com bustion 
chamber volume, which yielded an advertised com-
pression ratio of 10.0:1. (The fact that the 302 4V head 
had the same volume as the pre-1968 289 should not be 
overlooked by hobbyists. Heads from pre-1968 289 V8s, 
mounted on a 302 V8 would produce the factory 302 4V 
compression ratio!)

Smog control had become an issue in many states by 
1968 and Ford implemented a corporate policy to con-
trol emissions on all its engines. Two systems were used 
in 1968. One was called Improved Combustion control, 
or Imco, which had its origins back in late 1967 with 
L15. This system consisted of finely tuned distributor 
and carburetor calibrations. Ford also took measures 
to prevent ex cessive adjustment of the carburetor idle 
mixtures.

Over in the distributor area, Ford went to a dual 
diaphragm vacuum advance arrangement on all en-
gines, with the exception of the 302 4V with automatic 
transmission. This new distributor advance arrange-
ment allowed the forward diaphragm to control dis-

Mustangs and Cougars essentially repeated their body styles of 1967. The base Mustang V8 was the 289 2V, except for a few Mustangs 
with manual transmissions that received the 302 2V. Cougars were intended to have the 302 2V as the base V8, but a late decision 
changed the engine to a 289 2V, except for those with the Decor Group Option, and the Cougar XR-7. The latter Cougars received 
the 302 2V as their base V8. Both Mustangs and Cougars could be upgraded to a 302 4V. The full-sized Ford used the 302 2V as 
its most economical V8 engine option on all models except the LTD and Country Squire. On those two models, the 302 2V was 
standard equipment. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1968 Mustang Hardtop

1968 Cougar Hardtop

1968 Galaxie 500 Convertible
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tributor advance and the aft diaphragm to control the 
rate of spark retardation. A complex arrangement of 
vacuum hoses between carburetor and intake mani-
fold controlled the vacuum sources to the distributor. 
On all cars except the full-sized Ford, further control 
was provided by a distributor vacuum control valve 
mounted on the top of the thermostat housing. This 
valve operated much like the one found on the late 
1967 Mustang/Cougar 289 V8 equipped with Califor-
nia smog control and air conditioning, which had been 
located on top of the intake manifold’s heater water 
outlet fitting. The precise configuration of 1968 vacuum 
hose systems varied depending on model, transmis-
sion, and options. (See Volume II, Appendix D, pages 
D–18, 19 and 20 for details on vacuum hose systems.)

For most of the year on cars equipped with manual 
transmissions, Ford went a step further by installing a 
thermactor, or air pump, system much like the 1966/67 
California smog control systems. The 1968 system, 
however, was simplified, and no parts interchanged 
between the two. Air from the new pump was directed 
into the backfire suppression valve now located directly 
behind the pump. From there air was directed to the 
cylinder head exhaust ports. On the 289 V8, this was 
via internally machined manifolds. On the 302 V8, it 
was via externally mounted air logs.

The belt arrangement for the 1968 thermactor differed 
from the 1966/67 California system. Without air condi-
tioning, the crankshaft pulley drove the air pump with 
the air pump belt running over the water pump pulley. 
Both crankshaft and water pump pulleys were 3-groove 
designs used with 15/32" width belts. As in 1966/67, if 
power steering was not installed, the alternator was run 
by two matched belts. When air conditioning was in-
stalled, the air pump pulley was changed to one which 
had a larger diameter and a 1/2" groove. As in previous 
years, the air pump pulley then served as the adjustable 
idler for the air conditioning compressor drive belt.

Visually, the biggest change on the 1968 289/302 was 
the air cleaner. Common among all engines regard-
less of application, the new air cleaner featured a low 
profile and large diameter. The duct arrangement was 
modified as well and had a squared-off appearance as it 
ran straight down and back over the exhaust manifold. 
Underneath the upper mixing duct was a vacuum-
operated motor which increased the opening of the 
duct mixing door to allow more cool air into the air 
cleaner under hard acceleration. However, this feature 
was later considered unnecessary and was elimi nated 
on air cleaners made late in the model year, or after ap-
proximately April 2, 1968.

All PCV systems were closed systems for 1968. Ford 
solved the removal problem of the spouted oil breather 
cap by replacing the cap with one which contained a 
top mounted brass fitting. Now the new oil cap could 

be rotated beneath the brass fitting and be removed 
from the valve cover just as had been done with the 
open ventilation oil cap used in 1967 production.

Ford dressed up the valve covers for 1968. Instead of 
the plain stamping of 1967, they now sported the words 
“Powered by Ford.” They also included decals which 
contained ignition timing information.

Other external changes were evident in the oil dip-
stick tube, harmonic vibration damper, front timing 
chain cover, coil and engine tag location. The dipstick 
tube was moved out and away from the cylinder head, 
and had a curved shape. The engine tag was relocated 
to the right cylinder head on top of the dipstick tube at-
tachment bracket. The coil was moved up to the intake 
manifold for all engine applications and occupied the 
same position as it had on 1962/64 engines and 1966/67 
California smog control engines. The front timing chain 
cover was modified to accept a new distributor timing 
pointer. The damper was also expanded from the old 
12-degree spread (TDC to 12 degrees after TDC in 3-de-
gree increments) to a 40-degree spread (10 degrees before 
TDC to 30 degrees after TDC in 2-degree increments). 
Otherwise, the 289 damper was the same as in previous 
years. The 302 damper, on the other hand, was heavier in 
design and could be one of two different types.

Internally, the most significant engine change oc-
curred about December 1, 1967. At that time a new 
camshaft sprocket and thrust plate were incorporated 
to improve timing chain area oiling. The new thrust 
plate featured an extension which covered a small 
passageway leading from the distributor shaft oiling 
gallery. With this passageway uncapped and with 
small grooves incorporated in the extension and new 
sprocket, additional oiling was directed toward the 
timing chain and associated components.

Accessories changed only a little for 1968. The full-
sized Fords no longer used a bar brace to support the 
air conditioning compressor, though all other cars still 
did. Then about March 1, 1968, all cars received new 
com pressor lateral support brackets and idlers. The 
new lateral bracket was made of stamped steel and 
replaced the earlier cast iron one. A new adjustable 
idler was made to mount to the new lateral bracket. The 
fixed idler beneath the compressor was also changed 
and mounted at three points vice two. Toward the end 
of the year, new Pitts magnetic clutches and new air 
conditioning tags were making their debut.

Full-sized Fords that had air conditioning and power 
steering received engine mounted power steering fluid 
coolers for the first time. (Prior to 1968, the coolers were 
mounted up near the radiator support.) The new cool-
ers attached to the underside of the com pressor’s cast 
iron mount. Initially, the coolers were attached by just 
one bolt. Later coolers were modified for two bolts.

1968 marked the first year a Fairlane carried the Torino name. The 289 2V was standard on the Torino GT (though the 390 big block 
was more popular), and optional on all other Fairlane/Torino models. The next step up for the Fairlane/Torino was the 302 2V. Mer-
cury intermediates for 1968 were actually a group of three models based on the same chassis as the Fairlane, and called either Comet 
Sports Coupes, Montegos, or Cyclones. Comet Sports Coupes (Mercury’s lowest priced Montego that did not carry the Montego 
name) included the 289 2V as a “no cost” option. (It was a late pre-production decision that changed the Comet Sports Coupe’s 
“no cost” engine option from a 302 2V to a 289 2V.) Montegos stayed with the 302 2V as its “no cost” option over the 6-cylinder 
engine. Cyclones came standard with a 302 2V. All Comet Sports Coupes, Montegos, and Cyclones could be upgraded to the 302 
4V at “extra cost.” The Falcon used the same chassis as in 1966/67 and did not use the 302 2V at all. Its base V8 option was the 289 
2V. Next up the Falcon option list was the 302 4V. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1968 Cyclone Fastback

1968 Torino GT Fastback

1968 Falcon Sports Coupe
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 Engine Core Section A 8A2 8–58–4 8A1 Chapter 8 Engine Core

8A1: By 1968, smog control had become an important federal 
concern. Therefore, all 289 and 302 V8s received Imco, which 
stood for IMproved COmbustion control (a). In addition, all 
engines with M/T, until late in the year, also received T/E systems. 
The 289 V8, with its Windsor heads, used the internal air injec-
tion system (b) and was only available as a 2V. The 302 2V and 
4V, with their Cleveland-designed heads, used external air logs 
(c). In late 1968 production, T/E systems on all small block V8s 
were phased out.
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8A2: Ford used three block castings in 1968 production and their markings led to a lot of confusion. To sort out this confusion re-
quires understanding the relationship between block castings and engine plants, and which plant made which engine. The Cleveland 
engine plant had made all previous 221, 260, and 289 HiPo engines. Cleveland also made all 289 engines prior to 1966. Between 
1966 and the end of 1967 production, Cleveland shared 289 production with the Windsor, Ontario engine plant. For 1968 produc-
tion, Cleveland manufactured only the 302. Addressing just the Cleveland 289 from 1965 to late 1967 production, Cleveland used 
the C5AE-6015-E 289 block. Then, in late 1967 production, Cleveland allowed stocks of this block to deplete. In its place Cleveland 
substituted its new C8OE-6015-A 302 block (a) for the remainder of 1967 289 production. The C8OE-6015-A block, which carried 
the 302 marking (b), continued in 1968 production as part of Cleveland’s 302 V8. On the other hand, the Windsor engine plant 
commenced 289 production in 1966 using its own new C6AE-6015-C 289 block. This block continued for 289 production through 
1967 and into 1968 (c). It carried the 289 and WF markings in the lifter valley (d). Now comes the tricky part. Evidence supports 
the contention that the Windsor plant was planning on making 302 V8s, but that this never happened. Instead, Windsor handled 
all the 289 production, while Cleveland handled all the 302 requirements. But this decision was made after Windsor had already 
tooled for 302 blocks. These blocks carried C8AE-6015-B casting numbers (!e) and 302 markings displayed in the lifter valley area 
(!f). So, as stock of the C6AE-6015-C blocks ran out, Windsor began substituting in its C8AE-6015-B 302 blocks to continue 
289 production. Things appeared to have gotten even a little more dicey toward the end of the production year when Windsor was 
filling out the last of the 289 orders with older C6AE-6015-C blocks. For example, the C6AE-6015-C block shown in the photo 
above (c) carried a date code of 7F12, but an assembly date of 8F3 (g). All other engine component date codes of this unmolested 
engine supported the assembly date stamping as correct. Apparently, Windsor was using up leftover stock as the production year was 
drawing to a close. The next year would see this plant producing the now famous 351 Windsor. (The reader might have noted the 
cracks visible in the photo of the C8AE-6015-B block (e). The damage was the result of oil starvation caused by a failed shaft driving 
the oil pump. The shaft failure was due to a jammed oil pump that had ingested a valve guide seal particle. The particle originated 
from the cylinder head where heat and age had made the valve guide seals hard and brittle. Once the seals cracked and broke apart, 
reciprocating action of the valve springs ground the seals up into small enough particles to escape the head area and work their way 
to the oil pan. One of these particles passed through the oil pump pick-up tube screen and wedged between the gears inside the oil 
pump. Without oil, the number four connecting rod was the first to break due to seizing components. As the connecting rod broke, 
it destroyed the cylinder and fractured the casting.)

!
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 Engine Core Section A 8A7 8–7

8A6: The 289 
began at engine 
change level 16  
(L16) (a). The 
date code ini-
tially indicated 
only the month, 
shown here as L, but changed between November and December 1967 to include the day of the month as well. In this case M9 
represented December 9, 1967. Note that both these tags identified 289 V8s as being manufactured at the E coded Windsor plant. 
In May 1968 L17 appeared (b). This change is believed to be associated with the deletion of the thermactor system on manual 
transmission equipped cars. This tag came from a 3-speed manual Mustang (photo courtesy of Steve Mildenstein). To date, no 1968 289 
tags have been found with the Cleveland C code. The new 302 V8s might have an L1 or L2 (c). This series of K277-J tags shows they 
were mixed. The purpose of L2 is unknown. All 302 V8 tags found thus far have carried only the Cleveland plant’s C engine code.

8A7: The 289 crankshaft was unchanged for 1968, 
and still carried its 1M marking (a). The 302 V8 on 
the other hand, used a longer stroked crankshaft and 
was identified by its  2M marking (b). But, the 302 
crankshaft was also a stronger crankshaft than the 
289’s. Its spec called for the same high-nodularity 
cast iron as the 289 HiPo (ESE-M1A172-A) rather 
than using the standard 289 spec (ESE-M1A147-A). 
To keep the deck height and piston pin location 
the same as the 289’s, the 302 connecting rod was 
shorter than the 289’s by .065" (5.090" center-to-
center). Not enough to be visible, Ford marked the 
rods with a C8OE-A casting number (c). However, 
the rods were cast in clusters, so markings varied (d), 
and in some cases did not carry the full number (e).b

a

a

c d e

8–6 8A3 Chapter 8 Engine Core

8A3: Mexican 302 V8 blocks debuted in 1968 carrying a C8AM-6015-B casting number (a). Blocks were date coded. This one 
was 15D9 for April 15, 1969, making it a 1969 production block. These blocks were distinguished by the unused boss (b) near the 
oil pressure sender and the heavy duty main bearing caps (c). Shown on the left, the Mexican caps were identical in design to the 
famous 289 HiPo caps, here shown on the right. Note the rear HiPo cap carries the C3OE-A casting number, while the Mexican 
cap is marked 6329. The 2-G8 on each cap was July 2, 1968. A second set (d) had date codes of 17H2 (#1, #2, #3), 2-H2 (#4) and 
14H2 (#5) for August 17, 1972, August 2, 1972, and August 14, 1972, respectively. (See photo 8LA1, page 8–58 for more details.) 

b

a

8A5: Engine tags were attached to the oil dipstick tube support bracket in 1968 (a) using one of two bolt arrangements (b).

a b

ba

8A4: Prior to about 12/1/67, the small hole leading to the dis tributor shaft was capped with a very 
small freeze plug (a). After about 12/1/67, this hole was unplugged (b). A new camshaft thrust 
plate would direct oil from this hole to improve lubrication of the timing chain components.

Mexican main caps HiPo main caps
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 Engine Core Section A 8A10 8–9

8A10: In 1968, bolts used to attach the crankshaft pulley to the damper were high strength grade 5 bolts (a). Ford warned in TSB 
#85, Article 1280 dated 2/9/68 not to confuse these bolts with those used to mount P/S and A/C accessories. Shown side-by-side 
(b) the bolt similarities were very apparent. However, the accessory bolt, shown on the right, was not designed to handle the torque 
applied to a crankshaft pulley mounting bolt and could fail if mistakenly used for that purpose.

8A9: The 289 V8 damper (a) was much the same as in 1963/67, except the casting number was C8ZE-B1 (b), and the timing 
marks were expanded from the previous 0 through 12 degrees BTDC in 3-degree increments (c) to -10 through 30 degrees BTDC in 
2-degree increments (d). Note that the date code (arrow) of L7 for November 1967 placed this damper in early 1968 production.
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b

a

d

a b

8–8 8A8 Chapter 8 Engine Core

8A8: In side-by-side comparisons of the 
1968 289 and new 302 V8 pistons, the tops 
of both were identical (a); however, the sides 
reflected differences along the skirted area 
(b). Shown on the left, note the shorter and 
more deeply cut skirt area on the 302 pis-
ton. This was required in order for the 302 
piston to clear the crankshaft counter weights 
as it was pulled deeper into the cylinder 
sleeve. Though the 302 piston could substi-
tute for a 289 piston, the converse was not 
true. The long skirts of the 1968 289 piston, 
unchanged from 1967, were not compatible 
with the longer stroke of the 302 crankshaft. 
Perhaps for this reason, Ford dropped the 
289 piston design after 1968 and used only 
the 302 piston as the 289’s replacement. 
Casting numbers were included on all 1968 
pistons. The 289 piston carried the number 
C8OE-V (c) and still had the diagonally 
drilled pin oiling holes (d). The new 302 
piston was marked C8OE-6110-S (e) 
and was beefed up with additional casting 
around the piston pin hole (f). For quick 
identification, the piston also carried a 302 
marking (g).
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 Valve Train Sections A & B 8B1 8–11

8B1: Though the 289 HiPo was no longer an engine option in 1968, Ford did immediately begin producing service replacement 
heads (a). The head carried the usual double dotted 289 marking in the rocker arm area (b), but also carried an HP marking over 
the date code (c) and a C8ZE-B casting number (d) in the middle. This was the only 289 HiPo head to ever be marked HP. Note 
that the date code on this head was 3M20, which represented December 20, 1973. On the underside of the 289 HiPo replacement 
head was part of the casting number C8ZE (e) and the year 68 
(f). The head, machined with individual injector holes (g), could 
be used with or without T/E. For use without T/E, Ford supplied 
four C6AZ-6052-A plugs (h) with the head.

c
a

b

e

g h

f

d

8–10 8A11 Chapter 8 Engine Core

8A11: The 302 V8 engine 
used one of two different type 
dampers. The first (a) was 
similar to the 289’s in that the 
center section was counter-
weighted (b); how ever, the 
outer ring was much thicker. 
This damper carried a casting 
number of C8OE-6316-A1 
(c). Like the 289, its outer 
ring was graduated from -10 
to 30 degrees BTDC (d). A 
second damper used in 1968 
(e) was counter weighted on 
the outer section (f ). Along 
the cutout area was a C8OE-
6316-A2 casting number (g). 
Note the only difference be-
tween the casting numbers of 
each design was the last num-
ber. This was Ford’s standard 
convention in distinguishing 
between two vendors sup-
plying inter change able parts. 
As with the 1968 289, this 
damper used ignition timing 
graduations from -10 to 30 
degrees BTDC, in incre ments 
of 2 degrees (h). The date code 
of this damper (arrow) was D8 
for April 1968. (For hobbyists 
wanting to stroke a 289 engine 
to 302 V8, the 302 damper of 
choice is the one resembling 
the 289’s. This is because the 
302 damper with the counter-
weight on the center section 
clears the 1962/65 aluminum 
timing chain covers, and mates 
to the 1962/64 multi-groove 
crankshaft pulleys, without 
requiring any modifications. 
In contrast, the other 302 
damper, with its larger outer 
ring, requires some minor 
grinding near the water pump 
on older timing chain cov-
ers, and milling on the back 
surface of 1962/64 cast iron 
crank shaft pulleys.)
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8–12 8B2 Chapter 8 Valve Train

8B2: The 1968 289 V8 cylinder head (a) 
was identical to the 1967 Windsor head in 
the rocker area and still carried no markings 
above its date code (b). However, for 1968, 
sub stan tial changes were made on the chamber 
side (c). Note the large chamber shape (d), 
which yielded a volume of 61.7–64.7 cc., and 
dropped the advertised compression ratio from 
the 1967 value of 9.3:1 to the 1968 value of 
8.7:1. The casting number on the 289 head 
included only the C8OE marking (e) with no 
other letters to complete the number. How ever, 
ample other 289 markings were provided. All 
289 heads were made at the Windsor, Ontario 
plant in 1968. Therefore, if T/E was installed, 
the heads used the internal air injection design. 
(For the hobbyist: On non-T/E engines, the 
1968 302 2V head could be used as a direct 
substitute for the 1968 289 head, without 
changing the compression ratio.) d

c

a

b

e

 Valve Train Section B 8B3 8–13

8B3: The 1968 302 2V head (a) was identified by a 302 casting (b) in the rocker arm area, as well as a 2V marking above the 
date code (c). The chamber side of the head (d) was very similar to that of the 1968 289, and included the large 61.7–64.7 cc. 
chamber volume (e). Because of the larger stroke of the 302 in comparison to the 289’s, the 302 2V’s compression ratio was slightly 
higher at 9.0:1. The 1968 302 2V heads were also identified by the C8OE (f) and J (g) casting number, and 302 68 marking on the 
bottom (h). All 302 heads were made at the Cleveland, Ohio plant in 1968 and, therefore, were designed to be used with external 
air logs if T/E was installed. (For the hobbyist: On non-T/E engines, the 1968 289 head could be used as a direct substitute for the 
1968 302 2V head, without changing the compression ratio.)
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 Valve Train Section B 8B6 8–15

8B5: Two similar head gaskets with different thicknesses were used in 1968. The older gasket carried the stamped number 
C3AE-6051-G (a), and measured about .071" (b) in uncompressed thickness (listed as .063" thick in Ford’s parts catalogs). It was 
used on 289 and 302 2V engines with manual transmissions according to old Ford parts catalogs. A new gasket, which was practi-
cally indistinguishable from the older one, carried the number C7OE-6051-A (c). It measured about .047" (d) uncompressed (also 
listed as .047" thick in Ford’s parts catalogs). Again, according to old Ford parts catalogs, this gasket was used on 289 and 302 2V 
engines with C4 automatics, as well as 
all 302 4Vs regardless of trans mission. 
Engines disassembled in the field raised 
doubt as to whether Ford was con sistent 
in its application. An original 1968 289 
2V with manual trans mission was found 
with the C7OE-6051-A gasket. Be cause 
of the thickness difference between the 
two gaskets, the compression ratio for any 
particular engine would vary about 0.2 to 
0.3 points if a C3AE-6051-G gasket was 
sub stituted for the C7OE-6051-A, or vice 
versa.

8B6: Valve train components on top of the cylin-
der head in 1968 were the same as in late 1967, ex-
cept that the valve springs were painted black. Both 
the 289 and 302 components were identical.

d

ca

b

8–14 8B4 Chapter 8 Valve Train

f

e

ba

c

an advertised compression ratio of 10.0:1. Why Ford did not use the 1967 Cleveland shape, since the 1968 302 4V was a Cleveland 
engine, is unknown. And though the Windsor shape was normally associated with the internal air injection system when T/E was 
installed, the 302 4V still retained the air log design typically found on Cleveland heads. Ford placed an inter esting casting number 
on the 302 4V head. On one side was the number C8OE with a D (e), but on the other end was an F (f). Other numbers included 
a 302 68 marking on the bottom (g). An interesting note, Ford indicated that some 302 4V heads were used on late 1968 302 2V 
engines, and hence had the higher compression ratio associated with the 4V. (For the hobbyist: On non-T/E engines, the 1967 289 
head could be used as a direct substitute for the 1968 302 4V head without changing the compression ratio. For T/E engines, the 
1967 Cleveland head could be substituted without other component changes. In addition, any set of 1963/67 289 cylinder heads 
could be installed on a 302 to produce the same compression ratio as on the 1968 302 4V.)

8B4: The 302 4V head (a) was distinguished 
from the 2V version by the 4V marking in the 
rocker arm area (b). But the big performance 
improvement came from what was on the other 
side (c). Here, Ford resurrected the 1966/67 
Windsor 289 combustion chamber shape, 
which displaced 52.0–55.0 cc. (d), to produce 

g

d
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 Valve Train Section B 8B9 8–17

8B9: Two designs of timing chains were used in 1968. The old style chain (a) had been in general use since 1965, but the newer 
style (b) was the one much more commonly found in 1968. Both were functionally identical and fully interchangeable.

8B8: The new thrust plate, introduced about 12/1/67, was unique 
in that it incorporated a grooved extension on the backside (a). 
This extension directed oil from an unplugged passageway in the 
block (see photo 8A4, page 
8–6 ) to oil grooves in the 
cam shaft sprocket’s hub 
area (b). From there, oil 
was directed to the front 
of the sprocket (c), which 
laid beneath the fuel pump 
eccentric. Oil was then 
thrown by centrifugal force 
toward the sprocket’s ny-
lon teeth and timing chain 
(d). (The arrows show the 
path the oil took from the 
channels toward the tim-
ing chain.)

a

d

cb

a b

8–16 8B7 Chapter 8 Valve Train

8B7: Prior to about 12/1/67, 
the thrust plate (a) and camshaft 
sprockets remained unchanged 
from 1967. Two different sproc kets 
continued to be used. The first (b) 
carried no numbers, but the sec-
ond (c) was marked with a casting 
number C4OE-6256-A2 (d). Note 
that on both sprockets, no grooves 
were incorporated into the center 
hub area. About 12/1/67, Ford 
implemented a new system to bet-
ter lubricate the timing chain and 
related components by employing 
a new thrust plate (e) and cam-
shaft sprocket. Again, two dif ferent 
sprockets were used, one carrying 
no numbers (f), and an other (g) 
marked C8OE-6256-A2 (h). Note 
the presence of the oil channel on 
both of these new sprockets. These 
revised sprockets were also used to 
service prior 12/1/67 engines.
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 Induction Section C 8C5 8–19

8C3: The Autolite 2V carburetor might carry one of two different style tags (a). This particular C8AF-AK tag was used on all 1968 
cars with either 289 or 302 that were equipped with M/T and T/E. Note the 7GB and 7H30 date codes on these two tags. Very early 
in 1968 production the practice of dating the carburetor with letters A through E to represent the weeks of the month was dropped, 
and in its place Ford simply used a number or two to specify a specific day. The C8ZF-G tag (b) also came in two styles. It was used 
on 289 and 302 engines with A/T, except for those installed in full-sized Fords.

8C4: Though the 1968 2V appeared much like previous carburetors, there were significant changes. For example, though throttle 
shaft levers varied a little between models, the full-sized Ford (a) represented the trend of “one design fits all.” From top to bottom on 
the throttle shaft, the uppermost hole was used for optional cruise control on all models. The next hole down was used for connecting 
Mustang, Cougar, and Falcon throttle links. The ball connection was for the full-sized Ford throttle cable. The small hole just above 
the center shaft was for a self-threading screw to lockout the kickdown lever if A/T was not installed. The lowest and smallest hole was 

8C5: Underneath the 2V carburetor, the 
throttle bores were opened up to 1 9/16" for 
1968. In previous years the size was usually 
1 7/16".

for the full-sized Ford throttle return 
spring. The lower inside hole could 
be used for connecting Fairlane and 
Montego throttle links (b). Note 
the lack of a kickdown lever on this 
throttle shaft. Though the kick down 
lever could be locked out by a self-
thread ing screw, Ford pre fer red a 
spacer substitution for cars coming 
from the factory.

ba

a b

8–18 8C1 Chapter 8 Induction

8C1: The intake mani-
fold casting numbers 
for 1968 included a 
C8AE-9425-B (a) for 
the 2V engine, and a 
C8ZE-9425-A (b) for 
the 4V. These mani -
folds had actually been 
intro duced in late 1967 
production. The mani-
folds were attached to 
the cylinder head us-
ing new hardware. At 
each corner and at the 
4 center holes, place-
type bolts (c)  were 
used. The re maining 
4 holes used studs and 
nuts (d). The studs, 
which were installed 
in the cylinder heads 
first, allowed more pre-
cise positioning of the 
mani fold, and therefore 
helped reduce the like-
lihood of dislodging the 
manifold gaskets.

ba

8C2: Autolite 2V carburetors (a & b) were used on both the 289 and 302 engines for 1968. In many cases, both engines even 
shared identical carburetors with the same tag numbers. (See Volume II, Appendix C for a full listing of 1968 carburetor tag numbers.)

dc

a b
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 Induction Section C 8C9 8–21

8C9: The 1968 Fairlane/Montego throttle linkage (a) was similar to the 1966/67 Fairlane/Comet linkage; however, all components 
were new. Even though the 1968 stabilizer and gas pedal links looked like their 1966/67 counterparts, both links were shorter in 
length (b). Even the link to the carburetor (c & d), though the same length as in 1966/67, was shaped differently. One of the features 
of the new linkage was the incorporation of an extension on the bellcrank for the throttle return spring. This feature eliminated the 
1967 method of attaching the spring to a bracket mounted to the carburetor. For 1968, the return spring attached between the end of 
the extension and the lower part of the bellcrank. The spring could actually be one of two types. The most common (e) was painted 
orange and incorporated 13 coils. The second spring (f), containing 15 coils, was actually borrowed from the 1965/67 Mustang V8. 
It was painted black. Later in the year, the lower part of the bellcrank was eliminated and the spring attached at the link (g). Here 
again, the spring could be either the new style or the older Mustang type (h).

d

b

a

c

e

g h

f

1966/67

1968

8–20 8C6 Chapter 8 Induction

8C6: The 2V carburetor included new idler mixture screws, which featured “limiter” 
caps (a). The caps snapped over the mixture screws, and once installed, could only be 
removed by breaking the caps apart. When this new arrangement was used in conjunc-
tion with a new power valve cover (b), the caps restricted idle mixture adjustment and 
prevented excessive enrichment of the air-fuel mixture. Ford specified that the carbure-
tor be brought within the correct air-fuel ratio using an exhaust gas analyzer and then 
that the limiter caps be installed in the maximum counterclockwise position with the 
tab of the limiter against the stop on the carburetor. (See Volume II, Appendix J, Sec-
tion C, 4/5/68 Ford TSB #89, Article 1341 on page J–40 for applicable air-fuel ratios.)

ba

farther away. Though the brackets looked the same upon casual inspection, the 1/4" difference at the dashpot end is apparent when 
the older bracket is superimposed (c).

8C8: On cars with A/T, dash pots 
(a) and their mounting brackets 
(b) were changed for 1968. This 
change was applicable to both 2V 
and 4V carburetors. The 1968 
dashpot was length ened about 
1/4" in the plunger area over the 
one used in 1967. To compen-
sate for the increased length, the 
dashpot mounting bracket was 
reshaped to move the dashpot cb

a

1962/67

8C7: The air cleaner mounting 
stud on the 1968 2V for the new 
1968 air cleaner was the shortest 
of all the studs used since 1962. 
Shown in com parison, the long est 
stud was used on standard 14" air 
cleaners from 1962 to 1967. The 
one just a little longer than the 
1968 stud was used on 1963/67 289 
HiPos, 1963/64 Falcon Sprints, and 
1964/67 Mustangs/Cougars.

1967

1968

1968

1963/67

19681967
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 Induction Section C 8C12 8–23

8C12: Many subtle differences separated the 1967 and 1968 
4300 Autolite carburetors. One of the major changes was on the 
carburetor body. The large air adjusting screw used in 1967 (a) 
was eliminated for 1968 (b), though the closed off hole remained. 
At the throttle lever, the unused boss in 1967 (c) was now tapped 
for a small idle speed adjusting screw (d), which allowed conven-
tional setting of the idle speed. The idle mixture screws were also 
changed in 1968 from the 1967 style (e) to ones designed for 
use with “limiter” caps (f). However, it was usually not very long 
before the limiting posts were broken off and caps discarded (g).

g

f

d

ba

c

e

8–22 8C10 Chapter 8 Induction

8C10: In comparison to 1967’s (a), the 1968 2V Falcon throttle link was shorter in total length, but had the S-shaped bend moved 
farther aft. To compensate, a longer throttle return spring was used (b). The Mustang link (c) received similar treatment for 1968.

a

c b

b

a

e

8C11: The model 4300 Autolite was back for 1968 (a), 
but only for Mustangs, Cougars, Falcons, and Montegos 
with the 302 engine. Each carburetor was identified by 
a tag attached to the front right side (b), and a stamped 
number along the base (c & d). Note that the full 
stamped number was used on the 1968 Autolite 4300. 
Also note that square tags were used, in addition to the 
standard ones (e). To date, only the C8AF-AS number 
has been seen on the square tag.

c d

1968

1964/67

1968

1966/67 1968

1966/67
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 Induction Section C 8C14 8–25

8C14: Another change for 1968 was in the 4300 Autolite choke system. The 1967 
housing (a) and all associated hardware (b) were superseded by a new housing (c) 
and all new hardware (d). In fact, no parts interchanged between the two! Even 
the 1967 housing (e) was changed for 1968 (f) to include more indexing (arrow). 
Ford indicated that the 1968 choke housing cap was stamped EX for the C8ZF-D 
carburetor, and EY (g) for the C8ZF-C and C8AF-AS carbu retors; however, many 
C8ZF-D carburetors have been found with the EY cap. g

fe

b d

ca

8–24 8C13 Chapter 8 Induction

a b

c d

8C13: On the front 
of the model 4300 
Autolite carbure-
tor, the 1967 spring 
that held tension on 
the accelerator lever 
(a) was eliminated 
for 1968, and in its 
place was a small pin 
(b). Also in this area, 
most 1968 carbure-
tors still contained 
the fuel bowl vent 
(c) which opened on 
engine acceler ation. 
However, the thin 
spring steel arm that 

held the vent pad was susceptible to breakage, so the vent hole was often plugged during 
carburetor overhaul (d). On top of the carburetor, 1967 Falcon (tall) and Mustang/Cougar 
(shorter) air cleaner mounting stems were replaced by a very short stem (e). The 1968 stem 
(f) was required to be compatible with the large, low profile 1968 air cleaner.

f

e

1968

1967 Falcon
1967 1968

!

19681967

1967 1968

1967 Mustang/Cougar
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 Induction Section C 8C17 8–27

8C17: Air cleaners were standardized in 1968 for all engines and 
were of the low profile type (a). The air cleaner bottom (b) was 
designed to fit over both Autolite 2100 and 4300 carburetors. 
The air filter element was also new for 1968 and larger in diam-
eter than either the 1967 Fairlane or Mustang elements. Since 
all engines used the closed PCV system for 1968, the air cleaner 
incorporated an outlet spout on the side (c). The air cleaner’s 
mixing duct attached at the large rectangular inlet (d) and was 
secured by two hex-head screws (e), vice the 1963/67 wing nuts. 
The mixing duct was controlled, in part, by vacuum from the rear 
of the intake manifold. This vacuum, which was delivered through 
a blue striped rubber hose, 
oper ated an override motor 
attached to the bottom of 
the duct (f ). Under hard 
acceleration on a cold en-
gine, the override motor 
allowed more cool air to 
flow into the air cleaner. 
However, late in 1968 or 
about 4/2/68, the servo was 
deemed unnecessary and 
eliminated (g & h).

ba

c d e

f

hg

8–26 8C15 Chapter 8 Induction

8C15: As in 1967, two different style choke cams could be found on Auto-
lite 4300 carburetors in 1968, though both cams differed from their 1967 
counterparts. One cam was of cream color and made of nylon. The other 
looked like hard black Bakelite. Both were functionally identical, but slightly 
different in design.

Fairlane and Mustang 6-cylinder engines. On the Mercury Montego, which was the only other car using the 302 4V 4300 Autolite 
in 1968, Mercury used the normal 2V linkage, except for the link to the carburetor (d). The link was about 1/4" longer, since the 4V 
intake manifold primary risers were slightly more forward than on the 2V.

8C16: The 1968 throttle return spring system for Mustangs, 
Cougars, and Falcons with the Autolite 4300 4V (a) was more 
compact than the one used in 1967. The new bracket (b) attached 
to the carburetor and was used with a new light blue colored 
spring (c). This same spring would again be used in 1969 on 

d

c

a b
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C8AF-9C611-B

8–28 8C18 Chapter 8 Induction

8C18: A new hot air duct (a) was incorporated to be used with the 1968 low profile air cleaner. The duct was also designed to be 
fully compatible with the 302 T/E air log system (b), if installed. The duct was supported at the exhaust manifold by two special 
studs. The forward stud (c) was actually an extension of a special exhaust manifold bolt. In rare cases, engine hoist brackets (d) 
were left attached to the exhaust manifolds. If this was the case, the heating duct mounted beneath the bracket. The aft support-
ing stud bolt (e), shown on the right, was a new type for 1968. Shorter than the 1964/67 stud shown on the left, the 1968 stud 
allowed for closer mounting of the duct to the exhaust manifold. (See photo 8D1, page 8–30 for more on engine hoist brackets.)

ba

c d e

addition to the top decal, an AUTOLITE decal (d) was usually 

8C19: For 1968 289 V8s, Ford 
and Mercury used a decal (a) 
arced 52 degrees vice the 46 de-
grees used on standard 1965/67 
289 decals. For the 302 V8s, 
Ford used a decal similar to the 
1968 289 decal (b & c). In 

c
d

a b

C8DF-9C611-B

placed on the left side of the air cleaner body. All decals shown are Jim Osborn reproductions.

1964/67

1968

 Induction Section C 8C21 8–29

8C20: For 1968, Mercury 
created an entirely new air 
cleaner decal (a), as shown 
on this original air cleaner. 
For the 4V, Mercury just 
changed the 2 to a 4 (b). 
To give some distinction 
be tween models, gold was 
used around the Mercury on 
Montegos, while silver was 
used on Cougars. In addi tion 
to the top decal, an AUTO-
LITE decal was also placed 
on the left side of the air 
cleaner body. (The 4V decal 
here is a reproduction.)

ba

a b

carburetor was reshaped for 1968 (a). It was specially contoured to go around the 
large distributor dual diaphragm vacuum advance housing (b), the temperature 
sensor switch installed in the thermostat housing (c), and the distributor cap (d). 
At the fuel filter, new clamps were used on the short section of fuel hose (e). The 
fuel filter itself was a carryover from 1967.

c

8C21: The fuel 
line from the 
pump to the 

e

d
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 Lubrication Sections D & E 8E2 8–31

8E2: Dipstick tubes were recurved for 1968 (a) and included a new support bracket. The 1966/67 tube had laid flat against the 
cylinder head (b). Both tubes were approximately the same length.

8E1: A multitude of different oil 
senders could be found in 1968. 
Two oil idiot light senders with 
threaded posts (a) were used 
throughout the 1968 pro duction 
year, though the smaller one was 
the newer design, having been 
introduced in late 1967 pro-
duction, or about 4/10/67. On 
Mustangs with tachom  eter/trip 
odometers and Cougars without 
tachom eter/trip odometers, the 
older style clip-on sender (b) was 
used. The only exception was for 
a brief time after about 5/6/68 

when the Mustang used the same threaded post type sender as 
other cars. On Mustangs without tachometer/trip odometers and 
Cougars with tachometer/trip odometers, an oil gauge sender (c) 

was used. This large oil sender had the clip-on type terminal. Whenever the large sender 
was used, an extender (d) was included to gain clearance from the engine block. These 
extenders were initially made of steel and measured 4.3" long. Later in the year, or about 
5/6/68, the extender was shortened to 3.8" and was made of aluminum. On occasion 
these extenders were also found on Mustangs and Cougars with the smaller idiot light 
senders, though they were not required.

b

a

c d

ba

8–30 8D1 Chapter 8 Exhaust

8D1: Exhaust manifold casting numbers remained unchanged 
from 1967. The right manifold was C6OE-9430-F (a). Note the 
7L17 date code, which was early 1968 production. On the left 
side, the C6OE-9431-F manifold (b) was used for all cars except 
the full-sized Ford, which used C6AE-9431-E (c). The bolts used 
to attach the manifolds (d) were the same as in late 1967, but 
included a special stud bolt, as shown on the right. The stud bolt 
was used to support the new 1968 air cleaner heating duct. Some 
engines, but not all, had three additional stud bolts exactly like 
the one for the heating duct. These four studs, if present, always 
replaced the two center long bolts on each side. Of the engines 
that had the four stud bolts, some, but not all, still retained 
original factory engine hoist brackets. It appears that the same 
type bracket was used on the right (e) and left (f) sides. No part 
number was associated with this bracket, and it served no pur-
pose outside the factory. It is thought that Ford intended for the 
brackets to be removed, and three of the four stud bolts replaced 
with standard manifold bolts. But, it did not always happen. From observations of original engines in junkyards, only on very rare 
occasions were both hoist brackets found still attached. In other cases, one bracket was found on either the right or left side. More 
often, no hoist brackets were found. On engines with one or no bracket, the stud bolts for installing the brackets were found still on 
the engine about half the time. On the other half, three of the stud bolts had been replaced with regular bolts.

a c

b

d

fe

1968

1966/67
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 Ventilation Sections E & F 8F2 8–33

original decal had an 
engineering number of 
C8AE-9C485-B. It was 
located just behind the 
oil filler cap. Another 
possible decal, shown 
here in reproduction, 
was C8OE-9C485-C (i). 
Some valve covers also 
included a paper decal 
with the engine num-
ber on it, such as K277 
shown on this photo of 
a 1968 full-sized Ford 
taken from CAR LIFE 
magazine (j).

been due to the installation of the right side ignition wire holder extender (f). The 
vibration of the extender and long fulcrum arm was causing the holder bracket 
to fail just above the tack welds, prompting Ford to change the design. All valve 
covers continued to be painted Ford Corporate Blue, but as can be seen on this 
original cover (g), the paint was not always perfectly applied. Quite often paint 
runs were very visible along the sides. With greater emphasis on emissions reduc-
tions in 1968, the ignition settings were included as a valve cover decal (h). This 

8F2: Valve covers (a & b) 
were shaped just like in 1967, 
except for the Powered by Ford 
slogan and the design of the 
ignition wire holder bracket. 
This holder bracket was tack 
welded to the side of the valve 
cover in 1968 (c) vice to the 
top as in 1967 (d). However, 
this particular valve cover did 
not see production for very 
long. By mid-year, new valve 
covers (e) with the 1967 style 
ignition wire holder bracket  
re placed the earlier 1968 de-
sign. Part of the problem with 
the earlier design might have 

a
b

d

ce

f g

ji

h

8–32 8E3 Chapter 8 Lubrication/Ventilation

8E3: Oil dipsticks for 1968 (a) returned to the 1965/66 style, which contained a dust cover shield that slipped over the tube as 
the dipstick was seated. Abandoned was the 1967 style that had slipped into the tube. As in all previous years, different vendors 
made dipsticks, so handle appearances did vary. Two of the more common handles are shown here. Two stamped numbers (b) were 

used on 1968 dipsticks. One was C8OE-6750-B and the other 
was C8OE-6750-C. Either was correct. The only difference be-
tween the two was a slight twist (c) at the end of the one marked 
C8OE-6750-C.

a

b

8F1: Only one oil breather cap (a) was used for all 1968 small block engines, since closed crankcase ventilation systems were stan-
dard. The oil cap included a top mounted rubber grommet and brass hose fitting, which allowed the cap to rotate while the ventila-
tion hose was still attached. This greatly simplified cap removal for servicing of the oil. Note that no ring clamps were used on the 
ventilation hose at either the cap or the air cleaner (b) end for the 1968 system.

a b

c

8E4: Lubrication of the timing chain components 
was improved during 1968. See photos 8B7 and 
8B8 on pages 8–16 & 8–17 for details. (Illustra-
tion courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)
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 Cooling Section G 8G2 8–358–34 8G1 Chapter 8 Cooling

8G1: The front timing chain cover was new for 1968 (a) and car-
ried a casting number of C8AE-6059-A (b). Note the 67 date code 
nearby, which indicated that this cover was produced early in 1968 
production. The big difference from previous covers was the incor-
poration of an elevated boss at the lower left mounting hole and the 
modification of the old ignition pointer to a small threaded boss (c) 
(see arrows). These changes were required to support a new ignition 
timing pointer that worked equally well with both the 289 (d) and 
302 V8 (e). To mount the pointer required a very small, coarse 
threaded screw (f) that was unique to just this application. This par-
ticular pointer still has its original Ford Corporate Blue paint, which 
includes a small paint run at the tip.

c

b

a

e f

d

8G2: Water pumps were initially the same as in 1966 
and 1967, and carried the C6OE-A (a) casting number. 
Shortly after the start of 1968 production, a new water 
pump (b) appeared carrying a C8OE-D casting num-
ber (c). A second casting number of C8AE-J (d) also 
appeared in 1968. One of the differences between the 
C6OE-A pump and new 1968 pumps was the change 
in design of the two 5/8" diameter tubes. The C6OE-A 
pump used two equal length tubes (e). The 1968 
pumps (f) had a shortened thermostat by-pass inlet 
tube which made installation of the short 90 degree 
hose between the installed water pump and thermostat 
housing much easier. One the other hand, lengthening 
the heater return tube improved hose clamp access near 
the pump. The lengthened tube also had an expanded 
base (g) in comparison to the C6OE-A pump’s (h) 
which kept the hose from being pushed all the way 
against the pump. On the underside of the pumps, 
impellers could be one of two designs. The one with the 
four holes farther outboard (i) was typical of those used 
in the 1964/67 time period. The other (j) was similar 

to those used in 1962/63, but now with 8 vanes and increased depth. Another interesting point on the 1968 pumps applies only if 
attempting to retro-fit the pump onto 1962/64 engines with generators. The boss used to attach the lower generator adjusting bracket 
was sometimes machined (k) as had been done on C6OE-A pumps, but on other C8OE-D pumps the boss was not machined (l). (For 
details of the retro-fit procedure, see Volume II, Appendix J, Section G, 11/19/65 Ford TSB #26, Article 517 on pages J–58 and J–59.)

a

c

db

e f

i j k l

h g

!

!
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 Cooling Section G 8G5 8–37

8G5: A new thermostat housing (a) appeared in 1968, which 
incorporated provisions for a distributor vacuum control valve. 
The underside of the housing (b) carried a C8OE-8592-B casting 
number (c). Note the 68 year marking nearby. Full-sized Fords 
without A/C were the only engines in 1968 that did not use the 
distributor vacuum control valve. Therefore, their thermostat 
housings were either not machined for the valve (d), or machined 
and then plugged (e).

b

a

c

d e

gfe

8–36 8G3 Chapter 8 Cooling

8G3: Two differently designed fan spacers (a) were used in 1968. The one 
on the left often carried no numbers. The one on the right carried a cast  ing 
number on the top of its center boss (b & c). (See Volume II, Appendix F for 
a full listing of spacer lengths, applications, and possible casting numbers.) c

b

a

a b

c

8G4: Water temperature senders for the full-
sized Ford were of the “HOT/COLD” type, 
which incorporated two terminals (a). The 
sender was designed to illuminate the “HOT” 
light at coolant temperatures above 245 de-
grees F, and the “COLD” light at temper atures 
below 125 degrees F. Falcons, Fairlanes, and 
Montegos did not use the “COLD” light, so 
their senders had just the “HOT” light terminal 
(b). Both types of senders carried date codes (c) 
and an AUTOLITE marking (d) on the opposite 
side. The Mustang and Cougar were the only 
cars using the temperature gauge sender (e!), 
and it carried a temperature setting and date 
code. Here the setting is 260 and date code 7H 
(f!) for August 1967. An other was marked 8E 
(g!) for May 1968.d

!
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 Ignition Section H 8H4 8–39

8H4: The coil location (a) for all 289/302 V8s in 1968 was on top the intake manifold just like in 1962/64. The only coil mounting 
brackets compatible with the intake manifold were the ones notched (arrow) on the forward edge (b).

8H3: The ways in which the hoses connected to the distributor vacuum control valve (a & b) varied 
greatly depending on vehicle, transmission, engine displacement, carburetor type, and the presence of  
T/E and optional A/C. One arrangement even included a small filter (c), which slipped over the lower 
port that vented the port to atmospheric pressure. Note the small notch in the top of the filter (d) 
which prevented chafing to the middle hose. The hose running aft to the intake manifold vacuum port 
was retained at the center top valve cover mounting hole by a small clip (e). The clip also held the hose 
to the air cleaner vacuum override motor, if so equipped. Note the hose bending toward the carburetor 
had a stripe along its length. In fact, all hoses used for distributor control were color coded either red, 
green, or yellow. A total of six different distributor hose arrangements were used in 1968. (See Volume 
II, Appendix D, pages D–18, 19 and 20 for a description of each hose arrangement.)

!

e

ba

c

d

a b

8–38 8H1 Chapter 8 Ignition

8H1: Distributors for 1968 were just like their 1967 counterparts, except for a new body casting number of C8OF-12131-A (a) and 
different stamped numbers (b), such as those shown here. However, the big news for 1968 was the new vacuum advance housing 
(c), which featured two independently operating diaphragms. The outer diaphragm was normally connected to the carburetor port 
and used to advance the ignition timing. The inner diaphragm was activated by intake manifold vacuum and designed to provide 
increased timing retardation during periods of closed throttle deceleration and idle. In this manner, the distributor assisted in reduc-
ing exhaust system hydrocarbons. The dual diaphragm housing was used on all engines except the 302 4V with A/T. The 302 4V 
with A/T retained the 1967 type vacuum advance housing (d).

d

ba

c

a b

8H2: Tied in with the vacuum advance 
housing was a distributor vacuum con-
trol valve (a), similar to the one used in 
1967 on Mustang/Cougar T/E with A/C 
engines. However, for 1968 the valve was 
located on top of the thermostat housing, 
and the ports were labeled 1, D, and 2 
(b). The primary or secondary distribu-
tor port was always connected to D, but 
the other connections varied with appli-
cation. The valve’s function was to switch 
the distributor’s vacuum advance source 
whenever water temperature exceeded 230 
degrees F. The purpose was to increase 
engine speed and water circu lation. This 
system was not used on the full-sized 
Fords without A/C.
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with P/B, and a brass fitting for use on cars with vacuum operated accessories. A small steel plug, shown at the top of the photo, was 
used with the brass A/T-with-P/B fitting to substitute for the aluminum A/T fitting, when the latter was in short supply. The plug 
was also commonly used with the large brass fitting if P/B were not installed. The large 1968 brass fitting could easily be mistaken 
for the 1966/67 California T/E fitting (e) if careful attention was not paid to the port configuration. With the 1968 fitting installed, 
the lower of the two parallel ports was generally connected to the A/T modulator vacuum hose. The upper parallel port was used for 
other vacuum operated accessories, such as headlight doors and cruise control.

 Alternator/Accessories Sections H, J & K 8K1 8–41

bracket (a) was used. It was natural in color. Then later in the year the C8OE-10156-A bracket appeared (b), which was painted 
black. They differed only in their thicknesses (c), with the new bracket being thinner. The change coincided with the 3/1/68 change 
in the A/C systems. Prior to this date, a cast iron A/C lateral bracket had mounted over the alternator bracket, thus requiring the 
alternator bracket to be of a precise thickness. After 3/1/68, a stamped steel A/C lateral bracket was used, which did not mount over 
the alternator bracket. Therefore, Ford could reduce the alternator bracket’s thickness without affecting any A/C component.

8J1: In the first part of the year, the 1966/67 C6OE-10156-A front alternator 

cb
a

a

8–40 8H5 Chapter 8 Ignition

8H5: The ignition wires were the same as in 1967 and were being marked with a date code (a). In the case shown here, 4Q-67 
represents the fourth quarter of 1967. The fourth quarter included the months October, November and December, which was early 
1968 production. Each straight boot at the end of an ignition wire still carried the AUTOLITE name (b). Initially, these boots slipped 
over Autolite BF32 spark plugs; however, complaints of premature plug fouling in cold weather prompted Ford to switch back to the 
Autolite BF42 plug effective about 4/1/68.

ba

8H6: The ignition wire sets were used with an extender (a) on the right side on all 1968 engines. The real reason for the extender 
was to route the wires between the heating duct and the T/E hose (b) on 302 engines with T/E installed. Note the tight fit in this 
side view (c). On the left side (d) no extender was used because the wires were able to pass beneath the T/E hose with ease.

a

c d

b

1968 1966/67

8K1: Vacuum port fittings in 1968 were quite varied, and their use depended on such things as time of 
year, type of vehicle, and optional equipment installed. However, most applications began with a circular 
type aluminum fitting (a), which was threaded into the intake manifold. At the beginning of the year, the 
four-port fitting was the most common; however, single and dual port fittings (b) came into wide use by 
year’s end. The circular fittings were generally connected to vacuum hoses running to the forward part of 
the engine. The one shown here (c) was typically found on early 1968 Mustang engines equipped with 
T/E and M/T. Hoses went to the distributor vacuum control valve, air cleaner vacuum override motor, 
and T/E backfire suppression valve. A rubber cap was slipped over unused ports. On top of the aluminum 
fitting was installed one of five other fittings (d). From left to right these were: a steel plug, a brass P/B 
fitting for Fairlanes/Montegos, an aluminum A/T fitting for use without P/B, a brass A/T fitting for use 

d e

c

b
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 Accessories Section K 8K5 8–43

8K4: All 1968 engines were equipped with an IMproved COmbustion control system to reduce emissions. Called Imco for short, 
the system simply incorporated very tight control of carburetor and distributor calibrations. To further assist in emissions reductions 
on M/T equipped engines, Ford/Mercury also incorporated a T/E system, regardless of whether the cars were built in, or intended 
for sale in, the state of California. This policy continued until late into the production year, at which time the T/E system was phased 
out. Meanwhile, the 1968 T/E system was vastly improved and simplified over the 1966/67 California system. Two variations of the 
1968 T/E system were used and differed only in the cylinder head area. The 289 (a), manufactured at the Windsor, Ontario plant, 
used the internal cylinder head air injection system, whereas all Cleveland, Ohio built 302 V8s (b) were designed for the external 
air log injection system.

8K5: The 1968 T/E components were similar in principle to 
1966/67 systems’, but different in design. For example, the 1968 
T/E pump mounting bracket (a) looked somewhat like the 
1966/67 bracket (b), but placed the pump farther outboard. On 
the other hand, the alternator was still retained in the same posi-
tion as on 1966/67 T/E engines, thereby allowing reuse of the 
previous T/E lower alternator adjusting bracket (c). Note that the 
bolt attaching the bracket to the alternator incorporated a large 
integral washer. The use of bolts of this type for attaching acces-
sories such as alternators, P/S, and A/C was common in 1968.

ba

a

c

b

1966/671968
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8K2: Typical arrangements 
of vacuum fittings found on 
1968 engines are shown here. 
The unused P/B port was 
plug ged with a special steel 
plug, while other unused ports 
were fitted with rubber caps. 
The first arrangement (a) was 
often found on cars with A/T, 
even though the single port 
aluminum fitting could have 
been used instead. The second 
arrangement (b) was typical 
on cars with multiple vacuum 
controlled accessories.

8K3: P/B tubes for 1968 were varied. Some Fairlane/Montego tubes consisted of just a short 90 degree elbow (a). However, the most 
common tube, and the one used on full-sized Fords and Falcons, projected straight up to the top of the air cleaner and then angled 
left (b). The Mustang/Cougar used a short curved tube (c & d), 
which ran under the throttle linkage. Note that the Mustang/Cougar 
required the brass fitting’s P/B port to face up, whereas the large tube 
required the port to face down.

ba

a b

c d
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a b c

ed

8K6: The 1968 T/E pump bracket mounted to the engine just like in 1966/67. Again, a large spacer (a) was required at the up-
per water pump attachment point, which allowed compatibility with the early 1968 A/C system (b), if installed. The reason for 
the small spacer sandwiched between the A/C lateral bracket and the water pump was to allow the same lateral bracket to be used 
when T/E was not installed (c). On top of the T/E pump, a new bracket (d) acted to adjust the belt tension. Mercury warned in 
its 1968 TSB #33 dated 6/3/68, not to use an upper bolt (e) that was too long. Otherwise the bolt might bottom and crack the 
T/E pump case. Another problem was at the bracket’s lower bolt (f). The original bolt came very close to contacting the inner belt 
(g) and, under belt flutter conditions, could cause chafing. Mercury recommended in its 1968 TSB #29 dated 4/29/68 that a self 
locking bolt (h) be used, if problems were encountered. Also, note that original black paint is still visible on this bracket (arrow).

f g h

!

 Accessories Section K 8K7 8–45

8K7: The standard pulley and belt system 
(a, b & c) for running the T/E pump was 
revised for 1968. As in earlier years with T/E 
installed, two belts drove the water pump pul-
ley. However, instead of the water pump pulley 
driving the air pump, as was done in 1966/67, 
the crankshaft pulley (d) did this job in 1968. 
The crankshaft pulley consisted of three 3/8" 
grooves (e) and carried a stamped number of 
C8OE-6312-C (f). The water pump pulley 
(g) also had three 3/8" grooves (h) and carried 
a stamped number of C7OE-8509-B. This was 
the same pulley used in 1967 to run the T/E 
pump on L15 289 V8s with A/T.

f

d

ba

c

g h

e
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8K9: Support for the backfire 
suppression valve was via a 
bracket (a), which attached to 
the thermostat housing. The 
bracket actually supported 
the backfire suppression valve 
when a hose clamp was in-
stalled over a portion of the 
bracket and around the hose 
attached to the backfire sup-
pression valve’s left side outlet 
port (b). The bracket carried 
a stamped number of C8OE-
9C486-A (c) and was painted 
Ford Corporate Blue along 
with the rest of the engine.c

b

a

a

d f

e

b
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ba

c

e

f

g

8K8: The T/E pump (a) was new for 1968 and featured a fan 
behind the pulley (b). Air entering this spinning fan was filtered 
by centrifugal force, thus eliminating the need for a separate air 
filter. The air pump pulley (c) measured 4 3/4" in diameter and 
carried a stamped number of C8AE-9C480-A (d). Air exited the 
T/E pump through a 5" vertical hose and entered into the back-
fire suppression valve (e). The hose carried a bulk stock number 
(f), as well as a part number (g). Smeared by rubbing and almost 
beyond recognition, this hose’s part number read C8AE-9F287-A.

d

c

8K10: On the 289 V8s, which were all Windsor 
engines in 1968, the T/E hoses were routed from 
the backfire suppression valve to large air ports in 
each cylinder head. The right side (a) used a short 
90 degree molded hose, which connected to a one 
way check valve and fitting assembly (b) located 
behind the T/E pump. The hose was stamped 
C8OE-9B466-B or C8OE-9B466-D (c). On the 
left side (d), a very long hose was used to connect 
with the check valve and fitting (e) located at 
the rear. This hose carried the stamped number 
C8OE-9C433-B (f), which, as can be seen here, 
survived well intact.
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8K12: The 302 V8 air logs (a) were not the same as the ones 
used in 1966/67 (b). One big difference was that the 1968 left 
and right air logs were interchangeable. This was not true of the 
1966/67 air logs, which required both check valves to be forward. 
The 1966/67 right side air log did come close to matching the 
1968 air log, but there still existed a slight difference in the check 
valve location (c). In addition, the check valves themselves were 
different (d). The 1968 hose’s inside diameter was 5/8" vice 3/4". 
Therefore, the hose fittings incorpo rated into all 1968 one way 
check valves were correspondingly smaller in diameter. A quick 
distinguishing feature between air logs was that the 1966/67 air 
logs were plugged at the end (e), whereas the 1968 air logs were 
crimped (f & g).

d

ba

c

e f g

1966/671968

1966/67

1968

1966/67
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d

ba

c

8K11: On all 302 V8s, which were manufactured in Cleveland, the T/E hoses were routed from the backfire suppression valve to 
air logs on both cylinder heads. On the right side (a), the hose, which was stamped C8OE-9B466-A or C8OE-9B466-E (b), went 
around the air cleaner duct (c) and down into the one way check valve (d). Note how the ignition wire extender was specifically 
designed to keep the wires clear. On the left side, a long hose (e) marked C8OE-9C433-C (f) attached to the check valve on the left 
air log. Air logs and check valves were all painted Ford Corporate Blue.

fe

1968

1968

1966/67
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8K15: P/S pumps (a) for 1968 were 
the same as in 1967 and carried the 
same tag numbers. The only minor 
change affecting pump appearance was 
at the rear. The 1967 support brace 
(b) was replaced by an angled bracket 
(c) that helped factory workers cor-
rectly align the high pressure hose. The 
bracket incorporated a U-shaped slot 
(d) in which the steel tube portion of 
the pressure hose was positioned. Mercury released 1968 TSB #17 dated 1/22/68 indicating that the bracket served no purpose after 
hose installation, and if it broke, the bracket was not to be replaced. At the front of the pump, two pulleys were used in 1968. The 
smaller pulley (e) measured 4.6" and was marked 7AE (f). It was used without A/C. The larger pulley (g) was used with A/C and 
measured 5.0". It was stamped 7AD (h). (See Volume II, Appendix B for full details on P/S pulleys.)

h

ge

f

a

b

cd

8–50 8K13 Chapter 8 Accessories

8K13: T/E was fully compatible with A/C (a) 
and A/C with P/S (b) systems. However, when 
used with A/C, the T/E pump received a new 
pulley (c). Measuring 6" in diameter and using 
a 1/2" groove, the pulley acted as an idler and 
adjustment pulley for the A/C compressor. The 
pulley’s stamped number was C8AE-9C480-B 
(d). The only other small change required to 
integrate T/E with A/C occurred on A/C systems 
used before about 3/1/68. Since the T/E pump 
mount replaced the alternator bracket, a small 
spacer (e) was needed to take the bracket’s place.

a b

c e

d

8K14: The P/S system (a) remained essentially unchanged from 1967 and was fully compatible with A/C (b). The P/S belt was 
routed over the water pump pulley in all cases, except when the heavy duty 65 amp Ford alternator was installed. In that case, the 
P/S pump was fitted with a deeply dished pulley and directly driven by a belt riding in the A/C groove on the crankshaft pulley.

ba
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 Accessories Section K 8K20 8–53

8K20: For most of the year, magnetic clutches were of the Eaton design (a). However, near the end 
of 1968, Pitts designed A/C compressor clutches (b) were appearing. These clutches were similar to 
their 1964 counterparts, although quite different in the area behind the belt groove (c).

8K19: Tecumseh A/C compressors went through a small change in 
1968, which involved relocating the oil fill holes. Whereas 1965/67 
compressors had the oil filler plug on the side (a), the 1968 com-
pressor incorporated a new location on top (b). The new compres-
sors were identified with new tags (c) that gave a tag part number of 
C8AA-2875-A1. Also a new Selectaire tag (d) was appearing in 1968, 
particularly towards the end of the year. The tag was usually held by 
the bar brace (e) on one end and a clip on the other. In the case of the 
full-sized Ford, which was the only car not using a com pressor bar brace 
in 1968, two clips were used to attach the tag (f).

cba

d e

f

c

ba
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8K16: The A/C system 
in early 1968 (a) was 
just like the late 1967 
system with only minor 
changes. The adjustable 
pulley mount was still 
cast iron (b) as was the 
fixed idler (c). Because 
no fuel line bracket was 
provided in 1968, a small 
spacer/washer (d) was required to compensate for its absence.

c

b

d

a

8K17: Two new pulleys were introduced on 1968 A/C 
systems. The crankshaft pulley, stamped C8OE-6312-B 
(a) measured about 1/4" in diameter smaller at the 
two inner grooves than did the 1967 C5AE-B pulley. 
The 1968 pulley was used in conjunction with a larger 
C6TE-8509-C water pump pulley (b), which was in-
stalled on Fairlane, Montego, and Falcon engines. Mea-
suring a large 6.1" in diameter, this water pump pulley 
was not compatible with the older C5AE-B pulley.

a

b

8K18: At the back of the engine, one change occurred shortly 
after the start of the 1968 production year, or about 11/15/67. 
The idle compensator valve, which had been in use since 1964, 
was discontinued.
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 Accessories Section K 8K23 8–55

the underside of the compressor platform. In prior years the coolers had been mounted to the chassis up near the radiator support.

8K23: For 1968, full-sized Fords with both A/C and P/S (a) 
received engine mounted P/S fluid coolers (b), which attached to 

8K22: Another new component on the 3/1/68 system was the fixed idler pulley (a) which mounted below the A/C compressor (b). 
It attached to the compressor mount, the lateral bracket, and water pump. Note the presence of bolts with integrated washers (c). 
The ones with larger diameters were starting to become more common in 1968. Both had serrated edges for gripping and were not 
prone to loosening under vibration. At the water pump, a small spacer (d & e) was again used to replace the P/S bracket if P/S was 
not installed. The spacer could be of almost any design.

ba

c d e

b

a
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d

ba

c

to the front of the water pump (e). At the water pump, a small spacer (arrow) replaced the P/S bracket if P/S was not installed. To 
the front of the steel bracket was mounted a new idler pulley (f), which could be easily adjusted by slipping a breakaway bar into the 
1/2" square hole provided. These new adjustable idlers carried no identifying numbers until after 1969.

8K21: About 3/1/68, Ford revised the A/C compressor lateral 
support and belt idler arrangement (a). These component changes 
remained fully compatible with T/E and P/S systems (b). The 
new lateral support (c) consisted of a stamped steel bracket, which 
attached to the top and side of the A/C compressor (d), as well as f

e

!
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 Accessories Section K 8K27 8–57

8K26: All cars except the Cougar, switched to the full-sized Ford flex-fan design (a) in 1968. Though all flex-fans looked alike, 
there was a diameter difference between applications. The full-sized Ford still used its 1967 fan with its C7AE-D marking (b). Note 
that the fan protruded beyond its frame by about 1/4". All other cars used a flex-fan about 1/2" smaller in diameter (c), which car-
ried a C8SE-B stamped number (d). Note that this fan protruded only slightly past its frame. Also note the 68C date code, which 
corresponded to March 1968.

a d

b

c

a
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8K25: The only 1968 car still using a clutch fan (a) in 1968 
was the Cougar. The fan still carried the C6OE-G stamping 
and the viscous clutch was still marked E-C6OE-A (b).

8K24: The early full-sized Ford coolers carried either a C8AA-3D746-A or C8AA-3D746-B number on the bracket (a). Later in 
the year, a new cooler (b) was released, carrying the number C8AA-3D746-C (c). The new cooler was supported by a much larger 
bracket (d), which minimized vibration. All these coolers were originally sold under the same C8AZ-3D746-A part number.

a

d

a b

c

b

c

b

d8K27: Shown is a summary of 1968 A/C components: 
Full-sized Ford before 3/1/68 (a); all except the full-sized Ford before 3/1/68 (b); full-sized Ford after 3/1/68 (c); and all except the 
full-sized Ford after 3/1/68 (d).

C8AA-3D746-B

C8AA-3D746-C
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Section A - Engine Core

8LA1: Much has been made 
of Mexican 302 blocks, but 
they were a continuation of 
the Cuautitlan Engine Plant 
production which had its 
small block V8 roots back 
in 1965 when the plant be-
gan 260 and 289 production 
to support mostly Mexican 

trucks. The cast iron was all grade AC including main bearing caps. Sergio Gil Aranda, a retired plant engineer, stated that no blocks 
ever used high nickel content cast iron. Shown here is a 1966 Mexican 289 (a). Bosses on the front of the engine were machined for 
engine mounting. In the lifter valley was the 289 designation (b) along with hecho en Mexico (made in Mexico) (c). The casting number 
was 75AE-6015-A-289 (d). The date code was 6-F6 for June 6, 1966. Heavy-duty main bearing caps (e), very similar to the 289 HiPo’s, 
were standard. The aft main bearing carried a 6329 base part number and the caps often carried date codes. The caps here included 
dates of 14D6, 1-G6, and 7-G6 (f) for April 14, 1966, July 1, 1966, and July 7, 1966. What brought Mexican engines to the attention 
of the U.S. was when Ford decided to use Mexican 302 blocks in U.S. engines for some of its 1968 and later U.S cars and trucks. In 

this case, the front bosses were truncated and not machined. The first Mexican 302 
casting number was C8AM-6015-B (g). This particular block had a 4-F9 date code, 
which meant it was cast on June 4, 1969. The next block was D1ZM-6015-AA (h). 
Note its date code of 13G1 for July 13, 1971. Later came 75ZY-6015-AA (i). This 
block was stamped 4K2Y (j) for an assembly date code, which indicated the engine 
was assembled on October 2, 1974. There was nothing special about these blocks in 
terms of casting material. They did incorporate main bearing caps that were thick 
like the 289 HiPo’s, but cast with AC iron rather than the more refined ACB cast 
iron used for all U.S. main bearing caps. (Mexican 289 pictures courtesy of Jim Bell.)

8LA2: All flex-plates changed in 1968 and 
used C8OP stamped numbers on the coun-
terweight. A stamped number of C8OP-A or 
C8OP-B was used for the 289 and C8OP-C 
or C8OP-D for the 302. The next year the 
302 flex-plate was used to service the 289 
since the imbalance for both was 28.2 ounce 
inches. The flex-plate shown here is a C8OP-
C flex-plate that has been professionally 
modified to 30.4 ounce-inches for use with 
the 289 HiPo. Small weights were welded to 
each end of the original counterweight, then 
holes drilled to obtain the proper imbalance.

8LA3: The 289 block is shown on the left (a & b), and the 302 block is on the right (c & d). The subtle .11" difference in sleeve 
length is almost imperceptible, even at close view. Ford blueprints called for the 289 sleeve length to be 4.97" and the 302 sleeve to 
be 5.08". The difference was not considered very significant by Ford even in high performance applications. In Ford’s 1969 Muscle 
Parts Program, Stage 6 of its most aggressive Dominator series listed parts to convert a 289 into a 302 (see Appendix I ). So, stroking a 
standard 289 to a standard 302 was acceptable. Required parts included the 302 crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons, and harmonic 
vibration damper. The 302 damper was imbalanced the same as the 289 at 28.2 ounce-inches, but its heavier weight provided in-
creased dampening. Care had to be exercised not to use 1963-68 289 pistons in a 302 as the piston skirts would not clear the 302 
crankshaft counterweights. In 1969, Ford superseded 289 piston stock and used only the 302 piston as the service replacement for 
all 289/302 engines. Aftermarket pistons suppliers did the same thing. Nevertheless, caution must be observed to never use the older, 
stock 289 pistons in a 302 engine or a 302-stroked 289. So, if stroking a 289 that still has its original pistons, replace the pistons with 
those compatible with the 302. (See photo 8A8, page 8–8 for difference between the 289 and 302 piston skirts.)
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8LA4: After 1967, 289 HiPo dampers were serviced by ones marked C8ZE-6316-A or 
abbreviated as C8ZE-A. Because the damper was serviced until the late 1990s, many 
variations of this damper might be found. The pictures here give an indication of that 
variation. The first replacement (a) was just like the C5OE-A damper it replaced. Note 
the date code of C8 for March 1968. Shortly after, the style was changed to include a step 
on the circumference surface, more along the lines of the BOSS 302. The one shown here 
(b) had a date code of D9. Based on its similar design of lettering when compared to the 
C8 damper, the D9 was likely April 1969. Later replacements had different lettering ar-
rangements. On the next damper, the base part number of 6316 (c) was included. Hubs 
might include the C8ZE-A number (d). Sometimes casting flaws might obscure part of 
the number (e). In other cases, the number might not be present, though the SD initials 
might (f). In all cases, the FoMoCo or Ford logo will be present. The next three views show 
the distinctive step in the outer ring (g, h & i).
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Chapter 9 – 1969 302 V8
Nineteen sixty-nine marked the beginning of some 

significant restructuring in Ford’s small block program 
aimed toward creating larger and more powerful 
engines. By in creasing the deck height and stroke of 
the basic 302 V8 engine, Ford squeezed out another 49 
cubic inches. But in doing so, little inter changeability 
remained between the 302 and new 351 V8s. In fact, the 
changes necessary to support this larger displace ment 
could be cause to refer to the 351 V8 as a second genera-
tion small block. These new 351 V8s were all produced 
at the Windsor, Ontario foundry, which had just ceased 
289 production. Meanwhile, 302 V8 pro duction contin-
ued in Cleveland, Ohio, as it had in 1968.

The fact that the 351 V8 was being produced in 
Windsor would become significant the next year when 
Ford introduced a second 351 V8, produced in Cleve-
land, Ohio, and based on a new design. Although the 
Cleveland 351 V8 was designed by Ford as a more 
performance-oriented engine, it was also intended to 
interchange as an engine assembly with the 351 V8 be-
ing produced at Windsor.

The fact that Ford had essentially two unique 
engines in 1970, both with the same 351 cubic-inch 
displace ment, led to the convention of identifying the 
engines by their foundry. The new 1970 engine became 
known as the “351 Cleveland,” whereas the one resem-
bling the 302 V8 was called the “351 Windsor.” Over 
time, the family of engines that each 351 repre sented 
also picked up the same convention. Thus, the “Wind-
sor” name represented not only the “351 Windsor,” 
but all engines of similar design. Today, it is common 
to hear all 221, 260, 289 and 302 V8s being referred to 
as “Windsors,” even though all 221, 260, and most 289 
engines were actually made at the Cleveland foundry.

The 351 Windsor was not the only change in Ford’s 
family of small block engines in 1969. Ford also intro-
duced a specialty engine called the Trans Am BOSS 302. 
Though the BOSS 302 was of the small block design, 
significant changes in almost every engine component 
made the BOSS essentially a different engine from the 
regular production 302.

With all the performance emphasis going to the 
larger displacement or specialty engines, the regular car 
production 302 V8 engine for 1969 lost its 4-barrel op-
tion. All that was left was the 220 horsepower 2-barrel. 
It powered full-sized Fords, Intermediates (Fairlanes 
and Torinos), Falcons and Mustangs. In the Mercury 

line, only the intermediates (which included the Mon-
tego, Comet and Cyclone) used the 302 2V. The Cougar 
opted for the 351 as its baseline V8.

The 1969 302 2V incorporated some good changes 
over its 1968 predecessor. Both the low compression 2V 
and high compression 4V heads of 1968 were scrapped. 
Instead, Ford opted for new heads with chamber vol-
umes up about four cubic centimeters over the old 
1967 289 V8. This brought the compression ratio up to 
a reasonable 9.5:1 vice the 1968 2V’s 9.0:1 or 1968 4V’s 
10.0:1. Ford distinguished these heads by a C9OE-E 
casting number as well as an E marking in the rocker 
arm area. This E marking replaced the 2V or 4V mark-
ings found on the 1968 heads. Other than the heads, the 
rest of the internal components of the early 1969 302 2V 
were carryovers from late 1968. (It should be noted that 
C9TE van/pickup truck heads still used the 1968 large 
61.7-64.7 cc chamber volume. These heads will have a 
letter T in place of the E. They were not used on cars.)

One system was noticeably missing from the 1969 
302 V8, much to the relief of Ford customers. The ther-
mactor emissions reduction system used on most 1968 
engines equipped with a manual transmission had 
been com pletely eliminated. Emissions control was 
adequately accomplished by careful calibration of the 
carburetor and ignition control. Ford referred to this 
system as “Imco,” or IMproved COmbustion.

The elimination of the thermactor allowed Ford to 
redesign the oil dipstick tube and move the coil back 
to the front of the right cylinder head. The new oil dip-
stick tube was now routed against the head with the 
support bracket bolted at the same location as the coil 
mounting bracket. The dipstick tube was extended and 
used an oil dipstick about three inches longer than in 
1968. This allowed these components to be compatible 
with the taller 351 Windsor. The 1969 coil was the same 
as those those used in 1968, but a new bracket design 
replaced the ones that had been in use since 1962. The 
new bracket allowed the oil dipstick tube to pass be-
neath the coil. With the dipstick tube’s increased length 
in 1969, the shielding provided by this arrange ment 
offered increased protection from accidental breakage 
of the more exposed dipstick tube.

The 302 V8 remained unchanged until mid-year. 
Then, major changes were made to the valve train. 
These changes were known as engine change level four 
(L4). Valves, push rods, springs, retainers, and rocker 

The base V8 option for all Mustangs, except the Mach I, was the 302 2V. (Mach I Mustangs came standard with 351 2Vs, as did all 
Cougars.) The Mustang 302 2V did not receive any distinguishing fender emblems, unlike Mustangs powered by 351 engines. The 
Falcon’s only V8 option was the 302 2V, and like the Mustang, no fender emblems identified its 302 engine. No 302 4V engines 
based on the 289/302 design were offered in regular production for 1969. The late year addition of the BOSS 302 to the Mustang 
line-up was a special and significantly enhanced version of the 302 design. Developed for the Mustang SportsRoof, its purpose was 
to qualify the car for Trans Am racing. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1969 Falcon Futura 4-door Sedan

1969 Mustang Hardtop
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arm studs were all replaced. The new valves were 
about 0.18" longer. The exhaust valves also included 
stem tip caps. These changes went a long way toward 
correcting problems with the earlier design, such as 
excessive valve stem tip wear which caused the rails 
of the rocker arms to contact the valve spring retain-
ers. The caps on the exhaust valves also helped reduce 
wear between the valve stem tips and the rocker arms 
through better heat dissipation and oiling.

With the longer valves, the push rods were length-
ened about 0.1" and the rocker arm studs were slightly 
longer. This kept the geometry correct by allowing the 
rocker arms to ride higher on the studs.

Unlike the push rods used prior to L4, which had 
their origins all the way back in the 221 V8, the L4 
push rods were not case-hardened. The need for case-
hardened push rods had disappeared back in 1966 with 
L11, which eliminated the close tolerance push rod slots 
in the cylinder heads. However, since the push rod 
length had not changed, Ford continued using the case-
hardened push rods until L4, even though they were 
not needed. (There was a very short time in 1966, when 
the round push rod holes first appeared, that Ford used 
non-case-hardened push rods. However, these were 
quickly superseded by the earlier case-hardened push 
rods before the year was out. The probable reason for 
continuing the use of case-hardened push rods after 
they were no longer needed was to simplify inventory 
control and to insure that non-case-hardened push rods 
were not acciden tally used in the older engines with 
slotted heads.)

Although L4 production push rods were not hard-
ened, Ford did make an over-the-counter hardened 
push rod for use when converting L4 and later engines 
to mechanical camshafts, as explained in Ford’s 1969 
Muscle Parts catalog and 1972 Off Highway Parts 
catalog. The original part number was C9OZ-6565-F. 
(Though this number is obsolete today, these push 
rods are available through Motorsport. Volume II, 
Appendix I has further details on Ford performance 
programs of the 1960s.)

For L4, the rocker arm studs were still adjustable 
and used the same 3/8" threaded, self-locking nuts that 
had been used on all earlier small block V8s. It was not 
until 1970 production that the studs switched to the 
non-adjustable or “positive stop” rocker arm studs. 
These “positive stop” studs (which actually made their 
debut on the 1969 351 V8) would use a smaller 5/16" nut, 
which was torqued against the shoulder of the stud. 
Proper adjustment of the 1970 hydraulic lifters was 
auto matic—at least until the head was machined or the 
head gasket replaced. Then the studs themselves might 
require adjustment up or down.

The valve spring retainer keeper slot-to-valve face 
distance on the new L4 valves was .09" higher than that 
on the older valves, which was offset .06" by the new 
two-piece valve spring retainer to raise the installed 
spring height from 1.66" to 1.69". These valve spring re-
tainers were not really new. They had been used back in 
1959 on the 292 V8 and 223 6-cylinder. They featured an 
inner sleeve and outer retainer. The sleeve was locked 
to the valve stem by “keepers” while the outer spring 
retainer held the valve spring in position. The valve 
springs for L4 were new and contained 1/4 turn less coil. 
To distinguish these springs Ford painted them orange, 
whereas the older springs were black.

Distributors for 1969 were much like those of 1968, 
but their control was not. Much of the complex vacuum 
hose plumbing had been simplified. Both the single and 
dual diaphragm vacuum advance housings were used 
(dependent on application), but the water temperature 
distributor vacuum control valve was less pre dominant. 
In 1968, it had been used on all cars except the full-sized 
Ford. In 1969, it was used only on cars equipped with 
air conditioning. When used, it was installed in the 
thermostat housing as in 1968.

Accessories for 1969 were similar to ones from late 
1968 with only minor changes. Pulleys were revised 
slightly, some brackets had new stamped numbers, a 
new Pitts magnetic clutch was introduced, and the A/C 
compressor bar brace to the intake manifold was elimi-
nated, but the set-ups were essentially the same.

One interesting variation was a three-pound Freon 
air conditioning system on the full-sized Ford. The sys-
tem included a huge nine-inch crankshaft drive pulley 
designed to run the compressor at a higher speed. The 
compressor was also braced by an extra steel support 
that attached to the forward part of the intake manifold. 
Included on top of the compressor was a clamp for the 
upper radiator hose. This was because the full-sized 
Ford used a cross-flow radiator with the inlet on the left 
side. The long hose that ran between this radiator and 
the thermostat housing required the clamp to keep the 
hose clear of the air conditioning drive belt.

As the 1969 production year drew to a close, it could 
be said that the Ford small block V8 had come full 
circle. Though few parts of the original 221 V8 were 
still in use on the late 1969 302 V8, both engines shared 
one very distinguishing fact—each was the baseline 
Ford V8 in its respective year. Horsepower had risen 
from 145 in 1962 to 220 in 1969—a greater than fifty 
percent increase! That in itself says some thing about 
the horsepower race that had unfolded in the decade 
of the 1960s.

The 302 2V was the only small block V8 engine offered for the full-sized Ford (including “LTD by Ford”), Fairlane (including To-
rino), and Montego (including Comet Sports Coupe and Cyclone). It was standard on the LTD, Torino GT, and Cyclone. On other 
models (except Torino COBRA and Cyclone CJ) the 302 2V was optional. (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

1969 Fairlane 500 2-door Hardtop

1969 Cyclone

1969 Ford LTD 2-door Hardtop
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9A4: In 1969, Ford released a new synthetic rubber, split-lip rear crankshaft 
seal, under the part number C9ZZ-6701-A, to replace the rope type used pre-
viously. The new seals were designed for a 3/8" overlap across the bearing cap 
mating surface for better sealing. Ford announced the introduction of the new 
seal in its TSB #114, Article 1776 dated 5/2/69. Mercury did the same in its 
1969 TSB #31 dated 5/19/69 (see Volume II, Appendix J, page J–14 ). Both 
emphasized that the undercut side of the seal must face toward the front of the 
engine. The undercut side had the smallest inside diameter. To use the new seal, 
the small pin in the center of the rear cap seal groove had to be removed. Ford 
and Mercury covered this caution in subsequent TSBs.

9A3: The crankshaft was unchanged from 1968 and carried 
a 2M marking (a) to distinguish it from the 1M found on the 
289. The bearings that supported the crankshaft continued 
to carry Ford engineering numbers in 1969 and were manu-
factured by Federal Mogul (Fm), Clevite (CLEV), or Detroit 
Aluminum & Brass (DAB). A sampling of bearings and some 
comparisons between those of 1968 and 1969 are shown 
here. The upper main bearings were stamped with the num-
ber C5OE-6333-A-B (b). In the photo, the left bearing was 
manufactured by CLEV and carried a date of 3-68. The right 
bearing was made by Fm and dated 2-69. The lower main 
bearings (c) carried the stamped number C5OE-6A338-A. 
Note the use of the Ford name on the 1969 bearing, shown 
on the right. At the center of the crankshaft was the thrust 
bearing upper half (d), which carried the engineering number 
C5OE-6337-A-B. Interestingly, the two bearings shown in 
the photo came from engines manufactured no more than a 
month apart, yet the bearing on the left was made by CLEV 
and the other by DAB. The thrust bearing lower half (e) 
carried the stamped number C5OE-6A339-A-B. Note that 
the Fm bearing dated 1-69 carried a FoMoCo logo, vice the 
Ford name used on some of the other bearings. In short, a 
multitude of different markings could be found on bearings 
from various vendors supplying components to Ford under 
the same part number.

e

d

a

b

c

C9ZZ-6701-A

9–4 9A1 Chapter 9 Engine Core

9A2: The engine 
tag (a) was located 
in the same posi-
tion as in 1968 
and used the same 
type bolt. Engine 
tags indicated that 
1969 production 
began in July 1968 
with L3 (b), and 
quickly progressed 
to L4 in Octo-
ber (c). Though 
the 1969 302 V8 
would end the 
production year 
with L6 (d), only 
L4 was of ma jor 
significance. L4 
extensively altered 
the valve train 
arrangement.

which had made 289 V8s in 1968, did not produce 302 V8s in 1969, but instead introduced what became known as the 351 Wind-
sor. All 302 engine assembly date codes were still stamped at the front of the engine (b), as they had been for the past seven years. This 
particular 302 (c) decodes as May 1, 1969. Ford indicated that the last letter was an inspector code. The 1969 302 block continued 
to carry the C8OE-6015-A casting number (d), which had first been introduced in late 1967 production. Note the 9D30 date code, 
which represented April 30, 1969, just one day before engine assembly!

9A1: The 302 (a) was the baseline V8 in 1969 and was of-
fered only in the 2V version. As in 1968, all 302 V8 engines 
were manufactured in Cleveland, Ohio. The Windsor plant, 

cb

d

a

a

b

d c
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 Engine Core Section A 9A8 9–7

9A7: As in 1968, two differ-
ent harmo nic damper designs 
were in use. Design one (a) 
carried a casting number of 
C9OE-6316-D1 (b). It was 
counterbalanced on the in-
ner section. Design two (c) 
carried the casting number 
C9OE-6316-D2 (d). It was 
counterbalanced on the outer 
ring. Both these dampers also 
carried a date code for the 
month and year produced, 
which was located next to 
the timing graduations (see 
white arrows). In this case 
the C9OE-6316-D1 damper 
shows a D9 for April 1969, 
while the C9OE-6316-D2 was 
stamped H8 for August 1968 
(first month of 1969 produc-
tion). Both dampers differed 
from their 1968 counterparts 
in that the 1969 damper 
indexed the pulley around its 

ba

c

9–6 9A5 Chapter 9 Engine Core

9A5: The connecting rods were also a carryover from 1968 (a). 
Note the variance in C8OE-A markings. Connecting rods were 
cast in cluster molds, so, though cast at the same time, markings 
could vary as they do on these rods from the same engine. The 
connecting rod bearings carried the number C5OE-6211-A-B (b). 
Note the date codes of 4-68 and 4-69. Both these bearings lacked 
any oiling holes typically found on 1962/65 bearings.

b

a

a d

9A6: Pistons (a) were a carryover from 1968 and carried a casting number of C8OE-6110-S (b) or C8OE-6110-U (c). In the photos 
shown, these particular pistons with different casting numbers came out of the same engine. On the bottom of the 302 piston (d) 
were very large holes to facilitate good piston pin oiling.

b c

!

! d

cen ter (e), while 
the 1968 and 
prior dampers 
(f) in dexed the 
pulley into the 
centers (see ar-
rows).

fe

9A8: The crank shaft pulley in 1969 differed from the 1968 pulley to be compatible with the new damper. The center hole was larger, 
measuring about 2 3/8" (a) in comparison to the 1968 pulley’s 21/8" diameter (b). Also, the 1969 pulley lacked the indexing ridge 
(c) that was present on the 1968 and prior pulleys (d). All 1969 pulleys received 1969 stamped numbers as shown on this single 
groove C9OE-6A312-D pulley (e). The bolts attaching the pulley were generally place-type bolts, as commonly found in 1965/67.

a c

b d e

!

!
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 Valve Train Section B 9B3 9–9

9B3: All cylinder heads in 1969 used the C7OE-6051-A head gasket. This 
gasket had a 0.047" uncompressed thickness, which was thinner than the 
C3AE-6051-G gasket used in previous years.

9B2: The 1969 head was replaced in 1970 by a head carrying 
the casting number D0OE-B (a & b). Like the 1969 head, the 
1970 head still carried the 69 marking underneath (c), and the 
302 designation (d) in the rocker arm area; however, the letter 
(e) in the rocker arm area was changed to correspond to the new 
casting number. Other than these minor differences, the head was 
identical to its predecessor, having the same combustion chamber 
shape and volume (f).

f

d e

cba

9–8 9B1 Chapter 9 Valve Train

9B1: The 302 V8 head for 1969 was new and carried a casting number of C9OE-E (a & b). A 69 year marking (c) was also included 
on the bottom. In the rocker arm area the head was marked 302 (d) and E (e). The E was simply a repeat of the last letter of the 
casting number. Under the E was the date code. The 8H2, shown here, represented August 2, 1968, which placed the head at the 
very start of 1969 production. The combustion chamber volume (f) was 56.7 to 59.7 cc., which was 5 cubic centimeters smaller 
than the 1968 302 2V and 4.7 cubic centimeters larger than the 1968 302 4V. Ford advertised a compression ratio with these heads 
of 9.5:1. Like previous Cleveland heads, the casting around the exhaust port (g) was designed to allow machining for the external 
T/E air logs; however, no T/E system was used on the 302 in 1969.

gf

d e

cba
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 Valve Train Section B 9B6 9–11

(b) were torqued against the stud shoulder. These small nuts used 5/16"–24 threads vice the 3/8"–24 threads found on the earlier 
self-locking nuts. (For the hobbyist, it is important to remember that any major rework on heads with positive stop rocker arm studs, or a 
non-stock head gasket change, may require repositioning the stud to re-center the lifter plunger.)

9B5: Used with the two-piece 
retainer was a new orange 
colored valve spring (a) to 
replace the black one. Though 
the springs looked the same, 
the orange L4 spring used a 
slightly larger wire diameter, 
and one quarter turn less coil 
(b). To allow the rocker arm 
to ride higher on the rocker 
arm stud, Ford replaced the 
earlier stud (c), with one 
that was slightly taller (d). 
For the same reason Ford also 
length ened the L4 push rod 
(e) about 0.1" (6.905" versus 
6.804"), which pre served 
rocker arm positioning. The 
new longer push rods were 
not case hardened as their 
predecessors had been be-
cause the new push rods were 
used only with the rail type 

rocker arms. The push rods prior to L4 had been 
used with both 1966/69 rail type rocker arms and 
1962/66 conventional type rocker arms. The lat-
ter type maintained valve train alignment through 
the use of close tolerance push rod slots in the cylinder heads. Since the push rods rubbed against 
the slots, the push rod case had to be hardened. With L11 on the 1966 289, alignment was then 
maintained by rails on the rocker arm, resulting in the cylinder head push rod slots being opened 
up to round holes. Ford briefly used non-hardened push rods at that time, but quickly eliminated 
them to simplify inventory control, and eliminate the possibility of non-hardened push rods being 

installed on older engines. In short, it was easier to produce just one push rod for both production and replacement, rather than 
stock both hardened and non-hardened push rods to service the different engine change levels of the 289 V8. Though Ford never 
used case hardened push rods for L4 and later 302 production engines, push rods of this type were available under the part number 
C9OZ-6565-F, as part of Ford’s over-the-counter 1969 Muscle Parts program. These special push rods were primarily intended for 
use with C9OZ-6A564-B push rod guide plates in high performance applications. (See Volume II, Appendix I for details.)

9B6: “Positive stop” rocker 
arm studs (a) were not used 
on 302 V8s until the start of 
1970 production; however, 
they were introduced with 
the 1969 351 V8. The idea 
behind these positive stop, or 
non-adjustable, rocker arm 
studs was to eliminate the 
messy job of hydraulic lifter 
adjustment. The studs were 
positioned in the cylinder 
head so that the hydraulic 
lifter plunger was centered in 
its travel when the small nuts ba

e

b

a
c

d

9–10 9B4 Chapter 9 Valve Train

e

a

valve stem (see lower arrows on photos (b) and (c)). With these changes, Ford eliminated the one piece retainer in favor of the two-piece 
design (e & f). The new retainer (g) was actually a throwback to the 1959 223 6-cylinder and 292 V8.

9B4: Initially, the 302 valve train was identical to that of 1968. Then, shortly 
after the start of 1969, it was revamped with L4 (a). The change included lon-
ger valves, new valve springs and retainers, longer push rods, and lengthened 
rocker arm studs. Starting with the valves, the L4 intake (b) and exhaust valve 
lengths (c) were increased 0.18" over their earlier counterparts. In addition, the 
new exhaust valve used a cap over the tip (d) to improve wear resistance and 
heat isolation. Part of the valve length increase was to gain additional clearance 
between the rocker arm rails and the valve spring retainer. The other part was to 
allow a two-piece spring retainer to be used that encouraged valve rotation for 
better cooling. This also involved raising the keeper slot location slightly on the g

f d

c

b

L4 L3

Exhaust Valve

Intake Valve

L3L4

L3L4
!

!
!
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 Induction Sections B & C 9C2 9–13

9C2: The 1969 Autolite 2V (a & b) was a repeat of 1968’s, except 
for new carburetor tags (c) and stamped numbers (d). Throttle bore 
diameter also remained at 19/16". Note that the 2V still only used 
one number and two letters on the stamping. In this case, the 9Z G 
became C9ZF-G when the assumed letters were added. The choke 
shield/heater hose retainer (e) was initially the same as in 1968. 
However, a running change about mid-1969 production modified 
this component into a two-piece arrangement (f). The hose retainer 
was now integrated as part of the thermal choke housing clamp and a 
small separate plate acted as a shield for the choke mechanism.

9C1: The 1969 intake manifold was a carryover from 
1968. Sporting a C8AE-9425-B casting number, it 
used the same attaching bolts, studs and nuts as in 
1968. Note the 9D28 date code for April 28, 1969.

f

e

c d

b

a

9–12 9B7 Chapter 9 Valve Train

9B7: Sprockets were the same in 1969 as in late 1968, and could be 
one of the two different designs as shown here in front (a) and rear (b) 
views. The older solid design camshaft sprocket was the more common 
in 1969. The sprocket was aluminum with teeth capped in nylon. As 
in years prior, cracking of the nylon teeth (c) on high mileage engines 
remained a problem.

a b

c

9B8: All 302 V8s had the 
improved timing chain lubri-
cation system in 1969. The 
camshaft thrust plate (a) fed 
oil through a slot on its back 
side (b) that forced oil into 
twin chan nels (c) on the 
spinning camshaft sprocket. 
Emerging at the top (d), 
centrifugal force slung oil 
through additional channels 
and onto moving timing 
chain components.ba

c d
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 Induction Section C 9C6 9–15

9C4: On cars with A/T, the carburetor dashpot bracket design was 
changed to one that used less metal; otherwise, the brackets were 
functionally equivalent. This was a running change and was intro duced 
around the end of 1968 or beginning of 1969 production.

9–14 9C3 Chapter 9 Induction

9C3: Because of “dieseling” problems on the 302 V8 with A/C, 
Ford incorporated a solenoid (a) in place of the dashpot. The so-
lenoid mounting bracket (b) included provisions for the A/T kickdown rod return spring for carburetors used on the full-sized Ford. 
The solenoid was powered by the ignition circuit and remained energized while the engine was running. The energized solenoid (c) 
raised the throttle off the idle adjusting screw slightly (d) and was set to the specified curb idle. When the engine was shutdown, the 
solenoid deenergized (e) allowing the throttle to close against the idle adjusting screw (f). This throttle position was set to 500 rpm 
with the transmission in neutral. The idea was to allow the throttle plates to close below normal idle speed on engine shutdown, thus 
choking off the air supply and preventing a “dieseling” condition.

a

b

c

d f

e

9C5: Throttle linkage for all cars was the same as that of late 
1968, except for the Mustang. The Mustang switched to a 
cable operated system and used a unique support bracket at 
the rear of the carburetor (a). A green painted return spring 
mounted be tween the bracket and throttle (b).

a

c

b
the 302 (arrow). The decal shown is a reproduction. Heat duct and choke tubes were also repeats of those from 1968 (c).

9C6: The 1969 air cleaner (a) was the same as in 1968 and 
used either the 1968 style Ford or Mercury decal. For 1969, the 
Mercury decal (b) differed only in the emblem on the left side of 

ba
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 Exhaust Sections C & D 9D1 9–17

straight aft. The bolts used to attach the exhaust manifolds (d) were the same as in 1968; however, the four special stud bolts (e) used 
to attach the engine hoist brackets (f) were almost always retained. However, the hoist brackets were usually removed before the car 
left the factory. Only occasionally did one or both of the engine hoist brackets remain on the engine. Break age problems continued 
to plague installed exhaust manifolds (g) and resulted in new releases in 1970. These manifolds were ribbed on both sides (h & i) 
for added strength. The casting number was D0OE-9430-D (j) for the right side and D0OE-9431-D for the left side. There was also 
a new manifold for the left side on full-sized Fords. (See Volume II, Appendix J, page J–48 for part numbers.)

9D1: Exhaust manifolds for 1969 were still carryovers 
from late 1966, but with updated date codes. All cars 
used a C6OE-9430-F manifold (a) on the right side, and 
one of two types on the left side. The full-sized Ford con-
tinued its use of the C6AE-9431-E manifold (b), which 
directed exhaust gases downward and aft. All others cars 
used the C6OE-9431-F (c), which directed the gases 

j i

h

g

d

f

e

a c

b

9–16 9C7 Chapter 9 Induction

9C7: The Carter fuel pump (a) was unchanged for 1969 and still included a sequential number and date code. Though the stamping 
on this particular pump is weak, the number reads 4567S (b) with a date code of 15A9A (c). Again, Carter continued its convention 
of day/month/year with the last letter believed to be the work shift. Therefore, 15A9A becomes the first shift on January 15, 1969. 
The fuel line (d) was another repeat from 1968 and was contoured around the distributor vacuum advance housing (e), thermostat 
housing, and distributor cap.

ed

a c

b
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9–18 9E1 Chapter 9 Lubrication

9E1: The oil pump (a) was one of the very few items that remained unchanged from the original 1962 221 V8. Still carrying the 
C2OE-6604-A casting number (b), this pump carried a date code of 69 (c).

a b

c

b

a

9E2: The oil idiot light sender (a) could 
be one of two designs (b). Both were used 
throughout the 1969 production year, though 
the smaller one was the newer design, having 
been introduced in late 1967 pro duction, 
or about 4/10/67. These same senders were 
used on Mustangs with factory tachometers. 
The Mustang without tach ometer used an 
oil pressure gauge, in which case the larger 
oil pressure sender and aluminum extender 
were required (c).c

 Lubrication Section E 9E4 9–19

9E3: The oil dipstick tube was lengthened about 3 inches for 1969 (a) and laid flat against the cylinder head (b). The oil dipstick 
was also about 3 inches longer in 1969 and initially carried the stamped number C9OE-6750-A. However, shortly after the start of 
the year, Ford and Mercury changed the method of marking the bottom of the dipstick (c). The indicator marks now used the words 
ADD 1 and SAFE. These dipsticks carried a stamped number of C9OE-6750-B (d). Ford indicated in its TSB #99, Article 1497 
dated 9/27/68 (see Volume II, Appendix J, page J–50 ), 
that the change would occur as soon as possible some-
time during 1969 production. It was a running change 
and did not affect the C9OZ-6750-A oil dipstick part 
number.

d

c

ba

9E4: The 1969 service replacement 
oil filter was a repeat of 1968’s. This 
particular filter carries the number 
6-01068 (see arrow) of which the last 
four numbers represent the date code. 
In this case, 1068 is October 1968, or 
early 1969 production.

!
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 Cooling Sections F & G 9G1 9–21

9G1: The C8AE-6059-A timing chain cover (a) was still used in 
1969, but with an updated year marking (b). The water pump (c) 
was also a repeat, carrying the number C8OE-D. Note that some of 
these pumps had the old 1962/64 generator retro-fit boss ma chined 
(d), while others did not (e) (see arrows). All fans (f), except for 
those used with A/C, were of conventional design. Stamped num bers 
were either C7SE-B for the full-sized Ford, or C6AE-E (g) for all the 
others. Note that the smaller numbers above the stamped number in-
cluded a date code. In this case, the trailing K68 was Octo ber 1968, 
or early 1969 production. In conjunction with the stan dard fans, all 
used aluminum spacers that were marked C8OE-A (h).

a

b

f

g

h

c

d

e

9–20 9F1 Chapter 9 Ventilation

9F1: The 1969 oil breather cap was the 
same as 1968’s, but with a black plastic 
elbow on top of the cap replacing the brass 
fitting used in 1968. The exact day of tran-
sition was unknown, but was probably very 
close to the start of 1969 production.

9F2: The 1969 PCV valve carried both 
an engineering number C9OE-6A666-A 
and the part number C6AZ-6A666-A (a). 
It was also used as a service replacement 
for all previous 1965/68 PCV valves. The 
PCV hose (b) was of the same design as in 
1968, but late in the year the clamp at the 
PCV valve (c) was eliminated (d). Mercury announced this fact in its 
1969 TSB #38 dated 7/7/69. Ford also did so about the same time.

a

a

c

b

9F3: The 1969 valve covers were identical to those of late 1968, but with new 
decals for emissions control (a) placed directly behind the oil cap hole. Several 
variations of this decal existed. This original decal carried a C9AE-9C485-B 
number (b). On the front of the left valve cover (c) was also a paper decal 
(now deteriorated to only the paper left sticking to the glue) which displayed 
the engine number and, nearby, an ‘OK’ marking stamped in yellow ink.

b

c d

!

!
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 Ignition/Alternator Sections G, H & J 9J1 9–23

9H2: The coil location was moved again in 1969 (a). It was 
mounted to the right cylinder head as it had been in 1965/67 on non-T/E 
equipped engines. However, the bracket was new for 1969 (b) so that it 
could mount beneath the oil dipstick tube bracket (c).

9H3: All 1969 ignition wire boots continued to carry 
the AUTOLITE name.

a
b

c

b

ca

9–22 9G2 Chapter 9 Cooling/Ignition

9G2: Temperature senders were located 
behind the distributor (a) and were 
one of two types (b). The larger sender, 
found on all cars but the Mustang, was 
used with the “HOT” light. The smaller 
sender was used with a temperature 

gauge. Later in the year the C6DZ-10884-B gauge sender was re-
placed by C9WY-10884-A to allow the normal operating tempera-
ture to fall at mid-scale of the gauge. The new sender had a green 
vice red insulator. Senders generally carried the AUTOLITE name 
and a date code, such as 9D14 (c) for April 14, 1969.

9G3: Thermostat housings were the same as in 
1968; however, the distributor vacuum control valve 
was installed only on A/C equipped engines. There-
fore, the thermostat opening was generally plugged.

9H1: Distributors (a) were the same as in 1968, and were used 
with single (b) and 
dual (c) diaphragm 
advance housings. 
In general, the single 
type was used on 
cars with A/T, and 
the dual on all oth-
ers. One exception 
was the full-sized 
Ford with A/T and 
A/C, which also used 
the dual diaphragm 
housing.

a b

c

a

cb

9J1: Alternators were 
the same as in 1968 (a). 
The upper bracket was 
a repeat of the bracket 
used in 1968 (b), but the 
lower brace had a new 
C9OE-10145-B stamped 
number (c). Otherwise, 
it was identical to the 
C7OE-10145-A bracket 
it replaced.
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 Accessories Section K 9K5 9–25

pressure hose. All other pumps used the indexing bracket as in 1968 (k), shown at upper left. Two different designs of this bracket 
could be found around this time frame (l). If these indexing brackets broke, Mercury said there was no need to replace them as they 
did not affect P/S operation. (See Volume II, Appendix B for P/S pump pulley applications and Appendix K for pump applications.)

Mon tegos, and Fal cons. The only real difference from other pumps was 
that the return hose inlet tube (j) pointed downward. Note the new index-
ing bracket which was to help factory workers properly position the high 

9K5: Standard P/S 
systems were the same 
as in 1968, with the 
belt always running 
over the water pump 
pulley (a), and were 
driven by a crankshaft 
pulley marked C9OE-
6312-E (b). P/S pump 
pulleys (c) were mark-
ed 7AA  (d) ,    7AD 
(e & f ), 7AE (g), or 
AF (h) depending on 
application. Each 1969 
P/S pump carried one 
of four tag numbers. 
Two pumps, HBA-BG 
and HBA-BH, were 
full-sized Ford carry-
overs from 1968. The 
Mustang HBA-AF 
was also a carryover. 
The new pump for 
1969 was the HBA-BK 
(i), which was used 
on Fairlanes, Torinos, 

b

c

hgfe

a

d

i

k

l

j

9–24 9K1 Chapter 9 Accessories

9K1: Many of the vacuum ports for 1969 
were the same as in late 1968. Shown in 
the center of the bottom row is the circular 
aluminum fitting (A) generally threaded di-
rectly into the intake manifold. Its side port 
was used for the distributor vacuum advance 
system, if required. Shown to the left of the 
aluminum fitting is a steel plug (B) used if 
no other vacuum sources were required. It 
could cap the aluminum fitting, or thread 
directly into the intake manifold, depend-
ing on required ports. Shown to the right of 
the aluminum fitting is the brass fitting (C) 
that threaded into the aluminum fitting, and 
was used on Fair lanes/Montegos (including 

GE

A

Torinos, Comets and Cyclones) with P/B. The top row of fittings were generally threaded 
into the circular aluminum fitting. Starting on the left is an aluminum fitting used for A/T 
(D). Next to it is the fitting for A/T and P/B (E). In many cases, the P/B port was plugged 
and this fitting used in lieu of the aluminum A/T fitting. If P/B were installed without A/T, 
two different fittings could be used—either the A/T with P/B fitting (E) if the A/T port 
was capped, or a single-port brass fitting (F). If multiple vacuum sources were required, the 
large brass fitting, shown at top right (G), was installed. Unused hose ports were capped, and 
if P/B were not installed, the P/B port was plugged. The small plug used for this purpose is 
shown on the extreme right of the photo (H).

9K2: Another type fitting was sometimes found on full-sized Fords. It threaded directly into the 
intake manifold. The fitting allowed a large hose to be connected to a C9AZ-9C490-A vacuum 
manifold mounted to the firewall. This manifold then distributed vacuum to the various systems 
that needed it. The small port in the side of the fitting was for the distributor vacuum advance 
system, if required. This fitting would become more widely used in 1970.

9K3: P/B tubes followed the same shapes as in 
1968; however, the tube ends were lengthened 
and slightly expanded in two places for better 
hose sealing and positioning.

9K4: Standard P/S systems were essentially the same 
as in 1968, with just a few differences in components.

D

B C

F
H
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 Accessories Section K 9K8 9–27

9K8: All 302 V8 engines with A/C in 1969 used flex-fans (a). The full-sized Ford fan was marked C7AE-D (b), whereas all others 
carried the C8SE-B stamping (c). Note the date codes on each. The 69A was for January 1969 and the J69 for September 1969. The 
spacers used with these fans varied. The full-sized Ford used C8AE-F (d). The Mustang used the C8ZE-A spacer (e). All others used 
C8ZE-D (f). (See Volume II, Appendix F for further details.)

9K7: When A/C was used without P/S, the alternator used a 
dual groove pulley (a). This pulley carried the same stamped 
number C5AF-10A352-J (b) as used previously. Note the 

chamfered area around the shaft hole (c). Pulleys a few years prior were not beveled though they all carried the same stamped number.

b

c

a

a

d e f

c

b

9–26 9K6 Chapter 9 Accessories

c

da

9K6: The A/C system (a) was 
a repeat of that of late 1968, 
but was driven by a different 
crankshaft pulley marked C9ZE-
6312-B (b). Either an alumi num 
York or cast iron Tecumseh com-
pressor could be found in 1969. 
Metal identifi cation tags (c) were 
attached to each compressor. The 
one shown here was for a Tecum-
seh. A/C system tags were attached to the top of the compressor via two small clips (d) since the 1968 bar brace was not used in 1969. 
The most common magnetic clutch was the Pitts design (e), but it was smaller in diameter behind the belt groove (f) than in 1968.  
Service valves on the compressor (g) were new for 1969 and did not use the tube-type fittings. Instead, an O-ring arrangement (h) 

was incorporated. The engineering numbers were C9AA-19752-A 
for the larger threaded valve, and C9AA-19A990-A for the smaller 
one. The numbers were stamped just behind the threaded areas.

b

e f

hg
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 Accessories Section K 9K11 9–29

9K11: Full-sized Fords received high capacity A/C systems in 1969 (a). This particular system carried a tag (b) indicating a 
full charge of Freon was 3 pounds! These systems were driven by an exceptionally large crankshaft pulley (c) that was marked 
C9AE-6312-D (d) or C9AE-6312-E. This car also used a cross-flow radiator that required a long return hose to the radiator’s 
left side. To keep the hose from sagging into the spinning magnetic clutch, a special hook bracket (e) was attached to the top 
of the compressor. To better support the compressor against vibration, a special brace (f & g) was included near the distributor.

b

da

c e

gf

9–28 9K9 Chapter 9 Accessories

9K10: Whenever A/C was installed, a 
thermo static distributor vacuum control valve 
(a), also called PVS, was incorporated. Two 
systems were used. One was used with all cars 
with manual transmissions, as well as full-
sized Fords with automatic transmissions (b). 
This system used the dual diaphragm vacuum 
advance housing. The second system was used 
on all cars with automatic transmissions, 
except the full-sized Ford (c). Note that the 
single diaphragm vacuum advance housing 
replaced the dual vacuum type. Some early 
1969 cars with A/C were produced without 
the PVS valve. Ford identified these as Fair-
lanes manufactured at the Lorain assem bly 
plant between 8/19/68 and 9/9/68. Mercury 
identified them as Montegos built prior to 
9/30/68. Ford and Mercury TSBs defined 
procedures for installing the omitted PVS 
valve. (See Volume II, Appendix D for further 
details on distributor vacuum hose connections.)

9K9: As in previous years, small spacers were required at the A/C lateral mount (a) and fixed idler (b) to replace the P/S mounting 
bracket, if P/S was not installed.

ba

a

b

c
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9LA2: The 302 crankshaft was as strong the 289 HiPo’s, but stan-
dard connecting rods still had the 5/16" bolts holding the caps. Ford 
fixed this weakness for high performance applications by releasing 
a new connecting rod (a) in 1969 with the part number C9OZ-
6200-B (b). The C9OX-6200-A told the story that this was out of 
Ford’s experimental parts program. The rod end came out of the 
same C8OE-A mold as the standard rod (c), but was machined 
differently to handle the BOSS 302 3/8" rod bolts (d). This improvement allowed 302 engines to be built into 302 HiPos, if desired. 
(For details on Ford’s Muscle Parts Program, see Appendix I.)

9–30 9K12 Chapter 9 Accessories

9K12: P/S and A/C 
systems were fully 
compatible (a). The 
P/S pulley used in 
A/C applications was 
marked 7AD. As in 
1968, full-sized Fords 
with both A/C and 
P/S used P/S coolers 
attached to the under -
side of the compres-
sor mount (b). These 
coolers were just like 
the ones used in late 
1968, but had longer 
tubes at the bottom 
(c). Note the positive 
stops for proper hose 
seating (d). The new 

cooler’s C9AA-3D746-B stamped number 
(e) was located on top of the bracket.

ba

9K13: Summary of the 1969 A/C systems: All except full-sized Ford (a), and full-sized Ford (b).
ba

c d e

1968

1969

 Supplemental Section L 9L2 9–31

9-030

Section LA - Engine Core

9LA1: The era of the 289 was over. The battle flag 
would be carried by the Cleveland foundry’s 302 
in the form of the C8OE-6015-A block which had 
longer sleeves than the old 289 blocks. Although 
the engine had been reduced to work horse duty in 
the form of a 2V version for 1969 (ellipsed now by 
its bigger stroked 351 cubic inch cousin), Ford had 
developed a performance program for the 302 for 
those who wanted more than just a basic engine. 
Ford called this program its Muscle Parts Program.

a

b

c

d
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Chapter 10 – Epilogue
In closing this journey through Ford’s small block 

evolution, I must say that the words “never say never” 
come to mind. I can never say that I have uncovered 
all the information associated with Ford’s small block 
V8, never believe that I know more than someone else, 
never say I can’t be surprised by something new, never 
say I have covered all the exceptions to the rule, and 
never believe that I am truly finished.

But there does come a point when I have to say that I 
have enough of the story to share with others. In doing 
so, someone will inevitably disagree with some of the 
material presented here. Others might have access to 
information that I did not have available to me. I fully 
expect that more details about these engines will come 
to light.

So, in concluding a project of this nature, I must 
confess that it should be viewed more as a guide to 
furthering our knowledge of these engines. It is hoped 
that this PDF Edition with its corrected and newly un-
covered  information will be well received by the Ford/
Mercury hobbyist and restorer community, and that 
more revisions will be possible in the future.

In that light, I would like to encourage readers to 
freely correspond with me about their impressions in 
regards to this PDF Edition, and about documented in-
formation that they feel might be beneficial in further-
ing this body of knowledge. Through future revisions, 
this valuable additional information, or even correc-
tions, could be passed on to those interested.

Courtesy
of

Ford Motor Company

1964
289 High Performance

Engine
(Cut-away)
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Appendix A – Engine Assembly

Notes
 1. Introduced November 1961. (Production began in 

October 1961.)
 2. Introduced February 1962.
 3. Introduced February 1963.
 4. Including the “Sprint” with chrome dress-up kit 

and low profile open style air cleaner.
 5. In dealerships March 1963. Offered with 3-speed 

and 4-speed. Not available in station wagons.
 6. Used regular fuel.
 7. Including the “Cyclone” with chrome dress-up kit 

and standard air cleaner painted argent (silver) 
with chrome top cover.

 8. Only offered with 4-speed, and late in the model 
year, with C4 automatic. Not available in station 
wagons.

 9. Only offered with 4-speed.
 10. Special order option. Available with 3-speed and 

later in the year with 4-speed. Included transistor-
ized ignition and Ford alternator.

 11. Used premium fuel.
 12. Ranchero only.
 13. Only offered with 4-speed and C4 automatic. Not 

available in station wagons.
 14. Included chrome dress-up kit.

Engine Application
The following table gives the vehicle applications for each small block engine from 1962 to 1969. Parentheses after 

the vehicle code indicate notes pertinent to the application.

 15. Special order option. Only offered with 4-speed. 
Conventional or transistorized (optional) ignition.

 16. Seven or eight Canadian built models. Only offered 
with 4-speed. Engine code 992.

 17. Only offered with 4-speed and C4 automatic.
 18. Standard V8 from about 12/15/67 (official date 

given as January 1, 1968).
 19. Comet Sports Coupe from about 12/15/67 (official 

date given as January 1, 1968). “No cost” option.
 20. Standard on Cougars from about 12/15/67 (official 

date given as January 1, 1968), except with Decor 
Group Option or XR-7.

 21. Standard V8 before about 12/15/67 (officially, before 
1/1/68), option V8 from about 12/15/67.

 22. Standard Cyclone engine. “No cost” option on 
Montego.

 23. Three 1968 Mustangs with manual transmission 
(built on May 2). [info courtesy of Marti Auto Works]

 24. Standard on all Cougars before about 12/15/67 
(officially, before 1/1/68). Standard on XR-7 Cougars 
and Cougars with the Decor Group Option after 
about 12/15/67 (official date given as 1/1/68), plus 
nearly 2,000 fleet, basic, rental, and dealer orders.

 25. Standard on Cyclone. Standard V8 on Montegos 
and Comet Sports Coupe.

Key: A – Full-sized Ford F – Mustang X – Falcon
 B – Fairlane (including Torino) M – Meteor (1962/63) R – Cougar
 C – Comet/Cyclone (1963/69) & Montego (1968/69)

Photos
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor Company

Ford’s and Mercury’s New Intermediates were First with
Ford’s New Small Block V8s

1962 Fairlane 500 4-door Sedan

1962 Meteor Custom 2-door Sedan

221 2V 260 2V 289 2V 289 4V 289 HiPo 302 2V 302 4V

1962 B(1), M(1) B(2), M(2)

1963 B, M A, B, C(3),
M, X(3,4) A(3) B(3,5)

1964 B, C, F,
X(4) A, B C(6,7), F(6) B(8), F(9), 

C(10)

1965 A, B, C, F, X B(11), C(7,11),
F(11), X(11,12)

B(13,14), C(15),
F(9,14), X(16)

1966 A, B, C, F, X F(11), X(11,12) F(14,17)

1967 A, B, C,
F, R, X

F(11), R(11),
X(11) F(14,17)

1968 B(18), C(19), 
F, R(20), X

A, B(21), C(22), 
F(23), R(24) C, F, R, X

1969 A, B, F,
X, C(25)

A-000
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Note 1: Mercury’s 1964 Technical Service Bulletins #3, dated 
10/4/63, and #3A (which superseded #3), dated 4/17/64, 
stated that the Comet 289 HiPo engine code was D; however, 
none have been found. All 1964 Comet HiPos known to date 
have had either the 260 V8 F code (verified on two of the six 
Daytona 100,000-Mile Durability Run Comets), or the 210 
horsepower regular-fueled 289 4V K code. For example, one of 
these Comets was dated April 30, 1964. Its serial number was 
4J23K516626. It was a 4-speed, Burgundy Caliente hardtop 
with bench seat and Palomino interior sent to the Los Angeles 
district for ship ment to Hawaii under a special order number of 
5376. On the bottom of its build sheet were the following nine 
lines of special instructions, listed here with the original spell-
ing and sequential order (Key: SPC = special, SPCL = special, 
SHAKT = shaft, HD = heavy duty, and REG = regulator):

DSO 52-5376 5377 5378 & 5379
HIGH PERFORMANCE ENGINE FOR COMET
TRANSISTORIZED WIRING    SPC AXLE C4GA-4001-C
SPCL DRIVESHAKT    HD BRAKES HUBS & DRUMS
HD SWAY BAR    HD RADIATOR    SPCL TRANSMISSION
TACHOMETER & CYCLONE MUFFLER
HD SHOCKS SPRINGS FRONT & REAR   
42 AMP FORD ALTERNATOR & REG    SPCL LOOM
PINK SPEEDO GEAR

A–2 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–3

Engine Tags
Beginning in January 1964, Ford began equipping 

each engine with an identification tag. (Engine num-
bers were used before January 1964, but were not 
published outside of Ford.) This tag gave the engine’s 
cubic inch displacement, model year, level change, year 
and month of manufacture, and an engine applica-
tion number. At the start of the 1966 model year, Ford 
also included an assembly plant code. The assembly 
plant code was used to distinguish engines made at 
the Windsor foundry from those manu factured at the 
Cleveland plant.

To better understand the differences between Wind-
sor and Cleveland engines, a brief history on the found-
ries and the small block engines they produced must 
first be discussed. Beginning with 1962 pro duction, all 
small block V8s manufactured prior to 1966 came from 
the Cleveland foundry. From 1966 through 1967, Cleve-
land continued to make 289 V8s, but was gearing up for 
the start of 302 V8 production for the 1968 model year. 
When the 1968 model year began, Cleveland was out 
of the 289 business and con centrating on 302 V8s exclu-
sively.  This continued through 1969 and beyond.

But, what happened at the Cleveland foundry after 
1969 had great significance for the earlier engines. 
For the 1970 production year, the Cleveland foundry 
introduced a completely new engine design. This new 
engine just happened to have the same cubic inch dis-
placement as another engine already in production at 
the Windsor foundry.

Backing up a bit, the Windsor foundry began 289 
production for the first time in early 1966, and con-
tinued straight through 1968. At the close of 1968 pro-
duction, Windsor ended 289 production as it geared up 
to introduce a stroked version of the 289/302 design for 
1969. This stroked version displaced 351 cubic inches. 
All was fine until Cleveland introduced its brand new 
351 cubic inch engine in 1970. Now there were two 
interchangeable engines with the same cubic inch dis-
placement, but with entirely different designs.

Ford distinguished the two different engines by in-
cluding the foundry’s name. Thus, the terms “351 Wind-
sor” and “351 Cleveland” were born. Over time, the 
foundry names became associated with their particular 
351 V8 designs. Hence, the Windsor name began to be 
linked to the 221/260/289/302 family, regardless of the 
fact that most of these engines came from the Cleveland 
foundry.

More confusion was created with Ford’s intro duction 
of the “BOSS 302” in 1969. Though still considered a 
small block engine, it was so different from the stan-
dard 302 in so many areas that it must be considered a 
separate and distinct engine.

To end this digression, in dealing with the differ-
ences in engines between foundries, the names Cleve-
land and Windsor have been used in this book. These 
names refer to the foundries and should not be mistak-
en for the popular “351 Cleveland” and “351 Windsor” 
terms. All engines being discussed within these pages 
would be considered “Windsors” by today’s conven-
tion, though two different foundries were involved in 
making 289 V8s. But as will be seen, the differences in 
block and cylinder head castings between the Windsor 
and Cleveland foundries were significant enough to be 
of interest.

As mentioned, the Windsor foundry began supple-
menting 289 V8 production beginning in mid-1966 
production. This resulted in two different castings for 
both the cylinder block and cylinder heads. The Cleve-
land block was actually just a carryover from 1965 and 
still carried the C5AE-6015-E casting number, but with 
1966 date codes. In fact, this casting number would 
continue right up through most of 1967 production. As 
the Cleveland foundry geared up for the 302, Cleveland 
began casting a 302 block, which was also compatible 
with the 289 V8. This resulted in C8OE-6015-A 302 
blocks being substituted for the C5AE-6015-E blocks 
about May of 1967 (late 1967 pro duction), and has 
led to constant con fusion among hobbyists who have 
found 302 blocks in their 289 V8s. This block sub sti tu-
tion allowed the Cleveland foundry to move right into 
1968 302 production without dealing with leftover 289 
blocks. Cleveland con tinued using the C8OE-8015-A 
block through 1969 and beyond.

The Windsor foundry introduced its 1966 289 V8 
with a new C6AE-6015-C block and continued its use 
straight through 1968 289 production. It was function-
ally identical and completely interchangeable with its 
Cleveland foundry counterpart. Then in 1968, a second 
Windsor block debuted. In what appears to have been 
an aborted decision to produce 302 V8s at the Windsor 
foundry, Windsor produced a block bearing a casting 
number of C8AE-6015-B. It carried a 302 marking in the 
lifter valley area, but never saw production as a 302. 
Instead, it supplemented the C6AE-6015-C blocks to 
complete 1968 289 production. So once again, this time 
from the Windsor foundry, confusion was created by 
using 302 blocks in 289 engines. Windsor ended its 289 
involvement after 1968 production, and commenced 
production of a stroked version of the 289/302, later to 
be called the “351 Windsor.”

Although the cylinder heads between the Cleveland 
and Windsor engines were similar, there were some 
fundamental design differences that affected California 
Thermactor Emission Control Systems (abbreviated T/E 

Engine Serial Number Codes
The vehicle serial number always contained a letter code in the fifth position to reflect the installed engine. The 

table below gives the codes used. For example, the serial number 3K42K167019 has a letter K in the fifth position. 
In 1963, the 289 HiPo had that code. (The K in the second position was the Kansas City assembly plant code.)

Note 2: In 1965, Mercury did not specify an engine code for 
the Comet 289 HiPo. All those found to date have been A 
coded (225 horsepower, premium-fueled 289 4V). For  ex-
ample, one of these Comets was dated December 5, 1964. Its 
serial num ber was 5H27A531715 (see build sheet below). It was 
a 4-speed, Carnival Red Cyclone with White interior sent to 
the Atlanta district under special order number 7088. On the 
bottom of its build sheet were two lines of special instructions 
(Key: HEND = handling, SE-328 = internal factory code for the 
engine, NON-TRANSIST = non-transistorized ignition (con-
ventional HiPo dual-point), D-AIR CLEANE = low profile air 
cleaner (the letters NA were over-struck with AN):

271 HP HIGH PERFORMANCE ENGINE W/SPEC HEND
SE-328 ENGINE NON-TRANSIST -D-AIR CLEANER

A second example was a Comet made on June 28, 1965. Its 
serial number was 5J27A517892. (For photos of this car’s build 
sheet, see Volume I, Chapter 5, photo 5A7, page 5–10 ). It was 
a 4-speed, Ivy Gold Cyclone with White interior sent to the 
Denver district under special order number 7905. On the bot-
tom of its build sheet were the following two lines of special 
instructions:

271 HP ENG PKG
C5GA-4001-F AXLE

A copy of a 1965 Comet HiPo build 
sheet showed the special instructions 
for the high performance engine 
listed at the bottom. This build sheet 
was found behind the right side door 
panel where a hole had been made 
by the window crank’s shaft! (For a 
second 1965 Comet HiPo build sheet, 
see Volume I, Chapter 5, photo 5A7, 
page 5–10 ).

Low compression engines using 84 octane gaso-
line. 221 V8 used 260 V8 cylinder heads to lower 
the compression. All others used piston changes. 

Code Engine Year Remarks Code Export Engine Year
A  289 4V (premium-fueled) 65/67 Note 2 C 221 62

C  289 2V 63/68 3 221 63

D  289 4V (regular-fueled) 64 Mustang only 3 289 2V 64

F  260 62/64 Note 1 6 260 64/67

F  302 2V 68/69 6 302 2V 68/69

K  289 HiPo 63/67 Note 1 & 2 8 260 63

K  289 4V (regular-fueled) 64 Comet only

J  302 4V 68

L  221 62/63

A-002

NA

Note

NA
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A–4 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–5

for short). The Cleveland design utilized an external 
air log with individual air injector tubes for each cyl-
inder. The Windsor system consisted of an internally 
machined manifold inside the head with cross-drilled 
injector passageways for each cylinder. Since combus-
tion chamber size was essentially identical for 1966/67 
Cleveland and Windsor cylinder heads at 52.5–55.6 cc, 
and between Cleveland 1968 302 2V and Windsor 1968 
289 V8 heads at 61.7–64.7 cc, the functional differences 
between the Cleveland and Windsor heads only ap-
plied where T/E systems were involved. In 1966 and 
1967, this applied to California cars only. In 1968, it ap-
plied only to most manual transmission equipped cars.

One of the items contained on the engine tag was the 
engine application number. It was a three-digit number 
and was always followed by a suffix. Frequently, the 
engine application number also had a prefix. The prefix 
and suffix were never used to distinguish between appli-
cations, except on two occasions. Both the 550 and 551 
codes were used on two different engines. The 550-B 
(and 550-C) and 551-B (and 551-C) defined D-coded 
19641/2 Mustang 289 4V engines with manual and au-
tomatic transmissions, respectively; whereas the 550-J 
and 551-J were C-coded 1965 Mustang 289 2V engines.

The application number always distinguished the 
type transmission used with the engine—i.e., manual 
or automatic. It did not distinguish the specific manual 
transmission or automatic, except in two cases. The 
1964 Fairlane used a unique 536 code with its 260 V8 
with overdrive transmission, and the 1966 Fairlane with 
4-speed was coded 257.

The distinction between models was not as clear. In 
many cases, the same number was used for different 
models. This was particularly true in the years 1966 and 
1967. For example, a 236 coded engine could be found 
in Mustangs, Cougars, Falcons, Fairlanes, and Comets 
from 1966 through 1968. For a full accounting of engine 
codes, refer to the listing in this section.

In the early years of engine tags, the date code was 
given as a number and letter separated by a dash. The 
number was the calendar year with the letter repre-
senting the month. Months were A through M for 
January through December. The letter I was not used 
to avoid confusion with the number 1. The date code 
was changed on the Windsor engine tag to just a single 
letter. The calendar year was assumed. This could be a 
little confusing since the model production year did not 
begin at the start of the calendar year. The production 
year began about August of the previous calendar year 
(for the new model year introduction in September). 
August was coded H. So a 1967 engine with an H code 
was an August 1966 engine, and not an August 1967 
engine. In 1968, the Windsor tag began including the 
day of the month as well. Cleveland engine tags always 
used just the year and the month.

Engine tags were initially located under the 1964 
temperature sender. When the sender hole in the in-
take manifold was enlarged for 1965, the tag location 
was moved to the coil’s 1964 location. The coil for 1965 
was on the front side of the right cylinder head. With 
the 1966 T/E systems forcing the coil back up to its 
1964 location, the engine tag was moved to a bolt hole 
located just in front of the carburetor spacer on the left 
side. The tag did not move again until the 1968 model 
year. In 1968/69, the tag mounted on the front side of 
the right head with the same bolt hole used to attach 
the oil dipstick tube support bracket.

A final piece of vital information the engine tag con-
tained was the change level. Beginning with change 
level 1 (L1) in 1964, the 289 V8 saw levels up to L16 by 
the end of 1968. The 302 V8 progressed from L1 to L6 
in its first two years of production.

Change levels were used to identify interchange-
ability differences between engines. Unfortunately, 
Ford never fully explained what each and every change 
level accomplished. They did discuss a few significant 
ones such as L7, L8, L10, L11, L14, and L15, but many 
were never mentioned and rarely were dates ever as-
sociated with the levels. The section on change levels 
(starting on page A–8) attempts to fill this void. It was 
developed after examining hundreds of engine tags 
and attempting to match changes that were occurring 
at that time. It should be considered only a guide since 
supporting documents do not exist in all cases. Change 
levels applied to the basic engine and not to variations 
between vehicle models or changes in accessories. 
Change levels also did not distinguish between 2V or 
4V, or indicate whether the engine was assembled in 
Cleveland, Ohio or Windsor, Ontario.

Speaking of Cleveland and Windsor, the 289 V8 was 
the only engine being made in two different places be-
tween 1966 and 1967, and each plant coded their facil-
ity on the engine tag with a letter. Cleveland used the 
letter C, while Windsor used the letter E. Ford used the 
letter E since these engines were made by Ford Ensite 
International, Inc., a subsidiary company of Ford Mo-
tor Company founded in 1964 and based in Windsor, 
Canada. Later, the 351 would use the Windsor name.

Though the change levels applied across the board, 
they were not always incorporated at the same time 
in all engines. The transition between L14 and L15 on 
Cleveland engines occurred between March and April 
1967. But, the Windsor plant made engines between 
September 1966 and March 1967 with both L14 and L15. 
Investigation suggests that L15 was put into produc-
tion at the Windsor plant as soon as possible to meet 
California emissions reduction standards. This also 
makes sense in regards to Windsor’s use of the simpler 
internal manifold type air injectors for its California 
thermactor system.

 4-C   550-B

 4-A    502-A

289  64  1

5-K  E 236-S

6-H    240-A

289 C 67 13

 289 E 68  16

 E2   K 236-J

289   64  1

 4-B   561-B

289  65  1

4-D    550-B

289 C 66 10289 66 C 10

 H E-240-A  13

8-E    K280-J

260   64  1

302 C 68 1

289 E 67

model year
displacement

date of
manufacture

engine number

model year

1964 1/2 Mustang

engine number 
prefix

level change

date of
manufacture

engine number 
prefix

level change

calendar 
year month

suffix

level change

date of 
manufacture 
(month)

level change

engine number 
prefix

assembly plant (Cleveland)

6-A  E 235-S

assembly plant (Cleveland)
assembly plant (Windsor)

[Ford Ensite International, Windsor, Ontario]

Engine Tag Samples
(taken from actual engine tags)

Note that on this March tag for a 1964 1/2 Mustang 289 4V the production year is stamped as 64, but 
on the April tag it is stamped as 65 (these are from actual tags). To see pictures of actual 1964 1/2 Mustang 
tags stamped with a 64 see Volume I, photo 4A5(b), page 4–7 and photo 4LA7, page 4–64.

A-004
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A–6 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–7

Notes
 1. For Falcon, only applicable for 1966.
 2. For Falcon, only applicable for 1967/68.
 3. Engine codes 550 and 551 used on the 1964½-65 

Mustang for two different engines. If suffix was 
a B or C, code was for a 1964½ Mustang 289 4V. 
If suffix was a J, code was for a 1965 Mustang 
289 2V. See Special Notes below.

 4. K-code used in 1964 (regular-fueled). A-code 
used in 1965 (premium-fueled).

 5. Comet Cyclone engine.
 6. With T/E or Imco in 1968. T/E not used in 1969.
 7. Except Taxicab or Police Car.
 8. Taxicab or Police Car.
 9. Engine code F used in 1968, D used in 1969.

 Key:
 A – Full-sized Ford
 B – Fairlane (including Torino)
 C – Comet/Cyclone (1963/69)

Engine Tag Numbers
Engine Code Engine # Vehicle Trans Year Remarks

260
F

491 F M 64

492 F A 64

500 C, X M 64

502 C, X A 64

504 X M 64  Falcon “Sprint”

506 X A 64  Falcon “Sprint”

534 B M 64  standard clutch

536 B O/D 64

538 B M 64  Heavy Duty clutch

540 B A 64

(na) 510 Tiger 4/S 64-67 Rootes Sunbeam Tiger

289 2V C

231 F, R, X M 66/68  Note 1

236 B, C, F, R, X A 66/68

237 B M 66

239 B, C, X M 66/68 10" clutch. Note 2

240 A A 66/67

241 A M 66/67

252 A A 66/67  Taxi or Police Car

253 A M 66/67  Taxi or Police Car

257 B 4/S 66

548 X M 65

549 X A 65

550-J F M 65  Note 3

551-J F A 65  Note 3

557 A, B M 64/65

558 B M 64/65

561 A A 64/65

562 B A 64/65

571 C M 65

572 C A 65

289 4V

A 235 F, R, X A 66/67  premium-fueled

A 250 F, R, X M 66/67  premium-fueled

D 550-B or C F M 64  regular-fueled. Note 3

D 551-B or C F A 64  regular-fueled. Note 3

A 552 F M 65  premium-fueled

A 553 F A 65  premium-fueled

A 566 B M 65  premium-fueled

A 567 B A 65  premium-fueled

K/A 573 C M 64/65  Note 4 

K/A 574 C M 64/65  Note 4 & 5

K/A 577 C A 64/65  Note 4

K/A 578 C A 64/65  Note 4 & 5

A 580 Ranchero A 65  M/T probably 579

Engine Code Engine # Vehicle Trans Year Remarks

289 HiPo K

245 F M 66/67

246 F A 66/67

554 F M 64/65

563 B M 64/65

564 B A 64/65

302 2V

F 275 A M 68/69  Notes 6 & 7

F/D 276 A M 68/69  with T/E. Note 8 & 9

F 277 A A 68/69  with Imco. Note 7

F/D 278 A A 68/69  with Imco. Note 8 & 9

F 279 B, C, F M 68/69  Note 6

F 280 B, C A 68/69  with Imco

F 281 R M 68/69  Note 6

F 282 R A 68/69  with Imco

F 285 A A 69  with Imco & A/C. Note 7

D 286 A A 69  with Imco & A/C. Note 8

302 4V J

283 F, R, X M 68  with T/E

284 F, R, X A 68  with Imco

285 C M 68  with T/E

286 C A 68  with Imc

A-006

Special Notes
 1. The suffix to the engine number was as follows:
  1964 - A, followed by B (around February 1964 

for the 289 and March 1964 for the 260), fol-
lowed by C (around April 1964 for the 289).

  1965 - J for the whole year.
  1966 - S (for L9, L10, L11), and T (for L12).
  1967 - A (for L13, L14), and B (for L15).
  1968 - J for the whole year.
  1969 - S for the whole year.
 2. Engine numbers for 1962-63 remain 

undocumented.

Code – VIN code
Trans – transmission
M – manual transmission
A – automatic transmission

 C – Montego (1968/69)
 F – Mustang
 R – Cougar
 X – Falcon

O/D – overdrive
4/S – four-speed
T/E – thermactor emissions control
Imco – Improved Combustion

Paper labels with engine numbers might be located on oil filler tube for 
1962-63 (a & b), water pump for 1964 (c), coil for 1965-67 (d & e), 
valve cover for 1968-69 (f ), or not on the engine at all.

a b c

d

5631962 221 V8

553 277

e

Unknown

f

246 (label lost)
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 14A. Windsor engines only. Engine tag evidence shows 
that both L14 and L15 Windsor engines were 
produced at the same time from about October 
1966 through February 1967. Ford gave the official 
date as 11/14/66 for the L15 transition; how ever, 
it appears that these early L15 engines were only 
installed in cars destined for California registra-
tion to support the higher emissions reduction 
requirements of that state. During March 1967, the 
Windsor plant completed the transition to all L15 
engines. The engine number suffix A re presented 
L14, while B indicated L15.

 14B. Cleveland engines only. In spite of Ford’s official 
date of 11/14/66 for the transition from L14 to L15, 
the Cleveland plant did not make the change until 
April 1967. L14 engine numbers carried an A suffix, 
whereas those engines with L15 used a B.

 15. The purpose of L15 was to improve emissions 
reduction through more closely calibrated carbure-
tors, distributors, and timing events. A higher lift 
camshaft marked Y for the 289 2V with auto matic 
transmission was associated with this change level. 
Also, Ford did some changing of accessory pulley 
sizes. The transition to L15 varied from an early 
date of October 1966 for some Windsor engines to 
a late date of March/April 1967 for Cleveland’s.

 16. Beginning of the 1968 model year. Major changes 
at the start of the year were in the cylinder head 
combustion chamber volume, dipstick tube (re-
shaped), and timing chain cover (to accom modate 
a stamped steel ignition timing pointer).

 17. Believed to be associated with the deletion of ther-
mactors on manual transmission equipped cars.

Notes for 302:
 1. Basic 302 V8. Found on tags all the way through the 

model year.
 2. Several L2 tags were found around the April to 

June 1968 time frame on full-sized Ford engines. 
Nature of change unknown, or whether this was a 
stamping error.

 3. Appears to have occurred at the beginning of the 
1969 model year. Major changes were in the cyl-
inder head combustion chamber volume, a new 
oil dipstick tube, and longer oil dipstick. Also, the 
coil mount was changed and attached to the front 
side of the right cylinder head, vice on the intake 
manifold as was done in 1968.

 4. Major changes in the valve train. New push rods, 
valves, valve springs, valve spring retainers and 
rocker arm studs.

 5. Purpose of change level unknown.
 6. Purpose of change level unknown.

 Engine Assembly A–9A–8 Appendix A

Notes for 260/289:
 1. Basic 1964 260 and 289 V8. No changes in 260. For 

289, intake valve size changed about February/
March 1964, but was not reflected in a change level. 
L1 engines are “5-bolt.”

 2., 3., 4.  NA
 5. Change level 2, 3, 4 and 5 incorporated simultan-

eously at the beginning of 1965 production. 
Differ ences over L1 included the bellhousing bolt 
pattern, cylinder head machining (for alternator), 
water pump (for alternator), and oil dipstick tube. 
L5 and later 289 engines are “6-bolt.”

 6. Purpose unknown. Occurred about the time that 
the thermostat pocket was moved from the intake 
manifold to the thermostat housing. Ford stated a 
date of 2/1/65 and 3/1/65 for the pocket change.

 7. Change level 7 replaced the standard timing chain 
and sprockets with thinner components. It also 
included a beefed-up camshaft thrust plate. Cam-
shaft sprocket was aluminum with nylon teeth 
and included an integral camshaft spacer. Ford 
indicated the change occurred 1/4/65, but engine 
tags suggest March was the actual time frame.

 8. Aluminum water pump was replaced with a newly 
designed, cast iron pump. Front timing chain cover 
also changed at the same time for compatibility.

 9. Beginning of 1966 production. Engine painted Ford 
Corporate Blue. Thermactor designs incorporated.

 10. Valves with a different valve stem design incor-
porated. Springs and retainers much smaller. New 
valve seals. Engines still used conventional rocker 
arms. Not applicable to the 289 HiPo, which re-
mained at L9.

 11. Incorporated on Windsor engine first. Mercury 
indicated that the Windsor 289 was introduced on 
January 2, 1966. Ford used the date February 15, 
1966. Engine introduced with L11, which incorpo-
rated round push rod holes (vice close tolerance 
slots) and rail type rocker arms (vice conventional 
rocker arms). The Cleveland engine did not incor-
porate L11 until May/June 1966 and might have 
incorporated L11 at the same time L12 was incor-
porated.

 12. Mercury identified this change with changing the 
valve covers from the rounded type to the squared-
off type. Ford dated this change as May 2, 1966.

 13. Change level 13 was introduced at the start of 1967 
production. Exact purpose unknown. Occurred at 
the same time that changes were made to the dis-
tributor. Some engine tags were mis-stamped as L1 
vice L13 in early 1967. 289 HiPo at L13.

 14. Valve springs and retainers replaced with heavier 
duty components.Tags were first installed on engines beginning in January 1964. In 1964 they were attached under the temperature sender (left). The 

tag shown here is for a 1964½ Mustang. In 1965 production, the tag was attached where the coil had been located in 1964 (center, 
left). For 1966 and 1967 production, the tag was bolted to an unused boss just forward and left of the carburetor (center, right). 
Beginning with the 1968 model year, tags were attached at the oil dipstick tube support bracket (right).

A

Change Levels

 * Effective dates represent those verified on actual engine tags. Specific notes may have amplifying information. In many cases, 
the dates overlapped on change levels; there fore, the table does not follow perfect chronological order.

 ** Notes on the facing page.

Change Level Engine Plant Effective Date* Notes**
1 260 Cleveland January 1964 - June 1964 1

1 289 Cleveland January 1964 - July 1964 1

5 289 Cleveland July 1964 - February 1965 5

6 289 Cleveland January 1965 - March 1965 6

7 289 Cleveland March 1965 - May 1965 7

8 289 Cleveland May 1965 - August 1965 8

9 289 Cleveland August 1965 - September 1965 9

10 289 Cleveland September 1965 - May 1966 10

11 289
Windsor January/February 1966 - May/June 1966

11
Cleveland May/June 1966

12 289 Windsor/Cleveland May/June 1966 - July 1966 12

13 289 Windsor/Cleveland August 1966 - September 1966 13

14 289
Windsor September 1966 - (see Notes) 14, 14A

Cleveland September 1966 - March 1967 14, 14B

15 289
Windsor (see Notes) - July 1967 15, 14A

Cleveland April 1967 - July 1967 15, 14B

16 289 Windsor August 1967 - May 1968 16

17 289 Windsor May 1967 - July 1968 17

1 302 Cleveland August 1967 - July 1968 1

2 302 Cleveland April 1968 - June 1968 2

3 302 Cleveland July 1968 - September 1968 3

4 302 Cleveland October 1968 - December 1968 4

5 302 Cleveland January 1969 - May 1969 5

6 302 Cleveland June 1969 - July 1969 6

A-008

Special Notes:
 1. The 289 HiPo change level for 1966 was L9; change levels for 1967 were L13, then L14 very late in the year.
 2. The Tiger 260 change levels included at least L5 (1965) and L9 (1966), but retained its C4OE-610-E 5-bolt block.
 3. The 289 HiPo and Tiger engines did not incorporate all the changes associated with each change level.
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* Satin (semi-gloss) black ** Ford Corporate Blue (medium dark blue)

A–10 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–11

Engine Colors
Engine colors are one of the most controversial topics at any car meet. The problem is aggravated by inconsisten-

cies which occurred between assembly plants—variations were inevitable. However, in an attempt to provide some 
guidance, a list of colors is given. The list is a composite of information gathered from many sources with particular 
emphasis placed on road test photos of new cars and “junkyard research.” Though many parts tend to lose their 
paint over the years, careful cleaning of grease layers or examining protected areas generally yields evidence of the 
original colors. In short, this list attempts to be as accurate as possible, but should not be considered the final word 
on the subject.

Notes
 1. Seymour Hi-Tech EN-46 “Ford Blue” is a good 

match.
 2. “Argent” is Ford’s name for silver.
 3. Seymour Hi-Tech EN-44 “Ford/Chrysler Red” is a 

perfect match.
 4. Green-gold used on 1963 289 HiPos is close to 1968 

Chevrolet “Ash Gold.” Green-gold also randomly 
see on 1964 289 HiPos. Bottom tray same color as 
top for all painted 1963 and 1964 HiPo air cleaners.

 5. Some 1964 California closed ventilation air cleaners 
(with spouts) were sloppily painted with flat black 
paint inside and out, right over the original color. 
The reason for this is unknown, but the practice 
seems to have been limited to the California area.

 6. Bronze-gold. An exceptionally good match is 3 
parts 1996 Chrysler ‘Light Gold’ with 1 part 1968 
Chevrolet ‘Ash Gold.’ For 289 HiPo, also see Note 4.

 7. Ford parts catalogs indicated that the Fairlane 289 
HiPo switched to a chrome plated low profile air 
cleaner about 4/2/64, but appears to have been 
June 64—same time the 1964 1/2 Mustang 289 HiPo 
was introduced. Bottom tray was black. Valve cov-
ers may have switched to chrome at the same time.

 8. Low profile air cleaner bottom trays switched 
from black to Ford Corporate Blue in late 1965, or 
around the start of 1966 production.

 9. A close match for the 1962 Meteor yellow is 1970/78 
Ford “Bright Yellow.”

 10. Mercury indicated that Comet HiPos would have 
a low profile air cleaner with chrome top plate and 
black bottom tray. However, early Comet HiPos 
appear to have had the Fairlane gold top plates.

 11. The 1965 Comet yellow is brighter than the 1962 
yellow. A good match is 1976/77 Corvette “Bright 
Yellow.”

 12. The Cyclone retained the standard air cleaner body, 
which was painted argent (silver), but the top cover 
plate was chrome plated. Valve covers were chrome 
plated.

 13. Mercury called for a chrome plated low profile air 
cleaner, but some cars received the standard Cy-
clone air cleaner instead. See note 12.

 14. Low profile air cleaner. Bottom tray was black.
 15. Ford called the 1963 Galaxie white color “Ivory.” A 

good match is 1962/63 “Corinthian White.”
 16. Pre-production and some early 1964 1/2 Mustangs 

used Fair lane gold top plates, but the intended pro-
duction air cleaner was chrome plated (with black 
bottom tray). Ditto for the valve covers.

* All 1966/69 V8s (external engine surfaces including valve covers and air cleaner assembly) were painted medium dark 
blue. The color has become known as “Ford Corporate Blue.”

Valve Cover and Air Cleaner Colors
Vehicle Year* 221 260 289 2V 289 4V 289 HiPo

  Fairlane 1962 Blue(1) Argent(2)
1963 Blue(1) Red(3) Gold(4)
1964 Blue(1,5) Red(3,5) Gold(6,7)
1965 Gold(6) Gold(6) Chrome(8)

  Meteor 1962 Yellow(9) Red(3)
1963 Yellow(9) Red(3)

  Comet 1963 Red(3)
1964 Blue(1,5) Gold(5,7) Chrome(10)
1965 Yellow(11) Yellow(11) Chrome(8)

  Comet Cyclone 1964 Argent(2,12) Chrome(13)
1965 Argent(2,12) Chrome(8)

  Falcon 1963 Red(3)
1964 Blue(1,5)
1965 Gold(7) Gold(7)

  Falcon Sprint 1963 Chrome(14)
1964 Chrome(14)
1965 Gold(7)

  Full-sized Ford 1963 Red(3) White(15)
1964 Red(3,5)
1965 Gold(7)

  Mustang 1964 Blue(1,5) Gold(5,7) Chrome(16)
1965 Gold(7) Gold(7) Chrome(8)

Section Part Black* Blue** Natural Notes

A

 Engine Block 62/65 66/69
 Engine Tags 64/69
 Engine Tag Bolt 65/69
 Crankshaft Pulley 62/69
 Crankshaft Pulley Bolts 62/69
 Damper 62/69 1
 Damper Mounting Bolt and Washer 62/69

B

 Cylinder Heads 62/65 66/69
 Cylinder Head Lower Bolts 62/65 66/69
 Valve Cover Bolts 62/69
 Ignition Wire Extenders 66/68

C

 Intake Manifold 62/65 66/69
 Manifold Mounting Bolts 62/65 66/69
 Carburetor 62/69
 Carburetor Mounting Studs and Nuts 62/69
 Carburetor Spacer 62/65 66/69 2
 Throttle Linkage (all) 62/69
 Kickdown Linkage 62/69
 Linkage Mounting Bolts 62/69
 Throttle and Kickdown Springs 3
 Spring Bracket on Carburetor 64 65/69 4
 Spring Bracket on Valve Cover 62/65
 Choke Tubes 62/69
 Air Cleaner Mixing Duct 63/65 66/69 5
 Air Cleaner Stove Duct 63/65 66/69
 Air Cleaner Wing Nut 62/69
 Heating Duct Wing Screws 63/67
 Heating Duct Screws 68/69
 Fuel Pump 62/69
 Fuel Pump Mounting Bolts 62/69
 Fuel Filter 62/69 6
 Fuel Filter Mount 62
 Fuel Filter Mount Bolts 62
 Fuel Lines 62/69
 Fuel Line Bracket (Bottom) 63/65 66/67 7
 Fuel Line Bracket (Top) 63/64 65/67 7
 Fuel Line Bracket Screw 63/65 7
 Fuel Hose Clamps 62/69

A-010
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A–12 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–13

Engine Colors
(CONTINUED)

* Satin (semi-gloss) black ** Ford Corporate Blue (medium dark blue)

Engine Colors
(CONTINUED)

* Satin (semi-gloss) black ** Ford Corporate Blue (medium dark blue)

Section Part Black* Blue** Natural Notes

J

 Generator 62/64 20
 Generator Terminals 62/64
 Generator Pulley 62/64
 Generator Pulley Nut 62/64
 Generator Metal Shield 64
 Generator-to-Mount Bolts 62/64
 Generator Mount 62/64
 Generator Mount Mounting Bolts 62/64 21
 Generator Adjusting Brace 62/64
 Generator Brace Bolts 62/64
 Alternator 64/69 22
 Alternator Pulley 64/66 67/69 23
 Alternator Pulley Fan 64/66 67/69 23
 Alternator Mounting Bolts 64/69
 Alternator Upper Bracket 24
 Alternator Mount/Lower Bracket 64/67 67/69 25
 Alternator Mount/Bracket Bolts 64 65/69 26

K

 Vacuum Port Fittings 62/69
 Power Brake Tubes 62/69
 A/T Tubes 66/67
 T/E Pump 66/68
 T/E Pump Mount 66 67/68 27
 T/E Pump Adjustable Brace 66/68
 T/E Pump Mounting Bolts 66/68
 T/E Bracket Bolts and Spacers 66/68
 T/E Pump Pulley 66/68
 T/E Pulley Bolts 66/68
 T/E Pump Air Filter 66/67
 T/E Filter Mount 66/67
 T/E Filter Clamp 66/67
 T/E Backfire Valve (B/V) 66/68
 T/E B/V Bracket 66/67 68
 T/E B/V Bracket Mounting Bolts 68 66/67
 T/E Air Logs 66/68 28
 T/E Air Log Check Valves 68 66/67 28
 T/E Air Supply Tubes 66/68 28
 T/E Air Tube Check Valve 66/68 29
 T/E Hose T-fittings 66/68
 T/E Hose Clamps 66/68

Section Part Black* Blue** Natural Notes

D
 Exhaust Manifolds 62/65 66/69 8
 Exhaust Manifold Bolts 62/65 66/69 8
 Manifold Bolt Locking Tabs 62/65 66 8

E

 Oil Pan 62/65 66/69
 Oil Pan Mounting Bolts 62/65 66/69
 Oil Pan Drain Plug 62/65 66/69
 Oil Sender 62/69
 Oil Sender Extender  62/68
 Dipstick Tube 62/65 66/69
 Dipstick Handle 62/65 66/69 9

F

 Oil Breather Tube 62/64 10
 Oil Cap 62/69 11, 12
 Oil Cap Brass Fitting 68
 PCV Valves 62/69
 PCV Valve Tube and Bolts 62/63  13
 PCV Brass Adaptor 64
 PCV Hose Clamps 62/69
 Road Draft Tube 62/65

G

 Timing Chain Cover 62/65 66/69
 Cover Mounting Bolts 62/65 66/69 14
 Water Pump 62/65 66/69
 Water Pump Mounting Bolts 62/65 66/69
 Water Pump Pulley 62/69
 Fan 62/69
 Fan Spacer 62/69 15
 Fan Mounting Bolts 62/69
 Water Temperature Sender 62/69 16
 Thermostat Housing 62/65 66/69 17
 Housing Mounting Bolts 62/65 66/69
 Housing Top Plug 68/69
 Water By-pass Hose and Clamps 62/65 66/69 18

H

 Distributor 62/69
 Distributor Holddown Clamp 62/69
 Distributor Holddown Clamp Bolt 62/69
 Distributor Vacuum Advance Line 62/66
 Distributor Vacuum Control Valve 67/69 16
 Coil 62/69 19
 Coil Mounting Bracket 62/68 69
 Coil Bracket Screw and Nut 62/69
 Coil Bracket Mounting Bolt 62/69

A-012
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A–14 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–15

Notes
 1. All dampers inspected in the field have been black. 

No blue ones have been found.
 2. Replacement spacers were natural. Evidence sug-

gests that originals were most often painted, but 
could be oversprayed with the engine, or natural.

 3. Most were black. Other known colors were red 
(A/T kickdown spring on 1963/64 full-sized Fords 
with C/M or Fordomatic), orange (1968 Fairlane 
2V throttle return spring), and green (1968 full-
sized Ford return spring and 1969 Mustang return 
spring). There were probably more colors.

 4. 1964 1/2 and early 1965 Mustang were black.
 5. Air cleaner snout on 1962 engines was the same 

color as the air cleaner body. Air cleaner mixing 
duct in 1963/64 was sometimes gloss black.

 6. White with a red stamped label on the side in 
1962/65.

 7. The bottom half of the bracket was installed before 
the engine was painted, so its color matched the 
engine. The top half and screw (if applicable) were 
added after the fuel line was installed.

 8. There is good evidence to suggest that the ex-
haust manifolds were oversprayed with the same 
color as the rest of the engine. The evidence is from 
magazine articles showing early engine testing in 
which the manifolds appear to be black around the 
exhaust ports. In addition, examination of exhaust 
manifold locking tabs off original un disturbed 
engines supports this conclusion. Locking tabs 
removed from 1962/65 engines were black, while 
those from 1966 engines were blue, in dicating the 
exhaust manifolds were installed before engine 
painting. Locking tabs were dis continued after 
about May 1966, but Ford Corporate Blue paint 
has been found in the recessed area of the bolt 
heads on later engines, suggesting the procedure 
of painting the engines with the exhaust manifolds 
attached continued. At any rate, the high manifold 
temperatures quickly burnt the oversprayed paint 
off, giving the manifolds an unpainted look.

 9. Chrome plated 1964/65 Comet Cyclones.
 10. Pipe mounted into front timing chain cover.
 11. Chrome plated on 1963/64 Falcon Sprints, 1964/65 

Comet Cyclones, and 1965/67 289 HiPos.
 12. Most caps, but not all, had decals on top.
 13. Base and bolts were black, but not always. Tube 

itself was natural. Some were all black.
 14. Except those used to mount T/E, P/S and A/C ac-

cessory brackets. These bolts were natural.
 15. Some fan spacers in the 1963/65 time frame were 

made of a material like Bakelite. These spacers 
were not painted, but were naturally colored black.

 16. Temperature senders were oversprayed the engine 
color near the intake manifold. Same was true for 
the distributor vacuum control valve that was 
threaded into the thermostat housing (1968/69).

 17. The thermostat housing was painted while in stalled 
on the engine; however, Ford protected the radiator 
outlet by slipping a sleeve over the outlet during 
painting. The sleeve created a curved paint line at 
the base of the outlet along the top side.

 18. By-pass hose between thermostat housing and 
water pump was installed before the engine was 
painted. Hose and clamps matched  engine color.

 19. Front of coil was unpainted and natural yellow in 
color. A white ink stamping was on the side. 

 20. A white ink stamping was on the side.
 21. Generator mount was attached before engine paint-

ing. Hence, bolts were painted black.
 22. The Ford 42 amp alternator was optional equip-

ment in 1964. (Optional Leece/Neville alternators 
not covered in this listing.)

 23. In 1964, the alternator pulley and fan were one unit 
and painted black.

 24. The 1964 upper adjustable bracket was natural. The 
1965/66 upper fixed brackets were black. C6OE-
10185-A bracket transitioned to natural in late 1966 
and continued into 1968. C8OE-10185-A in 1968/69 
was black.

 25. Cast iron mount used in 1964. Adjustable bracket 
used in 1965/69.

 26. In 1964, mount was attached to engine before en-
gine painting. Hence, bolts painted black.

 27. Transition from black to natural was probably last 
half of 1966 and involved a number of components.

 28. Cleveland engines only.
 29. Windsor engines only.
 30. In 1965, Eaton pumps were natural and Ford 

pumps were black. After 1965, the Ford pump color 
was metallic blue. A good color match is “1977 Buick 
Blue F/M (Factory Match).” ID tags on the Ford 
pumps were painted the same color as the pump.

 31. Reservoir top mounting bolt and washer were natu-
ral. Reservoir body and cover were argent (silver) 
on 1962/64 P/S systems without air con ditioning 
and all 1965 Eaton systems. (Remote reservoirs, 
which mounted on the left inner fender, were used 
on 1962/64 P/S systems with air con ditioning and 
were painted black.)

 32. ID tag riveted on compressor was not painted.
 33. Pitts magnetic clutches were used in 1964 and again 

in late 1967 through 1969.
 34. The steel lateral brackets used after about 3/1/68 

were black.
 35. Black except for cast iron 1965/66 pulleys. These 

were natural.
 36. Black on Ford replacements.
 37. The S-shaped brace was used on full-sized Fords with 

Selectaire to increase support for the alternator.
 38. Spacer plate was used when P/S was not installed 

to substitute for the P/S pump mounting bracket.
* Satin (semi-gloss) black ** Ford Corporate Blue (medium dark blue)

Engine Colors
(CONTINUED)

Section Part Black* Blue** Natural Notes

K
(cont.)

 P/S Pump 65 62/65 30
 P/S Pump Adaptor 62/64
 P/S Pump Adaptor Bolt 62/64
 P/S Pump Pulley 62/69
 P/S Pulley Mounting Bolt 62/69
 P/S Pump Relief Valve Plug 62/65
 P/S Idle Speed-up Line 62/64
 P/S Idle Speed-up Valve 62/64
 P/S Idle Speed-up Valve Bracket 62/64
 P/S Pump Cast Iron Mount 62
 P/S Pump Steel Brackets 62/69
 P/S Aluminum Mount 67/69
 P/S Mount Spacer 67/69
 P/S Pump Mounting Bolts 62/69
 P/S Bracket Mount Bolts 62/69
 P/S Eaton Pump Reservoir 31
 P/S Reservoir Filler Cap 62/69
 P/S Pressure Hose Adaptor  62
 A/C Compressor 62/69 32
 A/C Servicing Valves 62/69
 A/C Mounting Bolts 62/69
 A/C Clutch (Eaton) 62/69
 A/C Clutch (Warner) 63/66
 A/C Clutch (Pitts) 64/69 33
 A/C Clutch Brush Assembly 62/69
 A/C Compressor Platform 62/66 67/69 27
 A/C Platform Mounting Bolts 62/69
 A/C Bar Brace 63/69
 A/C Steel Plate Bracket 62/64
 A/C Lateral Brace 65/66 67/68 27, 34
 A/C Idler Adjusting Pulley 63/69 65/66 35
 A/C Idler Pulley Center Cap 63/69
 A/C Idler Pulley Base 63/66 67/69 27, 36
 A/C Idler S-shaped Brace 65/66 67 27, 37
 A/C Idler Support Bracket 63/64
 A/C Idler Support Hex Stud 63/64
 A/C Support Bolt Spacer 63/64
 A/C Idler Fixed Pulley 65/69
 A/C Fixed Pulley Center Cap 65/69
 A/C Fixed Pulley Base 65/66 67/69 27
 A/C Fixed Pulley Spacer 65/67 38
 A/C Fan Viscous Clutch 62/68
 A/C Clutch Mounting Bolts 62/68

A-014
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A–16 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–17

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

2420   TUBE ASSEMBLY - POWER BRAKE BOOSTER (See 9A474)

6008   COMPLETE GASKET SET - ENGINE OVERHAUL

62 1 C2OZ-6008-A contents unknown, but similar to C2OZ-6008-B C2OZ-6008-B

62 1 C2OZ-6008-B see below C2OZ-6008-D

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-A gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C1SZ-9417-A gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C2OZ-6051-B gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A or C1AE-6700-A  seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-A seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (1) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-A gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OE-6710-B gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C2OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (2) C2OZ-9441-A gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-A gasket (inlet tube) (1) C2OE-6711-B gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OZ-8507-B gasket (water pump)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6008-D see below D7OZ-6E078-A

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C2OZ-6051-B gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OZ-8507-B gasket (water pump)

62 1 C2OZ-6008-C see below C2OZ-6008-E

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-A gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C1SZ-9417-A gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C2OZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A or C1AE-6700-A  seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-A seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (1) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-A gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OE-6710-B gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C2OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (2) C2OZ-9441-A gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-A gasket (inlet tube) (1) C2OE-6711-B gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OZ-8507-B gasket (water pump)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6008-E see below D7OZ-6E078-A

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OZ-8507-B gasket (water pump)

64 1
C3AZ-6008-B see below C3AZ-6008-D

63/64 1 1 1 (Note 1)

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-A gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-B seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-A gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A or C1AE-6700-A  seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C3AZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-A seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (1) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-A gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OE-6710-B gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (2) C3AZ-9441-A gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-A gasket (inlet tube) (1) C2OE-6711-B gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OZ-8507-B gasket (water pump)

65/66 before L10 1 1
C3AZ-6008-D see below D7OZ-6E078-A

65/67 1 (Note 1)

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C3AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OZ-8507-B & (1) C5AZ-8507-A & (1) C5AZ-8513-A  gaskets (water pump)

66/67 from L10 to before L14 1 1 C6AZ-6008-D see below D7OZ-6E078-A

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C6AZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C5AZ-8507-A gasket (water pump) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C5AZ-8513-A gasket (water pump)

Note 1 - Substitute (16) C3OZ-6571-B for (16) C3AZ-6571-B.

!

!

!

!

A-016
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A–18 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–19

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6008   COMPLETE GASKET SET - ENGINE OVERHAUL (continued)

67 from L14 to before 9-14-67 1 1 C7AZ-6008-A see below C7AZ-6008-B

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C7AZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C5AZ-8507-A gasket (water pump) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C5AZ-8513-A gasket (water pump)

67 from 9-14-67 1 1
C7AZ-6008-B see below D7OZ-6E078-A

68/69 with M/T 1 1

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-D seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A425-D seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C5AZ-8507-A gasket (water pump) (2) C3AZ-9441-D gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C5AZ-8513-A gasket (water pump)

68/69 with C4 1 1
C8ZZ-6008-A see below D1AZ-6008-B

68 1

 (1) C2OZ-6020-A gasket (front cover) (1) C2OZ-6659-C gasket (oil pump mounting) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear) (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (fuel pump)
 (2) C8OZ-6051-A gasket (cylinder head) (1) C3AZ-6700-A seal (crankshaft-front) (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket (drain plug) (1) C2OZ-9A424-D seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem) (2) C2OZ-6701-B seal (crankshaft - rear) (1) C3AZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A425-D seal (intake manifold - front)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C6OE-6710-A gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (1) C5AZ-8507-A gasket (water pump) (2) C3AZ-9441-D gasket (intake manifold)
 (1) C2OZ-6626-C gasket (inlet tube) (1) C6OE-6711-A gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C5AZ-8513-A gasket (water pump)

6A008   DOWELL - CYLINDER HEAD TO CYLINDER BLOCK

62/69 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 C2OZ-6A008-A .676"O.D. - .55"I.D. - .44" height - split

6009   CYLINDER ASSEMBLY - Includes cylinder block with all internal parts of the engine, but does not include
 cylinder heads, tappets, pan, or cylinder front cover.

62/63 (Note 1) 1 C2OZ-6009-A with 6" engine mount spread C3OZ-6009-A

63 (Note 1) 1 C3OZ-6009-A
with 7" engine mount spread
   includes (2) C3OZ-6046-A supports

62/63 (Note 1) 1 C2OZ-6009-B with 6" engine mount spread C3OZ-6009-B

63 (Note 1) 1 C3OZ-6009-B
with 7" engine mount spread. includes (2) C3OZ-6046-A supports,
(1) C3AZ-6038-G, and (1) C3AZ-6038-H insulators.
uses front timing chain cover with oil filler hole.

64 (Note 2) 1 C4OZ-6009-B uses front cover without oil filler hole

63 1 C3AZ-6009-L export only. 84 octane.

64 1 C4OZ-6009-C export only. 84 octane.

63 1 C3AZ-6009-J uses front cover with oil filler hole

64 (Note 2) 1 1 C4AZ-6009-A with C3AE piston (Note 3). 5-bolt bellhousing C4AZ-6009-B

64 (Note 2) 1 1 C4AZ-6009-B with C4AE piston (Note 3). 5-bolt bellhousing

65 (Note 4) 1 C5AZ-6009-A pistons without valve reliefs. 6-bolt bellhousing C5AE-6009-E

65/67
exc. with L15, A/T & T/E.
before 4-15-67. (Note 4)

1 C5AZ-6009-C pistons with valve reliefs. 6-bolt bellhousing C5AE-6009-E

67
with L15, A/T & T/E.
before 4-15-67

1 C7AZ-6009-B C5AE-6009-E

Note 1 - Transition between the 6" and 7" spread for the mounting pattern stated as 2-1-63 (Ford) and 1-7-63 (Mercury).
Note 2 - Not for non-emissions reduction applications (road draft tube) which began appearing in all states except California 

and New York after 5-25-64. (Road draft systems used a front oil filler tube, requiring a ¾" hole machined in block.)

Note 3 - Ford published date of 4-2-64 & 3-9-64 for the transition between the C3AE piston (with 28.1 ounce-inch counter-
balancing on damper/flywheel) and the C4AE piston (with 28.2 ounce-inch counterbalancing on damper/flywheel).

Note 4 - Ford indicated that the piston change from without valve reliefs to with valve reliefs occurred about 5-1-65.
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A–20 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–21

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6009   CYLINDER ASSEMBLY (continued)

67/68 from 4-15-67, before 1-15-68 1 C7AZ-6009-D C5AZ-6009-E

68 from 1-15-68 1 C5AE-6009-E

65 (Note 1) 1 C5OZ-6009-A flat-top pistons without valve reliefs C5OZ-6009-D

65/66 (Note 1) 1 C5OZ-6009-D flat-top pistons with valve reliefs C7OZ-6009-C

67 1 C7OZ-6009-C

63 1 C3OZ-6009-D uses front cover with oil filler hole

64 (Note 2) 1 C4OZ-6009-D with C3OE pistons C4OZ-6009-E

64 (Note 2) 1 C4OZ-6009-E with C4OE pistons

65/67 1 C5OZ-6009-B 6-bolt bellhousing

68 before 9-67 1 C8AZ-6009-A C8AZ-6009-C

68 before 9-67 1 C8DZ-6009-A C8AZ-6009-C

68/69 from 9-67 1 1 C8AZ-6009-C D1TZ-6009-B

6010   BLOCK ASSEMBLY - CYLINDER

62/63 (Note 3) 1 C2OZ-6010-A 3.5" bore. with 6" engine mount spread C3OZ-6010-B

63 (Note 3) 1 C3OZ-6010-B
3.5" bore. with 7" engine mount spread. includes (2) C3OZ-6046-A supports 
for replacing C2OZ-6010-A block. (Notes 4, 5)

62/63 (Note 3) 1 C2OZ-6010-B 3.8" bore. with 6" engine mount spread C3OZ-6010-C (9-67)

63 (Note 3) 1 C3OZ-6010-C
3.8" bore. with 7" engine mount spread. includes (2) C3OZ-6046-A
supports, (1) C3AZ-6038-G, and (1) C3AZ-6038-H insulators for replacing 
C2OZ-6010-B block. (Notes 4, 5)

64 before 6-1-64 (Note 6) 1 C4OZ-6010-B 3.8" bore. uses front cover without oil filler hole C4OZ-6010-D

64 from 6-1-64 (Note 6) 1 C4OZ-6010-D 3.8" bore. uses front cover without oil filler hole

63 1 C3AZ-6010-L 4.0" bore (Note 5) C4AZ-6010-B

64 before 6-1-64 (Note 6) 1 1 C4AZ-6010-A 4.0" bore. 5-bolt bellhousing

64 from 6-1-64 (Note 6) 1 1 C4AZ-6010-B 4.0" bore. 5-bolt bellhousing

65/66 1 1 C5AZ-6010-C 4.0" bore. 6-bolt bellhousing C5AE-6010-E

66/68 before 12-1-67 1 1 C5AE-6010-E 4.0" bore C5AE-6010-F

68 from 12-1-67 1 C5AE-6010-F 4.0" bore. includes C5OZ-6269-B thrust plate D1TZ-6010-B

63 1 C3OZ-6010-D 4.0" bore (Note 5)

64 1 C4OZ-6010-C 4.0" bore

65/66 1 C5OZ-6010-A 4.0" bore C5OZ-6010-B

67 before 6-1-67 1 C5OZ-6010-B 4.0" bore C5OZ-6010-C

67 from 6-1-67 1 C5OZ-6010-C 4.0" bore

68 before 2-1-68 1 1 C8ZZ-6010-A 4.0" bore C8TZ-6010-A

68 from 2-1-68 1 1 C8TZ-6010-A 4.0" bore. includes C5OZ-6269-B thrust plate C8TZ-6010-B

68/69 1 1 C8TZ-6010-B 4.0" bore. includes C5OZ-6269-B thrust plate C9TZ-6010-C

69 1 C9TZ-6010-C 4.0" bore. includes C5OZ-6269-B thrust plate D1TZ-6010-B

Note 1 - Ford indicated that the valve reliefs were incorporated into the flat-top pistons about 5-1-65.
Note 2 - Ford indicated that the C3OE to C4OE piston transition occurred about 4-2-64.
Note 3 - Ford published the transition between the 6" and 7" spread for the mounting pattern for 221 and 260 blocks as 

2-1-63. Mercury published the date as 1-7-63. These dates should be considered approximate.

Note 4 - C3OZ-6046-A supports for Farlane/Meteor. C3AZ-6038-G and C3AZ-6038-H insulators for Galaxie.
Note 5 - All 1963 blocks used a front timing cover with oil filler hole. After 1963, blocks used timing chain covers without an oil 

filler hole except for non-emissions reduction (road draft) applications.
Note 6 - Not for non-emissions reduction applications which occurred in all states except California and New York after 5-25-64.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6019   COVER ASSEMBLY - CYLINDER TIMING GEAR FRONT

62 before 10-16-61 1 C2OZ-6019-A with oil filler hole. #C2OE-6059-A or B. used with C2OZ-6023-C pointer C2OZ-6019-B

62 from 10-16-61 1 C2OZ-6019-B with oil filler hole. #C2OE-6059-C (filler hole about 1.365" in diameter) C2OZ-6019-C

62/63 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6009-C with oil filler hole. #C2OE-6059-D or C3OE-6039-B C4AZ-6009-B

64 (Note 1) 1 1 C2OZ-6019-D with oil filler hole. #C3OE-6059-B C4AZ-6009-B

64/65 before L8 (Notes 2, 3) 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-6019-A
oil filler hole cast closed (#C4AE-6059-B), or cast without oil filler hole 
(#C4OE-6059-A). used with aluminum water pump

C4AZ-6009-B

62/65 before L8 (Notes 2, 4) 1 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-6019-B
with oil filler hole. #C3OE-6059-B. included (1) 376962-S cup plug to plug 
oil filler hole (Note 5)

65/67 from L8 (Note 2) 1 1 1 C5OZ-6019-A
used with cast iron water pump.
#C5OE-6059-A1

C5OZ-6019-B

68/69 1 1 C5OZ-6019-B
includes (1) C8AZ-6023-B timing pointer and (1) 378371-S7 screw.
#C8AE-6059-A

C9OZ-6059-B

6020   GASKET - CYLINDER TIMING CHAIN/TIMING GEAR FRONT COVER (Also serviced in 6008 & 6079 kits)

62/63 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-6020-A .030" thick (Note 6) D9AZ-6020-A

65/69 from L8 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1

64/65 before L8 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 C4OZ-6020-A (Note 6) C2OZ-6020-A

6023   POINTER - TIMING

62 1 C2OZ-6023-A 39/16" long, (2) 23/64" bolt holes

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-6023-B

6026   PLUG - CUP

62/68 before 12-1-67 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B2A-6026-B .270"/.275"O/D. block off oil hole at distributor

62/69 (Note 7) AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C8AZ-6026-C 11/2" cup plug D7AZ-6026-A

62/69 (Note 7) AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C8AZ-6026-D 11/2" cup plug. .060" O/S

6046   BRACKET - ENGINE FRONT SUPPORT - TOP

62/63 (Note 8) 2 2 C2OZ-6046-A 7" overall length, 6" between bolt hole centers

63/65 (Note 8) 2 2 2 2 2
C3OZ-6046-D 8" overall length, 7" between bolt hole centers

64/66 Mustang only 2

A–22 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–23

Note 1 - Non-emissions reduction only (applications with road draft tubes). Ford indicated non-emissions reduction 
applications could be used in all states except California and New York after 5-25-64. Road draft tube not used on 
1963-64 289 HiPos.

Note 2 - Ford used two different dates as to when L8 occurred. One was 4-15-65 and the other was 6-1-65. Mercury used the 
date 5-2-65. Whatever the date, L8 affected the water pump and front timing cover designs. Water pump construction 
changed from aluminum to cast iron.

Note 3 - Emissions reduction only in 1964 (see Note 1). C4AE-6059-B appeared first. Later in 1964 production 
C4OE-6059-A appeared. Then both styles were mixed until stocks of the former were depleted.

Note 4 - Kit based on C3OE-6059-B cover. Included a cup plug so cover could be used as a service replacement for all covers 
before L8.

Note 5 - The 376962-S cap (freeze plug) was unique to Ford, was not serviced (not replaced), and only came with the C4AZ-
6019-B timing chain cover. The cup measured about .332" high, 1.365" diameter on the closed end, 1.370" diameter 
on the open end, and lip .059" thick.
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A-022

# - identification casting number

Note 6 -  C4OZ-6020-A only used for a short time before C2OZ-6020-A became the gasket for all applications.
Note 7 - C8AZ-6026-C replaced 376053-S used in 1962-67. Cup plugs for core holes in block and heads—4 used in 

blocks with 6" spread, 6 used in blocks with 7" spread, and 2 used for each cylinder head. See Note 8.
Note 8 - Ford published the transition between the 6" and 7" spread for the mounting pattern for 221 and 260 blocks as 

2-1-63. Mercury published the date as 1-7-63. These dates should be considered approximate.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6049   HEAD - CYLINDER

62 2 C2OZ-6049-A #C2OE-6090-A, B, D, G, or H C3OZ-6049-E

63 2 C3OZ-6049-A #C3OE-A or E C3OZ-6049-E (1-65)

62/63 2 C3OZ-6049-E kit. incl. (1) C3OZ-6049-A & (1) C2OZ-6051-A C3OZ-6049-AE

62/63 2 C3OZ-6049-AE kit. see contains below C4AZ-6009-B

 (1) C7AE-6049-F head (cylinder) (4) C3AZ-6505-J valve (exhaust) (8) B6A-6513-A spring (valve) (16) 7HA-6518-A key (valve spring retainer)
 (1) C2OZ-6051-B gasket (cylinder head) (4) C3AZ-6507-A valve (intake) (8) C7AZ-6514-A retainer (valve spring) (8) C3AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)

62 2 (export) 2 C2OZ-6049-B #C2OE-6090-K C3OZ-6049-F

63 2 (export) 2 C3OZ-6049-B #C3OE-B. .310" diameter valve stem C3OZ-6049-F

62/63 2 (export) 2 C3OZ-6049-F kit. incl. (1) C3OZ-6049-B & (1) C2OZ-6051-C C9OZ-6049-B

64 2 C4OZ-6049-A
#C4OE-A. 342" diameter valve stem.
included C2OZ-6051-C head gasket

63/64 (Note 1) 2 2 C3AZ-6049-C
#C3AE-F. used with 1.67" diameter intake valve.
52.6-55.6 cc chamber volume

C3AZ-6049-F

63/64 (Note 1) 2 2 C3AZ-6049-F
kit. incl. (1) C3AZ-6090-F & (1) C3AZ-6051-C.
used with 1.67" diameter intake valve.
52.6-55.6 cc chamber volume

64 (Note 1) 2 2 C4AZ-6049-A
#C4AE-C or C5AE-B. used with 1.78" diameter intake valve.
52.6-55.6 cc chamber volume. includes C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

C5AZ-6049-B

65 2 2 C5AZ-6049-B #C5AE-B, C5AE-E, or C5OE-M. includes(1) C3AZ-6051-C C3AZ-6049-AF

66 before L10, except T/E 2 2 C6OZ-6049-D #C6OE-M. includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C C3AZ-6049-AF

65/66 before L10, except T/E 2 2 C3AZ-6090-AF kit. see contents below

 (1) C6OE-6049-N head (cylinder) (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (4) C4AZ-6507-A or (4) C4OZ-6507-A valve (intake)

66 L10 only, except T/E 2 2 C6OZ-6049-F includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket C6OZ-6049-AF

66 L10 only, except T/E 2 2 C6OZ-6049-AF kit. see contents below

 (1) C6OE-6049-N head (cylinder) (8) C8AZ-6513-A spring (valve) (8) C7AZ-6571-B  seal (valve stem)
 (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (8) C7AZ-6514-A retainer (valve spring)

66/67 L11, L12, L13, except T/E 2 2 C6AZ-6049-G includes  (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket C6AZ-6049-AG (4-68)

67 L14 to bef. 8-1-67, exc. T/E 2 2 C7OZ-6049-C C6AZ-6049-AG (4-68)

67 from 8-1-67, except T/E 2 2 C7OZ-6049-D includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket C6AZ-6049-AG (4-68)

66/67 L11, L12, L13, except T/E 2 2 C6AZ-6049-AG kit. see contents below

 (1) C7OZ-6049-D head (cylinder) (8) C8AZ-6513-A spring (valve) (8) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)
 (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (cylinder head) (8) C7AZ-6514-A retainer (valve spring)

66 before L10, with T/E 2 2 C6OZ-6049-C includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

66 L10 only, with T/E 2 2 C6OZ-6049-E includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket C6OZ-6049-AE

66 before L11, with T/E 2 2 C6OZ-6049-AE kit. see contents below

 (1) C6OE-6049-M head (cylinder) (8) C8AZ-6513-A spring (valve) (8) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)
 (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (8) C7AZ-6514-A retainer (valve spring)

66 L11, L12, with T/E 2 2 C6AZ-6049-H includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

66 L11, L12, with T/E 2 2 C6AZ-6049-AH kit. see contents below

 (1) C8OE-6049-F head (cylinder) (Note 2) (8) C8AZ-6513-A spring (valve) (8) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)
 (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (8) C7AZ-6514-A retainer (valve spring)

A–24 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–25

Note 1 - Ford stated date of transition between 1.67" and 1.78" intake valves as 2-24-64. Mercury used the date 3-26-64.
Note 2 - C8OE-6049-F was the 1968 302-4V head, which was very similar to the 1966-67 289.
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# - identification casting number
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6049   HEAD - CYLINDER (continued)

67 L13 only, with T/E 2 2 C7OZ-6049-A includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

67 L14, L15, with T/E 2 2 C7OZ-6049-B includes (1) C3AZ-6051-C head gasket. C7OZ-6049-E

67 L13, L14, L15, with T/E 2 2 C7OZ-6049-E kit. see contents below

 (1) C7OE-6049-B head (cylinder) (8) C8AZ-6513-A spring (valve) (8) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)
 (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (8) C7AZ-6514-A retainer (valve spring)

68 except T/E (Note 1) 2 C8OZ-6049-E
61.7-64.7cc chamber volume.
includes C8OZ-6051-A

68 with T/E (Note 2) 2 C8DZ-6049-D
61.7-64.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C

68
except T/E, before 3-12-68
(Note 3)

2 C8AZ-6049-J
61.7-64.7cc chamber volume.
includes C8OZ-6051-A

68
with T/E, before 3-12-68
(Note 3)

2 C8AZ-6049-F
61.7-64.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C

68 from 3-12-68 (Note 3) 2 C8OZ-6049-G 52.0-55.0cc chamber volume C8OZ-6049-L (Note 4)

68 with T/E (Note 3) 2 C8OZ-6049-C
52.0-55.0cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C

C8OZ-6049-L (Note 4)

68 except T/E (Note 3) 2 C8ZZ-6049-A
52.0-55.0cc chamber volume.
includes C8OZ-6051-A

C8OZ-6049-L (Note 4)

69
with M/T, before 10-21-68
(Note 5)

2 C8AZ-6049-L
#C9OE-E. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C

C9OZ-6049-G (1970)

69
with M/T, from 10-21-68
(Note 5)

2 C9OZ-6049-C
#C9OE-E. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C

C9OZ-6049-G (1970)

69
with A/T, before 10-21-68
(Note 5)

2 C9OZ-6049-B
#C9OE-E. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume.
includes C8OZ-6051-A

C9OZ-6049-G (1970)

69
with A/T, from 10-21-68
(Note 5)

2 C9OZ-6049-D
#C9OE-E. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume.
includes C8OZ-6051-A

C9OZ-6049-G (1970)

63 (Note 6) 2 C3OZ-6049-D #C3OE-D. 47.7-50.7cc chamber volume C3OZ-6049-H

63/64 (Note 7) 2 C3OZ-6049-H
#C3OE-E or F. 47.7-50.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C

C7ZZ-6049-C

64 (Note 7) 2 C4OZ-6049-B #C4OE-B. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume C5OZ-6049-A

65/67 exc T/E (Note 8) 2 C5OZ-6049-A
#C5OZ-A. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

C5OZ-6049-B

67 with T/E (Note 8) 2 C7ZZ-6049-A
#C7ZE-A. 56.7-59.7cc chamber volume.
includes C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

C7ZZ-6049-B

67 with T/E (Note 8) 2 C7ZZ-6049-B
#C8ZE-B, service replacement.
includes C3AZ-6051-C head gasket

C7ZZ-6049-C

63/67 2 C5OZ-6049-B kit. see contents below C7ZZ-6049-C

 (1) C8ZE-6049-A head (cylinder) (Note 9) (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (4) C4OZ-6507-A valve (intake)

63/67 2 C7ZZ-6049-C kit. see contents below

 (1) C8ZE-6049-B head (cylinder) (1) C3AZ-6051-C gasket (head) (4) C4OZ-6507-A valve (intake) (4) C6AZ-6052-A plug (T/E injector)

A–26 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–27

Note 1 - 1968 289 V8s with A/T did not use T/E. Also used with M/T very late in the year.
Note 2 - 1968 289 V8s with M/T used T/E until T/E discontinued very late in the year.
Note 3 - T/E used with M/T. T/E not used with A/T.
Note 4 - includes (4) C6AZ-5052-A injector plugs for non-T/E applications.
Note 5 -  T/E was not used in 1969.

Note 6 - C3OZ-6049-D replaced very early.
Note 7 - Transition between C3OE and C4OE stated as 4-2-64 by Ford and 3-26-64 by Mercury.
Note 8 - Ford stated in a TSB that T/E was required in California after 4-5-67 for both M/T and A/T. Ford’s parts catalogs 

used the date 1-3-67.
Note 9 - C8ZE-6049-A probably the same as C8ZE-6049-B except not machined for T/E air injectors.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6051   GASKET - CYLINDER HEAD (Also serviced in 6008 and 6079 kits)

62 2 C2OZ-6051-A asbestos & steel, .076" thick C2OZ-6051-B

62/63 2 C2OZ-6051-B asbestos & steel, #C2OE-6051-C

62/64 2 (export) 2 C2OZ-6051-C asbestos & steel, #C2OE-6051-E C3AZ-6051-C

63 2 2 C3OZ-6051-B asbestos & steel, #C3OE-6051-B C3AZ-6051-C

63/69 except 68/69 with A/T 2 2 2 2 2 C3AZ-6051-C asbestos & steel, .063" thick, #C3AE-6051-G D0OZ-6051-A

68/69 with A/T 2 2 2 C8OZ-6071-A asbestos & steel, .047" thick, #C7OE-6051-A D0OZ-6051-A

6052   PLUG - CYLINDER HEAD EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY

66/69 8 8 8 8 8 C6AZ-6052-A
1/2"-20×111/32".
to plug injector holes in Cleveland heads when T/E not used

6065   BOLT - CYLINDER HEAD

62/69 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 C2OZ-6065-A lower 7/16"-14×2.29"

62/69 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 C2OZ-6065-B upper 7/16"-14×3.91"

6079   GASKET SET - VALVE GRIND (Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62 1 C2OZ-6079-A contents unknown. similar to C2OZ-6079-B C2OZ-6079-B

62/63 1 C2OZ-6079-B see contents below C2OZ-6079-D

 (2) C2OZ-6051-B head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-A gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (2) C2OZ-9441-A gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (intake manifold - front)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6079-D see contents below

 (2) C2OZ-6051-B head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-B seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-B seal (intake manifold - front)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6079-C see contents below C2OZ-6079-E

 (2) C2OZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-A gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (2) C2OZ-9441-A gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (intake manifold - front)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6079-E see contents below

 (2) C3AZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C2OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C2OZ-6571-A seal (valve stem) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)

63/65 (for 260, 1964 only) 1 (1964) 1 1 C3AZ-6079-A see contents below C3AZ-6079-C

 (2) C3AZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-A gasket (rocker arm) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C3AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (2) C3AZ-9441-A gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (intake manifold - front)

63/66 before L10 1 (1964) 1 1 C3AZ-6079-C see contents below D1AZ-6079-B

 (2) C3AZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-B seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C3AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem) (1) C2OZ-6870-A gasket (vent tube) (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-B seal (intake manifold - front)

66/67 from L10, before 9-1-66 1 1 C6AZ-6079-D see contents below D1AZ-6079-B

 (2) C3AZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C6AZ-6571-C seal (valve stem)    (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)

67 from 9-1-66, before L14 1 1 C7AZ-6079-A see contents below C7AZ-6079-B

 (2) C3AZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C7AZ-6571-A seal (valve stem)    (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (intake manifold - front)

67/69 from L14, exc. 68/69 w/ A/T 1 1 1 1 C7AZ-6079-B see contents below D1AZ-6079-B

 (2) C3AZ-6051-C head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-D seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)    (2) C3AZ-9441-D gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-D seal (intake manifold - front)

68/69 with A/T 1 1 1 C8ZZ-6079-A see contents below D1AZ-6079-B

 (2) C8OZ-6051-A head (cylinder) (2) C2OZ-6584-B gasket (rocker arm) (1) C3OZ-8255-A gasket (water outlet) (1) C2OZ-9A424-D seal (intake manifold - rear)
 (16) C7AZ-6571-B seal (valve stem)    (2) C3AZ-9441-D gasket (intake manifold) (1) C2OZ-9A425-D seal (intake manifold - front)

A–28 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–29
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6108   PISTON ASSEMBLY

62 8

C1DZ-6108-A standard-red, 3.4976"-3.4982" diameter C2OZ-6108-F

C1GY-6108-C standard-blue, 3.4988"-3.4995" diameter C5GY-6108-D

C2OZ-6108-T .003" O/S C5DZ-6108-K

C1DZ-6108-B .020" O/S C2OZ-6108-G

C1DZ-6108-C .030" O/S C2OZ-6108-H

C1DZ-6108-D .040" O/S C2OZ-6108-J

C1DZ-6108-E .060" O/S C2OZ-6108-K

62/63 8

C2OZ-6108-F standard-red, 3.4976"-3.4982" diameter C5DZ-6108-A

C2OZ-6108-T .003" O/S C5DZ-6108-K

C2OZ-6108-G .020" O/S C5DZ-6108-B

C2OZ-6108-H .030" O/S C5DZ-6108-C

C2OZ-6108-J .040" O/S C5DZ-6108-D

C2OZ-6108-K .060" O/S

62/64 8

C2OZ-6108-A standard-red, 3.7976"-3.7982" diameter C2OZ-6108-L

C2YY-6108-A standard-blue, 3.7988"-3.7994" diameter

C2OZ-6108-U .003" O/S

C2OZ-6108-M .020" O/S

C2OZ-6108-N .030" O/S

C2OZ-6108-R .040" O/S

C2OZ-6108-S .060" O/S

63/64 export only 8 (export)

C3OZ-6108-A standard-red

C3OZ-6108-B .020" O/S

C3OZ-6108-C .030" O/S

C3OZ-6108-D .040" O/S

63/64 before 4-2-64 (Notes 1, 2) 8 8 (1964

C3AZ-6108-G standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter. C3AE casting number C3AZ-6108-P

C4GY-6108-B standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter C4GY-6108-D

C3AZ-6108-V .003" O/S C3AZ-6108-AB or AG

C3AZ-6108-H .020" O/S C3AZ-6108-AC

C3AZ-6108-J .030" O/S C3AZ-6108-AD

C3AZ-6108-K .040" O/S C3AZ-6108-AE

64/65

from 4-2-64
before 5-1-65
(without valve reliefs)
(Notes 1, 2, 3)

8 8 (1964)

C3AZ-6108-P standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter. C4AE casting number C3AZ-6108-AA

C4GY-6108-B standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter C4GY-6108-D

C3AZ-6108-V .003" O/S C3AZ-6108-AB or AG

C3AZ-6108-R .020" O/S C3AZ-6108-H or AC

C3AZ-6108-S .030" O/S C3AZ-6108-J or AD

C3AZ-6108-T .040" O/S C3AZ-6108-K or AE

A–30 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–31

Note 1 - Ford indicated the change between C3AE and C4AE pistons occurred 4-2-64 or 3-9-64, depending on the source.
Note 2 - In 1964 only, the 289-4V used the same pistons as the 289-2V.
Note 3 - Ford stated that pistons with and without valve reliefs could be mixed.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6108   PISTON ASSEMBLY (continued)

65/67
from 5-1-65
(with valve reliefs)

8

C3AZ-6108-AA standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter. C5OE casting number C3AZ-6108-AF (Note 1)

C4GY-6108-C std.-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" dia., before 10-4-65 C4GY-6108-D (1965)

C4GY-6108-D std.-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" dia., from 10-4-65 C8OZ-6108-B (1968) (Note 2)

C3AZ-6108-AB .003" O/S C3AZ-6108-AG (Note 3)

C3AZ-6108-AC .020" O/S C9OZ-6108-T

C3AZ-6108-AD .030" O/S C9OZ-6108-U

C3AZ-6108-AE .040" O/S C9OZ-6108-V

68 8

C8OZ-6108-N standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter C9OZ-6108-N (Note 4)

C8OZ-6108-R standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter C9OZ-6108-R (Note 4)

C8OZ-6108-S .003" O/S C9OZ-6108-S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6108-AC .020" O/S C9OZ-6108-T (Note 4)

C3AZ-6108-AD .030" O/S C9OZ-6108-U (Note 4)

C3AZ-6108-AE .040" O/S C9OZ-6108-V (Note 4)

68 8 8

C8OZ-6108-A standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter C9OZ-6108-N

C8OZ-6108-B standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter C9OZ-6108-R

C8OZ-6108-C .003" O/S C9OZ-6108-S

C8OZ-6108-D .020" O/S C9OZ-6108-T

C8OZ-6108-E .030" O/S C9OZ-6108-U

C8OZ-6108-F .040" O/S C9OZ-6108-V

69 8

C9OZ-6108-N standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter

C9OZ-6108-R standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter

C9OZ-6108-S .003" O/S

C9OZ-6108-T .020" O/S

C9OZ-6108-U .030" O/S

C9OZ-6108-V .040" O/S

65
before 3-1-65
flat-top (without valve reliefs)

8

C5OZ-6108-A standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter C5OZ-6108-F

C5GY-6108-A standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter C5GY-6108-C

C5OZ-6108-E .003" O/S C5OZ-6108-G

C5OZ-6108-B .020" O/S C5OZ-6108-H

C5OZ-6108-C .030" O/S C5OZ-6108-J

C5OZ-6108-D .040" O/S C5OZ-6108-K

65/67
from 3-1-65
flat-top (with valve reliefs)

8

C5OZ-6108-F standard-red, 3.9984"-3.9990" diameter

C5GY-6108-C standard-blue, 3.9996"-4.0002" diameter

C5OZ-6108-G .003" O/S

C5OZ-6108-H .020" O/S

C5OZ-6108-J .030" O/S

C5OZ-6108-K .040" O/S

A–32 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–33

Note 1 - C3AZ-6108-AF replaced by 302 piston C8OZ-6108-A in 1968. See Note 4.
Note 2 - Ford chose to use the 1968 302 piston as the replacement rather than the 1968 289. However, the 1968 289 pistons 

(C8OZ-6108-N standard-red, C8OZ-6108-R standard-blue, and  C8OZ-6108-S .003" O/S) can be used as direct 
replacements for earlier 289 pistons. (See Note 4.)

Note 3- C3AZ-6108-AG replaced by 302 piston C8OZ-6108-C in 1968. See Note 4.

Note 4 - Because 289 pistons were not compatible in a 302 (the 289 piston skirts would strike the 302 crankshaft 
counterweights), Ford eliminated all 289-2V pistons as quickly as possible. Although the 1968 302 pistons were not 
a problem in any application, Ford probably eliminated them because their part numbers could be confused with 
those of the 289 pistons. The new 1969 302 pistons were used as replacements for both the 302 and 289-2V.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6108   PISTON ASSEMBLY (continued)

63 before 4-2-64 (Note 1) 8 C3OZ-6108-K standard. (Used with small-chamber heads.) C3OZ-6108-L

64 from 4-2-64 (Note 1) 8
C3OZ-6108-L standard-red, 3.9978"-3.9984" diameter. (Used with large-chamber heads.)

C3OZ-6108-M .003" O/S. (Used with large-chamber heads.)

6135   PIN - PISTON

62/69 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

B2AZ-6135-A standard, .9121" O.D. - .600" I.D. - 3.023" long

B2AZ-6135-B .001" O/S

B2AZ-6135-C .002" O/S

6148   PISTON RINGS (Contains the necessary rings to re-ring two pistons)

62/63 4

C0DZ-6148-A standard C0DZ-6148-F

C0DZ-6148-B .020" O/S C0DZ-6148-G

C0DZ-6148-C .030" O/S C0DZ-6148-H

C0DZ-6148-D .040" O/S C0DZ-6148-J

C0DZ-6148-E .060" O/S

62/64 4

B6AZ-6148-A standard

B6AZ-6148-B .020" O/S

B6AZ-6148-C .030" O/S

B6AZ-6148-D .040" O/S

C2AZ-6148-B .060" O/S

63/67 4 4 4

C3AZ-6148-B standard C3AZ-6148-F

C3AZ-6148-C .020" O/S C3AZ-6148-G

C3AZ-6148-D .030" O/S C3AZ-6148-H

C3AZ-6148-E .040" O/S C3AZ-6148-J

68/69 4 4 4

C3AZ-6148-F standard

C3AZ-6148-G .020" O/S

C3AZ-6148-H .030" O/S

C3AZ-6148-J .040" O/S

6200   ROD ASSEMBLY - CONNECTING

62/63 8 8 C2OZ-6200-A with 5/16" rod bolts

63/68 8 (1964) 8 8 C3AZ-6200-D with 5/16" rod bolts

63/67 8 C3OZ-6200-C with 3/8" rod bolts C9ZZ-6200-B

68/69 8 8 C8AZ-6200-A with 5/16" rod bolts D1OZ-6200-A

68/69 (Special performance, Note 2) 8 8 C9OZ-6200-B with 3/8" rod bolts

6211   BEARING - CONNECTING ROD

62 (Note 3) 16 16

C2OZ-6211-A standard-red, .0570"-.0573" thick C2OZ-6211-H

C2OZ-6211-B standard-blue, .0574"-.0577" diameter C2OZ-6211-J

C2OZ-6211-C .002" U/S C2OZ-6211-K

C2OZ-6211-D .010" U/S C2OZ-6211-L

C2OZ-6211-E .020" U/S C2OZ-6211-M

C2OZ-6211-F .030" U/S C2OZ-6211-N

A–34 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–35

Note 1 - Flat-top pistons with valve reliefs. Mercury states date as 3-25-64.
Note 2 - Part of Ford’s 1969 Muscle Parts Program (See photo 9LA2, page 9–31  and Appendix I).

Note 3 - Bearings carry C2OE stampings.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6211   BEARING - CONNECTING ROD (continued)

62/63 (Note 1) 16 16 16

C2OZ-6211-H standard-red, .0570"-.0573" thick C2OZ-6211-R

C2OZ-6211-J standard-blue, .0574"-.0577" diameter C2OZ-6211-R

C2OZ-6211-K .002" U/S C2OZ-6211-T

C2OZ-6211-L .010" U/S C2OZ-6211-U

C2OZ-6211-M .020" U/S C2OZ-6211-V

C2OZ-6211-N .030" U/S C2OZ-6211-Y

62 (Note 1) 16 16

C2OZ-6211-A standard-red, .0570"-.0573" thick C2OZ-6211-H

C2OZ-6211-B standard-blue, .0574"-.0577" diameter C2OZ-6211-J

C2OZ-6211-C .002" U/S C2OZ-6211-K

C2OZ-6211-D .010" U/S C2OZ-6211-L

C2OZ-6211-E .020" U/S C2OZ-6211-M

C2OZ-6211-F .030" U/S C2OZ-6211-N

62/64 (Note 1) 16 16 16

C2OZ-6211-H standard-red, .0570"-.0573" thick C2OZ-6211-R

C2OZ-6211-J standard-blue, .0574"-.0577" diameter C2OZ-6211-S

C2OZ-6211-K .002" U/S C2OZ-6211-T

C2OZ-6211-L .010" U/S C2OZ-6211-U

C2OZ-6211-M .020" U/S C2OZ-6211-V

C2OZ-6211-N .030" U/S C2OZ-6211-Y

65/69 (Note 2) 16 16 16 16

C2OZ-6211-R standard

C2OZ-6211-S .001" U/S

C2OZ-6211-T .002" U/S

C2OZ-6211-U .010" U/S

C2OZ-6211-V .020" U/S

C2OZ-6211-Y .030" U/S

63/64 (Note 3) 16

C3OZ-6211-A standard-red C3OZ-6211-M

C3OZ-6211-B standard-blue C3OZ-6211-M

C3OZ-6211-C .002" U/S C3OZ-6211-P

C3OZ-6211-D .010" U/S C3OZ-6211-R

C3OZ-6211-E .020" U/S C3OZ-6211-S

C3OZ-6211-F .030" U/S C3OZ-6211-T

65/67 (Note 2) 16

C3OZ-6211-M standard

C3OZ-6211-N .001" U/S

C3OZ-6211-P .002" U/S

C3OZ-6211-R .010" U/S

C3OZ-6211-S .020" U/S

C3OZ-6211-T .030" U/S

A–36 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–37

Note 1 - Bearings carry C2OE stampings.
Note 2 - Bearings carry C5OE stampings.
Note 3 - Bearings carry C3OE stampings.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6212   NUT - CONNECTING ROD

62 8 8 372440-S C3DZ-6212-A

63/69 8 8 8 8 8 8 C3DZ-6212-A 5/16"-24, hex

63/67 8 C1TZ-6212-A 3/8"-24×.557", hex, chamfered C9AZ-6212-B

6214   BOLT - CONNECTING ROD

62 8 C1DE-6214-A 5/16"-24×2.06 to 2.10" long C2DZ-6214-A

62/63 8 8 8 C2DZ-6214-A 5/16"-24×225/64" long C3AZ-6214-A

63/69 8 8 8 8 8 8 C3AZ-6214-A 5/16"-24×21/16" long

63 8 C1AE-6214-A 3/8"-24×2.10" long, curved/flat sided head C1AZ-6214-A

63/65 (Note 1) 8 C1AZ-6214-A 3/8"-24×27/32" long, curved/flat sided head

64 8 C4OZ-6214-A 3/8"-24×21/8" long, rectangular head C4OZ-6214-B

64/67 8 C4OZ-6214-B 3/8"-24, rectangular head

6250   CAMSHAFT

62 1 1 C2OZ-6250-A #U, hydraulic C3OZ-6250-B

63/64 1 1 C3OZ-6250-B #U, hydraulic

63/64 (Note 2) 1 1 C3AZ-6250-E #UA, hydraulic C3AZ-6250-V

64/69
(Note 2)
exc. with L15, A/T & T/E (’67)
exc. with A/T (1968)

1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6250-V #UA, hydraulic

67
with L15, A/T & T/E (1967)
with A/T (1968)

1 C7AZ-6250-C #YA, hydraulic (Note 3) C3AZ-6250-V (Note 4)

63/67 1 C3OZ-6250-C #AE, mechanical

69 (Special Performance, Note 5) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C9OZ-6250-C #C9OZ-C, hydraulic

6A251   CAMSHAFT BEARING KIT

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6A251-A see contents below

 (1) C2OZ-6211-A front (1) C2OZ-6262-A center (1) C2OZ-6263-A rear
 (1) C2OZ-6267-A front intermediate (1) C2OZ-6270-A rear intermediate (1) C2OZ-6266-A plug (rear bore)

6256   SPROCKET - CAMSHAFT

62/63 before 1-15-63 1 1 C2OZ-6256-A cast iron, 5.01" O.D., 42 teeth C3OZ-6256-C

63 from 1-15-63 1 1 1 C3OZ-6256-B cast iron, 5.01" O.D., 42 teeth C3OZ-6256-C

63/65 before L7 (Note 6) 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6256-C cast iron, 5.01” O.D., 42 teeth

63-65 before L7 (Note 6) 1 C3OZ-6256-A cast iron, 13/32" thick, 42 teeth

65/68
L7 to before 12-1-67
(Notes 6, 7)

1 1 1 1 1 C5OZ-6256-A nylon & aluminum, 42 teeth, without oil slots C5OZ-6256-B

68/69 from 12-1-67 (Note 7) 1 1 1 C5OZ-6256-B nylon & aluminum, 42 teeth, with oil slots

A–38 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–39

Note 1 - Although Ford showed this bolt serviced by the bolt with the rectangular head, the C1AZ-6214-A bolts were used at 
least into 1965 production, perhaps longer.

Note 2 - Ford gave a transition from C3AZ-6250-E to C3AZ-6250-V as 2-24-64. Mercury gave the date as 2-36-64.
Note 3 - Ford gave a date of 11-14-66 for L15, but it occurred between October 1966 and March 1967 depending on whether the 

289 was manufactured at the Windsor engine plant or the Cleveland engine plant.
Note 4 - Not a direct replacement, but a substitute.
Note 5 - Hydraulic version of the 289 HiPo C3OZ-6250-C cam. Part of Ford’s 1969 Muscle Parts Program (see Appendix I).
Note 6 - L7 occurred about 1-4-65.
Note 7 - The date 12-1-67 was when Ford incorporated dedicated oiling of the sprocket and timing chain through the thrust plate.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6261   CAMSHAFT BEARINGS (Includes 6261, 6262, 6263, 6267, and 6270)

62/69

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6261-A standard - front

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6267-A standard - front intermediate

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6262-A standard - center

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6270-A standard - rear intermediate

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6263-A standard - rear

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C2OZ-6261-B .015" U/S - front

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C2OZ-6267-B .015" U/S - front intermediate

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C2OZ-6262-B .015" U/S - center

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C2OZ-6270-B .015" U/S - rear intermediate

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C2OZ-6263-B .015" U/S - rear

6262   CAMSHAFT BEARING - CENTER (Refer to 6261)

6263   CAMSHAFT BEARING - REAR (Refer to 6261)

6263   SPACER - CAMSHAFT SPROCKET

62/65 before L7 (Notes 1, 2) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6265-A .221" thick, 1.56" O.D., .877" I.D., .325" gap

63/65 before L7 (Notes 1, 2) 1 C3OZ-6265-A .377" thick, 1.56" O.D., .877" I.D., .325" gap

6266   PLUG - CAMSHAFT REAR BEARING

62/69
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6266-A standard, 2.138"/2.157" O.D., cut shaped

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR C5AZ-6266-A .060" O/S (became available in 1965)

6267   CAMSHAFT BEARING - FRONT INTERMEDIATE (Refer to 6261)

6268   CHAIN - TIMING

63/65 before L7 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6268-A 58 links, used with wide sprockets

63/65 before L7 (Note 1) 1
C3OZ-6268-A 58 links, used with narrow sprockets

65/69 from L7 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1

6269   PLATE - CAMSHAFT THRUST

62/64 (Note 3) 1 1 1 C2OZ-6269-A .216" thick, used with countersink-head bolts

64/65 before L7 (Notes 1, 3) 1 1 1

C3OZ-6269-B .216" thick, used with hex-head bolts

C3OZ-6269-C .002" O/S, #2

C3OZ-6269-D .004" O/S. #4

63/65 before L7 (Note 1) 1 C3OZ-6269-A .377" thick, used with countersink-head bolts

65/68
L7 to before 12-1-67.
(Notes 1, 4)

1 1 1 1 1

C5OZ-6269-A .250" thick, without oiling extension C5OZ-6269-D (Note 5)

C5OZ-6269-B .002" O/S, #2 C5OZ-6269-E (Note 5)

C5OZ-6269-C .004" O/S. #4 C5OZ-6269-F (Note 5)

68/69 from 12-1-67 (Note 4) 1 1 1 1

C5OZ-6269-D .250" thick, with oiling extension

C5OZ-6269-E .002" O/S

C5OZ-6269-F .004" O/S

6270   CAMSHAFT BEARING - REAR INTERMEDIATE (Refer to 6261)

A–40 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–41

Note 1 - L7 occurred about 1-4-65.
Note 2 - Spacer not used with L7 and later. Spacer became part of the camshaft sprocket with L7.
Note 3 - Ford gave transition between C2OZ-6269-A and C3OZ-6269-B as 9-2-63. Mercury used the date 8-15-63.
Note 4 - The date 12-1-67 was when Ford incorporated dedicated oiling of the sprocket and timing chain through the thrust plate.

Note 5 - The replacement thrust plate with oiling extension and oiling grooves was compatible on older engines with the 
block’s oiling hole plugged, but the older thrust plate (L7 and later) could not be used on blocks from 12-1-67 with 
the oiling hole unplugged. So, Ford eliminated the older plates as soon as their supplies depleted.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6278   WASHER - CAMSHAFT SPROCKET

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6278-A 1.2" O.D., .406" I.D., .224" thick

6287   ECCENTRIC - CAMSHAFT FUEL PUMP DRIVE

62 1 1 C2OZ-6287-A
2.5075"/2.5125" O.D., .94" width.
(1) .310"/.330" hole, (1) 13/32" hole

C3AZ-6287-B

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6287-B
2.5075"/2.5125" O.D., .94" width.
(1) .315"/.335" hole, (1) 13/32" hole

6A302   PIN - CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL

62/69 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C0DZ-6A302-A .095" O.D., .31" long, pointed

6303   CRANKSHAFT ASSEMBLY

62 1 1 C2OZ-6303-A iron C3AZ-6303-F

63/68 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6303-F iron #1M

63/67 1 C3OZ-6303-B high nodular iron

68/69 1 1 C8AZ-6303-A #2M (Note 2) D2OZ-6303-B

6306   SPROCKET - CRANKSHAFT

63/65 before L7 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6306-A 21 teeth, steel or sintered iron. used with wide timing chain

65/69 from L7 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 C5OZ-6306-A 21 teeth, steel. used with narrow timing chain D5OZ-6306-A

63/67 1 C3OZ-6306-A 21 teeth, steel. used with narrow timing chain

6310   SLINGER - CRANKSHAFT OIL

62 1 1 C2OZ-6310-A C3OZ-6310-B

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6310-B

63/67 1 C3OZ-6310-A C9ZZ-6310-A

63/67 1 C9ZZ-6310-A service replacement. BOSS 302 (later replaced by standard C3OZ-6310-B) C3OZ-6310-B

6312   PULLEY ASSEMBLY - CRANKSHAFT (See Appendix B, page B–10.)

6316   DAMPER ASSEMBLY - CRANKSHAFT (Also see Appendix E, page E–5.)

62/63 24.5 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 4) 1 C2OZ-6316-A #C2OE-6316-A or C2OE-A or C2OE-6316-B

64 26.2 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 5) 1 C4OZ-6316-A #C4OE-A1

63/64 28.1 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 6) 1 1 C3AZ-6316-A #C3AE-F or C5AE-6313-G C3AZ-6316-B (1-65)

64 28.2 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 7) 1 1 C3AZ-6316-B #C4AE-C or C4AE-6316-D (Note 7)

65/67 28.2 oz.-in. imbalance 1 1 C5AZ-6316-A #C5AE-A1 or C5AE-6316-A2 C5AZ-6316-B

68 28.2 oz.-in. imbalance 1 C5AZ-6316-B #C8ZE-B1

68 28.2 oz.-in. imbalance 1 1 C8AZ-6316-A #C8OE-6316-A1 or C8OE-6316-A2 (Note 8)

69 28.2 oz.-in. imbalance 1 C9OZ-6316-B #C9OE-6316-D1 or C9OE-6316-A2 (Note 8)

63/64 24.5 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 9) 1 C3OZ-6316-A #C3OE-B C5OZ-6316-A

65/67 24.5 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 9) 1 C5OZ-6316-A #C5OE-A C5OZ-6316-B

67 24.5 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 9) 1 C5OZ-6316-B #C7ZE-A (1967 service replacement) C5OZ-6316-C (12-67)

67 24.5 oz.-in. imbalance (Note 9) 1 C5OZ-6316-F #C8ZE-A (1968 service replacement) (Note 10)

A–42 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–43

Note 1 - Used with rope-type seal. For C9ZZ-6701-A split seal, this pin must be removed from the rear main bearing cap.
Note 2 - The blueprint for the 302 crankshaft lists the same spec for iron as was listed on the 289 HiPo crankshaft blueprint.
Note 3 - L7 occurred about 1-4-65.
Note 4 - Used with the 221 V8 connecting rods.
Note 5 - Used with the 289 V8 connecting rods.

Note 6 - The slight change in imbalance between C3AZ-6316-A and C3AZ-6316-B was due to a change from C3AE to C4AE 
pistons which Ford said occurred 4-2-64 or 3-9-64, depending on the source. However, the slight difference of .1 
ounce-inch was within the .25 ounce-inch tolerance, so Ford allowed replacement of one with the other.

Note 7 - Although Ford never stated so, C3AZ-6316-B could be replaced by C5AZ-6316-A.
Note 8 - There were two distinct damper designs. One was imbalanced on the hub, the other was imbalanced on the outer ring.
Note 9 - Another 5.9 ounce-inch imbalance was on the C3OZ-6A360-A crankshaft counterweight for a total of 30.4 oz.-in.
Note10- Replacement dampers after 1969 were similar in appearance to the BOSS 302, but imbalanced for the 289 HiPo.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6A329   ADAPTOR ASSEMBLY - CRANKSHAFT PULLEY

62/63 1 C2OZ-6A329-A 4.84" flange O.D., 3" long

6333   BEARING - MAIN - UPPER HALF (for FRONT, FRONT INTERMEDIATE, REAR INTERMEDIATE, and REAR) (Note 1)

62 4

C2OZ-6333-A standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-A (Note 3)

C2OZ-6333-B standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-B (Note 4)

C2OZ-6333-C .002" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-K (6-62)

C2OZ-6333-D .010" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-L (6-62)

C2OZ-6333-E .020" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-M (6-62)

C2OZ-6333-F .030" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-N (6-62)

62 4 4

C2OZ-6333-H standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-A

C2OZ-6333-J standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-B

C2OZ-6333-K .002" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-C

C2OZ-6333-L .010" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-D (11-64)

C2OZ-6333-M .020" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-E

C2OZ-6333-N .030" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-F

63/64 4 4 4 4 4

C3AZ-6333-A standard-red (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-P

C3AZ-6333-B standard-blue (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-P

C3AZ-6333-C .002" U/S (Note 5) C3AZ-6333-S

C3AZ-6333-D .010" U/S (Note 5) C3AZ-6333-T

C3AZ-6333-E .020" U/S (Note 5) C3AZ-6333-U

C3AZ-6333-F .030" U/S (Note 5) C3AZ-6333-V

65/69 4 4 4 4 4

C3AZ-6333-P standard (Note 6)

C3AZ-6333-R .001" U/S (Note 6)

C3AZ-6333-S .002" U/S (Note 6)

C3AZ-6333-T .010" U/S (Note 6)

C3AZ-6333-U .020" U/S (Note 6)

C3AZ-6333-V .030" U/S (Note 6)

6333   BEARING - MAIN -  UPPER HALF (for CENTER) (Note 1)

62 1

C2OZ-6337-A standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-A (Note 7)

C2OZ-6337-B standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-B (Note 8)

C2OZ-6337-C .002" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-K (6-62)

C2OZ-6337-D .010" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-L (6-62)

C2OZ-6337-E .020" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-M (6-62)

C2OZ-6337-F .030" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-N (6-62)

62 1 1

C2OZ-6337-H standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-A

C2OZ-6337-J standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-B

C2OZ-6337-K .002" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-C

C2OZ-6337-L .010" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-D

C2OZ-6337-M .020" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-E

C2OZ-6337-N .030" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-F

A–44 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–45

Note 1 - Bearing has a full oil groove and one slotted hole.
Note 2 - Bearing stamped with C2OE number.

Note 3 - Can also use C2OZ-6333-H as a replacement.
Note 4 - Can also use C2OZ-6333-J as a replacement.

Note 5 - Bearing stamped with C3OE number.
Note 6 - Bearing stamped with C5OE number.

Note 7 - Can also use C2OZ-6337-H as a replacement.
Note 8 - Can also use C2OZ-6337-J as a replacement.
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A–46 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–47

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6333   BEARING - MAIN - UPPER (for CENTER) (continued) (Note 1)

63/64 1 1 1 1 1

C3AZ-6337-A standard-red (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-P

C3AZ-6337-B standard-blue (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-P

C3AZ-6337-C .002" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6337-S

C3AZ-6337-D .010" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6337-T

C3AZ-6337-E .020" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6337-U

C3AZ-6337-F .030" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6337-V

65/69 1 1 1 1 1

C3AZ-6337-P standard (Note 4)

C3AZ-6337-R .001" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6337-S .002" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6337-T .010" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6337-U .020" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6337-V .030" U/S (Note 4)

6A338 or 6333   BEARING - MAIN - LOWER (for FRONT, FRONT INTERMEDIATE, REAR INTERMEDIATE, and REAR)                      (Note 5)

62 4

C2OZ-6A338-A standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-H (Note 6)

C2OZ-6A338-B standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-J (Note 7)

C2OZ-6A338-C .002" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6A338-U (5-62)

C2OZ-6A338-D .010" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6A338-V (5-62)

C2OZ-6A338-E .020" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-Y (5-62)

C2OZ-6A338-F .030" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-Z (5-62)

62 4 4

C2OZ-6A338-H standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-S (Note 8)

C2OZ-6A338-J standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C2OZ-6333-T (Note 9)

C2OZ-6333-U .002" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-K

C2OZ-6333-V .010" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-L

C2OZ-6333-Y .020" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-M

C2OZ-6333-Z .030" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-N

63/64 4 4 4 4 4

C3AZ-6333-H standard-red (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-AA

C3AZ-6333-J standard-blue (Note 2) C3AZ-6333-AA

C3AZ-6333-K .002" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6333-AC

C3AZ-6333-L .010" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6333-AD

C3AZ-6333-M .020" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6333-AE

C3AZ-6333-N .030" U/S (Note 3) C3AZ-6333-AF

65/69 4 4 4 4 4

C3AZ-6333-AA standard (Note 4)

C3AZ-6333-AB .001" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6333-AC .002" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6333-AD .010" U/S (Note 4)

C3AZ-6333-AE .020" U/S, (Note 4)

C3AZ-6333-AF .030" U/S (Note 4)

Note 1 - Bearing has a full oil groove and one slotted hole.
Note 2 - Bearing stamped with C2OE number.
Note 3 - Bearing stamped with C3OE number.
Note 4 - Bearing stamped with C5OE number.
Note 5 - Bearing has no groove or slotted hole.

Note 6 - Can also use C2OZ-6A338-H as a replacement.
Note 7 - Can also use C2OZ-6A338-J as a replacement.
Note 8 - Can also use C3AZ-6333-H as a replacement.
Note 9 - Can also use C3AZ-6333-J as a replacement.
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A–48 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–49

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6A339 or 6337   BEARING - MAIN - LOWER (for CENTER) (Note 1)

62 1

C2OZ-6A339-A standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-H (Note 3)

C2OZ-6A339-B standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-J (Note 4)

C2OZ-6A339-C .002" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-U (5-62)

C2OZ-6A339-D .010" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-V (5-62)

C2OZ-6A339-E .020" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-Y (5-62)

C2OZ-6A339-F .030" U/S (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-Z (5-62)

62 1 1

C2OZ-6A339-H standard-red, .0955"-.0958" thick (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-S (Note 5)

C2OZ-6A339-J standard-blue, .0959"-.0962" thick (Note 2) C2OZ-6337-T (Note 6)

C2OZ-6337-U .002" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-K

C2OZ-6337-V .010" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-L

C2OZ-6337-Y .020" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-M

C2OZ-6337-Z .030" U/S (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-N

63/64 1 1 1 1 1

C3AZ-6337-H standard-red (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-AA

C3AZ-6337-J standard-blue (Note 2) C3AZ-6337-AA

C3AZ-6337-K .002" U/S (Note 7) C3AZ-6337-AC

C3AZ-6337-L .010" U/S (Note 7) C3AZ-6337-AD

C3AZ-6337-M .020" U/S (Note 7) C3AZ-6337-AE

C3AZ-6337-N .030" U/S (Note 7) C3AZ-6337-AF

65/69 1 1 1 1 1

C3AZ-6337-AA standard (Note 8)

C3AZ-6337-AB .001" U/S (Note 8)

C3AZ-6337-AC .002" U/S (Note 8)

C3AZ-6337-AD .010" U/S (Note 8)

C3AZ-6337-AE .020" U/S (Note 8)

C3AZ-6337-AF .030" U/S (Note 8)

6345   BOLT - CRANKSHAFT MAIN BEARING CAP

62/69 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 C2OZ-6345-A 7/16"-14×3.15"

6A360   COUNTERWEIGHT - CRANKSHAFT

63/67 1 C3OZ-6A360-A

6A366   PLATE - FLEX-PLATE REINFORCING

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6A366-A 327/32" O.D., 21/8" I.D., .075" thick

6375   FLYWHEEL (See Appendix E, page E–6 for additional details.)

62 1
C2OZ-6375-A 160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.

22.7 oz.-in. imbalance. C2OE-6380-E casting
C2OZ-6375-B

62/63 1
C2OZ-6375-B 160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.

22.7 oz.-in. imbalance. C2OE-6380-E casting
C2OZ-6375-G

62/63 1967 service replacement 1
C2OZ-6375-G 157 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.

22.7 oz.-in. imbalance

Note 1 - Bearing has no groove or slotted hole.
Note 2 - Bearing stamped with C2OE number.
Note 3 - Can also use C2OZ-6A339-H as a replacement.
Note 4 - Can also use C2OZ-6A339-J as a replacement.

Note 5 - Can also use C3AZ-6337-H as a replacement.
Note 6 - Can also use C3AZ-6337-J as a replacement.
Note 7 - Bearing stamped with C3OE number.
Note 8 - Bearing stamped with C5OE number.

!

!

!

!

A-048
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A–50 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–51

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6375   FLYWHEEL (continued) (See Appendix E, page E–6 for additional details.)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6375-E
160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
24.5 oz.-in. imbalance. C2OE-6380-E or C3OE-6380-B casting

C2OZ-6375-H

62/63 1967 service replacement 1 C2OZ-6375-H
157 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch
24.5 oz.-in. imbalance

64 1 C4OZ-6375-A
160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
26.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C3OE-6380-B casting

C4OZ-6375-D

64 1967 service replacement 1 C4OZ-6375-D
157 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
26.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C6ZE-6380-A casting

63/64 (Note 1) 1 1 C3AZ-6375-B
160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
28.1 oz.-in. imbalance. C3OE-6380-B casting

C3AZ-6375-F

64/66 (Notes 1, 2) 1 1 C3AZ-6375-F
160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C3OE-6380-B casting

C3AZ-6375-J

66/67 1966-67 Mustang and Falcon 1 1 C3AZ-6375-H
160 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C6ZE-6380-A casting

C3AZ-6375-J

67/68
1967-68 Mustang (Note 3)
1967 Falcon 289 4V (Note 4)
1967/68 Cougar 289 V8s only

1 1 C3AZ-6375-J
157 tooth ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch. #C7ZE-B.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C6ZE-6380-A casting

C3AZ-6375-F

65 Galaxie & Fairlane only 1 1 C5AZ-6375-A
168 ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

C5AZ-6375-N

66 Galaxie, Fairlane & Comet 1 C5AZ-6375-N
168 ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

C5AZ-6375-S

67/69

1967/69 Galaxie
1967/69 Fairlane/Torino
1967/69 Comet/Montego
1967 Falcon 289 2V (Note 4)
1968/69 Falcon
1968/69 Mustang 302 (Note 5)
1968/69 Cougar 302 V8s only

1 1 1 1 C5AZ-6375-S
164 ring gear, 10" or 10.4" clutch.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

66 Bronco only, before 6-1-66 1 C6TZ-6375-A
168 ring gear, 11" clutch. #C5AE-6375-G.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

C6TZ-6375-B

67 Bronco only, from 6-1-66 1 C6TZ-6375-B
168 ring gear, 11" clutch. #C6TE-D.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

C6TZ-6375-C

67/69 Bronco only 1 1
C6TZ-6375-C

168 ring gear, 11" clutch. #C7TE-A.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting69 Galaxie (Police Car & Taxi-cab) 1

63/66
before 7-1-66.
exc. 1965 Fairlane & Comet

1 C3OZ-6375-C
160 tooth ring gear, 10.4" clutch.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. C3OE-6380-B casting

C3OZ-6375-D

66/67 from 7-1-66, before 10-1-66 1 C3OZ-6375-D
160 tooth ring gear, 10.4" clutch.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. C6ZE-6380-A casting

C3OZ-6375-E

67 from 10-1-66 1 C3OZ-6375-E
157 tooth ring gear, 10.4" clutch. #C7ZE-A.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. C6ZE-6380-A casting

Note 1 - The slight change in imbalance between C3AZ-6375-B and C3AZ-6375-F was due to a change from C3AE to 
C4AE pistons which Ford said occurred 4-2-64 or 3-9-64, depending on the source. However, the slight difference of 
.1 ounce-inch was within the .25 ounce-inch tolerance, so Ford allowed replacement of one with the other.

Note 2 - Except 1965-66 Galaxie, 1965-66 Fairlane, and 1966 Comet.
Note 3 - Only three Mustangs equipped with 302-2V & manual transmission 1968.

!

!

!

!

A-050

Note 4 - Ford chose to use the Mustang engine for the 1967 Falcon with 289 4V. The Mustang 289 4V used the smaller 
flywheel. However, for the 1967 Falcon with 289 2V, Ford decided to use the Fairlane/Comet engine. The Fairlane/
Comet 289 2V used the larger flywheel. So, for only 1967 and only on the Falcon, two different flywheels were used 
depending on whether the 289 was a 2V or a 4V.

Note 5 - The 302 4V was a regular production option for the 1968 Mustang. Kevin Marti of Marti Auto Works identified only 
three Mustangs with factory installed 302 2Vs—likely Cougar engines on a day when the 289 2Vs were in short 
supply.

# - identification stamping
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6375   FLYWHEEL (continued) (See Appendix E, page E–6 for additional details.)

65 Fairlane & Comet only 1 C5OZ-6375-A
168 tooth ring gear, 10.4" clutch.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

C5OZ-6375-B

65
1967 service replacement.
Fairlane & Comet only

1 C5OZ-6375-B
164 tooth ring gear, 10.4" clutch.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. C5AE-6380-E casting

C3AZ-6375-J

6375   FLEX-PLATE (See Appendix E, page E–7 for additional details.)

62/63 1 C2OZ-6375-C
160 tooth ring gear, 10¼" converter. #C or no marking.
22.7 oz.-in. imbalance. for F/M/2

62/63 1 C2OZ-6375-F
160 tooth ring gear, 10¼" converter. #H.
24.5 oz.-in. imbalance. for F/M/2

63 1 C3OZ-6375-A
160 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C3OE-6375-A.
24.5 oz.-in. imbalance. for F/M/2 & C/M

64 1 C4OZ-6375-B
160 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C4OE-6375-B.
26.2 oz.-in. imbalance. for F/M/2

63 Galaxie only 1 C3AZ-6375-C
160 tooth ring gear, 10¼" converter. #C3AE-6375-A.
28.1 oz.-in. imbalance. for F/M/2

63/64 (Note 1) 1 1 C3AZ-6375-D
160 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C3AE-6375-B.
28.1 oz.-in. imbalance. for C/M & C4

C3AZ-6375-G

64/67
(Note 1)
except 1965-67 Galaxie

1 1 C3AZ-6375-G
160 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C4AE-6375-B or C7OP-A.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. for C4 & 1964 C/M

C3AZ-6375-K

68 except Galaxie 1 1 C3AZ-6375-K
157 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C7OP-B or C, C8OP-A or B.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. for C4

C3AZ-6375-L

68/69 except Galaxie 1 1 C3AZ-6375-L
157 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. # C8OP-C or D.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. for C4

64/66
1964/65 Fairlane
1966 Mustang

1 C4OZ-6375-C
160 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C4OE-6375-C.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. for C4

C4OZ-6375-E

67 Mustang 1 C4OZ-6475-E
157 tooth ring gear, 11¼" converter. #C7ZP-A.
30.4 oz.-in. imbalance. for C4

65/67 Galaxie only 1 C5AZ-6375-C
168 tooth ring gear, 12" converter. #C5AE-6375-C.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. for C/M & C4

C5AZ-6375-T

68/69 Galaxie only 1 C5AZ-6375-T
164 tooth ring gear, 12" converter. #C7AP-F or G.
28.2 oz.-in. imbalance. for C/M & C4

6378   WASHER - CRANKSHAFT PULLEY or DAMPER RETAINING

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 B8A-6378-A 1.76" O.D., .66" I.D., .212" thick

63/67 1 C3OZ-6378-A 1.76" O.D., .66" I.D., .325" thick

6379   BOLT - FLYWHEEL/FLEX-PLATE TO CRANKSHAFT

62 M/T 1 1 B7Q-6379-A 7/16"-20 C3OZ-6379-A

63/65 M/T. before 6-65 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6379-A 7/16"-20×1.06", nylon pellet lock B8A-6379-A

65/69 M/T. from 6-65 1 1 1 1 1 B8A-6379-A 7/16"-20×15/16" 

68 M/T 1 1 B8AZ-6379-A 7/16"-20×15/16" (used only briefly) B8A-6379-A

6379   BOLT - FLEX-PLATE TO CRANKSHAFT

62 A/T 1 1 EAA-6379-A 7/16"-20 C3AZ-6379-A

63/69 A/T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6379-A 7/16"-20×27/32", nylon pellet lock

A–52 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–53

Note 1 - The slight change in imbalance between C3AZ-6375-D and C3AZ-6375-G was due to a change from C3AE to 
C4AE pistons which Ford said occurred 4-2-64 or 3-9-64, depending on the source. However, the slight difference of 
.1 ounce-inch was within the .25 ounce-inch tolerance, so Ford allowed replacement of one with the other.

!

!

!

!

A-052

# - stamped identification number
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A–54 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–55

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6384   RING GEAR - FLYWHEEL

62 B, M 1 1

C2OZ-6384-A 160 teeth, for all except C5AE-6380-E flywheel C2OZ-6384-B

63

A 1 1

B 1 1 1

C, X 1

M 1 1

64

A 1

B 1 1 1

C, F 1 1 1

X 1

65

C 1 1

F 1 1 1

X (Note 1) 1 1

66
F 1 1 1

X 1 1

67

F 1 1 1

C2OZ-6384-B 157 teeth, for all except C5AE-6380-E flywheel
R 1 1

X (289 4V only) (Note 2) 1 1

68 F, R 1

65

A 1

C5AZ-6384-B 168 teeth, for C5AE-6380-E flywheel C5AZ-6384-D
B 1 1 1

C 1

66 A, B, C 1

67
A, B, C 1

C5AZ-6384-D 164 teeth, for C5AE-6380-E flywheel

X (289 2V only) (Note 2) 1 1

68

B, C, X 1

A, B, C, F, R 1

C, F, R, X 1

69 A, B, C, F, X 1

6392   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - FLYWHEEL & CLUTCH

62 B, M 1 1 C2OA-6392-A 5-bolt, aluminum, #C2OA-6394-A, 411/16" center pilot hole (Note 3) C3OZ-6392-E

63

A 1 1

C3OZ-6392-C 5-bolt, aluminum, #C3AA-6394-C, 411/16" center pilot hole (Note 4) C3OZ-6392-E

B 1 1 1

M 1 1

C, X 1

64

A 1

B 1 1 1

C, F 1 1 1

X 1

Note 1 - Only the Ranchero received the 289-4V. It was also optional for Falcons produced by Ford of Canada.

Key: A - Galaxie          B - Fairlane (or Torino)          F - Mustang          X - Falcon 
C - Comet (or Montego)          M - Meteor          R - Cougar

Note 2 - For 1967, the Falcon used the large flywheel for the 2V and small one for the 4V, hence different ring gears. See 
flywheels on page A–50.

Note 3 - Used with AB-7513-B canvas dust shield.
Note 4 - Used with C3AZ-7513-A rubber boot shield.

!

!

!

!

A-054

# - identification casting number
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6392   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - FLYWHEEL & CLUTCH (continued)

63/64 service replacement 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6392-E 5-bolt, aluminum, #C3AA-6394-C, 411/16" center pilot hole (Note 1)

62/64 Cobra kit 1 1 1 1 1 C4OZ-6392-A 5-bolt, steel, 411/16" center pilot hole

65 C 1 1

C5DZ-6392-A 6-bolt, aluminum, #C5DA-6394-A, 47/8" center pilot hole C5DZ-6392-B

F 1 1 1

66 F 1 1 1

X 1 1

67 F 1 1 1

R 1 1

X (289 4V) (Note 2) 1 1

68 F, R, before 2-15-68 1

68 F, R, from 2-15-68 1 C5DZ-6392-B 6-bolt, aluminum, #C5DA-6394-A, 47/8" center pilot hole

65

A 1

C5AZ-6392-A 6-bolt, aluminum, #C5AA-6394-B, 47/8" center pilot hole C5AZ-6392-D

B 1 1 1

C 1

66/67 A, B, C 1

67 X (289 2V) (Note 2) 1 1

68

B, C, X, before 2-15-68 1

A, B, C, R, before 2-15-68 1

C, F, R, X, before 2-15-68 1

68

B, C, X, from 2-15-68 1

C5AZ-6392-D 6-bolt, aluminum, #C5AA-6394-B, 47/8" center pilot hole
A, B, C, F, R, from 2-15-68 1

C, F, R, X, from 2-15-68 1

69 B, C, F, X 1

69 A 1 C9AZ-6392-A 6-bolt, aluminum, #C9AA-6294-A, 47/8" center pilot hole

6397   DOWEL

62/64 1 1 1 1 1 73279-S 3/8"×3/4" discontinued by 1964

65/69 1 1 1 1 1 EAD-6397-A 1/2"×1"

6424   SEAL - ENGINE REAR COVER PLATE

64/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 C4OZ-6424-A 53/4" O.D., 41/4" I.D., .15" thick can be used on earlier engines

6500   TAPPET ASSEMBLY - VALVE

62/65 before 5-65 16 16 16 16 C2OZ-6500-A hydraulic, .8742" O.D., 2" overall length C2OZ-6500-B

65/66 from 5-65 16 16 C2OZ-6500-B hydraulic, .8742" O.D., 2" overall length C2OZ-6500-C

67 before 5-1-67 16 16 C2OZ-6500-C hydraulic, .8742" O.D., 2" overall length C2OZ-6500-D (11-67)

67/69 from 5-1-67 16 16 16 16 C2OZ-6500-D hydraulic, .8742" O.D., 2" overall length D0OZ-6500-A

63/67 16 C3OZ-6500-A mechanical, .8742" O.D., 2" overall length

A–56 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–57

Key: A - Galaxie          B - Fairlane (or Torino)          F - Mustang          X - Falcon 
C - Comet (or Montego)          M - Meteor          R - Cougar

!

!

!

!

A-056

Note 1 - Used with C3AZ-7513-A rubber boot shield.
Note 2 - Ford chose to use the Mustang engine for the 1967 Falcon with 289 4V. The Mustang 289 4V used the smaller 

flywheel and smaller housing. However, for the 1967 Falcon with 289 2V, Ford decided to use the Fairlane/Comet 
engine. The Fairlane/Comet 289 2V used the larger flywheel and larger housing. So, for only 1967 and only on the 
Falcon, two different flywheels and housings were used depending on whether the 289 was a 2V or a 4V.

# - identification casting number
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6505   VALVE - EXHAUST

62 before 8-1-62 8

C2OZ-6505-A
standard, .3094" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.396" valve head diameter

C2OZ-6505-E

C2OZ-6505-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter C2OZ-6505-F

C2OZ-6505-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter C2OZ-6505-G

C2OZ-6505-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter C2OZ-6505-H

62/63 from 8-1-62 8 8

C2OZ-6505-E
standard, .3094" stem diameter, 4.87" long, improved, carried FoMoCo logo,
1.396" valve head diameter, diffused aluminum on valve head and face

C2OZ-6505-F .003" O/S valve stem diameter, diffused aluminum on valve head and face

C2OZ-6505-G .015" O/S valve stem diameter, diffused aluminum on valve head and face

C2OZ-6505-H .030" O/S valve stem diameter, diffused aluminum on valve head and face

63/66 before L10 (Note 1) 8 (1964) 8 8

C3AZ-6505-J
standard, .3410" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.45" valve head diameter, .245" from tip to top of slot

C3OZ-6505-A

C3AZ-6505-K .003" O/S valve stem diameter C3OZ-6505-B

C3AZ-6505-L .015" O/S valve stem diameter C3OZ-6505-C

C3AZ-6505-M .030" O/S valve stem diameter C3OZ-6505-D

66/67 L10 & later (Note 1) 8 8

C6AZ-6505-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.45" valve head diameter, .370" from tip to top of slot

C6AZ-6505-J

C6AZ-6505-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter C6AZ-6505-K

C6AZ-6505-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter C6AZ-6505-L

C6AZ-6505-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter C6AZ-6505-M

68/69 before L4 (Note 2) 8 8 8

C6AZ-6505-J
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.45" valve head diameter, .370" from tip to top of slot

C6AZ-6505-K .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C6AZ-6505-L .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C6AZ-6505-M .030" O/S valve stem diameter

69 L4 & later (Note 2) 8

C9OZ-6505-E
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.99" long (without cap) (Note 3),
1.45" valve head diameter, .460" from tip to top of slot

D2TZ-6505-A

C9OZ-6505-F .003" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6505-B (Note 4)

C9OZ-6505-G .015" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6505-C (Note 4)

C9OZ-6505-H .030" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6505-D (Note 4)

67/69
Galaxie Taxicab & Police Car
before L4 (Note 2)

8 8

C7AZ-6505-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.45" valve head diameter, .340" from tip to slot,
chrome finish on foot

C7AZ-6505-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C7AZ-6505-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C7AZ-6505-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter

69
Galaxie Taxicab & Police Car
L4 & later (Note 2)

8

C9AZ-6505-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.99" long (without cap) (Note 3),
1.45" valve head diameter, .460" from tip to top of slot,
chrome finish on foot

D2TZ-6505-A

C9AZ-6505-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6505-B (Note 4)

C9AZ-6505-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6505-C (Note 4)

C9AZ-6505-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6505-D (Note 4)

A–58 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–59

Note 1 - Ford published the date for L10 as 10-4-65.
Note 2 - Ford published the date for L4 on the 302 as 10-21-68.

Note 3 - Length is 4.99" without cap and 5.05" with C9OZ-6550-A cap.
Note 4 - Not used with tip cap. 5.05" long.

!

!

!
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6505   VALVE - EXHAUST (continued)

63/67 8

C3OZ-6505-A
standard, .3410" stem diameter, 4.87" long, chrome finish,
1.45" valve head diameter, .245" from tip to top of slot

C3OZ-6505-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C3OZ-6505-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C3OZ-6505-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter

6507   VALVE - INTAKE

62/63 8 8

C2OZ-6507-A
standard, .3104" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.597" valve head diameter

C2OZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C2OZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C2OZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter

63/64 (Notes 1, 2) 8 (1964) 8 8

C3AZ-6507-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.67" valve head diameter, .245" from tip to top of slot

C3OZ-6507-A

C3AZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter C3OZ-6507-B

C3AZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter C3OZ-6507-C

C3AZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter C3OZ-6507-D

64/66
(Note 1)
before L10 (Note 3)

8 8

C4AZ-6507-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .245" from tip to top of slot

C4OZ-6507-A

C4AZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter C4OZ-6507-B

C4AZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter C4OZ-6507-C

C4AZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter C4OZ-6507-D

66/67 L10 & later (Note 3) 8 8

C6AZ-6507-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .370" from tip to top of slot

C6AZ-6507-J

C6AZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter C6AZ-6507-K

C6AZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter C6AZ-6507-L

C6AZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter C6AZ-6507-M

68/69 before L4 (Note 4) 8 8 8

C6AZ-6507-J
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .370" from tip to top of slot

C6AZ-6507-K .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C6AZ-6507-L .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C6AZ-6507-M .030" O/S valve stem diameter

69 L4 & later (Note 4) 8

C9OZ-6507-E
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 5.05" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .460" from tip to top of slot

D2TZ-6507-A

C9OZ-6507-F .003" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6507-B

C9OZ-6507-G .015" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6507-C

C9OZ-6507-H .030" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6507-D

A–60 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–61

Note 1- Ford stated date of transition between 1.67" and 1.78" intake valves as 2-24-64. Mercury used the date 3-26-64.
Note 2 - The 260 V8 used this intake valve for all of 1964.
Note 3 - Ford published the date for L10 as 10-4-65.
Note 4 - Ford published the date for L4 on the 302 as 10-21-68.

!
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6507   VALVE - INTAKE (continued)

67/68 Galaxie Taxicab & Police Car 8 8

C7AZ-6507-E
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .370" from tip to top of slot,
chrome finish on foot

C7AZ-6507-J

C7AZ-6507-F .003" O/S valve stem diameter C7AZ-6507-K

C7AZ-6507-G .015" O/S valve stem diameter C7AZ-6507-L

C7AZ-6507-H .030" O/S valve stem diameter C7AZ-6507-M

68/69
Galaxie Taxicab & Police Car
before L4 (Note 1)

8 8

C7AZ-6507-J
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .370" from tip to top of slot,
chrome finish on foot

C7AZ-6507-K .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C7AZ-6507-L .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C7AZ-6507-M .030" O/S valve stem diameter

69
Galaxie Taxicab & Police Car
L4 & later (Note 1)

8

C9AZ-6507-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 5.05" long,
1.78" valve head diameter, .460" from tip to top of slot,
chrome finish on foot

D2TZ-6507-A

C9AZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6507-B

C9AZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6507-C

C9AZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter D2TZ-6507-D

63/64 (Note 2) 8

C3OZ-6507-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long, chrome finish,
1.67" valve head diameter, .245" from tip to top of slot

C3OZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C3OZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C3OZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter

64/67 (Note 2) 8

C4OZ-6507-A
standard, .3420" stem diameter, 4.87" long, chrome finish,
1.78" valve head diameter, .245" from tip to top of slot

C4OZ-6507-B .003" O/S valve stem diameter

C4OZ-6507-C .015" O/S valve stem diameter

C4OZ-6507-D .030" O/S valve stem diameter

6513   SPRING - VALVE

62/63 16 16 C2OZ-6513-A 2" long, 6¼ coils, 1.4" diameter, #light brown

63/66 before L10 (Note 3) 16 (1964) 16 16 B6A-6513-A 2" long, 6¼ coils, 1.4" diameter, not painted

66/67 L10, L11, L12, L13 (Note 4) 16 16 C6AZ-6513-B 1.9" long, 6½ coils, 1.2" diameter

67 L14 (Note 5) 16 16 C7AZ-6513-A 1.9" long, 6½ coils, 1.4" diameter, #black or gray C7AZ-6513-B

67 L15 to before 4-17-67 16 16 C7AZ-6513-B 1.9" long, 6½ coils, 1.4" diameter, #light green C7AE-6513-E

67 from 4-17-67 16 16 C7AZ-6313-E 1.9" long, 6½ coils, 1.4" diameter, #dark green C8AZ-6513-A

68/69 before L4 (Note 1) 16 16 16 C8AZ-6513-A 1.9" long, 6½ coils, 1.4" diameter, #black or gray

69 L4 & later (Note 1) 16 C9OZ-6513-B 1.95" long, 6 coils, 1.4" diameter, #orange

63/67 16 C3OZ-6513-A 2" long, 6¼ coils, 1.4" diameter, 2-piece, #red

63/69 Special Performance 16 (1964) 16 16 16 16 16 C9OZ-6513-C 1.9" long, 5¾ coils, 1.4" diameter, 2-piece, #orange stripe (Note 6)

A–62 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–63

Note 1 - Ford published the date for L4 on the 302 as 10-21-68. 
Note 2- Ford stated date of transition between 1.67" and 1.78" intake valves as 4-2-64. Mercury used the date 3-26-64.
Note 3 - Ford published the date for L10 as 10-4-65.

Note 4 - L11 & L12 occurred in 1966 production, L13 at the beginning of 1967 production. Also see Note 3.
Note 5- L14 occurred around September 1966.
Note 6 - Designed for a 1.66" installed spring height. See Appendix I.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6514   RETAINER - SPRING VALVE

62/63 16 16 C2OZ-6514-A
1.29" flange diameter, .37" height,
for .3104" stem diameter

63/66 before L10 (Note 1) 16 (1964) 16 16 C3AZ-6514-B
1.34" flange diameter, .39" height,
for .3140" stem diameter

C7AZ-6514-A

66/67 L10, L11, L12, L13 (Note 2) 16 16 C6AZ-6514-B
1.25" flange diameter, .50" height,
for small C6AZ-6513-B valve spring

67/69 L14 to before L4 (Notes 3, 4) 16 16 16 16 C7AZ-6514-A
1.34" flange diameter, .39" height,
for large valve spring

69 L4 & later (Note 4) 16 B9A-6514-A used with 6517 (Note 5)

63/67 16 C3OZ-6514-A hardened

63/69 Special Performance 16 (1964) 16 16 16 16 16 C9OZ-6514-E hardened, .090" offset (Note 6)

6515   SPACER (SHIM) - SPRING VALVE

62/66 before L10 (Note 1)
AR AR AR AR AR AR AR

B3Q-6515-A 1.34" O.D., 1.0" I.D., .030" thick67/69 L14 & later (Note 3)

63/69 Special Performance (Note 7) 16 (1964) 16 16

66/67 L10, L11, L12, L13 (Note 2) AR AR AR C6AZ-6515-A 1.36" O.D., .88" I.D., .030" thick

6517   SLEEVE - SPRING VALVE RETAINER

69 L4 & later (Note 4) 16 B9A-6517-A used with B9A-6514-A

6518   RETAINER (KEEPERS) - SPRING VALVE RETAINER

62/63 32 32 C0DE-6518-A used with .3104" valve stem diameter

63/69 32 (1964) 32 32 32 32 32 7HA-6518-A used with .3410" valve stem diameter

63/69 Special Performance (Note 8) 32 (1964) 32 32 32 32 32 C9ZZ-6518-A hardened, substitute for 7HA-6518-A

6524   BAFFLE - INTAKE MANIFOLD

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6524-A attaches to center underside of intake manifold

6A527   STUD - VALVE ROCKER ARM SUPPORT

62/65
before 9-29-64

16 16 16 16

C2OZ-6A527-A standard, 3/8"-24, .3713" O.D. at non-threaded end, 2.57" long C5AZ-6A527-A

C2OZ-6A527-B .003" O/S C5AZ-6A527-B

C2OZ-6A527-D .006" O/S C5AZ-6A527-B

C2OZ-6A527-C .015" O/S C5AZ-6A527-C

65/69
from 9-24-64 to before L4 (Note 4)

16 16 16 16

C5AZ-6A527-A standard, 3/8"-24, .3713" O.D. at non-threaded end, 2.57" long

C5AZ-6A527-B .006" O/S

C5AZ-6A527-D .010" O/S

C5AZ-6A527-C .015" O/S

A–64 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–65

Note 1 - Ford published the date for L10 as 10-4-65.
Note 2 - L11 & L12 occurred in 1966 production, L13 at the beginning of 1967 production. Also see Note 1.
Note 3- L14 occurred around September 1966.
Note 4 - Ford published the date for L4 on the 302 as 10-21-68.
Note 5 - Parts first used on the 1959 223 6-cylinder and 292 V8.

Note 6- Designed to be used with the special performance C9OZ-6513-C spring at a 1.66" installed height. The .090 offset 
meant that the retainer reduced the installed height of the spring .090" in comparison to the stock 289 C3AZ-6514-B 
retainer. When used with a .030 shim (see Note 7), installed height was further reduced by .120" (.090" + .030"). 
Since the stock 289 spring installed height was 1.78", the special performance retainer and shim yielded a 1.66" 
(1.78" - .120" = 1.66") installed height which was correct for the special performance C9OZ-6513-C spring. This 
same retainer could be used without a shim to replace the L4 & later 302 V8 2-piece retainer and sleeve so that the 
special performance C9OZ-6513-C spring could replace the stock 302 C9OZ-6513-B spring.

Note 7- Shim required along with C9OZ-6514-E retainer to install special performance C9OZ-6513-C spring in place of 
stock 289 B6A-6513-A spring. B6A-6513-A spring designed for 1.78" installed height. C9OZ-6513-C required a 
1.66" installed height. Shim along with C9OZ-6514-E retainer reduced height by .120" (1.78" - .120" = 1.66").

Note 8 - Same as used on BOSS 302.
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A–66 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–67

Note 1 - Ford published the date for L4 on the 302 as 10-21-68.
Note 2 - C2DZ-6A529-B also used at various times, but replaced by C2DZ-6A529-A. C2DZ-6A528-A equivalent to 

375717-S7 (S7 = cadmium plate), and C2DZ-6A528-B equivalent to 379860-S8 (S8 = zinc plate). However, original 
nuts, particularly 1962-66 known to have a phosphate & oil finish (S2 suffix). 

Note 3- Windsor manufactured 289 V8s incorporated L11 on introduction which occurred around January/February 1966. 
Cleveland manufactured 289 V8s incorporated L11 simultaneously, or nearly so, with L12, around May/June 1966.

Note 4 - Used on heads with round push rod holes when conventional rocker arms are to be installed in high performance 
applications. Requires machining and use of threaded rocker arm studs (6A527). See Appendix I.

Note 5 - C6OZ-6565-A was a non-case hardened push rod that could only be used on heads with round push rod holes. 
For this reason, it was quickly superseded by C2OZ-6565-B to prevent it from being mistakenly used in an engine 
requiring case hardened push rods (those with slotted push rod holes in the head).

Note 6 - Used with guide plates (6A564) for 351W heads on 289-302 with mechanical camshaft (See Appendix I).
Note 7 - Ford published the date for L10 as 10-4-65.
Note 8 - C7AZ-6571-B also used in later gasket sets to service all 289 engines back to 1963, and included the 1964 260 V8.
Note 9 - Replacement occurred sometime in the 1980s or early 1990s. Same seal as used on standard 429 V8.
Note10- Only used a short time.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6A527   STUD - VALVE ROCKER ARM SUPPORT (continued)

69 L4 & later (Note 1) 16

C9OZ-6A527-E standard, 3/8"-24, .3713" O.D. at non-threaded end, 2.75" long

C9OZ-6A527-F .006" O/S

C9OZ-6A527-G .010" O/S

C9OZ-6A527-H .015" O/S

63/65 before 5-1-65 16 C3OZ-6A527-A 3/8"-24 top end, 7/16"-14 at base end, 23/8" long C3OZ-6A527-B

65/67 from 5-1-65 16 C3OZ-6A527-B 3/8"-24 top end, 7/16"-14 at base end, 21/2" long

65A28   SEAT - VALVE ROCKER ARM FULCRUM

62/67 before 4-67 16 16 16 16 16 C2OZ-6A528-A .3738" I.D., .81" O.D., .36" thick C2OZ-6A528-B

67/68 from 4-67 16 16 16 16 16 C2OZ-6A528-B .3738" I.D., .81" O.D., .36" thick C2OZ-6A528-C

69 16 C2OZ-6A528-C .3738" I.D., .81" O.D., .36" thick

65A29   NUT - VALVE ROCKER ARM STUD

62/69 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 C2DZ-6A529-A 3/8"-24 (Note 2)

6550   CAP - VALVE STEM - EXHAUST

69 L4 & later (Note 1) 8 C9OZ-6550-A slips over tip of exhaust valve

6564   ARM - VALVE ROCKER

62/66 before L11 (Note 3) 16 16 16 16 16 C2OZ-6564-A #A, conventional type

66/68 L11 & later (Note 3) 16 16 16 16 C6OZ-6564-A #F, rail type C6OZ-6564-B

69 16 C6OZ-6564-B #F, rail type

6A564   PLATE - VALVE ROCKER ARM PUSH ROD GUIDE

66/69 L11 & later (Note 3) 16 16 16 16 C9OZ-6A564-B Special Performance. #C9OX-B (Note 4)

6565   ROD - VALVE PUSH

62 16 C2OZ-6565-A case hardened, 6.825" length, ball type ends C2OZ-6565-B

62/69 before L4 (Note 1) 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 C2OZ-6565-B case hardened, 6.825" length, ball type ends

66 16 16 C6OZ-6565-A non-case hardened, 6.825" length (Note 5) C2OZ-6565-B

69 L4 & later (Note 1) 16 C9OZ-6565-B non-case hardened, 6.905" length, ball type end

69 L4 & later. Special Performance 16 16 C9OZ-6565-F case hardened 6.905" length (Note 6)

6571   SEAL - VALVE GUIDE and VALVE STEM (also serviced in 6008 & 6079 kits)

62/63 16 16 C2OZ-6571-A bell-shape, for .3104" valve stem

63/64 before 2-28-64 16 (1964) 16 16 C3AZ-6571-A bell-shape, for .3140" valve stem C3AZ-6571-B

64/66 from 2-28-64, bef. L10 (Note 7) 16 (1964) 16 16 C3AZ-6571-B bell-shape, for .3140" valve stem

66 L10 (Note 7) 16 16 C6AZ-6571-B bell-shape, for .3140" valve stem C6AZ-6571-C

66/67 L10 to before L14 (Notes 1, 7) 16 16 C6AZ-6571-C bell-shape, for .3140" valve stem

67 L14 to before 4-15-67 (Note 1) 16 16 C7AZ-6571-A flat top, #C7OE-A C7AZ-6571-B (Note 8)

67/69 from 4-15-67 16 16 16 16 C7AZ-6571-B flat top, #C7OE-D C8SZ-6571-A (Note 9)

69 16 C9OZ-6571-A flat top, #C9OE-A (Note 10) C7AZ-6571-B (Note 8)
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A–68 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–69

Note 1 - The 289 HiPo seal was like the standard seal except the lower flare area of the seal was eliminated, making it slightly 
shorter in height and slightly smaller in diameter. However, the special performance C9OZ-6513-C spring, which 
was constructed like the 289 HiPo C3OZ-6513-A high performance spring (coil with inner flat damper spring), had 
the identical .95" I.D. of the 289 HiPo spring. In Ford’s Muscle Parts program, the C7AZ-6571-B seal was specified 
to be used with the C9OZ-6513-C spring on all 289-302 engines. “VALVE STEM SEALS C7AZ-6571-B (16 req’d) 
should be installed in 289-302 engines to control oil consumption on acceleration and deceleration, and provide 
necessary clearance.” The C7AZ-6571-B seal replaced the C7AZ-6571-A and C9OZ-6571-A seals and was used 
as the service replacement for all L14 and later 289 V8s and all 302 V8s. Furthermore, Ford used this same seal in 
later gasket sets to service all 289 engines back to 1963, and included the 1964 260 V8. The C7AZ-6571-B seal was 
replaced by the C8SZ-6571-A standard 429 V8 valve seal sometime in the 1980s or early 1990s.

Note 2 - C2OZ-6582-C and C2OZ-6582-D have 1964 engineering numbers, so might have been a round top, or could have 
been like the 1964 valve covers but without the PCV and oil filler holes and baffles.

Note 3 - Ford gave 1963 and 1964 engineering numbers, so early covers were probably round top, whereas later ones might 
be like the 1964 valve covers but without the PCV and oil filler holes and baffles.

Note 4 - It is possible that some late 1964 Fairlanes with 289 HiPo received chrome-plated valve covers.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6571   SEAL - VALVE GUIDE and VALVE STEM (continued)

63/64 before 2-28-64 16 C3OZ-6571-A (Note 1) C3OZ-6571-B

64/66 from 2-28-64 16 C3OZ-6571-B (Note 1) C3OZ-6571-C

67 16 C3OZ-6571-C (Note 1)

6582   COVER - VALVE ROCKER ARM

62 2 C2OZ-6582-A #blue C2OZ-6582-B

62/63 except X(Sprint) 2 2 2 2 2 C2OZ-6582-B #silver C2OZ-6582-D

64

non-E/R, except X(Sprint) 2

C2OZ-6582-C #blue (Note 2) C2OZ-6582-Dnon-E/R 2

non-E/R, except C(Cyclone) 2

64

non-E/R, except X(Sprint) 2

C2OZ-6582-D (Note 2)non-E/R 2

non-E/R, except C(Cyclone) 2

63 X(Sprint 2

C3DZ-6582-C #chrome (Note 3)
64

non-E/R, X(Sprint) 2

non-E/R, C(Cyclone) 2

64

E/R, except X(Sprint) 1 set

C4AZ-6582-A R.H., #red C4AZ-6582-CE/R 1 set

E/R, except C(Cyclone) 1 set

Fairlane only (Note 4) 1 set

C4AZ-6582-B L.H., #red C4AZ-6582-D
65

before 10-30-64 1 set

before 10-30-64, exc. C(Cyclone) 1 set

65 from 10-30-64, exc. C(Cyclone) 1 set 1 set
C4AZ-6582-C R.H., #primer C6AZ-6582-A

C4AZ-6582-D L.H., #primer C6AZ-6582-B

64
E/R, X(Sprint) & C(Cyclone) 1 set 1 set

C4DZ-6582-A R.H., #chrome C4DZ-6582-C
except Fairlane (Note 4) 1 set

65
before 10-30-64, C(Cyclone) 1 set

C4DZ-6582-B L.H., #chrome C6ZZ-6582-B
before 10-30-64 1 set

65
from 10-30-64, C(Cyclone) 1 set C4DZ-6582-C R.H., #chrome C6ZZ-6582-A

from 10-30-64 1 set C4DZ-6582-B L.H., #chrome C6ZZ-6582-B

Key: E/R - emissions reduction. uses PCV valve from R.H. valve cover.
 non-E/R - road draft tube. attaches to rear of intake manifold in 1964 starting about 5-2-64 for vehicles in some states.
 C - Comet F - Mustang X - Falcon
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A–70 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–71

Note 1 - Ford indicated a date of about May 2, 1966 for L12.
Note 2 - Service replacement alternative to C6AZ-6582-H and C6AZ-6582-J. (No production 289 or 302 engines used 

chromed valve covers in 1968/69.)
Note 3 - Shelby valve cover options for early Mustang.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6582   COVER - VALVE ROCKER ARM (continued)

66 before L12 (Note 1) 1 set 1 set
C6AZ-6582-A R.H., #primer, notched for T/E, rounded C6AZ-6582-G (#blue)

C6AZ-6582-B L.H., #primer, notched for T/E,  rounded

66
before L12, Mustang only 
(Note 1)

1 set
C6ZZ-6582-A R.H., #chrome, notched for T/E, rounded

C6ZZ-6582-B L.H., #chrome, notched for T/E, rounded

66/67 L12 & later (Note 1) 1 set 1 set
C6AZ-6582-E R.H., #primer, plain flat top C6AZ-6582-H (1-68)

C6AZ-6582-F L.H., #primer, plain flat top C6AZ-6582-J (1-68)

66/67 L12 & later (Note 1) 1 set
C6ZZ-6582-C R.H., #chrome, plain flat top C6ZZ-6582-H

C6ZZ-6582-D L.H., #chrome, plain flat top C6ZZ-6582-J

68 1 set 1 set 1 set
C6AZ-6582-H R.H., #primer, “Powered by Ford” C6AZ-6582-K

C6AZ-6582-J L.H., #primer, “Powered by Ford” C6AZ-6582-L

68/69 (Note 2) 1 set 1 set 1 set
C6ZZ-6582-H R.H., #chrome, “Powered by Ford”

C6ZZ-6582-J L.H., #chrome, “Powered by Ford”

69 1 set
C6AZ-6582-K R.H., #primer, “Powered by Ford” D2OZ-6582-D

C6AZ-6582-L L.H., #primer, “Powered by Ford” D2OZ-6582-C

64 Mustang (Note 3) 1 set
C5ZZ-6582-A R.H., aluminum, “Cobra - Powered by Ford” not replaced 11-64

C5ZZ-6582-B L.H., aluminum, “Cobra - Powered by Ford” not replaced 11-64

6584   GASKET - VALVE ROCKER ARM COVER

62/66 2 2 2 2 2 C2OZ-6584-A .17" thick C2OZ-6584-B

66 2 2 2 C6OZ-6584-A .17" thick, cork & rubber C2OZ-6584-B

66/69 2 2 2 2 2 C2OZ-6584-B rubber

6600   PUMP ASSEMBLY - ENGINE OIL

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6600-A includes (1) C2OZ-6626-C & (1) C2OZ-6659-C gaskets

6A603   EMISSION REDUCTION - KIT (Consists of necessary parts to convert to emission reduction ventilation)

63 1 C4OZ-6A603-A for tri-power (Note 4)

6608   ROTOR and SHAFT ASSEMBLY - OIL PUMP DRIVE

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B8A-6608-A

6616   PLATE - OIL PUMP BODY

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B8A-6616-C

6A616   PLUG - OIL PUMP BODY RELIEF VALVE

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6A616-A cup type, .642" & .650" O.D., .361" height C2OZ-6A616-AMR

6A618   SHAFT - OIL PUMP INTERMEDIATE

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6A618-A 7.44" long, includes retaining ring D8AZ-6A618-A

6622   SCREEN, TUBE and COVER ASSEMBLY - OIL PUMP

62 1 1 C2OZ-6622-A compatible only with C2OZ-6675-A oil pan C3OZ-6622-A

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6622-A compatible with C2OZ-6675-A and C3OZ-6675-A oil pans

66/69 Bronco only 1 C6TZ-6622-D

!
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Note 4 - PCV kit for Cobra (3) 2V tri-power intake manifold. Contains necessary parts to connect PCV to rear of the intake 
manifold for 1963 engines.
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A–72 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–73

Note 1 - Associated with road draft tube in late 1964 production (about 5-25-64). Road draft tube attaches to rear of intake 
manifold. See Chapter 4 for details. Road draft tube not used on the 1963-64 289 HiPo.

Note 2 - Associated with road draft tube in early 1965 production (about March 1965). Road draft tube attaches to R.H. valve 
cover. See Chapter 5 for details.

Note 3 - Used with road draft tube and air conditioning (A/C). See photo 4K5, page 4–56 and photo 5K9, page 5–53.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6626   GASKET - OIL PUMP SCREEN COVER and INLET TUBE (Also serviced in 6008 kit. Also part of 6600.)

62/65 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6626-A .020" thick C2OZ-6626-B

65/66 before 3-24-66 1 1 1 C2OZ-6626-B .020" thick C2OZ-6626-C

66/69 from 3-24-66 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6626-C .020" thick

6629   RING - OIL PUMP INTERMEDIATE SHAFT RETAINER

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B8A-6629-A .52" O.D., 6 prongs

6A630   DUCT - CRANKCASE VENTILATION

62/63 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-6A630-A baffle attaches to bottom side rear of intake manifold

64 non-emission reduction (Note 1) 1 1 1

6A631   ELEMENT - CRANKCASE VENTILATION OIL SEPARATOR

62/63 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-6A631-A

64 non-emission reduction (Note 1) 1 1 1

65 non-emission reduction (Note 2) 1 C5OZ-6A631-A

6A633   RETAINER - CRANKCASE VENTILATION OIL SEPARATOR ELEMENT

62/63 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-6A633-A 1.79" flange O.D., 1.9" long

64 non-emission reduction (Note 1) 1 1 1

6659   GASKET - OIL PUMP TO BLOCK (Also serviced in 6008 kit. Also part of 6600.)

62/65 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6659-A .010" thick C2OZ-6659-B

65/66 before 3-24-66 1 1 1 C2OZ-6659-B .010" thick C2OZ-6659-C

66/69 from 3-24-66 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6659-C .010" thick

6A664   HOSE - CRANKCASE VENTILATION TUBE - EMISSION REDUCTION CONTROL - PCV VALVE

62/63 1 1 1 C2OE-6A664-A 1/2" I.D., 21/8" long, used with C2OZ-6A665-A C3AZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

63 1 1 1 C3DE-6A664-A 1/2" I.D., 35/64" long, used with C3DZ-6A665-B C3AZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

63 1 C3OE-6A664-A 1/2" I.D., 2" long, used with C3DZ-6A665-B C3AZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

64/65 non-E/R (Note 3) 1 1 C1AE-6A664-C 1/2" I.D., 13/4" long, used with C4AZ-9A588-B idle compensator valve C3AZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

64 1 1 1 1 C4AE-6A664-A 1/2" I.D., (1) 90° bend, used with 378754-S 90° elbow (Note 5) C3AZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

65/66 before L12 (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 C5OE-6853-A 1/2" I.D., (2) 90° bends, used with round valve covers (Note 5) C3AZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

66/69 L12 & later (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 C6AZ-6A664-N 1/2" I.D., (2) 90° bends, used with flat-top valve covers (Note 5) C9PZ-6A664-A (Note 7)

6A664   HOSE - CRANKCASE VENTILATION TUBE - EMISSION REDUCTION CONTROL - OIL CAP

64/66 before L12 (Note 4) 1 1 1 C4AE-6853-B 5/8" I.D., (1) 90° bend, approximately 11½" long C3AZ-6A664-B (Note 7)

64 (Note 6) 1 1 C4OE-6853-A 5/8" I.D., to top of air cleaner, approximately 9" long C3AZ-6A664-B (Note 7)

64/67 (Note 6) 1 1 C4TE-6853-F 5/8" I.D., to bottom of air cleaner, approximately 9" long C3AZ-6A664-B (Note 7)

66/67 from L12 (Note 4), except F, R 1 1 C6AZ-6A664-P 5/8" I.D., (1) 90° bend, approximately 13½" long C9PZ-6A664-B (Note 7)

66/67 from L12 (Note 4), F & R only 1 1 C6ZZ-6A664-A 5/8" I.D., (1) 90° bend, approximately 12" long C9PZ-6A664-B (Note 7)

68/69 1 1 1 C3AZ-6A664-B 5/8" I.D., no bends, bulk, cut to fit C9PZ-6A664-B (Note 7)

6A665   ADAPTOR ASSEMBLY (TUBE)  - CRANKCASE VENTILATION - EMISSION REDUCTION CONTROL

62/63 2V only 1 1 1 C2OZ-6A665-A hook type, used with 21/8" long hose C3DZ-6A665-B

63 2V or 4V 1 1 1 1 C3DZ-6A665-B low profile type, used with 35/64" long hose for 2V, or 2" long for 4V (HiPo)

Note 4 - Ford indicated a date of about May 2, 1966 for L12.
Note 5 - .75" removed at final assembly for A/C.
 See photo 4K5, page 4–56 photo 5K9, page 5–53,
 and photo 6K24, page 4–47.
Note 6 - For 260 V8, Sprint only in 1964.

Note 7 - Bulk, cut to fit.
 C3AZ-6A664-A replaced by C9PZ-6A664-A.
 C3AZ-6A664-B replaced by C9PZ-6A664-B.
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A–74 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–75

Note 1 - This is approximately at the start of 1964½ Mustang production.
Note 2 - Ford stated that the serviceable PCV valve should be cleaned every 6,000 miles. The non-serviceable PCV valve was 

to be changed every 12,000 miles.
Note 3 - See Appendix I for more details on Cobra kits.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6A666   VALVE ASSEMBLY (PCV) - CRANKCASE VENTILATION REGULATOR - EMISSION REDUCTION CONTROL

62/63 1 1 1 1 C1AE-6A666-F
orifice type, #C1AE-6A666-F, gun metal black,
27/8" long, 3/4"-16 threads one end

C3AZ-6A666-A

63 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6A666-A
orifice type, #C3AE-6A666-A, gun metal black,
27/8" long, 3/4"-16 threads one end

C1AZ-6A666-A

62/63 service replacement 1 1 1 1 C1AZ-6A666-A
“jiggle-pin” type, #C4TE-6A666-F, cad plate,
27/8" long, 3/4"-16 threads one end

64 before 3-14-64 1 C4AZ-6A666-A
orifice type, #C4AE-6A666-A, gun metal black,
1/4"-18 pipe thread one end

C5ZZ-6A666-A (11-64)

64 before 3-13-64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 C3TZ-6A666-A
orifice type, #C3TE-6A666-B, gun metal black,
1/4"-18 pipe thread one end

C5ZZ-6A666-A (11-64)

64 from 3-13-64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C5ZZ-6A666-A
“jiggle-pin” type, #C4ZE-6A666-A, cad plate,
1/4"-18 pipe thread one end

C7OZ-6A666-A

64 service replacement 1 1 1 1 C7OZ-6A666-A
“jiggle-pin” type, #C7AE-6A666-B, cad plate,
1/4"-18 pipe thread one end

65/68 before 9-67 1 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-6A666-A
“jiggle-pin” type, #C5AE-6A666-A1 or A2 or C7AE-6A666-A or C.
cad plate, hose fitting end. serviceable (Note 2)

C6AZ-6A666-A (9-67)

68/69 from 9-67 1 1 1 C6AZ-6A666-A
“jiggle-pin” type, #C6AE-6A666-B (stamped steel) or C9OE-6A666-A (gun 
metal black), hose fitting end. non-serviceable (Note 2)

D0AZ-6A666-A

6670   SPRING - OIL PUMP BODY RELIEF VALVE

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6670-A 2.13" face length, 15 active coils

6674   PLUNGER - OIL PUMP BODY RELIEF VALVE

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6674-A 3 grooves on .5603" O.D., 1.57" long

6675   PAN ASSEMBLY - ENGINE OIL

62 1 1 C2OZ-6675-A
used with C2OZ-6622-A oil pump pickup screen,
but compatible with C3OZ-6622-A screen

C3OZ-6675-A &
     C3OZ-6622-A

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6675-A use only with C3OZ-6622-A oil pump pickup screen C5AZ-6675-B (11-64)

65/69 1 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-6675-B use only with C3OZ-6622-A oil pump pickup screen D0OZ-6675-C

66/69 Bronco only 1 1 C6TZ-6675-D

65/67 GT-350 Mustang (Note 3) 1 C4OZ-6675-A “Cobra”, aluminum, ribbed, extra capacity

6700   OIL SEAL - CYLINDER FRONT COVER (Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62 1 1 C2AZ-6700-A #C2AE-6700-A C3AZ-6700-A

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6700-A #C3AE-6700-A

6701   PACKING - CRANKSHAFT - REAR (Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62/69 except from 10-4-65 to 67 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 C2OZ-6701-A rope type, 61/2" long, 27/64" wide, 7/32" thick, cut to fit C9OZ-6701-A

66/67 from 10-4-65 to 67 2 2 2 C2OZ-6701-B rope type, 619/32" long, 27/64" wide, 7/32" thick, cut to fit C2OZ-6701-A

69 2 2 2 C9OZ-6701-A rope type, 613/16" long, 27/64" wide, 7/32" thick, cut to fit

62/69 service substitute kit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C9ZZ-6701-A rubber, split seal type (Note 4) D4FZ-6701-A (Note 5)

Note 4 - Must remove small pointed pin in main bearing cap to use this seal. See Appendix J, page J–14 for proper 
installation of this seal.

Note 5 - To use D4FZ-6701-A, cut center protruding tab off flush to side of seal.
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A–76 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–77

Key: L/N - Leece/Neville (generally used on fleet, Taxicab, and Police Cars). X - Falcon C - Comet

Note 1 - Generally, only used for fleet cars, Taxicabs, Police Cars, and non-production high performance applications. 
Standard production cars sold to the public used “spin-on” oil filters.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6710   GASKET - OIL PAN - R.H. (Part of 6781. Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OE-6710-B cork & rubber, .09" thick C2OZ-6781-A

6711   GASKET - OIL PAN - L.H. (Part of 6781. Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OE-6711-B cork & rubber, .09" thick C2OZ-6781-A

6723   SEAL - OIL PAN - FRONT & REAR (Part of 6781. Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62/69 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 C2OE-6723-B  rubber C2OZ-6781-A

6730   PLUG - ENGINE OIL PAN DRAIN

62 1 1 C2OZ-6730-A 1/2"-20×1.06" overall length, hex head C2OZ-6730-B

62 1 1 C2OZ-6730-A
1/2"-20×1.06" overall length, hex head,
includes (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket

C3AZ-6730-A

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6730-A 1/2"-20, hex head, includes (1) C2OZ-6734-A gasket D1AZ-6730-A

6731   ELEMENT ASSEMBLY - ENGINE OIL FILTER - WITH GASKET

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C1AZ-6731-A “spin-on”, one piece, 3/4"-16 female threads D9AZ-6731-A

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 C1TZ-6731-D used with cartridge type oil filter

6734   GASKET - ENGINE OIL PAN DRAIN PLUG

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6734-A nylon, 13/16" O.D., 1/2" I.D., 5/64" thick C3OZ-6675-A & C3OZ-6622-A

6737   COVER - OIL FILTER

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 B8C-6737-A used with cartridge type oil filter

6741   BOLT and VALVE ASSEMBLY - ENGINE OIL FILTER CENTER

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 B2A-6741-A used with cartridge type oil filter

6746   GASKET - ENGINE OIL - FILTER ELEMENT

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 EAA-6746-A
used with cartridge type oil filter
1.24" O.D., .72" I.D., .12" thick

6749   GASKET - OIL FILTER CENTER BOLT

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 EAA-6749-A
used with cartridge type oil filter
1.18" O.D., .77" I.D., .06" thick

6750   INDICATOR ASSEMBLY - OIL LEVEL

62 except L/N alternator 1 1 C2OZ-6750-A
22.48" shield to full, 23.32" shield to add,
24.44" shield to end. black handle

C3OZ-6750-B
(optional with C4GY-6750-A)

62/63 except L/N alternator 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6750-A
22.48" shield to full, 23.32" shield to add,
24.44" shield to end. black handle

C3OZ-6750-B
(optional with C4GY-6750-A)

64
except L/N & Ford alternator
except X(Sprint), C(Cyclone)

1 1 1 1 C3OZ-6750-B
22.48" shield to full, 23.32" shield to add,
24.44" shield to end. black handle

(optional with C4GY-6750-A)

64 X(Sprint), C(Cyclone) 1 1 1 C4GY-6750-A
22.48" shield to full, 23.32" shield to add,
24.44" shield to end. chrome handle

(optional with C3OZ-6750-B)

62/64 L/N or Ford alternator 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6750-B
20.59" shield to full, 21.37" shield to add,
22.49" shield to end

65
except L/N alternator
before 10-15-66

1 1 1 C5AZ-6750-B
17.62" shield to full, 18.39" shield to add,
19.40" shield to end. black handle

C5AZ-6750-F (11-67)
(optional with C5OZ-6750-A)

65 C(Cyclone) 1
C5OZ-6750-A

17.62" shield to full, 18.39" shield to add,
19.40" shield to end. chrome handle

C5OZ-6750-C
(optional with C5AZ-6750-B)65/67 before 10-15-66 1
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A–78 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–79

Key: L/N - Leece/Neville (generally used on fleet, Taxicab, and Police Cars).
 M/T - manual transmissionalcon A/T - automatic transmission E/R - emission reduction

Note 1 - Generally, only used for fleet cars, Taxicabs, Police Cars, and non-production high performance applications. 
Standard production cars sold to the public used “spin-on” oil filters.

Note 2 - Although the Ford Master Parts Catalog shows this tube used on the 289 HiPo, test fits (mock-ups) proved that this 
tube was not compatible with the 289 HiPo’s right side streamline cast iron exhaust manifold.

Note 3 - Associated with road draft tube in late 1964 production (about 5-25-64). Road draft tube attaches to rear of intake 
manifold. See Chapter 4 for details.

Note 4 - Pipe vertical to engine centerline in 1962. Pipe tilted 4° forward in 1963-64 to be vertical when engine installed.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6750   INDICATOR ASSEMBLY - OIL LEVEL (continued)

67 from 10-15-66 1 1 C5AZ-6750-F
17.62" shield to full, 18.39" shield to add,
19.40" shield to end. black handle

C5AZ-6750-G
(optional with C5OZ-6750-C)

67 from 10-15-66 1 C5OZ-6750-C
17.62" shield to full, 18.39" shield to add,
19.40" shield to end. chrome handle

(optional with C5AZ-6750-F)

68 1 1 1 C5AZ-6750-G
17.62" shield to full, 18.39" shield to add,
19.40" shield to end. black handle

69 1 C9OZ-6750-A
20.37" top of shield to full, 21.05" top of shield to add,
22.80" top of shield to end. black handle

66/69 Bronco only 1 1 C6TZ-6750-D
14.55" top of shield to full, 14.98" top of shield to add,
16.48" top of shield to end

65 L/N alternator 1 1 C5AZ-6750-A
15.50" shield to full, 16.26" shield to add,
17.26" shield to end. black handle

6751   DIAPHRAGM - OIL FILTER

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 B4A-6751-A used with cartridge type oil filter, 4.68" O.D.

6754   TUBE - OIL LEVEL INDICATOR

62/64 except L/N & Ford alternator 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6754-A approximately 15.83" long, includes bracket

62/64 L/N or Ford alternator 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6754-B approximately 14.19" long, includes bracket

65 except L/N alternator 1 1 1 C5AZ-6754-A approximately 111/4" long, includes bracket

66/67 1 1 1 C6AZ-6754-A approximately 111/4" long, includes bracket

68 1 1 1 C8AZ-6754-A approximately 111/4" long, includes bracket

69 1 C9OZ-6754-B approximately 133/16" long, includes bracket

65 L/N alternator 1 1 C5OZ-6754-A

66/69 Bronco only 1 1 C6TZ-6754-E approx. 1453/64" long, includes bracket

6758   TUBE - CRANKCASE VENTILATION - NON-EMISSION REDUCTION

62/63 1 1 1
C2OZ-6758-A

attaches at rear of intake manifold
(Note 2)64 except Comet & Falcon 1 1 1

64 Comet & Falcon, with M/T 1 1 1 C4DZ-6758-A attaches at rear of intake manifold

64 Comet & Falcon, with A/T 1 1 1 C4DZ-6758-B attaches at rear of intake manifold

65 except Comet & Falcon 1 1 C5AZ-6758-C attaches to R.H. valve cover

65 Comet & Falcon 1 1 C5DZ-6758-A attaches to R.H. valve cover

65 Fairlane & Mustang 1 C5OZ-6758-A attaches to R.H. valve cover

62/63 with E/R 1 1 1 C2OZ-6758-B kit, to convert to non-E/R, attaches at rear of intake manifold

64/65
with E/R,
except Comet and Falcon

1 1 1 C4AZ-6758-B kit, to convert to non-E/R, attaches to R.H. valve cover

64/65
with E/R,
Comet and Falcon

1 1 1 C4DZ-6758-C kit, to convert to non-E/R, attaches to R.H. valve cover

6763   PIPE - ENGINE OIL FILLER

62/63 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-6763-A

running change of included bracket occurred between 1962 & 1963-64. 
diameter at bottom of pipe about 1.367"-1.368". (Note 4)64 non-E/R (Note 3) 1 1 1
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A–80 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–81

Key: non-E/R - non-emission reduction (road draft tube used). C - Comet X - Falcon
 closed ventilation - hose ran between air cleaner and oil breather cap (open ventilation had no hose system)

Note 1 - Although Ford showed this cap being used for service into the 1963 production year, production cars had 
transitioned to a C3AZ-6766-B type cap well before the end of 1962 production.

Note 2 - Ford indicated a date of about May 2, 1966 for L12 (change from round type to flat top valve covers).

Note 3 - When closed ventilation first came out for the low-profile air cleaner (1964 289 HiPo and 1964 Falcon Sprint), 
the hose ran to the top of the air cleaner lid and required a upturned spout on the oil cap. Near the end of 1964 
production, the hose ran to the bottom of the air cleaner base and required an oil cap with a straight spout. The 
1964 Fairlane 289 HiPo oil cap was black, although might have transitioned to chrome oil caps at the end of 1964 
production. The 1964 Falcon Sprint and all 1965 289 HiPo oil caps were chrome.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6766   CAP ASSEMBLY - OIL FILLER and BREATHER

62/63 except X(Sprint) 1 1 C0AE-6766-E black. “OIL” embossed in top (Note 1) (optional with C2SZ-6766-A)

63 X(Sprint) 1 C2SZ-6766-A chrome (optional with C0AE-6766-E)

63/64
except X(Sprint), C(Cyclone)
open ventilation (1964)

1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6766-B black
C3AZ-6766-C (11-64)
(optional with C4DZ-6766-A or C)

64/66
open ventilation
except X(Sprint), C(Cyclone
before L12 (Note 2)

1 1 1 1 C3AZ-6766-C black (optional with C4DZ-6766-A or C)

64
open ventilation
X(Sprint), C(Cyclone)

1 1 1 C4DZ-6766-A chrome
C4DZ-6766-C
(optional with C3AZ-6766-B or C)

64/66
open ventilation,
C(Cyclone), except non-E/R
before L12 (Note 2)

1 1 1 1 C4DZ-6766-C chrome (optional with C3AZ-6766-B or C)

65
open ventilation, non-E/R,
except C(Cyclone)

1 1 1 C5AZ-6766-C black, with lower half-skirt
(optional with C5GY-6766-A)
(optional with C5OZ-6766-A)

65
open ventilation, non-E/R,
C(Cyclone)

1 1 C5GY-6766-A chrome, with lower half-skirt (optional with C5AZ-6766-C)

65
open ventilation, non-E/R,
Fairlane & Mustang

1 C5OZ-6766-A chrome, with lower half-skirt (optional with C5AZ-6766-C)

66/67
open ventilation,
L12 & later (Note 2)

1 1 1 C5AZ-6766-B black, wide diameter, twist-on (optional with C5MY-6766-C)

66/67
open ventilation,
L12 & later (Note 2)

1 1 1 C5MY-6766-C chrome, wide diameter, twist-on (optional with C5AZ-6766-B)

64/67
closed ventilation, Note 3
except X(Sprint), C(Cyclone)
except Mustang

1 1 1 1 C4TZ-6766-A black, wide diameter, upturned spout (optional with C4DZ-6766-B)

64/65
closed ventilation (Note 3)
X(Sprint - except late 1964), 
C(Cyclone)

1 1 1 C4DZ-6766-B chrome, wide diameter, upturned spout (optional with C4TZ-6766-A)

64
closed ventilation,
Mustang

1 1 C5ZZ-6766-A black, narrow diameter, upturned spout C5ZZ-6766-C

64
closed ventilation (Note 3)
late 1964 Fairlane only

1 C4TZ-6766-B black, wide diameter, straight spout (optional with C5ZZ-6766-B)

64
closed ventilation (Note 3)
Mustang

1
C5ZZ-6766-B chrome, wide diameter, straight spout

C5ZZ-6766-D
(optional with C4TZ-6766-B)

X(Sprint - late 64) 1

65/67
closed ventilation,
Mustang & Cougar

1 1 C5ZZ-6766-C black, narrow diameter, upturned spout

65/67
closed ventilation, Mustang
Fairlane (1965 only)

1 C5ZZ-6766-D chrome, wide diameter, straight spout (optional with C4TZ-6766-B)

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-6766-A black, ribbed sides, hole on top (optional with C8AZ-6766-B)

68/69 dress-up 1 1 1 C8AZ-6766-B chrome, ribbed sides, hole on top (optional with C8AZ-6766-A)
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A–82 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–83

Note 1 - Generally, only used for fleet cars, Taxicabs, Police Cars, and non-production high performance applications. 
Standard production cars sold to the public used “spin-on” oil filters.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6767   ELBOW - OIL FILLER CAP

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-6767-A 90° elbow, 5/8"×5/8" hose ends

6781   GASKET SET - ENGINE OIL PAN (Also serviced in 6008 kit)

62/65 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6781-A kit. see contents below C2OZ-6781-B

 (1) C2OE-6710-B gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear)
 (1) C2OE-6711-B gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) 01A-12410 gasket (oil pan drain plug)

66/68 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6781-B kit. see contents below D0OZ-6781-A

 (1) C6OE-6710-B gasket (oil pan - R.H.) (2) C2OE-6723-A seal (oil pan - front & rear)
 (1) C6OE-6711-B gasket (oil pan - L.H.) (1) C2OE-6734-A gasket (oil pan drain plug)

6838   GASKET - OIL FILTER MOUNTING

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 EAA-6838-A used with cartridge type oil filter. 4.995" O.D., 4.40" I.D., .06" thick

6840   GASKET - OIL FILTER MOUNTING

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6840-A used with cartridge type oil filter, .06" thick

65/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 C5AZ-6840-A used with cartridge type oil filter

6853   HOSE - CRANKCASE VENTILATION - CLOSED (See 6A664)

6A868   ADAPTOR - OIL FILLER CAP

66/67 with closed ventilation 1 1 1 C5AZ-6A868-A twist-on, used with push-on oil caps

6870   GASKET - CRANKCASE VENTILATION TUBE (Also serviced in 6008 & 6079 kits)

62/63 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-6870-A (3) 11/32" holes, .030" thick

64 non-emission reduction (Note 2) 1 1 1

6881   ADAPTOR and INSERT ASSEMBLY - OIL FILTER

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6881-B used with cartridge type oil filter. includes (1) EAA-6890-C inset

6889   SPRING - OIL FILTER ELEMENT RETAINING

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 B2A-6889-A used with cartridge type oil filter. approx. .94" free length, 4 active coils

6890   INSERT - OIL FILTER MOUNTING BOLT

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 EAA-6890-C
used with cartridge type oil filter. hex,
11/16"-12 male threads, 3/4"-16 female threads, 5/8" overall length,
steel, undercut bottom flange, attaches 6751 to 6881

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 EAM-6890-B
used with cartridge type oil filter. plain, 3/4"-16 internal
and 11/16"-12 external threads, .52" overall length, attaches 6881 to 6049

62 before 12-18-61 1 B7A-6890-A
“Spin-on” type oil filter. 11/4" hex, 3/4"-16 and 11/16"-12 male threads,
1.38" length. attaches to cylinder block

C2OZ-6890-A

62/66 from 12-18-61 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6890-A
“Spin-on” type oil filter. 11/4" hex, 3/4"-16 and 11/16"-12 male threads,
13/8" length. attaches to cylinder block

C2OZ-6890-C

66/69 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6890-C
“Spin-on” type oil filter. 11/4" hex, 3/4"-16 and 11/16"-12 male threads,
11/4" length. attaches to cylinder block

6A892   RETAINER - ELBOW TO OIL FILLER CAP

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-6A892-A 17/16" O.D., 17/64" I.D.

6A892   RETAINER - VENT

64/66 before L12 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 378766-S grommet, 3/4" I.D., holds 6A666 valve or 6758 tube to 6582 valve cover

66/69 L12 & later (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 1 C6AZ-6A892-A grommet, 3/4” I.D., slanted top. holds 6A666 valve to 6582 valve cover

Note 2 - Non-emissions reduction engines used road draft tube (rather than PCV valves) and were incorporated in states 
except California and New York after 5-25-64. The road draft tube was attached to the rear of the intake manifold.

Note 3 - Ford indicated a date of about May 2, 1966 for L12 (change from round type to flat top valve covers).
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A–84 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–85

Note 1 - Generally, only used for fleet cars, Taxicabs, Police Cars, and non-production high performance applications. 
Standard production car sold to the public used “spin-on” oil filters.

Note 2 - 1965/68 Mustang 289 V8s, 1967/68 Cougar 289 V8s, and 1967 Falcon 289 4Vs.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

6894   BOLT ASSEMBLY - OIL FILTER ADAPTOR MOUNTING

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-6894-A use with cartridge type oil filter

65/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 C4GY-6894-A use with cartridge type oil filter. 3/4"-16, 49/32" long

6898   RETAINER - OIL FILTER ELEMENT

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 B2A-6898-A use with cartridge type oil filter. 11/4" O.D.

6980   ENGINE DRESS-UP KIT - CHROME FINISH (See Appendix I, page I-126.)

7007   PLATE - ENGINE REAR

62/64 S/T 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-7007-A

65/68 S/T (Note 2) 1 1 C5DZ-7007-A

65/69 S/T (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-7007-B

62/64 F/M/2, C/M & C4 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-7007-B

65/69 C4 (except Galaxie) 1 1 1 1 1 C5OZ-7007-A

65/69 C/M & C4 (Galaxie only) 1 1 C5TZ-7007-B

7A026   STUD - AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SHIFT BELLCRANK TO ENGINE

62/64
Fairlane & Meteor only.
F/M/2 and C4

1 1 1 1 C2OZ-7A026-B 1/2"-18 thread one end

7B094   TUBE ASSEMBLY - ENGINE TO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION VACUUM HOSE (See 9A474)

7B108   LINK ASSEMBLY - TRANSMISSION KICKDOWN ROD ADJUSTING

64/65 Falcon/Comet with C4 1 1 1 C4DZ-7B108-A Comet only in 1964

7D138   ADAPTOR ASSEMBLY - AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SHIFT BELLCRANK TO ENGINE

63/64
Galaxie only
F/M/2, C/M and C4

1 1 C3AZ-7D138-A 1/2"-18 thread one end

7B146   SPRING - TRANSMISSION KICKDOWN CONTROL ROD RETRACTING

62/63 F/M/2 (except ’63 Galaxie) 1 1 C2OA-7B146-B
151/4 coils, 2.46" free length, .053" wire, .615" O.D.,
located on 7A185

63 F/M/2 & C/M (Galaxie only) 1 1 C3AZ-7B146-A
181/4 coils, approximately 5.11" free length,
located between 7A185 and 9725 (pedal assembly)

64 F/M/2 (Falcon) 1
C4DZ-7B146-A

211/4 coils, 2.48" free length, .047" wire, .595" O.D.,
located on 7A18564/65 F/M/2 & C4 (Fairlane) 1 1 1 1

64 C/M (Galaxie only) 1 C4AZ-7B146-A
181/4 coils, approximately 43/4" free length, .042" wire,
located between 7A185 and 9725 (pedal assembly)

64 C4 (Galaxie only) 1 C4AZ-7B146-B
83/4 coils, 2.20" free length, .041" wire, .590" O.D.,
located on 7A185

64/65 C4 (Comet & ’65 Falcon) 1 1 1 C4GY-7B146-B
61/2 coils. 2.70" free length,
located between 7A185 and 7A187 rod

64/66 C4 (Mustang only)  1 1 1 C5ZZ-7B146-B
171/2 coils, 6.26" free length, .550" O.D.,
located between 7A185 and 9741 bracket

65 C4 & C/M (Galaxie only) 1 C5AZ-7B146-A located on 9510 (carburetor) C5AZ-7B146-E (11-64)

65/69 C4 & C/M (Galaxie only) 1 1 1 C5AZ-7B146-E
141/2 coils, 1.90" free length,
located on 9510 (carburetor)

C5AZ-7B146-F (1969)

69 C4 & C/M (Galaxie only) 1 C5AZ-7B146-F
141/2 coils, 2" free length,
located on 9510 (carburetor)

Note 3 - 1965-69 Galaxie and Fairlane/Torino 289/302 V8s. 1966/69 Comet/Montego 289/302 V8s, 1967 Falcon 289 2Vs, 
1968/69 Mustang 302 V8s, and 1968 Cougar 302 V8s.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

7A185   SHAFT and BRACKET ASSEMBLY - ENGINE MOUNTING ACCELERATOR (BELLCRANK ASSEMBLY)

62 Fairlane & Meteor 1 C2OZ-7A185-B includes lever for F/M/2 C2OZ-7A185-C

62 Fairlane & Meteor 1 1 C2OZ-7A185-C includes lever for F/M/2 C3OZ-7A185-A

63/65 Fairlane & Meteor (except C4) 1 1 1 1 1
C3OZ-7A185-A includes lever for F/M/2

63 Falcon & Comet 1

63 Galaxie only (except OD) 1 1
C3AZ-7A185-C includes lever for F/M/2 or C/M

64 Galaxie only (C/M) 1

63 OD (Galaxie only) 1 1 C3AZ-7A185-F

64 S/T & OD (Galaxie only) 1 C4AZ-7A185-D (Note 1)

64 C4 (Galaxie only) 1 C4AZ-7A185-B (Note 2)

64/65 S/T (Falcon & Comet) 1 1 1 1 C4DZ-7A185-C Comet only for 289 HiPo (Note 3)

64/65 C4 (Comet & ’65 Falcon) 1 1 1 C4GY-7A185-B

64/65 C4 (Fairlane) 1 1 1 (’65) C4OZ-7A185-A

64 C4 (Fairlane) 1 C4OZ-7A185-B (Note 4)

64/66 C4 (Mustang only) 1 1 1 C5ZZ-7A185-A not used with S/T

66/67 Fairlane & Comet 1 C6OZ-7A185-A all transmissions

68 B, C. before 5/15/68 1 1 1 C8OZ-7A185-F all transmissions C8OZ-7A185-K

68/69 B, C. from 5/15/68 1 1 1 C8OZ-7A185-K all transmissions

7A187   ROD - TRANSMISSION KICKDOWN SHAFT

62/64 Fairlane and Meteor F/M/2 1 1 C2OZ-7A187-B approximately 203/32" long

64 Fairlane C4 1 1 C4OZ-7A187-A approximately 231/2" long, 3/8" rod (Note 5)

65 Fairlane C4 1 1 1 C5OZ-7A187-B approximately 231/2" long, 3/8" rod (Note 5)

63 Galaxie F/M/2 1 1 C3AZ-7A187-A

63/64 Galaxie C/M 1 1 C3AZ-7A187-D approximately 16.60" long, 5/16" rod

64 Galaxie C4 1 C4AZ-7A187-B approximately 22.98" long, 5/16" rod

63 Falcon and Comet F/M/2 1 C3DZ-7A187-A approximately 19" long

64 Falcon F/M/2 1 C4DZ-7A187-A

64/65 Comet and ’65 Falcon 1 1 1 C4GY-7A187-A

65/69 Galaxie (except P/C & Fleet) 1 1 C5AZ-7A187-A approximately 19" long, 1/2" O.D. rod, #ivory paint

66/69 Galaxie (P/C & Fleet) 1 1 C6AZ-7A187-D approximately 19" long, 1/2" O.D. tube

65 Mustang 1 1 1 C5ZZ-7A187-A

7C484   BUSHING - TRANSMISSION KICKDOWN SHAFT

65/69 Galaxie only 1 1 C4SZ-7C484-A at carburetor. .25" I.D., .15" wide, flanged, nylon

7A531   PIVOT - CLUTCH RELEASE EQUALIZER SHAFT BALL INNER

62/65 Fairlane 1 1 1 1 1 (62/64)

C2OA-7A531-B

1/2"-18 thread one end, 7/16" shaft bushing end
(used with 351517-S felt washer and 1" O.D. 357329-S steel washer)
(357329-S washer replaced by 371613-S)
(C2OA-7A531-B had replaced C2OA-7A531-A in early 1962)

63/64 Galaxie 1 1

63/65 Falcon & Comet 1 1 1

64/69 Mustang 1 1 1

65 Fairlane 1 C5OZ-7A531-A 1/2"-18 thread one end, 7/16" shaft bushing end C6OZ-7A531-A

A–86 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–87

Note 1 - Same as C4DZ-7A185-C except plate tack-welded to bottom and hole for 9784 vertical link.

Note 2 - Same as C4OZ-7A185-A except plate tack-welded to bottom.
Note 3 - Uses a ball connection for 9784 vertical link.
Note 4 - Appears to be essentially identical to C4OZ-7A185-A.
Note 5 - In visual comparisons, C4OZ-7A187-A and C5OZ-7A187-A appear to be the same.

Key: B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego/Cyclone     P/C - Police Car     Fleet - Taxi-cab, government, etc.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

7A531   PIVOT - CLUTCH RELEASE EQUALIZER SHAFT BALL INNER (continued)

65/69 Galaxie 1 1 C5AZ-7A531-A 1/2"-18 thread one end, 5/8" shaft bushing end

66/69 Fairlane/Torino & Falcon 1 1 1 C6OZ-7A531-B 1/2"-18 thread one end, 7/16" shaft bushing end

66/67 Mustang 1 C6OZ-7A531-A
1/2"-18 thread one end, 7/16" shaft bushing end
(also used on Fairlane 390 before 4-11-66)

7543   BALL - CLUTCH RELEASE EQUALIZER SHAFT (Z-BAR)

62/69 except 65-69 Galaxie 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C1DD-7543-A 3/4" O.D., 7/16" I.D., 1/2" wide

65/69 Galaxie only 1 1 C1AA-7543-A 1" O.D., 5/8" I.D., 1/2" wide

7550   DISC ASSEMBLY - CLUTCH (Note 1)

62 1 C2OZ-7550-C 10", 23-spline, 6 large & 6 small springs, orange

62 1 C2OZ-7550-G 10", 23-spline, 8 springs B8A-7550-C

62 Meteor only (Note 2) 1 C2YY-7550-A 10", 23-spline similar to C2OZ-7550-C

62 Meteor only (Note 2) 1 C2YY-7550-B 10", 23-spline similar to C2OZ-7550-G

63 OD only (Note 3) 1 1 C3OZ-7550-G 10", 23-spline C2OZ-7550-C

63 1 C3OZ-7550-A 10", 10-spline, 6 springs C3OZ-7550-H

63 1 C3OZ-7550-D 10", 10-spline C3AZ-7550-F (7-64)

63 Meteor only (Note 2) 1 C3YY-7550-A 10", 10-spline similar to C3OZ-7550-D

63 1 1 C3OZ-7550-H 10", 10-spline, 6 large & 6 small springs C3AZ-7550-F (7-64)

63/65 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-7550-F 10", 10-spline, 6 large & 4 small springs C6OZ-7550-G

67 Galaxie (from 4-17-67) 1 C7AZ-7550-A 10", 10-spline, 6 large & 4 small springs (Note 4) C6OZ-7550-G (4-68)

66/67 Mustang & Falcon (Note 5) 1 1 C6DZ-7550-C 10", 10-spline, 6 large & 6 small springs

66/67 Fairlane & ’67 Falcon (Note 6) 1 1 C6OZ-7550-C 10", 10-spline, 6 large & 6 small springs C6OZ-7550-G

68/69 (Note 6) 1 1 1 1 C6OZ-7550-G 10", 10-spline, 6 large pink/6 small orange springs (Note 7)

62 1 C2OZ-7550-A 101/2", 23-spline, 6 large/6 small springs, orange C0AA-7550-A (4-68)

62 1 C2OZ-7550-H 101/2", 23-spline, 8 springs C0AA-7550-A (4-68)

63 1 C3OZ-7550-B 101/2", 10-spline C3AZ-7550-G

63 1 C3OZ-7550-E 101/2", 10-spline, 6 springs C3AZ-7550-G

63/65 (except Galaxie after 4-12-65) 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-7550-G 101/2", 10-spline, 6 springs C5AZ-7550-F

65/67 Galaxie (4-12-65 to 4-17-67) 1 C5AZ-7550-F 101/2", 10-spline, 6 large/4 small springs

63/66 1 C3OZ-7550-F 101/2", 10-spline, 8 springs C7ZZ-7550-B (4-68)

67 1 C7ZZ-7550-B 101/2", 10-spline, 8 gray springs

69 Galaxie (Police Car & Taxi-cab) 1 C5TZ-7550-A 11", 10-spline, 8 gray springs (Note 8)

A–88 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–89

Note 1 - Basically, disc assemblies were defined by the number of splines in the hub (23 or 10), and diameter. 10" clutches 
were standard duty (light and regular) and 101/2" clutches were considered heavy-duty. The 289 HiPo used a super-
heavy-duty 101/2" clutch. Although Ford stated the heavy-duty clutch as 101/2", it was actually 103/8". Some source 
might list them as 10.4". Most clutches were ultimately replaced with ones having a corresponding hub spline (23 or 
10), and in either a standard duty 10" or heavy-duty 101/2". As long as the spline and diameter were the same, discs 
could interchange with each other. Here was the 10"/101/2" selection as the 1960s came to an end:  
23-spline, 10" standard duty - B8A-7550-C 23-spline, 101/2" heavy-duty - C0AA-7550-A 
10-spline, 10" light duty - C6DZ-7550-C 10-spline, 101/2" heavy-duty - C5AZ-7550-F 
10-spline, 10" regular duty - C6OZ-7550-G 10-spline, 101/2" super heavy-duty - C7ZZ-7550-B

Note 2 - Mercury listed specific 10" clutches for most Meteor applications. However C2YY-7550-A was similar to C2OZ-
7550-C, C2YY-7550-B was similar to C2OZ-7550-G, and C3YY-7550-A was similar to C3OZ-7550-C for the 
purposes of determining replacements. Mercury also did not list any heavy-duty clutches for the Meteor, however, 
heavy-duty clutches were compatible and could be selected as replacements.

Note 3 - In 1963, the Borg-Warner overdrive (OD) transitioned from a 23-spline to a 10-spline input shaft. The Ford parts 
catalogs contained contradictory information as to which applications received overdrives with 23-spline input shafts 
and which applications received overdrives with 10-spline shafts. Overdrives were available for Galaxie 260 and 289 
V8s, and Fairlane 221 and 260 V8s in 1963. Though the transition through Galaxies and Fairlanes is unknown with 
any degree of certainty, it is likely that both vehicles began the year with overdrives having a 23-spline input shaft 
and ended the year with ones having a 10-spline input. Furthermore, Ford indicated that all OD applications used 
just the 10" clutch. However, 101/2" clutches were available as replacements.

Note 4 - Galaxie switched from 101/2" clutch to 10" clutch about 4-17-67.
Note 5 - Light duty. Used by ’67 Falcon with 289 4V, because ’67 Falcon used the same engine as the ’67 Mustang 289 4V.
Note 6 - Regular duty. Used by ’67 Falcon with 289 2V, because ’67 Falcon used the same engine as the ’67 Fairlane 289 2V.
Note 7 - Although carrying a 1966 part number, this part was first available in 1968.
Note 8 - This disc was used in the pickup truck series for 240/300 6-cylinder and 352 V8 starting in 1965. 1966/69 Bronco 

discs (C6TZ-7550-E and C8UZ-7550-B) were similar. All were designed for the Bronco flywheel (see 6375).
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

7563   PRESSURE PLATE - CLUTCH (Note 1)

62/67 before 5-1-67 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-7563-D 10" clutch

67 from 5-1-67 (Note 2) 1 1 C2OZ-7563-E 10" clutch C2OZ-7563-F (4-68)

68/69 1 1 1 C2OZ-7563-F 10" clutch D7DZ-7563-A

62/66 Galaxie only in ’66 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-7563-B 101/2" clutch

67 Galaxie only, before 4-17-67 1 C6OZ-7563-A 101/2" clutch C2OZ-7563-B

63/66 1 C3OZ-7563-A 101/2" clutch C7ZZ-7563-B

67 before 5-1-67 1 C7ZZ-7563-A 101/2" clutch C7ZZ-7563-B

67 from 5-1-67 1 C7ZZ-7563-B 101/2" clutch

69 Galaxie (Police Car & Taxi-cab) 1 C9AZ-7563-B 11" clutch (Note 3)

7600   BEARING - CLUTCH PILOT

62/66 1 1 1 1 1 C2OA-7600-A 1.379"/1.380" O.D., 1/2" thick, .671"/.672" I.D. (listed) C2OZ-7600-A (8-67)

66/69 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-7600-A 1.379" O.D., .498" thick, 671" I.D. (measured)

62/69 Special (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C5TZ-7600-A 1.378" O.D, .860" thick, .671" I.D. for .463", 1.024" I.D. for .397" (measured) C5TZ-7600-D

62/69 Special (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C5TZ-7600-D 1.379" O.D, .860" thick, .671" I.D. for .471", 1.024" I.D. for .389" (measured)

7A629   RETAINER - CLUTCH RELEASE EQUALIZER SHAFT BUSHING

62/69 except 65/69 Galaxie 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C1DD-7A629-A “C” type, .023"/.027" thick

65/69 Galaxie only 1 1 97474-S ring, 9/16" diameter

7976   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - TRANSMISSION CONVERTER (BELLHOUSING)

63/64 C/M 1 1 C3AZ-7976-B 5-bolt

65/69 C/M 1 1 C5AZ-7976-D 6-bolt

64 C4 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-7976-A 5-bolt

65/69 except Galaxie 1 1 1 1 1 C5OZ-7976-A 6-bolt

65/69 Galaxie 1 1 C5AZ-7976-B 6-bolt

7985 & 7986   COVER - CONVERTER HOUSING

62/64 F/M/2 1 1 C2OA-7986-A

63/64 C/M 1 1 C3AZ-7985-B

65/69 C/M (except P/C & Fleet) 1 1 C5AZ-7986-A FX

65/68 C/M (P/C & Fleet) 1 1 C5AZ-7986-B MX

64 C4 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-7986-A

65/69 C4 (except Galaxie) 1 1 1 1 1 C5DZ-7986-B

65/69 C4 (Galaxie only) 1 1 C5AZ-7986-A

8255   GASKET - WATER OUTLET CONNECTION TO INTAKE MANIFOLD (Also serviced in 6008 & 6079 kits)

62 1 1 C2OZ-8255-A C3OZ-8255-A

63/68 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-8255-A C9AZ-8255-A

69 1 C9AZ-8255-A

A–90 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–91

Note 1 - Basically, pressure plate assemblies were defined by diameter. 10" clutches were standard duty (light and regular) 
and 101/2" clutches were considered heavy-duty. The 289 HiPo used a super-heavy-duty 101/2" clutch. The 11" was 
only used on the 1969 Galaxie Police Car and Taxi-cab, but is significant as it used the Bronco flywheel. By the end 
of the 1960s, only a few pressure plates were in use:  
10" standard duty - C2OZ-7563-D & C2OZ-7563-F 
101/2" heavy-duty - C2OZ-7563-B 
101/2" super heavy-duty - C7ZZ-7563-B

Note 2 - For Galaxie: from 4-17-67. The Galaxie switched from 101/2" clutch to 10" clutch at that time.
Note 3 - Used with Bronco flywheel (see 6375). 1966-69 Bronco used C6TZ-7563-E and C8TZ-7563-C pressure plates.
Note 4 - C5TZ-7600-A and C5TZ-7600-D were the same. These pilot bushings move the bushing surface for the 

transmission’s input shaft 3/8" further aft, allowing FE big-block V8 transmissions with their 3/8" shorter input shafts 
to ride on a full 1/2" bushing surface when used with small block V8 bellhousings.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

8501   PUMP ASSEMBLY - WATER (less pulley)

62 1 C2OZ-8501-A
aluminum, with C2OZ-8512-A impeller & C2OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes & C2OZ-8507-A gasket,
#C2OE-8505-B

C2OZ-8501-B

62/63 1 1 1 C2OZ-8501-B
aluminum, with C2OZ-8512-A impeller & C2OZ-8530-A bearing,
with C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
#C2OE-8505-C

C2OZ-8501-C (11-63)

64 1 1 1 C2OZ-8501-C
aluminum, with C4OZ-8512-B impeller & C4OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes & C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
# C3OE-8505-A or #C4OE-8505-A

replacement substitute
   C5AZ-8501-B (Note 1)

63 1 C3OZ-8501-A
aluminum, with C3OZ-8512-A impeller & C2OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
#C2OE-8505-C

C3OZ-8501-B

64 1 C3OZ-8501-B
aluminum, with C4OZ-8512-A impeller & C4OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
#C3OE-8505-A or #C4OE-8505-A

replacement substitute
   C5OZ-8501-A (Note 1)

65 before L8 (Notes 2, 3) 1 1 C5AZ-8501-B
aluminum, with C4OZ-8512-B impeller & C4OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
#C5AE-8505-C

C5AZ-8501-K

65 before L8 (Notes 2, 3) 1 1 C5AZ-8501-K
aluminum, with C4OZ-8512-B impeller & C4OZ-8530-C bearing,
includes C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
#C5AE-8505-C

65 before L8 (Note 2) 1 C5OZ-8501-A
aluminum, with C4OZ-8512-A impeller & C4OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes C2OZ-8507-B gasket,
#C5AE-8505-C

65/68 L8 & later (Note 2) 1 1 C5AZ-8501-E
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-B impeller & C4OZ-8530-C bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C5OE-8505-B or #C6OE-A

C5AZ-8501-L

66 with T/E 1 1 C5AZ-8501-H
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-B impeller & C4OZ-8530-B bearing,
includes, C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C6OE-A

C5AZ-8501-L

66/67 with T/E 1 1 C5AZ-8501-L
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-B impeller & C4OZ-8530-B bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C6OE-A

C5AZ-8501-T

68 1 1 1 C5AZ-8501-T
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-C impeller & C4OZ-8530-D bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C6OE-A, #C8OE-D or #C8AE-J (Note 4)

C9AZ-8501-A

69 1 C9AZ-8501-A
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-C impeller & C9OZ-8530-A bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C8OE-D or #C8AE-J (Note 4)

A–92 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–93

Note 1 - Not an exact replacement. Ford used 1965 aluminum water pumps to service 1962-64 water pumps sometime after 
1965 (probably when supplies of regular C2OZ-8501-C and 289 HiPo C3OZ-8501-A pumps were depleted). The 
1965 water pumps were configured for alternators. As a result, two mounting bosses were elevated. In addition, 
the mounting hole at the 1 o’clock position had been raised slightly from .4" to .56" so it could be used to support 
the new power steering pump mounting bracket. To use as a service replacement, Ford provided two bolts with the 
water pump for use with these elevated bosses in 1962/64 applications. It was not long after (about 1966) that Ford 
began to trim the 1 o’clock mounting hole back to .4" so that the pump would be compatible with 1963/64 vehicles 
equipped with air conditioning. For 1965 vehicles before L8 equipped with power steering, a .16" spacer was 
required to restore this mounting hole to .56".

Note 2 - L8 occurred about 6-1-65.
Note 3 - Mercury indicated in its 1966 Technical Service Bulletin #24, dated 2-2-66, that some early 1966 Comet engines 

were equipped with an aluminum water pump and related parts in place of the cast iron water pump.
Note 4 - Ford included a note with these part numbers that stated, “Change water by-pass tube for 289, 302 engines when 

necessary.”

Key: T/E - California thermactor smog control system used in 1966/67.
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A–94 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–95

Note 1 - L8 occurred about 6-1-65.
Note 2 - 13" overall length with bend at one end only. Includes mounting bracket.
Note 3 - 10½" overall length with large bend at one end and slight bend in other end. Includes mounting bracket. Introduced 

late in 1963 production.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

8501   PUMP ASSEMBLY - WATER (less pulley) (continued)

65 L8 (Note 1) 1 C5OZ-8501-B
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-A impeller & C4OZ-8530-C bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C5OE-8505-B or #C6OE-A

C5OZ-8501-C

66 1 C5OZ-8501-C
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-A impeller, & C4OZ-8530-B bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C6OE-A

C5OZ-8501-D

67 1 C5OZ-8501-D
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-A impeller & C4OZ-8530-B bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C6OE-A

C5OZ-8501-G (1968)

65/67 1968 service replacement 1 C5OZ-8501-G
cast iron, with C4OZ-8512-A impeller & C4OZ-8530-D bearing,
includes C5AZ-8507-B & C5AZ-8513-A gaskets,
#C6OE-A, #C8OE-D or #C8AE-J

8507   GASKET - WATER PUMP HOUSING (also serviced in 6008 kit)

62 1 C2OZ-8507-A C2OZ-8507-B

62/65 before L8 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-8507-B used with aluminum pump

65/69 L8 & later (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-8507-B used with cast iron pump

8508   COVER - WATER PUMP

65/69 L8 & later 1 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-8508-A used with cast iron water pump

8509   PULLEY - WATER PUMP (See Appendix B, page B–14.)

8512   IMPELLER - WATER PUMP

62/63 1 1 1 C2OZ-8512-A 4.70" O.D., 1.27" depth, 6-vane, 3 holes

64/67 1 1 1 C4OZ-8512-B 3.94" O.D., 1.79" depth, 8-vane, 4 holes C4OZ-8512-C

68/69 1 1 1 C4OZ-8512-C 3.94" O.D., 1.79" depth, 8-vane, 4 holes

63 1 C3OZ-8512-A 3.94" O.D., 1.27" depth, 6-vane, 3 holes

64/67 1 C4OZ-8512-A 3.94" O.D., 1.79" depth, 6-vane, 3 holes

8530   SHAFT and BEARING - WATER PUMP

62/63 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-8530-A 5.92" long, includes slinger C2OZ-8591-B (kit)

64 1 1 1 1 C4OZ-8530-A 5.50" long, includes slinger C4OZ-8530-B

65/67 without T/E 1 1 1 C4OZ-8530-C 5.50" long, includes slinger C4OZ-8530-B

66/67 with T/E 1 1 1 C4OZ-8530-B 5.50" long, without slinger C4OZ-8530-D

68 1 1 C4OZ-8530-D 5.50" long

69 1 1 C9OZ-8530-A
used with water pump housing with front to rear face dimension of 4.28"
(also used on 351 V8)

8546   SPACER - PULLEY TO FAN (See Appendix F, page F–8.)

8548   TUBE - WATER BY-PASS - FRONT

62 1 C2OZ-8548-A used for heater delete. used with water-heated carburetor spacer C2OZ-8548-B

62/64 (Falcon Sprint only in ’63/64) 1 1 C2OZ-8548-B used for heater delete. used with water-heated carburetor spacer (Note 2)

63/65 1 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-8548-A used for heater delete. used with water-heated carburetor choke (Note 3)

Key: T/E - California thermactor smog control system used in 1966/67.
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A–96 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–97

Note 1 - Initially, cast iron water pumps were fitted with 2 identical 2.5" tubes. However, Ford was stating as early as 1965 
that the upper tube (the one for the thermostat housing) should be cut to 2" when servicing. This tube, cut down to 
2", was also used on the later 1968/69 water pumps for the upper tube.

Note 2 - The difference between the Galaxie and non-Galaxie tube is unknown. This tube only used for the lower tube. For 
the upper tube, use C5AZ-8555-A and cut to 2" (see Note 1).

Note 3 - Substitute C3OZ-8512-A impeller for C2OZ-8512-A impeller for 1963 289 HiPo application.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

8550   SLINGER - WATER PUMP SHAFT

62/68 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B8C-8550-C 3/4" long

8553   HUB - WATER PUMP PULLEY

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B9AE-8553-A 2.54" O.D., .75" depth C5OZ-8501-G (1968)

8555   TUBE - WATER BY-PASS (for water pump)

65/69 2 2 2 C5AZ-8555-A
used with cast iron water pump,
steel, 5/8" O.D., 2.5" long (Note 1)

68/69 Galaxie only 1 1 C8AZ-8555-A
used with cast iron water pump,
steel, 3/4" O.D., 2.5" long (Note 2)

68/69 except Galaxie 1 1 1 C8OZ-8555-A
used with cast iron water pump,
steel, 3/4" O.D., 2.5" long (Note 2)

8564   SEAL - WATER PUMP

62/63 1 1 1 1 7RA-8584 B2AZ-8564-A

64/67 before 7-1-67 1 1 1 1 B2AZ-8564-A 1.62" O.D. B2AZ-8564-B

67 from 7-1-67 1 1 1 B2AZ-8564-B B2AZ-8564-D

68 before 4-27-68 1 1 1 B2AZ-8564-C B2AZ-8564-D

68/69 from 4-27-68 1 1 1 B2AZ-8564-D

8575   THERMOSTAT - WATER

62 1 C0DE-8575-A 160° (used with alcohol or water) C1UE-8575-B

62 1 C1UE-8575-B 160° (used with alcohol or water) C1UZ-8575-B

62 1 C1UZ-8575-B 160° (used with alcohol or water) C2UZ-8575-B

62/63 1 1 C2UZ-8575-B 160° (Rotunda R11-AD) B5AZ-8575-A

63/68 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B5AZ-8575-A 160° (Rotunda R11-AG) A8AZ-8575-A (1968)

68/69 1 1 1 A8AZ-8575-A 160° (Motorcraft RT-6) D5PZ-8575-A

62 1 C1UE-8575-A 178° (use with permanent anti-freeze or water) C2UZ-8575-A

62/63 1 1 C2UZ-8575-A 178° B5AZ-8575-B

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 B5AZ-8575-B 178° (Rotunda R11-AH) A8AZ-8575-B (1968)

65/68 1 1 1 1 1 C5TZ-8575-A 178° A8AZ-8575-B (1968)

68/69 1 1 1 A8AZ-8575-B 180° (Motorcraft RT-8) D5PZ-8575-B

62 1 1 C2DZ-8575-A 188° (Rotunda R11-U) A8AZ-8575-C (1-68)

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3DZ-8575-A 188° (Rotunda R11-AM) A8AZ-8575-C (1-68)

65/68 1 1 1 1 1 C5DZ-8575-A 192°/195° A8AZ-8575-C (1-68)

68/69 1 1 1 A8AZ-8575-C 190° (Motorcraft RT-9) D4PZ-8575-A

8591   REPAIR KIT - WATER PUMP (Pumps only serviced by kits in 1962-63)

62 before 11-16-61 1 1 C2OZ-8591-A
includes (1) C2OZ-8507-A gasket, (1) C2OZ-8512-A impeller,
(1) 7RA-8564 seal, (1) C2OZ-8530-A bearing & slinger.

C2OZ-8591-B

62/63 from 11-16-61 1 1 1 1 1 (Note 3) C2OZ-8591-B
includes (1) C2OZ-8507-B gasket, (1) C2OZ-8512-A impeller,
(1) 7RA-8564 or B2AZ-8564-A seal, (1) C2OZ-8530-A bearing & slinger.
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A–98 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–99

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

8592 & 8594   CONNECTION ASSEMBLY - INTAKE MANIFOLD WATER OUTLET

62/63 1 1 C2OZ-8594-A aluminum, without thermostat pocket C3OZ-8594-A

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-8594-A aluminum, without thermostat pocket C3OZ-8594-B

64 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-8594-B aluminum, without thermostat pocket C3OZ-8592-A

64/65 before 3-1-65 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-8592-A aluminum, without thermostat pocket

65/67 from 3-1-65 (Note 1) 1 1 1 C5AZ-8592-C aluminum, with thermostat pocket C9OZ-8592-A

68 1 1 1 C5AZ-8592-E aluminum, with thermostat pocket, distributor vacuum control valve hole C9OZ-8592-A

69 1 1 1 C9OZ-8592-A aluminum, with thermostat pocket, distributor vacuum control valve hole

8597   HOSE - WATER BY-PASS

62/66 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-8597-A rubber, 90° elbow, 5/8" I.D., 1" O.D. C2OZ-8597-B

66/69 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-8597-B rubber, 90° elbow, 5/8" I.D., 1" O.D

62/64 (Falcon Sprint only in ’63/64) 1 1 C2OE-8597-C rubber, 5/8" I.D., 2.24" long, carb spacer to heater delete by-pass tube FDA-18472-A (bulk hose)

62/64 (Falcon Sprint only in ’63/64) 1 1 C2OE-8597-E rubber, 5/8" I.D., 12.25" long, heater delete by-pass tube to water pump FDA-18472-A (bulk hose)

64/65 1 1 1 1 C4AE-8597-A rubber, 5/8" I.D., 14.75" long, intake outlet to heater delete by-pass tube FDA-18472-A (bulk hose)

8600   FAN ASSEMBLY (See Appendix F, page F–1.)

8A616   CLUTCH ASSEMBLY - FAN (See Appendix F, page F–10.)

8620   BELT - WATER PUMP, FAN and GENERATOR/ALTERNATOR, ACCESSORIES (See Appendix B, page B–1.)

9155   FILTER ASSEMBLY - FUEL (also refer to 9365)

62 1 1 C2AZ-9155-A includes mount for cylinder head (also for cartridge-type oil filters in ’63/64)

65/66
For 1965, only Galaxie from 
2-25-65 for 1965

1 1 1 C5AZ-9155-A
threaded to carburetor. includes (1) C6AE-9C323-A hose &
(2) 376545-S8 clamps. 1/2"-20  flared tube thread. #C5AE-9155-A

C5AZ-9155-B (2-66)

66 1 1 1 C5AZ-9155-B kit. C5AZ-9155-A plus (1) C2AZ-9A588-B gasket

67/69 1 1 1 1 1 C5UZ-9155-A
threaded to carburetor. includes (1) C6AE-9C323-A hose &
(2) 376545-S8 clamps. 1/8"-27 pipe thread. #C5UE-9155-A

9156   FUEL FILTER LINE CHART (also refer to 9369)

62 1 1 1 1 1 8C-2269-A 5/16" bulk steel tubing (Note 2) (also for cartridge-type oil filters in ’63/64)

9180   BRACKET - FUEL LINE (no fuel line support bracket used in 1968/69)

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-9180-A attaches to water pump, introduced for 289 HiPo, then 221/260 by year’s end

65 1 1 1 C5AE-9B303-A at timing chain cover, used with C5AE-9A317-A clip and 42614-S8 screw not serviced

66/67 1 1 1 C6OZ-9180-A attaches to water pump

9278   SWITCH - OIL PRESSURE SENDER

62/67 before 4-10-67 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 1 B6A-9278-B “idiot” light, slip-on terminal B6AZ-9278-B

67/68 from 4-10-67 (Note 4) 1 1 B6AZ-9278-B “idiot” light, slip-on terminal

62/66 (Note 5) 1 1 1 1 1 B7T-9278-A pressure gauge, threaded post terminal

67 (Note 6) 1 1 C7AZ-9278-A “idiot” light, threaded post terminal C7AZ-9278-B

67/69 (Note 7) 1 1 1 1 C8AZ-9278-A “idiot” light, threaded post terminal

67 before 5-4-67 (Note 8) 1 1 1 C7ZZ-9278-A pressure gauge, slip-on terminal C7ZZ-9278-B (4-68)

67/69 from 5-4-67 (Note 9) 1 1 1 1 1 C7ZZ-9278-B pressure gauge, slip-on terminal C9ZZ-9287-A

!

!

!

!

A-098

Note 1 - Ford published 3/1/65 in its thermostat housing listing, but 2/1/65 in its intake manifold listing. Date is approximate.
Note 2 - For tube from 9350 (fuel pump) to 9155 (fuel filter), use developed length of 18.23" and (2) 87944-S8 (1/2"-20 fitting 

for 5/16" diameter flared tube). For tube from 9155 (fuel filter) to 9510 (carburetor), use developed length of 15.70" and 
(1) 87944-S8 (1/2"-20 fitting for 5/16" diameter flared tube) for carburetor end.

Note 3 - 1962/66 Fairlane, 1963-66 Galaxie, 1963-66 Falcon, 1966 Comet, 1964/65 Mustang (except GT),
 1967 Mustang with tachometer/tripodometer, and 1967 Cougar without tachometer/tripodometer.

Note 4 - 1967/68 Mustang with tachometer/tripodometer before 5-6-68, and 1967/68 Cougar without tachometer/tripodometer.
Note 5 - 1962/63 Meteor, 1964/65 Comet, 1965 Mustang GT, and 1966 Mustang.
Note 6 - 1967 Galaxie, Fairlane, Comet, Falcon before 4-10-67.
Note 7 - 1967/69 Galaxie, Fairlane, Comet, Falcon from 4-10-67. 1968/69 Mustang with tachometer/tripodometer from 5-6-68.
Note 8 - 1967 Mustang without tachometer/tripodometer. 1967 Cougar with tachometer/tripodometer.
Note 9 - 1967/69 Mustang without tachometer/tripodometer. 1967/68 Cougar with tachometer/tripodometer.

# - identification marking
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A–100 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–101

Note 1 - Ford used C1SZ-9324-B (13" long), C1SZ-9324-C (18" long), and C1AZ-7B086-A (bulk 25' long) to service choke tube 
hoses (.22" I.D., .42" O.D.). Fuel hose was serviced by C2AZ-9324-A (49" long), C2AZ-9324-B (68" long), C2AZ-9324-C 
(70" long), C2AZ-9324-D (70" long), and C2AZ-9324-E (77" long). Nominal .288" I.D. (.272" to .304"), .547" O.D. 
(.516" to .578"). Lengths given for inlet hoses to fuel pumps: 1962 Fairlane (61/2"), 1963 Fairlane (73/4"), 1964 Fairlane 
(9"), 1964-65 Falcon, Comet, Mustang (8"). Also listed was the 1962 Fairlane hose from fuel filter to fuel line at 13/4".

Note 2 - With oil pressure gauge. Used on 1962/63 Meteor, 1964/65 Comet, and 1965 Mustang (GT only), 1966 Mustang (all). 
Ford listed a date of 3-8-65 for when the Mustang was used with an oil pressure gauge (GT option).

Note 3 - With oil pressure gauge. Mustangs without tachometer/tripodometer and Cougars with tachometer/tripodometer.
Note 4 - Applies to all for 1962. Only applies to 1963/64 engines with cartridge-type oil filters (those not using spin-on oil filters).

Note 5 - 1963/64 engines with spin-on oil filters.
Note 6 - Applies to all for 1962. Only applies to 1963 and 1964 engines with cartridge-type oil filters (non-spin-on oil filters.)
Note 7 - Only applies to 1963 engines with spin-on oil filters.
Note 8 - Original 64 pumps were marked #3732S or 3734S, O-1658, “X” on tower, and inlet 36° forward. Service replacement 

C3AZ-9350-M found marked #3623S, O-1600, “X” on tower, and inlet 18° forward (1963 configuration). 
Remanufactured pumps for 63/64 also found marked #3628S, O-1576, “X” on tower, and inlet 18° forward. Also, 
C4GY-9350-A listed in Mercury's 1964 TSB #3 as a fuel pump, but Mercury’s parts catalog listed C3AZ-9350-M.

Note 9 - For 1965 Galaxie, applicable before 2-25-65.
Note10 - In 1968, Ford released a C8ZZ-9350-A pump identical to the C6ZZ-9350-A except with a 3/8" inlet tube (#4543-S),

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9324   HOSE (See Note 1)

9B339   FITTING - OIL PRESSURE GAUGE TO ENGINE

62/66 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9B339-A steel, 4.25" long

67 before 4-17-67 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 1 C7ZZ-9B339-A steel, 4.25" long C7ZZ-9B339-B

67/68 4-17-67 to 5-6-68 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 C7ZZ-9B339-B steel, 4.25" long

68/69 from 5-6-68 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 C8ZZ-9B339-B aluminum, 3.80" long

9343   BODY and PLUGS ASSY. - FUEL PUMP - UPPER

63 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9343-A for 18° forward inlet, use with #3568S, #3623S, and #3628S pumps

64 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9343-D for 36° forward inlet, use with #3732 and #3734 pumps

9349   REPAIR KIT - FUEL PUMP

62/64 (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9349-A kit. see contains below.

 (2) B7A-9352-A valve (1) B5A-9378-A pin (rocker arm) (1) C2OZ-9380-A spring (1) B1AZ-9A393-A seal (oil) (1) B5A-9358-C diaphragm (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket (mounting)
 (1) B5AZ-9A358-A gasket (cylinder head) (2) B5A-9379-A plug (1) C2OZ-9381-A link (1) B8A-9306-A spring (2) 49B-9408 gasket (oil seal) (1) B7A-9417-A retainer

63/64 (Note 5) 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9349-A kit. see contents below.

 (1) C2AZ-9A358-A diaphragm (1) C0LE-9A360-A plug (1) C3AZ-9398-F diaphragm (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket

9350   PUMP ASSEMBLY - FUEL

62/63 (Note 6 for ’63/64 application) 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-9350-A
C2OZ-9350-C

C2OZ-9350-A includes (1) C2OA-9324-A hose. C2OZ-9350-A & C2OZ-
9350-A includes, (1) C1SZ-9417-A gasket & (2) 375416-S35 clamps. inlet 
30° forward. C2OZ-9350-C replaced C2OZ-9350-A.

63 before 10-31-62 (Note 7) 1 1 C3AZ-9350-C
Carter. Pump & filter assembly. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-A gasket. O-1561.
#3568S.  inlet 18° forward. screw-type construction. (No X on tower)

C3AZ-9350-H

63 from 10-31-62 1 1 C3AZ-9350-H
Carter. Pump & filter assembly. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-A gasket. O-1576.
#3568S or #3623S. “X” on tower. inlet 18° forward. screw-type construction

C3AZ-9350-J

63 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9350-J
Carter. Pump & filter assembly. #3623S or #3628S, O-1576 or O-1600. “X” 
on tower. inlet 18° forward. screw-type construction

C3AZ-9350-M

63/64 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9350-M
Carter. Pump & filter assembly. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket. “X” on 
tower. (Note 8)

C3AZ-9350-S

65 (Note 9) 1 1 C3AZ-9350-S
Carter. Pump & filter assembly. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket.
#3711S. crimp-type construction. single lever spring

C5OZ-9350-A

65 1 C5OZ-9350-A
Carter. Pump & filter assembly. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket.
#3939S. crimp-type construction. dual lever spring

65 Galaxie from 2-25-65 only 1 C5AZ-9350-A
Carter. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket. 5/16" inlet tube. single spring.
#3974-S. crimp-type construction. (used with separate fuel filter)

C5AZ-9350-B

66/69 (Galaxie only in ’68/69) 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-9350-B
Carter. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket. 5/16" inlet tube. single spring.
#4193-S. crimp-type construction. (used with separate fuel filter)

68/69 except Galaxie 1 1 1 C8OZ-9350-A
Carter. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket. 3/8" inlet tube. single spring.
#4567-S. crimp-type construction. (used with separate fuel filter)

66/67 (Note 10) 1 C6ZZ-9350-A
Carter. includes (1) C3AZ-9417-C gasket. 5/16" inlet tube. dual spring. 
#4201-S. crimp-type construction. (used with separate fuel filter)

C5AZ-9350-B

!

!

!

!
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A–102 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–103

Note 1 - Applies to all for 1962. Only applies to 1963/64 engines with cartridge-type oil filters (those not using spin-on oil filters).
Note 2 - Label reads, “FUEL FILTER UNDER NORMAL OPERATION CONDITIONS REPLACE EVERY 30,000 MILES. UNDER ABNORMAL OPERATION 

CONDITIONS REPLACE MORE OFTEN AS NEEDED”.
Note 3 - Label reads, “FUEL FILTER FOR SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS SEE OWNERS MANUAL”.

Note 4 - Except Galaxie after 2-25-65.
Note 5 - Except with cartridge-type oil filters (those not using spin-on oil filters).
Note 6 - Not replaced. Service with 8C-2269-A bulk tubing and (1) or (2) 87944-S8 fittings.
Note 7 - 4V carburetor located 1/4" more forward on intake manifold.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9352   VALVE ASSEMBLY - FUEL PUMP

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B7A-9352-A

93A54   RETAINER - FUEL PUMP CAM LEVER SPRING

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9A354-A For Carter fuel pumps

9355   BOWL (CANNISTER) - FUEL PUMP FILTER

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C2AZ-9355-A (Note 2) C3AZ-9355-A

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9355-A (Note 3)

9358   VALVE - FUEL PUMP

63/64 2 2 2 2 2 C4AZ-9358-A For Carter fuel pumps

9A358   DIAPHRAGM - FUEL PUMP PULSATOR

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B5AZ-9A358-A

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C2AZ-9A358-A For Carter fuel pumps

9A359   COVER - FUEL PUMP DIAPHRAGM PULSATOR

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 C2DZ-9A359-A

63 1 1 C3AZ-9A359-A

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9A359-C

9360   SPRING - FUEL PUMP VALVE

63/64 2 2 2 2 2 C4AZ-9360-A For Carter fuel pump

9A360   PLUG - FUEL PUMP ROCKER ARM PIN HOLE (also see 9379, next page)

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C0LE-9A360-A For Carter fuel pump

9361   PLATE - FUEL PUMP VALVE RETAINER

63/64 2 2 2 2 2 C4AZ-9361-A For Carter fuel pump

9364   GASKET - FUEL PUMP FILTER BOWL

62/65 (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 C2AZ-9364-A
between 9355 and 9350 or 9155
2.47" I.D., 2.72" O.D., .16" thick

9365   STRAINER ASSEMBLY - FUEL PUMP FILTER

62/63 1 1 1 1 1 C2AZ-9365-A includes C2AZ-9364-A gasket

63/65 (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-9365-A includes C2AZ-9364-A gasket

9369   TUBE ASSEMBLY - FUEL PUMP TO CARBURETOR (included (1) or (2) 87944-S8 fittings) (also refer to 9156)

63/64 before 2-17-64 (Note 5) 1 1 1 C3OE-9369-C 5/16" diameter, 28.80" developed length (Note 6)

64 from 2-17-64  (Note 5) 1 1 1 C4AE-9369-C 5/16" diameter, 29.64" developed length (Note 6)

63/64 before 4-2-64 (Note 5) 1 1 C3OE-9369-F 5/16" diameter, 28.18" developed length (Note 7) (Note 6)

64 from 4-2-64 (Note 5) 1 1 C4OE-9369-A 5/16" diameter, 29.62" developed length (Note 7) (Note 6)

65 except Galaxie from 2-25-65 1 1 1 C5AE-9369-F 5/16" diameter, 28.74" developed length (Note 6)

65 Galaxie from 2-25-65 1 C5AE-9369-E 5/16" diameter, 28.70" developed length (Note 6)

66/67 Mustang 289 HiPo only in ’67 1 1 1 (’67) C6OE-9369-A 5/16" diameter, 29.98" developed length (Note 6)

67 1 C7OE-9369-A 5/16" diameter, 29.72" developed length (Note 6)

67/68 1 (’67) 1 (’68) C7TE-9369-A 5/16" diameter, 26.92" developed length (Note 6)

68/69 1 1 C8TE-9369-F 5/16” diameter, 28.71" developed length (Note 6)

!

!

!

!

A-102
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A–104 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–105

Note 1 - Applies to all for 1962. Only applies to 1963/64 engines with cartridge-type oil filters (those not using spin-on oil filters).
Note 2 - Except with cartridge-type oil filters (those not using spin-on oil filters).
Note 3 - C3AZ-9398-A replaced immediately with C3AZ-9398-F with blue spriing. C3AZ-9398-F was later replaced by 

C3AZ-9398-B, which was a 1962 352/390 diaphragm with blue spring.

Note 4 - To date, 221 V8 manifolds found on production Fairlanes/Meteors have been stamped “H”. Very early manifolds 
might lack stampings.

Note 5 - To date, 260 V8 manifolds found on production Fairlanes/Meteors have been stamped “J”.

Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9371   RETAINER - DIAPHRAGM SPRING

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 7RA-9371

9376   ARM ASSEMBLY - FUEL PUMP ROCKER

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9376-A

63 (Note 2) 1 1 C3AZ-9376-A used on Carter

63/64 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9376-C used on Carter. arm might be stamped 177-207

65/69 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-9376-B arm might be stamped 177-220

65/67 1 C5OZ-9376-A arm might be stamped 177-226

9378   PIN - FUEL PUMP ROCKER ARM

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B5A-9378-A .253" O.S., .625" long

63/69 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C0LE-9378-A used on Carter fuel pump

9379   PLUG - ROCKER ARM PIN (also see 9A360, previous page)

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B5A-9379-A cup-shaped brass, .25" O.D.

9380   SPRING - ROCKER ARM RETURN

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9380-A

63/64 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 C3TZ-9380-A #brown. used on Carter fuel pump. 14 coils, .07" wire. 1.55±.03" free length C5OZ-9380-A

65/67 1 1 1 C5AZ-9380-A top side of 9376, #gold C5AZ-9380-B

65/67 1 C5OZ-9380-A bottom side of 9376, #blue

67/69 1 1 1 1 1 C5AZ-9380-B cadmium plated dichromate

9381   LINK - FUEL PUMP ROCKER ARM

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9381-A

9396   SPRING - FUEL PUMP DIAPHRAGM

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B8A-9396-A

9398   DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY - FUEL PUMP

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B5A-9398-C

63/64 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9398-A used on Carter fuel pump, spring painted blue C3AZ-9398-F (Note 3)

9408   GASKET - DIAPHRAGM PULL ROD OIL SEAL

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 49B-9408

9417   GASKET - FUEL PUMP MOUNTING

62 1 1 C1SZ-9417-A C3AZ-9417-A

63 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9417-A C3AZ-9417-B

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9417-B

9424   MANIFOLD - INTAKE (See Appendix E for casting numbers and stamped letters)

62 1 C2OZ-9424-A 1.375" bore (Note 4) C2OZ-9424-D

62 1 C2OZ-9424-C 1.375" bore (Note 4) C2OZ-9424-D

62 1 C2OZ-9424-D 1.375" bore (Note 4) C2OZ-9424-F (8-64)

62 1 C2OZ-9424-B 1.44" bore (Note 5) C2OZ-9424-E

62 1 C2OZ-9424-E 1.44" bore (Note 5) C2OZ-9424-F (8-64)

62 1 1 C2OZ-9424-F used with 1/4"-18 threaded temperature sender

!

!

!

!
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9424   MANIFOLD - INTAKE (continued)

63 before 11-15-62 1 C3OZ-9424-A #C3OE-9425-C. stamped “C” (Note 1) C3OZ-9424-B (11-64)

63 from 11-15-62 1 C3OZ-9424-B #C3OE-9425-H. stamped “C” (Note 2)

63 before 11-15-62 1 C3AZ-9424-A #C3OE-9425-C. stamped “J” (Note 1) C3AZ-9424-G (3-65)

63 from 11-15-62 1 C3AZ-9424-G #C3OE-9425-H or C4OE-9425-A. stamped “J” (Notes 2, 3)

64/65 before 2-1-65, E/R 1 C4OZ-9424-A #C4OE-9425-A. stamped “A” (Note 4) C4OZ-9424-E

65 from 2-1-65 1 C4OZ-9424-E #C5OE-9425-D. stamped “A” (Notes 4, 5)

63 1 C3AZ-9424-H #C3AE-9425-G. no stamping (Notes 6, 7)

64 before 2-17-64, E/R 1 C4AZ-9424-C #C4AE-9425-B. stamped “B” (Note 6) C4AZ-9424-E

64 2-17-64 to  5-25-64, E/R 1 C4AZ-9424-D #C4AE-9425-C. stamped “C” (Note 6) C4AZ-9424-E

64 from 5-25-64, non E/R 1 C4AZ-9424-F #C5AE-9425-D. stamped “G” (Notes 8, 9, 10)

64/65 5-25-64 to 2-1-65, E/R (’64) 1 C4AZ-9424-E #C5AE-9425-D. stamped “C” (Notes 9, 10) C4AZ-9424-G

65 from 2-1-65 1 C4AZ-9424-G #C5OE-9425-B or C6OE-9425-A. stamped “B” (Notes 5, 11) C4AZ-9424-H

66/67 1 C4AZ-9424-H #C6OE-9425-A or C8AE-9425-B. stamped “A” (Notes 5, 12) C4AZ-9424-J

68/69 1 1 C4AZ-9424-J #C8AE-9425-B. no stamping (Note 5)

63 1
C3OZ-9424-C #C3OE-9425-E. no stamping (Notes 1, 13, 14)

64 non E/R 1 1 (Comet)

64 1 1 C4OZ-9424-B #C4OE-9425-B or C5OE-9425-A. stamped “B” (Notes 1, 15) C4OZ-9424-D

65 before 9-8-64 (Note 16) 1 1 C4OZ-9424-C #C5OE-9425-A. stamped “A” (Note 9) C4OZ-9424-D (3-65)

65 9-8-64 to 2-1-65 (Notes 16, 17) 1 1 C4OZ-9424-D #C5AE-9425-M or C5OE-9425-C. stamped “J” (Notes 9, 18) C4OZ-9424-F

65 from 2-1-65 1 1 C4OZ-9424-F #C5OE-9425-C or C6OE-9524-B. stamped “C” (Notes 5, 9, 19) C4OZ-9424-G

66/67 1 1 C4OZ-9424-G #C6OE-9524-B or C8ZE-9425-A. stamped “B” (Notes 5, 9, 20) C4OZ-9424-H

68 1 C4OZ-9424-H #C8ZE-9425-A. no stamping

69 Special Performance 1 1 1 C9OZ-9424-D aluminum - high riser

9A424   SEAL - INTAKE MANIFOLD TO CYLINDER BLOCK - REAR (Also serviced in 6008, 6079 & 9433 kits)

62/64 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A424-A C2OZ-9433-A (gasket set)

64/66 before 12-6-65 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A424-B C2OZ-9A424-C (3-68)

66/67 from 12-6-65 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A424-C .145" thick C2OZ-9A424-D (4-68)

68/69 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A424-D .145" thick, 5.34" long, .20"- tabs on each end

A–106 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–107

Note 1 - Used with 1/4"-18 threaded temperature sender.
Note 2 - Included (1) C3AZ-10911-A brass adaptor (1/8"-27 pipe-threaded temperature sender to 1/4"-18 pipe-threaded hole).
Note 3 - C4OE-9425-A casting used at the very end of 1963 production and identified by the stamped letter “J”.
Note 4 - The 260 V8 extended beyond 1964 production for Sunbeam Tiger production and service replacements.
Note 5 - Includes (1) C5AZ-8592-C housing. The C5AZ-8592-C connection assembly (thermostat housing) was included 

because after 2-1-65 the thermostat pocket was moved from the intake manifold to the thermostat housing.
Note 6 - Used with 1/8"-27 pipe-threaded temperature sender.
Note 7 - No marking found on early manifolds. An “F” stamping would be expected.
Note 8 - non-emissions reduction (non E/R) means PCV valve not used. Rear of intake manifold machined as in 1962-63 for 

a road draft tube.
Note 9 - Includes (1) C5DZ-10911-A brass adaptor (1/8"-27 pipe threaded temperature sender to 3/8"-18 pipe thread hole).

Note10- #C5AE-9425-D casting number introduced in late 1964 production (as early as May 1964).
Note11- #C6OE-9425-A casting number introduced in late 1965 production (as early as June 1965).
Note12- #C8AE-9425-B casting number introduced in late 1967 production (as early as May 1967).
Note13- No marking found on early manifolds. A “B” stamping found on a June 1963 manifold.
Note14- This manifold also used to service non-emissions reduction (non-E/R) 1964 production 4V intake manifolds. Road 

draft tube attached to rear of intake manifold. Non-E/R used on some engines from May 1964. Road draft tubes not 
used on 1963-64 289 HiPo with streamline cast iron exhaust manifolds. (Comet HiPo used standard exhaust manifolds.)

Note15- #C5OE-9425-A casting number introduced in late 1964 production (as early as May 1964).
Note16- Ford gave a date of 9-8-64 for the transition between the C5OE-9425-A and C5AE-9425-M casting, however, the 

C5OE-9425-A extended beyond that date and the two manifolds were both used in the same time frame.
Note17- Ford gave a date of 2/1/65 in the intake manifold listing, but a 3/1/65 date in the thermostat housing listing. The 2/1/65 

date should be considered as an approximate date.
Note18- Only the very early C5OE-9425-C manifolds had thermostat pockets, such as one confirmed manifold dated 5A22.
Note19- #C6OE-9425-B casting number introduced in late 1965 production (as early as June 1965).
Note20- #C8ZE-9425-A casting number introduced in late 1967 production (as early as May 1967).

!

!

!

!

General Note: The general rule for service replacement intake manifolds was to use current production castings if possible 
and machine them for various applications. In addition, there were times when the thermostat housing and 
temperature sender adaptor were included for backward compatibility purposes.

A-106

# - identification casting number E/R - emissions reductions
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9A425   SEAL - INTAKE MANIFOLD TO CYLINDER BLOCK - FRONT (Also serviced in 6008, 6079 & 9433 kits)

62/64 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A425-A C2OZ-9433-A (gasket set)

64/66 before 12-6-65 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A425-B C2OZ-9A425-C

66/67 from 12-6-65 to 6-6-67 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A425-C .145" thick C2OZ-9A425-D (11-67)

67/69 from 6-6-67 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A425-D .145" thick, 5.34" long, .20" tabs on each end

9430   MANIFOLD - EXHAUST - RIGHT (Note 1)

62 1 C2OZ-9430-A #C2OE-9430-A (Note 2) C2OZ-9430-B

62 1 1 C2OZ-9430-B #C2OE-9430-A or C2OE-9430-B (Note 2) C2OZ-9430-C

62 1 1 C2OZ-9430-C #C2OE-9430-A or C2OE-9430-B (Note 2)

63 1 1 1 C3AZ-9430-B #C3OE-9430-B (Notes 3, 4) C3AZ-9430-F 

64/65 1 1 1 1 (Note 5) C3AZ-9430-F #C4OE-9430-A (Note 6) C3AZ-9430-G

66 without T/E 1 1 C3AZ-9430-G #C6OE-9430-C (Note 7) C3AZ-9430-H

66/69 without T/E 1 1 1 1 C7AZ-9430-A #C6OE-9430-F (Note 7) C3AZ-9430-H

66/68 with T/E 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9430-H #C6OE-9430-C or C6OE-9430-F (Notes 7, 8)

63/64 before 4/1/64 (Note 9) 1 C3OZ-9430-B #C3OE-9430-C. used on Fairlane. (Note 10) C3OZ-9430-C

64 from 4/1/64 (Notes 9, 11) 1 C3OZ-9430-C #C3OE-9430-C. used on Fairlane. (Note 10)

64/67 (Note 11) 1 C5ZZ-9430-A #C4ZE-9430-A. used on Fairlane and Mustang. (Note 12) C5ZZ-9430-B

67 (Note 13) 1 C5ZZ-9430-B #C7ZE-9430-A. used on Mustang. (Note 12)

9430   MANIFOLD - EXHAUST - LEFT (Note 1)

62 1 C2OZ-9431-A #C2OE-9431-A (Note 2) C2OZ-9431-B

62 1 1 C2OZ-9431-B #C2OE-9431-A or C2OE-9431-B (Note 2)

63/65 except C & X & ’65 A 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9431-B #C3OE-9431-A (Note 3) C3AZ-9431-G

63/65 C & X only 1 1 1 1 (Note 5) C3DZ-9431-A #C3DE-9431-A (Note 3)

65 A only 1 C5AZ-9431-A #C5AE-9431-B C5AZ-9431-D

66 without T/E, except A 1 1 C3AZ-9431-G #C6OE-9431-C (Note 7) C3AZ-9431-H

66/69 without T/E, except A 1 1 1 1 C7OZ-9431-B #C6OE-9431-F (Note 7) C3AZ-9431-H

66/68 with T/E, except A 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9431-H #C6OE-9431-C or C6OE-9431-F (Notes 7, 8)

66 without T/E, A only 1 C5AZ-9431-D #C6AE-9431-B (Note 7) C5AZ-9431-E

66/69 without T/E, A only 1 C7AZ-9431-A #C6AE-9431-E (Note 7) C5AZ-9431-E

66/69 with T/E, A only 1 C5AZ-9431-E #C6AE-9431-B or C6AE-9431-E (Notes 7, 8)

63/67 without T/E 1 C3OZ-9431-A #C3OE-9431-B. used on Fairlane and Mustang C3OZ-9431-B

67 with T/E (Note 13) 1 C3OZ-9431-B #C7ZE-9431-A. used on Mustang

A–108 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–109

Key:   C - Comet           X - Falcon             A - Galaxie              T/E - thermactor emissions system

Note 1 - No gasket was used between the exhaust manifold and the cylinder head.
Note 2 - Used with flat inlet pipe gasket.
Note 3 - Used with flared donut inlet pipe gasket.
Note 4 - Not used with a choke inlet tube (air filtered at the bottom of the exhaust manifold).
Note 5 - 1964/65 Comet only. (Includes 1965 Canadian Falcons with 289 HiPo.)
Note 6 - Used with a choke inlet tube.
Note 7 - The difference between C6OE-9430-C and -F, between C6OE-9431-C and -F, between C6AE-9431-B and -E, is that 

the latter manifolds added casting to replace the remaining inlet pipe stud through-hole with a blind hole.
Note 8 - For thermactor (T/E) systems (1966/67 California smog control and early 1968 with manual transmission), the 

exhaust manifold was machine-notched for clearance with the T/E air log injectors at the exhaust ports.

Note 9 - Ford gave a date of 4-1-64 between C3OZ-9430-B and C3OZ-9430-C, however, this was also about the time the 289 
HiPo switched from automatic chokes to manual chokes.

Note10- Used with automatic carburetor choke.
Note11- Transition between C3OZ-9430-C and C5ZZ-9430-A was about mid-April 1964. A Fairlane with an April 14, 1964 

scheduled build date has been found with an automatic choke, and a Fairlane with an April 16, 1964 scheduled build 
date found with a manual choke. Mustang 289 HiPo production began about June 8, 1964 and those engines came with 
manual chokes, except for at least one pre-production Mustang with 289 HiPo being reviewed by car magazine editors.

Note12- Used with manual carburetor choke (cable-operated).
Note13- T/E required in California from 4-5-67. The exhaust manifold was machine-notched for clearance with the T/E air log 

injectors at the exhaust ports. Also serviced non-T/E applications.

!

!

!
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A-108
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9433   GASKET SET - INATKE MANIFOLD (Also serviced in 6008 & 6079 kits)

62/64 1 1 C2OZ-9433-A kit. see contents below C3AZ-9433-C

 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (2) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (2) C2OZ-9441-A gasket

63/65 1 1 1 C3AZ-9433-B kit. see contents below C3AZ-9433-C

 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A seal (2) C2OZ-9A425-A seal (2) C3AZ-9441-A gasket

66 1 1 1 C3AZ-9433-C kit. see contents below C3AZ-9433-D

 (1) C2OZ-9A424-B seal (2) C2OZ-9A425-B seal (2) C3AZ-9441-A gasket

66/67 1 1 1 C3AZ-9433-D kit. see contents below C3AZ-9433-H

 (1) C2OZ-9A424-C seal (2) C2OZ-9A425-C seal (2) C3AZ-9441-C gasket

68/69 1 1 1 C3AZ-9433-H kit. see contents below

 (1) C2OZ-9A424-D seal (2) C2OZ-9A425-D seal (2) C3AZ-9441-D gasket

9441   GASKET SET - INATKE MANIFOLD TO CYLINDER HEAD (Also serviced in 6008, 6079 & 9433 kits)

62/64 2 2 C2OZ-9441-A

63/66 2 2 2 C3AZ-9441-A C3AZ-9441-C

66/67 2 2 2 C3AZ-9441-C C3AZ-9441-D

68/69 2 2 2 C3AZ-9441-D

9447   GASKET - CARBURETOR

62 2 C2OZ-9447-A C2OZ-9447-B

62/63 2 C2OZ-9447-B C2OZ-9447-C

63/64 2 C2OZ-9447-C

63/69 2 2 C3AZ-9447-B

63/64 2 2 C2AZ-9447-E Note 1

65/66 2 2 C5AZ-9447-A Note 1

67/68 2 2 2 C7AZ-9447-A .018"/.024" thick

9A447   TAB - EXHAUST MANIFOLD MOUNTING BOLT LOCKING

62/66 before 12-17-65 (Notes 2, 3) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A447-A

63/66 before 12-17-65 (Notes 2, 4) 1 C3OZ-9A447-A

9B447   PULLEY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP THERMACTOR EXHAUST SYSTEM (See Appendix B, page B–20.)

9450   GASKET - EXHAUST MANIFOLD TO INLET PIPE

62 1 1 C1SZ-9450-A flat gasket

63/64 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9450-A 2.03" I.D., 2.50" O.D., .58" thick C5ZZ-9450-A

65 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9450-A 2.03" I.D., 2.50" O.D., .58" thick C6AZ-9450-B

66/67 1 1 1 C6AZ-9450-B 2.03" I.D., 2.50" O.D., .58" thick C6AZ-9450-D

68/69 1 1 1 C6AZ-9450-D 2.03" I.D., 2.50" O.D., .58" thick

9A456   SHIELD - EXHAUST MANIFOLD AUTOMATIC CHOKE SPLASH (Note 5)

62 before 2-1-62 1 1 C2OZ-9A456-A C2OZ-9A456-B

62/63 from 2-1-62 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A456-A extended tab for better retention

A–110 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–111

Note 1 - C2AZ-9447-E was replaced by C3AZ-9447-A which was used for the 352, 390, 406, 427 and later for the 428. Around 
2-68 C3AZ-9447-A was replaced by C3AZ-9447-C which was used for the 427 and 428. However, in 1965, Ford used the 
C5AZ-9447-A gasket for the 289 and 352. This was replaced by C8SZ-9447-A which was described as .018"/.024" thick 
and used for the 390, 428 and 429.

Note 2 - Although Ford gave a date of 12-17-65, evidence suggests that locking tabs were used on engines as late as May 1966.

!
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A-110

Note 3 - Locking tabs replaced by (8) 377188-S & (8) 377187-S screw & washer assembly with (16) 353922-S flat washers.
Note 4 - Locking tabs replaced by (8) 377277-S & (8) 377187-S screw & washer assembly with (16) 353922-S flat washers.
Note 5 - Attached to R.H. exhaust manifold with a spiral clamp. Protected choke stove air inlet. (No choke inlet tube used.)
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9468   RETAINER - FUEL PUMP OIL SEAL

62/64 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 B7A-9648-A 1" O.D.

9A474   FITTING ASSEMBLY - INTAKE MANIFOLD VACUUM OUTLET (Includes 2269, 2420, 7B094 and 018B14)

62/65 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 358066-S plug, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, for intake manifold, 7/16" hex head

62/65 (Note 3) 1 1 1 1 1 375798-S
brass connection 3/8"-18 pipe thread one end,
1/4" tube port for 7/16"-24 nut other end

62/69 (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 354584-S brass elbow, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut

62/65 (Note 5) 1 1 1 1 1 375786-S
brass tee, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut,
1/4" tube port for 7/16"-24 nut

62/65 (Note 6) 1 1 1 1 1 353808-S8 plug, for 1/4" tube port with 7/16"-24 thread

62/69 (Note 7) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 370597-S plug, 3/8" tube port with 5/8"-18 thread

65/67 Comet only (Note 8) 1 1 1 C5AZ-57018B14-B
brass tee 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut,
(2) 1/4" tube ports for 7/16"-24 nuts

65/67 Comet only (Note 9) 1 1 1 380016-S
elbow tube, 1/4" tube port for 7/16"-24 nut one end,
reduced and flared for 3/32" hose other end

66/67 with T/E (Note 10) 1 1 1 C6AZ-9A474-B
brass fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut,
(1) 5/32" & (1) 1/4" outlet tubes

67
Mustang and Cougar only, 
with T/E & A/C (Note 11)

1 1 C7ZZ-9A474-A
brass fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut,
(2) 5/32" & (1) 1/4" outlet tubes

68/69 (Note 12) 1 1 1 C8AZ-9A474-E
brass fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut,
(1) 1/4" outlet tube

68/69 (Note 13) 1 1 1 C8AZ-9A474-B
brass fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 3/8" tube port for 5/8"-18 nut,
(1) 5/32" & (2) 1/4" outlet tubes

68/69 (Note 14) 1 1 1 C8OZ-9A474-C
fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, with (1) 3/8"-18 pipe thread plug,
(1) 3/16" outlet tube, circular

68/69 (Note 14) 1 1 1 C8OZ-9A474-B
fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, with (1) 3/8"-18 pipe thread plug,
(2) 3/16" outlet tube, circular

68 (Note 14) 1 1 1 C8ZZ-9A474-A
fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, with (1) 3/8"-18 pipe thread plug,
(3) 3/16" outlet tube, circular

68 (Note 14) 1 1 1 C8AZ-9A474-D
fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, with (1) 3/8"-18 pipe thread plug,
(4) 3/16" outlet tube, circular

69 (Note 15) 1 C9AZ-9A474-F fitting, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, (1) 3/16" outlet tube, (1) 3/8” outlet tube

67/69 1 1 1 1 1 380614-S cap, rubber, 3/16" outlet (for unused hose ports)

66/69 1 1 1 1 1 380613-S cap, rubber, 1/4" outlet (for unused hose ports)

A–112 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–113

Note 1 - Applies to all for 1962. Only applies to 1963/64 engines with cartridge-type oil filters (those not using spin-on oil filters.)
Note 2 - Used to plug the rear vacuum port if not used for the automatic transmission or power brakes. Primarily found in 1962-

65, but might have been used in later years as well.
Note 3 - Primarily used with automatic transmission without power brakes in the 1962-65 time period. It was also found on a 

1965 Comet with manual transmission and no power brakes, but with intermittent windshield wipers.
Note 4 - Used in 1962-65 for power brakes without automatic transmission. Also used with power brakes alone or in combination 

with other fittings in 1966-69.
Note 5 - Primarily used in 1962-65 for cars equipped with both automatic transmission and power brakes.
Note 6 - Used to block off the fitting’s 1/4" tube port with a 7/16"-24 threaded plug. Not used very often.
Note 7 - Used to block off the fitting’s 3/8" tube port with a 5/8"-18 threaded plug. Widely used in 1966-69.

Note 8 - Used for Comets with automatic, power brakes, and intermittent wipers.
Note 9 - Adapted the 1/4" tube port usually reserved for the automatic vacuum moderator line to connect the 3/32" hose from 

the intermittent wiper governor.
Note10- Had ports for power brakes and hose outlets for backfire valve (5/32") and vacuum accessories (3/16").
Note11- Like C6AZ-9A474-B, but had an additional 5/32" hose outlet on the side for a hose to 12A091 (distributor valve).
Note12- Primarily for power brakes and automatic transmission.
Note13- Used if more ports required for additional vacuum operated accessories.
Note14- This fitting was threaded into the intake manifold and had 1 to 4 hose ports radially from its side. The fitting was 

normally plugged on top, but the plug was often removed to install additional brass fittings as needed.
Note15- Used on Galaxie to connect a large outlet hose to a C9AZ-9C490-A vacuum manifold mounted to the firewall.
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9A474   FITTING ASSEMBLY - INTAKE MANIFOLD VACUUM OUTLET (Includes 2269, 2420, 7B094 and 018B14) (continued)

63/65 Fairlane & Meteor 1 1 1 C2OA-2420-C power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end, about 10" long not replaced

63/65 Fairlane 1 1
C3OA-2420-C power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end not replaced

63/65 Falcon & Comet 1 1 1 1

63/64 Galaxie 1 1 C3AA-2420-A power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end not replaced

64/65 Mustang 1 1 1 C4ZA-2420-B power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end, about 9½" long not replaced

65 Galaxie 1 C5AA-2420-B power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end, about 12" long not replaced

66/67 Galaxie 1 C6AA-2420-B power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end, about 12½" long not replaced

66 Mustang 1 1 C6ZA-2420-A power brake tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end, about 9½" long not replaced

66/67 except ’67 Mustang & Cougar 1 1 1 C6AZ-7B094-A
automatic transmission tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end,
S-shaped, tapers to 1/4" tube on other end, about 8" long

67 Mustang & Cougar 1 1 1 C7ZZ-7B094-A
automatic transmission tube, 3/8" O.D., with 5/8"-18 tube nut one end,
L-shaped, tapers to 1/4" tube on other end

62/69 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 B7Q-2269-A steel 3/8" O.D., bulk in 25' roll

62/69 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 87945-S8 nut, 3/8" tube, 5/8"-18 thread

62/69 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 91A-2269 steel 1/4" O.D., bulk in 25' roll

62/69 (Note 2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 87943-S8 nut, 1/4" tube, 7/16"-24 thread

9510   CARBURETOR (See Appendix C)

9A523   SUPPORT - CARBURETOR BOOSTER VENTURI (See Appendix C)

9C525   CONNECTOR - CARBURETOR TO MANIFOLD SPACER HOSE

63/64 Sprint 1 C3OE-9C5250A
.62" I.D., .94" O.D., 7.50" long,
cut from FDA-18472-A heater hose. (Note 3)

not replaced

9B532   COMPENSATOR ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR HOT IDLE

64/68 except ’64/65 non-E/R (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 C4AZ-9B532-A 1/8"-27 male pipe thread

64/65 non-E/R (Note 4) 1 1 1 C4AZ-9B532-B 1/8"-27 male pipe thread

64/68 except ’64/65 non-E/R (Note 4) 1 1 1 1 1 379573-S tee, 1/2" tube each end, 1/8"-27 female pipe

66 “Air Gulp” T/E 1 1 380747-S
fitting, 1/2" tube each end, 3/4" tube, 1/8"-27 female pipe. with and without 
A/C

66 “Air Gulp” T/E 1 1 87601-S plug, 1/8"-27 male pipe. without A/C

9533   JET - MAIN METERI NG - CARBURETOR PRIMARY & SECONDARY (See Appendix C)

9D560   GASKET - CARBURETOR SPACER WATER INLET

62 1 1 C2OZ-9D560-A

9A588   GASKET - FUEL FILTER TO CARBURETOR

65 Galaxie from 2-25-65 1
C2AZ-9A588-B (Note 5)

66 1 1 1

A–114 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–115

Note 1 - Power brake tubes were serviced by using 3/8" bulk tubing, double-flaring one end, installing 5/8"-18 thread tube nut, 
bending to desired shape and cutting to length.

Note 2 - Automatic transmission lines were made from 1/4" O.D. bulk tubing, double-flaring one end, installing 7/16"-24 tube 
nut, bending to desired shape and cutting to length.

Note 3 - Hose routed from intake manifold water outlet to carburetor spacer. FDA-18472-A is bulk (100') 5/8" I.D. 
white-striped heater hose, heat and oil resistant.

Note 4 - non-E/R means engine used a road draft tube. Ford gave a date of 5-25-64 when some 1964 engines began using 
road draft tubes. Road draft tubes were phased out in March 1965. A lot of confusion surrounds the hot idle 
compensator used due to the design of the two compensators. In general, the compensator was used on all 2V 
vehicles equipped with air conditioning and installed in the PCV hose from the valve cover to the carburetor spacer 
via a 379573-S tee. When a road draft tube was used, the PCV hose was eliminated. To adapt the compensator, Ford 
designed it with a hose fitting and connected the compensator to the carburetor spacer via a 2" C1AE-6A664-C hose. 
Sources disagree on whether the compensator was used on the 289-4V. Mercury listed it for the 1965 289-4V. So did 
Ford for some applications. It was compatible with the 4V, however, the non-E/R application would require a longer 
hose to clear the Autolite 4100 4V carburetor secondary fuel bowl. (Valves not used after 11-15-67.)

Note 5 - Also used inside Autolite 2100 and 4100 carburetors as a gasket for the power valve (economizer).

!
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9A589   SPACER - CARBURETOR TO INTAKE MANIFOLD

62 with road draft tube 1 C2OZ-9A589-A #C2OE-9A589-A. non-E/R (no PCV hole) C2OZ-9A589-F

62 with PCV valve 1 C2OZ-9A589-B #C2OE-9A589-B. E/R (PCV hole) C2OZ-9A589-F

62 with PCV valve 1 C2OZ-9A589-F #C2OE-9A589-F (Notes 1, 2, 3)

62 with road draft tube 1 C2OZ-9A589-C #C2OE-9A589-C. non-E/R (no PCV hole) C2OZ-9A589-E

62 with PCV valve 1 C2OZ-9A589-D #C2OE-9A589-D. E/R (PCV hole) C2OZ-9A589-E

62 with PCV valve 1 C2OZ-9A589-E #C2OE-9A589-G

63/64 Falcon “Sprint” 1 C2AZ-9A589-H #C3OE-9A589-D (Notes 1, 2, 4)

63 1 C3OZ-9A589-A #C3OE-9A589-A. #221

63/64 except Falcon “Sprint” 1 C3AZ-9A589-A #C3OE-9A589-B. #260

63/64 before 2-17-64 1 C3AZ-9A589-B #C3AE-9A589-B. #289 C3AZ-9A589-D (5-65)

64/69 from 2-17-64 1 1 C3AZ-9A589-D #C4AE-9A589-D. #289 (289 marking phased out when 302 introduced)

63/64 before 2-17-64 (Note 5) 1 1 C3OZ-9A589-B #C3OE-9A589-E C3OZ-9A589-C

64 from 2-17-64 (Notes 5, 6) 1 1 1 C3OZ-9A589-C #C4OE-9A589-A (Notes 7, 8)

65 (Note 6) 1 1 C3OZ-9A589-D #C4OE-9A589-E (Notes 7, 8) C3OZ-9A589-C

64/65 with road draft tube (Note 9) 1 1 (’65) not serviced #C4OE-9A589-F non-E/R (no PCV hole) (Note 7) C3OZ-9A589-C

62 1 1 359409-S 5/16" cup to plug PCV hole for road draft tube applications

9600   CLEANER ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR AIR (includes ELEMENT ASSEMBLY)

62 1 1 C2OZ-9600-A #blue, 14" O.D., with 8" air inlet tube, 5" high

63 before 2-18-63 (Note 10) 1 1 1 C3AZ-9600-D #red, 14" O.D., 5" high C4AZ-9600-J (6-64)

63 from 2-18-63 (Note 10) 1 1 1 C3AZ-9600-J 14" O.D., 5" high C4AZ-9600-J (6-64)

64 before 6-5-64 (Note 11) 1 C4OZ-9600-B 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 13) C4AZ-9600-J (6-64)

64 before 6-5-64 (Note 11) 1 C4OZ-9600-F 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 13, 14) C4AZ-9600-K

64 before 6-5-64 (Note 11) 1 C4AZ-9600-J 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 13) C4AZ-9600-K

64 before 6-5-64 (Note 11) 1 C4AZ-9600-S #red, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 13, 14) C4AZ-9600-BB

64 from 6-5-64 (Note 11) 1 1 C4AZ-9600-AJ #red, 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 13) C4AZ-9600-K

64 from 6-5-64 (Note 11) 1 1 C4AZ-9600-BB #red, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 13, 14) C4AZ-9600-K

65 (Note 15) 1 1 C5AZ-9600-K #bronze-gold, 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 16) C4AZ-9600-K

65 (Note 15) 1 1 C5AZ-9600-L #bronze-gold, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 14, 16) C4AZ-9600-K

66/67 except Mustang 1 1 (’66) C4AZ-9600-K #blue, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 14, 16, 17) C4AZ-9600-L (Note 18)

67 Falcon only 1 C4AZ-9600-L #blue, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 14, 16, 19)

A–116 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–117

Note 1 - Includes (1) 359409-S plug for blocking off PCV hole for road draft tube applications. Used with B5A-19554-A 
sealer (“Perfect Seal” sealing compound in a 4 ounce can).

Note 2 - Also used when retrofitting 1963 and later 2V manifolds on 1962 engines.
Note 3 - Serviced spacer #C2OE-9A589-E, which was only used in 221 V8 production with road draft tube.
Note 4 - Serviced spacer #C2OE-9A589-H, which was only used in 260 V8 production with road draft tube.
Note 5 - The transition between C3OZ-9A589-B (C3OE-9A589-E) and C3OZ-9A589-C (C4OE-9A589-A) appears to have 

occurred earlier than indicated—closer to the beginning of the 1964 production year (August 1963).
Note 6 - One source indicated that the Mustang transitioned between C3OZ-9A589-C and C3OZ-9A589-D about 7-13-64, 

(end of 1964 production), but was likely around May 1964.
Note 7 - When C4OE-9A589-A introduced, all 289 engines used PCV valves. Around May 1964, engines with PCV valves 

used C4OE-9A589-E and engines with road draft tubes used C4OE-9A589-F. When road draft tubes phased out in 
March 1965, C4OE-9A589-A again used in production and replaced C4OE-9A589-E and C4OE-9A589-F.

Note 8 - Includes (1) C4AZ-9C639-B rubber cap (.5" I.D., .96" long) & (1) 97331-S35 clamp for road draft tube application.

Note 9 - Road draft tube attached to rear of intake manifold in 1964, attached to R.H. valve cover in 1965. Road draft tube 
not used with 1963-64 Fairlane or 1964½ Mustang 289 HiPo due to interference between tube and exhaust manifold.

Note10- Except Falcon “Sprint”.
Note11- Except Falcon “Sprint”, Comet “Cyclone”, and Mustang.
Note12- No spout on side of air cleaner.
Note13- Used with C0AZ-9654-A rubber gasket on bottom of air cleaner.
Note14- Spout on side of air cleaner for hose between air cleaner and air breather cap.
Note15- Except Comet “Cyclone” and Mustang. Includes non-Cyclone Comet.
Note16- Includes C5ZZ-9654-A paper gasket between air cleaner and carburetor.
Note17- Except 289 4V in 1967. (Air cleaner was incompatible with the 1967 Autolite 4300 4V carburetor. See Note 19.)
Note18- Not a direct replacement. C4AZ-9600-L is a different design from C4AZ-9600-K. See Note 19.
Note19- Includes (2) C5AZ-9C639-A cap for plugging spout for open ventilation applications and T/E spout. C4AZ-9600-L 

was a special 1967 Falcon 4V air cleaner to fit over the new Autolite 4300 4V and was also used as a service 
replacement for 2V applications. It was very similar to the air cleaners used by Ford of Canada.
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9600   CLEANER ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR AIR (includes ELEMENT ASSEMBLY)

64 Cyclone, before 2-4-64 (Note 1) 1 C4GY-9600-A #silver, chrome lid, 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 2, 3) (Note 4)

64 Cyclone, before 2-4-64 (Note 1) 1 C4GY-9600-B #silver, chrome lid, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 3, 5) (Note 6)

64 Cyclone, from 2-4-64 (Note 1) 1 C4GY-9600-E #silver, chrome lid, 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 2, 3, 7) (Note 6)

64 Cyclone, from 2-4-64 (Note 1) 1 C4GY-9600-F #silver, chrome lid, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 3, 5, 7) (Note 6)

65 Cyclone only 1 C5GY-9600-C #silver, chrome lid, 14" O.D., 5" high, closed ventilation (Notes 5, 8)

65 Cyclone only 1 C5GY-9600-D #silver, chrome lid, 14" O.D., 5" high, open ventilation (Notes 2, 8)

64 before 4-30-64, Mustang only 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-G #bronze-gold, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, open ventilation (Notes 2, 8, 10) C5ZZ-9600-C

64 4-30-64 to 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-S #red, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, open ventilation (Notes 2, 8) C5ZZ-9600-C

64 before 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-E #red, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, closed ventilation (Notes 5, 8) C5ZZ-9600-Y

65/66 from 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-Z #bronze-gold, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, open ventilation (Notes 2, 8) C5ZZ-9600-C

65/66 from 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-Y #bronze-gold, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, closed ventilation (Notes 5, 8) C5ZZ-9600-C

66 Mustang only 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-C #blue, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, closed ventilation (Notes 5, 8) C5ZZ-9600-D (2-68)

67 Mustang & Cougar only 1 1 C5ZZ-9600-D #blue, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, closed ventilation (Notes 5, 8, 11)

67 from 4-2-67, Mustang & Cougar 1 1 C7ZZ-9600-C #blue, chrome lid, 17¼" O.D., 4¼" high, closed ventilation (Notes 5, 8, 11)

68 all 1 1 1 C8AZ-9600-A #blue, 17¾" O.D., 4¼" high (Note 11) C8AZ-9600-D

68/69 all 1 1 1 C8AZ-9600-D #blue, 17¾" O.D., 4¼" high (Note 11)

63 Falcon “Sprint” 1 C3DZ-9600-B #chrome, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, open ventilation (Note 12) C4DZ-9600-C

64 Falcon “Sprint” 1 C4DZ-9600-C #chrome, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, open ventilation (Note 12)

64 Falcon “Sprint” 1 C4DZ-9600-L #chrome, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, closed ventilation (Notes 12, 13) C5ZZ-9600-W

63 1 C3AZ-9600-B #green-gold, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 14, 15) C4AZ-9600-E

64 before 4-2-64 1 C4AZ-9600-E #bronze-gold, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 16)

64 4-2-64 to 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 C4OZ-9600-N #bronze-gold, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, open ventilation (Notes 12, 16) C5ZZ-9600-W (9-66)

64 Fairlane only 1 C4OZ-9600-T #bronze-gold, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, closed ventilation (Notes 12, 13, 16)

64 before 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 C5ZZ-9600-V #bronze-gold, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, closed ventilation (Notes 12, 16, 17, 18) C5ZZ-9600-W

65/67 from 8-20-64 (Note 9) 1 C5ZZ-9600-W #chrome, 14" O.D., 2¾" high, closed ventilation (Notes 11, 17, 18, 19, 20)

62/67 1 1 1 1 371005-S7-8 stud, carburetor to air cleaner, 1/4"-20 & 5/16"-18, 4.76" long

63/67 includes ’63/64 Falcon “Sprint” 1 1 370971-S8 stud, carburetor to air cleaner, 1/4"-20 & 5/16"-18, 3.80" long

67 Falcon only 1 380959-S stud, carburetor to air cleaner, 1/4"-20 & 1/4"-20, 5.25" long

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 358462-S7 wing nut, 1/4"-20

A–118 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–119

Note 1 - Around 2-4-64, Mercury moved the carburteor choke source from the air cleaner to the carburetor. See Note 7.
Note 2 - No spout on side of air cleaner.
Note 3 - Used with C0AZ-9654-A rubber gasket on bottom of air cleaner.
Note 4 - Mercury also used this Cyclone air cleaner as the replacement for 1963 Meteor 221 and 260 V8s, 1963 Comet 260 V8, 

1964 Comet 260 V8, and the non-Cyclone 289 4V.
Note 5 - Spout on side of air cleaner for hose between air cleaner and air breather cap.
Note 6 - Mercury also used the Cyclone air cleaner to service the 1964 Comet 260 V8 and the non-Cyclone 289 4V.
Note 7 - Includes (1) C4AZ-9C639-A rubber cap for use on vehicles not requiring use of the choke tube adaptor.
Note 8 - Includes C5ZZ-9654-A paper gasket between air cleaner and carburetor.
Note 9 - For Mustang only, Ford considered the transition between Mustang 1964 and 1965 production to be 8-20-64. 

According to the scheduled build dates as shown on the Mustang door tag, the change occurred on 8-2-64.
Note10- Air cleaner probably included a choke tube adaptor.
Note11- Includes (1) C5AZ-9C639-A cap for plugging spout.
Note12- Rounded top lid style.

Note13- When closed systems came out about January 1964, the spout was on the top of the air cleaner lid.
Note14- Bottom tray was the same color as the top lid. Initial bottom trays included a choke tube adaptor, although adaptor 

was not required for this application. Adaptor eliminated as a running change.
Note15- In production, evidence suggests some leftover 1963 green-gold air cleaners were used on 1964 production Fairlanes.
Note16- Bottom tray did not have choke tube adaptor and was the same color as the top lid.
Note17- Although Ford parts catalogs showed Mustangs built in 1964 production (defined by Ford as before 8-20-64) had 

bronze-gold air cleaners (and as evidenced by pictures taken by magazine editors previewing the K-code Mustang), it 
appears that due to the late production introduction (about June 8, 1964, scheduled build dates), the K-code Mustangs 
received the flat top closed ventilation C5ZZ-9600-W air cleaners as soon as they were available, with priority likely 
going to California registry Mustangs first. If not available, the round top Falcon Sprint C4DZ-9600-C air cleaner 
top lid was used, perhaps using the C5ZZ-9600-V bottom tray for closed ventilation applications. In short, what Ford 
intended as indicated by its parts catalogs did not appear to be what actually happened in production.

Note18- Spout for closed ventilation on the bottom tray.
Note19- Bottom tray initially bronze-gold, but changed to blue by 1966 as a running change.
Note20- Flat top lid style.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9601   ELEMENT ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER

62/67 (Note 1) 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9601-A 8.40" O.D., 6.58" I.D., 3.22" high (Notes 3, 4)

64/66 (Note 2) 1 1 1 C4OZ-9601-A polyurethane, 8.42" O.D., 3.81" high (Notes 5, 6) C2OZ-9601-A (7-66)

64/67 Mustang & Cougar only 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9601-B 10.04" O.D., 7.50" I.D., 2.38" high (Notes 4, 7)

64/66 Mustang only 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9601-A polyurethane, 9.65" O.D., 2.70" high (Notes 6, 8) C5ZZ-9601-B (6-66)

63/67 1 (Note 9) 1 B7S-9601-A 13.69" I.D., 10.81" I.D., 2.12" high (Note 10) B7SZ-9601-A (2-67)

67 1 B7SZ-9601-A 13.30" I.D., 11.32" I.D., 2.22" high (Note 11)

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-9601-A 13.30" O.D., 11.32" I.D., 2.80" high (Note 12)

9A603   SHROUD and TUBE ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER AIR DUCT

63/66 (Note 13) 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9A603-A no indents in ducting C3DZ-9A603-A (Note 14)

63 Falcon & Comet 1 C3DZ-9A603-A indent in ducting for shock tower clearance (Note 15) C3DZ-9A603-B

64/65 Falcon & Comet 1 C3DZ-9A603-B indent in ducting for shock tower clearance (Note 15) C6OZ-9A603-A (Note 16)

66/67 except Mustang & Cougar 1 1 C6OZ-9A603-A indented for thermactor air log manifold (Note 17)

64/66 Mustang only 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9A603-A (Note 18) C5ZZ-9A603-B

66/67 Mustang & Cougar 1 1 C5ZZ-9A603-B (Note 18)

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-6A603-C

63/64 1 1 1 1 377833-S stud, 5/16"-18 each end, 1.62" long, .19" hex shoulder, .5" from short end

64/67 1 1 1 379763-S7 stud, 5/16"-18 each end, 1.66" long, .46" thick center hex shoulder

68/69 1 1 1 382245-S stud, 5/16"-18 each end, 1.41" long, .21: thick center hex shoulder

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 34806-S7 lockwasher

63/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 33825-S nut, brass, 5/16"-18 (Note 19)

9D912   MOTOR - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER VACUUM

68 before 4-2-68 1 1 1 C8AZ-9D612-A

9A626   DUCT and VALVE ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER

63/67 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9A626-A attached to air cleaner with (2) 359966-S8 wing nut (No. 10-32x.375" long)

64 1 1 C5ZZ-9A626-A attached to air cleaner with (2) 359966-S8 wing nut (No. 10-32x.375" long) C5ZZ-9A626-B

64/66 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9A626-B attached to air cleaner with (2) 359966-S8 wing nut (No. 10-32x.375" long) C5ZZ-9A626-C

67 1 1 C5ZZ-9A626-C attached to air cleaner with (2) 359966-S8 wing nut (No. 10-32x.375" long)

68 before 4-2-68 1 1 1 C8AZ-9A626-A includes vacuum motor C8AZ-9A626-D

68/69 from 4-2-68 1 1 1 C8AZ-9A626-D used without vacuum motor

A–120 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–121

Note 1 - Except for Mustang, Cougar, and 1963/64 Falcon “Sprint”.
Note 2 -  Except for Mustang, and 1963/64 Falcon “Sprint”.
Note 3 - Used with C2OZ-9600-A, C3AZ-9600-D, C3AZ-9600-J, C4AZ-9600-J, C4AZ-9600-AJ, C4OZ-9600-B, 

C4AZ-9600-K, C4AZ-9600-L, and C5AZ-9600-K.
Note 4 - Appearance changed over the years.
Note 5 - Used with C4AZ-9600-S, C4AZ-9600-BB, C4OZ-9600-F, and C5AZ-9600-L.
Note 6 - Primary use was with 1964-66 closed ventilation. It was felt that the polyurethane would withstand the oily fumes 

better than the paper filter. Discontinued in 1966.
Note 7 - Used with C5ZZ-9600-C, C5ZZ-9600-D, C5ZZ-9600-G, C5ZZ-9600-S, C5ZZ-9600-Z, and C7ZZ-9600-C.
Note 8 - Used with C5ZZ-9600-E, C5ZZ-9600-T, and C5ZZ-9600-Y.
Note 9 - For 260 V8, 1963/64 Falcon “Sprint” only.
Note10- Used with C3AZ-9600-B, C4AZ-9600-E, C4OZ-9600-N, C4OZ-9600-T, C5ZZ-9600-V, and C5ZZ-9600-W.
Note11- This was an air filter first used in the 1960s on 1967 390/428 V8s. Used with C5ZZ-9600-W in late 1967. The 

air filter was slightly smaller in outside diameter, slightly larger in inside diameter, and slightly taller than the 
B7S-9601-A filter it replaced and therefore did not fit the original Falcon “Sprint” or 289 HiPo low profile air 
cleaner tray and lid particularly well.

Note12- Used with C8AZ-9600-A and C8AZ-9600-D.
Note13- This was the proper heat duct for all 1963-65 Fairlanes, Meteors and Galaxies. It was also used on Fairlanes, Comets, 

Galaxies, and Falcons in 1966 until the C6OE-9430-C R.H. exhaust manifold was replaced by C6OE-9430-F.
Note14- Except in early 1963, Ford used the 1963 Falcon/Comet heat duct to service 1963/66 Galaxie and Fairlane heat ducts, 

even though production Galaxies and Fairlanes continued to use the C3AZ-9A603-A duct.
Note15- The 1963-65 Falcon/Comet heat duct was identical to the C3AZ-9A603-A shroud except for an indentation in the 

ducting for additional clearance for the shock tower, even though it was not necessary. It was also compatible on all 
other vehicles except the Mustang.

Note16- Ford used the C6OZ-9A603-A to service all previous heat ducts.
Note17- Duct was indented for clearance with thermactor air log, even though not necessary. Duct was also trimmed to clear 

extra casting of the C6OE-9430-F exhaust manifold. It was compatible with all other applications except the Mustang.
Note18- Only difference between C5ZZ-9A603-A and C5ZZ-9A603-B was that the latter was compatible with the extra 

casting around the C6OE-9430-F exhaust manifold. It was also compatible with all previous manifolds.
Note19- Ford used brass because steel tended to rust under the extremely high temperatures of the exhaust manifold.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9C639   CAP - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER ADAPTOR 

64 AR AR AR C4AZ-9C639-A .24" I.D., .53" long, used to plug air cleaner choke tube adaptor

64/65 with road draft tube AR AR AR AR C4AZ-9C639-B .50" I.D., .96" long, used to plug carburetor spacer PCV hole

64/67 AR AR AR AR C4AZ-9C639-A .625" I.D., .76" long, used to plug air cleaner spouts (ventilation or T/E)

69 Galaxie only AR C9AZ-9C639-A .375" I.D., .96" long, used to plug 9A474 intake manifold fitting

9B650   THERMOSTAT ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER

63/65 1 1 1 1 B8SZ-9B650-A (Note 1)

9654   GASKET - AIR CLEANER TO CARBURETOR

62/64 except Falcon “Sprint” 1 1 1 1 C0AZ-9654-A rubber, 5.51" O.D., 5.51" I.D., 24" thick

63/64
before 2-25-64, Falcon “Sprint” 1

C3AZ-9654-B paper, 5.62" O.D., 5.02" I.D., .06" thick (Note 2) C3AZ-9654-C (Note 3)
before 2-25-64 1

64
before 2-25-64, Falcon “Sprint” 1

C3AZ-9654-C paper, 5.62" O.D., 5.12" I.D., .188" thick (Note 2) (Note 4)
before 2-25-64 1

64 from 2-25-64, Falcon “Sprint” 1

C5ZZ-9654-A paper, 5.62" O.D., 5.13" I.D., .06" thick (Note 2) C5ZZ-9654-B (2-67)64/67 from 2-25-64 1

65/67 1 1

67/69 1 1 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9654-B paper, 5.66" O.D., 5.12" I.D., .18" thick (Note 2) C5ZZ-9654-C

9661   COVER - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER

67 Mustang & Cougar 1 1 C7OZ-9661-A chrome, dress-up, 17¼" diameter. (Note 5)

9673   GASKET - AIR CLEANER

62/67 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9673-A foam, for lid, 9.44" O.D., 8.52" I.D., .46" thick

64/67 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9673-A rubber, for lid, 16.94" O.D., 16.02" I.D., .46" thick

68/69 1 1 1 C8AZ-9673-A neoprene, for lid, 17.24" O.D., .40" thick

9B684   SPRING - CARBURETOR AIR CLEANER AIR DUCT INTAKE VALVE PLATE

68 before 4-2-68 1 1 1 C8AZ-9D612-A

9700   CONTROL ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR CHOKE

64 Fairlane only 1 C2OZ-9700-A cut to 38.62" long, mounts in dash

65 Fairlane only 1 C5OZ-9700-A 58.00" long, 7/16"-14 thread on knob end, mounts under dash near kickpanel

64 Mustang only, before 6-1-64 1 C5ZZ-9700-B 63.06" long (Note 6) C5ZZ-9700-C

64/67 Mustang only, from 6-1-64 1 C5ZZ-9700-C 57.62" long, 7/16"-14 thread on knob end

9A702   ROD ASSEMBLY - ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO BELLCRANK

66/67 B, C 1 C6OZ-6A702-C 5.04" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal) to 7A185 (bellcrank)

68/69 B, C 1 1 C8OZ-9A702-B 4.32" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal) to 7A185 (bellcrank)

66/67 X 1 1 C6OZ-9A702-B 10.58" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal) to 9510 (carburetor)

68/69 X 1 1 1 C8OZ-9A702-A 9.90" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal) to 9510 (carburetor)

A–122 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–123

Key:   B - Fairlane/Torino      C - Comet/Montego     X - Falcon

Note 1 - Ford only listed this part for 1962-65. After 1965, only the entire duct and valve assembly was serviced as a unit.
Note 2 - The .188" and .18" thick gaskets were listed for service in Ford’s parts catalogs, replacing those listed as .06" thick. 

However, original gaskets that have been found in the field have all been .06" thick.
Note 3 - In reality, C3AZ-9654-B could have been replaced by C5ZZ-9654-A. Ford actually used both on the same engine. 

(C3AZ-9654-B on 289 HiPos and Falcon “Sprints” before 2-25-64, and C5ZZ-9654-A in the same applications from 
2-25-64.)

Note 4 - C5ZZ-9654-B could be used as a replacement.
Note 5 - Used with C7ZZ-9600-C, but could also be used as dress-up on any Mustang or 1967 Cougar air cleaner.
Note 6 - The Mustang 289 HiPo was introduced with a scheduled build date of 6-8-64, therefore only a few Mustangs would 

have been equipped with this manual choke cable.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9A702   ROD ASSEMBLY - ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO BELLCRANK (continued)

65/67 F, R (without cruise control) 1 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9A702-D 11.56" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal rod) to 9510 (carburetor)

67 F, R (with cruise control) 1 1 C7ZZ-9A702-C 11.56" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal rod) to 9510 (carburetor)

68 F, R (without cruise control) 1 1 1 C8ZZ-9A702-A 12.66" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal rod) to 9510 (carburetor)

68 F, R (with cruise control 1 1 1 C8ZZ-9A702-C 12.66" long, attaches 9725 (gas pedal rod) to 9510 (carburetor)

64/69 F, R, X, (X only in 1969) 1 1 1 1 1 379009-S grommet (attaches rod to 9725 gas pedal rod)

64/69 F, R, X, (X only in 1969) 1 1 1 1 1 359182-S washer, No. 8, flat, nylon (attaches rod to 9725 gas pedal rod)

64/69 F, R, X, (X only in 1969) 1 1 1 1 1 72000-S7 pin, 1/16"x3/8", cotter (attaches rod to 9725 gas pedal rod)

9D702   STABILIZER - ACCELERATOR BELLCRANK

66/67 B, C 1 C6OZ-9D702-B attaches 7A185 (bellcrank) to 9D709 (firewall bracket)

68/69 B, C 1 1 C8OZ-9D702-A 7.24" long, attaches 7A185 (bellcrank) to 9D709 (firewall bracket)

9C704   CONNECTOR (HOSE) - AIR CLEANER TO THERMOSTATIC CHOKE CONTROL INLET TUBE

63 B (Note 1) 1 C3OE-9C704-A .22" I.D., .42" O.D., 5.9" long (cut from C1SZ-9324-B or C1AZ-7B086-A) (Note 2)

64/65 1 1 1 C4OE-9C704-A .22" I.D., .42" O.D., 10.2" long (cut from C1SZ-9324-B or C1AZ-7B086-A) (Note 2)

66/69 1 1
C2AE-9C704-A .22" I.D., .42" O.D., 5.9" long (cut from C1SZ-9324-B or C1AZ-7B086-A) (Note 2)

66 1

67/68 1 1 C7ZE-9C704-A .22" I.D., .42" O.D., 12.1" long (cut from C1SZ-9324-B or C1AZ-7B086-A) (Note 2)

63 B (Note 1) 2 97325-S35 clamp, .438" diameter (hose to air cleaner and hose to choke tube)

9D709   BRACKET - ACCELERATOR BELLCRANK STABILIZER REAR

66/67 B, C (before 9-15-66) 1 C6OZ-9D709-A mounts to firewall, attaches to 9D702 C6OZ-9D709-B

67 B, C (from 9-15-66) 1 C6OZ-9D709-B mounts to firewall, attaches to 9D702

68/69 B, C 1 1 C8OZ-9D709-A mounts to firewall, attaches to 9D702

9A714   INSERT - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE CONTROL AIR INTAKE

62/69 1 1 1 1 1 1 C2OZ-9A714-A inserted into 9430

9A715   RETAINER - CARBURETOR THERMOSTATIC CHOKE CONTROL INSERT 

62/63 1 1 1 B9AZ-9A715-A inserted into 9430

9728   BRACKET - ACCELERATOR SHAFT

65/68 A only 1 1 C5AZ-9728-A C9AZ-9728-A

69 A only 1 C9AZ-9728-A

9737   SPRING - ACCELERATOR RETRACTING

62 B, M 1 1 C2OZ-9737-B C2OZ-9737-C

62/64 B, M (before 11-1-63) 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-9737-C

.75" O.D., 6.5" long, 19¾ coils, .057/.058" wire diameter
(as measured from originals)63 X, C 1

64/65 B (from 11-1-63) 1 1 1 1

C4AZ-9737-A
.74" O.D., 5.6" long, 18¾ coils, .047/.048" wire diameter
(as measured from originals)

64/65 X, C 1 1

64 A (with S/T, O/D) 1

63 A 1 1
C3AZ-9737-B

64 A (with C/M) 1

A–124 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–125

Key:   A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     M - Meteor     R - Cougar     X - Falcon

Note 1 - Although Ford listed these parts and showed an illustration for them, none appeared in production Fairlanes.
Note 2 - C1SZ-9324-B was 13" long. C1AZ-7B086-A was bulk hose 25' long.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9737   SPRING - ACCELERATOR RETRACTING (continued) (Note 1)

65/67 A 1
C5AZ-9737-B .58" O.D., 6.52" long, 24½ coils

67 F, R, X 1

68 A 1 1 C8AZ-9737-A .567" O.D., 6.20" long, #green

69 A 1 C9AZ-9737-B .55" O.D., 7.79" long, 24 coils

64/66 F 1 1 1 1

C5ZZ-9737-B .701" O.D., 1.74" long, 15 coils
67 F 1

66/67 B, C, X 1

67 F, R 1

68 F, R, X 1 1
C8ZZ-9737-A .700" O.D., 2.34" long, 15 coils

69 X 1

68 F, R, X 1 C8ZZ-9737-B .607" O.D., 1.44" long, 20 coils, #light blue

69 F 1 C9ZZ-9737-B .517" O.D., 3.50" long, 25 coils

68/69 B, C 1 1 C8OZ-9737-C .650" O.D., 2.10" long, 13 coils

68 C 1 C8OZ-9737-D .545" O.D., 1.95" lomg, 15 coils

9741   BRACKET - ACCELERATOR RETRACTING SPRING

62 B, M (before 2-2-62) 1 C2OZ-9741-A attaches to 9424 (intake manifold)

62/64 B, M, X, C (from 2-2-62) 1 1 1 1 1
C2OZ-9741-B attaches to 6582 (valve cover)

64 A 1

65 B, X, C 1 1 1 C5OZ-9741-A attaches to 6582 (valve cover)

63 A 1
C3AZ-9741-A attaches to 6582 (valve cover)

64/66 F (with C4 only) 1 1 1

64 F 1 C5ZZ-9741-A attaches to 9510 (carburetor)

64/66 F 1 1

C5ZZ-9741-C attaches to 9510 (carburetor)66 X 1

67 F 1

65 F 1
C5ZZ-9741-D attaches to 9510 (carburetor) C7OZ-9741-A

66 B, C, F, X 1

67 B, C, F, R, X 1

C7OZ-9741-A attaches to 9510 (carburetor)68 F. R, X 1 1

69 X 1

67 F, R, X 1 C7ZZ-9741-A attaches to 9424 (intake manifold)

68 F, R, X 1 C8ZZ-9741-A attaches to 9510 (carburetor)

9A745   SHIELD - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE HEAT TUBE INLET

62/64 before 2-17-64 (Note 2) 1 C3OZ-9A745-A stainless steel, attached to 9430 exhaust manifold

A–126 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–127

Key:   A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     M - Meteor     R - Cougar     X - Falcon

Note 1 - Ford Master parts catalogs showed multiple applications for some springs, however, those shown here are believed to 
be the correct original springs. The spring specs are those Ford published, but should not be considered as accurate.

Note 2 -  Ford gave the date for the transition from the 289 HiPo with automatic choke to manual choke as 2-17-64; however, 
a more accurate date appears to be mid-April 1964. The shield was used only on the 289 HiPo exhaust manifold with 
the boss for the choke heat chamber.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9A758   CABLE ASSEMBLY - ACCELERATOR PEDAL TO CARBURETOR THROTTLE

65 Galaxie only, before 2-15-65 1 C5AZ-9A758-B 23.54" long C5AZ-9A758-M

65/68 Galaxie only, 2-15-65 to 4-1-68 1 1 C5AZ-9A758-M 22.94" long C5AZ-9A758-N

68 Galaxie only, from 4-1-68 1 1 C5AZ-9A758-N 22.94" long

69 Galaxie only 1 C9AZ-9A758-A 24.00" long

69 Mustang only 1 C9ZZ-9A758-A 22.71" long

9761   LEVER ASSEMBLY - ACCELERATOR SHAFT

62/65 B, M 1 1 1 C2OZ-9761-A

63/65 B 1 1 C3OZ-9761-A

63 X, C 1 C3DZ-9761-A

64/65 X, C 1 1 1 C4DZ-9761-A C4DZ-9761-B

62/65 B, M, X, C 1 1 1 1 1 34443-S7-8 nut, locking, 5/16"-24. use with 44722-S8 5/16" flat washer

9772   ROD ASSEMBLY - ACCELERATOR BELLCRANK TO CARBURETOR (trunnion included for threaded end) (Notes 1, 2)

62 B, M (3-speed & OD) 1 C2OZ-9772-A 4.68" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable (Note 3) C2OZ-9772-C

62/65 B, M (3-speed, 4-speed & OD) 1 1 1

C2OZ-9772-D 4.68" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable (Note 3)63 X, C (3-speed & 4-speed) 1

64 A (3-speed & OD) 1

62 B, M (with F/M/2) 1 C2OA-9772-A 5.3" long, adjustable, adjust center of trunnion to center of rod end to 43/4" C2OZ-9772-C

62/65 B, M (with F/M/2 & C4) 1 1 1

C2OZ-9772-C 5.3" long, adjustable, adjust center of trunnion to center of rod end to 43/4"
63 X, C (with F/M/2) 1

64 X (with F/M/2) 1

64 A (with C4) 1

63/65 B (3-speed, 4-speed) 1 1 C3OZ-9772-A 4.98" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable (Note 4)

64/65 B (with C4) 1 1 C4OZ-9772-A 5½" long, adjustable, adjust center of trunnion to center of rod end to 5"

64/65 X, C (3-speed & 4-speed) 1 1 1

C4DZ-9772-A 4.68" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable (Note 3)64/65 C (with C4) 1 1 1

65 X (with C4) 1 1 (Note 5)

63 A (3-speed & OD) 1 1 C3AZ-9772-B adjustable, adjust center of trunnion to center of rod end to 7.88"

63 A (with F/M/2 & C/M) 1 1
C3AZ-9772-A 7.88" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable

64 A (with C/M) 1

64/65 C (3-speed, 4-speed & C4) 1 1 C4GY-9772-A 51/4" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable (Notes 6, 7)

66/67 B, C 1 C6OZ-9772-B 5.78" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable

68/69 B, C 1 1 C8OZ-9772-B 5.78" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable

68 C 1 C8GY-9772-A 6.08" long from center to center of rod ends, non-adjustable

A–128 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–129

Key:   A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     M - Meteor     R - Cougar     X - Falcon
          OD - 3-speed with overdrive     F/M/2 - Fordomatic     C/M - FX Cruise-o-matic     C4 - C4 Cruise-o-matic

Note 1 - The primary throttle shaft for 4V carburetors was 1/4" (.25") further forward on the intake manifold than for the 2V.
Note 2 - In 1964, F/M/2 used with Fairlane and Falcon 260 V8s. C4 used with Fairlane 289 V8s and Comet 260 & 289 V8s. For 

Galaxies, F/M/2 and C/M used in 1963 for both 260 and 289 V8s. In 1964, Galaxies used C/M and C4 for 289 V8s.
Note 3 - Although the description of the link indicates the difference was 4.68", actual measurements of original links indicated 

that 43/4" (4.75") was more accurate.
Note 4 - Actual measurements of original link indicated 5" (close to 4.98" description).

!

!

!

!

A-128

Note 5 - Only the Falcon Ranchero had a 289 4V option in the Falcon line for 1965 in the U.S.
Note 6 - The Falcon/Comet C4 kickdown rod was adjustable, so 9772 link did not need to be adjustable.
Note 7 -  Mercury recommended this rod be replaced by C2OZ-9772-D and adjusted to 5" due to too fast a rate of acceleration 

for comfortable driving in heavy traffic (Mercury 1964 TSB #13, dated 12-6-63). (See Appendix J, page J–28.) The 
TSB could have listed as an alternative the C3OZ-9772-A fixed link which was 5" center-to-center.
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9B776   CLIP - ACCELERATOR SHAFT TO TRANSMISSION CONTROL SHAFT ROD ASSEMBLY

64/65 X, C 2 2 2 2 C4GY-9B776-A used with C4DZ-9784-C rod

9784   ROD ASSEMBLY - ACCELERATOR TO 7A185 BELLCRANK ASSEMBLY

62/65 B, M 1 1 1

C2OA-9784-A adjustable, 3.68" between stud centers
63/65 B (with M/T) 1 1

63 X, C 1

64 A (except C/M) 1

64/65 B (with C4) 1 1 C4OZ-9784-A 3.30" between stud centers

64 X, C 1 1 1 C4DZ-9784-B C4DZ-9784-C

64 X, C 1 1 1 C4DZ-9784-C adjustable, 3.52" between stud centers C5ZZ-9784-A

65 X, C 1 1 1 C5ZZ-9784-A adjustable, 3.52" between stud centers

63 A 1 1
B8A-9784-A 5.14" between ball-joint centers

64 A (with C/M) 1

9792   CLIP - ACCELERATOR CABLE

65 Galaxie only 1 C5AZ-9792-A C5AZ-9792-B

65/69 Galaxie only 1 1 C5AZ-9792-B

9C791   FILTER ASSEMBLY - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE AIR

64 Falcon “Sprint” 1 C4DZ-9C791-A attached to the end of the choke tube

9819   TUBE - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE CONTROL - OUTLET

62/63 1 1 1
C2OZ-9819-A 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 16.30" long

C2OZ-9819-B
(Note 1)64 (Note 2) 1

64/65 (Note 3) 1 1 1 (Note 4)

63 with choke (Note 5) 1 C3OZ-9819-A 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 22.00" long

63/64 with choke (Note 6) 1 C3OZ-9819-B 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 24.92" long (Note 1)

66 before 6-1-66 (Note 7) 1 1 C6OE-9819-A 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 15.44" long (Note 1)

66 from 6-1-66 (Note 7) 1 1
C6OE-9819-C 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 15.82" long (Note 1)

67 1

67 1 C7OE-9819-B 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 15.14" long (Note 8) (Note 9)

68 1 C8OE-9819-B 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 15.27" long (Note 8) (Note 9)

68/69 1 1 C8OE-9819-C 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 16.20" long (Note 1)

A–130 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–131

Key:   A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     X - Falcon
          M/T - manual transmission     C/M - FX Cruise-o-matic     C4 - C4 Cruise-o-matic

Note 1 - Originally replaced with 91A-2269 bulk tubing (25' roll), (1) B-9242-A ferrule (1/4" I.D, 1/4" long), and one 357980-S 
brass compression nut (7/16"-24 hex). Later Ford came out with a C2OZ-9819-B kit as a replacement.

Note 2 - Except with piston-type choke. Applicable to C4GF-D, C4GF-E, C4GF-AA, and C4GF-AB carburetors.
Note 3 - With piston-type choke. These chokes were incorporated beginning on all 1964 Autolite 2100 2V carburetors, and 

incorporated on all 1964 Autolite 4100 carburetors except C4GF-D, C4GF-E, C4GF-AA, and C4GF-AB. Ford listed 
the C2OZ-9819-A choke tube, but this tube is not properly shaped for use with the piston-type chokes. A good option 
is to replace the tube with the C6OE-9819-A tube.

Note 4 - Although Ford used the C2OZ-9819-A tube to service the 1964-65 260/289 engines with piston-type chokes, the 
C2OZ-9819-A tube had to be rebent for this application. A direct replacement matching the original OEM tube used in 
1964-65 was never made by Ford.

Note 5 - This tube not believed to have made it to production. Used with a heating chamber incoporating an inlet tube.
Note 6 - Ford gave the date for the transition from the 289 HiPo with automatic choke to manual choke as 2-17-64; however, a 

more accurate date appears to be mid-April 1964.
Note 7 - This date was close to the May 2, 1966, date Ford used for the change in valve covers from the round style to the flat 

style which occurred late in 1966 production. The valve cover change was known as L12.
Note 8 - Choke tube associated with the Autolite 4300 4V.
Note 9 -  Replaced with 91A-2269 bulk tubing (25' roll), (1) 381525-S (1/4") compression nut.

!

!

!

!
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

9820   TUBE - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE CONTROL - INLET

64/65 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-9820-A 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 12.92" long (Note 1) (Note 2)

66 before 3-14-66 1 1 C6OE-9820-A 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 16.42" long (Note 2)

66/69 from 3-14-66 1 1 1 1 C6OE-9820-C 1/4" O.D. steel tubing, 16.46" long (Note 2)

64/69 1 1 1 1 1 398832-S clip, S-shaped. clips to 9820 around insulator on 9819

9825   CLIP - ROD END (R.H.)

62/69 (Note 3) AR AR AR AR AR AR AR B7A-9825-B used on acclerator linkage rods

9826   CLIP - ROD END (L.H.)

62/69 (Note 3) AR AR AR AR AR AR AR B7A-9826-A used on acclerator linkage rods

9B843   KIT - ACCELERATOR CONTROL COBRA (See Appendix I, page I-121)

9A846   TRUNNION - ACCLERATOR SHAFT TO BELLCRANK ROD

65/68 Mustang & Cougar 1 1 1 1 1 1
C5ZZ-9A846-A

66/69 Falcon only 1 1 1 1

9865   INSULATOR - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE CONTROL OUTLET TUBE

62/69 1 1 1 1 B8A-9865-A .26" I.D., 16¼" long

63/64 (Note 4) 1 C1AE-9865-A .26" I.D., 23.13" long, cut to 20.22" long

66 before 6-1-66 1 1 C6OE-9865-A .33" I.D., 14.85" long, cut from C6AZ-9865-A (.33" I.D., 18.6" long) C8WZ-9865-B (Note 5)

66 from 6-1-66 1 1
C6OE-9865-B .33" I.D., 15.05" long, cut from C6AZ-9865-A (.33" I.D., 18.6" long) C8WZ-9865-B (Note 5)

67 1

67 1 C8OE-9865-A .33" I.D., 14.98" long,  cut from C6AZ-9865-A (.33" I.D., 18.6" long) C8WZ-9865-B (Note 5)

68/69 1 1 1 C8OZ-9865-A .33" I.D., 14.80" long C8WZ-9865-B (Note 5)

9890   CHAMBER ASSEMBLY - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE HEAT

63 1 C3OZ-9890-A C3AZ-9890-A

63/64 (Note 4) 1 C3AZ-9890-A

10884   SENDER - WATER TEMPERATURE INDICATOR - ENGINE UNIT

62/63 before 11-15-62 1 1 C1AZ-10884-A stamped 250, 1/4"-18 pipe thread, 17/8" long (Note 6) B7A-10884-B

63/64 from 11-15-62 1 1 1 1 1 C3AZ-10884-A stamped 250, 1/8"-27 pipe thread, 15/8" long (Note 6) C3AZ-10884-B

65/66 B (1965), C, F, X 1 1 1 C5DZ-10884-A stamped 260, 1/8"-27 pipe thread, 15/8" long (Note 6, 7) C3AZ-10884-A

66/68 C, F, R, X (Note 8) 1 1 1 1 1 C6DZ-10884-B stamped 260, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 15/8" long, red insulator (Note 6, 7)

67/69 F, X (Note 9) 1 1 1 1 1 C6DZ-10884-A stamped 250, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 15/8" long, white insulator (Note 6)

65/66 A (before 9-28-65) 1 C5AZ-10884-A
marked C-H, (“cold” and “hot” idiot lights), two terminals, 3/8"-18 pipe 
thread, red insulator

C5AZ-10884-B

66/68 A (from 9-28-65) 1 1
C5AZ-10884-B

marked C-H (“cold” and “hot” idiot lights), two terminals, 3/8"-18 pipe 
thread, gray insulator66/67 B 1 1

69 A 1
C8GY-10885-A marked H (“hot” idiot light), one terminal, 3/8"-18 pipe thread, gray insulator

68/69 B, C, X 1 1 1

69 F 1 C9WY-10884-A 3/8"-18 pipe thread, 15/8" long, green insulator (Note 6, 10) C6DZ-10884-B

A–132 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–133

Key:   A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     R - Cougar     X - Falcon

Note 1 - Actual tube used in production was C4OE-9820-A; however, this tube was not directly serviced, but C3AZ-9820-A 
was used as a service substitute.

Note 2 - Replaced with 91A-2269 bulk tubing (25' roll).
Note 3 - Except 1965-69 Galaxie, and 1969 Mustang, which used a cable throttle.
Note 4 - Ford gave the date for the transition from the 289 HiPo with automatic choke to manual choke as 2-17-64; however, a 

more accurate date appears to be mid-April 1964.

Note 5 - .33" I.D., 20" long. Cut to fit.
Note 6 - Used with temperature gauge.
Note 7 - Ford gave the transition between C5DZ-10884-A and C6DZ-10884-B as 9-1-65.
 However, the C6DZ-10884-B sender has been found on some very late 1965 engines.
Note 8 - Application: C(1966-67), F (1966), R(1967-68), X(1966)
Note 9 - Application: F(1967-69), X(1967)
Note10- Mid-year change to allow operating temperature to fall at mid-scale of the gauge.

!

!
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Year Application 221 260 289-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo 302-2V 302-4V Part Number Description Replacement

10911   ADAPTOR - WATER TEMPERATURE INDICATOR SENDER - ENGINE UNIT

62/63 before 11-16-62 1 1 C3AZ-10911-A
screw-in type, 1/4"-18 external pipe thread, 1/8"-27 internal pipe thread.
.403" long, used to adapt 1/8"-27 pipe thread 10884 sender to 1/4"-18 pipe 
thread 9424 intake manifold

65 before 12-28-64 1 1 1 C5DZ-10911-B
screw-in type, 3/8"-18 external pipe thread, 1/8"-27 internal pipe thread.
.485" long, used to adapt 1/8"-27 pipe thread 10884 sender to 3/8"-18 pipe 
thread 9424 intake manifold (Note 1)

C5DZ-10911-C

65 from 12-28-64 1 1 1 C5DZ-10911-C
screw-in type, 3/8"-18 external pipe thread, 1/8"-27 internal pipe thread.
.485" long, used to adapt 1/8"-27 pipe thread 10884 sender to 3/8"-18 pipe 
thread 9424 intake manifold

12A091   VALVE - DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM CONTROL

67 B, C, F, R, X (with T/E & A/C) 1 1 C7OZ-12A091-A part of intake manifold hot water outlet connection

68/69 (Note 2) 1 1 1 C8AZ-12A091-A installed in 8592 thermostat housing

12111   BRACKET - IGNITION CABLE MOUNTING

68 1 1 1 C8AZ-12111-A attached to R.H. valve cover

12297   GROMMET - IGNITION CABLE

62/69 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 B6A-12297-A free-floating, .09" thick, 8 prongs

62/69 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 B8Q-12297-A attached to valve cover or ignition cable bracket. 2.18" long

18599   ELBOW (INTAKE MANIFOLD HOT WATER CONNECTION)

63 before 4-1-63 1 1 B7A-18599-B

63/65 from 4-1-63 1 1 1 1 1 C3OZ-18599-A used to reduce water flow through heater core

66/69 1 1 1 1 1 C6AZ-18599-B used to reduce water flow through heater core (Note 3)

68/69 1 1 1 C8OZ-18599-A

A–134 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–135

Key:   A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     R - Cougar      X - Falcon

Note 1 - C5DZ-10911-B was the replacement for C5DZ-10911-A.

!

!

!

!

1962 221 V8 1962 221 V8

A-134

Note 2 - Some vehicles and applications used the distributor vacuum control valve and others did not. 
See Appendix D, page D–18 for specific application.

Note 3 - Later service productions under this part number were not restricted to reduced water flow through the heater core.
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A–136 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–137

Engine Illustrations
Engine Core

(1962 221 V8 shown)

Clutch Stud

(FELT)

(1" O.D.)

(REPLACEMENT)

Cylinder Head
(1962 221 V8 shown)

Oil Pump and Oil Pan
(1962 221 V8 shown)

Exhaust Manifold
(1962 221 V8 shown)Crankshaft

(1962 221 V8 shown)

A-136
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A–138 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–139

Engine Illustrations (continued)

Camshaft
(1962 221 V8 shown)

Piston Assembly
(1962 221 V8 shown)

Valve Cover
(1962 221 V8 shown)

Intake Manifold
(1962 221 V8 shown)

Power Brake Vacuum Tube

(1962-65 Fairlane 
2V shown)

(1964-66 Mustang 
2V shown)

PCV System

(1962-63 2V)
(1964-69)

THIS TUBE USED IN 1962-63
AND LATE 1964. (NOT USED
ON 289 HIPO)

(THIS SPACER USED 
IN 1962 AND SOME 
EARLY 1963 ENGINES)

(1965 AND LATER)

(1964)

(1964 WITHOUT A/C)(WITH A/C)

ALTERNATIVE-2V

REQUIRED-4V

A-138

6261, 6262, 6263, 6266, 
6267, 6270 INCLUDED IN 
6A251 KIT
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A–140 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–141

Engine Illustrations (continued)
Flex-plate & Converter Housing

(1964 shown)

Engine Stud
for 1962-64

Fairlane/Meteor
with F/M/2 & C4

Engine Stud
for 1963-64
Galaxie with

F/M/2, C/M & C4

Oil Filters

SPIN-ON TYPE

CARTRIDGE-TYPE

(CARTRIDGE-TYPE FILTERS 
GENERALLY USED ONLY ON 
FLEET CARS SUCH AS POLICE 
CARS & TAXI-CABS)

Exhaust Manifold
Gaskets

Water Routing for 1965 Galaxie with Selectaire

C4SZ-9C524-A

C5AZ-18663-B

Water By-pass (for Heater Delete)

1962 (SOME EARLY 1963)
1963-64 FALCON SPRINT

1963-65
EXCEPT 1963-64 FALCON SPRINT

Water Pump

ALUMINUM
(BEFORE L8)

CAST IRON
(L8 AND LATER)

221 V8 ONLY

Heater Hose Routing

A-140
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A–142 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–143

Engine Illustrations (continued)
Air Cleaners

(1968-69)

(1963-67
except

1963-64 Falcon Sprint,
Mustang,

1967 Falcon 4V,
and 289 HiPo)

(1963-67 289 HiPo
and 1963-64 Falcon Sprint)

RUBBER SEAL (1963-64) 
PAPER GASKET (1965-67)

TYPICAL 
OF 1962

Choke System

(1962-63)
(1963 Falcon 
Sprint shown)

(1964-69) 
(1964 Fairlane 

shown)

(1963 Prototype - 289 HiPo) (1963-64 Production - 289 HiPo)

A-142
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A–144 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–145

Engine Illustrations (continued)
Fuel Lines

(1962) (1963-64)

(1963-64) (1965)

(1966 shown)
(Typical of 1965 Galaxie 

before 2-25-65.
Typical of 1967-69 2V)

(1965 Engine Shown)
(Only Ford picture showing 

1965 fuel line routing)

Fuel Pump & Filter

(1962)
(6-cylinder

shown)

(1962)
(Fuel Filter)

(1963-64)

(1965)

(1966-69)
Typical of 1965 Galaxie

from 2-25-65)

PUMPS SERVICED 
AS ASSEMBLIES 

ONLY

A-144
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A–146 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–147

Engine Illustrations (continued)Engine Illustrations (continued)
Throttle Linkage

1962-65 Fairlane/Meteor

1962-64 F/M/2
(USED TO SERVICE M/T)

1964-65 C4

PRODUCTION M/T BELLCRANK
USES WASHER IN PLACE OF
A/T KICKDOWN LEVER

1963-65 Falcon/Comet

1964 COMET
1965 COMET/FALCON
   (C4)

1964 FALCON
   (F/M/2)
(USED TO SERVICE M/T)

THE 1964 COMET USED THE C4 AUTOMATIC FOR BOTH THE 260-2V 
AND 289-4V. THE 1964 FALCON USED THE F/M/2 FOR THE 260-2V. 
IN 1965, BOTH COMET AND FALCON USED ONLY THE C4.

PRODUCTION M/T BELLCRANK
USES WASHER IN PLACE OF
A/T KICKDOWN LEVER

1963-69 Galaxie

1963 M/T 1963 F/M/2 & C/M
1964 C/M

1964 M/T & C4

1965-69
(1965 SHOWN)

1964-69 Mustang/Cougar1966-69 Falcon

1966-69 Fairlane/Comet/Montego

260-2V
(1964)

289-2V/302-2V
(1965-68)

289-4V
  (1964-66)
289-HIP0
  (1964-67)

1964-66 
ONLY

1969 MUSTANG ONLY

A-146

BEFORE 2-2-62 ONLY
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A–148 Appendix A  Engine Assembly A–149

Sunbeam Tiger Parts List
Most of the Tiger’s parts are the same as the American 260-2V. However, to install the engine in the Sunbeam, 

exterior parts had to be modified. In these cases, the standard Ford part numbers do not cross-reference to the 
Rootes part numbers. The following is a list of the unique part numbers associated with the Tiger. A few others are 
included for clarity.

System Rootes Ford Qty. Description Item

Oil Filter

6100448 C1AZ-6731-A 1 “spin-on” type, standard 78

1224768 1 adaptor, oil filter-to-hoses 79

1224730 1 special bolt for adaptor 80

9078049 1 joint washer for adaptor 81

1224819 1 hose, short, oil filter adaptor to engine 82

1224820 1 hose, long, oil filter adaptor to engine 83

1224767 1 adaptor, hoses to engine 84

1224728 1 gasket, adaptor to engine 85

1224729 1 special bolt, adaptor to engine 86

9078049 1 joint washer, adaptor to engine 87

1224900 1 mounting bracket for oil filter 88

5220699 1 screw, 3/8" U.N.C. x 3/4" hex., oil filter bracket to engine

9661241 1 spring washer, 3/8", oil filter bracket to engine

1224753 1 clamp, oil filter mounting bracket 90

19505061 1 screw, 5/16" U.N.F. x 3/4", for clamp

5200485 1 spring washer, 5/16", for clamp

5220701 1 nut, 5/16" U.N.F., for clamp

Oil Gauge Fitting

1229801 1 R.H., nylon pipe c/w fitting, oil gauge to engine

1224759 1 L.H., nylon pipe c/w fitting, oil gauge to engine

9118550 1 grommet, oil gauge pipe

9151205 1 adaptor, pipe to block

Oil Cap 1229842 1 chrome 111

Air Cleaner

1224830 1 air cleaner 140

1 bottom plate (not serviced individually) 141

1 top plate (not serviced individually) 142

5042656 1 element seating gasket 143

5042655 1 element 144

1224657 1 stud, air cleaner 145

9550040 1 nut, 1/4" U.N.C., air cleaner-to-stud 146

9067015 1 washer, 1/4" plain,. air cleaner-to-stud 147

1224805 1 hose, engine breather to air cleaner

9782141 2 clip for hose

1224893 1 rubber hose, air cleaner to choke control breather tube 148

1224892 1 breather tube, 175/8" long, thermo choke to air cleaner 149

Pulleys
6100031 C4JZ-6312-A 1 Crankshaft

6100033 C4JZ-8509-A 1 Water pump

Fan 6100041 C4JZ-8600-A 1 13" diameter, 4-blade steel

Engine Name Plate 6100161 C4JZ-6404-B 1

System Rootes Ford Qty. Description Item

Carburetor Spacer 6100457 C2AZ-9A589-H 1 standard 1963-64 Falcon Sprint

Fuel Pump

6100367 JB-6095-A 1 Cover, Petrol (fuel) pump aperture

6100293 JB-9417-B 1 Gasket, cover

6100561 20346-S8 2 bolt, 5/16" x 3/4" hex head, for securing cover

6100562 34806-S7 2 lock washer, 5/16", for securing cover

Exhaust Manifolds
1224642 1 R.H., outlet on bottom 125

6100296 C3DZ-9431-A 1 L.H., standard 1963-65 Falcon/Comet V8

Temperature 
Sender Fitting

1224824 1 use when heater not fitted, housing 97

1224826 1 use when heater fitted, housing

1224827 1 use when heater fitted, “T” piece, water return

Engine Mounts

6100546 C3AZ-6038-G 1 R.H. support, standard 1963 Galaxie 260/289 V8 159

6100547 C3AZ-6038-H 1 L.H. support, standard 1963 Galaxie 260/289 V8

6100371 C3DZ-6C018-A 2 heat shield, standard 1963/65 Falcon/Comet V8 160

1224610 1 R.H. bracket 161

1224611 1 L.H. bracket

Generator 
Mounting

6100021 C4JZ-10039-A 1 bracket, up to B9471618

6100698 C4JZ-10039-B 1 bracket, from B9471619

1229843 1 arm, adjusting, right side

6100022 C4JZ-10145-A 1 arm, adjusting, left side

Numbers on illustration 
correspond to numbers under 
“Item” in the table on these 
pages. The engine illustration 
at right comes from Rootes 
Publication #6601131 - Parts 
List Supplement for Sunbeam 
“260” - Plate D, Section AF. 
Rootes provided its own 
part numbers for all the 260 
V8 components, and also 
listed the Ford part numbers 
as well. Only the unique or 
interesting ones are provided 
here. The Tiger used the 260-
2V into 1966. Upgrades to the 
engine for high performance 
were provided through 
LAT (Los Angeles Tiger) 
Carroll Shelby options. (See 
Appendix I, page I–96, for 
significant engine LATs.)

A-148
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Appendix B – Belts, Pulleys, and A/C Magnetic Clutches

Belts

The lists presented in this section will give the belt 
dimensions for all applications of Ford small block 
V8s during the years 1962/69. The dimensions are the 
length, as measured around the outside circumference, 
and the width, as measured across the top surface. 
Lengths and widths are in inches.

To better understand the dimensions presented, 
Ford’s measuring methods and some of Ford’s in-
consistencies must be understood. Original Ford parts 
catalogs listed the belt lengths in S.A.E. standards. Ford 
sources disagreed on just what the S.A.E. length was. 
Some sources misstated it as the circumference length. 
Others gave conversion instructions to determine S.A.E. 
lengths from circumference measure ments, and even 
included belt wear factors. These inconsistencies and 
questionable conversions made all the original length 
dimensions of limited value.

Another inconsistency seen in belts was that pro-
duction belts did not, in all cases, perfectly match 
service replacement belts. There were cases in which 
the service belt listed was slightly different than the 
one found on an original car. In these cases, the differ-
ence in length was small, but, since the production part 
number was different, the belt marking was different as 
well. When such cases are known, they will be noted.

Belt widths, by and large, were either 15/32" or 1/2", 
running in 3/8" or 1/2" pulleys, respectively. Only two 
belts were originally listed with 3/8" widths. These were 
the alternator belt used on the 1965/67 289 HiPo en-
gines and the air pump drive belt used on the late 1967 
289 HiPo. These were both replaced by 15/32" wide belts 
in 1969. When 1/2" belts were used, they were associated 
with either power steering or air conditioning.

In 1969, Ford introduced new part numbers for all its 
belts. These part numbers all began with C9PZ-8620. 
The suffix was either a single or double letter combina-
tion. Associated with each of these part numbers was 
a “J” number, which coded the belt dimensions. Fol-
lowing the letter “J” was another letter which coded 
the belt width. For Ford small block V8s, this letter 
was either “B” for a 15/32" width, or “C” for the 1/2" 
width. Next in the sequence was a three-digit number 
defining the belt’s outside circumference in tenths of 
an inch. For example, the original 1964 generator belt 
part number was C2OZ-8620-L with listed dimensions 
of 49"× 15/32". This was replaced by C9PZ-8620-AK 
with a “J” number of JB-501. The “B” defines a 15/32" 
width and the “501” equals 50.1". (Note that the out-
side circum ference of this belt was over one inch longer 
than the original S.A.E. length.) The dimensions listed 
in this section of Appendix B were taken from the “J” 
numbers; there fore, they can be reconverted back into 
“J” numbers to correspond to 1969 Ford belt coding.

Today, most belt manufacturers, including those 
who supplied the original belts to Ford in the 1960s, 
have switched to the metric system. The belt widths are 
11 mm and 13 mm for the 15/32" and 1/2" belts, respec-
tively. However, the lengths, also measured in millime-
ters, are based on an effective length. These effective 
lengths, or “engineered” lengths, cannot be measured 
in the field as special tools are required. Therefore, 
the Ford lengths cannot be converted to millimeters 
to determine the effective belt length. Always consult 
the manufacturer’s catalog to deter mine the correct 
replacement belt to use, or measure the new belt along 
its top surface with a tape measure to compare with the 
lengths given in this section.

Ad Courtesy of Ford Motor Company
Printed in Sunset Magazine

January 1966

B-000
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B–2 Appendix B  Belts, Pulleys, and A/C Magnetic Clutches B–3

Generator & Alternator Belts

Notes
 1. P/S belt size varied because of changes in crankshaft, water pump, and P/S pump pulley sizes. There were 

numerous combinations, however, most remained within the adjustment capability of the P/S brackets. Those 
that did not are listed here, along with the pulley that necessitated the belt change.

 2. On one occasion, an original car was found with a 50.1 long belt (C2OE-8620-F), which was about 3/8" shorter 
than called for in this application, but within the adjustment range.

 3. P/S belt used outermost crankshaft pulley groove (normally used by the A/C system).

Power Steering Belts

Notes
 1. Dual belt alternator drive was used in 1965/69 whenever A/C or T/E was installed without P/S.
 2. On one occasion, an original car was found with a 42.0 long belt (C4TE-8620-M), which was about 3/4" longer 

than called for in this application, but within the adjustment range.
 3. See Note 10 on page B–14 for C6OE-8509-B water pump pulley application.
 4. With 2-groove, 2.6" diameter alternator pulley. See Note 17 on page B–13 for a short discussion on Comet HiPo 

alternator pulleys.
 5. Heavy duty alternators included the 1965/66 53, 60, 65 amp Leece/Neville (L/N); the 1965/69 55 amp Ford; and 

the 1967/69 65 amp Ford. All these alternators used dual drive belts if not equipped with both A/C and P/S. If 
the engine was equipped with P/S, but without A/C, the P/S pump pulley was changed to move the P/S belt 
forward to run off of the crankshaft position normally reserved for the A/C belt. This allowed the alternator to 
continue using dual belts in spite of the presence of P/S. Heavy duty alternators were used on some full-sized 
Fords, Fairlanes, Comets, and Montegos for special applications such as Police Cars and Taxicabs; however, 
could also be special ordered upon customer request (although rarely done).

Eaton pump (without A/C)
Length Width Year  Remarks*

46.0 1/2 62

40.3 1/2 63/65

 Eaton pump (with A/C)
Length Width Year  Remarks*

44.5 1/2 62

40.3 1/2 63/64

50.5 15/32 65

 Ford pump (without A/C)
Length Width Year  Remarks*

46.0 1/2 65/66  In 1966, used without T/E

50.5 15/32 66  with T/E

42.3 1/2 67  without T/E

47.2 15/32 67/68  with T/E

47.2 15/32 68/69  with ‘7AE’ P/S pump pulley (Note 1)

48.0 15/32 69  with ‘7AA’ P/S pump pulley (Note 1)

 Ford pump (with A/C)
Length Width Year  Remarks*

50.5 15/32 65/66  except with C6OE-8509-B water pump pulley (Notes 1, 2)

50.1 15/32 66  with C6OE-8509-B water pump pulley (Note 1)

47.2 15/32 67

48.0 15/32 67  with ‘7AA’ P/S pump pulley. with C6AE-8509-A water pump pulley (Note 1)

48.0 15/32 68/69  with ‘7AD’ P/S pump pulley (Note 1)

48.6 15/32 69  with ‘AF’ P/S pump pulley (Note 1)

 Ford pump (with optional alternators & without A/C)**
Length Width Year  Remarks *

45.5 1/2 65/66  with ‘AE’ or ‘AJ’ P/S pump pulleys. with C5OE-A crankshaft pulley (Note 3)

44.5 1/2 67/68  with ‘AD’ P/S pump pulley. with C5AE-B or C8OE-B crankshaft pulleys (Note 3)

42.0 15/32 68/69  with ‘6AA’ P/S pump pulley. with C8OE-A or C9OE-G crankshaft pulleys (Note 3)

43.0 15/32  69  with ‘8OB’ P/S pump pulley. with C9OE-G crankshaft pulley (Note 3)

Standard belts
Length Width Year  Remarks*

50.1 15/32 62/64  generator. includes 1964½ Mustang. two belts used with X/C, A/C, or 40-amp generator

41.2 15/32 65/69  with 38, 42, and 45 amp Ford alternator (Notes 1, 2)

 Exceptions to the standard 1965/69 alternator belt
Length Width Year  Remarks*

40.4 15/32 66/67  with C6OE-8509-B water pump pulley (Notes 1, 3)

45.1 15/32 65/67  without T/E. full-sized Ford with Selectaire before 1-3-67 (Note 1)

 HiPo belts
Length Width Year  Remarks*

52.1 15/32 63/64  generator with HiPo. includes 1964½ Mustang

48.2 15/32 64  Comet 289 HiPo with 42 amp Ford alternator (Note 4)

41.4 15/32 65/67  289 HiPo, without T/E

42.3 15/32 67  289 HiPo, with T/E

 Belts for optional alternators
Length Width Year  Remarks*

50.1 15/32 62/64  40/60 amp L/N alternator, two belts used

48.2 15/32 64  42 amp Ford alternator, two belts used

42.0 15/32 65/66  53 amp L/N alternator (Note 5)

43.0 15/32 65/66  60 or 65 amp L/N alternator (Note 5)

41.2 15/32 65/69  55 amp Ford alternator (Note 5)

42.3 15/32 67/69  65 amp Ford alternator (Note 5)

B-002

* See page B–6 for original belt markings for the lengths given in this table.

 * See page B–6 for original belt markings for the lengths given in this table.
 ** Both conditions in parentheses must apply.
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B–4 Appendix B  Belts, Pulleys, and A/C Magnetic Clutches B–5

Air Pump Belts
(Note 1)

Air Conditioning Belts

Notes
 1. The 1967 Mustang/Cougar and non-Mustang/Cougar A/C systems before 1/3/67 were the same except for the 

Mustang/Cougar’s lower mounting A/C compressor and resulting requirement for a slightly shorter belt. This 
same lower mounting A/C compressor system would become standard on all engines after 1/3/67, but with a 
new idler pulley system.

 2. One Ford source indicated that the early 1967 Mustang with T/E (before 10/23/66) used the 62.4" belt. This sug-
gests that these Mustangs may have had the tipped up A/C compressors, much like in 1966.

Notes
 1. Belts given are without A/C. With A/C, the air pump used the A/C belt. See Air Conditioning Belts.
 2. Most M/T equipped engines in 1968 had T/E systems. However, T/E was being phased out toward the end of 

the year, so some late model M/T equipped cars lacked the T/E system.

This replacement belt was removed from a 1967 T/E equipped 289 V8. The “J” num-
ber convention for identifying belts was first introduced in 1969. Slightly smaller than 
the JB-354 called for in this application, this belt was still an adequate fit. See next page 
for details on the “J” number convention. 

This belt represents the standard markings of belts used when the small block V8 
was first introduced. It carries the engineering number C2OE-8620-K, which cross-
references to a part number of C2OZ-8620-J. The belt was used on 1962 Fairlanes 
and 1962 Meteors to run the A/C compressor on engines so equipped. It measured 1/2" 
wide and 41.1 inches around the circumference. This belt also carries a date code to the 
right of the engineering number, shown as 1–2, which equates to first quarter of 1962.

1962/64
Length Width Year  Remarks*

41.1 1/2 62  belt ran between water pump pulley and A/C compressor magnetic clutch

56.4 1/2 63  before 5-15-63. used with welded base type A/C adjustable idler

57.4 1/2 63/64  from 5-15-63. used with cast iron base type A/C adjustable idler

54.4 1/2 64
 1964½ Mustang only (Though this belt was the same length as in 1965, it was used with
 a completely different A/C set-up in 1964.)

 1965/69 (without T/E)
Length Width Year  Remarks*

54.4 1/2  65/66
 with C5OE-A crankshaft pulley. C5OE-A used on 1965 Fairlanes, Falcons, Comets,
 and 1965/66 Mustangs

55.2 1/2 65/67
 except 1967 Mustang/Cougar (Note 1)
 with C5AE-B crankshaft pulley. before 1-3-67. C5AE-B used on 1965/66 full-sized
 Fords; 1966 Fairlanes, Comets, Falcons; and all 1967 cars

54.4 1/2 67
 used on 1967 Mustang/Cougar before 1-3-67 (Note 1)
 with C5AE-B crankshaft pulley

52.4 1/2 67/68  from 1-3-67 to 3-1-68

53.4 1/2 68/69  from 3-1-68

55.2 1/2 69  full-size Ford with Selectaire, only. used with C9AE-6312-D or -E crankshaft pulley

 1966/68 (with T/E)
Length Width Year  Remarks*

60.7 1/2 66  with C5OE-A crankshaft pulley. C5OE-A used on 1966 Mustang

62.4 1/2 66/67
 except 1967 Mustang/Cougar (Note 1). 
 with C5AE-B crankshaft pulley. before 1-3-67. C5AE-B used on 1966 full-sized Fords,
 Fairlanes, Comets, Falcons; and all 1967 cars

61.6 1/2 67
 used on 1967 Mustang/Cougar before 1-3-67 (Notes 1, 2)
 with C5AE-B crankshaft pulley

61.6 1/2 67/68  from 1-3-67 to 3-1-68

62.4 1/2 68  from 3-1-68

 1967/68 Dealer installed A/C or Fordaire hang-on
Length Width Year  Remarks*

52.5 1/2 67/68  without T/E

1966/67 California
Length Width Year  Remarks

31.5 15/32 66/67
 except with C7OE-8509-B water pump pulley. air pump run by the water 
 pump pulley

35.4 15/32 67
 with C7OE-8509-B water pump pulley. C7OE-8509-B used on some 1967 
 L15 engines with A/T. air pump run by the water pump pulley

 1967 California HiPo
Length Width Year  Remarks

31.5 15/32 67
 with 289 HiPo. California Mustangs with 289 HiPo mandated to have T/E after 
 about 4-5-67

 1968 (with M/T)
Length Width Year  Remarks

45.6 15/32 68  air pump run by crankshaft pulley. belt also ran over water pump pulley (Note 2)

B-004

* See page B–6 for original belt markings for the lengths given in this table.
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B–6 Appendix B  Belts, Pulleys, and A/C Magnetic Clutches B–7

Samples of “J” num-
bered belts. Prior to 
the 1972 model year, 
the belts carried the 
Autolite name. After-
wards, the Motorcraft 

Notes
 1. Replacement belt.
 2. In 1966, the standard alternator belt was marked C4TE-8620-AC. With A/C, the 1/4" shorter C4TE-8620-N belt 

was used with the C6OE-8509-B water pump pulley, and the 1/4" longer C4TE-8620-S belt was used with the 
C6AE-8509-A water pump pulley. All were replaced by one belt in 1969.

 3. C2OE-8620-F used before 10/30/61 was 1/4" longer than C2OE-8620-S used after 10/30/61. C2OE-8620-C was a 
matched set. C4SE-8620-C was 1/4" shorter than C2OE-8620-S. All were within the adjustment range.

* Size given in inches. Length × width.

The following table relates the lengths in the previous application charts to the belt markings on the original 
belts. Column one titled “Size” is the length as measured along the outside circumference, and the belt width as 
measured across the outer surface. This conforms to Ford’s “J” number coding, developed about 1969 to describe 
each belt. The letter following the letter “J” identified the width. In this case, “B” referred to a 3/8" or 15/32" wide 
belt. The letter “C” indicated a 1/2" wide belt. The numbers represented the circumference length in tenths of inches. 
For example, the number 315 equaled 31.5 inches. At the same time this coding emerged, all original belts numbers 
were superseded by new part numbers. These are also included in the table. The year column pertains to the original 
belt part number and markings. At times, belt part numbers (and markings) rapidly superseded the one before it, 
hence, several markings could be possible in the same year.

Belt Identification

name was used. The JB-412 belt (left) serviced the standard 1965/69 alternator. Note the JB code was used for all belts having a 
15/32" width. Wider 1/2" belts used the code JC, as in the case of the JC-403 belt (right) used to service the 1963/64 P/S system.

“J” 1969 Original Belt
Size* Number Part Number Year Part Number Marking** Notes

31.5 × 15/32 JB-315 C9PZ-8620-B
66/67 C6OZ-8620-C C6OE-8620-C

67 C7ZZ-8620-F C7ZE-8620-G

35.4 × 15/32 JB-354 C9PZ-8620-F
67 C2OZ-8620-P C6OE-8620-B

69 C8ZZ-8620-B JA-351-R 1

40.4 × 15/32 JB-404 C9PZ-8620-R 66/67 C4AZ-8620-B C4AE-8620-A

41.2 × 15/32 JB-412 C9PZ-8620-S

65/69 C4TZ-8620-K C4TE-8620-S, AC 2

66 C4TZ-8620-L C4TE-8620-N 2

66/67 C2AZ-8620-H C4TE-8620-N 2

69 C9AZ-8620-J JA-410-R 1

41.4 × 15/32 JB-414 C9PZ-8620-GM 65/67 C5OZ-8620-A C5OE-8620-K

42.0 × 15/32 JB-420 C9PZ-8620-T
65/68 C4AZ-8620-A C4TE-8620-M

69 C9SZ-8620-A JA-420-R

42.3 × 15/32 JB-423 C9PZ-8620-V 67/69 B9AZ-8620-A C6AE-8620-H

43.0 × 15/32 JB-430 C9PZ-8620-GK
65/66 C3VY-8620-B C4AE-8620-H

69 C9MY-8620-A C9ME-8620-C

45.1 × 15/32 JB-451 C9PZ-8620-AD 65/67 C4VY-8620-A C4VE-8620-A

45.6 × 15/32 JB-456 C9PZ-8620-AE 68 C2AZ-8620-J C4TE-8620-AD

47.2 × 15/32 JB-472 C9PZ-8620-FR
67 C6DZ-8620-B C6DE-8620-G

67/69 C2TZ-8620-H C3AE-8620-F, H

48.0 × 15/32 JB-480 C9PZ-8620-AL 68/69 C6OZ-8620-A C6OE-8620-A

48.2 × 15/32 JB-482 C9PZ-8620-AM
64 C3DZ-8620-A C3DE-8620-A

65 C3DZ-8620-C C4AE-8620-C

48.6 × 15/32 JB-486 C9PZ-8620-GL 69 C9OZ-8620-D C9OE-8620-C

50.1 × 15/32 JB-501 C9PZ-8620-AK

62/64 C2OZ-8620-A C2OE-8620-A

62/64 C2OZ-8620-C C2OE-8620-C 3

62/64 C2OZ-8620-D C2OE-8620-F 3

62/64 C2OZ-8620-E C2OE-8620-S 3

64 C2OZ-8620-L C4SE-8620-C 3

66 C6OZ-8620-B, F C6OE-8620-D

50.5 × 15/32 JB-505 C9PZ-8620-AN
65/66 C5AZ-8620-C C5AE-8620-E

66 C5AZ-8620-L C6DE-8620-B

52.1 × 15/32 JB-521 C9PZ-8620-AR
63/64 C3OZ-8620-E C2OE-8620-AC

66 C3OZ-8620-F C6AE-8620-T

“J” 1969 Original Belt
Size* Number Part Number Year Part Number Marking** Notes

40.3 × 1/2 JC-403 C9PZ-8620-BM
63/64 C3OZ-8620-A C3OE-8620-B

65 C3OZ-8620-A C5OE-8620-G

41.1 × 1/2 JC-411 C9PZ-8620-BP
62 C2OZ-8620-J C2OE-8620-K

66 C2OZ-8620-R C6TE-8620-A 1

42.3 × 1/2 JC-423 C9PZ-8620-BS 67 C6TZ-8620-C C6TA-8620-J

44.5 × 1/2 JC-445 C9PZ-8620-BY

62 C1TZ-8620-A B9LE-8620-C

62 C1TZ-8620-A C2OE-8620-J

62 C2TZ-8620-V C2TE-8620-M

67 C2TZ-8620-AA C5AE-8620-L

67 C2TZ-8620-AA C6VE-8620-A

45.5 × 1/2 JC-455 C9PZ-8620-CA

65 C5AZ-8620-H C5AE-8620-H

65/66 C4DZ-8620-B C4VE-8620-B

67 C4DZ-8620-E C7TE-8620-A 1

46.0 × 1/2 JC-460 C9PZ-8620-CB

62 C2OZ-8620-B C1TE-8620-AH

62 C2OZ-8620-B C2OE-8620-AA

65/66 C5AZ-8620-K C5AE-8620-U

52.4 × 1/2 JC-524 C9PZ-8620-CM 67/68 C4TZ-8620-D C4TE-8620-Y

52.5 × 1/2 JC-525 C9PZ-8620-CM 67 C7AZ-8620-A C7AA-8620-A

53.4 × 1/2 JC-534 C9PZ-8620-CP 68/69 C7ZZ-8620-E C7ZE-8620-E

54.4 × 1/2 JC-544 C9PZ-8620-CS
64/66 C5ZZ-8620-A C4ZE-8620-B

67 C7ZZ-8620-B C7ZE-8620-B

55.2 × 1/2 JC-552 C9PZ-8620-GC
65/67 C5AZ-8620-G C5AE-8620-G

69 C4TZ-8620-F C4TE-8620-F, AA

56.4 × 1/2 JC-564 C9PZ-8620-CV 63 C3AZ-8620-C C3OE-8620-H

57.4 × 1/2 JC-574 C9PZ-8620-CY 63/64 C4AZ-8620-D C4AE-8620-F

60.7 × 1/2 JC-607 C9PZ-8620-DE 66 C6ZZ-8620-A C6ZE-8620-C, D

61.6 × 1/2 JC-616 C9PZ-8620-DF 67/68 C7ZZ-8620-C C7ZE-8620-C 

62.4 × 1/2 JC-624 C9PZ-8620-DG
66/67 C6AZ-8620-C C6OE-8620-E, F

68 C8OZ-8620-A C8OE-8620-F

B-006

** Markings with two different possible suffixes are separated by a comma. Pro-
duction belts closely followed service replacements, but there were cases where 
slightly shorter or longer belts carried different markings.
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Belt Examples
When it came to belt (or hose) markings, they varied depending on the manufacturer. The Rubber Manufacturers 

Association developed a 2-digit code for all rubber manufacturers to be used on any rubber part. The codes were:
AY - Firestone Industrial Products Company (seen on many 1966/69 T/E hoses)
AU - Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
DF - Dayco Corporation (Embossed FoMoCo and Autolite markings. Later Motorcraft were white ink printed.)
FH - Barr Rubber Products Company
EB - Gates Rubber Company
MX - Morenci Rubber Company (seen on many 1968/69 distributor vacuum hoses)

Belts were date coded with the quarter and year. The date code appeared as a hyphenated number, such as 4-2 (4th 
quarter 1962), or a two-digit or three-digit number, such as 44 (4th quarter 1964) or 363 (3rd quarter 1963). Common 
makers of Ford belts in the 1960s were Dayco and Gates. Examples of original belts are shown below.

C2OE-8620-F by Dayco (DF) with a 
date code of 4-2 (4th quarter 1962). 
This was a generator belt used in 1963. C2OE-8620-S by Dayco (DF). This was a 

matched set—taken from the same batch 
to assure optimum size and stretching 
characteristics. Used for the generator on 
1962-64 engines with air conditioning 
or extra cooling. Belts shown were part of 
a 1963 Fairlane air conditioning kit and 
both belts were date coded 2-3 (2nd quarter 1963).

C3OE-8620-B by Dayco (DF) with 1-3 date code (1st quarter 
1963). This was a power steering belt used in 1963.

C4SE-8620-C by Gates (EB) with a 363 date code (3rd quarter 
1963). This was a generator belt used in 1964.

C4TE-8620-AC by Gates (EB). This was an alternator belt 
used in 1965. Note the suffix 3 (AC3). Ford documents show 
an AC1 and AC3, indicating two manufacturers were supplying  
interchangeable belts under the same basic engineering number.

C4TE-8620-M by Gates (EB). This was an alternator belt 
found on an original 1965 Mustang. The belt was about 3/4" 
longer than the service replacement belt listed for this applica-
tion in Ford’s Master Parts Catalog. (Stock belt for 1965/66 
289 V8 with 53-amp Leece/Neville alternator.)

C4TE-8620-N by Dayco (DF). This was a 1966 alternator belt. The red means it was part of a matched set.

C4ZE-8620-B by Gates (EB) with 265 date code (2nd quarter 1965). This was an air conditioning belt used in 1965. It could also 
be found on the 1966 Mustang, as well as the 1964½ Mustang with factory air conditioning.

C4TE-8620-AC (shown at top) by Dayco 
(DF) with a 365 (3rd quarter 1965) date 
code. This was an alternator belt used in 
1965. C2OE-8620-F (shown at bottom) 
by Dayco (DF) with a date code of 364 
(3rd quarter 1964). This was a power 
steering belt used with air conditioning in 
1965. This belt was 1/4" shorter than the 
replacement listed in Ford’s Master Parts 
Catalog.

C5AE-8620-U by Gates (EB) with a date code of 44 (4th quarter 1964). This was a power steering belt used in 1965 with a Ford-
Thompson power steering pump without air conditioning.

B-008

C5AE-8620-E by Dayco (DF) with a date code of 265 (2nd quarter 1965). Part number was C5AZ-8620-C. This was a power steer-
ing belt used in 1965/66 with either the Eaton or Ford-Thompson power steering pump with air conditioning. It was also used in 
1966 with thermactor without air conditioning. The yellow band was used in 1965/66 to indicate the belt incorporated improved 
fiber stiffener material, a revised curing method and inner base fabric material. Ford coverd this marking in its 5/17/65 TSB #22, 
Article 432. See Section J, page J–67.
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Pulleys
Pulleys were used to power accessories off of the crankshaft and a great variety were in use between 1962 and 

1969. These pulleys are described in this Appendix by part number, number of grooves, diameter of pulley at  the 
grooves, width of belt groove, model year, markings and other pertinent information. Though Ford gave diameters 
for most pulleys, actual measurements show Ford values to be up to 1/4" off. If available, actual measurements are 
used here and rounded off to the nearest one-tenth inch. These values should be good to within plus or minus one 
tenth of an inch.

Pulleys also vary in their markings. Some pulleys have no markings. Other pulleys delete the basic part number; 
for example, C2OF-10130-A may appear as C2OF-A. In many cases, more than one manufacturer made the same 
pulley and manufacturing techniques (and therefore appearance) of the pulleys were quite different. In these cases, 
the stamped number was the same, except for an additional suffix. For example, C2OF-B2 and C2OF-B4 were made 
by different manufacturers but were completely interchangeable, even though one was stamped metal and the other 
machined. These variances, when known, are included in the pulley listings or notes.

Notes
 1. Stamped steel.
 2. Cast iron.
 3. Used in 1962/64 with P/S or dual belts over the 

water pump pulley. Also used with A/C in 1962.
 4. Used on some 1964 engines with P/S. There was no 

pulley groove in the second position.
 5. With A/C.
 6. Some pulleys carried the C5AE-A number, but many 

were produced without the stamped number.
 7. Ford did not list a part number associated with 

this pulley in either its parts catalogs or master 
cross-reference lists. Instead, Ford only noted in its 
Master Parts Catalog that C8OZ-6A312-C was the 
replacement pulley for C7OE-6A312-C.

 8. With dual belt alternator but without P/S or A/C.
 9. With T/E. Except 289 HiPo. Except 289 2V with C4 

and L15.
 10. With T/E. 289 2V with C4 and L15 (1967). With P/S 

(1968).
 11. With T/E. 289 HiPo.
 12. With P/S. C5AZ-6312-E replaced C5AZ-6312-C. 

Though Ford indicated that the C5AZ-6312-C pul-
ley was marked C5AE-6312-C, most, if not all, were 
produced without the stamped number.

 13. With P/S. Also used with dual belt alternator with-
out P/S.

A comparison of the 1962/64 crankshaft pulley (on the right) with the 1965/69 pul-
ley (on the left) graphically shows the difference in pulley systems. The difference was 
0.2" in groove position, relative to the engine. Most of these pulleys did not carry a 
stamped number, so distinguishing them is difficult.

* Numbers represent groove positions. The aft-most groove position (the one nearest to the engine) is labeled number 1.

Crankshaft Pulleys

 14. Used with A/C on 1965 Fairlanes, Falcons, Comets, 
and 1965/66 Mustangs. Also used in 1965/66 with 
dual belt, heavy duty alternators with P/S when 
P/S pump fitted with deep-dished pulley marked 
AE or AJ.

 15. Used with A/C on 1966/67 Fairlanes, Comets, 
Falcons, 1967 Mustangs and Cougars, and 1965/67 
full-sized Fords. Also used in 1967 with dual belt, 
heavy duty alternators with P/S when P/S pump 
fitted with deep-dished pulley marked AD.

 16. With dual belt, heavy duty 55 amp Ford alternator 
with P/S when P/S pump fitted with deep-dished 
pulley marked 6AA.

 17. With A/C. Also used without A/C when dual belt, 
heavy duty 65 amp Ford alternator installed with 
P/S when P/S pump fitted with deep-dished pulley 
marked AD.

 18. Without A/C. With T/E. T/E used with manual 
trans  mission on most 1968 289/302 V8s. Also used 
as a replacement for C7OE-6A312-C and C7OE-
6312-A.

 19. Full-sized Ford P/C or Taxicab. Used with large 
capacity three-pound-Freon A/C system. C9AZ-
6A312-A used before 9/3/68. C9AZ-6A312-C used 
from 9/3/68.

 20. With dual belt 65 amp Ford alternator with P/S 
when P/S pump fitted with deep-dished pulley 
marked 6AA or 8OB.

1965/69

1962/64

1965/69

Part Number
Pulley diameter × groove size

Year Marking Notes
1* 2* 3*

C5AZ-6312-B 6.3 × 3/8 65/67 C5AE-A 1, 6

not serviced 6.1 × 3/8 67/68 C7OE-6A312-C 1, 7

C9OZ-6A312-F 6.1 × 3/8 69 C9OE-6A312-D 1

C5TZ-6A312-A 6.6 × 3/8 6.6 × 3/8 65/68 C5TE-6312-A 1, 8

C6AZ-6A312-A 6.6 × 3/8 6.6 × 3/8 66/67 C6OE-6312-A 1, 8, 9

C7AZ-6A312-A 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 67/68 C7OE-6312-A 1, 10

C6TZ-6A312-B 6.4 × 3/8 6.4 × 3/8 67 C6TE-6312-D 1, 11

C5AZ-6312-C 6.3 × 3/8 6.3 × 1/2 65/67 C5AE-6312-C 1, 12

C5AZ-6312-E 6.3 × 3/8 6.3 × 1/2 67 C7AE-6312-A 1, 12

C9OZ-6A312-B 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 69 C9OE-6312-E 1, 13

C5OZ-6312-A 6.6 × 3/8 6.6 × 3/8 6.1 × 1/2 65/67 C5OE-A 1, 14

C5AZ-6312-D 6.6 × 3/8 6.6 × 3/8 7.4 × 1/2 65/67 C5AE-B 1, 15

C8OZ-6A312-A 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 68 C8OE-6312-A 1, 16

C8OZ-6A312-B 6.4 × 3/8 6.4 × 3/8 7.4 × 1/2 68 C8OE-6312-B 1, 17

C8OZ-6A312-C 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 68 C8OE-6312-C 1, 18

C9ZZ-6A312-B 6.6 × 3/8 6.6 × 3/8 7.4 × 1/2 69 C9ZE-6312-B 1, 5

C9AZ-6A312-A 6.6 × 3/8 6.6 × 3/8 8.5 × 1/2 69 C9AE-6312-E 1, 19

C9AZ-6A3l2-C 6.5 × 3/8 6.5 × 3/8 8.9 × 1/2 69 C9AE-6312-D 1, 19

C9OZ 6A312-D 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 69 C9OE-6312-G 1, 20

1962/64

Part Number
Pulley diameter × groove size

Year Marking Notes
1* 2* 3* 4*

C2OZ 6312-A 6.1 × 3/8 62/64 None 1

C2OZ 6312-B 6.3 × 1/2 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 62/64 C2OE-6312-C 2, 3

C2OZ 6312-B 6.3 × 1/2 6.1 × 3/8 64 None 1, 4

C3AZ 6312-A 6.3 × 1/2 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 3/8 6.1 × 1/2 63/64 C3OE-6312-C 2, 5

B-010
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Notes
 1. Used without A/C and without X/C. May only 

have a C2O marking.
 2. Used with A/C or with X/C. Two designs used. 

One had the appearance of two pulleys welded 
together and was marked C2OF-B4. The other had 
a machined appearance and was marked C2OF-B2.

 3. 1964 Galaxie only for optional 40-amp generator. 
Used with B9TF-10131-A pulley fan.

 4. HiPo. Two designs used. One had a machined ap-
pearance with a flat front surface and was marked 
C3OF-B. The other is stamped with a concave front 
surface and marked C3OF-10130-B.

 5. Optional alternator in 1962/64.
 6. Optional alternator in 1965/66.
 7. Optional alternator in 1964. C3OF-10344-A pulley 

(hub ring puller type) was replaced in 1964 produc-
tion by C3TF-10344-K (hub 2-bolt puller type).

 8. Used before about April 1, 1965. Used with 1/4" 
spacer and flat style alternator fan. Replaced by 
C5AZ-10344-G in 1965. C5AZ-10A344-G included 
a new 5/32" spacer; however, for compatibility, the 
flat style alternator fan also had to be replaced with 
one having the convex center section.

 9. Standard pulley in 1965/69 except as follows:
a. A/C without P/S.
b. T/E without P/S.
c.  1965/68 55 amp Ford alternator, except when 

A/C combined with either P/S or T/E.
 10. Used after about April 1, 1965. Used with 5/32" spac-

er and convex style alternator fan. C5AF-10A352-G 
and C5AF-10A352-K interchangeable.

 11. Used before about April 1, 1965. Used with 1/4" 
spacer and flat style alternator fan. Two designs 
used with the same part number. One pulley was 
marked C5AF-10A352-D1 and consisted of two 
stamped steel pulleys joined at the center. The oth-
er, C5AF-10A352-D2, was a one-piece steel pulley 
machined with two grooves. Both were replaced 
by C5AZ-10344-J in 1965. C5AZ-10344-J included 
5/32" spacer; however, for compatibility, the flat 
style alternator fan also had to be replaced with one 
having the convex center section.

 12. Used in the following applications:
a. A/C without P/S.
b. T/E without P/S.
c. 1965/68 55 amp Ford alternator, except when 

A/C combined with either P/S or T/E.
 13. Used after about April 1, 1965. Used with 5/32" 

spacer and convex style alternator fan. Two de-
signs were used with the same part number. One 
was marked C5AF-10A352-J1 and consisted of 
two stamped steel pulleys joined at the center. The 
other, C5AF-10A352-J2 was a one-piece steel pulley 
machined with two grooves.

 14. Falcon only. Possibly used on the Ranchero. The 
machined version of the pulley carried a stamped 
number of C5TF-10A352-K2.

 15. Falcon only. With A/C (probably hang-on A/C).
 16. Optional heavy duty Ford alternator in 1967/69.
 17. Mercury sources indicated that a C4TZ-10344-D, 

2.6" diameter, dual groove pulley (marked C3TF-
10344-K) was the one used with the 1964 Comet 
289 HiPo; however, the Daytona 100,000 Mile 
Dur ability Run Comets used a single groove pul-
ley with a diameter of about 3.9" (like the C3MZ-
10344-A 427 HiPo pulley marked C3MF-10344-A, 
but of the later 2-bolt pulley design.) An original 
July 1964 HiPo Comet had an alternator with a 
C3TZ-10344-C pulley (marked C3TF-10344-G), 
which is actually bor rowed from a 1963 F100/600 
223 6-cylinder truck engine. At 3.1", it was Ford’s 
largest 2-groove pulley.

 18. Used before about April 1, 1965. Used with 1/4" 
spacer and flat style alternator fan. Replaced by 
C5AZ-10344-H in 1965. C5AZ-10344-H included 
a new 5/32" spacer; however, for compatibility 
purposes, the flat style alternator fan must also be 
replaced with one having a convex center section.

 19. Used after about April 1, 1965. Used with 5/32" 
spacer and convex style alternator fan. Used with-
out  T/E.

 20. Used with T/E. T/E mandated on California 289 
HiPos after about 4/5/67.

Large pulleys were 
used on 1962/64 
generators (left) 
and 1965/67 alt-
ernators (right) 
whenever these 
accessories were 
installed on 289 
HiPos. The larger 
diameter helped 
reduce the acces-
sory speed at the 
anticipated higher 
rpm.

Generator & Alternator Pulleys

* First number is the number of grooves. Second number is the measurement across the diameter of the pulley at 
the groove in inches. Third number is the groove size (width) in inches.

 Generator
Part Number Diameter* Year Markings Notes Remarks
C2OF-10130-A 1 × 2.6 × 3/8 62/64 C2OF-A 1 30 amp

C2OZ-10130-B 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 62/64 C2OF-B 2 30 amp

C4AZ-10130-A 2 × 3.2 × 3/8 62/64 Unknown 3 40 amp

 Generator (HiPo)
Part Number Diameter* Year Markings Notes Remarks

C3OZ-10130-B 1 × 4.3 × 3/8 63/64
C3OF-B or

C3OF-10130-B
4 30 amp

 Leece/Neville alternator
Part Number Diameter* Year Markings Notes Remarks
C2OZ-10344-C 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 62/64 59335 5 40 amp

C2AZ-10344-A 2 × 3.0 × 3/8 62/64 59789 5 60 amp

C5TZ-10344-E 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 65/66 74146 6 53 amp

C5AZ-10344-E 2 × 3.0 × 3/8 65/66 74187 6 60 amp

 Ford alternator
Part Number Diameter* Year Markings Notes Remarks
C4OZ-10344-A 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 64 C3OF-10344-A 7 42 amp

C4TZ-10344-D 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 64 C3TF-10344-K 7 42 amp

C5AZ-10344-B 1 × 2.6 × 3/8 65 C5AF-10A352-B1 8, 9 38, 42, 45, 55 amp

C5AZ-10344-G 1 × 2.6 × 3/8 65/69
C5AF-10A352-G or

C5AF-10A352-K
9, 10 38, 42, 45, 55 amp

C5AZ-10344-D 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 65 C5AF-10A352-D 11, 12 38, 42, 45, 55 amp

C5AZ-10344-J 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 65/69 C5AF-10A352-J 12, 13 38, 42, 45, 55 amp

C5TZ-10344-K 2 × 2.8 × 3/8 66 C5TF-10A352-K 14 45 amp

C5AZ-10344-F 1 × 2.8 × 3/8 67
C5AF-10A352-F or

C5AF-10A352-L
15 38 amp

C7TZ-10344-B 2 × 3.2 × 3/8 67/69 C7TF-10A352-B 16 65 amp

 Ford alternator (HiPo)
Part Number Diameter* Year Markings Notes Remarks
C3TZ-10344-C 2 × 3.1 × 3/8 64 C3TF-10344-G 17 42 amp

not serviced 1 × 3.8 × 3/8 64 see note 17 42 amp

C4TZ-10344-D 2 × 2.6 × 3/8 64 C3TF-10344-K 17 42 amp

C5AZ-10344-C 1 × 3.9 × 3/8 65 C5AF-10A352-C 18 42 amp

C5AZ-10344-H 1 × 3.9 × 3/8 65/67 C5AF-10A352-H 19 42 amp

C7ZZ-10344-A 2 × 3.6 × 3/8 67 C7ZF-10A352-A 20 42 amp

B-012
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Notes
 1. Stamped steel.
 2. Cast iron. Used with X/C in 1962/64. Used with 

A/C in 1963/64.
 3. Cast iron. Used before 4/2/62. Used with A/C. Pul-

ley’s 5.9" third groove used as a driver for the A/C 
compressor.

 4. Cast iron. Used from 4/2/62. Used with A/C. Pul-
ley’s 5.9" third groove used as a driver for the A/C 
compressor.

 5. In 1965, replaced by C5AZ-8509-J on P/S equipped 
engines to correct P/S belt chafing problems. 
Though Ford used C5AZ-8509-J as the replace ment 
pulley, pulleys marked C5AE-8509-B continued to 
be used in 1966/67 production.

 6. Pulley had a narrowed neck section to eliminate 
P/S belt chafing problems encountered with the 
1965/66 P/S pump systems. (For picture of pulley, see 
Volume I, Chapter 5, page 5–36, photo 5G7.)

 7. Replaced by C6AZ 8509-A. Used with A/C or with 
H/D alternator.

 8. Pulley included a cap tack welded to the hub to 
act as a spacer. This cap, which replaced the T/E 
pump drive pulley, allowed the same underlying 
2-groove pulley to be used in both T/E and non-
T/E applications. (See photo on facing page.)

 9. Used in the following applications:
a. In 1966, used on all with A/C or H/D alter-

nator except full-sized Ford Selectaire with 
T/E  and Mustang.

b. In 1967, used on all with A/C or H/D alter-
nator except Mustang/Cougar.

c. In 1968, used with A/C on full-sized Ford, 
Mustang, and Cougar.

d. In 1969, used with A/C on full-sized Ford and 
Mustang.

 10. Used in the following applications:
a. In 1966, used with A/C on Mustang. Also used 

on full-sized Ford with Selectaire and T/E.
b. In 1967, used with A/C on Mustang/Cougar.

 11. Used with A/C on Fairlane, Montego, and Falcon.
 12. Used in the following applications:

a. In 1968, used with P/S. Also used with 55 or 
65 amp Ford alternator.

b. In 1969, used with P/S. Also used with 65 amp 
Ford alternator.

  Not used with A/C. (C7OE-8509-D is not compat-
ible with 1968 C8OE-6312-B or 1969 C9ZE-6312-B 
A/C crankshaft pulleys due to the large diameters 
of these pulleys.)

13. Used on California smog control engines without 
A/C. Top pulley used to drive T/E pump. The 
3-groove pulley was made by tack welding another 
pulley on top of a standard C6AE-8509-A or C6TE-
8509-C 2-groove pulley (top pulley sub stituted in 
place of the cap). With the top pulley in place, the 
2-groove pulley stamped number was incorrect for 
the T/E application. Therefore, the 3-groove pul-
ley assemblies carried new engineering numbers 
of C6OE-8509-A (using the C6AE-8509-A pulley) 
and C7OE-8509-A (using the C6TE-8509-C pulley). 
These numbers were stamped in yellow ink on 
or near the top pulley (see photo on opposite page). 
However, the ink stamping did not weather very 
well and was very susceptible to deterioration.

 14. With T/E. Without A/C. 4.4" diameter outer groove 
drove T/E air pump. 

  In 1966, used on all cars.
  In 1967, used only on Mustang/Cougar in the fol-

lowing applications:
a. before L15 (2V and 4V).
b. with L15 (4V only).
c. with L15 and M/T (2V only).

 15. Ford also listed pulleys for use with X/C in its en-
gine assembly manuals. The full-sized Ford used 
C6OE-8509-A with a 5-blade flex-fan. The Mustang 
used C6OE-8509-A with a 5-blade fixed fan. All oth-
ers used C7OE-8509-B with a 5-blade fixed fan.

 16. With T/E. Without A/C. 4.4" diameter outer groove 
drove T/E air pump.

  In 1967, used on all cars except on the Mustang/
Cougar in the following applications:

a. before L15 (2V and 4V).
b. with L15 (4V only).
c. with L15 and M/T (2V only).

  Also used on 1967 289 HiPo with T/E.
 17. With T/E. Without A/C. All grooves the same size. 

Construction of pulley similar to other 3-groove 
water pump pulleys. An outer pulley was tack 
welded in place of the top cap of a standard C7OE-
8509-D pulley. To identify the new pulley assem bly, 
Ford stamped into the metal of the top pulley the 
engineering number C7OE-8509-B. 

  Used in the following applications:
a. In 1967, used on all California cars with L15 

and A/T (2V only). Outer groove drove T/E 
air pump.

b. In 1968, used on all 1968 engines with M/T 
(except for those near the end of the year that 
came without T/E).

Water Pump Pulleys

In 1966, Ford devised an 
innovative method for 
combining 2 and 3 groove 
pulley designs. By using 
a common 2-groove sub-
pulley, Ford was able to 
create either pulley by 
simply tack-welding on an 
additional component—
either another pulley (top 
right) or a spacer cap (top 
left). Only the California 
T/E engines (without air 
conditioning) used the 
3-groove design, with the 
extra groove driving the 
T/E air pump. The spacer 
cap used on the common 
2-groove pulley design was 
simply intended to main-
tain the correct groove positions relative to the engine. Since the sub-pulley carried a stamped engineering number 
indented directly into the steel, the T/E pulley was stamped with another number in yellow ink (bottom).

 1962/64
Part Number No. of Grooves Diameter* Year Marking Notes
C2OZ-8509-A 1 5.8 62/64 None 1

C2OZ-8509-B 2 5.4 62/64 C2OE-8509-D 2

C2OZ-8509-D 3 5.4 & 5.9 62 C2OE-8509-F 3

C2OZ-8509-F 3 5.4 & 5.9 62 C2OE-8509-H 4

 1965/69
Part Number No. of Grooves Diameter* Year Marking Notes
C5AZ-8509-E 1 6.1 65/67 C5AE-8509-B 5

C5AZ-8509-J 1 6.1 65/66 C5OE-8509-A 6

C8OZ-8509-A 1 6.4 68/69 C8AE-8A528-F

C5AZ-8509-D 2 5.8 65 C5AE-8509-A 7

C6AZ-8509-A 2 5.8 66/69 C6AE-8509-A 8, 9

C6AZ-8509-F 2 5.3 66/67 C6OE-8509-B 8, 10

C6TZ-8509-C 2 6.1 68/69 C6TE-8509-C 8, 11

C8OZ-8509-B 2 6.4 68/69 C7OE-8509-D 8, 12

C6AZ-8509-E 3 5.8 & 4.4 66/67 C6OE-8509-A 13, 14, 15

C7AZ-8509-B 3 6.1 & 4.4 67 C7OE-8509-A 13, 15, 16

C7AZ-8509-E 3 6.4 67/68 C7OE-8509-B 15, 17

* All groove sizes 3/8".

B-014
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Power Steering Pulleys Notes
 1. The C2OZ-3A733-B pulley was unique to just 1962. 

It differed from the C1SE-3A733-B pulley only in 
the position of the center hub. When compared 
side-by-side, the 1962 pulley moved the P/S belt 
approx imately one-eighth inch closer to the P/S 
pump than did the older C1SE-3A733-B pulley. To 
distinguish the 1962 Fairlane/Meteor pulley from 
the other more common pulley, Ford marked the 
front surface with a large X. (See photos below for 
comparison and marking.)

 2. Same pulley used on 1964 352/390 V8 with A/C.
 3. The P/S pump ran directly off the crankshaft pul-

ley without going over the water pump pulley in 
1965/67.

 4. In 1968/69, the belt went over the water pump pul-
ley, except with the 55 amp Ford alternator. When 
the 55 amp Ford alternator was installed, a 15/32" 
wide P/S belt ran directly between the crank shaft 
and P/S pump pulleys.

  In 1969, used only on full-sized Fords.
 5. 7AE used on all cars in 1968. 7AE used on all full-

sized Fords in 1969. 7AE used on Fairlanes, Mon-
tegos, Falcons, and Mustangs in 1969 until about 
10/10/68, then superseded by 7AA to slow down 
the pump speed and improve system reliability for 
vehicles with 3.25:1 and 3.50:1 rear axle ratios.

 6. 7AA used for both M/T and A/T equipped cars 
before 9/12/66. After 9/12/66, 1967 M/T equipped 
cars used 7AD, and 1967 A/T equipped cars used 
7AE. In 1968, the M/T equipped cars switched to 
the 7AE pulley.

 7. 7AA used before 9/12/66. 7AD used from 9/12/66  
until replaced by AF about 10/10/68, except for the 
full-sized Ford. Full-sized Ford continued to use 
7AD. The AF pulley slowed down the pump speed 
and improved system reliability for vehicles with 
3.25:1 and 3.50:1 rear axle ratios.

 8. See Note 4 on page B–2 for details on which heavy 
duty alternators required dual drive belts. When 
power steering (without A/C) was added with any 
of these alternators, the P/S pulley belt was moved 
forward to where the A/C belt was normally posi-
tioned via a deep dished P/S pump pulley.

 9. Used with C5OE-A crankshaft pulley.
 10. Used with C5AE-B or C8OE-B crankshaft pulley.
 11. Used with C8OE-A and C9OE-G crankshaft pulleys.
 12. Used with C9OE-G crankshaft pulley. The 8OB 

P/S pump pulley replaced the 6AA pulley about 
10/10/68 to slow down the pump and improve 
system reliability for vehicles with 3.25:1 and 3.50:1 
rear axle ratios.

 * Diameter is measured in inches across the pulley at the groove outer edge. Size is the groove width in 
inches.

 ** Both conditions in parentheses must apply.

The 1962 C2OZ-3A733-B 
and 1963/65 C1SE-3A733-B 
pulleys are both sitting on top 
of identical length spacers. 
Note the 1/8" difference in 
groove position. The differ-
ence was due to a slight offset 
in hub position. Since the 
C1SE-3A733-B pulley had 
already debuted on big blocks 
in 1961 and was virtually in-
distinguishable from the new 
pulley, Ford marked the C2OZ-3A733-B with a large X. It would be used only on the 
1962 Fairlane and Mercury Meteor. The following year, Ford revised the small block V8 
pump mounting system to employ the C1SE-3A733-B pulley.

C1SE-3A733-B
C2OZ-3A733-B

 Eaton pump
Part Number Diameter × Size* Year Marking Remarks
C2OZ-3A733-B 4.4 × 1/2 62 X (Note 1)

C1SE-3A733-B 4.4 × 1/2 63/64 (Note 1)

C1SE-3A733-B 4.4 × 1/2 65 without A/C

C4AZ 3A733-B 5.2 × 3/8 65 with A/C (Note 2)

 Ford pump (without A/C & without T/E)**
Part Number Diameter × Size* Year Marking Remarks
C5AZ-3A733-C 4.9 × 1/2 65/67 AC (Note 3)

C7AZ-3A733-F 4.6 × 3/8 68/69 7AE (Notes 4, 5)

C7AZ-3A733-A 5.2 × 3/8 69 7AA (Notes 4, 5)

 Ford pump (without A/C & with T/E)**
Part Number Diameter × Size* Year Marking Remarks
C7AZ-3A733-A 5.2 × 3/8 66 AA

C7AZ-3A733-A 5.2 × 3/8 67 7AA (Note 6)

C7AZ-3A733-D 5.0 × 3/8 67 7AD (Note 6)

C7AZ-3A733-F 4.6 × 3/8 67/68 7AE (Note 6)

 Ford pump (with A/C)
Part Number Diameter × Size* Year Marking Remarks
C5AZ-3A733-A 5.2 × 3/8 65/66 AA

C7AZ-3A733-A 5.2 × 3/8 67 7AA (Note 7)

C7AZ-3A733-D 5.0 × 3/8 67/69 7AD (Note 7)

C5AZ-3A733-F 5.7 × 3/8 69 AF (Note 7)

 Ford pump (with Heavy Duty alternator)
Part Number Diameter × Size* Year Marking Remarks
C5AZ-3A733-E 4.6 × 1/2 65 AE (Notes 8, 9)

C5AZ-3A733-J 4.6 × 1/2 65/66 AJ (Notes 8, 9)

C5AZ-3A733-D 5.3 × 1/2 67/68 AD (Notes 8, 10)

C7AZ-3A733-E 4.6 × 3/8 68/69 6AA (Notes 8, 11)

C9OZ-3A733-B 5.4 × 3/8 69 8OB (Notes 8, 12)
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Air Conditioning Idler Pulleys

Notes
 1. Except full-sized Ford with Selectaire.
 2. Full-sized Ford with Selectaire only.

!
S-shape 
bracket 
attachment 
point

!cast iron 
pulley

C5AZ-8678-F

C5AZ-8678-A

C8AZ-8678-A

 Belts, Pulleys, and A/C Magnetic Clutches B–19

C8AZ-8678-CC7AZ-8678-C

C5AZ-8678-D

C7AZ-8678-B

C6AZ-8678-B
C6AZ-8678-E

!
stamped 
steel 
pulley

C6OZ-8678-A
C6OZ-8678-B

!
S-shape 
bracket 
attachment 
point

Part Number Side Year Type  Remarks

C3AZ-8678-A Right 63 Adjustable
 before 5-15-63. made by welding a stamped steel plate to a
 hex-shaped steel bar. pulley mounted atop bar. not marked.
 allowed 100 degrees of adjustment

C3AZ-8678-B Right 63/64 Adjustable
 from 5-15-63. cast iron pulley mount marked C3OE-8A619-B.
 allowed 110 degrees of adjustment

C5AZ-8678-A Right 65/66 Adjustable  before 12-1-65. used a cast iron pulley (Note 1)
C5AZ-8678-F Right 65/66 Adjustable  before 12-1-65. used a cast iron pulley (Note 2)
C6AZ-8678-B Right 66/67 Adjustable  from 12-1-65. used a stamped steel pulley (Note 2)

C6AZ-8678-E Right 67 Adjustable
 before 1-3-67. replaced C5AZ-8678-F and C6AZ-8678-B
 sometime in 1967 (Note 2)

C6OZ-8678-A Right 66 Adjustable  from 12-1-65. used a stamped steel pulley. Note 1

C6OZ-8678-B Right 67 Adjustable
 before 1-3-67. replaced C5AZ-8678-A and C6OZ-8678-A
 sometime in 1967 (Note 1)

C7AZ-8678-B Right 67/68 Adjustable  from 1-3-67 to before 3-1-68
C8AZ-8678-A Right 68/69 Adjustable  from 3-1-68

C5AZ 8678-D Left 65/67 Fixed
 used in 1965 on full-sized Ford only.
 used in 1966 on all cars except Mustang.
 used in 1967 before 1-3-67 on all cars except Mustang/Cougar

C7AZ-8678-C Left 67/68 Fixed

 used on all cars except on the Mustang/Cougar after 1-3-67 to
 before 3-1-67. used on all cars after 3-1-67 to before 3-1-68.
 (On customer complaints of A/C noise, Ford recommended
 idler be installed on Mustangs/Cougars built before 3-1-67.)

C8AZ-8678-C Left 68/69 Fixed  from 3-1-68

C7AZ-8678-A Left 67/68 Adjustable  dealer installed or Fordaire hang-on

B-018
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Magnetic clutches for air conditioning systems 
came from a variety of manufacturers. The most com-
mon clutches were from Eaton (Eaton Manufacturing 
Company), Pitts (Pitts Industries), and Warner. Each 
performed the same function, but was different in ap-
pearance and application.

For Ford small block V8s, there were essentially 
five major applications, or categories, affecting inter-
changeability. The 1962 category was serviced by its 
own unique magnetic clutch. The 1963/64 category 
essentially covered the remaining 5-bolt small blocks. 
This category included the 19641/2 Mustang 260 V8 and 
D-coded regular-fueled 289 4V.

The third and fourth categories covered all the 6-bolt 
289 V8s (except 1967/68 hang-on systems), with a con-
fusing split in categories occurring in 1967. For the 1967 
Mustang and Cougar, the split occurred at the start of 
1967 production. For the remaining 1967 vehicles, the 
split occurred about January 3, 1967, which was about 
halfway through the production year. The 302 V8, intro-
duced in 1968, used just the fourth category.

Adding more confusion to the third category was 
the use of two magnetic clutches with different di-

ameters in 1965/66. The large 6.8" diameter was used 
with a C5OE-A crankshaft pulley. This pulley used 
a 6.1" diameter drive groove for the air conditioning 
system. When the larger 7.4" C5AE-B crankshaft pulley 
was used, the magnetic clutch diameter was reduced 
to 6.3". The combination of the larger drive groove 
and smaller magnetic clutch diameter effectively pro-
duced 30 percent more torque to the air conditioning 
com pressor. This torque was required because these 
systems were running over 2 pounds of Freon (up to 
about 2.5 pounds). The earlier systems generally ran 
just under 2 pounds.

All compressors in the fourth category were driven 
at the higher torque level, with the exception of the 1969 
full-sized Ford with Selectaire. With its extra large driv-
ing groove, it drove the compressor at an additional 20 
percent torque. This was required due to the car’s three 
pound Freon system.

The fifth category covered the unique magnetic 
clutch used for the 1967/68 economy, hang-on air con-
ditioning system. It was available on all cars in 1967/68 
only. The magnetic clutch contained two belt grooves, 
though only one was used.

Notes
 1. Used on all 1966 cars.
  In 1967 used in the following applications:

a. Full-sized Ford, Fairlane, Comet and 
Falcon before about 9/12/66.

b. Mustang/Cougar with L15 (4V only).
c. Mustang/Cougar with L15 and M/T 

(2V only).
 2. Used in the following applications:

a. Mustang/Cougar before L15.
b. Mustang/Cougar with L15 (4V only).
c. Mustang/Cougar with L15 and M/T 

(2V only).
 3. Used in the following applications:

a. Full-sized Ford, Fairlane, Comet, and 
Falcon from about 9/12/66 and before 
L15.

b. Falcon with L15 (4V only).
c. Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon with L15 

and M/T  (2V only).
 4. Used in the following applications:

a. Full-sized Ford with L15 and M/T.
b. Mustang with 289 HiPo.

Air Conditioning Compressor Magnetic ClutchesT/E Air Pump Pulleys

The job of the magnetic clutch was to connect the air conditioning compressor with 
the belt pulley. A variety of clutch designs from Warner, Eaton, and Pitts were em-
ployed from 1962 through 1969. The one shown here is an Eaton design typically 
found on the 1965/66 Mustangs, Fairlanes, Comets, and Falcons.

  5. Used in the following application:
a. Full-sized Ford, Fairlane, Mustang, 

Comet, Cougar, and Falcon with L15 
and A/T together (2V only).

 6. Used on Mustang only. The pulley was 
smaller than on other cars because it was 
mated in 1966 with the C5OE-A crankshaft 
pulley, which had a smaller diameter outer 
groove than the C5AE-B pulley used with 
other cars. Ford listed an even smaller 4.2" 
C6ZE-9B447-A pulley (part number C6ZZ-
9B447-A) in its engine assembly manual. 
However, that pulley was never used on 
the Mustang, although it did appear on the 
1966 Fairlane 390 V8.

 7. Used on all 1966 cars except Mustang. In 
1967, used on all cars before about 8/9/66 
and after about 9/23/66.

 8. Used on all cars from about 8/9/66 to be-
fore about 9/23/66.

 without A/C
Part Number Diameter Size Holes Year Markings Notes
C6OZ-9B447-A 4.0 3/8 4 66/67 C6OE-9B447-A, B 1

C7AZ-9B447-A 4.0 3/8 4 67 C7ZE-9B447-A 2

C7AZ-9B447-B 3.6 3/8 4 67 C7OE-9B447-A 3

C7AZ-9B447-D 4.3 3/8 4 67 C6AE-9B447-F 4

C7AZ-9B447-E 4.8 3/8 4 67 C7OE-9B447-B 5

C8AZ-9B447-B 4.8 3/8 3 68 C8AE-9C480-A

 with A/C
Part Number Diameter Size Holes Year Markings Notes
C6AZ-9B447-C 4.9 1/2 4 66 C6AE-9B447-C 6

C6AZ-9B447-E 6.0 1/2 4 66/67 C6AE-9B447-E 7

C6AZ-9B447-D 5.7 1/2 4 67 C6AE-9B447-D 8

C8AZ-9B447-D 5.9 1/2 3 68 C8AE-9C480-B

B-020
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The listing of magnetic clutches provided here will give the original part number (Part Number), identification 
number (I.D. Number), manu facturer (Design), year of application (Year), thickness of clutch (Depth), diameter as 
measured across the clutch (Diameter), and special notes about the clutch (Notes).

Ford gave an I.D. number for each clutch which, on 1969 clutches, was stamped into the front center hub. The 
I.D. number was used by Ford to distinguish between different clutch designs, therefore these numbers are also 
listed in the table below.

The manufacturer is listed in the column labeled Design. Eaton made two clutches that were visually quite differ-
ent from each other. Therefore, they are listed as design one (Eaton-1) and design two (Eaton-2). The Eaton-1 design 
was easily distinguished by its fully visible three center links.

The Depth, or thickness, is measured from the face of the clutch at the belt groove to the rear of the outer ring. 
The center front section and rear center sleeve (attaches to the compressor crankshaft) may extend beyond these 
measurements. The Diameter is measured across the clutch at the belt groove. If the belt groove is larger than the 
rest of the clutch, then a second measurement is given for the narrower section. For example, C2AZ-2884-A is listed 
as having a “6.8 & 6.4” clutch diameter. This means that the diameter across the clutch at the belt groove is 6.8". The 
diameter behind the belt groove measures 6.4". All measurements are rounded off to the nearest 0.1 inch and may 
vary up to plus or minus 0.05 inches from the actual measurement.

Photos of the clutch designs are shown on pages B–24 and B–25.

Notes
 1. Clutch was driven by the water pump pulley.
 2. C3AZ-2884-A, C3AZ-2884-B, and C4OZ-2884-A 

were functionally identical and interchangeable.
 3. Primarily found in 1963 production.
 4. Primary clutch used in 1964.
 5. C2AZ-2884-A and C2AZ-2884-C were functionally 

identical and interchangeable.
  Used in the following applications:

a. 1965 Fairlanes, Falcons, and Comets.
b. 1965/66 Mustangs.

  The above cars used the C5OE-A crankshaft pulley.
 6. This clutch’s diameter measured 6.8" across the 

face. Directly behind the belt groove the diam-
eter was smaller, and measured about 6.4". Other 
clutches under the same part number did not 
have this reduced diameter behind the groove 
and measured 6.8". From “junkyard research,” it 
appeared that the narrowed clutch was used on 
cars with smaller Freon systems. This included all 
cars equipped with the small block V8. The larger 
clutches were typically found on big block full-
sized Fords. (See photo below, right.)

 7. This clutch was not used on the 289 V8 because of 
its 1966 introduction. By this time, only the 1966 
Mustang was still using the large 6.8" diameter 
clutch and there were sufficient Eaton and Warner 
clutches available to meet the Mustang demand. 
This clutch is included here only because it was 
functionally identical to the C2AZ-2884-A and 
C2AZ-2884-C clutches and could be interchanged 
with them.

 8. Used in the following applications:
a. 1965/67 Full-sized Fords before approxi mately 

1/3/67.
b. 1966/67 Fairlanes, Falcons, and Comets before 

about 1/3/67.
  The above cars used the C5AE-B crankshaft pulley. 

Though the 1967 Mustang and Cougar used the 
C5AE-B pulley, they did not use the C5AZ-2884-B 
magnetic clutch, because the Mustang/Cougar re-
ceived a new A/C compressor mount at the begin-
ning of the year. This mount, functionally identical 
to the one that would be used on other cars after 
about 1/3/67, required a new and different mag-
netic clutch. See Note 11.

 9. This clutch’s diameter measured 6.3" across the 
face. Directly behind the belt groove the diameter 
narrowed to measure about 6.0". Other clutches 
under the same Ford part number did not have this 
reduced diameter behind the groove and measured 
6.3". Both types have been found on small blocks 
and their use may be related to the size of the air 
conditioning systems, with the heavier clutch being 
used with the larger systems.

 10. The C7ZZ-2884-A, C8AZ-2884-B, C8AZ-2884-E, 
C9AZ-2884-A, and C9AZ-2884-D clutches were 
functionally identical and inter changeable.

 11. Used with the new air conditioning compressor 
mounting system introduced with the 1967 Mus-
tang and Cougar. The new compressor mounting 
system moved the compressor about one quarter 
inch more forward on the engine. This required a 
corresponding one quarter inch compensation by 
the magnetic clutch. The new system was visually 
distinguishable by the level mounting compressor. 
The previous system had mounted the compressor 
with an 8 degree upward tilt.

 12. This clutch was added when the 1967 full-sized 
Ford, Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon changed to the 
new A/C compressor mounting system approxi-
mately  1/3/67. Also used on late 1967 Mustang and 
Cougar. Replaced C7ZZ-2884-A.

 13. Introduced in late 1967.
 14. Used on the 1967/68 hang-on air conditioning sys-

tem, which was available on all 1967/68 vehicles. 
Had two belt grooves, though only one was used.

Warner and Eaton clutches came in two variants. One was a single 
diameter (top), and the other was narrowed behind the belt groove (bot-
tom). The narrowed clutches were common on the earlier small blocks, 
perhaps because their compressors were pumping less Freon through their 
smaller systems and required less flywheel effect. Later, both variants were 
in wide use. 

Part Number I.D. Number Design Year Depth Diameter Notes
C2OZ-2884-A C2OA-2981-A Eaton-2 62 1.8 6.0 1

C3AZ-2884-A

C3AA-2981-A Eaton-1

63/64 1.9 6.8 & 6.0 2, 3C3AA-2981-A1 Eaton-1

C3AA-2981-A2 Eaton-2

C3AZ-2884-B C3AA-2981-B Warner 63/64 1.4 6.8 2, 3

C4OZ-2884-A C4OA-2981-A Pitts 64 1.4 6.8 2, 4

C2AZ-2884-A

C2AA-2981-A Eaton-1

65/66 2.3 6.8 & 6.4 5, 6C2AA-2981-A1 Eaton-1

C2AA-2981-A2 Eaton-1 or 2

C2AZ-2884-C
C2AA-2981-C

Warner 65/66 2.1 6.8 & 6.4 5, 6
C2SA-2981-A

C6AZ-2884-A C4AA-2981-A Pitts 66 2.1 6.8 & 6.4 7

C5AZ-2884-B
C5AA-2981-B

Eaton-2 65/67 2.3 6.3 & 6.0 8, 9
C5AA-2981-C

C7ZZ-2884-A C7ZA-2981-A Eaton-2 67 2.1 6.3 & 6.0 10, 11

C8AZ-2884-B C7AA-2981-F Eaton-2 67/68 2.1 6.3 & 6.0 10, 12

C8AZ-2884-E C7AA-2981-G Pitts 67/68 1.4 6.3 & 6.0 10, 13

C9AZ-2884-A C9AA-2981-F Eaton-2 69 2.1 6.3 & 6.0 10

C9AZ-2884-D

C9AA-2981-D Pitts 69 1.7

6.3 & 5.2 10C9AA-2981-D1 GPD
69 1.5

C9AA-2981-D2 Pitts

C7AZ-2884-B C7AA-2981-B Eaton-2 67 1.5 6.3 14
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Eaton-2
(C2OA-2981-A) Eaton-2

(C3AA-2981-A2)

Eaton-2
(C5AA-2981-B & C5AA-2981-C)

(Typical of C2AA-2981-A2, C7AA-2981-B, 
C7AA-2981-F, C7ZA-2981-A & C9AA-2981-F)

Pitts
(C7AA-2981-G)

Pitts
(C9AA-2981-D & C9AA-2981-D2)Warner

(C3AA-2981-B)
(Typical of C2AA-2981-C & C2SA-2981-A)

Pitts
(C4OA-2981-A)

(Typical of C4AA-2981-A)

Eaton-1
(C2AA-2981-A & C2AA-2981-A1)

(Typical of C3AA-2981-A & C3AA-2981-A1)
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Appendix C – Carburetors

Introduction
Basically, three types of carburetors were used on 

production cars in the first eight years of small block 
development. Most commonly used was the 2-barrel 
(2V) Autolite which was called a model 2100. Of similar 
design, but containing two additional barrels was the 
4V Autolite model 4100. In 1967, this carbu retor was 
replaced in all applications, except for the 289 high 
performance (HiPo), by a totally new design called an 
Autolite model 4300. No Holley carburetors were used 
on factory production engines, though Shelby used 
them on 260-4V Cobras, and Mustang GT-350s.

Each carburetor carried an identification (ID) tag, 
which gave the ID number, design change code and 
date code. The ID number was useful in determining 
application and parts interchangeability. In general, 
each combination of vehicle model, engine displace-
ment, horsepower rating, emissions reduction system, 
and type of transmission had a specific carburetor 
associated with it. Add to that the multitude of times 
Ford made revisions in design and soon the plethora 
of different carburetor numbers in use was quite stag-
gering.

The tag number itself contained a significant amount 
of information. The first character C indicated it was a 
1960s carburetor. The next digit gave the production 
year the carburetor was first introduced. For example, 
C2 meant 1962. In general, carburetors did not bridge 
production years; i.e., a C2 tag was used only in 1962, 
C3 in 1963, etc. However, one notable exception was the 
289 HiPo carburetor. Because of low demand, it often 
ran across production years. There were other minor 
exceptions as well.

The next letter in the tag ID number indicated the 
intended purpose of the carburetor. Generally, the 
letter A represented the full-sized Ford, the letter D 
for the Falcon, letter G for the Comet, O for Fairlane, 
and Z for the Mustang. However, many carburetors 
were used on more than one model car. For example, 
the 260 V8 C3AF-BD carburetor was not only used on 
full-sized Fords, but also on Fairlanes, Meteors, Comets 
and Falcons.

In addition to the ID number, the tag also listed the 
design change code and date code. The design change 
code, appearing as a single letter, was for Ford Motor 

Company use only, and had little significance to the 
public. The date code followed the design change code 
and was given in one of two formats depending on the 
model year. In 1962 through 1969, the leading number 
gave the calendar year. For example 5 stood for 1965. 
The next letter was for the month of the year. A stood 
for January and M for December. The letter I was de-
leted in the sequence to eliminate confusion with the 
number 1. In 1962 through early 1968, the letter that 
followed the month code stood for the week in the 
month—A for the first week and E for the fifth. In early 
1968 production, this week letter coding was dropped 
in favor of using the date. Therefore, one or two num-
bers will follow the month code on most 1968 and all 
1969 carburetor tags, signifying the actual intended 
assembly date.

The tags themselves varied in design. Small letters 
were used in 1962 and early 1963. The letters were 
enlarged during 1963 and remained so through 1969. 
The FOMOCO logo was used on all tags until 1967 
production. Then the AUTOLITE logo was substituted. 
Tags were typically dog-house shaped, though in 1968 
some were square. Aluminum was used for all tags, 
except in California during 1966/67 production. The 
California engines in 1966/67, which used thermactor 
emissions reductions systems (T/E), used carburetor 
tags made out of brass.

In the charts that follow, carburetor applications, 
replacement carburetors, carburetor settings & adjust-
ments will be detailed. Carburetor specifics will include 
the venturi diameter (Venturi Dia), which is cast into the 
side of the carburetor body; jet sizes (Jets), which are 
numbers stamped on the side of each jet; booster ventu-
ri support identifications (Booster), which is the letter/s 
stamped on the underside of the booster (note: if two 
letters are stamped, the letter order can be the reverse of 
that shown in the chart); and bore diameter (Bore Dia), 
which is the diameter below the throttle plates. Both 
primary (Pri) and secondary (Sec) barrels are listed, as 
appropriate. An appearance code (Looks Code) is also 
listed with further explanation on pages C–12 and C–13. 
Note that booster venturi might have double listings 
due to mid-year changes. Also, some boosters were 
superseded quickly, so the listing should be considered  
as a good guide, but possibly incomplete.
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C–2 Appendix C

Carburetor Tags & Venturi Sizes
All carburetor tags carried an identification number used to determine application, specifications, and replace-

ment parts. Also included on the tag was a design change code (a single letter such as A, B, C, D, or E), followed 
by a date code. The date code for 1962 through part of 1968 production (which included calendar year 1961) gave 
the year (single number), month (A–January, B–February, C–March, D–April, E–May, F–June, G–July, H–August, 
J–September, K–October, L–November, M–December), and week (A–first week of the month, B–second week, 
C–third week, D–fourth week, E–fifth week). Beginning in early 1968 production, Ford dropped the week coding in 
favor of using just the date.

For 1962 and into 1963, small letters (a) were used on the carburetor tags. During 1963, the large 
letters (b) were first introduced. With the Mustang introduction in mid-1964, tags with a Z (c) 
came into use. Some replacement carburetors carried a unique tag (d) that differed from normal 
production items. Note the Autolite star, popular in the mid-1960s, and the early 1966 produc-
tion date of 5LC on this C4OF-AM 260 V8 tag. Some carburetors also carried different tags than 

their stamped numbers, such as this C5ZF-J tag (e) found on a C5ZF-C carburetor (f). California engines in 1966/67 required 
T/E. Ford distinguished these carburetors by using brass tags (g). For 1967 production, the carburteor tags began using the 
AUTOLITE logo (h). In 1968, a different design tag (i) was phased in replacing the 1967 design. Also the date code changed from 
year-month-week to year-month-day.

from 17/16" to 19/16" for 1968 2Vs, the venturi diameter decreased 
to 1.08 (f). The 1963/67 289 HiPos were always 1.12 (g). Also, 
the early 1964 Comet 289 4Vs with the large 19/16" throttle bores 
were 1.12 (h). However, when the 289 4V throttle size decreased 
to 17/16" in late 1964 (when the Mustang was introduced), the 
venturi size was decreased to 1.08 (i).

On the front left side, each carburetor body casting indicated its primary venturi diameter. The 1962 221 was .98 inch (a), which 
continued for 1963 (b). Depending on application, the 1962 260 used the size 1.01 or 1.02, whereas the 1963/64 260 used the small-
er 1.01 size (c). When the 289 2V debuted in 1963, its size was 1.02 (d). Note the 289 marking below the number. During 1964, 
the 2V size was increased to 1.14 (e), and remain so until some 1967 carburetors used 1.02 again. When the throttle size increased 
g h i

a b c d e f

f

e g h i

dcba

 Carburetors C–3

Carburetor Applications
Listed is each carburetor tag for each small block V8 engine in the years 1962 through 1969. The listing identifies 

the vehicles and transmission type used with each carburetor. The key and notes follow the complete listing.

Engine Year ID Number Vehicle* Transmission* Remarks*

221

62

C2OE-N B, M M  with vent tube (Note 1)
C2OE-R B, M A  with vent tube (Note 1)
C2OE-S B, M M  with PCV valve (Note 1)
C2OE-T B, M A  with PCV valve (Note 1)

63

C3DF-C B, M M
C3DF-D B, M A
C3OF-C B, M M
C3OF-D B, M A
C3OF-AG B, M M
C3OF-AH B, M A

260

62

C2OF-U B, M M  with vent tube (Note 2)
C2OF-V B, M A  with vent tube (Note 2)
C2OF-Y B, M M  with PCV valve (Note 2)
C2OF-Z B, M A  with PCV valve (Note 2)
C2OF -AA B, M M  with vent tube
C2OF-AB B, M A  with vent tube
C2OF-AC B, M M  with PCV valve
C2OF-AD B, M A  with PCV valve

63

C3AF-BD A, B, C, M, X M  except Falcon “Sprint”
C3AF-BE A, B, C, M, X A  except Falcon “Sprint”
C3DF-E A, B, C, M, X M  except Falcon “Sprint”
C3DF-F A, B, C, M, X A  except Falcon “Sprint”
C3DF-G X M  Falcon “Sprint”
C3DF-H X A  Falcon “Sprint”
C3DF-L X M  Falcon “Sprint”
C3DF-M  X A  Falcon “Sprint”
C3OF-E A, B, C, M, X M  except Falcon “Sprint”
C3OF-F A, B, C, M, X A  except Falcon “Sprint” (Note 3)

64

C4DF-E X M  Falcon “Sprint” & Sunbeam Tiger
C4DF-F X A  Falcon “Sprint”
C4DF-J X M  Falcon “Sprint”
C4DF-K X A  Falcon “Sprint” (Note 3)
C4DF-N X M  Falcon “Sprint”
C4DF-R X A  Falcon “Sprint”
C4DF-S X M  Falcon “Sprint” & Sunbeam Tiger
C4DF-T X A  Falcon “Sprint”
C4DF-AB B, F, X A  includes Falcon “Sprint”
C4DF-AC B, F, X M  includes Falcon “Sprint”
C4OF-A B, C, X M  except Falcon “Sprint” (Note 4)
C4OF-B B, C, X A  except Falcon “Sprint” (Notes 3, 4)
C4OF-K B, C, X M  except Falcon “Sprint”
C4OF-L B, C, X A  except Falcon “Sprint”
C4OF-AE B, C, X A  except Falcon “Sprint” (Note 3)
C4OF-AK B, C, X M  except Falcon “Sprint”
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C–4 Appendix C

Carburetor Applications
(CONTINUED)

 Carburetors C–5

Carburetor Applications
(CONTINUED)

Engine Year ID Number Vehicle* Transmission* Remarks*

260 64

C4OF-AM B, C, X A  except Falcon “Sprint” (Note 5)
C4OF-AS B, C, X M  except Falcon “Sprint” (Note 5)
C4OF-BR B, C, F, X A  includes Falcon “Sprint”
C4OF-BS B, C, F, X M  includes Falcon “Sprint”
C4ZF-E F A  with PCV valve
C4ZF-F F M  with PCV valve
C4ZF-N B, C, F, X A  includes Falcon “Sprint” (Note 6)
C4ZF-R B, C, F, X M  includes Falcon “Sprint” (Note 6)

289 2V

63

C3AF-AK A M
C3AF-AL A A
C3AF-AZ A M   (Note 7)
C3AF-BA A A   (Note 7)

64

C4AF-B A, B M
C4AF-C A, B A
C4AF-DD A, B M
C4AF-DE A, B A
C4AF-EB A, B M
C4AF-EC A, B A
C4OF-J A, B A
C4OF-BJ A, B A
C4OF-BV A, B A

65

C5AF-A A M  with PCV valve
C5AF-B A A  with PCV valve
C5AF-AH A M  with vent tube (Note 8)
C5AF-AJ A A  with vent tube (Note 8)
C5ZF-A B, C, F, X M  with PCV valve
C5ZF-B B, C, F, X A  with PCV valve
C5ZF-G B, C, F, X M  with vent tube (Note 8)
C5ZF-H B, C, F, X A  with vent tube (Note 8)

66

C6AF-A A M  without T/E
C6AF-B A A  without T/E
C6AF-Z A M  with T/E
C6AF-AA A A  with T/E
C6DF-A B, C, F, X M  without T/E
C6DF-B B, C, F, X A  without T/E
C6DF-E B, C, F, X M  with T/E
C6DF-F B, C, F, X A  with T/E

67

C7AF-N A M  without T/E
C7AF-R A A  without T/E
C7AF-S A M  with T/E
C7AF-T A A  with T/E
C7AF-AS A A  without T/E
C7AF-AT A M  without T/E
C7AF-AU A A  with T/E

Engine Year ID Number Vehicle* Transmission* Remarks*

289 2V

67

C7AF-BN A A  with T/E
C7AF-BU A M  without T/E (Note 9)
C7AF-BV A M  with T/E (Note 9)
C7AF-BZ A A  without T/E (Note 9)
C7DF-AJ B, F, X M  without T/E (Note 9)
C7DF-AK A M  with T/E (Note 9)
C7DF-AL B, F, X A  without T/E (Note 9)
C7DF-E B, C, F, R, X M  without T/E
C7DF-F B, C, F, R, X A  without T/E
C7DF-G B, C, F, R, X M  with T/E
C7DF-H B, C, F, R, X A  with T/E
C7DF-N B, C, F, R, X A  with T/E
C7DF-R B, C, F, R, X A  without T/E
C7DF-S B, C, F, R, X M  without T/E
C7DF-V A, B, C, F, R, X A  with T/E, late production

68
C8AF-L B, C, F, R, X A  with Imco
C8AF-AK B, C, F, R, X M  with T/E
C8ZF-G B, C, F, R, X A  with Imco

289 4V

64

C4GF-D C M  regular-fueled
C4GF-E C A  regular-fueled
C4GF-AA C M  regular-fueled (Note 10)
C4GF-AB C A  regular-fueled (Note 10)
C4GF-AE C, F M  regular-fueled (Notes 3, 10)
C4GF-AF C, F A  regular-fueled (Note 10)
C4GF-AZ C, F M  regular-fueled (Note 3)
C4GF-BA C, F A  regular-fueled
C4ZF-C F A  regular-fueled (Note 11)

65

C5ZF-C B, C, F, X M  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 13)
C5ZF-D B, C, F, X A  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 13)
C5ZF-E B, C, F, X M  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 13)
C5ZF-F B, C, F, X A  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 13)
C5ZF-J B, C, F, X M  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 14, 15)
C5ZF-K B, C, F, X A  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 14, 15)
C5ZF-L B, C, F, X M  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 16)
C5ZF-M B, C, F, X A  premium-fueled (Notes 12, 16)

66

C6ZF-A F, X M  premium-fueled, without T/E
C6ZF-B F, X A  premium-fueled, without T/E
C6ZF-D F, X M  premium-fueled, with T/E
C6ZF-E F, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E

67

C7DF-A F, R, X M  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7DF-B F, R, X A  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7DF-C F, R, X M  premium-fueled, with T/E
C7DF-D F, R, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E
C7DF-L F, R, X M  premium-fueled, without T/E
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C–6 Appendix C

Carburetor Applications
(CONTINUED)

* Key: Transmission  column: M – manual transmission       A – automatic transmission
 Vehicle column: A – Full-sized Ford C – Montego (1968/69) R – Cougar
  B – Fairlane (including Torino) F – Mustang X – Falcon
  C – Comet/Cyclone (1963/69)  M – Meteor (1962/63)  
 Remarks column: T/E – thermactor emissions control 
  Imco – Improved Combustion control PCV – positive crankcase ventilation
  HiPo – high performance 289 4V A/C – air conditioning 

 11. C4ZF-D intended to be used with manual transmis-
sions, but never made it into production.

 12. On Falcon, only applicable to Ranchero.
 13. With PCV valve (emissions reduction).
 14. With road draft tube (non-emissions reduction).
 15. C5ZF-J and C5ZF-K tags have been found on 

C5ZF-C and C5ZF-D stamped carburetors, re-
spectively, as well as C5ZF-E and C5ZF-F stamped 
carburetors, respectively.

 16. A carburetor tag C5ZF-L dated 5AD has been found 
on a C5ZF-E stamped carburetor. On inspection, 
it was discovered that the primary venturi was 
stamped CS. A similar occurrence might have hap-
pened with C5ZF-M tags being used on C5ZF-F 
stamped carburetors. Early Ford Master Parts 
Catalogs also show the C5ZF-M carburetor used a 
primary venturi stamped CS.

 17. C3OF-AB used until about 4/15/63, then replaced 
by C3OF-AJ. C3OF-AJ used until about mid-April 
1964. At least one pre-production Mustang received 
this carburetor.

 18. Carburetors used from mid-April 1964 through 
1965. All carburetors had manual chokes.

 19. Manual choke. The 1964 road draft tube was not 
compatible with the HiPo exhaust manifolds. For 
1965, a specific road draft tube (attached to valve 
cover) was produced for 289 HiPo applications.

 20. C5OF-L tags have been found on C4OF-AL stamp-
ed carburetors in 1965 production before February 
1965. C5OF-L was a vent tube (road draft tube) 
number. C4OF-AL was a carburetor used with a 
PCV valve. This seeming discrepancy might have 
been involved in Ford’s phase out of all road draft 
tubes by March 1965.

 21. Incorporated an electrical solenoid in place of the 
dashpot. Solenoid wired to the engine ignition 
circuit near the ignition switch (12 volt ignition 
source) and was energized whenever the ignition 
switch was in the start or on position. The pur-
pose of solenoid, application, and tag numbers 
were specified in Mercury’s 1969 TSB #31 dated 
5/19/69 (see page J–41 ). These tag numbers were 
not listed in either Ford or Mercury parts catalogs. 
Mercury stated that the new carburetor tags were 
only associated with 302 2Vs with air conditioning, 
and that the carburetor specifications were identi-
cal to car buretors used on prior Montegos. Ford 
only stated that the solenoid was added to existing 
carburetors. The purpose of the solenoid was to 
prevent “dieseling” on engine shutdown. Through 
a series of TSBs, Ford and Mercury established 
procedures that called for setting the energized so-
lenoid to hold a specified curb idle. The idle speed 
screw was then set to 500 rpm with the solenoid 
dis connected and transmission in neutral. This al-
lowed the carbu retor throttle to close further than 
normal on shutdown and “choke” the engine.

 Carburetors C–7

Notes
 1. The carburetor tags carried the prefix of C2OE. The 

stamped number on the carburetor was C2OF. (See 
Volume I, Chapter 2, photo 2C4, page 2–20.)

 2. Not listed in Ford’s parts catalogs, but listed in 
Ford’s Technical Service Bulletin (TSB), Section 
6004, Article #1, dated 3/12/62, and Ford’s Autolite 
Technical Service Institute booklet. These carbure-
tors appear to be related to those with tag numbers 
C2OF-AA, C2OF-AB, C2OF-AC, and C2OF-AD.

 3. Used as a replacement for both automatic and 
manual trans missions.

 4. Some late 1963 Comets (after August 5, 1963) re-
ceived 1964 engines with these carburetors.

 5. Carburetors C4OF-AM and C4OF-AS used before 
about 5/1/64. However, C4OF-AM also used as a 
replacement carburetor through 1966 production 
(see tag dated 5LC in photo d on top half of page C–2 ). 
The replacement carburetor shared characteristics 
with its counterpart production carburetors, in-
cluding the shape of the idle mixture needles, type 
of fuel bowl float, and choke components. The fuel 
vents, however, were re stricted, like those com-
monly found on 1963/64 221/260 carburetors.

 6. Carburetors C4ZF-N and C4ZF-R used from 5/1/64.
 7. Some of these carburetors found their way onto 

very early 1964 full-sized Fords. One original 
C3AF-BA carburetor was discovered on an original 
1964 full-sized Ford serial number 4J60C100561 
produced on the first day of production, or in this 
case, September 11, 1963. The carburetor date code 
was 3GC and was on a motor assembled on 3G27.

 8. C5AF-AH and C5AF-AJ were the numbers used 
on the tag, but the carburetors themselves were 
stamped C5AF-A and C5AF-B, respectively. Like-
wise, C5ZF-G and C5ZF-H were the numbers used 
on the tag, but the carburetors themselves were 
stamped C5ZF-A and C5ZF-B, respectively. Ford 
noted, “The stamped identification on the carburetor 
mounting flange is main body identification only. Carbure-
tor identification appears on identification tag.”

 9. Ford only listed these carburetors in its TSB #68, 
Article 1091, dated 5/19/67.

 10. The transition from carburetors C4GF-AA and 
C4GF-AB to carburetors C4GF-AE and C4GF-AF, 
respectively, was around the March/May 1964 
time frame. Mercury stated that C4GF-AA was used 
prior to 5/11/64 and C4GF-AF was used on Com-
ets built after 3/30/64. Mercury was silent on the 
other two carburetors. Ford was silent on all four 
carburetors, except to list only the C4GF-AE and 
C4GF-AF carburetors for the 1964 1/2 Mustang. The 
transition was significant because C4GF-AA and 
C4GF-AB were of an older design that was being 
phased out just as the Mustang was introduced. 
Carburetor tags suggest the transition occurred 
in the February-March 1964 time frame, but may 
extended earlier and later for some applications.

Engine Year ID Number Vehicle* Transmission* Remarks*

289 4V 67

C7DF-M F, R, X A  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7DF-AE F, R, X M  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7DF-AF F, R, X A  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7DF-AG F, R, X M  premium-fueled, with T/E
C7DF-AH F, R, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E

289 HiPo

63 C3OF-AB B M  with automatic choke (Note 17)
63/64 C3OF-AJ B, C, F M  with automatic choke (Note 17)

64/65

C4OF-AL B, C, F M  with PCV valve (Note 18)
C4OF-AT B A  with PCV valve (Note 18)
C4OF-BT B, F M  with vent tube, 1965 only (Note 19)
C4OF-BU B A  with vent tube, 1965 only (Note 19)
C4ZF-G B, F M
C4ZF-H B A

65

C5OF-J B, C, F M  with PCV valve
C5OF-K B A  with PCV valve
C5OF-L B, F M  with vent tube (Note 20)
C5OF-M B A  with vent tube

65/66
C5OF-T B, F M  might be found in early 1966
C5OF-U B A  might be found in early 1966

66/67
C6ZF-C F M  without T/E, used throughout 1967
C6ZF-F F A  without T/E, used throughout 1967

67

C7ZF-B F M  with T/E, from about 4/5/67
C7ZF-C F A  with T/E, from about 4/5/67
C8ZF-J F M  with T/E (replacement carburetor)
C8ZF-K F A  with T/E (replacement carburetor)

302 2V

68
C8AF-L A, B, C, R A  with Imco
C8AF-AK A, B, C, R M  with T/E

68/69 C8AF-BD A, B, C, F, R M  with Imco

68
C8OF-H B, C, R A  with Imco
C8ZF-G B, C, R A  with Imco

69

C9AF-A A, F A  cable linkage
C9ZF-G B, C, X A  rod linkage
C9AF-T A, F A  cable linkage
C9AF-V C M  with A/C (Note 21)
C9ZF-K C A  with A/C (Note 21)

302 4V 68
C8AF-AS C, F, R, X A & M
C8ZF-C C, F, R, X M  with T/E
C8ZF-D C, F, R, X A  with Imco
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C–8 Appendix C  Carburetors C–9

Carburetor Specifics
This listing gives the critical specifications for each carburetor tag. (See end of introduction on page C–1 for key.)

Carburetor Specifics
(CONTINUED)

Engine ID Number
Autolite

Type
Venturi

Dia
Jets Booster Bore Dia Looks

Code NotesPri Sec Pri Sec Pri Sec

221

C2OE/F-N 2100 0.98 45/44 K/KB 15/16 A 1
C2OE/F-R 2100 0.98 44/43 K/KB 15/16 A 1
C2OE/F-S 2100 0.98 46/45 KA/KC 15/16 A 1
C2OE/F-T 2100 0.98 45/44 KA/KC 15/16 A 1
C3DF-C 2100 0.98 43 KC/V 15/16 A 2
C3DF-D 2100 0.98 44 KB/VA 15/16 A 2
C3OF-C 2100 0.98 45 KC/V 15/16 A 2
C3OF-D 2100 0.98 44 KB/VA 15/16 A 2
C3OF-AG 2100 0.98 45 V 15/16 B
C3OF-AH 2100 0.98 44 VA 15/16 B

260

C2OF-U 2100 1.01 47 L 17/16 A
C2OF-V 2100 1.01 46 L 17/16 A
C2OF-Y 2100 1.02 48 LA 17/16 A
C2OF-Z 2100 1.02 47 LA 17/16 A
C2OF-AA 2100 1.01 47/45 L 17/16 A 3
C2OF-AB 2100 1.01 46/44 L 17/16 A 3
C2OF-AC 2100 1.02 48/46 LA 17/16 A 3
C2OF-AD 2100 1.02 47/45 LA 17/16 A 3
C3AF-BD 2100 1.01 46 WA 17/16 B 4
C3AF-BE 2100 1.01 45 WA 17/16 B 5
C3DF-E 2100 1.01 46 LB 17/16 A 6
C3DF-F 2100 1.01 45 LB 17/16 A 7
C3DF-G 2100 1.01 46 NB/WA 17/16 A 8
C3DF-H 2100 1.01 45 NB/WA 17/16 A 8
C3DF-L 2100 1.01 46 H 17/16 B 9
C3DF-M 2100 1.01 45 H 17/16 B 9
C3OF-E 2100 1.01 46 LB 17/16 A 6
C3OF-F 2100 1.01 45 LB 17/16 A 7
C4DF-E 2100 1.01 44F H/CA 17/16 C 10
C4DF-F 2100 1.01 43F H/CA 17/16 C 10
C4DF-J 2100 1.01 43F CA 17/16 C
C4DF-K 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 C
C4DF-N 2100 1.01 43F CA 17/16 C
C4DF-R 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 C
C4DF-S 2100 1.01 43F CA 17/16 D
C4DF-T 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D
C4DF-AB 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D
C4DF-AC 2100 1.01 43F CA 17/16 D
C4OF-A 2100 1.01 44F H/CD 17/16 C 10
C4OF-B 2100 1.01 42F H/CA 17/16 C 10
C4OF-K 2100 1.01 41F CD 17/16 C
C4OF-L 2100 1.01 41F CA 17/16 C
C4OF-AE 2100 1.01 41F CA 17/16 C
C4OF-AK 2100 1.01 41F CD 17/16 C

Engine ID Number
Autolite

Type
Venturi

Dia
Jets Booster Bore Dia Looks

Code NotesPri Sec Pri Sec Pri Sec

260

C4OF-AM 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D
C4OF-AS 2100 1.01 42F CD 17/16 D
C4OF-BR 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D
C4OF-BS 2100 1.01 42F CD 17/16 D
C4ZF-E 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D
C4ZF-F 2100 1.01 43F CD 17/16 D
C4ZF-N 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D
C4ZF-R 2100 1.01 43F CD 17/16 D

289 2V

C3AF-AK 2100 1.02 48 WB 17/16 A 11, 12
C3AF-AL 2100 1.02 47 WB 17/16 A 11, 13
C3AF-AZ 2100 1.02 48 WB 17/16 B 11, 12
C3AF-BA 2100 1.02 47 WB 17/16 B 11, 13
C4AF-B 2100 1.02 46F DE/CA 17/16 C 14
C4AF-C 2100 1.02 43F DD/CC 17/16 C 15
C4AF-DD 2100 1.14 51F CC 17/16 D
C4AF-DE 2100 1.14 49F CE 17/16 D
C4AF-EB 2100 1.14 51F CA 17/16 D
C4AF-EC 2100 1.14 49F CC 17/16 D
C4OF-J 2100 1.02 45F DD 17/16 C
C4OF-BJ 2100 1.14 51F CC 17/16 D
C4OF-BV 2100 1.14 51F CC 17/16 D
C5AF-A 2100 1.14 51F CG 17/16 D 38
C5AF-B 2100 1.14 50F CE 17/16 D 38
C5AF-AH 2100 1.14 51F CO 17/16 D 38, 39
C5AF-AJ 2100 1.14 50F CM 17/16 D 38, 39
C5ZF-A 2100 1.14 51F CG 17/16 D 38
C5ZF-B 2100 1.14 50F CE 17/16 D 38
C5ZF-G 2100 1.14 51F CO 17/16 D 38, 39
C5ZF-H 2100 1.14 50F CM 17/16 D 38, 39
C6AF-A 2100 1.14 51F CC/CG 17/16 D 16
C6AF-B 2100 1.14 50F CE/J 17/16 D 17
C6AF-Z 2100 1.14 50F DB/P 17/16 D 18
C6AF-AA 2100 1.14 50F DB/P 17/16 D 18
C6DF-A 2100 1.14 51F CC/CG 17/16 D 16
C6DF-B 2100 1.14 50F CE/J 17/16 D 17
C6DF-E 2100 1.14 50F DB/P 17/16 D 18
C6DF-F 2100 1.14 50F DB/P 17/16 D 18
C7AF-N 2100 1.14 51F J 17/16 D
C7AF-R 2100 1.14 50F J 17/16 D
C7AF-S 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 D
C7AF-T 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 D
C7AF-AS 2100 1.14 50F W 17/16 D
C7AF-AT 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 D
C7AF-AU 2100 1.14 50F W 17/16 D

C-008
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C–10 Appendix C  Carburetors C–11

Carburetor Specifics
(CONTINUED)

Carburetor Specifics
(CONTINUED)

Engine ID Number
Autolite

Type
Venturi

Dia
Jets Booster Bore Dia Looks

Code NotesPri Sec Pri Sec Pri Sec

289 2V

C7AF-BN 2100 1.14 50F K 17/16 F
C7AF-BU 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 F 19
C7AF-BV 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 F 19
C7AF-BZ 2100 1.14 50F W 17/16 F 19
C7DF-AJ 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 F 19
C7DF-AK 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 F 19
C7DF-AL 2100 1.14 50F W 17/16 F 19
C7DF-E 2100 1.02 44F DC 17/16 D
C7DF-F 2100 1.02 42F DA 17/16 D
C7DF-G 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 D
C7DF-H 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 D
C7DF-N 2100 1.14 50F W 17/16 D
C7DF-R 2100 1.14 50F W 17/16 D
C7DF-S 2100 1.02 45F Z 17/16 D
C7DF-V 2100 1.14 50F K 17/16 F
C8AF-L 2100 1.08 48F H 19/16 F
C8AF-AK 2100 1.08 49F A 19/16 F
C8ZF-G 2100 1.08 48F H 19/16 F

289 4V

C4GF-D 4100 1.12 50F 55F Y B/BA 19/16 19/16 B 20, 21
C4GF-E 4100 1.12 49F 55F Y B/BA 19/16 19/16 B 20, 21
C4GF-AA 4100 1.12 48F 56F L BA 19/16 19/16 B 20
C4GF-AB 4100 1.12 48F 55F K BA 19/16 19/16 B 20
C4GF-AE 4100 1.08 48F 56F KE/CF A 17/16 17/16 D 22
C4GF-AF 4100 1.08 46F 58F CA/CH A 17/16 17/16 D 23
C4GF-AZ 4100 1.08 48F 56F CF A 17/16 17/16 D
C4GF-BA 4100 1.08 46F 58F CC/CH A 17/16 17/16 D 24
C4ZF-C 4100 1.08 45F 58F CA A 17/16 17/16 D
C5ZF-C 4100 1.08 49F 58F CF/CS A 17/16 17/16 D 25
C5ZF-D 4100 1.08 48F 58F CH/CR A 17/16 17/16 D 26
C5ZF-E 4100 1.08 49F 58F CF/CS A 17/16 17/16 D 25
C5ZF-F 4100 1.08 48F 58F CH/CR A 17/16 17/16 D 26
C5ZF-J 4100 1.08 49F 58F CF/CS A 17/16 17/16 D 25
C5ZF-K 4100 1.08 48F 58F CH/CR A 17/16 17/16 D 26
C5ZF-L 4100 1.08 49F 58F CF/CS A 17/16 17/16 D 25
C5ZF-M 4100 1.08 48F 58F CH/CR A 17/16 17/16 D 26
C6ZF-A 4100 1.08 49F 58F CF A 17/16 17/16 D
C6ZF-B 4100 1.08 48F 57F CH A 17/16 17/16 D
C6ZF-D 4100 1.08 47F 58F DB/D FA/F 17/16 17/16 D 27, 28
C6ZF-E 4100 1.08 46F 58F DB/D FA/F 17/16 17/16 D 27, 28

289 4V

C7DF-A 4300 Unk NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-B 4300 Unk NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-C 4300 52F NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-D 4300 47F NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-L 4300 52F NA 17/16 19/16

Engine ID Number
Autolite

Type
Venturi

Dia
Jets Booster Bore Dia Looks

Code NotesPri Sec Pri Sec Pri Sec

289 4V

C7DF-M 4300 47F NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-AE 4300 52F NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-AF 4300 47F NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-AG 4300 52F NA 17/16 19/16

C7DF-AH 4300 47F NA 17/16 19/16

289 HiPo

C3OF-AB 4100 1.12 54 64 GA B 19/16 19/16  A*
C3OF-AJ 4100 1.12 54 64 S B 19/16 19/16  B* 29
C4OF-AL 4100 1.12 51F 70F M BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C4OF-AT 4100 1.12 51F 69F M BA 19/16 19/16  E* 30
C4OF-BT 4100 1.12 51F 70F M BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C4OF-BU 4100 1.12 51F 70F M BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C4ZF-G 4100 1.12 51F 70F M BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C4ZF-H 4100 1.12 51F 70F M BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C5OF-J 4100 1.12 52F 68F M BA 19/16 19/16 E
C5OF-K 4100 1.12 50F 69F MA BA 19/16 19/16 E
C5OF-L 4100 1.12 52F 68F M BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C5OF-M 4100 1.12 50F 69F MA BA 19/16 19/16  E*
C5OF-T 4100 1.12 52F 68F M BA 19/16 19/16 E
C5OF-U 4100 1.12 50F 69F MA BA 19/16 19/16 E
C6ZF-C 4100 1.12 52F 68F M BA 19/16 19/16 E
C6ZF-F 4100 1.12 50F 69F MA BA 19/16 19/16 E
C7ZF-B 4100 1.12 51F 69F DA RA 19/16 19/16 E 31
C7ZF-C 4100 1.12 50F 69F DA RA 19/16 19/16 E 31
C8ZF-J 4100 1.12 52F 69F DA RA 19/16 19/16 E 31
C8ZF-K 4100 1.12 50F 70F DA RA 19/16 19/16 E 31

302 2V

C8AF-L 2100 1.08 48F H 19/16 F
C8AF-AK 2100 1.08 49F A 19/16 F
C8AF-BD 2100 1.08 48F AA-A 19/16 F
C8OF-H 2100 1.08 48F 4 19/16 F
C8ZF-G 2100 1.08 48F H 19/16 F
C9AF-A 2100 1.08 48F AA-A 19/16 F
C9ZF-G 2100 1.08 48F AA-A 19/16 F
C9AF-T 2100 1.08 48F AA-A 19/16 F
C9AF-V 2100 1.08 48F AA-A 19/16 F 32
C9ZF-K 2100 1.08 48F AA-A 19/16 F 32

302 4V
C8AF-AS 4300 48F NA 17/16 19/16

C8ZF-C 4300 49F NA 17/16 19/16

C8ZF-D 4300 49F NA 17/16 19/16

289 C6PF-D 2100 1.14 51F CG 17/16 D 33

221 - 289 C6PF-F 2100 1.01 42F CA 17/16 D 34

289 4V C6PF-H 4100 1.08 48F 57F CH A 17/16 17/16 D 35

289 HiPo C6PF-M 4100 1.12 51F 7lF DC FA 19/16 19/16 D 36

302 2V C8PF-T 2100 1.08 49F 6 19/16 F 37

302 4V C8PF-V 4300 48F NA 17/16 19/16 37

C-010
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C–12 Appendix C

Carburetor Specifics
(CONTINUED)

Notes
 1. Booster venturi stamped K and KA replaced by KB 

and KC, respectively. Jets also reduced by one size. 
Change occurred around March 1962 to improve 
fuel economy.

 2. Booster venturi stamped KB and KC replaced by 
those stamped VA and V, respectively, about 5/15/63.

 3. After 5/1/62, jet size was reduced by two sizes to 
improve fuel economy.

 4. Booster venturi WA serviced in 1964 by CD.
 5. Booster venturi WA serviced in 1964 by CA.
 6. Booster venturi LB serviced in 1964 by CD.
 7. Booster venturi LB serviced in 1964 by CA.
 8. Venturi NB before 6/3/63. WA from 6/3/63.
 9. Booster venturi H serviced in 1964 by CA.
 10. Venturi H replaced very early in 1964 production.
 11. Carburetors featured a faster acting accelerator. (See 

photo A1 on facing page, and Volume I, Chapter 3, 
photo 3C14, page 3–28.)

 12. Booster venturi WB serviced in 1964 by CA.
 13. Booster venturi WB serviced in 1964 by CC.
 14. Venturi DE before 10/15/63, CA from 10/15/63.
 15. Venturi DD before 10/15/63, CC from 10/15/63.
 16. Venturi CC before 1/14/66, CG from 1/14/66.
 17. Venturi CE before 1/14/66, J from 1/14/66.
 18. Venturi DB before 10/1/65, P from 10/1/65.
 19. Ford did not list venturi boosters for these car-

buretors, however, they are probably the same as 
their predecessors. C7AF-BU same as C7AF-AT, 
C7AF-BV same as C7AF-S, C7AF-BZ same as 
C7AF-AS, C7DF-AJ same as C7DF-S, C7DF-AK 
same as C7AF-S, and C7DF-AL same as C7DF-R.

 20. Magnet mounted on air horn to hold choke plate 
closed. Found only on early 1964 Comet 289 4V 
(and early 1964 Ford big-block V8 carburetors). 
L and K not the same booster venturi used on the 
221 or 260 carburetors with same markings.

 21. Booster venturi Y serviced in 1964 by CF. Booster 
venturi B replaced in 1964 by BA.

 22. Venturi KE only used for a very short time.
 23. Venturi CA before 4/21/64. CH from 4/21/64.

Appearance codes for each carburetor are 
given in the listing on pages C–8 through C–11 
under the column titled Looks Code. These are 
decoded on the facing page, along with the pho-
tos on this page. Other general notes on carbure-
tor appear ances are found on the next page.

Carburetor Appearance

 Carburetors C–13

A1

C3

C4

C2

C1

A2

A3

A1 – Ball check accelerator. Distinguished by large accelerator housing.
A2 – Elastomer valve accelerator system. Distinguished by small ac-

celerator housing.
A3 – Like A2, but with a mechanism to vent the fuel bowl at idle.

C1 – Bellcrank system. Used a large steel bellcrank with a slot for a 
C-shaped rod.

C2 – Nylon cam system. Large nylon cam used with a C-shaped rod.
C3 – Piston system. Used a smaller nylon cam with an S-shaped rod 

before about 1-15-65 and C-shaped rod after about 1-15-65.
C4 – Manually operated choke system.

 24. Venturi CC before 4/21/64. CH from 4/21/64. Ser-
vice in 1965 by booster venturi CL.

 25. Venturi CF before 10/15/64. CS from 10/15/64. 
(CS replaced by its predecessor CF soon after 1965.)

 26. Venturi CH before 10/15/64. CR from 10/15/64. 
(CR replaced by its predecessor CH soon after 1965.)

 27. Hot idle compensator valve used on air horn. 
Though commonly found on 390 V8s, these were 
the only 289 4V carburetors with these valves.

 28. Primary venturi BD used before 10/1/65, and D 
from 10/1/65. Secondary venturi FA used before 
10/1/65, and F from 10/1/65.

 29. Primary booster venturi serviced by K in late 60’s.
  Secondary booster venturi replaced by BA in 1964.
 30. In Ford TSB, Section 1910, Article #18 dated 4/6/64, 

the jet sizes were listed as 49F (primary) and 69F 
secondary. Ford parts catalogs listed the jet sizes as 
51F (primary) and 70F (secondary).

 31. 1967 HiPo carburetors and 1968 replacements shared 
appearance features with the 1966 HiPo carburetors.

 32. Used with electric solenoid to prevent “dieseling.” 
Mercury gave these carburetor tags for Montegos 
with A/C and 302 2V engines. However, these tag 
numbers were not included in either Ford’s or Mer-
cury’s Master Parts Catalogs.

 33. Replacement carburetor. Used with cable operated 
throttle. Used for the 1965/66 full-sized Ford 289 2V.

 34. Replacement carburetor. Used with linkage operated 
throttle. Used for the 1962/64 221/260/289 2Vs and 
all 1965/66 289 2Vs, except 1965/66 full-sized Ford.

 35. Replacement carburetor. Used for 1964/66 289 4Vs, 
except 289 HiPo.

 36. Replacement carburetor. Used for 1963/64 289 HiPo 
with automatic choke (C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ), 
however, choke used a modified piston design.

 37. Replacement carburetor.
 38. C5AF-A, B, G, H and C5ZF-A, B, AH, AJ, respec-

tively, differ only in throttle shaft configuration.
 39 Sources disagree on venturi codes and jet size. 

Listed are those in Ford‘s Master Parts Catalog.

Looks
Code

Accelerator
Housing

Choke
System

A A1 C1

B A1 C2

C A1 C3

D A2 C3

E A2 C4

F A3 C3

C-012
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C–14 Appendix C

Carburetor General Notes
General notes on carburetors are found below. This is not an all inclusive list. Further details and photos are con-

tained in Volume I, Section C (Induction) of the individual chapters. Page numbers in italic are in Volume I.

General notes
 1. Some 1963/64 221/260 brass air horn vents were 

restricted. The C4OF-AM service replacement 
carbur etor vents were restricted. All others were 
open. (See page 3–28, photo 3C13, or page 4–18, photo 
4C10.)

 2. No heater hose clamps were used on 1962 car-
buretors. Late in 1963 production, a hose clamp (or 
bracket) was introduced which attached the heater 
hose to the choke housing. Special choke housing 
screws were required to mount the clamp. (See 
page 3 –26, photo 3C9.) This system was replaced 
on the piston type choke system of 1964 with a 
one piece shield/clamp. (See page 4–16, photo 4C7.) 
The single piece shield/clamp was used until 1969. 
Then in 1969, the hose clamp was integrated with 
the thermal spring housing holddown clamp. (See 
page 9–13, photo 9C2.) Shielding of the choke tube 
was accom plished by a small separate shield much 
like what was done on 1962/63 carburetors.

 3. Some 1962/63 carburetors did not have cavity fill-
ers in the accelerator housing. (See page 3–28, photo 
3C14.) Ford recom mended retro-fits of the cavity 
filler to improve accelerator response.

 4. Small threaded jets were used in 1962/63. 1964 and 
up carburetors used large threaded jets. (See page 
4–16, photo 4C6.)

 5. The FOMOCO logo was used on tags in 1962 
through 1966. The AUTOLITE logo was used in 
1967 through 1969. (See page C–2 in this Appendix.)

 6. Stamped carburetor numbers matched the format 
of carburetor tag numbers in 1962 through 1965 
(although, not necessarily the number) and on all 
Autolite 4300 carburetors. In 1966 through 1969, the 
first and fourth letters were dropped in the stamp-
ing on Autolite 2100 and 4100 carburetors. For 
example, C6ZF-E would appear as 6Z  E. The C and 
F were dropped. The carbu retor stamping was lo-
cated on the side of the carburetor body next to the 
front left mounting hole. (See page 6–16, photo 6C2.)

 7. Brass fittings for fuel inlet and distributor vacuum 
advance ports were eliminated when the carburetor 
body was changed to accommodate the elastomer 
valve type accelerator housing. (See page 2–22, photo 
2C8 and page 4–19, photo 4C11.)

 8. Late in 1964, 2V air horn castings were changed at 
the air cleaner mounting stud. A step was incor-
porated in the air horn to allow metal-to-metal 
contact with the carburetor body. This prevented 
deformation of the air horn and eliminated binding 
of the choke plate. (See page 4–20, photo 4C12.)

 9. Air horns incorporated choke air pick-ups in very 
late 1964. (See page 4–20, photo 4C12.) All 1965 and 
after carburetor air horns have the pick-ups. Prior 
to this, the pick-up was part of the 1964 air cleaner.

 10. Fast idle linkage changed around 1/15/65. Some 
carburetors with the same tag number will have 
different linkages. Several components were differ-
ent, but the earlier linkage was easily distinguished 
by the presence of an S-shaped rod. The new link-
age used a C-shaped rod. (See page 5–19, photo 5C4.)

 11. Actuator arms attached to the secondary throttle 
diaphragm were steel in 1963/65 and nylon in 
1966/67. Replacements were also nylon. (See page 
5–20, photo 5C6 for a picture of the steel lever and page 
3–30, photo 3C16 for a picture of the nylon lever.)

 12. In 1966, brass air horn vents were replaced with air 
horns incorporating vents as part of the aluminum 
casting. (See page 4–18, photo 4C10, and page 6–17, 
photo 6C4.)

 13. Piston type choke systems initially used brass 
adjusters for the choke plate adjustment. During 
the 1965 model year they were changed to nylon. 
Several other components were changed to accom-
modate the new adjuster. (See page 5–19, photo 5C4.)

 14. In 1967, felt rubbing pads on the choke plate ac-
tuator rod were replaced with nylon rubbing pads. 
Changes were made to both the carburetor body 
and the air horn. (See page 7–11, photo 7C6.)

 15. All 1967/69 carburetors used a brass tube for con-
necting the new distributor vacuum advance rub-
ber hose. Previously, the carburetor was machined 
for a steel tube connection. (See page 4–19, photo 
4C11, and page 7–10, photo 7C5.)

 16. All 1967/69 carburetors used a pipe thread for the 
in-line fuel filter. Previously, the carburetor used a 
tube type thread. (See page 7–10, photo 7C4.)

 17. Late in 1969 production, or about May 1969, an 
electrical solenoid replaced the dashpot on carbu-
retors used with air conditioning. The solenoid’s 
purpose was to prevent “dieseling” on engine  
shutdown. (See page 9–14, photo 9C3.)

 18. The jets listed in the Carburetor Specifics Table are 
good for 0–5,000 feet elevation. For 5,000–10,000 
feet elevation, subtract 2 from the jet size. For 
10,000–15,000 feet, subtract 4. For example, C4GF-D 
has a jet size of 50F for the primaries, and 55F for 
the secondaries. At 5,000–10,000 feet elevation, the 
proper jets would be 48F and 53F, respectively. At 
elevation 10,000–15,000 feet, the jets should be 46F 
and 51F, respectively.

Carburetor Jets

Carburetor Venturi Stampings

B8AZ-9A523-F .....B
B8AZ-9A523-L .....BA
C2AZ-9A523-A ....GA
C2AZ-9A523-B ....S
C2AZ-9A523-C ....KA
C2OZ-9A523-A ....K
C2OZ-9A523-B ....L
C2OZ-9A523-C ....LA
C2OZ-9A523-D ....KC
C2OZ-9A523-E .....KB
C2OZ-9A523-F .....V
C2OZ-9A523-G ....VA
C3AZ-9A523-A ....LB
C3AZ-9A523-C ....WB

C3AZ-9A523-D ....DA or DD
C3AZ-9A523-E .....D or DE
C3AZ-9A523-F .....CA
C3AZ-9A523-G ....CC
C3AZ-9A523-H ....CE
C3DZ-9A523-A ....NB
C3DZ-9A523-B ....WA
C3DZ-9A523-C ....H
C4AZ-9A523-B ....K
C4AZ-9A523-D ....CL
C4GY-9A523-A ....Y
C4GY-9A523-B ....L
C4OZ-9A523-A ....CD
C4OZ-9A523-B ....M

C4OZ-9A523-C ....MA
C5AZ-9A523-B ....CO
C5AZ-9A523-C ....CM
C5ZZ-9A523-A .....KE or CF
C5ZZ-9A523-B .....CH
C5ZZ-9A523-C .....A
C5ZZ-9A523-D .....CG
C5ZZ-9A523-E .....CR
C5ZZ-9A523-F .....CS
C6AZ-9A523-A ....DB
C6AZ-9A523-B ....D
C6AZ-9A523-C ....F
C6AZ-9A523-D ....FA
C6AZ-9A523-E .....P

C6AZ-9A523-G ....J
C7AZ-9A523-B ....Z
C7AZ-9A523-D ....RA
C7AZ-9A523-E .....DC
C7AZ-9A523-F .....DA
C7AZ-9A523-G ....W
C7AZ-9A523-J .....K
C8AZ-9A523-A ....A
C8AZ-9A523-B ....4
C8AZ-9A523-E .....H
C8AZ-9A523-H ....6
C8AZ-9A523-L .....AA-A

Below are the original booster venturi listed in part number order for quick reference along with the stamping 
Ford listed for the bottom. Stamping may have letters reversed, upside down from each other, and include numbers 
before, after, or between letters. See next page spread for more details.

Jet sizes for all carburetors are listed on pages C–8 
through C–11. The listed sizes are for 0-5,000 feet 
elevation. For 5,000 to 10,000 feet elevation, jet sizes 
were reduced by two sizes (subtract 2 from the num-
ber listed). For 10,000 to 15,000 feet elevation, jet sizes 
were reduced by four sizes (subtract 4 from the number 
listed). The table below is 
just a guide for the range 
of jets used for particular 
groups of carburetors. Re-
fer to pages C–8 through 
C–11 for specific jets. Note 
that Ford did not give el-
evations for all carburetors.

      Type 1 Jets
39.......C2OZ-9533-F
40.......C2OZ-9533-A
41.......C2OZ-9533-B
42.......C2OZ-9533-C
43.......C1AZ-9533-J
44.......C1AZ-9533-F
45.......C1AZ-9533-K
46.......C1AZ-9533-B
47.......C1AZ-9533-G
48.......C1AZ-9533-A
54.......C1AE-9533-A
64.......C3OZ-9533-C

       Type 2 Jets
37F ....C4GY-9533-A
38F ....C3OZ-9533-D
39F ....C3AZ-9533-H
40F ....C3OZ-9533-E
41F ....C3AZ-9533-E
42F ....C3OZ-9533-F
43F ....C3AZ-9533-F
44F ....C3OZ-9533-G
45F ....C3OZ-9533-H
46F ....C3AZ-9533-G
47F ....C3UZ-9533-E
48F ....C3UZ-9533-D
49F ....C3DZ-9533-C
50F ....C3UZ-9533-C
51F ....C3DZ-9533-B
52F ....C3UZ-9533-A
53F ....C3DZ-9533-A
54F ....C3GY-9533-C
55F ....C3UZ-9533-B
56F ....C3GY-9533-D
57F ....C3OZ-9533-A
58F ....C3GY-9533-A
64F ....C3AZ-9533-C
65F ....C3TZ-9533-A
66F ....C3TZ-9533-E
67F ....C3TZ-9533-D
68F ....C3TZ-9533-F
69F ....C3TZ-9533-B
70F ....C3TZ-9533-G
71F ....C6AZ-9533-B

Engine Year Barrel

Elevation

0-5,000' 5,000'-10,000' 10,000'-15,000'
221 1962-63 primary 43 - 46 41 - 44 39 - 42

260
1962-63 primary 46 - 48 44 - 46 42 - 44

1964 primary 41F - 44F 39F - 42F 37F - 40F

289-2V
1963 primary 47 - 48 45 - 46 43 - 44

1964-68 primary 43F - 51F 41F - 49F 39F - 47F

289-4V
1964-66

primary 45F - 49F 43F - 47F 41F - 45F
secondary 55F - 58F 53F - 56F 51F - 54F

1967 primary 45F - 52F 43F - 50F

289 HiPo
1963-64

primary 54
secondary 64

1964-67
primary 47F - 52F 45F - 50F 43F - 48F

secondary 69F - 71F 67F - 69F 65F - 67F
302-2V 1968-69 primary 48F - 49F 46F - 47F
302-4V 1968 primary 48F - 49F 46F - 47F

Type 1 Type 2
Jet types don’t interchange and 
have different thread sizes.

 Carburetors C–15
C-014
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 Carburetors C–17

Venturi
ID Year Engine Part Number

Year First
Available Replacement Notes

Primary Booster Venturi
KA 1963-64 289 HiPo C2AZ-9A523-C 1964 not replaced 8
KB 1962-63 221 C2OZ-9A523-E 1962 C2OZ-9A523-F
KC 1962-63 221 C2OZ-9A523-D 1962 C2OZ-9A523-G
KE 1964 289-4V C5ZZ-9A523-A 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E 1
L 1962 260 C2OZ-9A523-B 1962 not replaced
L 1964 289-4V C4GY-9A523-B 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E

LA 1962 260 C2OZ-9A523-C 1962 not replaced
LB 1963 260 C3AZ-9A523-A 1963 C3DZ-9A523-A
M 1964-67 289 HiPo C4OZ-9A523-B 1964 D1PZ-9A523-G

MA 1965-67 289 HiPo C4OZ-9A523-C 1964 not replaced
NB 1963 260 C3DZ-9A523-A 1963 C3AZ-9A523-F 9
P 1966 289-2V C6AZ-9A523-E 1966 D1PZ-9A523-K
S 1963-64 289 HiPo C2AZ-9A523-B 1963 C2AZ-9A523-C 10
V 1963 221 C2OZ-9A523-G 1963 not replaced

VA 1963 221 C2OZ-9A523-F 1963 not replaced
W 1967 289-2V C7AZ-9A523-G 1967 D1PZ-9A523-X

WA 1963 260 C3DZ-9A523-B 1963 C3DZ-9A523-C
WB 1963 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-C 1963 C3AZ-9A523-F
Y 1964 289-4V C4GY-9A523-A 1964 D1PZ-9A523-D
Z 1967 289-2V C7AZ-9A523-B 1967 D1PZ-9A523-X
4 1968 302 C8AZ-9A523-B 1968 D1PZ-9A523-V
6 1968 302 C8AZ-9A523-H 1968 D1PZ-9A523-V

Secondary Booster Venturi
A 1964-66 289-4V C5ZZ-9A523-C 1964 not replaced
B 1963-64 289 HiPo B8AZ-9A523-F 1958 B8AZ-9A523-L 11

BA 1964-67 289 HiPo B8AZ-9A523-L 1964 (see note 12) 11
F 1966 289-4V C6AZ-9A523-C 1966 D1PZ-9A523-L

FA 1966 289-4V C6AZ-9A523-D 1966 D1PZ-9A523-L
RA 1967 289 HiPo C7AZ-9A523-D 1967 D1PZ-9A523-N

Notes
 1. Booster venturi marked KE and CF had the same 

part number. KE used only a short time before re-
placed by CF.

 2. Booster venturi marked CR and CS replaced by 
their predecessors marked CH and CF, respectively, 
soon after 1965.

 3. Booster venturi marked D and DE had the same 
part number. D used only a short time before re-
placed by DE.

 4. Booster venturi marked DA and DD had the same 
part number. DA used only a short time before re-
placed by DD.

 5. This booster venturi also used in 390-4Vs with 
M/T (carburetor body stamped C2AF-S, C2AF-Y, 
C2AF-AK, C2AF-AN, C3AF-N, and C3AF-S).

 6. Booster venturi marked H was a carryover from 
1963 and replaced early in 1964 production by CA.

 7. Ford considered C3AZ-9A523-F (stamped CA) and 
C4OZ-9A523-A (stamped CD) to be equivalent.

 8. Might also carry just a K marking. It is a service 
replacement for both the C2AZ-9A523-A (stamped 
GA) and C2AZ-9A523-B (stamped S) venturi.

 9. Used in early 1963 production.
 10 This booster venturi also used in 390-4Vs with 

M/T (carburetor body stamped C3AF-AT, C3AF-AV, 
C3AF-BY, and C3AF-BU).

 11. The exact time the venturi BA replaced B in pro-
duction is not known, but believed to be in 1964 
production. For the 289 HiPo, probably replaced 
when the C3OF-AJ carburetor was superseded. 
Venturi B also believed to have been used on early 
C4GF-D and C4GF-E carburetors. All 1962-65 390-
4V Ford carburetors used the same secondary 
booster venturi (either B or BA) as the 289 HiPo.

 12. Ford listed D1PZ-9A523-C as a service replacement 
for C5OF-L, C5OF-M, C5OF-T, C5OF-U, C6ZF-C, 
and C6ZF-F 289 HiPo secondary booster venturi, 
so should be good for all earlier 289 HiPos.

C–16 Appendix C

Venturi
ID Year Engine Part Number

Year First
Available Replacement Notes

Primary Booster Venturi
A 1968 289, 302 C8AZ-9A523-A 1968 D1PZ-9A523-V

AA-A 1968-69 302 C8AZ-9A523-L 1968 D1PZ-9A523-M
CA 1964 260, 289-2, 289-4V C3AZ-9A523-F 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E
CC 1964-66 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-G 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E
CD 1964 260 C4OZ-9A523-A 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E
CE 1964-65 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-H 1964 D1PZ-9A523-B
CF 1964-66 289-4V C5ZZ-9A523-A 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E 1
CG 1965-66 289-2V C5ZZ-9A523-D 1965 D1PZ-9A523-E
CH 1964-66 289-4V C5ZZ-9A523-B 1964 D1PZ-9A523-E
CL 1964 289-4V C4AZ-9A523-D 1965 D1PZ-9A523-B
CM 1965 289-2V C5AZ-9A523-C 1965 D1PZ-9A523-E
CO 1965 289-2V C5AZ-9A523-B 1965 D1PZ-9A523-E
CR 1965 289-4V C5ZZ-9A523-E 1965 C5ZZ-9A523-B 2
CS 1965 289-4V C5ZZ-9A523-F 1965 C5ZZ-9A523-A 2
D 1964 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-E 1964 C3AZ-9A523-F 3
D 1966 289-4V C6AZ-9A523-B 1966 D1PZ-9A523-K

DA 1964 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-D 1964 C3AZ-9A523-G 4
DA 1967 289-2V, 289 HiPo C7AZ-9A523-F 1967 D1PZ-9A523-K
DB 1966 289-2V, 289-4V C6AZ-9A523-A 1966 D1PZ-9A523-K
DC 1967 289-2V C7AZ-9A523-E 1967 D1PZ-9A523-K
DD 1964 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-D 1964 C3AZ-9A523-G
DE 1964 289-2V C3AZ-9A523-E 1964 C3AZ-9A523-F
GA 1963 289 HiPo C2AZ-9A523-A 1962 C2AZ-9A523-B 5
H 1964 260 C3DZ-9A523-C 1964 C3AZ-9A523-F or C4OZ-9A523-A 6, 7
H 1968 289, 302 C8AZ-9A523-E 1968 D1PZ-9A523-V
J 1966-67 289-2V C6AZ-9A523-G 1966 D1PZ-9A523-B
K 1962 221 C2OZ-9A523-A 1962 C2OZ-9A523-E
K 1964 289-4V C4AZ-9A523-B 1964 D1PZ-9A523-F
K 1967 289-2V C7AZ-9A523-J 1967 D1PZ-9A523-V

KA 1962 221 not serviced 1962

In the following table, all the carburetor booster ven-
turi are listed in alphabetical order of their identifica-
tion stampings. The stampings are found on the bottom 
side of the venturi. The stampings are listed as Ford 
listed them in its parts catalogs. However, it should be 
noted that the stamping letters can be arranged in any 
manner or spacing on the bottom side. Double-letter 
stampings are generally not aligned together. For exam-
ple a GA indentification might instead be stamped AG, 
or the letters may be upside down in relation to each 
other. In addition, there might be additional numbers 
before, after, or between the letters.

To use this table, first find the venturi using the 
tables on pages C–8 through C–11. Check the notes on 
page 16. Locate the venturi stamping in the table below. 
In the case of more than one venturi with the same 
stamping, use the year to determine which is appropri-
ate. The part number for each booster venturi is given 
along with any service replacement. The notes can be 
checked for any amplifying or pertinent information.

The production year a venturi was first available is 
also listed. Venturi were often rapidly replaced, so the 
venturi listed in Ford’s older master parts catalogs will  
still often show replacements and not the originals.

D1PZ-9A523-B (stamped PB)
D1PZ-9A523-C (stamped PC)
D1PZ-9A523-D (stamped PD)
D1PZ-9A523-E (stamped PE)

D1PZ-9A523-F (stamped PF)
D1PZ-9A523-G (stamped PG)
D1PZ-9A523-K (stamped PK)
D1PZ-9A523-L (stamped PL)

D1PZ-9A523-M (stamped PM)
D1PZ-9A523-N (stamped PN)
D1PZ-9A523-V (stamped PV)
D1PZ-9A523-X (stamped PW)

C-016

Carburetor Venturi Stampings
(CONTINUED)
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C–18 Appendix C
Carburetor Economizers (Power Valves) - 2100/4100

Engine ID Number
Elevation (altitude)

0-5K 5-10K 10-15K

221

C2OE/F-N

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C2OE/F-R
C2OE/F-S
C2OE/F-T
C3DF-C

 C3AZ-B
C3DF-D
C3OF-C
C3OF-D
C3OF-AG C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C3OF-AH  C3AZ-B

260

C2OF-U

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B

C2OF-V
C2OF-Y
C2OF-Z
C2OF-AA
C2OF-AB
C2OF-AC
C2OF-AD
C3AF-BD
C3AF-BE

 C3AZ-B

C3DF-E
C3DF-F
C3DF-G
C3DF-H
C3DF-L
C3DF-M
C3OF-E
C3OF-F
C4DF-E
C4DF-F

Engine ID Number
Elevation (altitude)

0-5K 5-10K 10-15K

260

C4DF-J

 C3AZ-B

C4DF-K
C4DF-N
C4DF-R
C4DF-S
C4DF-T
C4DF-AB
C4DF-AC
C4OF-A
C4OF-B
C4OF-K

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B

C4OF-L
C4OF-AE
C4OF-AK
C4OF-AM
C4OF-AS
C4OF-BR
C4OF-BS
C4ZF-E
C4ZF-F
C4ZF-N
C4ZF-R

289 2V

C3AF-AK

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B

C3AF-AL
C3AF-AZ
C3AF-BA
C4AF-B
C4AF-C
C4AF-DD
C4AF-DE

(strongest tension) richest leanest (weakest tension)

Part number C3OZ-9A565-A C0AZ-9A565-C C0AZ-9A565-A C0AZ-9A565-B C3AZ-9A565-D C3AZ-9A565-B
Replaced C0AE-9A565-E C0AE-9A565-A C0AE-9A565-D C0AE-9A565-B C0AE-9A565-C
inHg 10.5 9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5

Color Dye

orange red no dye green yellow black

 Carburetors C–19

Engine ID Number
Elevation (altitude)

0-5K 5-10K 10-15K

289 2V

C4AF-EB

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C4AF-EC
C4OF-J
C4OF-BJ
C4OF-BV
C5AF-A C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
C5AF-B

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-BC5AF-AH
C5AF-AJ
C5ZF-A C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
C5ZF-B

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-BC5ZF-G
C5ZF-H
C6AF-A C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
C6AF-B C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C6AF-Z

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C6AF-AA
C6DF-A C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
C6DF-B C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C6DF-E

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C6DF-F
C7AF-N C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
C7AF-R C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C7AF-S C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C7AF-T C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C7AF-AS C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C7AF-AT C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C7AF-AU C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C7AF-BN  C3AZ-B
C7AF-BU

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D

C7AF-BV
C7AF-BZ
C7DF-AJ
C7DF-AK
C7DF-AL
C7DF-E

C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
C7DF-F
C7DF-G

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C7DF-H
C7DF-N
C7DF-R
C7DF-S
C7DF-V

 C3AZ-B
C8AF-L
C8AF-AK C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C8ZF-G  C3AZ-B

289 4V

C4GF-D

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C4GF-E
C4GF-AA
C4GF-AB
C4GF-AE

Engine ID Number
Elevation (altitude)

0-5K 5-10K 10-15K

289 4V

C4GF-AF

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D

C4GF-AZ
C4GF-BA
C4ZF-C
C5ZF-C
C5ZF-D
C5ZF-E
C5ZF-F
C5ZF-J
C5ZF-K
C5ZF-L
C5ZF-M
C6ZF-A
C6ZF-B
C6ZF-D
C6ZF-E

289 HiPo

C3OF-AB C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D
C3OF-AJ C3OZ-A C0AZ-C C0AZ-A
C4OF-AL

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D

C4OF-AT
C4OF-BT
C4OF-BU
C4ZF-G
C4ZF-H
C5OF-J
C5OF-K
C5OF-L
C5OF-M
C5OF-T
C5OF-U
C6ZF-C
C6ZF-F
C7ZF-B
C7ZF-C
C8ZF-J
C8ZF-K

302 2V

C8AF-L  C3AZ-B
C8AF-AK

C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C8AF-BD
C8OF-H

 C3AZ-BC8ZF-G
C9AF-A
C9ZF-G C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B
C9AF-T

 C3AZ-BC9AF-V
C9ZF-K

289 C6PF-D C0AZ-C C0AZ-A C0AZ-B
221 - 289 C6PF-F C3AZ-D  C3AZ-B
289 4V C6PF-H

C0AZ-A C0AZ-B C3AZ-D289 HiPo C6PF-M
302 2V C8PF-T C0AZ-B C3AZ-D C3AZ-B

C-018

Ford called the power valve the “economizer.” As manifold vacuum dropped (engine under load), spring tension 
overcame the vacuum pull and opened the power valve for additional fuel. The stronger the spring tension, the 
sooner the valve opened to enrich the mixture. For each carburetor Ford chose one of six available power valve rat-
ings for low elevation and then dropped the rating inch of Mercury (inHg) for every 5,000 feet of altitude increase, if 
possible. To distingish the power valve ratings, Ford used a dye. The pictures below show the appearance of the dye.

The application tables only give the prefix and suffix for the base part number 9A565. For the full part number, 
added 9A565 between prefix and suffix (e.g., C0AZ-B = C0AZ-9A565-B).
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 Carburetors C–21

The C6PF-H replacement carburetor was just like other 1966 289 4V carburetors with the 17/16" throttle plates. In addition to the 
tag (above right), the carburetor number was also stamped in abbreviated form on the carburetor body (bottom right). The abbrevi-
ated form was new for 1966.

Notes
 1. For 1962/63, the use of this carburetor required replacement of the choke tube between the exhaust manifold 

and carburetor for compatibility with the C6PF piston type choke housing.
 2. This carburetor not designed to be compatible with the Galaxie cable-operated throttle.
 3. Same as C6PF-F except throttle shaft contains provision for cable operation. Ford indicted that the replacement 

was C8AZ-9510-AP (C8PF-U), but this was not as good a choice as C8ZZ-9510-H (C8PF-T) because the C8PF-U 
throttle plates were 111/16", whereas the C8PF-T throttle plates were 19/16". In comparison, the 260 and 289 2V 
carburetor throttle plates were 17/16", and the 221 V8 throttle plates were just 13/8". (C8PF-U was used to service 
engines up to a 390 2V.)

 4. Early Comet carburetors did not use the piston type choke. When servicing these carburetors with C6PF-H, the 
choke tube from the exhaust manifold must be replaced.

 5. C6PF-H is an excellent service replacement carburetor for the 289, but also for retrofit onto 221 and 260 V8s.
 6. Replaced C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ HiPo carburetors, which had automatic chokes. C3OF-AB used on 1963 Fair-

lane HiPos until about 4/15/63. It was replaced by C3OF-AJ. C3OF-AJ used on 1963/64 Fairlane HiPos until 
about mid-April 1964. C6PF-M required capping the air horn choke pick-up and rebending choke tube, or the 
original components could be substituted.

 7. Replaced C6PF-F carburetor. Can also replace C6PF-D. Included provisions for cable-operated throttle. Throttle 
plate size was 19/16". The D2AZ-9510-D replacement had larger 111/16" throttle plates.

 8. D0PF-U (with automatic choke) and D0PF-V (with manual choke) share the same throttle plate size.
     D0PF-U specs: #57 primary jets, #30 secondary metering plate (0.064" dia. jet orifices, 0.029" dia. idle orifices).
     D0PF-V specs: #59 primary jets, #16 secondary metering plate (0.067" dia. jet orifices, 0.029" dia. idle orifices).

Key: HiPo – high performance 289 A – Full-sized Ford M – Meteor
 R.F. – regular-fueled B – Fairlane (including Torino) R – Cougar
 P.F. – premium-fueled C – Comet, Cyclone, and Montego X – Falcon

Tag
Number

Part
Number

Replacement
Part Number

Carburetor
Type

Engine
Compatibility

Years
Covered Vehicle Notes

C6PF-F C2AZ-9510-K C8ZZ-9510-H Autolite 2100

221 62/63 B, M 1, 2
260 62/64 A, B, C, F, M, X 1, 2
289 63/64 A, B 1, 2
289 65/67 B, C, F, R, X 2

C6PF-D C3AZ-9510-AV C8ZZ-9510-H Autolite 2100 289 65/67 A 3

C6PF-H C3AZ-9510-AU C9AZ-9510-AE Autolite 4100
289 4V R.F. 64 C, F 4, 5
289 4V P.F. 65/66 B, C, F, X 5

C6PF-M C3OZ-9510-J not replaced Autolite 4100 289 HiPo 63/64 B 6

C8PF-T C8ZZ-9510-H D2AZ-9510-D Autolite 2100 221, 260, 289, 302 62/71 all 7

C8PF-V C7AZ-9510-AT D2AZ-9510-M Autolite 4300 289 4V, 302 4V 67/68 C, F, R, X

D0PF-U C9AZ-9510-AE not replaced Holley 4160 289 4V 64/66 B, C, F, X 8

D0PF-V C4OZ-9510-G not replaced Holley 4160 289 HiPo 64/67 B, C, F 8

C–20 Appendix C

When a carburetor required replacement, Ford generally substituted a current production carburetor in its place. 
These replacements will be covered starting on page C–22. However, just about all carburetors were replaced in 
1966 by a series of C6PF carburetors. For the Ford small block V8s, these were 2100 and 4100 carburetors having 
the same physical characteristics as other 1966 carburetors, but with more liberal application. For example, C6PF-D 
and C6PF-H were also used as replacements on 352 and 390 V8s. In addition, the carburetor included a dashpot and 
bracket for automatic transmissions. These were deleted for use with a manual transmission.

Ford continued this process of replacing carburetors with generic versions. In 1968, a series of C8PF carburetors 
were released for the 2100 and 4300 carburetors. A few more occurred in 1970 with a D0PF series of 4160 Holleys 
replacing Autolite 4100 carburetors.

The table below lists these C6PF, C8PF, and D0PF carburetors applicable to the small block V8.

Replacement Carburetors

C-020

The C6PF-M replacement carburetor was specifically designed to 
replace the 1963-64 C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ 289 HiPo carbu-
retors. These were the only HiPo carburetors with the automatic 
choke. Like other 289 HiPo carburetors, the throttle plates were 
19/16". As a replacement, it followed the pattern of other 1966 
carburetors in matching the current configuration. Therefore, 
the choke was of the piston design (albeit, not using the piston) 
and had a choke pick-up on the air horn (not needed). To use the 
carburetor required reshaping the choke tube and capping the air 
horn pick-up. An alternative to the choke and pick-up issue would 
be to use the original choke and air horn. More pictures and de-
tails on this carburetor can be found in Chapter 3, photo 3LC6, 
page 3–74, and Appendix I, pages I–92 & I–93.
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 Carburetors C–23

Carburetor Assembly Part Numbers
Below are the part numbers and their immediate service replacements for small block V8 carburetors.

Engine Year Part Number
Carburetors

Used*
Carburetors
Covered** Replacement Notes

221
62 C2OZ-9510-A C2OE-N C2OE-R, S, T, C2OF-N, R, S, T C3OZ-9510-H 1, 2

63
C3OZ-9510-E C3DF-D, C3OF-D C3DF-C, C3OF-C C3OZ-9510-H 3
C3OZ-9510-H C3OF-AG, AH C3OF-AG, AH C5ZZ-9510-L 3

260

62 C2OZ-9510-F C2OF-U, C2OE-AA C2OF-V, Y, Z, C2OE-AB, AC, AD C3AZ-9510-T 2, 4

63

C3AZ-9510-E C3DF-F, C3OF-F C3DF-E, C3OF-E C3AZ-9510-T 3
C3AZ-9510-T C3AF-BE C3AF-BD C5ZZ-9510-L 3
C3DZ-9510-C C3DF-H C3DF-G C3DZ-9510-D 3
C3DZ-9510-D C3DF-M C3DF-L C4DZ-9510-B 3

64

C4DZ-9510-A C4DF-F C4DF-E C5ZZ-9510-K 3
C4DZ-9510-B C4DF-R C4DF-J, K, N C4DZ-9510-C 3
C4DZ-9510-C C4DF-S C4DF-T C5ZZ-9510-K 2
C4OZ-9510-A C4OF-B C4OF-A C4OZ-9510-C 3
C4OZ-9510-C C4OF-AE C4OF-K, L, AK C4OZ-9510-E 3
C4OZ-9510-E C4OF-AS, AM 5
C5ZZ-9510-C C4ZF-E C4ZF-F C5ZZ-9510-K 3

C5ZZ-9510-K C4DF-R C4DF-AB, AC, C4OF-BR, BS,
C4ZF-N C5ZZ-9510-L 2

289 2V

63
C3AZ-9510-M C3AF-AL C3AF-AK C3AZ-9510-U 3
C3AZ-9510-U C3AF-BA C3AF-AZ C5ZZ-9510-H 3

64
C3AZ-9510-AJ C4AF-C C4AF-B C5ZZ-9510-H 3
C3AZ-9510-AR C4AF-DD, EB C4AF-DE, EC, C4OF-BJ, BV C5ZZ-9510-H 2
C4OZ-9510-B C4OF-J C5ZZ-9510-H 3

65-66

C5AZ-9510-A C5AF-A C5AZ-9510-T 3
C5AZ-9510-J C5AF-B C5AZ-9510-S 3
C5AZ-9510-T C5AF-AH C6AF-A 2, 6
C5AZ-9510-S C5AF-AJ, C6AF-B C3AZ-9510-AT 3, 7
C5ZZ-9510-H C5ZF-A C5ZF-B C5ZZ-9510-L 2
C5ZZ-9510-L C5ZF-G, C6DF-A C5ZF-H, C6DF-B C2AZ-9510-J 2, 8
C6AZ-9510-V C6AF-Z 9
C6AZ-9510-W C6AF-AA C8ZZ-9510-H 10
C6DZ-9510-C C6DF-E 9
C6DZ-9510-D C6DF-F C8ZZ-9510-H 10

67

C7AZ-9510-N C7AF-N, AT 11
C7AZ-9510-R C7AF-R, AS C3AZ-9510-AV
C7AZ-9510-S C7AF-S 12
C7AZ-9510-T C7AF-T, AU, BN C8ZZ-9510-H 10

none C7AF-BU, BV, BZ,
C7DF-AJ, AK, AL none 13

C7DZ-9510-E C7DF-E, S C2AZ-9510-K 14
C7DZ-9510-F C7DF-F, R C2AZ-9510-K 14
C7DZ-9510-G C7DF-G C8ZZ-9510-H 10
C7DZ-9510-H C7DF-H, N, V C8ZZ-9510-H 10

68
C8AZ-9510-AR C8AF-L 12
C8ZZ-9510-F C8AF-AK C8ZZ-9510-H 10
C8ZZ-9510-G C8ZF-G C8AZ-9510-AR 12

Engine Year Part Number
Carburetors

Used*
Carburetors
Covered** Replacement Notes

289 4V

64
C4GY-9510-A C4GF-D, AA C5ZZ-9510-D
C4GY-9510-B C4GF-E C4GF-AB C5ZZ-9510-D

65-66

C5ZZ-9510-D C4GF-AE, AZ, 
C4ZF-C, D C4GF-AF, BA C9AZ-9510-AE 2, 15, 

16, 17
C5ZZ-9510-J C5ZF-C, E C5ZF-D, F C5ZZ-9510-M
C5ZZ-9510-M C5ZF-J, L, C6ZF-A C5ZF-K, M, C6ZF-B C3AZ-9510-AU 17
C6ZZ-9510-A C6ZF-D C9AZ-9510-AE 18
C6ZZ-9510-B C6ZF-E C9AZ-9510-AE 18

67

C7DZ-9510-A C7DF-A C7DF-9510-L
C7DZ-9510-B C7DF-B C7DF-9510-M
C7DZ-9510-C C7DF-C, AG 19, 20
C7DZ-9510-D C7DF-D, AH C7AZ-9510-AT 20
C7DF-9510-L C7DF-L, AE C7AZ-9510-AT 20
C7DF-9510-M C7DF-M, AF C7AZ-9510-AT 20

289 HiPo

63 C3OZ-9510-G C3OF-AB C3OZ-9510-J
63-64 C3OZ-9510-J C3OF-AJ 21

64-65 C4OZ-9510-D C4OF-AL, BU, 
C5OF-J

C4OF-AT, BT, C4ZF-G, H, 
C5OF-K C4OZ-9510-F

65-67 C4OZ-9510-F C5OF-L, T, C6ZF-C C5OF-M, U, C6ZF-F C4OZ-9510-G 22

67

C7ZZ-9510-B C7ZF-B C4OZ-9510-G 22
C7ZZ-9510-C C7ZF-C C4OZ-9510-G 22
C7ZZ-9510-D C8ZF-J C7ZZ-9510-B 23
C7ZZ-9510-E C8ZF-K C7ZZ-9510-C 23

302 2V

68

C8AZ-9510-L C8AF-L C8AZ-9510-AR 12
C8ZZ-9510-F C8AF-AK C8ZZ-9510-H 10
C8OZ-9510-H C8OF-H C8ZZ-9510-G
C8ZZ-9510-G C8ZF-G C8AZ-9510-AR 12

68-69 C8ZZ-9510-H C8AF-BD 24

69

C9AZ-9510-A C9AF-A 9
C9ZZ-9510-G C9ZF-G C9AZ-9510-T 12
C9AZ-9510-T C9AF-T 12
none C9AF-V 25
none C9ZF-K 25

302 4V 68
C7AZ-9510-AT C8AF-AS 20
C8ZZ-9510-C C8ZF-C C7AZ-9510-AT 20
C8ZZ-9510-D C8AF-D C7AZ-9510-AT 20

289 2V 65-68 C3AZ-9510-AT C6PF-D C3AZ-9510-AV 26
221-289 62-68 C2AZ-9510-J C6PF-F C2AZ-9510-K 27
289 4V 64-67 C3AZ-9510-AU C6PF-H C9AZ-9510-AE 17

289 HiPo 63-64 C3OZ-9510-J C6PF-M 21
302 2V 68-69 C8ZZ-9510-H C8PF-T 10
302 4V 68 C7AZ-9510-AT C8PF-V 28
289 4V 64-66 C9AZ-9510-AE D0PF-U (Holley) 29

289 HiPo 64-67 C4OZ-9510-G D0PF-V (Holley) 22

C–22 Appendix C

Carburetor Assembly Part Numbers
(CONTINUED)

C-022

* Likely carburetors under listed part number ** Additional carburetors covered under listed part number
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Notes
 1. C2OE found on tag with C2OF stamped on carbu-

retor base. C2OZ-9510-B (C2OE-R), C2OZ-9510-C 
(C2OE-S), and C2OZ-9510-D (C2OE-T) were also 
part numbers, but superseded almost immediately 
by C2OZ-9510-A.

 2. Carburetor was for manual transmission. Service 
package included dashpot, bracket, and hardware 
for automatic transmission application.

 3. Carburetor was for automatic transmission. Delete 
dashpot, bracket, and hardware for manual trans-
mission application.

 4. C2OF-U, C2OF-V, C2OF-Y, and C2OF-Z not listed 
in Ford’s parts catalogs, but listed in Ford’s Techni-
cal Service Bulletin (TSB), Section 6004, Article #1, 
dated 3/12/62, and Ford’s Autolite Technical Ser-
vice Institute booklet. Carbure tors related to those 
with tag numbers C2OF-AA, C2OF-AB, C2OF-AC, 
and C2OF-AD. C2OZ-9510-F engineering number 
included both C2OE-9510-U and C2OF-9510-AA.

 5. C4OZ-9510-E may have included C4OF-AS with ser-
vice package (see note 2), or C4OF-AM (see note 3). 
C4OZ-9510-E was replaced with D0AZ-9510-AC in 
1970 (a 1970 287 CFM 302-2V carburetor with tag 
number D0AF-D and 19/16" throttle plates).

 6. C5AZ-9510-T was replaced with C8AZ-9510-AP in 
1968 (a 1968 390-2V with A/T service replacement 
carburetor with tag number C8PF-U). C8AZ-9510-AP 
was later replaced by D2AZ-9510-D. See Note 9.

 7. C3AZ-9510-AT is a 1966 service replacement for 
cable-operated carburetors. See Note 26.

 8. C2AZ-9510-J is a 1966 service replacement for 
linkage-operated carburetors. See Note 27.

 9. Replaced by D2AZ-9510-D in 1972. This was a gen-
eral purpose 2V replacing previous 289, 302, 351, 
352, and 390 2V carburetors. Carried various 1972 
& 1974 tag numbers. Large throttle plates at 111/16".

 10. C8ZZ-9510-H (C8PF-T) replaced by D2AZ-9510-D 
in 1972. See Note 9.

 11. C7AZ-9510-N was replaced with D0AZ-9510-AB 
in 1970 (a 1970 351 CFM 351/390 2V carburetor 
with 1970 tag numbers). D0AZ-9510-AB was later 
replaced by D2AZ-9510-D. See Note 9.

 12. C7AZ-9510-S, C8AZ-9510-AR, and C9AZ-9510-T 
were replaced with D0AZ-9510-AC in 1970 (a 
1970 287 CFM 302-2V carburetor with tag number 
D0AF-D.) D0AZ-9510-AC was later replaced by 
D2AZ-9510-D. See Note 9.

 13. Ford listed these carburetors in its TSB #68, Article 
1091, dated 5/19/67. No part numbers were listed 
in the bulletin or in Ford’s master parts catalogs.

 14. Tag number for C2AZ-9510-K was C6PF-F. See 
Note 27.

 15. The C4ZF-D carburetor is only listed in Ford’s Cross 
Reference List and its part number is C5ZZ-9510-D. 
However, the C4ZF-D carburetor was not listed in 
any of Ford’s master parts catalogs.

 16. All the 1964 289-4V carburetors were ultimately 
replaced by C5ZZ-9510-D. Ford used this service 
replacement carburetor up until 1970 before re-
placing it with a C9AZ-9510-AE Holley 4V with 
automatic choke. Because of the availability of 
the C5ZZ-9510-D carburetor, Ford never listed the 
1966 C3AZ-9510-AU carburetor as a replacement. 
However, the C3AZ-9510-AU was an acceptable 
replacement. See Note 17.

 17. C3AZ-9510-AU was an Autolite 4100 equivalent 
to 1966 production 289-4V carburetors and was an 
excellent replacement for all 1964-66 applications.

 18. C6ZZ-9510-A and C6ZZ-9510-B were retained until 
1970 when they were replaced by a C9AZ-9510-
AE Holley 4V. Therefore, these carburetors were 
not listed with C3AZ-9510-AU as a replacement. 
However, the C3AZ-9510-AU was an acceptable 
replacement. See Note 17.

 19. Though not listed by Ford, a suitable replacement 
for C7DZ-9510-C is C7AZ-9510-AT. See Note 20.

 20. C7AZ-9510-AT (D0PF-V) was replaced with D2AZ-
9510-M in 1972 (a 1972 general purpose 302/390 4V 
carburetor with tag numbers D2PF-SA).

 21. The C3OZ-9510-J part number was used for the 
C3OF-AJ carburetor up to 1966, then for the 
C6PF-M carburetor. However, the C6PF-M used a 
modified piston-type choke, so either the carbure-
tor choke must be replaced, or choke tube modified.

 22. The C4OZ-9510-G service replacement was a 1970 
Holley 4160 4V with manual choke. Modifications 
required for fit.

 23. C7ZZ-9510-D and C7ZZ-9510-E were 1968 service 
replacements, but only used for a short time before 
being replaced by their predecessors.

 24. C8AF-BD equivalent to C8PF-T. See Note 10.
 25. Incorporated an electrical solenoid in place of the 

dashpot. Tag numbers were specified in Mercury’s 
1969 TSB #31 dated 5/19/69. These tag numbers 
were not listed in either Ford or Mercury parts 
catalogs. Mercury stated that the new carburetor 
tags were only associated with 302 2Vs with air 
conditioning, and that the carburetor specifica-
tions were identical to car buretors used on prior 
Montegos. Ford only stated that the solenoid was 
added to existing carburetors.

 26. Both C3AZ-9510-AT (1966) and C3AZ-9510-AV 
(1967) listed with the same C6PF-D tag number. 
This service replacement carburetor was designed 
to be used with the cable-operated throttle.

 27. Both C2AZ-9510-J (1966) and C2AZ-9510-K (1967) 
listed with the same C6PF-F tag number. This 
service replacement carburetor was designed to be 
used with the linkage-operated throttle.

 28. C8AF-AS equivalent to C8PF-V. See Note 20.
 29. 1970 Holley service replacement for 1964-66 289 

and 390 Autolite 4100 carburetors with automatic 
choke. Modifications required for fit.

 Carburetors C–25

.063  = 1/16 .141 = 9/64 .250 = 1/4 .781 = 25/32

.078  = 5/64 .156 = 5/32 .703 = 45/64 .813 = 13/16

.094  = 3/32 .188 = 3/16 .734 = 47/64 .875 = 7/8

.109  = 7/64 .219 = 7/32 .750 = 3/4 .906 = 29/32

.125  = 1/8 .234 = 15/64

Carburetor Settings and Adjustments
Through shop manuals, technical service bulletins, and carburetor rebuilding kits, Ford published and revised the 

settings and adjustments for their production carburetors. Unfortunately, not all sources agreed or were updated. 
Fortunately, the differences were generally minor. Most adjustments were “target” figures that allowed for some 
tolerance. In a few cases, the tolerances were published, but most often were not. This fact, plus some rounding off 
of decimal equivalences, caused some sources to be in conflict with others, when in reality they were representing 
the same specification. For example, consider the dashpot plunger adjustment. One source listed a specification of 
5/64". Another source might have said 5/64" ± 1/64". Another, 1/16" – 3/32". These figures all represented the same speci-
fication. A fourth source might have listed the rounded off decimal equivalence as .060" – .090".

In the interest of giving all sources a common convention, all fractional specifications in the table that begins on 
page C–26 will be listed in their decimal equivalence. In the example above, that means that 5/64" will be represented 
by .078". For the 5/64" ± 1/64", or 1/16" – 3/32" range, the decimal equivalence .063" – .094" will be listed. However, if 
the original source had already given the range in decimal form, those actual numbers will be used. In this case, 
.060" – .090". In this way, the table will best represent the numbers as provided by the source document. The reader 
should realize that .078, .063 – .094, and .060 – .090 really represent the same specification. For convenience in con-
version, the decimal-to-fraction equivalences used in the table are listed below.

The table is meant to be used in conjunction with any carburetor repair kit. The kit manufacturer gives the adjust-
ment procedures in its instruction sheets and lists the settings and adjustment specifications. This table will supple-
ment those specifications. The adjustment procedures can also be found in Ford’s shop manuals.

In making carburetor adjustments it must be recognized that the wear of the carburetor, elevation (altitude), igni-
tion timing, and quality of the fuel, will have an effect on the carburetor’s performance. In that light, each carburetor 
setting and adjustment should be considered as a guide, or starting point. It may be necessary to alter the adjust-
ments specified to obtain the desired performance. Also, additional carburetor adjustment information is contained 
in Appendix J, Section C, beginning on page J–21 for addressing particular carburetor problems.

Key for Columns
Column 1 - Primary fuel bowl fuel level. Most repair 

kits list a “dry” float adjustment to set the fuel 
bowl fuel level. In the table, this is done only for 
the Autolite 4300 carburetor (because it can be 
done no other way). For Autolite 2100 and 4100 
carburetors, the table lists “wet” fuel levels. (“Dry” 
float adjustments can still be used for initial adjust-
ment.) “Wet” fuel levels are obtained by adjusting 
the float to yield a specific distance between the 
top machined surface of the carbu retor body and 
the top surface of the fuel in the fuel bowl. For ac-
curacy, the measurement should be made clear of 
any vertical surface which might distort the fuel 
level due to surface tension or capillary action. 
The advantage of the “wet” setting over the “dry” 
method is that the “wet” level is independent of 
the inlet fuel needle design and float type (brass or 
nitrophyl). However, the procedure does increase 
the fire hazard.

Column 2 - Secondary fuel bowl fuel level. Appli-
cable to the 4100 Autolite carburetor only. See dis-
cussion under Column 1.

Column 3 - Automatic choke plate pulldown.
Column 4 - Fast idle cam linkage adjustment. Appli-

cable to carburetors with the piston-type choke. 
Piston-type chokes were used on all 1964 Autolite 
2100 carburetors, and 1964 Autolite 4100 carbur-
etors after about April 1964.

Column 5 - Accelerator pump lever arm hole. “I” is 
the inner hole, and “O” is the outer.

Column 6 - Accelerator pump over-travel lever hole. 
Number “1” is the bottom hole and number “4” is 
the top. If numbers are separated by a slash, then 
setting is a Summer/Winter setting.

Column 7 - Choke housing cap identification. Letters 
found at, or near, the center of the cap.

Column 8 - Choke housing cap setting. Number of 
units on the choke housing. Cap indicates the direc-
tion of rotation for lean or rich mixtures.

Column 9 - Slow speed idle rpm. If air conditioning 
installed, turn on. For automatic transmissions, 
select DRIVE. (Set parking brake and chock tires!)

Column 10 - Fast idle rpm. After the engine is warm 
and with car in PARK or neutral, adjust with fast 
idle screw set on the next to highest step of the fast 
idle cam.

Column 11 - Dashpot adjustment. Fully depress dash-
pot plunger. Measure between plunger and throttle 
lever (choke fully open).

Decimal-to-Fraction Equivalences

C–24 Appendix C
C-024
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Carburetor Settings and Adjustments
(CONTINUED)

 Carburetors C–27C–26 Appendix C
Carburetor Settings and Adjustments

(CONTINUED)

Engine
ID

Number
Columns

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

221

C2OF-N .875 .109 I 3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C2OF-R .875 .109 I 3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1500 .060-.090
C2OF-S .906 .109 I 3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C2OF-T .906 .109 I 3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1500 .060-.090
C3DF-C .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3DF-D .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1500 .078
C3OF-C .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3OF-D .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .060-.090
C3OF-AG .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3OF-AH .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .078

260

C2OF-U .906 .125 I 1/3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C2OF-V .906 .125 I 1/3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1600 .060-.090
C2OF-Y .906 .125 I 1/3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C2OF-Z .906 .125 I 1/3 TK 2-lean 575-600 1600 .060-.090
C2OF-AA .906 .125 I 2 TK 2-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C2OF-AB .906 .109 I 2 TK 2-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C2OF-AC .906 .125 I 2 TK 2-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C2OF-AD .906 .109 I 2 TK 2-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C3AF-BD .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3AF-BE .906 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C3DF-E .750 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C3DF-F .750 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3DF-G .750 .125 I 3 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3DF-H .750 .125 I 3 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C3DF-L .750 .125 I 3 TK 4-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C3DF-M .750 .125 I 3 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C3OF-E .750 .125 I 4 TK 2-rich 575-600 1300 NA
C3OF-F .750 .125 I 4 TK 2-rich 575-600 1600 .060-.090
C4DF-E .750 .094 .094 I 4 TN 2-rich 600 1300 NA
C4DF-F .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .063-.094
C4DF-J .703 .094 .094 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C4DF-K .703 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .078
C4DF-N .703 .094 .094 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C4DF-R .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4DF-S .750 .094 .094 I 4 TN 2-rich 600 1300 NA
C4DF-T .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4DF-AB .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4DF-AC .750 .094 .094 I 3 TK 2-rich 600 1300 NA
C4OF-A .750 .094 .094 I 4 TK 2-lean 600 1300 NA
C4OF-B .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .063-.094
C4OF-K .703 .094 .094 I 4 TK 2-lean 575-600 1400 NA
C4OF-L .703 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .078
C4OF-AE .703 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .078
C4OF-AK .703 .094 .094 I 4 TK 2-lean 575-600 1400 NA

Engine
ID

Number
Columns

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

260

C4OF-AM .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4OF-AS .750 .094 .094 I 3 TN 2-rich 600 1300 NA
C4OF-BR .750 .078 .078 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4OF-BS .750 .094 .094 I 3 TK 2-rich 600 1300 NA
C4ZF-E .750 .078 .078 I 4 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .063-.094
C4ZF-F .750 .094 .094 I 3 TK 2-lean 600 1400 NA
C4ZF-N .750 .078 .078 I 4 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4ZF-R .750 .094 .094 I 4 TK 2-rich 600 1400 NA

289 2V

C3AF-AK .875 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1400 NA
C3AF-AL .875 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .060-.090
C3AF-AZ .875 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1400 NA
C3AF-BA .875 .125 I 4 TK 4-lean 575-600 1600 .078
C4AF-B .750 .109 .094 I 3 TN 2-rich 600 1300 NA
C4AF-C .750 .109 .094 I 2 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .125
C4AF-DD .703 .109 .094 I 4 TN index 575-600 1400 NA
C4AF-DE .703 .109 .094 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .078
C4AF-EB .875 .109 .094 I 4 TN 2-rich 600 1400 NA
C4AF-EC .875 .109 .094 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4OF-J .875 .109 .094 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .063-.094
C4OF-BJ .875 .109 .094 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C4OF-BV .875 .109 .094 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C5AF-A .875 .130-.150 .120-.140 I 4 TN index 525 1400 NA
C5AF-B .875 .110-.130 .110-.130 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C5AF-AH .875 .130-.150 .120-.140 I 3 TN index 525 1400 NA
C5AF-AJ .875 .120-.140 .110-.130 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .078
C5ZF-A .875 .130-.150 .120-.140 I 4 TN index 575-600 1400 NA
C5ZF-B .875 .120-.140 .110-.130 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .078
C5ZF-G .875 .130-.150 .120-.140 I 3 TN index 575-600 1400 NA
C5ZF-H .875 .120-.140 .110-.130 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .078
C6AF-A .875 .140-.160 .125 I 3 TW index 575 1400 NA
C6AF-B .875 .100-.120 .125 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .060-.090
C6AF-Z .750 .120-.140 .125 I 3 TW index 575 1400 NA
C6AF-AA .750 .100-.120 .125 I 3 TO 2-rich 500 1600 .060-.090
C6DF-A .875 .140-.160 .125 I 4 TW index 575-600 1400 NA
C6DF-B .875 .100-.120 .125 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .060-.090
C6DF-E .750 .120-.140 .125 I 3 TW index 610-635 1400 NA
C6DF-F .750 .100-.120 .125 I 3 TO 2-rich 525-550 1600 .060-.090
C7AF-N .875 .130-.150 .110 I 4 TW index 575 1400 NA
C7AF-R .750 .110-.130 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 475 1600 .110-.140
C7AF-S .906 .110-.130 .110 I 3 TO index 575 1400 NA
C7AF-T .906 .110-.130 .110 O 3 TO 2-rich 550 1600 .110-.140
C7AF-AS .750 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 475 1600 .110
C7AF-AT .905 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 575 1400 NA
C7AF-AU .750 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 550 1600 .125

C-026
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 Carburetors C–29C–28 Appendix C
Carburetor Settings and Adjustments

(CONTINUED)
Carburetor Settings and Adjustments

(CONTINUED)

Engine
ID

Number
Columns

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

289 2V

C7AF-BN .750 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 550 1600 .125
C7AF-BU .906 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 575 1400 NA
C7AF-BV .906 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 625 1400 NA
C7AF-BZ .750 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 475 1600 .125
C7DF-AJ .906 .120 .100-.110 I 3 TO 2-rich 575 1400 .125
C7DF-AK .906 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 625 1400 NA
C7DF-AL .750 .120 .100-.110 I 3 TO index 475 1600 .125
C7DF-E .750 .110-.130 .100-.120 I 3 TO index 575 1400 NA
C7DF-F .906 .110-.130 .100-.120 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .060-.090
C7DF-G .906 .110-.130 .100-.120 O 3 TO index 550-575 1400 NA
C7DF-H .906 .110-.130 .110-.120 O 3 TO 2-rich 550 1600 .060-.090
C7DF-N .750 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-550 1600 .125
C7DF-R .750 .120 .100-.110 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1600 .125
C7DF-S .906 .120 .100-.110 I 3 TO 2-rich 575 1400 NA
C7DF-V .750 .120 .110 I 3 TO 2-rich 550 1600 .125
C8AF-L .750 .140 .120 I 2 TT 1-lean 550 1400 .125
C8AF-AK .750 .120 .110 I 2 TO index 625 1200 NA
C8ZF-G .750 .140 .120 I 2 TT 1-lean 550 1400 .125

289 4V

C4GF-D .906 .906 .156 .125 I 3 TK 1-lean 575-600 1300 NA
C4GF-E .906 .906 .141 .125 I 3 TK 3-lean 475-500 1500 .063-.094
C4GF-AA .906 .906 .188 .188 I 3 TK 3-lean 575-600 1200 NA
C4GF-AB .906 .906 .156 .188 I 3 TK 3-lean 475-500 1400 .063
C4GF-AE .906 .906 .140 .125 I 3 TO index 575-600 1200 NA
C4GF-AF .906 .906 .125 .109 I 3 TO 2-rich 575-600 1400 .063
C4GF-AZ .906 .906 .125 .109 I 3 TO 2-rich 575-600 1200 NA
C4GF-BA .906 .906 .125 .109 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1400 .063
C4ZF-C .906 .906 .125 .109 I 3 TO 2-rich 475-500 1400 .063
C5ZF-C .906 .906 .110-.130 .110-.130 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C5ZF-D .906 .906 .110-.130 .090-.110 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .063
C5ZF-E .906 .906 .110-.130 .110-.130 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C5ZF-F .906 .906 .110-.130 .090-.110 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .063
C5ZF-J .906 .906 .110-.130 .110-.130 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C5ZF-K .906 .906 .110-.130 .090-.110 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .063
C5ZF-L .906 .906 .125 .125 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C5ZF-M .906 .906 .125 .109 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .063
C6ZF-A .910 .910 .110-.130 .125 I 3 TN 2-rich 575-600 1400 NA
C6ZF-B .940 1.000 .090-.110 .125 I 3 TO 2-rich 500-525 1600 .060-.090
C6ZF-D .880 1.000 .110-.130 .125 I 3 TN 2-rich 610-635 1400 NA
C6ZF-E .880 1.000 .090-.110 .125 I 3 TO 2-rich 525-550 1600 .060-.090

289 4V

C7DF-A .781 NA .140-.160 .090-.110 NA 2 BO index 625 1200 NA
C7DF-B .781 NA .100-.109 .090-.110 NA 2 BO index 550 1350 .125
C7DF-C .781 NA .140-.160 .090-.110 NA 2 BY index 625 1200 NA
C7DF-D .781 NA .100-.109 .080 NA 2 BX 3-lean 550 1350 .125
C7DF-L .781 NA .140-.160 .090-.110 NA 2 BY index 600 1200 NA

Engine
ID

Number
Columns

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

289 4V

C7DF-M .781 NA .100-.109 .080 NA 2 BX 3-lean 525 1350 .125
C7DF-AE .781 NA .150 .100 NA 2 BY index 600 1200 NA
C7DF-AF .781 NA .109 .080 NA 2 BX 3-lean 525 1350 .125
C7DF-AG .781 NA .150 .100 NA 2 BY index 625 1200 NA
C7DF-AH .781 NA .109 .080 NA 2 BX 3-lean 550 1350 .125

289 HiPo

C3OF-AB .984 .984 .188 .047 I 3 TK 4-lean 800 1800 NA
C3OF-AJ .906 .906 .188 .125 I 3 TK 3-lean 800 1800 NA
C4OF-AL .906 .906 .219 NA O 3 NA 675-700 1800 NA
C4OF-AT .906 .906 .219 NA I 2 NA 475-550 1800 .078
C4OF-BT .906 .906 .234 NA I 3 NA 675-700 1800 NA
C4OF-BU .906 .906 .234 NA I 3 NA 475-550 1800 .078
C4ZF-G .906 .906 .234 NA I 3 NA 675-700 1800 NA
C4ZF-H .906 .906 .234 NA I 3 NA 475-550 1800 .078
C5OF-J .906 .906 .210-.250 NA I 3 NA 675-700 1800 NA
C5OF-K .906 .906 .210-.250 NA I 3 NA 475-550 1800 .078
C5OF-L .906 .906 .210-.250 NA I 3 NA 675-700 1800 NA
C5OF-M .906 .906 .210-.250 NA I 3 NA 475-550 1800 .078
C5OF-T .906 .906 .234 NA I 3 NA 675-700 1800 NA
C5OF-U .906 .906 .234 NA I 3 NA 475-550 1800 .078
C6ZF-C .875 .906 .210-.250 NA I 3 NA 750-775 1800 NA
C6ZF-F .875 .906 .250 NA I 3 NA 650 1400 .078
C7ZF-B .906 1.063 .250 NA I 3 NA 750 1800 NA
C7ZF-C .906 1.063 .250 NA I 3 NA 650 1500 .109
C8ZF-J    Not available, but should be similar to C7ZF-B.
C8ZF-K    Not available, but should be similar to C7ZF-C.

302 2V

C8AF-L .750 .141 .125 I 2 TO 1-lean 550 1400 .078
C8AF-AK .750 .125 .109 I 2 TO index 625 1200 NA
C8AF-BD .750 .130 .110 I 3 TN 2-rich 650 1400 NA
C8OF-H .750 .141 .125 I 2 TO 1-lean 550 1400 .078
C8ZF-G .750 .141 .125 I 2 TO 1-lean 550 1400 .078
C9AF-A .750 .120 .110 I 2 TO index 550 1600 .125
C9ZF-G .750 .120 .110 I 2 TO index 550 1600 .125
C9AF-T .750 .125 .109 I 2 TO index 550 1600 .078
C9AF-V .750 .125 .109 I 3 TO index 650 1400 NA
C9ZF-K .750 .125 .109 I 2 TO index 550 1600 .078

302 4V
C8AF-AS .781 .156 .109 NA 2 EY index 500 1400 .094
C8ZF-C .813 .120 .090-.095 NA 2 EY index 625 1250 NA
C8ZF-D .813 .140 .110 NA 1 EX index 550 1400 .094

289 C6PF-D    Not available, but should be similar to C6AF-B.

221-289 C6PF-F    Not available, but should be similar to C6DF-B.

289 4V C6PF-H     Not available, but should be similar to C6ZF-B.

289 4V C6PF-M    Not available, but should be similar to C6ZF-F.

302 2V C8PF-T    Not available, but should be similar to C8AF-BD.

302 4V C8PF-V    Not available, but should be similar to C8AF-AS.

C-028
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The initial purpose of the carburetor spacer was to provide a water chamber for heating the fuel/air mixture. 
This was done only in 1962, and in 1963/64 on the Falcon “Sprint”. After 1962, the water chamber was eliminated as 
heating was provided by the air cleaner ducting. The 1963/64 Falcon “Sprint” continued to use a water heated spacer 
because it used a low profile, open style air cleaner which lacked the heat ducting found on standard engines. The 
special Sprint spacer was required to make a water-heated spacer compatible with the new 1963 intake manifold.

To assist in easy identification of spacers after 1962, Ford marked the early 2V spacers with the engine displace-
ment. Therefore, in addition to the casting number, the numbers 221, 260 or 289 appear on the top on the 2V spacer. 
However, when the 302 V8 showed up in 1968, displacement markings were eliminated, but later resumed with 302.

Four 4V spacers were made for the four-barrels. All were essentially the same except for the routing of the PCV 
gases. The 1963 C3OE-9A589-E spacer routed the gases to the two rear secondary barrels. This resulted in insufficient 
ventilation of the engine. Therefore, the 1964 and later spacers routed the gases to the front primary barrels.

Notes
 1. Used with road draft tube (no hole in rear boss).
 2. Used with PCV valve (open hole in rear boss).
 3. Used in 1963 cars with late 1962 production engines.
 4. C2OZ-5A589-F used to service C2OE-9A589-E.
 5. Service package included 359409-S cap (used with 

B5A-19554-A sealer) for use with road draft tube.
 6. Last letter of the casting number was not visible. 

Engineering number was C3OE-9A589-A.
 7. C2OZ-5A589-E used to service C2OE-9A589-H.
 8. Last letter of the casting number was not visible. En-

gineering number was C3OE-9A589-B. This spacer 
not used on the Falcon “Sprint”.

 9. Used only on the Falcon “Sprint”. Also used when 
installing 1963 intake manifolds on 1962 engines.

 10. Ford gave transition date between C3AE-9A589-B 
and C4AE-9A589-D as 2-17-64, but may have oc-
curred earlier.

Carburetor Spacers
Thermactor Hoses (1966/68)

Essentially three different thermactor systems were 
used in 1966 through 1968 to control emissions. For 
1966 and 1967, the thermactor was only used in Cali-
fornia. In 1968, the thermactor was used with manual 
transmission equipped engines through most of the 
1968 production year. Toward the end of 1968 produc-
tion, the thermactor was phased out, and not used again 
until the 1970s.

When first introduced in California, the thermactor 
system was known as an “air gulp” system. Ford also 
described it as an “intake manifold type” system. This 
was because the backfire suppression valve (also called 
an anti-backfire valve) dumped air into the intake mani-
fold via a hose connected to the PCV valve system. Due 
to engine acceleration problems during throttle closure, 
Ford quickly replaced the “air gulp” system with one 
called the “air by-pass” system. It was easily recognized 
by the air hose that attached between the anti-backfire 
valve (now also called a by-pass valve) and the air 
cleaner.

In early 1966, the cylinder heads were all coming 
from the Cleveland foundry and, for California, were 
fitted with external air logs with individual injectors at 
each exhaust port. Both the “air gulp” and “air by-pass” 
systems were using these heads. In mid-1966 produc-
tion, the Windsor foundry began making cylinder 
heads and, for California, these heads were machined 
for internal injector passageways (called an internal air 
manifold). The California Windsor heads were easily 
recognized by the single large attaching port at one end 
of each cylinder head. The Windsor heads were intro-
duced late enough that only the “air by-pass” system 
was used on these engines. (For more details of the Cleve-
land and Windsor foundries, see Appendix A, page A–3.)

In 1967, only the “air by-pass” system was used in 
California. In addition, both Cleveland heads with the 
external air logs and Windsor heads with the internal 

air manifolds were in use. Ford’s plan was to phase out 
the Cleveland heads and some of Ford’s parts catalogs 
reflected this. However, both types of heads were used 
throughout 1967 with the Cleveland heads tapering off 
only very late in the year.

For mass production in 1968, Ford scrapped the Cali-
fornia system and went with a simpler and less costly 
design. However, both Cleveland and Windsor designed 
heads were back. This time, though, the Windsor heads 
were associated with the 289 V8, whereas the 302 V8 
used the Cleveland design, reflecting the foundries from 
which these engines came. Before the end of 1968, the 
thermactor system was abandoned on the small block 
V8 because the closely calibrated combustion control 
system (called “Imco”) was sufficient to meet emissions 
standards in all applications. Only later, when emission 
standards became stricter, would the thermactor return.

Each system required its own unique components 
and hoses. When new, most of these hoses were 
stamped with engineering numbers. These ink stamp-
ings varied greatly. While most were in white ink, a few 
were in yellow, and some used both. One confirmed 
hose was stamped in white letters with a solid yellow 
pin stripe running below the white letters that contin-
ued for the length of the hose.

In an attempt to provide some information on these 
hose markings, tables containing the engineering num-
bers for each hose are provided on pages C–32 & C–33. 
Some numbers have been confirmed on actual original 
production hoses and these have shown complete 
consistency in matching the engineering numbers. 
However, because some hoses either had no markings, 
or the markings were too faint to see, not all hose mark-
ings have been confirmed. Further details and photos on 
these hoses are contained in Volume I, under Section K 
(Accessories), in individual chapters.

T/E hoses were generally 
stamped with engineering 
numbers. These stampings 
were in either white or yel-
low ink. After many years, 
most stampings faded and 
became indecipherable.

Known
Casting Number Engine Year Bore size Part Number Notes

C2OE-9A589-A 221 62 13/8 C2OZ-9A589-A 1

C2OE-9A589-B 221 62 13/8 C2OZ-9A589-B 2

C2OE-9A589-E 221 62/63 13/8 (not serviced, see note 4) 1, 3, 4

C2OE-9A589-F 221 62/63 13/8 C2OZ-9A589-F 2, 3, 4, 5

C3OE-9A589 221 63 13/8 C3OZ-9A589-A 6

C2OE-9A589-C 260 62 17/16 C2OZ-9A589-C 1

C2OE-9A589-D 260 62 17/16 C2OZ-9A589-D 2

C2OE-9A589-G 260 62/63 17/16 C2OZ-9A589-E 2, 3, 5, 7

C2OE-9A589-H 260 62/63 17/16 (not serviced, see note 7) 1, 3, 7

C3OE-9A589 260 63/64 17/16 C3AZ-9A589-A 8

C3OE-9A589-D 260 63/64 17/16 C2AZ-9A589-H 9

C3AE-9A589-B 289 63/64 19/16 C3AZ-9A589-B 10

C4AE-9A589-D 289, 302 64/69 15/8 C3AZ-9A589-B 10

C3OE-9A589-E 289 HiPo & ’64 289 4V 63/64 15/8 C3OZ-9A589-B 11, 12

C4OE-9A589-A 289 4V & HiPo, 302 4V 64/68 15/8 C3OZ-9A589-C 11, 13, 14, 15

C4OE-9A589-E 289 4V & HiPo 64/65 15/8 C3OZ-9A589-D 2, 14, 15, 16, 17

C4OE-9A589-F 289 4V & HiPo 64/65 15/8 (not serviced, see note 17) 1, 16, 17, 18

C-030

 11. Ford gave transition date between C3OE-9A589-E 
and C4OE-9A589-A as 2-17-64, but may have oc-
curred earlier.

 12. PCV passageways in spacer routed crankcase fumes 
to the secondary throttle bores. Only used with PCV 
valve.

 13. PCV passageways in spacer routed crankcase fumes 
to the primary throttle bores. Before May 1964, all 
engines used PCV valves.

 14. When road draft tube eliminated around March 
1965, C4OE-9A589-A replace depleting stocks of 
C4OE-9A589-E in late 1965 production.

 15. Service package included C4AZ-9C639-B cap and 
97331-S35 clamp for use with road draft tube.

 16. Introduced about May 1964, phased out in mid-1965.
 17. C3OZ-5A589-D used to service C4OE-9A589-F.
 18. Phased out around March 1965.
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Notes
 1. Serviced by C7AZ-9H466-A, which was 351/2" long. Cut to 5".
 2. An alternate for C8OE-9F287-A.
 3. Hose was straight and markings were repeated every 10 to 12 inches (varies along the length of the hose).

Notes
 1. Replaced by C6OZ-9B458-D.
 2. Used with the air filter mounted on the air pump. The air filter was mounted on the air pump for all cars except 

Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon cars equipped with A/C, as well as Fairlane and Comet cars with a 70 amp bat-
tery.

 3. Used with the air filter remotely mounted on the inner fender. This was done on Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon 
cars with A/C, as well as on Fairlane and Comet cars with 70 amp batteries.

 4. Replaced by C6OZ-9B460-A.

* unfolded length in inches

* unfolded length in inches

1968 System

“Air Gulp” System (early 1966)

 Carburetors C–33

Notes
 1. Used with the air filter mounted on the air pump. The air filter was mounted on the air pump for all cars except 

Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon cars equipped with A/C, as well as Fairlane and Comet cars with a 70 amp battery.
 2. Used with the air filter remotely mounted on the inner fender. This was done on Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon 

cars with A/C, as well as on Fairlane and Comet cars with 70 amp batteries.
 3. Used in 1966 on all vehicles. Used in 1967 on the Mustang with 289 HiPo.
 4. Used in 1967 on all vehicles, except the Mustang and Cougar. Serviced by C7ZZ-9H534-A.
 5. Designed for 1967 Mustang and Cougar, except 1967 Mustang with 289 HiPo. Services 1967 full-sized Ford, 

Fairlane, Comet, and Falcon when cut to a length of 171/4".
 6. Cleveland head. Used with A/C. Hose was straight and engineering number markings were repeated every 10 

to 16 inches (varies along the hose length).
 7. Cleveland head. Used without A/C. Had a formed 90 degree bend at the air log check valve.
 8. Windsor head. Cut to a length of 28" for all vehicles except Mustang.
 9. Ford listed a C7OE-9C433-A hose (Tee-to-left Windsor head) for air conditioning applications in its engine assem-

bly manual. However, this hose was not listed in Ford’s Master Cross Reference List, nor was it assigned a part 
number. It is unknown whether this was a production part only, or replaced by C6SE-9B466-A or C7ZE-9C433-A.

 10. Windsor head. Service part replacement. Designed for the Mustang at a 331/2" length. Also used on the Cougar. 
For all other cars, cut to a length of 28". On Mustang/Cougar, used with a 376876-S adjustable strap which at-
taches to the shock tower.

 11. Cleveland head.  90 degree elbow.
 12. Windsor head. Serviced by C7ZZ-9H534-A, cut to fit. Alternate service part number was C6OZ-9B459-B, also 

used on the ‘air-gulp’ system. The C6AE-9B459-A marking of this hose is shown on page 6–43 in photo 6K18(d).
 13. Replaced by C6AZ-9H569-D.
 14. Used in 1966 on all vehicles. Used in 1967 on all except the Mustang/Cougar.
 15. Used in 1967 on Mustang/Cougar, except Mustang 289 HiPo.
 16. Used in 1967 on Mustang 289 HiPo. Since the low profile air cleaner had no provisions for the by-pass hose, Ford 

routed the hose forward to the T/E pump air filter can. Length is unknown, but quite long—probably about 25".

* unfolded length in inches

“Air By-Pass” System (1966/67)

Hose
Approximate

Length* Marking Part Number Remarks
 Pump-to-air filter 10 C6OE-9B458-B C6OZ-9B458-B  Notes 1 & 2

 Pump-to-air filter 10 C6OE-9B458-E C6OZ-9B458-D  Note 2

 Pump-to-air filter 12 C6OE-9B458-D C6OZ-9B458-C  Note 3

 Pump-to-Tee 10
C6OE-9B459-B

C6OZ-9B459-B
C6OE-9B459-D

 Pump-to-left head 29
C6OE-9B460-A

C6AZ-9B460-D  without A/C
C6OE-9B460-D

 Pump-to-left head 30 C6OE-9B460-B C6AZ-9B460-E  with A/C. Note 4

 Pump-to-left head 30 C6OE-9B460-E C6OZ-9B460-A  with A/C

 Tee-to-right head 4 C6OE-9B460-C C6AZ-9B460-F  90 degree elbow

 Tee-to-valve 22 C6OE-9H548-D C6OZ-9H548-B

 Valve-to-PCV 6

C6OE-9H534-B

C6OZ-9H534-BC6OE-9H534-E

C6OE-9H534-F

Hose
Approximate

Length* Marking Part Number Remarks
 Pump-to-valve 5 C8OE-9F287-A C8OE-9F287-A  Note 1

 Pump-to-valve 5 C8AE-9F287-A C8AZ-9H548-A  Note 2

 Valve-to-left Cleveland head 32 C8OE-9C433-C C8AZ-9B466-D

 Valve-to-left Windsor head 33 C8OE-9C433-B C8AZ-9B466-A  Note 3

 Valve-to-right Cleveland head 15
C8OE-9B466-A

C8OZ-9B466-A
C8OE-9B466-E

 Valve-to-right Windsor head 6
C8OE-9B466-B

C8OZ-9B466-B
C8OE-9B466-D

Hose
Approximate

Length* Marking Part Number Remarks
 Pump-to-air filter 10 C6OE-9B458-E C6OZ-9B458-B  Note 1

 Pump-to-air filter 12 C6OE-9B458-D C6OZ-9B458-C  Note 2

 Pump-to-valve 28 C6OE-9H548-F C6OZ-9B548-C

 Valve-to-Tee 16 C6OE-9H534-J C6AZ-9H548-G  Note 3

 Valve-to-Tee 17¼ C7OE-9H534-A C7OE-9H534-A  Note 4

 Valve-to-Tee 19½ C7ZE-9H534-A C7ZZ-9H534-A  Note 5

 Tee-to-left Cleveland head 27 C6OE-9B466-D C6AZ-9B466-C  Note 6

 Tee-to-left Cleveland head 27 C6OE-9B466-C C6AZ-9B466-B  Note 7

 Tee-to-left Windsor head 33½ C6SE-9B466-A C6SZ-9B466-A  Notes 8, 9

 Tee-to-left Windsor head 33½ C7ZE-9C433-A C7AZ-9B466-A  Notes 9, 10

 Tee-to-right Cleveland head 4 C6OE-9B466-B C6OZ-9B466-B  Note 11

 Tee-to-right Windsor head 11 C6AE-9B459-A C6AZ-9B459-A  Note 12

 Tee-to-right Windsor head 12½ C7ZE-9B466-A C7ZE-9B466-A  Note 12

 Valve-to-air cleaner by-pass 10 C6OE-9H569-B C6AZ-9H569-C  Note 13

 Valve-to-air cleaner by-pass 10 C6OE-9H569-C C6AZ-9H569-D  Note 14

 Valve-to-air cleaner by-pass 12 C7ZE-9H569-A C7ZZ-9H569-A  Note 15

 Valve-to-air cleaner by-pass 25 C7ZE-9H569-B C7ZZ-9H569-B  Note 16

C-032
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9F287   HOSE - THERMACTOR AIR BY-PASS VALVE INTLET (See pages C–31-33)

9B289   VALVE ASSEMBLY - ANTI-BACKFIRE

66 “Air Gulp” system C6AZ-9A289-C also called “intake manifold type” system

66/67 “Air By-pass” system C6AZ-9B289-E also called an air by-pass valve

68 C8AZ-9A89-B

9B290   BRACKET - ANTI-BACKFIRE VALVE

66 “Air Gulp” system C6OZ-9B290-A # C6OE-B

66/67 “Air By-pass” system C6OZ-9B290-C # C6OE-D (Note 1)

68 C8AZ-9B290-A

9C432   KIT - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY ADAPTOR THERMACTOR

66 A (Galaxie) C6AZ-9C432-B use with Fordaire air (hang-on) conditioning

66 B (Fairlane), C (Comet) C6OZ-9C432-B use with Fordaire air (hang-on) conditioning

66 F (Mustang) C6ZZ-9C432-B use with Fordaire air (hang-on) conditioning

66 X (Falcon) C6DZ-9C432-A use with Fordaire air (hang-on) conditioning

67 A, B, F, X, C, R (Cougar) C7AZ-9C432-C use with Fordaire air (hang-on) conditioning

68 A, B, F, X, C, R C8AZ-9C432-A use with Fordaire air (hang-on) conditioning

9C435   GASKET - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY TUBE

66/68 Windsor head (Notes 2, 3)
C7OZ-9C435-A upper, .34" I.D., .62" O.D., .021" thick

C7OZ-9C435-B lower, .92" I.D., 1.18" O.D., .021" thick

9B445   MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY

66/67 Cleveland head (Notes 4, 5)
C6OZ-9B445-A R.H.

C6OZ-9B445-B L.H.

68 Cleveland head (Notes 5, 6) C8AZ-9B445-A R.H. & L.H. (2 required for engine)

9B447   PULLEY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP THERMACTOR SYSTEM (See Appendix B, page B–20 )

9B448   TUBE ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP UPPER

66/68 Windsor head (Notes 2, 7) C7AZ-9B448-A L.H. & R.H (1966/67), L.H. only (1968)

68 Windsor head (Note 5) C8ZZ-9B448-A R.H. only

C–34 Appendix C  Carburetors C–35

Thermactor (T/E) System Part Numbers
This section covers the significant part numbers associated with the Thermactor system installed on 1966-67 289 

V8s mandated in California, and the 1968 system installed on 289/302 V8s equipped with manual transmissions 
(M/T). Before the end of 1968 production, the Thermactor system was eliminated completely, in favor of what Ford 
called Improved Combustion control (Imco).

Note 1 - Early systems used the C6OZ-9B290-A bracket in conjunction with a steel plate to raise the mounting height of the 
anti-backfire valve until the taller C6OZ-9B290-C bracket was available.

Note 2 - The Windor engine plant manufactured 289 started in mid-1966 production, and continued through 1968 production. 
Windsor heads used an internal air manifold.

Note 3 - Gaskets used to seal bolt and tube to attach air supply to head.
Note 4 - The Cleveland engine plant manufactured all 289s until the Windsor engine plant also began 289 production in mid-

1966 production.
Note 5 - Cleveland heads used an external air log attached to each exhaust port.
Note 6 - All 302-2V and 302-4V V8s were manufactured by the Cleveland engine plant in 1968.
Note 7 - Steel. 21/32" diameter tubing about 4½" long with tapered threaded fitting for check valve on one end and cannister-

shaped fitting for attaching to the head on other end.

Note 8 - C6OZ-9B450-B appears to be functionally identical to the C7OZ-9B450-A bracket.
Note 9 - The air conditioning system changed 1-3-67. Slight change made to bracket’s upper water pump mounting hole to 

create .10" additional clearance between bracket and water pump. This allowed for the space between the two to 
accommodate the standard alternator upper bracket underneath the A/C lateral bracket.

Note 10- no spacer used with A/C.

Year Application Part Number Description

9B450   BRACKET - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP MOUNTING

66 C6OZ-9B450-A # C6OE-9B450-B (replaced by C6OZ-9B450-B)

66 (Note 8) C6OZ-9B450-B # C6OE-9B450-C or C6OE-9B450-D

67 before 1-3-67 (Note 9) C7OZ-9B450-A # C7OE-9B450-A

67 from 1-3-67 (Note 9) C7OZ-9B450-B # C7OE-9B450-B

68 C8AZ-9B450-B # C8OE-9B450-A

9B452   ARM - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP BELT ADJUSTMENT

66/67 C6OZ-9B452-A # C6OE-9B452-A

68 C8AZ-9B452-B # C8OE-9B452-A

9B453   BRACKET - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP AIR CLEANER

66/67 with A/C, before 10-4-66 C6AZ-9B453-A (replaced by C6AZ-9B453-B)

67 with A/C, from 10-4-66 C6AZ-9B453-B

66/67 without A/C C6OZ-9B453-A

9B456   TUBE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP INLET

66/67 C6AZ-9B456-B 90°

9B457   TUBE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP OUTLET

66/67 C6AZ-9B457-A 90°

9B458   HOSE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP INLET (See pages C–31-33)

9B459   HOSE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP OUTLET (See pages C–31-33)

9B460   HOSE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP OUTLET (See pages C–31-33)

9B461   SPACER - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP MOUNTING BRACKET

66/67 for 9B452, before 1-3-67 C6AZ-9B461-A .391" I.D., .76" O.D., .73" thick. use (2) w/o A/C, (1) w/ A/C

66/67 for 9B450, before 1-3-67 359986-S .322" I.D., .81" O.D., .43" thick. w/o A/C (Note 10)

67/68 for 9B450, from 1-3-67 C7OZ-9B461-A .344" I.D., .75" O.D., .53" thick. w/o A/C

9B466   HOSE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY CHECK VALVE INLET (See pages C–31-33)

9B471   NUT & FERRULE ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY

66/67 Cleveland head, before 1-23-67 C6AZ-9B471-A part of injector (Notes 4, 5)

67 Cleveland head, from 1-23-67 C7AZ-9B471-A part of injector (Notes 4, 5)

68 Cleveland head C8OZ-9B471-A part of injector (Notes 5, 6)

9B472   SILENCER ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY RELIEF VALVE

66/67 C6AZ-9B472-A

9C472   FAN ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP

68 C8TZ-9C472-A 1.49" I.D., 3.80" O.D.

9B474   VANE and BEARING ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP

66/67 C6AZ-9B474-A center. (1) per pump

66/67 C6AZ-9B474-B outer. (2) per pump

9B475   SHOE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP VANE

66/67 C6AZ-9B475-A (6) per pump

C-034
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C–36 Appendix C  Carburetors C–37

Thermactor (T/E) System Part Numbers
(CONTINUED)

Year Application Part Number Description

9C475   ELBOW - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP OUTLET

68 C8AZ-9C475-A aluminum, with attaching bracket

9B476   SPRING - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP VANE SHOE

66/67 C6AZ-9B476-A (3) per pump

9B477   BEARING ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP REAR

66/67 C6AZ-9B477-A

9B478   COVER ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP

66/67 C6AZ-9B478-B

9C478   SEAL - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP REAR ROTOR

66/67 C7AZ-9C478-A flexible carbon, 1.75" I.D. × 3.21" O.D.

9B479   VALVE ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY PUMP

66/67 C6AZ-9B479-A

68 C8TZ-9B479-A

9A484   TUBE - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY LOWER

66/68 Cleveland head (Notes 1, 2, 3) C6AZ-9A484-B 5/16" O.D., 1.56" long. (injector). (8) per engine

9486   CAP - EXHAUST AIR PUMP SUPPLY OUTLET

66 (Note 4) C6AZ-9426-A

9A486   PUMP ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY - THERMACTOR

66 "Air-Gulp" system C6AZ-9A486-E incl. (1) C6AZ-9426-A cap & (1) 97245-S35 clamp (Note 5)

66/67 "Air by-pass" system C7AZ-9A486-B

68 C8AZ-9A486-A replaced by C8AZ-9A486-C (2-68)

9A487   VALVE ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY CHECK

66/67 C6AZ-9A487-A (2) required per engine, used with 3/4" ID hose

68 C8AZ-9A487-A (2) required per engine, used with 5/8" ID hose

9A492   CLEANER ASSEMBLY - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY

66 C6AZ-9A492-A replaced by C6AZ-9A492-C

66/67 C6AZ-9A492-C service package includes (1) C5AZ-9C639-A cap

9A496   FILTER - EXHAUST AIR SUPPLY CLEANER

66/67 C6AZ-9A496-A

9H534   HOSE - ANTI-BACKFIRE VALVE (See pages C–31-33)

9H548   HOSE - ANTI-BACKFIRE VALVE INLET (See pages C–31-33)

9H563   TUBE - ANTI-BACKFIRE VALVE VACUUM

66 “Air Gulp” system C6AE-9H563-C 3/16" O.D., cut from 8C-2269-B bulk tubing, 15.56" long

66/67 “Air by-pass” system C6OE-9H563-D 3/16" O.D., cut from 8C-2269-B bulk tubing

9H564   HOSE - ANTI-BACKFIRE VALVE TUBE TO MANIFOLD

66/67 C6AE-9H564-D .156" I.D., .360" O.D., 3.4" long, cut from C6TZ-9H533-B

9H569   HOSE - ANTI-BACKFIRE VALVE (See pages C–31-33)

Note 1 - The Cleveland engine plant manufactured all 289s until the Windsor engine plant also began 289 production in mid-
1966 production.

Note 2 - All 302-2V and 302-4V V8s were manufactured by the Cleveland engine plant in 1968.

Note 3 - Cleveland heads used an external air log attached to each exhaust port.
Note 4 - Used to block off one outlet when two-outlet exhaust air supply pump (thermactor) used with “air-gulp” system.
Note 5 - C6AZ-9A486-E replaced C6AZ-9A486-B and C6AZ-9A486-D.

“Air Gulp” System (early 1966)

The “Air Gulp” was only used in early 1966 and only on Cleveland engines.
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C–38 Appendix C  Carburetors C–39

“Air By-Pass” System (1966/67)
(CLEVELAND ENGINE)

The “Air By-pass” system was introduced about mid-1966 and continued through 1967 production. The Cleveland engine is 
shown above. The 289 High Performance (289 HiPo) Mustang was a Cleveland engine. The thermactor system was incorporated 
on the Mustang 289 HiPo about 4-17-67. Records from Kevin Marti of Marti Auto Works indicates only 14 engines were made.

“Air By-Pass” System (1966/67)
(WINDSOR ENGINE)

The Windsor engine plant version 
of the 289 came out in mid-1966 
production. The thermactor system 
was the “Air By-pass” design but used 
a new air injection system by means 
of an internal air manifold with inter-
secting passages to each exhaust port. 
Check valve tubes attached directly to 
the ends of each head.

The air pumps for 1966-67 systems 
were all basically the same. The only 
significant variation was in the inlet/
outlet tubes on the rear cover. Early 
pumps had just one outlet since that 
was all the “air gulp” system used. 
Later pumps had two outlets, one for 
each head. The later pump could be 
used on the earlier system by capping 
one outlet.

!

!
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C–40 Appendix C  Carburetors C–41

1968 System

(WINDSOR ENGINE - 289-2V)

(CLEVELAND ENGINE - 302-2V-4V)

In 1968, the Windsor engine plant was making the 289-2V, and the Cleveland engine plant was making the 302-2V and 302-4V. 
Windsor designed heads used the internal air manifold with a single connection to each head. Cleveland designed heads used external 
air logs with injectors at each exhaust port. Other than the heads, the systems were the same.

Carburetor Illustrations - 2V

1964-69 Choke

1964½*-69 
Carburetor

Body

EARLY 1965

FROM LATE 1965

1968-69 ONLY

1962-63 (before 4-15-63) Choke
(CHOKE AFTER 4-15-63 SHOWN ON 

NEXT PAGE)

LATE 1969

LATE 1969
WITH A/C

ONLY 1963 289 INITIALLY, THEN
221/260 AS RUNNING CHANGE 
LATE IN 1963

Autolite 2100

C-040

1962-64½* 
Carburetor

Body

1964-69 Choke

*about a February-March 
1964 transition on body types
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C–42 Appendix C  Carburetors C–43

Carburetor Illustrations -4V
1963-64½* 289 4V/HiPo

1964½*-66 289 4V/HiPo
1967 HiPo

1967 289-4V
1968 302-4V

289 HIPO

Autolite 4300

FROM 12-1-66

USED ONLY ON THE
C6ZF-D & C6ZF-E

50803-S
(PRODUCTION)

1967 ONLY

BEFORE 12-1-66

1968

1967

1968

1968

Autolite 4100

C-042

* about a February-
March 1964 transi-
tion on body types 
for 289 4V and mid-
April for 289 HiPo

PISTON-TYPE CHOKE 
INTRODUCED ON 4V ABOUT 
FEBRUARY-MARCH 1964

EARLY 1963 HIPO

RUNNING
CHANGE ON
EARLY 1963 HIPO
& STANDARD IN
1964 PRODUCTION UNTIL
INTRO OF PISTON CHOKE

ALSO APPLICABLE FOR 
1963 2V FROM 4-15-63
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Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9502   GASKET SET

C2OZ-9502-A R/B C2OZ-9502-B (7-63) A B C

 (1) 8CM-9229 Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2OZ-9447-B Gasket (flange - 221) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C2AZ-9447-D Gasket (flange - except 221) (1) C2OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - without step) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-A Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)

C2OZ-9502-B R/B C2OZ-9502-C (11-64) A B C A B C D E F J

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2OZ-9447-C Gasket (flange - 221, 260) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C2AZ-9447-D Gasket (flange - except 221, 260) (1) C2OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - without step) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)

C2OZ-9502-C R/B B7AZ-9502-E A B C A B C D E F G H K L M

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2OZ-9447-C Gasket (flange - 221, 260) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C2AZ-9447-D Gasket (flange - except 221, 260) (1) C2OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - without step) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C2OZ-9561-B Gasket (fuel bowl - with step) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)

C3AZ-9502-C R/B C3AZ-9502-E (11-64) A B C D

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C3AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange - 289) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) C2OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - without step) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)

C3MY-9502-B R/B B7AZ-9502-E (9-66) (Note 1) B B L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2AZ-9447-D Gasket (flange) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C3MY-9447-A Gasket (flange) (1) C2OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - without step) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) C2OZ-9447-C Gasket (flange - 221, 260) (1) C2OZ-9561-B Gasket (fuel bowl - with step) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) C3AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange - 289) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw)

C3AZ-9502-E R/B B7AZ-9502-E (2-68) A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 6

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C3AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange - 289) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) C2OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - without step) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C2OZ-9561-B Gasket (fuel bowl - with step) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw)

!

!

!

!

C–44 Appendix C  Carburetors C–45

Carburetor Part Numbers - Autolite 2100 & 4100

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

This list of part numbers is very “busy” in order to show interchangeability between carburetor parts. All the 
small block V8 Autolite 2100 (2V) and 4100 (4V) carburetors are shown together. The key at the bottom identifies the 
codes for each carburetor. Code letters are used in the list to aid identification. The list does not include the carbure-
tor part number as an assembly, or the venturi or jets. These are covered elsewhere in this Appendix.

Note 1 - Mercury did not used the C3AZ-9502-C or C3AZ-9502-E gasket sets. Instead, it used the C3MY-9502-B set and 
continued to add items to the set as running changes as needed to support additional carburetor applications. So, the 
specific components in the set will vary depending on the date the set was assembled. For 221 & 260 applications 
not listed, Mercury used the appropriate C2OZ-9502-A, C2OZ-9502-B, or C2OZ-9502-C kits. At the end of 1966 
production, Mercury replaced this set with B7AZ-9502-E.

Key: R/B - replaced by

C-044
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Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9502   GASKET SET (continued)

B7AZ-9502-E R/B D0AZ-9502-A A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 6

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2OZ-9447-C Gasket (flange) (1) B7A-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (1) B7AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) C5PF-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B7A-9853-B Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C5TZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (4) 74271-S7 Retainer (spring)

C8AZ-9502-B R/B D0AZ-9502-A 2 3 4 5 7 8

 (1) C3AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C3AZ-9561-B Gasket (fuel bowl) (1) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi)
 (1) C3MY-9447-A Gasket (flange) (1) C1AZ-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) C8AZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (1) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover) (1) C8AF-9561-C Gasket (fuel bowl)

C2SZ-9502-A R/B C2SZ-9502-B (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4) A B C D J K M N

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2AZ-9447-E Gasket (flange) (2) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C0LE-9B567-A Gasket (hot idle compensator) (1) C2SZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (2) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw)

C2SZ-9502-B R/B C2SZ-9502-C (Notes 5, 6, 7, 8) C D M N

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C5AZ-9447-A Gasket (flange) (2) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C0LE-9B567-A Gasket (hot idle compensator) (1) C2AZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (2) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw)

C2SZ-9502-C R/B B7AZ-9502-D (2-68) (Note 9) E F G H L N P Q

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C5AZ-9447-A Gasket (flange - except 390, 428) (2) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C6AZ-9447-A Gasket (flange - 390, 428) (1) C2SZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - 2 holes) (2) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C5OZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl - slotted hole) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) C0LE-9B567-A Gasket (hot idle compensator) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing)

B7AZ-9502-D R

 (1) C2AZ-9229-A Gasket (fuel inlet) (1) C2AZ-9447-E Gasket (flange) (2) B7AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (1) B7A-9563-A Gasket (economizer cover)
 (1) B7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C1AE-9871-A Gasket (thermostat housing) (2) B8AZ-9A536-A Gasket (venturi) (2) B7A-9569-A Gasket (inlet valve)
 (1) C2AZ-9A588-B Gasket (economizer) (1) B7A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) B7A-9561-B Gasket (fuel bowl) (1) 374818-S  Gasket (accelerator valve retainer)
 (1) 374370-S  Gasket (support screw) (1) B8A-9853-A Gasket (thermostat control) (1) C2SZ-9561-A Gasket (fuel bowl) (4) 74271-S7 Retainer (spring)

C–46 Appendix C  Carburetors C–47

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

!

!

!

!

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-C, D.
Note 2 - For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-J, K.
Note 3 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C4OF-AL, AT, 

C4OF-BT, BU & C4ZF-G, H.
Note 4 -For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-L, M.

Note 5 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-E, F.
Note 6- For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-L, M.
Note 7 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-J, K.
Note 8 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-T, U.
Note 9 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.

C-046
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E. F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–48 Appendix C  Carburetors C–49

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A586   KIT - TUNE-UP

C2OZ-9A586-A replaced by C2OZ-9A586-B A

 (1) C2OZ-9502-A Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-B Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (1) I.S. 232-D  Instruction sheet)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AE-9A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) 9590-13  Float gauge

C2OZ-9A586-B replaced by C3AZ-9A586-B A

 (1) C2OZ-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-B Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (1) I.S. 232-D  Instruction sheet)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AE-9A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) 9590-13  Float gauge

C3AZ-9A586-B B C B C E F G

 (1) C2OZ-9502-B or C  Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-B or D  Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (later deleted as part of inlet vale kit)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C3AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C3AZ-9A586-C R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (3-67) D H A B C D

 (1) C2OZ-9502-B or C  Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-B or D  Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C3AZ-5A565-B or C0AZ-9A565-B Economizer (power valve)               (1) C3AZ-9447-B  Gasket (flange - 289)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)  (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (later deleted as part of inlet vale kit)

C5ZZ-9A586-A R/B C4TZ-9A586-A (Note 1) J M

 (1) C2OZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-9A565-B Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C4DZ-9A586-A R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (Note 2) K M

 (1) C2OZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C3AZ-9A565-B Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C4TZ-9A586-A R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (Note 3) L M

 (1) C2OZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-9A565-B Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C4AZ-9A586-A R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (9-67) E F G H J K L

 (1) C3AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-9A565-B Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C6AZ-9A586-E R/B C6AZ-9A586-F (10-66) M N P Q R S

 (1) C6AZ-9502-A Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-9A565-A Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C6AZ-9A586-F R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (3-67) (Note 4) M N P Q R S U V

 (1) C6AZ-9502-A Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-9A565-A Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C4MY-9A586-A R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (Note 5) F H L M F L P Q

 (1) C3MY-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) 9590-13  Gauge
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)  (1) C4PF-9C562-A Pin (1) I.S. 232-D & (1) MIS-1190  Instruction sheets

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 260 code M, applies to C4ZF-N, R only.
Note 2 - For 260 code M, applies to C4DF-AB, AC only.

Note 5 - Mercury did not use Ford kits between 1964 and 1966. Instead, it used its own where the C3MY-9502-B gasket set 
included in the kit was being updated with running changes as needed to support additional carburetor applications. 
So, the specific components in the kit will vary depending on the date the set was assembled. For 221 & 260 before 
1964, Mercury used the appropriate Ford kits. Replace by C0AZ-9A586-E for 1967 production.

Note 3 - For 260 code M, applies to C4OF-BR, BS only.
Note 4 - For 289-2V code U, applies to C7AF-AS only.

!

!

!

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–50 Appendix C  Carburetors C–51

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A586   KIT - TUNE-UP (continued)

C4TZ-9A586-B (Notes 1, 2, 3) R/B C0AZ-9A586-E T X Y

 (1) C3AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-9A565-C Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C7AZ-9A586-C (Notes 4, 5, 6) R/B C0AZ-9A586-E (11-66) T W 1

 (1) C3AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C3AZ-9A565-D Economizer (power valve)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)

C0AZ-9A586-E (Notes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) R/B D0AZ-9A586-A T U V W X Y Z 1 6

 (1) B7AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-F Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C3AZ-5A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) C4PF-9C562-A Pin
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (1) B7AZ-9599-B Retainer (float lever) (1) 375894-S7  Clip (rod to overtravel lever)

C8OZ-9A586-B R/B D0AZ-9A586-A 2 4

 (1) C8AZ-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C7PF-9564-A Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C3AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (2) C7AZ-9J500-B Limiter (mixture screws)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)  (1) B7AZ-9599-B Retainer (float lever) (1) 375894-S7  Clip (rod to overtravel lever)

C8AZ-9A586-C R/B D0AZ-9A586-A 3 5 7 8

 (1) C8AZ-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C7PF-9564-A Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C0AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (2) C7AZ-9J500-B Limiter (mixture screws)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (1) B7AZ-9599-B Retainer (float lever) (1) 375894-S7  Clip (rod to overtravel lever)

C2SZ-9A586-A A J K

 (1) C2SZ-9502-A Gasket kit (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve)

C2SZ-9A586-B R/B C2SZ-9A586-C (7-67) M N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-B Gasket kit (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve)

C4OZ-9A586-A before 10-26-64. R/B C4OZ-9A596-B B C

 (1) C2SZ-9502-A Gasket kit (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve)

C4OZ-9A586-B from 10-26-64 C D M N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-B Gasket kit (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve)

C4OZ-9A586-C R/B C2SZ-9A586-C (3-67) E F G H L N P Q

 (1) C2SZ-9502-C Gasket kit (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve)

C2SZ-9A586-C R/B C2SZ-9A586-D R

 (1) B7SZ-9502-D Gasket kit (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9503-C Diaphragm (secondary throttle) (1) C4PF-9G562-A Pin (accelerator pump plunger)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C3AZ-5A565-D Economizer (power valve) (2) B7AZ-9599-B Retainer (float lever) (1) 375894-S7  Clip (rod to overtravel lever)

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 289-2V code T, applies to C7AF-N only.
Note 2 - For 289-2V code X, applies to C7AF-E only.
Note 3 - For 289-2V code Y, applies to C7AF-F only.

Note 4 - For 289-2V code T, applies to C7AF-AT before 11-66.
Note 5 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-T only.
Note 6 - For 289-2V code 1, before 11-66.

Note 7 - For 289-2V code T, applies to C7AF-AT from 11-66.
Note 8 -  For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-AU, BN.
Note 9 - For 289-2V code X, applies to C7DF-S only.

Note 10 -For 289-2V code Y, applies to C7DF-R only.
Note 11 - For 289-2V code 1, from 11-66.

!

!

!

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–52 Appendix C  Carburetors C–53

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9590   KIT - REPAIR

C2OZ-9590-A R/B C2OZ-9590-C A

 (1) C2OZ-9502-A Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (4) B7A-9586-E Screw (throttle plate) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return)
 (2) C1AE-9541-B Needle (idle adjusting - 292) (1) C2AZ-9564-B Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (2) B9A-9586-A Screw (choke plate) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (2) C1AE-9541-C Needle (idle adjusting - 221, 260) (1) C0AE-5A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (float shaft) (1) 9590-13  Gauge & (1) I.S. 232-D  Instruction sheet

C2OZ-9590-C R/B C3AZ-9590-D A A

 (1) C2OZ-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (4) B7A-9586-E Screw (throttle plate) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return)
 (2) C1AE-9541-B Needle (idle adjusting - 292) (1) C2AZ-9564-B Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (2) B9A-9586-A Screw (choke plate) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (2) C1AE-9541-C Needle (idle adjusting - 221, 260) (1) C0AE-5A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (float shaft) (1) 9590-13  Gauge & (1) I.S. 232-D  Instruction sheet

C3AZ-9590-C R/B C3AZ-9590-D B C B C E F G

 (1) C2OZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (2) B9A-9586-A Screw (choke plate) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate - for steel shaft)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C3AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate - for steel shaft)
 (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (4) B7A-9586-E Screw (throttle plate) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)

C3AZ-9590-D R/B B9AZ-9590-E (6-67) D H A B C D

 (1) C2OZ-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (4) B7A-9586-E Screw (throttle plate) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return)
 (2) C1AE-9541-B Needle (idle adjusting - 292) (1) C2AZ-9564-B Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (2) B9A-9586-A Screw (choke plate) (1) C3AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange - 289)
 (2) C1AE-9541-C Needle (idle adjusting - 221, 260) (1) C0AE-5A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) C1AZ-9599-A Retainer (float shaft) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)

C4DZ-9590-A (Note 1) K M

 (1) C2OZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C3AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)

C5ZZ-9590-A R/B B9AZ-9590-E (2-68) (Note 2) J L M

 (1) C2OZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)

C4AZ-9590-A R/B C4AZ-9590-C E

 (1) C3AZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)

C4AZ-9590-C R/B B9AZ-9590-E (2-68) (Notes 3 to 7) F G H J K L U

 (1) C3AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-B Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 260 code M, applies to C4DF-AB, AC.
Note 2 - For 260 code M, applies to C4OF-BR, BS & 

C4ZF-N, R.
Note 3 - For 289-2V code F, applies to C5ZF-A only.

Note 4 - For 289-2V code G, before 6-30-65.
Note 5 - For 289-2V code K, applies to C5AF-AH only.
Note 6 - For 289-2V code L, applies to C5AZ-G, H & C6DF-B.
Note 7 - For 289-2V code U, applies to C7AF-R only.

!

!

!

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–54 Appendix C  Carburetors C–55

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9590   KIT - REPAIR (continued)

C4TZ-9590-E (Notes 1, 3, 4, 5) R/B C4TZ-9590-F (6-66) F K L

C4TZ-9590-F (Notes 2 to 8) R/B B9AZ-9590-E (2-68) F G K L T X Y

 (1) C3AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C1AE-9541-B Needle (idle adjusting - 330) (1) C0AZ-5A565-C Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting - 289, 390) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C6AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange - 390) (1) C5TZ-9561-A Gasket (float bowl - 300 & Bronco 289)

C6OZ-9590-B R/B C6OZ-9590-C (10-66) M N P Q

 (1) C6AZ-9502-C Gasket kit (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return)
 (1) C6AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)

C6OZ-9590-C (Note 9) R/B B9AZ-9590-E (2-68) M N P Q U V Z

 (1) C3AZ-9502-B Gasket kit (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (1) C3AZ-9447-B Gasket (flange) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel)

C7AZ-9590-B (Notes 10, 11) R/B B9AZ-9590-E (11-66) T W 1

 (1) C3AZ-9502-E Gasket kit (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat) (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return)
 (1) C3AZ-5A565-D Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)

B9AZ-9590-E (Notes 12, 13, 14) W X Y 1

 (2) C1AE-9541-B Needle (idle adjusting) (1) B7A-9938-A  Screen (filter) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (3) 351825-S  Washer (C-clip) (2) 375016-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) C0AZ-9A586-E Kit (tune up) (1) 353862-S8  Washer (C-clip) (1) 377918-S8B  Screw

C8AZ-9590-E not replaced 2 4

 (1) C7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C8AZ-9A586-C  Kit (tune up) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C8AZ-9541-C Needle (idle adjusting) (3) 351825-S  Washer (C-clip) (2) 375016-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) C4TZ-9557-B Valve (float bowl vent) (1) 353862-S8  Washer (C-clip) (1) 377918-S8B  Screw

C8AZ-9590-D not replaced 3 5 7 8

 (1) C7AZ-9B501-A Seal (fast idle rod) (1) C8OZ-9A586-B  Kit (tune up) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel) (4) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (2) C8AZ-9541-C Needle (idle adjusting) (3) 351825-S  Washer (C-clip) (2) 375016-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) C4TZ-9557-B Valve (float bowl vent) (1) 353862-S8  Washer (C-clip) (1) 377918-S8B  Screw

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - used before 6-30-65.
Note 2 - used from 6-30-65.
Note 3 - For 289-2V code F, applies to C5ZF-B only.
Note 4 - For 289-2V code K, applies to C6AF-A only.

Note 5 - For 289-2V code L, applies to C6DF-A only.
Note 6 - For 289-2V code T, applies to C7AF-N only.
Note 7 - For 289-2V code X, applies to C7DF-E only.
Note 8 - For 289-2V code Y, applies to C7DF-F only.

Note 9 - For 289-2V code U, applies to C7AF-AS only.
Note 10 - For 289-2V code T, applies to C7AF-AT only
Note 11 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-T only.
Note 12 - For 289-2V code  applies to C7AF-AU, BN.

Note 13 - For 289-2V code X, applies to C7DF-S only.
Note 14 - For 289-2V code Y, applies to C7DF-R only.

!

!

!

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–56 Appendix C  Carburetors C–57

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9590   KIT - REPAIR (continued)

C4OZ-9590-A (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4) R/B C4OZ-9590-B A B C D M N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-A Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) B8A-9503-B Diaphragm (secondary throttle) (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)

C5OZ-9590-A (Notes 5, 6, 7, 8) R/B C4OZ-9590-B C D M N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-A Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check))
 (1) C5AZ-9503-A Diaphragm (secondary throttle) (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)

C4OZ-9590-B (Notes 5 to 8) R/B C4OZ-9590-D (10-66) C D M N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-B Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check))
 (1) B8AZ-9503-C Kit (secondary throttle diaphragm) (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) C4AZ-9576-A Valve (pump check) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (1) B8AZ-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)

C4OZ-9590-C (Note 9) R/B C4OZ-9590-D E N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-C Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate - for steel shaft) 
 (1) B8AZ-9503-C Kit (secondary throttle diaphragm) (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate - for steel shaft)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)

C4OZ-9590-D (Note 9) R/B B8AZ-9590-H F G H L N

 (1) C2SZ-9502-C Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate - for steel shaft) 
 (1) B8AZ-9503-C Kit (secondary throttle diaphragm) (1) C4AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate - for steel shaft)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm - 289) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check) (1) C6AZ-9B504-A Spring (secondary diaphragm - 390, 428)

C2SZ-9590-A R/B C2SZ-9590-B J K

 (1) C2SZ-9502-A Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) 
 (1) B8A-9503-B Diaphragm (secondary throttle) (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (8) B7A-9586-E Screw (throttle plate) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (2) B9A-9586-A Screw (choke plate)  (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate - for steel shaft)
 (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate - for steel shaft)

C2SZ-9590-B (Note 10) R/B B8AZ-9590-H J K

 (1) C2SZ-9502-B Gasket kit (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (1) C0AZ-5A565-A Economizer (power valve) (1) B8A-9636-A Spring (pump lever return) 
 (1) B8AZ-9503-C Kit (secondary throttle diaphragm) (1) C2AZ-9B559-A Diaphragm (accelerator pump) (8) B7A-9586-E Screw (throttle plate) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check)
 (1) B8AZ-9B504-D Spring (secondary diaphragm) (2) C2AZ-9564-D Kit (fuel inlet valve needle & seat)  (2) B9A-9586-A Screw (choke plate)  (2) 378360-S2  Screw (choke plate - for steel shaft)
 (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate - for steel shaft)

B8AZ-9590-H P Q R

 (2) C1AZ-9541-A Needle (idle adjusting) (3) 351825-S  Washer (C-clip) (1) 371350-S  Ball (pump check - 3/16" steel) (8) 378361-S2  Screw (throttle plate)
 (1) 78-9576 Valve (pump check) (1) 353862-S8  Washer (C-clip) (2) 375016-S2  Screw (choke plate)
 (1) C2SZ-9A586-C Kit (tune up) (2) 379456-S8B  Retainer (spring) (1) 377918-S8B  Ring (1/8" retaining)

!

!

!

!

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-C, D.
Note 2 - For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-J, K.
Note 3 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C4OF-AL, AT, 

C4OF-BT, BU & C4ZF-G, H.

Note 4 - For 289-4V code N, applies to C5OF-L, M.
Note 5 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-E, F.
Note 6- For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-L, M.
Note 7 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-J, K.

Note 8 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-T, U.
Note 9 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.
Note 10 - 1965 service replacement kit.

C-056



Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–58 Appendix C  Carburetors C–59

Key: R/B - replaced by                A/T - automatic transmission                 M/T - manual transmission

Note 4 - For 289-4V code N, applies to C5OF-L, M.
Note 5 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-E, F.

Note 6- For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-L, M.
Note 7 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-J, K.
Note 8 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-T, U.
Note 9 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9229   GASKET - FUEL INLET

C2AZ-9229-A A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

9447   GASKET - CARBURETOR (spacer-to-carburetor & spacer-to-intake manifold) (See Appendix A, page A–110)

9J500   LIMITER - IDLE ADJUSTING NEEDLE

C7AZ-9J500-B 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9B501   SEAL - FAST IDLE ROD

B7AZ-9B501-A
1/8" I.D., 1/2" O.D., use with C4AZ-
9C771-A washer. RB C7AZ-9B501-A

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

C7AZ-9B501-A
.90" long, .44" wide, .05" thick, .133" 
diameter hole, nylon

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9503   DIAPHRAGM - SECONDARY THROTTLE (Also see 9583)

B8A-9503-B
used with B8A-9583-A steel lever
(Notes 1, 2, 3, 4) R/B B8AZ-9503-C kit

A B C D J K M N

C5AZ-9503-A
used with C5AZ-9583-A nylon lever
(Notes 5, 6, 7, 8) R/B B8AZ-9503-C kit

C D M N

B8AZ-9503-C
kit, C5AZ-9503-A diaphragm,
C5AZ-9583-A nylon lever &
374177-S2 pal-nut (Notes 9, 10)

C D E F G H L N P Q R

9B504   SPRING - SECONDARY THROTTLE RETURN

B8AZ-9B504-D 6 coils, 1.05" O.D., .31" I.D. A B C D E H J K M N P Q R

C6AZ-9B504-A 6 coils, 1.05" O.D., .31" I.D. F G L

9507   COVER - SECONDARY THROTTLE DIAPHRAGM

B8A-9507-A see below for cover screws A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

(4) 43395-S8 screw & washer, No. 8-32×3/4" A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9B511   WEIGHT - PUMP DISCHARGE BALL

C2OZ-9B511-A .109" O.D., .88" long A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9512   BODY - MAIN - INCLUDES SHAFT & PLATES

C2OZ-9512-A, B (Note 11) R/B C2OZ-9512-F A B

C2OZ-9512-F C

C2OZ-9512-C, D (Note 12) R/B C2OZ-9512-E A B

C2OZ-9512-E C D E

C3AZ-9512-E A B

C3OZ-9512-B J K

Note 10 - Serviced all prior 9503 diaphragms & 9583 levers.
Note 11 - C2OZ-9512-A for A/T. C2OZ-9512-B for M/T. C2OZ-

9512-A replaced by C2OZ-9512-B.
Note 12 - C2OZ-9512-D was replaced by C2OZ-9512-C.

Note 1 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-C, D.
Note 2 - For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-J, K.
Note 3 - For 289-4V code M, applies to C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU & C4ZF-G, H.

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–60 Appendix C  Carburetors C–61

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-BN only.
Note 2 - For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-V only.

Note 3 - For 221 code A, except for yellow-dot tag.
Note 4 - Open vents.
Note 5 - For 221 code A, yellow-dot tag only.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

BODY PLUGS, BALL, CONNECTOR, STUD

(2) 359409-S
plug, 5/16" cup, to plug drill passages in 
main body. (4 required for 4V)

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E A J K

(1) 359353-S
plug, 1/8" cup, to plug hole from bowl to 
accelerator pump

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E A J K

(1) 371350-S
ball, accelerator pump inlet passage,
3/16" steel

A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

(1) 358165-S
connector, distributor vacuum tube to 
carburetor, 1/8" pipe thread

A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D E A J K

(4) 88471-S
stud, 5/16"-18 one end, 5/16"-24 othe end, 
21/2" long, carburetor to intake manifold

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

(1) 370875-S8B
screw, to set secondary idle air flow,
No. 10-32 set

A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A515   ROD - FLOAT (FUEL) BOWL VENT

C6TZ-9A515-B (Notes 1, 2) W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9A517   BAFFLE - EQUALIZER PASSAGE

C2SZ-9A517-A brass, (2) required A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A520   ADAPTOR - FUEL INLET

C0AE-9A520-A (Notes 1, 2) A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

9E520   BRACKET - FLOAT (FUEL) BOWL VENT

C6TZ-9E520-A (Notes 1, 2) W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9A523   SUPPORT - BOOSTER VENTURI (See page C–10, 11 &15 for full details on primary & secondary booster venturi support)

(1) 371350-S
ball, accelerator pump discharge valve,
3/16" steel (primary venturi)

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

(1) 38294-S8
screw, 1/4"-20×1" pan head,
secondary venturi support to carburetor

A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9524   AIR HORN - LESS SHAFT

C0AZ-9524-B (Notes 3, 4) A A B C D

C2OZ-9524-B R/B C3OZ-9524-B (Note 4, 5) A A

C3OZ-9524-B (Notes 6, 7) B C B C D E F J

C3OZ-9524-J includes (1) C2OZ-9561-B gasket (Note 8) G H K L M

C0AZ-9524-C
includes (1) C2OZ-9561-B gasket
(Notes 9, 10)

E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

C7AZ-9524-A (Notes 1, 2) W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Note 6 - Restricted vents.
Note 7 - Without choke tube in underside. without step.
Note 8 - With choke tube in underside. with step.

Note 9 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-T, AU.
Note 10 -For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-H, N.

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–62 Appendix C  Carburetors C–63

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C4OF-AL, AT, 
C4OF-BT, BU & C4ZF-G, H.

Note 2 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-L, M.
Note 3 - For 260 code F, applies to C4OF-A, B.
Note 4 - For 260 code M, except Falcon Sprint.

Note 5 - Used on 1963-64 Falcon Sprint, 1963-67 289 HiPo, 
and 1964-67 Mustang/Cougar.

Note 6 - Used on all 1968-69 2V carburetors. Ford used the 
370971-S8 as a replacement.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9524   AIR HORN - LESS SHAFT (continued)

C3AZ-9524-C R/B C2SZ-9524-B J K

C2SZ-9524-B R/B C2SZ-9524-C (Note 1) A M

C2SZ-9524-C R/B C6AZ-9524-D (Note 2) B C D E H M N P Q R

C6AZ-9524-D F G L

(4) or (8) 43256-S8 Screw & washer, No. 10-32×5/8" A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

371005-S7-8
stud, 1/4"-20 & 5/16"-18×4.76".
for air cleaner (Notes 3, 4)

A B C A B D F H L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 A B C D E F G H

370971-S8
stud, 1/4"-20 & 5/16"-18×3.8".
for air cleaner (Notes 5)

C E F G J K M F L P Q X Y Z 1 B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

(Note 6)
stud, 1/4"-20 & 5/16"-18×3.5".
for air cleaner

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9528   COVER - ACCELERATOR PUMP

B8A-9528-A less link A B C A B C D E F G H C D A J K

C3AZ-9528-B used with C3AZ-9529-C (Note 7) A B

C4AZ-9528-A (Notes 8, 9, 10) R/B C4AZ-9528-B J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

C4AZ-9528-B (Notes 11, 12, 13) W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(4) 43255-S8
screw & washer, No. 8-32×5/8",
cover to carburetor

A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

(4) 379436-S8B
fillister head screw, No. 8-32×9/16",
cover to carburetor

J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

(Note 14)
hex head screw, No. 8-32× .54",
cover to carburetor

K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 E F G H L M N P Q R

9529   LINK - ACCELERATOR PUMP

C0AE-9529-A A B C A B C D E F G H C D A J K

C3AZ-9529-C (Note 7) A B

C4AZ-9529-A (Note 8, 9, 10) R/B C4AZ-9529-B J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

C4AZ-9529-B (Note 11, 12, 13) W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

353847-S8 pin, .187" O.D., .5" long. link to cover A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

67516-S8 (Note 15) pin, 1/8" O.D., .7/16" long. link to cover J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

Note 7 - Ford made errors it its publications on 9528, 9529, and 
9B542 components for 289 codes A, B, C, and D. Only 
codes A and B had the faster responding accelerator 
in which three components had to be used as a set—
C3AZ-9528-B, C3AZ-9529-C, and C3AZ-9B542-C.

Note 8 - Used without fuel bowl vent.
Note 9 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-BN only.

Note 10 - For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-V only.
Note 11 - Used with fuel bowl vent.
Note 12 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-T, AU.
Note 13 - For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-H, N.
Note 14- These screws are found on some 1966 and later 

carburetors. The screw finish was phosphate & oil.
Note 15 - not replaced.

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–64 Appendix C  Carburetors C–65

Note 1 - See 9597 for full discussion of 1-15-65 date.
Note 2 - From 1-15-65 for 289 codes G through L.
Note 3 - Before 1-15-65 for 289 codes G through L.

Note 4 - not replaced.
Note 5 - Production hardware was a hex head screw with integral 

washer. The nut was a square. No washer was used.

Note 6 - Only Mercury listed these numbers. 
Essentially the same as B9A-9538-A.

Note 7 - For 221 code B, applies to C3DF-C, D.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9D530   ROD - FAST IDLE CAM

C1AE-9D530-A bellcrank choke, C-shaped A B A B C A J

C3AZ-9D530-A C-shaped (Note 1, 2) C D E B F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A K

C4AZ-9D530-A S-shaped (Note 1, 3) F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L B C D E F G H

(2) 351825-S C-clip retainer A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K

351107-S (Note 4) bellcrank choke A B A B C A A

9B532   COMPENSATOR ASSEMBLY - HOT IDLE

C0LE-9B532-B F G

(2) 31093-S7-8 screw, No. 8-32×3/4", fillister head F G

9533   JET - PRIMARY AND SECONDARY METERING (See page C–10, 11 & 15 for full details on primary & secondary metering jets)

9A535   LEVER - CHOKE BELLCRANK ADJUSTING

B8AZ-9A525-A A B A B C A J

C3AZ-9A535-A C D E B A K

31077-S8 (Note 5)
bellcrank choke adjusting lever to shaft,
No. 8-32×5/8", fillister head

A J

43395-S8 (Note 5)
bellcrank choke adjusting lever to shaft,
No. 8-32×3/4", fillister head

B K

34052-S7 (Note 5) nut, No. 8-32 hex A J

34126-S8B (Note 5) nut, No. 8, plain B K

44710-S8 (Note 4) washer, No. 8, flat A J

9A536   GASKET - BOOSTER VENTURI SUPPORT

B8AZ-9A536-A (2) required for 4V A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9538   LEVER - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING

B9A-9538-A A B C A B C D E A B J K

C4AZ-9538-A F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H

C4AZ-9538-B P Q R

PB9M-9538-A with pin and adjusting screw (Notes 6, 7) B C A

PB9M-9538-B with pin and adjusting screw (Notes 6, 8) A B B A K

372216-S8B
(see 9B538)

fast idle adjusting screw,
No. 10-32×.94", fillister head

A B C A B C D E A B A J K

34079-S7 lever to throttle shaft nut, No. 10-32 hex A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

34903-S8 or
34803-S7 (Note 9)

lockwasher, internal tooth type, No. 10 A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

lockwasher, spring type, No. 10 A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

Note 8- For 221 code B, applies to C3OF-C, D.
Note 9 - Production nut included integral star lockwasher.

Key: R/B - replaced by

!

!

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–66 Appendix C  Carburetors C–67

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - From the period late 1964 into 1965, some carburetor tags used the C1AE-9451-C dumbbell-shaped needles 
or the C1AZ-9541-A barrel-shaped needles. The transition might be late 1964 or mid-1965 depending on the 
tag. The C1AZ-9541-A needles were initially under the engineering number C4GF-9541-A. These needles 
had extended tapers for more fine adjustment. However, the same C1AZ-9541-A part number was modified 
under engineering number C6AF-9541-A with a smaller diameter barrel-shape and returned to the same 
taper as the C1AE-9541-C needle.

Note 2 - For 289-4V code B, before 4-21-64. This was the only listing that gave a transition date.
Note 3 - For 289-4V code B, from 4-21-64. This was the only listing that gave a transition date.

Note 4 - Ford made errors it its publications on 9528, 9529, and 9B542 components for 289 codes A, B, C, and D. 
Only codes A and B (1963 Galaxie 289) had the faster responding accelerator in which three components had 
to be used as a set—C3AZ-9528-B, C3AZ-9529-C, and C3AZ-9B542-C.

Note 5 - Although the part number did not change, the shape and finish (to phosphate & oil) changed in 1967. The 
change in shape prevented accidential disengagement of the rod from the over travel lever if the clip failed.

Note 6 - The steel replacement shaft required (2) 375894-S7 No. 6-32×.31" pan-head screws to attach choke plate to 
shaft & lever assembly.

Note 7 - C4MY-9546-A replaced C4AZ-9546-A.
Note 8 - Although Ford did not mention it, early 1965 production carburetors (289-2V codes F, G, H and 289-4V 

codes C, D) have been found with the brass adjustor system, rather than the nylon adjuster system.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A538   SPRING - ACCELERATOR PUMP OVER TRAVEL

B8AZ-9A538-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9B538   SCREW - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING (Also see 9528)

C4AZ-9B538-A No. 10-32×1.12" F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

9541   NEEDLE - IDLE ADJUSTING

C1AE-9541-C (Notes 1, 2) R/B C1AZ-9541-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K A B C D E F G H A B C D J K M

C1AZ-9541-A (Notes 1, 3) R/B C8AZ-9541-C L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 B C D E F G H L M N P Q

C8AZ-9541-C used with 9J500 limit cap  2 4 5 6 R

C8AZ-9541-D used with 9J500 limit cap 3

C7MY-9541-B used with 9J500 limit cap 7

C9AZ-9541-A used with 9J500 limit cap 8

9D541   LEVER - CHOKE CONTROL

C2AZ-9D541-A A B A B C A A

354293-S8 set screw for swivel on lever. No. 6-32×1/8" A B A B C A A

9B542   ROD - ACCELERATOR PUMP LINK TO THROTTLE LEVER

C0AZ-9B542-A A B C A B C D E F G H C D A J K

C3AZ-9B542-C used with C3AZ-9529-C (Note 4) A B

C4AZ-9B542-A (Note 5) J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

375894-S7-8 clip for rod to over travel pump lever A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9545   PLATE - CHOKE

C2AZ-9545-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9546   SHAFT and LEVER - CHOKE

C2AZ-9546-A brass, R/B C2AZ-9546-C A B A B C A J

C2AZ-9546-C brass (R/B C2AZ-9546-D, steel - Note 6) C D E B A K

C4MY-9546-A includes brass adjuster (Note 7, 8) F G H J K L M C D E F G H B C D

C5AZ-9546-B used with 9F558 nylon adjuster (Note 9) F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C D E F G H L

C4TZ-9546-A manual choke M N P Q R

!

!

!

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–68 Appendix C  Carburetors C–69

Note 1 - Applies only to carburetors used with automatic 
transmissions. See application list on pages C–3 to C–7.

Note 2 - For 260 code K, applies to C4DF-T.
Note 3 - For 260 code M, applies to C4DF-AB.
Note 4 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to all except C5OF-J, K.
Note 5 - Replaced by C1AZ-9550-A (12-65).

Note 6 - Replaced by C3AZ-9550-D (12-65). 
C3AZ-9550-D replaced by C6AZ-9550-C (2-68).

Note 7 - For 260 code K, applies to C4DF-S.
Note 8 - For 260 code M, apples to all except C4DF-AB.
Note 9 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-J, K.
Note 10 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-L, M, T, U.

Note 11 - neoprene.
Note 12 - Ford 289 HiPo code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.
Note 13 - Replaced by C1AZ-9550-B (12-65). 

  C1AZ-9550-B replaced by C6AZ-9550-C (2-68).
Note 14 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-D, F.

Note 15 - For 260 code F, applies to C4DF-E, F.
Note 16 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-BN only.
Note 17 - For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-V only.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9B549   DASHPOT (Note 1)

C1AZ-9B549-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F H J L N Q R S U W Y 1 A B C D E G H M N Q

C8AZ-9B549-A extended threads 2 4 6 7 8 R

33923-S7 nut,  5/16"-24, to lock dashpot to bracket

9550   FLOAT

C1AE-9550-A primary, brass (Notes 2, 3, 4, 5) A B A B K M B C D J K M

C3AZ-9550-C primary, brass (Notes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) C C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N

C6AZ-9550-A (Notes 11, 12) R/B C6AZ-9550-C (3-67) M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 E F G H L N P Q

C6AZ-9550-C primary & secondary, neoprene T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 P Q R

C1AE-9550-B secondary, brass (Note 13) B C D J K M N

9B550   BRACKET - DASHPOT MOUNTING (Note 1)

B8AZ-9B550-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E A B

B8AZ-9B550-B to accommodate 1965 and later Galaxie F H J L N Q R S U W Y 1 C D E G H M N Q

C8AZ-9B550-A to accommodate extended threads dashpot 2 4 6 7 8 R

C8AZ-9B550-C running change 7 8

43252-S8 mounting screw & washer, No. 10-32×1/2" A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F H J L N Q R S U W Y 1 2 4 6 7 8 A B C D E G H M N Q R

9F553   PLATE - AIR DISTRIBUTION

C3MY-9F553-A (Notes 14, 15) C E F G K M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q S T U W Y 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C D E F G L

9557  VALVE - FLOAT BOWL VENT (rubber)

C4TZ-9557-A (Notes 16, 17) R/B C4TZ-9560-B (12-67) W 1 2 3 4 5 6

C4TZ-9557-B 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9558  PIN - FLOAT HINGE

B8A-9558-A (2) required for 4V A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9F558  SWIVEL - CHOKE PLATE ADJUSTING

C5AZ-9F558-A nylon. used with C5AZ-9546-B F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C D E F G H L

9B559  DIAPHRAGM - ACCELERATOR PUMP

C2AZ-9B599-A A B C A B C D E A B A J K

C4AZ-9B599-A F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

9560  SPRING - FLOAT (FUEL) BOWL VENT RETURN

C6TZ-9560-A W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Key: R/B - replaced by

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–70 Appendix C  Carburetors C–71

Note 1 - Replaced by (R/B) C8AZ-9561-C.
Note 2 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-T, AU.
Note 3 - For 289-2V code X, applies to C7DF-E.
Note 4 - For 289-2V code Y, applies to C7DF-F.
Note 5 - For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-H.
Note 6 - For 289-2V code W, applies to C7AF-BN.
Note 7 - For 289-2V code X, applies to C7DF-S.

Note 8 - For 289-2V code Y, applies to C7DF-R.
Note 9 - For 289-2V code 1, applies to C7DF-N, V.
Note 10 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-C, D, E.
Note 11 - For 289-4V code E, applies to C6ZF-A.
Note 12 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-F.
Note 13 - For 289-4V code E, applies to C6ZF-B.

Note 14 - The original seat measured .50" O.D. with a triangular 
cross-section valve. C2AZ-9564-B was of this type. It 
was replaced by C2AZ-9564-D. Both included (1) B7A-
9569-A gasket & (1) C1AZ-9599-A retainer. In a 1966 TSB, 
Mercury indicated that the C2AZ-9564-D kit used a seat that 
measured .44" in diameter with a square cross-section valve 
and the retainer was changed to B7AZ-9599-B.

Note 15 - Filler was not available in 1962 (221 code A, and 
260 code A), but Ford recommended the filler for 
retrofit into these carburetors.

Note 16 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-L, M, T, U.
Note 17 -Spring was not available for 221 code A & B, and 

260 code A & B, but Ford recommended the spring 
for retrofit into these carburetors.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9561   GASKET - FLOAT (FUEL) BOWL (also serviced in 9502, 9A586 and 9590 kits)

C2OZ-9561-A without step air horn (Note 1) A B C A B C D E F J A B C D

C2OZ-9561-B with step air horn (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) G H K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1

C5TZ-9561-A (Notes 1, 6, 7, 8, 9) W X Y 1 3 6

C8AZ-9561-A (Note 1) 2 4 5 7 8

C2SZ-9561-A (Notes 10, 11) R/B C5OZ-9561-A A B C D E F G J K L M N P Q R

C5OZ-9561-A (Notes 12, 13) C E H

9563   GASKET - ECONOMIZER (POWER VALVE) COVER (also serviced in 9502, 9A586 and 9590 kits)

B7A-9563-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9D563   SWIVEL - CHOKE PLATE ADJUSTING

C4TZ-9D563-A manual choke M N P Q R

9564   VALVE and SEAT - FUEL INLET (also serviced in 9A586 and 9590 kits)

C2AZ-9564-A “reconditioner” only (Note 14) A B C A B C D E F A B C D

C2AZ-9564-B “dealers” only (Note 14) A B C A B C D E F A B C D A J K

C2AZ-9564-D (Note 14). (2) used for 4V G H J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

9D564   NUT - CHOKE PLATE ADJUSTING

C4TZ-9D564-A manual choke M N P Q R

9A565   ECONOMIZER (POWER VALVE) (See page C–18-19 for full details on power valves)

9F565   FILLER - ACCELERATOR PUMP CAVITY

C3OZ-9F565-A from 8-8-62. (Note 15) B C B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

9A567   GASKET - HOT IDLE COMPENSATOR

C0LE-9B567-A F G

9569   GASKET - FLOAT VALVE SEAT

B7A-9569-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9F569   BUSHING - ACCELERATOR PUMP OVER TRAVEL SPRING

C3AZ-9F569-A includes B8AZ-9919-A lever C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F L P Q S A B C D E F G H K M N P Q

9F570   SPRING - PRIMARY FLOAT DAMPERER

C3AZ-9F570-A (Notes 16, 17) C C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L A B C D J K M N

9F570   SPRING - SECONDARY FLOAT DAMPERER

C3AZ-9F571-A (Note 16) A B C D J K M N

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–72 Appendix C  Carburetors C–73

Note 1 - Service package includes (1) B8A-9853-A gasket.
Note 2 - For 260 code J, applies to C4ZF-F.
Note 3 - For 289-2V code E, applies to C4AF-DE, EC.
Note 4 - Replaced by C6AZ-9A575-A (6-66).
Note 5 - For 260 code J, applies to C4ZF-E.
Note 6 - For 289-4V code B, applies to C4GF-AF, BA, C4ZF-C.

Note 7 - For 289-2V code E, applies to C4AF-DD, EB.
Note 8 - For 289-4V code B, applies to C4GF-AE, AZ.
Note 9 - For 289-2V code E, applies to C4OF-BJ, BV.
Note 10 - For 289-2V code J, applies to C5AZ-AJ.
Note 11 - For 289-2V code K, applies to C5AZ-AH.
Note 12 - For 289-2V code L, applies to C5ZF-G, H.

Note 13 - See 9597 for full discussion of 1-15-65 date.
Note 14 - Although C4AZ-9F577-A was replaced by 

C4AZ-9F577-B, the latter was narrower to allow a 
C-clip to be used on the 9A753 choke housing shaft 
& lever assembly. As a replacement, it will have 
extra lateral movement.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9575   RETAINER - ACCELERATOR PUMP CHECK VALVE

B8A-9575-A screw-type retainer A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

374818-S 1/4" flat washer for retainer A B C A B C D E F G H A B C D A J K

9A575   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - CHOKE (Also see 9849 and 9850)

C4AZ-9A575-A (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4) F G H J K L C D E

C4AZ-9A575-B (Notes 1, 4, 5) J

C4AZ-9A575-D (Notes 1, 4, 6) B

C4AZ-9A575-E (Notes 1, 4, 7, 8) E B

C4OZ-9A575-A (Notes 1, 4, 9) E

C5AZ-9A575-C (Notes 1, 4, 10, 11, 12) M F G H J K L C D

C6AZ-9A575-A (Note 1) M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 E F G H L

(3) 378547-S7-8
screw & washer, No. 8-32×1.76"
attach choke housing to main body

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L

9576   BALL - SECONDARY VACUUM CHECK

78-9586 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9576   VALVE - ACCELERATOR PUMP CHECK (ELASTOMER)

C4AZ-9576-A J K L M E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

9577   SCREW - PUMP DISCHARGE NOZZLE

C0AZ-9577-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

374370-S 1/4" flat washer, buna-coated aluminum

9F577   LEVER - FAST IDLE CAM (nylon)

C3AZ-9F577-A C D E B A K

C4AZ-9F577-A before 1-15-65. (Notes 13, 14, 15, 16) F G H J K K M C D E F G H J K L B C D

C4AZ-9F577-B from 1-15-65. (Notes 13, 15) F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C D E F G H L

37654-S No. 6-32×1/2", fillister head C D E B A K

372307-S No. 6-32×3/4", hex head F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L

9578   SPRING - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING LEVER (IDLE)

B8A-9578-A 41/2 coils, .20" I.D., .58" long A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

355107-S7
Idle adjusting screw,
No. 10-32×1", special hex head slotted

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

Note 15 - See 9597 for a full discussion of all related parts.
Note 16 - Recommend that C4AZ-9F557-A and choke 

housing shaft & lever assembly C4AZ-9A753-A 
be replaced by C4AZ-9F557-B, C4AZ-9A753-B, 
and C-clip 353862-S8, if either C4AZ-9F557-A or 
C4AZ-9A753-A replaced with superseded part.
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–74 Appendix C  Carburetors C–75

Note 1 - Production throttle shaft and lever assemblies were 
specific for the size of the throttle plates until 1964 
when replacements were designed for broader 
applications. By 1965, Ford was introducing service 
packages which broadened the application even 
further. For the list here, the throttle shaft and lever 
assembly best representing the original is given. See 
other notes about the broader applications.

Note 2 - Brass shaft (plated).
Note 3 - Used with 15/16" throttle plates. Throttle shaft slits 

for throttle plates were small at 1.34" long and 
.043" wide. Could only be used for the 221 V8—
other service replacements were incompatible.

Note 4 - Steel shaft.

Note 5 - Used with 17/16" throttle plates. Throttle shaft slits for 
throttle plates were 1.46" long and .066" wide. Replaced 
by B8AZ-9A581-C in 6-66.

Note 6 - For 260 code F, and 289-2V codes C and D, applies to 
early 1964 production. Superseded by B8AZ-9581-A in 
production during 1964.

Note 7 - Used with 19/16" throttle plates. Throttle shaft slits for 
throttle plates were 1.58" long and .067" wide.

Note 8 - For 289-4V code A, applies to early 1964 production. 
Superseded by B8AZ-9581-B in production during 1964.

Note 9 - Introduced in 1964.
Note 10 - For 260 code F, and 289-2V codes C and D, applies to 

mid to late 1964 production.
Note 11 - For 289-2V code L, applies to C5ZF-G, H.

Note 12 - For 289-4V code A, applies to mid 1964 production.
Note 13 - For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-L, M, T, U.
Note 14 - For 289-2V code L, applies to  C6DF-A, B. 

For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.
Note 15 - The throttle shaft is compatible with the lower attachment 

point of the 1966-67 Fairlane/Comet linkage system. The 
hole was present on non-Galaxie 1966 carburetors whether 
used or not. Designed to accept 19/16" throttle plates, but 
could be used with 17/16" throttle plates as well.

Note 16 - This throttle shaft and lever assembly was only listed for 
the C6PF-M (289 HiPo code L) carburetor, which was a 
service replacement for the C3OF-AJ (289 HiPo code K) 
carburetor. However, visually, this throttle assembly looked 
identical to the C6OZ-9581-A assembly.

Note 17 - Used on 1965-66 Galaxie.
Note 18 - Introduced in 1965. Service package includes 

(1) 379158-S7 clip. Incorporated provisions for 
cable connection. Could service all applications 
between 1962 and 1965 for the 260 and 289 V8s.

Note 19 - Superseded B8AZ-9581-C about 4-15-65. 
Service package including (2) 378360-S2 self-
tapping screws. Incorporated provisions for 
cable connection and 1966-67 Fairlane/Comet 
connections. Could service all applications 
between 1962 and 1967, except the 221 V8.

Note 20 - Capable of servicing all applications between 
1962 and 1969, except the 221 V8.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9578   SPRING - IDLE ADJUSTING NEEDLE (MIXTURE)

40-9578 (2) required A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9579   PIN - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING LEVER (nylon)

B9A-9579-A A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

B9A-9579-B A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9581   SHAFT and LEVER ASSEMBLY - THROTTLE (Note 1)

C2OF-9581-B (Notes 2, 3). R/B C2OZ-9781-A A B C

C2OZ-9581-A (Notes 3, 4) A B C

B8A-9581-B (Notes 2, 5, 6). R/B B8AZ-9581-C A B C D E F A B C D

B8A-9581-C (Notes 2, 7, 8). R/B B8AZ-9581-C A J K

B8AZ-9581-A (Notes 4, 9, 10, 11). R/B B8AZ-9581-C F G H J K L M E F L B C D

B8AZ-9581-B (Notes 4, 7, 12, 13). R/B B8AZ-9581-C A M N

C6OZ-9581-A (Notes 14, 15). R/B C9AZ-9581-C L P Q R X Y Z 1 E F G N P Q

C3OZ-9581-A (Note 16) L

C5AZ-9581-B (Note 17) with A/T. R/B B8AZ-9581-D H J N

C5AZ-9581-D (Note 17) with M/T. R/B B8AZ-9581-C G K M

B8AZ-9581-C steel shaft. (Note 18). R/B B8AZ-9581-D A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H A B C D J K M

B8AZ-9581-D steel shaft. (Note 19). R/B C9AZ-9581-C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q

C8ZZ-9581-B R/B C8AZ-9581-C 4 6 R

C8AZ-9581-D R/B C8AZ-9581-C 5

C8AZ-9581-G R/B C9AZ-9581-C 2

C8AZ-9581-C R/B C9AZ-9581-C 3 8

C9AZ-9581-A R/B C9AZ-9581-C 7

C9AZ-9581-C (Note 20) R/B D2AZ-9851-A A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

Key: R/B - replaced by

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–76 Appendix C  Carburetors C–77

Note 1 - Steel lever. Used with B8A-9503-B diaphragm.
Note 2 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-C, D. 

For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-J, K. 
For 289-4V code M, applies to C4OF-AL, AT, 
    C4OF-BT, BU & C4ZF-G, H. 
For 289-4V code N, applies to C5OF-L, M.

Note 3 - Replaced by a kit that included the nylon C5AZ-9503-A 
lever, C5AZ-9503-A diaphragm, and 374177-S2 pal-nut.

Note 4 - Nylon lever. Used with C5AZ-9503-A diaphragm.
Note 5 - For 289-4V code C, applies to C5ZF-E, F. 

For 289-4V code D, applies to C5ZF-L, M. 
For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-J, K. 
For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-T, U. 
For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.

Note 6 - Measures about 1.292" at shaft, and 1.321" 90° to shaft.
Note 7 - Measures about 1.419" at shaft, and 1.444" 90° to shaft.
Note 8 - Measures about 1.545" at shaft, and 1.569" 90° to shaft.
Note 9 - Ford 302-2V code 5, applies to C8PF-T.
Note 10 - Equivalent to B8A-9878-F.
Note 11 - Not replaced.
Note 12 - Used on some 1969 302-2V carburetors when equipped 

with air conditioning.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9583   LEVER - SECONDARY THROTTLE DIAPHRAGM (Also see 9503)

B8A-9583-A (Notes 1, 2, 3). R/B B8AZ-9503-C (8-66) A B C D J K M N

C5AZ-9583-A (Notes 3, 4, 5). R/B B8AZ-9503-C (8-66) C D E F G H L M N P Q R

353848-S8 3/16" O.D., 11/16" long, roll pin for lever A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9585   PLATE - THROTTLE

C2OF-9585-A primary, 15/16" (Note 6) A B C

B8A-9585-E primary, 17/16" (Note 7) A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 B C D E F G H

B8A-9585-F primary, 19/16" (Notes 8, 9) 2 3 5 7 8 A J K L M N P Q R

C4GY-9585-A primary, 19/16" (Notes 10, 11) A

C8AZ-9585-E primary, 19/16" (Note 11) 4

C8AZ-9585-J primary, 19/16" (Note 11) 5

C8AZ-9585-D primary, 19/16". R/B B8A-9585-F 6

C5ZZ-9585-A secondary, 17/16" (Note 7) B C D E F G H

B8A-9585-G secondary, 19/16" (Note 8) A J K L M N P Q R

(4) 2V or (8) 4V
378361-S2

Plate to shaft, No. 8-32×.38" fillister head.
self-tapping. use for steel shaft. See 9586.

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9586   SCREW - THROTTLE PLATE

B7A-9586-E
No. 8-32×.42", oval head, tubular.
use with brass shaft

A B C A B C D E F A B C D J K

9586   SCREW - CHOKE PLATE

B9A-9586-A No. 6-32 oval head, use with brass shaft A B C A B C D E A B J K

(2) 378360-S2 No. 6-32×5/16" self-tapping, for steel shaft A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9J586   BRACKET - THROTTLE EMISSION CONTROL SOLENOID (Also see 9D856)

C9AZ-9J586-A (Note 12) 7 8

9A588   GASKET - ECONOMIZER (POWER VALVE)

C2AZ-9A588-A (Note 13). R/B C2AZ-9A588-B A

C2AZ-9A588-B (Note 14) A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A590   SPRING - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE

C2AZ-9A590-A 8 coils (Note 15) A J K

C2AZ-9A590-B 9 coils A B C A B C D E A B
Key: R/B - replaced by Note 13 - Gasket had three internal projections of gasket 

material to locate gasket, but was insufficient 
to insure gasket remained in position when 
economizer tightened.

Note 14 - Internal hole in shape of a triangle.
Note 15 - Production carburetors designated to use this 

spring have been found with 9-coil springs.
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–78 Appendix C  Carburetors C–79

Note 1 -  Ford. Used with B9A-9538-A. Some levers carry 
“X” marking. Replaced by B8AZ-9A592-E (8-66).

Note 2 - Introduced 1964. Used with C4AZ-9538-A. 
Replaced by B8AZ-9A592-E. 

Note 3 -  For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C4OF-AL, AT, 
    C4OF-BT, BU & C4ZF-G, H.

Note 4 -  Used with C4AZ-9538-B. Some levers carry “O” 
marking. Replaced by B8AZ-9A592-E (9-66).

Note 5 - For 289 HiPo code M, applies to C5OF-J, K. 
For 289 HiPo code N, applies to C5OF-L, M, T, U

Note 6 - For 289-4V code N, applies to C6ZF-C, F.
Note 7 - Shaft slightly longer. Tip of lever bent for contact 

with stop set screw.

Note 8 - For 221 code A, applies to C2OE-N, S, AA. 
For 221 code B, applies to C3OF-C, C3DF-C. 
For 289-4V code A, applies to C4GF-AA

Note 9 - For 289-4V code A, applies to C4GF-D, E, AB.
Note 10 - Spacer & lever assembly. Used with C4AZ-9D530-A.
Note 11 - Although Ford used the 1-15-65 date as the transition 

between the two types of choke linkage, evidence in 
the field suggest the date could have been a few months 
later. The important factor is to keep all parts of one 
system together as a set. To the right is a listing of the 
critical parts for each system. 
The following is the early set (Ford called “before 1-15-
65”): 

     C4AZ-9D530-A  fast idle cam rod 
     C4AZ-9F577-A  nylon fast idle cam lever 
     C4GY-9597-A  fast idle cam 
     C4AZ-9A753-A  choke housing shaft & lever 
The following is the later set (Ford called “after 1-15-65”): 
     C3AZ-9D530-A  fast idle cam rod 
     C4AZ-9F577-B  nylon fast idle cam lever 
     C5AZ-9597-C  fast idle cam 
     C4AZ-9A753-B  choke housing shaft & lever 
     353862-S8  C-ring retainer 
     (small spacer required for 1965 applications).

Note 12 - Replaced C4AZ-9597-A and C4AZ-9597-B.

Note 13 - Stamped steel. Must be used with small spacer 
on post. Used with C3AZ-9D530-A.

Note 14 - For 289-2V codes J, K, and L, 1965 only.
Note 15 - Replaced by C5AZ-9597-D.
Note 16 - For 289-2V codes J, K, and L, 1966 only.
Note 17 - used with C2AZ-9564-A only. Loop type 

retainer. Loop inside diameter .37".
Note 18 - used with C2AZ-9564-B or C2AZ-9564-D. 

Loop type retainer. Loop inside diameter .43".
Note 19 - Retainer changed to non-loop type for 

C2AZ-9564-D kit.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A592   LEVER and SHAFT - SECONDARY THROTTLE PLATE

B8AZ-9A592-B brass shaft (Note 1) J K

B8AZ-9A592-D brass shaft (Notes 2, 3) A K M

C5ZZ-9A592-A brass shaft (Notes 4, 5) B C D M N

B8AZ-9A592-E steel shaft (Notes 6, 7) E F G H L N P Q R

370875-S8B set screw, No. 10-32×.38". throttle stop A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9595   BRACKET ASSEMBLY - CHOKE CONTROL

C3TZ-9595-A manual choke M N P Q R

(2) 43251-S8
screw & lockwasher, No. 8-32×1/2",
fillister head, bracket to main body

M N P Q R

9596   ROD - SECONDARY DIAPHRAGM CONTROL

B8A-9596-A A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

353610-S8 rod to lever retainer A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9597   CAM - FAST IDLE

C1AZ-9597-A with M/T. R/B C1AZ-9597-B A B C A B C D E A B A

C1AZ-9597-B with A/T & 289 HiPo with M/T A B C A B C D E A B A J K

C4GY-9597-A before 1-15-65. (Note 10, 11, 12) F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L B C D

C5AZ-9597-C from 1-15-65, (Note 11, 13, 14, 15) F G H J K L C D

C5AZ-9597-D from 1-15-65, (Note 16) J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 E F G L

C4OZ-9597-A manual choke M N P Q R

351825-S fast idle cam C-clip retainer A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9599   RETAINER - FLOAT LEVER SHAFT

B7AZ-9599-A (Note 17). R/B B7AZ-9599-B A B C A B C D E F A B C D

C1AZ-9599-A (Note 18). R/B B7AZ-9599-B A B C A B C D E F A B C D A J K

B7AZ-9599-B (Note 19) A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

Key: R/B - replaced by               M/T - manual transmission               A/T - automatic transmission

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–80 Appendix C  Carburetors C–81

Note 1 - Although Ford did not mention it, early 
1965 production carburetors (289-2V codes 
F, G, H and 289-4V codes C, D) have been 
found with the brass adjustor system, rather 
than the nylon adjuster system. 

Note 2 - Pin goes on top of C2AZ-9A599-A rod and bottom of 
C1AZ-9A599-A rod.

Note 3 - For choke control rod seal 9B501. (2) used for 1962-63. 
(1) used 1964 and later along with 9C771.

Note 4 - Installed with large end against 9B559 diaphragm for ball-
check type accelerator. Installed with small end against 
9B559 diaphragm for elastomer type accelerator.

Note 5 - The initial part number was C2OZ-9A753-A, but it was 
replaced almost immediately.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A599   ROD - CHOKE CONTROL

C2AZ-9A599-A A B A B C A J

C1AZ-9A599-A C D E B A K

C4AZ-9A599-A (Note 1) F G H J K L M C D E F G H B C D

C5AZ-9A599-B (Note 1) F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C D E F G H L

C4TZ-9A599-A manual choke M N P Q R

353610-S8 small pin for rod (Note 2) A B C A B C D E A B A J K

377918-S8B 1/8" rod retaining C-ring F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L

(1) or (2) 359555-S No. 8 flat washer (Note 3) A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9636   SPRING - PUMP LEVER RETURN

B8AZ-9636-A (Note 4) A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9A753   SHAFT and LEVER - CHOKE HOUSING

C2AZ-9A753-A (Note 5) A B A B C A J

C3AZ-9A753-A C D E B A K

C4AZ-9A753-A before 1-15-65. (Note 6) F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L B C D

C4AZ-9A753-B from 1-15-65 (Note 6) F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 C D E F G H L

353862-S8 No. 3 C-ring (Note 7) A B C A B C D E A B F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A C D E F G H J K L

355829-S7 No. 8-36 hex nut, lever to shaft A B A B C A J

34802-S7 No. 8 lockwasher, lever to shaft A B A B C A J

9A756   LINER - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE LEVER BUSHING

C2AZ-9A756-A A B C A B C D E A B A J K

9A757   LEVER and BUSHING - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE

C2AZ-9A757-A A B A B C A J

C3AZ-9A757-A C D E B A K

9A771   WASHER - CHOKE ROD SEAL

C4AZ-9A771-A
.66" long, .50" wide, .015" thick, .18" 
diameter hole, brass. (Note 8)

F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H L M N P Q R

9792   CLAMP - CHOKE CABLE BRACKET

C3AZ-9792-A M N P Q R

31061-S8 No. 8-32×1/2", fillister head. (Note 9) M N P Q R

34126-S8B No. 8-32, plain nut M N P Q R

Key: R/B - replaced by Note 6 - See 9597 for a full discussion of the 1-15-65 date and 
related parts. C4AZ-9A753-A R/B C4AZ-9A753-B.

Note 7 - Shaft to housing retainer. Also used after 1-15-65.
Note 8 - For choke control rod seal 9B501. Can be used on 

1962-63 applications. Used with (1) 359555-S washer.
Note 9 - attaches 9792 clamp to 9595 bracket.

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–82 Appendix C  Carburetors C–83

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - For 260 code J, applies to C4ZF-F.
Note 2 - For 289-2V code E, applies to C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC.
Note 3 - For 289-4V code B, applies to C4GF-AF, BA, C4ZF-C.
Note 4 - For 260 code J, applies to C4ZF-E.
Note 5 - For 289-2V code E, applies to C4OF-BJ, BV.
Note 6 - For 289-4V code B, applies to C4GF-AE, AZ.

Note 7 - For 289-2V code J, applies to C5AF, AJ. 
For 289-2V code K, applies to C5AF-AH. 
For 289-2V code L, applies to C5ZF-G, H.

Note 8 - For 289-2V code J, apllies to C6AF-B. 
For 289-2V code K, applies to C6AF-A. 
For 289-2V code L, applies to C6DF-A, B.

Note 9 - Ford listed this piston assembly for C6PF-M (289 HiPo code 
M), however when one of these carburetors was inspected, no 
piston was attached to lever, nor were there any provisions on 
the lever for attaching one.

Note 10 - attaches piston assembly to shaft & lever assembly.
Note 11 - Running change during the 1969 production year. Choke cap 

clamp incorporated provisions for heater hose clamp.

Note 12 - For applications for 1966-69, see pages C–17 
through C–21.

Note 13 - For 289-2V code K, applies to C5AF-AH. 
For 289-2V code L, applies to C5ZF-G.

Note 14 - For 289-2V code J, applies to C5AF-AJ. 
For 289-2V code L, applies to C5ZF-H.

Note 15 - Replaced by C2AZ-9849-C (6-67).
Note 16 - used with 378273-S, 10-32×.62" set screw

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9812   SPACER - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE SHAFT

B7AZ-9812-A A B C A B C D E A B A J K

9840   PISTON ASSEMBLY - CHOKE

C4AZ-9840-A (Notes 1, 2, 3) R/B C5AZ-9840-C F G H J K L C D E B

C4AZ-9840-B (Note 4) R/B C5AZ-9840-C J

C4AZ-9840-C (Notes 5, 6) E B

C5AZ-9840-C (Note 7) R/B C6AZ-9840-B (4-68) M F G H J K L C D

C6AZ-9840-B (Notes 8, 9) J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 E F G H L

42790-S8 No. 6-32×1/4", pan head (Notes 7, 10) F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L B C D

50802-S7 No. 6-32×3/8", pan head (Notes 8, 10) J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 E F G H L

9842   CLAMP - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE HOUSING

B6A-9842-A A B C A B C D E A B A J K

C4AZ-9842-A F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L

C8AZ-9842-B (Note 11) 7 8

(3) 31061-S8 also see 9B874 A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L

9848   HOUSING - CHOKE THERMOSTAT

C0AE-9848-B “TK” A B C A B C D E A B J K

C4AZ-9848-A “TN”, with M/T (Notes 12, 13) F G H J K L M C D E F G H K L

C4AZ-9848-B “TO”, with A/T (Notes 12, 14) F G H J K L M C D E F G H J L

C5AZ-9848-C “TT” (Note 12)

C6AZ-9848-A “TW” (Note 12)

9849   HOUSING and PLUGS - CHOKE (Also see 9A575 and 9850)

C2AZ-9849-A A

C2AZ-9849-B dichromate or yellow dab (Note 15) A B A B C D

C2AZ-9849-C red or orange J

C3AZ-9849-A (Note 16) C E B

C3AZ-9849-B (Note 16) A K

C4AZ-9849-A F G H J K L M C D E

C5ZZ-9849-A B

!
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Carburetors Spacers Thermactor Illustrations Part Numbers Tune-up InstructionsTOC Chapter:-1---2---3---4---5---6---7---8---9---10- Appendix:-A---B---C---D---E---F---G---H---I---J---K---L- Index

221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–84 Appendix C  Carburetors C–85

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - Screw & washer, attaches housing to body.
Note 2 - Screw & washer replaced by (3) 26576-S7-8 

round-head, slotted screws & (3) 34802-S7 
lockwashers.

Note 3 - Kit like the original choke. Includes 
(1) B8A-9853-A gasket.

Note 4 - For kit to be used to replace later 63 carburetor choke 
assemblies with nylon cam required (1) C2AZ-9D530-A 
fast idle cam rod, (1) C2AZ-9A599-A choke control rod, 
and (1) 375894-S7-8 clip.

Note 5 - Kits C2AZ-9850-D & C2AZ-9580-E had the same parts.
Note 6 - Running change during the 1969 production year. Flat plate. 

Used with C8AZ-9842-B thermostat choke housing clamp.

Note 7 - Attaches shield to thermostat housing. (1) required with B8A-
9861-A and C9AZ-9861-B, (2) required with C4AZ-9861-A.

Note 8 - Used on some 1969 302-2V carburetors when equipped with 
air conditioning.

Note 9 - Or use 45219-S 7/16"-20, pal nut.
Note 10 - For 302-2V code 5, applies to C8AF-BD only.
Note 11 - For 302-2V code 5, applies to C8PF-T only.

Note 12 - 1.16" long, No. 8-32 male threads on one 
end, and No. 8-32 female threads on the other 
end. Introduced on the 289 for fastening the 
heater hose clamp, but it could be retrofitted on 
1962-63 carburetors. See 18572 next page.

Note 13 - Holds 18572 heater hose clamp to 9B874 
barrel nuts.

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9849   HOUSING and PLUGS - CHOKE (continued)

(3) 31165-S8 No. 8-32×15/8", fillister head. (Notes 1, 2) A B C A B C D E A B A J K

(3) 378547-S7-8 No. 8-32×13/4", fillister head. (Note 1) F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L

9850   KIT - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE (Also see 9A575 and 9849)

C2OZ-9850-A (Note 3) R/B C2AZ-9850-D A B A B C A

C2AZ-9850-B (Note 3) R/B C2AZ-9850-D J

C2AZ-9850-D (Note 4) A B C A B C D E A B A K

C2AZ-9850-E R/B C2AZ-9850-D (Note 4 & 5) A K

9853   GASKET - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE AIR INLET

B8A-9853-A between choke housing & main body A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L

9861   SHIELD - CHOKE THERMOSTAT

B8A-9861-A A B C A B C D E A B A J K

C4AZ-9861-A F G H J K L M C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 B C D E F G H L

C9AZ-9861-B (Note 6) 7 8

(1) or (2) 43248-S8 Screw & washer, No. 8-32×3/8" (Note 7)

9D856   SOLENOID ASSEMBLY - THROTTLE EMISSION CONTROL (Also see 9J586-A)

C8AZ-9D856 (Note 8) 7 8

382644-S 7/16"-20 jam nut, 5/8" hex (Note 9) 7 8

9871   GASKET - THERMOSTAT CHOKE HOUSING (CAP)

C1AE-9871-A (Note 10) A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 4 5 A B C D E F G H J K L

C1AZ-9871-A (Note 11) 2 3 5 6 7 8

9B874   SCREW - CHOKE HOUSING COVER (Also see 18572)

C3AZ-9B874-A barrel screws (Note 12) A B A J K

(3) 50803-S7
No. 8-32×3/8", pan head, Phillips, with 
integral external star lockwasher (Note 13)

A B A J K

9919   LEVER - ACCELERATOR PUMP OVER TRAVEL

B8A-9919-A used without bushing A B A B C J

B8AZ-9919-A used with bushing C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F L P Q S A B C D E F G H K M N P Q

374035-S C-clip, lever to throttle shaft retainer A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F L P Q S A B C D E F G H J K M N P Q

!

!

!

!
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221
A C2OE-N, R, S, T

B C3DF-C, D
C3OF-C, D

C C3OF-AG, AH

260

A C2OF-U, V, Y, Z
C2OF-AA, AB, AC, AD

B C3DF-E, F, C3OF-E, F
C C3DF-G, H
D C3AF-BD, BE
E C3DF-L, M
F C4DF-E, F, C4OF-A, B

G C4DF-J, K, N, R
H C4OF-K, L, AE, AK
J C4ZF-E, F
K C4DF-S, T
L C4OF-AM, AS

M
C4DF-AB, AC
C4OF-BR, BS
C4ZF-N, R

289
A C3AF-AK, AL
B C3AF-AZ, BA
C C4AF-B, C
D C4OF-J

E C4AF-DD, DE, EB, EC
C4OF-BJ, BV

F C5ZF-A, B

G C5AF-A
H C5AF-B

J C5AF-AJ
C6AF-B

K C5AF-AH
C6AF-A

L C5ZF-G, H
C6DF-A, B

M C6AF-Z
N C6AF-AA
P C6DF-E
Q C6DF-F
R C6PF-F
S C6PF-D
T C7AF-N, AT

U C7AF-R, AS
V C7AF-S
W C7AF-T, AU, BN
X C7DF-E, S
Y C7DF-F, R
Z C7DF-G
1 C7DF-H, N, V
2 C8AF-L

3 C8AF-AK
4 C8ZF-G
5 C8AF-BD, C8PF-T
6 C8OF-H

7 C9AF-A, T, V
C9ZF-K

8 C9ZF-G

289-4V
A C4GF-D, E, AA, AB

B C4GF-AE, AF, AZ, BC
C4ZF-C

C C5ZF-C, D, E, F
D C5ZF-J, K, L, M
E C6ZF-A, B

F C6ZF-D
G C6ZF-E
H C6PF-H

289 HiPo
J C3OF-AB
K C3OF-AJ
L C6PF-M

M
C4OF-AL, AT, BT, BU
C4ZF-G, H
C5OF-J, K

N C5OF-L, M, T, U
C6ZF-C, F

P C7ZF-B
Q C7ZF-C
R C8ZF-J, K

C–86 Appendix C  Carburetors C–87

Key: R/B - replaced by

Note 1 - Some covers in 1964 were made of stamped steel. These were not replaced.
Note 2 - Stamped steel covers have been found on 1964 289-4V carburetors. The 

shorter screws must be used with these covers to prevent the screw from 
bottoming out before sealing against the gasket.

Note 3 - This clamp used prior to the piston-type choke. Carburetors before 1969 
with piston-type chokes used the C4AZ-9861-A thermostat choke shield 
which integrated the heater hose clamp.

Note 4 - Ford stated that the heater hose retention system was incorporated on 
all 289 engines in 1963. Mercury indicated very late in the year that the 
system would be incorporated as a running change on 1963 221/260 
V8s. Both recommended the system be retrofit on all previous engines. 
Examination of actual engines suggest that some very early 289s and 
289 HiPos might not have received the system, but by April 1963 most did. 
This same system was used on the 1964 289 4V until the piston-type choke 
was incorporated about February-March 1964; and was incorporated on 
all 1964 289 HiPos with automatic choke. (289 HiPos transitioned from 
automatic chokes to manual chokes mid-April 1964.)

Part Number Remarks

 Autolite 2100 Autolite 2100 Autolite 4100

221-2V 260-2V  289-2V 289-2V 289/302 302-2V 289-4V 289 HiPo

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

9930   COVER - ECONOMIZER (POWER) VALVE

B7A-9930-A (Note 1) A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

(4) 43251-S8
Screw & washer, No. 8-32×1/2", fillister 
head. use with cast cover

A B C A B C D E F G H J K L M A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

(4) 43248-S8
Screw & washer, No. 8-32×3/8", fillister 
head. use with stamped steel cover (Note 2)

A B

9938   SCREEN - FLITER

B7A-9938-A A B C A B C D E A B A J K

9997   TUBE - SECONDARY THROTTLE CONTROL VACUUM

B8A-9997-A standard, use with new air horn A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

B8A-9997-B .002" O/S, service replacement A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R

18572   CLAMP (HEATER HOSE BRACKET) (Also see 9B874) (Note 3)

C3AZ-18752-A (Note 4) A B A J K

!

!

!

!
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Part Number Remarks

Autolite 4300

289-4V 302-4V

A B C D E F A B

9502   GASKET SET

C7AZ-9502-A replaced by C8AZ-9502-C A B C D E F

C8AZ-9502-C A B

9A586   KIT - TUNE UP

C7AZ-9A586-A replaced by D0AZ-9A596-C A B C D E F

C8AZ-9A586-E replaced by D0AZ-9A596-C A B

9590   REPAIR KIT

C7AZ-9590-C A B C D E F

C8AZ-9590-F A B

SCREW - IDLE BY-PASS ADJUSTING

380806-S 3/8"-24×2.64" A B C D E F

SCREW - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING

382297-S No. 10-32×3/4" set (slotted, headless) A B

SCREW & WASHER ASSEMBLY - AIR HORN TO MAIN BODY

(10) 381744-S No. 10-32×.88" fillister Phillips head A B C D E F A B

(1) 43414-S No. 10-32×1.13" fillister slotted head A B C D E F A B

9J500   LIMITER - IDLE NEEDLE ADJUSTING

C7AZ-9J500-A A B

9B504   SPRING - SECONDARY THROTTLE RETURN

C7AZ-9B504-A 10 coils, .44" I.D. A B C D E F A B

9C504   ROD - SECONDARY THROTTLE CONTROL

C7AZ-9C504-A A B C D E F A B

(2) 377918-S8 ring (rod to throttle shaft & lever assembly & secondary), 1/8" retaining A B C D E F A B

9B508   BUSHING - THROTTLE SHAFT (Nylon)

C7AZ-9B508-A C D E F A B

9516   GASKET - THROTTLE BODY

C7AZ-9516-A A B C D E F A B

9A516   VALVE - PUMP DISCHARGE NEEDLE

C7AZ-9A516-A replaced by C7AZ-9A516-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9A516-B A B C D E F A B

9518   KIT - THROTTLE BODY and SHAFT ASSEMBY

C7AZ-9518-A A B C D E F

C8ZZ-9518-C for C8ZF-C A

C8ZZ-9518-D for C8ZF-D A

C8AZ-9518-E B

(6) 381744-S screw & washer (throttle body to main body) No. 10-32×.88" fillister head A B C D E F A B

C–88 Appendix C  Carburetors C–89

Carburetor Part Numbers - Autolite 4300

Note 1 - Date is what Ford published in its TSB for the time of change in production. However, the  change has been seen 
on a late October 1966 C8AF-AS carburetor. Change involved the acclerator pump link (9529) and accelerator 
pump link to throttle lever rod (9B542), which must be kept together as a set, plus connecting hardware and a spring 
(9A538). See Appendix J–34-35 for details in this change. 

1967 289-4V
A C7DF-A D C7DF-D, AH
B C7DF-B E C7DF-L, AE
C C7DF-C, AG F C7DF-M, AF

1968 302-4V
A C8ZF-C, D
B C8AF-AS, C8PF-V

1967 289-4V
A C7DF-A D C7DF-D, AH
B C7DF-B E C7DF-L, AE
C C7DF-C, AG F C7DF-M, AF

1968 302-4V
A C8ZF-C, D
B C8AF-AS, C8PF-V

Part Number Remarks

Autolite 4300

289-4V 302-4V

A B C D E F A B

9C527   SEAL - AIR HORN

C7AZ-9C527-A A B C D E F A

C8AZ-9C527-A B

9529   LINK - ACCELERATOR PUMP

C7AZ-9529-A before 12-1-66 (Note 1). replaced by C7AZ-9529-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9529-B from 12-1-66 (Note 1) A B C D E F A B

9B532   COMPENSATOR ASSEMBLY - HOT IDLE

C7AZ-9B532-A A B C D E F A B

(1) 378361-S2 screw (hot idle compensator to air horn), No. 8-32×.38" fillister head A B C D E F A B

9533   JET - MAIN METERING (See page C–10, 11 &15 for full details on main metering jets)

9A537   LEVER - THROTTLE SHAFT AUXILIARY

C7AZ-9A537-A replaced by C7AZ-9A537-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9A537-B A B C D E F A B

(1) 380808-S screw (lever to carburetor), No. 8-32×.36" pan head shoulder A B C D E F A B

9538   LEVER - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING

C7AZ-9538-A A B C D E F

C8AZ-9538-A replaced by C8AZ-9538-B A

C8AZ-9538-B replaced by C8AZ-9538-C A B

34079-S7 nut (lever to throttle shaft), No. 10-32 hex. A B C D E F A B

34803-S7 lockwasher, No. 10 A B C D E F

34809-S8 lockwasher, No. 10 A B

9A538   SPRING - THROTTLE CONTROL OVERTRAVEL RETURN

C7AZ-9A538-A replaced by C7AZ-9A538-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9A538-B replaced by C7AZ-9A538-D A B C D E F

C7AZ-9A538-D A B C D E F A B

9A538   SPRING - ACCELERATOR PUMP LEVER RETURN

C7AZ-9A538-C from 12-1-66 (Note 1) A B C D E F

9B538   SCREW - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING

C4AZ-9B538-A A B C D E F

C8AZ-9B538-A A B

9541   NEEDLE - IDLE ADJUSTING

C7AZ-9541-A (2) required A B C D E F

C7MY-9541-B (2) required, used with 9J500 limiter A B

C-088
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Part Number Remarks

Autolite 4300

289-4V 302-4V

A B C D E F A B

9B542   ROD - ACCELERATOR PUMP LINK TO THROTTLE LEVER

C7AZ-9B542-A before 12-1-66 (Note 1). replaced by C7AZ-9B542-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9B542-B from 12-1-66 (Note 1) A B C D E F A B

(1) 97460-S7 before 12-1-66 (Note 1). ring, (accelerator pump link to rod), 1/8" retaining A B C D E F

(1) 353610-S8 retainer (accelerator pump link to rod) A B

9B544   PISTON ASSEMBLY - ACCELRATOR PUMP

C7AZ-9B544-A A B C D E F A B

9545   PLATE - CHOKE

C7AZ-9545-A A B C D E F A B

(2) 381761-S screw (choke plate), No. 6-32×.31" pan head A B C D E F A B

9546   SHAFT and LEVER - CHOKE

C7AZ-9546-A A B C D E F A

9B549   DASHPOT

C1AZ-9B549-A B D F

C8AZ-9B549-A with automatic transmission A B

(1) 33923-S7 nut, 5/16"-24 (jam nut) B D F A B

9550   FLOAT and LEVER ASSEMBLY

C7AZ-9550-A A B C D E F A B

9B550   BRACKET - DASHPOT MOUNTING

B8AZ-9B550-B B D F

C8AZ-9B550-A with automatic transmission. replaced by C8AZ-9B550-C A

C8AZ-9B550-C with automatic transmission A B

(1) 43252-S8 screw & washer (dashpot mounting bracket to carburetor), No. 10-32× 1/2" B D F A B

9G551   VALVE ASSEMBLY - POWER

C7AZ-9G551-A A B C D E F A B

9G553   PISTON ASSEMBLY - POWER VALVE

C7AZ-9G553-A A B C D E F

C8AZ-9G553-A A B

9H555   VALVE - AIR

C7AZ-9H555-A right hand A B C D E F A B

C7AZ-9H555-B left hand A B C D E F A B

(4) 353939-S screw (valve to air valve shaft), No. 6-32×.25" hex washer head A B C D E F A

(4) 381761-S screw (valve to air valve shaft), No. 6-32×.31" hex washer head B

C–90 Appendix C  Carburetors C–91

1967 289-4V
A C7DF-A D C7DF-D, AH
B C7DF-B E C7DF-L, AE
C C7DF-C, AG F C7DF-M, AF

1968 302-4V
A C8ZF-C, D
B C8AF-AS, C8PF-V

1967 289-4V
A C7DF-A D C7DF-D, AH
B C7DF-B E C7DF-L, AE
C C7DF-C, AG F C7DF-M, AF

1968 302-4V
A C8ZF-C, D
B C8AF-AS, C8PF-V

Part Number Remarks

Autolite 4300

289-4V 302-4V

A B C D E F A B

9H556 - SPRING - AIR VALVE

C7AZ-9H556-B A B C D E F A

C8AZ-9H556-A (Note 1) B

9557   VALVE ASSEMBLY - FLOAT BOWL VENT

C7AZ-9557-A A B C D E F A B

9H557   HOUSING - AIR VALVE SPRING

C7AZ-9H557-A (Note 1) A B C D E F A B

9558   SHAFT - FLOAT LEVER

C7AZ-9558-A A B C D E F A B

9H558   RETAINER - AIR VALVE SPRING HOUSING

C7AZ-9H558-A (Note 1) A B C D E F A B

353939-S screw (valve to air valve shaft), No. 6-32×.25" hex washer head (Note 1) A B C D E F A B

9561   GASKET - FLOAT BOWL

C7AZ-9561-A A B C D E F A B

9564   VALVE and SEAT - FUEL INLET

C7AZ-9564-A primary - service package included (1) C7AZ-9569-A gasket A B C D E F A B

C7AZ-9564-B secondary - service package included (1) C7AZ-9569-B gasket A B C D E F A B

9B567   GASKET - HOT IDLE COMPENSATOR

C0LE-9B567-A A B C D E F A B

9569   GASKET - FUEL NEEDLE SEAT

C7AZ-9569-A primary - .51" I.D., .62" O.D. A B C D E F A B

C7AZ-9569-B secondary - .38" I.D., .50" O.D. A B C D E F A B

9572 - CUP - PUMP PISTON

C7AZ-9572-A A B C D E F A B

9575   RETAINER - ACCELERATOR PUMP CHECK VALVE

C7AZ-9575-A wire A B C D E F A B

C7AZ-9575-B disc, plastic A B C D E F A B

9576   DISC - ACCELRATOR PUMP CHECK VALVE

C7AZ-9576-A plastic A B C D E F A B

(1) 371350-S ball (accelerator pump check), 3/16" steel A B C D E F A B

9578   SPRING - IDLE AIR BY-PASS SCREW

C7AZ-9578-A A B C D E F

9578   SPRING - IDLE FUEL ADJUSTING

40-9578 A B C D E F A B

9H578   PISTON and ROD ASSEMBLY - AIR VALVE DAMPENER

C7AZ-9H578-A A B C D E F A

C8AZ-9H578-A includes air valve dampener lever B

Note 1 - Ford was phasing out the air valve spring, 
housing and retainer, so very late C8AF-AS may 
not have these parts. C8PF-V was a replacement 
carburetor and is not expected to have these parts.

Note 1 - Date is what Ford published in its TSB for the time of change in production. However, the  change has been seen 
on a late October 1966 C8AF-AS carburetor. Change involved the acclerator pump link (9529) and accelerator 
pump link to throttle lever rod (9B542), which must be kept together as a set, plus connecting hardware and a spring 
(9A538). See Appendix J–34-35 for details in this change. 
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Part Number Remarks

Autolite 4300

289-4V 302-4V

A B C D E F A B

9579   PIN - FAST IDLE ADJUSTING LEVER

B9A-9579-A screw (slotted, headless) A B C D E F

9581   SHAFT - AIR VALVE

C7AZ-9581-A A B C D E F A B

9581   KIT - THROTTLE LEVER and SHAFT ASSEMBLY

C7AZ-9581-B A B C D E F

C8ZZ-9581-A replaced by C9ZZ-9581-A A

C8AZ-9581-N replaced by C9ZZ-9581-B B

9H582   LEVER - AIR VALVE DAMPENER

C7AZ-9H582-A A B C D E F A

9583   LEVER - SECONDARY THROTTLE STOP

C7AZ-9583-A replaced by C7AZ-9583-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9583-B replaced by C7AZ-9583-C A B C D E F A B

C7AZ-9583-C A B C D E F A B

(1) 34079-S7 nut (lever to secondary throttle shaft), No. 10-32 A B C D E F A B

(1) 34803-S7 lockwasher, No. 10 A B C D E F A B

9H583   LINK - AIR VALVE DAMPENER

C7AZ-9H583-A replaced by C7AZ-9H583-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9H583-B A B C D E F A

C8AZ-9H583-A B

9H584   PIN - AIR VALVE DAMPENER

C7AZ-9H584-A (1) to retain air valve dampener lever, (1) to retain accelerator pump link A B C D E F A B

377918-S8B retainer (air valve dampener pin), 1/8" retaining, (2) required A B C D E F A B

9585   PLATE - THROTTLE

C7AZ-9585-A primary, (2) required A B C D E F

B8A-9585-E primary, (2) required A B

C7AZ-9585-B secondary, (2) required. replaced by C7AZ-9585-E A B C D E F

C7AZ-9585-E secondary, (2) required A B

(4) 3753358-S screw (primary throttle plates to shaft), No. 8-32×.25" hex washer head A B C D E F A B

(4) 3753358-S screw (secondary throttle plates to shaft), No. 8-32×.25" hex washer head A B B

(4) 378361-S2 screw (secondary throttle plates to shaft), No. 8-32×.38" fillister head C D E F A

9H585   LEVER - MECHANICAL VENT VALVE ADJUSTING

C7AZ-9H585-A A B C D E F A B

9H588   STOP - MECHANICAL VENT SPRING

C7AZ-9H588-A (Note 1) A B C D E F

C–92 Appendix C  Carburetors C–93

1967 289-4V
A C7DF-A D C7DF-D, AH
B C7DF-B E C7DF-L, AE
C C7DF-C, AG F C7DF-M, AF

1968 302-4V
A C8ZF-C, D
B C8AF-AS, C8PF-V

1967 289-4V
A C7DF-A D C7DF-D, AH
B C7DF-B E C7DF-L, AE
C C7DF-C, AG F C7DF-M, AF

1968 302-4V
A C8ZF-C, D
B C8AF-AS, C8PF-V

Part Number Remarks

Autolite 4300

289-4V 302-4V

A B C D E F A B

9A592   LEVER and SHAFT - SECONDARY THROTTLE PLATE

C7AZ-9A592-A replaced by C7AZ-9A592-B A B C D E F

C7AZ-9A592-B A B C D E F A B

9H593 - SEAL - AIR VALVE DAMPENER ROD

C7AZ-9H593-A A B C D E F A B

9597   CAM - FAST IDLE

C7AZ-9597-A A B C D E F

C8AZ-9597-A stamped “F” A B

9A599   ROD - CHOKE CONTROL

C7AZ-9A599-A A B C D E F A B

377918-S8B ring (rod to shaft & lever), 1/8" retaining A B C D E F A B

9A753   SHAFT and LEVER - CHOKE HOUSING

C7AZ-9A753-A replaced by C8AZ-9A753-A A B C D E F

C8AZ-9A753-A A B

9840   PISTON ASSEMBLY - CHOKE (Note 1)

C8SZ-9840-A A

C8SZ-9840-B replaced by C8SZ-9840-A B

50802-S7 screw & washer (piston to shaft), No. 6-32×3/8" pan head A B C D E F A B

9842   CLAMP - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE HOUSING

C7AZ-9842-A replaced by C8AZ-9842-A A B C D E F

C8AZ-9842-A A B

(3) 31061-S8 screw (clamp housing), No. 8-32×1/2" A B C D E F

(3) 31093-S7-8 screw (clamp housing), No. 8-32×1/2", fillister head A B

9848   HOUSING - CHOKE THERMOSTAT

C7AZ-9848-A “BO” marking A B

C7AZ-9848-D “BY” marking C E

C7AZ-9848-C “BX” marking D F

C8AZ-9848-A “EY” marking, use with C8ZF-C and C8AF-AS A B

C8AZ-9848-B “EX” marking, use with C8ZF-D A

C8AZ-9848-C “EW” marking, use with C8PF-V A B

9851   BUSHING - CHOKE HOUSING

C7AZ-9851-A A B C D E F A B

9871   GASKET - THERMOSTATIC CHOKE HOUSING

C1AE-9871-A replaced by C1AZ-9871-A A B C D E F

C1AZ-9871-A A B

Note 1 - Ford did not list a piston part number for the 289-4V.Note 1 - Though Ford showed this part as used in 
1967, it appears the stop was eliminated as 
unnecessary and discontinued early in 1967 
production.
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Appendix D – Distributors

The Distributor & Ignition Related Parts Numbers 
table lists all applicable part numbers for distributor 
and ignition parts not already covered under other 
sections. At the end are illustrations to help identify 
particular parts.

The 1968/69 Distributor Vacuum Systems section 
shows how to connect all the vacuum hoses associ-
ated with the new distributor advance/retard vacuum 
housing and the distributor vacuum control valve. The 
new advance/retard vacuum housing consisted of two 
independent diaphragms. The primary diaphragm, 
located forward on the housing, advanced the ignition 
timing just like the single diaphragm housing did on 
1962/67 distributors. The secondary dia phragm, which 
used the aft port, controlled ignition timing retardation 
during periods of closed throttle deceleration and at 
idle. This action assisted in reducing exhaust system 
hydrocarbons. The new distributor vacuum control 
valve switched the vacuum sources for the distributor 
whenever coolant temperature exceeded 230 degrees 
Fahrenheit. The purpose was to increase engine speed 
until the coolant temperature returned to normal.

The next section lists the Distributor Advancement 
Character istics, based on the best sources available. 
Ford set the char acteristics by selection of two small 
springs and how the springs applied tension against 
the centrifugal weights. The primary spring controlled 
advance ment off idle and allowed for an initial rapid 
spark advance. Then at some point the secondary 
spring, along with the first, slowed the advancement 
until the limit of the cam setting (L) was reached. 
Spring selection, adjust ments, and cam determined 
what was called the distributor advancement curve.

Both a table and a graph are provided to give a more 
complete picture of the upper and lower limits. Keep 
in mind that the rpm and advancement listed are the 
distributor’s and not the engine’s. To determine the en-
gine’s corresponding values, both the rpm and advance-
ment must be doubled. For example, if C4AF-12127-U 
were checked while still installed on the engine (vacu-
um advance line disconnected), an engine rpm of 1800 
corresponds to a distributor rpm of 900. The advance 
should be between 6° and 6¾° on the distributor, which 
would be 12° to 13½° (double) on the engine. Adding 
in the initial advance of say 12°, the timing light should 

Introduction
Distributors, like carburetors, experienced changes 

through the years 1962/69. The most visibly obvious 
changes have already been covered in Volume I under 
Section H of the individual chapters. Therefore, this 
Appendix will cover other details not so visible.

Presented on the following pages are all the distribu-
tor stamped numbers, applications, 1965 replacements, 
assembly part numbers, service replacement part num-
bers, appearance characteristics, calibration springs, 
cams, weights, stops, vacuum advance housings, 
primary wires, component descriptions, component 
part numbers, illustrations, vacuum control systems, 
advancement characteristics, and ignition wires.

The Distributor Applications table is grouped by 
engine application. The first group is for 221 V8s, fol-
lowed by 260 V8s and 289 2Vs. The 289 4Vs (regular-
fueled, premium-fueled, and high perform ance) are 
covered next. The 302 2Vs and 4Vs are at the end.

The Distributor Appearance and Cam Settings table 
will help describe the physical appearance of the dis-
tributor by describing the distributor body, vacuum 
advancement housing, and internal points arrangement. 
The appearance code in this table can be deciphered 
from the Distributor Appearance Code table. Cam 
settings for 1965 and later distributors are also listed. 
These cams had two boot-shaped ends. The boot’s “in-
step” length was different on each allowing a different 
maximum advancement. The boot which determined 
the appro priate maximum advancement was the one in-
stalled over the vertical tong or “stop.” The “stop” was 
cushioned by a small rubber band installed over it. Max-
imum advancement settings were 10° or 15° for cam 
C5AZ-12210-B, and 13° or 18° for cam C5AZ-12210-A.

The Distributor Springs and Parts Numbers table 
list the primary and secondary cam calibration springs 
and vacuum advance housing calibration spring. It 
also includes the distributors’ part numbers and their 
service replacements.

More distributor details are covered in the Distribu-
tor Cams, Weights, and Vacuum Advance Housings 
table. Included are the vacuum advance housing stops 
and the primary wire used to connect the distributor to 
the coil. Further details on internal calibration parts are 
covered in the Distributor Components Details table.

As you drive, lead and other harmful, fouling deposits 
start to accumulate on the firing tip.  If allowed to remain, 

In an Autolite Power Tip spark plug the electrode or firing 
tip is longer than usual. This tip is made of a special heat  
resistant alloy. Now, watch what happens.

in the searing heat of the exploding gasoline.

But the firing tip on an Autolite Power Tip spark plug 
extends deeper into your engine. Deposits are immersed 

With Power Tip, each time your engine fires, the deposits 
are actually burned away. Your spark plugs stay clean, 
your mileage and power stay at their peak.

they will eventually short out and kill the plug.

Autolite Spark Plugs are now  specified for original  equipment installation  on  every vehicle
that rolls off Ford  Motor Company assembly lines. And they are strongly recommended  by
Ford Motor  Company  engineers for replacement  use  in all units  now in service. Why  does
Ford Motor  Company, like  so  many other manufacturers, specify Autolite? One of  the  main
reasons is  the way Autolite Power Tip actually cleans itself while you drive. See pictures below.

(Ad appearing in a November 1961 issue of HOT ROD magazine)

D-000
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D–2 Appendix D  Distributors D–3

show a reading between 24° and 25½°. This procedure 
can be repeated for other rpms and adjustments made. 
An alternative to this procedure is to use a distributor 
machine specifically designed for calibration.

If a vacuum gauge is available, the vacuum advance 
can also be checked. Here again, the advance must be 
doubled if reading off the crankshaft damper. For the 
C4AF-12127-U, if the engine were operating at 1800 
rpm and vacuum was 16 inches of Mercury (distributor 
vacuum line connected), then 18° to 24° (double of 9° to 

12°) of advance must be added to the 24° to 25½° cen-
trifugal advance. Combining the tolerances, the timing 
light should read between 42° and 49½°. Changes to 
vacuum advance curves were generally accomplished 
by shimming the spring (adding or subtracting wash-
ers) inside the housing. Maximum vacuum advance 
(M) was determined by the length of the spacer inside 
the spring.

The final section is on Ignition Wires covering types, 
lengths, and routing.

Distributor Applications

 4. C5GF-12127-B used with transistorized ignition. 
Mercury listed the part number as C5GY-12127-B 
in its master parts catalog. Other sources listed 
the part number as C5GA-12127-A, which was 
the same format as used for the 1964 Comet HiPo 
distributor.

 5. Vehicles B, C, F in 1965. F only in 1966/67.
 6. Vehicles A, B, C, R in 1968. A, B, C, F, X in 1969.

Notes
 1. Parts catalogs show C7OE-12127-D used in 1968 on 

engines with manual transmission and T/E. Shop 
manual shows C8TF-12127-F used.

 2. T/E phased out toward end of 1968, so distributor 
may have been used with Imco.

 3. Transistorized ignition. Mercury listed the part 
number in its 1964 TSB #3A dated 4/17/64, which 
has been confirmed on a July 1964 HiPo Comet.

* Key: Vehicle column: A – Full-sized Ford C – Montego (1968/69) R – Cougar
  B – Fairlane (including Torino) F – Mustang X – Falcon
  C – Comet/Cyclone (1963/69) M – Meteor (1962/63)
 Transmission column: M – manual transmission       A – automatic transmission
 Remarks column: T/E – thermactor emissions control A/C – air conditioning
  Imco – Improved Combustion control A/T – automatic transmission

Distributor Applications
(CONTINUED)

Engine Year ID Number Vehicle* Transmission* Remarks*

221

62

C2OF-12127-E B, M A & M
C2OF-12127-H B, M A
C2OF-12127-J B, M A & M
C2OF-12127-K M A & M  84 octane, export only

63
C3OF-12127-A B, M A
C3OF-12127-E B, M A
C3OF-12127-J B, M M

260

62 C2OF-12127-F B, M A & M
63/64 C2OF-12127-K C, M A & M  84 octane, export only

63

C3AF-12127-U A, B, C, M, X A
C3OF-12127-B A M
C3OF-12127-G B, C, M, X M
C3OF-12127-H A M

64

C4OF-12127-A B, C, X M
C4OF-12127-B B, C, F, X A
C4ZF-12127-B F M
C4ZF-12127-E F A

289 2V

63
C3AF-12127-AB A M
C3AF-12127-AG A A

64
C4AF-12127-U A, B A  from 2/24/64
C4GF-12127-A A, B M
C4GF-12127-B A, B A  before 2/24/64

65/66
C5AF-12127-M A, B, C, F, X M  without T/E for 1966
C5AF-12127-N A, B, C, F, X A  without T/E for 1966

66

C6AF-12127-AJ A, B, C, F, X M  with T/E
C6AF-12127-AK A, B, C, F, X A  with T/E
C6AF-12127-J A, B, C, F, X M  with T/E
C6AF-12127-S A, B, C, F, X A  with T/E

67

C7AF-12127-AE A, B ,F, X A  without T/E
C7AF-12127-AH A, B, C, F, R, X A  with T/E, with L15
C7OF-12127-A A, B, C, F, R, X M  without T/E
C7OF-12127-B A, B, C, F, R, X A  without T/E

67/68 C7OF-12127-D A, B, C, F, R, X M  with T/E (Note 1)
67 C7OF-12127-E A, B, C, F, R, X A  with T/E, before L15

68
C8OF-12127-C B, C, F, R, X A  with Imco
C8TF-12127-F F, X M  with T/E (Notes 1, 2)

Engine Year ID Number Vehicle* Transmission* Remarks*

289 4V

64

C4AF-12127-U C A  regular-fueled
C4GF-12127-A C M  regular-fueled
C4GF-12127-B C, F A  regular-fueled
C4ZF-12127-C F M  regular-fueled

65/66 C5GF-12127-A B, C, F, X A & M  premium-fueled, without T/E for 1966

66
C6ZF-12127-A F, X M  premium-fueled, with T/E
C6ZF-12127-B F, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E

67

C7ZF-12127-A F, R, X M  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7ZF-12127-B F, R, X A  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7ZF-12127-C F, R, X M  premium-fueled, with T/E
C7ZF-12127-D F, R, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E
C7ZF-12127-E F, R, X A & M  premium-fueled, with T/E
C7ZF-12127-F F, R, X A & M  premium-fueled, without T/E
C7ZF-12127-G F, R, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E, before 2/6/67
C7ZF-12127-H F, R, X A  premium-fueled, with T/E, from 2/6/67

289 HiPo

63 C3OF-12127-F B M
63/64 C3OF-12127-D B, F A & M  introduced in late 1963 production

64
C4GA-12127-A C M  (Note 3)
C4ZF-12127-D F M

65 C5GF-12127-B C M  (Note 4)
65/67 C5OF-12127-E B, C, F A & M  without T/E, before 4/5/67 (Note 5)

67
C7ZF-12127-J F A & M  with T/E, from 4/5/67 to 8/21/67
C7OF-12127-K F A & M  with T/E, from 8/21/67

302 2V

68/69 C8AF-12127-E A, B, C, F, R, X M  (Notes 2, 6)

68
C8AF-12127-F A, B, C, R A  with Imco
C8OF-12127-C B, C, F, R, X A  with Imco

69
C9AF-12127-N A, B, C, F, X A  except full-sized Ford with A/T and A/C
C9AF-12127-R A A  with A/T and A/C

302 4V 68
C8ZF-12127-A C, F, R, X M  with T/E (Note 2)
C8ZF-12127-B C, F, R A  with Imco
C8ZF-12127-D C, F, R, X A  with Imco

D-002
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With each distributor stamped number, an appearance code is given which describes the physical appearance of 
the distributor. (The Distributor Appearance Code table and pictures are found on pages D–6 & D–7.) In addition, 
for 1965 and later distributors, the cam setting is given based on best available information.

Distributor Appearance and Cam Settings
Distributor Replacements

In 1965, Ford changed its distributor design. This new design made all internal components incompatible with 
the earlier design. At the same time, Ford decided to replace the older design distributors that were used in 1964 by 
service replacements of the new design, if servicing was required. The list below gives the stamped numbers of these 
unique replacement distributors. (The 1963/64 289 HiPo did not use a unique replacement distributor, but instead 
used the 1965 production distributor as a service replacement.)

Replacement style distributor shown 
on the left. Older design on the right. 
All 1965 distri butors were of the 
newer design.

Engine       ID Number Appearance*
Cam

Setting Engine      ID Number Appearance*
Cam

Setting

221

C2OF-12127-E A NA

289 4V

C4AF-12127-U A NA
C2OF-12127-H A NA C4GF-12127-A A NA
C2OF-12127-J A NA C4GF-12127-B A NA
C2OF-12127-K A NA C4ZF-12127-B A NA
C3OF-12127-A A NA C5GF-12127-A E 10L
C3OF-12127-E A NA C6ZF-12127-A E 15L
C3OF-12127-J A NA C6ZF-12127-B E 15L

260

C2OF-12127-F A NA C7ZF-12127-A H 10L
C2OF-12127-K A NA C7ZF-12127-B H 10L
C3AF-12127-U A NA C7ZF-12127-C H 10L
C3OF-12127-B A NA C7ZF-12127-D H 13L
C3OF-12127-G A NA C7ZF-12127-E H 13L
C3OF-12127-H A NA C7ZF-12127-F H 13L
C4OF-12127-A A NA C7ZF-12127-G H 13L
C4OF-12127-B A NA C7ZF-12127-H H 13L
C4ZF-12127-B A NA

289 HiPo

C3OF-12127-D C NA
C4ZF-12127-E A NA C3OF-12127-F B NA

289 2V

C3AF-12127-AB A NA C4GA-12127-A D NA
C3AF-12127-AG A NA C4ZF-12127-D C NA
C4AF-12127-U A NA C5GF-12127-B F 13L
C4GF-12127-A A NA C5OF-12127-E G 13L
C4GF-12127-B A NA C7OF-12127-K G 13L
C5AF-12127-M E 13L C7ZF-12127-J G 13L
C5AF-12127-N E 13L

302 2V

C8AF-12127-E J 13L
C6AF-12127-AJ E 15L C8AF-12127-F J 13L
C6AF-12127-AK E 15L C8OF-12127-C J 13L
C6AF-12127-J E 15L C9AF-12127-N H 13L
C6AF-12127-S E 15L C9AF-12127-R J 13L
C7AF-12127-AE E 13L

302 4V
C8ZF-12127-A J 10L

C7AF-12127-AH E 13L C8ZF-12127-B J 10L
C7OF-12127-A E 13L C8ZF-12127-D H 10L
C7OF-12127-B E 13L
C7OF-12127-D E 15L
C7OF-12127-E E 15L
C8OF-12127-C J 13L
C8TF-12127-F J 13L

Engine Old design Replacement

221
C2OF-12127-J C5OF-12127-S
C3OF-12127-E C5OF-12127-L
C3OF-12127-J C5OF-12127-U

260

C2OF-12127-F C5OF-12127-T
C3AF-12127-U C5AF-12127-BM
C3OF-12127-G C5OF-12127-M
C4OF-12127-A C5JF-12127-C
C4OF-12127-B C5JF-12127-B
C4ZF-12127-B C5ZF-12127-J

289 2V

C3AF-12127-AB C5AF-12127-BN
C3AF-12127-AG C5AF-12127-BD
C4AF-12127-U C5AF-12127-BK
C4GF-12127-A C5GF-12127-D
C4GF-12127-B C5GF-12127-C

289 4V

C4AF-12127-U C5AF-12127-BK
C4GF-12127-A C5GF-12127-D
C4GF-12127-B C5GF-12127-C
C4ZF-12127-C Z5AF-12127-B

D-004

* See page D–6 for Appearance Codes
This particular replacement distributor was stamped C5ZF-12127-J 
and was the 1965-style service replacement for the C4ZF-12127-B 260 
V8 distributor. Ford ground down the area where the production ID 
was stamped and restamped the distributor C5ZF and J. Note the date 
code of 8G23 which was March 23, 1968. There were other markings of 
unknown meaning on the casting—a 3M and the letter L. In the early 
1970s, this distributor was replaced by C5JF-12127-B.
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Distributor Appearance Code

C1 – Vacuum advance housing with 
threaded female fitting.

C2 – Vacuum advance housing with 
vacuum outlet plugged (1963 289 
HiPo).

C3 – No vacuum advance housing (289 
HiPo after late 1963).

C4 – Vacuum advance housing with a 
rubber hose fitting.

C5 – Vacuum advance housing with 
two rubber hose fittings (contains 
retard feature).

C5

C1 C2 C3

C4
B1 – One set of points with condenser.
B2 – Two sets of points with condenser.
B3 – One set of points. No condenser. Contains a 

dust cover over assembly (not shown). Used 
only on transistorized ignition systems.

A1 – Neck of the distributor measures 
11/4" and has a ribbed appear-
ance. Contains oil fill hole. Used 
in 1962/64 only. Inside, the 
cam contains radial centrifugal 
ad vance slots. (See photo on page 
D–21.)

A2 – Neck of the distributor has a tri-
angular shaped cross-section and 
smooth external appearance. No 
oil fill hole. Used in 1965 and 
after. Inside, the cam con tains 
extensions that resemble the 
shape of cowboy boots. Centri-
fugal advance slots are on the 
outer edge of the cam. (See photo 
on page D–21.)

B2

B3

A1

A2

B1

The appearance codes are in the tables found on page D–4. The table below helps define the physical appearance 
of each distributor by defining the distributor cross-section, points configuration, and type of vacuum advance hous-
ing (or lack of one). The pictures on this page and the next are referenced in the table below.

Code Characteristics Remarks

A A1 B1 C1

B A1 B2 C2 1963

C A1 B2 C3 1964

D A1 B3 C3

E A2 B1 C1

F A2 B3 C3

G A2 B2 C3

H A2 B1 C4 

J A2 B1 C5

D-006
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Distributor Springs and Part Numbers

ID Number

Springs (12191 & 12192)
Distributor

Part Number
Service

ReplacementPrimary Secondary
Advance
Housing

C2OF-12127-E B8A-12192-A B7A-12191-E C0TZ-12192-A C2OZ-12127-A
C2OF-12127-H C2OZ-12192-A FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-A
C2OF-12127-J C2OZ-12192-A FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-A
C2OF-12127-K B8QH-12192-C B7A-12191-B B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-K
C3OF-12127-A B8QH-12192-A B8QH-12192-B B7AZ-12192-C C3OZ-12127-A
C3OF-12127-E B8QH-12192-A FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C3OZ-12127-A
C3OF-12127-J C2OZ-12192-A FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-C

C2OF-12127-F B8QH-12192-A B7A-12191-E C2OZ-12192-B C2OZ-12127-B
C2OF-12127-K B8QH-12192-C B7A-12191-B B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-K
C3AF-12127-U B8QH-12192-A B7A-12191-E C2OZ-12192-B C3AZ-12127-U
C3OF-12127-B B8A-12192-A B7A-12191-E B7AZ-12192-B C3OZ-12127-B
C3OF-12127-G B8QH-12192-A B7A-12191-E C2OZ-12192-B C2OZ-12127-D
C3OF-12127-H B8A-12192-A B7A-12191-E B7AZ-12192-B C3OZ-12127-B
C4OF-12127-A B8QH-12192-A B7A-12191-A B7AZ-12192-A C4OZ-12127-A
C4OF-12127-B C0AF-12192-A B8A-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C4OZ-12127-B
C4ZF-12127-B B8QH-12192-C C2SZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-A C5ZZ-12127-B C4OZ-12127-B
C4ZF-12127-E C0AF-12192-A B8A-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C5ZZ-12127-E C4OZ-12127-B

C3AF-12127-AB B8A-12192-A B8A-12191-A B7AZ-12192-B C3AZ-12127-AB
C3AF-12127-AG B8A-12192-A B7A-12191-E B7AZ-12192-B C3AZ-12127-AG
C4AF-12127-U B8A-12192-B FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-A C4AZ-12127-U
C4GF-12127-A B8A-12192-A B8A-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C4GY-12127-A
C4GF-12127-B B8A-12192-B FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C4GY-12127-B
C5AF-12127-M C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-A C5AZ-12127-M C7ZZ-12127-A
C5AF-12127-N C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-A C5AZ-12127-N C7ZZ-12127-A
C6AF-12127-AJ C5AZ-12192-E C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-A C6AZ-12127-J C7AZ-12127-U
C6AF-12127-AK C5AZ-12192-D B7AZ-12192-D B7AZ-12192-A C6AZ-12127-S
C6AF-12127-J C5AZ-12192-M C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-C C6AZ-12127-J C7AZ-12127-U
C6AF-12127-S C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C6AZ-12127-S
C7AF-12127-AE C5AZ-12192-M C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-A C7AZ-12127-AE C7ZZ-12127-A
C7AF-12127-AH C5AZ-12192-D C5VY-12192-A B7AZ-12192-A C7AZ-12127-AH C7ZZ-12127-A
C7OF-12127-A C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-C C7OZ-12127-A
C7OF-12127-B C5AZ-12192-B C5VY-12192-A B7AZ-12192-A C7OZ-12127-B C7ZZ-12127-A
C7OF-12127-D C5AZ-12192-E C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-C C7OZ-12127-D
C7OF-12127-E C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C7OZ-12127-E
C8OF-12127-C C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12192-B C8OZ-12127-C
C8TF-12127-F C5AZ-12192-E C5AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12192-B C8TZ-12127-F
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C4AF-12127-U B8A-12192-B FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-A C4AZ-12127-U
C4GF-12127-A B8A-12192-A B8A-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C4GY-12127-A
C4GF-12127-B B8A-12192-B FFA-12191-A B7AZ-12192-C C4GY-12127-B
C4ZF-12127-C B8QH-12192-C B7A-12191-D B7AZ-12192-A C5ZZ-12127-C C7ZZ-12127-A
C5GF-12127-A C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-C C5GY-12127-A C7ZZ-12127-A
C6ZF-12127-A C5AZ-12192-M C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-A C6ZZ-12127-A C7ZZ-12127-A
C6ZF-12127-B C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-C C6ZZ-12127-B C7OZ-12127-E
C7ZF-12127-A C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-C C7ZZ-12127-A
C7ZF-12127-B C5AZ-12192-K C5VY-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C7ZZ-12127-B C7ZZ-12127-A
C7ZF-12127-C C5AZ-12192-M C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-A C7ZZ-12127-C
C7ZF-12127-D C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-C C7ZZ-12127-D C7ZZ-12127-C
C7ZF-12127-E C5AZ-12192-M C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-C C7ZZ-12127-C
C7ZF-12127-F C5AZ-12192-M C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-C C7ZZ-12127-A
C7ZF-12127-G C5AZ-12192-K C5VY-12192-A C0TZ-12192-A C7ZZ-12127-G C7OZ-12127-E
C7ZF-12127-H C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-A C7OZ-12127-E

C3OF-12127-F B8QH-12192-C C3OZ-12192-A (not applicable) C3OZ-12127-D C5OZ-12127-E
C3OF-12127-D B8QH-12192-C C3OZ-12192-A (not applicable) C3OZ-12127-D C5OZ-12127-E
C4GA-12127-A B8QH-12192-C C3OZ-12192-A (not applicable) not serviced
C4ZF-12127-D B8QH-12192-C C3OZ-12192-A (not applicable) C5ZZ-12127-N C5OZ-12127-E
C5GF-12127-B C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C (not applicable) C5GY-12127-B
C5OF-12127-E C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-C (not applicable) C5OZ-12127-E
C7ZF-12127-J C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-C (not applicable) C7ZZ-12127-J
C7OF-12127-K C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-C (not applicable) C7ZZ-12127-K C7ZZ-12127-J

C8AF-12127-E C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-B C8AZ-12127-E
C8AF-12127-F not specified (use C8OF-12127-C) C8AZ-12127-F C8OZ-12127-C
C8OF-12127-C C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12192-B C8OZ-12127-C
C9AF-12127-N C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12192-B C9AZ-12127-M
C9AF-12127-R C5AZ-12192-B C5AZ-12192-C C8AZ-12192-E C9AZ-12127-R

C8ZF-12127-A C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-C C8AZ-12192-D C8ZZ-12127-A
C8ZF-12127-B not specified (use C8ZF-12127-B) C8ZZ-12127-B C8ZZ-12127-A
C8ZF-12127-D C5AZ-12192-F C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-B C8ZZ-12127-D

C5OF-12127-S C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-A
C5OF-12127-L C5AZ-12192-F C5VY-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C3OZ-12127-A
C5OF-12127-U C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-C
C5OF-12127-T C5AZ-12192-F C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-B C2OZ-12127-B
C5AF-12127-BM C5AZ-12192-F C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-B C3AZ-12127-U
C5OF-12127-M C5AZ-12192-F C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-B C2OZ-12127-D
C5JF-12127-C C5AZ-12192-F C5AZ-12192-H B7AZ-12192-C C4OZ-12127-A
C5JF-12127-B C5AZ-12192-E C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12127-B
C5ZF-12127-J C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-C C5ZZ-12127-B
C5AF-12127-BN C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-H B7AZ-12192-B C3AZ-12127-AB
C5AF-12127-BD C5AZ-12192-D C5AZ-12192-J B7AZ-12192-B C3AZ-12127-AG
C5AF-12127-BK C5AZ-12192-M C5VY-12192-A B7AZ-12192-C C4AZ-12127-U
C5GF-12127-D C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-H B7AZ-12192-C C4GY-12127-A
C5GF-12127-C C5AZ-12192-K C5AZ-12192-A B7AZ-12192-A C4GY-12127-B C7ZZ-12127-A
Z5AF-12127-B C5AZ-12192-E C5AZ-12192-C B7AZ-12192-A C5ZZ-12127-C
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Distributors were assembled with common parts and calibration parts to achieve the desired advancement char-
acteristics. The advancement curve was controlled by two springs. The primary spring acted immediately on engine 
rpm. The secondary spring engaged some time later to slow the advancement rate. There was a third spring in the 
vacuum advance housing. It controlled the response to engine vacuum to advance the timing. In the table below 
are the part numbers of these springs for each distributor. On occasion, sources did not agree on which spring was 
used. The chart lists the service replacements. See page D–10 for details on components.

Also included are the distributor part numbers and any service replacements used in the 1960s. Also included 
are the 1965 replacements for 1962-64 distributors (see D–5 ).
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D–10 Appendix D  Distributors D–11

Distributor Cams, Weights, and Vacuum Advance Housings

ID Number
Cam

(12210)
Weight
(12188)

Advance
Housing
(12370)

Stop
(12202)

Diaphragm
Spring
(12192)

Primary Wire
(12216)

C2OF-12127-E B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A B7A-12202-B B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C2OF-12127-H B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C2OF-12127-J B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C2OF-12127-K B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C3OF-12127-A B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C3OF-12127-E B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C3OF-12127-J C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A

C2OF-12127-F B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C2OF-12127-K B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C3AF-12127-U B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A B8E-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C3OF-12127-B B9AF-12210-A B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C3OF-12127-G C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C3OF-12127-H C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C4OF-12127-A C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12216-A
C4OF-12127-B C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C4ZF-12127-B C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A B7A-12202-B B7AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12216-A
C4ZF-12127-E C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12216-A

C3AF-12127-AB C0AF-12210-B * B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C3AZ-12202-B B7AZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C3AF-12127-AG C0TF-12210-B * B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C3AZ-12202-B B7AZ-12192-B C2OZ-12216-A
C4AF-12127-U C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12216-A
C4GF-12127-A C0AF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C4GF-12127-B C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C5AF-12127-M C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C5AF-12127-N C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C6AF-12127-AJ C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C6AF-12127-AK C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C6AF-12127-J C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C6AF-12127-S C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C0TZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C7AF-12127-AE C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C7AF-12127-AH C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C7OF-12127-A C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7OF-12127-B C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C7VY-12216-A
C7OF-12127-D C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7OF-12127-E C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C8OF-12127-C C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A
C8TF-12127-F C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A
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(12216)

C4AF-12127-U C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12216-A
C4GF-12127-A C0AF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C4GF-12127-B C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C2OZ-12216-A
C4ZF-12127-C C0TF-12210-B B7A-12188-A B9AF-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C2OZ-12216-A
C5GF-12127-A C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C6ZF-12127-A C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C6ZF-12127-B C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-A C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-B C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-C C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C7VY-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-D C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-E C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-F C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C7VY-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-G C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A C0TZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-H C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C3OF-12127-F C3AZ-12210-A C2TZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C0AF-12216-B
C3OF-12127-D C3AZ-12210-A C2TZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C0AF-12216-B
C4GA-12127-A C3AZ-12210-C C4TZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C0AF-12216-B
C4ZF-12127-D C3AZ-12210-A C4TZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C0AF-12216-B
C5GF-12127-B C5SZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C1VF-12216-A
C5OF-12127-E C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C1VF-12216-A
C7ZF-12127-J C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C7AZ-12216-B
C7OF-12127-K C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A (not applicable) (not applicable) (not applicable) C7AZ-12216-B
C8AF-12127-E C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A
C8AF-12127-F C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A
C8OF-12127-C C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A
C9AF-12127-N C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A C2OZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A
C9AF-12127-R C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A C3AZ-12202-B C8AZ-12192-E C7VY-12216-A

C8ZF-12127-A C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A B7A-12202-A C8AZ-12192-D C7VY-12216-A
C8ZF-12127-B C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C8AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A C8AZ-12192-D C7VY-12216-A
C8ZF-12127-D C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C7VY-12216-A

C5OF-12127-S C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5OF-12127-L C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5OF-12127-U C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5OF-12127-T C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C1VF-12216-A
C5AF-12127-BM C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C1VF-12216-A
C5OF-12127-M C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-B C1VF-12216-A
C5JF-12127-C C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5JF-12127-B C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
C5ZF-12127-J C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5AF-12127-BN C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C3AZ-12202-B B7AZ-12192-B C1VF-12216-A
C5AF-12127-BD C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C3AZ-12202-B B7AZ-12192-B C1VF-12216-A
C5AF-12127-BK C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A B8E-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5GF-12127-D C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A FEW-12202-A B7AZ-12192-C C1VF-12216-A
C5GF-12127-C C5AZ-12210-A C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C4AZ-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
Z5AF-12127-B C5AZ-12210-B C5AZ-12188-A C5AZ-12370-A C5GY-12202-A B7AZ-12192-A C1VF-12216-A
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* from 3-1-63. Before 3-1-63, use B9AF-12210-A.

Additional control of the distributor’s advancement characteristics was achieved by the cam, which limited the 
maximum advancement possible. The weights on 1962-64 distributors were only different in the case of the 289 HiPo. 
The advance housing mounting method was changed in 1965, but the internals were the same until 1968. The stop 
in the vacuum advance housing controlled the maximum advance under cruise conditions. Primary wires reflected 
changes in the grommet through the housing and the type of connector used at the coil. Below are the components 
listed in Ford’s Master Part Catalogs, but might not be a perfect match to production configurations.

For details on individual components, see page D–12. For position of cam for 1965-69 distributors, see page D–4.

D-010
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Older Ford Master Parts Catalogs and other Ford sources gave details on the individual components. Where 
known, these details are published here. Also see page D–8-9 for which springs were used in each distributor and 
D–10-12 for cam, weights, advance housing and spring stop used in each distributor.

Distributor Component Details

Spring Coils* Coil O.D.* Length Color

Primary Spring

B8A-12192-A 11½ .28" .85" green
B8A-12192-B 10½ .30" .77" orange
B8QH-12192-A 11 .29" .91" silver
B8QH-12192-C 12 .28" .85" yellow
C0AF-12192-A 10½ .30" .85" black
C2OZ-12192-A 8½ .318" .735" white

C5AZ-12192-B 6 .328" .595"
C5AZ-12192-D 6 .308" .625" red
C5AZ-12192-E 6 .308" .625"
C5AZ-12192-F 5½ .319" .675"
C5AZ-12192-K 6 .316" .595"
C5AZ-12192-M 7½ .328" .595"

Secondary Spring

FFA-12191-A 7½ .275" 1" red
B7A-12191-A 9 .28" 1" purple
B7A-12191-B 8 .282" .95 green
B7A-12191-D 7 .266" 1"

B7A-12191-E 9½ .275" 1" black
B8A-12191-A 10½ .260" .935"
B7AZ-12192-D 9½ .75"
B8QH-12192-B 11½ .28" .89" blue
C2SZ-12192-A 9 .28" .93"
C3OZ-12192-A 6 .248" .94"
C5AZ-12192-A 5½ .274" .75"
C5AZ-12192-C 4 .278" .75" gray
C5AZ-12192-H 6½ .264" .75"
C5AZ-12192-J 6 .268" .75"
C5VY-12192-A 5 .287" .75"

Vacuum Advance Housing Spring

B7AZ-12192-A 9 .55" 1.66" green
B7AZ-12192-B 9 .55" 1.35" bronze
B7AZ-12192-C 9 .55" 1.44" red
C0TZ-12192-A 9 .55" 1.24" blue
C2OZ-12192-B 9 .54" 1.29"
C8AZ-12192-D specs unknown
C8AZ-12192-E specs unknown

Stop I.D. O.D. Length
FEW-12202-A
B7A-12202-A .25" .38" .95"
B7A-12202-B .25" .38" 1.00"
B8E-12202-A
C3AZ-12202-B
C4AZ-12202-A

Cam Year Remarks
B9AF-12210-A 1962-63 no mark
C0AF-12210-B 1963 14° limit, marked 13
C0TF-12210-B 1963-64 11° limit, marked 10
C3AZ-12210-A 1963-64 13° max advance
C3AZ-12210-C 1964 15° max advance
C5AZ-12210-A 1965-69 13° or 18° limit
C5AZ-12210-B 1965-69 10° or 15° limit
C5SZ-12210-A 1965

Washer * I.D. O.D. Thick
375482-S8B .25" .55" .009"
375483-S8B .25" .55" .021"
375484-S8B .25" .55" .040"

* Calibration washers used with vacuum advance 
housing spring. Use as required.

Adv. Housing Year Remarks
B9AF-12370-A 1962-64 threaded, No. 8-32 screw
C5AZ-12370-A 1965-69 not threaded
C8AZ-12370-A 1968-69 dual port (advance/retard)

Screw * Year Size Length Notes
43243-S8 1962-64 No. 8-32 .75 1
354988-S8 1965-69 No. 8-32 .81" 2

Note 1 - binding head.
Note 2 - Can be used in place of 43243-S8.

* Used to mount vacuum advance housing to distributor. 
Housing threaded for ’62-64, distributor for ’65-69.

Year Application Part Number Description

12000   REPAIR KIT - DISTRIBUTOR

62/69 conventional ignition C0TZ-12000-A see contents below

(1) B8Q-12171-A (1) B7A-1220-A (1) B9AF-12300-A or B9TF-12300-A condenser

63/67 dual-point ignition C5ZZ-12000-A

(2) FDS-12171-A Point set (1) B7A-1220-A Rotor (1) 7RA-12300-C or FET-123000-A condenser

12A006   SPACER - PLATE

63/67 dual-point distributor C2FF-12A006-A was not replaced

120A22   PLUG - DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM 

62/66 359546-S

67/69 single port C7AZ-12A022-A

66/69 dual port C8AZ-12A022-A

12029   COIL ASSEMBLY - IGNITION

62/69 except transistorized ignition B6A-12029-B

64/65 transistorized ignition C3TZ-12029-A

12043   STRAP - IGNITION COIL MOUNTING

62/64 B8S-12043-A replaced by B8S-12043-B

65/68 B8S-12043-B

69 C9AZ-12043-A

12A055   FELT - DISTRIBUTOR CAM LUBRICATOR

64/65 transistorized ignition C3TZ-12A055-A

12A075   SLEEVE - DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT PLATE

65/69 C2AZ-12A075-A rubber

12A091   VALVE - DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM CONTROL

67 with T/E & A/C C7AZ-12A091-C

68 C8AZ-12A091-A

12106   DISTRIBUTOR TERMINAL HOUSING (DISTRIBUTOR CAP) 

62/69 B7A-12106-A

12120   BUSHING - DISTRIBUTOR - UPPER

62/69 B8QH-12120-A .469" I.D., .688" O.D., 1.75" long

12127 - DISTRIBUTOR ASSEMBLY (See D–8, 9 )

12132   BUSHING - DISTRIBUTOR HOUSING

65/59 C5AZ012132-A lower (used with C5OF-12131-B & later castings)

12133   WICK - DISTRIBUTOR FELT

62/69 FEK-12133-A felt, 1/2" O.D., 1/8" thick

12143   GASKET - DISTRIBUTOR BASE

62/69 B9TF-12143-A rubber, base to block

12144   CLAMP - DISTRIBUTOR TERMINAL HOUSING (DISTRIBUTOR CAP) HOLDDOWN

62/64 B7A-12144-A

65/69 7RA-12144

12145   RIVET - TERMINAL HOUSING (DISTRIBUTOR CAP) HOLDDOWN CLAMP

62/69 B-12145

Distributor & Ignition Related Part Numbers

D-012

* Listed specs in Ford sources often differed from measurements 
taken from actual springs, so those listed here should only 
be considered as a guide or for comparison between springs. 
However, coil counts were found to be accurate.
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Year Application Part Number Description

12151   PLATE ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR BREAKER

62/69 except dual-point ignition B9AF-12151-A lower

62/69 except dual-point ignition B9AF-12151-B upper

63/67 dual-point ignition C0AF-12152-A

12171   POINT SET ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR BREAKER and CONTACT

62/69 conventional ignition B8Q-12171-A pivot type, alternate with C5AZ-12171-A

62/69 conventional ignition C5AZ-12171-A pivotless type, alternate with B8Q-12171-A

63/67 dual-point ignition FDS-12171-A (2) required

64/65 transistorized ignition C3AZ-12171A

12175   SHAFT and CAM ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR

62/64 B8A-12175-A

65/69 C5AZ-12175-A

12177   RETAINER - DISTRIBUTOR CAM

62/69 B7A-12177-A .25" I.D., .31" O.D.

12179   WASHER - DISTRIBUTOR DRIVEN GEAR THRUST

62/69 B7A-12179-A

12188   WEIGHT ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR (See Component Details, D–10-12)

12191 & 12192   SPRING - DISTRIBUTOR WEIGHT and ADVANCE HSG (See Component Details, D–8, 9, 12)

12195   COLLAR - DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT

62/69 7HR-12195 .469" I.D., .38" long

62/69 353925-S roll pin, diameter, 3/4" long

12200   ROTOR ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR

62/69 B7A-12200-A

12202   STOP - DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM ADVANCE (See Component Details, D–10-12)

12210   CAM ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR (See Component Details, D–10-12)

12216   WIRE ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR PRIMARY TERMINAL (See Component Details, D–10,11)

63/64 289 HiPo C0AF-12216-B replaced in 1965 by B8Q-12216-A

65 except 289 HiPo C5OZ-12216-A replaced 8-64 by C1VF-12216-A

12226   TUBE - DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM

62/64 C2OE-12226-A 3/16" tube, 24.24" developed length

64/66 introduced with Mustang C4OE-12226-A 3/16" tube, 25.84" developed length

67 C7AZ-12226-D rubber, 301/2" developed length

68/69 C8AZ-12226-A cut to length

12239   COVER ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR BREAKER

64/65 transistorized ignition C3AZ-12239-A

12259   WIRE SET - SPARK PLUG (See page D–36 )

12264   WIRE ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR BREAKER GROUND

62/69 conventional ignition B9AF-12264-A 2" between terminal centers

12270   CLAMP - DISTRIBUTOR TO BLOCK

62/63 before 11-13-62 FAA-12270-A stamped steel (replaced by C3AZ-12270-A)

63/69 from 11-13-62 C3AZ-12270-A cast iron

D–14 Appendix D  Distributors D–15

Distributor & Ignition Related Part Numbers (continued) Year Application Part Number Description

12286   WIRE (HIGH TENSION) - DISTRIBUTOR TO SPARK PLUG (Including 12A024 bulk & 12113 boots)

62/63 Note 1 C0AF-12286-B
90° molded boot at distributor end, 28½" long. includes 
(1) C1AZ-12133-A boot, (1) B8A-14453-B terminal,
(1) B8A-14486-B connector. cut to length. fiberglas core

63/69 Note 1 C0AZ-12286-B
straight molded boot at spark plug end, 28½" long. 
includes (1) A9AZ-12133-A boot for distributor end.
cut to length. improved fiberglas, then linen core

63/69 Note 1 C0AZ-12286-D
angled molded boot at spark plug end, 28" long.
includes (1) A9AZ-12133-A boot for distributor end.
cut to length. improved fiberglas, then linen core

63/67 C0AZ-12286-F
angled molded boot at spark plug end, 28" long.
includes (1) A9AZ-12133-A boot for distributor end and 
(1) C5TZ-14466-A terminal. cut to length. solid core

63/67 C0AZ-12286-H
straight molded boot at spark plug end, 33" long.
includes (1) A9AZ-12133-A boot for distributor end and 
(1) C5TZ-14466-A terminal. cut to length. solid core

63 A9AZ-12286-A steel core, 54½" long (Rotunda R-34-F)

62/63 Note 1 C0AF-12A024-A radio resistance, fiberglas, 25' bulk roll

63/69 Note 1 C3AZ-12A024-A radio resistance, linen core, 25' bulk roll

63/69 C3AZ-12A024-B non-radio resistance, solid core, 25' bulk roll

62/69 A9AZ-12113-A 90° boot for distributor end

62/69 C1AZ-12113-A straight boot for spark plug end

12297   SEPARATOR - IGNITION WIRE

62/69 B6A-12297-A free-flowing, 09" thick, comb shape, 8 prongs. (2 used)

62/69 B8Q-12297-A attaches to rocker arm (valve) cover. (2 used)

12298   WIRE (HIGH TENSION) - IGNITION COIL TO DISTRIBUTOR

62/63 Note 1 C1VY-12298-A fiberglas core

63/64 Note 1 C3AZ-12298-C 10½" long, 90° angle coil end, linen core

65/67 without T/E C5AZ-12298-A 13" long, linen core

66/67 with T/E C6AZ-12298-A 9½" long, linen core

68/69 C8AZ-12298-A 8" long, linen core

63/64 before 1-23-64 C3AZ-12298-A 11¾" long, solid core

64 from 1-23-64 C5ZZ-12298-A 10¼" long, solid core

65/66 before 6-66 B8QH-12298-A 12¾" long, solid core

66/67 from 6-66 B8TZ-12298-B solid core

12300   CONDENSER ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR

62/64 except 289 HiPo B9AF-12300-A marked B9AF-12300-A

65/68 except 289 HiPo B9AZ-12300-A marked B9AF-12300-A or C5AF-12300-A

69 C9AZ-12300-A marked C9AF-12300-A or C9AF-12300-B

63/67 289 HiPo 7RA-12300-C marked FET-12300-A

12320   GASKET - DISTRIBUTOR DIAPHRAGM VACUUM CONNECTOR

62/69 B7A-12320-A .625" I.D., .75" O.D., .03" thick

Note 1 - Initial radio resistance wires in 1962-63 were fiberglas core. In 1963 they were changed to an improved carbon 
impregnated fiberglas. Ford used the date of 3-20-63 in its parts catalogs for service replacements, but used dates 
of 4-18-63 (Mercury) and 5-2-63 (Ford) for production changes. Around 3-1-64, the core was replaced with a linen 
core as a running change on the production and service replacement wires.

D-014
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12370   DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY - DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM CONTROL (See Component Details D–10-12)

12390   GEAR - DISTRIBUTOR DRIVEN

62/69
except C5OF-12127-L
except C7AF-12127-AE

C2OF-12390-A 15 teeth, 1" deep

65/67
C5OF-12127-L
C7AF-12127-AE

FAB-12390-C 15 teeth

62/69     353925-S pin (distributor driven gear to shaft), 1/8"× 3/4"

D–16 Appendix D  Distributors D–17

Distributor & Ignition Related Part Numbers (continued)
Year Application Part Number Description

12405   SPARK PLUG

62/64 221/260 light duty B7A-12405-B BF-82, 18mm, gap .032"-.036"

62/64 221/260 regular duty
B7A-12405-B BF-42, 18mm, gap .032"-.036"

63/69 289 (except 289 HiPo), 302

63/67 289 HiPo C0AZ-12405-A BF-32, 18mm, gap .031"-.032"

Typical for 1962-64 single-point
(352/390 V8 shown)

Typical for 1965-69
(352/390 V8 shown)

This 12151 plate was used for the 1963-67 
289 HiPo dual-point configuration to mount 
two sets of points, condenser, and jumper 
wire between point sets. In 1964-65 this 
same plate was used for transistorized 
ignition with a single set of points and no 
condenser.

(O-RING)

(O-RING)

In 1968-69, a dual 
port vacuum advance 
housing was used on 
some distributors.

353925-S
(NN98)

Ford showed a few 
distributors using the 
61489-S button-head 
pin, but most received 
the 353925-S roll pin.

Ford showed a few distributors  using 
the 61489-S button-head pin, but most 
received the 353925-S roll pin.

353925-S
(NN98)

Fitting for hose used 1967-69
Fitting for steel tube used 1965-66

D-016
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1968/69 Distributor Vacuum Systems

The 1968 small block engines had an assortment of vacuum hoses designed to more closely control the distributor 
advancement characteristics. The specific system that was incorporated was dependent on the type of vehicle, date 
of manufacture, emission system, transmission installed, and whether air conditioning was or was not included. For 
ease in routing all these vacuum hoses, Ford color coded them with stripes—green, red, yellow, and blue. Each hose 
system interconnected the distributor, carburetor, intake manifold, and distributor sensor valve. Hose connections 
also ran to the thermactor backfire suppression valve and, in some cases, to the air cleaner.

Ford indicated that the T/E system was phased out at the end of 1968 production. However, Ford did not publish 
the hose routing for those engines with manual transmission and just the Imco system. The routing might have been 
just like the T/E system, but without the air by-pass valve hose routing, or Ford might have used the same system 
as on corresponding engines with automatic transmissions.

 Distributors D–19

Hose System 4

Hose System 5 Hose System 6

Hose System 1

Hose System 3

Hose System 2

* Key: Vehicle column: A – Full-sized Ford C – Montego (1968/69) R – Cougar
  B – Fairlane (including Torino) F – Mustang X – Falcon
  C – Comet/Cyclone (1963/69) M – Meteor (1962/63)
 Emission system column: T/E – thermactor emissions control
  Imco – Improved Combustion control

Hose system column: For 1968 systems after 4/2/68, delete the blue stripe hose. After that date, which was late 
1968 production, Ford discontinued the air cleaner vacuum motor.

Engine Year Vehicle*
Emission
System* Transmission A/C

Hose
System*

289 2V 68

C, F, R, X Imco Automatic No 1
C, F, R, X Imco Automatic Yes 2
C, F, R, X T/E Manual No 3
C, F, R, X T/E Manual Yes 3

302 2V 68

A Imco Automatic No 4
B, C, R Imco Automatic No 1

A, B, C, R Imco Automatic Yes 2
A T/E Manual No 5

B, C, R T/E Manual No 3
A, B, C, R T/E Manual Yes 3

302 4V 68

C, F, R, X Imco Automatic No 6
C, F, R, X Imco Automatic Yes 6
C, F, R, X T/E Manual No 7
C, F, R, X T/E Manual Yes 7

302 2V 69

A, B, C, F, R, X Imco Automatic No 8
A, B, C, F, R, X Imco Manual No 9

A Imco Automatic Yes 10
A Imco Manual Yes 10

B, C, F, X Imco Automatic Yes 11
B, C, F, X Imco Manual Yes 10

D-018
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Hose System 10Hose System 9

Hose System 8Hose System 7

Hose System 11

 Distributors D–21

Two differently designed distributors were used 
for small block V8s in the 1960s. The first, which was 
similar in design to those of prior years, was used in 
1962 through 1964 production. The second design was 
introduced for 1965 production, and continued well 
past 1969. The two designs differed substantially in 
how they controlled spark advance.

The earlier design employed pivoting fly-weights 
that were opposed by spring forces. As distributor shaft 
rpm increased, centrifugal force attempted to pivot the 
weights further outboard. This motion was opposed 
first by one spring, and then in combination with a 
second. Spark advance was achieved by keying the 
fly-weights to the distributor cam via the cam’s slotted 
holes (see bottom left photo). As the weights pivoted, the 
cam was rotated in the same direction.

Because the centrifugal force increased by the square 
of the rpm (doubling rpm causes centrifugal force to 
increase by a factor of four), Ford designed the me-
chanical arrangement to decrease the centrifugal force’s 
torque effectiveness on the fly-weight as the cam was 
advanced. At the same time, the moment arm of the 
opposing springs was increased, effectively making the 
springs act stronger and stronger. Both of these factors 
helped compensate for rapidly rising centrifugal forces, 
but still did not produce a truly linear spark advance-
ment curve.

For 1965, Ford completely altered the distributor 
design and achieved what the earlier design could 
not—a nearly linear advancement curve. By using a 
unique fly-weight/distributor cam arrangement (see 
bottom right photo) that applied increasing fly-weight 
torque to the cam along a changing contact surface, 
Ford was able to vary the length of the moment arm 

of the centrifugal force acting on the fly-weight, torque 
applied to the distributor cam, and force felt by the 
calibration springs. The end result was to allow the 
springs to see a linear increase in force with increasing 
rpm. For example, doubling the distributor shaft rpm 
would produce only about double the force against the 
springs, even though centrifugal forces had increased 
by a factor of four. This created a nearly linear advance-
ment with rpm. The curve was then easily modified 
by selecting different calibration springs and adjusting 
their anchor points.

Commencing on the next page are the advancement 
characteristics for all distributor identification numbers. 
These characteristics were obtained from a number of 
sources including shop manuals and technical service 
bulletins. In addition to tables, the centrifugal advance 
specifications are graphed for a clearer presentation of 
the numbers. The limit to the advancement curves, if 
given, is shown by a horizontal line at the top.

In the graphs, 1962/64 advancement curves are plot-
ted point-to-point from the data contained in the tables. 
This method was chosen because the curves were not 
truly linear. The 1965 and later curves are shown as 
straight lines that pass through the table’s data points. 
Each curve has a distinct “knee” bend which indicates 
when slack in the second calibration spring disappears 
and the spring becomes effective. The linear curves also 
allow extrapolation to 2500 rpm and zero advance.

When the new 1965 replacement distributors were 
released to replace the older 1962/64 designs (see page 
D–5), Ford did not publish their advancement charac-
teristics. However, they should be close to the specs for 
the distributors they replaced.

Distributor Advancement Characteristics

1965/69 distributor design. Fly-weights acted against a chang-
ing contact surface (arrow) to reduce centrifugal forces acting 
against the calibration springs.

1962/64 distributor design. The fly-weights were directly op-
posed by spring forces. The cam was advanced as the fly-weight 
pins moved along slots in the cam (arrow).

! !

D-020
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1962 260 with A/T or M/T

1962 221/260 Export only

1963 289 2V with M/T

1962 221 with A/T or M/T
1963 221 with M/T

1963 289 2V with A/T

1963 260 with A/T

1963 221 with A/T

1963 260 with M/T

C2OF-F

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
425 0 9½ 1 – 4
550 1 – 2 12½ 4 – 7½
800 4 – 5 17½ 7 – 10
1100 6¼ – 7¼
1500 8 – 9¼
1950 10 – 11½

C2OF-E
C2OF-H
C2OF-J
C3OF-J

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
400 0 5 0 – 1
525 ¾ – 1¾ 7½ 1 – 4
675 4 – 5 13 6 – 9
900 6½ – 7½ 18 7½ – 10½
2000 12 – 13½ 20 10

C3AF-AG

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 1¼ – 2¼ 12 2½ – 5½
600 3¼ – 4¼ 15 5 – 8
800 4¾ – 5¾ 20 6 – 9
1200 6¾ – 8 25 9
2000 8½ – 10
2500 10

C3AF-AB

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 1¼ – 2¼ 10 0 – 3
700 5½ – 6½ 12 2½ – 5½
1000 8 – 9 15 5 – 8
1400 10 – 11¼ 20 6 – 9
2000 11½ – 13 25 9
2500 13

C3AF-U

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 ¼ – 1¼ 10 2 – 5
600 1¼ – 2¼ 14 5 – 8
900 3 – 4 18 7 – 10
1500 5¾ – 7 20 7½ – 10½
2000 8¼ – 9¾ M 10

C3OF-A
C3OF-E

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 ½ – 1½ 8 0 – 3½
600 1¾ – 2¾ 10 3½ – 6½
800 3 – 4 12 5½ – 8½
1400 4¾ – 6 14 6½ – 9½
2000 6¾ – 8¼ 20 6½ – 9½

M 9½

C3OF-B
C3OF-H

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 1¼ – 2¼ 8 0 – 3½
600 3¼ – 4¼ 10 3½ – 6½
800 4¾ – 5¾ 12 5½ – 8½
1200 6¾ – 8 14 6½ – 9½
2000 8½ – 10 20 6½ – 9½
2500 10 M 9½

D-022

C2OF-K

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
525 ¼ – 1¼ 6½ 0 – 3½
800 5 – 6 8 3 – 6
1000 8 – 9 10 5 – 8
1475 10 – 11¼ 12 6½ – 9½
2000 12¼ – 13¾ M 9½
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1963/64 289 HiPo

1963 260 with M/T

1964 289 2V & 4V. with A/T

1964 289 2V & 4V. with M/T

 Distributors D–25

1964 289 4V with M/T

1964 260 with M/T

1964 260 with A/T

1964 260 with M/T

C3OF-D
C3OF-F
C4GA-A
C4ZF-D

Centrifugal Advance
rpm degrees
450 0 – 1
600 1½ – 3
800 5 – 6½
1200 7¼ – 8¼
2000 8¼ – 9¾
2500 9 – 10¾

C3OF-G

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 ½ – 1½ 7 0 – 1
800 4 – 5 12 4 – 7
1200 6¾ – 7¾ 15 6 – 9
2000 9¼ – 11 20 7½ – 10½
2500 11 25 10½

C4GF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 1¼ – 2¼ 8 1 – 4
600 3¼ – 4¼ 12 5½ – 8½
1000 7¾ – 9 16 7½ – 10½
1500 10¼ – 11¾ 20 8 – 11
2000 12¼ – 14 M 11

L 14

C4OF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 0 – 1 7 1 – 4
800 3¼ – 4¼ 10 5 – 8
1200 5¾ – 7 14 8 – 11
1600 8 – 9½ 20 9½ – 12½
2000 9¼ – 11 M 12½

L 11

C4OF-B

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
600 ½ – 1½ 8 1 – 4
800 2½ – 3½ 12 5½ – 8½
1200 4¾ – 6 16 7½ – 10½
1600 7¼ – 8½ 20 8 – 11
2000 9½ – 11 M 11

C4ZF-B

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
700 1¼ – 2¼ 7 1 – 4
800 3 – 4 9 4 – 7
1200 6 – 7¼ 12 7 – 10
1600 8¼ – 9½ 20 9½ – 12½
2000 8¾ – 10¾ M 12½

L 10¾

C4ZF-C

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
500 ¾ – 1¾ 8 2 – 5
800 5 – 6 12 7 – 10
1200 7 – 8¼ 16 9 – 12
1600 7¾ – 9 20 9½ – 12½
2000 8½ – 10 M 12½

C4AF-U
C4GF-B

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
600 1 – 2 8 2 – 5
700 3 – 4¼ 12 7 – 10
900 6 – 6¾ 16 9 – 12
1500 8 – 9¼ 20 9½ – 12½
2000 9¼ – 11 M 12½

L 11

D-024
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1964 260 with A/T

1965 289 2V with M/T
1966 289 2V without T/E. with M/T

1965 289 2V with A/T
1966 289 2V without T/E. with A/T

1965 289 4V with A/T or M/T
1966 289 4V without T/E. with A/T or M/T

1966 289 2V with T/E. with M/T

1966 289 2V with T/E. with A/T

1966 289 2V with T/E. with M/T

1965/67 289 HiPo

C4ZF-E

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
1000 1 – 2 7 1 – 4
1500 5 – 6 12 5½ – 8½
2000 9 – 10 16 7½ – 10½

20 8 – 11
M 11

C5AF-M

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
650 1½ – 2½ 8 1½ – 4½
800 4¾ – 5¾ 10 3½ – 6½
1200 8½ – 9½ 14 6¾ – 9¾
1600 10¼ – 11¾ M 11
2000 12 – 13¾

L 14

C5AF-N

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
450 1½ – 2½ 8 1½ – 4¾
600 5¼ – 6¼ 10 5 – 8
800 7¼ – 8¼ 14 8¼ – 11
1400 8¾ – 10 M 12½
2000 10½ – 12

L 14

C5GF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
550 1½ – 2¼ 8 1½ – 4½
700 5 – 6 10 3½ – 6¾
1000 6¾ – 7¾ 14 6¾ – 9¾
1400 7½ – 8¼ 20 8 – 11
2000 8½ – 10 M 11

L 14

C5GF-B
C5OF-E

Centrifugal Advance
rpm degrees
650 2¼ – 3¾
750 4 – 5½
1000 6½ – 7½
1600 7½ – 8¾
2000 8¼ – 9¾

L 14

C6AF-AJ

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 1½ – 2½ 10 6 – 9
1000 8 – 9 15 9½ – 12½
1500 10¼ – 11½ M 12½
2000 12¼ – 14

L 16

C6AF-AK

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 1¼ – 2¼ 10 5¼ – 8
1000 8½ – 9¾ 18 8½ – 11½
1500 10½ – 11¾ M 11½
2000 12¼ – 13¾

L 16

C6AF-J

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
600 6 – 7 7 0 – 1
1000 11 – 12 13 2 – 5
1800 13½ – 15 16 5 – 8

L 16 M 8

D-026
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 Distributors D–29D–28 Appendix D

1966 289 2V with T/E. with A/T

1966 289 4V with T/E. with M/T

1966 289 4V with T/E. with A/T

1967 289 2V without T/E. with A/T 1967 289 2V with T/E. with M/T

1967 289 2V without T/E. with A/T

1967 289 2V without T/E. with M/T

1967 289 2V with T/E. with A/T. L15

C6AF-S

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
600 2 – 3 5 0 – 1
800 6¼ – 7¼ 7 2 – 5
1200 11¼ – 12¼ 12 7 – 10
1800 13 – 14½ M 10

L 16

C6ZF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
475 2½ – 3½ 5 0 – 1
675 7 – 8 10 5 – 8
1200 10¼ – 11½ 15 6½ – 9½
1850 11 – 12¼ M 9½

L 14

C6ZF-B

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
650 3 – 4 5 0 – 1
900 9 – 10 9 2 – 5
1200 10½ – 11 14 4½ – 7½
2000 11½ – 13 M 7½

L 14

C7AF-AE

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 3¼ – 4½ 10 6 – 9½
1000 8¾ – 9¾ 15 9½ – 12½
1500 9½ – 11 20 9½ – 12½
2000 10½ – 12 M 12½

L 14

C7AF-AH

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
600 ¾ – 1¾ 10 1½ – 4½
1000 7¼ – 8¼ 15 6 – 9¼
1500 9½ – 10¾ 20 7 – 10
2000 10¾ – 12¼ M 10

L 14

C7OF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
400 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
800 4¾ – 5¾ 10 3½ – 6½
1000 7½ – 8½ 15 7¼ – 10¼
1500 9¾ – 11 20 8 – 11
2000 12 – 13¾ M 11

L 14

C7OF-B

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 2¾ – 3¾ 10 5 – 8
1000 7¾ – 8¾ 15 9¼ – 12¼
1500 9 – 10½ 20 9½ – 12½
2000 10½ – 12 M 12½

L 14

C7OF-D

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
600 3 – 4 10 6 – 9½
1000 8 – 9 15 9½ – 12½
1500 10¼ – 11½ 20 9½ – 12½
2000 12½ – 14 M 12½

L 16

D-028
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 Distributors D–31D–30 Appendix D

1967 289 4V without T/E. with M/T

1967 289 4V without T/E. with A/T

1967 289 4V with T/E. with M/T

1967 289 4V with T/E. with M/T or A/T

1967 289 4V with T/E. with A/T1967 289 2V with T/E. with A/T. before L15

1967 289 4V without T/E. with M/T or A/T

1967 289 HiPo with T/E. with M/T or A/T

C7OF-E

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
600 3¼ – 4¼ 10 5 – 8¼
1000 8½ – 9¾ 15 8½ – 11½
1500 10½ – 11¾ 20 8½ – 11½
2000 12¼ – 13¾ M 11½

L 16

C7ZF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
600 2½ – 3½ 10 3½ – 6¾
1000 6½ – 7¾ 15 7¼ – 10¼
1500 7½ – 8¾ 20 8 – 11
2000 8½ – 10 M 11

L 11

C7ZF-B

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 3 – 4 10 6 – 9
1000 6½ – 7¾ 15 9½ – 12½
1500 7¾ – 9 20 9½ – 12½
2000 8¾ – 10¼ M 12½

L 13

C7ZF-C

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 3¼ – 4¼ 10 5 – 8
1000 10 – 11¼ 15 6½ – 9½
1500 10¾ – 12 20 6½ – 9½
2000 11¼ – 12¾ M 9½

L 14

C7ZF-D
C7ZF-G
C7ZF-H

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
600 1¾ – 2¾ 10 3 – 6
1000 10¼ – 11¼ 15 4½ – 7½
1500 11 – 12¼ 20 4½ – 7½
2000 11½ – 13 M 7½

L 14

C7ZF-E

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 3 – 4¼ 10 6½ – 9½
1000 10 – 11¼ 15 9½ – 12½
1500 10¾ – 12 20 9½ – 12½
2000 11¼ – 12¾ M 12½

L 14

C7ZF-F

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 3 – 4 10 6 – 9
1000 6½ – 7¾ 15 9½ – 12½
1500 7¾ – 9 20 9½ – 12½
2000 8¾ – 10¼ M 12½

L 13

C7ZF-J
C7OF-K

Centrifugal Advance
rpm degrees
300 0 – ½
500 ¼ – 1¼
1000 8¾ – 10
1500 10¼ – 11¾
2000 12 – 14

L 14

D-030
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 Distributors D–33D–32 Appendix D

1968 289/302 2V with A/T 1968 302 4V with M/T

1968 289 2V with M/T1968/69 302 2V with M/T

C8AF-E

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance Vacuum Retard
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – ¾ 5 0
500 0 – 1¾ 10 0 – 3 10 2 – 5¾
750 4¾ – 6¾ 15 5½ – 8½ 15 5 – 6
1000 6 – 8¼ 20 8½ – 11 20 6
1500 8 – 10¼ 25 8½ – 11 25 6
2000 10 – 12½ M 11 M 6

L 14

C8AF-F
C8OF-C

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance Vacuum Retard
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees in-Hg degrees
350 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1 5 0 – 2
500 0 – 1¾ 10 2 – 5 10 4 – 6
750 4¾ – 6¾ 15 5¾ – 8¾ 15 5 – 6
1000 6 – 8¼ 20 8¼ – 11 20 6
1500 8 – 10¼ 25 9 – 11½ 25 6
2000 10 – 12½ M 11½ M 6

L 14

C8TF-F

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance Vacuum Retard
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees in-Hg degrees
350 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1 5 0 – 1¾
500 0 – ½ 10 2 – 5 10 3½ – 6
750 0 – ½ 15 5¾ – 8¾ 15 5 – 6
1000 3½ – 5½ 20 8 – 11 20 5 – 6
1500 7 – 9 25 9 – 11½ 25 6
2000 8¾ – 11 M 11½ M 6

L 11

C8ZF-A

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance Vacuum Retard
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees in-Hg degrees
350 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1 5 0 – ¾
500 ¾ – 2¾ 10 4¾ – 8 10 2½ – 6
750 5¼ – 7¼ 15 8 – 10½ 15 5 – 6
1000 5½ – 7½ 20 8 – 10½ 20 5 – 6
1500 6¼ – 8½ 25 8 – 10½ 25 5 – 6
2000 7 – 9½ M 10½ M 6

L 11

D-032
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D–34 Appendix D  Distributors D–35

1968 302 4V with A/T

1969 302 2V with A/T. except full-sized Ford with A/C and A/T

1969 302 2V full-sized Ford with A/C and A/T

so, they indirectly indicated the approximate length of 
each wire. Ford indicated the following values in thou-
sands of ohms for each wire: 

 1 – 28 2 – 23 3 – 26 4 – 23
 5 – 24 6 – 26 7 – 25 8 – 28
 Coil – 11

Actual measurement of ignition wires indicates that 
these values are within one inch of the original lengths. 
Actual measurements on a 64 289 HiPo were :

 1 – 27¾ 2 – 24 3 – 26½ 4 – 23½
 5 – 24½ 6 – 26 7 – 24½ 8 – 27½

The second major group of ignition wires was in-
tended for 1966/67 California cars. These cars required 
T/E smog systems. How these wires actually differed 
from their non-T/E counterparts is unknown; however, 
since the air logs required some different routings be-
tween distributor and spark plugs, the lengths were 
probably altered slightly for this routing.

The third major group of ignition wires was the solid 
core design. These were used on 1963/67 289 HiPos. 
Ford used one set for 1963/64 engines which had the   
10½" coil wire, and another for the 1965/67 engines 
with the 13" coil wire. Both these sets were replaced by 
another set in 1967.

The boot end of the wires was either straight or 
angled at about 45 degrees. Apparently, initial wire 
sets were unique, having no angled boots at all. By late 
1962, angled boots began appearing. A Ford wiring 
diagram showed these boots on cylinders 4 and 8. If a 
third angled boot was in the set, it went on cylinder 1. 
A documented 1963 Falcon Sprint with 7,000 original 
miles still had its original ignition wires and it had 
angled boots on cylinders 4 and 8. An original set on a 
late 1964 Fairlane 289 engine had only an angled boot 
on cylinder 4. A 1963 289 HiPo was documented with 
all straight boots. So was a mid-1964 HiPo. But another 
in very late 1964 had an angled boot for cylinder 1. 
Replacement sets had one, two or three angles boots.

The routing of the ignition wires on the engine was 
intended to separate the wires so that no adjacent 
wires were firing one after the other. This presented 
no special problem on cylinders 1 through 4. The wires 
were attached to the first (free floating) and second 
(valve cover) separators in a 1, 2, 3, 4 order (after wire 
3 crossed under 1 and over 2 near the distributor). 
But, on cylinders 5 through 8, wires 7 and 8 had to be 
separated since they fired in order. So for cylinders 5 
through 8 the wires were attached to both separators in 
a 7, 5, 6, 8 order. After the valve cover separator, wire 
7 crossed above (but, was also found to cross under on 
some original cars) wires 5 and 6 on its way to spark 
plug 7. See illustrations on next page.

Most 1962 through 1969 ignition wires were of the 
radio resistance type. This was in large part due to a 
Presidential Letter dated June 26, 1961, which stated 
in part that the purpose of radio resistance wires was 
“to provide suppression of ignition system radiation 
which interferes with the reception of radio and televi-
sion broadcasts.” In particular, the U.S. govern ment 
was enforcing procedures that would allow important 
national security and emergency civil defense infor-
mation to be passed without interference. Only a few 
limited production cars, specially designed for peak 
perform ance, were exempt from the new Presidential 
Letter. The 289 HiPo was one such car. However, even 
the 289 HiPo was to receive radio resistance ignition 
wires beginning with the 1965 production year, unless 
the steel core wires were ordered as a regular produc-
tion option.

Ignition wires could be classified into three major 
groups. The largest group consisted of the radio inter-
ference suppression wires. In 1962 these wires were 
letter color coded blue. In 1963, they were coded yellow 
and carried the words RADIO RESISTANCE.

The yellow coded wires, though an improve ment 
over the blue coded ones, were replaced about May 
15, 1963, by even better carbon impregnated fiberglass 
core wires. These were letter color coded orange. When 
released, Ford and Mercury recommended that the old 
blue or yellow wires be replaced completely, should 
any one wire become defective. With the orange wires, 
Ford and Mercury recommended just replacing the 
defective wire, not the whole set.

Then, about February/March 1964, the ignition wire 
cores were replaced with a linen or rayon material. This 
was marked by the first appear ance of the white star. 
All wires through 1969 were of this design.

In 1965, the only change in the standard wire was 
a lengthening of the coil wire. Since the coil was lo-
cated a little farther from the distributor, this wire was 
lengthened from 10½" to 13". (An original 1965 coil 
wire measured 13½".) Except for a logo change from 
FOMOCO to AUTOLITE on the ignition wire spark plug 
boots beginning with 1967 production and the inclusion 
of a date code beginning about 12/20/66, the ignition 
wires remained essentially the same through 1969. Only 
the date codes changed. The date code marked the year 
and the quarter (1 through 4) of manufacture, begin-
ning in 1966 with 4Q-66.

Ford changed the method of checking ignition wires 
several times. With the introduction of the linen/rayon 
core wires in 1964, Ford settled on the measured resis-
tance method. In general, a wire was good if it recorded 
a resistance of less than 1,000 ohms per inch. In doing 

Ignition Wires

C9AF-R

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance Vacuum Retard
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees in-Hg degrees
350 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1 5 0 – ¾
500 1¾ – 3¾ 10 3¼ – 6½ 10 1½ – 5½
750 5½ – 7½ 15 7½ – 10½ 15 5 – 6
1000 6¼ – 8¼ 20 9 – 11½ 20 5 – 6
1500 7¼ – 9½
2000 8¼ – 10

C9AF-N

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
300 0 – ½ 5 0 – 1
500 1¾ – 3¾ 10 3½ – 6¾
750 5½ – 7½ 15 7½ – 10½
1000 6¼ – 8¼ 20 9 – 11½
1500 7¼ – 9½
2000 8¼ – 10

C8ZF-B
C8ZF-D

Centrifugal Advance Vacuum Advance
rpm degrees in-Hg degrees
350 0 – ½ 5 0 – ¾
500 0 – ½ 10 1 – 4
750 1 – 3 15 5½ – 8½
1000 3¾ – 5¾ 20 6½ – 9
1500 6¼ – 8½ M 9
2000 7 – 9½

L 11

D-034
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To help identify original ignition wire sets used in 1962/69, the following table is provided. The part number is 
for the complete set of eight wires plus the coil wire. They are segregated into three major groups.

Notes
 1. Ford recommended replacing the entire set of 

ignition wires when one wire became defective.
 2. Marked RADIO RESISTANCE.
 3. Introduced in April/May 1963. Featured im-

proved carbon impregnated fiberglass core.
 4. Introduced in February/March 1964. Stars with 

white ink on one side, and orange ink without 
stars of the opposite side.

 5. Ignition coil wire was lengthened for the new 
coil location on the right cylinder head.

 6. Replaced C5OZ-12259-A about October 1966.
 7. Replaced C3OZ-12259-H about December 1966 

and C5OZ-12259-B about September 1967.
 8. With Imco. Replaced by D1AZ-12259-H.
 9. Replaced C8AZ-12259-A and C3OZ-12259-J. 

Itself replaced by D1AZ-12259-A.
 10. with T/E (66/67), and with T/E/Imco (68)
 11. Used for 1963/64 289 HiPo.
 12. Used on 1965/67 289 HiPo to service steel core 

wires installed as a regular production option.
 13. Replaced C4OZ-12259-B and C5ZZ-12259-A.

The SX indicated a solid steel core for a 
hotter spark. Used on many 289 HiPos.

1964 was the first year for the white star.

D–36 Appendix D

Some ignition wires incorporated a non-
removable rubber sheath (arrow). This wire 
was date coded for 1970.

Ford included plug wire routing in its Body Engineering Electrical-
Equipment Installation Manual. This 1964 manual matched the 
routing found on a 7,000-mile, 1963 Falcon Sprint and that seen on 
other 1964 engines. (Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

 Distributors D–37

"

Ford’s 1963 Wiring Diagram Manual showed the ignition wire 
routing. Note the angled boots on wires 4 and 8. Actual photos 
of original cars showed that Ford did not follow this diagram pre-
cisely. See notes above and compare with diagrams on facing page.

 
Wire 7 was also ro

uted

 
over w

ires 5 & 6, over 5

& under 6, under 5 & over 6,

 
 as well a

s the way shown

 

here.

Even in 1970, Ford was still using the same basic ignition wire 
routing, with only minor changes shown in the angled boots and 
added sheathing on ignition wires 3 & 6. Shown is the 302 V8. 
(Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Plug routing for 1965 was shown in Ford’s 1965 Body Engineering 
Electrical-Equipment Installation Manual. A longer center wire was 
used for the relocated coil. Note that the #4 boot was shown as straight 
vice angled as in 1964. (Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Part number Year Core Code Notes
C2OZ-12259-A 62 Fiberglass Blue lettering 1
C3OZ-12259-B 63 Fiberglass Yellow lettering 1, 2
C3OZ-12259-C 63 Fiberglass Yellow lettering 1, 2
C3OZ-12259-E 63/64 Fiberglass Orange lettering 2, 3
C3OZ-12259-H 64 Linen/rayon White stars 2, 4
C5OZ-12259-A 65/66 Linen/rayon White stars 2, 5
C5OZ-12259-B 66/67 Linen/rayon White stars 2, 6
C3OZ-12259-J 67/68 Linen/rayon White stars 2, 7
C8AZ-12259-B 68 Linen/rayon White stars 2, 8
C3OZ-12259-K 68/69 Linen/rayon White stars 2, 9

C6OZ-12259-A 66 Linen/rayon 2, 10
C6OZ-12259-B 66/67 Linen/rayon 2, 10

C8AZ-12259-A 68 Linen/rayon 2, 10
C4OZ-12259-B 63/64 Steel 11
C5ZZ-12259-A 65/67 Steel 12
C4OZ-12259-C 67 Steel 13

D-036

Wires usually went through 
free-floating separator in 
same order as shown on 
this valve cover separator.

When the white star ignition 
wires first were introduced, only 
one side had the stars with white 
ink. The opposite side still had 
the orange ink without stars. Both 
sides also included the RADIO 
RESISTANCE lettering in white 
and orange ink. Wire above was 
the coil wire from an original set.
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Appendix E – Engineering/Casting Numbers

Ford maintained “Master Cross Reference Lists” 
for cross-referencing engineering part numbers with 
standard part numbers. The engineering part number 
looked much like the standard Ford part number, 
except that the fourth letter was an “E” or “P.” The im-
portance of these engineering numbers was that they 
usually (although not always) related to the casting 
numbers. Furthermore, the first letter/number com-
bination more accurately reflected the model year in 
which the part first saw production. For example, an 
engine block with a part number C5OZ-6010-B cross 
refer enced to a C8ZE-6010-A engineering part number. 
Though the part number suggested a year of 1965, the 
engineering number indicated that 1968 was the first 
year this block assembly saw service. In reality, it also 
marked the first time the C5OZ-6010-B part number 
showed up in Ford’s parts catalogs. (This block assem-
bly happens to be a 1968 replacement for 1965 through 
1967 289 HiPos.)

 Besides a casting number, many parts also carried a 
date code as part of the casting. This date usually fol-
lowed Ford’s standard code of year, month, and day. 
For example, 4C21 represented March 21, 1964. How-
ever, other formats were used. The date codes were 
located in the following places:

•	 Cylinder	Blocks	-	Above	the	starter	motor.
•	 Cylinder	 Heads	 -	 In	 the	 rocker	 arm	 area.	 (A	

matched set of heads generally had dates within 
a few days of each other.)

•	 Flywheels	-	Back	Side
•	 Intake	Manifolds	-	Just	behind	the	distributor.
•	 Exhaust	Manifolds	-	On	the	outer	side.
Aluminum castings did not have date codes, but did 

have year markings molded into the part, such as 61 
or 67. These were calendar years and not pro duction 
years. Aluminum castings included timing chain cov-
ers, early water pumps, thermostat housings, and car-
buretor spacers. (See Appendix C, page C–30 for casting 
numbers of carburetor spacers.)

While mentioning date codes, it should be pointed 
out that the entire engine assembly was also given an 
engine assembly date code stamping. This stamping 
was located just over the engine’s left water pump 
passageway. Included in the coding was a trailing 
letter, which was an inspection code and of no date 

significance. The inspection code might be any letter 
between A and Z. The importance of the engine as-
sembly date is that it should be later than any of the 
casting date codes found on the engine’s individual 
components. (See Volume	I,	Chapter	3,	Section	A,	page 
3–8, photo 3A4 for picture of the engine assembly date code.)

Below is a list of the significant groups of parts that 
had distinguishing casting or stamped numbers and are 
covered in this section:

•	 Cylinder	Blocks	(6015)
•	 Timing	Chain	Covers	(6059)
•	 Cylinder	Heads	(6090)
•	 Harmonic	Dampers	(6316)
•	 Flywheels	&	Flex-plates	(6375)
•	 Water	Pumps	(8505)
•	 Thermostat	Housings	(8592	&	8594)
•	 Intake	Manifolds	(9425)
•	 Right	Exhaust	Manifolds	(9430)
•	 Left	Exhaust	Manifolds	(9431)
Along with many of the casting numbers listed, and 

for a few of the notes, a reference page number and/
or a photo might be given. Use the links to jump to the 
appropriate page spread for pictures or more details.

It should be mentioned that service parts will often 
carry casting numbers that are current production 
parts. For example, a C6OE-9425-B 4V intake manifold 
with	a	date	code	of	6J19	 (early	1967	production)	was	
found that is machined like the 1963 C3OE-9425-E 4V 
intake manifold, and like the 1964 C5OE-9425-A 4V 
intake manifold used without emissions reduction (see 
Chapter 4, page 4–15 for more details). This C6OE-9425-B 
intake had the machining on the rear for this type of 
ventilation system, so is believed to be a Ford service 
replacement part, intended to service 1963-64 289 4V 
manifolds that required the rear ventilation hole to be 
open for the PCV or road draft tube. Ford would often 
sell such a manifold as a service package and include 
additonal parts for compatibility. For example, it might 
include	 a	 C5DZ-10911-A	 adaptor	 to	 allow	 the	 stock	
1/8" pipe thread water temperature sender to be used 
in the manifold’s 3/8" pipe thread hole (see Chapter 5, 
page 5–37 ), and a C5AZ-8592-C thermostat housing 
to provide a pocket for the thermostat (see Chapter 5, 
page 5–38).

Introduction

Ad
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor Company

E-000
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E–2 Appendix E

Notes
 1. The block had a 6" distance between the forward 

and aft block-to-engine-mount bolt holes (see page 
2–4, photo 2A3). Casting number directly behind 
intake manifold.

 2. The block had a 5-bolt bellhousing pattern. Bolt 
holes were 3/8" with two 3/8" dowels. (See page 2–5, 
photo 2A6.)

 3. The block had a 7" distance between the forward 
and aft block-to-engine-mount bolt holes. (See page 
3–7, photo 3A3.)

 4. C4OE-6015-B actually was introduced very late in 
the	1963	model	year,	or	about	July	1963.

  C4OE-6015-E was introduced late in the 1964 
model year, or about May 1964.

 5. C4OE-6015-C actually was introduced very late in 
the	1963	model	year,	or	about	July	1963.

  C4OE-6015-F was introduced late in the 1964 model 
year, or about May 1964.

 6. The block had a 6-bolt bellhousing pattern. Bolt 
holes were 7/16" with two 1/2" dowels. (See page 5–10, 
photo 5A6.)

 7. Cleveland, Ohio foundry.
 8. Replaced C5AE-6015-E late in 1967 production and 

used as a 289 block. Carried 302 markings.
 9. Windsor, Ontario foundry.
 10. Carried a 302 marking, but only used as a 289 

block.
	11.	Same	as	standard	289,	except	for	more	rigid	stan-

dards against casting flaws. Heavy duty main bear-
ing caps substituted during machining process. (See 
blueprint instructions in Appendix I, page I–31.)

 12. Replacement block. Casting number unknown.
	13.	Mexico	also	manufactured	302	V8s	for	use	in	U.S.	

cars and trucks. The block carried a C8AM-6015-B 
casting number. The lifter valley carried the mark-
ings 302 and Mexico. These blocks were machined 
with heavy duty main bearing caps just like the 289 
HiPo. (See page 8–6, photo 8A3.)

* Casting number above the starter motor, unless otherwise noted.

Cylinder Blocks

 Engineering/Casting Numbers E–3

When Ford re-cast all blocks with a 7-inch mounting pattern in 
mid-1963, the casting number was moved to above the starter 
motor, where the date code had been located since 1962.

The date code was just a year marking on the timing chain 
cover. Note the 61 next to the C2OE-6059-D casting number 
(top), which represented the year 1961. After 1963, a replace-
ment timing chain cover carrying the C3OE-6059-B casting 
number was used (bottom). Note the 76 superimposed over 75, 
and the 79 nearby. These were all year codes.

!
Notes
 1. Before 10/16/61 (about the first week or two of 1962 

production). Casting number unknown, but prob-
ably matched one of the engineering numbers.

 2. After 10/16/61.
 3. Includes 289 HiPo.
 4. Earlier C3OE-6059-B covers were just like the 

C2OE-6059-D covers except for casting number. 
Used in 1964 on engines with road draft tubes. Pri-
marily developed as a service replacement for all 
engines using the aluminum water pump. A freeze 
plug was provided to plug the oil filler hole, if not 
used. This cover remained unchanged through the 
years, except for the year markings, until some-
time after 1967. Then the casting was modified to 
accom modate the 1968 289/302 timing pointer, just 
like the C8AE-6059-A production cover. The year 
markings continued into the 1980s and in some 
cases were double marked with several different 
years, particularly the years 75, 76, and 79. (See 
photo below, right.)

 5. C4AE-6059-B was intro duced at the start of 1964 
production (oil fill hole cast shut). C4OE-6059-A  
(oil fill area eliminated) was phased in during 1964 
to supplement and finally replace C4AE-6059-B. 
C4OE-6059-A was used exclusively in 1965 before 
L8, though with a new oil dipstick tube.

 6. L8 and after (cast iron water pump). Two vari-
ations existed with the same casting number. The 
first, used in 1965 through the early 1967 model 
year, was ribbed above the timing chain area. The 
second, used after early 1967, did not have the ribs. 
(See page 7–22, photo 7G1.)

 7. Contained new bosses for mounting the 1968 tim-
ing pointer.

Timing Chain Covers

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number*
Picture Engineering

Number NotesPage Photo

221
62/63 C2OE-6015-G 2–5 2A4 C2OE-6010-A, B, E, G 1, 2

63 C3OE-6015-A C3OE-6010-A 2, 3

260

62/63 C2OE-6015-J 2–5 2A4 C2OE-6010-J 1, 2
63 C3OE-6015-B 3–8 3A5 C3OE-6010-C 2, 3

63/64
C4OE-6015-B & 
C4OE-6015-E

4–6 4A2 C4OE-6010-B, K, R 2, 3, 4

289

63 C3AE-6015-N 3–70 3LA11 C3AE-6010-AD 2, 3

63/64
C4OE-6015-C & 

C4OE-6015-F
4–7 4A3 C4OE-6010-C, H, N 2, 3, 5

65/67 C5AE-6015-E 5–9 5A3 C5AE-6010-F, J 3, 6, 7
67 C8OE-6015-A 7–4 7A1 C8OE-6010-A 3, 6, 7, 8

66/68 C6AE-6015-C 6–7 6A3 C6TE-6010-Z 3, 6, 9
68 C8AE-6015-B 8–4 8A2 C8TE-6010-D 3, 6, 9, 10

289 HiPo

63 C3AE-6015-N 3–7 3A3 C3OE-6010-H 2, 3, 11

64
C4OE-6015-C & 

C4OE-6015-F
4–7 4A3 C4OE-6010-D, J 2, 3, 5, 11

65/67 C5AE-6015-E 5–9 5A4 C5OE-6010-A & C5AE-6010-K 3, 6, 11

67
C8ZE-6010-A, B, C 3, 6, 12

C9OE-6010-E

302
68/69 C8OE-6015-A 8–5 8A2 C8OE-6010-A 3, 6, 7
68/69 C8AM-6015-B 8–58 8LA1 Mexico 3, 6, 13

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number*
Picture Engineering

Number NotesPage Photo
221 62 C2OE-6059-A, B 1

221, 260 62 C2OE-6059-D C2OE-6059-C 2
221, 260, 289 62/63 C2OE-6059-D E–3 C2OE-6059-D 3

260, 289 64 C3OE-6059-B 4–45 4G3 C3OE-6059-B 3, 4
260, 289 64 C4AE-6059-B 4–44 4G2 C4AE-6059-B 3, 5
260, 289 64/65 C4OE-6059-A 4–44 4G2 C4OE-6059-A1 3, 5

289 65/67 C5OE-6059-A1 5–32 5G1 C5OE-6059-A1 3, 6
289, 302 68/69 C8AE-6059-A 8–34 8G1 C8AE-6059-A 7

E-002
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E–4 Appendix E  Engineering/Casting Numbers E–5

Notes
 1. Ford considered the 289 imbalance of 28.1 to be interchangeable with 28.2 oz. in.
 2. The 289 HiPo had an additional 5.9 oz. in. in the extra counterweight for a total of 30.4 oz. in.
 3. C7ZE-6316-A and C8ZE-6316-A are replacement dampers.
 4. Two different designs used in 1968/69. C8OE-6316-A1 and C9OE-6316-D1 were hub counterbalanced, while 

C8OE-6316-A2 and C9OE-6316-D2 were outer ring counterbalanced. (See photos below and Volume I, Chapter 9, 
page 9–7, photo 9A8 for the difference in how 1968 and 1969 dampers indexed to the crankshaft pulley.)

Harmonic Vibration Dampers

Two differently designed 302 V8 dampers were used in 1968/69. One (left) resembled the 289 damper, carried the casting number 
C8OE-6316-A1 or C9OE-6316-D1, and was counterweighted on the inner section. The other (right) was a different design, carried 
the number C8OE-6316-A2 or C9OE-6316-D2, and was counterweighted on the outer ring. However, only the two 1968 dampers 
(C8OE-6316-A1 and C8OE-6316-A2) indexed to the crankshaft pulley in the same manner as the 1962/67 dampers.

Notes
 1. Used with .310" valve stems. Valve sizes were 1.59" 

(intake) and 1.39" (exhaust). (See page 2–14, photo 
2B7.)

 2. Used with .340 valve stems. Exhaust valve size was  
1.45". (See page 3–18, photo 3B6.)

 3. Used with 1.67" intake valve. (See page 3–18, 
photo 3B6.)

 4. Used with 1.78" intake valve. (See page 4–11, 
photo 4B6.)

 5. Introduced late in the 1964 model year, or about 
May 1964. (See page 4–11, photo 4B5.)

 6. Cleveland engine. Machined for specific appli-
cation, such as slotted or round push rod holes 
and for T/E. (See page 6–9, photo 6B2 and page 6–12, 
photo 6B5.

 7. Windsor engine. Machined for T/E, if applicable. 
(See pages 6–10 & 11, photo 6B3.)

 8. Casting allowed machining for T/E.
 9. Replacement head. Machined for T/E.
 10. These heads used the “positive stop” (commonly 

called “non-adjustable”) rocker arm studs. (See page 
9–11, photo 9B6.)

* Except for the 1962 221 V8, which had the casting number near the exhaust ports, the head casting numbers were on 
the bottom (or chamber) side. Generally, the first part of the casting number was near one end, and the last letter was 
on the opposite end.

Cylinder Heads
(Also see Appendix H)

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number*
Picture Engineering

Number NotesPage Photo

221
62

C2OE-6090-D & 
C2OE-6090-E

2–12 2B2 C2OE-6049-A, B, D, G, H 1

63 C3OE-A 3–15 3B1 C3OE-6049-A 1

260
62 C2OE-F 2–13 2B4 C2OE-6049-K 1
63 C3OE-B 3–15 3B1 C3OE-6049-B, L 1
64 C4OE-A 4–9 4B1 C4OE-6049-A 2, 3

289

63/64 C3AE-F 3–16 3B3 C3AE-6049-F, T 2, 3
64 C4AE-C 4–10 4B2 C4AE-6049-C 2, 4

64/65 C5AE-B 5–13 5B1 C5AE-6049-B, E 5
66/67 C6OE-M 6–8 6B1 C6OE-6049-M 6
66/67 C6AE 6–10 6B3 7

68 C8OE 8–12 8B2 C8OE-6049-L

289 HiPo

63/64 C3OE-E & C3OE-F 3–17 3B5 C3OE-6049-D, E, F 3
64 C4OE-B 4–68 4LB1 C4OE-6049-B 4

64/67 C5OE-A 5–14 5B2 C5OE-6049-A, C 5
67 C7ZE-A 7–6 7B2 C7ZE-6049-A 8
67 C8ZE-B 8–11 8B1 C8ZE-6049-A 9

302 2V
68 C8OE-J 8–13 8B3 C8OE-6049-J, K
69 C9OE-E 9–8 9B1 C9OE-6049-E
70 D0OE-B 9–9 9B2 D0OE-5049-B 10

302 4V 68 C8OE-D F 8–14 8B4 C8OE-6049-F

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number*
Picture Engineering

Number
Imbalance*

(ounce-inch) NotesPage Photo

260
62/63

C2OE-6316-A & 
C2OE-A

2–11 2A22 C2OE-6316-A
24.5 oz. in.

C2OE-6316-B 3–13 3A15 C2OE-6316-B

64
C4OE-A1 & 

C4OE-6316-A2
4–8 4A8 C4OE-6316-A 26.2 oz. in.

289

63
C3AE-F & 

C3AE-6316-G
3–13 3A15 C3AE-6316-F, G 28.1 oz. in. 1

64
C4AE-C & 

C4AE-6316-D
4–8 4A8 C4AE-6316-C, D

28.2 oz. in. 1
65/67

C5AE-A1 & 
C5AE-6316-A2

5–12 5A11 C5AE-6316-A

68 C8ZE-B1 8–9 8A9 C8ZE-6316-B

289 HiPo

63/64 C3OE-B 3–14 3A16 C3OE-6316-A, B

24.5 oz. in. 2, 3
65/67 C5OE-A 5–70 5LA12 C5OE-6316-A

67 C7ZE-6316-A
67 C8ZE-A 8–60 8LA4 C8ZE-6316-A

302
68

C8OE-6316-A1 & 
C8OE-6316-A2

8–10 8A11 C8OE-6316-A
28.2 oz. in. 4

69
C9OE-6316-D1 & 
C9OE-6316-D2

9–7 9A7 C9OE-6316-D

E-004

* Not shown is the 221 V8 with 22.7 oz. in. as it used a pulley adaptor in lieu of a harmonic damper.
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Notes
	 1.	Suspected	marking,	but	not	confirmed.	See	Note	3.
 2. 1962 only. Replaced by C2OZ-6375-B.
 3. Letter is circled. Circle is about 3/8" in diameter. Usually 

located just outboard of the counterweight.
	 4.	Suspected	marking,	but	not	confirmed.	See	Note	15.
	 5.	Service	replacement.
 6. Replaced by the earlier C2OZ-6375-B.
 7. Used with 1962/63 221/260 connecting rods, which 

weighed less than the rods used in 1964 for the 260/289.
 8. Used with 1964 260/289 connecting rods, which weighed 

more than the rods used in 1962/63 for the 221/260.
 9. Before about 3-9-64. Used with C3AE-6110 pistons and 

C3AE-F damper only. Although there was a slight dif-
ference in the imbalance spec between this flywheel and 
the 289 flywheels that followed, the difference fell within 
the imbalance tolerance of .25 ounce-inches and Ford 
considered the subsequent 28.2 ounce-inch flywheels to 
be direct replacements. Replaced by C3AZ-6375-F.

 10. From about 3-9-64 to before about 7-1-66.
	11.	Replaced	by	C3AZ-6375-J.
 12. Used on all models in 1964. Used on 1965/66 Mustang, 

1965/66 Falcon, and 1965 Comet.
	13.	Used	with	C5DA-6394-A	bellhousing	after	1964.

Flywheels

Engine

Imbalance
(ounce-
inches) Year

Part
Number

Engineering
Number

Flywheel 
Casting 
Number

Flywheel 
Marking

Ring 
Gear 
Tooth 
Count

Picture

NotesPage Photo

221 22.7 62/63

C2OZ-6375-A C2OE-6375-A C2OE-6380-E A (or none) 160 1, 2

C2OZ-6375-B
C2OE-6375-B C2OE-6380-E B (or none) 160 1
C2OE-6375-E C2OE-6380-E E 160 2–55 2LA4 3

C2OZ-6375-G C7OE-6375-C (unknown) C7OE-C 157 4, 5, 6

260
24.5 62/63

C2OZ-6375-E C2OE-6375-G C2OE-6380-E G 160 2–55 2L4 3, 7
C2OZ-6375-H C7OE-6375-D (unknown) C7OE-D 157 4, 5, 7

26.2 64
C4OZ-6375-A C4OE-6375-A C3OE-6380-B A 160 4–65 4LA8 3, 8

C4OZ-6375-D C7OE-6375-E C6ZE-6380-A C7OE-E 157 4, 5, 8

289

28.1 63/64 C3AZ-6375-B C3AE-6375-F C3OE-6380-B F 160 3–67 3LA6 3, 9

28.2

64/66 C3AZ-6375-F C4AE-6375-C C3OE-6380-B (none) 160 4–64 4LA6 10, 11, 12, 13
66/67 C3AZ-6375-H C6ZE-6375-B C6ZE-6380-A C6ZE-B 160 6–53 4LA2 4, 11, 13, 14
67/68 C3AZ-6375-J C7ZE-6375-B C6ZE-6380-A C7ZE-B 157 7–42 7LA1 13, 15, 16

65 C5AZ-6375-A C5AE-6375-F C5AE-6380-E (none) 168 5–71 5LA13 17, 18
66 C5AZ-6375-N C6OE-6375-B C5AE-6380-E C6OE-B 168 4, 17, 18

67/68 C5AZ-6375-S C7AE-6375-A C5AE-6380-E C7AE-A 164 15, 17, 18

289 HiPo 30.4

63/66 C3OZ-6375-C C3OE-6375-C C3OE-6380-B C 160 3–67 3LA6 3, 13, 19, 20
66/67 C3OZ-6375-D C6ZE-6375-A C6ZE-6380-A C6ZE-A 160 4, 13, 19, 21, 22

67 C3OZ-6375-E C7ZE-6375-A C6ZE-6380-A C7ZE-A 157 7–42 7LA1 15, 19, 22, 23
65 C5OZ-6375-A C5OE-6375-A C5AE-6380-E (unknown) 168 17, 19, 24
65 C5OZ-6375-B C7OE-6375-A C5AE-6380-E C7OE-A 164 4, 5, 17, 19, 24

302 2V 28.2 68/69 C5AZ-6375-S C7AE-6375-A C5AE-6380-E C7AE-A 164 15, 17
302 4V 28.2 68 C5AZ-6375-S C7AE-6375-A C5AE-6380-E C7AE-A 164 15, 17

 14. From about 7-1-66 to before about 10-1-66. Used on Mus-
tang and Falcon in 1966. Used on Mustang, Cougar, and 
289 4V Falcon in 1967.

 15. Marking stamped in the perimeter machined area near 
the ring gear on the counterweight side.

 16. From about 10-1-66. Used on Mustang, Cougar, and 289 
4V Falcon in 1967. Used on Mustang and Cougar in 1968.

 17. Larger flywheel. Used with C5AA-6394-B bellhousing. 
Used with 10" (standard)/10.4" (heavy-duty) clutch 
(pressure plate attaching holes on 113/8" bolt circle).

	18.	C5AZ-6375-A	&	N	replaced	by	C5AZ-6375-S.	Used	on	
1965/67 Galaxie, 1965/68 Fairlane/Torino, 1966/68 Comet/
Montego, 1967 Falcon with 2V, and 1968 Falcon.

 19. Marked with orange paint.
	20.	Before	 about	 7-1-66.	 Marked	 C	 in	 1963/64.	 Starting	 in	

1964, included Brinell hardness indentation in counter-
weight. C marking dropped for 1965/66. Used on 1963/64  
Fairlane, 1964/66 Mustang, and 1964 Comet. Replaced by 
C3OZ-6375-E.

 21. From about 7-1-66 to before about 10-1-66. Used on Mus-
tang. Replaced by C3OZ-6375-E.

 22. Includes Brinell hardness indentation.
 23. From about 10-1-66. Used on Mustang.
 24. Used by Fairlane and Comet with 10.4" clutch.

Notes
 1. 221 flex-plate may or may not be stamped. 260 flex-plate 

stamped with an H on the counterweight. Counterweight 
measures 4.1" for 221 V8 and 4.4" for 260 V8.

 2. Flex-plate recognizable by eight large triangular holes in 
a circular pattern and counterweight on engine side.

 3. Converter attaching holes on a 9.27" bolt circle.
	 4.	Stamping	is	on	the	counterweight.
 5. Converter attaching holes on a 101/2" bolt circle.
 6. Flex-plate is solid (no large triangular holes).
 7. Used with 1962/63 221/260 connecting rods. These rods 

had a thinner neck and weighed less than the rods used 
in 1964 for the 260/289.

 8. Used with 1964 260/289 connecting rods. These rods had 
a thicker neck and weighed more than the rods used in 
1962/63 for the 221/260.

 9. Only used on 1963 Galaxie with Fordomatic.
 10. Before about 3-9-64. Used with C3AE-6110 pistons and 

C3AE-F damper only. Although there was a slight differ-
ence in the imbalance spec between this flex-plate and 
the 289 flex-plates that followed, the difference fell with-
in the imbalance tolerance of .25 ounce-inches and Ford 
considered the subsequent 28.2 ounce-inch flex-plates to 
be direct replacements. Replaced by C3AZ-6375-G.

 11. From about 3-9-64. Replaced by C3AZ-6375-K.

Flex-plates

Engine

Imbalance
(ounce-
inches) Year

Part
Number

Engineering
Number

Flex-plate 
Stamped 
Number

Converter 
Size

Ring 
Gear 
Tooth 
Count

Picture

NotesPage Photo
221 22.7 62/63 C2OZ-6375-C C2OE-6375-C none or C 10¼" 160 2–56 2LA5 1, 2, 3

260
24.5 62/63

C2OZ-6375-F C2OE-6375-H H 10¼" 160 2–56 2LA5 1, 2, 3
C3OZ-6375-A C3OE-6375-A C3OE-6375-A 11¼" 160 3–66 3LA4 4, 5, 6, 7

26.2 64 C4OZ-6375-B C4OE-6375-B C4OE-6375-B 11¼" 160 4–66 4LA10 4, 5, 6, 8

289

28.1
63 C3AZ-6375-C C3AE-6375-A C3AE-A 10¼" 160 3, 9

63/64 C3AZ-6375-D C3AE-6375-B C3AE-6375-B 11¼" 160 3–66 3LA4 4, 5, 6, 10

28.2

64/66
C3AZ-6375-G

C4AE-6375-B C4AE-6375-B 11¼" 160 4–66 4LA10 4, 5, 11, 12
67 C7OP-6375-A C7OP-A 11¼" 160 5, 9, 11, 12

68 C3AZ-6375-K

C7OP-6375-B C7OP-B 11¼" 157 13, 14
C7OP-6375-C C7OP-C 11¼" 157 13, 14
C8OP-6375-A C8OP-6375-A 11¼" 157 14
C8OP-6375-A C8OP-6375-B 11¼" 157 14

65/67 C5AZ-6375-C C5AE-6375-C C5AE-6375-C 12" 168 13, 15

289 HiPo 30.4
64/66 C4OZ-6375-C C4OE-6375-C C4OE-6375-C 11¼" 160 4–67 4LA11 4, 16, 17, 18

67 C4OZ-6375-E C7ZP-6375-A C7ZP-A 11¼" 157 13, 19

302 2V 28.2
68/69 C3AZ-6375-L

C8OE-6375-C C8OP-C 11¼" 157 4, 20
C8OE-6375-D C8OP-D 11¼" 157 13, 20

68/69 C5AZ-6375-T
C7AE-6375-F C7AP-F 12" 164 13, 15
C7AE-6375-G C7AP-G 12" 164 13, 15

302 4V 28.2 68 C3AZ-6375-L
C8OE-6375-C C8OP-C 11¼" 157 4
C8OE-6375-D C8OP-D 11¼" 157 13

	12.	Not	used	on	1965-67	Galaxie.	Used	with	C5OP-7976-A	
converter housing after 1964.

	13.	Stamped	number	not	confirmed.
 14. Replaced by C3AZ-6375-L.
 15. Used on Galaxies only. Used with C5AP-7976-B (C4) or 

C5AP-7976-E (Cruiseomatic) converter housing. Con-
verter mounts on a 117/16" bolt hole circle.

 16. Used on 1964-65 Fairlane and 1966 Mustang.
 17 The increased counterweighting was achieved by fully 

welding the left, right, and inboard sides of the counter-
weight to the flex-plate.

 18. Replaced by C4OZ-6375-E.
 19. Used on 1967 Mustang only.
	20.	Not	used	on	1968-69	Galaxie.

E–6 Appendix E  Engineering/Casting Numbers E–7

Special	 Note	 for	 Flywheels	 and	 Flex-plates:	 In	 1967,	
Ford reduced the number of teeth on all flywheels 
and flex-plates to improve starter drive engage-
ment and disengagement performance. Flywheel 
and flex-plate ring gears with 160 teeth were 
reduced to 157 teeth. Those with 168 teeth were 
reduced to 164 teeth.

E-006
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E–8 Appendix E  Engineering/Casting Numbers E–9

Notes
 1. C8AE-J also found, but may be a replacement pump.
 2. The 289 HiPo used the same castings as the standard water pump, but with 3.8" diameter, 6-vane impellers. 

(See page 3–46, photo 3G2.)

Notes
 1. Used with distributor vacuum control valve. When valve not installed, hole was plugged or not machined.

Notes
 1. The 221 and 260 V8 used the same casting; how-

ever, when used on a 221 V8, the risers were ma-
chined to a diameter of 1 3/8" (1.375"). On the 260 
V8, the dia meter was 1 7/16" (1.44").

 2. The stamped letter in the machined area near the 
casting number used to distinguish appli cation was 
H for the 221 and a J for the 260 V8.

 3. The letter C and F near the casting number denoted 
a 221 V8, while a D and J indicated a 260 V8.

 4. Introduced late in the 1963 model year, or about 
July	1963.	Also	used	on	some	very	late	1963	260	V8s	
(see page 3–23, photo 3C2). If used in late 1963, the 
stamped letter near the casting number was J. For 
1964 the letter was A.

	 5.	Used	on	Cobra	260	in	1962.	Stamped	letter	seen	in	
two cases was an F stamped over a stamped C.

 6. C4AE-9425-B was introduced late in the 1963 model 
year,	or	about	June	1963.	(See page 3–23, photo 3C3.)

 7. Introduced late in the 1964 model year, or about 
May 1964. Incorporated a thermostat pocket. Used 
before about 2/1/65. (See page 4–14, photo 4C2 for 
picture of 1964 C5OE-9425-A manifold.)

	 8.	Stamped	letter	was	C with a PCV valve (emissions 
reduction), or G with road draft tube (non-E/R).

 9. Without a thermostat pocket. Used after approxi-
mately 2/1/65. (Compare page 5–16, photo 5C1 with 
page 5–17, photo 5C2.)

	10.	Several	variations	of	these	manifolds	existed.	Vari-
ations were in the placement of the casting number, 
and casting around the water outlet hole.

 11. Introduced late in the 1965 model year. (See page 
5–17, photo 5C2.)

	12.	Stamped	B when used in 1965, otherwise stamped 
A.	Stampings	phased	out	in	1967.

 13. Introduced late in the 1967 model year. (See page 
7–8, photo 7C1.)	No	stampings	found	on	manifold.

 14. For emissions reduction, stamped B when used in 
1964, otherwise stamped A.

	15.	Earliest	date	code	found	was	4D29.	Non-emissions	
reduction not applicable to 1964 289 HiPo.

 16. Ford listed this manifold from 9/8/64 to 2/1/65. Has 
been	seen	for	a	period	of	time	around	September	
1964	 through	 January	 1965,	 this	 casting	 number	
appeared on many 289 4Vs. Other than the casting 
number, C5AE-9425-M was identical to C5OE-
9425-A.	Stamped	with	the	letter	J.

	17.	Stamped	C when used in 1965, otherwise stamped 
B.	Stampings	phased	out	in	1967.

Water Pumps Intake Manifolds

Thermostat Housings

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number
Picture Engineering

Number RemarksPage Photo
221, 260 62/63 C2OE-8594-A 2–36 2G4 C2OE-8594-A

221, 260, 289 63/64 C3OE-8594-A 3–48 3G6 C3OE-8592-A
260, 289 64/65 C4OE-8594-A 5–38 5G9 C4OE-8592-A  without thermostat pocket

289  65/67 C5OE-8592-A 5–38 5G9 C5OE-8592-A  with thermostat pocket

289, 302 68/69 C8OE-8592-B 8–37 8G5
C8OE-8592-A

 (Note 1)
C9OE-8592-A, B

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number
Picture Engineering

Number RemarksPage Photo

221 62 C2OE-8505-B 2–35,36 2G2,3
C2OE-8501-A

 aluminum pump, before 11/16/61
C2OE-8501-B

221, 260, 289
62/63 C2OE-8505-C 2–35,36 2G2,3 C2OE-8501-C  aluminum pump

63/64
C3OE-8505-A 3–46 3G2

C3OE-8501-B  aluminum pump
C4OE-8505-A 4–46 4G4

289

65 C5AE-8505-C 5–33 5G2
C5AE-8501-C

 aluminum pump, before L8
C5AE-8501-E

65 C5OE-8505-B 5–34 5G4 C5OE-8501-B  cast iron pump, L8 and after

66/67 C6OE-A 6–29 6G1
C5AE-8501-K

 cast iron pumpC6OE-8501-A
C6OE-8501-B

289, 302 68/69 C8OE-D & C8AE-J 8–35 8G2
C8OE-8501-B

 cast iron pump (Note 1)C8OE-8501-C
C8OE-8501-D

289 HiPo

63 C2OE-8505-C 2–35,36 2G2,3 C2OE-8501-E  aluminum pump (Note 2)

63/64
C3OE-8505-A 3–46 3G2

C3AE-8501-D  aluminum pump (Note 2)
C4OE-8505-A 4–46 4G4

65 C5AE-8505-C 5–33 5G2 C5OE-8501-E  aluminum pump, before L8 (Note 2)
65 C5OE-8505-B 5–34 5G4 C5OE-8501-C  cast iron pump, L8 and after (Note 2)

66/67 C6OE-A 6–29 6G1
C6ZE-8501-A

 cast iron pump (Note 2)
C7ZE-8501-A

68 C8OE-D 8–35 8G2 C8ZE-8501-F  cast iron pump, replacement (Note 2)

Engine Year
Known Casting

Number
Known 

Stamping
Picture Engineering

Number NotesPage Photo

221, 260
62

C2OE-9425-D & 
C2OE-9425-H

none or H (221)
J (260)

2–18 2C1
C2OE-9425-A, B, C, D, E

1, 2
C2OE-9424-A, B

63
C3OE-9425-C C (221), D (260)

3–22 3C1 C3OE-9424-E, F 1, 3
C3OE-9425-F F (221), J (260)

260 2V 63/64 C4OE-9425-A J (’63), A (’64) 4–13 4C1 C4OE-9424-A 4
260 4V 62 C2OE-9425-K F over C I–67 None 5

289 2V, 302 2V

63 C3AE-9425-G none 3–23 3C3 C3AE-9424-F
63/64 C4AE-9425-B none (’63), B (’64) 4–13 4C1 C4AE-9424-B 6

64 C4AE-9425-C C 4–13 4C1 C4AE-9424-C

64/65 C5AE-9425-D C (’64), C (’65)
G (non-E/R ’64)

5–16 5C1 C4AE-9424-C 
C4AE-9424-G

7, 8

65 C5OE-9425-B B 5–17 5C2 C5OE-9424-B 9
65/67 C6OE-9425-A B (’65), A (’66) 6–15 6C1 C6OE-9424-A 10, 11, 12
67/69 C8AE-9425-B none 8–18 8C1 C8AE-9424-B 13

289 HiPo 63 C3OE-9425-E none or B 3–24 3C4 C3OE-9424-G

289 4V & HiPo

64 C4OE-9425-B B 4–13 4C1 C4OE-9424-B

64/65 C5OE-9425-A B (’64), A (’65)
G (non-E/R ’64)

5–16 5C1 C5OE-9424-A
C3OE-9424-G

7, 14, 15

65 C5AE-9425-M J 5–16 5C1 C5AE-9424-C, J 16
65 C5OE-9425-C C 5–17 5C2 C5OE-9424-C 9

65/67 C6OE-9425-B C (’65), B (’66) 6–15 6C1 C6OE-9424-B 10, 11, 17

289 4V & HiPo
 302 4V

67/68 C8ZE-9425-A none 8–18 8C1 C8ZE-9424-A 13
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E–10 Appendix E

Exhaust Manifolds

289 HiPo exhaust manifolds were first produced with C3OE numbers. When the automatic choke boss was eliminated on the right 
manifold in late 1964, the right side changed to C4ZE. Then, in 1967, the addition of T/E changed both numbers to C7ZE. The 
date codes on Hipo manifolds were not in accordance with Ford’s standard. The C3OE-9430-C manifold shows a date code of L113 
(upside-down in photo), which decodes as November 11, 1963. The C4ZE-9430-A manifold’s date code is E64 for May 1964.

Notes
 1. Used with a flat gasket to mate with the Y-pipe. (See 

page 2–27, photo 2D2.)
 2. Used with a donut-shaped gasket to mate with the 

Y-pipe.
 3. Incorporated a stud to support the air cleaner’s 

exhaust manifold, air heating duct.
 4. Used with a bottom-attached choke inlet tube.
 5. Casting allowed machining for T/E; however, not 

machined unless T/E was installed. (See page 6–23, 
photo 6D1.)

 6. Increased casting around the Y-pipe connection.

 7. Additional photos on page 7–18, photo 7D1, page 
8–30, photo 8D1, and page 9–17, photo 9D1.

 8. With automatic choke.
 9. With manual choke.
	10.	Notched	at	exhaust	ports	for	use	with	T/E	air	logs.	

(See page 7–19, photo 7D4.)
 11. Except for Falcon, Comet, and full-sized Ford.
 12. Falcon and Comet only.
 13. Full-sized Ford only.
 14. Except full-sized Ford.
 15. Additional photo on page 7–19, photo 7D2.

Side Engine Year
Known Casting

Number
Picture Engineering

Number NotesPage Photo

Right

221, 260 62
C2OE-9430-A & 
C2OE-9430-B

2–26 2D1 C2OE-9428-A, B, D, E 1

221, 260, 289 63 C3OE-9430-B 3–41 3D1 C3OE-9428-B 2, 3
260, 289 64/65 C4OE-9430-A 4–36 4D1 C4OE-9428-A 4

289 66 C6OE 9430-C 6–23 6D1 C6OE 9428-C 5
289, 302 66/69 C6OE-9430-F 6–24 6D2 C6OE-9428-B, D 5, 6, 7

289 HiPo
63/64 C3OE-9430-C 4–37 4D2 C3OE-9428-C 8
64/67 C4ZE-9430-A 4–37 4D2 C4ZE-9430-A 9

67 C7ZE-9430-A C7ZE-9430-A 9, 10

Left

221, 260 62
C2OE-9431-A & 
C2OE-9431-B

2–26 2D1 C2OE-9431-A, B, C 1

221, 260, 289 63/65 C3OE-9431-A 4–36 4D1 C3OE-9431-A 2, 11
260, 289 63/65 C3DE-9431-A 3–42 3D2 C3DE-9431-A 12

289 65 C5AE-9431-B 5–27 5D1 C5AE-9431-A 13
289 66 C6OE-9431-C 6–23 6D1 C6OE-9431-C 5, 14

289, 302 66/69 C6OE-9431-F 6–24 6D2 C6OE-9431-F 5, 6, 7, 14
289 66 C6AE-9431-B 6–23 6D1 C6AE-9431-B 5, 13

289, 302 66/69 C6AE-9431-E 6–24 6D2 C6AE-9431-E 5, 6, 13, 15
289 HiPo 63/67 C3OE-9431-B 3–43 3D3 C3OE-9431-B
289 HiPo 67 C7ZE-9431-A 7–19 7D4 C7ZE-9431-A 10

Ad
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor Company
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Appendix F – Fans, Spacers, and Viscous Clutches

Fan Application

Ford and Mercury listed a host of fans for the small block V8. The following information is an accumulation from 
all available sources as to which ones were used with which car models and engines. Sometimes more than one fan 
will be listed for the same application. These cases generally resulted from conflicting Ford/Mercury sources. Both 
are listed in all fairness to those trying to correctly restore their engines and where the correct fan may have been 
either of those listed.

Full-sized Ford Fans

Daytona Durability Comets were all equipped with 289 HiPos. These engines included transistorized ignition systems and Ford 
alternators. Similarly equipped Comets were available on special order at Mercury dealerships. The 289 HiPo was not coded in 
the Comet’s serial number as it was for Fairlanes and Mustangs, but listed as a special engine package on the vehicle’s build sheet.

Ad
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor Company

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C1VV-8600-D 63/65 Standard
C6OZ-8600-A 66/67 Standard  without T/E
C6OZ-8600-D 66/67 Standard  with T/E
C6OZ-8600-A 68 Standard
C7SZ-8600-B 69 Standard

C2OZ-8600-F 63/64 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan
C5AZ-8600-A 65/66 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan
C5AZ-8600-K 67 Extra Cooling  5-blade, flex-fan
C7SZ-8600-B 68 Extra Cooling  4-blade, standard fan

C2OZ-8600-F 63/64 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan
C5AZ-8600-A 65/66 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan
C5AZ-8600-C 65 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan
C5AZ-8600-F 65/66 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan
C6DZ-8600-A 66/67 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan

C3AZ-8600-A 63 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan
C3OZ-8600-B 64 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan

C1AA-8600-C 63/64 Selectaire A/C
 7-blade, clutch fan (Ford TSB dated 5/13/63 stated that this fan
 could be used for better cooling at idle.)

C3OZ-8600-D 65 Selectaire A/C
 5-blade, clutch fan, used on first 1000 units, identical to
 C3OZ-8600-B but with aluminum blades

C5AZ-8600-E 65 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, used after first 1000 units and before 6/1/65

C5AZ-8600-H 65 Selectaire A/C
 5-blade, flex-fan, used after 6/1/65 and through the remainder of
 1965 production

C5AZ-8600-J 66 Selectaire A/C
 5-blade, clutch fan, used in 1966 before about 10/8/65
 (identical to C5AZ-8600-E)

C4OZ-8600-C 66 Selectaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, used between about 10/30/65 and 11/30/65

C5AZ-8600-K 66/69 Selectaire A/C
 5-blade, flex-fan, used in 1966 after 11/30/65 (Ford TSB said
 that 25,000 full-sized Fords were equipped with flex-fans in 1966.)
 standard fan in 1967/68 (also a replacement for C5AZ-8600-H)
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 Fans, Spacers, and Viscous Clutches F–3

Comet/Montego Fans

Falcon Fans

F–2 Appendix F

Fairlane Fans

Meteor Fans

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C2OA-8600-B 63/65 Standard
C1VV-8600-D 65 Standard  some engines
C6OZ-8600-A 66 Standard
C6OZ-8600-A 67 Standard  without T/E, may have been used on some engines with T/E
C7OZ-8600-A 67 Standard  with T/E
C6OZ-8600-A 68/69 Standard

C2OA-8600-B 65 Extra Cooling  4-blade, standard fan. manual transmission
C3DZ-8600-B 65 Extra Cooling  6-blade, fixed fan, automatic transmission
C6AZ-8600-C 66 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with T/E on some engines
C5AZ-8600-A 66/67 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan

C3DZ-8600-A 63/64 Fordaire A/C  6-blade, fixed fan
C3DZ-8600-B 65 Fordaire A/C  6-blade, fixed fan (replaced C3DZ-8600-A)
C6DZ-8600-A 66/67 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan

C4OZ-8600-C 66 Selectaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, without T/E
C6ZZ-8600-A 66 Selectaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, with T/E

C4OZ-8600-D 66/67 Selectaire A/C
 7-blade, clutch fan (replaced both C4OZ-8600-C and
 C6ZZ-8600-A about mid-1966 production)

C8SZ-8600-B 68/69 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, flex-fan

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C2OA-8600-B 62/64 Standard  some sources indicate C1VV-8600-D used in 1964
C1VV-8600-D 64/65 Standard
C6OZ-8600-A 66/67 Standard  without T/E
C6OZ-8600-D 66/67 Standard  with T/E
C7OZ-8600-A 67 Standard  with T/E, used on some engines
C6OZ-8600-A 68/69 Standard
C3OZ-8600-C 63/67 HiPo  4-blade, fixed fan

C2OZ-8600-C 62/63 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with 17" radiator core width
C2OZ-8600-F  62 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with 20" radiator core width
C3OZ-8600-A 63/64 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with 20" radiator core width
C5AZ-8600-A 65/67 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan
C6OZ-8600-A 69 Extra Cooling  4-blade, fixed fan

C2OZ-8600-C 63 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan, with 17" radiator core width
C3OZ-8600-A 63/64 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan, with 20" radiator core width
C5AZ-8600-A 65 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan
C6AZ-8600-C 66 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan, with T/E, used on some engines
C6DZ-8600-A 66/67 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan

C2OZ-8600-E 62 Polaraire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, with 17" radiator core width
C2OZ-8600-G 62 Polaraire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, with 20" radiator core width

C2OZ-8600-E 63 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, with 17" radiator core width
C2OZ-8600-G 63/64 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, with 20" radiator core width, before 10/20/63
C4OZ-8600-A 64 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, from 10/20/63
C4OZ-8600-B 65 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan
C4OZ-8600-C 66 Selectaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, without T/E
C6ZZ-8600-A 66 Selectaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, with T/E

C4OZ-8600-D 66/67 Selectaire A/C
 7-blade, clutch fan (replaced both C4OZ-8600-C and
 C6ZZ-8600-A about mid-1966 production)

C8SZ-8600-B 68/69 Selectaire A/C  5-blade, flex-fan

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C1V V-8600-D 62/63 Standard
C2OA-8600-B 62/63 Standard  may have been used

C2OZ-8600-C 62/63 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with 17" radiator core width
C2OZ-8600-F 62 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with 20" radiator core width
C3OZ-8600-A 63 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with 20" radiator core width

C2OZ-8600-E 62/63 Mercury A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, with 17" radiator core width
C2OZ-8600-G 62/63 Mercury A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, with 20" radiator core width

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C2OA-8600-B 63/65 Standard
C6OZ-8600-A 66/67 Standard  without T/E
C6OZ-8600-D 66/67 Standard  with T/E
C7OZ-8600-A 67 Standard  with T/E on some engines
C6OZ-8600-A 68/69 Standard

C1AA-8600-E 64 HiPo  4-blade, fan previously used on 1961/63 390, 406, and 427 HiPos
C2OA-8600-B 64/65 HiPo  4-blade standard fan, some Comet HiPos received this fan
C3OZ-8600-C 65 HiPo  4-blade, used on some engines

C3OZ-8600-D 65 HiPo
 Mercury lists this 1965 Fairlane six-cylinder fan as available on
 the 1965 Comet HiPo if customer specified the power option
 viscous clutch fan

C5AZ-8600-A 66/67 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan

C3DZ-8600-A 63/64 Mercury A/C  6-blade, fixed fan
C3DZ-8600-B 65 Mercury A/C  6-blade, fixed fan, dealer installed A/C
C5GY-8600-B 65 Mercury A/C  5-blade, clutch fan, factory installed A/C
C6DZ-8600-A 66 Mercury A/C  5-blade, fixed fan, hang-on A/C
C4OZ-8600-C 66 Mercury A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, integral A/C, without T/E
C6ZZ-8600-A 66 Mercury A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, integral A/C, with T/E

C4OZ-8600-D 66/67 Mercury A/C
 7-blade, clutch fan, integral A/C (replaced both C4OZ-8600-C
 and C6ZZ-8600-A about mid-1966 production)

C8SZ-8600-B 68/69 Mercury A/C  5-blade, flex-fan
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 * ID numbers are stampings found on one of the fan’s blades. Fans in the 1962-64 time frame seemed to lack stampings. Stampings 
became more common in 1965 and were almost always found on 1966 and later fans. So, fans spanning several production years 
may or may not have stampings depending on when they were manufactured. ID numbers in italic have not been confirmed. 
“None” indicates fans confirmed to have no engineering number in the 1962-65 time frame.

 ** For 5-blade and 7-blade fans manufactured in the 1962-64 time frame, the blades were made of steel. In 1965, Ford switched 
to aluminum blades. This helped decrease the stress on the water pump bearing, minimizing premature bearing failure.

 *** See photos on page F–6 & F–7 for design types.

Fan Descriptions

F–4 Appendix F

Mustang Fans

Key for all fan application listings:
 A/C – air conditioning
 HiPo – high performance 289
 T/E – thermactor emissions control
 TSB – Technical Service Bulletin

Cougar Fans

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C2OA-8600-B 64/65 Standard
C1VV-8600-D 65 Standard  used on some engines
C6OZ-8600-A 66/67 Standard  without T/E
C5AZ-8600-A 66 Standard  with T/E
C6OZ-8600-A 67 Standard  with T/E, with automatic transmission
C5AZ-8600-A 67 Standard  with T/E, with manual transmission. before L15
C6OZ-8600-A 67 Standard  with T/E, with manual transmission. L15
C6OZ-8600-D 68 Standard  with 289 V8
C6OZ-8600-A 68/69 Standard  with 302 V8

C3OZ-8600-C 64/67 HiPo  4-blade, fixed fan
C6OZ-8600-D 67 HiPo  4-blade, fixed fan (Note 1)

C2OA-8600-B 64/65 Extra Cooling  4-blade, standard fan
C6OZ-8600-A 66/67 Extra Cooling  4-blade, standard fan, without T/E
C5AZ-8600-A 66/67 Extra Cooling  5-blade, fixed fan, with T/E
C6OZ-8600-A 69 Extra Cooling  4-blade, standard fan

C3OZ-8600-B 64 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan (replaced by C3OZ-8600-D in 1965)
C4OZ-8600-B 65 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, clutch fan
C4OZ-8600-C 66 Fordaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, without T/E
C6ZZ-8600-A 66 Fordaire A/C  7-blade, clutch fan, with T/E

C4OZ-8600-D 66/67 Fordaire A/C
 7-blade, clutch fan (replaced both C4OZ-8600-C and
 C6ZZ-8600-A about mid-1966 production)

C8SZ-8600-B 68/69 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, flex-fan

C3DZ-8600-A 64 Fordaire A/C  6-blade, fixed fan, dealer installed A/C
C3DZ-8600-B 65/66 Fordaire A/C  6-blade, fixed fan, dealer installed A/C
C6DZ-8600-A 67 Fordaire A/C  5-blade, fixed fan, dealer installed A/C

Part Number Year Use Remarks
C6OZ-8600-A  67 Standard  without T/E
C6OZ-8600-A  67 Standard  with T/E, with automatic transmission
C5AZ-8600-A  67 Standard  with T/E, with manual transmission, before L15
C6OZ-8600-A  67 Standard  with T/E, with manual transmission, L15
C6OZ-8600-A  68 Standard

C4OZ-8600-D 67/68 Mercury A/C  7-blade, clutch fan

Part
Number

Type
Fan

Number
of

Blades

Center
Hub Hole
Diameter

Fan
Diameter ID Number*

Type of
Metal

Blades**
Design
Type***

C1AA-8600-C Clutch 7 23/8 18 None steel
C1AA-8600-E Standard 4 5/8 14 None steel
C1VV-8600-D Standard 4 5/8 171/2 C1VV-D steel 1
C2OA-8600-B Standard 4 5/8 171/2 None steel 1
C2OZ-8600-C Fixed 5 5/8 17 None steel 2
C2OZ-8600-E Clutch 5 25/8 17 None steel 5
C2OZ-8600-F Fixed 5 5/8 171/2 None steel 2
C2OZ-8600-G Clutch 5 25/8 171/2 None steel 5
C3AZ-8600-A Clutch 5 23/8 171/2 None steel 6
C3DZ-8600-A Fixed 6 5/8 17 None steel 3
C3DZ-8600-B Fixed 6 5/8 17 C5DE-B aluminum 3
C3OZ-8600-A Fixed 5 5/8 17 None steel 2
C3OZ-8600-B Clutch 5 23/8 171/4 None steel 6
C3OZ-8600-C Fixed 4 5/8 16 None aluminum 4
C3OZ-8600-D Clutch 5 23/8 171/4 C5OE-A aluminum 6
C4OZ-8600-A Clutch 5 23/8 171/2 None steel 5
C4OZ-8600-B Clutch 5 23/8 171/2 C5OE-B aluminum 5
C4OZ-8600-C Clutch 7 23/8 171/2 C6OE-C aluminum 9
C4OZ-8600-D Clutch 7 23/8 171/2 C6OE-G aluminum 11
C5AZ-8600-A Fixed 5 5/8 17 C5AE-B aluminum 2
C5AZ-8600-C Fixed 5 5/8 Unknown C5AE-D aluminum 2
C5AZ 8600-E Clutch 5 23/8 18 None aluminum 7
C5AZ-8600-F Fixed 5 5/8 18 C5AE-G aluminum 2
C5AZ-8600-H Flex 5 5/8 18 C5AE-H spring steel 8
C5AZ-8600-J Clutch 5 23/8 18 None aluminum 7
C5AZ-8600-K Flex 5 5/8 18 C6AE-F & C7AE-D spring steel 8
C5GY-8600-B Clutch 5 23/8 17 None aluminum 5
C6AZ-8600-C Fixed 5 5/8 171/2 C6AE-C aluminum 2
C6DZ-8600-A Fixed 5 5/8 171/2 C6DE-A aluminum 2
C6OZ-8600-A Standard 4 5/8 171/2 C6AE-E & C9OE-D steel 1
C6OZ-8600-D Standard 4 5/8 171/8 C6OE-D & C7AE-F steel 1
C6ZZ-8600-A Clutch 7 23/8 171/2 C6ZE-A aluminum 10
C7OZ-8600-A Standard 4 5/8 173/4 C7OE-A steel 1
C7SZ-8600-B Standard 4 5/8 18 C7SE-B & C9AE-J steel 1
C8SZ-8600-B Flex 5 5/8 175/8 C8SE-B & C8SE-D spring steel 8

F-4

Note 1 - Ford listed this fan in its Master Parts Catalog as the fan used on the 1967 Mustang with 289 HiPo. There has been 
at least one documented case of this fan being used. It was found on a 289 HiPo assembled on May 4, 1967 (7E4 
assembly code), installed in a 1967 Mustang with a thermactor (California smog control) system. See Volume I, 
Chapter 7, page 7–44, photo 7LG1.
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Design 6 Design 7

Design 8 Design 9

Design 10 Design 11

F–6 Appendix F

!

Just after the start of the 1964 model year, or about 
10/20/63, Ford changed the size of the fan hub hole 
from 2 5/8" to 2 3/8". In addition, the clutch mounting 
bolt holes were positioned on a smaller circle. Clutches 
for each of these two fan designs did not interchange.

Design 5

Design 4

Design 2Design 1

Design 3
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Fan Spacers
Fan spacers were designed to compensate for variations in engine-to-radiator distances. These distances could 

be quite large, as in the case of the early full-sized Fords, or quite small, as in the compact Falcons. Spacer design 
varied through the years depending on the manufacturer. At least three different designs have been identified 
(see page F–10). One of them, used around late 1963 to early 1965, was even made of black Bakelite type material. 
Normally, spacers were aluminum. Listed in the chart below are the fan spacers used 1962 through 1969. Length is 
the total length in inches including the center boss at the front of the spacer. (Also, see General Notes on next page.)

 Fans, Spacers, and Viscous Clutches F–9

Fan Spacer Markings

General Notes
 1. Ford listed fan spacers for economy air conditioning systems in its 1966 engine assembly manual. These spacers 

were shorter than those listed for Selectaire (integrated into the dash). Economy air was a hang-on system.
 2. Spacers on 1963/64 engines with A/C were 0.2" shorter than non-A/C spacers to compensate for the thicker 

A/C water pump pulley. The cast iron pulley was 0.2" thicker than the standard stamped pulley. For this same 
reason, heavy duty alternators and engines equipped with X/C used the shorter spacers whenever the cast iron 
water pump pulley was installed.

 3. Spacers used with A/C were for non-clutch fans. Clutch fans did not use spacers.
 4. Spacers were sometimes marked with a casting number. However, the earlier spacers were less often marked 

than the later spacers. By 1968, Ford was marking all spacers on the top boss. (See listing below and photos on the 
next page.)

* No markings seen on spacer.

Vehicle Year Length Remarks
Full-sized Ford 63 2.36  without A/C
Full-sized Ford 63 2.12  with A/C
Full-sized Ford 64 4.14  without A/C
Full-sized Ford 64 3.94  with A/C
Full-sized Ford 65/66 4.25  without A/C
Full-sized Ford 65/66 2.92  with A/C, 1.93" in 1966 with economy A/C (General Note 1)
Full-sized Ford 67/68 3.40  without A/C
Full-sized Ford 67/68 2.92  with A/C
Full-sized Ford 69 1.50  without A/C
Full-sized Ford 69 2.62  with A/C

Fairlane/Meteor 62/64 3.22  without A/C
Fairlane/Meteor 62/64 3.02  with A/C

Fairlane 65 3.15  with or without A/C

Fairlane/Comet 66 3.60  without A/C, 3.40" used after 11/22/65
Fairlane/Comet 66 3.22  with A/C, 2.42" on Fairlane with economy A/C (General Note 1)
Fairlane/Comet 67 3.22  without A/C
Fairlane/Comet 67 2.74  with A/C

Fairlane/Montego 68 3.22  without A/C
Fairlane/Montego 68 2.85  with A/C
Fairlane/Montego 69 1.50  without A/C
Fairlane/Montego 69 2.95  with A/C

Mustang 64 3.22  without A/C
Mustang 64 3.02  with A/C, also 289 HiPo
Mustang 65/66 3.15  with or without A/C, 3.22" used in 1966 before 11/22/65 on non-T/E engines

Mustang/Cougar 65/68 2.36  289 HiPo in 1965/66 for Mustang, X/C for Mustang/Cougar in 1968
Mustang/Cougar 67/68 3.15  without A/C, 3.40" used on 1967 L15 engines with A/T and T/E

Mustang 67 2.74  with or without T/E
Mustang/Cougar 67 2.18  with A/C

Mustang 68 2.85  with A/C
Mustang 69 1.50  without A/C
Mustang 69 2.85  with A/C

Falcon/Comet 63/64 1.58  without A/C, 1.82" from 12/16/63 (1964 Comet 289 HiPo used no spacer)
Falcon/Comet 63/64 1.28  with A/C
Falcon/Comet 65 1.80  with or without A/C

Falcon 66 3.40  without A/C, 3.60" used on some early engines
Falcon 66 3.22  with A/C, 2.42" with economy A/C (General Note 1)
Falcon 67/68 3.22  without A/C
Falcon 67 2.74  with A/C
Falcon 68 2.85  with A/C
Falcon 69 1.50  without A/C
Falcon 69 2.95  with A/C

Length
(in inches) Part Number

Engineering
Number

Known
Markings

1.28 B5S-8546-A C3AE-8546-A *
1.50 C5DZ-8546-B C8OE-8546-A C8OE A

1.58 C3OZ-8546-B
C3OE-8546-B

ECZ-8546-E
C4ZE-8546-B

1.80 C5DZ-8546-A C5DE-8546-A
1.82 B6A-8546-A Unknown *

1.93
C5TZ-8546-D

C6OE-8546-A
C6OZ-8546-A

2 12 EDJ-8546-A Unknown EDF-8546-A
2.18 C6OZ-8546-B C6OE-8546-B

2.36 C3OZ-8546-A
C3OE-8546-A

C3OE-8546-A
C3AE-8546-B

2.42 C6OZ-8546-C C6OE-8546-C
2.62 C4AZ-8546-F C8AE-8546-F C8AE F
2.74 C4AZ-8546-B C4AE-8546-F
2.85 C8ZZ-8546-A C8ZE-8546-A C8ZE-A
2.92 C4AZ-8546-C C4AE-8546-G C4AE G
2.95 C8ZZ-8546-B C8ZE-8546-D C8ZE D
3.02 C2OZ-8546-D C2OE-8546-D *

3.15 C5OZ-8546-A
C5OE-8546-A

C5OE A
C8ZE-8546-C

3.22 C2OZ-8546-A
C2OE-8546-A, E

C2OE-8546-E
C4OE-8546-A
C8OE-8546-B C8OE-8546-E

3.40
C5AZ-8546-B C5AE-8546-B, C *
C6OZ-8546-D C6OE-8546-D *

3.60 Unknown Unknown
3.94 C4AZ-8546-D C4AE-8546-E *

4.14 C4AZ-8546-A C4AE-8546-C *
4.25 C5AZ-8546-A C5AE-8546-A *
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Fan Viscous Clutches

The following listing shows all the clutch fans and the viscous clutches that were used with them. Note that nu-
merous clutches were used with the same fan.

Notes
 1. C4AZ-8A616-C was replaced by C6OZ-8A616-D sometime between 1968 and 1975.
 2. The C6ZZ-8A616-A viscous clutch was a special clutch designed specifically for the early 1966 Mustang’s unique 

C6ZZ-8005-A radiator. This radiator was constructed with a 3-row core which measured about 2 1/4" thick, and 
was used with T/E. The radiator was also used with a special fan shroud which compensated for the radiator’s 
increased thickness. Because of the thicker radiator, the C6ZZ-8A616-A viscous clutch was designed to compen-
sate by being about 1/2" shorter than the one used with the standard 2-row radiator. This particular arrangement 
of fan, viscous clutch, radiator and shroud was used only on Mustangs with A/C and T/E before about 1/5/66. 
When Ford reverted back to the standard 2-row C3DZ-8005-K radiator for both T/E and non-T/E engines, the 
C6ZZ-8A616-A clutch was replaced by the longer C4AZ-8A616-C clutch. About the same time, the C6ZZ-8600-A 
fan (marked C6ZE-A) was replaced by a larger bladed C4OZ-8600-D fan (marked C6OE-G).

The most common viscous clutch design contained a spiral type bi-metallic expansion spring (center). In 1965, another design found 
wide use and employed a flat bi-metallic expansion strip (left). Though this design continued to be used throughout the rest of the 
1960s, it was not as prevalent as the earlier design. The earlier clutches of both designs lacked engineering numbers. Then, starting in 
1965, the numbers were often included on the hub. The E-C4AA-C1 (right) indicates a 1964 clutch and seems to contradict the norm. 
However, this clutch was used through 1966 and though seldom carrying the number in 1964, almost always carried it in 1966.

Fan Spacer Types

Fan Viscous Clutches

In 1968, another style aluminum spacer replaced the 
earlier design. These carried an abbreviated engineering 
number on the top of the front boss (above).

Some spacers carried engineering numbers, but many 
did not. The C2OE-8546-E (above) was used on early 
1962/64 Fairlanes. The Bakelite type spacers of late 
1963 through early 1965 carried only the Ford logo.

F–10 Appendix F

1968/691962/67

Aluminum “Bakelite”

Fan Clutch Year Vehicle Remarks
C1AA-8600-C C4AZ-8A616-C 64 A  (Note 1)

C2OZ-8600-E
C2OZ-8A616-A 62/64 B, M
C2OZ-8A616-B 62 B, M  replaced by C2OZ-8A616-A

C2OZ-8600-G
C2OZ-8A616-A 62/64 B, M
C2OZ-8A616-B 62 B, M  replaced by C2OZ-8A616-A

C3AZ-8600-A C3AZ-8A616-A 63 A

C3OZ-8600-B C4AZ-8A616-C 64 F  (Note 1)

C3OZ-8600-D C4AZ-8A616-C 65 A  (Note 1)

C4OZ-8600-A C4AZ-8A616-A 64 B

C4OZ-8600-B
C4AZ-8A616-A 65 B
C4AZ-8A616-C 65 F  (Note 1)

C4OZ-8600-C
C4AZ-8A616-C 66 (early) F  without T/E (Note 1)
C6OZ-8A616-D 66 (early) B, C, X  without T/E

C4OZ-8600-D

C4AZ-8A616-C 66 (late) F  with or without T/E (Note 1)
C6OZ-8A616-D 66 (late)/67 B, C, X  with or without T/E
C6ZZ-8A616-A 67 F  hang-on A/C
C7OZ-8A616-B 67 F, R  before 2/27/67
C7OZ-8A616-C 67 F, R  from 2/27/67
C6OZ-8A616-A 68 R

C5AZ-8600-D C5AZ-8A616-C 65 A

C5AZ-8600-E C5AZ-8A616-C 65 A

C5AZ-8600-J C5AZ-8A616-C 66 A

C5GY-8600-B C5GY-8A616-A 65 C

C6ZZ-8600-A
C6ZZ-8A616-A 66 (early) F  T/E (Note 2)
C4AZ-8A616-C 66 (early) B, C, F, X  T/E (Note 2)
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Few, if any, viscous clutches before 1965 were stamped with engineering numbers. Then beginning about 1965, the 
numbers began showing up on a few clutches. Even as late as 1966, some clutches still lacked any numbers. But, by 
and large, from 1966 and on, most clutches had numbers. The engineering numbers could be found stamped along 
the outer circumference of the mounting flange, also called the hub. This hub was located next to the water pump 
pulley when the clutch was installed. (See bottom right photo on page F–10.)

The table below lists each clutch part number and associated engineering numbers that may be found on the hub. 
Sometimes these numbers had a prefix. Known prefixes include “E-” and “SC-” markings. The “SC” marking was 
probably the manufacturer, Schwitzer Corporation, which also made the 289 HiPo fan and 1965 Galaxie clutch fan. 
The column labeled “Known Stamping” shows confirmed stampings, but may not include all possible numbers.

F–12 Appendix F

Fan Viscous Clutch Markings

1965
Ad

Courtesy
of

Ford
Motor

Company

Notes
 1. 3 5/8" long. 2 9/16" hub diameter.
 2. E-C7OE-B was a replacement clutch.
 3. 3 5/8" long. 2 5/16" hub diameter.
 4. The SC-C4AA-A1 clutch that was found also carried a 7-5-66 date on the hub, indicating that it was a re-

placement clutch.
 5. 3" long. 2 5/16" hub diameter.
 6. Length unknown, but speculated to be shorter than 3" due to the 1965 Comet’s small engine compartment.  

2 5/16" hub diameter.
 7. 3 3/16" long. 2 5/16" hub diameter.

Part Number
Engineering

Numbers
Known

Stamping Notes

C2OZ-8A616-A
C3OA-A 1
C7OE-B E-C7OE-B 1, 2

C2OZ-8A616-B C2OA-B 1

C3AZ-8A616-A
C3AA-A

3
C3AA-B

C4AZ-8A616-A
C4AA-Al

SC-C4AA-A1 3, 4
C4AA-A2

C4AZ-8A616-C
C4AA-C

C4AA-C1 3C4AA-Cl
C4AA-C2

C5AZ-8A616-C C5AE-C C5AE-C 5
C5GY-8A616-A C5GE-A 6

C6OZ-8A616-A
C6OE-A

E-C6OE-A 5C6OF-A
C6SE-A

C6OZ-8A616-D C6OE-G E-C6OE-G 3
C6ZZ-8A616-A C6ZE-A E-C6ZE-A 7
C7OZ-8A616-B C7ZE-A E-C7ZE-A 5
C7OZ-8A616-C C7ZE-B E-C7ZE-B 5
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Part Number Year Engine Type Marking Notes
C2OZ-6250-A 62 221, 260 Hydraulic U 1
C3OZ-6250-B 63/64 221, 260 Hydraulic U
C3AZ-6250-E 63/64 289 Hydraulic UA 2
C3AZ-6250-V 64/69 289, 302 Hydraulic UA 3
C7AZ-6250-C 67/68 289 Hydraulic Y     4, 5
C3OZ-6250-C 63/67 289 HiPo Mechanical   E 6, 7
C9OZ-6250-C 69 All Hydraulic C9OZ-C 6, 8
C7FE-6250-A 67/69 Race Mechanical C7FE-A 6, 9

Appendix G – Camshafts

Camshaft Application

Notes
 1. Replaced by C3OZ-6250-B.
 2. Used with the 1.67" intake valve. These intake 

valves used until around February 1964. Camshaft 
replaced by C3AZ-6250-V.

 3. Used with the 1.78" intake valve. These intake 
valves used after about February 1964.

 4. This camshaft used on 1967 L15 engines with both 
C4 and T/E. Also used in 1968 on 289 V8s with C4 
automatics according to Ford parts catalogs. All 
other engines used C3AZ-6250-V. C3AZ-6250-V 
eventually became the service replacement for 
C7AZ-6250-C.

 5. Ford parts catalogs identified this camshaft as 
having the marking AY. Examination of an actual 
camshaft showed the marking was reversed (YA ). 
(See photo below at right.)

 6. See Appendix I beginning on page I–144 for details 
on setting up for this cam.

 7. See page G–3 for photo of cam marking.
 8. “Cobra” cam. Hydraulic version of the 289 HiPo. 

Also compatible with 221, 260, and early 1965 289 
4V flat-top pistons using stock head gaskets.

 9. “LeMans” cam. High lift cam specifically designed 
for all-out competition racing.

1962/64 221/260 V8 1963/69 289/302 V8 1967/68 289 V8
(See Notes 4 and 5 above)

A

A
A

A

Ad
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor
Company
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 Camshafts G–3

Original 289 HiPo camshafts were marked with 
an upside-down A and right-side-up E. These cam-
shafts were also compatible with all 221, 260, 289, 
and 302 V8s for high performance applications 
when used with other supporting components. See 
Appendix I, pages I-142 to I-149 for additional 
details.

Camshaft Mixing

General Notes
 1. Lobe Lift – Measured difference between the base 

and peak of the camshaft lobe in inches.
 2. Theoretical Valve Lift – Lobe lift multiplied by the 

rocker arm ratio (1.60:1). Actual lift was somewhat 
less due to clearances, stack-up in the valve train, 
and variations in valve lash adjustment.

 3. Duration – Crankshaft rotation in degrees that the 
valve was off its seat.

 4. Overlap – Crankshaft rotation in degrees when 
both the intake and exhaust valves were simultane-
ously off their seats.

 5. Intake and exhaust timing events – The position 
of the crankshaft in degrees when the valves were 
opening and closing. These positions were re-
corded after the valve lifter had moved a specified 
distance away from the base of the camshaft lobe. 

For example, with a C3OZ-6250-C camshaft, the 
crankshaft would read 46 degrees BTDC when the 
valve lifter had moved .008" up in its bore. When 
the lifter had moved to .010" above the lobe base 
on the way down in its bore, the crankshaft would 
read 84 degrees ABDC. Duration was 310 degrees 
(46 + 180 + 84 = 310). Some cam specs did not give 
the specified lift at which the measurement was 
made. Where this is the case, the lift column in the 
“events” chart is blank.

 6. Abbreviations:
 a. BTDC – Before Top Dead Center
 b. ABDC – After Bottom Dead Center
 c. BBDC – Before Bottom Dead Center
 d. ATDC – After Top Dead Center

Whenever changing camshafts, the lifters (or tap-
pets) should be replaced to improve durability. In par-
ticular, mixing mechanical camshafts with hydraulic 
lifters and hydraulic camshafts with mechanical lifters 
was specifically not recommended due to incompat-
ibility of lifter spherical radii. Specificially, hydraulic 
camshafts were designed for constant valve train 
contact with the valve. This allowed fast opening of 
the valves with steeper opening and closing ramps. 
The steeper ramps meant more spherical radius to 
the bottom of the lifter to follow the more rapidly 
changing lobe surface. The larger spherical radius of 
the lifter also dictated a specific taper on the camshaft 
lobes to promote valve rotation. Mechanical camshafts 
had decidedly different requirements. With valve lash 
clearance required between the rocker arm and valve 
tip, shallower ramps were necessary to minimize shock 
loads to the valves as rocker arms made contact. This 
dictated a smaller spherical radius to the bottom of 
the lifter and, sub sequently, less lobe taper to pro mote 
valve rotation. For these reasons, using the wrong lifter 
radius and ramp/taper combinations severely affect 
durability, and this is one of the primary reasons most 
after market camshaft distributors bundle the camshafts 
with the appropriate lifters as part of a single package.

Ford indicated that camshafts C3OZ-6250-C and 
C9OZ-6250-C were compatible with stock 221, 260, and 
early 1965 289 4V (premium-fueled) pistons (flat-tops 
without valve reliefs), if the stock head gaskets were 
used. However, if thinner head gaskets were substi-
tuted, the engine block decked, the heads milled, or 
the high lift C7FE-6250-A camshaft installed, valve-to-
piston clearance needed to be checked for minimum 
values. Ford’s Off Highway Parts catalog gave recom-
mended minimum values of .070" for intake valves 
and .100" for exhaust valves when used with auto matic 
transmissions. For manual trans missions, Ford recom-
mended .090" and .120" for intake and exhaust valves, 
respectively. The clearance could be checked by a 
number of methods. One of the simplest ways was to 
use clay on top of the piston at the valve’s closest point 
of approach. With the head installed, the engine was 
cranked through two complete revolutions. The head 
was removed and clay sliced at the deepest depression. 
The depth could then be compared against the recom-
mended values.

G–2 Appendix G

Notes
 1. The .2983" lobe lift for the C3OZ-6250-C camshaft 

was taken from the 1965 Comet, Falcon, Fairlane 
& Mustang Shop Manual. The 1966 and 1967 shop 
manuals also agreed. All other sources agreed with 
this value though may have rounded off the num-
ber to .298". The difference between sources was 
in the valve lift. Theoretical lift was .477" (.2983" 
× 1.60 = .477"). However, with a .020" valve lash 
adjust ment, the rocker arm tip above the valve 
stem had to move .020" before the valve was lifted 
off its seat. This effectively reduced total valve lift 
to .457" (.477" – .020" = .457"). This value was stated 
in Akton O. (Ak) Miller’s High Performance Guide 
published in 1966. Ak Miller was a Performance 
Advisor to the Ford Motor Company. Another val-
ue given in other sources for valve lift was .460".

 2. The C9OZ-6250-C camshaft lobe lift value of .298" 
was taken from the C9OZ-6250-C instruction sheet 
(IS-4285) provided with the camshaft. This equates 
to a theoretical lift of .477" (.298" × 1.60 = .477"). 
However, the same instruction sheet also listed the 
valve lift as .470". This value was repeated in other 
sources as well.

 3. Valve lash on the C7FE-6250-A cam was .020" on 
the intake valves and .025" on the exhaust valves. 
Though theoretical lift was .528", the advertised lift 
at the valve was .510".

 4. C9OZ-6250-C intake and exhaust events are theorti-
cal. (Recorded at the first perceptible valve lift).

Ford published the camshaft characteristics in many of its shop manuals and service bulletins. These are listed 
in this section. The characteristics for C2OZ-6250-A and C3AZ-6250-E were not published but were presumably the 
same as, or close to, their replacements. See “General Notes” on the facing page for definition of terms used in the 
following tables.

Camshaft Characteristics

Part Number Engine
Lobe Lift

Theoretical
Valve Lift Duration

Overlap NotesIntake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust
C3OZ-6250-B 221, 260 .2375 .2375 .380 .381 252 252 36
C3AZ-6250-V 289 .2303 .2375 .368 .381 266 256 30
C7AZ-6250-C 289 .2663 .2657 .4261 .4251 250 254 34
C3OZ-6250-C 289 HiPo .2983 .2983 .477 .477 310 310 82 1
C9OZ-6250-C All .298 .298 .477 .477 290 290 62 2
C7FE-6250-A Race .330 .330 .528 .528 318 304 94 3

Part Number Engine

Intake Events Exhaust Events

Notes
Open Close Open Close

BTDC Lift ABDC Lift BBDC Lift ATDC Lift
C3OZ-6250-B 221, 260 21 51 57 15
C3AZ-6250-V 289 16 .004 70 .006 52 .002 24 .005
C7AZ-6250-C 289 15 .004 61 .006 55 .004 19 .006
C3OZ-6250-C 289 HiPo 46 .008 84 .010 94 .008 36 .010
C9OZ-6250-C All 36 74 84 26 4
C7FE-6250-A Race 52 86 82 42
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Appendix H – Cylinder Heads

kets, or combustion chamber volumes from 1962/63, 
there really was no change in compression ratio either. 
Nevertheless, the breathing capability of the production 
1964 260 V8 was the best ever for this displacement size 
and should have yielded more horsepower and dura-
bility in comparison to the 1962/63 engines.

Ford continued its 1963 289 V8 head right into 1964 
without any changes. In addition to the 2V versions 
being used in  Galaxies and Fairlanes, Mercury began 
stuffing a 4V version into its new 1964 Comets. Mer-
cury coded the engine K in the serial number, but these 
were not the HiPo versions. Comet HiPos required a 
special order, though they were also likely to end up 
in K-coded Comets. The production K-coded engine 
in a 1964 Comet was a standard 289 with a 4V intake 
manifold and carburetor. (See Appendix A, page A–2 for 
more details on 1964 Comet HiPo engines.)

About February/March 1964, Ford increased the 
intake valve size of the 289 from 1.67" to 1.78". The 289 
HiPo followed suit about a month later. The standard 
289 2V/4V also received a revised combustion chamber 
shape concurrently, however, the volume remained 
unchanged. The 289 HiPo, on the other hand, got a 
chamber shape change and an increase in volume from 
47.7–50.7 cc to 52.5–55.6 cc. In fact, the HiPo chamber 
shape and volume were identical to the standard 289 
2V/4V. The increased chamber volume dropped the 289 
HiPo’s compression ratio from an advertised value of 
10.5:1 to 10.0:1.

Both the new standard 289 2V/4V and the 289 HiPo 
heads with 1.78" intake valves carried 1964 casting 
numbers. But, within a few months, 1965 castings were 
introduced on the late 1964 engines. Hence, a 1964 289 
engine might carry C3 head castings (before February/
March 1964), C4 castings (between February/March 
and May 1964), or C5 castings (from May 1964).

When 1965 production began, the 1965 head cast-
ings continued, and so did the confusion. The 289 2V 
was given a new advertised compression ratio of 9.3:1. 
However, with no changes to the pistons, head gasket, 
and combustion chamber volumes, com pres sion should 
not have been different than in 1963/64, which was 
adver tised at 9.0:1. In all probability, the 1963/64 value 
was underestimated. The 1965 289 4V got its compres-
sion rise to 10.0:1 from the use of new flat-top pistons.

Cylinder heads used on 1962/69 small block engines 
are a topic of great confusion, promoted by mid-year 
changes and incomplete updates to shop manuals. This 
Appendix will sort through the heads and show which 
ones were used on which engines at what time, what 
valves were used, and what the combustion chamber 
shapes looked like. The chamber shapes presented 
here were obtained from actual cylinder heads and are 
shown in actual size.

 A quick review of cylinder head evolution will 
help make sense of what was happening at Ford in the 
small block development. The 221 V8 began life with 
a small combustion chamber (43.6–46.6 cc) in October 
1961. These heads used small valves with small stem 
diameters. All the 221 V8 heads used these same small 
valves from 1962 through 1963 production; only the 
casting numbers changed. The 1962 221 V8 heads were 
also the only ones to receive casting numbers that were 
visible with the heads installed. The numbers were near 
the center spark plug holes. (Though these small cham-
bered 221 V8 heads might seem like good candidates 
for increasing compression on larger displacement 
engines, the small valve sizes make them incompatible 
with the breathing demands of the more powerful en-
gines. In addition, the small diameter valve stems gave 
poor durability.)

When the 260 V8 debuted in February 1962, it used 
the same valves as the 221 V8, but had a larger com-
bustion chamber volume (53.0–56.0 cc). However, this 
only lasted until the end of 1963 production. By that 
time, 289 V8s with larger valves were already well 
established, having been introduced in early 1963 as 
a 2V version in the Galaxie and HiPo version in the 
Fairlane. So, when Ford geared up for 1964 production, 
it recast the 260 V8 heads to take the 289 valves while 
keeping the chamber volume and shape the same as on 
the 1962/63 260 heads. The 260 heads using the early 
289 valves were identified by the C4OE-A casting num-
ber. Unfortunately, Ford never made this fact known 
through its shop manuals. It was only included in the 
master parts catalogs where accuracy on interchange-
ability of service parts was essential.

Ford did advertise a slight increase in compression 
ratio for the 1964 260 V8 from 8.7:1 in 1962/63 to 8.8:1, 
but since there were no changes in pistons, head gas-

Introduction
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 Cylinder Heads H–3

Notes
 1. Heads were not marked under valve covers.
 2. Transition date for code C to code D was about 

February/March 1964. (Ford gave a date of 2/24/64. 
Mercury said 3/26/64.) Heads marked under valve 
covers with 289 only.

 3. About February/March 1964 (Ford gave a date of 
2/24/64, while Mercury said 3/26/64), new 289 
heads with larger intake valves were intro duced. 
These heads were marked under the valve cov-
ers with a 289 and 64. In April 1964 (late 1964 
pro duction), heads marked 289 and 65 under the 
valve covers were introduced, which were identical 
to the mid-1964 production heads, except in cast-
ing numbers. Though marked with 1965 casting 
numbers, these heads carried 1964 pro duction date 
codes, and were machined with 3/8" accessory bolt 
holes for the generator mount. In 1965 production, 
these same heads would have one of the accessory 
bolt holes enlarged to 7/16" for alternator mount-
ing. (In narrowing down the transition between 
64 and 65 marked heads, a C4AE-C head has been 
found with a date code of 4D1 (April 1, 1964) and 
a C5AE-B head with 4D28 (April 28, 1964). So the 
transition occurred between those dates. However, 
head casting dates can proceed engine assembly 
dates by a few days to a few weeks.) 

 4. 1965 production heads were marked 289 and 65. 
1966 Cleveland C6OE-M production heads were 
marked 289 and 66, and introduced late in the 
1965 production year. A C6OE-M head with cast-
ing dates of 5F9 (June 9, 1965) has been found on 
an engine assembled 5F28 (June 28, 1965). The 1966 
heads incorporated extra casting to accommodate 
the external T/E system. These heads continued to 
be used in 1967 production with no changes to the 
casting except for date codes.

 5. The increase in compression over the 2V was due 
to higher compression (flat-top) pistons. The initial 
compression ratio of 10.0:1 dropped to 9.8:1 late in 
1965 when Ford added valve reliefs to its flat-top 
pistons. Ford revised the new compression ratio 
through TSB #31, Article 624 dated 2/11/66, which 
stated to revise the 10.0:1 compression ratio in 
the 1966 Fairlane/Falcon/Comet/Mustang shop 
manual to 9.8:1. Ford parts catalogs indicated the 
valve relief flat-top pistons replaced the older pis-
tons about March 1, 1965. (See Volume I, Chapter 5, 
page 5–11, photo 5A10.)

 6. HiPo heads incorporated valve spring seats and 
threaded rocker arm studs.

 7. Transition date from the early 1964 C3OE-E/F heads 
to the late 1964 C4OE-B heads was about April 
1964. (Ford gave a date of 4/2/64. Mercury said 
3/26/64. Casting date was 4C24) The new heads 
were marked 289 and 64. Within a few months, 
1964 C5OE-A heads were introduced. Like the 
standard 289 heads, these new C5OE-A heads 
carried 1964 production date codes, and were 
machined with 3/8" accessory bolt holes for the 
generator mount. In 1965 pro duction, these same 
heads would have one of the accessory bolt holes 
enlarged to 7/16" for alternator mounting. The 289 
and 65 marking continued through 1967, but other 
markings and casting numbers varied. In mid-1967, 
C7ZE-A heads appeared, which included provi-
sions for external T/E systems. These heads were 
still marked 289 and 65 in the rocker arm area. The 
advertised compression ratio initially was 10.5:1 
(1964 Fairlane shop manual supplement), but this 
was left over from the small chambered heads. 
Ford finally revised the ratio in TSB #31, Article 624 
dated 2/11/66, to the more correct value of 10.0:1.

 8. High compression was achieved by incorporat-
ing very small combustion chamber volumes. The 
advertised compression ratio was revised by Ford 
TSB #6001/29 dated 4/8/63, from 11.0:1 to 10.5:1.

 9. Heads marked 289 and WF under valve covers. 
Heads were cast for an internal T/E system. Heads 
made at the Windsor, Ontario, foundry.

 10. Increased compression ratio over 2V achieved by 
flat top pistons with valve reliefs.

 11. Heads marked 302 and 4V. Heads were cast for the 
external T/E system. Heads made at the Cleve land, 
Ohio, foundry, even though the chamber shape was 
exactly like the 289 Windsor.

 12. Used late in the model year on some 2V engines.
 13. Service replacement head. Although made at the 

Cleveland plant, chamber shape and volume was 
the same as those from the Windsor plant.

 14. Low compression was achieved by incorporating 
very large combustion chamber volumes.

 15. Heads marked 302 and 2V. Heads were cast for the 
external T/E system. Made at the Cleveland, Ohio, 
foundry. Combustion chamber shape and volume 
was identical to the 1968 289 Windsor, in spite of 
the fact that Windsor heads were cast for the inter-
nal T/E system.

 16. Heads marked 302 and E. Other letters were used 
after 1969. (There were other 1969 302 heads used 
on 1969 truck engines. One was C9TE-C, which 
carried a 302 and T marking in the rocker arm 
area. These truck heads had the same com bustion 
chamber shape and volume as heads on 1968 289 
and 302 2Vs, but they were not used on 1969 pas-
senger car engines.)

H–2 Appendix H

 * Code refers to the shape of the combustion chamber shown on pages H–4 through H–5.
 ** Volume in cubic centimeters (cc). The variation in chamber volume is due to the tolerance in cleaning up the head deck surface.
  With a .020" tolerance, chamber volume variance could be 2.3 to 3.3 cc, depending on chamber shape, which is close to the 3 cc
  range given by Ford.
 *** Advertised compression ratio. See additional details on pages H–8 and H–9.

In mid-1965 production (about 3/1/65), new pistons 
were introduced in 289 2V and 4V engines (except 
HiPo). Both got valve reliefs (eyebrows). The com-
pression ratio remained the same for the 289 2V since 
the piston dish depth was adjusted to compensate for 
the extra volume of the valve reliefs. Therefore, Ford 
mixed the new and old pistons during the transition. 
However, the valve reliefs could not be compensated 
for on the 4V pistons. With the valve reliefs increas-
ing effective chamber volume by about 3 cc, the 4V 
compression ratio dropped from 10.0:1 to 9.8:1. The 
change was never reflected in the 1966 shop manual, 
so Ford issued a Technical Service Bulletin to correct 
its error.

Things stayed the same for the 289 engines until 
1968. However, there was one small change with the 

1966 introduction of the 289 engines manufactured at 
the Windsor, Ontario plant. These 289 heads had nearly 
the identical chamber volumes as the Cleve land, Ohio 
heads, but a slightly different chamber shape. The 
changes were related to the Windsor’s use of internal 
air manifold design for California’s emission reduction 
requirements, whereas the Cleveland heads used an 
external air log system.

In 1968, the 289 V8 received larger chambered 
heads (61.7–64.7 cc). The new 302 2V received a similar 
head, while the 302 4V used a head with the chamber 
shape and volume that was the same as the 1966/67 
289 Windsors. Thus 2V engines had low compression 
ratios while the 4V’s was quite high. By 1969, only the 
302 2V was left, for which Ford gave a more respectable 
chamber volume for its passenger cars.

Cylinder Head Types

Casting
Number

Shape
Code*

Chamber
Volume** Year Engine

Compression
Ratio***

Valve Diameters
NotesIntake Exhaust Stem

C2OE-6090-D
C2OE-6090-E

C3OE-A
A 43.6 - 46.6 62/63 221 8.7:1 1.59 1.39 .310 1

C2OE-F
C3OE-B

B 53.0 - 56.0 62/63 260 8.7:1 1.59 1.39 .310 1

C4OE-A B 53.0 - 56.0 64 260 8.8:1 1.67 1.45 .342 1
C3AE-F C 52.5 - 55.6 63/64 289 2V & 4V 9.0:1 1.67 1.45 .342 2
C4AE-C
C5AE-B

D 52.5 - 55.6 64 289 2V & 4V 9.3:1 1.78 1.45 .342 3

C5AE-B 
C6OE-M

D 52.5 - 55.6 65/67 289 2V 9.3:1 1.78 1.45 .342 4

C5AE-B
C6OE-M

D 52.5 - 55.6 65/67 289 4V 10.0:1 & 9.8:1 1.78 1.45 .342 4, 5

C4OE-B
C5OE-A
C7ZE-A

D 52.5 - 55.6 64/67 289 HiPo 10.0:11 1.78 1.45 .342 6, 7

C3OE-E
C3OE-F

E 47.7 - 50.7 63/64 289 HiPo 10.5:11 1.67 1.45 .342 6, 7, 8

C6AE F 52.0 - 55.0 66/67 289 2V 9.3:1 1.78 1.45 .342 9
C6AE F 52.0 - 55.0 66/67 289 4V 9.8:1 1.78 1.45 .342 9, 10

C8OE-D F F 52.0 - 55.0 68 302 4V 10.0:11 1.78 1.45 .342 11
C8OE-D F F 52.0 - 55.0 68 302 2V 10.0:11 1.78 1.45 .342 12

C8ZE-B F 52.0 - 55.0 68 289 HiPo 10.0:11 1.78 1.45 .342 13
C8OE G 61.7 - 64.7 68 289 2V 8.7:1 1.78 1.45 .342 9, 14

C8OE-J G 61.7 - 64.7 68 302 2V 9.0:1 1.78 1.45 .342 15
C9OE-E H 56.7 - 59.7 69 302 2V 9.5:1 1.78 1.45 .342 16
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F
1966/67 289 2V & 4V (Windsor)
1968 302 4V
1968 302 2V (late)
1968 289 HiPo (service replacement)

 Cylinder Heads H–5

C9OE-E

H
1969 302 2V

C6AE
C8OE-D F
C8ZE-B

C3OE-E
C3OE-F

E
1963 289 HiPo
1964 289 HiPo (early)

(All drawings actual size)

G
1968 289 2V
1968 302 2V
*1969 302 2V truck head (C9TE-C)
     (not used on passenger cars)

C8OE
C8OE-J
C9TE-C*

H–4 Appendix H
Combustion Chamber Shapes

C2OE-6090-D
C2OE-6090-E
C3OE-A

A
1962/63 221 V8

C4AE-C
C5AE-B
C6OE-M
C4OE-B
C5OE-A
C7ZE-AD

1964/67 289 2V & 4V (Cleveland)
1964 289 HiPo (late)
1965/67 289 HiPo

(All drawings actual size)

C2OE-F
C3OE-B
C4OE-A

B
1962/64 260 V8

C3AE-F

C
1963 289 2V
1964 289 2V & 4V (early)

Letter codes A to H refer to 
the Shape Code column in the 
Cylinder Head Type table on 
page H–2.
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The 1967 C7ZE-A 289 HiPo head was marked with a 65 year coding in 
the rocker arm area just like the C5OE-A 289 HiPo head. However, note 
the date code of 7E11, which was May 11, 1967. That date code places 
this head in late 1967 production, and after the April 5, 1967 date Ford 
published for incorporating T/E on the 289 HiPo. The C7ZE-A head 
incorporated extra casting around the exhaust outlet for T/E similar to 
that found on the C6OE-M standard 289 Cleveland head (see Volume 
I, Chapter 6, pages 6–8 & 6–9). As with all 289 HiPo heads, a 3/4" hex-
size screw-in rocker arm stud was used and not the 5/8" hex-size Ford 
used for service replacement 289 HiPo studs.

1967 289 HiPo Cylinder Heads
In 1967, Ford used two different cylinder heads for the 289 HiPo. The first cylinder head was a continuation of 

the C5OE-A head used since 1965. It did not incorporate provisions for the thermactor emissions (T/E) system which 
California required on all other 289 engines. On May 5, 1967, Ford announced the incorporation of T/E on the 289 
HiPo in Technical Service Bulletin #67, Article 1070 (see page J–65 for excerpts from this article). Ford indicated systems 
would begin appearing approximately April 5, 1967, but actual Ford data shows the systems were on California 
bound HiPos after May 9, 1967. The new C7ZE-A 289 HiPo cylinder heads included the necessary casting changes 
required to incorporate the T/E external air log injectors.

The photos on this and the facing page show the differences in markings between the two heads.

The 1967 C5OE-A 289 HiPo head was marked with a 65 year coding 
in the rocker arm area just like on 1965/66 289 HiPo heads. Note the 
date code of 6K27, which was October 27, 1966. That date code places 
this head in early 1967 production. Also, notice that the screw-in rocker 
arm studs were designed for a 3/4" hex-size deep socket and not the 5/8" 
hex-size Ford used for service replace ment 289 HiPo studs.

Photos on this and facing page
courtesy of

Glenn Packard

 Cylinder Heads H–7

This 1967 C7ZE-A 289 HiPo head dated 7E11 carried its casting number in two parts on the chamber side. The C7ZE was at one 
end and the A was at the other end. Near the center were the 289 and 66 markings. In addition, the number 19 was included on 
the chamber side, which was also found near the valve cover gasket surface. HiPo numbers were 19, 20, or 21. The C7ZE-A head 
included provisions in the casting to allow machining for incorporation of the T/E external air log injectors.

This 1967 C5OE-A 289 HiPo head dated 6K27 carried its casting number in two parts on the chamber side. The C5OE was at one 
end and the A was at the other end. Near the center were the 289 and 65 markings. In addition, the number 20 was included on 
the chamber side, which was also found near the valve cover gasket surface. HiPo numbers were 19, 20, or 21. The C5OE-A head 
was not compatible with the T/E system introduced on the 289 HiPo.
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 Cylinder Heads H–9

Notes
 1. Actual measurements indicate Ford was conserv-

ative in its advertisements in comparison with 
other engines.

 2. For 1964 production, Ford installed larger intake 
and exhaust valves without changing the compres-
sion ratio. However, since breathing was im proved, 
performance was increased and horse power was 
better than the advertised 164.

 3. This engine used the smaller 1.67" intake valves. 
Though combustion chamber shape differed from 
the late 1964 289 2V heads with 1.78" intake valves, 
the chamber volume was identical. Pistons and head 
gaskets were also identical between these two en-
gines. Therefore, 289 2V engines with 1.67" intake 
valves, and those with 1.78" intake valves had the 
same compression ratio.

 4. The 9.3:1 compression ratio should be considered 
good for all 289 2V engines from 1963 to 1967, 
based on actual measurements of combustion 
chamber volume, piston shape and head gasket 
thickness.

 5. This late 1964 engine used 1.78" intake valves. It 
was identical to the early 1965 289 2V (except for 
markings and casting numbers on the cylinder 
head) and had the same compression ratio.

 6. In late 1965, Ford incorporated valve reliefs in the 
289 2V pistons without changing the compression 
ratio. This was achieved by decreasing the piston 
center dish depth to compensate for the volume 
increase of the valve reliefs.

 7. With C7OE-6051-A head gasket (part number 
C8OZ-6051-A). Ford parts catalogs indicated this 
gasket was used on 289 V8s with C4 automatics. 
However, it has also been found on 289 V8s with 
manual transmissions. This gasket measured about 
.047" and was thinner than those previously used.

 8. With C3AE-6051-G head gasket (part number 
C3AZ-6051-C). Ford parts catalogs indicated this 
gasket (measuring about .063" thick) was used 
on 289 V8s with manual transmission. However, 
inspections in the field prove this was not true, at 
least not in all cases. If this head gasket was used, 
it dropped the compression ratio lower than Ford’s 
advertised value by about .3 points.

 9. This early 1964 engine used the smaller 1.67" intake 
valves and was identical to the early 1964 289 2V 
version, except for carburetion.

 10. This late 1964 engine used the 1.78" intake valves 
and was identical to the late 1964 289 2V version, 
except for carburetion.

 11. Initial 1965 289 4V engines used flat top pistons 
without valve reliefs.

 12. In mid-1965, or about March 1, 1965, Ford incor-
porated valve reliefs into its flat top pistons. This 
caused a small drop in compression ratio from the 
earlier engines. However, Ford did not get around 
to revising the ratio in its 1966 shop manual until 
TSB #31, Article 624 was published on 2/11/66.  The 
ratio was revised from 10.0:1 to 9.8:1.

 13. This engine used the 1.67" intake valves. Ford 
advertised an 11:1 ratio in its 1963 Buyer’s Digest. 
The 10.5:1 ratio can be found in 1964 Ford sales lit-
erature as well as the shop manual. Later, in Ford’s 
Off-Highway catalog, this value was even stated 
as 11.6:1. Ford officially revised its 1963 quote of 
11:1, in Technical Service Bulletin #6001/29 dated 
4/8/63, to the 1964 value of 10.5:1. The “calculated” 
ratio also supports the 10.5:1 number. The 11.6:1 
figure quoted in Ford’s 1964 Total Performance book-
let and 1972 Off-Highway catalog appears to have 
been achieved by using a special, thin, steel head 
gasket. All production 289 HiPos used a standard 
C3AE-6051-G 289 V8 head gasket.

 14. This engine used the 1.78" intake valves. Ford’s 
1965, 1966 and 1967 shop manuals stated a ratio of 
10.5:1. The 1966 manual value was revised to 10.0:1 
by TSB #31, Article 624 and the 1967 manual by TSB 
#55, Article 966. However, actual measure ments 
indicate no difference in compression ratio between 
the 289 HiPo and 289 4V. In fact, the 289 HiPo had 
about one more cubic centimeter of piston valve 
relief volume—possibly in response to the HiPo’s 
high lift cam. Realistically, the compression ratio 
for the 289 HiPo and 289 4V were the same at 9.8:1.

 15. With C7OE-6051-A head gasket (part number 
C8OZ-6051-A). Ford parts catalogs indicated this 
gasket was used on 302 2Vs with C4 automatics.

 16. With C3AE-6051-G head gasket (part number 
C3AZ-6051-C). Ford parts catalogs indicated this 
gasket was used on 302 2Vs with manual trans-
mission. This gasket dropped the compression ratio 
lower than the Ford advertised value.

 17. Late 1968 production. See Note 19 on 4V heads.
 18. In 1969, Ford reduced the combustion chamber 

volume to increase the compression ratio.
 19. The 9.5:1 compression ratio was stated in Ford’s 

1968 Mustang sales catalog. The 1968 Mercury and 
1968 Falcon sales catalogs gave the value as 10.0:1. 
Ford’s 1972 Off Highway Parts catalog also used 
the 10.0:1 value. The “calculated” value indicated 
that the 10.0:1 ratio was more in line with Ford’s 
other “advertised” compression ratios. (The com-
pression ratio rise of the 302 4V over the 302 2V 
was due entirely to the 4V’s smaller com bustion 
chamber volume, which was identical to the 
1966/67 289 Windsor head’s. It was not due to the 
302 4V pistons, which were identical to those of the 
302 2V.)

H–8 Appendix H

Ford advertised compression ratios for each small block V8 it produced; however, not all Ford sources agreed 
on the numbers. The chart in this section will list all the “Advertised” compression ratios along with what will be 
called “Revised” compression ratios. These “Revised” ratios are based on evaluating the “Advertised” ratios in 
comparison to actual components that determined the compression ratio. These components included the cylinder 
heads, pistons and head gaskets. In predicting actual engine performance, the stated “Revised” ratios should be 
given due consideration.

It should be noted that precise calculation of compression ratios based on clean engines and accurate measurement 
of components can be made. This has been done and is shown as the “Calculated” ratio. Note that these ratios are 
much lower than “Advertised” ratios. The “Calculated” ratios are useful in comparing one engine against another, 
but are unrealistically low for in-service engines. In-service engines rapidly develop carbon deposits which cause a 
compression ratio rise. This is why compression ratios were sometimes called “nominal”—meaning that the value 
was “existing in name only and not in actuality” (American Heritage Dictionary). In the same way that peak horse-
power ratings were used instead of the much lower taxable horsepowers, nominal compression ratios were preferred 
over actual ratios, particularly in light of competing products in the marketplace.

* Compression Ratio equals compressed volume at top dead center, divided by total volume at 
bottom dead center. Total volume is equal to compressed volume plus piston sweep volume 
(cross-sectional area of cylinder times stroke). Compressed volume equals head chamber volume, 
plus head gasket volume, plus deck clearance volume, plus piston top relief volume, plus piston-
to-cylinder clearance volume above the top compression ring. (In the table above, all volumes 
except head chamber volume were calculated directly. Head chamber volume was determined 
by measuring the amount of fluid required to fill the chamber with the spark plug and valves 
installed. Vegetable oil was the fluid used for performing this task. Each of the different type 
head chambers was filled from a burette through a piece of Plexiglas sealed against the head 
surface with white grease. When the chamber was full, the volume difference in the burette was 
equal to the chamber volume.)

Compression Ratios

Engine Year
Advertised
Ratio to 1

Revised
Ratio to 1

Calculated*
Ratio to 1 Notes

221 62/63 8.7 9.0 8.4 1
260 62/64 8.7/8.8 9.0 8.4 2

289 2V

63/64 9.0 9.3 8.6 3, 4
64 (late) 9.0 9.3 8.6 4, 5

65/67 9.3 9.3 8.6 4, 6
68 8.7 8.7 8.0 7
68 8.7 8.4 7.7 8

289 4V

64 (early) 9.0 9.3 8.6 9
64 (late) 9.0 9.3 8.6 10

65 (early) 10.0 10.0 9.2 11
65 (late)/67 10.0 9.8 9.0 12

289 HiPo
63/64 11.0/10.5 10.5 9.5 13
64/67 10.5/10.0 9.8 8.9 14

302 2V

68 9.0 9.0 8.3 15
68 9.0 8.7 8.0 16

68 (late) 9.5/10.0 10.0 9.2 17
69 9.5 9.5 8.7 18

302 4V 68 9.5/10.0 10.0 9.2 19
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 Cylinder Heads H–11

Notes
 1. 1.67" intake valves. Valve change occurred about 

February/March 1964. (Ford gave a date of 2/24/64. 
Mercury said 3/26/64.)

 2. Stock .063" thickness head gasket (C3AE-6051-G). 
Compression ratio raised approximately .3 points 
if thinner 1968 production .047" thickness gasket 
used.

 3. The slight difference in numbers between early and 
late 1964 289 heads reflects a difference in combus-
tion chamber cross-section, though the combustion 
chamber volumes were the same.

 4. 1.78" intake valves. Valve change occurred about 
February/March 1964. (Ford gave a date of 2/24/64. 
Mercury said 3/26/64.)

 5. With stock .047" thickness gasket (C7OE-6051-A), 
which was first introduced for 1968 production.

 6. 1968 289 2V and 1968 302 2V used large com bustion 
chamber volumes.

 7. With stock .063" thickness gasket (C3AE-6051-G).
 8. Used with flat top pistons without valve reliefs 

(before about March 1, 1965.).

 9. Used with flat top pistons with valve reliefs (after 
about March 1, 1965).

 10. Before about April 1964 (Ford gave a date of 4/2/64, 
while Mercury said 3/26/64), the early 289 HiPo 
used a very small combustion chamber volume.

 11. After about April 1964 (Ford gave a date of 4/2/64, 
while Mercury said 3/26/64), the chamber volume 
on the 289 HiPo was identical to that of the 1965/67 
non-HiPo 289 V8 (Cleveland foundry only).

 12. According to Ford sources, some late 1968 302 2V 
engines received 4V heads. Their compression ratio 
would be the same as the 1968 302 4V, if used with 
the thinner .047" thickness gasket. If the thicker 
.063" gasket was used, the compression ratio would 
be .3 points lower.

 13. Chamber volume and shape identical to 1966/67 
289 V8 (Windsor foundry).

 14. Chamber volume smaller than the 1968 302 2V’s, 
but not as small as that of the 1968 302 4V.

H–10 Appendix H

Milling Heads

Milling cylinder heads was a popular way of adding compression to a small block Ford V8. The effect of milling 
operations on compression ratio depended on the cross-sectional area of the combustion chamber at the head surface, 
the depth of the milling, and the displacement of the engine. Generally, milling operations were either .010", .020", 
.030", or .040".  A maximum milling of .040" was recommended by Ford.

Whenever both heads were milled, it lowered the head intake passageways in comparison to the intake manifold. 
If desired, the intake manifold could be machined to re-establish alignment. The amount to machine off the manifold 
was determined from trigonometry using 45 degree angles (small block V8 cylinders were 90 degrees apart). To align 
the intake manifold passageways in vertical height required machining the lower surface of the manifold an amount 
equal to the head milling depth times 1.414 (square root of two). But before the manifold would actually set lower 
between the cylinder heads, the manifold sides also required trimming off an amount equal to the milling depth. 
For example, if both heads are milled .040", the lower seal surfaces of the intake manifold should be machined .057". 
Each side of the manifold must be cut .040". In practice, these measurements were small enough to be ignored in all 
but the most serious of performance applications.

The following chart will show the impact of head milling. The cross-sectional areas were obtained from actual 
measurements on each of the different heads. In addition, the amount of milling required to reduce the combustion 
chamber by one cubic centimeter is listed along with the total amount lost with a .040" milling operation. To give an 
idea of impact on compression ratio, the estimated new compression ratios are given for a .040" milling operation. 
These new ratios are based on the revised ratios discussed on pages H–8 & H–9.

 * measured in square inches
 ** depth measured in inches
 *** reduction of chamber volume in cubic centimeters 

Engine Year
Chamber

Cross-section*
Milling To

Remove 1 cc.**
Removed After
.040" Milling***

Revised
Ratio to 1

New
Ratio to 1 Notes

221 62/63 6.9 .0088 4.5 9.0 9.7
260 62/64 7.9 .0077 5.2 9.0 9.7

289 2V

63/64 7.8 .0079 5.1 9.3 10.0 1, 2, 3
64 8.0 .0076 5.2 9.3 10.0 2, 3, 4

65/67 8.0 .0076 5.2 9.3 10.0 2, 4
68 10.00 .0061 6.6 8.7 9.4 5, 6
68 10.00 .0061 6.6 8.4 9.1 6, 7

289 4V

64 7.8 .0079 5.1 9.3 10.0 1, 2, 3
64 8.0 .0076 5.2 9.3 10.0 2, 3, 4
65 8.0 .0076 5.2 10.0 10.8 2, 4, 8

65/67 8.0 .0076 5.2 9.8 10.5 2, 4, 9

289 HiPo
63/64 7.1 .0086 4.7 10.5 11.3 1, 2, 10
64/67 8.0 .0076 5.2 9.8 10.5 2, 4, 11

302 2V

68 10.00 .0061 6.6 9.0 9.7 5, 6
68 10.00 .0061 6.6 8.7 9.4 6, 7
68 8.0 .0076 5.2 10.0 10.8 12, 13
69 8.4 .0073 5.5 9.5 10.2 5, 14

302 4V 68 8.0 .0076 5.2 10.0 10.8 5, 13
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Appendix I – 289 High Performance Highlights

This Appendix has been greatly expanded and reorganized over the printed  book version. It will highlight the 
289 HiPo, the performance options made available for all 289s of the 1960s, and look at non-production applications 
and unusual components. The major sections are listed below. Sub-sections will be introduced under each of the 
major sections.

Introduction

I-0

I(a) – 289 High Performance Details
I(b) – Prototype, Exotic, Unusual, & Interesting HiPo Pictures
I(c) – “Muscle” Options
I(d) – Special Supplement - 260HP Cobra
I(e) – Special Supplement - 1963½ Falcon 260 V8

289 High Performance Details - I(a)
Introduction
289 High Performance Part Numbers
The 289 High Performance Story
What Makes a 289 a High Performance 289?
AC-Cobra Distinctions
Nodularity
Hardness
1964 Comet 289 High Performance Option TSBs
289 HiPo Sequential Numbers
289 High Performance C4 Automatic
Factory 289 High Performance Exhaust Systems

•	 1963/65	Fairlane	HiPo	Exhaust	Systems
•	 1964-65	Fairlane	“Arvinode”	HiPo	Exhaust	System	(Illustration)

•	 1964/67	Mustang	HiPo	Exhaust	Systems
•	 1964/65	Mustang	HiPo	Exhaust	System	(Illustration)
•	 1965	Mustang	“Arvinode”	HiPo	Exhaust	System	(Illustration)

(photo coutesy
of

Ford Motor Company)
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 289 High Performance Highlights I–3

 15. Mustang only.
 16. C3OZ-4602-E replaced by C3OZ-4602-H.
 17. C3OZ-4602-F replaced by C3OZ-4602- K.
 18. Fairlane with 3-speed. 5339/64" long, 3" O.D.
  1 orange & 1 blue band, plug fitted,
  cardboard lined. 115½" wheelbase.
 19. Fairlane with 4-speed. 5539/64" long, 3" O.D.
  1 orange & 1 yellow band, plug fitted,
  cardboard lined. 115½" wheelbase.
 20. Fairlane with C4 automatic. 573/64" long, 3" O.D.
  2 silver bands, plug fitted, cardboard lined.
  115½" wheelbase.
 21. Fairlane with 4-speed. 567/64" long, 3" O.D.
  color bands unknown. 116" wheelbase.
 22. Fairlane with C4 automatic. 5735/64" long, 3" O.D.
  color bands unknown. 116" wheelbase.
 23. Comet with 3-speed. 52.88" long, 3" O.D.
 24. Comet with 4-speed. 56.16" long, 3" O.D.
 25. Mustang. 507/64" long, 23/4" O.D.
 26. Mustang. 501/64" long, 3" O.D.
 27. Replaced by C3OZ-4298-D.
 28. Fairlane, Mustang, and possibly Comet.

289 High Performance Part Numbers

Notes
 1. Fairlane only. Before 12-1-63. Flange outside axle 

tube. Required C2OW-1177-A seal (2.565" O.D.). 
Replaced by C3OZ-4010-C.

 2. Fairlane only. From 12/1/63. Flange inside axle 
tube. Required C4OZ-1177-A seal (2.264" O.D.).

 3. Comet only.
 4. Mustang only.
  Replaced by C5ZZ-4010-B.
 5. Mustang only. Before 10/1/65.
 6. Mustang only. From 10/1/65.
 7. Mustang only. Before 5/15/67.
  Replaced by C7ZZ-4010-F.
 8. Mustang only. From 5/15/67.
 9. All HiPo cars share the same axles sizes, except 

1967 Mustang, which shares axles with 390 V8.
 10. L.H. Marked C4OW. Can replace C2OW axle.
 11. R.H. Marked C4OW. Can replace C2OW axle.
 12. Fairlane only. Replaced by C3OZ-4298-C.
 13. Fairlane only.
 14. Mustang. Probably included Comet. Replaced by 

C5ZZ-4298-B.

I–2 Appendix I(a)

Introduction

In March 1963, Ford introduced the production 289 high performance 4-barrel V8. Producing 271 horsepower 
at 6,000 rpm and red lining at 7,000 rpm (see note below), it was specifically built for durability. Features included:

* Solid lifter camshaft with high performance timing events

* Threaded rocker arm studs and recessed spring seats that piloted on the outside diameter of the valve spring

* Free-breathing “header” type exhaust manifolds

* Dual-point distributor

* 4-barrel, 600 cubic feet per minute carburetor

* Cast, higher strength flat top pistons

* High nodular iron crankshaft

* Forged steel connecting rods with 3/8" bolts

* Forged steel exhaust valves

These engines were available as regular production options on 19631/2 through 1965 Fairlanes, and 19641/2 through 
1967 Mustangs. In addition, the engine was offered as a special order option on the 1964/65 Comet. The parts that 
made the 289 HiPo unique from standard 289 2Vs, 1964 regular-fueled 289 4Vs, and 1965/67 premium-fueled 289 
4Vs are listed in this section, along with selected other parts of interest. Also given is a reference photo (page and 
photo number) found in Volume I that gives an idea of what the part looked like.

Note: The 7,000 rpm red line for the 289 HiPo was taken from Ford’s Shop Tips, Volume 2, Number 2, dated Feb-
ruary 1964. The staff road testers at Cars and Custom Rodder magazines used full power shifts at, or just below, 
7,000 rpm to obtain their best results when drag testing 1964 Fairlanes equipped with 289 HiPos (ETs around 
14.6 seconds at 93 mph—top speeds about 115 mph with 3.89:1 rear). Other magazines testing 1963 Fairlanes 
and 1964 1/2 Mustangs were more conservative in their recommended red lines, varying from 6,000 to 6,500. 
Later Ford publications did not specifically state a red line, but routinely talked about engines running at 6,500 
rpm. As to durability, Mercury ran the 289 HiPo at 5,500 rpm in one of its Daytona Durability Comets (the red 
4J23F500006 car) for 500 miles, and at slightly lesser rpm for another 1,500 miles, averaging just under 135 
mph before a valve spring broke. After installing another 289 HiPo, the same Comet surpassed 10,000 miles at 
over 5,000 rpm averaging about 125 mph.

The earliest color illustration of the new 
1963 Fairlane 289 high performance en-
gine was shown as a small picture in the 
engine option section of Ford’s information 
packed 1963 Buyer’s Digest. Even in this 
low resolution blow-up, the exhaust headers 
and low profile air cleaner show this engine’s 
distinct personality. (Courtesy of Ford Motor 
Company)

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Axle Housing

63/64 C3OZ-4010-B 1
64/65 C3OZ-4010-C 2
64/65 C4GW-4010-A 3
64/65 C5ZZ-4010-A 4

66 C5ZZ-4010-B 5
66 C5ZZ-4010-C 6
67 C7ZZ-4010-D 7
67 C7ZZ-4010-F 8

 Axles
65/66 C5OZ-4234-A 9, 10
65/66 C5OZ-4234-B 11

 Differential Pinion Shield

63 C3OZ-4298-B 12
63/65 C3OZ-4298-C 13
65-67 C5ZZ-4298-A 14

67 C5ZZ-4298-B 15

 Driveshaft

63 C3OZ-4602-E 16
63 C3OZ-4602-F 17
63 C3OZ-4602-H 18

63/64 C3OZ-4602-K 19
64 C3OZ-4602-J 20

64/65 C4OZ-4602-F 21
64/65 C4OZ-4602-G 22

64 C4GA-4602-C 23
64/65 C4GA-4602-E 24
64/66 C5ZZ-4602-E 25

67 C7ZZ-4602-C 26

 Center Axle Bumper
63 C3OZ-4730-C 27

63/67 C3OZ-4730-D 28
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289 High Performance Part Numbers
(CONTINUED)

 9. Marked C7ZE-A. Used with T/E. (See pages H–6, 7.)
 10. Marked C8ZE-B. Replacement head.
 11. Kit for 1963/67 289 HiPos. Head marked C8ZE-B. 

Included four C4OZ-6507-A intake valves. Also 
four C6AZ-6052-A plugs for non-T/E applications.

 12. Before 4/2/64. Used with 1.67" intake valves.
 13. From 4/2/64. Used with 1.78" intake valves. C3OZ-

6108-L was standard size. C3OZ-6108-M was .003" 
oversized.

 14. Kit. Included eight C3OZ-6108-L pistons.
 15. C3OZ-6200-A replaced by C3OZ-6200-C in 1964. 

Both carried the standard 289 C3AE-D forging 
number, but were machined to included heavy 
duty caps with larger connecting rod bolts.

 16. C3OZ-6211-A (red) and C3OZ-6211-B (blue) were 
standard sizes used for selective fitting. C3OZ- 
6211-C was .002" undersized (U/S). C3OZ-6211-D 
was .010" U/S. C3OZ-6211-E was .020" U/S. 
C3OZ-6211-F was .030" U/S.

Notes
 1. Included cylinder block with all internal parts of 

the engine, but did not include cylinder heads, oil 
pan or front timing chain cover.

 2. 5-bolt block.
 3. 6-bolt block.
 4. 1968 replacement block.
 5. Marked C3OE-E or C3OE-F. 47.7 to 50.7 cc com-

bustion chambers. 1.67" intake valves. 10.5:1 com-
pression ratio. Used in 1964 production until about 
March/April 1964.

 6. Marked C4OE-B. 52.6 to 55.6 cc combustion cham-
bers. 1.78" intake valves. 10.0:1 compression ratio. 
Introduced in 1964 production about March/April 
1964. After about May, might carry the casting 
number of C5OE-A, but machined for a generator.

 7. Marked C5OE-A. Machined for an alternator.
 8. Kit. Cylinder head marked C8ZE-B. Includes four 

C4OZ-6507-A valves and one C3AZ-6051-C head 
gasket. Replaced by C7ZZ-6049-C.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Cylinder assembly
63 C3OZ-6009-D 3–6 3A1 1, 2
64 C4OZ-6009-E 4–6 4A1 1, 2

65/67 C5OZ-6009-B 5–8 5A1 1, 3

 Cylinder block

63 C3OZ-6010-D 3–7,8 3A3,6 2
64 C4OZ-6010-C 4–7 4A3 2

65/66 C5OZ-6010-A 5–9 5A4 3
67 C5OZ-6010-B 3
67 C5OZ-6010-C 3, 4

 Cylinder head assembly

63 C3OZ-6049-D 3–17 3B5 5
63/64 C3OZ-6049-H 3–17 3B5 5

64 C4OZ-6049-B 4–11 4B4 6
65/67 C5OZ-6049-A 5–14 5B2 7

68 C5OZ-6049-B 8–11 8B1 8
67 C7ZZ-6049-A 7–6 7B2 9
68 C7ZZ-6049-B 8–11 8B1 10
68 C7ZZ-6049-C 8–11 8B1 11

 Piston

63/64 C3OZ-6108-K 3–12 3A11 12
64/67 C3OZ-6108-L 4–8 4A7 13
64/67 C3OZ-6108-M 13
64/67 C6AZ-6108-AE 14

 Connecting rod
63/64 C3OZ-6200-A 3–11 3A10 15
64/67 C3OZ-6200-C 15

 Bearing (connecting rod)

63/66 C3OZ-6211-A 3–11 3A10 16
63/66 C3OZ-6211-B 16
63/66 C3OZ-6211-C 16
63/66 C3OZ-6211-D 16
63/66 C3OZ-6211-E 16
63/66 C3OZ-6211-F 16

Notes
 1. C3OZ-6211-M replaced both C3OZ-6211-A (red) 

and C3OZ-6211-B (blue). C3OZ-6211-N was .001" 
undersized (U/S). C3OZ-6211-P was .002" U/S and 
replaced C3OZ-6211-C. Likewise, C3OZ-6211-R 
(.010" U/S) replaced C3OZ-6211-D; C3OZ-6211-S 
(.020" U/S) replaced C3OZ-6211-E; C3OZ-6211-T 
(.030" U/S) replaced C3OZ-6211-F.

 2. 3/8"–24 × .557", hex head, chamfered.
 3. 3/8"–24 × 27/32". One flattened side. C1AE-6214-A re-

placed by C1AZ-6214-A. Although Ford indicated 
these bolts only used in 1963, they were used well 
beyond that year.

 4. Rectangular head. Alternative to C1AZ-6214-A.
 5. Marked AE forward of last bearing journal. Later 

NOS camshafts marked K104.
 6. Before L7. HiPo used standard 289 components for 

L7 and later. (1/4/65 was date given by Ford for L7.)
 7. Cast iron.

 8. 3/8" thick. (Few thousandths difference between 
thrust plate and spacer.

 9. Used the same mold as the standard 289 and was 
marked 1M, but metal had a higher nodular iron 
content and precision radii grinding.

 10. C3OZ-6306-A and C3OZ-6A360-A pinned together.
 11. Differed from standard oil slinger in that there was 

no sealing groove in the base of the slinger.
 12. Damper counterweighted 24.5 ounce-inches. Must 

be used with C3OZ-6A360-A for total counter-
weighting of 30.4 ounce-inches. See Note 14.

 13. Service replacement.
 14. Used only with 289 HiPo damper. Counterweight-

ed 5.9 ounce-inches. See Note 12.
 15. With 160-tooth ring gear.
 16. With 157-tooth ring gear.
 17. With 168-tooth ring gear.
 18. 1967 replacement. With 164-tooth ring gear.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Bearing (connecting rod)

67 C3OZ-6211-M 1
67 C3OZ-6211-N 1
67 C3OZ-6211-P 1
67 C3OZ-6211-R 1
67 C3OZ-6211-S 1

 Nut (connecting rod) 63/67 C1TE-6212-A 3–11 3A10 2

 Bolt (connecting rod)
63/64 C1AE-6214-A 3–11 3A10 3
64/65 C1AZ-6214-A 3
64/67 C4OZ-6214-A 4

 Camshaft 63/67 C3OZ-6250-C 3–20 3B8 5
 Sprocket (camshaft) 63/65 C3OZ-6256-A 3–20 3B9 6, 7

 Spacer (camshaft sprocket) 63/65 C3OZ-6265-A 3–20 3B9 6, 8

 Timing chain 63/65 C3OZ-6268-A 3–21 3B12 6
 Thrust plate (camshaft) 63/65 C3OZ-6269-A 3–20 3B9 6, 8
 Crankshaft 63/67 C3OZ-6303-B 3–9 3A7 9
 Sprocket (crankshaft) 63/67 C3OZ-6306-A 3–20 3B9 10
 Crankshaft Oil Slinger 63/67 C3OZ-6310-A 3–71 3LA14 11

 Damper assembly (crankshaft)

63/64 C3OZ-6316-A 3–14 3A16 12
65/67 C5OZ-6316-A 5–70 5LA12 12

67 C5OZ-6316-B 13
68 C5OZ-6316-C 8–60 8LA4 13

 Counterweight (crankshaft) 63/67 C3OZ-6A360-A 3–21 3B11 14

 Flywheel assembly (manual transmission)

63/66 C3OZ-6375-C 3LA6 15
66/67 C3OZ-6375-D 15

67 C3OZ-6375-E 7–42 7LA1 16
65 C5OZ-6375-B 17
65 C5OZ-6375-B 18

 Flywheel assembly (automatic transmission)
64/66 C4OZ-6375-C 4–67 4LA11 15

67 C4OZ-6375-E 16

A
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Notes
 1. Chrome plated.
 2. Before 10/30/64.
 3. Right side.
 4. Replaced by C4DZ-6582-C.
 5. Left side.
 6. Replaced by C6ZZ-6582-B.
 7. From 10/30/64.
 8. Replaced by C6ZZ-6582-A.
 9. Round-type (with notches for T/E air injectors).
 10. Square-type. After about 5/2/66 (L12 and later).
 11. Shelby aluminum finned valve covers. Variations 

can exist under the same part number.
 12. Fits both left and right sides. No ventilation holes.
 13. Part number has not been confirmed.
 14. Alternate part number C3RA-6582-C for 1964 and 

C4RA-6582-A for 1965. Discontinued 11-64.
 15 Valve covers reversed left and right sides for Cobra.
 15. Alternate part number C3RA-6582-B for 1964. Dis-

continued 11-64.

 17. PCV kit for Cobra (3) 2V tri-power intake manifold. 
Contains necessary parts to connect PCV to rear of 
the intake manifold for 1963 engines.

 18. For road draft tube in 1965.
 19. 1964 Comet HiPo. (Used with Ford alternator.)
 20. With generator. Before 5/18/64.
 21. With generator. From 5/18/64.
 22. Chrome-plated handle dipstick. Alternative for 

C3OZ-6750-A and C3OZ-6750-B.
 23. Used with 1965 Leece/Neville optional alternator.
 24. Before about 10/15/66. Collar slipped over the dip-

stick tube. Replaced by C5AZ-6750-G in 1968.
 25. After 10/15/66. Top slipped into the dip stick tube. 

Replaced by the 1968 C5AZ-6750-G in 1968.
 26. Chrome handle. Alternative for C5AZ-6750-B.
 27. Chrome handle. Alternative for C5AZ-6750-F.
 28. With generator.
 29. Support bracket attached to front of water pump.
 30. Support bracket attached to cylinder head.
 31. Attached to right valve cover. Specifically shaped 

to clear HiPo exhaust manifold.

I–6 Appendix I(a)

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Valve Cover (continued)

64/65 C4DZ-6582-A 4–42,43 4F8,9 1, 2, 3, 4
64/65 C4DZ-6582-B 4–42,43 4F8,9 1, 2, 5, 6

65 C4DZ-6582-C 4–42,43 4F8,9 1, 3, 7, 8
66 C6ZZ-6582-A 6–27 6F2 1, 3, 9
66 C6ZZ-6582-B 6–27 6F2 1, 5, 9

66/67 C6ZZ-6582-C 6–27 6F3 1, 3, 10
66/67 C6ZZ-6582-D 6–27 6F3 1, 5, 10

 Shelby Valve Cover
63 C3RA-6582-A I–128 11, 12, 13

64/65 C5ZZ-6582-A I–128 3, 11, 14, 15
64/65 C5ZZ-6582-B I–128 5, 11, 15, 16

 PCV Kit 63 C4OZ-6A603-A 17
 Crankcase Ventilation Oil Separator Element 65 C5OZ-6A631-A 18

 Dipstick

64 C2OZ-6750-B 2–30 2E5 19
63/64 C3OZ-6750-A 2–30 2E4 20

64 C3OZ-6750-B 4–52,53 4J3,4 21
63/64 C4GY-6570-A 22

65 C5AZ-6750-A 23
65/67 C5AZ-6750-B 5–29 5E4 24

67 C5AZ-6750-F 7–20 7E2 25
65/67 C5OZ-6750-A 26

67 C5OZ-6750-C 27

 Dipstick tube

63/64 C2OZ-6754-A 2–30 2E4,5 28
64 C2OZ-6754-B 2–30 2E4,5 19
65 C5AZ-6754-A 5–29 5E4 29
65 C5OZ-6754-A 23

66/67 C6AZ-6754-A 6–25 6E2 30
 Crankcase ventilation tube (road draft) 65 C5OZ-6758-A 5–31 5F4 31

I-6

Notes
 1. 0.32" thick vice standard size of 0.21".
 2. Only for 1964 Comet. Cast iron “Cobra” scatter-

shield type bellhousing. Listed in Mercury’s 1964 
Technical Services Bulletin #3A dated 4/17/64.

 3. C3OZ-6505-A was standard size. C3OZ-6505-B was 
.003" oversized (O/S). C3OZ-6505-C was .015" O/S. 
C3OZ-6505-D was .030" O/S.

 4. 1.67" valve face diameter. Chrome finish. C3OZ-
6507-A was standard size. C3OZ-6507-B was .003" 
oversized (O/S). C3OZ-6507-C was .015" O/S. 
C3OZ-6507-D was .030" O/S. Before 4/2/64.

 5. 1.78" valve face diameter. Chrome finish. C4OZ-
6507-A was standard size. C4OZ-6507-B was .003" 
oversized (O/S). C4OZ-6507-C was .015" O/S. 
C4OZ-6507-D was .030" O/S. From 4/2/64.

 6. Two-piece design. Painted red. Consists of a coil 
spring and flat inner damper spring.

 7. Hardened.
 8. Before 5/1/65. 23/8" long. 3/4" hex-sized.

 9. From 5/1/65. 21/2" long. 5/8" hex-sized. Replacement.
 10. Silver (repaint to match).
 11. Fits both left and right sides. No ventilation holes.
 12. Blue (repaint to match). Replaced by C2OZ-6582-D.
 13. Chrome plated.
 14. Optional engine dress-up.
 15. Red, right side, Fairlane only (repaint to match).
 16. Before 10/30/64.
 17. Replaced by C4AZ-6582-C.
 18. Red, left side, Fairlane only (repaint to match).
 19. Replaced by C6AZ-6582-B.
 20. Primed, right side, Fairlane only (paint to match).
 21. From 10/30/64.
 22 Replaced by C6AZ-6582-A.
 23. Primed, left side, Fairlane only (paint to match).
 24. Blue, replacement, Fairlane only (repaint to match).
 25. Round-type (with notches for T/E air injectors).
 26. Right side.
 27. Left side.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes
 Washer (crankshaft damper) 63/67 C3OZ-6378-A 3–14 3A16 1
 Flywheel housing 64 C4OZ-6394-A I–125 2
 Lifters (mechanical) 63/67 C3OZ-6500-A 3–19 3B7

 Valve (exhaust)

63/67 C3OZ-6505-A 3–18 3B6 3
63/67 C3OZ-6505-B 3
63/67 C3OZ-6505-C 3
63/67 C3OZ-6505-D 3

 Valve (intake)

63/64 C3OZ-6507-A 3–18 3B6 4
63/64 C3OZ-6507-B 4
63/64 C3OZ-6507-C 4
63/64 C3OZ-6507-D 4
64/67 C4OZ-6507-A 4–11 4B6 5
64/67 C4OZ-6507-B 5
64/67 C4OZ-6507-C 5
64/67 C4OZ-6507-D 5

 Spring (valve) 63/67 C3OZ-6513-A 3–19 3B7 6
 Retainer (valve spring) 63/67 C3OZ-6514-B 3–19 3B7 7

 Stud (rocker arm)
63 C3OZ-6A527-A 3–19 3B7 8

63/67 C3OZ-6A527-B 3–19 3B7 9

 Valve Cover

63 C2OZ-6582-B 2–33 2F2 10, 11
63 C2OZ-6582-C 4–42 4F8 11, 12
63 C3DZ-6582-C 3–45 3F3 11, 13, 14
64 C4AZ-6582-A 4–42,43 4F8,9 15, 16, 17
64 C4AZ-6582-B 4–42,43 4F8,9 16, 18, 19
64 C4AZ-6582-C 4–42,43 4F8,9 20, 21, 22
64 C4AZ-6582-D 4–42,43 4F8,9 19, 21, 23
64 C6AZ-6582-A 6–27 6F2 24, 25, 26
64 C6AZ-6582-B 6–27 6F2 24, 25, 27
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 14. 20 1/4" wide, 17 3/8" high, and 11/4" thick 2-row core. 
With trans cooler. Marked C5OE-8005-B.

 15. With transmission cooler. Replacement, not factory.
 16. Before 12/16/63. Comet.
 17. From 12/16/63. Comet.
 18. Mustang.
 19. Used with C3OZ-8512-A impeller.
  Marked C2OE-8505-C or C3OE-8505-A.
 20. Used with C4OZ-8512-B impeller.
 21. Marked C4OE-8505-A.
 22. Marked C5AE-8505-C. Before L8.
 23. Marked C5OE-8505-B or C6OE-A. L8 and after.
 24. Marked C6OE-A.
 25. Marked C8OE-D. Replacement pump.
 26. With T/E. Stamped C7OE-8509-A in white ink.
 27. 3.94" O.D., 1.27" depth, 6-vane, 3 holes.
 28. 3.94" O.D., 1.79" depth, 6-vane, 3 holes.

Notes
 1. 18½ coils on each end, approximately 8½" long.
 2. Lower lever designed for clearance with H-pipe.
 3. Fairlane.
 4. With 5-bolt block.
 5. With 6-bolt block.
 6. Mustang.
 7. Before 2/14/66.
 8. From 2/14/66.
 9. Replaced by C7ZZ-7550-B about April 1968.
 10. Replaced by C7ZZ-7563-B mid-1968.
 11. before 5/1/67.
 12. from 5/1/67.
 13. 20 1/4" wide, 17 3/8" high, and 2" thick 3-row core. 

With trans cooler. Marked C4OA-L. Ford used this 
extra cooling radiator as a service replacement for 
1963-64 C3OA-C and C4OA-K Fairlane HiPo radia-
tors with manual transmission. (1964 Fairlane HiPo 
with automatic used the C4OA-H 2-row radiator.)

I–8 Appendix I(a)

Notes
 1. Chrome. Open ventilation. Engine dress-up only.
 2. Black. Open ventilation. Replaced by C3AZ-6766-C.
 3. Chrome. Closed ventilation. Up-turned spout. Used 

on early 1964 HiPo Comet Cyclones.
 4. Chrome. Open ventilation. Before 5/2/66.
 5. May 2, 1966 was the date Ford gave for transitioning 

between round-type and square-type valve covers.
 6. Black. Closed ventilation. Up-turned spout. Used 

with top tray spout.
 7. Black. Closed ventilation. Straight spout. Used with 

bottom tray spout.
 8. Chrome. Open ventilation with 1965 road draft 

tube. Includes bottom skirt.
 9. Chrome. Closed ventilation. Straight spout. Used 

with bottom tray spout. Replaced by C5ZZ-6766-D.
 10. Chrome. Closed ventilation. Straight spout. Used 

with C5AZ-6A868-A adaptor after 5/2/66. See Note 5.
 11. Chrome. Open ventilation. Used after about 5/2/66.
 12. After 5/2/66. Used with C5ZZ-6766-D oil caps to  

restored filler tube in square-type valve covers.

 13. HEG-B. Ford 3.03 heavy-duty 3-speed. Fairlane.
 14. 303G, G1. Borg-Warner T-10 4-speed. Fairlane.
 15. Close ratio.
 16. HEH-E. Ford toploader 4-speed. Fairlane.
 17. HEK-K. Borg-Warner T-10 4-speed. Fairlane.
 18. HEH-N. Ford toploader 4-speed. Fairlane.
 19. Ford 3.03 heavy-duty 3-speed. Comet.
 20. Ford toploader 4-speed. Comet.
 21 HEH-S. Ford toploader 4-speed. 64½ Mustang.
 22. HEH-T. Ford toploader 4-speed. Mustang. Before 

10/1/65.
 23. The date of 10/1/65 was erroneously printed in 

Ford’s Master Parts Catalog as 10/1/64.
 24. HEH-BX. Ford toploader 4-speed. Mustang. From 

10/1/65. RUG-N, N1, N2 for 1967.
 25. PCW-AB. Fairlane.
 26. PCW-AC. Fairlane. Column-shift.
 27. PCW-AF. Fairlane. Floor-shift.
 28. PCW-BA. Mustang.
 29. PEE-K. Mustang.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Oil breather cap

63/64 C2SZ-6766-A 4–39 4F1 1
63/64 C3AZ-6766-B 4–39 4F1 2

64 C3AZ-6766-C 4–39 4F1 2
64 C4DZ-6766-B 4–40 4F4 3

64/66 C4DZ-6766-C 4–39 4F1 4, 5
64 C4TZ-6766-A 4–40 4F3 6
64 C4TZ-6766-B 4–41 4F5 7
65 C5OZ-6766-A 5–29 5F1 8
64 C5ZZ-6766-B 4–41 4F5 9

65/67 C5ZZ-6766-D 5–30 5F2 10
66/67 C5MY-6766-C 6–28 6F4 5, 11

 Oil breather cap adaptor 66/67 C5AZ-6A868-A 6–28 6F4 12

 Transmission (manual)

63 C3OZ-7003-F 13
63/64 C3OZ-7003-H 14, 15

64 C4OZ-7003-B 15, 16
65 C3OZ-7003-K 15, 17
65 C5OZ-7003-C 15, 18
64 C4GR-7003-B 19
64 C4GR-7003-C 15, 20
64 C5ZZ-7003-E 15, 21

65/66 C5ZZ-7003-H 15, 22, 23
66/67 C5ZZ-7003-W 15, 23, 24

 Transmission (C4 automatic)

64 C4OP-7003-H 25
65 C5OP-7003-D 26
65 C5OP-7003-H 27
66 C6ZP-7003-C 28
67 C7ZP-7003-K 29

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes
 Clutch Retracting Spring 63/65 C3OZ-7523-A 1

 Equalizer Bar

63/64 C3OZ-7528-G 2, 3, 4
65 C5OZ-7528-A 2, 3, 5
64 C5ZZ-7528-C 2, 4, 6
65 C5ZZ-7528-D 2, 5, 6
66 C6ZZ-7528-B 2, 6, 7
66 C6ZZ-7528-E 2, 6, 8
67 C7ZZ-7528-H 2, 6

 Clutch Disc
63/67 C3OZ-7550-F I–125 9

67 C7ZZ-7550-B

 Clutch pressure plate
63/66 C3OZ-7563-A I–125 10

67 C7ZZ-7563-A 10, 11
67 C7ZZ-7563-B

 Radiator

63/64 C3OZ-8005-C 13
65 C5OZ-8005-A 14
64 C3DZ-8005-G 15, 16
64 C3DZ-8005-H 15, 17
64 C5ZZ-8005-B 15, 18

65/66 C3DZ-8005-K 15, 18

 Water pump

63 C3OZ-8501-A 3–46 3G2 19
64 C3OZ-8501-B 4–46 4G4 20, 21
65 C5OZ-8501-A 5–33 5G2 20, 22
65 C5OZ-8501-B 5–34,35 5G4,5 20, 23

66/67 C5OZ-8501-C 6–29 6G1 20, 24
67 C5OZ-8501-D 6–29 6G1 20, 24
68 C5OZ-8501-G 8–35 8G2 20, 25

 Water pump pulley 67 C7AZ-8509-B 26

 Water Pump Impeller
63 C3OZ-8512-A 3–46 3G2 27

64/67 C4OZ-8512-B 28
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 289 High Performance Highlights I–11I–10 Appendix I(a)

 14. Incorporated extra spring on arm to assure better 
arm-to-eccentric following under high rpm.

 15. Stamped 3939S on flange.
 16. Stamped 4201S on flange.
 17. Casting number C3OE-9425-E.
 18. Used on regular-fueled (1964) and premium-fueled 

(1965/67) 289 4Vs as well as all HiPos.
 19. Casting number C4OE-9425-B or C5OE-9425-A.
 20. Casting number C5OE-9425-A. Has thermostat 

pocket. Used before about 2/1/65.
 21. Casting number C5AE-9425-M. Has thermostat 

pocket. Intoduced about 9/8/64. Used before about 
2/1/65.

 22. C5OE-9425-A and C5AE-9425-M were used in pro-
duction at the same time from September 1964 to 
the about the end of January 1965. In cluded C5DZ-
10911-A water temperature sender adaptor (adapts 
1/8" pipe thread sender to 3/8" pipe thread).

 23. Marked C5OE-9425-C. No thermostat pocket. Used 
from about 2/1/65.

 24. Marked C6OE-9425-B. Included C5AZ-8592-C 
thermostat housing and C5DZ-10911-A water tem-
perature sender adaptor (adapts 1/8" pipe thread 
sender to 3/8" pipe thread) for retro-fit on 1964/66 
4Vs. Introduced in late 1965 production.

 25. Marked C8ZE-9425-A. Introduced in late 1967 pro-
duction. Also used on 1968 302 4V.

Notes
 1. 2.36" thick. Mustang. (Fairlane used a std. spacer.)
 2. 2.74" thick.
 3. Four blade. Stamped steel. 14" in diameter. Used 

only on 1964 Comet. Used without fan spacer.
 4. 4-blade. 16" diameter. Blades aluminum. Not used 

on 1964 Comet. Used on 1965 Comet if viscous fan 
not specified. Used on all Fairlanes, 1964-66 Mus-
tangs, and most 1967 Mustangs.

 5. 1965 Comet only. Optional equipment. 5-blade 
viscous fan. 17" diameter. Blades aluminum. Used 
with standard C5GY-8A616-A viscous clutch.

 6. Some late 1967 Mustangs with T/E.
 7. 1964 Comet only. With C3TF-10344-K  alternator 

pulley. Used two belts. Marked C4AE-8620-C.
 8. With generator. Marked C2OE-8620-AC.
 9. With Ford alternator. Marked C5OE-8620-K. Two 

required in 1967 with T/E.
 10. With T/E. Ran between water pump and air pump 

pulleys. Marked C7ZE-8620-G.
 11. Standard 221, 260, and 289 fuel pump. Stamped 

3623S on flange.
 12. Standard 260, and 289 fuel pump. Stamped 3732S 

or 3734S on flange.
 13. C4GE-9350-A engineering number. Listed for 1964 

Comet in Mercury’s 1964 TSB #3A dated 4/17/64.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Fan Spacer
65/66 C3OZ-8546-A 1

67 C4AZ-8546-B 2

 Fan

64 C1AA-8600-E 4–47 4H1 3
63/67 C3OZ-8600-C 3–47 3G4 4

65 C3OZ-8600-D 4–59 4K9 5
67 C6OZ-8600-D 7–44 7KG1 6

 Belt (fan & T/E)

64 C3DZ-8620-C 7
63/64 C3OZ-8620-E 8
65/67 C5OZ-8620-A 9

67 C7ZZ-8620-F 10

 Fuel pump

63 C3AZ-9350-J 3–39,40 3C33,34 11
64 C3AZ-9350-M 3–39,40 3C33,34 12
64 C4GY-9350-A 13
65 C5OZ-9350-A 5–25 5C15 14, 15

66/67 C6ZZ-9350-A 6–22 6C14 14, 16

 Intake manifold

63 C3OZ-9424-C 3–24 3C4 17
64 C4OZ-9424-B 4–13 4C1 18, 19

64/65 C4OZ-9424-C 5–16 5C1 18,20,21,22
65 C4OZ-9424-D 5–16 5C1 18, 21, 220
65 C4OZ-9424-F 5–17 5C2 18, 23

65/67 C4OZ-9424-G 6–15 6C1 18, 24
67 C4OZ-9424-H 7–8 7C1 18, 25

 9. C3OE-9431-B casting number. Used without T/E. 
Replaced by C3OZ-9431-B.

 10. C7ZE-9431-A casting. Replaced C3OZ-9431-A.
 11. Tabs eliminated after about 12/17/65 due to an ex-

haust manifold bolt change. New bolts included a 
special locking washer, thereby making the previ-
ous locking tabs obsolete.

 12. Used with T/E. Stamped C6AE-9B447-F.
 13. Special lid on T/E pump air filter can to connect 

with by-pass hose from by-pass valve.
 14. Carburetor tags: C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ. These 

carburetors were replaced by C6PF-M in 1966.
 15. Carburetor tags: C4OF-AL, C4OF-AT, C4OF-BU, 

C4OF-BT, C4ZF-G, C4ZF-H, C5OF-J, and C5OF-K.
 16. Carburetor tags included C5OF-L, C5OF-M, 

C5OF-T, C5OF-U, C6ZF-C, and C6ZF-F.
 17. Carburetor tag: C7ZF-B. With T/E and M/T.
 18. Carburetor tag: C7ZF-C. With T/E and A/T.
 19. With T/E. Ran between the by-pass valve and the 

T/E pump air filter can lid.
 20. Marked C3OE-9A589-E. PCV fumes routed to sec-

ondary bores. Ford gave transition date to C4OE-
9A589-A as 2-17-64, but may have occurred earlier

 21. Marked C4OE-9A589-A. PCV fumes routed to 
primary bores. Includes C4AZ-9C639-B cap and 
97331-S8 clamp for blocking PCV hole if used with 
road draft tube. Also see Note 20.

 22. Marked C4OE-9A589-E. PCV fumes routed to pri-
mary bores. Replaced by C4OZ-9A589-C. (C4OE-
9A589-F used for road draft tube, but not serviced 
directly. See Note 21.)

Notes
 1. C3OE-9430-C casting number. Automatic-to-man-

ual choke transition was about 4/15/64 according 
to Mercury’s 1964 TSB #51 dated 7/17/64. Ford 
announced through TSB Section 1910, Article #18, 
dated 4/6/64 that manual choke HiPos had already 
been incorporated into pro duction. Ford also gave 
dates of 2/17/64 in some places in its parts catalogs. 
Actual cars suggests mid-April 1964. Incorporated 
provisions for an auto matic choke heating chamber. 
Used with C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ carburetors.

 2. Not used on 1964/65 Comet which used standard 
exhaust manifolds.

 3. Before 4/1/64. Replaced by C3OZ-9430-C.
 4. From 4/1/64. Service replacement for C3OZ-9430-B.
 5. C4ZE-9430-A casting number. Used with manual 

choke carburetors. Contained no provisions for a 
choke heating chamber. Replaced by C5ZZ-9430-B. 
See Note 1 for auto-to-manual choke transition.

 6. Not used on T/E HiPos in 1967. See Note 7 for info 
on date of T/E incorporation in California.

 7. Casting number C7ZE-9430-A (right) and C7ZE-
9431-A (left). Used with T/E. Manifold notched 
around each exhaust port to allow for T/E air log 
injector clearance. Ford gave dates of 12/15/66 
and 1/3/67 in its parts catalogs for incorporation 
of T/E on Cali fornia HiPos. However, Ford’s TSB 
#67, Article 1070, dated 5/5/67 gave a date of “ap-
proximately April 5, 1967.” Actual Ford data shows 
a date on May 9, 1967.

 8. Service replacement for C5ZZ-9430-A.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Exhaust manifold - right side

63/64 C3OZ-9430-B 3–43 3D3 1, 2, 3
64 C3OZ-9430-C 3–43 3D3 1, 2, 4

64/67 C5ZZ-9430-A 4–37 4D2 2, 5, 6
67 C5ZZ-9430-B 7–19 7D4 7, 8

 Exhaust manifold - left side
63/67 C3OZ-9431-A 3–43 3D3 2, 6, 9

67 C3OZ-9431-B 7–19 7D4 7, 10
 Locking tab (exhaust manifold) 63/66 C3OZ-9A447-A 3–43 3D3 11
 T/E pump pulley 67 C7ZZ-9B447-D 12
 T/E pump air filter can & lid 67 C6AZ-9A492-C 7–26 7K2 13

 Carburetor

63/64 C3OZ-9510-J 3–29 3C15 14
64/65 C4OZ-9510-D 4–22 4C15 15
65/67 C4OZ-9510-F 5–20 5C6 16

67 C7ZZ-9510-B 7–44 7LC1 17
67 C7ZZ-9510-C 18

 T/E air by-pass valve hose 67 C7ZZ-9H569-B 7–26 7K2 19

 Carburetor spacers
63 C3OZ-9A589-B 3–32 3C20 20

64/67 C3OZ-9A589-C 4–25 4C19 21
64 C3OZ-9A589-D 4–25 4C19 22
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 11. 1967 replacement. Carried Autolite logo with an 
FA-41 number. Outside diameter of B7SZ-9601-A 
slightly smaller than B7S-9601-A.

 12. Manual choke.
 13. Fairlane. Mounts under dash by driver’s side kick-

panel.
 14. Mustang.
 15. Late 1964 Fairlane. Cut to 38.62" long. Mounts in 

dash like 6-cylinder Fairlanes.
 16. Fairlane. 58" long. Mounts to bracket under the 

dash by driver’s side kickpanel. See note 13.
 17. 1964 1/2 Mustang. Before 6/1/64. 63.05" long.
 18. Mustang. From 6/1/64. 57.62" long.
 19. Automatic choke. Used before mid-April 1964 on 

Fairlanes. (At least one pre-production 289 HiPo 
Mustang had an automatic choke, but by the time 
regular production began, all used manual chokes.)

 20. Stainless Steel.
 21. Pre-production. Obsolete. Design changed before 

Fairlane HiPo production began in March 1963. 
C3OZ-9890-A and C3OZ-9819-A were a set. Re-
placed by C3AZ-9890-A and C3OZ-9819-B.

 22. 1/4" O.D. - 24.92" long.
 23. 1/4" I.D. - 23.13" long. Cut to 20.22" long.

Notes
 1. Open ventilation. Top plate and bottom tray paint-

ed green-gold. Replaced by C4AZ-9600-E.
 2. Open ventilation. Top plate and bottom tray paint-

ed bronze-gold. Before about 4/2/64.
 3. Open ventilation. Top plate and bottom tray paint-

ed bronze-gold. From about 4/2/64.
 4. Closed ventilation. Top plate and bottom tray paint-

ed bronze-gold. Ventilation spout attached to the 
top plate.

 5. Closed ventilation. Top plate and bottom tray paint-
ed bronze-gold. Ventilation spout on bottom tray.

 6. Open ventilation. Chrome plated top with black 
bottom tray. Replaced by C4DZ-9600-C. Dress-up 
for 289 HiPo.

 7. Open ventilation. Chrome plated top with black 
bottom tray.

 8. Closed ventilation. Chrome plated top with black 
bottom tray. Ventilation spout attached to the top 
plate.

 9. Chrome plated, flat center top plate. Bottom tray 
bronze-gold in 1964/65 and blue for 1966/67. Air 
cleaner included spout for closed ventilation and 
C5AZ-9C639-A cap for use with open ventilation.

 10. Marked ECJ-9601-C and carried the FoMoCo logo. 
Base was reddish maroon in color.
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Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes

 Air cleaner

63 C3AZ-9600-B 3–37 3C29 1
64 C4AZ-9600-E 4–21 4C14 2
64 C4OZ-9600-N 4–21 4C14 3
64 C4OZ-9600-T 4–33 4C31 4
64 C5ZZ-9600-V 4–41 4F5 5
63 C3DZ-9600-B 3–37 3C29 6
64 C4DZ-9600-C 4–33 4C31 7
64 C4DZ-9600-L 4–33 4C31 8

64/67 C5ZZ-9600-W 5–22 5C10 9

 Element (air cleaner)
63/67 B7S-9601-A 3–38 3C30 10

67 B7SZ-9601-A 11

 Bracket (choke dash mount)
65 C5OZ-9A700-A 12, 13

64/67 C5ZZ-9A700-A 12, 14

 Control assembly (carburetor choke)

64 C3OZ-9700-A 4–22 4C15 12, 15
65 C5OZ-9700-C 5–20 5C6 12, 16
64 C5ZZ-9700-B 4–22 4C15 12, 17

64/67 C5ZZ-9700-C 4–22 4C15 12, 18
 Shield (choke tube) 63/64 C3OZ-9A745-A 3–34 3C25 19, 20

 Choke tube
63 C3OZ-9819-A 3–34 3C25 19, 21

63/64 C3OZ-9819-B 3–34 3C25 19, 22
 Insulator (choke tube) 63/64 C1AE-9865-A 3–34 3C25 19, 23

 Heat chamber (choke)
63 C3OZ-9890-A 3–34 3C25 19, 21

63/64 C3AZ-9890-A 3–34 3C25 19
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Notes
 1. 4.3" pulley diameter. Two styles used. One marked 

C3OF-B, and the other marked C3OF-10130-B. Not 
used on 1964 Comet.

 2. Used on Shelby Cobra. 3¾" pulley diameter. 
Marked C3MF-10344-A. Also used on 1963/64 high 
performance, 427 V8. 

 3. Used on the Comets involved in the 100,000 Mile 
Daytona Durability Run. 4" diameter, single-groove 
pulley. Marking unknown.

 4. Pulley found on an original 1964 HiPo Comet. 
Marked C3TF-10344-G. Double groove pulley mea-
suring just over 3".

 5. Listed by Mercury for the 1964 Comet with 289 
HiPo. Marked C3TF-10344-K. Double groove pul-
ley measuring 2.7".

 6. 3.9" diameter. Before about 4/1/65. Used with 5/32" 
spacer and flat-faced alternator fan.

 7. 3.9" diameter. From about 4/1/65. Used with 1/4" 
spacer and concave-faced alternator fan.

 8. With T/E. Marked C7ZF-10A352-A. Dual-groove, 
3.6" diameter pulley.

 9. 1964/65 Comet. Used with transistorized ignition.
 10. Stamped C3OF-12127-F (1963 with blocked off 

vacuum advance housing) or C3OF-12127-D (1964 
without vacuum advance housing).

 11. Dual point. No vacuum advance. Centrifugal ad-
vance only. (Designed for wide-open throttle.)

 12. Stamped C4ZF-12127-D.
 13. 1964 Comet only. Transistorized ignition. Similar 

internal components as used on the 427 V8.
 14. Optional for 1965 Comet HiPo only. Transistorized 

ignition similar to the 1964 Comet HiPo’s, but in 
the 1965 design distributor body. Standard ignition 
for 1965 Comet HiPo was the conventional dual 
point C5OF-12127-E distributor (C5OZ-12127-E).

 15. Stamped C5OF-12127-E.
 16. Stamped C7ZF-12127-J.
 17. Stamped C7OF-12127-K.
 18. Steel Core.
 19. Used on the 406 and 427 V8s. Also used to service 

the 1963 HiPo. Steel core.
 20. Regular production option. Ford indicated that ra-

dio resistance wires would be used on 1965 HiPos, 
but that steel core wires would remain an option.

 21. 1967 service replacement for C4OZ-12259-B and 
C5ZZ-12259-A.

 22. Marked BF-32 Autolite.
 23. To control radio interference on “street” cars with 

steel core wires, a C4AZ-18827-A suppression kit 
was recommended.

Component Year Part Number Page Photo Notes
 Pulley (generator) 63/64 C3OZ-10130-B 3–51 3J2,3 1

 Pulley (alternator)

64 C3MY-10344-A 4–52 4J3 2
64 Unknown 3
64 C3TZ-10344-C 4
64 C4TZ-10344-D 4–52 4J3 5
65 C5AZ-10344-C 5–44 5J4 6

65/67 C5AZ-10344-H 5–44 5J4 7
67 C7ZZ-10344-A 8

 Coil (distributor) 64/65 C3TZ-12029-A 4–48 4H4 9

 Distributor

63/64 C3OZ-12127-D 4–77 4LH2 10
64 C5ZZ-12127-D 11, 12
64 C4GA-12127-A 4–76 4LH1 13
65 C5GA-12127-A 14

65/67 C5OZ-12127-E 5–40 5H4 11, 15
67 C7ZZ-12127-J 11, 16
67 C7ZZ-12127-K 11, 17

 Spark plug wires (kit - steel core)

63 C3AZ-12259-F 3–50 3H4 18, 19
64 C4OZ-12259-B 4–49 4H5 18

65/67 C5ZZ-12259-A 18, 20
67 C4OZ-12259-C 18, 21

 Spark Plugs 63/67 C0AZ-12405-A 3–49 3H3 22
 Radio suppression kit 63/67 C4AZ-18827-A 23
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The 289 High Performance Story
The High Performance 289 4-V Challenger V8, better 

know as the 289 HiPo, has its heritage in a coalescence 
of events. If any one of those events had not occurred, 
the engine might have remained as so many ingredi-
ents to an unbaked cake.

One ingredient was Carroll Shelby’s retirement as 
a driver from sports car and Gran Prix auto racing in 
1960 due to a heart ailment. Having raced in the U.S. 
and in Europe, he had experienced the great handling 
of the European sports car, but with the lack of power 
typical of American V8 engines. American engines, 
however, were generally as heavy as they were power-
ful, and not very suitable for use in lightweight sports 
cars. Shelby’s racing experience and desire for the ul-
timate racing machine continued to keep him looking 
for the perfect combination of car and drivetrain while 
he operated his new venture—a school of high perfor-
mance driving.

The second ingredient was being supplied overseas. 
The AC Car Company had a very successful sports car 
called the Ace Bristol, based on John Tojiero’s “special” 
and powered by a hot Bristol Motor division 6-cylinder 
engine. But, Bristol Motor announced it was quitting 
engine production and getting out of the car building 
business. AC looked to the English Ford 6-cylinder en-
gine Zephyr, which was heavier and less powerful, as 
a replacement, but the results were not very satisfying. 
By this time, Carroll Shelby had already seen a couple 
of his attempts at combining a European chassis with 
American V8 power fall through. But, nonetheless, he 
contacted the AC Car Company to say he was interest-
ed in powering its chassis with an American V8. Which 
American V8, Carroll was still trying to figure out.

Ingredient number three was Ford’s “Better Idea” 
for a new mid-size car. Much credit here can go to Bob 
McNamara. In the late 1950s, he was Vice President in 
charge of cars and trucks. According to John Onken’s 
recollection—John was a Ford Product Analyst—the 
Falcon had not yet been introduced, “but McNamara 
was convinced that the Falcon was not close enough to 
being a functional equivalent of the very popular Ford 
cars of the middle 50s to sell at the volume he thought 
necessary for maximum ‘economics of scale’.” One 
must remember that McNa-
mara had previously been 
Ford’s Company Comp-
troller and had a mind for 
business and finances. He 
envisioned a new car, ini-
tially called Canadian X, 
to be the high volume Ford 
car of the 1960s that would 
have such a value advan-

tage over the Falcon that the Falcon would die a natural 
death, and the larger Ford would cater to the higher-
priced, smaller volume segment of the market.

Bob McNamara also had his idea of a new V8 for 
this car. He wanted it designed for a 200 cubic inch 
displacement without any potential for growth. He was 
convinced that if engine growth was possible, the new 
car, now called the Fairlane, would be over-designed 

in anticipation of the increased power resulting from 
that growth.

He was eventually dissuaded in limiting the engine, 
soon became President of Ford Motor Company, and 
a few weeks later resigned to become President John 
F. Kennedy’s Secretary of Defense. Lee Iacocca took 
over as Ford’s new President with a different vision. 
Lee’s marketing and salesmanship leanings were less 
concerned with economics of scale and more with giv-
ing consumers what they wanted—exciting cars. The 
economics would follow—not lead.

Ultimately, the Fairlane made its debut in November 
1961 (production having begun in October) with a new 
precision-casting, light-weight 221 cubic-inch displace-
ment V8. Carroll Shelby immediately recognized the 
potential for this compact American V8 in the AC sports 
car and contacted Ford about his need for that engine.

Ford also provided ingredient number four. Lee 
Iacocca was always looking for ways to promote the 
Ford name. But, the name that kept coming up in SCCA 
racing was “Chevrolet.” The opportunity to go after the 
Chevrolet Corvettes in sports car racing under Carroll 
Shelby’s leadership was just the ticket for that sales slo-
gan, “Win on Sunday, Sell on Monday.” Ford gave the 
go ahead to Engine Engineering to work on a souped-
up version of the new 260 2V slated for a February 1962 
introduction into the Fairlane chassis.

In the meantime, a 221 V8 was shipped to England 
so that AC Car Company could prototype a beefed 
up chassis. By the time the prototype was then air-
freighted to Carroll Shelby in California, minus the 
engine and transmission, Ford had developed the high 
performance 260 V8. It included a high-lift mechanical 
cam, increased compression, solid core ignition wires, 
and Holley 4V carburetor. Horsepower was 260—one 
horsepower per cubic inch.

Early pictures of these engines showed some inter-
esting features. One picture was published in the May 
1962 edition of Sports Car Graphic. Another picture 
comes from an unlikely place. When the editor of Car 
Life magazine went to the Ford Proving Grounds at 
Romeo, Michigan, to evaluate the new 1963 Fords, an 
additional car was presented for the editor to test. It 
was a 1962 Falcon Futura with a 260 V8. But, it was 
no ordinary 260 V8. The car was owned and had been 
modified by Andy Hotton of Dearborn Steel Tubing 
Company. And the 260 V8 was the same one Ford was 
providing to Carroll Shelby.

Both pictures showed a single-point distributor 
with vacuum advance. The Holley secondaries were 
vacuum operated and the setup included an automatic 
choke. The fuel filter was mounted to the driver’s side 
cylinder head just like on the V8s going into Fairlanes.

The new high performance 260 V8s proved very 
successful. However, Cobra production was moving 
along rather slowly as production issues continued to 
crop up. In August 1962, only eight Cobras had been 
completed. In total, there would be about 75 Cobras 
produced with the 260 V8, though many of these cars 
were quickly updated as soon as high performance 289s 
were available.

Initial Cobra fit checks with a 2V engine. You can see through 
the wheelwell the mods to the exhaust manifolds. (Photo by 
Dave Friedman)

Cobra 260 HP. Notice that the distributor vacuum advance is in 
place and the Holley 4V carburetor. (Photo by Dave Friedman)

The AC sports car was the driving force behind the high performance 289 development.

The Cobra 260 HP was featured in the May 1962 edition of 
Sports Car Graphic. (Photo by Bob D’Olivo & Dean Moon)

Andy Hotton of Dearborn Steel Tubing had installed one of the 
Cobra 260 HP engines in a 1962 Falcon Futura. The editor of 
Car Life was quite impressed when he featured the car in the 
December 1962 edition.
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The 289 High Performance Story
(CONTINUED)

A few of the high performance 260 V8s also wound 
up in Sunbeam Alpines (later to become known as the 
Sunbeam Tiger). Ian Garrad, west coast sales manager 
for the Rootes Group, used some extra advertising 
dollars and contracted Ken Miles and Shelby to do 
independent installation checks of the Cobra 260 into 
two Alpines. Ken Miles installed the engine with as 
few modifications as possible. The car did not handle 
particularly well. Carroll Shelby and his chief mechanic 
Phil Remington did a more refined installation, includ-
ing moving the engine back for better weight distribu-
tion, switching to rack and pinion steering, improving 
cooling, and installing a Borg-Warner T-10 4-speed and 
Galaxie rear. After further testing and fine tuning, the 
car was shipped to England for approval. The produc-
tion car was developed from Shelby’s prototype by 
Jensen Motor of West Bromwich and made its introduc-
tion in the summer of 1964, but not with the Cobra 260. 
Instead, 3,000 of the standard 260 2V engines were or-
dered from Ford Motor Company. However, a customer 
could order LAT (Los Angeles Tiger) options such as 
a hot cam, higher compression, larger valves, special 
JE pistons, dual-point distributor, and 715 Holley 4V 
from the Sunbeam Tiger Division in Los Angeles that 
pushed the 260 V8’s horsepower up to 245. Shelby also 
prepared a Tiger for racing in 1964.

For Ford, building the high performance 260 by 
hand had been an expensive operation. The prospect of 
continuing to do this in the light of increasing demand 
must have been alarming. In addition, another engine 
was about to roll off the production line at Cleveland 
Engine Plant #1—the 289 V8. The 1963 Galaxies had 
lost the 292 Y-block and the base Galaxie V8 at the be-
ginning of 1963 production was the 260. Quite marginal 
for hauling around the 2-ton Fords, the 289 2V would 
become a better option. But, no doubt, Carroll Shelby 
would instantly see the potential of this engine in a 
high performance version and would want to replace 
the 260 with it. Ford needed to do something, and fast.

John Onken of Ford said, “My recollection is that 
we developed the high performance version of the 289 
because we needed a lower cost ‘hot’ engine to sell to 
Shelby for the Cobra. We had been selling him engines 
that were virtually hand-built by Engine Engineering, 
and we were losing a lot of money on every one. To get 
the cost down meant tooling for a reasonable produc-
tion line volume and using it in our cars as well as sell-
ing some to Shelby.”

In the fall of 1962, when Ford was selling Carroll 
Shelby high performance 260 V8s, the 1963 Galaxie’s 
top performance engine was the tri-powered 406 6V. At 
the bottom of the heap was the Falcon. Its top power 

plant was the 170 6-cylinder. In between was the Fair-
lane with a 164 horsepower 260 2V. But, for that mid-
year production boost, Lee Iacocca was about to launch 
his concept of Ford’s “Total Performance” campaign. 
The Galaxie moved up to the 427 8V, and the Falcon 
got V8 power for the first time in the form of the 260 2V. 
But, it was the Fairlane with its small engine compart-
ment that would benefit the most by a “hot” new small 
block V8. Ford had its answer in using a high perfor-
mance version of the 289, as John Onken said, “in our 
cars as well as selling some to Shelby.”

Much of the development work on the high per-
formance 260 was portable to the 289. But, the high 

performance 289 was going to get the full treatment as 
a no-compromise performance package. The price and 
the warranty would ensure the customer knew what 
he was getting into. The option would cost an extra 
$424.80 (a whopping 17 to 20 percent increase over the 
base price) and the warranty on the engine would last 
but 4,000 miles or three months, whichever came first!

In the fall, Ford prepared the Fairlane 289 4V engine 
prototypes. There were four. The first was completed 
on October 30, 1962. It was a 1963 Fairlane 2-door se-
dan with the standard column-shifted manual 3-speed. 
Next was a Fairlane 500 hardtop with the optional 
overdrive transmission completed on November 7, 
1962. The final two prototypes were identical Fairlane 
500 hardtop “Sports Coupes” with the optional 4-speed 
manual transmissions completed in December.

So, all the ingredients had come together—Carroll 
Shelby’s retirement and continued desire to build the 
ultimate racing sports car, AC Car Company’s need 
for an engine, Ford’s new compact V8 and its desire to 
take the SCCA championship away from Chevrolet—to 
bake the cake called the “271-hp Challenger 4-V/289 
High Performance V8.” Ford made the announcement 
in its December 1962 revised sales catalog. Engine pro-
duction was well underway in February 1963, and the 
engines began showing up in Fairlanes by the middle 
of March.

As expected, Carroll Shelby also received these 
engines for his Cobras and would eventually install 
them in many other cars. Although the basic engine 
was ready to go in stock form, Shelby had things he 
would do to extract more power and improve reliability 
in competition racing form. But, that is another story, 
well told by others. One fine example is Dave Fried-
man’s book titled COBRA, The Shelby American Original 
Archives 1962-1965.

While Carroll Shelby was tromping Corvettes 
in SCCA racing, the mid-year 1963 Fairlanes with 
271-horsepower high performance 289 4Vs were com-
manding some respect in D/S drag racing. Ford offered 
the “hot” Cobra engine in any Fairlane body style 
except the station wagon. Why not the station wagon? 
The wagon would require a completely different ex-
haust system from the sedans and hardtops. Because its 
pipes ran down the driver’s side and exited sideways 
at the rear corner of the back bumper, a new Y-pipe, 
extension pipe, muffler and exhaust hangers would be 

required. Expected sales of a high performance engine 
in a utilitarian vehicle could hardly have justified the 
additional engineering and tooling costs.

According to the sales literature, and even supported 
by the production of prototypes, three transmission 
choices were available. The standard transmission was 
a column-shifted manual 3-speed. This transmission 
was not like the 3-speed teamed to the other Fairlane 
V8s. This one was the huge Galaxie 3-speed with larger 
synchros and heavy-duty internals.

To adapt this transmission into the Fairlane required 
replacing the Galaxie input shaft with one having a 
three-eighths inch longer pilot bushing surface to be 
compatible with the deeper small-block V8 bellhousing. 
Otherwise, the Fairlane high performance 3-speed was 
identical to the Galaxie’s, using the same 2.42:1 first 
gear, and 1.61:1 second gear ratios. The big transmis-
sion did require a special crossmember for mounting 
in the Fairlane, and the extra long Galaxie extension 

Initial Tigers were worked up with 260 HP motors, but when 
time came for production, the cheaper 260 2V versions were 
ordered. However, LAT upgrades were available. (Photo from 
Road Test, July 1965.)

Sunbeam was the basic start for the Tiger.

Buck Yearbeck of Ford shows off the new high performance 289.

Fairlane high performance 289 prototypes (from 1963 Fairlane Program Description).

I-16
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CARS, July 1963)
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The 289 High Performance Story
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housing required considerable shortening of the Fair-
lane driveshaft.

The Fairlane optional overdrive transmission re-
mains a mystery. Although the literature listed the 
availability of the transmission with its gear ratios and 
a prototype had been made, no production 1963 Fair-
lane to date has ever been found with the overdrive 
transmission. Nor does any Ford Master Parts Catalog 
show an overdrive for this application. Fairlane Pro-
gram documents do show the option, but indicate the 
transmission would be based of the 260 V8 overdrive 
(Borg-Warner T-86) with modified gear ratios of 2.36:1 
for first gear and 1.42:1 for second gear. (Overdrive 
remained the same at .70:1.) Those modified ratios 
matched the ones used for the 1960 Ford with 292 V8 
built prior to 11-16-59.

Although the T-86 overdrive (with shot-peened 
gears) was mentioned by editor Martyn Schorr of CARS 
magazine while he was reviewing one of the 4-speed 
prototypes at the Dearborn Test Track, it is believed that 
this transmission option was dropped prior to com-
mencing production. One reason might have been the 
early decision to use the lighter duty Borg-Warner T-86, 
rather than the heavy-duty Borg-Warner T-85 found 
in the Galaxies with the 352 and 390 V8s. Although 
the standard Ford power train warranty was for 24 
months or 24,000 miles, the high performance 289 and 
related power train components carried only a 90 days 
or 4,000 miles warranty. The T-86 overdrive might have 
had trouble surviving even this brief period. Until a 
1963 Fairlane with the high performance 289 option 
with overdrive is found, or some Ford documentation 
canceling the overdrive option is located, the mystery 
will continue.

The third optional transmission was the Borg-
Warner T-10 floor-shifted 4-speed. This option added 
another $188 to the bill. The gear box was identical 
to the one being used with the 221 and 260 V8, but 
equipped with the same close gear ratio set (2.36:1 for 
first, 1.76:1 for second, and 1.41:1 for third) as in the 
1963 390 Galaxie T-10.

Ford installed the high performance 289 in 1963 
Fairlane sedans and hardtops, although the number 
of sedans was quite small. Yes, even a plain 2-door 
Fairlane sedan called “LI’L LORD FOTUS” was raced 
by Milo “Mickey” Coleman. In addition, there are two 
documented Fairlane 500 4-door sedans with column-
shift 3-speed. However, most went into the sportier 
hardtops, and particularly the Sports Coupe model.

According to Ak Miller, 1,500 high performance 
engines were built during 1963 production. This in-

cluded all applications, not just Fairlanes. Considering 
that Carroll Shelby used about 70 for Cobras that year, 
Griffiths took another 10, and others were held for ser-
vice replacements, the number of Fairlanes produced 
was probably in the neighborhood of 1,375, give or take.

The engines were coded “K” in the vehicle identi-
fication number (VIN) and soon picked up the name 
“K-code Fairlane.” The earliest confirmed scheduled 
build date for 1963 Fairlanes with the high performance 
289 was March 14, 1963, out of the Dearborn assembly 
plant. In fact, a large number of K-code Fairlanes were 
scheduled between that date and March 26, 1963, and 
included all three operating Fairlane assembly plants 
(Dearborn, Kansas City, and San Jose). (Atlanta was out 
of Fairlane production by this time). Production of these 
cars stretched out all the way into early August 1963.

Ford considered the high performance 289 so suc-
cessful that the option was continued for the Fairlane 
in 1964 production. Some of the very first Fairlanes 
out of the Dearborn plant in late August 1963 had this 
engine option and were held for Ford transportation 
service use—probably for promotional purposes. Ford 
scrapped the column-shift 3-speed option for 1964 
production and there was no mention of the elusive 
overdrive option. You could have this engine with 
just one transmission—the Borg-Warner close-ratio 
T-10 4-speed. Considering that both options were now 
required, the price tag to get the K-code motor was 
$609.80. The warranty for the engine and related drive 
train components was still 90 days or 4,000 miles, 
whichever came first.

Shelby’s Cobra connection was well established, but 
there was another entrepreneur named Jack Griffith 
who saw the Cobra and thought about doing the same 
thing with the TVR. But, again, that is another story 
well told by others, such as Mike Mooney in his book 
titled The Griffith Years.

One of the Sports Coupe prototypes as reviewed at the Dearborn 
Test Track by Martyn Schorr of CARS magazine, July 1963. Car 
included instrumentation.

Martyn Schorr of CARS magazine reported special alloy gears in 
the T-10. Although “nichol” gears were available over the Ford 
parts counter, they were not in production Fairlane T-10s. A 
Fairlane with the overdrive option is yet to be found. The single 
exhaust used 2" diameter Y-pipe into a 3" collector, narrowed 
down to 2½" to the rear muffler with 2¼" outlet.

Milo “Mickey” Coleman in “LI’L LORD FOTUS” in a plain 1963 Fairlane (far lane) lines up against Doug Nash’s 1963 Fairlane 
Sports Coupe at the 1963 Indy NHRA Nationals. Both cars were running high performance 289s in D/S (stock) class.

Rare 1963 Fairlane 500 4-door with high performance 289 
engine option. Car equipped with column-shift 3-speed.

Griffiths received high performance 289s in 1964. A few hun-
dred were produced.
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Mercury had lost the intermediate Meteor for 1964, 
but used a stretched Falcon chassis for its restyled 
compact that gave the new Comet the appearance of 
an intermediate-sized car. Mercury also needed a per-
formance image to compete with the Fairlanes. Into this 
arena stepped Fran Hernandez. Coming from Electric 
Autolite Company as Director of Racing, Fran was as-
signed to Lincoln-Mercury Division to start a racing 
program. Fran focused on what he could do with the 
Comets. In May 1963, he began his master-mind of the 
1964 100,000 Mile Durability Run at Daytona. Using 
two 1963 Comets modified with new high performance 
289s by Andy Hotton at Dearborn Steel Tubing, feasi-
bility studies were conducted in July 1963 by running 
these cars at high speed for 15,000 miles. After work-
ing out all the kinks, the final approval was given to 
use five new 1964 Comets powered by this engine in 
an attempt to break hundreds of American and word-
wide records. A sixth car for media purposes was also 
prepared. Of the six cars, one was from Lorain (17th 
unit), two from Los Angeles (6th and 18th units), and 
three from Metuchen (12th, 31st, and 32nd units). All 
Caliente hardtops with bucket seats, they were deliv-
ered to Dearborn Steel Tubing in early September 1963 
for race preparation.

It has been reported that the high performance 
289 engines were production units and relatively 
unmodified. However, documents show that Engine 
Engineering did more than that. Heads were machined 
for Perfect Circle valve stem seals, prototype compres-
sion piston rings installed, prototype aluminum cam 
sprocket with nylon teeth substituted, block front oil 
gallery freeze plugs removed and holes machined for 
threaded plugs, and many other fine details optimized. 
The engines were then hot-tested for 30 minutes, fol-
lowed by removal of the oil pan and inspection for 
chips, removal of two connecting rod bearings and two 
main bearings for inspection, and a check of cylinder 
wall condition. Six engines were then delivered to 
Dearborn Steel Tubing for installation and final prep 
of supporting components in preparation for the high 
banks of the Daytona International Speedway. The 
hope was that at least one of the five Comets to start 
the run would survive for 100,000 miles.

Much has been said about these cars because they 
smashed many national and international records for 
endurance and speed. For 40 days, beginning Septem-
ber 21, 1963, five Comets (painted red, white, palomino, 
silver, and turquoise) and drivers kept up a grueling 
pace to cover 100,000 miles at an average speed above 
105 miles per hour. Fuel stops and driver changes oc-
curred every two hours, but the Comets kept rolling, 
day and night, as well as through the rains generated 

by hurricanes Flora and Ginny. Four of the five cars 
completed 100,000 miles—three without engine prob-
lems. The turquoise Comet suffered a broken valve 
spring at 76,446 and required a head and piston change. 
Though out of the running, the car was repaired and 
completed the run. The red Comet had suffered an ig-
nition failure early on and was knocked out of conten-
tion. However, after repairs and a switch to 3.25:1 rear 
gears, it broke two records at speeds of about 130 mph. 
Then, 2,000 miles into trying for the 10,000 mile record 
the engine blew. With a fresh motor, the red Comet 
returned to the track and passed 10,000 miles at nearly 
125 mph for 15 more records. Over 100 records would 
fall as a result of the three qualifying Comets complet-
ing 100,000 miles. A sixth Comet (painted blue) was at 
the track for media coverage. There was also a convert-
ible Comet trying to break some convertible records.

Interestingly, some of these records still hold as 
of this writing. The red Comet broke the 5,000 mile, 
10,000 kilometer, and 10,000 mile records at 125.910, 
126.000, and 124.420 miles per hour, respectively. The 
car went into private hand in 1966 without an engine. 
The palomino Comet broke the 25,000 kilometer, 25,000 
mile, 50,000 kilometer, 50,000 mile, 100,000 kilometer, 
and 100,000 mile records at 108.120, 108.590, 108.580, 
108.630, 108.940, and 108.450 miles per hour, respec-
tively. After the Durability Run this Comet’s axle hous-
ing was swapped, but original engine retained. The car 
then went on tour with drivers H.G. Rosier and Dick 
Freeman (Lee Funderburk replacing Freeman when 
he became ill), covering another 130,000 miles in 11 
months across every state on the continent including 
Alaska. Still driveable after an accident in Atlaska, the 
car was returned to Dearborn and its current status 
and location are unknown. The silver Comet broke the 
40-day speed record averaging 108.354 miles per hour. 
Its engine was removed for a Dynamometer run and 
teardown. Ford furnished a replacement engine for 
show purposes and the car was donated to Harrah’s 
Automobile Museum, but is in private hands today. 
The white Comet was also certified for completing the 
run. Its engine and axle housing were removed for tear-
down. It was slated for a replacement engine, but its 
status today is unknown. The turquoise Comet had its 
engine torn down, but the car was not stated for a re-
placement engine and its status today is unknown. The 
three removed engines were to be put on display for a 
November 21, 19963 press conference. The blue media 
car was purchased by Doug Nash and became a B/FX 
racer, but later returned to Mercury for disposition.

All the Durability Comets were uniquely equipped 
with transistorized ignition and Ford alternators. All 
used the same column-shift 3-speed used as standard 
equipment in the 1963 K-code Fairlanes. The rear was a 
nine-inch fitted with 1959-60 full-sized Mercury 2.71:1 
gears. There were other unique features to handle the 

Comets at Daytona. Six Comets were prepped by Andy Hot-
ton of Dearborn Steel Tubing. Colors were red, silver, white, 
turquoise, palomino, and blue. The blue Comet was the media 
car and given to Doug Nash after the run for drag racing, becom-
ing a B/FX car, then returned to Mercury for disposition. The 
red Comet was disqualified for the 100,000 mile run, but was 
repaired, then broke records for shorter distances. It was sold a 
couple years after the run without its engine and survives today. 
The turquoise Comet was disqualified at just over 76,446 miles 
due to engine trouble, but was repaired and continued the run 
to 100,000 miles in an unofficial capacity. Car returned to Dear-
born for engine teardown. The white car successfully completed 
100,000 miles as the slowest car because of damage sustained 
when it spun out and struck the wall. It returned to Dearborn 
for engine and axle housing teardown. The silver Comet success-
fully completed the run. After returning to Dearborn for engine 
and axle hosuing teardown, Dearborn Steel Tubing received two 
replacemnent engines to reinstall in the silver and white Comets 
for show purposes. The silver Comet received an 8" axle housing 
and was donated to Harrah’s Automobile Museum. Later, the 
car was auctioned and is now in private hands. The palomino 
Comet was the first to successfully finish the race. The axle hous-
ing was swapped, but engine retained, then the car went on tour 
across the country. Damaged in Alaska when sideswiped by an 
Oldsmobile towing a trailer carrying a moose, the car remained 
driveable. It was flown back to Detroit along with three 1965 
Comets completing their trip from South America to Alaska. Its 
current status is unknown. (Photos courtesy of Ford.)

Three Comets had their engines and rear axles torn down and 
inspected after the run to determine condition.

H.G. Rosier and Dick Freeman on tour at Niagara Falls 
(1964). (Above three phoros courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

Silver Comet in private hands. Has one of the specially-prepared 
high performance 289 engines used during the Durability Run.

Two hurricanes passed near Daytona during the Run. The white 
Comet spun out, hitting the wall, but completed the run.

It seemed like a good idea—drive the media car into a mirror 
while filming for that in-your-face drama. Turns out, the mirror 
was a lot harder to break than initially imagined!
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steep banks of Daytona, like adding an extra leaf in the 
passenger’s side leaf springs and installing load-leveler 
shock absorbers, .84-inch diameter sway bar, and items 
required for safety and servicing.

The engine package was released to the public on 
10-4-63 and announced in Lincoln-Mercury’s Service 
Bulletin, 1964 Series, Number 3. The package was in-
tended to duplicate the Durability Comet configuration 
and was only available through dealer special order for 
all models except convertibles and station wagons. The 
option included a 2.71:1 nine-inch rear. The last time 
Ford had used a ratio this steep was in 1960. It required 
a ring gear with 38 teeth and pinion with 14 teeth.

On 4-17-64, Mercury superseded its bulletin with 
Number 3A. The new bulletin added another option 
for a 4-speed with 3.89:1 rear. The sway bar was also 
increased to 1 inch in diameter. Ten Comets (five Cali-
ente hardtops, followed by five Cyclones) were known 
to have been ordered by the Pflueger Lincoln-Mercury 
dealership in Hawaii. Two were prepared by Bill 
Stroppe and Associates in Long Beach, then drag raced 
on the island. At least four of these cars still exist.

Mercury never coded the high performance 289 in 
the VIN. Although Mercury’s parts catalogs indicated 
the engine option would carry a D code in the VIN, it 
did not happen. The K-coded engine in the 1964 Comet 
was a regular 289 V8 fitted with a 4V intake manifold 
and carburetor. The engine used regular fuel and gen-
erated 210 horsepower at 4400 rpm. However, other 
than the Andy Hotton prepared Durability Comets 
(two of which were known to have carried the 260 V8 
F code), the dealer special order Comets would carry a 
K code—not because of the high performance engine, 
but because Mercury converted a regular 289 4V over 
to the high performance engine package.

Even as the Comets roared around the Daytona In-
ternational Raceway in October of 1963, Mercury was 
looking at another opportunity to prove the durability 
of the new Comets in the East Africa Safari, a 3,100-mile 
course described as the world’s toughest road rally. Bill 
Stroppe’s crew prepared five practice cars and five rally 
cars for the event, all with high performance 289 V8s 
and close ratio 4-speeds with 4.57:1 rears. Other modifi-
cations such as 15-inch wheels with 6½-inch rim width, 
huge Galaxie brakes, and reinforcements through the 
vehicle made these Comets unique.

Unfortunately, this rally was almost more about luck 
than skill. Near the end of the rally, heavy tropical rain-
fall contributed to a flood-swollen stream eating away 
at a primitive bridge. Bridge repairs by rally teams 
managed to get the first Comet over, with it being used 

to help tow other rally cars across. However, the second 
Comet collapsed the bridge and was nearly lost to the 
flood. Only these two Comets finished the rally; the 
other three being time-barred out of the race. These 18th 
and 21st finishes (with only 21 of the 94 cars entered 
completing the course) were respectable considering 
the conditions, but in the end, did not meet the public-
ity expectations of Mercury.

An interesting epitaph to this story is that Mer-
cury had little interest in paying to have the Comets 
returned to the states. Bill Stroppe knew of Jimmy 
Pflueger’s interest in high performance cars and asked 
if he wanted any of the Safari Comets. At least one was 
shipped to Jimmy in Hawaii. Char Clayton remembers 
Jimmy taking the car out to the Hawaii Raceway Park 
and running the car around the road course several 
times. However, it does not appear that the car was 
entered into local competition and its current where-
abouts are unknown. Nor are the whereabouts of the 
other nine Safari Comets known. They could still be 
somewhere in Africa!

Of course, Carroll Shelby was having a field day 
with the high performance 289 in his Cobras. By the 
time 1964 production was winding down, Shelby 
had built over 515 Cobras. With Shelby’s approval, 
designer Peter Brock, racing driver and engineer Ken 
Miles, and mechanic John Olsen, created an aerody-
namic coupe body over the Cobra chassis. It worked 
so well that Shelby had five more coupes built in Italy 
by Carrozzeria Gran Sport. These coupes gained fame 
at the Daytona Continental race and became know as 
the Daytona Coupes. In 1964 a Daytona Coupe scored 
first in class and fourth overall at LeMans. All the 
coupes were powered by the high performance 289. 
Shelby himself was concentrating on the Lola-based 
Ford GT40. The Mk I version, production GT40s were 
powered by the high performance 289.

Back at Ford, rumor had it that someone was drag 
racing a high performance 289 Fairlane with automatic 
in the Detroit area and being quite successful. Perhaps 
that’s how the subject came up between Fairlane Plan-
ning Manager John Onken and Executive Engineer 
Howard Freers. John and Howard would get together 
every ten days or so to discuss joint planning/engineer-
ing issues related to the Fairlane. They discussed the 
possibility of a high performance Fairlane with an auto-
matic. Howard mused that maybe the C4 transmission 
had enough torque capacity that Transmission Division 
would let them put it behind the high performance 
engine. Howard checked into it and found that the C4 
torque capability was just two or three foot-pounds 
over the 312 maximum torque output of the high per-
formance 289 engine. He checked with the engineers in 
Transmission Division and they said they would accept 
the combination as long engine torque was within the 

One of the Pfleuger’s Cyclones sent to Hawaii after Bill Stroppe 
had prepped it. Comet was turned into a B/FX racer.

All 1964 Comets with high performance 289 engines will have 
special order numbers, which were appended to the DSO on the 
build sheet and door tag. DSO is 52 with special order number 
5509. K in the VIN was not for the 289 HiPo, but for the 
regular-fueled 289 4V—a similar engine to the 1964½ Mustang 
D-code 289 4V. (Three photos above provided by Steve Janczyk.)

East Africa Safari was a grueling event. Five prep and five race  
Comets were involved, all with high performance 289s.

Bill Stroppe prepared the East Africa Safari Comets, sporting 
High Performance 289 engines. (HOT ROD, May 1964 )

While Ford continued to sell engines to Shelby, it was install-
ing them in its own Fairlanes as regular production options. 
(CUSTOM RODDER, March 1964 at top, and CARS, March 
1964 at bottom.)

C4’s torque limitations. Howard didn’t tell them how 
much horsepower the engine was going to put out!

Howard’s next question was to John Onken. “How 
do we make this happen?” John said that if Howard 
would get the car built, he would get Tom Frey, then 
Assistant General Manager of Ford Division, to drive 
it. A few weeks later Howard called John saying he had 
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the car built, and could John 
get Frey to drive it. John said, 
“Sure.”

John Onken took the car 
over to Ford Division, talked 
to the superintendent of the 
garage and said he had a car, 
he thought Mr. Frey would 
like to drive. John left the 
car in Tom Frey’s stall and 
dropped off a note to Tom’s 
secretary that there was a car 
in his stall that John Onken 
thought Tom might like to 
drive that night.

About 20 minutes after 
John Onken got to his office 
the next day, he got a call from 
Tom Frey, “That’s a great car! 
What do we need to do to 
make it happen?” John ex-
plained that the Transmission 
Division signed off on the 
torque issue, so all that was 
needed was to tell the engi-
neers to release it. Tom Frey 
said, “Let’s do it!”

The target debut was the 1964 Pure Oil Performance 
Trials, January 18-20, 1964. Two Fairlanes with 289 
HiPos and C4s competed. Although not class winners, 
they finished one and two in the Acceleration test. It 
would not be until April the car was released to the 
public. This was the same time manual choke carbure-
tors and the Arvinode dual exhaust were released. The 
new C4s had changes to be compatible with the 289 
HiPo. For more details see 289 High Performance C4 
automatic.

There were a couple other changes occurring in 
Fairlane K-code production. Ford had come out with 
its own 4-speed transmission—later to be called the 
Ford “toploader”—and covered its introduction in 
Ford Technical Service Bulletin 7000 dated January 13, 
1964. Production was not up to the level to drop the 
Borg-Warner T-10, so the transmissions were mixed. 
The customer could not order one over the other; he 
had to take his chances. For the high performance 289, 
the toploader close ratio gear set (2.32:1 for first, 1.69:1 
for second, and 1.29:1 for third) was used.

Other changes came from contracting with Arvin 
Industries to develop a dual exhaust system for the 
Fairlane, which was released about 4-13-64. It was 

known as the Arvinode system. The extension pipe was 
one complete welded section stretching 10 feet long for 
each side. In-line 2¾-inch diameter glass packs were 
used along the driveshaft with in-line 2¾-inch diameter 
resonators in the rear quarter panel wells. The resona-
tors incorporated quarter-wave technology, where a 
one-inch pipe was welded to the top inside of the reso-
nator. The idea was for the exhaust pulse entering the 
small tube to be reflected back out the tube to oppose 
subsequent pulses coming into the resonator.

The final addition to the high performance 289 fam-
ily in 1964 production was the Ford Mustang. It took 
Ford some time to develop the package, so this engine 
option was not immediately available when the Mus-
tang made its debut in April 1964. The engine option 
became available in early June—about two months 
before the end of the 1964 production year, although all 
Mustangs were titled as 1965 models.

In addition to the special exhaust systems (although 
of standard design in 1964) and nine-inch rear, the 
high performance 289 developed too much torque for 
the vulcanized rubber mounts used with the standard 
Mustang V8s. For the high performance 289, Ford re-
designed the front motor mounts to use rubber blocks 
and cushions similar to those of the Fairlane mounts. 
These mounts would constrain the engine even if all 
the rubber gave away. As for transmission options with 
the engine in a Mustang, there was only one—the close 
ratio Ford toploader 4-speed.

Total high performance production for the 1964 
model year was about 5,000—some 400 going to 
Shelby’s Cobras and his other projects, probably less 
than 100 in Mercury Comets, another 50 in Griffiths, 
500 or so going into late 64½ Mustangs, 100 in other 
various projects, and the remainder finding homes in 
1964 Fairlanes (probably around 3,800).

When 1965 production began, the high performance 
289 switched from the 5-bolt bellhousing pattern to the 
6-bolt pattern. The latter pattern was physically bigger 
and applicable to all 289 V8s. As in the past, the high 
performance 289 used the same block as standard 289 
V8s. The difference was in the inspection criteria that 
allowed no casting flaws, dye-pentrant inspections, and 
the substitution of the thicker heavy-duty main bearing 
caps. So, the 6-bolt pattern was not for what the high 
performance 289 needed, but what the standard 289 
V8s needed to run big 11-inch clutches which would be 
used in the Bronco, due out in 1966.

Although the production high performance 289 had 
first powered Fairlanes, the sporty-looking Mustangs 
were quickly consuming the majority of these engines 
as buyers flocked to Ford dealerships. Consequently, 
Fairlanes for 1965 with this engine drop dramatically, 
probably below 750 cars. However, if you wanted a 
high performance 289 with an automatic in 1965, the 
Fairlane was still the only car for which that was avail-
able. Or, you could order the 4-speed, which over in 
the Mustang line was the only transmission available. 
Comets were again offered with this engine option, but 
it still took a dealer special order to get one and only 
the 4-speed was available. As in 1964, the engine was 
not coded in the Comet VIN. All the 1965 Comets with 
the high performance 289 carried the premium-fueled 
289 4V A code. The high performance engine package 
and special 9-inch rear were specified on the build 

1964 was a big year for new introductions affecting the high perfromance 289. First came the 
new Ford toploader 4-speed. These were mixed in with the Borg-Warner T-10, but there was no 
provision for the customer to select one over the other—he got whatever Ford installed. Ford 
released the toploader with only two gear ratio sets. The Fairlane with 289 HiPo received the 
close ratio set. A short time later, Ford offered the C4 for the first time with the HiPo. Then a 
change was made from the free-flowing single exhaust system to a new Arvin Industries dual 
exhaust system. It became known as the Arvinode system and gave the car a distinctive rumble. 
Since all these changes were during the year, Ford released Technical Service Bulletins to annouce 
them and provide servicing information.

The heart of the Arvinode system was the resonator’s quarter-
wave pipe welded in place to reflect opposing exhaust pulses.

Ford wanted the 289 HiPo Mustang in the hands of magazine 
editors as soon as possible, so it loaned out prototypes in advance 
of the option’s introduction. These early cars used Fairlane en-
gines and carried Fairlane fender emblems. When the Mustang 
with high performance 289 became available to the public in 
June 1964, all would be equipped with manual chokes and new 
fender emblems. (POPULAR HOT RODDING, April 1964)

1965 Comets with the high performance 289 used the bolt-in 
export brace in place of the welded braces.
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sheet. Conventional dual-point ignition was standard, 
but the transistorized ignition was available as an op-
tion. HiPo Comets could be distinguished from other 
Comets by the presence of an engine compartment 
“export” cowling brace and the deletion of the stan-
dard welded brace. In other words, the standard brace, 
normally welded in place, was deleted when the Comet 
was made, and the stronger export brace was bolted in 
its place.

There were about 7 or 8 Canadian Falcons of various 
body styles that also received the high performance 
289. They received a 992 engine code (99 for the engine 
and 2 for the 4-speed on the Canadian door tag). These 
were primarily for drag racing activities and a few of 
these Falcons were turned into B/FX and A/FX cars. No 
American versions of the Falcon ever received the high 
performance 289.

Of course Carroll Shelby was still using these en-
gines in Cobras, but the move was underway toward 
the 427 Cobras and only about 40 Cobras with the high 
performance 289s were built in 1965. There were also a 
number of Griffiths using the engine.

But, Carroll Shelby had found another outlet for 
high performance 289s—the Mustang GT350. Lee Ia-
cocca wanted the SCCA B-production championship 
and asked Shelby to modify the Mustang to go after 
this prize. The first GT-350 was completed January 27, 
1965. Shelby tweaked the 289 with a high-riser alumi-
num intake manifold and Holley carburetor. Horse-
power jumped to 306 for the street production ver-
sions. These cars were beasts for the ordinary driver to 
handle. Quicker manual steering without power assist 
made them a handful to maneuver, and the disc brakes, 
also without power assist, required a heavy foot. Race 
versions received even more extensive body modifica-
tions and the engine was blueprinted and hopped up 
to 350 horsepower. When it was all said and done for 
1965, Shelby had built 12 race cars and 550 street ver-
sions of the GT-350.

In 1966, high performance 289 production was be-
ing overshadowed by bigger cubes and more torque. 
The Fairlane and Comet had moved on to big-block 
V8 horsepower. Most of the race cars were also mov-
ing on to big-blocks—first with Cobras, but others 
would follow suit. There was really only one bright 
spot left and that was in the Mustang model line. The 
high performance 289 was the top horsepower engine 
option and was available with the same 4-speed as in 
1965. However, with just a few changes, the Fairlane C4 
automatic was added to the option list.

Shelby was also producing significant numbers of 

Shelby GT-350s, probably more than he expected when 
an inquiry to Hertz produced an order for 1,000 models 
for their Sports Car Club, with about that number actu-
ally being built and designated as GT-350H. Another 
1,365 or so GT-350s were sold directly to the public. 
Plus, there were a few race cars and some convertibles 
Shelby had built for himself and special friends.

The next year saw the Mustang go to big-block 
power. Although the 390 GT was a bit heavy in the 
nose, it had a bunch of torque. It also carried a normal 
warranty. So, the requests for the high performance 289 
with its 90 days or 4,000 miles, whichever came first, 
warranty were pretty hard to swallow when 49 more 
horses and 115 more foot-pounds of torque were avail-
able at much lower rpms and for $169.84 less! It was 
surprising that Ford managed to sell even 489 of them 
(77 4-speed and 43 C4 hardtops, 205 4-speed and 114 C4 
fastbacks, and 34 4-speed and 16 C4 convertibles). The  
Shelby GT-350s easily outsold that number at 1,174.

Then it was over. The high performance 289 moved 
into history, except for service replacements. No engine 
really ever took its place. Carroll Shelby did his best 
with the 302 and got respectable results, but he was 
moving on to other things. The BOSS 302 brought back 
a brief moment in 1969 and 1970, but it was just a flash 
in the pan. Bigger cubic inches were dominating and 
would for a few more years, until the bottom fell out of 
“performance.”

The high performance 289 legacy remains strong. As 
first introduced, the engine was capable of 271 horse-
power. Other drivers and builders were getting much 
more and moving the red line above 7000 rpm. In Car-
roll Shelby’s race-prepared Ford GT40s with Webers, 
power was up to 380 horsepower at 6,500 rpm. That’s 
a lot of horses out of such a small package.

Everyone likes to know how many engines were 
produced. In Peter C. Sessler’s book titled Illustrated 
High-Performance Mustang Buyer’s Guide he gives a 
number of 7,273 K-codes for 1965. He also gives the 
numbers for 1966 as 5,469 and for 1967 as 472. That 
total is 13,214. These numbers do not seem to include 

MOTOR TREND editor having way too much fun with Shelby’s 
1965 Mustang GT350. (MOTOR TREND, May 1965 )

A few Canadian Falcons received high performance 289 engines. 
They were coded on the door tag as 992 with 4-speed only. 
(Photo courtesy of Bernie Morgan)

Carroll Shelby pushed the horsepower of the 289 up to 
306 using an aluminum intake, 715-cfm Holley carburetor, 
and tubular headers. Total sales for 1965 were about 560. 
(MOTOR TREND, May 1965 )

Shelby GT-350s since the number in 1967 is known 
through Kevin Marti—licensed by Ford to access 
Ford’s vehicle data base and provide vehicle reports—
as 489 non-Shelby K-codes and 1,174 Shelby GT-350s. 
Total Shelby numbers for 1965 through 1967 amounts 
to 4,114. If that is added to Sessler’s numbers, the total 
is 17,328. In addition, close to 6,500 engines were pro-
duced in 1963 through 1964, of which some 500 might 
be 1964½ Mustangs. Adding in the non-Mustang num-
bers for 1963 through 1964 gives a number over 23,000. 
Cobras add in another 580 and there are a few more 
hundred scattered among Comets, Griffiths, Tigers, 
Genies MK8’s, Daytona Coupe Cobras, King Cobras 
(Cooper-Monaco), Lotus 19B Pacesetter Fords, Lotus 
30/40’s, Canadian Falcons, Ford GT40’s, and spare en-
gines. The number might be as high as 25,000.

However, in the December 1972 issue of HOT ROD 
magazine a total high performance production figure 
was given as 17,000. That number seems on the low 
side when considering Sessler’s numbers, known pro-
duction numbers for cars with high performance 289s, 
and reasonable estimates of others models based on 
statistical sampling or other known factors.

We may never know the actual number, but likely 
no less than 17,000 and no more than 25,000. Still a rela-
tively small number considering that over 4,000,000 289 
engines were produced from 1963-68—meaning 289 
HiPo production was ½ percent of the total!

HOT ROD 
magazine 
stated a total 
production of 
289 HiPos as 
17,000.

1963-65 ........580 .. Cobras
1963-65 .....5,925 .. Fairlanes (1,375-’63, 3,800-’64, 750-’65)
1963..................1 .. AC MA 200
1964-66 ........260 .. Griffiths (190-200’s, 60-400’s, 10-600’s)
1964-67 ..........87 .. Ford GT40
1964-66 ...12,667 .. Mustang (Peter Sessler)
1964..................6 .. Daytona Coupe Cobra (prototype + 5)
1964..................1 .. Griffith Falcon Sprint prototype
1964..................6 .. Genies MK8 (estimate)
1964..................2 .. King Cobras (Cooper-Monaco)
1964..................3 .. Lotus 19B Pacesetter Ford

1963..................2 .. ’63 Comet Durability Run test cars
1964..................7 .. Comet Durability Run (6 cars + 1)
1964................10 .. African Safari (5 practice + 5 race)
1964................10 .. Pflueger L-M (5 Calientes, 5 Cyclones)
1965..................2 .. Comets (known)
1965..................7 .. Canadian Falcons
1965................40 .. Lotus 30/40 (33 plus spare engines)
1965..............562 .. Shelby GT-350 (SCA)
1966...........2,378 .. Shelby GT-350 (SCA)
1967...........1,174 .. Shelby GT-350 (Kevin Marti)
1967..............489 .. Mustang (Kevin Marti)

Best known numbers of where high performance 289s went, excluding spares. Should be considered only a guide:
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What Makes a 289 a High Performance 289?
When Ford decided to build the high performance 

289, it took off the kid gloves. There would be no com-
promise for fuel economy, there would be no compro-
mise for drivability, there would be no compromise for 
comfort, there would be no compromise for warranty, 
and there would be no compromise on price. This en-
gine was designed for one purpose and one purpose 
only—performance.

Want power steering? Forget it. Can’t stand the heat 
in the summer? Buy something else with air condition-
ing. There would be no power-robbing accessories 
for this engine. Nor was there consideration for part-
throttle operation. No advancing the ignition for cruise. 
This baby had “wide-open throttle” written all over it.

But, how did this engine begin life? Surprisingly, 
it rolled down the assembly line from the same block 
casting molds as any other 289 destined for mundane 
grocery-getter duty. That’s right, its casting number 
was just like every other 289 block, and in 1963 pro-
duction, the only 289 block casting number was C3AE-
6015-N. Forget about what you have read in the past, 
or stories passed on for years. There was one ’63 block. 
Any other numbers you have read are wrong.

When Ford was ready to turn one of these blocks 
into the high performance 289 (289 HiPo), it was in-
spected using a dye-penetrant method. The blocks 
were dipped into the dye solution, rinsed, and sprayed 
with a developer to enhance the color. There was only 
one inspection criteria—no cracks or other indications 
allowed. Next step was the machining process with 
the main bearing caps. For the 289 HiPo, the standard 
caps were set aside. In their place were C3OE-6329-A 
(front), C3OE-6334-A (front intermediate), C3OE-6330-A 
(center), C3OE-6327-A (rear intermediate), and C3OE-
6325-A (rear) main bearing caps. These caps were made 
from ACB grade cast iron. That simply meant that the 
iron melt was more closely controlled so that the carbon 
content produced a more refined grain structure which 
resulted in a consistently stronger component. From 
that moment on, everything else was an add-on to the 
block and just about all of it was unique to the 289 HiPo.

One common error in regards to 289 HiPo blocks 
was the mistaken assumption that the three oil gal-
leries were closed off in the front with screw-in plugs. 
This was simply not true. However, Carroll Shelby 
saw this as a potential problem area in race-prepared 
engines. (So did Mercury when preparing the engines 
for the 1964 Comet 100,000 Mile Durability Run.) So, in 
reworking the engine for maximum race reliability, he 
installed threaded plugs in the front oil galleries of the 
350 hp competition GT-350 and 380 hp Cobra Daytona/
Ford GT40 engines. The rest used standard ½" freeze 
plugs.

The 289 HiPo crankshaft also came from the same 
mold as the standard 289 crankshaft, but there was a 
difference. The iron used in the molding had additional 
nickel and magnesium material to give the casting a 
higher nodularity content. Higher nodularity meant 
a great number of rounded graphite nodules as a per-
centage against the total number of graphite particles—
the higher the nodularity, the higher the ductility. The 
spherical nodules actually impeded crack formation by 
acting as crack arresters. To see the spherical nodules 
required a microscope. So, Ford brought part of the rear 
counterweight to a high polish. There was no impact 
hardness testing performed—only a visual inspection 
for spherical nodules.

But, there was more difference than just the metal-
lurgy. The machining on the crankshaft was different. 
Crankshafts would normally be undercut in the radii 
between the journal and creeks. This can lead to stress 
risers from ridges or tooling marks. For the 289 HiPo 
crankshaft, Ford ground the radii, a more intense op-
eration requiring frequent dressings of the grinding 
wheel. The radius diameter was also increased from the 
standard .070" to the more gradual .090" which further 
released stress in this area.

To further help identify these unique and well-
prepared crankshafts, Ford brushed orange paint along 
one of the center counterweights, but the cranks should 
also have the polished area on the rear counterweight 
to further help identify them. (If you are thinking 
of weighing crankshafts figuring the HiPos must be 
heavier, I’ll save you the trouble. When I weighed sev-
eral standard crankshafts, the 289 HiPo crankshaft was 
within the variation among standard cranks.)

Likewise, the HiPo connecting rods would come out 
of the same forging dies as standard 289 rods. However, 
less trimming was done along the sides where the cap 
bolts were installed. This allowed sufficient material to 
surround the larger 3/8" bolt holes. The trimming done 
on the standard rods was the reason that the standard 
289 rod’s 5/16" bolt holes couldn’t be machined for the 
larger size. To do so would bring the outer edge of the 
hole dangerously close to the side of the rod.

The bolts for the rods were specially designed to re-
tain torque. But, their head shape was not conducive to 
proper installation. Ford prepared a Technical Service 
Bulletin (TSB) to emphasis that the flat size of the bolt 
was installed facing outward. Otherwise the bolt might 
loosen. Later 289 HiPo rod bolts had heads that were 
symmetrical to prevent improper installation.

The rod caps used with the 289 HiPo were special. 
The standard caps just did not have enough material 
around the bolt hole to allow for the larger bolt size. 

And it was more than just a bolt size increase. To keep 
the inner side of the larger bolt the same distance away 
from the crankshaft journal as on the standard 289, the 
larger bolt’s centerline had to be moved about 1/32" 
more outboard.

The heavier connecting rod caps and larger bolts 
increased the weight of these components and Ford 
added more counterweighting at the flywheel and up 
front—going from the standard 289 imbalance of 28.1 
(later revised to 28.2) ounce-inches to 30.4 ounce-inches. 
But, Ford did more. Because the damper weight was 
so far forward, Ford moved 5.9 ounce-inches of the 
counterweight closer in by incorporating an extra coun-
terweight just in front of the number one main bearing. 
It was indexed via a small roll-pin to crankshaft timing 
chain sprocket for proper positioning.

To help dampen the higher harmonics the crankshaft 
would encounter at high rpm, the mass of the damper 
ring outside the rubber insulator was increased signifi-
cantly. Although the shape did not change through the 
289 HiPos production run, casting numbers did. The 
first dampers carried a C3OE-B number. In 1965 this 
changed to C5OE-A. The C7ZE-A and C8ZE-A dampers 
were service replacements.

Pistons for the 289 HiPo were high-strength cast 
aluminum with steel inserts. The tops were flat with 
four small valve reliefs to allow installation in either 
bank. Combined with relatively small head combustion 
chamber volume, the compression ratio was raised to 
10.5:1. Many other compression ratios were advertised. 
The sales literature listed the compression ratio as 
11:1. Ford’s Off-Highway Parts catalog listed the ratio 
as 11.6:1. All of these were in error and might have 
reflected the high compression 260 V8 engines Carroll 
Shelby was using in the early Cobras (using thinner 
head gaskets or special pistons). Ford set the record 
straight in a TSB dated 4-8-63 (about one month into 
289 HiPos production) by stating an earlier TSB needed 
to be revised from 11:1 to 10.5:1. Actual measurements 
on an early 289 HiPo confirm the correctness of the 
revised figure.

There was also plenty of confusion surrounding 
the 289 HiPo heads. The valve sizes were identical to 
the standard 289, but the material for the valves was 
stronger to resist wear. Initial valve sizes were 1.67" for 
the intake and 1.45" for the exhaust. The heads carried 
a C3OE casting number with the letter E or F nearby. 
They also had the number 19, 20, or 21 near one of the 
accessory mounting holes.

The HiPo heads would be changed in late 64 pro-
duction to incorporate a larger 1.78" intake valve and 
greater combustion chamber volume. These heads car-
ried the casting number C4OE-B, but were only used 
less than a couple of months before being replaced by 

C5OE-A castings. The C4OE-B head carried a 64 mark-
ing and the C5OE-A carried the 65. When used on a 
1964 production car, the C5OE-A head accessory bolt 
holes were all threaded to the 3/8" size. When used in 
1965 production and beyond, the one accessory hole 
for mounting the alternator was enlarged to 7/16". These 
heads were produced up until late 1967 production, 
when Ford revised the heads to accept machining for 
air injectors, whether the head was machined or not. 
This head carried a C7ZE-A casting number, although 
some of the previous markings were also retained. The 
C8ZE-B 289 HiPo head was a service replacement and 
the only one to carry the HP marking. It was always 
machined for the air injectors, but included four thread-
ed plugs with each head for use when a thermactor 
system was not installed.

At the same time the intake valves were enlarged in 
late 1964 production, the combustion chamber volume 
was increased, with resultant drop in the compression 
ratio down to 10.0:1. As was the case before, it took 
Ford awhile before it corrected all the shop manuals 
via its TSB system. All the 289 HiPo head castings 
incorporated valve spring seats for more stability of 
the springs, and screw-in rocker arm studs to take the 
pounding of mechanical lifters. The springs were of the 
dampening variety to stop spring resonance at high 
rpm, and the spring retainers were 3140 alloy hardened 
steel to take the high spring opening forces.

Camming was an essential part of producing power 
in a small displacement engine and the 289 HiPo went 
about as far as possible short of a race cam. Lobe lift 
was .2983", which gave the valves a theoretical lift of 
.477". (If the .020" valve lash was subtracted, actual 
valve lift off its seat was .457". Some sources used this 
as the lift, while others rounded it off to .46".) Overlap 
was significant at 82 degrees, so this was a cam that 
was designed to breath at high rpm and work well with 
the inertia effect of high velocity air flow. The cam was 
marked with an upside down letter A followed by a 
right side up letter E. The same cam was used through-
out 289 HiPo production.

The cam was run by a thin silent-type timing chain. 
It would seem contrary to logic that the standard 289 
had a wider chain, but the thinner chain was sufficient 
and was needed to allow room for the extra crankshaft 
counterweight. The thinner camshaft sprocket also al-
lowed a thicker camshaft thrust plate. In 1965 produc-
tion, with engine change level 7, revisions were made 
for the standard 289 and 289 HiPo to use a new, but 
shared, camshaft thrust plate and sprocket. The thin 
timing chain was the same as the one used previously 
on the 289 HiPo. Now the only difference between the 
two engine versions was the use of a new crankshaft 
sprocket for the standard 289, and 289 HiPo’s use of 
its previous sprocket and counterweight combination.
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Fuel pumps for the 289 HiPo were originally iden-
tical to the standard 289’s. In 1965, the Carter fuel 
pump’s body casting was revised. The actuating le-
ver’s return spring was now on top of the lever under 
a crimped steel cap. However, the provision in the 
casting for the previous lower spring installation was 
retained. With a change in lever, an additional spring 
could be installed. This is exactly what Ford did in the 
case of the 289 HiPo fuel pump. The extra spring in-
creased the force on the lever so the lever could follow 
the eccentric profile under high rpm conditions.

The Autolite 4100 4V carburetors were much the 
same as those used on Ford’s big-block V8s, except 
for calibration. Initial carburetors included automatic 
choke provisions. However, balancing the choke to 
open at the correct rate was difficult with the open-style 
air cleaner and was eliminated in favor of a manual 
choke in late 1964 production. At least one of the early 
64½ Mustang HiPos the media was evaluating was 
equipped with an automatic choke, but nearly all oth-
ers had manual chokes.

The choke also resulted in changes to the pas-
senger’s side exhaust manifold. The early ones had 
a threaded boss for insertion of a heating chamber. It 
carried the casting number C3OE-9430-C. When Ford 
eliminated the boss, the casting number was changed 
to C4ZE-9430-A. The manifolds themselves were things 
of beauty—at least if you owned a Fairlane. Ford 
contoured the manifolds for about 1/4" clearance with 
the shock towers. As soon as they cleared the shock 
towers, they flared outward. These contoured shapes 
remained for the entire 289 HiPo production run. The 
final change for the exhaust manifolds occurred in late 
1967. Ford notched the manifolds for clearance with the 
externally mounted air logs used with California ther-
mactor smog control systems. These manifolds carried 
C7ZE casting numbers.

And yes, some late 1967 Mustangs did get ther-
mactor systems. Kevin Marti of Marti Auto Works 
has the numbers—just 14 Mustangs. Ford’s TSB gave 
the approximate date as 4-5-67. Kevin’s information 
showed that K-code Mustangs after 5-9-67 bound for 
California had thermactors. There were unique com-
ponents to this system, including special carburetor 
and distributor calibrations, each with unique ID tags 
or ID stampings.

In the beginning, Ford did not dress up the 289 
HiPo with chrome valve covers and air cleaner. They 
were painted. In 1963, the color was a green-gold, just 
like found on the big-block Galaxies. In 1964 the color 
switched to a bronze-gold, just like used on standard 
1964-65 Mustang 289s. For 1965, Ford switched to 

chrome plating. Some 64½ Mustang HiPos received 
the flat-top air cleaner, confirmed on California closed 
ventilation systems. However, it appears that supply 
might not have been able to keep up, in which case the 
Falcon Sprint round-style air cleaner was used.

The 289 HiPo also made the bellhousing change at 
the same time as the standard 289. For 1963 and 1964 
production, the engines were know as 5-bolt. Beginning 
with the 1965 production year, all blocks were 6-bolt. 
As mentioned earlier, the block casting numbers were 
the same between standard and HiPo 289s. In 1964 pro-
duction, the casting number was C4OE-6015-C up until 
about May 1964. The casting number then changed to 
C4OE-6015-F. These were the only casting numbers. 
For 1965 production and until 289 HiPo production 
ceased, the casting number was C5AE-6015-E. The 289 
HiPo was only made at the Cleveland Engine Plant #1, 
whereas standard 289s were made at two plants from 
mid-66 through 1967 production—the second plant 
being in Windsor, Ontario.

When the 289 HiPo first came out, Ford had not 
developed a distributor without vacuum advance for 
this application. So, Ford used a standard distributor, 
but fitted to it a vacuum advance housing that was 
devoid of internals—in other words, the housing was 
crimped together without the diaphragm or accompa-
nying lever. An aircraft-quality plug was found to block 
off the front port. That was the reason the plug had a 
small hole drilled through its side. On aircraft, all such 
plugs were safety-wired for positive security. In late 
1963 production, Ford had the new C3OF distributor 
ready which lacked all provisions for a vacuum ad-
vance housing. This distributor was used until 1965 
production, when Ford switched over to the taller 
C5OF distributor. All these distributors had dual-points 
to reduce misfire while increasing dwell for full coil 
saturation at high rpm.

There was one other unique 289 HiPo ignition 
system and it was on the 1964 Comets. Mercury had 
chosen a transistorized ignition system for the Comet 
Durability Run. It was expected that this system would 
be less maintenance intense since the points would last 
much longer. That was in fact the case in four out of 
the five Comets. Unfortunately, a transistorized igni-
tion failure knocked one of the Comets out of the run 
fairly early, although Andy Hotton used the failure as 
an opportunity to reconfigure the car for going after 
other endurance records the other Comets would not 
address. Since the Comets making the Durability Run 
had to be representative of those available to the pub-
lic, Mercury installed the same transistorized ignition 
system in all the 1964 Comets with this engine option.

This was also the case with the Ford alternator. All 
1963-64 production cars with the 289 HiPo engine 
received generators as standard equipment with over-
sized pulleys to slow down the generator at high rpm. 
But, the Comet HiPos used the Ford 42-amp alterna-
tors as standard equipment (as did some 1964 Cobras). 
This was another maintenance reliability decision for 
the durability Comets. An alternator was lighter, ab-
sorbed less horsepower, had increased power to run 
radios, and the brushes could last the 100,000 miles, 
particularly considering the alternator was equipped 
with a large diameter pulley to reduce its speed. If you 
wanted an alternator outside of a HiPo Comet, you had 
to special order it.

Of course all this changed for 1965 production when 
the Ford alternator became standard equipment. How-
ever the mounts and belt arrangement were completely 
different from those used in 1964 production. And in 
the 289 HiPo application, the use of a 3.9" diameter 
pulley helped keep alternator speed down at high 
engine rpm.

Comets also could not use the standard 289 HiPo ex-
haust manifolds. The driver’s side manifold would hit 
the steering gear box. So, Mercury used the stock 289 
Comet/Falcon exhaust manifolds where the exhaust 
pipe from the driver’s side crossed under the oil pan to 
join with the pipe coming out of the passenger’s side 
exhaust manifold. A more open exhaust system then 
carried the spent gases to the rear of the car.

There were no unique oiling system modifications 
for the 289 HiPo, but Ford did alter some of the cool-
ing components. The water pump in standard 289s for 
1963 was a large 6-vane impeller. For the 289 HiPo, the 
diameter was reduced. After 1963, standard 289s used 
a reduced diameter impeller as well, but it had eight 
vanes. The 289 HiPo continued its use of 6 vanes. The 
289 HiPo impeller was designed to prevent cavitation 
problems at high rpms. These impellers were easily dis-
tinguished by their 3.94" diameter and three spill hole 
on the back side of the impeller. Standard 289 impellers 
were either larger in diameter or had four holes.

Along with the cooling, a small lightweight fan with 
four aluminum blades was employed. This fan pre-
vented excess power loss at high engine rpm. However, 
it was not the only fan used. The 1964 Comet used an 
even smaller all-steel fan, and the 1965 Comet had a 
power-saving optional clutch fan. In 1967, a Mustang 
with T/E was confirmed with a standard 289 style fan.

Although authenticating a genuine 289 HiPo en-
gine can be difficult, the best clue for 1963-64 engines 
is the presence of a sequence number on the 5-bolt 
block’s rear tooling pad. For 1965-67 6-bolt engines, 
a VIN number stamped just above the oil pan on the 
front right side is a good clue. Those features, though 
not present 100% of the time, along with the details 
described here will help identify one of these highly 
sought after engines.

What Makes a 289 a High Performance 289?
(CONTINUED)

As in 1963, the 1964 289 
HiPo started out as an ordi-
nary 289 V8. The blueprint 
indicated that the engineer-
ing number for the early 
1964 HiPo was C4OE-
6010-D. In the remarks sec-
tion of the blueprint (shown 
at right ) it stated that this 
engine was the same as 
C4OE-6010-C, except for 
the substitution of five differ-
ent main bearing caps, that 
the dye penetrant inspection 
method was to be used, and 
that cracks or other indi-
cations of flaws were not 
to be allowed. The C4OE-
6010-C engineering  num-
ber cross-referenced to the 
standard early 1964 289 
V8, which carried a C4OE-
6015-C casting number. So, 
this blueprint indicates that 
HiPo and standard blocks used the same casting, hence, HiPos carried the same block casting number as non-HiPo engines.

Blueprint courtesy of Ford Motor Company
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General

The very first engine installed in a new Cobra was a 
1962 model year 221-2V Fairlane engine for the devel-
opment of the first chassis, CSX2000, at AC Cars. From 
period pictures it appeared to be a stock production 
engine. This engine was removed from the car before 
the car was shipped to California and the fate of that 
first Cobra engine after it was removed is unknown. At 
least one early car, CSX2006, received a 260-2V, but its 
internal components remain unknown.

The Experimental High Performance 260 (XHP-260) 
and High Performance 260 (HP260) engines and their 
relationships with Cobras are very hard to study be-
cause so little text or photo documentation has come 
to my attention. Cobras or even just Fords were not 
the only new cars to receive one of these non-standard 
engines. Most known engines received owner modifica-
tions for racing or were badly damaged during racing 
or were parted out or some combination thereof. I have 
come across very few XHP-260 or HP260 used parts 
since circa 2008 when I became interested in studying 
these engines. In fact I have not come across enough of 
the unique parts to assemble even one long block as-
sembly much less a complete engine.

The XHP-260 engines were pure engineering proto-
type development assemblies with many ancillary part 
designs that never made it to production. There may 
have been about 35 of these engines made. New Cobras 
were not the only recipients of them. Many XHP-260 
engine pieces or assemblies were handmade custom 
prototypes or low volume preproduction samples or 
hand modified preproduction or production parts. 
The XHP-260 engines were enormously expensive to 
build up. At this time only one mostly intact unrestored 
XHP-260 engine is still known to exist and is detailed 
in this Appendix.

HP260 engines almost made it to standard pro-
duction. Holman-Moody was rally racing Falcons in 
Europe with not exactly stock or production 260-4V 
engines. Dearborn Steel Tube (Ford’s captive contrac-
tor for skunk works cars among other projects) built up 
at least one preproduction prototype HP260 powered 
1962 Falcon that was featured in Car Life by its Editor. 
Not a lot of details are known about these engines, but 
probably led the way for features in the HP289, such 
as basic mechanical lifter camshaft design, unique me-
chanical advance dual-point ignition distributor, and 
heavy-duty connecting rods.

by Dan Case

This commentary has been compiled mainly by Dan Case, with inputs from many people and significant inputs 
and assistance from Dick Roush, Ned Scudder, Jim Sfetko, Bob Beede, and some others who declined being acknowl-
edged publicly. Comments made under ‘I’, ‘my’, or ‘me’ means Dan Case.

Legend has it that about 75 new Cobras were fitted 
with 260 V8s. Most people assume that means CSX2000 
through CSX2074. First that number is seriously 
in doubt as the Shelby American Automobile Club 
(SAAC) and I learn more all the time. Second, whether 
or not a new Cobra had a 260 V8 depended on several 
factors. Third, Shelby American originally installed 
260 engines in some new chassis, then replaced them 
with HP289s before selling the completed cars. Shelby 
American and AC Cars seemed to have briefly stored 
and then subsequently sold off extra 260 engines after 
HP289 became available. Ed Hugus’ shop may have 
kept installing 260 engines until their stock ran out. At 
least 137 HP260 engines were made and probably more.

Most Cobras used what started as a Fairlane HP289 
of a revision level exactly like engines being installed 
in Fairlanes as a regular production option at the time. 
As the specifications and details of the Fairlane engines 
changed, so did Cobra engines. It appears that it was 
random chance, except for the August 1964 engines de-
scribed below, that directed any particular new engine 
into a Fairlane, Cobra, or other applications.

After the end of 1964 production, 48 more 5-bolt 
HP289 engines were built with a mixture of 1964 and 
1965 model year features intended to be installed in 
new Cobras in late August 1964. 42 of these engines 
ended up being installed with one reserved for warran-
tee replacement. These engines were not Ford serialized 
as Ford had stop that procedure at the conclusion of 
regular 1964 production.

In 1965, 15 1965 Fairlane HP289s for automatic 
transmissions were installed in new Cobras. Ford did 
not number these engines. (Note: CSX2435 was used as 
a prototype car for the C4 automatic transmission and 
air conditioning. We do not know what type, 5-bolt or 
6-bolt, engine or transmission this car received.)

If Cobras were intended for street applications, no 
modifications beyond what was necessary for fit in the 
Cobra body went beyond the Fairlane HP289 produc-
tion configuration.

Cobra racing blocks and engines started off as pro-
duction street assemblies. They were treated to modi-
fications to increase longevity in competition. Most 
of the racing engine parts started off as production 
street parts. Very few pieces were made just for racing. 
Early factory team 289-powered cars still used the stock 
HP289 camshaft in competition even with Webers.

Engine identification

The new car sales invoices issued by the Shelby 
Works for brand new Cobras usually included an 
engine number for the car’s engine assembly. Initial 
numbering was applied by Ford. Most Cobras received 
5-bolt bellhousing HP289 engines with blocks hand 
stamped with sequential numbers by Ford during the 
manufacturing process or before shipment to end user. 
These numbers were not in strict sequence with vehicle 
assembly dates or even engine assembly dates.

When Ford stopped serializing the post-64 regular 
5-bolt production HP289 engines, Shelby American se-
rialized them, as well as 6-bolt engines with automatics 
that followed, starting with 00001.

Not all Cobras were built by Shelby. AC Cars Ltd 
built and sold a number of leaf spring (COB/COX60xx 
range) chassis into running cars and a small number 
of coil spring (COB/COX61xx range) chassis into run-
ning cars intended for their home market—leaf spring 
chassis as “Cobras” and coil spring chassis as the “AC 
289 Sports” (or just “289 Sports”) models at the end of 
the Cobra era. The cars that were factory completed—
not all were—received some variant of Ford’s HP289 
engines for use with manual transmissions. These cars 
received Ford engine sequential numbers or an engine 
assembly date code for identification. Since assembly 
date codes were not unique, more than one Cobra 
might have the same engine number.

At least one new competition car received an engine 
believed to have been slated for a GT40 as it had a 
number issued by Ford Advanced Vehicles in England.

The SAAC Cobra Registry indicates that one Cobra 
sold in mid 1965 received a 4V racing Mustang GT350 
engine and 4-speed transmission. The engine number 
stamped on the car’s data plate indicated that the car 
was originally a late Ford regular production 1964 
5-bolt Fairlane HP289 assembly. So far, this is the only 
known full race SAI race shop prepared 4V engine for 
a new retail sale Cobra.

Engine block

The first 260 casting had hand stamped identifica-
tion in the style C2OE6010JASSY (plus the unit serial 
number). The other two have cast in text and were 
C2OE-6015-J and C2OE-6015-JD (might be an O). The 
engine assemblies, received serial numbers from Ford. 
The highest currently known number for a HP260 en-
gine is 137.

1963½ HP289 production of completed engines 
started in early March 1963. Blocks were standard 289-
2V C3AE-6015-N castings inspected to be without flaws 
(dye penetrant inspection method) and machined with 
heavy-duty main bearing caps.

1964 HP289 blocks began with C4OE-6015-C blocks 
until replaced by C4OE-6016-F blocks around May 
1964. These same castings were used for standard 
289-2V/4V assemblies with HP289 applications again 
receiving special inspection and machining.

All 6-bolt HP289 blocks were C5AE-6015-E.

Cylinder heads

Little is known about the XHP-260 and HP260 cyl-
inder heads as only a few engines and/or loose parts 
have been located for study. The castings of a pair of 
heads believed to have been from a very early car had 
an XE prefix engineering number, XE-10021-3. An intact 
engine with only 430 original miles from new has come 
to our attention, but can only be examined in the car. 
This limited access does not allow a thorough exami-
nation of all that we would like to study. Removing a 
valve cover showed that the top side of this cylinder 
head had no HP289 type features. The valve springs 
were painted with a yellowish green color code. The 
heads on engine XHP-260-4 were XE10021 castings and 
one was stamped XE102410$19A. (The literal transla-
tion to me means either the 19th cylinder head in this 
series or was the A unit of the 19th pair in this series.) 
They had press-in rocker arm studs and all the valves, 
springs, retainers, and keepers were serial numbered 
prototype parts like no others seen on Ford engines.

The majority of engines for the 1963-64 model year 
Cobras with HP289s used cylinder head assemblies that 
were based the C3OE variants of cylinder head castings 
used in production HP289s and machined as regular 
production specification pieces.

Some of the late production 5-bolt engines received 
the C4OE-B design castings after early April 1964. We 
know that CSX2452 and CSX2480 had C4OE-B head 
castings dated 4C24.

Regular production Fairlane HP289 engines as early 
as April 64 received C5OE-A heads, replacing C4OE-B 
heads. These C5OE-A heads were machined for genera-
tors. None of these heads have been found in Cobras to 
date, but the possibility they were used exists.

The post-64 production 5-bolt engines built at the 
end of August 1964 received the C4OE-B castings. All 
confirmed castings to date were cast on one of two con-
secutive days in late March 1964. Most castings found 
so far were cast on the first day of production.

CSX2201 and later Cobra engines required a 1963 
or 1964 cylinder head assembly for use of the Cobra 
unique AC Cars supplied cast iron alternator mount-
ing bracket.

The one intact 6-bolt engine known to us (one of the 
engines used with an automatic transmission) received 
C5OE-A castings.
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Induction System (Intake Manifolds & Carburetors)

There are multiple 4V intake manifold castings 
that have been documented associated with 260 Ford 
powered Cobras. (Note: I said castings. Photo evidence 
shows some variation in how individual castings were 
machined into useable parts.) There were two cast iron 
versions of the 4V 260 Ford intake manifold known and 
confirmed to have been installed in new Cobras. All in-
stallations used a four throttle bore hole spacer between 
the intake and carburetor. The XHP-260 and HP260 
engines were set up for road draft tube ventilation and 
had one of two solid spacers. The sole XHP-260 engine 
spacer survivor known to date was made of a dark 
phenolic material with a 1957 Ford big car production 
engineering number ink stamped onto it. Subsequent 
HP260s used a different thickness phenolic carburetor 
spacer. Here are known (but perhaps not all) manifolds:

•	 Ford	cast	iron	with	a	proto-typical	“sketch”	(SK	
prefix) engineering number of SK-12569.

•	 Ford	cast	iron	with	no	engineering	number.	The	
1962 Fairlane style heater hose port was no longer 
included. The port for a heater hose fitting was 
moved to near the coolant thermostat location 
similar to 1963 and later model year production.

•	 Ford	 limited	 or	 semi-production	 cast	 iron	 with	
a 1962 model year Fairlane engineering number 
and Ford preproduction or experimental (XE 
prefix) engineering number. The set of two engi-
neering numbers was C2O 9425-K and XE 106391. 
(Note: The detail in the sand casting around the 
text was not great, i.e., the casting was flawed. It 
is believed that the Fairlane number was actually 
C2OE-9425-K.)

•	 Ford	cast	iron	with	XE-106394	engineering	num-
ber. The one known has fittings installed as if 
it were installed in a Fairlane and not a Cobra. 
(Most XHP-260 and HP260 engines went into cars 
other than Cobras.)

•	 The	final	cast	iron	version	known,	one	not	associ-
ated with new Cobras at this time, was similar to 
the intake described above, but was only marked 
with the 1962 model year Fairlane engineering 
number C2OE-9425-K.

•	 Holman-Moody	260	racing	cast	aluminum	(from	
the Falcon rally program) with the Holman-
Moody “bird” logo almost completely removed 
by machining. Functionally it was a cast alumi-
num copy of one of the Ford cast iron 260 4V 
intakes above without the engineering numbers. 
It carried a Holman-Moody engineering number 
HM9424-1. Shelby American registered this style 
1-4V intake with the FIA 11/30/62 under part 
number XEO-113.

•	 A	version	of	the	Holman-Moody	aluminum	part	
with a raised rectangular boss whose top surface 
was machined flat in place of the Holman-Moody 
logo. The factory photo of the design shows a 
bright machined rectangle. An advertisement in 
a period magazine (looks like an artistic repre-
sentation rather than a photograph) represents 
one of these intakes loose with what appears to be 
a “COBRA” decal affixed to the pad. It carried a 
Holman-Moody engineering number HM9424-1.

Very early cars, including the first Shelby Works 
prepared racer CSX2002 during its early history, were 
usually shown with what appeared to be a Ford Thun-
derbird style Holley brand 4V carburetor from the 
1957-58 time frame. No written documents or other 
clues have been found that state the model Holley or 
specific engineering assembly number. So far no ver-
sion of production Thunderbird carburetor has been 
found that is visually an exact match to what is in fac-
tory photographs. Detail wise, the main body and all 
top side ancillaries match common pre-1960 Thunder-
bird carburetors. The throttle plate assembly is a differ-
ent design than what Ford used in the mid 1950s. The 
throttle plate assembly had design features that did not 
show up in production Ford-Holley carburetors until 
the 1960 model year. It is very probable that the Holley 
carburetors used on these first few HP260 equipped 
Cobras were experimental or prototype units made in 
the late 1950s for what was planned sometime in the 
1960s. It is not known why a then current 1963 model 
year production carburetor was not used. (In later years 
it was not usual for Shelby American to have and use 
prototype Holley brand carburetors.)

The image of the very early Cobra engine installa-
tion (those with Harrison made 1962 Corvette radiators 
and expansion tanks not yet adopted) in HOT ROD 
magazine showed a 1962 or earlier model year (top 
covers changed for the 1963 model year) Autolite 4100 
carburetor in use. The engine was marked as XHP-260-
5 or fifth prototype. Not enough of the carburetor was 
shown to tell if it had a production assembly tag or not.

A picture of what was believed to be an XHP-260 
engine installed by AC Cars into an early “black foot 
boxes” Cobra seems to show a prototype or engineer-
ing special Ford 4100. It had no assembly tag but had 
some identification labels on its cover of the type Ford 
engineering used on engineering project or prototype 
parts and assemblies in the early 1960s. Unfortunately 
the stock painted rocker arm covers with engine serial 
number were replaced with optional chrome-plated 
ones for show so we don’t know what engine by serial 
number was installed.

An engine obtained from Shelby Works was found 
that was almost unused, less than 500 total vehicle 
miles from new. This engine was fitted with a Ford 
4100 model 4V carburetor in the 1.12 size with an auto-
matic choke. The main body and the assembly tag were 
stamped C3AF-S (1963 Galaxie 390-4V with manual 
transmission) and dated 2HE (5th week of August 1962).

Subsequent period photographs, parts and finished 
cars, show the Holley R-2599 model carburetor in use 
with low rise aluminum intakes. The exact external fea-
ture details of the R-2599 assembly made it visually dif-
ferent than all the other Holley brand carburetors Ford 
or Shelby used. The carburetor pictured in the Shelby 
American magazine article on 260 powered Cobras 
exhibits the engineering number C3AE-9510-A in black 
ink on the rear fuel bowl. The C3AE-9510-A Ford num-
ber cross references to the Holley R-2599 number. Ford 
wise, that was for the 1963 HP390 FE engine option.

CSX2001 was fitted with some type of side draft 
Weber® carburetors by Ed Hugus’ shop (which com-
pleted that first production Cobra, which also became 
the first competition Cobra). Multiple race Cobras 
received four each Weber brand 48 IDM model family 
(48 IDM1 and 48 IDM5 models have been documented) 
2V down draft carburetors on a special COBRA lettered 
cast aluminum intake that used one of several styles of 
throttle linkage designs and a couple of different water 
neck and fuel log designs.

The HP289 intake manifolds normally matched 
their production counterparts of various specific iron 
intakes. The regular production intakes were:

•	 C3OE-9425-E	 cast	 iron	 4V	 for	 1963	 HP289s.	
These were used with C3OF-AB carburetors until 
around May 1963, then switched to C3OF-AJ. 
The latter carburetor had a revised choke design 
which matched all other 2V/4V carburetors of 
the same time period. In addition, the primary 
venturi was changed for GA (or AG as the letters 
were upside down to each other) to S, the latter 
replacing the former for service. The manifold 
used a 1/8" pipe thread port for the temperature 
sender.

•	 C4OE-9425-B	cast	 iron	4V	for	1964	HP289s.	The	
carburetors were C3OF-AJ in production until 
late in the year (April/May 1964) when manual 
choke carburetors appeared. These were C4OF-
AL. The manifold used a 1/8" pipe thread port for 
the temperature sender.

•	 C5OE-9425-A	 cast	 iron	 4V	 for	 late	 1964	 5-bolt	
and all 6-bolt 1965 HP289s. The carburetors 
were C4OF-AL for the 5-bolt engines. The 6-bolt 
engines were all equipped with automatic trans-
missions and received the C4OF-AT carburetor. 
C5OE-9425-A manifolds appeared before the end 
of 1964 production on Fairlanes. When doing so 

they were machined for a 1/8" pipe thread port 
for the temperature sender. For 1965 production 
this was machined for a 3/8" pipe thread port. 
Although C5OE-9425-A intake manifolds were 
common on late 64 production HP289s, none have 
been confirmed on Cobras.

•	 C5AE-9425-M	 cast	 iron	 4V	 was	 mixed	 with	 the	
C5OE-9425-A in 1965 production. At least one late 
6-bolt Cobra used this intake with the C4OF-AT 
carburetor. These were machined for a 3/8" pipe 
thread port for the temperature sender.

A very small number of HP289 powered Cobras re-
ceived some revision or version of the aluminum low 
rise  4V intake manifold used as an option with some 
HP260 powered Cobras. It carried a Holman-Moody 
engineering/casting number of HM9424-1 or Shelby 
American engineering/casting number of C4SA9421. 
Functionally, size of passages and flow capacities and 
characteristics wise, they were aluminum copies of one 
of the Ford prototype iron 4V intake manifolds for 260 
engines. In discussing these intake manifolds with an 
original owner who ordered his new HP289 powered 
Cobra so equipped, we learned that a 260 engine sized 
intake manifold was not a good intake manifold choice 
for a HP289 engine. He ordered the car with the intent 
to race it and did so in SCCA events for many years. 
He told us that the on track performance with this low 
rise design factory aluminum intake manifold was 
rather poor and that every 289 engine sized 4V intake 
manifold he subsequently tried worked better in racing.

A significant number of new Cobras received 
COBRA 2-4V induction systems with Chrysler ap-
plication Carter® 3258S and 3259S carburetors. 2-4V 
equipped Cobra engines received unique throttle link-
age components and fuel line assemblies. At the present 
time I believe that COBRA lettered intake manifolds 
and other system components were first installed in a 
new Cobra circa January 1964.

Three, as currently known, custom ordered new 
Cobras finished near the end of production (during 
1965) received COBRA high rise aluminum intakes 
and Holley carburetors originally designed for 1965 
Mustang GT350s. They were CSX2497, CSX2553, and 
CSX2555. All three received 1965 Mustang GT350 high 
rise intakes and carburetors after 1965 Mustang GT350 
production had started. (CSX2513, one of the sixteen 
special competition Cobras with “cut back” doors, 
was “sold” as a used car to Shelby’s driving school on 
12/18/64 with a used Mustang GT350 engine with a 
high rise intake and 1964½ Ford 427 C4AF-9510-DA, 
revision level A, dated 4B4, R-2919 Holley carburetor, 
but is not included in the Cobras above. There were at 
least two different COBRA high rise aluminum intake 
manifold castings possible by that time frame. We have 
no idea which one was used.)
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Some race applications received 8V carburetion—
four each Weber® brand (48 IDM1, 48 IDM5, 48 IDA, 
IDA1, or mixtures of IDA and IDA1 models) 2V down 
draft carburetors on a special COBRA lettered cast 
aluminum intakes of two design types that used one 
of several styles of throttle linkage designs and a few 
different water neck and fuel log designs. At the current 
time only two known new Cobras were sold to private 
individuals with factory installed down draft Weber 
carburetors day one. CSX2416 was ordered new with 
most, but not all, of the then current street and racing 
optional features available including custom under car 
headers and four chrome exhaust pipe tips. CSX2427 
was ordered new and sold as a drag race car, which 
was raced immediately after delivery. Not every race 
Cobra, not even every Shelby Works racer, started rac-
ing with Weber carburetors day one.

Most 4V and all 2-4V equipped engines used hot air 
choke mechanisms to operate their automatic chokes 
systems. Engine installers attached a hot air pick up 
line to one exhaust manifold for the carburetor choke 
hot air supply. There was a single tube. Fresh air was 
not taken from the air cleaner or carburetors. Air was 
drawn through the adapter brazed or welded to the 
right side of the rear cast iron “Y” exhaust manifold.

Air cleaners

A few initial Cobras with 260 engines cars received 
either the painted or chrome-plated air cleaner acces-
sories for 1962 Galaxies. These were larger in diameter 
and their lids taller than the subsequent low profile air 
cleaner assemblies most other Cobras received.

The “tuned” low-profile open air cleaner with 
chrome-plated lid became the subsequent standard for 
all Cobra 4V applications. These were double-hump 
lid assemblies like used on 1963 Falcon Sprints. If the 
base had a nipple for the choke clean air supply, it was 
blocked with a rubber cap and not used.

2-4V applications received small round Stelling & 
Hellings® brand chrome-plated lid assemblies, one per 
carburetor.

Valve	covers

The first few 260 engines used standard blue-painted 
valve covers.

The chrome-plated Ford dress-up covers were at 
first an option with the 260, but soon became standard 
parts. They were standard on all the HP289s. (In con-
trast to 1963 Fairlane top lids which were painted.) 
During 1963 production there were no ventilation holes 
in the valve covers and right/left covers were the same.

The top 260 “street” car accessory optional covers 
were COBRA POWERED BY FORD lettered, sand cast 
aluminum ones. Castings were treated in some way to 
reduce corrosion and the tops of raised fins and text 
highly polished by machine. There were no ventilation 
holes in this design so the same part design was used 
on both sides of the engine. The cast in lettering was 
centered end to end in the part. In their short produc-
tion use time span three different versions were made 
that we know about so far. The HP289 used the third 
version as used on late HP260 engines.

When 1964 production began, the ventilation system 
was changed from intake manifold type (PCV circuit 
originating from the rear of the intake manifold) to 
valve cover type (PCV circuit through valve covers). 
Chrome-plated Ford dress-up covers were standard. 
One cover included features for a PCV valve grommet 
and the other included an oil fill and ventilation tube. 
Engines arrived at Shelby Works with the oil fill on the 
left side and PCV valves on the right side. Cobra engine 
installers swapped the sides to put oil fill on the right 
side of the engine and PCV valve on the left.

The optional covers were a second design family 
set of COBRA POWERED BY FORD lettered, sand cast 
aluminum models (now with ventilation holes). Cast-
ings were treated as previously to reduce corrosion 
and the tops of raised fins and text highly polished by 
machine. Evidence suggests that a single casting design 
was produced from a single wooden master and that 
subsequent secondary machining and assembly opera-
tions made final finished assemblies whereby one had 
a provision for a PCV valve grommet and the other an 
oil fill/ventilation tube. The cast in lettering was offset 
away from the new PCV port and oil fill features.

The very first versions, with and without oil fill 
tube, were not identified in the May 1965 Shelby parts 
book. They were long obsolete by 1965, or at least the 
oil fill side cover assembly was. I am not so sure about 
the PCV side cover assembly as I have not had the 
opportunity to hold a first issue one in my hands and 
study it. The aluminum sand casting used in this set 
of assemblies was not marked as being produced by 
Buddy Barksdale’s company. The oil fill side assembly 
was fitted with a polished chrome-plated oil fill tube 
instead of the subsequent cadmium-plated ones most 
people are well aware of. These very early assemblies 
are very rare and when they do show up in public 
they are usually dismissed as being fakes by the less 
than knowledgeable. The engineering part numbers 
for these assemblies are unknown. There have been 
no clues found to determine how long they were in 
use. It must not have been long. I have an excellent 

unrestored oil fill side assembly in my collection of 
original production part samples. The part numbers 
are believed to be:

•	 C3RA-6582-B	(R.H.)	with	oil	fill	tube.
•	 C3RA-6582-C	(L.H.)	with	port	for	PCV	valve	

grommet.

The second versions, with and without oil fill tube, 
do appear in the May 1965 Shelby parts book. These 
were marked as being produced by Buddy Barksdale’s 
company.

•	 “C3RA	6582-	B2	Valve	Cover	with	Filler	Tube	RH	
(Bud-B) Buddy” with oil fill tube for right side of 
engine (yes, the parts book specifically calls out 
installation on the right hand side of the engine) 
and “C3RA 6582- B4 Valve Cover Aluminum RH 
(1964) Ford (Buddy)”. These listings seem to indi-
cate that parts made in the latter part of 1964 were 
somehow different than ones made when the 64 
engines first became available. If there were dif-
ferences in assemblies, I have not detected them.

•	 “C3RA	6582-C	Cover,	Rocker	Arm	LH	Budy	Bar”	
for left hand side and “C3RA 6582- C5 Valve 
Cover Aluminum LH (1964) Ford (Buddy)”. 
Again, if there were differences in PCV side covers 
between model years, I have not detected them.

It is interesting that six different engineering num-
bers were itemized for the 64 style valve covers. Right 
hand oil fill parts for Cobras and left hand oil fill parts 
for something else unidentified, perhaps early 1965 
Mustang GT350s. Left hand oil fill and right hand fill 
assemblies had different engineering/cales numbers. 
That means there were at least seven different engineer-
ing variants on the books between the summer of 1963 
and May 31, 1965, and at least one more variant was yet 
to come. At least twice during 1965, new variants (new 
wooden masters, assembly design revisions) appeared 
for 1965 Mustang GT350s, and for sale as retail acces-
sories. One set of changes affected the PCV fitted cover 
and one set of changes affected the oil fill fitted cover. 
All evidence to date indicates the two changes were im-
plemented months apart. I am fairly sure the PCV side 
cover redesign was implemented during January 1965. 
Based on the Shelby parts book the oil fill side changes 
didn’t occur until sometime after May 31, 1965. Some 
Cobras were finished into running cars during early 
1965 year, it is believed. Do I believe it was likely that 
covers created for or after 1965 Mustang GT350 pro-
duction started found their way into a new Cobra. It is 
possible but I would think it unlikely because most late 
Cobra engines had already been dressed out before De-
cember 1964. Based on photos it appeared that the first 
street 1965 Mustang GT350s finished in Venice received 
leftover rocker arm cover assemblies from Cobra pro-
duction. The last new “Cobra” engines obtained were 

the 1965 Fairlane 6-bolt bellhousing ones used with 
automatic transmissions dated in September 1964. So 
far, cars up into the CSX258x range have all had 1963-64 
style cover sets. Could a very late finished Cobra have 
left the factory with one or both covers from the 1965 
Mustang GT350 production era? Yes, it is possible, but 
without clear pictures of the car as delivered I would 
hesitate to believe such a claim. Certainly finding an oil 
fill side cover in the design that apparently came out 
after May 31, 1965, would be very unlikely.

Prior to about chassis CSX2201 cast aluminum 
rocker arm covers were a true option; i.e., if not custom 
ordered for a new car it didn’t get them. Not nearly as 
many new Cobras before CSX2201 had cast aluminum 
(any version) rocker arm covers than that group of cars 
does now. Many valve covers that I see on Cobras in 
modern times are post Cobra production valve cover 
models or even reproductions. (More than one com-
pany has made their own versions of reproductions.) 
Starting around CSX2201, when dozens of parts in new 
Cobras changed designs, they were still technically 
an option, but they became a ‘standard option’ unless 
somebody specifically ordered a car without them.

Race engines in Cobras prepared by Shelby Ameri-
can used various designs of rocker arm covers at vari-
ous times; however, just because a car was outfitted at 
one race one way did not mean that it always raced in 
the same configuration (especially after being sold to 
or managed by other teams or privateer racers). Styles 
included, but perhaps not limited to:

•	 1962-63	model	year	stock	Ford	painted	stamped	
steel covers without ventilation holes (PCV port 
or oil fill tube) modified with two each long 
straight breather tubes brazed into place. Shelby 
race shop fabricated assemblies were usually 
painted black. Examples: CSX2019 and CSX2128 
received two each 1962-63 model year no hole 
type covers to which two each long straight 
breather tubes had been added. Covers were 
painted low gloss black for CSX2019, and high 
gloss black for CSX2128.

•	 1964	 model	 year	 stock	 Ford	 painted	 stamped	
steel rocker covers for the oil fill side. Example: 
CSX2155 used two each 1964 model year standard 
oil fill side covers painted gold from Ford at the 
end of its racing days.

•	 1964	 model	 year	 Ford	 stamped	 steel	 chrome-
plated dress-up valve covers with oil fill tube on 
both sides of the engine. Example: CSX2287 as it 
ended its racing days. Example: CSX2345 at the 
end of its factory racing period which had been 
maintained and managed by Alan Mann’s shop 
for the 1965 season.
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•	 1964	 model	 year	 Ford	 painted	 stamped	 stock	
stamped steel cover sets modified with a single 
angled tall breather tube on the forward end.
° The left side cover started off as a standard oil 

fill side cover. A long straight oil fill tube was 
welded or brazed to the original oil fill tube at 
a slight angle. Normally, two triangular gus-
set plates were added to resist vibration. The 
final assembly was bright cadmium-plated, no 
dichromate.

° The right side cover started off as a standard 
PCV side cover. A thin sheet metal block off 
plate was brazed on to seal the unneeded PCV 
port. An angled and gusset-reinforced breather 
assembly was fabricated to more or less mir-
ror image the left side oil fill modifications 
and brazed into a hole made in the forward 
top surface of the cover. The final assembly 
was bright cadmium-plated, no dichromate. 
Examples: CSX2323, CSX2431, and CSX2488 as 
first completed.

Note: Because each modified assembly was hand-
made as required, no two were exactly alike. 
One easy to spot difference in assemblies of 
the type described for CSX2323 is that breather 
tubes on one engine might tilt outward from 
the center of the engine and the covers on a 
sister car might have the new “oil fill” tubes 
point almost straight up. Another easy to spot 
difference is some gussets were solid triangles 
Examples: CSX2323, CSX2431, and CSX2488. 
Some had holes punched in them and/or the 
inside corners cut out to reduce weight. Ex-
ample: CSX2138 holes and cut corners.

•	 Second	 design	 sand	 cast	 aluminum	 COBRA	
POWERED BY FORD assemblies with an oil fill 
tube (C3RA-6582-B2 with oil fill tube for left hand 
cylinder heads in street Cobras) on both sides of 
the engine. Example: CSX2416 with 4-2V Weber 
induction system.

Oil fill caps

Street car engines with their oil fill tubes in their 
timing covers usually had caps with ridges and the 
lettering “OIL” stamped into them twice. The Shelby 
race shop also occasionally used this cap design in their 
race engines throughout production for any oil fill or 
crankcase vent tube application.

Engines with their oil fill tubes in their valve covers 
or added crankcase vents in race engines usually had 
black caps without a FoMoCo logo stamped into the 
metal. These caps had large kidney bean shaped open-
ings in the top inside. They were used on street and 

race cars. The same cap was used for both road draft 
tube and PCV valve equipped engines. The oil informa-
tion transfer-type decals on the caps were very fragile 
and would wash off rather easily. Period pictures of 
engine bays show decals partially or completely miss-
ing already.

A few factory taken images of new race Cobra en-
gines shows some use of caps with a FoMoCo oval 
border logo in them.This could be due to what Shelby 
Works had on hand.

Ongoing research indicates that oil cap design 
evolved. Oil caps with the kidney bean shaped opening 
gave way to caps with much smaller round holes. By 
the time Cobra production end, Ford was introducing 
caps with stand pipes filled with an oil separator mesh. 
None of the stand pipe type caps have been confirmed 
on Cobras at this time.

Caps until very late 64 production did not have the 
FoMoCo logo stamped into the metal, but caps pro-
duced after that time did.

Crankcase Ventilation

At the current time it is believed that all XHP-260 
and HP260 engines installed by Hugus, Shelby, or AC 
Cars in street cars used one of two versions of road 
draft ventilation system.

Cobras with HP289 engines received PCV valves. 
Those receiving 63 HP289s had systems attached to the 
rear of the intake manifold. Those receiving 64 HP289s 
had systems attached to one of the valve covers.

Flywheel Ring Gear

All Cobra flywheel assembly ring gears had a tooth 
count of 160 and sold under part number C2OZ-
6384-A. This ring gear was not a HP289 unique part. It 
was replaced in service in 1967 by a C2OZ-6384-B mod-
el with 157 teeth to improve starter drive engagement 
and disengagement performance. Either will work fine, 
but “original” was the 160-tooth model.

Exhaust

The typical headers on 260 Cobras were unique 
multi-part assemblies.

•	 One	 factory	 image	 of	 a	 very	 early	 car	 shows	
custom short runner all-steel tube headers. Pho-
tographs in D. Friedman’s factory part images 
shows the details of these steel tube parts. The 
modern block hugger headers for the street rod 
builder’s market are very similar to those used on 
the early Cobras.

•	 Two	cast	iron	“Y”	shaped	exhaust	manifolds	con-
necting two adjacent cylinders bolted to the cyl-
inder heads on each side of the engine and from 
each set of Ys a tubular steel down pipe continued 
onto collectors which were piped further down-
stream to mufflers, then routed to the side or back 
of the car.
° The standard fasteners to attach the cast iron 

Ys to the engine cylinder heads were Ferry Cap 
and Set Screw Company design high-strength 
steel twelve-point cap screws and internal 
tooth lock washers, both in black oxide finish 
(supplied by AC Cars most likely as they are 
the exact same lock washer used on all the 
hydraulic hose assemblies). There were no 
gaskets between the cast iron Ys and cylinder 
heads, just smooth flat surfaces.

° The steel tube down pipes that connected to 
the iron Ys and then went down under the car 
for early cars were much different than what 
most Cobras used. So few original sets remain 
it is unknown how long the first design was 
used. Dorman brand S-91 studs and high form 
brass hex nuts were the type fasteners for the 
flanges on these pipes. There were gaskets 
between the cast iron Y outlets and down pipe 
mounting flanges.

HP289 Cobras used cast iron and tubular steel ex-
haust headers as did the 260 engines, with changes. The 
design of the cast iron Ys stayed consistent throughout 
production, except the cast in engineering number was 
deleted at some point. The steel tube parts changed at 
some unknown time to a significantly different design. 
Most Cobras had the second design pipes.

Standard fuel pump and filtration

Some early race cars appear to have only used 
electric fuel pumps. Some Shelby Works racers used a 
Stewart-Warner® electric pump near the fuel tank and 
a engine-mounted mechanical pump in series.

But, engine-mounted mechanical fuel pump was 
the norm. At the current time, based on a very small 
surviving sample of original pumps still installed, 260 
powered Cobras used a Holley Carburetor Company® 
single action mechanical pump that was similar to the 

AC-Delco® 6423 model which appears to be what Ford 
used in Fairlanes under their number C2OZ-9350-C. At 
the current time only Holley® made pumps are known 
as original equipment for early Cobras.

The fuel filter system was engine mounted. A 1962 
model year Ford separate remote fuel filter assembly 
was bolted to the left-hand cylinder head. The filter 
installation utilized two steel spacers between filter 
bracket and cylinder head. A custom fuel line system, 
several variants, was required from the filter assembly 
outlet to the carburetor for most of these 260 powered 
Cobras. Some lines were metal and some were just rub-
ber hose of some type or another.

From CSX2126 and later, all known to date chassis 
street and race cars made with a Cam Gears® rack and 
pinion steering system were fitted with HP289 engines 
and used factory modified stock 1963½ Fairlane model 
year 260/289 V8 engine Carter® model 3623S pump 
with integral fuel filter. The earliest dated assembly 
of this number that I have found so far was produced 
in December 1962. HP289 parts production did not go 
into mass production until circa late February as far as I 
can tell. The use of a 1963½ model pump includes what 
were otherwise 1964 and 1965 model year engines used 
in new Cobras; i.e., new Cobras received the 1963½ 
model year design long after it was discontinued for 
standard Ford 260/289/HP289 V8s. Engines installed 
in Cobras after Ford superseded this 3623S model in 
their production normally have 3623S pumps dated 
either J3 or L3. All known originals to a Cobra were not 
only in this date set but use the same main body casting 
number and were all (so far) cast in the same numbered 
mold cavity. All evidence suggests that Carter produced 
a post-Ford production batch of these pumps just for 
Shelby American and their Cobras street and race. 

Engine installers cut the stock steel tube fuel pump 
outlet line above the pump and discarded the lower 
portion. Modifications to pump assemblies changed 
the location of pump outlet too much for the full length 
Ford O.E. steel line to work.

Pumps were modified by partially dismantling them 
to rotate the valve body of the fuel pump forward and 
adding an Eelco® brand (typical) elbow fitting to the 
pump outlet.

Note: Shelby American installed Eelco® brand die 
cast zinc fuel pump outlet elbow fittings for 1963½ 
model year fuel pumps for all 1963, 1964, August 1964, 
and 1965 model year HP289 engines in Cobras. Eelco 
sold two brand name marked versions that were mirror 
images of each other. So far I have personally only seen 
one version in original Cobra fuel pump assemblies but 
I have no reason to believe the mirrored version didn’t 
get used as well. Not many original Shelby American 
prepared pumps in any condition remain to be studied.
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The common Cobra oil cap had two kidney shaped opening as 
seen at left and did not have the FoMoCo logo. Later caps had 
small holes for openings. Initially these caps did not have the 
FoMoCo logo, but soon after did.
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A section of rubber fuel line was used as a jumper 
between the elbow fitting on the pump and the short-
ened Ford steel fuel line. The hose was usually secured 
with Murray brand adjustable band hose clamps. Some 
factory pictures taken during engine installations man-
age to show the modified steel lines ending (actually 
“starting” as fuel flow was up towards the carburetor) 
above the pumps and stock Fairlane fuel line clamps 
at the water pumps without fixing clamps and screws 
in place; i.e., the lines were not secured by the stock 
clamps but the brackets were still in place. It is not 
known if later in the engine installations whether or not 
the clamps and screws were put back into use. From 
my own experience, without the clamp in securing the 
line, normal vibration can loosen the line at the carbu-
retor and allow fuel leakage in a dangerous area. Oc-
casionally an unrestored car is found with the bracket 
at the water pump without the screw and clamp. This 
really doesn’t mean much because usually the cars have 
non-stock induction systems and fuel lines in place. Did 
the engine installers leave all of the clamps off, some 
of the clamps off, or reinstall all of the clamps? We will 
never know. To me using them is a safety requirement.

Street and race cars used the same mechanical pump 
and modifications; i.e., rotated valve body and added 
elbow fitting. Some late Shelby Works race Cobras had 
the stock Ford inlet tube removed, hole drilled, and 
pipe threads tapped for an elbow fitting that had male 
pipe threads on one end and AN flare on the other.

Distributors

Street Distributors

•	 The	only	model	known	for	XHP-260	engines	were	
serial numbered dual-point prototypes from Ford. 
One picture of CSX2000 very soon after receiving 
the engine marked XHP-260-1 showed a vacuum 
line attached to the engine’s distributor. This 
is the only known (to date) 260 Cobra engine 
installation shown with a vacuum advance line 
connected. It was probably non-functional as the 
distributor it was attached to was found decades 
later to be fully mechanical.

•	 HP260	engines	received	a	production	style	C2FF-
12127-A dual-point assembly. It was a factory 
mechanical advance dual-point with the vacuum 
port blocked off by a screw similar to the how ear-
ly HP289 distributors would be fitted later. This 
distributor was slightly different in several details 
than the subsequent original HP289 design.

•	 The	earliest	HP289	engines	in	Cobras	used	full	me-
chanical advance C3OF-12127-F dual-point units. 
These had a vacuum advance housing attached, 
but there was no diaphragm in the housing and 

Spark Plug Wires

260 spark plugs wires are unknowns. The few 
pictures that exist show different types of spark plug 
wires, especially on race engines.

All 1963 and 1964 model year Ford HP289 engines 
were fitted with solid core (multiple wire steel cable) 
secondary ignition wiring and each spark plug lead 
had a straight black boot at the spark plug end. The 
manufacturer was Essex Wire® and each secondary 
wire assembly was marked over its length with one of 
Essex Wires’ trade logos “SX”.

Period pictures of Shelby American team race car 
engines show a variety of spark plug wire treatments. 
The three common ones were:

•	 What	looks	like	stock	HP289	street	wire	sets.
•	 What	appears	to	be	stock	HP289	street	wire	sets	

with the stock boots replaced by large reddish-
orange silicon rubber elbow boots (Ford WT-5489 
BOOT & TERMINAL KIT).

•	 Autolite	solid	steel	core	silicone	rubber	insulation	
jacket wire cut to custom lengths and terminated 
as required. The outer jacket was dull orange in 
color and carried lettering that changed over time 
and sometimes included a date code.
° The most common Shelby American rac-

ing spark plug termination included large 
reddish-orange silicon rubber elbow boots 
(Ford WT-5489 BOOT & TERMINAL KIT). At 
the distributor cap the common boots were 
either molded elbows or straight up boots in 
design. Reddish orange boots were very com-
mon between the CSX21xx range and CSX2602. 
(Examples CSX2138 and CSX2155.)

° Cars like CSX2345 raced in Europe in 1965 
used open ‘rajah’ type terminals with black 
ribbed grips in both straight and ninety degree 
elbow configuration. At the distributor cap 
the common boots were either molded elbows 
or straight up boots in design. When slip-on 
straight black boots were used for distributor 
cap ends of spark plug leads, the high tension 
lead end at the distributor cap received a red 
straight slip on cap.

Spark Plugs

260 spark plugs are unknowns.

Autolite BF32 models were standard for street 
HP289 engines. The original three-rib design was used 
in production all through the production period. The 
insulator of each plug included an Autolite star shaped 
logo icon.

Ford offered a variety of spark plugs for racing and 
race Cobras are believed to have used all of them based 
on several factors including degree of engine modifica-

the port was blocked off. When the C3OF-12127-D 
distributors became available in late 63 production 
for the HP289, Cobras with these engines received 
these distributors which were designed to elimi-
nate the vacuum advance housing entirely

•	 All	HP289	powered	Cobras	receiving	1964	model	
year engines used the Fairlane C3OF-12127-D full 
mechanical advance dual-point distributor.

•	 The	 odd	 batches	 of	 5-bolt	 and	 6-bolt	 engines	
Cobras received after August 1964 used the 
C5OF-12127-E full mechanical advance dual-point 
distributor based on what has been found so far.

Race Distributors

•	 The	ignition	distributor	listed	in	the	10/08/62	FIA	
registration papers was a mechanical advance 
design C2OF-12127 (no suffix). This may have 
been a garbled typographical error actually meant 
to be the Ford modified C2OE-12127-E used in 
XHP-260 engines.

•	 The	ignition	distributor	listed	in	the	11/30/62	FIA	
registration was a Spalding® SI-3C3-A (I believe 
this should be SI-303-A) magneto/mechanical 
advance unit. Shelby experimented with and used 
an aftermarket dual external coil magneto type 
dual-point distributor, XHP-260-2 and XHP-260-8 
became the first known Shelby Works Cobra race 
engines. The period pictures of very early instal-
lations show a smooth top cover Spalding model.

•	 Shelby	experimented	with	and	used	aftermarket	
dual external coil magneto type dual-point dis-
tributors early in HP289 engine race usage. They 
had used this type ignition at least part time in 
260 powered race Cobras prior to the introduction 
of the HP289. The period pictures of one of the 
“Sebring” racers, CSX2128 at Sebring 1963, shows 
a smooth center top cover of the type indicative of 
Spalding® models.

•	 Multiple	period	factory	images	show	stock	1963-
64 design HP289 distributors in use and most 
were probably the C3OF-121267-D model as the 
C3OF-121267-F model was very short-lived in 
comparison to later models.

•	 Did	Shelby	Works	racers	use	any	C5OF-12127-E	
model distributors, maybe as they were intro-
duced during the summer of 1964? The only 
evidence to lead one to think that the race shop 
didn’t convert to the 1965 model distributor was 
the distributor first used in the prototype racing 
1965 Mustang GT350 in January 1965. When that 
car was taken to the track for testing and devel-
opment it was using a 1964 model year design 
C3OF-121267-F distributor in a 4V Cobra configu-
ration 5-bolt race engine.

tion and type of racing. Like street parts, early pieces 
were three-rib design and late ones a five-rib design.

Oil Pan

Street 260 and 289 oil pans were O.E. steel Ford. All 
street Cobras with stock steel oil pans had bung fittings 
for temperature sensors added by engine installers. 
Pans were modified where they were on the engines. If 
you were to find an engine that had never been apart 
and removed its oil pan, you would very likely find 
brazing scale and slag all around the bung fitting instal-
lation inside the engine.

Post-64 production engines made for Shelby’s use 
in new Cobras in August 1964, and the 6-bolt engines 
assembled in September 1964 used the 1965 design oil 
pan. This pan differed from the previous design by 
moving the oil drain plug from the back to the side of 
the oil pan. These pans included the modifications for 
the temperature sensor as mentioned above.

COBRA POWERED BY FORD (a.k.a. “large pan” in 
new car invoices) cast aluminum oil pan to match the 
optional aluminum valve covers were optional. A boss 
was included in the rear of the sump for mounting of 
a temperature sensor. Castings were treated in some 
way to reduce corrosion and the tops of raised fins and 
text highly polished by machine. This part was sold 
as both a street and race accessory. There were at least 
two versions of this design. The earliest version had a 
mistake in the radius cast for the rear main bearing cap. 
The radius was too large and would not compress the 
stock seal for the rear main bearing cap. Large amounts 
of non-hardening aircraft type sealer would work. The 
second issue of this design corrected the problem so 
that the pan fit correctly everywhere. I do not know the 
timing of the two versions. The cast aluminum pan was 
sold as a racing part through retail sales for privateer 
racers and may have been used on some of the Shelby 
Works drag racers. The cast aluminum pan did not have 
oil slosh control features incorporated in its design.

The racing steel oil pans on Shelby Works supplied 
engines were typically a stock Ford pan modified by 
the SAI race shop for additional capacity and with oil 
control features including scrapers, baffles, and a gated 
sump for the oil pump pickup. Being hand modified as 
needed to fit particular applications meant variations in 
exact fabrication details occurred. Early race pans were 
painted on their exterior. Subsequently race modified 
pans were cadmium-plated inside and out.

Oil Dipstick Tubes and Oil Dipsticks

Cobras with Ford 260/289 and generators used the 
stock dipstick tube, but either hand bend the handle 
over so it would not strike or rub on the closed bonnet, 
or hand cut the handle shorter and hand recurved to 
provide bonnet clearance.
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Alternator equipped Cobras, street and race, 
CSX2201 and later continued to use a dipstick tube and 
bracket assembly based on the tube used in 1963-64 
V8 engine equipped Fairlanes and Cobras fitted with 
a generator based electrical charging system. The two 
types of tubes were similar, same basic design, but dif-
ferent. The Cobra unique part shares many dimensions 
with the Fairlane part in question except the curvature 
in the tube was in the opposite direction and the anti-
vibration bracket was twisted to mate up with the top 
surface of the AC Cars supplied alternator mounting 
bracket. All evidence suggests that engine installers 
installed an alternator mounting bracket on the engine 
and then used the fixing screw hole in the anti-rattle 
bracket welded to the dipstick tube as a locator to drill 
a hole in the alternator bracket for a hex cap screw to fit 
into. A small research project in which several original 
alternator brackets were measured showed that no two 
bracket holes were in the same location on any alterna-
tor mounting bracket studied.

So far all original dipstick assemblies examined have 
been one particular 1963-64 Fairlane production part 
from a single supplier. Again this was a part originally 
used with cars fitted with generators. SAI engine in-
stallers normally modified every dip stick handle. The 
goal was to gain more clearance between the dipstick 
handle and the undersides of the bonnet. SAI engine 
installers made one of two types of modifications for 
each new Cobra dipstick to gain this clearance. They 
used some hand tool like metal cutters to cut away 
most of or all of the stock Ford finger loop grip and use 
something like pliers to create a new loop lower down. 
The new finger grip loops were often pretty crude in 
shape and exhibited pliers marks in various places. 
No attempt was made to repair the damaged original 
phosphate and oil finish. Or, they took a very simple 
approach and just bent, near the cap, the stock Ford 
handle over and away from the engine.

Oil Filters

It is unknown if Ford shipped XHP-260 and HP260 
engines with oil filters fitted. Standard Ford produc-
tion practice was to install filters on new assemblies. In 
1962 the standard Ford assembly line filter was a short 
height “break-in” spin-on filter painted black with a 
FoMoCo® logo and instructions for a 1,000 mile oil 
change. The service units of the time were red painted 
C1AZ-6731-A ROTUNDA® filters (a.k.a. R1-A under 
the quick reference number). The text printed on ser-
vice filters included a manufacturing date code.

For the 1963 and later model years Ford eliminated 
the 1,000 mile oil change and inspection recommenda-
tion. Cobra wise the 1963-65 HP289 engines supplied 

for new Cobras left Ford fitted with full-size oil filters 
painted black. Like red service filters the black, assem-
bly-line-only filters were dated. Sometime in 1963 the 
text changed on the red service filters. The Ford part 
number was the same, but additional text of “6,000 
MILE TYPE” was added immediately under the Ford 
R1-A quick reference number. The text printed on ser-
vice filters included a manufacturing date code.

Ford provided a special oil filter for racing. It is not 
known when Ford first made these available but by 
1965 Shelby American was using them on some of their 
race engines.

Oil pumps

XHP-260 oil pumps were modified for higher by-
pass pressures plus a full gusset of the pickup tube 
developed by Ford during the development for the 
XHP-260 engines, and an ancillary reinforcement brace 
attached to the front main bearing cap also believed to 
be from early Ford development.

The XHP-260 oil pump and pickup modifications 
were adopted by SA for all 260/289 race engines.

Street Cobra oil pumps was pure stock from Ford.

Camshaft

We have only one surviving XHP-260 original known 
to date. It was a custom ground on a stock 260 “U” 
camshaft. It might have been a regrind on a finished 
260 camshaft. Changing the profile could have been ac-
complished by reducing the base radius and regrinding 
the lobes, or with a new grind on a stock 260 camshaft 
blank. In either case, the reground camshaft featured 
valve lift in the area of .432" with a longer duration.

Only a single 
or ig ina l  HP260 
camshaft has been 
available for study 
to date. The solid 
l i f t e r  c a m s h a f t 
studied was the 
original to HP260 
engine  number 
137. The camshaft 
was identified by cast in debossed lettering AC (the A 
and C upside down to each other) plus a bright yellow 
paint daub in the same place. Measurements suggested 
a valve lift in the area of .463".

HP289 camshafts were stock O.E. Ford. Early fac-
tory team 289 powered cars still used the stock HP289 
camshaft in competition even with Webers. Its valve 
lift was .477".

Starter

For the XHP-260 and HP260 engine, per the 10/08/62 
FIA registration forms, the starter motor was listed as 
a Ford C2AF-1101-13. Although believed to be a cor-
ruption of the C2AF-11001-B starter motor stamped 
number, this was a Galaxie inertia starter motor and not 
interchangeable with the positive engage starter used 
on the 260/289.

The 11/30/62 dated FIA registration listed a Ford 
engineering number C2OF-11001-D starter assembly 
for HP289 fitted Cobras. This was probably the starter 
in use by Ford for any 260/289 engine at the time the 
document was prepared. I have one very clear picture 
of an early 1964 Cobra test engine on a dynamometer 
cell at Shelby American with a C2OF-11001-D starter in 
use. Just because the test room had a 1962 model year 
starter on a 1964 model year engine does not mean all 
Cobras were fitted that way. Shelby Works didn’t use 
‘first in, first out’ inventory management, so starter 
stamped numbers could be mixed.

New HP289 engine assemblies arriving at Shelby 
American did not have starters mounted on them. This 
fact was very clearly shown in factory photographs of 
new engines being unloaded and stored outside at the 
Venice California Shelby Works.

Shelby American installed starter assemblies, street 
and race, did not use standard Ford fasteners to fix 
the units to engines or the power cable to the electri-
cal terminal. The few unrestored examples street and 
race available to study used Ford hex cap screw from 
a different application in conjunction a split spiral lock 
washer to fix the units and military specification hex 
nut in conjunction with a split spiral lock washer to 
attach the power cable.

The unrestored unmolested 1963 and 1964 model 
year prefix street and race starters I have examined to 
date have a FoMoCo® logo stamped into the outsides 
of their brush holding end plate assemblies, same as 
regular production. So far I have not found a service 
end plate assembly from the 1960s that includes the 
stamped in logo. Street car starter assemblies had dates 
of manufacture included.

•	 The	date	that	the	starter	drive	was	manufactured	
was metal die stamped on the side of the bearing 
case.

•	 The	 final	 assembled	 starter	 was	 marked	 with	 a	
date in white ink beside the engineering info ink 
stamp. The ink was fragile and is often missing 
from most unrestored or never rebuilt starters.

Early Cobras CSX2201 and later appear to have been 
fitted with the Ford engineering number C3OF-11001-A 
units, until about the first quarter 1964 as far as I can 
tell. The only original one from a Cobra that I have held 

in my hands was the one for my black car CSX2310 
invoiced out in late March 1964. The starter was dated 
3JD. The engine number 4537 was assembled in the 
first week of February 1964. Factory pictures show that 
engines arrived without starters and Shelby Works 
had to install something from stock. Later Cobras 
used C4OF-11001-A. The C3OF-11001-A model had a 
three-tooth Bendix™ drive on a three-spline armature 
shaft. The C4OF-11001-A had a four-tooth Bendix on a 
twelve-spline armature shaft. When the C4OF-A ver-
sion started showing up in new Cobras, is unknown. 
CSX2344 invoiced out in late April 1964 was found to 
have a C4OF prefix starter dated 3KC. The engine se-
rial 3941 was assembled in mid January 1964. The date 
of transition in Ford production was indicated to be 
between the 1963 and 1964 production years. But, the 
transition might not have aligned perfectly with the 
production year with C3OF-11001-A starters continuing 
in 64 production until stock depleted. Even so, Shelby 
American did not practice first in, first out inventory 
control, so it was entirely possible that C3OF-A and 
C4OF-A starters got used at random at any time after 
the first C4OF-A assemblies reached Shelby American 
until production of finished cars ended in 1965.

Shelby listed a S1CR-11001-A “Starter, Racing With 
Indy Type Pinion 289 and ET[sic]-40 XF-159203” starter 
for race only. This was a Ford unit specially prepared 
for long distance endurance racing, also usually marked 
with a simple serial number. At this time I don’t know 
if they were based on C3OF or C4OF prefix designs.

Shelby also listed a S1CS-11002 “Starter, Heavy Duty 
Racing XF 151020”. I have found and purchased one 
in near mint condition and it was a modified C4OF-A 
starter assembly. The drive unit was marked with oval 
FoMoCo® logo and dated 3M23 (December 23, 1963).

Generators & Alternators

XHP-260 and HP260 engines were fitted with Lucas 
generators (except CSX2008 with Ford alternator).

Early HP289 engines were fitted with production 
HP289 Ford 30-amp generators (except CSX2126 with 
prototype Ford alternator conversion).

Cobras CSX2201 and later were fitted with Ford 
alternators with a special cast iron alternator bracket 

supplied by AC Cars.

Special alternator bracket for mounting the Ford alternator 
in the Cobra. (Photo provided by Dan Case.)

Original HP260 Cobra camshaft with 
the AC marking, with the A upside 
down. (Photo provided by Dan Case.)
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Holley shown here was installed on an AC Cobra. This one matches the configuration of the 4160-style R2599 Holley which was used 
on 406 big-blocks under the C3AE-9510-A number. (MOTOR TREND, September 1963 )

Cobra oil pan was initially a steel pan with modified lower section for increased oil capacity and included baffling to control oil sloshing.

Race-prepared Cobras went all out to increase reliability. Here the pump received extra support to attach to a main cap stud bolt. In 
addition, the pick-up tube was reinforced by a large gusset welded along the tube and pickup to limit vibration and flexing.

Enlargements of period-pictures show that Holley 4V carburetors on some early HP260 engines were 4150 versions with two meter-
ing blocks. Carburetor shown at left was on a HP260 4V that Dearborn Steel Tubing installed in an experimental 1962 Falcon. CAR 
LIFE editors described the engine as a “solid-lifter 4-barrel-carburetored version of the Fairlane 260 and is the same one supplied 
to Carroll Shelby for installation in his fast AC-Cobra sports cars.” Carburetor shown at right was on the first production Cobra.

I-42

(Oil pan and oil pump photos 
provided by Dan Case)
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Hardness and nodularity are not the same thing, nor are the same tests used to determine the value of each. 
Microscopic examination was effective for checking nodularity. (Today, a preferred method might be ultrasonic 
testing based on the fact that different nodularities in iron have different sound velocities.) Higher nodularity is not 
harder iron. When graphite arranges itself as thin flakes the result is low nodularity iron, which is hard and brittle. 
When graphite takes the form of spherical nodules the result is higher nodular iron, which is more ductile and has 
a higher tensile strength. In the case of high performance crankshafts, brittleness is the problem, not hardness.  The 
high performance crankshaft must take more twisting abuse without breaking. If even more strength and shock 
resistance was needed—like for the BOSS 302 crankshaft—then steel was a better choice than high nodular iron.

Normal gray cast iron was used in components such as engine blocks, heads, flywheels, and most other compo-
nents. Two grades were used. Normally, grade AC (3.25-3.5% carbon, 2.0-2.4% silicon, .7-1.0% manganese, .12% flou-
rine, .15% sulphur, .25-.4% chromium) was designated. But, there was a ACB grade (3.3-3.5% carbon, 2.0-2.4% silicon, 
.6-.9% manganese, .12% flourine, .15% sulphur, .25% chromium) in which the mix was more carefully controlled, but 
its composition was basically the same. This would produce a Brinell hardness number of about 180 to 230.

Ductile, or nodular iron, was chosen for the high performance 289 crankshaft. Typical composition for nodular 
iron would be 3.4% carbon (C), 0.1% phosphorus (P), 0.4% manganese (Mn), 1.0% nickel (Ni), and 0.06% magnesium 
(Mg) by weight added to iron. The exact mix that Ford used was unknown, but the basic statement made by one 
engine engineer about “adding nickel and magnesium” (near the end of the melt so the magnesium wouldn’t burn 
off before the pour) was consistent in how iron with high nodularity was achieved. The Brinell hardness for this 
material was around 170.

What has become apparent is that high performance 289 crankshafts did not have a higher hardness over standard 
crankshafts, but more ductility and tensile strength. Thus, they were less likely to break due to shock loading and 
twisting—they were more durable in the harsh environment of high rpm.

Triangle stampings with numbers in crankshafts were often thought to 
be hardness markings, but they were not. The numbers varied and some 
had more than one stamping with different numbers. (One crank was 
stamped 21 and 37.) Their meaning is not known. The imprint suggests 
that the number and triangle were struck at the same time (triangle and 
number imprint depths match). It is possible these might have been inspec-
tor or station tools and numbers used for identification within the plant.

Brinell hardness tests were done by applying a known load to the sur-
face of the tested material through a hardened steel ball of known diameter. 
The diameter of the resulting permanent impression in the tested metal was measured and the Brinell Hardness 
Number was calculated using a mathematical formula in which the load on the indenting tool, diameter of steel 
ball, and measurement of the diameter at the rim of the impression were known. Typical impressions would be in 
the 2½ to 4¾ millimeter range. A prototype 289 HiPo engine had two Brinell hardness tests on each main bearing 
cap. It was also typical for HiPo flywheels from late 1964 to have these round impressions. I have also seen these 
impressions on the face of 289 HiPo clutch pressure plates. However, these tests were on the harder gray cast iron—
components that George Stirrat (who headed up the Ford Small Block V8 Project at Ford’s Engine & Foundry Divi-
sion) indicated were more tightly controlled in the casting process for better quality.

 289 High Performance Highlights I–45I–44 Appendix I(a)
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High Performance 289 crankshafts were manufactured in the same molds as used for standard crankshafts, but 
the ductile iron had higher than normal nodularity. This was accomplished by adding 
more nickel and magnesium to the molten iron, according to one engine engineer who 
was familiar with the Cleveland foundry operations. ASM (American Society of Metals, 
now known as ASM International) defined nodularity as “the volumetric proportion of 
spheroidal or nodular graphite to total graphite in a ductile iron or a compacted graph-
ite iron matrix.” In other words, it’s the total number of rounded graphite nodules as a 
percentage against the total number of graphite particles—the higher the percentage, 
the higher the nodularity and the higher the ductility. In iron with low nodularity, the 
graphite particles resemble flakes, which are stress risers in the grain structure and tend 
to produce more brittle material. The spherical nodules actual impede crack formation 
by acting as crack arresters. The material is more ductile (crack and fracture resistant).

In the case of the 289 HiPo crankshaft, Ford changed the specification for the metal 
material from Nodular Iron ESE-M1A147-A to Nodular Iron ESE M1A172-A. In order 
to check nodularity, an area of the last counterweight was brought to a high polish. A 
microscopic inspection was made in this area. According to one engineer, comparative 
photographs were provided to the inspector. To pass inspection, the viewed area under 
the microscope had to match or exceed the number of spherical graphite nodules shown 
in the photograph. The desired nodularity for the HiPo crank was 90% minimum.

There were no hardness tests done on these production crankshafts.

As an interesting side note, the 1968 302 V8 crankshaft had the same specification 
for the type of Nodular Iron (ESE M1A172-A) as the 289 HiPo. It was the reason the 302 
crankshaft was considered quite strong, and could be used in stroking a 289 HiPo as 
part of Ford’s 1969 Muscle Parts program. Ford stated in its catalog in comparing the 
302 to the standard 289 that the 302 used, “Stronger crankshaft material.”

This  illustration is considered 
to show 93% nodularity. No-
tice the high number of spheri-
cal graphite nodules.

This illustration is considered 
to show 55% nodularity. notice 
the large number of graphite 
“flakes” in comparison to 
spherical nodules.

The 289 HiPo crankshaft on the left has over 100,000 miles on it, and in spite of the varnish oil stain, the polished area is still quite 
visible. The 289 HiPo crankshaft on the right has only about 5,000 miles and the high level of polish to the casting is quite evident.

Nodularity Hardness

Typical markings found on crankshafts, but 
numbers do not relate to Brinell Hardness.

According to George Stirrat, main bearing caps and flywheels were made from grade ACB cast iron, a slightly more refined grade of 
cast iron over that typically used in cylinder blocks and heads. The 289 HiPo prototype main bearing cap (left) and 289 HiPo flywheel 
(right) have had Brinell Hardness tests performed (see arrows). The flywheel hardness spec was 179-235 (Brinell hardness number).

!! !
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1964 Comet 289 High Performance Options TSBs
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1964 Comet 289 High Performance Options TSBs
(CONTINUED)
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1964 Comet 289 High Performance Options TSBs
(CONTINUED)
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1964 Comet 289 High Performance Options TSBs
(CONTINUED)
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1964 Comet 289 High Performance Options TSBs
(CONTINUED) Every 1963-64 289 HiPo engine was serialized, whether installed in a Fairlane, Cobra, Comet, Mustang, Griffith, 

or some other vehicle. The number was stamped into a machining pad on the right rear of the block and marked in 
the bellhousing area. Over one hundred HiPo sequence numbers have been recorded out of the 6,500 or so assigned 
(about 1½%). The graph below plots the sequence number against its engine assembly date (not the block casting 
date or the vehicle’s scheduled build date, but the assembly date stamped on the engine). The chart indicates the 
approximate number of engines produced over time and production rates.

289 HiPo Sequential Numbers

The HiPo sequential number was on 
a machined pad just above the clutch 
equalizer stud. This one is from an 
April 9, 1963 Fairlane 500 4-door 
sedan. The number was also painted in 
the bellhousing area. Beginning about 
the time of Mustang HiPo production, 
blocks were stamped with the VIN. 
Sequential numbers were discontinued 
starting with 1965 production.
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289 High Performance C4 Automatic

Ford Technical Service Bulletin (TSB) 7053, Article 
26, dated May 11, 1964, covered the revised service 
procedures for the new C4 automatic with the high per-
formance 289 and stated, “The control valve body as-
sembly used with the 289-4V High Performance engine 
is revised to provide maximum stall pressures ‘thru 
detent’ in all ranges, rather than just in reverse range. 
This is accomplished by a change in the lower body 
casting. The reverse fluid passage from the manual 
valve to the intermediate land of the pressure booster 
valve is blocked. Fluid is delivered through the down-
shift valve to the intermediate land of the booster valve. 
This means that pressure will be increased in L and R 
ranges, depending on throttle pressure, and also during 
kickdown operation.” This C4 carried a tag of PCW-AB.

In 1965, Ford released two new C4s for the 1965 
Fairlane—PCW-AC for column-shift and PCW-AF 
for optional floor-shift in Sports Coupe models. The 
1965 Fairlane shop manual stated that, “to provide 
the required calibration (pressures), the T.V. [throttle 
pressure] boost spring and the intermediate servo ac-
cumulator spring will be different in the PCW-AC and 
AF models. Otherwise the main control used with these 
models will be the same [as the standard C4s].”

The Ford Master Parts Catalogs identified the high 
performance 289’s unique control valve C4OZ-7A100-L 
with a “1U” tag. It contained a unique separator plate 
C5AZ-7A008-B, identified with a slot .12" deep by .15" 
wide. The catalog also identified a C4OZ-7D027-C 
servo for 1964 and C5AZ-7D027-C servo cover marked 
“C” for 1965, each with their own unique seals. The 
governor assembly C4OZ-7C053-A was also marked 
as special with white paint on the rear of the governor 
body. There was no unique converter for the high per-
formance 289.

In examining an original  1965 PCW-AF, the follow-
ing was found:

•	 The	control	valve	was	uniquely	tagged/coded	1U,	
but the castings (upper and lower) were the same 
as on a standard 289.

•	 The	throttle	pressure	boost	valve	spring	and	inter-
mediate servo accumulator spring were lighter.

•	 The	separator	plate	was	notched	on	the	side	with	
a  slot .12" deep by .15" wide. The plate was iden-
tical to a standard plate except for two enlarged 
holes.

•	 The	servo	cover	was	marked	“C”	and	used	with	
the associated larger piston.

•	 The	governor	body	had	white	paint	on	it.	Inside	
was a lightened secondary governor valve.

•	 The	converter	was	marked	“N”,	which	was	also	
used for standard 289s.

So, what were these 1965 HiPo changes supposed 
to accomplish over the standard 1965 C4? The throttle 
pressure boost valve spring was weaker to allow the 
throttle booster valve to move sooner under wide open 
throttle when in first gear below 10 mph. The move-
ment of the valve acted to increase pressure which 
delayed the 1-2 shift.

The weaker intermediate servo accumulator spring 
allowed earlier movement of the intermediate band 
accumulator valve to release trapped fluid under the 
servo piston (exit side) which resulted in faster band 
application for the 1-2 shift. It also helped provide 
faster band application on forced 3-2 downshifts.

The separator plate had two holes that were en-
larged for high performance application. The bigger of 
these two holes worked in conjunction with the inter-
mediate band accumulator valve which was trying to 
get the intermediate band to apply quickly. The larger 
hole helped expedite the exit of trapped fluid behind 
the servo piston. The other hole allowed faster timing 
for 2-3 shift events.

The servo piston was larger. Taking advantage of 
the faster events, it exerted more holding force on the 
intermediate band. The larger servo was the reason the 
servo housing was different.

The governor had a lighter secondary valve. Once 
the primary valve had moved outward by centrifugal 
force (at speeds over 10 mph), it provided an exhaust 
for control pressure coming into the secondary valve, 
the secondary valve could then regulate pressure back 
to the main control valve. Because the secondary valve 
had been lightened, it took less force than normal to 
hold the valve against centrifugal force, thereby dic-
tating higher speeds before pressure was sufficient to 
cause 1-2 and 2-3 shifts.

Summing up, the changes from a standard C4 
moved shift points to higher speeds on pedal-to-metal 
acceleration, provided for firmer shifts when they did 
occur, and greater holding force on the intermediate 
band.

Typical tag attached to the reverse servo cover. PCW-AF 
indicated a 1965 Fairlane Sports Coupe application with  
console selector. 289 is the engine application and 4K16 
was the date code for October 16, 1964. The C1 was 
for third workshift (C) on assembly line 1.

!

!

!
This is the separator plate of the 289 HiPo C4. The arrows identify the 
location of the two enlarged holes and the slot cut in the side, which was 
used to identify the plate from standard ones.

This view is of the lower smaller hole shown in the picture at the 
top right, also from the opposite side. The standard hole measured 
.047". The 289 HiPo’s measured about .070" (#50 drill bit). The 
increase in hole size allowed faster timing of 2-3 shift events.

!

Because the 289 HiPo C4 separator plate was difficult 
to differentiate from the standard plate, Ford notched 
the edge with a .15" wide slot that was .12" deep. Here 
the slotted plate is shown superimposed over a standard 
plate.

!

The 289 HiPo C4 separator plate is superimposed upon the stan-
dard plate for comparison. This view is of the upper hole marked 
in the picture at the top right, but from the opposite side. The 
standard hole measured .125". The 289 HiPo’s measured about 
.188" (#12 drill bit). The larger hole assisted in quicker applica-
tions of the intermediate band.

!
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289 High Performance C4 Automatic
(CONTINUED)

One small valve made all the difference 
between the standard 289 and 289 HiPo 
C4 governors. Machining was done at both 
ends and middle to remove metal and make 
the valve lighter—considerably lighter—by 
about 37%, making the 289 HiPo valve 
about 63% of the weight of the standard 
valve. Since the governor works on centrifu-
gal force, which was related directly to weight, the lighter valve required a 
higher speed to regulate pressure sufficiently for shifts. This resulted in all 
shifts points occurring at high speeds.

289 HiPo C4 Valve Springs
Throttle Pressure Boost Intermediate Servo Accumulator

Standard 289 C4 Valve Springs
Throttle Pressure Boost Intermediate Servo Accumulator

Brown - .328" OD & .253" ID.
.036" Wire Diameter. 15 Coils.
1.275" free length (approximate).

Purple - .322" OD & .248" ID.
.036" Wire Diameter. 15 Coils.
1.365" free length (approximate).

Plain - .320" OD & .270" ID.
.023" Wire Diameter. 13 Coils.
.875" free length (approximate).

Green - .325" OD & .276" ID.
.025" Wire Diameter. 12½ Coils.
1.180" free length (approximate).

Comparing the springs visually as well as looking at measurements taken 
from a micrometer, the brown HiPo spring was close to the purple spring 
except in length. Likewise, the HiPo plain spring differed from the green 
spring mostly in length. In both cases the 289 HiPo springs were shorter 
and applied a lighter load as compared to the standard springs for any given 
compressed length. The weaker springs allowed shifting events to occur 
more quickly as the springs were more easily overcome by control pressure.

The 289 HiPo C4 governor was marked with 
white paint, which has survived the rigors of time 
remarkably well. But, the housing was identical to 
its standard 289 counterpart. Since the governor 
was an assembly, it was what was inside that made 
it special.

Std 289 Std 289289 HiPo 289 HiPo

The converter could not be confirmed as the original, but it carried the N marking called for 
in the Ford Master Parts catalog. The converters were generally not painted.

The 289 HiPo servo cover was 
marked with a C in 1965. The 
standard 289’s carried an A. Cov-
ers in 1964 were not marked with 
these letters. (Note the A cover 
date code of 12-64.) The differ-
ence was in the diameter for the 
piston—cover A measuring 2.84" 
and cover C much larger at 3.13".

Std 289 289 HiPo
These enlarged, but correctly propor-
tioned illustrations show the difference 
between the standard C4 secondary gover-
nor valve and the 289 HiPo valve, and the 
lightening work done. Dimensions shown 
are those measured by micrometer. The 
top hole in the 289 HiPo valve appeared 
to be cut in two different diameters and 
beveled at 45 degrees between them and 
at the top.

Std 289 289 HiPo

Bottom view
of valve
showing

flattened sides 

Flattened 
sides

(see be-
low, right)

Standard 289

289 HiPo
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 8. Single exhaust system. Front hanger similar to stan-
dard hanger, but bolted to a bracket welded onto 
the HiPo exhaust pipe (standard hanger clamped 
directly to the pipe). Rear hanger was the same as 
the standard hanger.

 9. Dual exhaust system. Hangers mounted over rear 
axle. Used with C1VV-5B236-C backing plate.

 10. The same as the standard 260/289-2V single ex-
haust hanger except the exhaust pipe bracket had 
a rectangular hole to index over a tab on the pipe.

 11. Dual exhaust system. Hangers attached using 
one of the long bumper bracket mounting bolts. 
Driver’s side used the forward rear bumper bolt 
and the passenger’s side used the aft bumper bolt. 
Left and right hangers were the same except the 
lower brackets were 180° opposite each other, then 
adjusted for a 7° outward cant of the exhaust pipe.

 12. Dual exhaust system. Backing plate used to sand-
wich the floor panel between itself and front left 
hanger. Mounted from inside the car. Used with 
C4OZ-5A246-B front hanger.

Notes
 1. Single exhaust system. Y-pipe diameter was 2" until 

both sides joined into a 3" collector. System then 
narrowed to 2 1/2" for the remainder of the system.

 2. Single exhaust system. Y-pipe very similar to 
C3OZ-5246-L and should interchange.

 3. Dual exhaust system manufactured by Arvinode. 
System diameter was 2".

 4. Dual exhaust system. Very similar in design to 
C4OZ-5246-H and should interchange.

 5. Single exhaust system. C3OZ-5A212-G used with 
C3OZ-6546-L and C3OZ-5230-M. C4OZ-5A212-E 
used with C4OZ-5246-G and C4OZ-5230-E. How-
ever, C3OZ-5A212-G and C4OZ-5A212-E were of 
similar design and should interchange. Both pipes 
were 2 1/2" in diameter.

 6. Single exhaust system. C3OZ-5230-M and C4OZ-
5230-E of the same design and inter changeable. 
Muffler inlet 2 1/2", outlet 21/4", length 27".

 7. Dual exhaust system. Muffler assembly ran from 
H-pipe to rear bumper. Included in-line glass-packs 
and in-line rear resonators. Two-inch dia meter 
pipes. Approximately 111" long.

1963/65 Fairlane HiPo Exhaust Systems

Whenever Ford installed a 289 HiPo engine in a Fairlane or Mustang, it also equipped the car with a high perfor-
mance exhaust system. The list below covers these original factory high performance systems.

In contrast, Mercury never equipped its special order 1964/65 Comet 289 HiPos with dual exhaust, or even with 
HiPo exhaust manifolds. The engine compartment in the Comet was too small for the manifolds to fit. Instead, the 
standard exhaust manifolds were retained along with the standard single exhaust system. However, a Cyclone low 
restriction muffler (C4GY-5230-H in 1964 and C5GY-5230-C in 1965) replaced the standard muffler.

The 289 HiPo was not available in Fairlane or Comet station wagons.

Factory 289 High Performance Exhaust Systems

Component Position Part Number Year Notes Remarks

Y-pipe
C3OZ-5246-L 63 1
C4OZ-5246-G 64 2  before 4/13/64

H-pipe
C4OZ-5246-H 64 3  from 4/13/64
C5OZ-5246-B 65 4

Extension
C3OZ-5A212-G 63 5
C4OZ-5A212-E 64 5  before 4/13/64

Muffler

C3OZ-5230-M 63 6
C4OZ-5230-E 64 6  before 4/13/64

Right C4OZ-5230-F 64/65 7  from 4/13/64
Left C4OZ-5230-G 64/65 7  from 4/13/64

Hanger

Front C3OZ-5A256-G 63/64 8  before 4/13/64
Rear C3YY-5A246-A 63/64 8  before 4/13/64

Left, Front C4OZ-5A246-B 64/65 9  from 4/13/64
Right, Front C4OZ-5A246-C 64/65 10  from 4/13/64
Right, Rear C4OZ-5260-A 64/65 11  from 4/13/64
Left, Rear C4OZ-5260-B 64/65 11  from 4/13/64
Left, Front C1VV-5B236-C 64/65 12  from 4/13/64
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The 1964/65 Fairlane “Arvinode” high performance, 2" diameter, dual exhaust system was introduced about April 14, 1964. The 
system consisted of in-line “glass-pack” type mufflers (mesh filled liner) that were specially contoured for extra chassis clearance, 
and rear resonators that fit in the rear quarter panel wells. The muffler and resonator were assembled as one long unit for each side 
and attached to a special H-pipe. The system gave a distinct glass-pack sound that some customers found objectionable, and others 
cherished. Prior to April 14, 1964, Fairlane 289 HiPo cars were equipped with single exhaust systems; however, the pipe size back to 
the muffler measured 2 1/2" in diameter.

1964/65 Fairlane “Arvinode” HiPo Exhaust System

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

1964/67 Mustang HiPo Exhaust Systems
The Mustang HiPo was introduced about June 1964 and featured a dual exhaust system with a single transverse 

muffler just aft of the rear axle. The muffler had an inlet and outlet on each side. This system was only used for 
about 4 months before Ford transitioned the Mustang HiPo to an “Arvinode” dual exhaust system, featuring in-line 
quarter-wave resonators and rear glass-pack type mufflers. Complaints of excessive noise led Ford to change the 
Arvinode system to one with traditional mufflers (see Appendix J, pages J–42 through J–47 ).

In 1967, the Mustang returned to the dual exhaust, single transverse muffler exhaust system, which was designed 
along the lines of the one used on the 19641/2 Mustang HiPo. Ford achieved a high level of commonality by designing 
the HiPo system to share components with the new Mustang 390 4V dual exhaust system. In fact, the inlet pipes to 
the muffler, transverse muffler, and the muffler outlet pipes were identical between the two engines. Ford detailed 
the system in the 1967 Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon, Mercury-Intermediate, Mustang Shop Manual.

R.H. HANGER DIFFERRED FROM THE SINGLE 
EXHAUST SYSTEM HANGER ONLY IN THE 
BRACKET THAT CLAMPED TO THE PIPE, 
WHICH HAD A RECTANGULAR HOLE TO INDEX 
OVER A TAB TACK-WELDED TO THE PIPE. 
(SEE NOTE 10 ON FACING PAGE.)

L.H. HANGER DIFFERED FROM 
R.H. HANGER ONLY IN THE 
ORIENTATION OF THE LOWER 
BRACKET SO AS TO ALIGN 
WITH THE EXHAUST PIPE. 
(SEE NOTE 11 ON FACING 
PAGE.)
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Notes
 1. C5ZZ-5246-C  replaced  by  C5ZZ-5246-E  about 

6/5/64, which was replaced by C5ZZ-5246-G in 
1965, which was replaced by C5ZZ-5246-K in 1966. 
All interchange. Used without T/E.

 2. Though Ford listed several exhaust components 
applicable to a 1966 Mustang with T/E, Ford also 
indicated in other sources that T/E was not man-
datory in the state of California until 4/5/67!

 3. C7ZZ-5246-L replaced C7ZZ-5246-H in 1968.
 4. Installed between H-pipe and transverse muffler. 

Included in-line resonator. C5ZZ-5A212-B and 
C5ZZ-5A213-A replaced approximately 6/5/64 by 
C5ZZ-5A212-E and C5ZZ-5A213-B, respectively.

 5. Installed between H-pipe and transverse muffler. 
Included in-line mufflers. C7ZZ-5A289-A and 
C7ZZ-5A289-B replaced about 9/15/66 by C7ZZ-
5A289-F and C7ZZ-5A289-E, respectively. In 1968, 
C7ZZ-5A289-F and C7ZZ-5A289-E replaced by 
C7ZZ-5A289-H and C7ZZ-5A289-G, respectively.

 6. Transverse muffler mounted next to the rear axle. 
Two inlets and two outlets. Right side outlet in-
cluded pipe. Left side outlet did not. Required 
C5ZZ-5255-A on left side (see Note 10).

 7. Arvinode exhaust system. In TSB #16, Article 315, 
dated 6/1/65, Ford indicated the system was dis-
continued 4/2/65 at the Metuchen and Dearborn 
plants and 4/4/65 at San Jose, due to many cus-
tomer complaints of excessive noise. The same TSB 
listed a C5ZZ-5230-N kit that could be retro-fitted 
in place of the Arvinode mufflers and the proce-
dures for instal lation. Mufflers C5ZZ-5230-R and 
C5ZZ-5230-S released for servicing kit mufflers. 
Shortly after the kit’s release, the Arvinode mufflers 
became obsolete, with the kit serving as a replace-
ment. Ford provided further procedures in TSB 
#17, Article 328 dated 6/14/65. (Also, see Appendix 
J, pages J–42 through J–47.)

 8. Regular oval style mufflers.
 9. Two inlets and outlets. C7ZZ-5230-E replaced by 

C7ZZ-5230-G in 1967. C7ZZ-5230-G replaced by 
C7ZZ-5230-H in 1968. (Same as Mustang 390 V8.)

 10. Connected to the left side of transverse muffler. 
(Right side outlet pipe incorporated into trans verse 
muffler. See Note 6 for related information.)

 11. Outlet tips fitted to rear of aft in-line mufflers. Left 
and right sides interchangeable. Non-GT. C5ZZ-
5255-F replaced C5ZZ-5255-E. Also used from 
10/15/64 when replacing Arvinode system.

 12. “GT” trumpet style outlet tips. Designed to come 
through the Mustang rear valance.

 13. Outlet pipes from the transverse muffler to rear 
bumper. Did not include outlet tips. Used with 
C7ZZ-5255-A (GT) or C7ZZ-5255-D (non-GT).

 14. “GT” style outlet tips. Left and right sides inter-
changeable.

 15. Non-GT style outlet tips. Left and right sides inter-
changeable.

 16. Front hanger forward of the rear axle. C5ZZ-
5A246-D used before 10/15/64 (transverse muffler) 
and after about 4/2/65 (non-Arvinode in-line muf-
flers). Used with C1VV-5B236-C front hanger back-
ing plate. C5ZZ-5A246-L and C5ZZ-5A246-M used 
from 10/15/64 and before 3/22/65 (Arvinode in-line 
mufflers). C5ZZ-5A246-R and C5ZZ-5A246-S used 
from 3/22/65 and before approx imately 4/2/65 
(Arvinode in-line mufflers).

 17. Rear hanger C5ZZ-5260-C and C5ZZ-5260-D used 
before 3/22/65. C5ZZ-5260-F used from 3/22/65 
through 1967 production, and could be used on left 
or right sides.

 18. Backing plate used to sandwich the floor panel be-
tween itself and front hanger. Mounted from inside 
the car. Used with C5ZZ-5A246-D, C7ZZ-5A246-C, 
and C7ZZ-5A246-D front hangers.
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1964/67 Mustang HiPo Exhaust Systems
(CONTINUED)

Component Position Part Number Year Notes Remarks

Hanger

Front C5ZZ-5A246-D 65/66 16
Right, Front C5ZZ-5A246-L 65 16
Left, Front C5ZZ-5A246-M 65 16

Right, Front C5ZZ-5A246-R 65 16
Left, Front C5ZZ-5A246-S 65 16

Right, Front C7ZZ-5A246-C 67
Left, Front C7ZZ-5A246-D 67
Left, Rear C5ZZ-5260-C 65 17

Right, Rear C5ZZ-5260-D 65 17
Rear C5ZZ-5260-F 65/67 17

C1VV-5B236-C 65/67 18

I–62 Appendix I(a)
Factory 289 High Performance Exhaust Systems (CONTINUED)

Component Position Part Number Year Notes Remarks

H-pipe

C5ZZ-5246-C 64 1  before 6/5/64
C5ZZ-5246-E 64/65 1  from 6/4/64
C5ZZ-5246-G 65/66 1
C5ZZ-5246-K 66 1  without T/E
C6ZZ-5246-D 66 2  with T/E
C7ZZ-5246-H 67 3  replacement
C7ZZ-5246-L 67 3  replacement

Resonator

Right C5ZZ-5A212-B 64 4  before 6/5/64
Right C5ZZ-5A212-E 64/65 4  from 6/5/64 to before 10/15/64
Left C5ZZ-5A213-A 64 4  before 6/5/64
Left C5ZZ-5A213-B 64/65 4  from 6/5/64 to before 10/15/64

Inlet Pipe

Right C7ZZ-5A289-A 67 5  before 9/15/66
Left C7ZZ-5A289-B 67 5  before 9/15/66
Left C7ZZ-5A289-E 67 5  from 9/15/66

Right C7ZZ-5A289-F 67 5  from 9/15/66
Left C7ZZ-5A289-G 67 5  replacement

Right C7ZZ-5A289-H 67 5  replacement

Muffler

C5ZZ-5230-C 64/65 6  transverse. before 10/15/64
Right C5ZZ-5230-E 65 7  from 10/15/64 to before 3/22/65
Left C5ZZ-5230-F 65 7  from 10/15/64 to before 3/22/65

Right C5ZZ-5230-G 65 7  (replaced by C5ZZ-5230-E)
Left C5ZZ-5230-H 65 7  (replaced by C5ZZ-5230-F)

Right C5ZZ-5230-J 65 7  from 3/22/65 to before 4/2/65
Left C5ZZ-5230-K 65 7  from 3/22/65 to before 4/2/65

Right C5ZZ-5230-L 65 8  from 4/2/65 (replaced by C6ZZ-5230-E)
Left C5ZZ-5230-M 65 8  from 4/2/65 (replaced by C6ZZ-5230-F)
Kit C5ZZ-5230-N 65 7, 8  from 10/15/64 to before 4/2/65

Right C5ZZ-5230-R 65 7, 8  from 10/15/64 to before 4/2/65
Left C5ZZ-5230-S 65 7, 8  from 10/15/64 to before 4/2/65

Right C6ZZ-5230-E 66 8  without T/E
Left C6ZZ-5230-F 66 8  without T/E
Left C6ZZ-5230-G 66 2, 8  with T/E

Right C6ZZ-5230-H 66 2, 8  with T/E
C7ZZ-5230-E 67 9  transverse
C7ZZ-5230-G 67 9  transverse
C7ZZ-5230-H 67 9  transverse

Outlet

Left C5ZZ-5255-A 64/65 10  before 10/15/64
C5ZZ-5255-E 65 11  from 3/22/65 to before 4/2/65
C5ZZ-5255-F 65/66 11  from 4/2/65

Right C5ZZ-5255-C 65/66 12  “GT” trumpet
Left C5ZZ-5255-D 65/66 12  “GT” trumpet
Left C7ZZ-5255-B 67 13

Right C7ZZ-5255-C 67 13
C7ZZ-5255-A 67 14  “GT”
C7ZZ-5255-D 67 15  non-“GT"

I-62

1964/67 Mustang HiPo Exhaust Systems (CONTINUED)
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I–64 Appendix I(a)

1964/65 Mustang HiPo Exhaust System
(before 10/15/64)

1965 Mustang “Arvinode” HiPo Exhaust System
(from 10/15/64)

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

I-64

Prototype, Exotic, Unusual & Interesting HiPo Pictures - I(b)

Prototype Mock-ups
Early 4V Intake Manifolds
Automatic Choke Use
East African Safari Comet
Fender Emblems
1965	289	HiPo	Mock-up	with	Air	Conditioning
1965	289	HiPo	Prototype
1964½ Mustang 289 HiPo Engine
289	HiPo	Service	Replacement	Block
Cobra	5-bolt	Bellhousing
1963-64 Block Sequential Numbers
4-Bolt Main Prototype SK Block
C6FE Block and Heads
Cougar Cast Iron 6-Bolt Bellhousing
Shim Head Gasket
1962 Prototype 289 Head
Hi-Riser (2) 4V Holley Intake Manifold and Carburetors
Aluminum Cobra 4V Intake Manifold
Aluminum Tiger 4V Intake Manifold
Aluminum H&M 4V Intake Manifold
Cast Iron Prototype Quadra-jet 4V Intake Manifold
Tri-Power with 2V Holleys and Linkage
Tri-Power Accelerator Kit Instruction Sheets
260 and 289 Tri-Power Carburetor Stampings
Dual-Quad Setup with Carter AFB 4Vs
C6PF-9510-M	Service	Replacement	289	HiPo	4V	Carburetor
Transistorized Ignition Coil
Late	Service	Replacement	289	HiPo	Distributor
C3OF	to	C5OF	Transition	Between	Distributors
Autolite Spark Plug Changes
LAT (Los Angeles Tiger) Options
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Factory 289 High Performance Exhaust Systems (CONTINUED)
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I–66 Appendix I(b)

Prototype engines used by the media and in advertising were pretty, but not always reliable sources for the true appearance of 
production engines. Take, for example, the three shown here. Photos above and bottom left were Ford pictures of the 1964 289 
HiPo. Both photos still showed the choke tube coming off the air cleaner (arrow). That tube never made it into 1963 production, 
much less 1964. Also, the distributor has the blocked off vacuum advance housing which was phased out in late 1963 production. 
These were just two of the more obvious discrepancies—there were others. The bottom right photo was shown in 1963 Ford ads. 
It also has the non-production choke tube. The distributor without the vacuum advance housing was correct for only late 1963.

"

Photos this page
courtesy of

Ford Motor Company
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
 289 High Performance Highlights I–67

Engines in production cars, like this one in a 1964 Fairlane (left) shown in the March 1964 issue of CUSTOM RODDER maga-
zine, served as good guides as to what engines actually looked like. However, some cars, most notably the 1964½ Mustangs, 
that were shown and photographed by the media, were pre-production models. Take, for example, the Mustang engine shown 
in SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC magazine’s September 1964 issue (right). While this engine had a small generator pulley and non-
chrome valve covers, standard production models actually came with the large generator pulley and chrome-plated valve covers. 
(Note that one engine shows a generator with a rear rubber boot, while the other has the metal shield. Both were used in 1964.)

The front cut-away of the 289 HiPo printed in Ford’s 1964 Fair-
lane shop manual supplement showed the correct choke tube for 
1963/1964—a single insulated line between the exhaust manifold 
and the choke on the carburetor. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Ford first made cast iron 4V intake manifolds in 1962. On the SK-12569 
manifold, the water outlet was threaded into the old water-heated, carbure-
tor spacer connection. The outlet was moved to the front of the intake on 
the next iteration carrying XE-105391 and the first casting number C2OE-
9425-K. These castings were meant to give Shelby’s Cobra 260 a 4V intake 
manifold in advance of 289 HiPo production.
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The first 289 HiPo emblems appeared on 1963/64 Fairlanes 
(bottom right - CARS, March 1964 ). They consisted of two piec-
es—a silver 289 V8 emblem and a HIGH PERFORMANCE 
backing plate. The backing plate had one retainer post at the 
top and two holes to allow the 289 V8 emblem posts to pass 
through. In 1964, the silver 289 V8 emblem was also used on 
the Mustang 289 4V. The 1964 Fairlane used the same design 
for its 289 2V, however the emblem was gold. Early Mustang 
289 HiPos also carried the tall emblem as shown in SPORTS 
CAR GRAPHIC magazine’s September 1964 issue (left) and a 
blow-up of the same car in POPULAR HOT RODDING maga-
zine’s April 1964 issue (bottom left). However, this car was a pre-
production version, and no production Mustangs received this 
type of emblem. In contrast, Comets, the only other 1964 cars 
with a 289 HiPo engine option, did not have any special fender 
or grille emblem to advertise their high performance status.

I–68 Appendix I(b)

In 1964, Mercury ran some 1964 Comets in the “Twelfth 
East African Safari.” As was the case with other special 
order Comet 289 HiPos, these cars were equipped with 
the same engine as the 100,000 Mile Daytona Durability 
Comets. Note Ford’s new 42-amp alternator which was 
part of this package. Taken from HOT ROD magazine’s 
May 1964 issue, this photo of one of the African Safari 
Comets clearly showed the export brace and extra cross 
bracing installed in the Comet engine compartment to 
withstand the pounding. The engine did very well, but 
the same could not be said for the rear shocks—the upper 
shock attachment points kept breaking due to the very 
rugged trails of Africa! Two of the five Comets did man-
age to finished the race (18th and 21st) with the remaining 
three Comets time-barred (for losing too much time). 
Considering that only 21 cars out of 94 finished the safari 
race, this was not a bad showing and certainly attested to 
the reliability and durability of the 289 HiPo.

I-68

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

In 1965, two more emblems were in use. The Mustang 289 V8 emblem (left) with lower profile backing plate was actually in-
troduced on the 1966½ Mustang. It attached in the same manner as the taller emblem shown on the facing page. The 1965 
Fairlane (right) used a small plate below the standard 289 V8 emblem. The background for the letters was painted black, but 
wore off over time. Comets, the only Mercury with a special order 289 HiPo option, were not identified by any special emblem.
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Production 289 HiPos were never offered with power steer-
ing or air conditioning from the factory. However, from these 
factory photos, Ford obviously thought about the idea, going 
so far as to include a photo in its 1964 “Total Performance” 
booklet, designed to entice buyers into dealer showrooms. It was 
rumored that if a buyer insisted forcefully enough on having 
air conditioning with his 289 HiPo, Ford complied by setting 
the kit in the trunk for the dealer to install. Close examination 
of these parti cular photos reveals an interesting combination of 
1963/64 and 1965 engine components. The block is a 5-bolt; 
the carburetor is of the C3OF-AJ style, but with manual choke 
components; the distributor, oil pan, fuel pump, fuel line and 
support bracket are 1964 components; and the P/S pump remote 
reservoir adaptor is 1963/64 Fairlane. The York A/C compres-
sor is early 1963 vintage, and magnetic clutch is the heavier 
352/390 V8 style. The carburetor has a Mustang throttle return 
spring bracket. Air cleaner, pulleys, alternator, oil dipstick, and 
A/C compressor mount are stock 1965 items, but the lateral 
bracket and bar brace for the compressor are missing. The Eaton 
P/S pump bracket is a modified 1965 Ford-Thompson P/S pump bracket, with unique rear bracing. Also, the Eaton pump has 
a unique large diameter pulley. No production engine ever looked like this one—pity! (Photos courtesy of Ford Motor Company)
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The 1965 production 289 HiPo would carry a casting number 
of C5AE–6015E. This prototype was cast on April 19, 1963 and 
carries a sketch number of SK–17135 (a). Block carries the 289 
marking in the lifter valley (b). Front of the block shows that the 
three oil galleries were sealed with ½"freeze plugs—just like all other 
standard and 289 HiPo blocks (c). The exception was in Carroll 
Shelby-prepared 350 hp competition GT-350 Mustang and 380 
hp Cobra Daytona/GT-40 prototype 289 HiPo race engines. These 
were modified with threaded plugs. All others, including 289 HiPo 
engines in street GT-350 Mustangs used freeze plugs like those 
shown. At the rear, the 6-bolt pattern with ½" alignment dowels (d) 
shows why this was a prototype block—blocks of this type would 
not be in production until around August 1964. The XE numbers 
for this prototype were stamped on the front passenger’s side of the 
engine (e). Most of the numbers had little meaning outside of Ford 
Motor Company, but part of one identifies the block as “HP-289”.

I–70 Appendix I(b)

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

Preceding an introduction of a new engine or version of an engine, prototypes were constructed. These formed 
the basis for the follow-on production pieces, but the prototypes themselves might might not follow those standards. 
Such was the case with the prototype assembled in 1964 for the change-level-seven (L7) 289 HiPo.

The engine block was cast on April 19, 1963, under a SK-17135 number (SK stands for “sketch”). This was a 
1965-design 6-bolt block. The heads carried C3OE F casting numbers but were designed for the large chambers and 
intake valves that came out in productiuon in the March 1964 time frame. The engine was assembled December 10, 
1963, and included many pre-production parts, as well as regular production items. The timing chain components 
were XE parts (XE means “experimental) for L7, which came out in mid-1965 production.

a b

c d

e

At the front of the engine (a) is an 
assembly date code 3M10, which 
is December 10, 1963—the actual 
date the engine was put together 
(b). (The V is an inspector’s code.)

Main bearings left impressions on the main 
bearing caps (a). By mirroring the image (b), 
the information can be read. DAB is Detroit 
Aluminum and Brass Corporation. 11-63 is 
the date code for November 1963. Engineer-
ing number and FoMoCo logo follow.

289 HiPo crankshafts came from the 
same 1M molding as all 289 cranks 
(a), but the iron had higher nodularity 
from adding nickel and magnesium. 
The most aft counterweight was pol-
ished in one spot (this one has a dab of 
red paint on it) so that a microscopic 
inspection could be made (b). The 

crank was identified by orange paint, generally found on the fourth counterweight from 
the rear.

289 HiPo main 
bearing caps were 
thicker than stan-
dard caps. All the 
caps in this engine 
have two Brinell 
hardness test in-
dentations. The 
Brinell hardness 
test method con-
sists of indenting the test material with a hardened steel ball indenter. 
Depth of penetration is used to determine hardness. Production 289 
HiPo caps do not normally have hardness testing. Note: Mexican 302 V8s 
have thick main bearing caps like the 289 HiPo caps. However, without 
knowing more about the casting material, it is not possible to determine 
if these caps were as strong as the 289 HiPo caps.

All 289 HiPo dampers were date coded. This one 
was coded F3, which was June 1963.
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What made these 289 HiPo heads (a) unique was 
the C3OE F casting number (b, c & d). This cast-
ing number was used on the small-chambered 289 
HiPo heads with the 1.67" diameter intake valves 
(compression ratio 10.5:1). But, these heads have 
the large chambers with 1.78" diameter intake 
valves (compression ratio 10.0:1). They were con-
figured like 1965 C5OE A heads, but were date 
coded 3L6 (November 6, 1963). Each head was 

identified in yellow marker for left (L) and right (R) (e & f). Each carried the 289 marking 
with two dots above the number (g) and the number 19 (h).

The connecting rods in this engine had yellow 
paint along the shank sides, but inside the shank 
there was orange paint. The number 3 marked 
several pistons (meaning unknown). 289 HiPo 

pistons were high-strength, cast aluminum (not forged). 289 HiPo pistons carried engineering numbers. This number was C4OE6110A.

I–72 Appendix I(b)

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

a b

c d

e

f

g

h

a

b

This engine had the L7 changes which incorpo-
rated a new aluminum camshaft sprocket (a) with 
the teeth capped in nylon. The L7 change occurred 
in production engines about March 1965. This 
particular sprocket design with the eight holes was 

not commonly seen in 289 engines until 1966. The more common sprocket did not have holes. Although the use of nylon seemed like 
a good idea, the nylon developed stress cracks with heat and age. Aftermarket metal sprockets do not suffer from these factors. The 
sprocket in this engine carried an XE number. The number is XE115313 (b) and was etched in with an etching gun, then underlined 
in black marker. Also written nearby in black marker was #33. Production sprockets of this design carried the number C4OE6256A2. 
The thrust plate for the L7 change was also new and measured ¼" thick. This one carried an XE number stamped in ink (c).

The intake manifold (a) was cast on December 
4, 1963. It had the large 3/8" pipe thread for the 
temperature sender (plugged in the photo), a 

change that would occur for 1965 production.The casting number was cleared 
from the casting mold leaving an area of rough raised casting. A SK-19069 number 
(b) indicated this manifold was a prototype. On the pad to its left was the stamped 
letter B (c). This B was also written in marker on the back of the manifold (d). 
The controlling engineering number for the machining of this intake manifold was 
C4OE-9425-B, however, the machining for the larger temperature sender was a 

deviation. The thermostat housing 
(e) was marked C3OE-8594 and 
carried the 63 date code (f); however, 
it was different from the production 
housings in that the outlet was not 

part of the aluminum casting. It was a steel tube force fitted into the housing.

The timing chain cover was a new casting that eliminated the oil filler hole 
part of the casting. It was 
not seen in production 
until midway through 
1964 production. The 63 
date code on this cover in-
dicates it was a prototype.
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These pictures are all from the same engine—a 1964½ Mustang with 289 HiPo with a scheduled build date of June 10, 1964. The 
block casting number was C4OE-6015-F with a 4F3 date code (June 3, 1964) (a). The engine was assembled on June 26, 1964 
(b), so the car obviously missed its scheduled build date by more than two weeks. The sequential number of the block was 6067 
(c) and was also marked in the bellhousing area (d). The block was also stamped with the VIN (e). Engine tag (f) of 554 identi-
fied a Mustang 289 HiPo with 4-speed. Date coded 4-F (June 1964). Note the year was stated as 64, not 65. Carburetor number 
C4OF-AL (g) which had the manual choke. Date code was 4DE, which was the fifth week of June 1964. The fuel pump was dated 
F4 for June 1964 and marked 3734S (h) (same as used on 1964 260 and standard 289s in late 1964).(Photos courtesy of Chris Page)

This 5-bolt service replacement 289 HiPo block carried the date code 4L18. The machine work had been done 4M5. The date codes 
were November 18, 1964 and December 5, 1964, respectively, which was well into 1965 production. This engine was found in a 1964½ 
Mustang with a scheduled build date of 21G (July 21, 1964). In 
the car’s Owner’s Manual was an entry for dealer maintenance 
on July 29, 1965 at 6,209 miles. It is possible that maintenance 
was to replace the engine which, unfortunately, would have been 
out of warranty, having passed 4,000 miles. (Photos courtesy of 
Robert Roberts)

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

The 5-bolt Cobra 
bellhousing was 
released in 1964. 
It carried the part 
number C4OZ-
6384-A as well as 
a C4RA-6385-A 

a

b c

d

f

g

e

h

Sequential numbers were stamped 
on all fully assembled 289 HiPos 
throughout 1963-64 production. 
It did not matter into what vehicle 
the engine would be installed (or 
not installed). Numbers advanced 
to near 7,000 by the end of 1964 
production before block VIN 
stamping completely took over. 
(VIN stamping began with the 1964½ Mustang and was fully 
implemented by 1965 production.)

I–74 Appendix I(b)

When the 1964 production year was essentially over, Ford stopped stamping sequential numbers into the rear machining boss, so for 
the last of the Shelby 289 Cobras the number was assigned by Shelby starting at 00001. The P was actually not part of the number 
as it could be stamped on any of the machining pads, but nonetheless was included. Note the casting number of 4G3, which was 
still in 1964 production, but the block was not machined until August 25, 1964, and assembled the next day on August 26, 1964. 
Another Cobra had the sequential number of 00004 and was recorded as P00004 on 
the Cobra tag. (Photos by Eara Merritt)

Lowest sequential number found on a 289 HiPo 
to date was 66 on an engine assembled on 3C7 
(March 7, 1963) and installed in a 1963 Fairlane 
Sports Coupe. The P had no significance to the 
sequential number. It could be stamped on any 
machined pad and found on any small block V8.

I-74

accessory part number. (Photos courtesy of Tom Davis)
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This block was cast on October 16, 1962, and was a 289. During this time frame, 289 HiPo development was un-
derway for the 1963 Fairlane, and Ford was providing Shelby with whatever pieces it could to support his racing 
efforts. This block was likely part of Ford’s race development efforts, but for what specific purpose is unknown. Indy 
development was going on at the time, but whether this block was involved could only be speculated.

The block casting number of A-SK-333 would indicate 
a very early development. The head studs with half-inch 
threads suggest some kind of special heads were once 
installed.

There were numerous differences in the block casting, 
but the most noticeable one was on the bottom side where 
the block main ribs were beefed up to accommodate 4-bolt 
main bearing caps on all except the most rearward cap. Of 
particular interest was the fact that the number one bearing 
cap was also secured with four bolts.

Whatever its origin, this block, cast in iron, represented 
the ultimate in 289 design, even before the 289 was intro-
duced. The details concerning this block will be continued 
on the next two pages.
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

I–76 Appendix I(b)

In order to accommodate the oil pump mounting, one of the bolts for the cap had to be moved inboard. The water passages into the 
block were threaded, oil galleries used freeze plugs (not threaded plugs), and the oil was added through the front timing chain cover.

The front of the block was covered with 
stampings. There was an A-K-862, an 
AX-191-2-5, an A-SK-333, $1A, $5A, 
M-F8B-65-C-156, and RR239—the 
meaning of these remain unknown, ex-
cept A-SK-333 which matches the block 
casting number.

I-76
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

Number 5 bearing cap (ASK77 ). Number 4 bearing cap (ASK747576 ).

Number 3 bearing cap (ASK747575 ). Number 2 bearing cap (ASK747576 ).

Number 1 bearing cap (AS73).

All main bearing caps of the A-SK-333 prototype 289 except for the rear cap used 4 bolts per cap.

A seldom-seen cast iron 6-bolt bellhousing designed for the 157/160-tooth flywheel was just like the Cobra bellhousing, but carried the 
“Cougar” name. It carried a 289 J marking and the C5DA-6382-A casting number. These cast iron bellhousings were referred to as scat-
tershields for their ability to contain a failed clutch or flywheel within the housing and protect the driver. (Pictures courtesy of Greg Wahlrab)

In 1966, Ford developed 
a special block for racing. 
The casting number was 
C6FE-6015-A. The one 
shown here was date coded 
6B14  for February 14, 1966. 
The rear main bearing cap 
was marked C6FE-A. This 
was a 2-bolt main bearing 
cap block. The block’s in-

tended purpose was for use in the GT40 racing program. The following year, 
a 4-bolt C7XE block was released for racing. (Photos provided by Don Silawsky)

Along with the C6FE block, Ford re-
leased C6FE-6090-A heads to go with 
it in order to support Ford’s GT40 
racing efforts. (Photos by Dan Case)

I–78 Appendix I(b)
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

Shim-type gaskets were used to increase 
compression. (Photos and instructions 
courtesy of Roger Desy, Felix, and Ford Motor 
Company)

The casting number on this head was C2OE-G and the date code was 3A23 (January 23, 1963). 
It was cast as a 289. This head had been ported by Mondello’s Porting Service in Los Angeles, 
California. The chambers had been reworked for huge valves and passageways ported. However, 
in comparing the reworked chambers (shown in red below) with known chamber shapes (shown 
in black below) at the time, only the early 289 HiPo chamber was of the correct shape to fit what 
was done. The image at right shows the 1963 289 HiPo chamber with red areas as those needed 
to be reworked in order to match the Mondello shape. (Photos courtesy of Gino Gurley)

I–80 Appendix I(b)

1962-63 221 V8 1962-63 260 V8 1963 289-2V 1963 289 HiPo

Reversing head image shows Fel-
Pro’s Print-O-Seal gaskets were used.
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This manifold was a regular production option for 
Cobras during 1963 until approximately Decem-
ber 1964. It was also offered as a retail accessory. 
Marked with Ford/Shelby C4SA-9421 and Ford/
Holman-Moody HM9424-1 casting numbers. Also 
listed in the May 31, 1965, Shelby American Perfor-
mance Equipment book as S1CS-9421 Aluminum 
1-4 Barrel Intake Buddybar Manifold, retailing for 
$71.00, with cost to dealer of $51.50. Note: When 
Cobra parts were first assigned Ford style engineer-
ing and sales numbers, all parts were prefixed by 
C4SA-, street or race. It seems the system quickly 

broke down when SAI started working on Tigers, Cooper-Monacos, 427 Cobras, and GT350s. Suddenly each type of vehicle and 
street or race got new prefixes. From the 1965 parts book index, it boiled down to: S1CS (street leaf spring Cobra), S1CR (race Co-
bra), S2CS (street 427 coil spring Cobra), S2CR (race 427 Cobra), S1MS (street 1965 GT350), S1MR (race 1965 GT350), C1CR 
(Cooper-Monaco Ford - a.k.a. King Cobra sports racer), TITS (Sunbeam Tiger), SSSS (common to all Shelby American vehicles), 
S1CK (Cobra kit), and S1MK (1965 GT350 kit). (Info and photos courtesy of Dan Case)

I–82 Appendix I(b)

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

1966 C5ZZ-6B068-E kit with C6OA-AA (rear) & C6OA-BA (front) Holley 4Vs on top of a FoMoCo aluminum high riser. On 
C6OA-AA was stamped C6OA-9510-A & LIST-3360, and on C6OA-BA was stamped C6OA-9510-B & LIST-3361.
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This Tiger intake was referred to as a “LAT-3” 
manifold. (LAT stood for Los Angeles Tiger. There 
were about 100 items sold for the Tiger under 
LAT designations.) (Info and photos courtesy of Jerry 
Christopherson)

These aluminum intakes have the Holman & Moody Thunderbird emblem. Pictures were sent to Lee Holman for identification and 
this was what he said. “I think the intake is an early Rally Falcon intake. We made a number of intakes for the small block engines, 
trying to find one that we could run in Europe as a standard ‘Ford’ part. After that we used the over production on marine engines 
or sold them to hot rodders. The bird is a cast off from the early company trade name T-Bird power products. We started using that 
name in 1959 when we were racing the T-Bird in NASCAR. I would think you have 1 of about 100 intakes that were made. We 
would change the molds before the next run as we learned more and would update parts with each part run.” (Photos courtesy of Rick 
Wood and David Farmer)
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25°

49/16"

These 60°, then reverse 60° 
bends offset the lever 3/8".

Fairlane C4OZ-9B843-A tri-power 
accelerator kit shown

21/16"

131/4"
1011/16"

.425"

Tri-Power Accelerator Kit
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Application
63 Falcon
63 Comet

64-65 Falcon
64-65 Comet

63-65 Fairlane
63 Meteor

65-66 Mustang
(manual trans.)

65-66 Mustang
(auto. trans.) Notes

Accelerator Kit Part Number C3DZ-9B843-A C4DZ-9B843-A C4OZ-9B843-A C5ZZ-9B843-A C5ZZ-9A843-B
   Parts in kit listed below
Rod (arm-to-carb. throttle shaft) C3AE-9A701-A C3AE-9A701-A C3RA-9A701-A C4RA-9A701-B C4RA-9A701-B 1
Arm (accelerator shaft-to-rod) C3AE-9A800-A C3RA-9A800-A C3RA-9A800-A 2
Trunnion (at carburetor shaft) AB-99753-A AB-99753-A AB-99753-A 3
Clip (at rod and arm union) 375780-S81 375780-S81 375780-S81 4
Clip (at carburetor shaft. R.H.) B7A-9825-B B7A-9825-B B7A-9825-B 5
Clip (at carburetor shaft. L.H.) B7A-9826-A B7A-9826-A 6
Bellcrank & bracket (kickdown) C4RA-7E024-A 7

Note 1 - All Falcon/Comet rods were the same. The Fairlane was similar, but longer. The Mustang rod was similar to its stock link, except the 
rod was extended forward of the S-bend.

Note 2 - Arm between the 64-65 Falcon/Comet and 63-65 Fairlane were the same. The 63 Falcon/Comet was similar, but used a clamping ar-
rangement to attach to the gas pedal shaft. If the 63 Falcon/Comet gas pedal shaft were swapped for a 64-65 Falcon/Comet gas pedal 
shaft, then the 64-65 Falcon/Comet arm could be used.

Note 3 - This trunnion could be found on the carburetor link of any 63-65 Falcon/Comet/Fairlane V8 with automatic transmission.
Note 4 - This clip was the same one used on the Galaxie with tri-power or dual quads.
Note 5 - This was a standard clip used on the carburetor links of any 63-65 Falcon/Comet/Fairlane V8. It was considered a right-hand (R.H.) 

clip. Although this was the clip included in the kit, the instruction sheet actually showed the L.H. clip (See Note 6). Either could be 
used. It was just a matter of which way the clip would face—rearward or forward.

Note 6 - This was a standard clip, but considered a left-hand (L.H.) clip, mirroring the right hand one. Less commonly, one place to look for 
them would be at the top of a 65 Fairlane 6-cylinder kickdown rod (C4). The L.H. clip and trunnion were used there to adjust the 
kickdown rod length. You could also find them on the links of 61-64 Galaxies with 6-cylinders and 60-62 Galaxies with V8s.

Note 7 - Similar to stock bellcrank & bracket assembly except for changes to bolt to tri-power intake manifold.

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

In 1967 (6-5-67 ), Ford cast an XE-94425 289 4V cast iron intake to mount the GM 
Rochester Quadrajet spread-bore carburetor. Ford would later use the Quadrajet for 
1970-71 429 Cobra Jets before introducing its own spread-bore design in the Auto-
lite 4300D. But, in 1967, Ford was considering a Rochester on a 289!

260 V8 tri-power used a 200 cfm 
center carburetor (C4GF-9510-H, 
LIST-2867) with identical 265 cfm 
Holleys front and rear (C4GF-
9510-J, LIST-2868)—a total of 
730 cfm. The 289 used a larger 
265 cfm center carburetor (C4AF-
9510-U, LIST-2881) with smaller 
255 cfms front and rear (C4AF-
9510-V, LIST-2882)—775 cfm 
total. Other than the carburetors, 
the 260 and 289 systems were the 
same.
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1965 AND 1966 MUSTANG 
260 AND 289 C.I.D. ENGINE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION.
LINKAGE KIT NO. C4RA-9B843-E 
USED WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE

EXISTING BRACKET 
USED ON VALVE COVER. 
BEND SLIGHTLY FOR 
THIS APPLICATION TO 
PREVENT INTERFERENCE 
BETWEEN SPRING & 
ACCEL. ROD.

SEE INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR VEHICLES HAVING 
GENERATORS

REWORK 
EXISTING SPRING 
RETRACTING BRACKET 
TO SUIT H

CARBURETOR 
BELL CRANK 
ARM

VIEW Z

EXISTING SPRING

ROD 
9A701

EXISTING 
TRUNNION

BRACKET 
7E024

EXISTING 
SPRING

CLIP 
9826

1963 FALCON & COMET 260 C.I.D. ENGINE
LINKAGE KIT

SEE INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR VEHICLES HAVING 
GENERATORS

TRUNNION
99753

CARBURETOR BELL
CRANK ARM

ROD 
9A701

CLIP 
9826

ARM 
9A800

CLIP

VIEW Z

Note:
The 1963 Falcon/Comet differed from the
1964-65 Falcon/Comet only in the 9A800 arm. The 
1963 Falcon/Comet used an arm that clamped to the 
gas pedal shaft. The 1964-65 Falcon/Comet used an 
arm that bolted to the gas pedal shaft just like the 
1963-65 Fairlane.

Note:
C4RA-9B843-E believed to be C5ZZ-9B853-A. It is shown in 
the upper right corner of the facing page.
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

 CARBURETOR IDENTIFICATION

 289 C.I.D. ENGINE
PRIMARY — 1 REQD. — LIST #2861 C4AF-9510-U
SECONDARY — 2 REQD. — LIST #2862 C4AF-9510-V

 260 C.I.D. ENGINE
PRIMARY — 1 REQD. — LIST #2861 C4GF-9510-H
SECONDARY — 2 REQD. — LIST #2862 C4GF-9510-J

NOTE:  DEPRESS ACCELERATOR FOOT PEDAL TO FLOOR AND 
CHECK THAT THROTTLE PLATES ARE IN WIDE OPEN POSITION. 
ADJUST LINKAGE AT THE CARBURETORS IF NECESSARY.

REFORM EXISTING DISTRIBUTOR VACUUM ADVANCE TUBE 
AND GAS LINE TO SUIT. THE GAS LINE WILL HAVE TO BE 
CUT AND FLARED USING THE EXISTING FLARED FITTING.

VEHICLES HAVING GENERATORS: REMOUNT THE COIL ON THE 
LEFT FRONT OF THE ENGINE BLOCK AS SHOWN IN THE ILLUS- 
TRATION. IF THE VEHICLE HAS POWER STEERING, MOUNTED 
AT THAT POSITION, DISCARD EXISTING P/S MOUNTING BOLT 
AND MOUNT THE COIL WITH BOLT 3/8-16 X 
1-5/8 LONG OR EQUIVALENT AND SPACER NO. 370770-S 
.4 I.D. X .8 O.D. X 1/2 LONG OR EQUIVALENT. IF VEHICLE 
DOES NOT HAVE POWER STEERING, MOUNT THE COIL 
DIRECTLY TO THE BLOCK WITH BOLT 3/8- 
16 X 1/2 LONG, OR EQUIVALENT.

H BRACKET TO BE RELOCATED ON FRONT LEFT HAND
 MOUNTING BOLT OF REAR CARBURETOR.

FOR CARS HAVING POWER STEERING 
WITH THROTTLE ADVANCE IT WILL BE 
NECESSARY TO DISCONNECT AND 
DISCARD THE THROTTLE ADVANCE TUBE 
AND PLUG THE REMAINING HOLE IN THE 
POWER STEERING PUMP WITH RETAINER 
NO. KD33627-A, 1"-14 N.S. x 5/8 LONG 
OR EQUIVALENT.

FOR VEHICLES HAVING EMISSION 
HOSE FROM RIGHT HAND ROCKER 
COVER, REMOVE PLUG NO. 372175-S 
FROM REAR MANIFOLD AND OBTAIN 
AND INSTALL PART NO. 380006-S 
AS SHOWN. ATTACH EMISSION HOSE 
TO TURNED DIAMETER ON FITTING. 
IF NO OTHER VACUUM SOURCE IS 
REQUIRED ASSEMBLE THE 372175-S 
PIPE PLUG TO THE END OF THE 
380006-S FITTING.

GASKET
6870

SCREW & 
WASHER ASSY.
3 REQD.

COVER
6869

REWORK EXISTING 
SPRING RETRACTING 
BRACKET TO SUIT H

1965 AND 1966 MUSTANG 
260 AND 289 C.I.D. ENGINE 
STANDARD TRANSMISSION

EXISTING 
SPRING

ROD 
9A701

EXISTING TRUNNION

CLIP 
9826

CARBURETOR BELL 
CRANK ARM

ROD 
9A701

CARBURETOR BELL 
CRANK ARM

CLIP 
9826

ROD
9A701

CLIP

EXISTING 
PARTS

ARM 
9A800

TRUNNION 
99753

 1963 METEOR
1963, 1964 AND 1965 FAIRLANE
 FOR 260 OR 289 ENGINES

1964 AND 1965 FALCON & COMET
 FOR 260 OR 289 ENGINES

*

•

*

•

Illustrations have 
been rearranged slightly 
so as not to cross the 
center seam of the page. 
Illustrations have been 
digitally edited to clean 
up some degradation 
due to repeated copying 
on copy machines. 
Text has been restored 
electronically for good 
readability.

Note:
Although the 1962 Fairlane and 1962 Meteor 
with 260 V8s were not mentioned in the 
instruction sheet, these engines were no dif-
ferent than their 1963 counterparts, and the 
same parts could be used to install tri-power 
in these vehicles.

Tri-Power 
Accelerator Kit 
Instructions 
Sheets

I–86 Appendix I(b)

Note:
The 1964-65 Falcon/Comet 
differed from the 1963-65 
Fairlane/63 Meteor only in the 
9A701 rod. The Falcon/Comet 
used a C3AE-9A701-A rod, 
whereas the Fairlane/Meteor 
used a C3RA-9A701-A rod. 
The instruction sheet was 
confusing.

!
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Note:
An error on the instruction sheet was corrected on this copy, 
which listed the C4GF-9510-J carburetor as C4GF-9510-V.

Kit Instructions Sheet for C4OZ-9B843-A
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

I–88 Appendix I(b)
I-88

(Instruction Sheet
courtesy of

Ford Motor Company
&

Doug Everstine
with

additional notes
added by author)
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

Original tri-power from 1964. Two systems were made—one for the 260 
V8 using a 200 cfm center carburetor (C4GF-9510-H, LIST-2867 ) with 
identical 265 cfm Holleys front and rear (C4GF-9510-J, LIST-2868), and 
one for the 289 using a larger 265 cfm center carburetor (C4AF-9510-U, 
LIST-2881 ) with smaller 255 cfms front and rear (C4AF-9510-V, LIST-
2882)—775 cfm total. Other than the carburetors, the 260 and 289 systems 
were the same. (260 3-2V pictures courtesy of Dave Baston)

I–90 Appendix I(b)

When dual-quads were mounted on top the 
289, there was insufficient room to locate two 
Holley 4Vs in a line. Instead, Ford used two 
Carter AFB carburetors. The sign said less than 
4,500 original miles. Engine appeared fully 
detailed and restored.
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

I–92 Appendix I(b)

In 1966, Ford released four replacement carburetors to cover most 1962-66 applications. One was an Autolite 
2100 for all 1962-64 221, 260, and 289 2Vs, and 1965-66 289 2Vs except for the Galaxie. The 1965-66 
Galaxie gots its own replacement 2V with the proper throttle for cable operation. The third replacement 
was for all regular-fueled and premium-fueled Autolite 4100 4Vs. The final one was the one shown here—a 
service replacement for the 1963-64 289 HiPo with automatic choke. In terms of configuration, the carbure-
tor was much like the production 4V for the premium-fueled 289, but with throttle plates like the big-block 
Galaxie 4Vs, while being specifically calibrated for the 289 HiPo. Its tag number was C6PF-M (missing on 
this one), and stamped 6P M on the side. This carburetor was probably dated in early 1968. What was different about the choke on 
this carburetor was the lack of a piston in the choke. A special lever marked with an E was substituted, which lacked all provisions 
for the piston. And the piston bore lacked all evidence of ever having a piston it it. The lack of a piston allowed the air flow through 
the choke plate to determine the amount of pull-down on start, and the amount of retraction under stalling conditions. (If desired, 
the choke mechanism attached to the carburetor can be replaced by earlier ones used on C3OF-AB and C3OF-AJ carburetors.)
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Ford  s t a r t ed  the 
C5OF-12127-E HiPo 
distributor with a 
FoMoCo logo. In 1967 
the logo was changed 
to AUTOLITE. Up 
until 1972 the service 
replacement contin-
ued with updated date 
codes, then switched 
to the Motorcarft logo 
in 1972. This design 
continued until re-
placed by a later de-

signed distributor shown here. Ford no longer stamped the 
distributor, but attached a tag. The date code on this one 
was 1K07 (October 7, 1991). Ford never rebuilt a 289 HiPo 
distributor. It only sold new service replacements, which 
reflected the current distributor casting design.
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Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

Transistorized ignition coils were very low resistance and pro-
duced about 40,000 volts.

I–94 Appendix I(b)

Ford used a body casting which had a vacuum advance provision for the final iteration of service replacement 289 HiPo distributors. 
To block off the body opening for the 289 HiPo, Ford used a rubber plug that was held in place by a special bracket that attached 
to the housing mounting holes and incorporated a tang that held the rubber plug in place.

This NOS 1991 Motorcraft service replacement 289 HiPo distributor had its original Motorcraft FET-12300-A condensor, primary 
wire, and points.

The two distributors on the left show there was overlap in the transition between 1964 and 
1965 production. The 1964 C3OF-12127-D distributor was date coded 4GB for second week 
of July 1964, which was very late 1964 production. The C5OF-12127-E was dated 4FE which 
was the fifth week of June 1964, or about two weeks earlier. Another distributor had a very 
official-looking red Autolite tag nailed over the distrubutor identification area. When the tag 
was removed, it carried the C5OF-12127-E stamping and a date code of 6D25 for April 25, 
1966. Why it had the tag remains a mystery. (Pictures left and below courtesy of Dan Case.)

Around the 1964 to 1965 transition, all 
Autolite spark plug insulators changed 
from a 3 rib design to one with 5 ribs.
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Ford always had a strong 
performance program, 
and published numerous 
parts catalogs through 
the years to promote that 
market. Popular Ford 
catalogs in the mid-1960s 
included the “Ford High 
Performance” series of-
fering all the “hottest” 
equipment—all available 
at your nearest Ford or 
Mercury parts depart-
ment.
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“Muscle” Options - I(c)

Ak Miller Performance Tips
Cobra Kits

•	 Engine
•	 Cylinder	Heads
•	 Induction
•	 Accelerator
•	 Camshaft
•	 Piston
•	 Head	Gasket
•	 Distributor
•	 Dual-Point	Converions	Kit
•	 Oil	Pan
•	 Clutch
•	 Scattershield
•	 Valve	Covers
•	 Dressup
•	 Medallion
•	 Viscous	Fans
•	 Exhaust	System

Introduction to Late 1960s Performance
1969 Holman and Moody HP Parts List
1968-69 Cobra-Shelby HP Parts List
289-302 Ford Muscle Parts Program

•	 Staged	Performance
•	 1969	Staged	Performance	Options

•	 Installation	of	a	High	Performance	Hydraulic	Camshaft
•	 Installation	of	a	High	Performance	Mechanical	Camshaft
•	 Valve	Spring	and	Retainer	Application	Chart
•	 Dual-Point	Distributor	Conversion	Kit
•	 Installation	of	351	Windsor	Heads	on	289/302	V8s
•	 Conversion	of	the	289	V8	into	a	289/302	HiPo
•	 Installation	of	GT40	Valves	in	351	Windsor	Heads
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LAT 1: Stage 1 Tuning kit. (High performance camshaft, 
16 solid lifters, 4-barrel carburetor on special Tiger-
lettered manifold, 16 heavy-duty valve springs, 
manifold gaskets, timing cover gasket, heavy-duty 
distributor matched to the camshaft, one-piece Sun 
electric Zenzer tachometer with mounting bezel.)

LAT 2: Engine dress-up kit. (“Tiger Powered by Ford” 
lettered valve covers, chromed air cleaner, oil filler 
cap, radiator cap, oil dipstick.)

LAT 3: Four-barrel carburetor kit. (Tiger-lettered lo-rise 
aluminum manifold with Holley 465 CFM for the 
MK I 260, and Holley 600 CFM for the MK-II 289.)

LAT 4: Large capacity cast aluminum oil pan (6.5 qt).
LAT	5: Weld-on Traction Masters.
LAT 6: Bolt-on Traction Masters.
LAT	7: Explosion-proof scatteredshield (5-bolt V8 only) 

with “Tiger” cast in. (Like C4OZ-6394-A.)
LAT 8: Valve covers with polished letters “Tiger Pow-

ered by Ford” cast in.

Prototype, Exotic & Unusual High Performance 289 Items
(CONTINUED)

LAT (Los Angeles Tiger) Options
Engine performance options for the Sunbeam Tiger through Shelby’s operation in Los Angeles.

LAT 9: Alloy wheels.
LAT 10: Key chain holder.
LAT 22: 7000 RPM tach.
LAT 23: Engine oil cooler.
LAT 24: Differential oil cooler.
LAT 26: Nine-quart steel oil pan (racing item only).
LAT	27: Cast iron exhaust headers, Tiger lettered Tri-Y’s.
LAT 28: Bigger intake valves - 1.88"
LAT 29: Bigger exhaust valves - 1.68"
LAT 36: Finned alloy differential cover (used on the 

Dana 23 differentials).
LAT 39: Holley C4AF-9510-D with 1.687" venturi.
LAT 42: Six-blade fan.
LAT 60: Heavy duty clutch and pressure plate; 10.5", 

1611 psi. (C3OZ-7A537-A from “Cobra kits” catalog.)
LAT	73: Steel tube headers.
LAT	74: Two-inch exhaust.

LAT 27. Cast iron headers similar to the Cobra’s.

Tiger 260 V8s continued to be built for the Rootes 
Group into early 1966 production. This Tiger 260 
engine had a casting date of 5J29 (September 29, 
1965) and an assembly date of 5K14 (October 
14, 1965). Engines tags indicated L9 and blocks 
painted blue. (Photo by Paul Zuk, info by Ron Fraser)
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(Published in 1964)
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Engine Kits
Engine kits generally were made up by combining cylinder head kits, camshaft kits, and pistons or piston kits. The 

idea was to install a mechanical high performance cam, and support this package with higher compression pistons 
and durable valve trains. The first four kits essentially duplicated what had been done to the 289 HiPo. The fifth kit 
(C8DZ-6A044-A) was a little milder in design. It eliminated the rail type rocker arms, but did not go the extra step to 
include threaded rocker arm studs. Ford indicated that the threaded rocker arm studs were not necessary, if engine 
operation was held below 6,000 rpm. To fully tap the horsepower potential of these kits required inclusion of special 
Ford induction kits. Ford bragged that with the right combination, such as four 2V Webers, the 289 V8 was capable 
of delivering up to 343 horsepower!

Notes
 1. C4OZ-6A044-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C4OZ-6C056-A Kit (cylinder head)
 (1) C4OZ-6A257-A Kit (camshaft)
 (8) C3RA-6110-A Pistons (221 V8) with valve reliefs for use with high lift camshafts
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Kit (medallion)
 2. C4OZ-6A044-B kit the same as C4OZ-6A044-A except for 260 V8 pistons (C3RA-6110-B) with valve reliefs for 

use with high lift camshafts.
 3. C4OZ-6A044-C kit consisted of:
 (1) C4OZ-6C056-A Kit (cylinder head)
 (1) C4OZ-6A257-A Kit (camshaft)
 (8) C3OZ-6108-K Pistons (289 HiPo) (engineering numbers C3OE-6110-V or Y)
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Kit (medallion)
 4. C5AZ-6A044-B kit replaced C4OZ-6A044-C. Consisted of:
 (1) C5AZ-6C056-A Kit (cylinder head)
 (1) C4OZ-6A257-A Kit (camshaft)
 (8) C3OZ-6108-L Pistons (289 HiPo) (marked C4OE-6110-A)
 5. C8DZ-6A044-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C8DZ-6C056-A Kit (cylinder head) 
 (1) C8DZ-6A257-A Kit (camshaft) 
 (1) C6AZ-6108-AE Kit (289 HiPo pistons)

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

Part Number Notes Engine
C4OZ-6A044-A 1 221 V8
C4OZ-6A044-B 2 260 V8
C4OZ-6A044-C 3 289 V8
C5AZ-6A044-B 4 289 V8
C8DZ-6A044-A 5 289 & 302 V8
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Engine Kit

Cylinder Head Kit
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 3. C8DZ-6C056-A kit is not a HiPo head kit. Standard 
type head, but with slotted push rod holes. Used 
with conventional rocker arms (not rail type). Es-
sentially an L10 head with L14 valve springs and 
retainers. Pressed-in rocker arm studs.

  Consisted of:
 (2) C7DZ-6049-B Head (cylinder) 
 (8) C6AZ-6052-A Plug (T/E injector port) 
 (8) C6AZ-6505-J Valve (exhaust) 
 (8) C6AZ-6507-J Valve (intake) 
 (16) C8AZ-6513-A Spring (valve) 
 (16) C7AZ-6514-A Retainer (valve spring) 
 (32) 7HA-6518-A Key (valve spring   
   retainer) 
 (16) C5AZ-6A527-A Stud (rocker arm) 
 (16) C2OZ-6A528-B Seat (valve rocker arm  
   fulcrum) 
 (16) C2DZ-6A529-A Nut (rocker arm   
   adjusting) 
 (16) C2OZ-6564-A Arm (rocker) 
 (16) C2OZ-6565-B Rod (push) 
 (16) C7AZ-6571-A Seal (valve stem) 
 (2) 351418-S Insert (cylinder head) 
 (2) 351693-S Insert (cylinder head) 
 (6) 371485-S Plug (3/4"–14 pipe) 
 (4) 376053-S Plug (cup)

Notes
 1. C4OZ-6C056-A kits initially used 1.67" intake 

valves. Later kits may have used 1.78" valves.
  Consisted of:
 (2) Heads (cylinder): 
  C3OZ-6049-D (1.67" intake valves), or 
  C3OZ-6049-H (1.67" intake valves), or 
  C4OZ-6049-B (1.78" intake valves). 
 (8) C3OZ-6505-A Valve (exhaust) 
 (8) Valve (intake): 
  C3OZ-6507-A (1.67"), or 
  C4OZ-6507-A (1.78"). 
 (16) C3OZ-6A511-A Spring (valve damper) 
 (16) C3OZ-6514-A Retainer (valve) 
 (32) 7HA-6518-A Key (valve spring   
   retainer) 
 (16) C3OZ-6571-B Seal (valve stem)
 2. C5AZ-6C056-A kit used 1.78" intake valves.
  Consisted of:
 (2) C5OZ-6049-A Head (cylinder) 
 (8) C3OZ-6505-A Valve (exhaust) 
 (8) C4OZ-6507-A Valve (intake) 
 (16) C3OZ-6A511-A Spring (valve damper) 
 (16) C3OZ-6514-A Retainer (valve) 
 (32) 7HA-6518-A Key (valve spring   
   retainer) 
 (16) C3OZ-6571-B Seal (valve stem)

The first two kits listed here were essentially straight off the 289 HiPo. The first kit bridged the transition from 
1.67" intake valves in 47.7–50.7 cc combustion chamber volume heads (casting numbers C3OE-E or C3OE-F) to 1.78" 
intake valves in 52.6–55.6 cc heads (casting number C4OE-B or C5OE-A). It is believed that any of these head castings 
might be found under the C4OZ-6C056-A kit number. By 1965, C4OZ-6C056-A was replaced by C5AZ-6C056-A. 
This kit used the larger 1.78" valves with a head casting number of C5OE-A.

In 1968, Ford came out with another cylinder head kit. Why this kit did not use the 289 HiPo replacement heads 
(C7ZZ-6049-B) is unknown. Instead, Ford used a special head reminiscent of the 1965 289 head. This special head 
contained the close tolerance slots for aligning the push rods and used conventional type rocker arms (not rail 
type). However, standard 1968 valves, springs and retainers were used. A similar arrangement, except with smaller 
valve springs and retainers, had been used on the L10 engines of 1966, so the idea of using the rail type valves with 
conventional rocker arms was not new. The heads in this 1968 kit did not contain threaded rocker arm studs. Like 
other non-HiPo heads, the studs were pressed in. Ford recommended keeping the rpm below 6,000 whenever the 
C3OZ-6250-C mechanical camshaft was used with heads containing pressed-in rocker arm studs.

Cylinder Head Kits

Part Number Notes Remarks
C4OZ-6C056-A 1  Screw-in rocker arm studs
C5AZ-6C056-A 2  Screw-in rocker arm studs
C8DZ-6C056-A 3  Pressed-in rocker arm studs
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Induction Kits
(Also see Accelerator Kits)

Ford offered a variety of high performance induction systems for small block V8s. The simplest was the 4V ar-
rangement modeled after the 289 HiPo. Initially, Ford used the early HiPo Autolite 4100 carburetor (tag number 
C3OF-AJ) which had an automatic choke, but probably switched to manual choke HiPo carburetors in later kits. 
The early single 4V kit (C4OZ-6B068-D) was good on all 221, 260 and 289 V8s, including the 1962/63 and 1964 
non-emission reduction engines using the intake manifold type crankcase ventilation system.

The next step up was “three deuces.” Using just the center 2V Holley carburetor for normal driving, the front and 
rear 2V Holleys were available through progressive linkage when full power was demanded. Two systems were 
developed by Ford. One was for the 260 V8, while the other served the 289.

For more power, “dual quads” were offered in the form of two Carter AFB four-barrels, which added 25 to 30 
horsepower over the single 4V 289, and about 20 horsepower over the three 2V system. About June 1966, Ford 
brought out the “high riser” version fashioned after the High Riser 427. Featuring extra large and long runners, 
plus two Holley 4160 carburetors, the high riser gave greater horsepower over a broader rpm range (30 to 35 
horsepower over the single 4V). The two sets of primaries in both Carter and Holley arrangements were controlled 
progressively. The secondaries of the Carters were controlled by velocity-operated throttle blades, while the Hol-
leys used vacuum control. Though the high riser kit would physically bolt to the 260 V8, the smaller displacement 
could not capitalize on the breathing potential of the two 4Vs. Ford advertised the High Riser for only the 289 V8.

For ultimate carburetion, Ford offered the four 2V Weber system. This system was designed for competition events 
only and not recommended for general street use. It was optimized for full throttle operation and recommended 
only with a manual transmission. More than 40 horsepower was added over the single 4V system.

The first step up in induction systems 
was a single 4V set-up complete with air 
cleaner. The carburetor was a C3OF-AJ 
289 HiPo with automatic choke, when the 
C4OZ-6B068-D kit was first introduced. 
Later kits used HiPo carburetors with 
manual chokes.

Courtesy of
Ford Motor Company

Part Number Notes Remarks
C4OZ-6B068-D 1  Single 4V for 1962/64 221, 260, 289
C5ZZ-6B068-A 2  Single 4V for 1964/65 260, 289
C6AZ-6B068-A 3  Single 4V
C8DZ-6B068-A 4  Single 4V

C4DZ-6B068-A 5, 6  Three 2Vs for 260 V8
C4DZ-6B068-B 5, 7  Three 2Vs for 289 V8
C4OZ-6B068-A 5, 8  Three 2Vs for 260 V8
C4OZ-6B068-B 5, 9  Three 2Vs for 289 V8

C4OZ-6B068-E 10  Two 4Vs for 289 V8
C6ZZ-6B068-A 11  Two 4Vs for 289 V8, High Riser

C4OZ-6B068-C 12  Four 2V Webers for 289 V8
C5OZ-6B068-A 13  Four 2V Webers for 289 V8
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Notes
 1. C4OZ-6B068-D kit listing contains part numbers used when kit first became available. Consisted of:
 (1) C4RA-6869-A Cover (crankcase vent) 
 (2) C2OZ-6870-A Gasket (crankcase vent tube) 
 (1) C3OZ-9424-C Manifold (intake) 
 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A Seal (intake manifold rear) 
 (1) C2OZ-9A425-A Seal (intake manifold front) 
 (2) C3AZ-9441-A Gasket (intake manifold sides) 
 (2) C2AZ-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold) 
 (1) C3OZ-9510-J Carburetor (4V) 
 (1) C3OZ-9A589-B Spacer (carburetor to intake manifold) 
 (1) C4DZ-9600-C Low profile air cleaner (chrome) 
 (1) C0AF-12216-B Primary assy (distributor terminal) 
 (3) 42718-S8 Screw & washer (5/16"–18 × 1/2") 
 (4) 88471-S Stud (5/16"–24 × 5/16"–18 × 2 1/2")
 2. C5ZZ-6B068-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C3RA-6869-A Cover (crankase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6870-A Gasket (cover to intake manifold)
 (1) C4AE-8A500-A Cap (carburetor spacer) [not used in California]
 (1) C3OZ-9424-C Manifold (intake)
 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - rear)
 (1) C2OZ-9A425-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - front)
 (2) C3AZ-9441-D Gasket (intake manifold to cylinder head)
 (2) C2AZ-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C4OZ-9510-D Carburetor (4/B)
 (1) C3OZ-9A589-C Spacer (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C5ZZ-9600-W Cleaner (air)
 (1) C4RA-9A616-A Cap (air cleaner outlet tube) [not used in California]
 (1) C5ZZ-9700-C Choke control (carburetor)
 (1) C5ZZ-9A700-A Choke control (mounting bracket)
 (1) C5ZZ-9A733-C Bracket (retracting accelerator spring)
 (1) C4DB-9B739-A Knob (choke control)
 (1) B9AF-12216-A Distributor terminal (primary assembly) or
 (1) C0AF-12216-B Distributor terminal (primary assembly)
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Medallion (kit)
 (1) 34689-S2 Nut (7/16"–14 - choke cable to mounting bracket)
 (3) 42718-S8 Screw & washer (5/16"–18 × 1/2" - 6869 cover to 9424 intake manifold)
 (1) 50517-S2 Screw (1/4"–20 × 1/2" - mounting bracket to instrument panel)
 (1) 55734-S2 Nut (1/4"–20 - mounting bracket to instrument panel)
 (4)  88471-S Stud (5/16"–24 × 21/2" - carburetor mounting)
 (1) 97331-S35 Hose clamp (8A500 cap to 9A589 spacer)
 (1) 352963-S Grommet (choke control guide)
 (1) 370971-S8 Stud (1/4"–20 × 351/64" - 9600 air cleaner mounting)
 (1) 372047-S100 Clip (choke control support)
 (1) 372769-S2 Set screw (#8 32 × 3/16"-  choke control knob) or
 (1) 374039-S2 Set screw (#8 32 × 3/16" - choke control knob)
 3. C6AZ-6B068-A kit replaced C5ZZ-6B068-A. No listing given, but suspected parts substitutions were:
 (1) C4OZ-9424-G intake manifold. This manifold was compatible with the thermactor emissions reduction 

system being used in California.
 4. C8DZ-6B068-A kit listing unknown. Specially designed for 1968 models with emissions control.
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 5. The 1963 engine required a C4OZ-6A603-A emissions reduction conversion kit to be compatible with the three-
2V intake manifold.

 6. C4DZ-6B068-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C2OZ-6524-A Baffle (valve push rod)
 (1) C2OZ-6A630-A Duct (crankcase vent) 
 (1) C2OZ-6A631-A Element (crankcase vent) 
 (1) C2OZ-6A633-A Retainer (crankcase vent element) 
 (1) C3RA-6869-A Cover (crankcase vent) 
 (1) C2OZ-6870-A Gasket (crankcase vent to manifold) 
 (1) C4RA-9D280-C Manifold (carburetor fuel supply) 
 (3) C1AE-9D281-A Hose (carburetor fuel) 
 (1) C4RA-9424-A Manifold (intake) 
 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A Seal (intake to block - rear) 
 (1) C2OZ-9A425-A Seal (intake to block - front) 
 (2) C2OZ-9441-A Gasket (intake to cylinder head) 
 (3) B8A-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold) 
 (1) C4GF-9510-H Carburetor (2/B - center) LIST 2867, 200 cfm 
 (2) C4GF-9510-J Carburetor (2/B - front & rear) LIST 2868, 265 cfm 
 (4) C3AE-9E544-A End (carburetor throttle synchro rod) 
 (1) EDJ-9601-A Element (air cleaner) 
 (3) C1AE-9654-A Gasket (air cleaner to carburetor) 
 (1) C4RA-9661-A Cover (air cleaner) 
 (1) C3RA-9724-A Bellcrank (accelerator) 
 (1) C3AE-9780-A Rod (bellcrank to carburetor) 
 (1) C4RA-9819-A Tube (choke control outlet) 
 (1) C1AE-9B841-A Rod (carburetor throttle - front) 
 (1) C1AE-9B842-A Rod (carburetor throttle - rear) 
 (1) C5AA-9865-A Insulator (choke control tube) 
 (1) C1AF-18599-A Elbow (heater connection) 
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Medallion (kit) 
 (2) 34079-S8 Nut (#10–32 lock - throttle rods) 
 (4) 40922-S8 Screw (1/4"–28 × 1/2"  optional with 92060-S) 
 (3) 42718-S8 Screw & washer (5/16"–18 × 1/2" - crankcase vent to intake manifold) 
 (12) 88376-S Stud (5/16"–18–24 × 1 5/16" - carburetor mounting) 
 (4) 92060-S Screw (#14–19 × 3/8" - optional with 40922-S8) 
 (12) 351089-S8 Nut (5/16"–24 - carburetor mounting) 
 (4) 351253-S8 Washer (13/16" I.D. – 7/16" O.D.  - attaches rods to carburetors) 
 (1) 357940-S Compression sleeve (1/4"  thermostatic tube to choke) 
 (1) 357980-S Compression nut (1/4"–24  thermostatic tube to choke) 
 (2) 358871-S8 Wing nut (1/4"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S8)
 (2) 358871-S100 Wing nut (1/4"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S100)
 (2) 370970-S8 Stud (1/4"–20 × 3"  air cleaner mounting) 
 (1) 372145-S Washer (#10 - spacer synchronizer throttle ends) 
 (1) 372146-S Nut (#8–32 - throttle pin to throttle ends) 
 (1) 372175-S Plug (vacuum hole in manifold) 
 (6) 375416-S8 Hose clamp (9/16" fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S35) 
 (6) 375416-S35 Hose clamp (9/16" fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S8)
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Next up the induction ladder was 
“three-deuces”. It took three 2-V 
Holleys to make it all fit on top of 
the small intake manifold. Kits were 
available for both the 260 and 289 
V8. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Induction Kits
(CONTINUED)  7. C4DZ-6B068-B kit consisted of:

 (1) C2OZ-6524-A Baffle (valve push rod)
 (1) C2OZ-6A630-A Dust (crankcase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6A621-A Element (crankcase ventilation oil separater)
 (1) C2OZ-6A633-A Retainer (crankcase ventilation oil separater)
 (1) C3RA-6869-A Cover (crankcase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6870-A Gasket (crankcase ventilation to intake manifold)
 (1) C4RA-9D280-C Manifold (carburetor fuel supply)
 (3) C1AE-9D281-A Hose (carburetor fuel - optional with C1AE-9D281-B)
 (3) C1AE-9D281-B Hose (carburetor fuel - optional with C1AE-9D281-A)
 (1) C4RA-9424-A Manifold (intake)
 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - rear)
 (1) C2OZ-9A425-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - front)
 (2) C3AZ-9441-A Gasket (intake manifold to cylinder head)
 (3) B8A-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C4AF-9510-U Carburetor (2/B - center) LIST 2881, 265 cfm
 (1) C4AF-9510-V Carburetor (2/B - front & rear) LIST 2882, 255 cfm
 (2) C3AE-9E544-A End (carburetor throttle synchronizer rod)
 (1)  EDJ-9601-A Element (air cleaner)
 (1) C4RA-9A612-A Tray (air cleaner)
 (1) C3RA-9724-A Bellcrank (accelerator)
 (1) C3AE-9780-A Rod (bellcrank to carburetor)
 (1) C4RA-9819-A Tube (thermostat choke control outlet)
 (1) C1AE-9B841-A Rod (carburetor throttle - front)
 (1) C1AE-9B842-A Rod (carburetor throttle - rear)
 (1) C5AA-9865-A Insulator (thermostat choke control tube)
 (1) C1AF-18599-A Elbow (heater connection)
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Medallion (kit
 (2) 34079-S8 Nut (#10–32 - lock carburetor throttle ends)
 (4) 40922-S8 Screw (1/4"–28 × 1/2" - attach duct to intake manifold)
 (3) 42718-S8 Screw & washer (5/16"–18 × 1/2" - attach ventilation to intake manifold)
 (1) 44807-S Washer (#6 - throttle connecting pin)
 (1) 44808-S Washer (#6 - throttle connecting pin)
 (12) 88376-S8 Stud (5/16"–18-24 × 15/16" - carburetor mounting)
 (4) 92060-S Screw (#14–9 × 3/8" - optional with 40922-S8)
 (12) 351089-S8 Nut (5/16"–24 - attach carburetor to intake manifold)
 (4) 351253-S8 Washer (13/64" I.D.–7/16" O.D. - rod to carburetor)
 (4) 353610-S Pin (throttle rod to carburetor)
 (1) 357940-S Compression sleeve (1/4" thermostat tube to choke)
 (1) 357980-S Compression nut (7/16"-24 - thermostat tube to choke)
 (2) 358871-S8 Wing nut (1/4"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S8)
 (2) 358871-S100 Wing nut (1/4"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S100)
 (2) 370970-S8 Stud (1/4"–20 × 3" - air cleaner mounting)
 (1) 372145-S Washer (#10 - spacer at throttle synchronizer end)
 (1) 372146-S Nut (#8–32 - attach throttle connecting pin to ends)
 (1) 372175-S Plug (vacuum hole in rear of manifold)
 (6) 375416-S8 Hose clamp (carburetor fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S35)
 (6) 375416-S35 Hose clamp (carburetor fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S8)
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 8. C4OZ-6B068-A kit replaced by C4DZ-6B068-A.
  C4OZ-6B068-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C2OZ-6524-A Baffle (valve push rod valley)
 (1) C2OZ-6A630-A Dust (crankcase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6A621-A Element (ventilation oil separater)
 (1) C2OZ-6A633-A Retainer (oil separater element)
 (1) C3RA-6869-A Cover (crankcase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6870-A Gasket (crankcase ventilation to intake manifold)
 (1) C3RA-9D280-A Manifold (carburetor fuel supply)
 (3) C1AE-9D281-A Hose (carburetor fuel - optional with C1AE-9D281-B)
 (3) C1AE-9D281-B Hose (carburetor fuel - optional with C1AE-9D281-A)
 (1) C3AA-9424-N Manifold (intake)
 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - rear)
 (1) C2OZ-9A425-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - front)
 (2) C2OZ-9441-A Gasket (intake manifold to cylinder head)
 (3) B8A-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C4GF-9510-H Carburetor (2/B - center - primary)
 (1) C4GF-9510-J Carburetor (2/B - front & rear - secondary)
 (1) EDJ-9601-A Element (air cleaner)
 (1) C1AE-9A612-A Tray (air cleaner)
 (3) C1AE-9654-A Gasket (air cleaner to carburetor)
 (1) C3RA-9724-A Bellcrank (accelerator)
 (1) C3AE-9780-A Rod (accelerator bellcrank to carburetor)
 (1) C3AE-9819-F Tube (thermostat choke control outlet)
 (1) C1AE-9B841-A Rod (carburetor throttle - front)
 (1) C1AE-9B842-A Rod (carburetor throttle - rear)
 (1) C1AE-9643-A Cover (air cleaner)
 (1) C3AE-9865-B Insulator (thermostat choke control tube)
 (1) C1AF-18599-A Elbow (heater connection)
 (2) 34079-S8 Nut (#10–32 - lock carburetor throttle ends)
 (4) 40922-S8 Screw (5/16"–28 × 1/2" - attach duct to intake manifold - optional with 92060-S)
 (4) 92060-S Screw (#14–9 × 3/8" - attach duct to intake manifold - optional with 40922-S8)
 (3) 42718-S8 Screw & washer (5/16"–18 × 1/2" - attach ventilation to intake manifold)
 (1) 87498-S Elbow (45°)
 (12) 88376-S8 Stud (5/16"–18–24 × 15/16"" - carburetor mounting)
 (12) 351089-S8 Nut (5/16"–24 - attach carburetor to intake manifold)
 (4) 351253-S8 Washer (13/64" I.D.–7/16" O.D. - rod to carburetor)
 (1) 357940-S Compression sleeve (5/16" thermostat tube to choke)
 (1) 357980-S Compression nut (7/16"-24 - thermostat tube to choke)
 (4) 358615-S Pin (spring retaining)
 (2) 358871-S8 Wing nut (5/16"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S8)
 (2) 358871-S100 Wing nut (5/16"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S100)
 (2) 370970-S8 Stud (5/16"–20 × 3" - air cleaner mounting)
 (1) 371323-S Elbow (45°)
 (6) 375416-S8 Hose clamp (carburetor fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S35)
 (6) 375416-S35 Hose clamp (carburetor fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S8)

Induction Kits
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 9. C4OZ-6B068-B kit replaced by C4DZ-6B068-B.
  C4OZ-6B068-B kit consisted of:
 (1) C2OE-6524-A Baffle (valve push rod)
 (1) C2OZ-6A630-A Dust (crankcase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6A621-A Element (crankcase ventilation oil separater)
 (1) C2OZ-6A633-A Retainer (crankcase ventilation oil separater)
 (1) C3RA-6869-A Cover (crankcase ventilation)
 (1) C2OZ-6870-A Gasket (crankcase ventilation to intake manifold)
 (1) C3AE-9D280-A Manifold (carburetor fuel supply)
 (3) C1AE-9D281-A Hose (carburetor fuel - optional with C1AE-9D281-B)
 (3) C1AE-9D281-B Hose (carburetor fuel - optional with C1AE-9D281-A)
 (1) C3AE-9424-N Manifold (intake)
 (1) C2OZ-9A424-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - rear)
 (1) C2OZ-9A425-A Seal (intake manifold to cylinder block - front)
 (2) C3AZ-9441-A Gasket (intake manifold to cylinder head)
 (3) B8A-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C4AF-9510-U Carburetor (2/B - center)
 (1) C4AF-9510-V Carburetor (2/B - front & rear)
 (1) EDJ-9601-A Element (air cleaner)
 (1) C1AE-9A612-A Tray (air cleaner)
 (3) C1AE-9654-A Gasket (air cleaner to carburetor)
 (1) C3RA-9724-A Bellcrank (accelerator)
 (1) C3AE-9780-A Rod (bellcrank to carburetor)
 (1) C3AE-9819-F Tube (thermostat choke control outlet)
 (1) C1AE-9B841-A Rod (carburetor throttle - front)
 (1) C1AE-9B842-A Rod (carburetor throttle - rear)
 (1) C1AE-9643-A Cover (air cleaner)
 (1) C3AE-9865-B Insulator (thermostat choke control tube)
 (1) C1AF-18599-A Elbow (heater connection)
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Medallion (kit)
 (2) 34079-S8 Nut (#10–32 - lock carburetor throttle ends)
 (4) 40922-S8 Screw (1/4"–28 × 1/2" - attach duct to intake manifold - optional with 92060-S)
 (4) 92060-S Screw (#14–9 × 3/8" - attach duct to intake manifold - optional with 40922-S8)
 (3) 42718-S8 Screw & washer (5/16"–18 × 1/2" - attach ventilation to intake manifold)
 (1) 87498-S Elbow (45°)
 (12) 88376-S8 Stud (5/16"–18–24 × 15/16" - carburetor mounting)
 (12) 351089-S8 Nut (5/16"–24 - attach carburetor to intake manifold)
 (4) 351253-S8 Washer (13/64" I.D.–5/16" O.D. - rod to carburetor)
 (1) 357940-S Compression sleeve (1/4" thermostat tube to choke)
 (1) 357980-S Compression nut (5/16"–24 - thermostat tube to choke)
 (2) 358871-S8 Wing nut (1/4"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S8)
 (2) 358871-S100 Wing nut (1/4"–20 - air cleaner - optional with 358871-S100)
 (2) 370970-S8 Stud (1/4"–20 × 3" - air cleaner mounting)
 (1) 371323-S Elbow (45°)
 (6) 375416-S8 Hose clamp (carburetor fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S35)
 (6) 375416-S35 Hose clamp (carburetor fuel line to outlet tube - optional with 375416-S8)
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 10. C4OZ-6B068-E kit consisted of:
 (1) C4RA-9D280-A Manifold (carburetor fuel supply)
 (1) C5AA-9324-E Bulk hose (10")
 (1) C4RA-9425-A Manifold (intake)
 (2) C4RA-9447-A Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C4RA-9C509-A Linkage (carburetor synchronizing)
 (1) C4RA-9510-A Carburetor (4-barrel)
 (1) C4RA-9510-B Carburetor (4-barrel)
 (2) C4RA-9A520-A Adaptor (carburetor fuel inlet)
 (2) C4RA-9600-A Air cleaner
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Medallion (kit)
 (8) 33798-S Nut (carburetor to manifold)
 (8) 34826-S Lockwasher (used with 33798-S)
 (2) 87827-S or (2) 372175-S Plugs
 (8) 370391-S Stud (carburetor to manifold)
 (1) 375550-S Adaptor (elbow)
 (4) 379278-S8 Hose clamps
 11. C6ZZ-6B068-A kit similar to C4OZ-6B068-E, but with high riser and Holleys. Kit parts listing unknown.

For those wanting more breathability, “dual-quads” were 
available. Two Carter AFB four-barrels were shoehorned 
together on an aluminum intake manifold. The arrange ment 
was specifically designed for the 289 V8. (Courtesy of Ford 
Motor Company)
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Ultimate induction was achieved with four Webers. 
(Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Though strictly designed for competition, Ford advertising did show a technician about 
to install a “Four 2V Weber” system in a 1964 Fairlane, replacing a stock 260 2-barrel!

 12. C4OZ-6B068-C kit replaced by C5OZ-8B068-A. C4OZ-6B068-C listing unknown, however, should be similar to 
C5OZ-8B068-A. See Note 13.

 13. C5OZ-6B068-A kit consisted of:
 (2) C0DD-8260-A Hose (upper radiator)
 (1) B9AA-8260-B Hose (upper radiator)
 (1) C4RA-8260-AE Hose (upper radiator - alternate)
 (6) B7AZ-8287-C Clamp (hose)
 (1) C4RA-9D280-B Manifold (carburetor fuel supply)
 (1) C5AA-9324-E Hose (fuel - bulk - 72" long)
 (1) C4RA-9325-B Manifold (intake)
 (8) C4RA-9447-B Gasket (carburetor to intake manifold)
 (1) C4RA-9C509-B Linkage (carburetor synchronizing)
 (4) C4RA-9510-C Carburetor (2-barrel)
 (1) C2OA-9784-A Rod (bellcrank to carburetor - rear)
 (2) C4RA-9C817-A Washer (accelerator to bellcrank)
 (1) C4RA-9A844-A Rod (accelerator shaft connector)
 (1) C4RA-9B858-A Bellcrank & hub (rear throttle control)
 (1) C4RA-9B858-B Bellcrank & hub (front throttle control)
 (2) C4RA-9B859-A Bolt (accelerator control bellcrank)
 (2) C0AF-18954-B Clamp (to support fuel lines)
 (1) C4OZ-19D531-A Medallion (kit)
 (16) 33798-S Nut (5/16" - carburetor to manifold)
 (4) 34656-S Nut (#10–32 accelerator control linkage)
 (16) 351374-S Washer (5/16" - carburetor to manifold)
 (16) 352718-S Stud (5/16" × 1 1/4" - carburetor to manifold)
 (9) 378030-S8 Clamp (fuel line)
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Induction Kits
(CONTINUED)

In 1969, Ford offered an aluminum high riser intake manifold with a single Holley 
4V carburetor as part of its Muscle Parts program. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

In 1966, Ford introduced an aluminum high riser intake manifold featuring two Holley 
4V carburetors. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)
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Accelerator Kits
(Used with Induction Kits)

Single 4V induction kits required no special accelerator kits as the 4V intake manifold was a direct replacement 
for the original single 2V manifold. Though the 4V carburetor sat 1/4" more forward on the engine than the 2V car-
buretor, this small difference could be made up through readjusting the adjustable links, or bending the fixed links, 
if so equipped. Beyond the single 4V, all other induction kits required accelerator kits.

Key: B – Fairlane R – Cougar (1967 only)
 C – Comet X – Falcon
 F  – Mustang A/T – automatic transmission
 M – Meteor M/T – manual transmission

Notes
 1. C3DZ-9B843-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C3AE-9A701-A Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank)
 (1) C3AE-9A800-A Arm (accelerator shaft)
 (1) B7A-9825-B Clip (rod to bellcrank)
 (1) AB-99753-A Trunnion (accelerator shaft to bellcrank)
 (1) 375780-S81 Clip (rod to bellcrank arm)
 2. C4DZ-9B843-A kit the same as C3DZ-9B843-A, except a C3RA-9A800-A accelerator shaft arm replaced 

C3AE-9A800-A.
 3. C4OZ-9B843-A kit the same as C4DZ-9B843-A, except a C3RA-9A701-A accelerator shaft to bellcrank rod re-

placed C3AE-9A701-A.
 4. C5ZZ-9B843-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C4RA-9A701-B Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank)
 (1) B7A-9826-A Clip (L.H. rod end clovis)
 5. C5ZZ-9B843-B kit consisted of C5ZZ-9B843-A kit plus a C4RA-7E024-A bellcrank and bracket assembly for C4 

transmission kickdown control.

Part number Induction Year Vehicle Notes Remarks
C3DZ-9B843-A (3) 2V 63 C, X 1
C4DZ-9B843-A (3) 2V 64/65 C, X 2
C4OZ-9B843-A (3) 2V 62/65 B, M 3
C5ZZ-9B843-A (3) 2V 64/67 F, R 4  except 1964/65 with A/T
C5ZZ-9B843-B (3) 2V 64/65 F 5  1964/65 with A/T
C6OZ-9B843-E (3) 2V 66/67 B, C, X 6  with M/T
C6OZ-9B843-F (3) 2V 66/67 B, C, X 7  with A/T

C4OZ-9B843-B (2) 4V 63/65 B, C, M, X 8  with M/T
C5DZ-9B843-A (2) 4V 63/65 B, C, M, X 9  with A/T
C5ZZ-9B843-D (2) 4V 64/67 F, R 10  except 1964/65 with A/T
C5ZZ-9B843-E (2) 4V 64/65 F 11  1964/65 with A/T
C6OZ-9B843-A (2) 4V 66/67 B, C 11  with A/T
C6OZ-9B843-B (2) 4V 66/67 B, C 11  with M/T

C6OZ-9B843-H (2) 4V - High Riser 66/67 B, C 12  with M/T
C6OZ-9B843-J (2) 4V - High Riser 66/67 B, C 13  with A/T
C6ZZ-9B843-A (2) 4V - High Riser 64/66 F, R 14  except 1964/65 with A/T

C5OZ-9B843-A (4) 2V - Weber 63/65 B, C, M, X 15  with M/T
C5ZZ-9B843-C (4) 2V - Weber 64/67 F, R 16  with M/T
C6OZ-9B843-C (4) 2V - Weber 66/67 B, C 11  with M/T
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 6. C6OZ-9B843-E kit consisted of:
 (1) C5ZZ-7A440-A Bushing (accelerator control) (1) B7A-9826-A Clip
 (1) C6OA-9A702-K Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 72003-S8 Cotter pin
 (1) C6OA-9725-R Shaft assembly (accelerator) (1) 379009-S Grommet
 (1) TAAK-9737-A Spring (accelerator pedal retracting) (1) 379010-S Washer #10 flat (nylon)
 (1) C3AZ-9741-A Bracket (accelerator retracting spring)
 7. C6OZ-9B843-E kit consisted of:
 (1) C5ZZ-7A440-A Bushing (accelerator control) (1) B7A-9826-A Clip
 (1) C6OA-9A702-K Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 72003-S8 Cotter pin
 (1) C6OA-9725-N Shaft assembly (accelerator) (1) 379009-S Grommet
 (1) TAAK-9737-A Spring (accelerator pedal retracting) (1) 379010-S Washer #10 flat (nylon)
 (1) C3AZ-9741-A Bracket (accelerator retracting spring)
 8 C4OZ-9B843-B contains:
  (1) 91A-2344 Washer (1) B7A-9826-A Clip (rod end clevis)
  (1) C4RA-9A701-A Rod (accelerator shaft) (1) 42289-S Screw & washer - 5/16"–18 × 3/4"
  (1) C4RA-9B777-A Bellcrank & Bracket (accelerator) (1) 42718-S Screw & washer - 5/16"–18 × 1/2"
 9. C5DZ-9B843-A contains:
  (1) C4RA-9A701-A Rod (accelerator shaft) (1) 34656-S Nut & washer assy.-No.10-32
  (1) C4RA-9731-A Ball (accelerator shaft) (1) 42718-S Screw & washer assy. - 5/16"–18 × 1/2"
  (1) C5ZZ-9737-B Spring (accelerator shaft retracting) (1) 42789-S Screw & washer assy. - 5/16"–18 × 3/4"
  (1)  C4RA-9B777-B Bellcrank & bracket (accelerator) (1) 351421-S20 Washer (bracket to manifold spacer)
  (1) 59A-9826-A Clip (rod end clevis)
 10. C5ZZ-9B843-D contains:
  (1) C5ZZ-7A440-A Bushing (transmission control shaft to transmission rod)
  (1) C4RA-9A702-B Rod assy. (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 72003-S8 Cotter pin
  (1) B7C-9737-A Spring (throttle return) (1) 378027-S2 Clip (throttle spring to manifold)
  (1) 379009-S Grommet (1) 379010-S Washer - No. 10 flat
 11. Kit contents unknown.
 12. C6OZ-9B843-H kit consisted of:
 (1) C5ZZ-7A440-A Bushing (transmission control shaft) (1) B7A-9826-A Clip
 (1) C6OA-9A701-D Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 72003-S8 Cotter pin
 (1) C6OA-9725-R Shaft assembly (accelerator) (1) 377408-S Grommet)
 (1) C6OZ-9741-A Bracket (accelerator retracting spring) (1) 379010-S Washer #10 flat (nylon)
 13. C6OZ-9B843-J kit consisted of:
 (1) C5ZZ-7A440-A Bushing (transmission control shaft) (1) B7A-9826-A Clip
 (1) C6OA-9A701-D Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 72003-S8 Cotter pin
 (1) C6OA-9725-N Shaft assembly (accelerator) (1) 377408-S Grommet)
 (1) C6OZ-9741-A Bracket (accelerator retracting spring) (1) 379010-S Washer #10 flat (nylon)
 14. C6ZZ-9B843-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C6ZA-9A701-A Rod (accelerator shaft to bellcrank)
 (1) C6OZ-9741-A Bracket (accelerator retracting spring)
 (1) B7A-9826-A Clip
 15. C5OZ-9B843-A contains:
  (1) C4RA-9A702-A Rod assy. (accelerator shaft to bellcrank)
  (1) C4RA-9B800-B Arm (accelerator shaft)
  (2) 34656-S Nut - No. 10-32 (accelerator control linkage)
 16. C5ZZ-9B843-C contains:
  (1) C5ZZ-7A440-A Bushing (transmission control shaft to transmission rod)
  (1) C4RA-9A702-B Rod assy. (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 34656-S Nut & washer assy. - No. 10-32
  (1) C4RA-9725-A Shaft assy. (accelerator) (1) 72003-S8 Cotter pin (trunnion shaft)
  (1) C5ZZ-9A846-A Trunnion (accelerator shaft to bellcrank) (1) 379009-S Grommet
  (1) 379010-S Washer - No. 1 (nylon)

Accelerator Kits
(CONTINUED)
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Camshaft, Piston, and Head Gasket Kits

Extra compression on the 289 V8 could be gained by installing 
steel shim head gaskets that were only 0.015" thick. This could 
raise the compression ratio of an early 289 HiPo, which had 
the small combustion chamber size, from 10.5 to 11.0. Gasket 
marked C4RA-6051-A. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Kits were available which featured higher strength pistons. For the 
289, they were identical to the 289 HiPo pistons featuring flat tops 
with valve reliefs. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Valve timing improvement was gained by installation of a 289 High 
Performance C3OZ-6250-C mechanical camshaft. (Courtesy of Ford 
Motor Company)

Notes
 1. Sixteen 289 HiPo valve springs (C3OZ-6513-A) and retainers (C3OZ-6414-A) were required for the camshaft kit. 

Though the stock retainer locking keys (7HA-6518-A) could be reused, it was recommended that new ones be 
installed. Thirty-two were required.

 2. Kit was compatible with stock 221, 260, and early 1965 289 4V (premium-fueled) pistons (flat-tops without valve 
reliefs), if stock head gaskets used. (See last paragraph on page I–143.)

 3. C4OZ-6A257-A kit consisted of:
 (1) C3OZ-6250-C Camshaft (high performance) (1) C3RA-19D531-A Kit (medallion)
 (16) C3OZ-6500-A Lifter (mechanical)
 4. C8DZ-6A257-A kit replaced C4OZ-6A257-A. Consisted of:
 (1) C3OZ-6250-C Camshaft (high performance)
 (16) C3OZ-6500-A Lifter (mechanical)
 5. Not a kit. C3OZ-6108-K pistons were used with the small 1.67" intake valves. These valves used on all 1963/64 

289 HiPo engines before about 4/2/64.
 6. C6AZ-6108-AE kit consisted of eight C3OZ-6108-L 

cast, high strength, flat top pistons. These pis-
tons were used with the 1.78" intake valves, 
and appeared about 4/2/64. The only differ-
ence the C3OZ-6108-L piston exhibited over the 
C3OZ-6108-K piston was the larger intake valve 
reliefs (eyebrows).

 7. Not a kit. C5ZZ-6251-A was a steel shim type head 
gasket designed to increase the compression ratio. 
Ford indicated that the compression ratio increase 
was about one half point. Used only on 289 V8.

Part Number Type Kit Notes Remarks
C4OZ-6A257-A Camshaft 1, 2, 3  mechanical
C8DZ-6A257-A Camshaft 1, 2, 4  mechanical
C3OZ-6108-K Piston 5  289 V8 only

C6AZ-6108-AE Piston 6  289 V8 only
C5ZZ-6251-A Head gasket 7  steel shim
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Distributor, Dual-Point Conversion Kits and Oil Pan Kit

Ignition improvement was obtained with dual point distributors and solid core 
ignition wires. These distributors were designed for wide open throttle opera-
tion only, with no provisions for additional spark advance in cruise (partial 
throttle). Distributors with dual points and vacuum advance would not be available until the introduction of the BOSS 302 in 1970. 

Notes
 1. C4DZ-12050-A kit. Some components could be bought separately under other part numbers. C4OZ-12259-B was 

the spark plug wire set with a steel core. The separaters could be bought under the part numbers B6A-12257-A 
(comb type) and B8Q-12297-A (valve cover mounted). Kit consisted of:

 (1) C3OZ-12127-D (1962/64), or (1) C5OZ-12127-E (1965/67) Distributor (dual point)
 (1) C2FF-12280-A Wire & bracket assembly (distributor to spark plug - L.H.)
 (1) C2FF-12281-A Wire & bracket assembly (distributor to spark plug - R.H.)
 (1) C3RA-19D531-A Kit (medallion)
 (1) 352568-S Plug (3/8"–24 - brass)
 2. C8DZ-12050-A kit used on all 1968 engines with thermactor emissions reduction systems—generally, all cars 

with manual transmissions. Consisted of:
 (1) C7ZZ-12127-K Distributor (dual point)
 (1) C6AF-12280-G Wire & bracket assembly (distributor to spark plug - L.H.)
 (1) C6AF-12281-K Wire & bracket assembly (distributor to spark plug - R.H.)
 (1) 352568-S Plug (3/8"–24 - brass)
 3. D1AZ-12A132-A kit contents similar to C9OZ-12A132-A, D0AZ-12A132-A, and D0AZ-12A132-B.
  D1AZ-12A132-A kit c onsisted of:
 (1) C2FF-12A006-A Spacer
 (1) C0AF-12152-A Plate
 (2) FDS-12171-A Points
 (1) B7A-12177-A Retainer
 (1) FET-12300-A Condenser
 (1) C9AZ-12192-A Spring
 (1) C5AZ-12192-A Spring
 (1) C5AZ-12192-C Spring
 (1) C5AZ-12192-D Spring
 (1) C5AZ-12192-E Spring
 (1) C5AZ-12192-F Spring
 (1) C5VY-12192-A Spring
 (2) D0OZ-12192-A Spring
 (1) FDS-12206-A Conductor
 (2) 34051-S Nut (No. 6–32)
 (2) 34801-S Lockwasher (No. 6)
 (2) 57686-S Screw (No. 8–32 × 5/8")
 4. C4OZ-6675-A kit was a “COBRA” lettered,
  finned aluminum, extra capacity oil pan.
  Besides the oil pan, kit included:
 (18) 42690-S or 42821-S Screw & lockwasher assembly (1/4"–20 × 1")
 (4) 47708-S or 42838-S Screw & lockwasher assembly (5/16"–18 × 11/4")

High capacity “COBRA” 
lettered aluminum oil 
pans kept things cool for 
all-out competition.

Part Number Type Kit Notes Remarks
C4DZ-12050-A Distributor 1  dual-point
C8DZ-12050-A Distributor 2  dual-point

C9OZ-12A132-A Dual-Point Conversion Kit 3
DOAZ-12A132-A Dual-Point Conversion Kit 3
DOAZ-12A132-B Dual-Point Conversion Kit 3
D1AZ-12A132-A Dual-Point Conversion Kit 3

C4OZ-6675-A Oil Pan 4  aluminum
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Clutch and Scattershield Kits

Notes
 1. C3OZ-7A537-A kit used the same components as the 289 HiPo. Kit consisted of:
 (1) C3OZ-7550-F Disc
 (1) C3OZ-7563-A Pressure plate
 2. C8DZ-7A537-A kit replaced C3OZ-7A537-A. Consisted of:
 (1) C7ZZ-7550-B Disc
 (1) C7ZZ-7563-A or C7ZZ-7563-B Pressure plate
 3. C4OZ-6394-A kit was used with 5-bolt bellhousing pattern engines. These engines included all 1962/64 221, 260, 

289, and 289 HiPo V8s. The narrow transmission bolt pattern was used with this scattershield.
  C5ZZ-6394-A was used on 6-bolt 289 and 289 HiPo V8s. It used the wide transmission bolt pattern. The 6-bolt 

289 and 289 HiPo were associated with 1965 and later production years. This scattershield used with the 
160/157-tooth flywheel only.

A cast iron “COBRA” lettered bellhousing acted as a scattershield. 
The “5-bolt” engine blocks used the narrow transmission bolt 
pattern (shown), and the “6-bolt” blocks used the wide pattern. 
(Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

A heavy duty clutch was available and identical to that of the 
289 HiPo. It measured 10.4" in diameter and featured heavy 
duty springs. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Part Number Type Kit Notes Remarks
C3OZ-7A537-A Clutch 1
C8DZ-7A537-A Clutch 2

C4OZ-6394-A Scattershield 3  5-bolt
C5ZZ-6394-A Scattershield 3  6-bolt

Dual-Point Distributor
C5OF-12127-E

Courtesy
of

Ford Motor
Company

Courtesy
of

Ford Motor
Company

Dual-point conversion 
kits allowed single points 
distributors to be con-
verted to dual points. See 
page I–148 for detailed 
instructions.
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Valve Covers, Dress-up, and Medallion Kits

Notes
 1. C3OZ-6A547-A kit. Aluminum. Black crinkle finish with finned top and “COBRA POWERED BY FORD” letter-

ing. Top of fins and lettering natural in color. Used on all 1962/63 221, 260, and 289 engines. Also used on 1964 
260 and 289 non-emission reduction engines (those with road draft tubes). The valve covers did not contain 
either an oil fill hole or a ventilation hole. Used on engines with the oil filler pipe in the front timing chain cover 
and ventilation hole in the rear of the intake manifold. Valve cover kit included attaching hardware. This kit 
also included in the C3OZ-6980-A dress-up kit. Part number for valve cover believed to be C3RA-6582-A.

 2. C4OZ-6A547-A kit. Aluminum. Black crinkle finish with finned top and “COBRA POWERED BY FORD” letter-
ing. Top of fins and lettering natural in color. Used on all 1964 260 and 289 emission reduction (those with PCV 
valves) engines. Contained holes for oil filler pipe and PCV valve. Valve kit included attaching hardware. This kit 
also included in the C4OZ-6980-A dress-up kit. Original part numbers for valve covers were C3RA-6582-B (R.H.) 
and C3RA-6582-C (L.H.). C3RA-6582-B and C3RA-6582-C later replaced by C4RA-6582-A and C5ZZ-6582-B, 
respectively.

 3. C5AZ-6A547-A kit the same as C4OZ-6A547-A. Used on all 1965 289 engines. Consisted of:
 (1) C5ZZ-6582-B Cover (valve - L.H.) [other part number: C3RA-6582-B]
 (1) C4RA-6582-A Cover (valve - R.H.) [other part numbers: C5ZZ-6582-A and C3RA-6582-C]
 (1) 378727-S Grommet (1" - used to plug PCV hole if not used) 
 (12) 20364-S Bolt (1/4"–20 × 7/8")
 (12) 354610-S40 Flatwasher (1/4")
 4. Not a kit. Chrome plated valve cover only.
 5. Original equipment on the 1963 Falcon Sprint. Contained no oil filler or PCV valve holes. Used on left and right 

sides. Also could be used in 1964 on non-emission reduction engines (those with road draft tubes attached to 
rear of intake manifold). Also, used for engine dressup.

 6. Original equipment on 1964 Falcon Sprints and 1964/65 Comet Cyclones. C4DZ-6582-C replaced C4DZ-6582-A 
for 1965. Contained oil filler pipe on left side and PCV valve hole on right side. In 1964, used only on emissions 
reduction engines. (For 1964 non-emission reduction engines, see Note 5.) In 1965, used on both emissions and 
non-emissions reduction engines. (Road draft tube was attached to the right valve cover.)

Part Number Type Kit Notes Remarks
C3OZ-6A547-A Valve Cover 1  Cobra, no oil fill hole
C4OZ-6A547-A Valve Cover 2  Cobra, with oil fill hole
C5AZ-6A547-A Valve Cover 3  Cobra
C3DZ-6582-C Valve Cover 4, 5  chrome, 1962/64
C4DZ-6582-A Valve Cover 4, 6  chrome - R.H., 1964
C4DZ-6582-B Valve Cover 4, 6  chrome - L.H., 1964/65
C4DZ-6582-C Valve Cover 4, 6  chrome - R.H., 1964/65
C6ZZ-6582-A Valve Cover 4, 7  chrome - R.H., 1966
C6ZZ-6582-B Valve Cover 4, 7  chrome - L.H., 1966
C6ZZ-6582-C Valve Cover 4, 8  chrome - R.H., 1966/67
C6ZZ-6582-D Valve Cover 4, 8  chrome - L.H., 1966/67
C6ZZ-6582-H Valve Cover 4, 9  chrome - R.H., 1968/69
C6ZZ-6582-J Valve Cover 4, 9  chrome - L.H., 1968/69
C3OZ-6980-A Dress-up 10  Cobra, 1962-63
C4OZ-6980-A Dress-up 11  Cobra, 1964-65
C4GY-6980-B Dress-up 12  chrome
C4GY-6980-C Dress-up 13  chrome
C6AZ-6980-A Dress-up 14  Cobra
C7OZ-6980-A Dress-up 15  Cobra

C4OZ-19D531-A Medallion 16  Cobra
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 7. In 1966, C6ZZ-6582-A and C6ZZ-6582-B replaced C4DZ-6582-C and C4DZ-6582-B, respectively. Used until about 
May 2, 1966 (late 1966 production). The valve covers incorporated small notches along lower edge to clear T/E 
air log injectors.

 8. Used after about May 2, 1966 (late 1966 production) and through all of 1967 production. Valve covers had a flat 
top, but no lettering (commonly called “square-type” valve covers).

 9. Used in 1968/69 production and beyond. “Powered by Ford” lettering on top of valve cover.
 10. C3OZ-6980-A kit included chrome plated low profile air cleaner, radiator cap, master cylinder cap, oil cap, and 

dipstick. Also included C3OZ-6A547-A (also listed as C4RA-6A547-A) valve cover kit. Kit consisted of:
 (1) C2SZ-2162-A Cap (brake master cylinder)
 (1) C3OZ-6A547-A (C4RA-6A547-A)  Kit (valve cover)
 (1) C3MY-6750-A or C4GY-6750-A  Dipstick (oil level indicator)
 (1) C3ME-6766-A or C3DE-6766-A  Cap (oil filler)
 (1) C2SA-8100-A Cap (radiator)
 (1) C4DF-9600-C Air cleaner
 (1) 370971-S8 Stud (1/4"–20–18 × 3.8")
 11. C4OZ-6980-A kit part numbers unknown. Same as C3OZ-6980-A, except C4OZ-6A547-A valve cover kit included 

vice C3OZ-6A547-A. Not used with closed emissions reduction system.
 12. C4GY-6980-B chrome conversion kit offered by Mercury for its 1964 non-Cyclone Comets. Used on emissions 

reduction engines (those with PCV valve). Consisted of:
 (1) C4DZ-6582-A Cover (valve - R.H.)
 (1) C4DZ-6582-B Cover (valve - L.H.)
 (2) C2OZ-6584-A Gasket (valve cover)
 (1) C4GY-6750-A Dipstick (oil level indicator)
 (1) C3MY-6766-B Cap (oil - open emissions reduction)
  Note: For closed emission reduction, use C4DZ-6766-B oil filler cap.
 (1) C2SZ-8100-A Cap (radiator)
 (1) C4GY-9661-A Cover (standard air cleaner - chrome plated)
 (1) 378766-S Grommet (for PCV valve)
 13. C4GY-6980-C chrome conversion kit offered by Mercury for its 1964 non-Cyclone Comets. Used on non-emissions 

reduction engines (those with road draft tubes). These engines had the oil filler pipe in the front timing chain 
cover and road draft tube attached to the rear of the intake manifold. C4GY-6980-C kit the same as C4GY-6980-B, 
except a C2SZ-6766-A oil filler cap was substituted and a 378727-S grommet was added. The grommet plugged 
the hole in the right hand valve cover.

 14. C6AZ-6980-A kit designed for use with closed emissions reduction system (hose between oil filler cap and air 
cleaner). Consisted of:

 (1) C5AA-2162-B Cap (master cylinder)
 (1) C5ZZ-6582-B Cover (valve - L.H.)
 (1) C4RA-6582-A Cover (valve - R.H.)
 (1) C5OZ-6750-A Dipstick (oil level indicator)
 (1) C4DZ-6766-C Cap (oil filler)
 (1) C2SZ-8100-A Cap (radiator)
 (1) C5OF-9600-C Air cleaner (also listed as C5ZZ-9600-W)
 (1) C4RA-9A616-A Cap (air cleaner outlet tube)
 (12) 20364-S8 Bolt (1/4"–20 × 7/8")
 (12) 354610-S40 Flatwasher (1/4")
 (1) 37091-S8 Stud (1/4"–20–18 × 3.8")
 (1) 378727-S Grommet (1" - to plug PCV hole in valve cover if not used)
 15. C7OZ-6980-A kit the same as C6AZ-6980-A, except the master cylinder cap was deleted from listing.
 16. C4OZ-19D531-A Cobra medallion kit consisted of two C3RA-19D531-A medallions designed to be mounted 

anywhere on the car body by using the spring nuts provided.
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Complete dressup kits for the engine com partment 
included a chrome-plated air cleaner, oil cap, radiator 
cap, brake master cylinder cap and oil dipstick handle. 
Through the years, the kit was updated with the ap-
propriate 289 HiPo styled valve covers, air cleaner, 
master cylinder cap, oil cap, and dipstick. These 
updates matched those items available for regular 
production cars. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

“COBRA” lettered valve covers were available to dressup the engine compartment. Early valve covers had no oil filler holes (left). 
Later valve covers, used on most 1964 and all 1965 & up engines, incorporated an oil filler pipe on the left side and a PCV hole on 
the other side (right). Included in the kits were 12 bolts to attach the covers. (Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)

Valve Covers, Dress-up, and Medallion Kits
(CONTINUED)

Many of the “COBRA” kits included special 
medallions that could be mounted anywhere on 
the car’s body using the spring nuts provided. 
(Courtesy of Ford Motor Company)
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Viscous Fans

Notes
 1. Viscous fans were commonly used with air conditioning, and could also be used on high performance engines. 

This option had been offered on the 406 and 427 HiPos, and on the 1965 Comet 289 HiPo. In 1966, Ford made 
another pitch for the viscous fan as a performance improvement. In reality, any viscous fan used with the air 
conditioning option was a good choice as a performance fan. (See Appendix F, page F–5 for fan descriptions.) The 
de-clutching effect of the viscous type fan at high rpm increased horsepower by about two percent.

 2. Fan C3OZ-8600-D and viscous clutch C5GY-8A616-A were used on the 1965 Comet 289 HiPo, if the power fan 
option was selected.

 3. By the time Ford advocated the viscous fan as a performance boost, the C4OZ-8600-D fan was being used on  
all late 1966 Fairlanes, Comets, Falcons, and Mustangs equipped with air conditioning.

 4. In 1966, all Fairlanes, Comets, and Falcons were using the C6OZ-8A616-D clutch. The Mustang was still using 
the C4AZ-8A616-C clutch, but it would later be replaced by the C6OZ-8A616-D clutch.

C4OZ-8600-D fan (marked C6OE-G)
with

C6OZ-8A616-D viscous clutch (marked E-C6OE-G)

Part Number Notes Remarks
C3OZ-8600-D 1, 2  1965 HiPo Comet viscous fan

C5GY-8A616-A 1. 2  1965 HiPo Comet viscous clutch
C4OZ-8600-D 1, 3  viscous fan

C6OZ-8A616-D 1, 4  viscous clutch
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Ford even offered dealer installed 
Lake Pipes as shown in this Owner’s 
Manual for the 1964 Fairlane.

Exhaust System Kits
Dual exhaust kits were available for the 1963/65 Falcon/Comet, as well as 1965/66 Mustangs. In addition, a hot-

rod “Lake” exhaust kit was also available.

Notes
 1. C4DZ-5210-A kit included left side pipe, two straight-through, 4-inch, glass-pack mufflers, clamps and cap (see 

picture below). Instructions (see Instruction Sheet) called for cutting and capping cross-over pipe and installing a 
new left side system. Original equipment muffler was also replaced with one of the glass-packs. Not available 
on convertibles due to interference with convertible undercarriage reinforcement. Original exhaust manifolds 
retained as the 289 HiPo manifolds would not fit in the small Falcon/Comet engine compartment.

 2. C5ZZ-5210-A kit replaced by C5ZZ-5210-B. Parts listings unknown.
 3. C4AZ-5C246-A kit consisted of:
 (2) B9TT-5A231-A Clamp assembly (muffler outlet pipe)
 (2) C2RA-5C243-A Cap (scavenger pipe) 
 (2) C0RA-5C244-A Retainer (inlet pipe insulator) 
 (2) C2RA-9450-A Gasket (manifold crossover pipe) 
 (4) C3AA-5252-A Clamp assembly (muffler inlet) 
 (4) C3OA-5252-C Clamp assembly (muffler inlet) 
 (1) C3RA-5C252-A Installation pipe assembly 
 (1) C3RA-5C253-A Extension assembly (right-hand pipe) 
 (1) C3RA-5C254-A Extension assembly (left-hand pipe) 
 (2) C2RA-5261-A Bracket & insulator assembly (rear) 
 (2) C3RA-5C261-A Tee assembly (scavenger) 
 (2) C2RA-5A281-A Clamp assembly (muffler inlet pipe) 
 (4) 20408-S13 Bolt (3/8"–16 × 1 1/8") 
 (4) 34827-S13 Washer (lock type, 3/8") 
 (4) 40197-S Screw (self tapping hex-head, 3/8"–16)

In 1964, Ford offered a Falcon 
dual exhaust con version kit C4DZ-
5210-A for its V8s. The kit used 
the right half of the stock exhaust 
system, except the muffler was re-
placed with a glass-pack style muf-
fler. The stock cross-over pipe was 
cut and capped, and a new left side 
pipe was bolted to the left exhaust 
manifold. At the rear, another glass-
pack muffler, like on the right-hand 
side, was installed. Not available for 
the convertible.

!

Part Number Notes Remarks
C4DZ-5210-A 1  1963/65 Falcon
C5ZZ-5210-A 2  1965/66 Mustang
C5ZZ-5210-B 2  1965/66 Mustang

C4AZ-5C246-A 3  Hot Rod Lake Pipes

Designed  exclusively  for  Fords  by  Ford  experts

THE  PERFORMANCE  LINE

1968 Cobra Parts and Accessories Catalog

In the late 1960s, the availability of high performance options for the 289 was exceptional. Ford came out with its 
own concept of staged performance and produced a “Muscle Parts” catalog with information and parts to impli-
ment the program.

Many of these parts had their origins in Cobra kits that had been first offered in 1964. Toward the late 1960s, the 
Cobra brand name was used to market high performance components through Shelby Parts Company, Inc. out of 
Torrance, California. By 1969, the Cobra name was back with Ford and the same performance parts were sold under 
the Shelby name through Autosports Products in Livonia, Michigan, and Gardena, California. A short time later, the 
part numbers would change from the Ford/Shelby format to a 4-digit numbering system.

Holman and Moody, though heavily into NASCAR-style racing, did not neglect the small block V8 used in road 
racing. H&M also had a significant line of high performance parts.

But, only Ford, through its Muscle Parts program had an integrated approach to performance. It called this ap-
proach “Staged Performance.” The idea was to fit many budgets and performance desires. Although the staged 
approach had a nice ring to it, one really needed to decide on the end game for the performance level desired. If 
not, when desiring to go higher up the performance ladder, some stages had to be completely revamped to support 
the higher level of performance. For example, all out performance was going to require a “hot” mechanical cam, 
rather than a high performance hydraulic version, requiring a revisit to stage 2 component selection. Nevertheless, 
the concept was a great improvement in yielding well matched components to support desired performance levels.

In this section, the significant parts lists for small block performance options will be listed from the late 1960s 
with a closer look at Ford’s Muscle Parts Program.

1969 Shelby High Performance Parts Catalog
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Introduction to Late 1960s Performance
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Holman and Moody HP Parts List
(7-1-69)

Restrictions Description Qty. Part Number $ (List) $ (Dealer)

ENGINE ASSEMBLY

289 High Output
Blueprinted

4V High Output Engine, forged flat pistons, 
Holman & Moody camshaft and kit, large 
valves. Complete with flywheel, clutch and 
fuel pump - less bellhousing, starter and 
alternator

1 C5HM-6007-A2 2,082.00 P.O.R.

Custom built 289 Race Engine 1 C5HM-6007-A3 P.O.R. P.O.R.

Custom built 302 Race Engine 1 C8HM-6007-B2 P.O.R. P.O.R.

SHORT BLOCK ASSEMBLY

289 stock high performance, blueprinted. 
Includes flywheel and harmonic damper, less 
camshaft

1 C8HM-6009-4 864.00 708.55

Custom built 289 race 1 C8HM-6009-5 P.O.R. P.O.R.

Custom built 302 race 1 C8HM-6009-B2 P.O.R. P.O.R.

CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

Specify cc of 
combustion chamber

Head Assy., 289-302 flattop piston, valves and 
Holman & Moody springs and retainers. Valve 
sizes:

Intake: 1.875"
Exhaust: 1.600"

2 C5HM-6A049-1 174.15 149.60

Specify cc of 
combustion chamber

Head Assy., 289-302-351 Holman & Moody  
springs and retainers. Ford sizes:
(351) will accept pop-up piston.

Intake: 1.875"
Exhaust: 1.540"

2 C9HM-6A049-2 120.00 96.00

Head Assy., 289-302-351, recontoured ports 
and combustion chamber, complete with:

8 - C8HM-6505-1 Exhaust Valve: 1.6"
8 - C9HM-6507-A Intake Valve: 1.98"
8 - H&M valve springs and retainers
4 - C9HM-6562-1 Push Rod Guides
8 - C3OZ-6A527-A Stud, 289 HiPer

2 C9HM-6A049-3 232.00 186.00

HEAD GASKET

Special Gasket, 4.000" bore. Use with C8HM-
6051-1 seal

2 C6HM-6051-2 3.55 2.85

Special torquing 
sequence, data 
enclosed in package 
must be followed

Flexitallic Sealing Ring, 4.000" bore. Use 
with C6HM-6051-2 gasket.

thickness uncompressed .055"
thickness compressed .050"

8 C8HM-6051-1 2.40 1.90

Holman and Moody, along with Carroll Shelby and others, were not only supporting racing, but also providing 
the public with performance parts. What follows is part of Holman and Moody’s 1969 High Performance Parts List
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Restrictions Description Qty. Part Number $ (List) $ (Dealer)

PISTON

Piston & Pin Assy., 289 flattop, notched, and 
forged: 5/64" rings.

8 C4HM-6108-2 9.00 6.50

Piston & Pin Assy., 289 pop-up, notched, and 
forged: 1/16" rings.

8 C5HM-6108-2 15.00 12.00

Must be used with 289 
rod only.

Piston & Pin Assy., 302 pop-up, notched, and 
forged.

8 C9HM-6108-2 15.00 12.00

Custom built. Specify 
wrist pin bore, location 
and diameter

Piston. 289-302 Special, pop-up, notched, and 
forged: 1/16" rings.

8 C8HM-6110-3 P.O.R. P.O.R.

PISTON RING SET

Ring set includes:
8 - 4.000" × 5/64" top rings.
8 - 4.000" × 5/64" second rings.
8 - 4.000" × 3/16" oil rings.
16 - scraper rings.

1 C5HM-6149-2 24.78 16.09

Ring set includes: (4.000" × 1/16")
8 - top rings.
8 - second rings.
8 - oil rings.
16 - scraper rings.

1 C5HM-6149-1 34.62 20.79

CAMSHAFT

Use with Holman & 
Moody valve train kit 
(6A251) as specified 
for type of engine.

Street & Track (310), mechanical tappet, 
power range: 2-7000 rpm.
(40-70, 75-35, 290°, .480").

1 C4HM-6250-2 70.00 55.00

Use with Holman & 
Moody valve train kit 
(6A251) as specified 
for type of engine.

Hi-Torque (882), mechanical tappet,
power range: 3-8000 rpm.
(44-70, 78-42, 300°, .505").

1 C4HM-6250-3 70.00 55.00

Use with Holman & 
Moody valve train kit 
(6A251) as specified 
for type of engine.

Top Eliminator (X11), mechanical tappet, 
power range: 4-8000 rpm.
(48-82, 86-44, 310°, .535").

1 C4HM-6250-4 70.00 55.00

Use with Holman & 
Moody valve train kit 
(6A251) as specified 
for type of engine.

Street & Strip (XX), hydraulic tappet,
power range: 2-6000 rpm.
(30-70, 75-25, 280°, .480").

1 C8HM-6250-1 70.00 55.00

Use with Holman & 
Moody valve train kit 
(6A251) as specified 
for type of engine.

Street & Strip (300), hydraulic tappet, power 
range: 3-7000 rpm.
(45-75, 75-45, 300°, .480").

1 C8HM-6250-2 70.00 55.00

P.O.R. - price on request
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Holman and Moody HP Parts List
(7-1-69) (continued)

Restrictions Description Qty. Part Number $ (List) $ (Dealer)

VALVE TRAIN KIT

Spring Height
1.800"

Mechanical Tappet. Use on all 289 high 
performance and 1963-65 standard 289 
engines. Includes:

16 - C2HM-6500-3 Tappet
16 - C6HM-6513-4 Spring
16 - C7HM-6514-2 Retainer

1 C4HM-6A251-1 63.00 50.40

Spring Height
1.688"

NOTE: 1969 302 
standard engine rocker 
studs must be replaced 
with C3OZ-6A527-A 
289 High Performance 
studs.

Mechanical Tappet. Use on 1966/up 289-302 
standard engines. Includes:

16 - C2HM-6500-3 Tappet
16 - C7HM-6513-2 Spring
16 - C4HM-6514-4 Retainer

1 C4HM-6A251-5D 60.00 48.00

Spring Height
1.800"

Hydraulic Tappet. All 289 high performance 
and 1963-65 standard 289 engines. Includes:

16 - C8HM-6500-2 Tappet
16 - C6HM-6513-4 Spring
16 - C7HM-6514-2 Retainer

1 C8HM-6A251-5B 66.00 52.80

Spring Height
1.688"

NOTE: 1969 302 
standard engine rocker 
studs must be replaced 
with C3OZ-6A527-A 
289 High Performance 
studs.

Hydralic Tappet. Use on 1966/up 289-302 
standard engines. Includes:

16 - C8HM-6500-2 Tappet
16 - C7HM-6513-2 Spring
16 - C4HM-6514-4 Retainer

1 C8HM-6A251-BD 62.00 50.00

TIMING CHAIN

Non-stretch 1 C9HM-6268-3 6.55 5.25

CRANKSHAFT

Custom built. Sold 
only with block assy.

289 high performance, tufftrited and ground to 
clearance

1 C8HM-6303-1 195.00 155.00

Custom built. Sold 
only with block assy.

302, tufftrited and ground to clearance 1 C8HM-6303-2 198.00 157.00

VALVE, EXHAUST

289 high performance 1.625" head diameter, chromed stem 8 C5HM-6505-1 4.70 3.75

351 head 1.6" head diameter, chromed stem 8 C8HM-6505-1 6.40 5.00

VALVE, INTAKE

289 high performance 1.875" head diameter, chromed stem 8 C5HM-6507-2 3.75 3.00

351 head 1.98" head diameter, chromed stem 8 C9HM-6507-1 4.85 4.00

VALVE STEM SEAL

Teflon, 11/32", set of 16 1 C5HM-6571-2 16.00 12.00
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Restrictions Description Qty. Part Number $ (List) $ (Dealer)

OIL PUMP KIT

All 289-302
Large rotor conversion. Includes:

1 - C6HM-6606-1 Cover, anodized alum.
1 - C6HM-6608-1 Rotor Assembly

1 C9HM-6A608-2 25.25 20.20

OIL PAN

All 289, 302
7 qt., baffled. Will accept Holman & Moody 
windage tray.

1 C7HM-6675-2 56.00 45.00

WINDAGE TRAY

Special mounting studs 
included

289, 302 1 C8HM-6C675-3 31.00 25.00

REAR MAIN SEAL

289, 302 Neoprene, hi-temp resistant 2 C7HM-6701-2 3.00 2.00

OIL FILTER

Oil filter, low resistance 1 C9HM-6714-2 13.25 8.50

FUEL PUMP

All engines 5 lb., hi-volume 1 C4HM-9350-1 14.50 11.90

All engines
8 lb., competition only, 100% inspected and 
x-rayed.

1 C8HM-9350-2 51.15 45.50

INTAKE MANIFOLD

289, 302 4V Hi-riser, 3 barrel pattern standard, alum. 1 C8HM-9424-2 68.00 45.00

289, 302 8V Hi-riser, Phase II, race, aluminum 1 C8HM-9424-3 78.00 55.00

CARBURETION

Carburetor, 4V, 600 cfm, 1-14 1 C7HM-9510-1 44.00 35.20

Two used on 8V setup Carburetor, 4V, 600 cfm, C4AZ-A 2 C8HM-9510-2 59.30 47.45

Repair Kit, 1-14, 85-R647 A/R C7HM-9590-2 8.40 6.75

Repair Kit, C4AZ-A, 85-1041 A/R C7HM-9590-3 9.65 7.70

IGNITION

289, 302
Distributor assy., dual point, blueprinted per 
customer specifications

1 C5HM-12127-3 45.00 35.00

289, 302
Distributor assy., dual point, tach drive, 
(Mallory)

1 C8HM-12127-2 79.95 38.00

289, 302
Kit, distributor. Includes: cap, rotor and
wire harness.

1 C5HM-12A127-3 52.00 42.00

P.O.R. - price on request
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Cobra-Shelby HP Parts List
(1968-1969)

Engine Description Part Number $ (1968) $ (1969)

ENGINE ASSEMBLY

289

Race engine. Complete except for fuel pump, air cleaner, 
alternator, starter, fan, fan belt, and engine mounts.
350 hp@6750, 312 ft-lbs@3800. 4V Holley 715 cfm.
solid cam, 284° intake, 284° exhaust, .445" lift

GFJA-6007-C 2396.15

289

Race engine. Complete except for fuel pump, air cleaner, 
alternator, starter, fan, fan belt, and engine mounts.
390 hp@6750, 341 ft-lbs@3800. Four 2V Weber 48 IDA.
solid cam, 289° intake, 289° exhaust, .508" lift

GFJA-6007-D 2760.50

289

Race engine. Complete except for fuel pump, air cleaner, 
alternator, starter, fan, fan belt, and engine mounts.
395 hp@6750, 330 ft-lbs@3800. Four 2V Weber 48 IDA.
roller cam, 298° intake, 289° exhaust, .485" lift

GFJA-6007-E 2942.65

CAMSHAFT

221, 260, 
289 302

Street, 6000 rpm
Hydraulic, 262° intake, 262° exhaust, .446" lift

GFJD-6250-C 49.95 50.00

with lifters GFJK-6250-E 81.95 104.50

with lifters and springs (1968-69 302 before L4) GFJK-6250-E 98.90 130.50

with lifters and springs (1969 302 L4) 302K-6250-F 130.50

221, 260, 
289 302

High Performance, 6500 rpm
Solid, 272° intake, 272° exhaust, .450" lift

GFJD-6250-J 26.95 42.50

with lifters GFJK-6250-G 44.95 98.50

with lifters and springs (1968-69 302 before L4) GFJK-6250-H 59.95 98.50

with lifters and springs (1969 302 L4) 302K-6250-H 98.50

221, 260, 
289 302

Road and Drag, 3000-6800 rpm (eyebrow pistons required)
Solid, 284° intake, 284° exhaust, .445" lift

GFJD-6250-A 59.50 77.50

with lifters GFJK-6250-D 77.50 107.50

with lifters and springs (1968-69 302 before L4) GFJK-6250-A 95.50 133.50

with lifters and springs (1969 302 L4) 302K-6250-A 133.50

221, 260, 
289 302

Super Road & Drag, 4000-7000 rpm (eyebrow pistons required)
Solid, 289° intake, 289° exhaust, .508" lift

GFJD-6250-B 64.95 87.50

with lifters GFJK-6250-C 84.45 117.60

with lifters and springs GFJK-6250-D 100.95 161.50

221, 260, 
289 302

Supersnake Dragster 291°, over 5000 rpm
Solid, 291° intake, 291° exhaust, .522" lift
Shelby GFJK-6108-B pistons recommended

GFJD-6250-E 100.00

with lifters GFJK-6250-L 130.00

with lifters and springs GFJK-6250-M 174.00

Designed  exclusively  for  Fords  by  Ford  experts

THE  PERFORMANCE  LINE

1968 Cobra Parts and Accessories Catalog

1969 Shelby High Performance Parts Catalog

1968 prices from the Cobra Parts & Accessories Catalog. 1969 prices from the Shelby High Performance Parts Catalog.
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Engine Description Part Number $ (1968) $ (1969)

CYLINDER HEAD

289
Stock 289 HiPo. With valves, racing springs and retainers.

1.78" intake, 1.45" exhaust, 47.5 cc chamber
GFJK-6049-D 240.00

bare head GFJA-6049-A 56.65

289
Drag race. With valves, racing springs and retainers

1.875" intake, 1.600" exhaust, 47.5 cc chamber
.040" milled from stock (mill intake .069" bottom, .049" side)

GFJK-6049-A 364.50 379.60

289

Road race. With valves, racing springs and retainers
1.875" intake, 1.600" exhaust, 47.0 cc chamber
.050" milled from stock, ported & polished, welded water port
(mill intake .086" bottom, .062" side)

GFJK-6049-B 520.85

289
351 Head. With valves, racing springs and retainers

1.938" intake, 1.600" exhaust, 56 cc chamber
.050" milled from stock (mill intake .086" bottom, .062" side)

351K-6049-A 535.00

289
351 Head. With valves, racing springs and retainers

2.19" intake, 1.71" exhaust, 58 cc chamber
.050" milled from stock (mill intake .086" bottom, .062" side)

351K-6049-B 550.00

INDUCTION

221, 260, 
289, 302

Cobra single 4-V intake with Holley 600 cfm standard bowls CFJK-9423-C 119.50

Shelby single 4-V intake with Holley 600 cfm standard bowls SFJK-9423-C 165.00

Cobra, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets CFJK-9423-D 119.50

Shelby, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets SFJK-9423-D 165.00

Cobra single 4-V intake only CFJK-9424-D 64.95

Shelby single 4-V intake only SFJK-9424-C 100.00

Cobra, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets CFJK-9424-C 64.95

Shelby, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets SFJK-9424-D 100.00

221, 260, 
289, 302

Cobra (2) 4-V intake with (2) Holley 600 cfm standard bowls CFJK-9423-A 223.00

Shelby (2) 4-V intake with (2) Holley 600 cfm standard bowls SFJK-9423-A 317.50

Cobra, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets CFJK-9423-B 223.00

Shelby, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets SFJK-9423-B 317.50

fuel log kit GFJA-9330-B 14.00

linkage kit GFJA-9785-G 4.85 8.00

Cobra (2) 4-V intake only CFJK-9424-A 79.95

Shelby (2) 4-V intake only SFJK-9424-A 125.00

Cobra, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets CFJK-9424-B 79.95

Shelby, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets SFJK-9424-B 125.00

221, 260, 
289, 302

Cobra Weber intake with (4) 2-V Weber 48 IDA-1 CFJK-9423-E 595.00

Shelby Weber intake with (4) 2-V Weber 48 IDA-1 SFJK-9423-E 595.00

Cobra Weber intake only, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets CFJK-9424-B 149.95

Shelby Weber intake only, for milled heads with steel shim gaskets SFJK-9424-A 150.00

289

Shelby RAM box 4V only 289K-9424-A 220.00

for milled heads with steel shim gaskets 289K-9424-B 220.00

Shelby RAM box 8V only 289K-9424-C 220.00

for milled heads with steel shim gaskets 289K-9424-D 220.00

linkage kit for 8V GFJA-9785-H 24.00
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Cobra-Shelby HP Parts List
(1968-1969) (continued)

Engine Description Part Number $ (1968) $ (1969)

CARBURETOR

221, 260,
289, 302

Holley 4V, 460 cfm, R1848, standard bowl, 11/2" throttle.
Use (2) with (2) 4V intake. Vacuum secondary.

GIMD-9510-E 53.00 64.00

Holley 4V, 600 cfm, R1850, standard bowl, 19/16" throttle.
Use with 4V intake. Vacuum secondary.

GIMD-9510-D 53.00 63.80

repair kit for R1848 and R1850 G1MK-9590-B 8.00

289, 302
Holley 4V, 650 cfm, R4777, cathedral bowl, 111/16" throttle.
Use with 4V intake. Mechanical secondary.

GIMD-9510-X 97.50

repair kit for R4777 G1MK-9590-J 16.20

289, 302
Holley 4V, 660 cfm, R4224, standard bowl, 111/16" throttle.
Use (2) with RAM box 8V. Mechanical secondary.

GIMD-9510-T 95.60

repair kit for R4224 G1MK-9590-G 19.85

289, 302
Holley 4V, 850 cfm, R4223, cathedral bowl, 13/4" throttle.
Use with RAM box 4V. All out drag race usage.

GIMD-9510-S 148.05

repair kit for R4223 G1MK-9590-H 15.65

260, 289
Weber 48 IDA-1 GIMA-9510-A 100.00 100.00

gasket set G1MD-9502-A 2.00 2.00

AIR CLEANER

All 14" diameter, (1) 4V GIMD-9600-B 21.95 20.00

289 6½" diameter, Carter AFB GIMD-9600-A 6.65

289, 302

(2) 4V, for Holleys on 8 9/16" centers, oval, Cobra CFMK-9600-C 28.00

(2) 4V, for Holleys on 8 9/16" centers, oval, Shelby SFMK-9600-C 38.50

(1) 4V, for Holley, oval, Shelby SFMK-9600-D 38.50

air filter, oval SFMD-9601-A 8.20

DISTRIBUTOR

221, 260, 
289, 302

Dual point GFJA-12127-B 35.00

OIL PAN

221, 260, 
289, 302

Aluminum, 6½ quarts, Cobra CFJK-6675-A 81.10

221, 260, 
289, 302

Aluminum, 6½ quarts, Shelby SFJK-6675-A 85.00

221, 260, 
289, 302

Steel, 8 quarts CFJK-6675-B 107.70 225.00

VALVE COVERS

221, 260, 
289, 302

Finned, die-cast aluminum, oil filler & PCV, complete, Cobra CFJK-6582-B 29.95

221, 260, 
289, 302

Finned, die-cast aluminum, oil filler & PCV, complete, Shelby SFJK-6582-A 39.50
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Engine Description Part Number $ (1968) $ (1969)

ENGINE DRESS UP

221, 260, 
289, 302

Cobra finned aluminum valve covers, chrome 14" air cleaner, oil 
cap, radiator cap, gaskets, and plated bolts 

GFJK-6980-A 58.95

221, 260, 
289, 302

Shelby finned aluminum valve covers, chrome 14" air cleaner, oil 
cap, radiator cap, gaskets, and plated bolts 

SFJK-6980-A 60.75

HEAD GASKET

260, 289, 
302

Steel shim, .030" thick, adds ½ point to compression, set of 2 GFJK-6051-A 5.45 7.50

PISTON

289, 302

Race pistons, flyout cut for clearance of large valves,
adds one point to compression

GFJD-6108-A 6.90

set of 8 GFJK-6108-A 55.20 122.00

set of piston rings, 5/64" compression rings, 3/16" oil rings GFJK-6148-B 31.95

VALVE SPRINGS

260, 289, 
302

Large diameter spring with reverse dampener for harmonic 
control. Good to 7000 rpm.

GFJD-6513-B 1.20 1.62

set of 16 GFJK-6513-B 19.20 26.00

260, 289, 
302

Inner and outer, two-spring system. Includes aluminum alloy 
retainer. Good to 8000 rpm.

GFJD-6513-A 2.50 2.75

set of 16 GFJK-6513-A 40.00 44.00

aluminum alloy retainer sold as a set GFJK-6514-A 17.00

VALVES

289, 302
Intake, 1.875" diameter, chrome-plated stem.
For Drag Racing and Road Racing cylinder heads.

GFJK-6507-A 3.95

289, 302
Exhaust, 1.600" diameter, chrome-plated stem.
For Drag Racing and Road Racing cylinder heads.

GFJK-6505-A 5.85

ROCKER ARM STUDS

260, 289, 
302

Treaded rocker arm studs. For rpm above 6000. GFJD-6527-A .83 1.15

set of 16 GFJK-6527-A 13.20 18.50

ROCKER GUIDE PLATES

289, 302
For rail rocker type heads with round holes.
Require threaded rocker arm studs.

GFJK-6566-A 11.80

VALVE STEM OIL SEALS

289, 302
Floating action teflon seal. Spring loaded for a positive seal.
Requires GFMK-6A574-A installation tool.

GFMK-6574-A 13.50

SCATTERSHIELD

289, 302 6-bolt. High-strength alloy steel GFJD-6394-A 125.00

CLUTCH

289, 302

10½" disc, bonded #1488 Raybestos, spring hub (small flywheel) GFJD-7550-B 42.00

10½" disc, semi-metallic, rigid hub (small flywheel) GFJD-7550-C 55.50

11" disc, bonded #1488 Raybestos, spring hub (large flywheel) GFJD-7550-D 45.00

11" disc, semi-metallic, rigid hub (large flywheel) GFJD-7550-E 59.00

10½" pressure plate (small flywheel) GFJD-7563-A 53.25 75.00

pressure plate and disc set (small flywheel) GFJK-7537-A 73.00

11" pressure plate (large flywheel) GFMD-7563-A 85.00
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Cobra-Shelby HP Parts List
(1968-1969) (continued)

Engine Description Part Number $ (1968) $ (1969)

ENGINE KIT

289, 302

325 hp. Includes:
GFJA-6049-A Drag Race Cylinder Heads
CFJK-9423-D 4-V High Riser Induction w/600 cfm carburetor
GFJK-6250-D Road & Drag Camshaft & Lifters
GFJK-6108-A Flycut Race Pistons
GFJK-9428-D Tuned Headers w/Extensions
CFJK-6582-B Valve Covers
GFJK-6051-A Steel Shim Head Gaskets
GFJA-12127-B Dual Point Distributor

CFJK-6044-A 813.95

289, 302

271 hp. Includes:
GFJA-6049-D High Performance Cylinder Heads
GFJK-6250-G High Performance Camshaft & Lifters
GFJK-6108-A Flycut Race Pistons
GFJK-6051-A Steel Shim Head Gaskets

CFJK-6044-B 344.90

SUPERCHARGER

260, 289 Complete. For 1965-66 cars without power steering or thermactor GFJK-9102-D 435.00

Power steering adaptor kit, Eaton pump GFJK-9103-B 25.00

289, 302 Complete. For 1967-68 cars without power steering or thermactor GFJK-9102-C 435.00

Power steering adaptor kit, Ford pump GFJK-9103-A 25.00

Part Number Quantity Price Total

C9OZ-6049-F 2 $56.10 $112.20
C8OZ-6051-B 2 3.30 6.60
C8OZ-6065-A 10 .30 3.00
C8OZ-6065-B 10 .30 3.00
C9OZ-6108-AA 4 11.00 44.00
C9OZ-6109-B 4 10.00 40.00
C9OZ-6148-A 4 9.35 37.40
C3OZ-6200-C 8 11.10 88.80
C8AZ-6200-A 8 8.30 66.40
C9OZ-6200-B 8 11.50 92.00
C3OZ-6211-M 16 1.00 16.00
C3OZ-6250-C 1 27.35 27.35
C7FE-6250-A 1 27.55 27.55
C9OZ-6250-C 1 27.35 27.35
C3OZ-6303-B 1 103.75 103.75
C8AZ-6303-A 1 98.50 98.50
C3OZ-6306-A 1 6.00 6.00
C5OZ-6316-C 1 16.90 16.90
C8AZ-6316-A 1 12.95 12.95
C9ZZ-6316-B 1 22.75 22.75
C3AZ-6333-AA 4 1.30 5.20
C3AZ-6333-P 3 1.30 3.90
C3AZ-6333-R 1 1.40 1.40
C3AZ-6337-P 1 3.30 3.30
C3AZ-6337-AA 1 3.30 3.30
C3OZ-6A360-A 1 2.70 2.70

Part Number Quantity Price Total

C3OZ-6500-A 16 $1.75 $28.00
C9OZ-6500-A 16 3.10 49.60
C9OZ-6505-A 8 2.15 17.20
C9OZ-6505-AA 8 4.85 38.80
C9OZ-6507-A 8 1.70 13.60
C9OZ-6507-AA 8 2.70 21.60
C3AZ-6513-B 16 1.65 26.40
C9OZ-6513-A 16 N/A N/A
C9OZ-6513-C 16 1.75 28.00
C7AZ-6514-A 16 .26 4.16
C9OZ-6514-D 16 .24 3.84
C9OZ-6514-E 16 .24 3.84
B3Q-6515-A 16 .21 2.56
C9ZZ-6518-A 32 .10 3.20
C9OZ-6524-B 16 .50 8.00
C3OZ-6A527-B 16 .93 14.88
C2OZ-6A528-C 16 .22 3.52
C2DZ-6A529-A 16 .25 4.00

Part Number Quantity Price Total

C9OZ-6A564-B 8 $.45 $3.60
C2OZ-6564-A 16 1.35 21.60
C6OZ-6564-B 16 1.00 16.00
C2OZ-6565-B 16 .53 8.48
C9OZ-6565-B 16 .55 8.80
C9OZ-6565-F 16 .60 9.60
C7AZ-6571-B 16 .14 2.24
C3OZ-7A537-A 1 50.45 50.45
C8DZ-7A527-A 1 50.45 50.45
C8AZ-9510-AD 1 59.50 59.50
C9OZ-9424-D 1 80.00 80.00
C3AZ-9433-H 1 2.20 2.20
C9OZ-9433-A 1 2.35 2.35
C5ZZ-9600-W 1 29.85 29.85
C5OZ-12127-E 1 33.50 33.50
D0AZ-12A132-B 1 13.20 13.20
C4OZ-12259-C 1 11.50 11.50
45218-S8 16 .02 .32

The 1969 Ford Muscle Parts Program is 
covered on pages 142-152, But a summary 
of prices (1969) and the program are 
included below and on the facing page.

289-302 Ford Muscle Parts Program (1969)
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Stages  IMPRESSOR KIT Added  CONTROLLER KIT Added  DOMINATOR KIT Added
Part Number Decription HP Part Number Decription HP Part Number Decription HP

STAGE 1 31 31 31
Carburetor C8AZ-9510-AD 4V 600 cfm C8AZ-9510-AD 4V 600 cfm C8AZ-9510-AD 4V 600 cfm
Manifold C9OZ-9424-D Aluminum Hi-Riser C9OZ-9424-D Aluminum Hi-Riser C9OZ-9424-D Aluminum Hi-Riser
Air Cleaner C5ZZ-9600-W 360° Inlet C5ZZ-9600-W 360° Inlet C5ZZ-9600-W 360° Inlet
Intake Manifold Gasket Kit C3AZ-9433-H 289 Intake C9OZ-9433-A 351 (Note 1) C9OZ-9433-A 351 (Note 1)

STAGE 2 40 40 59
Cam C9OZ-6250-C Hydraulic C9OZ-6250-C Hydraulic C7FE-6250-A Mechanical
Tappets C9OZ-6500-A Hydraulic C9OZ-6500-A Hydraulic C3OZ-6500-A Solid
Valve Spring C9OZ-6513-C C9OZ-6513-A 351 Stock C3AZ-6513-B 390 GT

Retainers
C9OZ-6514-E  .....
C7AZ-6514-A  ....
C9OZ-6514-E  .....

63-66 (before L10)
66 L10 to 302 (before L4)
69 302 L4 and later

C9OZ-6514-D One-piece C9OZ-6514-D One-piece

Keepers  — C9ZZ-6518-A Hardened C9ZZ-6518-A Hardened

Spring Shim B3Q-6571-B 0.030" 63-66 (before L10)
69 302 L4 and later B3Q-6571-B 0.030"

Valve Stem Seal C7AZ-6571-B C7AZ-6571-B C7AZ-6571-B
Push Rod  — C9OZ-6565-B Late 302 C9OZ-6565-F Hardened
Rocker Arm  — C6OZ-6564-B Rail C2OZ-6564-A 289 HP
Rocker Fulcrum  — C2OZ-6A528-C C2OZ-6A528-C
Rocker Arm Stud  —  — C3OZ-6A527-B Threaded
Rocker Stud Nut  —  — C2DZ-6A529-A
Deflector  —  — C9OZ-6524-B
Deflector Jam Nut  —  — 45218-S8
Guide Plate  —  — C9OZ-6A564-B
Dual Point Dist. C5OZ-12127-E 289 HP C5OZ-12127-E 289 HP C5OZ-12127-E 289 HP
Spark Plug Wires C4OZ-12259-C Steel Core C4OZ-12259-C Steel Core C4OZ-12259-C Steel Core
Balance Damper  —  —  Note 2

STAGE 3 15 15 15
Headers Non-Ford Part Steel Tube Non-Ford Part Steel Tube Non-Ford Part Steel Tube

STAGE 4 32 32
Heads C9OZ-6049-F 351 C9OZ-6049-F 351
Intake Valve C9OZ-6507-A 351 C9OZ-6507-A 351
Exhaust Valve C9OZ-6505-A 351 C9OZ-6505-A 351

Pistons C9OZ-6108-AA
C9OZ-6109-B

Pop-up R.H.
Pop-up L.H.

C9OZ-6108-AA
C9OZ-6109-B

Pop-up R.H.
Pop-up L.H.

Rings C9OZ-6148-A C9OZ-6148-A
Cylinder Head Gasket C8OZ-6051-B 289 C8OZ-6051-B 289

Cyinder Head Bolts C8OZ-6065-A
C8OZ-6065-B

7/16"-14 x 2.26"
7/16"-14 x 3.88"

C8OZ-6065-A
C8OZ-6065-B

7/16"-14 x 2.26"
7/16"-14 x 3.88"

STAGE 5 (Optional) 7 7
Exhaust Valves - GT-40 C9OZ-6505-AA 1.625" dia. head C9OZ-6505-AA 1.625" dia. head
Intake Valves - GT-40 C9OZ-6507-AA 1.875" dia. head C9OZ-6507-AA 1.875" dia. head

STAGE 6 (optional to convert 289 to 302) 11
Crankshaft C8AZ-6303-A 302 (Note 3)
Balance Damper C9ZZ-6316-B 302 BOSS (Note 3)

Bearings - Crankshaft

C3AZ-6333-P
C3AZ-6333-AA
C3AZ-6333-R
C3AZ-6337-P
C3AZ-6337-AA

upper
lower
upper front
upper center
lower center

Rods C9OZ-6200-B 302 Heavy-Duty
Bearings - Connecting Rods C3OZ-6211-M 289 HP

TOTAL INCREMENTAL HORSEPOWER INCREASE
OVER STOCK 289-2V ENGINE 86 125 155

Note 1 -  351 intake manifold gasket set must be used with 351 heads mounted to a 289-302 block.
Note 2 - The 289 HP balance damper is necessary to reduce torsional vibration associated with the increased rpm capability of the high performance 

mechanical cam. However, installing the 289 HP C5OZ-6316-C balance damper dictates many other changes because the 289 HP damper in 
combination with the C3OZ-6A630-A spacer with counterweight have a combined imbalance of 30.4 ounce-inches (oz.-in.) where the 289 HP 
damper alone provides 24.5 oz.-in. and the counterweight provides the other 5.9 oz.-in. For proper balance, the heavier duty C3OZ-6200-C 289 HP 
connnecting rods must be used as well as the 289 HP flywheel/flex-plate (C3OZ-6375-E flywheel for 157/160-tooth ring gear, C5OZ-6375-B flywheel 
for the 164/168-tooth ring gear, or C4OZ-6375-E flex-plate.) In addition, on the 289 before L7, the L7 and later thrust plate (C5OZ-6269-D), camshaft 
sprocket (C5OZ-6256-A), and narrow timing chain (C3OZ-6268-A) must replace stock parts. For all engines, the 289 HP C3OZ-6306-A crankshaft 
sprocket must be used.

Note 3 - When using the BOSS 302 balance damper, do not use the C3OZ-6A360-A 289 HP spacer with counterweight in combination with the C3OZ-6306-A 
289 HP timing chain crankshaft sprocket. Use just the stock C5OZ-6306-A 289-302 timing chain crankshaft sprocket. The BOSS 302 balance damper 
by itself has the proper 28.2 oz.-in. imbalance for the 302. In addition, use the standard 289/302 flywheel (C3AZ-6375-J flywheel for 157/160-tooth 
ring gear, C5AZ-6375-S flywheel for the 164/168-tooth ring gear, C3AZ-6375-L flex-plate for 157/160-tooth ring gear, or C5AZ-6375-T flex-plate for the 
164/168-tooth ring gear).

4V, Dual Point, HP Hydraulic Cam
4V, Dual Point, HP Hydraulic Cam.

351 Heads. GT Valves
4V, Dual Point, HP Mechanical Cam.

351 Heads. GT Valves. Stroker.

Staged Performance (1969) (continued)
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In 1969, Ford came out with new options for improving the performance of 289 and 302 V8s. These options 
were designed to be used in conjunction with other available Ford kits to boost horsepower just a little, or a lot. 
The options involved improving the engine’s breathing capability and moving the engine’s peak horsepower into 
the upper rpm range. For this reason, other modifications, like 4V carburetors and dual point distributors (or a 
D0AZ-12A132-B dual point distributor kit) were a must, if any real power gains were to be achieved. Ford even of-
fered a C9OZ-9424-D 4V dual plane aluminum high riser intake manifold, and a 427 HiPo C8AZ-9510-AD 4V 600 
cfm, center pivot bowl Holley carburetor (tag number C8AF-AD) for just such upgrades in induction performance. 
This carburetor was soon replaced by a similar C9OZ-9510-N (tag number C9OF-R) 600 cfm, center pivot bowl 
Holley. The following year, a D0PZ-9510-U 4V 600 cfm, standard bowl Holley (tag number DOPF-AN) was also of-
fered.

The high riser and Holley 4V were “Stage One” of Ford’s legendary “Staged Performance” program introduced 
in its 1969 Muscle Parts Catalog. Ford used three approaches to “Staged Performance” and called them “Impressor,” 
“Controller,” and “Dominator.” The “Impressor” approach was based around the C9OZ-6250-C high performance 
hydraulic cam. The “Controller” approach went the extra step to include the installation of 351 Windsor cylinder 
heads. The “Dominator” approach, strictly a racing package, replaced the high performance hydraulic cam with a 
“LeMans” C7FE-6250-A mechanical cam, in addition to substituting in other 289 HiPo components to improve reli-
ability. Stage Six of the “Dominator” approach was the conversion of the 289 into a 302. With the right components, 
a 289 2V could be modified into a 355 horsepower 302 HiPo featuring the “hot” LeMans cam, 351 Windsor heads 
with GT40 valves, and a host of 289 HiPo components. Further induction improvements, such as two 4Vs on a high 
riser or four 2V Webers, could push this number even higher.

For simplicity, six significant topics will be covered in this section relating to the 1969 “Staged Performance.” 
They are:

  Installation of a High Performance Hydraulic Camshaft
  Installation of a High Performance Mechanical Camshaft
  Spring and Retainer Application Chart
  Dual-Point	Distributor	Conversion	Kit
  Installation	of	351	Windsor	Heads	on	289/302	V8s
  Conversion	of	the	289	V8	into	a	289	HiPo	or	302	HiPo
  Installation	of	GT40	Valves	in	351	Windsor	Heads

Each of these options was specially designed with a specific purpose in mind. The high performance C9OZ-6250-C 
hydraulic cam was comparable to the 289 HiPo mechanical cam. (For C9OZ-6250-C camshaft characteristics, see 
Appendix G, page G–2 and I–149 ) Though there was a small sacrifice in horsepower over the mechanical cam, the 
lack of messy valve adjustments made it an ideal choice for those who wanted added performance with minimal 
fuss. The C9OZ-6250-C hydraulic camshaft was good up to 6,000 rpm, and with the right supporting components, 
could generate about 250 to 260 horsepower.

For the purists, Ford still offered the C3OZ-6250-C 289 HiPo mechanical cam which produced about 10 to 20 more 
horsepower than its hydraulic version. Ford indicated that the mechanical cam could be used with the pressed-in 
rocker arm studs, if rpms were kept under 6,000. Mechanical camshafts also required push rod alignment guides 
and conventional type rocker arms. For 289 engines before L11 this was achieved through close tolerance push rod 
slots machined into the cylinder heads. However, starting with L11, round holes were used along with rail type 
rocker arms. This arrangement required constant contact between valve stem tip and rocker arm (zero lash) and was 
therefore inappropriate with the mechanical camshaft which required a clearance lash. Change level 11 and later 
engines necessitated the installation of push rod guide plates and threaded rocker arm studs to mount them. Any 
engine intended to work above 6,000 rpm also required the threaded rocker arm studs. Installing the threaded rocker 
arm studs involved milling the rocker stud boss 0.230" and tapping the stud hole with a 7/16" coarse thread. On L11 
and later 289 V8s, and all 302 V8s (those with round push rod slots), hardened push rods and a set of conventional 
rocker arms were also required. (Except for a very short time in mid-1966, Ford used C2OZ-6565-B hardened push 
rods on all 289 V8s, and 302 V8s until L4, even though there was no requirement for them on L11 and later engines.) 
(See Appendix A, page A–8 for more information about engine levels.)

1969 Staged Performance Options
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Impressor Controller Dominator

Stage 1 Hi-Riser & 4V Holley Hi-Riser & 4V Holley

Stage 2 Hydraulic Cam
(C9OZ-6250-C)

Mechanical cam (C7FE-6250-A)

Stage 3 Installation of steel tubular
exhaust headers (aftermarket)

Installation of steel tubular
exhaust headers (aftermarket)

Stage 4 Installation of 1969 351 Heads Installation of 1969 351 Heads

Stage 5 Installation of GT40 valves
in 351 Heads

Installation of GT40 valves
in 351 Heads

Stage 6 Conversion of 289 V8 to 302 V8 
(Stroker Kit)
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The 351 Windsor made its debut in 1969. Though it had a larger combustion chamber volume, it also had larger 
valves. The 351 V8 valve sizes were up from the 289 V8’s 1.78"/1.45" (intake/exhaust) to 1.84"/1.54", respectively. 
This made for a quick avenue to improve breathing of the 289/302 V8s. Special pop-up pistons were required to 
reduce the chamber volume by about 10 cc, thereby maintaining a performance compression ratio of about 10.5:1. 
Another avenue was to mill the cylinder heads .040" and install stock 4V flat top pistons to obtain a compression 
ratio of about 10.0:1. Milling the heads .040" reduced the combustion chamber volume about 7 cc, bringing the total 
volume down from about 60.5 to 53.5. This volume was the same as for the 1963/67 289 and 1968 302 4V. To properly 
realign the intake manifold passageways, the manifold required milling, too. In this case .057" would have been 
milled from the bottom of the intake manifold, and .040" from each side. If a mechanical cam was to be used with 
351 Windsor cylinder heads, the heads would require further machining for threaded rocker arm studs and guide 
plates. Since the increased breathing of the 351 Windsor heads only came into play at the higher rpm ranges, these 
heads required the support of other high revving modifications in order to be effective.

Further modification to improve breathing involved installation of GT40 type valves in the 351 Windsor heads. 
These valves were 1.875" and 1.625" for intake and exhaust, respectively. The valve seats had to be reworked to ac-
cept these larger valves. The intake valve used a 60 degree seat, whereas the exhaust valve was set at 45 degrees.

Beyond these modifications was the conversion of the 289 V8 into a 289 HiPo. This required substitution of impor-
tant high revving HiPo components in the block. These included the 289 HiPo high strength crankshaft, heavy-duty 
connecting rods, special rod bearings, damper with extra counterweight, and matched flywheel/flex-plate. (289 
HiPo externally balanced 30.4 oz. in.) The extra counterweight dictated the use of the correspondingly thinner HiPo 
crankshaft sprocket, and, on a 289 before L7, a switch to the L7 (or later) timing chain, cam sprocket, and thrust plate. 
Going a step further, the 289 could also be converted to a 302 HiPo by substituting in the 302 crankshaft, heavy-duty 
302 connecting rods, and 302 BOSS damper. The extra counterweight was eliminated, and stock sprockets and tim-
ing chain utilized. In addition, standard flywheel/flex-plate were used. (302 HiPo externally balanced 28.2 oz. in.) 
Although Ford listed the “Stroker Kit” option as the final stage, it could actually be installed at any stage.

Some of the above modifications were also applicable to the 221 and 260 V8. However, the small valve stem diam-
eters (.31" vice .34") of the 1962/63 221/260 were incompatible with the hardened valve spring retainers produced for 
the 289/302. Therefore, a cylinder head change was required. The 1964 260 V8 used the 1963 289 valves, so this engine 
had the only 260 heads compatible with the hardened retainers. This cylinder head could also be installed on the 
earlier 1962/63 221/260 engines to make them compatible with the hardened retainers; however, there was a better 
alternative. The late 1964 (after about February 1964) 289 V8 used essentially the same combustion chamber volume 
as the 260 V8, but with larger intake passageways and large 1.78" intake valves. These heads were a good swap for 
any 260 V8 without any appreciable effect to stock compression ratio. For use on the 221 V8, special pop-up pistons 
were required to retain or improve the stock compression ratio. Finally, any improvements to camming should be 
complimented with induction upgrades similar to a 289 4V or better.

It should be noted that stock 221, 260, and early 1965 289 4V (premium-fueled) flat-top pistons lacked valve reliefs. 
These pistons were compatible with C9OZ-6250-A and C3OZ-6250-C camshafts if stock head gaskets were used. 
However, if thinner head gaskets were substituted, block decked, heads milled, or C7FE-6250-A high lift camshaft 
installed, valve-to-piston clearance had to be checked to determine whether valve relief machining (eyebrows) was 
required. An alternative was to use pistons with valve reliefs. (Also see Appendix G, page G–3.)

!

!
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Ford’s parts listing included:

 (1) C3OZ-6250-C Camshaft (Notes 2 & 18)
 (1) C7FE-6250-A Camshaft (Notes 2 & 19)
 (16) C3OZ-6500-A Mechanical lifter (Note 18)
 (16) C3AZ-6513-B Valve spring (Notes 4 & 20)
 (16) C3OZ-6513-A Valve spring (Notes 4 & 5)
 (16) C9OZ-6513-C Valve spring (Notes 4 & 7)
 (16) C3OZ-6514-A Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 8)
 (16) C9OZ-6514-D Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 9)
 (16) C9OZ-6514-E Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 10)
 (32) C9ZZ-6518-A Valve spring retainer locking keys (also called keepers) (Note 13)
 (16) C9OZ-6524-B Deflector (Note 14)
 (16) C3OZ-6A527-B Threaded rocker arm stud (Note 18)
 (16) C2DZ-6A529-A Rocker arm nut (351 Windsor heads on 289/302) (Note 21)
 (16) C2OZ-6564-B Rocker arm (Except before L11 on the 289) (Note 22)
 (8) C9OZ-6A564-B Guide plate (Except before L11 on the 289) (Note 23)
 (16) C2OZ-6565-B Hardened push rod (From L11 on the 289. Before L4 on the 302.) (Note 24)
 (16) C9OZ-6565-F Hardened push rod (From L4 on the 302) (Note 25)

Ford’s parts listing included:

 (1) C9OZ-6250-C Camshaft (Notes 1 & 2)
 (16) C9OZ-6500-A Hydraulic lifter (Note 3)
 (16) C3OZ-6513-A Valve spring (Notes 4 & 5)
 (16) C9OZ-6513-A Valve spring (Notes 4 & 6)
 (16) C9OZ-6513-C Valve spring (Notes 4 & 7)
 (16) C3OZ-6514-A Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 8)
 (16) C9OZ-6514-D Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 9)
 (16) C9OZ-6514-E Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 10)
 (16) C7AZ-6514-A Valve spring retainer (Notes 4 & 11)
 (16) B3Q-6515-A Shim (Notes 4 & 12)
 (32) C9ZZ-6518-A Valve spring retainer locking keys
   (also called keepers) (Note 13)
 (16) C9OZ-6524-B Deflector (Note 14)
 (16) C6OZ-6564-B Rocker arm (Note 15)
 (16) C9OZ-6565-B Push rod (Note 16)
 (16) C9OZ-6565-F Push rod (Note 17)

I–144 Appendix I(c)

Installation of a High Performance Mechanical Camshaft
(C3OZ-6250-C or C7FE-6250-A with threaded rocker arm studs)

Installation of a High Performance Hydraulic Camshaft
(C9OZ-6250-C)

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

Mechanical Cam—C7FE-6250-A

Hydraulic Cam—C9OZ-6250-C
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 15. C6OZ-6564-B. Only required on 289 V8s before L11, 
if 351 Windsor heads were installed with hydraulic 
cam. The L1 through L10 engines used close tol-
erance slots in the cylinder heads for valve train 
alignment. When replaced by 351 Windsor heads, 
this feature was lost. To maintain valve train align-
ment, the rail type C6OZ-6564-B rocker arm had to 
be used. An alternate but more costly method was 
to machine the 351 Windsor heads for threaded 
rocker arm studs and guide plates. This machining 
would allow the conventional rocker arms on L1 
through L10 engines to be retained.

 16. C9OZ-6565-B. Required on 289/302 V8s, if 351 
Windsor heads were installed with hydraulic cam.

 17. C9OZ-6565-F. Hardened. Required on 289/302 V8s, 
if 351 Windsor heads used with guide plates.

 18. Stock 289 HiPo.
 19. C7FE-6250-A. High lift, racing type mechanical 

camshaft. Rocker arm stud slot-to-stud clearance 
on the valve side was very tight at maximum lift. 
Ford recommended checking the clearance and 
removing up to .030" in this area from the rocker 
arm stud slot, if necessary.

 20. C3AZ-6513-B. Two-piece design. First introduced 
for the 1968 390 and 427 4Vs. Production installed 
height was 1.82".

 21. C2DZ-6A529-A. Self locking nuts, 3/8"–24. Neces-
sary to replace the original 351 Windsor 5/16"–24 
rocker arm nuts when the 289 HiPo threaded rocker 
arm studs were installed.

 22. C2OZ-6564-B. Replaced the rail type rocker arms 
on mechanical cam engines.

 23. C9OZ-6A564-B. Necessary on mechanical cam 
engines that had cylinder heads without close 
tolerance push rod slots. Used in conjunction with 
conventional rocker arms, and threaded rocker arm 
studs.

 24. C2OZ-6565-B. All 289 V8s used the C2OZ-6565-B 
(or C2OZ-6565-A for early 1962) hardened push 
rod, except for a short time in 1966 when the 
C6OZ-6565-A non-hardened push rod was used. 
The C6OZ-6565-A push rod was not distinguish-
able from the C2OZ-6565-B hardened push rod; 
therefore, to insure that non-hardened push rods 
were not inadvertently used with guide plates, it 
was recommended that 289 V8s from L11 and 302 
V8s before L4 (all those with round push rod hole 
cylinder heads) have the push rods replaced with 
C2OZ-6565-B.

 25. C9OZ-6565-F. Push rods from L4 were not harden-
ed and had to be replaced with special hardened 
push rods able to withstand the constant rubbing 
against the C9OZ-6A564-B guide plates. Required 
if 351 Windsor heads used with threaded rocker 
arm studs.

Notes
 1. C9OZ-6250-C. Cobra cam. Designed as a hydraulic 

version of the 289 HiPo.
 2. C9OZ-6250-C and C3OZ-6250-C cams were com-

patible with stock 221, 260, and early 1965 289 4V 
(premium-fueled) pistons (flat-tops without valve 
reliefs), if stock head gaskets used. However, if 
thinner head gaskets substituted, engine block 
decked, heads milled, or C7FE-6250-A high lift 
cam installed, valve-to-pistons clearances had to 
be checked. See last paragraph on page I–143.

 3. C9OZ-6500-A. Optional. These hydraulic lifters fea-
tured an extra strong plunger retainer ring which 
allowed the plunger to “pump-up” against the 
retainer at high rpm and act as a solid lifter. Lifter 
adjustment procedures were identical to those for 
standard lifters, except after all lash was removed, 
the lifter was further tightened 1/16 turn vice the 
standard 3/4 turn.

 4. For the correct combination of valve spring, re-
tainer, and shim, see the “Spring and Retainer Ap-
plication Chart” on the next page.

 5. C3OZ-6513-A. Stock 289 HiPo spring. Two piece 
design. Published production installed height was 
1.77", however, actual measurements showed it to 
be identical to the standard 289 V8 at 1.78".

 6. C9OZ-6513-A. Stock 351 Windsor valve spring. 
Used before 4/23/70. Two-piece design similar to 
289 HiPo. Suitable for high performance use with 
C9OZ-6250-C cam. Production installed height was 
1.79".

 7. C9OZ-6513-C. Special two-piece valve spring spe-
cially designed for use with the C9OZ-6250-C cam. 
Can also be used with C3OZ-6250-C mech anical 
cam. Designed installed height was 1.66".

 8. C3OZ-6514-A. Stock 289 HiPo retainer. Hardened.
 9. C9OZ-6513-D. Specially designed for 351 Wind-

sor head installation on 289/302. Maintained pro-
duction installed spring height of 1.79". One-piece 
design. Replaced stock two-piece retainer.

 10. C9OZ-6514-E. Special hardened retainer. One-
piece design. Specifically intended for use with the 
C9OZ-6513-C valve spring. 0.090" offset.

 11. C7AZ-6514-A. Stock retainer used on 289 from L14 
and 302 before L4 (10/20/68). Could be retained for 
C9OZ-6250-C cam.

 12. B3Q-6515-A.  0.030" shim.
 13. C9ZZ-6518-A. Functionally the same as the stock 

7HA-6518-A locking keys (or keepers), but special-
ly hardened for high performance applications.

 14. C9OZ-6524-B. Optional. Deflector recommended 
for high performance hydraulic and mechanical 
cams. Deflector captured oil tending to squirt over 
the rocker arm at high rpm. Deflector directed oil 
to the rocker arm fulcrum for improved lubri cation 
and cooling. Used with a 45218-S8 jam nut.

(mechanical)

289-HiPo
C3OZ cam

289-Muscle
C9OZ cam
(hydraulic)

When Ford produced the C9OZ-6250-C camshaft, it was 
truly a hydraulic version of the HiPo camshaft. Consider-
ing the .020" valve lash of the mechanical camshaft (which 
reduces lift), the profiles of the two camshafts were identical.

Mechanical camshaft 
had a longer shallower 
ramp to eliminate lash.

Profiles derived
 using a degree
  wheel on actual
   camshafts and
    measuring
     lifter
     movement
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Spring and Retainer Application Chart
(When installing high performance camshafts)

Sample: If C9OZ-6514-D retainers were originally installed, and then replaced by C9OZ-6514-E retainers, the 
installed spring heights would be decreased by .060" (–.060).

Valve spring installed height can be affected by valve grinding operations, which might require changes in 
shims to obtain the proper installed spring height.  An alternative might be to change the valve spring retainer. The 
following chart shows the relationship between hardened retainers and may be useful in correcting spring heights.

 * Height given in inches from base of spring to top of spring.
 ** Hyd. - Hydraulic C9OZ-6250-C cam.  Mech. - Mechanical C3OZ-6250-C or C7FE-6250-A cam.
 *** Add base number for full part number. For example, a row showing C9OZ-C, C9OZ-E and B3Q-A becomes C9OZ-6513-C 

(spring), C9OZ-6514-E (spring retainer), and B3Q-6515-A (shim).

The Spring and Retainer Application Chart lists the combination of springs, retainers and shims necessary to set 
the proper installed spring height for high performance camshaft operation. The chart corrects some of the incon-
sistencies and errors found in some Ford sources.

Each production valve train combination is listed and includes the stock valve spring installed height (Original) 
the high performance valve spring installed height (New) for the type camshaft selected, and the high performance 
components necessary to set that height. In some cases there is more than one possible combination.

Engine Year
Change

Level

Spring
Installed Height* Camshaft

Type**

Basic Part Number***

Notes
6513

(Spring)
6514

(Retainer)
6515

(Shim)Original New
221 62/63 NA 1.77 NA NA NA NA 1

260
62/63 NA 1.77 NA NA NA NA 1

64 1
1.78 1.66 Hyd./Mech. C9OZ-C C9OZ-E B3Q-A 2
1.78 1.78 Hyd./Mech. C3OZ-A C3OZ-A 3

289

63/66 1 – 9
1.78 1.66 Hyd./Mech. C9OZ-C C9OZ-E B3Q-A 2
1.78 1.78 Hyd./Mech. C3OZ-A C3OZ-A 3

66/67 10 – 13
1.64 1.66 Hydraulic C9OZ-C C7AZ-A 4, 5
1.64 1.66 Mechanical C9OZ-C C3OZ-A 4

67/68 14 – 16
1.66 1.66 Hydraulic C9OZ-C C7AZ-A 4, 5
1.66 1.66 Mechanical C9OZ-C C3OZ-A 4

302
68/69 1 – 3

1.66 1.66 Hydraulic C9OZ-C C7AZ-A 4, 5
1.66 1.66 Mechanical C9OZ-C C3OZ-A 4

69 4 – 6 1.69 1.66 Hyd./Mech. C9OZ-C C9OZ-E 6

351 69
1.79 1.79 Hydraulic C9OZ-A C9OZ-D B3Q-A 7, 8, 9, 10
1.79 1.82 Mechanical C3AZ-B C9OZ-D 9, 10, 11

Replacement Retainer
C3OZ-A C9OZ-D C9OZ-E

Installed
Retainer

C3OZ-A 0 –.030 –.090

C9OZ-D +.030 0 –.060

C9OZ-E +.090 +.060 0
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Notes
 1. 1962/63 221/260 V8s used valves with small .310" 

stem diameters. This made them incompatible with 
special hardened valve spring retainers. In addi-
tion, the valves were not designed to with stand 
high performance applications. A cylinder head 
change was recommended.

 2. The C9OZ-6513-C valve spring was designed 
for an installed height of 1.66". The special 
C9OZ-6514-E retainer reduced the stock pro duction 
installed spring height (called “offset”) by .090". 
One .030" shim (B3Q-6565-A) lowered the height 
to 1.66" (1.78"–.09"–.03"=1.66"). Some Ford pub-
lications did not show the shim being used with 
mechanical cams. However, this would result in an 
installed spring height of 1.69" and constant lower 
spring pressures.

 3. An alternate spring arrangement was to use the 289 
HiPo spring and retainer. Though Ford published a 
1.77" installed spring height on the 289 HiPo, actual 
comparison measurements between the standard 
and HiPo retainers on the same valve indicated the 
HiPo retainer provided the same spring installed 
height as the standard retainer.

 4. L10 and after, the keeper slot was lowered .12" 
on the valve stem in comparison to before L10. 
For L10 through L13, small springs and retainers 
were used. The small diameter spring retainer 
further offset the spring height by .02", resulting in 
a production installed height of 1.64" (1.78"–.12"–
.02"=1.64"). From L14 on the 289 V8 and before L4 
on the 302 V8, a larger spring and C7AZ-6514-A 
retainer were used on the same valves as L10 
through L13. The offset of this retainer was zero so 
the installed spring height rose to 1.66". This height 
matched that for the C9OZ-6513-C spring, so the 
C9OZ-6513-C spring could directly replace the 
stock spring. On L10 through L13 engines, the same 
thing could be achieved by using the same compo-
nents as on L14 engines, since both shared the same 
valves. The C7AZ-6514-A retainer was not specially 
hardened and therefore not recom mended with the 
mechanical cam. Since both the C7AZ-6514-A and 
stock 289 HiPo hardened C3OZ-6514-A retainers 
had zero offset, this latter retainer could be substi-
tuted for mechanical cams. Some Ford publications 
listed the C9OZ-6514-E retainer as applicable for all 
289/302 V8s using a mechanical cam. However, the 
.09" offset on L11 and later engines would reduce 
the installed height to 1.57" (1.66"–.09"=1.57"), 
resulting in constant higher-than-designed spring 
pressures and the potential for spring coil bind.

 5. The C3AZ-6514-B valve spring retainer, used on 
1964 260 V8s and all 289 V8s before L10 was re-
placed by C7AZ-6514-A. Though both retainers had 
a zero offset and were physically inter changeable, 
the C3AZ-6514-B retainer was thinner in the area 
just above the spring coils. For this reason, the 
C7AZ-6514-A retainer was recom mended over the 
earlier design.

 6. For L4, Ford lengthened the intake valve by .18" 
and capped the tip of the exhaust valve. In addi-
tion, the keeper slot was raised .09" on the valve 
stem. The new two-piece retainer (actually bor-
rowed from the 1959 223 6-cylinder and 292 V8) 
offset the increased height of the slot by .06", re-
sulting in a production-installed spring height of 
1.69" (1.66"+.09"–.06"=1.69"). If the C9OZ-6514-E 
hardened retainer, which had an offset of .09", 
was substituted for the stock two-piece retainer, 
the spring installed height was lowered to 1.66" 
(1.66"+.09"–.09"=1.66"). This matched the required 
height for the C9OZ-6514-C high performance two-
piece valve spring.

 7. The 351 Windsor cylinder heads used valves with 
keeper slots moved .10" higher on the valve stem, 
in comparison to valves on the 302 V8 from L4. 
Since both the 351 Windsor and L4 302 used the 
same stock .06" offset valve spring retainer, the 351 
Windsor stock installed spring height was 1.79" 
(1.69"+.10"=1.79"). The stock valve spring used on 
the 351 Windsor until about 4/23/70 was a two-
piece design and able to handle the high perform-
ance hydraulic cam. Only a special single-piece, 
.03" offset hardened retainer (C9OZ-6514-D) and 
.030" shim (B3Q-6515-A) were required to replace 
the stock two-piece, .06" offset retainer.

 8. Ford listed C9OZ-6513-E as another valve spring 
for high performance applications. It was used on 
1969 428 CJ and SCJ engines. Designed installed 
spring height was 1.82".

 9. Errors were made in at least two Ford publications 
regarding the correct spring/retainer arrangement. 
Ford’s 1969 Muscle Parts catalog failed to mention 
the required B3Q-6515-A shims for 351W heads 
installed on a 289/302 using C9OZ-6513-A springs 
and C9OZ-6514-D retainers. Also, Ford’s 1972 Off-
Highway Parts catalog failed to list the same shim. 
There were other errors with the 351W, as well. The 
chart on the facing page corrects these mistakes.

 10. Applicable to 351W and 289/302 with 351W 
heads. 

 11. For mechanical cams and 351W heads, Ford re-
com mended a stronger C3AZ-6513-B GT390 valve 
spring. The designed installed height was 1.82".
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Dual-Point Distributor Conversion Kit
 289 High Performance Highlights I–149

Shortly after the Ford Muscle Program got started, Ford released dual-point distributor conversion kits that could 
be installed in OEM distributors. Below is the instruction sheet included with one such kit. (Also see page I–124.)

C9OZ-6250-C High Performance
Hydraulic Camshaft

In addition to an instruction sheet in the dual-point con-
verstion kit, Ford included an instruction sheet for its high 
performance C9OZ-6250-C hydraulic cam.
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Installation of 351 Windsor Heads on 289/302 V8s
Ford’s parts listing included:

 (2) C9OZ-6049-A  or  C9OZ-6049-F 351 Windsor head (Note 1)
 (4) C9OZ-6108-AA or C9OZ-6108-AB Pop-up piston (R.H.) (Note 2)
 (4) C9OZ-6109-B  or  C9OZ-6109-C Pop-up piston (L.H.) (Note 2)
 (1) C9OZ-6148-A Ring set
 (2) C8OZ-6051-B Head gasket (289/302) (Note 3)
 (10) C8OZ-6065-A Head bolt (7/16"–14 × 2.3") (Note 4)
 (10) C8OZ-6065-B Head bolt (7/16"–14 × 3.9") (Note 4)
 (1) C9OZ-6433-A or B Intake manifold gasket set (351 Windsor) (Note 5)
 (16) C9OZ-6565-B or F Push rod (Note 6)
Notes
 1. Stock 1969 351 Windsor marked C9OE-C.
 2. These pistons gave a compression ratio of about 

10.5:1 on the 289/302 with 351 Windsor heads.
 3. Stock 1968 289/302 head gasket.
 4. Special bolts with integral washer for the larger  

head mounting holes in 351W heads which were 
designed for 1/2" diameter head bolts.

 5. The 351 Windsor intake manifold gasket kit was 
required to prevent water leaks due to differences 
in cylinder head water outlet shape and position.

 6. C9OZ-6565-B for non-hardened (rail rockers) or 
C9OZ-6565-F for hardened (convention rockers 
with guide plates). push rods. Push rods .101" lon-
ger for 351W’s taller valves. (See pages 9–10 & 9–11)

For ultra breathability, Ford recommended installing the 351 Wind-
sor cylinder heads on the 289 V8. These heads had very large com-

351 Combustion
Chamber

289-302 Combustion
Chamber

289-302 Intake
 Port

351 Intake Port

bustion chambers (left). Valve sizes were larger 
too. The 351 Windsor featured 1.84"/1.54" 
intake/exhaust valve sizes as opposed to 
the 289/302 V8 sizes of 1.78"/1.45". The 
Windsor intake ports were also wider than 
the 289/302 V8’s, measuring approximately 
1.94"×1.16" vice 1.94"×1.04" (bottom left). 
(Illustrations courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

The Ford pop-up pistons for each bank carried the same cast-
ing number C9OX-6111-A and FORD marking. The difference 
was in the machining for the small index notch (which must 
face towards the front of the engine) and the piston pin’s oiling 
holes. To further assist proper alignment, the letters LH (left 
hand bank) and RH (right hand bank) were stamped in black 
ink. Pistons were made only in the standard (STD) size.

Special 7/16" bolts with shoulders (integral washers) were 
required to install 351W heads on 289/302 V8s due to the 
351W’s large 1/2" head bolt holes. These grade-8 bolts were 
made by Unified Bearing Stress (UBS).

 289 High Performance Highlights I–151

For cylinder heads with round holes using me-
chanical camshafts, the pressed-in rocker arm studs 
had to be removed and bosses machined to accept 
threaded studs (left). These threaded studs held 
guide plates (above) that aligned the valve train. 
Hardened push rods were required to withstand the 
rubbing against the guide plates. (Illustration on left 
courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

The 351 Windsor head used a slightly different water 
outlet arrangement. As a result, the 351 Windsor 
intake manifold side gaskets had to be used when in-
stalling the heads on the 289/302 block. (Illustration 
courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

A host of valve train 
components were re-
quired to adapt the 
Windsor heads to cre-
ate a high performing 
289/302 V8. Missing 
from the 289/302 il-
lustra tion (left, top), 

but correctly illustrated on the 351’s (above), was the required B3Q-6515-A shim at 
the bottom of the valve spring needed to obtain the desired 1.79" installed valve spring 
height. Because of the large combustion chamber volume of the 351 Windsor heads, 
special pop-up pistons (right) were required on the 289/302 V8 to bring the compres-
sion ratio back up to a performance value of about 10.5:1. (Illustrations courtesy of Ford.)
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Conversion of the 289 V8 into a 289 HiPo or 302 HiPo
Ford never expressed great enthusiasm for the idea of converting 289 engines into 302s. The conversion was 

simple enough as it only required the 302 crankshaft, rods, pistons, and damper. However, the 289 block cylinder 
sleeves were slightly shorter than the 302’s, although not by much. Actual measurements showed the 302 sleeve to 
be a maximum of 0.11" longer in some places. Even so, the higher 302 piston speeds, sharper connecting rod angles, 
and reduced piston skirt area (to clear the 302 crankshaft counter weights) needed all the help they could get. That is 
why Ford just preferred to switch blocks, which was easy to do, since all block dimensions between the two engines, 
except the sleeves, were the same.

It should be noted that some 289 V8 engines in 1967 and 1968 used 302 V8 blocks. In late 1967 it was the Cleveland 
foundry’s C8OE-6015-A 302 blocks that were substituted for the 289 C5AE-6015-E blocks as Cleveland’s 289 block 
inventories were depleted. In mid-1968 it was the Windsor foundry’s C8AE-6015-B 302 blocks (which were never 
used as 302 blocks) that supplemented Windsor’s C6AE-6015-A 289 blocks. (See Appendix A, page A–3 for addi tional 
details on foundries.) These 289 V8s with 302 blocks made excellent candidates for conversion to 302 V8s.

Substituting a 302 block in place of a 221, 260, or 5-bolt 289 was not so direct a swap due to differences in the 
bellhousing bolt patterns, and possible differences in engine-to-engine-mount designs. In some cases the 302 block 
was not compatible with the older transmissions or linkage arrangements associated with the 221 and 260 V8s, 
namely the Fordomatics/Merc-O-Matics and 1962 3-speeds. Other transmissions could be adapted with a transmis-
sion front case and front bearing retainer swap (manual transmissions), converter housing change (C4 automatic), 
and linkage changes. (See Volume I, Chapter 3 for more on engine-to-engine-mount designs and Volume I, Chapter 5 for 
a more in-depth discussion of bellhousing bolt pattern differences.)

However, 289-to-302 conversions (sometimes called a “stroked 289”) were possible and popular with hot rodders. 
Most articles on the subject emphasized the importance of making the conversion in conjunction with careful adher-
ence to piston-to-cylinder wall clearance specifications (in other words, a quality rebuild of the engine). Stroking 
tired engines was highly discouraged.

Components involved in 289 to 289/302 HiPo conversions were as follows:

 (8) C3OZ-6200-A Connecting rod - 289 HiPo (Note 1)
 (8) C3OZ-6200-C Connecting rod - 289 HiPo (Note 1)
 (8) C9ZZ-6200-B Connecting rod - BOSS 302 (Note 1)
 (8) C8AZ-6200-A Connecting rod - Stock 302 (Note 2)
 (8) C9OZ-6200-B Connecting rod - Heavy Duty 302 (Note 2)
 (16) C3OZ-6211-M Connecting rod bearings - 289 HiPo (Note 3)
 (1) C5OZ-6256-A Camshaft sprocket - Stock 289 L7 to before 12/1/67. Stock 302 before 12/1/67 (Notes 4, 5)
 (1) C5OZ-6256-C Camshaft sprocket - Stock 289/302 from 12/1/67 (Notes 4, 5)
 (1) C3OZ-6268-A Timing chain - 289 HiPo. Stock 289 for L7 and later. Stock 302 (Notes 4, 6)
 (1) C5OZ-6269-A Thrust plate - Stock 289 L7 to before 12/1/67. Stock 302 before 12/1/67 (Notes 4, 7)
 (1) C5OZ-6269-D Thrust plate - Stock 302 from 12/1/67 (Notes 4, 7)
 (1) C9OZ-6269-A Thrust plate - Stock 302 from 12/1/67 (Notes 4, 7)
 (1) C3OZ-6303-B Crankshaft - 289 HiPo (Note 8)
 (1) C8AZ-6303-A Crankshaft - Stock 302 (Note 9)
 (1) C3OZ-6306-A Crankshaft sprocket - 289 HiPo (Notes 4, 10)
 (1) C3OZ-6316-A Damper - 289 HiPo (Note 11)
 (1) C5OZ-6316-A Damper - 289 HiPo (Note 11)
 (1) C5OZ-6316-B Damper - 289 HiPo (Note 11)
 (1) C5OZ-6316-C Damper - 289 HiPo (Note 11)
 (1) C8AZ-6316-A Damper - Stock 302 (Note 12)
 (1) C9OZ-6316-B Damper - Stock 302 (Note 12)
 (1) C9ZZ-6316-B Damper - BOSS 302 (Note 12)
 (1) C3OZ-6A360-A Counterweight - 289 HiPo (Note 4, 13)

I–152 Appendix I(c)
Notes
 1. C3OZ-6200-A HiPo rods used in 1963/64. Replaced 

by C3OZ-6200-C in 1964 and used through 1967. 
C9ZZ-6200-B replaced C3OZ-6200-C in 1969 as a 
service replacement, and was also used as the stock 
connecting rod on the “BOSS” 302. (Ford was able 
to use the longer 289 HiPo rod on the “BOSS” 302 
by relocating the piston pin hole 0.065" higher on 
the “BOSS” 302 piston.)

 2. C8AZ-6200-A were stock 302 rods. For high per-
formance, the heavy duty C9OZ-6200-B 302 rod 
was preferred. (The C9ZZ-6200-A “BOSS” 302 rod 
could not be used in a standard 302, because the 
distance between “BOSS” rod centers was the same 
as on the 289 V8 and, therefore, 0.065" too long.)

 3. Stock 289 HiPo. Preferred for 302 HiPo appli-
cations. (See 289 HiPo parts list, page I–4 at the begin-
ning of this appendix for other part numbers.)

 4. Required for standard 289 V8s before L7 if using 
289 HiPo damper. Engines prior to this change 
used a wide timing chain, and were incompat-
ible with the C3OZ-6A360-A counter weight. 
(Interference between the wide chain and the 
counterweight would result in severe gouging of 
the counterweight and a weakening of the chain. 
See Volume I, Chapter 3, page 3–21, photo 3B12.) 
Necessary conversion parts included the thinner 
timing chain (C3OZ-6268-A), and thinner camshaft 
sprocket (C5OZ-6256-A). The sprocket included an 
integral spacer which also necessitated a compat-
ible thrust plate (C5OZ-6269-A).

 5. C5OZ-6256-C replaced C5OZ-6256-A in 1968. 
Either could be used in pre-1968 289 V8s. The 
C5OZ-6256-C sprocket incorporated provisions for 
additional oiling of the timing chain and related 
components, but only when used in conjunction 
with the C5OZ-6269-D thrust plate and uncapped 
passageway in the block. (See Volume I, Chapter 8, 
pages 8–16 & 17, photos 8B7 & 8B8 for details on these 
thrust plates.)

 6. Stock 289 HiPo. Also used on all engines L7 & later.

 7. C5OZ-6269-A replaced by C5OZ-6269-D in 1968, 
which was replaced by C9OZ-6269-A. Any of 
these thrust plates could be used on any 289 V8 
(including before L7) as long as all their associated 
components were also used (See Notes 4 & 5.) The 
C5OZ-6269-D (and C9OZ-6269-A) thrust plate 
incorporated an extension to channel oil from the 
block to improve oiling of the timing chain com-
ponents, but functioned only if used in conjunc-
tion with the C5OZ-6256-C camshaft sprocket and 
uncapped passageway in the block.

 8. Stock 289 HiPo. High nodular cast iron.
 9. The C8AZ-6303-A crankshaft was stock 302, but 

used the same high nodular cast iron material as 
the 289 HiPo crankshaft.

 10. Only compatible with 289 HiPo damper with 
C3OZ-6A360-A counterweight.

 11. Stock 289 HiPo. Any could be used for the 289 
V8. C5OZ-6316-A replaced C3OZ-6316-A in 1965, 
which was replaced by C5OZ-6316-B in 1967, and 
then again by C5OZ-6316-C in 1968.

 12. C8AZ-6316-A (1968) and C9OZ-6316-B (1969) were 
stock 302 dampers. Two different designs of damp-
ers were used in both years and could be found 
under both part numbers. (See Volume I, Chapters 8 
and 9 for further details on 302 damper designs.) How-
ever, C9ZZ-6316-B was the “BOSS” 302 damper, 
and preferred for 302 HiPos. This 1969 damper was 
indexed like 1968 dampers. When installing a non-
BOSS 1969 302 damper on a 1968 or prior 289/302 
engine, a non-BOSS 1969 302 crank shaft pulley had 
be used due to differences in the way the dampers 
indexed to the pulleys. (See Volume I, Chapter 9, 
page 9–7, photo 9A8.)

 13. Extra counterweight mounted underneath the 
C3OZ-6306-A crankshaft sprocket. Used with nar-
row timing chain and camshaft sprocket. Compat-
ible only with 289 HiPo damper. (Do not use with 
302 or BOSS 302 damper.)

 289 High Performance Highlights I–153

Summing up, converting a Muscle Parts Stage 2, Stage 3, Stage 4, or Stage 5 289 V8 into a 289 HiPo involved 
substituting in the 289 HiPo crankshaft, connecting rods, counterweight, damper and crankshaft sprocket for the 
standard 289 components. For L6 and prior 289 V8s, the camshaft thrust plate, camshaft sprocket and timing chain 
had to be converted to L7 or later components (or L6 and prior 289 HiPo components could be used directly). Ford 
did not consider it necessary to change the standard main bearing caps to heavy duty 289 HiPo main bearing caps 
(which would have necessitated align boring the block with the substituted caps).

To turn a 289 HiPo into a 302 HiPo, Ford recommended using the 302 crankshaft, special heavy duty 302 connect-
ing rods, 289 HiPo connecting rod bearings, and BOSS 302 damper in place of the 289 HiPo components.

The following should be kept in mind for engine balancing. The 289 HiPo damper and counterweight were im-
balanced to 24.5 oz.-in. and 5.9 oz.-in., respectively, to give a combined imbalance of 30.4 oz.-in. and should be used 
with 289 HiPo rods and 289 HiPo flywheel/flex-plate to maintain balance. The 302 and BOSS 302 dampers were 
imbalanced 28.2 oz. in. (same as standard 289). These dampers should not be used with the 289 HiPo counterweight. 
In addition, the standard flywheel/flex-plate should be used. Professional engine balancing should be performed 
whenever mixing parts.
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Ford’s parts listing included:

 (8) C9OZ-6505-AA Exhaust valve (1.625") (Note 1)
 (8) C9OZ-6507-AA Intake valve (1.875") (Note 2)
 (32) C9ZZ-6514-A Valve spring retainer locking keys (also called keepers) (Note 3)

The 351 Windsor head’s breathability could be further improved by installing GT40 intake (left) and exhaust (right) valves. Part 
numbers were C9OZ-6505-AA and C9OZ-6507-AA, respectively. (Drawings courtesy of Ford Motor Company.)

Installation of GT40 Valves in 351 Windsor Heads

Notes
 1. Exhaust valve measured 1.625" across the face and used a 45 degree seat.
  (The stock 351 Windsor valve was 1.54".)
 2. Intake valve measured 1.875" across the face and used a 60 degree seat.
  (The stock 351 Windsor valve was 1.84".)
 3. Functionally the same as the stock 7HA-6518-A locking keys (or keepers), but 

designed for high performance applications.

Ford summed up its 1969 Muscle Parts Program in a colorful, 78-page catalog. Technical information, specifications, part numbers, 
and lots of illustrations demonstrated Ford’s “staged performance” approach to increasing horsepower in 289-302 small block, 351 
Windsor, 390 V8, 428 CJ, and High Performance 427 engines. From “Impressor” kits to “Dominator” kits, Ford showed how 
to get the most out of its engine families—and all that  was as close as your friendly Ford or Mercury Parts Department counter.
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The historical fact of joining a Ford small block V8 
to an AC Cars sports car is well known. Initially, fit 
checks were done with a 221 V8, but by the time the 
first body was shipped to the United States, the 260 
V8 was in production.

Ford was busy modifying the 260 engines des-
tined for Shelby’s Cobras with anticipation that 100 would be needed to homologate the Cobra for FIA racing. As it 
turned out, a lesser number was actually built.

Playing into this reduced number was the development work being done on a bigger displacement version 
which would become known as the High Performance 289, or 289 HiPo for short. Various forerunners of the 289 
HiPo had already been prepared by October 1962 for a prototype Fairlane 2-door sedan, completed October 31, 1962 
(see page I–17), and as a 4-bolt main 289 block cast on October 16, 1962 (see page I–76 ). Official release of the produc-
tion version would not occur until March 1963, although components of the 289 HiPo were already in place in the 
Cobra 260. So, while it was being stated that the Cobra 260 was not that much different from the production 260, 
that statement was far from the truth.

What has been widely reported is that customers receiving 260 engine Cobras could have the engine replaced with 
289 HiPos when they became available. How soon after October 1962 the 289 HiPo engine may have been provided 
to Shelby in a pre-production configuration for racing remains unknown.

But, in mid-1962, it was the specially-prepared 260 V8s than had to carry the Ford banner in sports car racing. 
Ford painted numbers on these first engines. XHP-260-1 was pictured in the first Cobra (CSX2000) as that car was 
being assembled. XHP-260-8 was installed in CSX2002 prior to the debut of the Cobras at Riverside in October 1962.

Very little is known about the internals of these early high performance 260 engines. Advertised horsepower was 
260, giving it a one-to-one displacement-to-horsepower ratio—a ratio always considered an indication of a racing 
pedigree. But, anything more than a few details remains unknown to the general public.

The history behind XHP-260-4 is not known with certainty. It is believed to have been installed in a Cobra ini-
tially, but which Cobra has not been determined. It could have been in a Cobra that a short time later had its engine 
pulled and replaced with a 289 HiPo. Our story here begins with a man named Tom who worked at a dealership in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In Milwaukee was Northwestern Ford, the only authorized Shelby franchise in that state. All 
Shelby Cobras in Wisconsin went through Northwestern Ford. Across the street was Concours Motors which sold 
Volkswagons and Porsches. Tom reportedly worked for Northwestern for a short time in the 1960s, and would have 
certainly known what was going on with Cobras. Tom had also acquired a 1955 Ferrari 500 Spyder Scaglietti, serial 
number 0506MD, after it had gone through about four previous owners. Tom installed XHP-260-4 in this Ferrari in 
mid-to-late 1963. It was likely that this engine came from Northwestern Ford’s Cobra operation.

XHP-260-4 prior to engine teardown, still in its Ferrari configuration.

Adapting the engine into the Ferrari required external modifications. In addition, it was clear that some compo-
nents were purchased in the late 1963 time frame to replace missing parts, which were likely used on the engine 
replacing XHP-260-4. Adaptations included a shortened crankshaft pulley, modified 1963 289 HiPo water pump to 
move the pulley closer to engine, and modified bellhousing to allow use of a GM-style input shaft. Added parts were 
a 289 HiPo C3OF-AJ carburetor with choke eliminated and vacuum secondaries set up for use with a progressive 
linkage kit, and a 289 HiPo flywheel (which was not a good choice for engine balance in this case). The clutch pres-
sure plate was stock 289 HiPo and the disc was a 10½" GM unit. Other modifications included blocking the water 
pump heater hose inlet and thermostat bypass ports, and blocking the intake manifold heater hose outlet and the 
temperature sender port. But, the most significant modification was the elimination of the oil filtering system. No 
consideration was given to extending this engine’s longevity!

Tom sold the Ferrari in 1965 and it wound up in Arizona where it languished with little protection until 1993. 
At that time XHP-260-4 was pulled and a deal was brokered for the sale of the car without the engine. The car was 
sold and the engine kept by the broker in Charlottesville, Virginia. XHP-260-4 was later sold to a Cobra enthusiast 
who lived nearby.

Although the engine had one engine teardown early in its history, it was largely unmolested and valuable in 
unlocking the secrets of what was done to turn the 164 horsepower 2V production engine into a high revving 260 
horsepower Cobra engine. What was found was that Ford used a number of pre-production components along 
with experimental parts and even some outside speed-shop tricks to optimize the engine’s power. But, at best, these 
were stop-gap measures until the 289 HiPo could take the place of these special 260 engines. The 289 HiPo would 
be engineered from the ground up for no-compromise, wide-open throttle operation.

Over the next few pages, some of the secrets of the XHP-260-4 Cobra engine will be unlocked.

Ferrari adaptions included mods to the bellhousing 
(a) to use GM products, eliminating heater and 
thermostat bypass connections (b), and blocking 
off the temperature sender port (c). Oil filtering was 
also eliminated by drilling holes in the spin-on filter 
adaptor (d) and capping it (e). On the carburetor, 
a kit was installed to convert the secondary throttle  
operation to mechanical progressive linkage (f).

Special Supplement - 260HP Cobra - I(d)
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The 260 block used in this Cobra engine was a production cast-
ing (a & b) with the standard C2OE-6015J (c) casting number. 
The date code of 2C27 (d) indicated March 27, 1962—not 
long after 260 production had begun. At the front of the block, 
standard ½" freeze plugs were used in the oil galleries (e). In the 
bellhousing area the number 2 was painted in two places (f), 
perhaps suggesting this was the second Cobra block. Stampings 
on the front of the block (g) clearly stated its pedigree. Note the 
two dashes with an obliterated number between them. This was 
likely a 2, suggesting that XHP-260-4 might have started out as 
XHP-260-2. Below this marking was C2OE-6010J ASSY $4A 
(h). No machining or assembly date codes were stamped into 
the block, unlike the convention for production engines. 

The block’s main bearing caps (a) were standard 260 V8 caps, which attests to the natural strength of these caps. The number 5 cap 
(b) carried the casting number C2OE-B (c). One of the characteristics found on many of the parts was a stamping in yellow ink/
paint. Sometimes these were discernable (d) and sometimes appeared as just a smear (e). One of the clearest markings of this type 
was found on one of the main bearing cap bolt heads (f). The stamping was a letter M in a square diamond. What it indicated is 
unknown. Although the caps were like their standard counterparts, each cap with this specific engine was identified by the marking 
$4A (g & h), made using a welding rod of some sort. Notice the beads of metal at the ends of each stroke.

All the main bearings used carried XE numbers and very early date codes. The lower bearings (a) for 1, 2, 4, and 5 were the same. XE 
number was XE-78946. There was another number, 71735-1, that was etched out and at the top 71913-2 was etched in. The date 
for all bearings was 1-2, for January 1962. One upper bearing (b) carried the numbers XE-78942 and 71286-1. Dated 4-1, which 
was April 1961, this bearing was an earlier prototype. The other three upper bearings (c) were marked XE-78943 and 71531-1, but 
the 3 in the XE number was etched with a 2 over it, and the 71531 had a 0 etched over the trailing 1 (see arrows). The date code was 
8-1, for August 1961. So, with this correction, the XE number for upper bearings 1, 2, 4, and 5 was XE-78942.
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The upper center bearing 
carried XE-78944 (a). The 
number 71562-1 was etched 
out and 71915-2 etched 
above the XE number. Like-
wise, the lower center bearing 
carried XE-78948 (b) and 
the number 71536-1 was 
etched out, with 71917-2 

etched at the top. The date codes of both halves were 9-1, which indicated Au-
gust 1961. This was a couple of months before even the 221 V8 was introduced.

All main bearings were etched for identification. When disassembled, each bearing was found in its indicated position. From left to 
right are bearings 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The upper half was marked with a U for upper, and the lower half was marked with an L for lower.

The crankshaft (a) 
appeared to be just 
like the one used on 
the standard 260, 
but was marked with 
its C2OE6303A (b) 
engineering num-
ber and specifically 
marked XHP-260-4 
(c) for that engine. 
Other markings were 
on the crankshaft, 
but none that could 
be related to a spe-
cific purpose.

From the side (a) the crankshaft damper bolt looked 
like those introduced on production engines after 
March 23, 1962. But the head of the bolt (b) was 
machined for what appears to be a centering purpose. 
The washer under the bolt head was the same as the standard 260, but carried a stamping of EDC-6378-A (c).

Pistons (a) were standard 260, but with some special features. The top (b) included an indent that appeared to have been made by 
a tool being pushed into the top at an angle, rather than by a cutting tool, which caused the aluminum to pile up above the deck of 
the piston (c). This small notch suggests that a thin shim-type head gasket was originally installed. Each piston was marked near the 
front indexing marks with the cylinder number in which the piston was installed. In this case, piston 4 (d) came out of cylinder 4. 
Each piston was also etched on the side with a number. The set of pistons in this engine had numbers 22 (e), 23, 24, 30, 31, 37, 38, 

and 46. Assuming that the numbers were 
sequenced, the numbers give an indica-
tion of at least 6 engines.

Connecting rods all carried the XE102921 forging 
number. These were experimental rods that would 
be used on the 289 HiPo when it was introduced 
in mid-1963 production. These rods were thicker 
in the I-beam section and used larger 3/8" cap 
bolts & nuts.
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The connecting rods in XHP-260-4 were of 
the 289 HiPo design (a). Each cap and rod 
were stamped with a matching number so 
that assemblies would not get mismatched 
(b). In each case the number had yellow 
paint over it. A closer look showed the same 
letter M in a square diamond (c) seen on the 
main bearing caps and other components 
throughout the engine. The caps carried the 
marking XE-102241 (d). (The first number 
1 is distorted and looks like it could be a 
2, but it is not.) In six cases, the caps were 
uncut. One cap was barely touched (e) while 
another required machining (f) to bring it 
within weight specifications.

Marked on the sides opposite the rod cap numbers, 
was another set of matched numbers (a). In this 
engine the numbers were in sequence—rod 1 with 
74, 2 with 75, 3 with 76 (b), 4 with 77, 5 with 78, 
6 with 79, 7 with 80, and 8 with 81. A closer look 
at the numbers (c) shows they were not etched, 
but applied with a welder. With 81 rods numbered, 
this suggests at least 10 engines had been prepared.

The bolts (a) and nuts (b) were 
just like those that would be used 
on the 289 HiPo. Blue paint was 
dabbed on many of them.

Each piston pin had a yellow paint dab on it and the edge of the pin 
was marked with hash lines for its corresponding cylinder. Pictured are 
number 2 piston with two marks (a) and piston 8 with 8 lines (b). The 
same welding type tool was used to make the markings.

All the connecting rod bearings were the same and carried an XE-78950 (a) number. 
However, each was also marked for its particular rod. Shown are those from the #4 rod. 
The tab on the bearing was marked 4U (b) for the upper half and 4L (c) for the lower half.
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The only damper avail-
able when the Cobra en-
gine was assembled was 
the new 260 damper (a). 
It carried a casting num-
ber of C2OE-A (b). It 
was counterbalanced 
for 24.5 ounce-inches. 
However, the Cobra en-
gine was using heavier 
connecting rods and 
larger rod bolts. This 
required additional 
counterweighting (c). 
Calculations indicate 
the required increase 
in imbalance was 4.0 
ounce-inches, bring-
ing the total to 28.5 
ounce-inches. That was 
an increase of over 16%! 
This was accommo-
dated by adding weight 
to the counterbalance in 
the form of large plugs 
(d) force fitted into 
the weight’s two center 
balancing holes. Fur-
ther refinement of the 
weight was made with 
plugs in other balancing 
holes (e). The damper 
was painted red so it 
would not be confused 
with any other. In ad-
dition, the damper was 
covered with special 
markings, including XE104060 (f), X138771 (g), 
137871 (h), and SK13546 (i).The date code for the 
damper was just to the right of the timing marks 
(j). The E2 (k), for May 1962, indicates the engine 
could not have been assembled earlier than May.

The cylinder heads on XHP-260-4 proved to 
be the most difficult component for determin-
ing what was original from Ford and what 
might have been done prior to the engine being 
installed in the Ferrari. What is known is that 
the heads were removed at some point. They 
were painted a blue-green color after head as-
sembly, but prior to installation on the engine. 
Paint was found on the valve springs and the 
exposed valve guides. Paint was also found on 
the part of the heads under the external head 
bolts, but not on the bolt heads themselves. 
No valve guide seals were found on the ex-
haust valves. When the heads were removed 
from the engine, the head gaskets were found 
to be from an unknown aftermarket supplier. 
Ford literature indicated that the Cobra 260 
compression was slightly higher at 9.2 over the 
stock ratio of 8.7. This was likely achieved by 
.015" steel shim head gaskets which were ad-
vertised to raise compression by .5—the exact 
amount described. The combustion chambers 
of the Cobra heads matched the stock 260 
V8; however, the valve sizes matched those of 
the yet-to-be-released 289. These heads were 
similar to the ones that would be released in 
1964 for the 260 which also used the early 289 
valves. But, the Cobra 260 heads were unique 
in the size of the intake passages. They were 
not quite as large as those on the forthcoming 
289, but were larger than any stock 260 heads. 
Studs were still the pressed-in type and no valve 
spring seats were provided in the casting as 
would be done for the 289 HiPo. For its time, 
the Cobra 260 heads were the best Ford had 
to offer in breathing capacity. In top view (a) 
the overspray of green paint can be seen in the 
rocker arm area. The bottom side (b) shows the 
stock 260 chamber shape. The side (c) shows 
green paint on the exhaust manifold mounting 
surfaces, indicating paint was applied prior 
to installation. The intake side (d) shows the 
generous size of the intake runners.

Each head was marked on one end. The left head was stamped XE102410$18A with a small FW1 nearby (a). The right head was 
stamped XE102410$19A with a small FF nearby (b).
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Heads carried an XE-10021 casting number on the exterior (a) and in the rocker arm 
area (b). Unlike on the 289 HiPo, there were no numbers at the ends of the head 
(c & d). The exhaust passage was just like that of the stock 260 (e), but the intake 
was slightly larger (f). Standard pressed-in rocker arm studs (g) were used. There was 

no evidence that any of the studs had been 
lifted in spite of the engine’s high perfor-
mance capability. Valve guides (h) were larger 
to accommodate larger valves. Combustion 
chamber size and shape (i) were the same as 
the stock 260’s. Some of the long head bolts 
carried a C2OE-6065B (j) marking.

The Cobra valves were similar to those of the yet-to-be-released 289. 
The face diameter of the intake valve was approximately 1.67" (a) 
and the exhaust valve was 1.45" (b). The stem diameter was .34" 
(c & d), up from .31" from the stock 260. Each valve carried an SK 
number—SK-12570 (e, f & g) for the intake valve and SK-12984 
(h, i & j) for the exhaust valve. In addition each valve was etched 
with a number (1 through 16) near the tip—note the 8 (g) on the 
intake valve and the 15 (i) on the exhaust valve. The significance of 
these special valves was the placement of the keeper slot .04" higher 
on the stem, as shown in the comparison between the Cobra 260 
and 289 valves (k). This changed the valve spring installed height 
from the stock 1.78" to 1.82". This height matched that of FE engine 
valve springs. This increase in valve spring installed height might 
have been a consideration during 289 development, but abandoned 
before 289 production. But, it does mean that only FE style valve 
springs should be used in this configuration.

289Cobra 260

The Cobra valve spring (a) was unique. The springs were natural in color, although this one 
shows the overspray that occurred when the heads were painted blue-green. Attempts failed to 
match this spring to any other spring used in Ford engines of that time. The measured specs 
were 2.03"-2.06" free-length, 1.43" outside diameter, 1.02" inside diameter, .206" coil thick-
ness, 61/2 coils, and 1.82" installed height. Two later springs came close, but were not available 
until 1963—the 289 HiPo’s, which used an inner damper, 51/8 coils, and 1.78" installed height, 
and the 427 HiPo’s, which used an inner damper, 61/8 coils, and 1.82" installed height. Each 
spring was etched with a number 1 through 16. A sampling is shown below (b, c, d & e).
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The valve spring retainers (a) were unique to the Cobra 260 and made of hardened steel. There was no offset, meaning that they 
could be substituted for later 289 retainers with no change to the installed valve spring height. The bottom of the retainer (b) piloted 
the spring and could only be used on a spring with no inner flat damper spring. The retainers were marked SK12642 (c).

Standard  260 
components in-
c luded rocker 
arms (a) marked 
with an A (b), 
stud nuts (c & d) 
and fulcrums (e).

The lifters appeared to be hydraulic when installed (a), 
but were not. Only three internal components were inside 
the lifter (b). A thin restrictor disc rested on an internal 
ledge and metered oil throught the push rod seat. The 
bottom of the seat was slightly beveled to keep its center 
hole open. The retaining clip was slightly arched to hold 
the seat firmly against its ledge inside the lifter.

The valve seals (a & b) were of 
the same design as the standard 
260’s, but the valve stem hole was 
enlarged for the larger .34" diam-
eter. No markings were found on 
the seals. As disassembled, no valve 
seals were found on the exhaust 
valves. Sometimes considered a 
hot-rodding trick, this removal 
might have been done when the 
engine was assembled for the 
Ferrari.

The camshaft lobes (a) had a very long duration, but not an exceptional amount of lift. Stock 260 camshafts were marked with a U 
between the rear bearing journal and last lobe, and that is just what was found on the Cobra cam (b). Green paint was also found 
in this area. The FoMoCo logo (c) removes all doubt that this began as a Ford cam. Stamped in the rear of the camshaft was Potvin, 
Eliminator and 1552A (d). Chuck Potvin was a cam grinder in Anaheim, California. It would appear that Ford sent 260  camshafts to 
Chuck for a special grind. The 260-2V base radius on a worn cam measured .74". The Cobra cam measured about .68", a difference 
of .06". The lift of a stock 260 cam was about .24". The Cobra cam measured .27" (.43"-.44" valve lift excluding valve lash). That 
was .03" higher, but considering the smaller base radius of .06", the top of the lobe was .03" less and allowed a longer duration. In 

the graphs below, the left graph (e) compares the measured profile of the stock 260 
(red line) with the XHP-260 (green line). It shows the increased lift and duration 
offered with the Cobra cam. The graph on the right (f) shows the relative profile and 
lift from the camshaft centerline. Because of the Cobra cam’s reduced base radius, 
a more radical profile was achieved 
pretty much within that of the 
stock 260.
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This is how the front looked when first exposed after almost 50 years (a)—it was in remarkably good condition. The timing chain 
(b) was not of a design typically found in early pro-
duction small blocks. (The Moore chain was more 
common.) Many of the links (c) carried the L-B CO 
marking as well as USA (d).

The crankshaft sprocket was close to production configura-
tion, but there was some slight grooving in the front face (a) 
and what appeared to be a black dye on the beveled surface 
in the rear (b). The familiar yellow M in a square diamond 
was also present.

The camshaft sprocket (a & b) started out as a stock 221/260 C2OE-6256-C (c) casting, but was altered. It carried an SK-13875 (d) 
number etched into the metal. The alteration was to fill the stock pin and index holes and machine a new index 180° opposite the 

original, but move the pin hole 4° offset to create a 4° camshaft 
retard of timing events. When a stock 260 sprocket was pinned 
to the Cobra sprocket for comparison (e), the offset was readily 
apparent. A slight retardation of timing events was known to 
increase horsepower.

The oil slinger was exactly like the one that would be used on the 
289 HiPo. The only slight difference over the stock slinger was the 
lack of any grooving on the surface that was squeezed between the 
damper and the crankshaft sprocket. (See page 3–71 for details.)
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The camshaft thrust plate (a, b & c), spacer (d), and countersunk clutch-head bolt (e) were all stock 260 items. The thrust plate 
carried the number C2OE-6269-C (f).

The eccentric (a & b) and hardware 
were stock 260, but as was common 
on pre-production items, many car-
ried markings not typically seen in 
production. The eccentric carried the 
number C2OE-6287B (c). The bolt and 
lockwasher holding the eccentric to the 
camshaft were dyed with a reddish tint 

(d & e). And, the washer carried a C2OE-6278A number (f).

Although the 260 V8 had entered production around February 1962, Ford was already designing 4V intake manifolds (a & b). Note 
the presence of the 2V-style water outlet, a 1962-only design feature. Near this outlet, to the left of the firing order marking (c), was 
stamped SK14036 $2A (d). The casting itself carried an SK12569 (e) number. On the underside, baffles protected the PCV area 
(f) and exhaust crossover (g). Intake passages were approximately 1.8" high by .9" wide (larger than the stock 260 dimensions of 
1.6" x .85", but smaller than those of the yet-to-be-released 289). The back of the intake (h) retained the Fairlane design as did the 
front (i). Interestingly, the two protrusions (j) on the sides of the risers (see arrows) were unnecessary leftovers from the 2V design.
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The oil pump had been replaced on this Cobra engine in 1963; however, the oil pickup was retained (a & b). The tube was reinforced 
with a gusset that was brazed the full length of the tube and across the top of the screen. Pickup tubes were specific for 1962 because 
the 1962 oil pan was slightly deeper by about 3/16" over the 1963 oil pan. Using a shallower 1963 oil pan with a 1962 pickup tube 
could result in the screen contacting the bottom of the pan.

When the engine was removed from the Ferrari, the valve covers were painted with black paint. Using acetone to carefully remove 
the black paint revealed the XHP-260-4 designation. This was definitely one of the 260 horsepower 260-4V engines prepared by 
Ford for use in Shelby’s AC Cobra.

The timing chain 
cover was stock 
260 and carried 
the casting number 
C2OE-6509D and 
date code 62 (a). 
What was more 
interesting was that 
the black paint had 
been applied over a 
cream white or pale 
yellow color (b). It 
is possible the cov-
ers were painted 
this color before 
being installed on 
the Cobra 260.

The water outlet in the 
intake manifold was ma-
chined for the threaded 
elbow fitting. This is 
the original fitting, but 
its outlet extension had 
been cut off and fit-
ting’s hole welded closed 
before the engine was 
installed in the Ferrari.

The vacuum port plug in 
the back of the intake mani-
fold appears to be original to 
the Cobra engine.

The distributor (a) was a pre-production 221 unit carrying the C2OF-12127-E number with 1HE (b) date code (fifth week of 
August 1961), but fitted with a dual-point system. All the components inside the distributor carried FoMoCo markings. The vacuum 
advance housing diaphragm stem (c) was cut off with a hacksaw and the advance housing used as a place holder on the distributor 
to cover the unused stem hole. (The early production 289 HiPos used a similar approach to incorporate dual points.) On the side of 
the distributor was an XE139764 number with 60F35 marking (d) made with a label gun. 
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In February 1963, Ford announced the availability of the 260 V8 in the Falcon car line (not available in the Falcon vans, called Club 
Wagon and Station Bus at the time). Though available in any model, It was the “Sprint” hardtops and convertibles that received a 
good deal of attention. In this model, the 260 V8 was standard and received a dress-up in the form of chrome plated valve covers, 
chrome plated oil filler cap, and open style low profile air cleaner with chrome plated top cover. Many additional changes were in-
corporated to accommodate this engine.
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Appendix J – Technical Service Bulletins

Introduction

Supplemental information, corrections, and revisions to Ford and Mercury publications were accomplished 
through each company’s Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs). Though these bulletins were not published on a set 
time table, historically, new bulletins appeared about once every two weeks. Both Ford and Mercury had their own 
independent methods of publishing the bulletins, though in many cases they both covered the same material.

These bulletins provided a wealth of information, many times found in no other place, and were particularly 
helpful in sorting out mid-year changes and new additions. For example, the entire supplement to the 1964 Falcon/
Comet shop manual to cover the mid-1964 introduction of the new Mustang was published as a 22-page TSB dated 
3/16/64. Likewise, when the 289 HiPo made its debut in mid-1963 production, it was a TSB that covered the new 
specifications and repair procedures. The list goes on; Mercury published its 1964 Comet 289 HiPo specifications in 
its 1964 bulletins, and California/New York emissions reduction requirements were covered in Ford bulletins.

Over 650 TSBs were published covering information, corrections, and revisions between the production years 
1962 and 1969 for Ford/Mercury small block V8s. Covering each would be beyond the scope of this book; however, 
significant and interesting TSBs will be condensed in this Appendix, and organized according to the main index 
sections. Within each individual section, the TSBs will be sequenced chronologically to the maximum extent pos-
sible. Since there were many occasions where more than one TSB referred to the same subject, all related TSBs will 
be grouped together. A table of contents is also provided—beginning on the next page—to assist in finding specific 
TSBs. The sections are:

Section A - Engine Core

Section B - Valve Train

Section C - Induction

Section D - Exhaust

Section E - Lubrication

Section F - Ventilation

Section G - Cooling

Section H - Ignition

Section J - Generators and Alternators

Section K - Accessories

Ford and Mercury each produced their own Technical Service Bulletins. Sometimes complete shop manual supplements were 
published as was the case for the Mustang. Other times, engine options were included as in the instance of the 1964 Comet 289 HiPo.
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Revised cylinder block wear limit specifications
6/28/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #45

“The cylinder block wear limit specifications have been revised for all O.H.V. engines. The new specifications are 
as follows (given in inches):

Cylinder Bore Taper - Wear Limit 0.010 (was 0.005)

Cylinder Bore Out-of-Round - Wear Limit 0.005 (was 0.003).”

Comet engine substitution
7/19/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #48

“Some late production 1963 Mercury Comet 8 Cylinder models may be equipped with a 1964 260 C.I.D. engine. 
The 1964 260 C.I.D. engine can be readily identified by new rocker cover assemblies, which have the oil filler cap lo-
cated at the top front of the left rocker cover and the crankcase emission valve located at the top rear of the right rocker 
cover. The 1964 engines can also be identified by the date code on the pad at the upper left front of the block—August 
5, 1963 (3H5) or later. In the event it is necessary to replace components on these engines, only 1964 engine parts 
must be used. This is due to internal modifications of the cylinder heads, valves, connecting rods, cylinder block, front 
cover, and intake manifold which affects parts interchangeability.” (Author’s note: The 1964 engine’s cylinder heads had 
larger valve guides, valves had larger stem diameters, connecting rods were the heavier 289 design, cylinder block blocked off 
the oil filler hole, front timing chain cover lacked the oil filler tube, intake manifold lacked the PCV hole machining, and right 
exhaust manifold incorporated a new choke system.)

New engine mount locations for 221 and 260 V8s
5/13/63 Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #35
6/28/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #45
7/15/63 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #10

“The engine mounting locations on the 221 and 260 cubic inch engines have been changed to conform to the same 
mounting dimensions as the 1963½ 289 cubic inch engine. This change was made to standardize engine mounts as 
well as provide a more effective core cleanout. The new cylinder blocks can be readily identified by the three (3) core 
cleanout plugs on each side, compared to two (2) plugs used on the old blocks. This change has resulted in a wider 
spacing for the engine mount bosses. The new blocks or cylinder assemblies may be used for past model service, if 
the later type engine mounts are used.” In later bulletins, both Mercury and Ford gave the part numbers for the new 
mounts. The Galaxie used part numbers C3AZ-6038-H (L.H.), C3AZ-6038-G (R.H.), and two C3DZ-6C038-A heat 
shields. The Fairlane and Meteor used two C3OZ-6046-A brackets. Ford’s Master Parts Catalog gave the transition 
date as 2-1-63. (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 2, Section A, page 2–4, photos 2A2 and 2A3 for pictures of the earlier 
blocks, and Volume I, Chapter 3, Section A, page 3–7, photo 3A3 for pictures of the later blocks.)
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Engine date code identification and location
12/22/61 Mercury 1962 TSB #15
3/31/67 Ford TSB #63, Article 1026

The engine date code was located just below the distributor boss. Mercury gave a sample format for their 221 V8: 
1L13J. The first number was the year (1961). Next letter was the month (November), where the months started with 
A for January and went to M for December, except that the letter I was omitted from the sequence. The next numbers 
were the day of the month (13th) and the last letter was the inspector code (J). Ford explained the date stamping 
code in its 1967 TSB and gave two examples: “The block code stamp is found on the left-hand side of the block just 
behind the water pump. The first digit is a number denoting the year. The second is a letter representing the month 
of production. The third and fourth digits are numbers denoting the day. The last digit is always a letter identifying the 
inspector. A typical block stamp is 6M9X meaning 1966, December 9, and inspector X. A typical 1967 block stamp 
reads 7A23X meaning 1967, January 23, and inspector X.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 2, Section A, page 2–5, 
photo 2A5 for an example of the stamping.)

New bolt for attaching the crankshaft adaptor to the crankshaft
3/23/62 Mercury 1962 TSB #27

“A new bolt, Part Number 359915-S, with increased tensile strength is now available for attaching the crankshaft 
adaptor to the crankshaft. This new design bolt can be identified by its increased head height. The original bolt head 
height was .378 to .403 inch. The new bolt head height is .475 to .500 inch.” Mercury recommended replacing the old 
design bolt whenever the adaptor was reinstalled. (Author’s note: A side-by-side comparison of these two bolts is shown 
in Volume I, Chapter 2, Section A, page 2–10, photo 2A21. A Ford engine engineer stated that the bolt change was because 
the engine plant rotated the crankshaft assembly using this bolt while assembling the engine.)

1962 260 V8 specification correction
3/12/62 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #1
5/21/62 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #3

“The compression pressure (sea level at cranking speed) should read 150 P.S.I. + or – 20 P.S.I.” (Author’s note: Article 
#1 omitted the "+ or -". Article #3 was mislabeled as Article #2. The real Article #2 was issued with Article #1 on 3/12/62, 
and gave recommended procedures for installing 221/260 intake manifolds, which included using a fabricated align ment tool 
installed in the left front and left rear intake manifold holes while lowering the manifold into its proper position.)

1963½ new engine releases and revisions
2/25/63 Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #25
4/8/63 Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #29

Article #25 covered the new releases, which were the 260 V8 for the Falcon, the 289 2V for the Galaxie, and the 
289 4V High Performance engine for the Fairlane. In addition, Article #25 specified a compression ratio of 11:1 for 
the 289 4V High Performance and fuel requirement for Super Premium. Article #29 revised the 289 4V High Perfor-
mance specifications: “Please change the compression ratio for the 289 (4V) High Performance Engine on page 15 of 
Technical Service Bulletin 6001, article 25 dated 2-25-63 from 11-1 to 10.5-1. Please change the Engine Fuel Require-
ment on the same page to ‘Premium.’”
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1964 Comet 289 High Performance engine option
10/4/63 Mercury 1964 TSB #3 (For the full TSB, see page I–46 )
4/17/64 Mercury TSB #3A (#3A superseded #3) (For the full TSB, see page I–51)

“A 289 C.I.D. special performance and chassis option has been released for the 1964 Comet. This option is avail-
able through Dealer Special Order for all models except convertible and station wagon, and differs from the regular 
production Cyclone model. The option consists of the following basic items:

* 289 C.I.D. special performance engine with the following basic specifications: - 271 Horsepower at 6000 R.P.M. 312 
ft. lb. torque at 3400 R.P.M. - 10.5:1 Compression ratio (nominal) - Single 4V carburetor - Transistorized ignition.

* Heavy duty clutch package, including a combination flywheel housing-scatter shield.
* Heavy duty suspension components.
* Heavy duty transmission and drive train components.
* Fade resistant brakes and 14"x6" wheels.”

Mercury also gave a parts listing. The following partial list defines the option:

C4GE-6007-SE12 Engine assembly with steel core ignition wires
C4GE-6007-SE227 Engine assembly with radio resistant ignition wires
C1AA-8600-E Fan. 4 Blades, 14" diameter
C4GA-12127-A Distributor. Transistorized Ignition
C4DZ-9600-L Air cleaner. Chrome
C4TZ-10346-D Alternator. 12 Volt, 42 AMP
C4OZ-6394-A Flywheel Housing. Cast Iron
C4GR-7003-B Transmission. 3-speed Manual
C4GR-7003-C Transmission. 4-speed Manual
C4GA-4602-E Driveshaft Assembly. 56.16" long. used with 4-speed transmission
C4GW-4602-C Driveshaft Assembly. 52.88" long. used with 3-speed transmission
C4GW-4005-D Rear Axle Assembly. 2.71:1 Ratio. used with 3-speed transmission
C4ZW-4005-A Rear Axle Assembly. 3.89:1 Ratio. used with 4-speed transmission

Specifications for the engine were the same as the Fairlane 289 High Performance, except Breaker Point Dwell 
was 22 to 24 degrees, and Point Gap was .019"–.021". Mercury indicated the engine was identified by the warranty 
plate engine code D. (Author’s note: Though Mercury indicated a warranty plate engine code of D, none have yet been found; 
however, the engine was known to be installed in engine code F [260] and K [289 4V Regular-fueled] Comets. In 1965, these 
engines were known to be installed in A [289 4V Premium-fueled] Comets. See Appendix A, page A–2 for further information 
on 1964/65 Comet HiPo engine codes.)

Connecting rod nut torque specification correction
10/21/63 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #11
11/8/63 Mercury 1964 TSB #8

Both Ford and Mercury corrected 1964 shop manuals, which had only specified one torque value for all V8s. The 
correction stated that all engines, except the 289 High Performance used 19–24 foot pounds. The specification for 
the 289 High Performance was 40–45 foot pounds.

Correct installation of 289 High Performance connecting rod bolt
10/21/63 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #12
1/24/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #19

Ford and Mercury emphasized that the flat side of 
the rod bolt must face outward. Ford went on to say, 
“If the flat is installed to the inside of the rod, the bolt will 
not be properly seated and will cause the bolt to loosen 
and eventually fail.” Mercury indicated there were two 
different types of rod bolts. The earlier type had the 
flat side. The later type was rectangular. (Author’s note: 
See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section A, page 3–11, photo 
3A10 for pictures of each type HiPo bolt.)

LATER TYPE INSTALLATION

EARLY TYPE INSTALLATION
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Revised 289 piston to cylinder bore clearance
6/26/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #48
5/16/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #44

Mercury’s 1964 TSB #48 stated, “The service specifications for piston to cylinder bore clearance have been revised 
to minimize the possibility of piston slap on a cold engine start-up. The piston to bore clearance, specified on page 
8-75 of the 1964 Comet Shop Manual, should be changed from .0020"–.0038" to .0014"–.0022", deleting the .006" wear 
limit.” The 1966 TSB #44 revised the specification to .0018"–.0026". “The piston to cylinder bore clearance has been 
increased .0004" to minimize the possibility of piston scuffing.” 

New design pistons for the 289 2V
4/23/65 Mercury 1965 TSB #40
6/14/65 Ford TSB #17, Article 325

“A new design piston has been released that has valve clearance recesses cast in the dome (eyebrows). The new 
design pistons will not affect compression ratio. Some 289 C.I.D. engines will have mixed sets of pistons in them (some 
with the ‘eyebrow’ and others without). The new piston and pin assemblies can be used in past model engines and can 
be intermixed with the old pistons in the same engine.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 5, Section A, page 5–11, 
photo 5A9 for comparison pictures of the two types of pistons.)

Crankshaft damper timing mark
10/16/64 Mercury 1965 TSB #9

“If complaints of poor performance or excessive spark knock cannot be corrected by following the procedures 
contained in the appropriate shop manual, check the accuracy of the T.D.C. mark on the crankshaft damper.” For the 
260/289, the mark was supposed to be 40 degrees clockwise from the center of the woodruff key slot. If the error 
was greater than five degrees, Mercury recommended replacing the damper.

Engine tags
4/20/64 Ford TSB, Section 1900, Article #1

“An aluminum change level identification tag has been incorporated on all production engines, effective on January 
2, 1964. The tag for 260 C.I.D. or 289 C.I.D. engine is located under the bulb of the coolant temperature indicator send-
ing unit.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 4, Section A, page 4–7, photo 4A5 and page 4–8, photo 4A6.)
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289 front main bearing knock
2/28/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #32
3/11/66 Ford TSB #33, Article 677
3/6/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #31

All these bulletins dealt with the same problem. The knock was most pronounced at 800–1600 RPM under load. 
Main bearing knock could be confirmed by shorting out the number one or five cylinder. If the knock decreased or 
was eliminated, the problem was excessive clearance. For engines encountering this problem, Mercury stated “it is 
recommended that new front main bearings be select fitted, utilizing the available red, blue or .002" U.S. (undersized) 
bearings in any combination to provide a desired operating clearance of .0005"–.0015".” Ford stated, “It is permis-
sible to use a half of a .002" U.S. bearing in combination with a .001" U.S., standard, ‘red’ or ‘blue’ bearing insert. When 
this combination is used the U.S. bearing insert should be installed into the upper position. New bearing should be 
select fitted using the Plasti-gage method.” There was also a caution: “Do not file or lap bearing caps or use shims 
in an effort to decrease bearing clearances.” In TSB #31, Mercury said the same thing, deleting only the reference 
to red and blue bearings by stating “new front bearings must be select fitted, utilizing the available .001" or .002" U.S. 
bearings in any combination to provide a desired operating clearance of .0005" to .0015".”
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Repair of cracks, sand holes, or porosity in cast iron components
10/1/65 Mercury 1966 TSB #4
10/29/65 Ford TSB #25, Article 477

Ford said, “Cylinder block porosity or sand holes which will cause oil 
seepage or leakage can occur with modern casting processes.” Ford 
went on to say that if a leak was attributed to a porous engine block, 
“repairs can be made in the field similar to the production methods.” 
Mercury added, “Many of the subject defects can be satisfactory repaired 
without replacement of the component.” Mercury also said that excepted 
areas for repair were the “exhaust manifolds, exhaust crossover passage 
in the intake manifold, cylinder block walls where the inner surface is ex-
posed to engine coolant or oil pressure.” For the 221/260/289 block, only 
the exterior area below the engine mount bosses, and the area around 
the front and rear intake manifold mating surfaces could be repaired 
(shaded areas shown at right). Repairs could be made with Epoxy cement 
(C6AZ-19554-A), lead drive plugs, or various types of threaded pipe 
plugs. Epoxy was used on openings less than 1/4 inch. For larger open-
ings, the area could be drilled, tapped, and common pipe plugs installed.

Section A - Engine Core
(CONTINUED) SHADED AREAS MAY BE REPAIRED

REAR AND LEFT SIDE

FRONT AND RIGHT SIDE

Undersize crankshaft usage
2/7/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #26

Mercury stated, “Crankshafts with .010" undersize rod and/or main journal were authorized for use in all 1965 and 
1966 engines beginning March 12, 1965. All assemblies containing undersize crankshafts will be identified on the 
cylinder block date stamp with a letter M for .010" undersize main journals and/or a letter P for .010" undersize crank 
pin (rod) journals. These crankshafts can appear in both production or service engines and short block assemblies.” 
Mercury went on to say that if one main journal was undersize, all would be. The same applied to rod journals. “This 
avoids mixing of standard and undersized bearings in the same engine.”

Revised procedure for fitting 289 pistons to cylinder bores
5/28/65 Mercury 1965 TSB #45
5/16/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #44

“The feeler gage and pull scale method of fitting pistons to cylinder bores is no longer satisfactory. Small variations 
in cleanliness, lubrication and execution of the pull scale procedures can result in errors great enough to cause ob-
jectionable engine noise or insufficient operating clearances.” The new method recommended positioning a piston 
ring in the cylinder bore two inches below the top of the cylinder head surface, and using an inside micrometer 
or telescope gage capable of .0001" increments, measure the bore size at right angles to the engine centerline. For 
bore sizes 4.0000"–4.0009" Mercury recommended the ‘red’ piston, for 4.0010"–4.0012" the ‘red’ or ‘blue’ piston, 
4.0013"–4.0021" the ‘blue’ piston, 4.0022"–4.0024" the ‘blue’ or .003" O/S (oversized), and for 4.0025"–4.0036" Mercury 
recommended the .003" O/S piston. Each individual piston had to be measured at right angles to the piston pin 
centerline and at the piston pin centerline height to ensure that the piston’s diameter was .0014"–.0022" smaller than 
the bore size measurement (.0014"–.0022" was the required cylinder bore clearance). This clearance was later revised 
to .0018"–.0026" by 1966 TSB #44. “The piston to cylinder bore clearance has been increased .0004" to minimize the 
possibility of piston scuffing.” The part numbers used with 1965 TSB #45 were:

(Author’s note 1 - Since this was a Mercury bulletin, Mercury did not list the 
1963/64 289 2V, since no Mercury cars were powered by 
this engine. However, the information in this bulletin was 
applicable to that engine as well. Also, Mercury had already 
indicated that the later 2V pistons with valve reliefs could be 
intermixed with the earlier pistons, so the 2V pistons from 
5/1/65 could replace those before 5/1/65.)

(Author’s note 2 - The 5/1/65 date was Mercury’s published date for the incorpo-
ration of valve reliefs in both 2V and 4V pistons. Therefore, 
“without valve reliefs” and “with valve reliefs” could be sub-
stituted for “before 5/1/65” and “after 5/1/65”, respectively.)

1966 Shop Manual engine specifications correction
2/11/66 Ford TSB #31, Article 624

“Compression Ratio Specifications in the 1966 Comet, Falcon, Fairlane and Mustang Shop Manual should be revised 
to read as follows:”

(Author's note: P.F. - premium-fueled.   H.P. - High Performance)

1965 2V or 1964 4V
(Author’s note 1)

before 5/1/65
(Author’s note 2)

red C3AZ-6108-P
blue C4GY-6108-B

.003" O/S C3AZ-6108-V

from 5/1/65
(Author’s note 2)

red C3AZ-6108-AA
blue C4GY-6108-C

.003" O/S C3AZ-6108-AB

1965 4V

before 5/1/65
(Author’s note 2)

red C5OZ-6108-A
blue C5GY-6108-A

.003" O/S C5OZ-6108-E

from 5/1/65
(Author’s note 2)

red C5OZ-6108-F
blue C5GY-6108-C

.003" O/S C5OZ-6108-G

Page Engine Compression Ratio
      8-52 289-2V  9.3:1   
      8-52 289-4V (P.F.)  9.8:1
      8-52 289-4V (H.P.) 10.0:1
      8-109 289-4V (P.F.)  9.8:1
      8-109 289-4V (H.P.) 10.0:1
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Section A - Engine Core
(CONTINUED)

Improper attaching bolt usage on crankshaft pulleys
2/9/68 Ford TSB #85, Article 1280
4/15/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #28

“Customers may complain of alternator belt noise or whipping 
movements caused from looseness of the crankshaft pulley. This 
looseness may be caused by improper bolt torque or incorrect 
bolt usage. Vehicles with 289/302 CID series engines built prior to 
January 15, 1968 may have been built with the alternator adjusting 
bolt (381649-S2) installed incorrectly in place of the proper crank-
shaft pulley bolt (56140-S4) identified with the raised letter ‘F’ in 
the middle of its head…” Ford also gave the proper torque for the 
crankshaft pulley bolts as 25–35 ft.-lbs. Another distinguishing 
feature between the crankshaft pulley and alternator bolts was 
the type and diameter of the bolt’s integral washer. The alternator 
bolt’s integral washer had a serrated edge at the circumference 
and measured 7/8 inch in diameter, whereas the crankshaft pulley 
bolt’s edge was smooth and measured 25/32 inch. Mercury’s bul-
letin differed from Ford’s by listing the effective date as vehicles 
built prior to 2-19-68. Mercury also emphasized checking to 
ensure that the pulley was fully seated to the damper. (Author’s 
note: See Volume I, Chapter 8, Section A, page 8–9, photo 8A10 for 
a bolt comparison.)

56140-S4 BOLT 381649-S2 BOLT

TOP VIEWTOP VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW BOTTOM VIEW

1967 California Imco and thermactor exhaust emission systems
12/5/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #19
12/9/66 Ford TSB #55, Articles 965 and 966

The 289 2V engines with automatic transmissions received several revisions to valve timing events, carburetion, 
and cooling as part of engine change level 15 (L15). Mercury stated the effective date was “approximately November 
14, 1966.” Ford just mentioned “October 1966.” (Author’s note: Actual engine tags indicate the change occurred between 
October 1966 and March 1967, depending on the engine foundry and application. The term “L15” should be substituted in 
place of “after 11/14/66” in Ford/Mercury publications. See Apprendix A for additional details on engine change levels.)

Engine production repairs
3/6/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #31

“Engine components are sometimes repaired in production.” Mercury then went on to list approved production 
repairs. They included:

Crankshaft - .010" undersize main and connecting rod journals.
Freeze plugs - .030" or .060" oversize.

Engine specification
12/15/67 Ford TSB #82, Article 1236

“Some engine specifications were omitted in the 1968 Ford-Mercury and the 1968 Cougar-Fairlane-Falcon- Montego 
and Mustang Shop Manuals. The 289 C.I.D. (2V) engine has a taxable horsepower of 51.20.”

Revised connecting rod assemblies
8/22/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #56
9/2/66 Ford TSB #45, Article 897

Ford’s TSB stated that “The connecting rods for the subject engines (all 221, 260 and 289 C.I.D.) have been revised 
by deleting the oil squirt hole from the crank end of the rod. Connecting rod assemblies with or without the oil squirt 
hole may be intermixed in the same engine. The part numbers shown in the Master Parts Catalog are not affected 
by this change. Previously, the connecting rods were positioned in the engine with the oil squirt hole toward the front 
of the engine. This still applies to the rods with the squirt holes. With the revised rod assembly, the largest chamfer at 
the crank end of the rod should be positioned towards the crank pin thrust face of the crankshaft to provide sufficient 
clearance.” Mercury’s TSB also said, “A revised connecting rod assembly was released for service and production 
on 3-1-66.” Furthermore, as to intermixing the new and old designs, Mercury said, “In fact, some 289 C.I.D. engines, 
built after 3-1-66, do have intermixed connecting rod assemblies installed.” (Author’s note: 1962/63 221/260 connect-
ing rods were lighter duty than the 289 rod, so the whole set should be replaced rather than mixed with the heavier duty rods. 
See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section A, page 3–10, photo 3A9 for pictures comparing the lighter 1962/63 221/260 and heavier 
289/1964 260 connecting rods. Also, see Volume I, Chapter 6, Section A, page 6–7, photo 6A4 for comparing rods with and 
without the oil squirt hole.)

Copper colored connecting rods
7/12/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #51

Applicable to all engines. “To avoid any misunderstanding that incorrect rods were installed, it should be noted 
that it is common practice used in manufacturing to copper plate certain parts for correction of weight or dimensional 
variations. Therefore, if a copper rod is found during engine teardown, do not condemn the rod as an incorrect part.” 
(See Volume 1, Chapter 3, pages 3–65, photo 3LA2.)

Engine identification tags
6/13/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #49

“…the 289 C.I.D. engine is the only engine built at two different locations…” The locations were identified on the en-
gine tag by a ‘C’ or ‘E’. The tag was “Attached to the intake manifold attaching bolt near the left front engine.” (Author’s 
note: ‘C’ was used for the Cleveland foundry, and ‘E’ was used for the Windsor foundry [Ford Ensite International, Windsor, 
Ontario]. See Volume I, Chapter 6, Section A, pages 6–6 and 6–7, photo 6A2, and Appendix A, page A–5 for tag examples.)

1966 289 piston changes
6/3/66 Ford TSB #40, Article 813

“The new style pistons have 2 diagonally drilled oil holes at the top of each pin bore boss. These oil holes provide 
better lubrication. The new style pistons are interchangeable with the old style pistons and therefore, do not have to 
be installed in sets. The specifications, with the exception of the piston pin to piston clearance, remain unchanged. 
The piston pin to piston clearance is changed from 0.0003–0.0005 to 0.0002–0.0004 inch.” (Author’s note: See 
Volume I, Chapter 6, Section A, page 6–8, photo 6A5 for pictures of each type piston.)
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Section A - Engine Core
(CONTINUED)

Section B - Valve Train

New exhaust valve for 1962 221 V8
10/15/62 Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #5

“A new exhaust valve, with diffused aluminum on the valve head and face to improve life expectancy, became effec-
tive in production approximately August 1, 1962.” Valve Part numbers were C2OZ-6505-E (std), C2OZ-6505-F (.003" 
O.S.), C2OZ-6505-G (.015" O.S.), and C2OZ-6505-H (.030" O.S.). (Author’s note: These same valves serviced the 1962 260 
V8.)

Cylinder head removal
4/20/64 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #13

“Recent field reports and investigation reveal that a problem is being encountered in removing the cylinder heads 
from 1962 and 1963 vehicles equipped with the 221, 260 and 289 cu. in. engines. This problem is caused by the adhe-
sion or sticking condition of the cylinder head gasket, which has been corrected by a material change to the gasket 
on all these engines in 1964 vehicles.” Ford then went on to recommend placing a wood block “on the tappet valley 
and, using a pry bar under the exhaust cross over area of the cylinder head, applying force to break the head loose 
from the block.” A second method was “using a scissors type power jack applying force using the same principle” 
as the pry bar.

CYLINDER HEAD

METHOD ONE METHOD TWO

New valve push rod
5/25/62 Mercury 1962 TSB #36
7/2/62 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #4

Mercury said, “A new valve push rod, Part Number C2OZ-6565-B, was incorporated in production approximately 
February 5, 1962, to minimize the possibility of excessive wear in the cylinder head push rod guide area. The new push 
rod can be identified by the smooth surface finish on the outside diameter of the rod.” Mercury mentioned application 
was to the 221 and 260 V8s. Ford indicated that the complaint reports received from the field were in regards to the 
221 V8, and the new push rod became effective in production approximately February 6, 1962. Ford also stated an 
easy way to check for excessive guide wear. “Push rod guide wear can be measured by rotating the rocker arm into 
position so that the push rod is resting in the worn slot of the guide and then visually verifying that the rocker arm pad 
is in full contact with the entire top surface of the valve stem. If the rocker arm pad in not in full contact with the entire 
top surface on the valve stem, the valve push rod guide is worn excessively and the cylinder head should be replaced. 
Also all the push rods for that cylinder should be replaced with the new type rods.”

Engine compression check
5/31/68 Ford TSB #93, Article 1417
6/3/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #33

“This procedure supersedes and replaces all published procedures and specifications pertaining to engine com-
pression tests and should be performed as follows:

1. Be sure the crankcase oil is of the correct viscosity and make sure that the battery is properly charged. Operate 
the engine for a minimum of 30 minutes at 1200 rpm, or until the engine is at normal operating temperature. Turn the 
ignition switch off; then remove all the spark plugs.

2. Set the carburetor throttle plates in the wide open position .
3. Install a compression gauge in No. 1 cylinder.
4. Disconnect the brown lead (no. 1 terminal) and the red and blue lead (S terminal) at the starter relay. Install an 

auxiliary starter switch between the battery terminal and S terminal of the starter switch. Crank the engine (with the 
igniton switch off ) at least five (5) pumping strokes and record the highest reading indicated. Note the approximate 
number of compression strokes required to obtain the highest reading.

5. Repeat the check on each cylinder, cranking the engine approximately the same number of compression 
strokes.”

Ford and Mercury indicated that the lowest cylinder read-
ing must be within 75 percent of the highest reading. “If one, 
or more, cylinders read low - squirt approximately one (1) table 
spoon of engine oil on top of the pistons in the low reading cyl-
inders. Repeat compression pressure check on these cylinders.

(a) If compression improves considerably, the piston rings are 
at fault.

(b) If compression does not improve, valves are sticking or 
seating poorly.

(c) If two adjacent cylinders indicate low compression pres-
sures and squirting oil on the pistons does not increase the com-
pression, the cause may be a cylinder head gasket leak between 
the cylinders. Engine oil and/or coolant in the cylinders could 
result from this problem.”

New split-lip rear crankshaft seal
5/2/69 Ford TSB #114, Article 1776
5/19/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #31
7/28/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #40

“A new synthetic rubber split-lip rear crankshaft seal ( Part 
No. C9ZZ-6701-A) is released for service. This new seal can be 
installed without removal of the crankshaft and also eliminates 
the necessity of seal installation tools.” The sealing edge had to 
point toward the front of the engine (undercut side forward), 
and the seal overlapped the cap-to-block mating surface by 3/8 
inch. In TSB #40, Mercury cautioned that “Prior to installing the 
new wiper (split lip) type oil seal, it is mandatory that the crank-
shaft rear oil pin be removed from the rear main bearing cap, and 
discarded.”

!

 SEAL HALVES TO PROTRUDE 
BEYOND PARTING FACES THIS DISTANCE TO 
ALLOW FOR CAP TO BLOCK ALIGNMENT

REAR FACE OF MAIN BEARING
CAP AND CYLINDER BLOCK

3/8"

3/8"

INSTALL SEAL WITH THIS
UNDERCUT TOWARDS
FRONT OF ENGINE

FRONT OF ENGINEREAR OF ENGINE

TAPPET
VALLEYWOOD BLOCK

PRY BAR
TAPPET
VALLEY

CYLINDER HEAD

WOOD
BLOCK

POWER
JACK
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Section B - Valve Train
(CONTINUED)

Revised hydraulic tappet valve (lifter) clearance adjustment procedure
7/20/64 Ford TSB, Section 6004, Article #14
12/18/64 Mercury 1965 TSB #21
1/18/65 Ford TSB #6, Article 100
7/2/65 Ford TSB #18, Article 351

This series of TSBs revised the procedure for adjusting hydraulic lifters found in all 1962 through 1965 shop manu-
als. “When the push rod to rocker arm clearance has been eliminated, tighten the rocker arm stud nut an additional ¾ 
of a turn. The previous procedure required an additional 1½ turns.” The 7/20/64 Ford TSB had revised the 1964 shop 
manual from 2 turns to 11/2; however, this was superseded by the later 1965 TSBs.

Camshaft end play specifications and checking procedures
9/24/65 Mercury 1966 TSB #3
10/29/65 Ford TSB #25, Article 487
1/14/66 Ford TSB #29, Article 585
2/2/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #25

Ford TSB #25 said, “Engine knocking at low engine RPM and normal operating temperatures can be caused by 
camshaft ‘chucking’ that is due to excessive end play of the camshaft. The knock is most audible around the flywheel 
housing area and appears to be in phase with the camshaft speed. Investigation has established the objectionable 
knocking noise is caused by the camshaft having .005 inch or greater end play.” Both Ford TSB #25 and Mercury 
TSB #3 recommended reducing the camshaft end play to .001"–.003" to eliminate engine knock. If the end play was 
greater than .003", oversize (O.S.) camshaft thrust plates could be substituted. Ford cautioned not to erroneously 
install thrust plates for use with aluminum/nylon sprockets with thrust plates intended for the older cast iron 
sprockets, and vice versa. Ford also stressed, “It is imperative, for adequate lubrication, that camshaft thrust plates on 
engines with cast iron sprockets be installed with the oil grooves facing forward (outward).” The following camshaft 
thrust plate part numbers applied:

Note 1 - Used with cast iron camshaft sprocket (prior to engine level change 7). Had two (2) 
oil grooves 180 degrees apart on the front face.

Note 2 - Stamped ‘+2’ on the face, outside of the bearing surface.
Note 3 - Stamped ‘+4’ on the face, outside of the bearing surface.
Note 4 - Used with aluminum/nylon sprocket (engine change level 7 and subsequent). Had 

two (2) oil grooves 132 degrees apart on the front and rear face.

The Ford TSB #29 and Mercury TSB #25 dealt with changes to 1966 shop manual specification revisions and pro-
cedure changes. “Camshaft end play for all 289 engines is 0.001–0.007 inch with a wear limit of 0.012 inch in the 1966 
Car Shop Manuals has been changed. The new specification is 0.0005–0.0055 inch with a wear limit of 0.007 inch. It has 
been determined that the prying forces to check the camshaft end play can damage and/or break the Aluminum-Nylon 
Sprockets. To prevent this, back off the Rocker Arm adjusting nuts to relieve pressure on the camshaft lobes. This will 
permit free camshaft movement while checking the end play; thus preventing sprocket damage.”

Valve rocker arm pre-lubrication
1/21/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #21
2/25/66 Ford TSB #32, Article 654

“Whenever the valve rocker arm(s) are removed or replaced on a vehicle equipped with a 221, 260, or 289 C.I.D. 
engine, the rocker arm contact areas (valve stem tip contact pad, fulcrum seat area, and push rod socket) should be 
pre-lubricated with Lubriplate (or equivalent) to preclude the possibility of premature wear and/or scoring of the valve 
rocker arm contact areas.”

Cylinder head installation
10/8/65 Ford TSB #23, Article 445

“Cylinder head installation instructions and engine assembly procedures in the 1966 Shop Manuals calling for the 
application of water-resistant sealer to cylinder head bolts, no longer apply. Lubricate the cylinder head bolt threads 
with light engine oil, or preservative oil.”

Fuel pump eccentric bolt
6/1/65 Ford TSB #16, Article 318

“Complaints of engine stopping from fuel starvation and/or engine damage attributed to a loose fuel pump ec-
centric bolt have been received from the field. This problem was corrected in production on the standard 289 C.I.D. 
engines during April 1964, and on high performance 289 C.I.D. engines approximately January 1965 by installation 
of a self locking bolt to replace the present bolt and lock washer. This new fuel pump eccentric bolt (43002-S) which 
has a self locking type hex head improves torque retention, thus eliminating the possibility of torque loss under actual 
operating conditions. When customer complaints of the above nature are encountered, it is recommended that the new 
bolt (43002-S) be used and torqued to the new specifications of 40-45 ft. lbs. The new bolt and torque specification is 
applicable on past model 1962-64 221, 260 and 289 C.I.D. engines.” (Author’s note: The older bolt was torqued to 30-35 
ft. lbs. See Volume I, Chapter 5, Section B, page 5–14, photo 5B4 for a comparison of bolt types.)

Valve rocker arm identification
9/3/65 Ford TSB #21, Article 403

“Although similar in appearance, the 240 and 300 CID six-cylinder engine rocker arms are not interchangeable 
with those used on the 221, 260 and 289 CID V-8 engines. To minimize the possibility of installing the incorrect rocker 
arm on any of these engines, they are identified by a cast letter on the upper surface of the push rod end of the rocker 
arm. The cast letter ‘E’ is used to identify the 240 and the 300 Six rocker arms. The cast letter ‘A’ identifies the 221, 260 
and 289 V-8 rocker arms.”

Part No. Size Thickness Notes
C3OZ-6269-B standard .2160-.2180 1
C3OZ-6269-C .002" O.S. .2185-.2195 1, 2
C3OZ-6269-D .004" O.S. .2205-.2215 1, 3
C5OZ-6269-A standard .2500-.2520 4
C5OZ-6269-B .002" O.S. .2525-.2535 2, 4
C5OZ-6269-C .004" O.S. .2545-.2555 3, 4
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Valve train changes
1/28/66 Ford TSB #30, Article 608
5/6/66 Ford TSB #38, Article 775
5/20/66 Ford TSB #39, Article 793
6/3/66 Ford TSB #40, Article 806
6/27/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #48
8/29/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #57

Ford TSB #38 and Mercury TSB #48 related valve train changes associated with change level 10 (L10). Mercury 
said, “Approximately 10-1-65, major changes were made in the cylinder head, intake and exhaust valves, valve springs, 
valve stem retainers and valve stem seals. All 289 C.I.D. engines with these changes can be identified by change level 
10 or above on the engine identification tag.” Both Ford and Mercury stressed not mixing change level 10 parts with 
prior engines, though the entire cylinder head assembly could be used on earlier engines. Ford listed a comparison 
between the two designs:

J–18 Appendix J  Technical Service Bulletins - Section B J–19

Section B - Valve Train
(CONTINUED)

Ford TSB #30, 39, and 48 dealt with engine change level 11 (L11) Ford TSB #30 announced that new cylinder heads 
with round push rod holes instead of slots were scheduled to go into production on 289 V8s effective “approximately 
February 15, 1966.” Ford TSB #39 said that these changes “did not go into effect at all engine plants,” and “Therefore, 
vehicles are being produced with both the old style and the new style valve train.” Ford went on to say, “An engine with 
the new style valve train can be identified by noting the level change on the engine identification tag (this is located on 
the intake manifold). Engines with the new style valve train have a number 11 change level. Engines with the old style 
valve train have a 10 or less change level.” Mercury noted in its TSB #48 that, “A later change (change level #11) was 
effective in production on January 2, 1966 at the ‘E’ assembly plant and will be in production on approximately June 1, 
1966 at the ‘C’ assembly plant. The new change feature cylinder heads with drilled push rod holes and railed rocker 
arms (previous heads had broached guide slots).” In fact, all initial engines from the ‘E’ (Windsor) assembly plant 
had engine change level 11 (railed rocker arms), as stated in Ford’s TSB #40, “Also shown (on the identification tag) is 
an identification that gives the engine assembly plant for 289 CID engines. This is helpful information because 1966 
289 CID engines with ‘E’ assembly plant identification are using the railed rocker arms in the valve train.”

Valve train changes (continued)

In Ford TSB #39, Ford described how to tell the difference between change level 11 (new style) and prior engines 
(old style):

(Author’s note: The “not ground or hardened” push rod was discontinued shortly after 1966. Service replacement push rods 
were all the hardened type.)

Mercury TSB #57 announced the release of an improved valve stem oil seal for engines having change level 10 or 
above. “A new valve stem oil seal designed to minimize seal to valve guide pumping action has been incorporated on 
the subject engine. This new seal will improve oil control and reduce oil consumption. The inside diameter of the seal 
skirt is increased by .040 inch (from .650 to .690 inch).” The part number was C6AZ-6571-C.

(Author’s note: Both change level 10 and 11 are extensively covered in Volume I, Chapter 6, Section B.)

Excessive valve lash and/or erratic valve adjustment
10/17/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #8

Cause could be worn valve rocker arm adjusting nuts. If so, “replace the original rocker arm adjusting nuts with 
improved cadmium plated adjusting nut (Part No. C2DZ-6A529-A). The cadmium plated adjusting nut is less suscep-
tible to wear and is recommended for high performance engines.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 2, Section B, 
page 2–16, photo 2B11.)

Refacing valve stem tips
5/16/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #44

“…if the valve stem tips are abnormally worn, the valves should be removed and the tips refaced using proper 
valve reconditioning equipment. Formerly, it was recommended not to remove more than .010" from the stem. This 
specification has been revised to preclude the possibility of the rocker arm and valve spring retainer interference, 
due to removal of too much valve stem tip material.” Mercury then showed minimum distances between the top of 
the stem tip to the top of the retainer slot. The minimum distances were .312" for change level 10 and later engines, 
and .210" for valves prior to change level 10. (Author’s note: Mercury was most concerned with the L11 engines with the 
rail rocker arms. Removing too much valve stem tip would allow the rails of the rocker arm to contact the valve spring retainer. 
This problem was never completely solved until L4 on the 1969 302.)

CYLINDER HEAD SPECIFICATIONS

VALVE SPECIFICATIONS

VALVE SPRING RETAINER SPECIFICATIONS

VALVE STEM SEAL SPECIFICATIONS

VALVE SPRING SPECIFICATIONS

Item Old Style (L9) New Style (L10)
 Overall length (in.)  2.09  1.86
 Wire diameter (in.)  .175-.178  .168-.171
 Spring ID (in.)  1.00-1.02  0.86-0.88
 Pressure (lbs)   
 @ specified length (in.)  71-79 @ 1.78  57-63 @ 1.64
       Wear limit       64 @ 1.78       51 @ 1.64
 Pressure (lbs)   
 @ specified length (in.)  161-177 @ 1.39  157.3-174.3 @ 1.25 
      Wear limit        145 @ 1.39        141 @ 1.25
 Assembled height (in.)  1.75-1.78  1.64-1.67

Item
Old Style 

(L9)
New Style 

(L10)
 Spring boss OD (in.)    .99–.98    .79–.80
 Retainer overall OD (in.)       1.34       1.25

Item
Old Style 

(L9)
New Style 

(L10)
 Valve spring boss OD (in.)  .981-.995  .848-.860
 Valve spring guide OD (in.)       .64       .56

Seal Skirt O.D. Seal height Identification
 Old style (L9)       .86"        .77"  3 inner ribs
 New style (L10)       .74"        .73"  3 inner depressions

 Length of valve from valve face gauge line to
 valve spring retainer groove.

   Old style (L9)...... 4.553"
   New style (L10)... 4.453"

Part Identification and Usage

Old style push rod (L10) Grounded and hardened - Can be used on old or new style cylinder heads.

New style push rod (L11)
Not ground or hardened - Can be used on new style cylinder heads with new style 
rocker arms.

Old style rocker arms (L10)
Do not have valve guide rails. Can be seen in applicable 1962-1966 Shop Manuals - 
Can only be used on old style cylinder heads with old style push rods.

New style rocker arms (L11)
Have valve guide rails at the sides of the valve stem contact pad. Can only be used on 
new style cylinder heads with either old or new style push rods.

Old style cylinder heads (L10)
Push rod passages are broached slots - Can only be used with old style rocker arms and 
old style push rods.

New style cylinder heads (L11)
Push rod passages are drilled holes - Can only be used with new style rocker arms and 
either old or new style push rods.
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Engine revisions
12/5/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #19
12/9/66 Ford TSB #55, Articles 965 and 966

Revisions were made to the 289 2V with automatic transmission as part of engine change level 15 (L15). Mercury 
stated an effective date “on approximately November 14, 1966.” Changes in the valve train included:

Camshaft - Intake and exhaust valve lobe lifts increased. Identified by the letters  Y located on the shaft between 
the rear lobe and the rear bearing journal.

Valve spring - Spring length increased and compressed spring rate reduced. Spring painted green for identifica-
tion.

(Author’s note 1: Though Mercury and Ford gave approximate effective dates, the transition actually occurred at different 
times for different applications and engine plants. Engines tags show the transition period to be October 1966 to March 1967.)

(Author’s note 2: All Ford sources give the camshaft marking as  Y, but the actual camshafts examined to date are all marked 
Y .)

J–20 Appendix J  Technical Service Bulletins - Sections B & C J–21

Section B - Valve Train
(CONTINUED)

Revised intake valve seat width specification
3/6/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #31

Applicable to the 289 V8. “The specification for the intake valve seat width has been changed from .060"–.080" to 
.040"–.060". When refacing intake valve seats on the subject engines, it is recommended that the seat width be held 
within the specified limits of .040"–.060". Improved intake valve seating characteristics will be obtained and the pos-
sibility of carbon particles being trapped on the valve seats will be minimized, subsequently, reducing rough engine 
idle complaints caused by poor valve seating.”

Hydraulic tappet “morning sickness”
6/12/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #46
11/3/67 Ford TSB #78, Article 1190

“Hydraulic tappets holding a valve open during extended shut-down periods (overnight) may leak down and be 
noisy (clatter) for a short period ( less than 30 seconds) following cold engine start-up. This condition, commonly re-
ferred to as ‘morning sickness,’ is not detrimental to engine operation and is not considered an objectionable noise.”

Automatic choke plate clearance
8/13/62 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #13

The “proper drill size which should be placed between the front edge of the choke plate and the air horn to obtain 
the correct clearance are not listed in the Galaxie Shop Manual and are shown incorrectly in the Fairlane Shop Manual.” 
The omitted and corrected sizes follow:

Carburetor accelerator settings
6/18/62 Ford TSB, Section 1750, Article #15

“For average year round temperature operation, the accelerator pump operating rod should be placed in the num-
ber 3 hole of the over-travel lever (Third hole from the throttle shaft). For extremely low temperature operation, the 
accelerator pump operating rod may be placed in the number 4 hole of the over-travel lever (hole farthest from the 
throttle shaft). For extremely high temperature and/or altitude operation, the accelerator pump operating rod may be 
placed in the number 1 or 2 holes in the over-travel lever.”

Section C - Induction

* Note: Page 3-28 of the 1962 Fairlane Shop Manual showed a drill size of 
7/16", which should be changed to read 7/64".

A

A
A

289 CID valve spring breakage
3/20/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #33
3/31/67 Ford TSB #63, Article 1026

Ford said, “In the event a customer reports an engine malfunction traceable to a valve spring failure, check the date 
code stamped on the block and the aluminum tag attached to the left bank of the intake manifold. If the engine was 
built in Cleveland between December 9, 1966 and January 23, 1967, replace all 16 light green valve springs. Replace-
ment valve springs are currently in stock under part number C7AZ-6513-B and are dark green or olive drab in color. 
Cleveland engines are identified on the aluminum code tag with the letter ‘C’ just after the 289 number.” Mercury gave 
the vehicle build dates and engine date codes in its TSB, “Vehicles equipped with 289 CID engine and built during 
the period between approximately December 23, 1966 to February 3, 1967. Engine date code 6M9 to 7A20.”

Engine production repairs
3/6/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #31

“Engine components are sometimes repaired in production.” Mercury provided a “list of approved engine produc-
tion repairs,” which included:

Cylinder head valve guides - .015" O.S. (oversize)
Intake and exhaust valves - .015" O.S. valve stems
Rocker arm studs - .006" and .010" O.S.

Carburetor and Engine Type Transmission Type Drill size

 All carburetors 221 Cu. In. Standard *7/64" Diameter

 All carburetors 221 & 260 Cu. In. Automatic *7/64" Diameter

 All carburetors 260 Cu. In. Standard    1/8" Diameter
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Revised starting procedure
1/28/63 Ford TSB, Section 1710, Article #25
2/15/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #23
5/31/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #41

In Ford Article #25, Ford said, “If the engine has not run for at least four (4) hours, and the surrounding air tempera-
ture is approximately 50 degrees F or below, press the accelerator pedal three times all the way to the floor for a mo-
ment and then release it. This sets the automatic choke and results in a ‘rich’ fuel mixture for starting a cold engine. Turn 
the ignition key to the ‘start’ position until the engine starts. Release the ignition key. Allow the engine to operate freely 
for approximately ten (10) seconds; then depress the accelerator pedal slightly and release it to reduce the engine idle 
speed. If the engine has only been stopped for a short time and it is still warm, depress the accelerator pedal slightly 
and hold in this position. Turn the ignition key to the ‘start’ position until the engine starts and then release the key.” 
Mercury said essentially the same thing in its TSB #23, but then revised it slightly in TSB #41. In TSB #41, Mercury 
said to pump the accelerator one complete stroke, unless “the ambient temperature is 10 degrees F or below, or the 
vehicle has been standing idle for several days.” In these cases, two or three complete strokes may be better.

Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)

Power valve diagnosis
9/24/62 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #14
10/3/62 Mercury 1963 TSB #2

“Reports have been received that power valves are being replaced on the assumption they are leaking, because 
of an observed apparent wetness or obvious quantity of fuel found in the power valve cover upon disassembly. Ex-
haustive Engineering tests have proven that the power valve chamber can and does acquire varying quantities of fuel, 
anywhere from a slightly wetted surface to quantities of solid liquid. This seemingly unbelievable condition is caused 
by condensation of the fuel from the vapors that are inhaled and exhaled as the throttle is opened and closed. The 
inhaled vapor condenses on the relatively cooler surfaces of the power valve cavity and collects there due to the fact 
that all the fuel inhaled is not exhaled when the throttle is closed. It can thus be seen that varying quantities of fuel are 
sure to be found in the power valve cavity, depending largely on the operating conditions immediately prior to disas-
sembly. Power valve leakage causing a rough engine idle can be readily diagnosed by the fact that the idle mixture 
needles will be almost or completely seated in order to approach a relatively smooth idle condition.” Ford/Mercury 
then went on to say that if leakage was still suspect, the power valve should be tested with vacuum as outlined in 
the shop manual, and to not overlook the possibility of leakage at the power valve gasket.

New fuel pump assemblies for 221/260
1/14/63 Ford TSB, Section 9303, Article #7

“New fuel pumps for the subject engines, to reduce objectionable noise levels, became effective in production 
approximately October 31, 1962 and are available for service. These new fuel pumps may be identified by the let-
ter ‘X’ cast on the diaphragm pull rod tower.” Part number for the new pump was C3AZ-9350-H. (Author’s note: The 
289 was not included in the bulletin because the 289 was introduced one month after the new pumps became available. See 
Volume I, Chapter 3, Section C, page 3–40, photo 3C34 for a picture of ‘X’ marking.)

New carburetor for the 289 2V and Falcon 260 V8
2/25/63 Ford TSB, Section 9502, Article #7
4/8/63 Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #29

“The new two venturi carburetor for the 289 cubic inch engine is basically the same as the carburetor presently 
being used on the Ford Fairlane 260 cubic inch engine, with various internal detail changes to suit the function on the 
new engine. The new carburetor incorporates the following features:

1. Faster rate accelerator pump.
2. Float torsion spring.
3. Improved warm engine starting.
4. Three hole idle transfer system.
5. Air distribution plate.
6. Revised accelerator pump shooter angle.
7. Power valve cavity vent.

The accelerator pump delivery rate has been increased by producing a full pump discharge through thirty degree 
rotation of the overtravel lever (previous delivery was through forty degree rotation). This has been accomplished by 
geometry revisions to the accelerator pump lever, rod, and the overtravel lever and stop. (Author’s note: Used only on 
1963 Galaxie 289 2V carburetors. See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section C, page 3–28, photo 3C14.)

The float torsion spring, installed on the float and lever shaft, dampens float oscillation and provides stability, par-
ticularly during cornering and rough road operation.

Warm engine starting has been improved by utilizing heat from the heater hot water inlet hose. The hose, clamped 
next to the thermostatic choke cover, conducts heat to the choke cover for better heat retention within the choke hous-
ing. The choke ‘On’ time is thus reduced during warm engine restarts. Exhaust heated air is still the main source for 
automatic choke operation.

The three hole idle transfer system will provide smoother and more efficient off idle operation.
The air distribution plate, located in the main body, directs the air flow through the carburetor during wide open 

throttle operation.
The accelerator pump shooter angle in the booster venturi has been revised to a 35 degree angle for a more desir-

able target area.
Venting of the power valve cavity eliminates unnecessary replacement of power valves due to condensation of fuel 

within the power valve cover.”

The part numbers for the new carburetors, correctly revised by Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #29, were 
C3AF-9510-AK for the standard transmission, and C3AF-9510-AL for the automatic.

Ford also gave the new carburetor numbers for the Falcon with 260 V8. They were C3DF-9510-F for the standard, 
and C3DF-9510-H for the automatic.

New accelerator pump cavity filler
1/25/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #20
2/11/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #22

“A new plastic accelerator pump cavity filler which 
decreases the volume of the cavity and improves ac-
celerator pump response and rate of delivery (thereby 
minimizing engine stumble and hesitation on acclera-
tion) has been released… This change became ef-
fective in production approximately August 8, 1962 
on 221 and 260 cubic inch eight cylinder engine 
carburetors…” Part number was C3OZ-9F565-A. 
The cavity filler was recommended for retrofit on 
earlier carburetors “where engine stumble or hesita-
tion on acceleration is encountered.” (Author’s note: See 
Volume I, Chapter 3, Section C, page 3–28, photo 3C14 
for picture of the cavity filler.)

CAVITY FILLER
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Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)

Engine idle rpm specification revision for 221, 260, and 289 engines
4/22/63 Ford TSB, Section 1810, Article #5
6/28/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #45

Applicable to manual transmission equipped cars. “Investigation has revealed that in order to improve the quality 
of engine idle stability, idle rpm of the above engines should be increased from 500-525 to 575-600.”

Accelerator pedal buzz on 1963/64 full-sized Ford
7/15/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #27
8/5/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #28
10/14/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #31

“The problem of accelerator pedal 
buzz or vibration may be greatly 
reduced or corrected on the subject 
vehicles by fabricating and installing 
a reinforcement between the accel-
erator bell crank and the carburetor.” 
Ford Article #28 super seded #27 to 
correct a dimension between the two 
bends in the rein forcement from 6.75 
to 6.0 inch. Ford Article #31 indi-
cated that some 1964 vehicles were 
built without the rein forcement and 
recommended fabri cating one. (Au-
thor’s note: Pictures of the re inforcement 
bracket are shown in Volume I, Chap-
ter 3, Section C, page 3–33, photo 
3C24, and Chapter 4, Section C, page 
4–28, photo 4C24.)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–25

Air Cleaner ModificationHeater Hose Clamp Installation

Engine Heater Hose Routing

Improved automatic choke operation and
  fuel economy on short trip, stop and go type driving
5/31/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #41
7/12/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #47
9/3/63 Ford TSB, Section 1810, Article #10

“Clamping the heater hose to the choke housing will improve the operation of the automatic choke system on the 
eight cylinder engines. The hot water in the heater hose is used to provide a source of continuing heat to the thermo-
static choke spring and thus prevent excessive choking when a warm engine is restarted. Fuel economy will also be 
improved especially during short trip stop and go type of driving. The hot starting characteristics will also be improved 
with this device. All 289 CID engines have the automatic-choke, heat retention system. This feature will be incorporated 
in production (1964 Job #l) on the 260 CID engine. Early production cars that do not incorporate this desirable feature 
can be modified…” Parts required for retrofit were three new adaptor type screws (C3AZ-9B874-A), heater hose 
clamp (C3AZ-18572-A), and three retaining screws to hold the clamp (31061-S). In addition, the earlier air cleaners 
may require modification. Ford detailed the procedures, “Mark a line ¼ inch from the edge of the choke relief area. 
Blend the line into the corners of the relief area. Using the ball side of a ‘ball peen’ hammer, indent the metal in the 
area previously marked off to provide the necessary clearance for the heater hose. CAUTION: Be sure not to distort 
or deform the air cleaner element sealing surface. Position the air cleaner body over the carburetor and check for 
clearance at the heater hose and for proper seating of the body to the carburetor.” Mercury said the same thing, but 
did mention that the new choke feature would “be incorporated in production as a running change.” (Author’s note: 
See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section C, page 3–36, photo 3C27 for picture of hose running under the air cleaner.)

Heater Hose To Automatic Choke Installation
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Hot starting and hot idle improvements
8/19/63 Ford TSB, Section 1750, Article #27

“To improve hard hot starting and rough hot idle of the 221/260 engines, revised carburetor bowl vents have been 
incorporated in the 2V Ford carburetor air horn. This has been done to limit the excess fuel vapors in the carbure-
tor bowl from entering the air cleaner during hot idle and soak periods. The excess fuel vapors will cause hard hot 
restarts and poor idle. The change was effective with carburetors built December 14, 1962. Check either the car-
buretor identification tag or visually inspect the vent tubes. The internal diameter of the new vent tubes is smaller. 
The new air horn (C3OZ-9524-B) incorporating these vent tube restrictors can be installed on either current or 
past models of all 221/260 CID engines.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section C, page 3–28, photo 3C13.)

J–26 Appendix J

Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–27

Automatic choke connector hose installation
9/3/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #30

“A rubber hose connects the choke inlet tube to the air cleaner to provide filtered air to the automatic choke. The 
hose connection is located on the underside of the air cleaner and can be easily overlooked when the air cleaner is 
removed and/or installed. Failure to connect the hose to the air cleaner will result in unfiltered air entering the choke 
system.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 4, Section C, page 4–30, photo 4C28 for a picture of this hose connection.)

Fuel line vibration on 221, 260 and 289 engines
9/30/63 Ford, Section 9303, Article #15

“Fuel line vibration and resultant 
failure of the line between the fuel 
pump and the carburetor can oc-
cur on vehicles equipped with the 
subject engines; particularly when 
operating on rough surface roads. 
For this reason, a fuel line bracket is 
now being used in production and 
has been made available through 
Service for correcting such failures 
and reducing fuel line vibration.” The 
fuel line bracket (C3OZ-9189-A) was 
installed at the top water pump bolt. 
The top of the bracket was tilted 
56 degrees off of vertical. The part 
number for the clip holding the fuel 
line was 354342-S8 and was held by 
a 370003-S8 screw (10–32×.69" pan 
head locking). (Author’s note: See 
Volume I, Chapter 3, Section C, page 
3–40, photo 3C36 for a picture of this 
bracket.)

Engine stumble or stall at acceleration
 from light throttle (Poor cold engine driveaway)
11/4/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #32
11/22/63 Mercury 1964 TSB #10
1/13/64 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #35
2/3/64 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #36
2/10/64 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #37
2/21/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #24
3/20/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #30

Ford Article #32 said, “A ‘tip in’ stumble or stall may be encountered during acceleration from constant light throttle 
operation on 1964 vehicles with the 260 & 289-2V engines due to an inadequate discharge of fuel from the accelerator 
pump.” Ford went on to recommend raising the fuel bowl fuel level from the specified 7/8 inch below the top of the 
fuel bowl to a 3/4 inch below the top of the bowl (‘wet’ setting). Ford emphasized that the engine should be at normal 
operating temperature and car on a flat surface. Measurement must be taken “from the top machined surface of the 
carburetor main body to the level of the fuel in the fuel bowl,” and “at least ¼ inch away from any vertical surface.” 
(Author’s note: Ford listed procedures for measuring the fuel level with the engine running at idle. This was possible with 
original fuel inlet needles which had a small washer to deflect pressurized fuel flowing into the fuel bowl. Not all repair kits use 
the same design inlet needles and some may allow fuel to spray out of the fuel bowl at engine idle with the carburetor air horn 
and gasket removed, creating a severe fire hazard.)

Ford Article #35 re-emphasized Article #32, and added to try changing the accelerator pump link to hole number 
3 (second from the top) or 4 (top) in the over-travel lever. If the problem still persisted, Ford suggested waiting for 
a new booster venturi that was being developed for this specific problem. Ford Article #37 and Mercury TSB #24 
announced the revised booster venturi C3AZ-9A523-F identified by the letters ‘CA.’ “This booster provides a faster 
nozzle response,” and “became effective in production on October 17, 1963.”

Ford Article #36 was applicable to the 1964 Fairlane, Falcon and Comet 260 V8 with standard transmission. “The 
subject vehicles equipped with the identification number C4OF-9510-AK carburetor and built prior to December 30, 
1963 may experience some difficulty in poor cold engine driveaway. This condition is due to an insufficient amount of 
torque from the choke thermostatic spring. This results in an excessive choke plate blow-opening on acceleration and 
can produce engine stalls or hesitation during the cold engine operation. (Choke plate blow-opening is the additional 
opening of the choke plate when it reacts to the increased velocity of air entering the engine.) To compensate for this 
condition, a heavier thermostatic spring (identified TK) is used along with modifications to choke cover indexing and 
accelerator pump link settings.” Ford and Mercury went 
on to list the procedures. Of particular note, when the 
‘TK’ choke thermostatic cover was installed, “the loop of 
the spring must be on the right side tang of the lever” (as 
viewed looking into the choke housing) “for proper cal-
ibration.” In addition, the choke cover was indexed two 
marks lean, and the accelerator pump link was reposi-
tioned to the #4 (top) hole in the over-travel lever. After 
the engine was warmed up, the fast idle speed was set 
at 1400 rpm. Both Ford and Mercury said that these 
fixes were also applicable to carburetors C4OF-9510-A, 
C4OF-9510-K, and C4OF-9510-AC (previous 260 V8 
engines with standard transmissions). After December 
30, 1963, the fixes were incorporated into regular pro-
duction (carburetors with “code tag C4OF-AF-A-3ME”) 
and “identified with a yellow paint dot.” In Ford Article 
#37, Ford revised the choke pulldown and fast idle cam 
clearances on 1964 260 V8s to 3/32" for standard trans-
missions, and 5/64" for auto matics. This was designed 
to further help eliminate hesitation during cold engine 
driveaway.
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Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–29

Excessive initial acceleration with minimum accelerator pedal movement
12/6/63 Mercury 1964 TSB #13

“Some 1964 Comets with a 289 4V engine may have too fast a rate of acceleration for comfortable driving in 
heavy traffic. This is caused by the carburetor to bell crank rod being of the improper length resulting in the throttle 
opening too fast. This can be corrected by installing an adjustable rod, Part Number C2OZ-9772-C. The length of the 
C2OZ-9772-C rod must be adjusted to 5 inches.” (Author’s note: Many of the fixed length rods used with the Comet 4V 
were 5¼" long vice 5". For a comparison of link lengths, see Volume I, Chapter 4, Section C, page 4–27, photo 4C23.)

New Galaxie rubber-insulated accelerator connecting link
12/9/63 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #34

“Engine noises can be transmitted 
into the passenger compartment through 
the accelerator linkage.” Ford then went 
on to say that this condition could be 
checked by running the engine with the 
vertical link to the bell crank assembly 
disconnected. “If the noises are reduced 
in the passenger compartment, install the 
new insulated accelerator link to dampen 
the noise.” The new part number was 
C0AZ-9784-A. (Author’s note: For a pic ture 
of the new link, see Volume I, Chapter 3, 
Section C, page 3–33, photo 3C24.)

Accelerator shaft arm and vertical connecting link on 1964 Falcon and Comet
2/21/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #24
9/14/64 Ford TSB, Section 9303, Article #32 and #33

The accelerator shaft arm attached to the gas pedal rod near the firewall via a tapered, slotted hole and friction or 
locking nut. On the opposite end of the shaft arm was a ball pivot. The ball pivot had to face toward the centerline 
of the engine. This resulted in the vertical connecting link, which was between the shaft arm and bell crank assem-
bly, tilting about 20 degrees as viewed from directly behind or in front of the connecting link. This was the correct 
installation of the accelerator shaft arm. The purpose of the angle on the vertical connecting link was to eliminate 
“accelerator pedal wobble.” Ford Article #33 covered the same vertical connecting link, which was giving some 
problems with ball retaining clip failures. A new, improved connecting link, C5ZZ-9784-C, was incorporated in 
production effective April 25, 1964. This link could be used to replace the earlier C4DZ-9784-C links, if clip failures 
were encountered.
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Section C - Induction
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 Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–31

Increase idle speed for Mustang 289 4V with automatic
8/10/64 Ford TSB, Section 9503, Article #4

“To provide optimum engine idle stability in the subject engines, the engine idle specification has been revised 
from 475-500 to 500-525 RPM in drive range. This specification is retroactive to Job 1, 1965 engines and applies only 
to the Mustang.” (Author’s note: Applies to Fairlane and Comet as well.)

Revisions to Ford design carburetors
4/6/64 TSB, Section 1910, Article #18
7/17/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #51

Ford stated, “The new carburetors noted in the following specifications list have been incorporated into production 
for the indicated 1964 car models.” Ford then went on to list the Fairlane 289 4V carburetor with manual transmission 
as C4OF-9510-AL, and the carburetor with automatic transmission as C4OF-9510-AT. Both used manual chokes.

Mercury stated, “Vehicles produced after approximately 4-15-64 are equipped with redesigned Ford Carburetors. 
The revisions are as follows:

High performance 289 will use a ‘manual choke.’
The automatic choke clean air pickup tube is now located on the air horn assembly.
The air horn and main body for the two venturi carburetors have been revised to provide metal to metal contact 

at the air cleaner mounting stud hole. This minimizes choke plate bind due to deflection of the air horn and assures 
proper choke operation.

Integral seats for the fuel inlet and distributor vacuum lines are now cast and machined in the main body assembly.
The accelerator pump has been redesigned to improve pump response. The internal volume of the pump chamber 

has been reduced, eliminating the cavity filler. An ‘elastomer’ valve replaces the customary inlet ball check and screw. 
A new pump cover assembly and pump diaphragm reduces lag due to friction or hang-up of the diaphragm plunger 
in the cover.”

(Author’s note: Though Mercury published a 4-15-64 vehicle date for these changes, vehicles preceding this date have been 
confirmed to have 2V carburetors with the new revisions. The tag date codes on these carburetors further confirm their appear-
ance prior to Mercury’s published date. Pictures of all these changes are shown in Volume I, Chapter 4, Section C.)

Hesitation on acceleration with ‘Elastomer’ valve accelerator carburetors
7/20/64 Ford TSB, Section 9501, Article #43
12/11/64 Mercury 1965 TSB #19

“There have been instances where the return spring on 
the ‘Elastomer’ valve accelerator pump has been installed 
improperly. When this occurs, the valve will not unseat and 
allow fuel to fill the accelerator pump cavity. Consequently, 
when accelerating, additional fuel will not be supplied for 
proper engine operation.” Ford indicated that if little or 
no fuel was being discharged when the accelerator pump 
was activated, then inspection of the spring was recom-
mended to insure the large diameter end was properly 
positioned in the carburetor main body pump cavity and 
not interfering with the ‘elastomer.’ (Author’s note: See 
Volume I, Chapter 4, Section C, page 4–19, photo 4C11 for 
a good picture of spring.)

Mustang car
3/16/64 Ford TSB, Section 1090, Article #1

Initial carburetor numbers were C4ZF-9510-F (260 2V with manual-shift), C4ZF-9519-E (260 2V with automatic), 
C4GF-9510-AE (289 regular-fueled 4V with manual-shift), and C4GF-9510-AF (289 regular-fueled 4V with automatic). 
(Author’s note: This TSB gave the 289 4V throttle bore diameter as 19/16", which was incorrect. Previous Comet 289 4V car-
buretors [C4GF-D, C4GF-E, C4GF-AA, C4GF-AB] did have the 19/16" bore; however, carburetors C4GF-AE, and C4GF-AF 
introduced a new body design with the Elastomer type accelerator. At the same time, the throttle bore diameter was reduced to 
17/16". See Appendix C, page C–8 for carburetor listing of specs.)

Engine overspeed due to secondary throttle hang-up on 289 4V
5/1/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #39
7/3/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #49
7/20/64 Ford TSB, Section 9503, Article #3

“Complaints of engine overspeed when the engine is quickly decelerated from high speed has been reported on 
some subject engines. This condition which may be caused by secondary throttle hang-up will be corrected in produc-
tion as of Job 1, 1965.” Ford laid out procedures to check for other possible causes (binding, broken parts), but was 
primarily attacking a problem with prolonged ‘bleed off’ of the secondary throttle vacuum system and procedures 
to correct this problem. The procedure involved taking off the secondary vacuum diaphragm cover and diaphragm, 
then removing and discarding the secondary vacuum ball check retainer and ball check spring, and removing the 
ball check. The secondary vacuum restrictor was then drilled to a 1/16" inside diameter. After insuring all drill chips 
were removed, the ball check was re-inserted, leaving out the ball check spring and retainer. The secondary vacuum 
diaphragm cover, when installed, would hold the ball check in the passageway. Mercury added to its procedures in 
TSB #49 to check the clear ance between the secondary 
vacuum pickup tube and the primary booster venturi. 
The desired clearance was .040" between the venturi 
inner surface and the closest point on the pickup tube.
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Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)
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Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–33

Rough engine idle with 289 premium-fueled 4V (continued)
If the customer complains of rough idle on the subject vehicle built prior to May 10, 1965 and if the idle cannot be 

satisfactorily corrected by the above carburetor rework, then the engine rear mount assembly should be removed and 
replaced by a C5ZZ-6068-B insulator assembly.” (Author’s note: This engine rear mount assembly was the one that attached 
to the transmission. The C5ZZ-6068-B mount was not applicable to the 1965 Fairlane.)

Rough engine idle with 289 premium-fueled 4V
6/1/65 Ford TSB #16, Article 307

“When customer complaints of rough idle are encountered on the sub-
ject vehicles, built prior to May 10, 1965, carburetor rework and rear engine 
mount change is recommended. Rough idle complaints on units manufac-
tured from May 10, 1965 through June 18, 1965 require only carburetor 
rework. The new carburetor can be identified by the letter ‘C’ (C5ZF-F / ‘C’ 5) 
on the carburetor identification tag.

Carburetor Rework – instructions for the improved 
idle stability are as follows:

 1. Run engine until temperature stabilizes, then 
check and adjust initial timing to 6 degrees B.T.D.C. 
and make carburetor adjustments to confirm that a 
rough idle condition exists. If the rough idle still exists 
proceed with the following steps.
 2. Stop engine. Remove the air cleaner, carburetor 
and spacer gasket. Discard gaskets.
 3. Remove air horn assembly and discard the fuel 
bowl gasket.
 4. Modify a new fuel bowl cover gasket (C2SZ-
9561-A) as follows. Cut out the portion of the gasket between 
the two 3/8 in. dia. vent holes.
 5. Remove the secondary booster venturi assembly.
 6. Invert the carburetor so that the manifold surface is face 
up. Insert a 1/8 in. dia. rod, drift or drill bit end into the second-
ary idle channel cup plug. With a downward prying motion 
remove the two cup plugs and discard.
 7. IMPORTANT – For future reference, note the position of 
the brass idle channel restrictors in the main body. Invert the 
carburetor. Insert a 1/16 in. dia. to 3/32 in. dia. rod or drill bit end 
into the secondary idle channel. Drive the brass restrictors out 
of the main body.
 8. Invert the carburetor again. Position a .024 inch restric-
tor (Kit C5AZ-9A521-A) into the idle channel. With a 1/8 in. 
diameter rod or drill bit end, carefully drive the restrictor into 
the main body. CAUTION: Do not drive the restrictor in further than 
originally installed.
 9. Position the cup plugs over the idle channels and gently tap plugs into the 
channels. Dress up the flange surface with a file if necessary.
 10. Invert carburetor and install the secondary booster venturi assembly.
 11. Position the modified fuel bowl gasket and air horn on the main body and 
secure the air horn with the air cleaner retaining stud.
 12. Position the carburetor base gasket (C5AZ-9447-A) on the intake manifold 
and the spacer and install carburetor. Start engine and stabilize engine temperature.
 13. Remove air horn and gasket. With engine idling, reset the primary and secondary fuel levels to 15/16 inch.
 14. Install the air horn and gasket to the carburetor. Adjust engine idle speed to 525 rpm (in drive and lights on) and 
mixture for best idle.
 15. Check for fuel leaks and proper assembly of the choke rod in the choke lever. Install air cleaner assembly.
 16. Drive vehicle for two miles and readjust engine idle speed to 525 rpm (in drive and lights on). Turn the idle 
mixture screws inward (clockwise) until the idle rpm just begins to drop (idle lean point). This is a very critical and 
important setting.

Nylon secondary throttle control lever
9/3/65 Ford TSB #21, Article 404

“On the Ford 4V carburetor that is equipped 
with the nylon secondary throttle lever, it is pos-
sible that the lever may become disengaged from 
the secondary throttle control diaphragm assem-
bly.” Ford said to install a Palnut 374177-S2 over 
the pin on the nylon lever.

Mustang convertible cowl shake and/or vibration
12/21/64 Ford TSB #5, Article 86

Applicable to Mustangs built before 11/11/64. “Convertible vehicles operated at speeds of 20 to 40 M.P.H. over 
moderately rough roads may produce an objectionable lateral movement of cowl, dash panel, steering column as-
sembly and front seats, or operating vehicle at expressway speeds produces an objectionable mid-car shake and 
lateral movement of cowl-header assembly.” Ford then laid out procedures for correcting the problem, one of which 
involved the engine compartment and affected small-block V8s. This involved the installation of braces between the 
cowling and fender aprons:

“1. Assemble short flattened end (an-
gled) of each brace to cowl using existing 
outboard attaching bolts of the cowl to 
shock tower braces (see illustra tion at right) 
(torque 25-38 ft. lbs.).

2. Assemble bracket (C4SZ-16D026-A, 
2 required) to slotted ends of each brace 
(torque 17-22 ft. lbs.).

3. Using C4SZ-16D026-A bracket as 
a template, swing braces against upper 
edge of fender apron and drill two 3/8 in. 
mounting holes through apron.

4. Assemble brackets to inner face of 
apron using tapping plate (C4SZ- 
16D028-A, 2 required) and two bolts and 
washer assemblies (torque 17-22 ft. lbs.).

5. On units equipped with eight cylinder 
engines, it may be necessary to bend the 
air cleaner ram tube down slightly or cut 
with hacksaw to provide the required 3/4 
inch clearance with right hand brace.

6. Touch up bare metal parts with black 
chassis paint as required.”

(Author’s note: These same parts were used on 1964/66 
Thunderbird convertibles. See Volume I, Chapter 5, Section C, 
page 5–21, photo 5C9 for a picture of the Ford modified air cleaner ram tube, also called an air cleaner mixing duct.)
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EARLY DESIGN ACCELERATOR PUMP LINKAGE

LATER DESIGN ACCELERATOR PUMP LINKAGE ADJUST FOR VENT CLEARANCE

ADJUST FOR .010" CLEARANCE

Corrected automatic choke adjustment procedures
 for the 1966 Comet, Falcon, Fairlane and Mustang Shop Manual
7/1/66 Ford TSB #41, Article 837

“The Ford 2-V and 4-V Carburetor automatic choke adjustment procedures given in the 1966 Comet, Falcon, Fair-
lane, and Mustang Shop Manual (Pages 10-8 and 10-9) are in error. The choke plate pull-down clearance (Fig. 10 and 
Steps 4, 5, 6, 7 and the first two sentences of Step 8) must be adjusted before the fast idle cam adjustment (Fig. 9 and 
Steps 2 and 3) is performed. Finally, the adjustments mentioned in the last sentence of Step 8 should be performed.”

(Author’s note 1: The revised procedure was slightly in error as the choke thermostatic spring housing could not be in-
dexed (first two sentences of Step 8) until after the fast idle cam adjustment. In other words, the proper sequence of steps is 
4, 5, 6, 7, 2, 3, 8.)

(Author’s note 2: The 1965 Comet, Falcon, Fairlane and Mustang Shop Manual was written exactly like the 1966 shop 
manual, and had a specific note that the “automatic choke fast idle cam linkage must be properly adjusted before performing the 
choke plate clearance (pull-down) adjustment because the position of the pull-down is one of the determining factors affecting 
the throttle to choke relationship.” However, all other shop manuals from 1964 through 1969 were written with the choke plate 
clearance (pull-down) adjustment first, and then the fast idle cam clearance, as suggested in this bulletin. In reality, it is best to 
double check each adjustment as they do affect one another. With repeated double checks and re-adjustments, both adjustments 
can be brought into specifications.)

Problems with the new 1967 Autolite 4300 design 289 4V

Cold and/or warm engine stall or hesitation on acceleration
11/4/66 Ford TSB #50, Article 932

Applicable to “4300 design carburetors built prior to approximately December 1, 1966.” These carburetors 
could be visually distinguished by their pump lever and pump rod. The pump lever was bent at an angle of 
about 45 degrees at one end and the pump rod was straight except for two 90 degree bends at each end. A 
service kit C7AZ-9D814-A was released “to modify the accelerator pump linkage.” The procedure involved dis-
carding the old pump lever and pump rod, and installing the kit parts. The new pump lever was straight and 
the new rod had four bends in it. (These same parts were used in production after about 12/1/66.) In one step, 
the new pump lever-to-supports side clearance was checked. The desired clearance was a total of .010 inch. The 
modification also involved adding a spring between the pump linkage and the dashpot bracket. The long end 
of the spring attached to a slotted hole provided at the end of the pump rod after the rod was slipped through 
a hole at the end of the pump lever. However, a small washer was installed on the pump rod end prior to the 
spring connection to prevent chafing as the rod moved up and down in the pump lever’s slotted hole. The short 
end of the spring attached to the same hole in the dashpot bracket as the transmission kickdown lever return 
spring. On manual transmission vehicles, a spring bracket was installed to take the place of the dashpot bracket. 

Engine hesitation or stumble on acceleration
9/19/66 Mercuy 1967 TSB #2

Applicable to all 1964/66 289 2V engines. On a complaint of engine hesitation or stumble on acceleration, “raise 
the fuel level in the fuel bowl from 7/8 inch to 3/4 inch. NOTE: If a slight stumble should still exist after making this change, 
then reposition the accelerator rod in the No. 4 hole (top hole).” (Author’s note: The fuel level was a “wet” setting, which 
raised the fuel level 1/8 inch. See page J–27 for more info on raising fuel levels. Also, in Appendix C, page C–25, the fuel levels 
have been left at 7/8 [.875], but should be raised to 3/4 [.750], if necessary.)

Cold and/or warm engine stall or hesitation on acceleration (continued)
(Adding the new bracket required separating the lower throttle plate section from the main body to install the screw 
attaching the bracket.) Final installation called for using the center support hole for the pump lever, and adjusting 
the fuel bowl vent gap to 1/16 inch by bending the vent valve lever. (The vent valve lever was attached to the pump 
lever supports with one end under the vent valve arm and the other end under the pump lever.) (Author’s note: Also 
see Supplement to Article 932 on page J–37 (next page) See Volume I, Chapter 7, Section C, page 7–14, photo 7C10 for 
pictures of the new components. Although Ford gave an approximate date of December 1, 1966, for the transition between early 
and later designs, carburetors as early as late October 1966 have already been confirmed to have had the newer components.)
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Problems with the new 1967 Autolite 4300 design 289 4V

Rich and erratic engine idle
11/4/66 Ford TSB #50, Article 933

The problem “may be caused by a binding secondary throttle shaft which will not allow the secondary throttle plates 
to fully close.” The procedure involved checking the shaft for up and down movement. If there was none, then a 
second check was made. In this check, the throttle plates were fully opened and secondary plates observed while 
the primary plates were slowly closed. If 
the secondary plates did not fully close, a 
tight or bent throttle shaft was con firmed. 
Correction was accom plished by lightly 
tapping “the top of the secondary throttle 
shaft on the choke side of the carbur etor 
using a 1/4 to 1/2 inch diam-
eter rod and light hammer. 
Similarly, tap the top of the 
secondary throttle shaft on 
the throttle linkage side of 
the carburetor until vertical 
shaft movement is appar-
ent.” If this did not allow 
the secondary plates to fully 
close, then the shaft had to 
be replaced.

J–36 Appendix J  Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–37

Section C - Induction
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CHOKE SIDE THROTTLE LINKAGE SIDE

LIGHT TO MODERATE
TAP WITH HAMMER

1/4 TO 1/2 DIA. ROD
ABOUT SIX INCHES
LONG OR A WOOD
BLOCK

LIGHT TO
MODERATE
TAP WITH
HAMMER

SECONDARY THROTTLE
SHAFT

LOCKOUT LEVER

Problems with the new 1967 Autolite 4300 design 289 4V

Hard hot starting
 11/4/66 Ford TSB #50, Article 934

The hard starting problem “may be 
caused by improper adjustment of the car-
buretor fuel bowl vent. At idle, a 1/16 inch gap 
should exist between the fuel vent valve and 
the carburetor air horn to allow normal fuel 
vapors to escape. Without proper clearance, 
excessive fuel vapors will enter the engine 
causing a hard hot starting complaint.” The 
adjustment was made by bending the tab of 
the vent valve lever which was under the 
pump lever. Ford cautioned not to bend the 
vent valve arm, which was made of spring 
steel and easily snapped. The vent valve le-
ver tab and vent valve arm were on opposite 
sides of the pump lever pivot support.

Problems with the new 1967 Autolite 4300 design 289 4V

Engine stall or hesitation on acceleration (Supplement to Article 932)
12/2/66 Ford TSB #52, Article 956

The problem may not be fully resolved by accelerator linkage modifications. “Recent investigations indicate a 
check valve replacement or a change in accelerator pump stroke adjustment may also be required.” To confirm the 
problem, observe “through the air horn for fuel spray from the pump vent when the throttle is quickly opened and 
closed a number of times.” The vent was located at about the 10 to 11 o’clock position above and forward of the right 
primary booster venturi. “Wetting, seepage or small fuel droplets emanating from the vent is considered normal. If the 
valve is seating normally, change the pump pivot pin to the number three hole (right hand hole) and readjust the vent 
valve to specifications (.070 inch). (Author’s note: Pivot pin holes were numbered 1, 2 and 3, beginning with the hole nearest 
the vent. The number 2 hole was normally used, with the number 1 hole providing for less fuel discharge and number 3 hole for 
more.) “If fuel spray is observed at the check valve, a new rubber valve (Part No. C7AZ-9576-B) is re quired to correct 
the problem.” The check valve 
was accessed from beneath the 
air horn. Once the rubber check 
valve was in serted, Ford empha-
sized the proper installation of 
the check valve retainer, “NOTE: 
The cross slots in the retainer must 
face the valve and the base of the 
retainer should be flush with the 
casting surface.” The new check 
valve was also a running change 
in production, “Carburetors with 
date code 6LC and later incor-
porate this new accelerator pump 
rubber check valve.”
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Section C - Induction
(CONTINUED)

Problems with the new 1967 Autolite 4300 design 289 4V

Carburetor loading during engine warm-up
3/10/67 Ford TSB #61, Article 1009

3/20/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #33
4/17/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #39
6/12/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #46

For Ford, the TSB was applicable to 1967 Falcon and Mustang 289 4V engine equipped units built prior to approxi-
mately March 15, 1967. Mercury specified application to carburetors C7DF-D (with thermactor and automatic trans-
mission) and C7DF-M (without thermactor and with automatic transmission), which were used on 1967 Cougars. 
The carburetor loading problem “May be caused by improper choke response to engine temperature.” Procedures 
were to replace the ‘CO’ or ‘BW’ choke cover with a revised ‘BX’ cover (C7AZ-9848-C), set choke pull down clearance 
at .109 (7/64) inch, adjust fast idle cam clearance at .080 (5/64) inch, position choke cover setting on Index, and set fast 
idle speed at 1350 RPM. (Old specs had been .080 inch, .070 inch, Index, and 1200 RPM, respectively.) New cover 
and specifications were effective in production approximately March 15, 1967. Mercury TSB #39 supplemented TSB 
#33 for the thermactor equipped engine by a change in the C7ZF-H distributor’s centrifugal advance primary spring 
and readjustment of both the centrifugal and vacuum advance curves. (Author’s note: See Appendix D, page D–31, for 
the proper C7ZF-H distributor advancement curve.) Mercury TSB #46 said to “change the ‘BX’ choke cap setting to three 
(3) notches lean,” and expanded the affected carburetors to include C7DF-AF (replacing C7DF-M) and C7DF-AH 
(replacing C7DF-D).

Revised fuel system specifications
12/5/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #19
12/9/66 Ford TSB #55, Article 966
5/19/67 Ford TSB #68, Article 1091
7/28/67 Ford TSB #72, Article 1131

The following list combines all four bulletins to give the proper carburetor application:

Note 1 - Comet, Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon and Mustang.
Note 2 - Early production (before engine change level 15).
Note 3 - Late production (engine change level 15).
Note 4 - Full-sized Ford only.

Cold and/or warm engine hesitation on light acceleration - T/E only
3/31/67 Ford TSB #63, Article 1031

Applicable between the vehicle dates December 1, 1966, and approximately March 1, 1967, on carburetors 
C7AF-BN or C7DF-V with distributor C7AF-12127-AH. TSB said to adjust clearance of the fuel bowl vent valve to 
.105 (7/64) inch at curb idle. Clearance was to be taken at the center of the vent valve. Also, the TSB said to replace the 
distributor stop with a revised stop C5GY-12202-A which was .795 inch long and color coded yellow, and to add an 
additional .080 inch calibrating washer (Part no. 354610-S40) to the existing washers.

.105"

Note 5 - Cougar, Falcon and Mustang. Autolite 4300.
Note 6 - HiPo 289. Mustang only. Autolite 4100.

Engine  Application Part number Notes

289 2V   M/T without T/E   C7DF-E, S, AJ 1
289 2V   A/T without T/E   C7DF-F, R, AL 1
289 2V   M/T with T/E   C7DF-G 1
289 2V   A/T  with T/E   C7DF-H, N 1, 2
289 2V   A/T  with T/E   C7DF-V 1, 3
289 2V   M/T without T/E   C7AF-N, AT, BU 4
289 2V   A/T without T/E   C7AF-R, AS, BZ 4

289 2V   M/T  with T/E
  C7AF-S, BV
  C7DF- AK

4

289 2V   A/T  with T/E   C7AF-T, AU 2, 4
289 2V   A/T  with T/E   C7AF-BN 3, 4

Engine  Application Part number Notes

289 4V   M/T without T/E   C7DF-A, L, AE 5
289 4V   A/T without T/E   C7DF-B, M, AF 5
289 4V   M/T  with T/E   C7DF-C, AG 5
289 4V   A/T  with T/E   C7DF-D, AH 5

289 HiPo   M/T without T/E   C6ZF-C 6
289 HiPo   A/T without T/E   C6ZF-F 6
289 HiPo   M/T  with T/E   C7ZF-B 6
289 HiPo   A/T  with T/E   C7ZF-C 6
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Special Note: Ford considered L15 as “late production”; how-
ever, L15 was incorporated on Windsor plant 289 V8s as early 
as October 1966, which was only two months after 1966 pro-
duction began. One C7DF-V tag has been documented with a 
date code of 6KB, or the second week of October 1966.
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1968 revised exhaust emission system air-fuel mixture ratio specifications
1/22/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #17
4/5/68 Ford TSB #89, Article 1341

Ford and Mercury superseded all other published values. The new specifications were specifically designed to 
be used with an exhaust gas analyzer for setting the carburetor idle mixture. The following revised values were to 
be used:

High Engine Idle Speed
12/29/67 Ford TSB #83, Article 1251

Applicable to the 1968 302 2V. “Customer complaints of high engine idle speed (600-700 RPM) on subject Fair-
lane units may be encountered which are caused by inadequate carburetor return spring tension rather than normal 
carburetor adjustment. A complaint unit with these symptoms and currently equipped with a “silver” colored return 
spring can be corrected by application of a revised “black” return spring with increased tension.” The part number 
was C5ZZ-9737-B. (Author’s note: This was the same spring used on 1965/67 Mustang 289 V8s.)

Hot and cold intake duct on 1968 air cleaner
9/12/67 Mercury 1968 TSB #2
5/13/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #31
12/30/68 Mercury 1969 TSB #17

The ‘hot and cold’ air intake duct system with override system was used on all 302 2V and 4V CID engines. 
(Author’s note: Applicable to 289 V8, too.) “If this system does not function properly, it will affect the vehicle’s exhaust 
emission and may result in failure to meet Federal emission regulations as well as affecting driveability.” With a cold 
engine and ambient temperature below 100 degrees, the duct valve plate should be one-half ‘heat on’ or halfway 
into the up position. When the engine is first started, the plate should go to the full ‘heat on’ or full up position. 
Mercury TSB #31 said, “As a running change effective in March, vacuum override motors are no longer used on the 
302-4V engines and all engines using 2V carburetors. The overall length and general configuration of the duct and 
valve for identification remains the same. The normal cold position (under-hood ambient of less than 100 degrees F) 
for the valve is in the up or heat on position. The full down or heat off position for the valve takes place in under-hood 
ambients of 135 degrees F and above.” Mercury TSB #17 emphasized checking the proper operation of the duct on 
1969 cars prior to making any repairs for cold engine stalls or cold engine poor driveability. (Author’s note: The dis-
continued vacuum override motor’s function came into play upon sudden accelerations or high engine loads. These conditions 
caused a drop in manifold vacuum and activated the vacuum override motor. If the engine was still cold and duct valve plate 
not fully open, the vacuum override motor would increase the opening to the ‘heat off’ position. This allowed more cooler air to 
enter the engine and theoretically improved combustion efficiency.)

J–40 Appendix J
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 Technical Service Bulletins - Section C J–41

Engine dieseling
5/31/68 Ford TSB #93, Article 1415
5/16/69 Ford TSB #115, Article 1794
5/19/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #31
8/4/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #41

“Customer complaints of engine dieseling (engine continues to run momentarily with the ignition off ) are being 
encountered on 1968 units.” Ford TSB #93 emphasized setting the correct curb idle. “Investigation of complaint units 
indicate this problem is most often caused by an engine curb idle speed above specifications. The additional avail-
able fuel and added engine momentum under this condition along with normal combustion chamber heat and related 
engine conditions often add up to a dieseling problem.” Ford TSB #115, and Mercury TSB #31 involved installing a 
throttle solenoid to correct a persistent dieseling problem. The solenoid was wired to the red-yellow striped wire 
(green-red wire on Mustang) near the ignition switch connector. Both TSBs stated the idle speed was to be set at 550 
rpm with the solenoid energized. Mercury also identified the release of two new carburetors for Montego 302 2V 
units with air conditioning. These new carburetors, C9AF-V for manual transmissions and C9ZF-K for automatics, 
incorporated the throttle solenoids. Mercury TSB #41 revised the procedure for adjusting the solenoid as follows: 
With the solenoid energized, adjust the solenoid’s position “to achieve the specified curb idle speed published for 
the engine.” The solenoid was then de-energized to “Adjust the engine idle speed at the carburetor throttle adjusting 
screw to 500 RPM with the transmission in neutral.” (Author’s Note: See Volume I, Chapter 9, Section C, page 9–14, photo 
9C3 for pictures of solenoid.) Parts required to install throttle solenoids were:

C9OZ-9D856-A Throttle solenoid.
C9AZ-9J586-A Throttle solenoid bracket.
C9AZ-9A451-A Fuel shut-off wiring assembly.
C8AZ-9D857-A Wire - 22.5" long.
C9UZ-9D857-A Wire - 44" long. (Optional)

Application Imco T/E
289/302 2V 13.8 13.1

302 4V 14.1 13.9
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 7. I n s t a l l  a  n e w  i n t e r-
mediate hanger bracket 
and insulator par t num-
ber C5ZZ-5A246-D to the 
new muffler assembly, part 
C5ZZ-5230-R right hand 
and C5ZZ-5230-S left hand, 
us ing tap screws par t 
number 40160-S8. Torque 
screws to 3–9 ft. lbs.

 8. Slide the R.H. and L.H. muf-
f ler assemblies onto the 
‘H’ type muffler inlet pipe 
and place the intermediate 
hanger brackets onto the 
attaching bolts. Install the 
nuts on the hanger bolts and 
torque them to 13–20 ft. lbs.

 9. Position the clamps on the 
muff ler assembly to ‘H’ 
type muffler inlet pipe con-
nections and torque them to 
13–20 ft. lbs.

 10. Coat the inlet end of the 
outlet pipes with an exhaust 
leak sealer material to assist 
in making a leak proof con-
nec tion. Place the resonator 
and oulet pipe extension 
assem blies into the vehicle. 
Slide the outlet pipes into 
the muffler nipples as far 
as they will go. Install the 
clamps attaching the re-
sonators to the rear hanger brackets. Tighten the clamps snug, but not tight.

 11. Install clamps on the connections between the resonator and outlet pipe extension assembly and the muffler as-
sembly. The clamps are to be located as close to the mufflers as possible without riding up on the weld bead. Install 
the clamp so it clears the intermediate hanger brackets to prevent any possible grounding conditions and also to 
clear the rear axle pinion nose bumper bracket. Tighten the clamp snug, but not tight.

NOTE: The outlet pipes must be fully engaged in the mufflers, and the clamp located as indicated or a tight con-
nection will not be achieved and an exhaust leak will result. The installation requires greater care because the area 
that will provide the seal is less than 1/2 inch wide.

 12. Adjust the outlet pipe so there is one (1) inch clearance at the closest point between the f loor pan and the outlet 
pipe. Running a one (1) inch thick piece of wood between the pipe and the floor pan will give the required clear-
ance.

 13. Check the location of the resonator on the left hand side of the vehicle to be sure there is sufficient clearance be-
tween the resonator and the rear spring and the resonator and the fuel tank.

 14. Torque the clamps at the rear hanger brackets and the muffler to outlet connections to 13–20 ft. lbs.
 15. Start the engine and carefully check the system for exhaust leaks, especially at the muffler to outlet pipe connections.”

Section D - Exhaust

High noise level of ‘Arvinode’
 dual exhaust system on 1965 Mustangs with high performance 289
6/1/65 Ford TSB #16, Article 315

“Reports have been received from the field indicating that the ‘Arvinode’ dual exhaust systems installed on subject 
vehicles, built prior to April 2, 1965 (Metuchen and Dearborn), April 4, 1965 (San Jose), has an objectional noise level. 
To reduce the noise level, a standard muffler may be put into the system to replace each ‘Arvinode’ muffler assembly 
located beneath the passenger compartment. This can be accomplished by obtaining a kit released for this purpose 
— C5ZZ-5230-N.

On a customer complaint basis only, of excessive noise with the ‘Arvinode’ dual exhaust system, the following pro-
cedures may be used to correct the condition.

 1. Raise the vehicle on a hoist. Loosen 
the clamps at the ‘Arvinode’ muffler 
and outlet pipe assembly to the ‘H’ 
type muffler inlet pipe connections 
and slide them forward.

 2. Remove the nuts attaching the 
R.H. and L.H. intermediate hanger 
bracket and insulator assembly to 
the f loor pan.

 3. Loosen the clamps attaching the 
rear hanger bracket to the outlet 
pipe assembly.

 4. Remove the R.H. and L.H. ‘Arvinode’ 
muffler and outlet pipe assemblies 
from the ‘H’ type muffler inlet pipe. 
Remove the rear hanger bracket 
clamps and remove the ‘Arvinode’ 
muffler and outlet pipe assemblies 
from the vehicle. The rear axle will 
have to be lowered to remove the 
assemblies.

 5. Remove the clamp attaching the 
intermediate hanger bracket and 
insulator assembly to the ‘Arvinode’ 
muffler and outlet pipe assembly 
and scrap.

 6. Place the ‘Arvinode’ muffler and ou-
let pipe assemblies (one at a time) 
into a vise and cut the as semblies 
into two pieces with a hacksaw at 
the rear weld joint on the muffler 
(see illustra tion at right). File any ir-
regularies from the outlet pipe after 
sawing it off and clean any scale 
from that part of the pipe that will 
be placed into the muffler.

NOTE: The pipe must be cut at the 
indicated location or there will be 
insufficient length of proper pipe 
diameter to assure a leak proof joint.
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Section D - Exhaust
(CONTINUED)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section D J–45

Dual Exhaust System
6/14/65 Ford TSB #17, Article 328

Applicable to the 1965 Mustang - 289 4V High Performance Engine. Refer to the illustrations on pages J–46 and 
J–47 on the next page. “1965 Mustangs, with a dual exhaust system, were built with the Arvinode mufflers. In April, 
1965, a production change replaced the Arvinode mufflers with standard oval mufflers. Procedures and alignment 
specifications are included for both systems.”

OUTLET PIPE EXTENSION(S)

Removal
 1. Loosen the outlet pipe extension to muffler clamp and slide it forward.
 2. Loosen the outlet pipe extension to support bracket clamp and slide it forward.
 3. Remove the outlet pipe extension from the muffler.
 4. Replace any damaged or defective parts.

Installation
 1. Place the clamps on the outlet pipe extension and install it on the muffler.
 2. Position the outlet pipe extension to muffler clamp and outlet pipe extension to support bracket clamp.
 3. Align the outlet pipe extension and tighten the clamps snug. Adjust the exhaust system and torque the clamps to 

specifications.
 4. Start the engine and check for leaks.

‘H’ PIPE (MUFFLER INLET PIPE)

Removal
 1. Loosen the ‘H’ pipe (muffler inlet pipe) to muffler assembly clamps and slide the clamps rearward onto the inlet 

pipe extensions. On convertible models, remove the front f loor lower crossmember plate.
 2. Support the outlet pipe extension with soft wire. Loosen both outlet pipe extension to support bracket clamps. 

Slide the clamps forward onto the outlet pipe extensions. On models with the outlet pipe extension protruding 
through the modesty panel, be sure the pipe is properly supported to avoid damage to the chrome bell 
and bezel.

 3. Remove the bolts or clamps attaching the mufflers to the intermediate support brackets. Support the muffler as-
semblies with soft wire.

 4. Remove the retaining nuts securing the ‘H’ pipe to the exhaust manifolds.
 5. Separate the ‘H’ pipe from the muffler assemblies and remove the ‘H’ pipe from the car. Temporarily support the 

inlet pipe extensions with soft wire.
 6. Clean the gasket surfaces of the ‘H’ pipe and exhaust manifolds. Discard the gaskets. Replace any damaged or 

defective parts.

Installation
 1. Install new gaskets on the ‘H’ pipe f langes and install the ‘H’ pipe in the car. With the ‘H’ pipe held in position, tighten 

the retaining nuts snug, but not tight.
 2. Slide the muffler assemblies onto the ‘H’ pipe. Position the clamps and tighten them snug, but not tight.
 3. Install the bolts or clamps attaching the mufflers to the intermediate support brackets. Tighten the bolts or clamps 

snug, but not tight.
 4. Position the outlet pipe extension clamps and tighten them snug, but not tight. Adjust the exhaust system compo-

nents to confirm to the clearance specifications. Working from the front of the car towards the rear, progressively 
torque the bolts and clamps to specifications. Remove the temporary support wires.

  On convertible models, install the front floor lower crossmember plate.

 5. Start the engine and check exhaust system for leaks.

MUFFLER ASSEMBLY(IES)

Removal
 1. Remove the outlet pipe extension(s), following steps 1 through 3 under Outlet Pipe Extension(s) – Removal. Support 

the muffler outlet pipe(s) with soft wire.
 2. Loosen the ‘H’ pipe (muffler inlet pipe) clamp(s) at the muffler inlet pipe extension(s). Slide the clamp(s) forward 

onto the ‘H’ pipe. Support the ‘H’ pipe with soft wire.

  On convertible models, remove the front f loor lower crossmember plate.

 3. Remove the bolts and clamps attaching the muffler(s) to the intermediate support bracket(s).
 4. Remove the muffler assembly(ies) from the ‘H’ pipe and remove the muffler assembly(ies) from the car.
 5. Replace all damaged or defective parts.

Installation
 1. Position the muffler assembly(ies) in the vehicle. Support the muffler outlet pipe(s) with soft wire.
 2. Slide the muffler assembly(ies) into the ‘H’ pipe. Position the ‘H’ pipe clamp(s) and tighten it snug, but not tight.
  To prevent exhaust leaks, be sure the clamp(s) does not contact the locating tab on the ‘H’ pipe.
 3. Install, but do not tighten, the muffler to intermediate support bracket bolts or clamps.
 4. Install the outlet pipe extension(s), following steps 1 through 3 under Outlet Pipe extension(s) – Installation.
 5. Adjust the exhaust system components to conform to the clearance specifications and torque all clamps and bolts 

to specifications. Remove the temporary support wire.

  On convertible models, install the front f loor lower crossmember plate.

 6. Start the engine and check the exhaust system for leaks.

 289 4-V HIGH PERFORMANCE DUAL EXHAUST
 SYSTEM TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS

ARVINODE MUFFLERS  TORQUE – LB.-FT.

Inlet and outlet pipe clamps .................................................................................. 14 – 22
Intermediate support bracket to frame nuts ........................................................ 14 – 22
Outlet pipe extension support bracket to frame nuts ......................................... 18 – 22
Inlet pipe to exhaust manifolds .............................................................................. 25 – 35

STANDARD MUFFLERS

Inlet and outlet pipe clamps .................................................................................. 13 – 20
Intermediate support bracket to frame nuts and muffler nuts & bolts .............. 13 – 20
Outlet pipe extension support bracket to frame nuts ......................................... 18 – 22
Inlet pipe to exhaust manifolds .............................................................................. 25 – 35

(See illustrations on next pages J–46 and J–47.)
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Section D - Exhaust
(CONTINUED)

Exhaust inlet pipe to exhaust manifold
 outlet attaching nuts specification change
3/11/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #35

Specification “changed from 25–35 ft. lbs. to 17–30 ft. lbs.”

Exhaust manifold breakage
2/27/70 Ford TSB, Article 2169

Applicable to 1965/70 289/302 standard V8s. “Manifold breakage can be corrected by installing a new ‘ribbed’ 
exhaust manifold.” Part numbers were:

D0AZ-9430-C Right-hand side. All car lines.
D0OZ-9431-D Left-hand side. Mustang, Falcon, Fairlane.
D0AZ-9431-C Full-sized Ford only.

(Author’s note: D0AZ-9430-C could also replace manifolds in all car lines for 1963/64. D0OZ-9431-C could also replace 
manifolds on 1967/69 Cougars, 1966/69 Comets, Cyclones, and Montegos, and in all car lines for 1963/64, except for the Falcon 
and Comet. Both manifolds could also be used on the 1962 Fairlane and Meteor, if the Y-pipe was changed. Though in this TSB 
Ford did not specifically excluded the 1965 Falcon from using the D0OZ-9431-D manifold, neither the 1965 Falcon or 1965 
Comet could use it, since all 1963/65 Falcons/Comets used a crossover pipe arrangement, which required a unique left exhaust 
manifold. See Volume I, Chapter 9, Section D, page 9–17, photo 9D1 for pictures of the ribbed style exhaust manifold.)

Electrical ground for oil and temperature senders
5/4/62 Mercury 1962 TSB #33
5/7/62 Ford TSB, Section 13001, Article #2
6/28/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #45
12/2/66 Ford TSB #52, Article 960
12/12/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #20
6/4/71 Ford TSB, Article 3459

Ford Article #2 and Mercury TSB #33 emphasized not using any sealer on the threads of senders to insure an elec-
trical ground was made. Mercury TSB #45 announced a new sealer “to minimize the possibility of water temperature 
and oil pressure sending unit malfunctions due to a poor electrical ground. This sealer, Part Number C3AZ-19554-B, 
contains aluminum particles to improve electrical conductance and should be applied to the threads of sending units 
prior to installation.” Ford TSB #52 and Mercury TSB #20 reaffirmed the use of the sealer. Ford’s 6/4/71 TSB, Article 
3459 specified the use of teflon tape, “prior to installation, wipe the male threaded portion of the sender clean and 
apply a single wrap of teflon tape to the male threads…” Ford said that teflon tape was available as of 6/1/71 under 
the part number D0AZ-19554-C.

Section E - Lubrication

New oil filter mounting bolt insert
6/18/62 Ford TSB, Section 1750, Article #14

“A new oil filter mounting bolt 
insert is available to provide an im-
proved seal for the engine oil filter at 
the cylinder block of the 221 engine. 
When the old mounting bolt insert 
(B7A-6890-A) is used with other than 
the Ford approved oil filter, there 
is a possibility of an oil leak at the 
filter. If an oil leak occurs at the filter, 
check the insert to insure the latest 
one (C2OZ-6890-A) is installed. The 
new oil filter mounting bolt insert 
can be ident ified from the old insert 
by the depth of the hex base.” The 
measure ment was taken from the 
top of the hex surface to the base of 
the threads on the engine side. The 
old insert measured .77", whereas the new one was .74". “All 221 engines built prior to October 2, 1961, will have the 
old type insert. All later engines will have the new insert.” (Author’s note: Since the Fairlane and Meteor were introduced 
about early October, 1961, this bulletin affects relatively few engines.)

Delayed oil pressure build-up with excessive time
 required for oil light to go out after cold engine start-up
3/15/65 Ford TSB #11, Article 189

Applicable to 1965 289 V8. “Delayed oil pressure build-up, accompanied with excessive time (over 5 seconds) 
for the oil light to go out, has been encountered on some subject vehicles. This condition, noted primarily on units 
equipped with production installed oil filters, is caused by a faulty ( leaking) oil filter anti-drain valve which permits 
the oil to drain back out of the filter after engine shut down and/or a poorly machined oil filter mounting bolt insert. 
Bearing knock due to the lack of oil cushion may also accompany this delayed oil pressure build-up condition.” Ford 
recommended removing the oil filter insert from the block and applying an oil resistant sealer, such as Permatex or 
equivalent, to the insert-to-block threads and sealing surfaces. Then, to continue by reinstalling the insert, applying 
torque to approximately 85 ft. lbs., and following with installation of a new service oil filter.

Oil consumption rates and diagnosis
7/30/62 Ford TSB, Section 1740, Article #11
1/31/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #20

Ford said, “With the extended 6,000 mile engine oil change interval recommended for 1962 passenger car en-
gines it can be expected and it is recognized as being normal that in some instances it may be necessary to add oil 
between changes. If the unit involved is obtaining 750 miles per quart of engine oil the oil consumption rate is satis-
factory.” Mercury noted in its bulletin, “Oil leakage and hardened or cracked valve stem seals are more often the 
cause of excessive oil consumption than are defective piston rings. Therefore, on all complaints of excessive engine 
oil consumption, all leakage should be corrected and the valve stem seals replaced and the effect of this action on oil 
consumption evaluated before determining if the piston rings require replacement.”
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Positive crankcase ventilation systems

PCV operation and service
11/18/63 Ford TSB, Section 6001, Article #43

 Ford said, “Improper service and/or lack of service on the Positive Crankcase Emission System has shown the need 
for additional field information…” Ford went on the say, “The PCV system was originated for slow moving, stop and 
go type driving. Usually below 20 mph and at engine idle, air flow through the engine is insufficient by way of the road 
draft tube to remove the crankcase emission fumes of engine combustion. When the fumes remain inside the engine, 
they condense to cause oil dilution that results in the formation of sludge. Excessive sludge results in lack of power, 
poor economy and eventual premature failure. Some of the indications that the emission is not working properly are: 
excessive vapors coming from the oil filler cap, rough idle and oily residue covering rocker arm covers and underhood 
components.” Ford then described the PCV system operation, “The Positive Emission System operates by vacuum, 
drawing crankcase vapors through a valve, then into the intake manifold (usually below the carburetor) to be reburned. 
The metering valve has two moving parts—a tapered plunger with a center bleed hole and a stainless steel spring. 
Vacuum, which is greatest when the engine is idling or at low speed, pulls the tapered plunger forward to seat against 
the valve housing, restricting the vapor to the center bleed hole. At highway speed with decreased vacuum, the spring 
moves the plunger to the fully opened (middle) position, for maximum flow around the plunger and through the bleed 
hole. With the ignition off, manifold vacuum drops to zero and the spring moves the plunger to a closed position. In 
the event of backfire, back pressure will also cause the plunger to close.” Ford also stressed the need for cleaning the 
valve every 6,000 miles, because “the valve can be fouled with an accumulation of carbon or varnish.”
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Section E - Lubrication
(CONTINUED)

Section F - Ventilation

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

PCV Maintenance
3/26/62 Ford TSB, Section 1730, Article #1

Ford said, “The positive crankcase ventilation valve 
assembly requires servicing each 6000 miles when the 
unit is operated under normal conditions. However, when 
operated under more severe conditions such as prolonged 
periods of idling and excessive stop and go driving more 
frequent servicing may be required. When servicing the 
positive crankcase ventilation system, remove all system 
components for cleaning. Disassemble regulator valve and 
clean valve components, outlets, fittings and tubes in clean 
carburetor solvent. Dry them with compressed air. Clean 
rubber hose connections with a low volatility petroleum 
base solvent and dry them with compressed air. Clean 
breather cap assembly.” The correct production part 
number for the 221 V8 PCV valve was ‘C1AE-6A666-F’. 
Ford also emphasized properly seating the spring over the valve and insuring the valve’s orifice faced toward the 
carburetor spacer. (Author’s note: The same valve assembly was used on the 1962/63 260 V8, and later, the 1963 289 V8.)

Oil dipstick identification
1/9/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #23

Two dipsticks were used on the 289 in 1967 production. Mercury indicated one was marked ‘C5OE-6750-B’ and 
used prior to 10/16/66. The other was marked ‘C7OE-6750-B’ and used after 10/16/66. Both had lengths from the 
inner surface of the shield (dust cap) to full mark of 17 5/8 inches and from shield to end of 19 13/32 inches. (Author’s 
note: To date, all original dipsticks that might have been marked ‘C5OE-6750-B’ have been found to have no part/engineer-
ing number markings at all. The ‘C7OE-6750-B’ dipstick was marked, and did not have the conventional ‘dust cap.’ Instead, 
the cap slipped into the dipstick tube rather than over it. See Volume I, Chapter 7, Section E, page 7–20, photo 7E2. The 
‘C7OE-6750-B’ dipstick was discontinued by 1968 production.)

Low oil pressure due to displaced or leaking oil gallery plugs
6/17/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #34
6/21/68 Ford TSB #94, Article 1423

Applicable to all engines. “Customers may complain of low oil pressure at idle, a condition traced to dislodged 
oil gallery drive (cup) plugs. It is recommended the counterbored hole be inspected for damage or burrs. After the 
orifice has been inspected, flare the cup end of the replacement plug .005" to .010" more to insure proper retention. 
To expand the plug, insert a ball peen hammer or a ball bearing which is slightly larger than the inner diameter of 
the plug and tap lightly until the plug is enlarged. Coat the sealing edge of the plug with Permatex No. 2 and drive the 
plug with a flat end of a pin punch until the trailing edge is just below the chamfer at the outer edge of the hole.” Ford 
went on to say, “The Foundry recently reworked its patterns to provide additional height to the oil gallery bosses 
and the Engine Plant began machining deeper oil gallery plug holes with an improved lead in chamfer to allow the 
installation of a longer cup plug. These changes, effective May 20, 1968 in engine production, will better insure against 
improperly installed cup plugs.”

Revised method of marking oil dipsticks (oil level indicators)
9/27/68 Ford TSB #99, Article 1497
1/20/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #20

“A new method of marking engine oil level indicators has been devised and will be incorporated into all oil level 
indicators as soon as possible. The 1969 Passenger and Light Truck engines will be the first engines to incorporate the 
new indicators sometime during 1969.” Ford went on to say there would be a ‘SAFE’ area where “there is no need for 
concern as to whether there is too much or too little oil in the crankcase.” The line marking the low end of the ‘SAFE’ 
area would be marked ‘ADD 1’. Oil levels at or below this line meant that one quart of oil should be added to bring 
the level back within the ‘SAFE’ area. A second line below the ‘ADD 1’ line was marked ‘ADD 2’, “The engine should 
not be operated at high speeds or for any extended period of time with the oil level below the ‘ADD 2’ mark as there 
is insufficient reserve oil in the crankcase.” In closing, Ford said, “The new method of marking oil level indicators 
(dipsticks) will be incorporated by revision only, without a part number change to the indicator assembly, as soon as 
manufacturing equipment can be changed over.” Mercury also indicated the new dipsticks were appearing on some 
1969 cars. However, its bulletin differed from Ford’s in that it deleted reference to the ‘ADD 2’ line, but cautioned 
about operating below the ‘ADD 1’ line, “The engine should not be operated at high speeds for any extended period 
of time with the oil level below the ‘ADD 1’ mark.” (Author’s note: Examination of dipsticks produced in 1969 have shown 
only the ‘SAFE’ and ‘ADD 1’ markings—no ‘ADD 2’ marking. See Volume I, Chapter 9, Section E, page 9–19, photo 9E3.)
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Section F - Ventilation
(CONTINUED)

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

Legal requirements for PCV valve and closed ventilation systems
2/14/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #9A

All vehicles in New York manufactured after June 30, 1963 had to have a PCV valve system. All vehicles in 
California manufactured in 1961, 1962 and 1963 had to have a PCV valve system. Also for California, “All vehicles 
manufactured after January 1, 1964 must be equipped with a ‘closed’ ventilation system. Effective January 1, 1964, 
all 1950 to 1960 used vehicles, except those specifically exempted by the California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control 
Board, must be equipped with an approved ‘closed’ system when involved in a transfer of ownership. Effective January 
1, 1965, all 1950 to 1960 vehicles, except those specifically exempted by the California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control 
Board, must be equipped with an approved ‘closed’ system. Month of required installation will be determined by the 
last number of the license plate according to the following schedule:”

Positive crankcase ventilation systems (continued)

1964 System

High Performance 289 and Falcon “Sprint”Standard Air Cleaner

1964 California Closed Ventilation Systems

1 - January 
2 - February
3 - March
4 - April
5 - May
6 - June
7 - July
8 - August
9 - September
0 - October

1962/63 System

1962/64 PCV Systems

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

PCV maintenance and closed ventilation systems
11/15/63 Mercury 1964 TSB #9
2/14/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #9A

TSB #9A superseded #9 by including addition information. Mercury first detailed the PCV system cleaning. Hoses 
and oil filler cap were to be cleaned with kerosene or fuel oil and the remaining components cleaned/scrubbed with 
carburetor cleaner to remove carbon and varnish. The entire system cleaning interval was 12,000 miles with the 
PCV valve and oil cap cleaned every 6,000 miles. Mercury then went on to describe the type system on each engine. 
(Author’s note: Mercury erred in its TSB by reversing the types of systems used between 1963 and 1964 engines. Mercury 
221, 260, and 289 V8s PCV valve systems ventilated from the intake manifold in 1963 and from the right valve cover in 1964. 
Illustrations on top of facing page have been correctly labelled.) California cars built after 1-1-64 had closed ventilation sys-
tems with non-vented oil caps that connected to the side of the air cleaner. These systems also used a polyeurethane 
element in the air cleaner, which was “wetted with a predetermined amount of oil that will provide proper filtering.” 
The element “MUST NEVER BE CLEANED,” but replaced every 12,000 miles. The 1964 289 High Performance 
engine and Falcon “Sprint” 260 V8 installed in California cars built after 1-1-64 also used a non-vented oil cap that 
“connects to top of air cleaner.” An “open pleated paper element is used in the air cleaner.” (Author’s note: Examples 
of each closed system are illustrated on bottom of facing page. Also see Volume I, Chapter 4, page 4–33, photo 4C31, and 
page 4–40, photo 4F4 for pictures of the hose that connects to the top of the low profile air cleaner.)
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Section F - Ventilation
(CONTINUED)

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

New improved PCV valve
7/1/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #9B

Supplemental to TSB #9A. “An improved ‘jiggle-pin’ emission control valve is now available for service use on most 
1961-64 Lincoln-Mercury vehicles equipped with an emission control system. The operation of the valve is similar to 
the early type ‘orifice’ valve. However, the construction of the new valve is such that it is much more resistant to plug-
ging and the maintenance interval is extended to 12,000 miles. With the orifice valve, all of the crankcase ventilation 
flow during low and moderate speed operation, and part of the flow during high speed operation, must pass through 
a small metering orifice. A small amount of deposits in this orifice will reduce its flow area significantly, and can result 
in rough idle, engine oil blow-out, and inadequate crankcase ventilation. This valve requires maintenance every 6,000 
miles. With the ‘Jiggle-pin’ valve, there is no small metering orifice. The flow is regulated by location of the plunger 
with respect to the valve body. This design is much less sensitive to deposits. In addition, two basic characteristics of 
the valve provide resistance to deposit accumulation:

* Flow through the valve is more streamline. Therefore, deposits are less likely to separate from the blow-by gases 
and collect on internal parts of the valve.

* The action of the plunger tends to remove those deposits that may accululate.

Every 12,000 miles, this valve should be replaced, and the complete emission system cleaned. Whenever a vehicle 
equipped with the early type ‘orifice’ valve is undergoing emission system maintenance, the valve should be discarded 
and ‘Jiggle-Pin’ valve installed.”

Part number for the ‘jiggle-pin’ PCV valve was C1AZ-6A666-A for 1962/63 (available approximately September 
30, 1964), and C5ZZ-6A666-A for 1964.

(Author’s note: The bulletin only showed the orifice type in the 1962/63 PCV valve and the new jiggle pin type in the 1964 
PCV valve. To see the internal components of each type in 1962/63 PCV valve, see Volume I, Chapter 2, Section F, page 2–34, 
photo 2F4. To see the internal components of each type in the 1964 PCV valve, see Volume I, Chapter 4, Section F, page 4–42, 
photo 4F7. Although Ford recommended replacing the jiggle pin type valve every 12,000 miles, these valves usually could be 
disassembled and cleaned instead.)

Original 1962/63 orifice type PCV valve
(replaced by C1AZ-6A666-A jiggle pin type)

Late 1964 jiggle pin type PCV valve
(C5ZZ-6A666-A)

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

Crankcase ventilation hose connection
7/7/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #38

“The use of the hose clamp for retaining the crankcase ventilation hose at the P.C.V. connection is being discontinued; 
however, retaining clamps are still required at the crankcase ventilation hose to carburetor spacer…” (Author’s note: 
See Volume I, Chapter 9, Section F, page 9–20, photo 9F2 for pictures of this area.)

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

PCV valve usage
12/4/67 Mercury 1968 TSB #12

The correct PCV valve part number for all 1965/68 289 and 302 V8s was stated as C5AZ-6A666-A.

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

Revised crankcase ventilation system
5/10/65 Ford TSB #15, Article 279

“During March 1965, assembly plants will phase out the road draft tube crankcase ventilation system previously 
installed as standard equipment on some car and truck engines. It will be replaced by a positive crankcase ventilation 
system with jiggle pin type regulator valve. By early April 1965, therefore, all car and truck engines will incorporate 
this change.” Ford also gave system cleaning procedures similar to those covered by Mercury’s 1964 TSB #9A dated 
2/14/64.

Positive crankcase ventilation systems

Revised crankcase ventilation system
7/1/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #9B

5/10/65 Ford TSB #15, Article 279

“The application of crankcase ventilation systems has been revised. Basically, this revision involves the release of 
the ‘Jiggle Pin’ control valve for vehicles built or sold in California or New York, and the release of a road draft tube 
for the remaining vehicles.” Mercury gave the effective date as 5-15-64. Ford eluded to doing the same thing in its 
5/10/65 Ford TSB #15, Article 279.
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Cleaning the oil separator (crimp pack) on 1962/64 221, 260 and 289 V8s
10/22/65 Ford TSB #24, Article 475

Ford stressed the importance of cleaning the positive crankcase ventilation system’s oil separator element (also 
called a crimp pack due to its wire mesh appearance), whenever other components of ventilation system were 
cleaned. Ford cautioned, “Failure to do this will greatly reduce the operating efficiency and service life of the engine.” 
The oil separator was located in a retainer installed into the back of the intake manifold. (Author’s note: All engines 
used the oil separator system in 1962/63. In 1964, only engines with road draft tubes used the oil separator, because engines 
with PCV valves ventilated from the right-hand valve cover. See Volume I, Chapter 2, Section F, page 2–33, photo 2F3 for a 
picture of the crimp pack.)

J–56 Appendix J

Section F - Ventilation
(CONTINUED)

Oil filler cap decalcomania
3/8/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #26

“Effective at assembly plants beginning January 28, 1963, 
a decalcomania will be applied to the engines of all car 
lines except Lincoln Continental. The decalcomania will be 
located on the oil filler cap (Comet and Meteor)…” (Author’s 
note: Magazine photos of 1962 Fairlane engines show that some 
of these decals were already being applied to Ford engines in 1962 
production.)

Incorrect oil filler breather caps
2/22/65 Ford TSB #10, Article 184

“An undetermined number of 1965 Mustangs equipped with the 289 CID engines were built during August, 1964 
(vehicle build dates 01H to 31H), with incorrect oil filler breather caps - both emission and non-emission engines. 
This condition may result in customer complaints of oil fumes in the passenger compartment and inadequate engine 
ventilation.” Ford listed the proper oil caps. C5AZ-6766-C1 was used with a road draft tube and identified by a skirt 
on the bottom of the cap. C3AZ-6766-C was used with the ‘open’ ventilation system with PCV valve and lacked the 
skirt. (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 5, Section F, page 5–29, photo 5F1 for a picture of the skirted oil cap.)

New valve rocker arm covers
8/29/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #57

Applicable to 1966 Comets built after approximately 6-10-66. “A new valve rocker arm cover was incorporated on 
the subject engines to accommodate a new cam-lock type oil filler cap and new emission valve connector. The crank-
case ventilation hose and choke control tube have also been revised to accommodate the above change.” (Author’s 
note: Ford did not publish a TSB for its valve cover change, but Ford parts catalogs gave a date of 5/2/66 for the incorporation. 
Valve cover change was also identified as engine change level 12 [L12]. See Volume I, Chapter 6, Section F, page 6–27, photo 
6F3 for pictures of the new valve covers.)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Sections F & G J–57

Section G - Cooling

Proper application of temperature senders (indicator bulbs)
1/14/63 Ford TSB, Section 8001, Article #9
6/7/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #42

“Temperature gauges are calibrated to correspond to specific engine temperature indicator bulbs.”… “The indica-
tor bulb may be identified by the degrees stamped on the hex head.” For all small block V8s, the proper stamping 
was ‘250’ degrees. (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section G, page 3–48, photo 3G5 for sender markings.)

New thermostat
5/4/62 Mercury 1962 TSB #33
9/24/62 Ford TSB, Section 8001, Article #3
1/14/63 Ford TSB, Section 8001, Article #9
6/7/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #42
4/5/65 Ford TSB #13, Article 241
6/1/65 Ford TSB #16, Article 308
10/22/65 Ford TSB #24, Article 463

“To improve heater and engine efficiency,” Ford and Mercury released a new 190 degree F thermostat, Part Num-
ber C2DZ-8575-A. Ford said, “The 190 degree thermostat begins to open at 185 degrees to 192 degrees F and is fully 
open at 210 degrees to 212 degrees F.” Mercury said the thermostat “is identified by the numeral 188 and circled 1 
stamped on the flange.” Ford said the 188 numeral would be “stamped on the outer edge of the thermostat or on the 
bottom of the sensing unit housing.” Ford and Mercury announced the approximate incorporation date in produc-
tion on the 221 V8 as 2-12-62. Ford advertised the date on the 260 V8 as 6-22-62. In Article 241, Ford cautioned not 
to use ‘butterfly’ type thermostats. “Current vehicles are originally equipped with ‘poppet’ type thermostats and it is 
mandatory that only ‘poppet’ type thermostats be used as replacement parts during the warranty period.” Ford listed 
the proper thermostat part number as C3DZ-8575-A for 1963/65 221/260/289 V8s, then revised the part number 
for the 1965 289 V8 to C5DZ-8575-A in Article 308. Article 463 extended the use of C5DZ-8575-A to include all 1966 
289 V8s.

Electrical ground for oil and temperature senders
5/4/62 Mercury 1962 TSB #33
5/7/62 Ford TSB, Section 13001, Article #2
6/28/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #45
12/2/66 Ford TSB #52, Article 960
12/12/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #20
6/4/71 Ford TSB, Article 3459

Ford Article #2 and Mercury TSB #33 emphasized not using any sealer on the threads of senders to insure an elec-
trical ground was made. Mercury TSB #45 announced a new sealer “to minimize the possibility of water temperature 
and oil pressure sending unit malfunctions due to a poor electrical ground. This sealer, Part Number C3AZ-19554-B, 
contains aluminum particles to improve electrical conductance and should be applied to the threads of sending units 
prior to installation.” Ford TSB #52 and Mercury TSB #20 reaffirmed the use of the sealer. Ford’s 6/4/71 TSB, Article 
3459 specified the use of teflon tape, “prior to installation, wipe the male threaded portion of the sender clean and 
apply a single wrap of teflon tape to the male threads…” Ford said the teflon tape was available as of 6/1/71 under 
the part number D0AZ-19554-C.
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Section G - Cooling
(CONTINUED)

Restricted hot water connecting elbow
4/22/63 Ford TSB, Section 17001, Article #33
6/3/63 Ford TSB, Section 17001, Article #40
8/2/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #49
2/9/68 Ford TSB #85, Article 1271
2/5/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #20

Article #33 discussed excessive water pressure in 1962 Fairlane heater cores when equipped with 221/260 V8s. 
The pressure “may bulge the heater core and cause a leakage.” This was particularly true “where the engine may 
be operated at high speeds when it is cold and the thermostat is closed.” Ford’s initial correction was to tack-weld 
“a common 5/8 inch thin walled copper tube end cap, with a 1/4 inch diameter hole drilled in the flat end, over the 
‘inlet’ heater core tube.” The inlet core tube was the one that connected, via a section of heater hose, to the rear of 
the carburetor spacer or the front top side of the intake manifold. Article #40 and Mercury TSB #49 announced the 
release of a new hot water heater connecting elbow for 1963, Part number C3OZ-18599-A, which incorporated a 
restriction. The new elbow eliminated the heater core excessive pressure problem from the “highly efficient water 
pump,” when the 221/260/289 engine was operating at high RPM with the thermostat closed. “The new elbow can 
be identified by a dichromate finish which is gold-colored versus the old silver-colored one.” Mercury indicated that 
the “new restricted elbow was incorporated in production on all engines built after November 8, 1962.” Ford Article 
1271 and 1968 Mercury TSB #20 expanded the application for the restricted elbow to all 1966/68 engines prior to 
December 15, 1967, and gave a new elbow part number of C6AZ-18599-B. (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 3, 
Section C, page 3–25, photo 3C6 for a picture of the elbows.)

Retrofitting the cast iron water pump onto aluminum water pump engines
10/29/65 Mercury 1966 TSB #8
11/19/65 Ford TSB #26, Article 517
1/22/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #22

Mercury TSB #22 replaced the page in TSB #8 to correct two dimensional errors. The purpose of both Ford and 
Mercury bulletins was to allow replacement of the old aluminum water pump and timing chain cover (called a cylin-
der front cover) with new production components, if water leaks due to erosion and/or corrosion were encountered 
at the old water pump. Ford stated, “The cast iron pump and cover have been used in production since May of 1965.” 
On the retrofit, Ford emphasized that the “new cast iron pump and new cylinder front cover must be used together.” 
Ford went on to say, “To replace the aluminum pump with a cast iron one there are a few steps that must be added to 
the cylinder front cover and water pump procedures outlined in the shop manual.

New thermostat housing (water outlet connection) and intake manifolds
5/7/65 Mercury 1965 TSB #42

“Effective in engine production on February 1, 1965, the location of the thermostat counterbore has been moved 
from the intake manifold to the water outlet connection. There is no interchangeability between the old and new parts. 
The new water outlet connection must be used with the new manifold, and the old connection with the old mani-
fold. Any other combination will cause severe coolant loss or an inoperative thermostat.” (Author’s note: See Volume 
I, Chapter 5, Section C, page 5–16, photo 5C1, and page 5–17, photo 5C2 for pictures comparing intake manifolds, and 
Volume I, Chapter 5, Section G, page 5–38, photo 5G9 for comparing thermostat housings.)

 1. Remove the thermostat housing retaining bolts and housing. Discard the housing; a new housing C3OZ-8592-A 
with a by-pass connection will have to be used. (Author’s note: This was not really necessary and was not listed in Mercury’s 
bulletin.)
 2. Three bolts will be different than the present bolts used on the aluminum pump. (See illustration below.) The part 
number is 45970-S or a 5/16 –18 × 1.5" hex head bolt and lock washer may be used.
 3. On 1962-63 models the left hand rocker arm cover must be replaced 
by a 1964 or 1965 cover with oil fill cap.
 4. On 1962-1963 engines, it is necessary to plug the drilled oil fill inlet 
passage in the front face of the cylinder block. This can be accomplished 
by installing a 3/4 inch expansion type cup plug (371058-S) coated with 
oil resistant sealer. Use a suitable driving tool, drive the cup plug to .005" 
below the cylinder block surface.

NOTE: In view of the fact that this oil transfer hole was 
not held within close tolerances in production it will be 
necessary to increase the diameter of the 371058-S 
plug in a manner to assure an oil tight fit. The plug may 
be flared outward approximately .010 inch using the 
ball end of a ball peen hammer as an arbor.

 5. When installing cast iron water pump on Air Conditioned equipped 1962-1963-1964 221, 260 and 289 CID en-
gines, the compressor mounting bolt boss height on the water pump is to be reduced from 13/16 inch to 21/32 inch by 
grinding.”

Required parts needed for converting from the aluminum water pump to a cast iron pump were:

C5OZ-6019-A Cylinder front cover
C2OZ-6020-A Gasket - Cylinder front cover
C5AZ-8501-E Water pump (except 289 HiPo)
C5OZ-8501-B Water pump (289 HiPo)
C3OZ-8592-A Thermostat housing

The 1962-1963 engines also require a left-hand valve cover with oil filler hole and 371058-A 3/4 inch expansion 
type cup plug.

Retrofitting the cast iron water pump onto aluminum water pump engines
(continued)
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Section G - Cooling
(CONTINUED)

Aluminum water pump on some early 1966 Comets
2/2/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #25

Applicable on 289 engines built prior to 11-1-65. “Some of the early produced 1966 Comet vehicles with the 289 
C.I.D. engines were equipped with an aluminum water pump and related parts in place of the cast iron water pump.” 
Mercury went on to say, “Those engines that are equipped with the aluminum water pump require use of the early 
1965 water pump and front cover.”

HOT/COLD temperature sender switch
12/2/66 Ford TSB #52, Article 958
11/29/68 Ford TSB #103, Article 1569
12/30/68 Mercury 1969 TSB #17

At the time the bulletin was written, applicable to 1965/67 full-sized Ford and 1966/67 Fairlane. (Author’s note: 
Applicable to the 1966/67 Comet, too.) The ‘COLD’ light was illuminated when coolant temperature was below ap-
proximately 125 degrees F. The ‘HOT’ light illuminated if coolant temperature reached approximately 245 degrees F. 
Ford Article 1569 and Mercury TSB #17 announced the deletion of the ‘COLD’ portion of the sender for all cars.

Engine change level 15 on California 289 2V
 with thermactor and automatic transmission
12/5/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #19
12/9/66 Ford TSB #55, Article 965

The water pump pulley diameter was increased to 6.4 inches to yield a water pump pulley to engine ratio of 
.95:1 for standard cooling. Corresponding belts increased in length. Fan changes included C7OE-8600-A for Comet 
(4-blade, 17.75" diameter, 2.0" blade pitch), and either C6AE-8600-E (4-blade, 17.5" diameter, 2.0" blade pitch) or 
C1VV-8600-D (4-blade, 17.5" diameter, 1.8" blade pitch) for Cougar. (Author’s note: Ford’s bulletin was not as specific as 
Mercury’s on fan application; however, the Comet engine was essentially the same as the Fairlane’s, and the Cougar’s generally 
matched the Mustang’s.)

Section H - Ignition

Ford went on to say in Article #19, “Due to the rapid spark plug wire improvements, manufacturing was forced to 
repeat older color codes. Dual color codes which include a white star, indicate the wire was manufactured after spring 
of 1964.” Ford broke the wires down to categories. “1963 vehicles manufactured before mid-summer 1964” having 
a blue or yellow color code were to be replaced as a set if one wire was found defective. “1963 and 1964 vehicles 
manufactured mid-summer 1963 until March 1, 1964” with orange color code required only the defective wire to 
be replaced. “1964 vehicles manufactured March 1, 1964 and after…excluding only the 289 and 427 C.I.D. high per-
formance models, has been revised to replace the conductive glass core with either a linen or rayon core. This new 
type wiring can be identified by means of white stars printed on the outer jacket of the cable on at least one side.” In 
Mercury’s 1967 TSB #20, Mercury specified that the maximum resistance on any secondary wire was 1,000 ohms per 
inch, terminal to terminal. (Author’s note: See Appendix D, pages D–35 and D–36 for further details.)

Ignition secondary wiring
1/28/63 Ford TSB, Section 12001, Article #8
3/8/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #26
4/22/63 Ford TSB, Section 12001, Article #16
5/17/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #39
8/2/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #49
12/23/63 Ford TSB, Section 12001, Article #19 (superseded by same article dated 5/4/64)
5/1/64 Mercury 1964 TSB #39
5/4/64 Ford TSB, Section 12001, Article #19 (superseded the 12/23/63 dated article)
12/12/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #20

Article #8 stated, “Information available indicates that the secondary wiring is probably the major factor in ignition 
problems at this time.” Ford emphasized checking the ignition wires “before making extensive repair or replace-
ment of spark plugs, breaker points or associated ignition system parts.” Ford Article #16 and Mercury TSB #26 
emphasized problems with ignition wires and specified a continuity test for each wire by putting the wire and a 
voltmeter in series with a 12-volt car battery. Ford indicated the cause of “open circuits” on the wires was due to 
“Assembly problems with terminal ends which resulted in poor or no electrical contact between terminal and core 
material.” Revised wires, marked in orange on one side, were scheduled to enter production on March 4, 1963 and 
be available for service approximately May 1, 1963. In Mercury 1963 TSBs #39 and #49, Mercury specified that the 
volt reading on the wire series check should fall between 7.8 and 12.4 volts. If below 7.8 volts, the wire should be 
replaced. In TSB #49 Mercury said that on engines manufactured before April 18, 1963 (3D18) for Comets, and May 
2, 1963 (3E2) for Meteors, if one wire was defective, then all wires should be replaced. After these dates, improved 
wires were incorporated and only the defective wire need be replaced. “The improved wires can be identified by the 
words ‘Radio Resistance’ printed on one side of the wire in orange or yellow paint.” Mercury 1964 TSB #39 and Ford 
Article #19 canceled the series continuity test and replaced it with a resistance check. “The resistance is to be checked 
with an ohmmeter connected between the two terminal ends of the wire.” The maximum resistance in thousands of 
ohms (Ohms × 1000) for 260 and 289 V8s was:

New distributor clamp
1/14/63 Ford TSB, Section 12002, Article #2

“To minimize the possibility of the distributor turning from the original setting, a new distributor clamp became 
effective in production approximately November 13, 1962 on 221 and 260 cubic inch engines.” The part number was 
C3AZ-12270-A. (Author’s note: For a picture of both new and old clamps, see Volume I, Chapter 3, Section H, page 3–48, 
photo 3H1.)

Water pump pulley-to-crankshaft pulley interference
4/29/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #29

Applicable to 289 or 302 V8 Imco engines with power steering. “During pre-delivery or on a customer complaint, 
check for a minimum of 0.035" clearance between the water pump pulley and crankshaft pulley. If less than .035" clear-
ance exists, replace the water pump pulley and drive belt with a new water pump pulley (Part No. C6AZ-8509-A) and 
drive belt (Part No. C2AZ-8620-H).” (Author’s note: Interference occurred if a water pump pulley stamped C7OE-8509-D 
[usually used with power steering without A/C], was used with a crankshaft pulley stamped C8OE-6312-B [the crankshaft 
pulley used with A/C.] See Appendix B, page B–14 and B–15 for information on water pump pulleys.)

Cylinder Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Coil Wire

ohms 28 23 26 23 24 26 25 28 11
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Section H - Ignition
(CONTINUED)

Breaker points (contacts) specification change and replacement criteria
1/25/65 Ford TSB #7, Article 125
2/15/65 Ford TSB #9, Article 147

Applicable to all vehicles. Article 125 gave the allowable dwell range for a conventional ignition system with an 
eight cylinder engine dual advance distributor as 26 to 31 degrees. The point gap was to be set at .017 inch (new 
points only) or 28 degrees dwell (new or old points). Gap and dwell for transistor ignition system distributors and 
centrifugal advance distributors were not changed. (Author’s note: The transistor system was used on all 1964 Comet 289 
HiPos and some 1965 Comet 289 HiPos, where the point gap was set at .019"-.021", giving a dwell of 22-24 degrees. Dual point 
centrifugal advance distributors were used on all the remaining 289 HiPos, where both point gaps were set at .019"-.021", giv-
ing a dwell of 30-33 degrees.) Article 147 covered replacement crtieria. “Contacts are to be replaced if the height of the 
metal transfer exceeds the gap setting. This condition can be visually detected by setting the contacts to the specified 
gap and observing if the metal transfer exceeds the gap setting.”

Legal requirements for ‘radio resistance’ wires
7/15/63 Ford TSB, Section 12001, Article #18
8/2/63 Mercury 1963 TSB #49
5/4/64 Ford TSB, Section 12001, Article #19

Mercury said, “The 427 C.I.D. engine is the only engine which the use of solid core spark plug wires is authorized. 
All other engines are designed to use the carbon impregnated fibreglass core wires in accordance with Presidential 
Letter No. 13, dated June 26, 1961, which states that the purpose of the resistance wires is ‘to provide suppression of 
ignition systems radiation which interferes with the reception of radio and television broadcasts.’ Reference to radio 
and television interference is not restricted to the particular vehicles not possessing this suppression but extends into 
other vehicles and places of business and residence adjacent to traffic.” Ford Article #18 said this sentence a little 
more clearly, “This interference to radio and television is not restricted to the particular vehicle that does not have the 
suppression itself, but extends into other vehicles, business establishments, and homes adjacent to traffic.” Mercury 
continued, “Thus, information vital to the public, such as emergency civil defense information, may be jammed due to 
this radiation interference. Because of difficulty that may be experienced in connection with the high resistance second-
ary ignition wire, some owners are equipping their engines with solid core wires and undoubtedly some dealers are 
using solid wires to correct customer complaints. This practice would hamper our national security efforts because 
of the accompanying radiation interference.” Ford was a bit more direct, “Undoubtedly some dealers used the same 
[solid core] wires to pacify some of their more irate customers. Although this provides indisputable relief from the 
problem, it does hamper our national security efforts because of the accompanying interference.” Mercury continued, 
“Even though resistor spark plugs and coil tower resistors may be employed in conjunction with this conversion, which 
is seldom the case, they are not as effective as the resistor wire in providing the required suppression. Resistor wires 
are being produced for service which possess good continuity throughout.” Ford said essentially the same thing in 
its Article #18, exempting only the 1963 Fairlane 289 4V and 1963 Ford 427 6V & 8V. Ford also gave a May 15, 1963 
date for the production of good continuity wires, which were color coded with orange lettering. In Article #19 Ford 
also indicated that, “Linen or rayon core wires are scheduled for 1965 to replace steel core wires in the 289-4V and 
427-8V high performance engines. Steel core wires will be standard on the 427-4V only and R.P.O. (regular production 
option) on the other high performance packages.”

New silicone boot spark plug insulator
10/8/65 Mercury 1966 TSB #5

“New silicone spark plug insulator boots, identified by rust or orange color have longer life and extended insula-
tor reliability. Unlike the black neoprene and hypalon boot, the silicone boot is soft, flexible and prone to punctures or 
tearing if not handled properly. Removal of silicone insulator boot from the spark plug should be performed by grasp-
ing the boot, twisting it right or left (to free the boot from the spark plug insulators) and then pulling it off of the spark 
plug.” (Author’s note: Later silicone boots could also be black.)

Thermal sensing distributor vacuum system
10/21/66 Ford TSB #48, Article 918
10/31/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #10
12/16/66 Ford TSB #56, Article 967
7/17/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #49

Applicable to the Mustang and Cougar 289 2V/4V with both air conditioning 
and thermactor. Article 918 said, “The function of the thermal sensing distributor 
vacuum control valve is to switch the vacuum source for the distributor from the 
carburetor take-off to the intake manifold when the coolant temperature reaches 
approximately 230 degrees, which in turn subsequently activates the vacuum ad-
vance mechanism and advances timing. An increase in engine idle speed is to be 
expected by virtue of the additional spark advance and under no circumstances 
should any attempt be made to reduce the speed by adjustment. When the coolant 
temperature lowers sufficiently, the idle speed will automatically be reduced. The 
thermal sensing distributor vacuum control valve as used on thermactor air con-
ditioned equipped vehicles consists of a thermal capsule, similar to the type used 
in the engine water thermostat, which moves a valve to cover and uncover ports in 
the valve body thereby switching the vacuum source between the carburetor and 
the intake manifold depending on the coolant temperature. The vacuum control valve mechanism is an integral part 
of the heater water take-off connection and is located on top of the fitting. It incorporates three (3) .42 inch diameter 
vacuum hose connections which are identified by the letters ‘C’, ‘D’, and ‘M’ denoting connections for the carburetor, 
distributor and manifold vacuum hoses respectively. It should be noted that it is mandatory that the distributor vacuum 
line be disconnected when reading or adjusting the engine initial ignition timing.” Mercury TSB #10 said essentially 
the same thing as Ford. Ford Article 967 specified that the sensing unit was to be used for the Mustang and Cougar 
with thermactor and air conditioning. In TSB #49, Mercury described two possible valve malfunctions. Condition ‘A’ 
was when the “valve is vented to the intake manifold when it should be vented to the carburetor.” A check consisted of 
warming up the engine and disconnecting the hose at the ‘M’ valve port and plugging the hose. After the RPM had 
stablized, a ‘no change’ condition in RPM from the previous condition meant the valve was good. A 100 RPM drop 
or more indicated a bad valve. Condition ‘B’ required covering the radiator sufficiently for the coolant temperature 
to exceed 230 degrees or for the ‘HOT’ light to come on. A 100 RPM increase confirmed the valve was good. Mercury 
stressed verifying that the correct “all season coolant mixture” and correct radiator cap were properly installed before 
this test, and to stop the test as soon as possible to avoid overheating the engine any further than necessary to check 
the valve. (Author’s note: Pictures of the sensing valve shown in Volume I, Chapter 7, Section K, page 7–38, photo 7K21.)

New ‘alkyd’ distributor cap for transistor ignition system
5/16/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #44

“A new ‘alkyd’ (material) ignition distributor cap (Part No. B7AZ-12106-A) is released for all 8 cylinder transistor 
ignition vehicles. The new cap, identified by its brown color, is designed to eliminate problems of moisture and/or 
high voltage carbon tracking inside the distributor cap. The new ‘alkyd’ cap should be used whenever distributor cap 
replacement is required.”

VACUUM CONNECTIONS

DISTRIBUTOR

CARBURETOR

INTAKE MANIFOLD

HEATER COOLANT
CONNECTION
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Correct distributor advance vacuum source for 289 V8
10/31/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #10
11/21/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #16
1/27/67 Ford TSB #58, Article 989
3/6/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #31
5/19/67 Ford TSB #68, Article 1078
7/17/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #49

Mercury TSB #16 superseded TSB #10. In TSB #16 Mercury specified that Cougars with A/C and T/E (manual or 
automatic transmission) would use the thermal sensing valve to switch distributor vacuum advance sources between 
the carburetor (normal) and intake manifold (coolant temperature above 230 degrees F). All automatic transmission 
equipped cars without T/E (with or without A/C) would use the intake manifold as the distributor vacuum source. 
All remaining applications used the carburetor port as the source.

Ford Article 989 was not as specific as the Mercury bulletin, but did state that the thermal sensing valve was used 
on the Mustang with T/E and A/C, and that full-sized Fords, Falcons, and Fairlanes with automatics, but without 
T/E used the intake manifold distributor vacuum source. All others used the carburetor.

Although Mercury TSB #49 emphasized not deviating from its previous chart published in TSB #16 unless spe-
cifically outlined in a Service Bulletin, Mercury had already done just that in TSB #31. This bulletin recommended 
that the source be switched from the intake manifold to the carburetor, and that this be done “any time a vehicle 
with a 289 C.I.D. automatic transmission engine is available to service personnel.” Ford was more direct in Article 
1078 which specifically revised Ford Article 989 for 1967 289 CID engines with automatics built prior to March 1967. 
“The original article has a vacuum sourcing chart which indicates the vacuum source for 289 CID engines with auto-
matic transmissions (A/C or Non-A/C) is the intake manifold.… The vacuum source for the 289 CID engine with A/C 
or Non-A/C and automatic transmission has been changed to the carburetor on all 1967 289 engines except Mustang 
with thermactor.…” The purpose for the change was to correct rough idle problems.

 Based on all TSBs, the following chart best summarizes Ford’s final word:

J–64 Appendix J  Technical Service Bulletins - Section H J–65

Section H - Ignition
(CONTINUED)

Coil primary wire terminals
9/19/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #2
12/2/66 Ford TSB #52, Article 959

“Push-on type terminal connectors are used to attach both primary leads to the ignition coil on all 1967 eight cylin-
der passenger units. Previously, the distributor lead wire could be distinguished by the fact that its terminal connector 
was an eyelet attached with a retaining nut. On all 1967 eight cylinder passenger units the distributor lead wire is the 
BLACK and significantly finer wire of the pair. When replacing the ignition coil be careful to distinguish the two primary 
coil leads and to avoid a reverse connection. Although a unit will run with a reverse connection, reversed ignition system 
polarity limits the available secondary voltage and overloads the coil and spark plugs thus causing premature failure.” 
Mercury also said that the distributor connector was color coded yellow for further identification. (Author’s note: See 
Volume I, Chapter 7, Section H, page 7–23, photo 7H1.)

Engine skip or roughness during no-load operation at faster than idle speeds
6/2/67 Ford TSB #69, Article 1100
6/12/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #46

Applicable to all engines with vacuum advance distributors. “A miss-like ‘skip’ when the engine is operated with 
‘no load’ above curb idle speeds is normal and is not caused by an actual problem in the engine. This ‘skip’ is the result 
of unnatural operation conditions. This phenomena, wherein the engine actually runs rough as though a cylinder is 
mis-firing, occurs only during free engine operation in the off idle to 1200 rpm range and is caused by the abnormally 
high spark advance resulting from the high manifold vacuum produced by the operating conditions of the engine. This 
condition results because a higher degree of spark advance is obtainable when operating the engine with ‘no load’ in 
the off idle range than is possible at the same speed with the engine loaded. This condition is inherent in any internal 
combustion engine equipped with a centrifugal-vacuum spark advance distributor and is a product of the particular 
advance curve and initial ignition timing for the engine. Dealers can verify the above condition by momentarily discon-
necting the distributor vacuum line at the distributor (plug the line while it is disconnected). If the roughness smoothes 
out without loss of rpm, nothing is wrong with the engine and no corrective action should be attempted. If obvious 
roughness is still apparent, further diagnosis is in order.”

Spark plug wire identification
12/12/66 Mercury 1967 TSB #20

Applicable on all cars built after approximately 
12-20-66. “The spark plug high voltage wires on 
the subject vehicles are now identified with a build 
date code stamped on the wire insulation.” Mer-
cury then gave examples as shown at right.

New distributor for 289 HiPo with T/E
5/5/67 Ford TSB #67, Article 1070

Applicable to 1967 Mustangs for California registration. “The 289 4-V High Performance engines beginning ap-
proximately April 5, 1967 will have Thermactor exhaust emission control systems for both standard and automatic 
transmission equipped vehicles.” Initial ignition timing was 6 degress BTDC. Idle speeds were 750 RPM for the 
standard, and 650 RPM for the automatic (in Drive). Distributor numbers were C7ZF-J for the standard transmis-
sion and C5OF-E for the automatic. (Author’s note: Other Ford sources indicated that C7ZE-J was used for both manual 
and automatic transmissions. In addition, a second C7OF-K distributor appeared later to replace C7ZF-J. See Appendix D for 
further details, and page D–31 for the proper advancement curve. Also see Appendix H, pages H–6 and H–7 for pictures of 
the new 289 HiPo head. Other sources indicated T/E incorporated on the 289 HiPo about 5-9-67.)

Key:

A - Ford

B - Fairlane

C - Comet

F - Mustang

R - Cougar

X - Falcon

Carburetor Transmission A/C T/E Source Distributor Application

2V

M/T No No Carburetor C7OF-A All
M/T Yes No Carburetor C7OF-A All
A/T No No Carburetor C7OF-B, C7AF-AE All
A/T Yes No Carburetor C7OF-B, C7AF-AE All
M/T No Yes Carburetor C7OF-D All
M/T Yes Yes Carburetor C7OF-D A, B, C, X
M/T Yes Yes Thermal Sensing C7OF-D F, R
A/T No Yes Carburetor C7OF-E All
A/T Yes Yes Carburetor C7OF-E A, B, C, X
A/T Yes Yes Thermal Sensing C7OF-E F, R

4V

M/T No No Carburetor C7ZF-A, F F, R, X
M/T Yes No Carburetor C7ZF-A, F F, R, X
A/T No No Carburetor C7ZF-A, F F, R, X
A/T Yes No Carburetor C7ZF-A, F F, R, X
M/T No Yes Carburetor C7ZF-C, E F, R, X
M/T Yes Yes Carburetor C7ZF-C, E X
M/T Yes Yes Thermal Sensing C7ZF-C, E F, R
A/T No Yes Carburetor C7ZF-C, E F, R, X
A/T Yes Yes Carburetor C7ZF-C, E X
A/T Yes Yes Thermal Sensing C7ZF-C, E F, R

4Q-66  4th Quarter (October, November, December) 1966
1Q-67  1st Quarter (January, February, March) 1967
2Q-67  2nd Quarter (April, May, June) 1967
3Q-67  3rd Quarter (July, August, September) 1967
4Q-67  4th Quarter (October, November, December) 1967
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Section J - Generators and Alternators

J–66 Appendix J  Technical Service Bulletins - Sections H & J J–67

Section H - Ignition
(CONTINUED)

Early 1969 Fairlanes/Montegos with air conditioning
 missing thermostatic distributor vacuum control valves
10/7/68 Mercury 1969 TSB #4
11/29/68 Ford TSB #103, Article 1553

Bulletin #103 applicable to Fairlanes with 302 2Vs built at the Lorain Assembly Plant between August 19, 1968, and 
September 9, 1968. Bulletin gave parts needed to retrofit system, if problems of overheating were encountered.

C8OE-8592-A Water outlet connection (thermostat housing)
C8AE-12A091-A Thermostatic Distributor Control Valve
1/4" I.D. hose as needed

Ford listed the distributor numbers as C8AF-12127-E for 302 2V with manual transmission, and C9AF-12127-N 
for 302 2V with automatic.

Mercury listed applicability of its bulletin to Montegos built prior to 9/30/68.

(Author’s note: Correct hose connections between distributor, carburetor, intake manifold and thermostatic distributor control 
valve are covered in Appendix D, pages D–18 through D–20.)

Revised distributor specifications
3/31/67 Ford TSB #63, Article 1031
4/17/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #39

Mercury TSB #39 revised the C7ZF-H distributor’s centrifugal advance spring to C5AZ-12192-B and readjusted 
both centrifugal and vacuum advance curves. This was part of a solution to correct a problem with the new 1967 
Autolite 4300 design 289 4V carburetor, which was loading up during engine warm-up. (Author’s note: See page J–38 
for the carburetor related problem. See Appendix D, page D–31, for the proper C7ZF-H distributor advancement curve.)

Ford TSB #63 revised the C7AF-AH distributor’s vacuum advance stop to C5GY-12202-A, which was .975 inch 
long and color-coded yellow. In addition, another .080 inch calibrating washer was added to the existing washers. 
This was part of a solution to correct a problem with the C7AF-BN and C7DF-V carburetors, which were hesitating 
on light acceleration. (Author’s note: See page J–39 for the carburetor related problem. See Appendix D, page D–29, for the 
proper C7AF-AH distributor advancement curve.)

Initial ignition timing
12/15/67 Ford TSB #82, Article 1236

Applicable to 1968 engines. “On initial ignition timing, if the individual requirements of the vehicle and/or the use 
of sub-standard fuel dictates, the initial timing may have to be retarded from the normal setting to eliminate detonation 
(spark knock). If retarding is necessary, it should be done progressively and not beyond 2 degrees BTC.”

Revised alternator/water pump drive belts
9/17/65 Ford TSB #22, Article 432

“Revised belts are being used in production and are now being distributed for service to minimize complaints of 
excessive wear and/or loss of drive belt tension. The new belts have improved fiber stiffener material, a revised curing 
method, and inner base fabric material. There is no change in the part numbers of the improved belts. These belts can 
be identified by a 3/8 inch wide yellow stripe to the left of the embossed belt part number.”

Ford Autolite alternator with internal radio noise suppression capacitor
9/17/65 Ford TSB #22, Article 429

“Capacitor (condensor) is installed inside the alternator rear housing, between the outside terminal stud and the 
ground terminal stud. This change was originally scheduled for all standard 1966 cars and trucks, but was in production 
for the balance of 1965 vehicles built after the week of July 9, 1965. A new rear housing and stepped insulating spacer 
(on the output terminal) are the only changes made to the alternator to accommodate the new capacitor.” The changes 
were necessary to allow the internal capacitor terminals to be sandwiched in between the alternator’s center wire 
coil section and the rear housing. Ford went on to say, “The connector on the wiring harness for the external capaci-
tor will be unused when the internal capacitor is in use. No damage will result from the use of both capacitors at the 
same time, however. The internal capacitor will be used on all vehicles, with or without radio equipment. In addition to 
providing a reduction in radio noise, the capacitor also acts as a ‘buffer’ capacitor to protect the rectifier against voltage 
spikes that could cause permanent diode damage.” The capacitor’s capacity range was from .45 to .55 microfarad 
and was rated at 200 volts D.C. at room temperature. (Author’s note: For a photo of the external and internal capacitors, 
see Volume I, Chapter 5, Section J, page 5–42, photo 5J1.)

Generator brush noises
1/19/62 Mercury 1962 TSB #18

“One cause of generator brush noise is the result of brushes which have not fully seated to the commutator. This 
sometimes occurs on new units, units with new replacement generators, or units with replacement brushes. Full seating 
will normally occur after a few hundred miles of operation.” Mercury described the noises as a “whine” which changed 
with engine speed. This problem might be cured by lightly running a “stone” over the commutator surface with the 
engine idling. Access was through the rear cooling slots. “One or two passes of the stone in each direction across the 
commutator surface will be sufficient to seat the brushes.” Mercury described “chatter” noises as probable problems 
in rough, uneven, or out-of-round commutators, and recommended the commutator be removed and “turned.”

Double groove (sheave) generator pulleys on late 1964 Comets
12/18/64 Mercury 1965 TSB #21

“Some late production 1964 vehicles may be found equipped with generators that have double sheave pulleys 
where single sheave pulleys could have been used. These substitutions were made to balance out assembly plant 
stock.” (Author’s note: Mercury went on to say that the generator belt used the groove closest to the generator. This was in 
error. The belt must be installed in the most forward groove.)
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The existence of power steer-
ing on air conditioner equipped 
ve hicles can further aggravate this 
vibration, and an additional brac-
ket to support the power steering 
pump should be used on vehicles 
so equipped. These parts are also 
being used in production since May 
14, 1962.” (Author’s note: Photos 
of these modifications are shown in 
Volume I, Chapter 2, Sec tion K, 
pages 2–50 and 2–51, photo 2K8, and 
page 2–53, photo 2K11.)

“When complaints of vibration 
are encountered on 8-cylinder Fair-
lane vehicles with air condi tioning, 
which by test are deter mined to 
be as described above, the rubber 
mounting parts and muffler should 
be installed. If the vehicle is also 
equipped with power steering, the 
additional pump brace should be 
used.”

Ford listed the kits for retrofit:

C2OZ-19700-G Air conditioner compressor mounting modification kit. Kit consisted of:
(4) full circle type compressor insulators (used on top of the compressor mount)
(4) cut-side type compressor insulators (used beneath the compressor mount)
(4) compressor mounting studs
(1) additional adjusting bracket
(4) 3/8"–16 self-locking nuts (for the compressor mounting studs)
(2) 3/8"–16 × 1" bolts (to mount the adjusting bracket) - (2) 20388-S8
(2) 3/8"–16 nuts (used with 3/8"–16 × 1" bolts) - (2) 33799-S7
(2) 3/8" lockwashers (used with 3/8"–16 × 1" bolts) - (2) 34807-S8
(1) 3/8"–24 × 2" adjusting bolt - 20523-S8
(1) 3/8"–24 jam nut (used with 3/8"–24 × 2" adjusting bolt)
(1) plug rivet (used to insert into a compressor hole and act against the adjusting bolt)

C2OZ-5230-H Muffler assembly.

C2OZ-3A635-G Power steering pump mounting modification kit (for units with A/C only). Kits consisted of:
(1) additional pump bracket
(2) 3/8"–16 × 3.75" bolts (used to replace existing pump bolts)
(2) 0.9" long spacers (used between pump and new bracket)
(2) 3/8"–16 nuts (used with 3/8"–16 × 3.75" bolts)
(3) 3/8" lockwashers (used with 3/8"–16 × 3.75" and 3/8"–16 × 1.875" bolts)
(1) 3/8"–16 × 1.875" bolt (used between bracket and cylinder head)
(1) 0.7" long spacer (used between new bracket and compressor mount)
(1) 3/8" flat washer (used with 3/8"–16 × 1.875" bolt)

Ford also included instructions for each kit, which are covered on the next two pages.

J–68 Appendix J  Technical Service Bulletins - Sections J & K J–69

Section J - Generators and Alternators
(CONTINUED) Air conditioner vibration on 1962 Fairlane V8s (continued)

AJUSTING BRACKET HOLES

Air conditioner vibration on 1962 Fairlane V8s
5/21/62 Ford TSB, Section 19001, Article #1
6/4/62 Ford TSB, Section 19001, Article #2

“A pulsating, moan type vibration has been found to exist on 1962 Fairlane vehicles with air conditioning. This vibra-
tion, which exhibits itself with mirror shake, and can be felt in the steering wheel and pedals, occurs from just off idle 
speed to 32 mph road speed (or from 700 to 1600 rpm engine speed), and is more pronounced at throttle ‘tip-in.’ In 
some vehicles, the vibration may occur in three periods associated with engine speed (700–800 rpm, 1150–1300 rpm 
and 1500–1600 rpm), and in other vehicles may be found to occur through all three periods (from 700 to 1600).

Investigation of the vibration has been made, and it was found to be caused by a resonance of the rotating elements 
of the compressor, and exhaust resonance. Isolation of the compressor by use of rubber mountings and installation of a 
new muffler in the exhaust system has been found to reduce the vibration to an acceptable level. The compressor parts 
and a resonator (pending new muffler availability) have been used in production on units built since May 14, 1962.

Alternator color code identification
10/22/65 Mercury 1966 TSB #7

Applicable to all 1966 car lines. “The color of the ink that is used to stamp the Autolite 
trademark that appears on the rear housings of alternators identifies the output capacity of 
the alternator in amperes. Output capacity, voltage rating, polarity, and part number are also 
included in the identification stamp. The color coding, however, serves as a quick method 
for identification.” The color code reference is shown in the chart at right. (Author’s note: For 
a picture of the stamping, see Appendix K, page K–22. Marking began in 1965. On the 289/302, 
the stamping was on the bottom of the alternator when mounted and not visible from the engine 
compartment.)

Section K - Accessories

Alternator replacement
7/31/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #51

Applicable to 1963/64 car lines. “Two current service alternators are available which replace 28 obsolete past model 
alternators by the use of a special fan and wire termination kit and the selection of a current production pulley. The new 
kit in combination with either a 42 amp or a 55 amp service alternator and one of five pulleys will provide coverage 
to fit all 1963 and 1964 car lines. One new pulley has been released as a service part to be used with four existing 
current production pulleys. Alternator Installation Kit, C3TZ-14A240-A contains the following parts:

 1. A special fan that will provide adequate clearance to the adjusting arm for all applications.
 2. Two small eyelet terminals for use on field and stator stud terminals of the replacement alternator.
 3. Three rubber terminal boots for waterproofing the electrically insulated stud terminal connections at the alternator.
 4. Installation instructions.

Note: Past model alternator assemblies utilized a press-on pulley design and plug-in wiring harness connector.”

(Author’s note: The bulletin did not give any further information on the new release pulley or the four production pulleys 
to be used with the kit.)

Ampere 
Rating

I.D. Stamp 
Color

38 Purple
42 Orange
45 Black
55 Red
60 Green
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Air conditioner vibration on 1962 Fairlane V8s (continued)

J–70 Appendix J

Section K - Accessories
(CONTINUED)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section K J–71

C2OZ-3A635-G Kit Installation (use on units with Air Conditioning only):

 1. Loosen pump pulley bolt.
 2. Remove pump adjusting bolts, mounting 

bolts, belt and pulley.
 3. Remove rear lower outboard air condition-

ing compressor bracket bolt and discard.
 4. Remove and discard (2) lower pump bolts.
 5. Assemble rear adjusting brackets to pump 

with (2) long spacers on long bolts. (See 
illustration right.)

 6. Install pump to engine with short spacer 
between bracket and cylinder head ( leave 
loose). (See illustration below.)

 7. Install pump mounting bolt (leave loose) 
and front adjusting bolt.

 8. Install pulley and belt, adjust belt tension 
and tighten all bolts.

C2OZ-19700-G Kit Installation:

 1. Remove compressor mount ing bolts (4) and belt.
 2. Move compressor out of the way.
 3. Locate and drill (2) holes in compressor mounting bracket. (See illustration on previous page.)
 4. Assemble adjusting bracket to mounting bracket. Start outboard bolt first. (See illustration labelled Adjusting Bracket 

Mountings. Author’s note: Adjusting bracket was welded to mounting bracket on production installations.)
 5. Assemble (4) upper insulator pucks (full circle type) to com pressor with (4) studs. Mount insulators with studs 

enter ing holes so that insulator is tight against compressor base. Tighten studs so that flats line up with mounting 
bracket slotted adjust ment holes. (See illustration labelled Compressor Mounting.)

 6. Install compressor to mount ing brackets with (4) lower insulators (cut-side type) and locking nuts. Do not tighten 
nuts.

 7. Position rivet in compressor hole for adjusting screw bearing point and install adjusting screw and lock nut to ad-
justing bracket. (See illustration labelled Compressor Adjusting Bolt Assembly.)

 8. Install belt, adjust tension with adjusting screw and tighten bolt jam nut and (4) compressor mounting nuts.

COMPRESSOR ADJUSTING BOLT ASSEMBLY

ADJUSTING BRACKET MOUNTINGS

COMPRESSOR MOUNTING

PUMP MOUNTING

PUMP ADJUSTING BRACKET ASSEMBLY

Ford also indicated that new air conditioning installation kits would include the C2OZ-19700-G kit, and that new 
C2OZ-3A635-C adaptor kits (used with power steering kits going on A/C equipped units) would include the parts 
from the C2OZ-3A635-G kit.

Ford Article #2 found “that the installation of the air conditioner compressor insulators in the C2OZ-19700-G kit 
may, in some cases, cause an inadequate ground of the compressor and affect the magnetic clutch operation. Effec-
tive in production on May 25, air conditioner equipped Fairlane units will include a ground wire for the compressor. 
To prevent compressor clutch malfunction, this ground lead should be installed whenever the C2OZ-19700-G kit is 
installed. Until such time as this wire assembly is included in the kit, it will have to be fabricated from number 16 gauge 
wire and two 3/8" terminals. Fabricate the wire so that it measures 7-1/4" inch from center to center of the terminals. 
Attach one end of the wire to the compressor charge tag bolt with an external tooth lock washer 351467-S. Attach the 
other end of the wire behind the jam nut on the compressor adjusting bolt with an external tooth lock washer 51487-S.” 
Ford said the wire in bulk was available under part number B6A-14296-C, and the terminals were 25 per package 
under part number B9A-14294-H.
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J–72 Appendix J

Section K - Accessories
(CONTINUED)

Power steering moan on 1963/64 Fairlanes
4/20/64 Ford TSB, Section 1860, Article #23

“During moderate acceleration and at constant speeds under load at 30 through 45 mph, a moaning noise and/
or vibration can be detected on 1963-64 Fairlanes equipped with power steering and automatic transmission.” Ford 
indicated that installation of the remote mounted reservoir kit, part number C3OZ-3A635-E, might “reduce the noise 
and vibration to an acceptable level.” This was the same kit used whenever air conditioning was installed on 1963 
and early 1964 Fairlanes. An adaptor replaced the reservoir on the pump using a 3/4"–16 × 13/4" bolt (45757-S). The 
remote reservoir was mounted on the left fender apron by locating two drill dimples, drilling 9/32" diameter holes 
at each dimple, and installing two 5/16"–18 × 1/2" self-tapping screws (40923-S8). The large hose between the adap-
tor and remote reservoir required two 11/8" hose clamps. The kit also included procedures for relocating the upper 
horn to the firewall, which required drilling two 11/32" holes (E). The first hole center (B) was located on the ‘flat’ of 
the top cowl lip, 3.28 inches inboard from an existing hole center along the ‘flat’, near the heater blower motor cover 
(D). The first hole center was also 0.64 inch forward of the cowl crease forming the ‘flat’ (C). The second hole was 
drilled using the horn bracket as a template. A new wire clip (375859-S) was included in the kit (J), and positioned 
6.50 inches from the existing hole along the ‘flat’ (A).

New cooling fan for 1962/63 Fairlane 221 and 260 engines with air conditioning
9/24/62 Ford TSB, Section 8001, Article #5

“An improved engine cooling fan, which incorporates 5 instead of four rivets to secure each blade to the spider, 
became effective in production Job #1 on 1963 Fairlanes with 221 or 260 cu. in. 8-cylinder engines and air condition-
ers. When 1962 Fairlanes with 221 or 260 cu. in. 8-cylinder engines and air conditioning come in for normal service 
work, it is suggested that the fan be inspected for cracks in the blade in and around the area of the outer rivet. Where 
cracks are found, install the new fan C3OZ-8600-A.”

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section K J–73

Vibration of Eaton power steering pump installation
11/20/64 Mercury 1965 TSB #15

Applicable to 1965 Comet with 289 V8 without air conditioning built prior to 9/28/64. The problem was “vibrations 
and booming noise set up by pump support bracket” caused by “flexing of the support bracket.” The “first vibration or 
booming period occurs between 1200 to 1500 
engine r.p.m. and may reappear at higher 
engine speeds.” The remedy was to “replace 
the original power steering pump support 
bracket and brace with the latest design 
bracket (which requires no brace), part No. 
C5AZ-3A732-D.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, 
Chapter 5, Section K, page 5–49, photo 5K3 for a 
photo of this heavy duty, single piece, front Eaton 
pump bracket. Although Ford never published a 
similar TSB, this bulletin could also be applied 
to early 1965 Falcons, Fairlanes, Mustangs and 
full-sized Fords with 289 V8 engines.)

New aluminum fan blade assembly
8/24/64 Ford TSB, Section 8001, Article #24

Applicable to Fairlane 289 V8s with extra cooling and both Fairlane and full-sized Ford 289 V8s with economy 
(Fordaire) air conditioning. “Investigation has revealed that water pump shaft and bearing failure may be caused by 
vibration of the steel fan blade assembly on the subject vehicles. This problem was corrected in production ( Job No. 1, 
1965) by release of a new aluminum blade fan to replace the steel blade design, thus minimizing the possibility of the 
water pump shaft and bearing failure.” The part number was C5AZ-8600-A and could be used to replace C3OZ-8600-A 
fans on 1962/63 models equipped with 221 and 260 engines with extra cooling or economy air conditioning.

Replacement fan for 1965 Mustangs equipped with factory installed A/C
8/24/64 Ford TSB, Section 8001, Article #23

“Overheating during low speed stop and go, extensive idle type service, or extensive high speed has been reported 
on some of the subject vehicles.” The replacement fan was C4OZ-8600-A. Ford also recommended a radiator change 
to C3DZ-8005-K, and an increase in idle speed to 500-525 RPM in drive range with the air conditioning operating. 
(Author’s Note: This TSB actually applies to the 1964½ Mustang, which Ford just called a 1965 Mustang manufactured before 
about 8/20/64. Note the bulletin’s date of 8/24/64 which indicates Ford is dealing with these earlier Mustangs. These early 
Mustang fans differed from the C4OZ-8600-A fan which was used on the 1964 Fairlane. See Volume I, Chapter 4, page 4–57, 
photo 4K7, and page 4–59, photo 4K9 for pictures of the early fans. In 1965, the C4OZ-8600-B fan replaced C4OZ-8600-A. 
The only difference between the two fans was that the 1965 fan used aluminum blades vice steel. C4OZ-8600-B was used on 
1965 Fairlanes with Selectaire and 1965 Mustangs with factory air conditioning. See Appendix F for more details concerning 
1964½ and 1965 Mustang fans.)
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J–74 Appendix J

Section K - Accessories
(CONTINUED)

 Technical Service Bulletins - Section K J–75

Power steering pump leaks and proper adjustment procedure
12/11/64 Mercury 1965 TSB #19
1/18/65 Ford TSB #6, Article 106

Ford said, “Power steering pump leaks be-
tween the pump housing and the reservoir may be 
caused by prying against the sheet metal reservoir 
to tighten the belt.” Ford also said, “The pump must 
not be dropped, hammered or pryed on at the shaft 
or pulley, as there is a possibility of damaging the 
‘in’ and ‘out’ thrust areas.” Mercury said essentially 
the same thing and added that the reservoir shell 
was only “a .030 inch thick stamping.” To properly 
adjust the pump, Mercury said, “A ½ inch boss is 
located on the front face of the pump cover plate.” 
Ford called it a “boss on the cast iron face of the 
pump.” Mercury cautioned, “Do not let the wrench 
slip side-ways off of the boss and hit the pulley as 
this could increase the ‘run out’ of the pulley above 
specified tolerances.”

New water pump pulley
1/4/65 Mercury 1965 TSB #23
4/5/65 Ford TSB #13, Article 232

Applicable to the 1965 289 V8 with power steering, less air conditioning. “A condition of frayed or worn power 
steering pump belts, caused by the belt scrubbing against the water pump pulley, may be encountered on some of 
the subject vehicles. This problem was corrected in production November 23, 1964 by installation of a water pump 
pulley with a revised contour to provide adequate power steering belt clearance.” The new pulley’s part number was 
C5AZ-8509-J. (Author’s note: For a picture of each pulley and the clearance problem, see Volume I, Chapter 5, Section G, 
page 5–36, photo 5G7.)

Fan shroud on 1965 Comets with 289 V8 and air conditioning
4/9/65 Mercury 1965 TSB #38
4/30/65 Mercury 1965 TSB #41

Mercury TSB #38 said, “Engineering tests indicate sufficient cooling is provided on vehicles without the use of the 
fan shroud. Therefore, this item is being deleted for production and service requirements.” The effective date was 
3/8/65. TSB #41 added that this was for the “power option (fan clutch assembly)” only.

Incorrect air conditioner charge tag
2/28/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #32
3/11/66 Ford TSB #33, Article 676

All 1966 Falcons, Fairlanes, and Comets equipped “with integral air conditioning, built prior to November 4, 1965, 
have the incorrect amount of refrigerant 12 marked on the charge tag. The tag calls for 21/4 pounds of refrigerant, but 
should read 15/8 pounds.” Ford and Mercury both said the production units were charged with the proper amount 
in spite of the incorrect tag; however, to preclude overcharging when serviced, the tags should be marked with the 
correct refrigerant weight.

Revision of thermactor exhaust emission control systems
10/22/65 Ford TSB #24, Article 464

“Early production (1966) car and truck engines equipped with a Thermactor Exhaust Emission Control System 
incorporated a backfire suppressor (anti-backfire) valve of the air gulp-type. To minimize overspeeding encountered 
during deceleration on vehicles equipped with the subject engines, a change was made in the Thermactor system. 
This consisted of using an air bypass-type of backfire suppressor valve instead of the air gulp-type valve on these 
engines.” (Author’s note: Operation of each system was covered in 1966 and 1967 shop manuals. Photos of each system are 
covered in Volume I, Chapter 6, Section K.)

Thermactor carburetor and distributor identification
12/10/65 Ford TSB #27, Article 536

All thermactor carburetors “will have a brass instead of a white aluminum identification tag. Standard carburetors 
will continue to utilize the conventional aluminum tag.” The distributor had a “dab of Tulip Yellow paint” between the 
“vacuum housing and the date stamp, on the opposite side to the primary wire.” Ford also said, “These identifications 
are being used in addition to the normal part numbers to assist in use of proper components on engines to prevent 
problems due to part mix-up.”

Thermactor pump configuration
2/11/66 Ford TSB #31, Article 616
4/4/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #37

Ford described what the pump configurations should be for all the different engines. All 289 V8 pumps “have 
three short right angle hose connections on the rear plate.” All 289 V8 pumps “should have a blue color coded pres-
sure setting plug,” which was pre-set at the factory (six cylinder pumps were color coded green). The silencer, which 
installed over the pressure setting plug, should have its opening face forward.
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New air compressor secondary dust shield (continued)

YORK COMPRESSOR

New air compressor secondary dust shield
5/22/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #44
7/14/67 Ford TSB #71, Article 1121

“A new air conditioning compressor shield, to prevent external dust and dirt from getting into the crankshaft seal 
area and causing leaks, has been designed and released. All compressors built after March 15, 1967 contain this newly 
designed shield.” Ford also added, “Do not attempt to install the dust shields on compressors built prior to March 
15, 1967.” Both Ford and Mercury laid out revised procedures for seal replacement on compressors with the new 
dust shield, “After the new seal plate has been installed, place the dust shield on the crankshaft so the cup portion is 
toward the seal plate. Push the cap onto the crankshaft as far as possible with fingers only. Keep the dust shield square 
with the shaft. Install the key. Replace the clutch. Plug-in the clutch lead wire and engage the clutch. Tighten the clutch 
mounting bolt 20 to 30 foot pounds. Tightening the clutch mounting bolt automatically presses the dust shield onto the 
shaft and into its proper location.” (See illustrations on facing page.)

Normal clutch fan operation
7/25/66 Mercury 1966 TSB #53

“There are three normal operating conditions that could generate customer complaints against excessive fan 
noise.

1. Fan noise after engine starts up. This is caused by the viscous fluid settling in the clutch. If the clutch is normal, 
the noise will diminish after 10 to 60 seconds of operation at 2,000 to 3,000 R.P.M.

2. Fan noise at ambient temperatures above 90 degrees F. with the air conditioning on. This is a perfectly normal 
condition brought about by the fan clutch sensing the high heat load, and automatically providing increased fan speed 
and air flow.

3. Fan noise only while accelerating away from a stop at moderate ambient temperatures (60–90 degrees F.) with 
the air conditioning on. This is a normal condition caused by the reduced idle speed air flow and higher air tempera-
ture.

The above three conditions are inherent to the fan clutches presently in use.”

Section K - Accessories
(CONTINUED)

Charging A/C systems with Refrigerant 12
4/3/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #36

“The practice of making a partial charge of Refrigerant 12 to an A/C system can cause the system to be overcharged, 
resulting in abnormally high head pressures, blown fusible plugs and compressor replacement as a result of noise. 
Effective immediately, all shop manual and training publication reference to ‘Partial Charge’ instructions should be 
disregarded…” Mercury specified that the system be completely discharged, evacuated, and then the prescribed 
tag weight of Refrigerant 12 be added.

New flexible fan
7/29/66 Ford TSB #43, Article 861

Applicable to 1966 full-sized Fords equipped with 289 V8 and Selectaire conditioning. “As a matter of information 
only, 25,000 1966 289 CID Engine Galaxie models equipped with Selectaire Conditioning have been manufactured 
using a new flexible-blade fan. The fan is easily recognizable because the flexible, airfoil-shaped blades are riveted 
at the leading edge to a thick spider which is mounted to the water pump drive pulley in the conventional manner. Re-
moval and installation of the unit is identical to a conventional fan. The thin, flexible blades of this fan change pitch with 
engine rpm to provide the required air flow through the radiator core. Pitch is the greatest at idle speeds. The effect 
produced is similar to that of the viscous-drive fan usually supplied with air conditioning installations, but the flexible 
fan is much less complex.” (Author’s note: All fans are covered in detail in Appendix F.)

TECUMSEH COMPRESSOR
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Section K - Accessories
(CONTINUED)

Compressor noise or vibration on 1967 Mustangs and Cougars
7/14/67 Ford TSB #71, Article 1122
7/24/67 Mercury 1967 TSB #50

Ford said, “Customer complaints of compressor noise or vibration caused by drive belt flutter can be corrected 
by installing a right side idler pulley on 1967 Mustang vehicles with 289 CID engines and air conditioning built 
prior to March 1, 1967.” After March 1, 1967, Ford factory installed the idler. Mercury called the pulley a “fixed 
belt idler assembly.” The part number was C7AZ-8678-C. Other hardware required was (1) 3/8"–16 × 1.25" bolt 
(377379-S2) and (1) 5/16"–18 × 4.125" bolt (370807-S). If the idler pulley was to be installed on engines without 
power steering, then a spacer (351415-S) was also required to substituted for the missing power steering bracket. 
(Author’s note: The Mustang/Cougar A/C system before January 3, 1967 was a combination of two designs. The right half 
of the system was the same as on other 1967 vehicles before January 3, 1967. The left half was an early introduction of the 
design found on other cars after January 3, 1967. Hence, it was after January 3, 1967 that the fixed idler became available to 
retrofit onto all 1967 Mustangs and Cougars manufactured from the beginning of 1967 production to before March 1, 1967. 
See Volume I, Chapter 7, Section K for photos of all the 1967 A/C components, and Appendix B for details on pulleys.)

Power steering pressure hose indexing bracket
1/22/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #17

“It is possible for the power steering hose indexing bracket to 
fracture…” The fracture area was usually near the reservoir edge 
where the bracket had a slight ‘S’ bend. “This bracket attached 
to the rear housing of the power steering pump and has no other 
purpose than to assist the assembly plant in properly indexing the 
power steering pressure hose. Failure of this bracket will not affect 
vehicle or power steering system operation. Therefore, they should 
not be removed or replaced in service.”

New fan and clutch for the 1968 Cougar with 302 V8 and A/C
6/17/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #34

“Effective June 17, 1968, the subject vehicles will use a five (5) blade fan in place of the seven (7) blade fan. A new 
quick-dump fan clutch will also be used in place of the standard clutch.”

Adjusting arm to thermactor air pump attaching bolt
6/3/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #33

“A new bolt and conical washer assembly (Part No. 57494-S36) with a zinc chromate (gold) finish for positive 
identification is available for retaining the adjusting arm to the thermactor air pump assembly. This bolt and washer 
assembly is a specified length and must be used to prevent distortion of the air pump housing and/or destroying the 
pump itself.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 8, Section K, page 8–44, photo 8K6 for picture of new bolt.)

Interference between thermactor adjustment arm attaching bolt and fan belt
4/29/68 Mercury 1968 TSB #29

“Remove the original screw and washer assembly. Install a new self locking bolt (Part No. 42996-S8) which will per-
mit sufficient clearance between bolt head and fan belt.” (Author’s note: See Volume I, Chapter 8, Section K, page 8–44, 
photo 8K6 for picture of new bolt.)

351415-S2 FLAT WASHER
REQ’D ON VEHICLES WITHOUT
POWER STEERING

TORQUE TO
20-30 LB. FT.

TORQUE TO
30-45 LB. FT.

377379-S2
SCREW

C7AZ-8678-C
IDLER PULLEY ASSY.

370807-S2
BOLT

FOR VEHICLES EQUIPPED
WITH POWER STEERING
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Section K - Accessories
(CONTINUED)

New power steering pump pulleys
2/28/69 Ford TSB #110, Article 1682
4/7/69 Mercury 1969 TSB #28

Applicable to Fairlane, Montego, Falcon, Mustang and Cougar with 302 V8. Ford indicated that on vehicles built 
after October 10, 1968, new power steering pump pulleys and belts were used. The purpose was to improve power 
steering pump durability on vehicles with 3.25 and 3.50 rear axle ratios. The new pulleys had a larger diameter than 
those used previously, and therefore slowed down the pump speed.

Note 1 - Used without air conditioning and with single belt alternator.
Note 2 - Used without air conditioning and with dual belt alternator. Belt available 3-3-69.
Note 3 - Used with air conditioning and single belt alternator. Belt available 3-10-69.

Two power steering pump designs in production
2/28/69 Ford TSB #110, Article 1682

“The power steering pump can either be a Ford-Thompson design, blue in color, or a Thompson-Ramo-Woolridge 
design, black in color. The pump parts in Depot stock will fit either pump as they are interchangeable in model ap-
plication.” Ford also showed the difference in tags with examples. The Ford design carried a blue colored tag with 
the ‘HBA-BK’ model identification (in this case Fairlane, Montego, Falcon, Mustang and Cougar with 302 or 351 V8). 
The second line was coded ‘IF’, where the capital letter ‘I’ portion was the code for the high pressure relief valve 
and the ‘F’ stood for Ford design. The third line example was ‘9 A 13 B’, where the ‘9’ was for the year 1969, ‘A’ was 
the month of January, ‘13’ was the day, and ‘B’ was for the second shift. The Thompson-Ramo-Woolridge tag was 
black colored and carried the same first line as the Ford design. The second line was the same, except it lacked the 
‘F’. The third line example was ‘3 W 20 9’, where the ‘3’ was the month March, ‘W’ for Woolridge pump, ‘20’ was 
the day, and ‘9’ for the year 1969.

Ad Courtesy of Ford Motor Company

Pulley Part No. Pulley I.D. Belt Part No. Notes
C7AZ-3A733-A 7AA C6OZ-8620-A 1
C9OZ-3A733-B 8OB C9MY-8620-A 2
C5AZ-3A733-F AF C9OZ-6620-D 3
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Appendix K – Accessories Identification

Introduction
Most accessories used with Ford small block V8s carried identification tags or stamped numbers. This appendix 

will list the typical tags or stampings found on generators, alternators, starter motors, air conditioning compressors, 
and power steering pumps. (Additional photos can be found in Sections J and K of the individual chapters in Volume I.)

Generators were stamped along the case with a part number and date code. The generator stamped number was 
specific for the generator and pulley as a combination. The following is a list of the generator numbers and their 
associated pulleys:

Generator Identification

Notes
 1. Basic pulley stamping is C2OF-A, however the C2O is above the FA6 on one of the fan blades (C2OF-A6). 

Pulley had a single belt groove with a  diameter of 2.6 inches.
 2. Replaced by C1TZ-10002-A.
 3. C2OF-B2 was the machined version of the pulley and C2OF-B4 was the stamped steel version of the pulley. 

Pulley had a dual belt groove with a  diameter of 2.6 inches.
 4. C3OF-B was the machined version of the pulley and C3OF-10130-B was the stamped steel version of the pulley. 

Pulley had a single belt groove with a  diameter of 4.3 inches.
 5. The C3OF-10000-A stamping has only been seen on a pre-production HiPo engine.
 6. The C3OF-10000-B stamping has only been seen on production Fairlane HiPos.
 7. For the 1964 Galaxie only, Ford made the 40-amp generator available as an option for non-A/C applications. 

Generator used a 2-groove C4AZ-10130-A pulley with B9TF-10131-A fan. Fan marking unknown, but its 
engineering number was C3AF-10196-B. Generator probably used for “fleet car” applications.

Generator
Stamped Number

Pulley
Stamped Number Year Engine Part Number Notes

C2OF-10000-B C2O FA6 62 221, 260 C0TF-10002-C 1, 2

C2OF-10000-C C2O FA6 62 221, 260 C0TF-10002-C 1, 2

C2OF-10000-A C2OF-B2 or C2OF-B4 62 221, 260, 289 C1TZ-10002-A 3

C2OF-10000-G C2O FA6 62/64 221, 260, 289 C1TZ-10002-A 1

C2OF-10000-H C2OF-B2 or C2OF-B4 62/64 221, 260, 289 C1TZ-10002-A 3

C3OF-10000-A C3OF-10130-B or C3OF-B 63 289 HiPo C1TZ-10002-A 4, 5

C3OF-10000-B C3OF-10130-B or C3OF-B 63 289 HiPo C1TZ-10002-A 4, 6

C4OF-10000-A C2O FA6 64 260, 289 C1TZ-10002-A 1

C4OF-10000-B C2OF-B2 or C2OF-B4 64 260, 289 C1TZ-10002-A 3

C4OF-10000-C C3OF-10130-B or C3OF-B 64 289 HiPo C1TZ-10002-A 4

C3AF-10000-B or
GGA-6006-R

see Note 6 64 289 B6A-10002-E 7

K-000

Ad
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor Company
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Year Application Part Number Description

10002   GENERATOR - SERVICE (See page K–1)

10005   ARMATURE ASSEMBLY - GENERATOR

62/64 F (30) C1TZ-10005-A

64 A (40) B6C-10005-C used with 3/4" I.D., 1" O.D, 11/32" thick  spacer

10040   ARM - GENERATOR BRUSH

62/64 F (30) C1DZ-10040-A

64 A (40) B6A-10040-A 7/8" wide

10044   SCREW - GENERATOR POLE PIECE

62/64 F (30) 68-10044 7/16"-14 × 21/32"

10048   INSULATOR - GENERATOR BRUSH HOLDER RIVET

62/64 F (30) 8BA-10048-B (2) required

10050   PLATE and BRUSHES ASSEMBLY - GENERATOR REAR END

62/63 F (30) C1AF-10050-C C1AF-10069-A brushes included (Note 1)

63/64 F (30) C3AZ-10050-A C1AF-10069-A brushes included

64 A (40) B6A-10050-A B6AZ-10069-A brushes included

10057   SPRING - GENERATOR BRUSH

62/64 F (30) C1VF-10057-A .25" I.D., .31" O.D.

64 A (40) B6A-10057-A 3/4" long, total 12 coils with 5/32" in center of coils

Generator Part Numbers

Key:   F - Ford       A - Autolite       (amp rating in parentheses)

Note 1 - Replaced by C3AZ-10050-A (12-62).

Year Application Part Number Description

10069   BRUSH SET - GENERATOR

62/64 F (30) C1AZ-10069-A .90" high, .93" wide, .29" thick. (2) C1AF-10069-A

64 F (30) B6AZ-10069-A (2) required

10088   DOWEL - GENERATOR END PLATE LOCATING

62/64 F (30) 18-10088

10094   BEARING - GENERATOR

62/64 F (30) A8AZ-10094-A
front, 21/32" I.D., 19/16" O.D.
Federal 1203-RR, B.C.A. 203-CC, or Fafnir 203-KDD.
(replaced by A8AZ-10094-B, then C9ZZ-10094-A)

10095   BEARING - GENERATOR

62/64 F (30) B6A-10095-B
rear, 3/8" I.D., 13/16" O.D., 11/32" wide.
Federal FS-3386

64 A (40) B8C-10095-A

front, 25/32" I.D., 127/32" O.D., 9/16" wide.
Fafnire 204-KPP, S.K.F. 6204-2RS, 
Martin Rockwell 204-SZZ, New Departure 99504, 
Norma Hoffman 204-NN, or Ahlberg 99504.

64 A (40) B6A-10095-A
rear, 21/32" I.D., 127/32" O.D., 9/16" wide.
Marlin Rockwell 303-SF, New Departure 7603, or
Norma Hoffman 303-P.

10120   BOLT - GENERATOR THROUGH

62/64 F (30) 8A-10120 1/4"-20×1", 69/16" length (replaced by C3AZ-10120-A)

64 A (40) B6A-10120-A 3/8"-16, 89/16" length

10130   PULLEY - GENERATOR (See Appendix B)

10131   FAN - GENERATOR PULLEY

64 A (40) B9TF-10131-A

10138   PLATE ASSEMBLY - GENERATOR FRONT END

64 A (40) B6A-10138-B

10139   PLATE ASSEMBLY - GENERATOR FRONT END

62/64 F (30) B6A-10139-B

10141   CUP - GENERATOR REAR END PLATE OIL

64 A (40) B6A-10141-A front & rear

10142   BAND - GENERATOR COVER

64 A (40) B6A-10142-A 59/16" diameter, 11/2" wide

10145   ARM - GENERATOR BELT ADJUSTMENT

62/64 F (30), without A/C C2OZ-10145-A straight, without metal shield

64 F (30), without A/C C4OZ-10145-A two angles, with metal shield (Note 1)

63/64 F (30), with A/C C3OZ-10145-C with A/C

64 A (40) C4AZ-10145-D

10151   BRACKET - GENERATOR TO CYLINDER HEAD MOUNTING

62/64 F (30) C2OZ-10151-A cast iron (attached generator to cylinder head)

64 A (40) C4AZ-10151-B cast iron (attached generator to cylinder head)

64 A (40) C4AZ-10151-A steel tubing (attached generator to exhaust manifold)

Generator markings were applied with a stamp in white ink. The last letter generally indicated the type pulley attached (see table on 
previous page). For example, the C2OF-10000-B generator (left) used a single groove pulley. The C4OF-10000-B generator (right) 
had a dual groove pulley that was most often associated with air conditioning, but also used with extra cooling. Date codes were on 
the right side of the stamping. The 2EB indicated the second week of May 1962. The 4FB was for the second week of June 1964.

The illustration at left was recreated to represent in actual size the typical 
generator ink stamping. As can be seen on actual stampings on original 
generators below, there were slight variations in stampings during the 
1962-64 time period . (Note the difference in vertical spacing between 
the 15V and 30A.) The numbers and letters above are also in actual size 
and represent all possible combinations of part numbers and date codes.

Generator Markings

 Accessories Identification K–3K–2 Appendix K
K-002

Note 1 - Metal shields were used on some 1964 engines without air conditioning (A/C) or extra cooling (X/C). (The metal 
shields were not compatible with the 2-groove generator pulleys used in A/C and X/C applications.)
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Generator Part Numbers (continued) Generator Illustrations

Year Application Part Number Description

10170   SHIELD - GENERATOR SPLASH

63/64 F (30) C3OZ-10170-C neoprene boot

64 F (30) (Note 1) C4OZ-10170-A outer side, steel, replaced by C4OZ-10170-C

64 F (30) (Note 1) C4OZ-10170-C outer side, steel

64 F (30) (Note 1) C4OZ-10170-B inner side, steel, replaced by C4OZ-10170-D

64 F (30) (Note 1) C4OZ-10170-D inner side, steel

10175   COIL ASSEMBLY - GENERATOR FIELD

62/64 F (30) B6A-10175-D (replaced by B6AZ-10175-D in 10-65)

62/64 F (30) B6AZ-10175-D

64 A (40) B6C-10175-B

10200   RETAINER - GENERATOR DRIVE END PACKING

64 A (40) B6A-10200-A

10201   GASKET - GENERATOR BEARING

64 A (40) B6A-10201-A 11/2" I.D.

10202   BUSHING - GENERATOR TERMINAL SCREW INSULATING

62/64 F (30) C2SZ-10202-A

10206   BUSHING - GENERATOR FRAME FIELD TERMINAL SCREW INSULATING

62/64 F (30) 81A-10206

10208   WASHER - GENERATOR TERMINAL SCREW INSULATING INNER

62/64 F (30) 81A-10208

10211   SCREW - GENERATOR TERMINAL

62/64 F (30) 01A-10211

64 A (40) B6A-10211-A No. 10-32, 111/64" long

10213   RETAINER - GENERATOR BEARING GASKET

62/64 A (40) B6A-10213-A

10259   SPACER - GENERATOR MOUNTING BRACKET SUPPORT

63/64 with A/C improvise 7/16" I.D.×5/8" O.D., 25/8" length, steel tubing

356682-S bolt, 3/8"-16×13/16", 43/4" overall length

10282   STUD - GENERATOR MOUNTING BRACKET

63/64 with A/C, before 5-15-63 C3OZ-10282-A

3/8"-16×5/8" one end, 3/8"-16×29/32" opposite end,
55/16" overall length. attaches idler pulley assembly & 
generator adjusting arm (C3OZ-10145-C ) to generator 
mounting bracket (C2OZ-10151-A) & cylinder head.

63/64 with A/C, from 5-15-63 C3OZ-10282-B

3/8"-16×5/8" one end, 3/8"-16×29/32" opposite end,
57/16" overall length. attaches idler pulley assembly & 
generator adjusting arm (C3OZ-10145-C ) to generator 
mounting bracket (C2OZ-10151-A) & cylinder head.

Key:   F - Ford       A - Autolite       (amp rating in parentheses)

Note 1 - Metal shields were used on some 1964 engines without air conditioning (A/C) or extra cooling (X/C). (The metal 
shields were not compatible with the 2-groove generator pulleys used in A/C and X/C applications.)

Ford 30-amp Generator

Autolite 40-amp Generator

1964 GALAXIE WITH
40-AMP ALTERNATOR
ONLY

1964 GALAXIE
USED A PULLEY
WITH SEPARATE
FAN

10145

6-cylinder shown. For Ford V8, front and 
rear plates (10050 & 10139) installed 180° 
from what is illustrated.

6-cylinder shown. For Ford V8, front 
and rear plates (10050 & 10138) 
installed 180° from what is illustrated.

10151

10168

10271
42120-S88

45188-S32

352981-S8
373293-S8

C4OZ-10145-A

1964 Generator Shield

1964 40-amp
Generator Mounting
(typical of 30-amp)

 Accessories Identification K–5K–4 Appendix K
K-004
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 Accessories Identification K–7

Leece/Neville alternators all carried tags on the side. The stamped number on the tag was specific for the alterna-
tor and pulley as a combination. The following list is for the small block V8.

Identification tags for Leece/Neville alternators were attached 
to the side of the alternator. This tag read A001090305 and was 
removed from a 1965 full-sized Ford with a 289 V8.

 * Ford showed these alternators with pulleys installed. Installed pulleys listed in column labelled “Pulley Marking.”
 ** Ford showed these alternators without pulleys. These were service replacement alternators.

K–6 Appendix K

Alternator Identification
The following list includes small block V8, Ford alternator part numbers.

 * With pulleys shown in column “Pulley Stamped Number.” Stamped numbers on alternator will have a 10300 base number.
 ** Service replacements C4OZ-10346-A, C4AZ-10346-C, and C4TZ-10346-D included pulleys. All others did not include pulleys. 

These were service replacements alternator. Stamped numbers on alternator will have a 10346 base number. 

Alternator
Stamped
Number *

Pulley
Stamped
Number Amp Year

Pulley
Grooves 

Pulley
Diameter Notes

Service
Replacement
Alternator **

Replacement
Stamped

Number **

C3OF-10300-D C3OF-10344-B 42 64 unknown unknown 1 C4OZ-10346-A C3OF-10300-D

C3OF-10300-E C3OF-10344-A 42 64 dual 2.6" 2, 3 C4AZ-10346-C C3OF-10300-E

C3TF-10300-AF C3TF-10344-K 42 64 dual 2.6" 2, 3 C4TZ-10346-D C3TF-10300-AF

C5DF-10300-A C5AF-10A352-B 
C5AF-10A352-G

38 65 single 2.6" 4, 5, 6, 7
C5DZ-10346-A

C5DF-10346-A
C5DF-10346-B

C5DF-10300-B C5AF-10A352-D 
C5AF-10A352-J

38 65 dual 2.6" 4, 5, 6, 7

C6DF-10300-A C5AF-10A352-G 38 66 single 2.6" 7, 8

C5DZ-10346-B
C6AF-10346-A
C6AF-10346-BC6DF-10300-B C5AF-10A352-J 38 66 dual 2.6" 7, 8

C6TF-10300-A C5AF-10A352-F 
C5AF-10A352-L

38 67 single 2.8" 7, 8, 9

C5AF-10300-B C5AF-10A352-B 
C5AF-10A352-G

42 65 single 2.6" 4, 5, 10

C5AZ-10346-A C5AF-10346-AC5AF-10300-C C5AF-10A352-D 
C5AF-10A352-J

42 65 dual 2.6" 4, 5, 10

C5AF-10300-D C5AF-10A352-C 
C5AF-10A352-H

42 65 single 3.9" 5, 10, 11, 12

C6AF-10300-B C5AF-10A352-G 
C5AF-10A352-K

42 66/69 single 2.6" 10

C5DZ-10346-B
C6AF-10346-A
C6AF-10346-B

C6AF-10300-C C5AF-10A352-J 42 66/69 dual 2.6" 10

C6AF-10300-D C5AF-10A352-H 42 66/67 single 3.9" 10, 12

C7ZF-10300-A C7ZF-10A352-A 42 67 dual 3.6" 10, 12, 13

C6TF-10300-K C5TF-10A352-K 45 66 dual 2.9" 14, 15 C5DZ-10346-B
C6AF-10346-A
C6AF-10346-B

C5AF-10300-F C5AF-10A352-D 
C5AF-10A352-J

55 65 dual 2.6" 4, 5, 16, 17
C5TZ-10346-B

C5TF-10346-B
C5TF-10346-H

C5AF-10300-G C5AF-10A352-B 
C5AF-10A352-G

55 65 single 2.6" 4, 5, 16, 17

C6AF-10300-F C5AF-10A352-G 
C5AF-10A352-K

55 66/69 single 2.6" 16
C5TZ-10346-H

C6TF-10346-B
C6TF-10346-C

C6AF-10300-G C5AF-10A352-J 55 66/69 dual 2.6" 16

C7AF-10300-A C7TF-10A352-B 65 68/69 dual 3.2" 18 C7TZ-10346-B
C7AF-10346-A
C7AF-10346-B

C9AF-10300-D C7TF-10A352-B 65 69 dual 3.2" 18 C9AZ-10346-B C9AF-10346-B

Alternator
Tag

Number *
Pulley

Marking Amp Year
Pulley

Grooves 
Pulley

Diameter Notes

Service
Replacement
Alternator **

Alternator
Tag

Number **
C2OF-10300-B 
A001090166 59335 40 62/64 dual 2.6" C2AZ-10346-A A0016000-AC

A001090109 59789 60 62/64 dual 3.0" 19 C2TZ-10346-A A0012074-AB

A001090238 59789 60 64 dual 3.0" C2TZ-10346-B A0012078-AA

C5OF-10300-A 
A001090332 74146 53 65/66 dual 2.6" C5AZ-10346-D A0016258-AA

C5TF-10300-K 
A001090305 74187 60 65/66 dual 3.0" 20 C5TZ-10346-C A0017026-AA

C5TF-10300-L 
A001090304 74187 60 65/66 dual 3.0" C5TZ-10346-D A0017024-AA

Notes
 1. Little is unknown about this alternator. The C3OF-

10344-B pulley (C4OZ-10344-B) was discontinued 
and not replaced in 1964. The C4OZ-10346-A part 
number was replaced by C4TZ-10346-D in 1964.

 2. Ford indicated that the C3OF-10300-E alternator 
with C3OF-10344-A pulley was available in 1964 
for the 260/289 V8, and the C3TF-10300-AF alter-
nator with C3TF-10344-K pulley for the 170/200 
6-cylinders. Mercury used the latter for its Comet 
260 V8 and 289 HiPo. In truth, both alternators in-
terchange. The C3OF-10344-A and C3TF-10344-K 
pulleys had the same critical dimensions, but with 
different designs for removal. See Chapter 3, page 
4–80, photo 4LJ2 for pictures of each.

 3. Both C4AZ-10346-C and C4TZ-10346-D replaced by 
C4AZ-10346-D.

 4. C5AF-10A352-B and C5AF-10A352-D replaced by 
C5AF-10A352-G and C5AF -10A352-J, respectively. 
The replacement occurred about 4/1/65, and was 
associated with a spacer and alternator fan change.

 5. For details of pulley, fan, spacer combinations, see 
Volume I, Chapter 5, Section J, pages 5–43, 44, & 45, 
photos 5J2-5, and Appendix B, pages B–12 & 13.)

 6. 38 amp C5DZ-10346-A replaced by 42 amp 
C5DZ-10346-B in 1966.

 7. Stamping was purple (actually, purplish-blue) ink.
 8. 38 amp alternator serviced by 42 amp 

C5DZ-10346-B.
 9. Falcon only. With A/C.
 10. Stamping was orange ink.
 11. C5AF -10A352-C replaced by C5AF-10A352-H. The 

replacement occurred about 4/1/65, and was as-
sociated with a spacer and alternator fan change.

 12. 289 HiPo.
 13. Used with California thermactor emissions control 

(T/E).
 14. Falcon only. Possibly Ranchero. Stamping was 

black ink.
 15. 45 amp alternator replaced by 42 amp 

C5DZ-10346-B.
 16. Stamping was in red ink.
 17. C5TZ-10346-B replaced by C5TZ-10346-H.
 18. Stamping was black ink.
 19. C2TZ-10346-A replaced by C2TZ-10346-B.
 20. C5TZ-10346-C replaced by C5TZ-10346-D.
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Alternators continued to evolve as running chang-
es. Since 1967, the teardrop rear design was used for 
the rear housing. At first, it was marked with MADE 
IN U.S.A., then with AUTOLITE in 1967, and by 1972 
would carry the MOTORCRAFT name.

Insulators were color coded. The large black insula-
tor was for the output and labeled BAT. The edge of 
the insulator was beveled. The smaller STA (for stator) 
insulator was also black. Initially, the edge was not 
beveled, but became so around 1968. The FLD (for 
field) insulator was white with a square edge, then 
beveled about the same time as the STA insulator. 
Around 1969 the color was changed to orange.

Ink markings were stamped on the alternator in the 
beginning. The man at the work station for stamping 
the alternator placed the alternator in a fixture with 
the thick end down and fan facing away from him. He 
them stamped the alternator on what was his top with 
the appropriate stamp which was with the appropri-
ate colored ink pad. The colors were a purple-blue 
ink for the 38-amp alternator, orange for the 42-amp 
alternator, black for the 45-amp, red for the 55-amp, 
and green for the 60-amp alternator. In the case of the 
small block V8, the stamping wound up on the bottom 
of the alternator when installed and deteriorated rap-
idly in the harsh engine compartment environment.

In 1969, Ford began to stamp the voltage, amp rat-
ing, and alternator identifying number into the front 
cast aluminum housing. The base number on produc-
tion alternators was 10300 and included the pulley. 
Service replacement alternators did not include the 
pulley and carried the base number 10346.

Another running change to alternators was the 
transition from SAE fine threads on the terminal posts 
to U.S. coarse threads. This occurred around 1970.

Pulleys and fans were another evolving develop-
ment. Early alternators used flat fans, thick spacers, 
and pulleys slightly elevated above their fans. But, by 
the end of 1965, these had been replaced by fans with 
a concave center, thinner spacers, and pulleys with 
extended hubs to mount flush to the fan. The pul-
leys and fans were painted black, with the except of 
some late 1965 production pulleys and fans that were 
painted Ford corporate blue. In late 1966 production, 
Ford approved a zinc plate with a dicromate plating 
inside the hub shaft area. In 1968 painting became 
an option, then in 1969 the plating requirement was 
dropped and painting substituted.

Fans were initially 13-blade and symmetrical. In 
1970 production, the fan count was reduced to 10 to 
allow assymmetrical placement and size. The idea 
was to break up any sound harmonics that could be 
induced by symmetrically rotating blades causing 
reinforcing pressure waves.

The difficulty today is that most alternators have 
been rebuilt. When this occurred with large remanuf-
facturing operations, alternators were disassembled 
in mass, inspected, reconditioned, new parts added, 
then reassembled. In the process, aluminum casting 
finishes were altered by bead-blasting operations, and 
parts were mixed between alternators. Front and rear 
housings were not necessarily from the same original 
alternator. Neither were terminals and insulators. So, 
any alternator obtained today is not likely to be con-
sistent with originality among all its parts.

Here are some of the different insulators used over the years. The stator (STA) 
insulator was black and initially not beveled (a), but became beveled (b) around 
1968. The field insulator (FLD) was white (c). It became beveled about 1968 and 
changed colors to orange around 1969 (d).The output terminal (BAT) insulator was 
always red and beveled. Initially, the posts for all terminals used SAE fine threads (e), but changed to U.S. coarse threads (f) about 
1970. The beveled insulators were designed to better hold the harness boot securely.

The 13-blade symmetrical fan (a) was used until around 1970. Note the plating. The fan was then changed to a 10-blade assymmetric 
fan (b), which reduced fan noise. Fans started out in 1965-66 being painted, then to just plating. But later, Ford painted them again.

Alternator Variations

Beginning in 1969, alternators 
were stamped on the front housing. 
Some 1969 alternator engineering 
numbers went back to 1966, so will 
have the C6AF stamping (a). These 
same alternators would only have 
an ink stamping for 1966-68. The 
stamping in the housing included 
the voltage, amp rating, engineering 
number, and positive or negative 
ground. Ford alternators were negative (NEG) ground. If the alternator included the pulley, the base number was 10300 as in the 
55-amp alternator with the stamped number D0SF-10300-A (b). If the alternator was a service replacement without pulley, the base 
number was 10346 as in the 42-amp alternator with stamped number D0AF-10346-E (c).

b

d

a

c

e

f

b

a

c ba
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8A654   SUPPORT - IDLER PULLEY (ALTERNATOR SPACER with A/C) (Also see 10A370)

65/67
F (38, 42, 45, 55)
before 1-3-67

C5AZ-8A654-A
Galaxie with Selectaire,
cast iron, S-shaped, acts as spacer & supports 8678

8678   PULLEY and BRACKET ASSEMBLY (ALTERNATOR SUPPORT with A/C)

65/66
F (38, 42, 45),
before 12-1-65

C5AZ-8678-A
except Galaxie with Selectaire
(replaced by C6OZ-8678-B)

66
F (38, 42, 45),
from 12-1-65

C6OZ-8678-A
except Galaxie with Selectaire
(replaced by C6OZ-8678-B)

67
F (38, 42, 45),
before 1-3-67

C6OZ-8678-B except Galaxie with Selectaire

65/66
F (38, 42, 45, 55),
before 12-1-65

C5AZ-8678-F
Galaxie with Selectaire
(replaced by C6AZ-8678-B)

66
F (38, 42, 45, 55),
from 12-1-65

C6AZ-8678-B
Galaxie with Selectaire
(replaced by C6AZ-8678-E)

67
F (38, 42, 45, 55),
before 1-3-67

C6AZ-8678-E Galaxie with Selectair

9B450   BRACKET - T/E PUMP and ALTERNATOR MOUNTING (Also see 10145)

66 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C6OZ-9B450-A #C6OE-9B450-B (replaced by C6OZ-9B450-B)

66 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C6OZ-9B450-B #C6OE-9B450-D

67 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C7OZ-9B450-A #C7OE-9B450-A, before 1-3-67

67 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C7OZ-9B450-B #C7OE-9B450-B, from 1-3-67

67/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C8AZ-10145-B #C8OE-9B450-A

10039   BRACKET - ALTERNATOR TO CYLINDER HEAD MOUNTING (Also see 10A313)

62/64 L/N (40) C2OZ-10039-AA

62/64 L/N (60) C2OZ-10039-Z C3AZ-10A313-A alternate for 63/64 Galaxie

62/64 L/N (40, 60), F (42) 43003-S8 mounting bolt, 3/8"-16×15/8", hex-head (2 required)

62/64 L/N (40, 60), F (42) 43006-S8 mounting bolt, 3/8"-16×2", hex-head (1 required)

10094   BEARING - ALTERNATOR (Also see 10A303 and 10A304)

62/69
L/N (40, 53)
F (38, 42, 45, 55)

A8AZ-10094-B
front, 21/32" I.D., 19/16" O.D., 15/32" wide,
Federal 1203-RR, B.C.A. 203-CC, or Fafnir 203-KDD
(Note 1)

62/66 L/N (60) A8AZ-10094-B
rear, 21/32" I.D., 19/16" O.D., 15/32" wide,
Federal 1203-RR, B.C.A. 203-CC, or Fafnir 203-KDD
(Note 1)

10120   BOLT - ALTERNATOR THROUGH (See 10A396)

Alternator Part Numbers

K–10 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–11

Year Application Part Number Description

10145   ARM - ALTERNATOR AJUSTING (For alt mounting, also see 8A654, 8678, 9B450, 10156, 10A313, 10A370)

62/64 L/N (40) C2OZ-10145-S straight, 47/8" long

62/64 L/N (60) C2OZ-10145-R curved

63/64 L/N (40, 60) C3AZ-10145-B
straight, 411/16" long. for 63-64 Galaxie, but optional with 
both C2OZ-10145-S and C2OZ-10145-R.

64 F (42) C4AZ-10145-C

65/66 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C5AZ-10145-C
except Galaxie with Selectaire,
except with T/E (Note 2),
bent with 33/8" straight slot (replaced by C7OZ-10145-A)

67/68 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C7OZ-10145-A
except Galaxie with Selectaire before 11-1-66,
except with T/E (Note 2),
bent with 33/8" straight slot (replaced by C9OZ-10145-A)

69 F (38, 42, 55) C9OZ-10145-A

65/67 F (42, 55), before 11-1-66 C5AZ-10145-B
Galaxie with Selectaire,
except with T/E (Note 2), curved with 4" curved slot

66/68 F (38, 42, 45, 55), L/N (53, 60) C6OZ-10145-A with T/E (Note 2), curved with 3" curved slot

67/69 F (65) C7AZ-10145-C

10156   MOUNT - ALTERNATOR FRONT (For alt mounting, also see 8A654, 8678, 9B450, 10145, 10A313, 10A370)

65/68
F (38, 42, 45, 55, 65)
L/N (53, 60)

C5AZ-10156-A
except 1965 Fairlane L/N (53),
except T/E (Note 3), except A/C before 1-3-67

65 L/N (53) C5OZ-10156-A Fairlane only, except A/C

10B301   BOARD KIT - ALTERNATOR PRINTED CIRCUIT

65 F (38, 42, 55) C5AZ-10B301-A Contents below: (replaced by C5AZ-10B301-B)

 (1) C5AF-10B301-B Circuit board (6) 377920-S100 3/64" Flat washers
 (6) C5AF-10B306-B Solder rings (1) No. 1528 Instruction sheet

66/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10B301-B Contents below:

  (1) C6AF-10B301-B Circuit board (3) C6AF-10B306-A Solder rings (6) 377920-S100 3/64" Flat washer 
 (6) C5AF-10B306-B Solder rings (2) 374419-S8 Screws  (4) 379707-S or 379708-S Pins 
 (1) No. 1528 Instruction sheet

10A303   BEARING - ALTERNATOR FRONT DRIVE END (Also see 10094 and 10A304)

62/66 L/N (60) B9AZ-10A303-A
25/32" I.D., 21/32" O.D., 19/32" wide. New Depature 
99604, Martin Rockwell 304-SZZ, or Fafnir 304-NPP

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10A303-A 63/64" I.D., 27/16" O.D., 21/32" wide

10304   RECTIFIER - ALTERNATOR (Also see 10373)

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10304-A

65/66 L/N (60) C5AZ-10304-C

65 F (38, 42, 55) C5AZ-10304-A

66/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10304-B
Consists of (1) C6TF-10304-A or (1) C6SF-10304-A 
rectifier assembly, (2) 374412-S100 washers,
(2) 374419-S8B screws

67/69 F (65) C7AZ-10304-A

10A304   BEARING - ALTERNATOR REAR (Also see 10094 and 10A303)

62/64 L/N (40), F (42) C3SZ-10A304-A 21/32" I.D., 15/16" O.D., 5/8" wide

65/66 L/N (53) C3SZ-10A304-A 21/32" I.D., 15/16" O.D., 5/8" wide

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55, 65) C5AZ-10A304-A 21/32" I.D., 15/16" O.D., 11/16" wide

Key:   L/N - Leece-Neville        F - Ford Autolite       (amp rating in parentheses)

Note 1 - A8AZ-10094-A, A8AZ-10094-B, and A8AZ-10094-C shared the same engineering number and may have been 
initially associated with different suppliers. All interchange. Ford used A8AZ-10094-A in 1965, but had replaced it by 
A8AZ-10094-B before the end of 1965. A8AZ-10094-C was associated with just the 38 amp alternator in one Ford 
souce, but the bearing specs were identical to A8AZ-10094-B. A8AZ-10094-B was replaced by C9ZZ-10094-A in 
1975.

Note 2 - Alternator mounted by 9B450 bracket in T/E applications—see 9B450.
Note 3 - Bracket marked C5AE-10156-A, C5AE-10156-B, C6OE-10156-A, and C8OE-10156-A (under the same part number).
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10A310   FAN ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR

62/64 L/N (60) B7AZ-10A310-A 1" I.D., 61/2" O.D.

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10A310-A 11/16" I.D., 61/2" O.D.

65/66 L/N (53, 60) C2AZ-10A310-A 11/16" I.D., 61/2" O.D.

64 F (42) C3AZ-10A310-A 11/16" I.D., 5 5/32" O.D.

65 F (38, 42, 55), before 4-1-65 C5AZ-10A310-A 11/16" I.D., 51/2" O.D. (replaced by C5AZ-10A310-B)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55), from 4-1-65 C5AZ-10A310-B 11/16" I.D., 5 5/16" O.D., includes spacer

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10A310-A 7/8" I.D., 61/2" O.D.

10A313   MOUNT - ALTERNATOR (Also see 10039 and 10145) (See 10039 for mounting bolts)

63/64 L/N (60) C3AZ-10A313-A
1963-64 Galaxie only, optional with C2OZ-10039-Z,
cast iron, attaches to cylinder head

64 F (42) C4AZ-10A313-C cast iron, attaches to cylinder head

10317   SHIELD - ALTERNATOR SPLASH

64 F (42) C4AZ-10317-A neoprene

10320   HOLDER and STUD - BRUSH

62/66 L/N (40, 53) C2AZ-10320A

10321   BRUSH - INSULATOR

62/65 L/N (40) C2AZ-10321-A

10328   RING - ALTERNATOR ROTOR SLIP

62/66 L/N (40, 53) C2AZ-10328-A

64/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C3SZ-10328-A

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10328-A

10329   INSULATOR - ALTERNATOR TERMINAL

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10329-B (2) required, 3/16" I.D., 5/16" O.D., 1/4" long

64/66 L/N (60) C4TZ-10329-A outer, 5/8"×17/8"×23/4"

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55, 65) C5AZ-10329-A red, 1/4" I.D., 7/8" O.D., 7/32" thick, battery terminal (BAT)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10329-B black, 9/32" I.D., 5/8" O.D., 1/4" thick, stator terminal (STA)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10329-D white, 9/32" I.D., 5/8" O.D., 1/4" thick, field terminal (FLD)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10329-C approximately 1/16"×3/4"×1"

67/69 F (65) C7AZ-10329-A purple, 3/16" I.D., 7/8" O.D., 7/32" thick

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10329-A red, 3/16" square hole, 21/32" O.D., 1/8" thick

10330   SHAFT - ALTERNATOR

64 F (42) C3SZ-10330-A

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55 C5AZ-10330-A

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10330-A

Alternator Part Numbers (continued)
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Year Application Part Number Description

10B330   PLATE - ALTERNATOR POSITIVE CONDUCTOR

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10B330-A for C7TZ-10346-B

69 F (65) C9AZ-10B330-A for C9AZ-10346-B

10333   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR FRONT

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10333-A

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10333-A

65/66 L/N (53) C5AZ-10333-C

65 L/N (60) C5TZ-10333-A for C5TZ-10346-C

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10333-C for C5TZ-10346-D

64 F (42) C3TZ-10333-A

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10333-A less bearing

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10333-A

10334   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR BRUSH END (REAR)

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10334-A

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10334-A for C2TZ-10346-A

64 L/N (60) C4TZ-10334-A for C2TZ-10334-B

65/66 L/N (53) C5AZ-10334-B less bearing

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10334-B less bearing

64 F (42) C3SZ-10334-A includes bearing

64 F (42) C3SZ-10334-B less bearing

65/66 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10334-A
includes bearing, brushes & brush holder
(replaced by C5AZ-10334-C)

66/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10334-C includes bearing

67/69 F (65) C7AZ-10334-A includes bearing

10335   ROTOR ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10335-A

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10335-A

65/66 L/N (53) C5AZ-10335-C

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10335-B

64 F (42) C3TZ-10335-A

65 F (38), before 5-1-65 C5DZ-10335-A (Note 1) (replaced by C5DZ-10335-B)

65 F (38), from 5-1-65 C5DZ-10335-B (Note 1) includes stop ring (replaced by C5DZ-10335-C)

66/69 F (38, 42) C5DZ-10335-C (Note 1) includes stop ring

65 F (42, 55), before 5-1-65 C5AZ-10335-A (Note 1) (replaced by C5AZ-10335-D)

65/69 F (42, 45, 55), from 5-1-65 C5AZ-10335-D (Note 1) includes stop ring

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10335-A

Key:   L/N - Leece-Neville        F - Ford Autolite       (amp rating in parentheses)

Note 1 - The 1965 Ford Master Parts Catalogs showed the C5DZ-10335-A and C5DZ-10335-B rotor assemblies associated 
with 38 amp alternators, and the C5AZ-10335-A and C5AZ-10335-D rotor assemblies associated with 42 amp and 
55 amp alternators. When C5DZ-10335-C replaced C5DZ-10335-B, Ford catalogs listed the C5DZ-10335-C rotor for 
both the 38 amp and 42 amp alternator. In 1978, both the C5DZ-10335-C and C5AZ-10335-D rotors were replaced 
with the same D8ZZ-10335-A part number.

K-012
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Year Application Part Number Description

10336   STATOR ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10336-A

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10336-A (replaced by C2TZ-10335-B)

64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10336-B

65/66 L/N (53) C5AZ-10336-B

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10336-A

64 F (42) C3SZ-10336-A includes coil

64/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C3SZ-10336-C less coil

65 F (38) C5DZ-10336-A includes coil (replaced by C5AZ-10336-A)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45) C5AZ-10336-A includes coil

65 F (55) C5SZ-10336-A includes coil

66/69 F (55) C6AZ-10336-B includes coil

66/69 F (55) C6AZ-10336-A less coil

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10336-A includes coil

10A340   COVER - ALTERNATOR BRUSH SPRING

62/66 L/N (60) C1AF-10A340-A

10A342   JUMPER - ALTERNATOR BRUSH SPRING TO FIELD TERMINAL

62/66 L/N (60) C1AF-10A342-A

10344   PULLEY - ALTERNATOR (See Appendix B)

10A344   SPACER - ALTERNATOR ROTOR

62/66 L/N (40, 53) C2AZ-10A344-A 11/16" I.D., 1" O.D., 5/16"

65 L/N (60) C5TZ-10A344-A 11/16" I.D., 13/16" I.D., 1/4" thick

65 F (38, 42, 55), before 4-1-65 C5AZ-10A344-A 21/32" I.D., 7/8" O.D., 1/4" thick

65 F (38, 42, 55), from 4-1-65 C5AZ-10A344-B 11/16" I.D., 7/8" O.D., 5/32" thick

10346   ALTERNATOR (See page K–6 )

10347   HOLDER and BRACKET - ALTERNATOR BRUSH

62/66 L/N (40, 53) C2AZ-10347-A consists of (2) C2AF-10332-A brushes

62/66 L/N (60) B8TZ-10347-A consists of (2) 2701918 brushes

64 F (42) C3SZ-10347-E less terminal

64 F (42) C3SZ-10347-A includes terminal, 3/8"×1/2" with 1/4" hole

64 F (42) C3SZ-10347-C includes terminal, 11/32"×11/32"

64 F (42) C3SZ-10347-B terminal and brush set, consists of:

 (1) C3SZ-10347-A Brush Assembly (1) C3SZ-10349-A Spring
 (1) C3SZ-10347-C Brush Assembly (1) C3SZ-10351-A Holder

64 F (42) C3SZ-10347-D spacer and brush set, consists of: 

 (1) C3SF-10A386-A Spacer & Brush (1) C3SZ-10347-A Brush Assembly

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10347-A consists of (2) C5AF-10A367-B brush/terminals

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10347-A cover and brush

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10347-B brush kit, consists of:

 (1) C7TF-10347-A Brush (1) C7TF-10347-B Brush (1) C7TZ-10B368-A Gasket

Alternator Part Numbers (continued)

K–14 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–15

Year Application Part Number Description

10349   SPRING - ALTERNATOR BRUSH

64 F (42) C3SZ-10349-A

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10349-A (2) required

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10349-A (2) required

10351   HOLDER - ALTERNATOR SPRING

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10361-A

64 F (42) C3SZ-10351-A

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10351-A

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10351-A

10A355   RETAINER - ALTERNATOR FRONT BEARING

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10A355-A

65/66 L/N (53) C5TZ-10A355-B

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10A355-A

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A355-A

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A355-A

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10A355-A

10A358   DISC - ALTERNATOR DIODE PLATE SOLDER

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A358-A solder, 1/16" I.D., 1/2" O.D., 1/64" thick

10A360   STOP - ALTERNATOR ROTOR

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A360-A

65/69 F (38, 43, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A360-A

10A361   INSULATOR - ALTERNATOR STATOR END

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A361-A (2) required

10A363   SPACER - ALTERNATOR DIODE PLATE

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10A363-A

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A363-A

10B363   COVER  and BRUSH ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10B363-A

10B367   COVER - BRUSH

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10B367-A

10B368   GASKET - BRUSH COVER

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10B368-A

10370   RING - ALTERNATOR ROTOR STOP

64 F (40) C3SZ-10370-A

10A370   SPACER - ALTERNATOR MOUNTING (Also see 8A654)

65/69
F (38, 42, 45, 55, 65)
L/N (53, 60)

C5AZ-10A370-B
steel (1965) or aluminum with slot (1966-69). 1.64" long.
except with T/E. except 1965-67 Galaxie before 1-3-67.

10B371   PLATE - NEGATIVE CONDUCTOR

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10B371-A

10B372   PIN - BRUSH MOUNTING

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10B372-A

Key:   L/N - Leece-Neville        F - Ford Autolite       (amp rating in parentheses)

K-014
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Year Application Part Number Description

10373   PLATE and DIODE ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR POSITIVE (Also see 10304)

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10373-A (replaced by C2TZ-10373-B)

64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10373-B includes instruction sheet

65 L/N (53, 60) C5TZ-10373-A

64 F (42) C4AZ-10373-A

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10373-A (3) required

10374   DIODE - ALTERNATOR POSITIVE (Also see 10304)

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10374-A silicon, (3) required

64 F (40) C3SZ-10374-A #C4VF-10374-A, (3) required

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10374-A
11/32" diameter, use with diode plates having pointed 
diode retainers, (3) required (replaced by C5SZ-10374-A)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55, 65) C5SZ-10374-A
1/2" diameter, use with diode plates having semi-circular 
diode retainers, (3) required.

10A375   COVER - ALTERNATOR TERMINAL

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10A375-A for C2TZ-10346-A only

10377   PLATE and DIODE ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR NEGATIVE (Also see 10304)

62/64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10377-A for C2TZ-10346-A only

64 L/N (60) C2TZ-10377-B for C2TZ-10346-B only

65/66 L/N (53, 60) C5TZ-10377-A

64 F (42) C4AZ-10377-A

10A377   PLATE ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR DIODE - POSITIVE

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A377-A includes (1) stud

65 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A377-A includes stud, 1/4"-28×15/16"

10378   DIODE - ALTERNATOR NEGATIVE (Also see 10304)

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10378-A (3) required

64 F (42) C3SZ-10378-A (3) required

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10378-A
11/32" diameter, use with diode plates having pointed 
diode retainers, (3) required (replaced by C5SZ-10378-A)

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55, 65) C5SZ-10378-A
1/2" diameter, use with diode plates having semi-circular 
diode retainers, (3) required

10A378   PLATE ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR DIODE - NEGATIVE

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A378-A includes (4) stud

65 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A378-A includes stud, No. 10-32×29/32"

10A379   SLEEVE - ALTERNATOR TERMINAL SPACER

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A379-A 7/32" I.D., 3/8" O.D., 5/16" long, (2) required

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A379-B 9/32" I.D., 3/8" O.D., 29/32" long, (1) required

10A380   CAPACITOR - ALTERNATOR

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10A380-A .158 mfd

65/66 L/N (53) C5AZ-10A380-A

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10A380-A

Alternator Part Numbers (continued)

K–16 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–17

Year Application Part Number Description

10A381   BUSHING - ALTERNATOR RECTIFIER INSULATOR

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10A381-A
Positive, 1/4" I.D., 3/8" O.D., 19/32" long, with square 5/8" 
head, (1) required

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10A381-A
Negative, 3/16" I.D., 3/8" square, 11/32" long, with square 
5/8" head, (1) required

65/66 L/N (53) C2AZ-10A381-A
Positive & negative, 1/4" I.D., 3/8" O.D., 19/32" long, with 
square 5/8" head, (2) required

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10A381-A 1/4" I.D., 13/16" O.D., 7/32" thick, (2) required

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10A381-B 5/16" I.D., 13/16" O.D., 7/32" thick, (2) required

10A382   SPACER - ALTERNATOR RECTIFIER INSULATOR

62/64 L/N (40) C2AZ-10A382-A Negative, 13/16" square inside, 5/8" square outside, 1/4" long

10383   TERMINAL - ALTERNATOR FIELD

64 F (42) C3SZ-10383-A

10A383   INSULATOR - ALTERNATOR DIODE PLATE

65/66 L/N (60) C5TZ-10A383-A 3/16" I.D., 5/8" O.D., 3/8" thick, (2) required

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A383-A

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A383-A 1/4" I.D., 19/32" O.D., 1/4" thick, (1) required

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A383-B 7/32" I.D., 19/32" O.D., 1/4" thick, (1) required

65/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) C5AZ-10A383-C 7/32" I.D., 17/32" O.D., 17/32" thick, (2) required

67/69 F (65) C5TZ-10A383-A red, 1/4", 3/4", 127/32"

67/69 F (65) C5TZ-10A383-B red, 3/16", 1/2", 5/8"

10A388   STATOR, RECTIFIER and HOUSING ASSEMBLY - ALTERNATOR

64 F (42) C3SZ-10A388-A includes instruction sheet No. 814

10390   BUSHING - ALTERNATOR TERMINAL

62/66 L/N (40, 53) C2AZ-10390-A

10A396   BOLT - ALTERNATOR THROUGH

62/64 L/N (40) 376604-S7-8 bolt, hex head, No. 10-32, 27/16" long, (4) required

62/64 L/N (60) C3TZ-10120-A bolt, hex head, No. 10-32, 327/32" long, (3) required

65/66 L/N (53) 371790-S2 bolt, hex head, No. 10-32, 3" long, (4) required

65/66 L/N (60) 372212-S8 bolt, hex head, No. 10-32, 37/8" long, (3) required

64/69 F (38, 42, 45, 55) 378466-S8B bolt, hex head, No. 10-32, 21/8" long, (3) required

67/69 F (65) C7TZ-10A396-A bolt, hex head, No. 12-24, 3" long, (3) required

Key:   L/N - Leece-Neville        F - Ford Autolite       (amp rating in parentheses)

K-016
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Alternator Illustrations

K–18 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–19

1962-64
Lecee-Neville 40-amp Alterator

1962-64
Lecee-Neville
60-amp Alterator

1965-66
Lecee-Neville
53-amp and
60-amp
Alterators

1964
Ford 42-amp
Alterator

K-018
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Alternator Illustrations (continued)

K–20 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–21

1965-69 Ford
38-amp, 42-amp, 45-amp, and 55 amp
Alterators

1967-69
Ford
65-amp
Alterator

1962-64 Alternator Mounting
(typical)

1965-67 before 1-3-67 Alternator Mounting
(with A/C)

GALAXIE WITH 8A654 
SPACER/BRACKET

NON-GALAXIE 8678 A/C IDLER

1965-69 Alternator Mounting
(except A/C before 1-3-67)

(except with T/E)

354033-S

378365-S8

43000-S8

352981-S8

300958-S8302569-S8

34793-S8

354033-S

10156

10141

10A370

10039 or 10A313

10141

1966-68 Alternator Mounting
(with T/E)

1968 8B450 BRACKET1966-67 8B450 BRACKET

43006-S8

20448-S8

352981-S8
20448-S8

352981-S8

34807-S7

33799-S8

43003-S8

43003-S8

43006-S8

359080-S8

C3AZ-10A313-A
or C2OZ-10039-Z

C3AZ-10145-AC2OZ-10145-R

10145
6754

1962-64 60-amp Leece-Neville 
Alternator Mounting

20448-S8
352981-S8

43003-S8

43006-S8

359080-S8

10145
43003-S8

34807-S7
33799-S8

C2OZ-10145-S

C2OZ-10039-AA

6754

1962-64 40-amp Leece-Neville 
Alternator Mounting

43006-S8

43003-S8

43003-S8

352981-S8

359081-S8

359080-S8

C4AZ-10145-C

C4AZ-10A313-C

6754

1964 42-amp Ford 
Alternator Mounting

302559-S8
34808-S7

K-020
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Autolite alternators were manufactured and stamped at the Rawsonville Plant 
in Ysilanta, Michigan. The plant ran three shifts per day, and one man per shift 
stamped the alternators. The stamping occurred at the end of the production 
line. Alternators were slipped into a fixture with the wide mounting hole down 
and fan away from worker. Stamps were color coded according to amp rating. 
(Special thanks to Ron Oliver for this information. Ron stamped alternators at the 
plant between September 1964 and April 1965.) Once the alternator was mounted 
on the 289 V8, the stamping was located on the bottom of the alternator and 
completely out of sight from normal viewing. The stamping was not particularly 
durable (a). Most original stampings seem today are of service replacements or 

remanufactured alternators. Stampings seen 
were of two types. One type carries the FoMoCo 
logo and appears to have been used on 1963-65 
alternators. The one shown here (b) carried the 
stamping C5AF-10300-K and was date stamped 
B 22 1965 (believed to be February 22, 1965). 
The C5AF-10300-K number does not match 
any listed in Ford’s master parts catalogs. The 
alternator was purchased and photographed by 
Dan Pickering in Canada. This alternator might 
be unique to just a Canadian application. The 
other type (c) carried the AUTOLITE logo and 
was used from 1965 until the Autolite name 
was dropped in favor of Motorcraft. This one 
was a C3SF-10300-B alternator with an appli-
cation that dates back to 1964 production on 
a Thunderbird 390 V8 with air conditioning 
and transistorized ignition. The alternator was 
a remanufactured unit dated February 3, 1965, 

which was why it had the later Autolite 
stamping rather than the FoMoCo logo. 
The ink color was black. Another alterna-
tor remanufactured May 1, 1967, carried 
the number C3SF-10300-A (d) and was 
stamped in purple ink (which was really a 
purplish blue). Its application included the 

1963-64 Thunderbird as well as the Galaxie 406 V8. Both these C3SF 
alternators were 40-amp units. Stampings with 10300 base numbers 
came with pulleys installed. Stampings with 10346 base numbers had 
broader application and did not include the pulley, such as the 1966 ser-
vice replacement stamped C6AF-10346-B (e). The ink color was orange. 

Ford began the color-coding in 1965 and published a Technical Service Bulletin indicating all 1966 alternators would be stamped in 
colored ink. The coding was “purple” for 38 amp, orange for 42 amp, black for 45 amp, and red for 55 amp. However, the purple for 
the 38-amp alternator was more like a blue with a little purple in it. Below are three pictures of a 42 amp orange-stamped alternator 

with C6AF-10300-B marking (f, g & h), providing the 
proper location of the stamping.

a

Alternator Stampings

K–22 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–23

Alternator Differences

1963-64
40-amp

1964
42-amp

1963-64
40-amp

1964
42-amp

When Ford first came out with its Autolite alternator in 1963, it was rated at 30 and 40-amps. The 40-amp alternator carried over 
into 1964 production. It was distnguishable by its round edges and gusset bosses for the screws joining the front and rear halves 
(red arrows). When alternators were first offered as optional equipment on 1964 Galaxies and Fairlanes, they were rated at 42-amps. 
Their appearance had more sharp edges and the bosses did not have gussets (green arrows). 

! !

!

!

! !

!

!

Early alternators had 
an oblong circle raised 
area in the rear hous-
ing. In the 1967 time 
frame, the housing was changed to a teardrop shape. Since alternator halves were held together by 
three symmetrically spaced screws, the two halves could be positioned in three different orienta-
tions. The orientation shown on the two above is correct for the 289/302.

K-022
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Alternator Application

K–24 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–25

Year Vehicle
Ford (Autolite) Leece-Neville

38 42 45 55 65 40 53 60
62 A, B LPO LPO

63 A, B LPO LPO

64
A, B DSO LPO LPO

C DSO, HiPo

65

A std A/C LPO LPO

B std HiPo, A/C LPO

C std HiPo, A/C

F std, A/C

X std, A/C

66

A std A/C, LPO LPO LPO

B std A/C, LPO LPO

C std A/C LPO

F std, A/C HiPo, H/D

X std A/C

67

A std A/C LPO

B std A/C

C std A/C

F std HiPo A/C

R std A/C

X std H/D A/C

68

A std A/C LPO

B std A/C

C std A/C

F std A/C

R std A/C

X std A/C

69

A std A/C LPO

B std A/C

C std A/C

F std A/C

X std A/C

A - Galaxie        B - Fairlane/Torino        C - Comet/Montego        F - Mustang        R - Cougar        X - Falcon

std - standard       HiPo - 289 High Performance        A/C - air conditioning        H/D - heavy-duty option

LPO - Limited Production Option. - Generally used by fleet and commercial accounts. Not available with A/C.
DSO - Domestic Special Order - Specific procurement, with time necessary to fill the order. Not available with A/C.

Determining specific alternator applications can be difficult because of vague or contradictory information from 
sources such as Ford parts catalogs, sales literature, dealer guides, and AMA specifications. Furthermore, after 
1965, Ford serviced all 38-amp and 45-amp alternators with 42-amp service replacements, even though 38-amp and 
45-amp alternators continued to be made for production for several more years. Below is a guide to what Ford used 
originally on the Ford small-block V8s from 1962-69 (based on best-source information).

Starter Motor - Introduction
Ford small-block V8 starter motors went through a 

quick series of minor engineering changes when intro-
duced for 1962 production, resulting in five different 
stampings (C2OF-11001-A, C2OF-11001-B, C2OF-
11001-C, C2OF-11001-D, and C2OF-11001-E). None 
of these changes affected parts interchangeability. In 
1963, minor changes were made to the brush plate and 
a new stamping appeared (C3OF-11001-A).

In 1964, Ford increased the number of splines 
between the starter drive assembly (11350) and the 
armature (10003) shaft from three to four. Three and 
four spline components could not be interchanged 
without also interchanging the other. The increase in 
splines decreased the wear on each spline by twenty-
five percent. Ford marked the new starter motors 
with a new stamped number (C4OF-11001-A). Later 
in the year, when the Mustang was introduced, Ford 
added a second stamping (C4ZF-11001-A), although 
the starter motor was essentially the same. These two 
starter motors would be carried over through 1966 
production for all automatic tranmission applications 
and manual transmission applications on Mustangs, 
Falcons, and the 1965 Comet, with the exception of the 
1965 Comet’s 289 HiPo application.

Beginning in 1965 production, the 289 block’s bell-
housing attachment configuration and that of the new 
240/300 6-cylinder auto/trunk engine were designed 
to be the same. In addition to some commonality be-
tween the 240/300 6-cylinder and 289 V8, Ford could 
now install a flywheel capable of handling an 11" 
clutch. Passenger cars would not actually receive the 
11" clutch (Bronco 289s and truck 240/300s did)—Ford 
simply machined the large flywheel for the smaller 
10/10.4" clutch pattern.

As a result of the bellhousing pattern change, Ford 
used two different size flywheels and two different 
size flex-plates. Each of these applications received a 
new bellhousing and engine plate. The job of the en-
gine plate was to properly index the starter motor. The 
smaller of each flywheel and flex-plate were the same 
as the ones used in 1964. Therefore, the new engine 
plates for the smaller flywheel and flex-plate indexed 
the starter motor in the same position as in previous 
years and used the same starter motor.

For the larger flex-plate, Ford kept the same basic 
design as the smaller flex-plate, but increased its diam-
eter. So, the ring gear on the larger flex-plate was the 
same distance behind the engine, just larger in diam-
eter. Therefore, the same starter motor could be used 
for both small and large flex-plates by indexing the 
starter motor slightly more outboard for the larger one.

It was a different story for the flywheels. The new 
larger flywheel was of a different design from the 
smaller flywheel, using a larger ring gear and locat-
ing it closer to the engine. So, not only did the starter 
motor need to be indexed further outboard, but the 
starter motor itself had to be changed so that the start-
er drive assembly would not be driven as deeply into 
the bellhousing. This resulted in two possible starter 
motors for 1965 and later cars, depending on which 
flywheel they used. The one for the larger flywheel 
was marked C5TF-11001-A.

As if that was not enough confusion, a second 
starter motor was introduced for the large flywheel 
and used for a short period of time beginning in 1966 
and lasting through 1968. This starter motor was 
based on the one being used for the 144/170 6-cylin-
der and was marked C6AF-11001-B. The drive end 
(11130) was changed to be compatible with the 2-bolt 
pattern of the 289 (replacing the 3-bolt pattern of the 
6-cylinder). These unique starter motors were often 
referred to as 4" diameter 289 starter motors to distin-
guish them from the 4½" diameter of all the others. In 
1967 and 1968, the C7AF-11001-D marked starter was 
the 4" diameter one and the C7AF-11001-F was the 
4½" diameter motor. When serviced, the 4" diameter 
starter motor was replaced by the 4½" motor.

As mentioned, there was commonality in starter 
motors between the 289/302 V8s and the 240/300 
6-cylinders. In passenger cars, only the 240 6-cylinder 
was used and only on the Galaxie. Trucks were using 
both the 240 and 300 6-cylinders. As a result, many of 
these other engines in other applications will have the 
identically stamped starter motors as used on the 260 
and 289 V8s. In addition, when the 250 6-cylinder and 
351 V8 engines were introduced in 1969, they used the 
same starter motors as the 302 V8. 

This is an original 1963 
V8 starter motor and 
shows where the starter 
motor stamping was lo-
cated. The date code is 
3DB, which is the second 
week of April, 1963.
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Year Application Part Number Description

10044   SCREW - STARTER POLE PIECE

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D 68-10044 7/16"-14×21/32", (2) required

10120   BOLT - STARTER THROUGH (Also see 11091)

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C3AZ-10120-A 1/4"-20×1", 69/16" overall length, hex head

11002   MOTOR - STARTER

62/69

for C2OF-11001-A, C2OF-11001-B, 
C2OF-11001-C, C2OF-11001-D, 
C2OF-11001-E, C3OF-11001-A, 
C4OF-11001-A, C4ZF-11001-A, 
C7AF-11001-B. C7AF-11001-F

C2OZ-11002-A
41/2" diameter starter motor (Notes 1, 2, 3)
(replaced by C2OZ-11002-B)

65/69 for C5TF-11001-A, C7AF-11001-F C5TZ-11002-A
41/2" diameter starter motor (Notes 1, 4)
(replaced by C5TZ-11002-D)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C5TZ-11002-A
originally a 4" diameter 6-cylinder-style starter 
motor, serviced by C5TZ-11002-A (Notes 1, 4, 5)

11005   ARMATURE - STARTER MOTOR

62/63
for C2OF-11001-A, C2OF-11001-B, 

C2OF-11001-C, C2OF-11001-D, 
C2OF-11001-E, C3OF-11001-A

C2OZ-11005-A three-spline shaft for starter drive

64/69
for C4OF-11001-A, C4ZF-11001-A, 

C5TF-11001-A, C7AF-11001-B, 
C7AF-11001-F

C4OZ-11005-A
four-spline shaft for starter drive
(replaced by D0AZ-11005-A)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C4DZ-11005-A
four-spline shaft for starter drive
(replaced by D0DZ-11005-A)

11036   WASHER - STARTER MOTOR ARMATURE THRUST

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DZ-11036-A asbestos, 5/8" I.D., 11/4" O.D., 3/32" thick

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11036-A leather, 5/8" I.D., 11/8" O.D., 3/32" thick

11048   RIVET - STARTER BRUSH HOLDER

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D 8BA-11048-B (8) rivets required

11049-50   PLATE and BUSHING ASSEMBLY - STARTER MOTOR FRONT END

62 C2OZ-11050-A (replaced by C3OZ-11049-A)

63/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C3OZ-11049-A (replaced by C4TZ-11049-A)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C3DZ-11049-A

Starter Motor Part Numbers

K–26 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–27

Note 1 - See Appendix E for details on flywheels and flex-plates. Flex-plates with 160 teeth (1962-66), 157 teeth (1967-69), 
168 teeth (1965-66) and 164 teeth (1967-69); as well as flywheels with 160 teeth (1962-66) and 157 teeth (1967-68) 
used the C2OZ-11002-A starter motor. Only the flywheels with 168 teeth (1965-66) and 164 teeth (1967-69) used the 
C5TZ-11002-A starter motor. The tooth count reduction in 1967 (160 teeth to 157 teeth, and 168 teeth to 164 teeth) 
was to improve starter motor drive engagement and disengagement performance by giving just a little more space 
between flex-plate/flywheel teeth.

Note 2 - C2OZ-11002-A used with C2OZ-11350-A starter drive in 1962-64, switching to C4OZ-11350-A as a running change 
for 1964-69.

Note 3 - Used in all automatic transmission applications (with either 160/157-tooth flex-plate or 168/164-tooth flex-plate). 
Used in manual transmission applications with 160/157-tooth flywheels.

Note 4 - Used in manual transmission applications with 168/164-tooth flywheels.
Note 5 - This starter motor was the same as the 4" diameter 6-cylinder starter motor, but with an aluminum front case designed 

with two mounting holes for the V8 bellhousing. Individual internal parts were available for repair, but the entire 
starter motor assembly was not available. It was replaced by the larger 41/2" diameter V8 starter motor.

Starter Motor Stampings and Application
Stampings, application, and replacement starter motor part number. (M/T - manual, A/T - automatic)

Stamped Number Year Vehicle Engine Transmission Part Number
C2OF-11001-A, B, C, D, E 1962 B, M 221, 260

M/T & A/T

C2OZ-11002-A

C3OF-11001-A 1963

B, M 221

A, B, C, M, X 260

A 289-2V

B 289 HiPo

C4OF-11001-A
C4ZF-11001-A

1964

B, C, F, X 260

A, B 289-2V

C, F 289-4V

B, F 289 HiPo

1965

F, X 289-2V

M/TF 289-4V, 289 HiPo

C 289-2V, 289-4V

A, B, C, F, X 289-2V

A/TB, C, F 289-4V

B 289 HiPo

1966

F, X 289-2V, 289-4V
M/T

F 289-HiPo

A, B, C, F, X 289-2V

A/TF, X 289-4V

F 289HiPo

C7AF-11001-B

1967

A, B, C, F, R, X 289-2V

A/TF, R, X 289-4V

F 289 HiPo

F 289-2V, 289-4V, 289 HiPo
M/T

X 289-4V

1968

A, B, C, F, R, X 289-2V

A/TA, B, C, R 302-2V

C, F, R, X 302-4V

F 289-2V, 302-2V, 302-4V M/T

1969 A, B, C, F, R, X 302-2V A/T

C5TF-11001-A 1965

A, B 289-2V

M/T C5TZ-11002-A

B 289-4V, 289 HiPo

C 289 HiPo

C6AF-11001-B 1966 A, B, C 289-2V

C7AF-11001-D
1967 A, B, C, X 289-2V

1968 B, C, R, X 289-2V

C7AF-11001-F
(C9ZF-11001-A)* 1968

A, B, C, F, R, X 302-2V

C, F, R, X 302-4V

1969 A, B, C, F, X 302-2V

A - Galaxie       B - Fairlane/Torino       C - Comet/Montego       F - Mustang       M - Meteor       R - Cougar       X - Falcon

* 250 6-cylinder. probably used 
on late 1969 302.
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Starter Motor Part Numbers (continued)

K–28 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–29

Year Application Part Number Description

11052   BUSHING - STARTER MOTOR FRONT END PLATE

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D 18-11052
5/8" I.D., 3/4" O.D., 9/16" long
(replaced by C4TZ-11052-A)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11052-A

11056   BRUSH - STARTER MOTOR (Also serviced in brush set 11057)

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D 18-11056

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11056-A ground

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11056-C ground

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11056-B insulated

11057   BRUSH SET - STARTER MOTOR

62/64 C0DZ-11057-A kit contents below: (replaced by C0DZ-11057-B)

   (1) FAA-11048-A  Clip           (1) C0DF-11056-B  Brush          (1) 18-11056  Brush
   (1) C0DF-11055-A or C0FL-11055-A  Brush          (1) 25247-S  Screw, flat head, No. 10-32×5/8"

65/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DZ-11057-B kit contents below:

 (1) C5AF-11055-A Brush (1) 18-11056  Brush (1) Instruction sheet No. 716
 (1) C0DF-11056-B Brush (1) 25247-S  Screw, flat head, No. 10-32×5/8"

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DZ-11057-A kit contents below:

 (1) C2DF-11056-A Brush (1) C2DZ-11056-C  Brush-ground (1) Instruction sheet No. 716
 (1) C2DF-11056-B Brush (1) 25247-S7  Screw, flat head, No. 10-32×5/8"

11059   SPRING - STARTER MOTOR BRUSH

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D B-11059 (4) required

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DZ-11059-A (4) required

11060   COVER - STARTER MOTOR PLUNGER

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11060-C

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11085-A

11062   INSULATOR - BRUSH HOLDER

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11062-A (2) required

11065   GASKET - STARTER MOTOR PLUNGER COVER

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11065-A

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11065-A

11067   LEVER - STARTER MOTOR DRIVE

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11067-B

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11067-A

11068   INSULATOR - STARTER MOTOR SWITCH

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11068-A
1/8" I.D., 3/8" O.D., 5/32" thick
(replaced by C2DZ-11068-A in 9-66)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DZ-11068-A 3/16" I.D., 3/8" O.D., 5/32" thick

11082   COIL ASSEMBLY - STARTER MOTOR FIELD (Also see 11083-85)

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2OZ-11082-B all coils (replaced by C6VY-11082-A or B)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DZ-11085-C all coils

Year Application Part Number Description

11083-85   COIL - STARTER MOTOR FIELD (Also see 11082)

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11083-A lower

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DZ-11083-A actuating

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11084-A L.H. side

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11085-A R.H. side

11091   BOLT - STARTER MOTOR THROUGH (Also see 10120)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D B5A-11093-A 1/4"-20×1", 59/16" overall length, hex head

11093   WASHER - STARTER MOTOR FIELD TERMINAL

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D B5A-11093-A 3/8" I.D. (oblong), 11/16" O.D., 1/16" thick

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DZ-11093-A 3/8" I.D. (oblong), 5/8" O.D., 3/64" thick

11094   WASHER - STARTER MOTOR FIELD TERMINAL INSULATING

62/69 all 18-11094-B 11/32" I.D., 25/32" O.D., 1/8" thick

11095   WASHER - STARTER MOTOR FIELD TERMINAL SCREW

62/69 all B5A-11095-A 11/32" I.D., 11/16" O.D., 1/16" thick

11102   TERMINAL - STARTER MOTOR FIELD

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11102-B

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DZ-11102-A kit contents below: (replaced by C0DZ-11102-C)

 (1) B5A-11093-A Washer (1) 18-11094 Washer (1) C0DF-11102-B Terminal
 (1) B5A-11095-A Washer (1) 18-11107-B Bushing (1) 34806-S7  Lockwasher          (2) 33923-S7  Nut

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B C2DZ-11102-B kit (replaced by C6DZ-11102-A in 4-66)

 (1) C2DZ-11093-A Washer (1) 33879-S8 Nut (1) C2DZ-11107-A Insulator
 (1) C2DZ-11102-B Terminal (1) 33923-S8 Nut (1) 34806-S7  Lockwasher

62/69 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C6DZ-11102-A kit contents below:

 (1) C2DZ-11093-A Washer (1) B5A-11095-A Washer (2) 33922-S7  Nut    (1) 381561-S36  Nut & washer
 (1) C7AF-11102-A Terminal (1) C2DZ-11107-A Insulator (1) 18-11094 Washer

11103   SPRING - STARTER MOTOR PLUNGER RETURN

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C1VF-11103-A

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11103-A

11105   SLEEVE - STARTER MOTOR COIL RETAINING

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11105-A

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11105-A

11106   FLANGE - STARTER MOTOR COIL RETAINER

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DF-11106-A

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11106-A

11107   BUSHING - STARTER MOTOR FIELD TERMINAL INSULATOR

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D 18-11107-B

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11107-A

11126   BAND - STARTER MOTOR COVER

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2OZ-11126-A

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11126-A
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Starter Motor Part Numbers (continued)

K–30 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–31

Year Application Part Number Description

11130   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - STARTER MOTOR REAR END

62/69

for C2OF-11001-A, C2OF-11001-B, 
C2OF-11001-C, C2OF-11001-D, 
C2OF-11001-E, C3OF-11001-A, 
C4OF-11001-A, C4ZF-11001-A, 
C7AF-11001-B. C7AF-11001-F

C2OZ-11130-A 41/2" diameter starter motor (Notes 1, 2)

65/69 for C5TF-11001-A, C7AF-11001-F C5TZ-11130-A 41/2" diameter starter motor (Notes 1, 3)

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C6AZ-11130-A 4" diameter 6-cyl. style starter motor (Notes 1, 4)

11134   POINT KIT - STARTER MOTOR CONTACT

62/65 before 5-7-65 C2OZ-11134-A (replaced by C2OZ-11134-B in 2-67)

 (1) C2DZ-11068-A Insulator (1) C2OF-11116-B Spring assembly (1) 39036-S7  Screw, No. 8-32×7/16"
 (1) C2OZ-11181-A Insulator (1) C0DF-11176-A Post assembly

65/69
from 5-7-65.
except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D

C2OZ-11134-B (replaced by C2OZ-11134-C after 1970)

 (1) C2DZ-11068-A Insulator (1) C2OF-11116-B Spring assembly (1) 39036-S7  Screw, No. 8-32×7/16"
 (1) C2OZ-11181-A Insulator (1) C5OF-11176-A Post assembly (1) Instruction sheet No. 830

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DZ-11134-A

 (1) C2DF-11068-A Insulator (1) C2DF-11116-B Spring assembly (1) 39031-S7  Screw, No. 8-32×3/8"
 (1) C2DF-11181-A Insulator (1) C2DZ-11176-B Post assembly (1) Instruction sheet No. 830

11135   BUSHING - STARTER MOTOR DRIVE

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C0DZ-11135-A 15/32" I.D., 17/32" O.D., 13/32" long

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11135-A 15/32" I.D., 17/32" O.D., 5/8" long

11176   POST - STARTER MOTOR CONTACT

62/68 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2OZ-11176-A (replaced by C2OZ-11176-B)

11181   INSULATOR - STARTER MOTOR SWITCH SPRING

62/69 except C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2OZ-11181-A

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C2DF-11181-A

11222   RING - STARTER MOTOR DRIVE STOP

62/69 all C2DZ-11222-A

11223   RETAINER - STARTER MOTOR DRIVE RING

62/69 all C2DZ-11223-A

Note 1 - See Appendix E for details on flywheels and flex-plates. Flex-plates with 160 teeth (1962-66), 157 teeth (1967-69), 
168 teeth (1965-66) and 164 teeth (1967-69); as well as flywheels with 160 teeth (1962-66) and 157 teeth (1967-68) 
used with C2OZ-11130-A housing assembly. Only the flywheels with 168 teeth (1965-66) and 164 teeth (1967-69) 
used with either C5TZ-11130-A or C6AZ-11130-A housing assembly. The tooth count reduction in 1967 (160 teeth to 
157 teeth, and 168 teeth to 164 teeth) was to improve starter motor drive engagement and disengagement performance 
by giving just a little more space between flex-plate/flywheel teeth.

Note 2 - Used in all automatic transmission applications (with either 160/157-tooth flex-plate or 168/164-tooth flex-plate). 
Used in manual transmission applications with 160/157-tooth flywheels.

Note 3 - Used in manual transmission applications with 168/164-tooth flywheels.
Note 4 - Used in manual transmission applications with 168/164-tooth flywheels. Housing was not replaced by early 1970s.

Year Application Part Number Description

11350   DRIVE ASSEMBLY - STARTER MOTOR

62
for C2OF-11001-A, C2OF-11001-B, 

C2OF-11001-C, C2OF-11001-D, 
C2OF-11001-E, C3OF-11001-A

C2OZ-11350-A
used with three-spline armature shaft
(replaced by C2OZ-11350-B)

62/64
for C2OF-11001-A, C2OF-11001-B, 

C2OF-11001-C, C2OF-11001-D, 
C2OF-11001-E, C3OF-11001-A

C2OZ-11350-B used with three-spline armature shaft

64 for C4OF-11001-A, C4ZF-11001-A C4OZ-11350-A
used with four-spline armature shaft
(replaced by C4OZ-11350-B)

64/66
for C4OF-11001-A, C4ZF-11001-A, 

C5TF-11001-A
C4OZ-11350-B

used with four-spline armature shaft
(replaced by C6VY-11350-A)

67/69 for C7AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-F C6VY-11350-A used with four-spline armature shaft

66/68 for C6AF-11001-B, C7AF-11001-D C4DZ-11350-B four splines

6-CYLINDER SHOW
(TYPICAL OF V8)
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 Accessories Identification K–33

I - In 1969, the Tecumseh compressor 
carried the tag number C9AA-2875-A1. 
Note that the use of the Ford script logo 
replaced the familar FoMoCo logo. Date 
code is G69 for July 1969.

G - In 1968, the Tecumseh compressor 
carried the tag number C8AA-2875-A1. 
Note the date code F68 at the end of 
the serial number, which represented 
June 1968.

H - In 1968, the York compressor car-
ried the tag number C8AA-2875-A2. 
Note the date code 058 for May 1968.

J - In 1969, the York compressor car-
ried the tag number C9AA-2875-A2. 
Note the date code 108, which repre-
sented October 1968. October 1968 
was early 1969 production.

D - In 1967, the Tecumseh compressor 
carried the tag number C7AA-2875-A1. 
Note the A67 date code. Later Tecumseh 
compressors would carry the tag number 
C7AA-2875-B1.

E - Though a little obscured by over-
spray, this 1967 York compressor carried 
a tag number of C7AA-2875-A2. The 
date code is 027K  for February 1967.

F - In 1967, a second York compressor 
carried the tag number C7AA-2875-B2. 
Note the date code 047, which stood for 
April 1967.

C - Tecumseh compressors for 1965 carried 
a C3DA-2875-A tag. Note the date code of 
D65 at the end of the serial num ber. This 
compressor was made in April 1965.

B - Beginning in late 
1963, Ford used a new 
style York compressor that 
carried a tag number in 
a Ford part number for-
mat. The number was 
C3AA-2875-G. This same 
com pressor would be used 
again in 1964. Note the 
date code of 4-63 for 4th 

quarter 1963. Yorks used 
for most of 1963 did not 
carry this tag.

K–32 Appendix K

Air Conditioning - Compressors & Tags
With the exception of 1962 and early 1963 compressors, all A/C compressors carried a tag stamped with a Ford 

formatted part number. These numbers were not cross-reference by Ford to particular part numbers. In fact, Ford 
often used one part number for both the York and Tecumseh compressors. The table below list those compressor 
numbers found on small block V8 compressors and what Ford gave as its part number.

A - The 1962 Fairlane/Meteor Tecumseh compressor tag was at the 
rear, near one of the mounting studs. This tag contained a number, 
but no Ford number. However, a date code was included. In the one 
above, K61 at the end of the serial number was for October 1961, or 
very early 1962 production. The rubber cushions under the compres-
sor were part of a production and retro-fit kit developed in May 1962 
to reduce vibration problems encountered in the field.

* See photos on this and facing pages for “typical” tag appearance.Notes
 1. This compressor carried a tag and date code, but no Ford part number (see photo below).
 2. No tag. These early Yorks were visually distinguishable from the later aluminum Yorks of 1963, particularly on 

the case side and in the location of the oil filler hole (See Volume I, Chapter 3, Section K, page 3–57, photo 3K10, 
and page 3–58, photo 3K11 for pictures of each type York.)

 3. Ford listed C3AZ-19703-B for late 1963 and C3AZ-19703-D for 1964. All found have been marked C3AA-2875-G.
 4. All found in 1965/66 have been Tecumsehs marked C3DA-2875-A.
 5 Beginning in 1967, compressors were mixed between York and Tecumseh. The tags will carry a suffix 1 or 2 

for the two different types. Those with the suffix A were early 1967 and those with B were later 1967. All were 
under the same part number. (Note: C6VY-19703-B was given for the Lincoln Tecumseh compressor and also 
cross referenced to C3AA-2875-A1 and C3AA-2875-B1. It was replaced by C3AZ-19703-F the next year.)

 6. Compressors were mixed between York and Tecumseh for 1968/69, each year carrying its own number. Both 
were replaced in the 1974-75 time frame by the same C9AZ-19703-B York compressor.

 7. Not identified with the small block V8, but an acceptable substitute.
 8. Might be associated with 6-cylinder applications 

in the 1963-64 time period.
 9. These compressors were associated with full-size 

Fords and Mercurys with big-block V8s. For all 
practical purposes, they were the same as C3DA-
2875-A. Ultimately replaced by the C9AZ-19703-B 
York compressor.

Stamped Number Year Type See Photo* Part Number Replaced by Notes
(none) 62  Tecumseh (aluminum) A C2AZ-19703-B 1
(none) 63  York (aluminum) C3AZ-19703-A C3AZ-19703-D 2

C3AA-2875-G
63  York (aluminum) B C3AZ-19703-B C3AZ-19703-D 3
64  York (aluminum) B C3AZ-19703-D C3AZ-19703-E 3

C3DA-2875-A 65/66  Tecumseh (cast iron) C C3AZ-19703-D C3AZ-19703-E 4
C7AA-2875-A1 67  Tecumseh (cast iron) D C3AZ-19703-E C3AZ-19703-F 5
C7AA-2875-A2 67  York (aluminum) E C3AZ-19703-E C3AZ-19703-F 5
C7AA-2875-B1 67  Tecumseh (cast iron) C3AZ-19703-E C3AZ-19703-F 5
C7AA-2875-B2 67  York (aluminum) F C3AZ-19703-E C3AZ-19703-F 5
C8AA-2875-A1 68  Tecumseh (cast iron) G  C3AZ-19703-F C9AZ-19703-B 6
C8AA-2875-A2 68  York (aluminum) H C3AZ-19703-F C9AZ-19703-B 6
C9AA-2875-A1 69  Tecumseh (cast iron) I C9AZ-19703-A C9AZ-19703-B 6
C9AA-2875-A2 69  York (aluminum) J C9AZ-19703-A C9AZ-19703-B 6
C3AA-2875-F 63/64  York (aluminum) C3AZ-19703-B C3AZ-19703-D 7, 8

C3SA-2875-A1 63/66  York (aluminum) C3AZ-19703-C C9AZ-19703-B 7, 9
C3SA-2875-A2 63/66  Tecumseh (cast iron) C3AZ-19703-C C9AZ-19703-B 7, 9
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Air Conditioning System Part Numbers

Year Application Part Number Type Description

2882   BRACKET - COMPRESSOR MOUNTING (Attaches to bottom of compressor)

62 before 5-14-62 C2OZ-2882-A A welded (Note 1)

62 from 5-15-62 C2OZ-2882-B A welded (Note 1)

63/64 except 64½ Mustang C3AZ-2882-A B #C3OE-2882-B and C3AZ-2882-A, welded

64 64½ Mustang C5ZZ-2882-A B #C4ZA-2992-B, welded

65/66 C5AZ-2882-A C
#C5AA-2882-G, other possible casting  numbers: 
#C5AA-2882-B and #C5AA-2882-E,
cast iron (Note 2)

66 C5AZ-2882-D C #C6AA-2882-B, cast iron (Note 2)

67
before 1-3-67,
except Mustang/Cougar

C7AZ-2882-F C #C7AA-2882-H, other possible casting numbers: 
#C7AA-2882-C, cast iron (Note 2)

67 Mustang/Cougar before 1-3-67 C7ZZ-2882-B D #C7ZA-2882-C, other possible casting numbers: 
#C7AA-2882-B, cast iron (Note 3)

67/69 from 1-3-67 C7AZ-2882-G E, F #C7AA-2882-L, cast iron (Note 3)

67 economy hang-on A/C C7AZ-2882-D G dealer installed, welded

2884   CLUTCH and PULLEY ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR (See Appendix B)

2887   SPACER - COMPRESSOR MOUNTING BRACKET

67 economy hang-on A/C C7AZ-2887-B G plate with three holes

2888   BRACE - COMPRESSOR (Also see 2889)

63/64 except ’64 Comet with 289-4V C3OZ-2888-A B bar, attaches compressor to intake manifold
(not compatible with 4V without modification)

65/66 C5AZ-2888-B C #C5AA-2888-D, cast iron, attaches compressor 
to water pump (Note 2)

67
before 1-3-67,
except Mustang/Cougar

C7AZ-2888-A C #C7AA-2888-A, cast iron, attaches compressor 
to water pump (Note 2)

67 Mustang/Cougar before 1-3-67 C7ZZ-2888-B D #C7ZA-2888-B or #C7ZA-2888-C,cast iron, 
attaches compressor to water pump (Note 3)

67/68 from 1-3-67, before 3-1-68 C7AZ-2888-F E #C7AA-2888-G, cast iron, attaches compressor 
to water pump, mounts idler assembly (Note 3)

68/69 from 3-1-68 C8AZ-2888-B F shaped plate steel, attaches compressor to water 
pump, mounts idler assembly (Note 3)

67 economy hang-on A/C C7AZ-2888-B G dealer installed, shaped plate steel, attaches com-
pressor to water pump, mounts idler assembly

There were seven basic air conditioning systems used from 1962-69. They are:

A - 1962 Fairlane/Meteor PolarAire air conditioning
B - 1963-64 Selectaire/FordAire air conditioning
C - 1965-67 Selectaire/FordAire conditioning before 1-3-67 (except 1967 Mustang/Cougar). Compressor tilted.
D - 1967 Mustang/Cougar Selectaire air conditioning before 1-3-67. Compressor level.
E - 1967-68 Selectaire air conditioning from 1-3-67 to before 3-1-68. Compressor level.
F - 1968-69 Selectaire air conditioning from 3-1-68. Compressor level.
G - 1967 FordAire dealer-installed hang-on air conditioning

The above letters will be used in the list of part numbers below to help identify systems.

Note 1 - C2OZ-2882-B incorporated a welded adjustment bracket, 
which C2OZ-2882-A did not have. See pages 2–50 & 
2–51, as well as J–68 through J–70 for additional details.

Year Application Part Number Type Description

2889   BRACE - COMPRESSOR (Also see 2888)

65/66
except Galaxie,
before 5-10-66

C5OZ-2889-A C bar, attaches compressor to rear of intake 
manifold (Notes 2, 4)

66
except Galaxie,
from 5-10-66, before 1-3-67

C6OZ-2889-C C bar, attaches compressor to rear of intake mani-
fold (Notes 2, 4) (replaced by C6OZ-2889-D)

66/67
except Galaxie,
from 5-10-66, before 1-3-67

C6OZ-2889-D C bar, attaches compressor to rear of intake 
manifold (Notes 2, 4)

67
Mustang/Cougar before 1-3-67,
all from 1-3-67

C7ZZ-2889-A D, E bar, attaches compressor to rear of intake 
manifold (Note 3)

68 except Galaxie C8ZZ-2889-A E, F bar, attaches compressor to rear of intake 
manifold (Notes 3, 5)

65/66 Galaxie before 5-10-66 C5AZ-2889-B C bar, attaches compressor to C5AZ-2889-C rear 
bracket

66/67
Galaxie,
from 5-10-66, before 1-3-67

C5AZ-2889-D C bar, attaches compressor to C5AZ-2889-C rear 
bracket

67
Galaxie from 1-3-67
(Note 5)

C7AZ-2889-A E bar, attaches compressor to C7AZ-2889-B rear 
bracket

65/67 Galaxie before 1-3-67 C5AZ-2889-C C #C5AA-2A903-A, rear bracket, cast iron, 
attached to rear of driver’s side cylinder head

67
Galaxie from 1-3-67
(Note 5)

C7AZ-2889-B E #C7AA-2A903-A, rear bracket, cast iron, 
attached to rear of driver’s side cylinder head

69 Galaxie C9AZ-2889-A F twisted plate steel, attached compressor to front 
of intake manifold.

67 economy hang-on A/C C7AZ-2889-D G dealer-installed, bar, attached compressor to rear 
of intake manifold

2A893   STUD - COMPRESSOR MOUNTING

62 from 5-14-62 C2OZ-2A893-A A 3/8"-16 & 3/8"-16, 25/16", (4) required (Note 1)

2A894-5   INSULATOR - COMPRESSOR MOUNTING

62 from 5-14-62 C2OZ-2A894-A A upper, round, (4) required (Note 1)

62 from 5-14-62 C2OZ-2A895-A A lower, round with cut, (4) required (Note 1)

2902   BRACKET - COMPRESSOR SUPPORT

63/64 except 64½ Mustang C3OZ-2902-A B formed steel plate, attached compressor to front 
of intake manifold (Note 6)

62/63 with ’62 intake manifold C2OE-2902-C B upper formed steel brace (Note 7)

2A903   BRACKET - COMPRESSOR SUPPORT

62/63 with ’62 intake manifold C2OZ-2A903-A B lower formed steel brace (Note 7)

Note 2 - Compressor tilted 8°.
Note 3 - Compressor level (0° tilt).

Note 4 - Ford gave the 5-10-66 date as the transition between the rounded valve covers and the flat top covers near the end of 
1966 production. It was also known as engine change level 12 (L12). The bar brace had to be changed so that the oil 
cap could be removed without removing the bar.

Note 5 - Bar brace (2889)  and rear bracket (2889) eliminated on 1968 Galaxie.
Note 6 - The unique compressor mounting bracket for the 64½ Mustang lowered the compressor 1" and was therefore 

incompatible with the C3OZ-2902-A compressor support bracket. It was deleted for the 64½ Mustang.
Note 7 - Some 1963 221 and 260 V8 engines used 1962 intake manifolds with the water-heated carburetor spacer extension. 

These manifolds were incompatible with the 1963 C3OZ-2902-A compressor support bracket. Ford developed two 
twisted steel braces (C2OE-2902-C and C2OZ-2A903-A) to perform the same function as the C3OZ-2902-A bracket. 
The braces attached between the compressor and the extension on the 1962-style water-heated carburetor spacer. An 
extra long bolt was used at the outboard carburetor extension attachment hole. Ford did not assign part numbers for these 
two braces, but included them in the 1963/64 air conditioning kit for allowing the kit to adapt to 1962 applications.
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Year Application Part Number Type Description

2979   BRUSH and HOLDER ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR (For magnetic clutch)

62 C0AE-2979-A A with aluminum Tecumseh compressor

63/67 C3SZ-2979-A all #C3SA-2979-A, with Eaton magnetic clutch 
(Note 1) (replaced by C8SZ-2979-A)

68/69 C8AZ-2979-A all #C7AA-2979-A, with Eaton magnetic clutch 
(Note 1) (replaced by C8SZ-2979-A)

2987   FIELD COIL ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR (For magnetic clutch)

63/64 C3SZ-2987-A B #C3SA-2987-A, for Warner design,
1.763"/1.795" thick (Note 2)

65 C5AZ-2987-A C #C5AA-2987-A, for Warner design
(replaced by C3SZ-2987-A)

64/65 C4AZ-2987-A B #C4VA-2987-A, for Pitts design, 1.697"/1.727" 
thick (Notes 2, 3) (replaced by C8AZ-2987-C)

68 C8AZ-2987-D E, F #C7AA-2987-E, for Pitts design,
1.985"/2.015" thick

69 C9AZ-2987-A F #C9AA-2987-B, for Pitts design

2990   BEARING - COMPRESSOR PULLEY

62/66 B9ME-2990-A all 29/32" thick (Note 4)

2990   BEARING - IDLER PULLEY (Bearings after 3-1-68 serviced only in 8678 pulley assemblies)

65/68 (Note 5) C4AZ-2990-A all .626" & 1.18" O.D., 213/16" long

67/68 (Note 6) C5AZ-2990-B E, F .626" & 1.119" O.D., 27/16" long

2995   HEAD - COMPRESSOR CYLINDER

62 C0AE-2995-A A aluminum Tecumseh

63/67 C2SZ-2995-A all York

65/68 C3GY-2995-A all cast iron Tecumseh

8600   FAN ASSEMBLY (See Appendix F)

8A616   CLUTCH ASSEMBLY - FAN (See Appendix F)

8620   BELT - AIR CONDITIONING (See Appendix B)

8A652   SPACER - IDLER PULLEY BRACKET

65/67 C5AZ-8A652-A all steel, 13/16" O.D., 5/16" I.D., 7/16" thick

67/68 C7AZ-8A652-A E, F steel, 11/16" O.D., 3/8" I.D., 3/16" thick

8A653-4   SUPPORT - IDLER PULLEY

65/67 Galaxie, before 1-3-67 C5AZ-8A654-A all cast iron, S-shaped, with integral alternator spacer

65/67 before 1-3-67 (w/o P/S) C5AZ-8A653-A all flat steel, L-shaped, 3 holes, for C5AZ-8678-D

 Accessories Identification K–37K–36 Appendix K

Air Conditioning System Part Numbers (continued)

Note 1 - Warner, Pitts, and GPD magnetic clutches do not use brushes.
Note 2 - Warner and Pitts Industries magnetic clutches were not seen on 289 V8s after 1964, but clutches were available on 

other vehicles that would fit the 289 V8. All used these field coils through 1967.
Note 3 - C8AZ-2987-C used on 6-cylinder and big-block V8s in 1968-69. 1.697"/1.727" thick.
Note 4 - Serviced as part of the magnetic clutch assembly (2884) after 1966. However, this bearing could continue to service 

clutches through 1969. In 1969 it was replaced by C9AZ-2990-A (1.18" I.D., 2.16" O.D.).
Note 5 - All adjustable and fixed idler pulley assemblies before 3-1-68, except C7AZ-8678-B.
Note 6 - For C7AZ-8678-B adjustable idler pulley assembly used from 1-3-67 to before 3-1-68.
Note 7 - Used with an S-shaped C5AZ-8A654-A bracket which replaced the 1.64" long C5AZ-10A370-B alternator spacer. 

The S-shaped bracket attached to the 8678 idler pulley assembly.

Year Application Part Number Type Description

8678   PULLEY ASSEMBLY - FAN BELT IDLER

63 before 5-15-63 C3AZ-8678-A B steel, welded base. attached to 10145 bracket.
approximately 115° rotation for adjustment.

63/64 from 5-15-63 C3AZ-8678-B B cast iron base. attached to 10145 bracket
approximately 155° rotation for adjustment.

65/66 except Galaxie, before 12-1-65 C5AZ-8678-A C adjustable, attaches to 10136 alternator and 8505 
water pump on passenger’s side

66 except Galaxie, from 12-1-65 C6OZ-8678-A C adjustable, attaches to 10136 alternator and 8505 
water pump on passenger’s side

67 except Galaxie, before 1-3-67 C6OZ-8678-B C, D adjustable, attaches to 10136 alternator and 8505 
water pump on passenger’s side

65/66 Galaxie, before 12-1-65 C5AZ-8678-F C adjustable, attaches to 10136 alternator and 8505 
water pump on passenger’s side (Note 7)

66 Galaxie, from 12-1-65 C6AZ-8678-B C adjustable, attaches to 10136 alternator and 8505 
water pump on passenger’s side (Note 7)

67 Galaxie, before 1-3-67 C6AZ-8678-E C adjustable, attaches to 10136 alternator and 8505 
water pump on passenger’s side (Note 7)

67/68 from 1-3-67, before 3-1-68 C7AZ-8678-B E adjustable, attaches to 2888 compressor brace

68/69 from 3-1-68 C8AZ-8678-A F adjustable, attaches to 2888 compressor brace

65 Galaxie only
C5AZ-8678-D C

fixed, attached to power steering bracket on 
driver’s side (when used without power steering, 
add C5AZ-8A653-A spacer plate)66/67

except Mustang/Cougar
before 1-3-67

67/68

except Mustang/Cougar
from 1-3-67, before 3-1-68

C7AZ-8678-C E fixed, attached to 2882 compressor mount and 
8505 water pump on driver’s sideMustang/Cougar after 3-1-67, 

before 3-1-68 (Note 8)

68 from 3-1-68 C8AZ-8678-C F
fixed, attached to 2882 compressor mount,
8505 water pump, and 2888 compressor brace on 
driver’s side

67 economy hang-on A/C C7AZ-8678-A G dealer installed, adjustable, attaches to 2888 
compressor brace

8679   KIT - FAN BELT IDLER PULLEY (Pulleys after 3-1-68 serviced only in 8678 pulley assemblies)

63/64 C0AZ-8679-A B cast iron, includes:

 (1) C0AE-8A618-A  Pulley     (1) EAD-8687-A  Dust cap     (2) 352109-S7  Snap ring     (1) 352110-S7  Snap ring

65/66 before 12-1-65 C4AZ-8679-B C cast iron, includes C4AZ-8687-A dust cap,
used on adjustable pulley assemblies

66/68 from 12-1-65, before 3-1-68 C6AZ-8679-A all stamped steel, includes C4AZ-8687-A dust cap, 
used on adjustable pulley assemblies

65/67
used on C5AZ-8678-D fixed 
pulley assembly

C5AZ-8679-B C stamped steel, includes C4AZ-8687-A dust cap

67/68
used on C7AZ-8678-C fixed 
pulley assembly

C6AZ-8679-A E stamped steel, includes C4AZ-8687-A dust cap

Note 8 - The Mustang/Cougar was capable of using the C7AZ-8678-C fixed idler pulley assembly from the beginning of the 
year, but the pulley was not available at the time. Even when it became available 1-3-67, the Mustang/Cougar continued 
its tradition of not using a driver’s side fixed idler pulley. That changed 3-1-67 when Ford incorporated the pulley in 
production for the Mustang/Cougar. Ford and Mercury then released Technical Service Bulletins that recommended 
the C7AZ-8678-C pulley assembly be retrofitted to earlier engines if A/C noises were being encountered.
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8680   BRACKET - FAN BELT IDLER (Less pulley and bearing) (After 3-1-68 serviced only in 8678 pulley assemblies)

65/67 except Galaxie, before 1-3-67 C5AZ-8680-A C adjustable

65/67 Galaxie only, before 1-3-67 C5AZ-8680-E C adjustable

65/67 before 1-3-67 C5AZ-8680-C C part of C5AZ-8678-D fixed pulley assembly

8687   CAP - IDLER PULLEY BEARING DUST

63/64 EAD-8687-A B steel disc, 1.59" diameter, .042" thick

65/68 before 3-1-68 C4AZ-8687-A all steel disc, 1.25" diameter, .075" thick

68/69 from 3-1-68 C8AZ-8687-A F

9C524   TUBE - WATER RETURN

65 Galaxie with Selectaire C4SZ-9C524-A C U-shaped tube

9B532   COMPENSATOR ASSEMBLY - CARBURETOR HOT IDLE

64/68 with PCV valve, before 11-15-67
C4AZ-9B532-A all (Notes 1, 2, 3)

65 with road draft tube

64 with road draft tube C4AZ-9B532-B B, C (Notes 1, 4, 5)

10094   BEARING - FAN BELT IDLER

63/64 A8AZ-10094-A B

21/32" I.D., 19/16" O.D., 15/32" wide. Federal 
1203-RR, B.C.A. 203-CC, or Fafnir 203-KDD.
(replaced by A8AZ-10094-B, then by 
C9ZZ-10094-A in 1975)

10145   ARM - GENERATOR BELT ADJUSTMENT

63/64 C3OZ-10145-C B with A/C

10259   SPACER - GENERATOR MOUNTING BRACKET SUPPORT

63/64 with A/C
improvise B 7/16" I.D.×5/8" O.D., 25/8" length, steel tubing

356682-S B bolt, 3/8"-16×13/16", 43/4" overall length

10282   STUD - GENERATOR MOUNTING BRACKET

63/64 with A/C, before 5-15-63 C3OZ-10282-A B

3/8"-16×5/8" one end, 3/8"-16×29/32" other end, 
55/16" overall length. attaches idler pulley assem-
bly & generator adjusting arm (C3OZ-10145-C ) 
to generator mounting bracket (C2OZ-10151-A) 
& cylinder head. used with C3AZ-8678-A idler.

63/64 with A/C, from 5-15-63 C3OZ-10282-B B

3/8"-16×5/8" one end, 3/8"-16×29/32" other end, 
57/16" overall length. attaches idler pulley assem-
bly & generator adjusting arm (C3OZ-10145-C ) 
to generator mounting bracket (C2OZ-10151-A) 
& cylinder head. used with C3AZ-8678-B idler.

18663   TUBE - WATER FITTING

65 Galaxie with Selectaire
C5AZ-18663-B C tee, with integral A/C, on outlet hose

C5AZ-18663-D C tee, with integral A/C, on inlet hose

 Accessories Identification K–39K–38 Appendix K

Air Conditioning System Part Numbers (continued)

Note 1 - Ford indicated that the hot idle compensator valve was only used on 2V applications. However, unlike big-block 
Autolite 4100 carburetors which included a hot idle compensator valve on the air horn, 289 4V Autolite 4100 
carburetors did not. So, if the 4V system with A/C does not have the valve, it can be added.

Note 2 - If adding a hot idle compensator valve, Ford assembly manuals directed workers to cut the existing PCV hose a 
distance of 1-7/8" from the centerline of the hose going into the valve cover PCV valve. From the piece that goes to 
the carburetor spacer, remove 3/4" of hose on the outboard side. Install a 379773-S tee-fitting and secure the fitting 
to the hoses with (2) 97331-S35 ring clamps. Install the hot idle compensator valve into the fitting.

Year Application Part Number Type Description

19655   SEAL ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR CRANKSHAFT AIR CONDITIONER

62/67 C1AZ-19655-A all Tecumseh, with rear fill oil plug
(replaced by C9AZ-19655-C kit)

63/64 C0AE-19655-A B York (replaced by C4AZ-19655-A in 7-64)

64/67 C4AZ-19655-A all York (replaced by C9AZ-19655-C kit)

67/68 C8AZ-19655-A E,F Tecumseh, with side fill oil plug
(replaced by C9AZ-19655-C kit)

69 C9AZ-19655-B F kit, use with York

69 C9AZ-19655-A kit, use with Tecumseh

19656   VALVE PLATE ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR - AIR CONDITIONER

62 C0AE-19656-B B aluminum Tecumseh

63/67 C2SZ-19656-A all York

65/67 C3GY-19656-A all cast iron Tecumseh

68/69 C8SZ-19656-A E, F kit, York

19664   GASKET - COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE and SUCTION FITTING - AIR CONDITIONER

62 B8A-19664-A A

19B684   KIT - COMPRESSOR GASKET

62 C0AZ-19B684-B A aluminum Tecumseh. Kit contents:

 (1) C0AE-2992-A Gasket (valve plate) (1) C0AE-19658-B Gasket (cylinder head)
 (1) C0AE-2993-A Gasket (housing valve plate) (2) B8A-19664-A Gasket (discharge & suction fitting)
 (1) C0AE-2996-A Gasket (base plate) (1) 373764-S  Screw & washer assembly
 (1) 373825-S  Seal (crankshaft) - 2.0"  O-ring

63/67 (replaced by C8AZ-19B684-A) C1AZ-19B684-A all York. Kit contents:

 (1) C1AE-2945-A Gasket (cylinder head) (1) B9AE-19657-A Gasket (valve plate)
 (1) B9AE-19B651-A Gasket (base plate) (1) B9AE-19698-A Gasket (crankshaft bearing)
 (1) C0AE-19658-A Gasket (cylinder head) (1) C2AA-2996-A Gasket (base plate)
 (1) 371013-S91  Seal O-ring (1) 373671-S91  Seal O-ring

65/68 C3GY-19B684-A all cast iron Tecumseh. Kit contents:

 (2) C3AA-2944-A Gasket (oil filler) (1) C3VA-2996-A Gasket (base plate)
 (1) C3VA-2945-A Gasket (cylinder head) $ (2) B8A-19664-A Gasket (discharge & suction fitting)
 (1) C3VA-2992-A Gasket (valve plate) # (2) C2SZ-19B994-A Gasket (discharge & suction fitting)
 (1) C3VA-2993-A Gasket (housing upper plate) (1) 373825-S  Seal (crankshaft) - 2.0"  O-ring
           $ used with 1962 bolt-down type valves      # used with 1963/68 Roto-Lok type valves

68/69 C8AZ-19B684-A E, F York. Kit contents: (Note 6)

 (2) 028-07140 O-ring (oil fill) (1) 028-07142 Gasket (base plate) (1) 028-07146 Gasket (service valve)
 (1) 028-07144 Gasket (head) (1) 028-07363 Gasket (base plate)  (1) 028-07145 O-ring (bearing housing)
 (1) 028-08155 Gasket (head) (1) 028-07143 Gasket (cylinder)

19703   COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY - AIR CONDITIONER (See page K–32)

Note 3 - Hot idle compensator valve use discontinued 11-15-67.
Note 4 - 1964 engines with road draft tubes did not have a PCV hose from the valve cover to the carburetor spacer. Ford used 

a special hot idle compensator valve assembly with an integral 90° tube fitting. The fitting attached to a 2" PCV hose 
(C1AE-6A664-C) with a 97331-S35 ring clamp and to the carburetor spacer with a second 97331-S35 ring clamp. 
For 4V applications, assembly might need to be rotated to clear secondary diaphragm housing.

Note 5 - Road draft tubes used in states other than California and New York after 5-25-64. Road draft tubes were phased out 
beginning in March 1965 and concluding in early April 1965.

Note 6 - Listed part numbers are York part numbers and not serviced separately.
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Year Application Part Number Type Description

19752   VALVE ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR LOW PRESSURE - AIR CONDITIONER

62 C0AF-10972-A A

63/64
except Falcon, Comet &
Mustang

C3AZ-19752-A B
7/8"-14 thread
(replaced by C5VY-19752-A in 5-66)

65/67

except 1965 Comet
except 1965-67 Falcon
except 1965-67 Mustang
except 1967 Cougar

C5VY-19752-A all 7/8"-14 thread (replaced by C8ZZ-19752-A)

68 Galaxie only C8AZ-19752-A E, F 7/8"-14 thread (replaced by C8ZZ-19752-A)

68 Mustang and Cougar only C8ZZ-19752-A E, F 7/8"-14 thread

68
except Galaxie, Mustang & 
Cougar

C8VY-19752-A E, F 7/8"-14 thread

69 C9AZ-19752-A F #C9AA-19752-A, 7/8"-14 thread

19A990   VALVE ASSEMBLY - COMPRESSOR HIGH PRESSURE - AIR CONDITIONER

62 C0AF-19A990-A A

62/67 C2SZ-19A990-A all
3/4"-16 thread (Note 1)
(replaced by C8AZ-19A990-A)

68 Galaxie, Mustang & Cougar C8AZ-19A900-A E, F 3/4"-16 thread

68
except Galaxie, Mustang & 
Cougar

C8SZ-19A990-A E, F 3/4"-16 thread

69 C9AZ-19A990-A F #C9AA-19A990-A, 3/4"-16 thread
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Air Conditioning System Part Numbers (continued)

Note 1 - (2) required for 1963-65 Comet, 1963-67 Falcon, 1964-67 Mustang, and 1967 Cougar. Value used for both high 
pressure and low pressure hoses.

Year Application Part Number Type Description

19B994   GASKET - COMPRESSOR VALVE

63/69 C2SZ-19B994-A all O-ring, 3/4" O.D., used with Roto-Lok type valves

1962 “A” Type
(PolarAire)

ALUMINUM TECUMSEH

2-GROOVE PULLEY

CLUTCH FAN USED
IN ALL CASES

CLUTCH FAN USED
FOR SELECTAIRE

FIXED 5-BLADE FAN USED
FOR FORDAIRE

1963-64 “B” Type
(FordAire & Selectaire)

ALUMINUM TECUMSEH SHOWN
BUT ONLY THE YORK COMPRESSOR 
USED IN 1963/64.

2-GROOVE PULLEY

1965-67 (before 1-3-67)
“C” Type

(1965 Galaxie Selectaire shown)

S-SHAPED BRACKET WITH
INTEGRAL ALTERNATOR SPACER
          (GALAXIE ONLY)

USED FOR THE FOLLOWING:
1965-67 (BEFORE 1-3-67) GALAXIE
1966-67 (BEFORE 1-3-67) FAIRLANE
1966-67 (BEFORE 1-3-67) COMET
1966-67 (BEFORE 1-3-67) FALCON

YORK COMPRESSOR SHOWN
(TYPICAL COMPRESSOR WAS
CAST IRON TECUMSEH)

Air Conditioning System
Illustrations

K-040

GALAXIE ONLY

GALAXIE STYLE BAR
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Air Conditioning System Illustrations (continued)

AFTER 3-1-67
L.H. IDLER PULLEY 
ADDED

1965-67 (before 1-3-67) 
“C” Type

(1965-66 Mustang shown)

1967-68 (before 3-1-68)
“D” Type

(1967 Mustang shown)

1967-68 (from 1-3-67 to before 3-1-68) “E” Type
(1968 Galaxie shown)

K-042

1967-68 (from 1-3-67 to before 3-1-68)
“E” Type

(1967 Galaxie shown)

NON-GALAXIE STYLE BAR

GALAXIE SHOWN.
NON-GALAXIE LACKS 
HEX ATTACHMENT 
POINT.
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Air Conditioning System Illustrations (continued)
1968-69 (from 3-1-68) “F” Type

1967 “G” Type

YORK COMPRESSOR

TECUMSEH
COMPRESSOR

Aluminum Tecumseh
Compresss

(1962)

Aluminum York
Compresss
(1963-69)

Cast Iron
Tecumseh
Compresss
(1965-69)

K-044
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Power Steering - Pumps & Tags
Though Eaton designed power steering pumps carried no markings, the 1965 and subsequent Ford power steering 

pumps included an identification number on the tag at the rear. Ford pumps in any particular model year differed in 
four significant areas—reservoir shell, return inlet tube shape, pulley, and internal flow valve. These factors should 
be considered when swapping pumps.

Differences in reservoir shell only affected 1965/66 pumps. Non-A/C pumps had the filler neck on top of the shell 
where the fluid level could be sighted directly. Pump shells used with A/C had the filler neck at the rear and used a 
dipstick for checking the fluid level. All 1967/69 pump shells had a smaller diameter filler neck at the rear.

The return inlet tube could be categorized by four styles—tube pointed outward (1965/69 full-sized Fords and 
1965 Fairlanes); tube pointed downward (1965 Falcons, 1965 Comets, and 1965/66 Mustangs); tube with an ‘S’ turn 
and pointed aft (1966 Fairlanes, Comets and Falcons); and tube pointed aft (all 1967/69 cars, except the full-sized 
Ford).

Pulleys varied depending on a number of factors and are covered in Appendix B, pages B–16 and B–17.

Internal differences existed in the flow control valve. Generally divided into three categories—those used with 
torsion-bar type, hydraulically assisted steering gear boxes (full-sized Fords with Ford steering system); with Rotary 
Valve Safety power steering gear boxes (full-sized Fords with Saginaw steering system); and with hydraulically 
powered rams (all others). Ford did not comment on the differences in the flow valves for each system.

The following list gives the identification and application of pumps used on small-block V8s:

The Ford power steering pump tag was attached 
under the high pressure outlet fitting at the rear. 
The tag was painted along with the pump—
either black for 1965, or metallic blue beginning 
with 1966 production. This tag came from a 
1965 Comet with air conditioning, and carried a 
date code of 4L (November 1964).

K–46 Appendix K

Pump Tag Year Vehicle without A/C with A/C Remarks
HBA-AG 65/66 A X
HBA-AJ 65/66 A X Saginaw
HBA-BC 65/66 A X
HBA-AH 65/66 A X
HBA-AM 65/66 A X
HBA-BB 65/66 A X
HBA-AE 65 B X
HBA-AF 65 B X
HBA-AT 66 B, C, X X
HBA-AU 66 B, C, X X

HBA-AC
65 F, C, X

X
66 F

HBA-AD
65 F, C, X

X
66 F

HBA-BG 67/69 A X X
HBA-BH 67/69 A X X Saginaw

HBA-BF
67/68 B, C, F, R, X

X X
69 F

HBA-BK 69 B, C, X X X

 Accessories Identification K–47

Power Steering Part Numbers
There were basically five power steering systems used on the 1962-69 Ford small-block V8. They were:

A - 1962 Eaton pump. The system was unique to just the 1962 Fairlane and Meteor. A cast iron mount positioned 
the pump quite high and outboard on the engine. When used with air conditioning, the pump was 
mounted to the air conditioning compressor bracket at a slightly lower position. Vibration problems 
with air conditioning caused Ford to incorporate additional bracing between the pump and cylinder 
head late in the year. With air conditioning, the power steering reservoir was remote (mounted to the 
inner fender) and connected to the pump through a relatively small hose.

B - 1963-64 Eaton pump. The pump was moved much closer to the engine and mounted to the cylinder head and 
water pump. The pump incorporated additional mounting bosses to allow direct attachment of a rear 
bracket. No major changes to mounting brackets were required to mount the pump with air condition-
ing, but the reservoir was remote and connected to the pump via a large diameter hose. For the Mustang, 
special brackets were used to rotate the pump 30° so that the reservoir adaptor for the remote reservoir 
would be positioned outboard from the low-mounting compressor bracket.

C - 1965 Eaton pump. It appears that Ford intended for its own power steering pump to replace all the Eaton 
pumps, but demand for power steering outstripped supply and the Eaton pump had to be continued 
for one more year. The pump was moved forward and some vibration problems resulted in revisions 
during the year to its mounting system. For air conditioning, special brackets and pulley were used so 
that the reservoir could remain mounted to the top of the pump.

D - 1965-66 Ford pump. The mounting system with the new Ford pump was very secure. However, Ford did have 
to use a different reservoir when air conditioning was installed to move the filler neck to the rear.  In 
addition, Ford used two different belt arrangements. Without air conditioning, the belt ran between the 
crankshaft pulley and power steering pump pulley. With air conditioning, the belt ran over the water 
pump pulley as well.

E - 1967-69 Ford pump. Ford made a very light-weight cast aluminum mount and switched the reservoir on the 
pump to one compatible with or without air conditioning. Ford had not only simplified the mounting 
system, but also achieved great commonality between engines.

To help quickly identify to which power steering system components belong, the above letters will be used in 
the list of part numbers below. The word “all” will be used if the component was used for all systems in the years 
listed for that component.

Year Application Part Number Type Description

2887   SPACER - POWER STEERING PUMP AND ADJUSTING BRACKET

62 from 5-14-62, with A/C C2OZ-2887-A A steel, 13/32" I.D., 45/64" (.70") thick, (1) required 
(Note 1)

62 from 5-14-63, with A/C C2OZ-2887-B A steel, 13/32" I.D., 29/32" (.90") thick, (2) required 
(Note 1)

3A006   CAP ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR FILLER

62/64 without A/C
C1AA-3A006-A

A, B
dipstick approximately 3" long

65 with Eaton pump C

63/64 Falcon Sprint, without A/C C2SZ-3A006-A B chrome-plated cap

65/66 with Ford pump, without A/C C5AZ-3A006-B D straight filler neck

65/66 with Ford pump, with A/C C5AZ-3A006-C D angled filler neck

67 Ford pump C7AZ-3A006-B E (replaced by C7AZ-3A006-C)

68/69 Ford pump C7AZ-3A006-C E small diameter angled filler neck

Note 1 - Ford incorporated additional bracing for the Eaton pump on 5-14-62 for engines with air conditioning. The 
new bracket required three spacers for mounting. Two .9" spacers were used to mount the bracket to the Eaton 
pump and one .7" spacer was used to mount the bracket to the C2OZ-2882-B A/C compressor mounting bracket. 
(A/C compressor mounting brackets in 1962 were designed to mount the Eaton power steering pump, regardless of 
whether power steering was installed or not.)

K-046
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Power Steering Part Numbers (continued)
Year Application Part Number Type Description

3C511   SUPPORT - POWER STEERING PUMP

62 C2OZ-3C511-B A #C2OE-3C511-B, cast iron

65 without A/C C5OZ-3C511-C C steel plate, 3 holes, attaches to 8505 water pump 
and 3A732 bracket (Note 1)

65 without A/C, before 9-28-64 C5AZ-3C511-A C bar brace, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
C5OZ-3C511-C support (Note 1)

65 with A/C C5AZ-3C511-C C formed steel plate, attaches between 8505 water 
pump and C5AZ-3A732-E bracket (Note 2)

67/69 C7AZ-3C511-A E formed steel plate, front, attaches between 8505 
water pump and C7SZ-3A732-A bracket

67 C7AZ-3C511-B E metal strip, rear, attaches between 3A674 pump 
and C7SZ-3A732-A bracket

68/69 Galaxie only C8AZ-3C511-A E rear, angled, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
3A732 bracket, also supports outlet pressure hose

68/69 except Galaxie C8OZ-3C511-C E rear, straight, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
3A732 bracket, also supports outlet pressure hose

3A732   BRACKET - POWER STEERING PUMP ADJUSTING

62 without A/C C2OZ-3A732-B A steel plate, front, attaches between 3A674 pump 
and cast iron 3C511 mount

62 with A/C C2OZ-3A732-C A steel, rear, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
2882 A/C mount, requires (3) spacers (see 2887)

63/64 except Mustang with A/C C3OZ-3A732-A B steel, front, attaches between 3A634 pump and 
8505 water pump

63 with or without A/C (Note 3) C3OZ-3A732-B B steel, rear, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
6049 cylinder head (replace by C3OZ-3A732-C)

63/64 without A/C (Note 3) C3AZ-3A732-A B steel, rear, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
6049 cylinder head

63/64 with or without A/C (Note 3) C3OZ-3A732-C B steel, rear, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
6049 cylinder head

64 with A/C, Mustang only C5ZZ-3A732-A B steel, front, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
8505 water pump (Note 4)

64 with A/C, Mustang only C5ZZ-3A732-B B steel, rear, attaches between 3A674 pump and 
6049 cylinder head (Note 4)

65 without A/C, Eaton pump C5DZ-3A732-B C formed steel plate, attaches between 3A674 pump 
and 6049 cylinder head (Note 1)

65
without A/C, before 9-28-64, 
Eaton pump

C5DZ-3A732-A C steel brace between 3A674 pump and 8505 water 
pump (Note 1) (replaced by C5AZ-3A732-D)

65
without A/C, from 9-28-64, 
Eaton pump

C5AZ-3A732-D C formed steel plate, attaches between 3A674 pump 
and 8505 water pump (Note 1)

65 with A/C, Eaton pump C5AZ-3A732-E C steel plate, front, attaches to 3A674 pump and 
3C511 support (Note 2)

65 with A/C, Eaton pump C5AZ-3A732-F C
formed steel plate. rear, attaches to 6049 cylinder 
head under 2882 A/C compressor mount and to 
3A674 pump (Note 2)

65/66 with or without A/C, Ford pump C5AZ-3A732-B D single-piece stamped steel (Note 5)

67/69 with or without A/C, Ford pump C7SZ-3A732-A E #C7AA-3A732-B, aluminum (Note 6)

Year Application Part Number Type Description

3-3538   ELEMENT - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR FILTER

62/65 Eaton pump B7A-33538-A all pump-mounted and remote-mounted reservoirs

3-3547   RING - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR ORIFICE

62/65 Eaton pump B5A-33547-A all 53/64" I.D.

3B559   SHAFT - POWER STEERING PUMP ROTOR

62/65 Eaton pump C2AZ-3B559-A all 3.728" long

62/65 Eaton pump 359290-S all snap ring to secure rotor

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3B599-B D, E

3A561   VALVE ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP

62 Eaton pump C1AA-3A561-A A

63/65 Eaton pump C1SS-3A561-A B, C stamped “E”

65 Eaton pump, without A/C B8LY-3A561-A C stamped “C”, Galaxie only

65/66 Ford pump, Galaxie C5AZ-3A561-F D For: HBA-AJ, AJ1

65/69 Ford pump, Galaxie C5AZ-3A561-G D, E For: HBA-AJ2, BH, BH1

65/66 Ford pump, Galaxie C5AZ-3A561-H D For: HBA-AG, AG1, AG4, AH, AH1, AH4, AM, 
AM1

65/69 Ford pump, Galaxie C5SZ-3A561-A D, E For: HBA-AG2, AG3, AH2, AM2, BB, BB1, 
BB3, BG, BG1

65/66 Ford pump, except Galaxie C5OZ-3A561-A D For: HBA-AC, AC1, AC4, AD, AD1, AD4, AE, 
AE1, AE4, AF, AF1, AF4

65/69 Ford pump, except Galaxie C5DZ-3A561-D D, E For: HBA-AC2, AC3, AD2, AD3, AE2, AE3, 
AF2, AF3, AT, AT3, AU, AU3, BF, BF1

Note 1 - C5OZ-3C511-C (3-hole plate), C5AZ-3C511-A (bar brace support), C5DZ-3A732-A (front bracket), and C5DZ-
3A732-B (rear bracket) used together as a set. About 9-28-64 the C5AZ-3C511-A (bar brace), C5DZ-3A732-A (front 
bracket) were replaced by a single heavy-duty C5AZ-3A732-B front bracket, which was used with C5OZ-3C511-C 
(3-hole plate) and C5DZ-3A732-B (rear bracket).

Note 2 - C5AZ-3C511-C (support), C5AZ-3A732-E (front bracket), and C5AZ-3A732-F (rear bracket) used together as a set 
when the Eaton pump was used with air conditioning. Required a C4AZ-3A733-B pump pulley.

Note 3 - Initially, Ford used a C3OZ-3A732-B rear bracket which was compatible with or without air conditioning (A/C). In 
the February/March 1963 time frame, Ford released another less costly and complex C3AZ-3A732-A bracket for use 
on engines without A/C. At the same time, C3OZ-3A732-B was replaced by C3OZ-3A732-C. Physically, the two 
brackets were the same. Although this bracket was intended for A/C applications, Ford continued to use it with or 
without A/C. When used without A/C, a spacer (3/4" O.D., 13/32" I.D., 1/4" thick) was required between the bracket’s 
most inboard hole and the cylinder head. Early Ford master parts catalogs listed which applications received which 
brackets, but might not be accurate in all cases. Ford gave the application of the C3OZ-3A732-B bracket as for 
Galaxies before 2-1-63, and Fairlanes/Falcons before 3-18-63. After 2-1-63, the Galaxie used the C3AZ-3A732-A 
bracket without A/C and the C3OZ-3A732-C bracket with A/C. After 3-18-63, the Fairlane and Falcon switched to 
the C3OZ-3A732-C bracket which could be used with or without (with spacer) A/C. For 1964, the Falcon continued 
with this bracket for both A/C and non-A/C applications, but the Fairlane switched to the C3AZ-3A732-A when 
used without A/C. When Mustangs were introduced, Ford listed the C3OZ-3A732-C bracket for use without A/C. 
Mercury listed the 1963 Comet as switching to the C3AZ-3A732-A bracket for non-A/C applications, but in 1964, all 
applications used the C3OZ-3A732-C bracket. Bottom line: C3AZ-3A732-A could only be used without A/C. C3OZ-
3A732-B or C3OZ-3A732-C required for A.C, but could also be used without A/C with the additional of a spacer.

Note 4 - The 1964½ Mustang required special Eaton pump front C5ZZ-3A732-A and rear C5ZZ-3A732-B brackets to rotate 
the pump 30° downward so that the top of the pump reservoir adaptor would clear the special 1964½ Mustang C5ZZ-
2882-A (marked C4ZE-2882-B) A/C compressor mount. The rear bracket was used with a C5ZZ-3D600-A spacer for 
mounting to the Eaton pump.

Note 5 -  As a running change one hole was elongated in 1966 to be compatible with the cylinder heads produced at the 
Windsor engine plant.

Note 6 - Some very early mounts might be marked C7SA-3A732-A.
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Year Application Part Number Type Description

3B563   REINFORCEMENT - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR ORIFICE

62/65 Eaton pump B5AZ-3B563-A all steel plate, for top-mounted reservoir

3A570   SPRING - POWER STEERING PUMP FLOW CONTROL VALVE

62/65 Eaton pump B8AZ-3A570-A all relief valve spring

3A582   COVER ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR

62/65
Eaton pump,
except with A/C for 1962-64

C0AA-3A582-A all with filler neck, 55/8" O.D.

62/64 Eaton pump, with A/C C1AA-3A582-A A, B 41/4" O.D.

3B584   KIT - POWER STEERING PUMP SEAL and GASKET

62/65 Eaton pump C2SZ-3B584-A all Consists of:

 (2) B5A-33547-A Ring (1) B7A-33619-A Ring (1) 87014-S91 Ring
 (1) C2SZ-3B592-A Seal (1) C0AA-3A642-A Gasket (1) 87147-S91 Ring
 (1) B7A-33617-A Gasket (1) C0AA-3A642-B Gasket (1) 372144-S Gasket
 (1) LA-33618-A Ring (1) EAA-6589-B Seal

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3B584-C all Consists of:

 (1) C5AZ-3B592-C Seal (1) C5AR-3D594-B Seal (1) 382744-S Seal
 (1) C5AZ-3A760-B Gasket (1) C5AR-3D594-A Seal (1) 379553-S Seal
 (1) C5AZ-3D684-B Seal (1) C0AA-3A642-B Gasket

3D589   PLATE - POWER STEERING PUMP RETAINING PLATE

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3D589-B all

3D590   PLATE - POWER STEERING PUMP PRESSURE

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3D590-E all front

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3D590-F all rear, used with 3D589 plate

67/69 Ford pump C7AZ-3D590-D all rear, single-piece alternate design to replace
C5AZ-3D589-B & C5AZ-3D590-F

3B592   SEAL ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP ROTOR SHAFT OIL

62/65 Eaton pump C2SZ-3B592-A all

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3B592-C all

3D596   SPRING - POWER STEERING PUMP PRESSURE PLATE

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3D596-C all (2) required

3D600   SPACER - POWER STEERING PUMP ADJUSTING BRACKET

64
Eaton pump,
Mustang with A/C

C5ZZ-3D600-A B for C5ZZ-3A732-B rear bracket to 3A674 pump,
27/64" I.D., 13/16" O.D., 59/64" thick

67/69
Ford pump,
without A/C

C7SZ-3D600-A E
under 3A732 between 3C511 and 6049 cylinder 
head, used in place of the A/C compressor mount,
7/16" I.D., 1" O.D., 9/16" thick

3601   BOLT - POWER STEERING OIL FILTER ELEMENT SUPPORT OR COVER RETAINING

62/65 Eaton pump mounted reservoir B4A-3601-A all

3B601   SPRING - POWER STEERING PUMP SLIPPER

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3B601-B all

3D607   ROTOR ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3D607-C all
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Power Steering Part Numbers (continued) Year Application Part Number Type Description

3-3627   RETAINER - POWER STEERING PUMP RELIEF VALVE (Also see 3C742 and 9B761)

62 Eaton pump B8E-33627-A A plug

3-3633   PIN - POWER STEERING PUMP ROTOR SHAFT

62/65 Eaton pump LA-33633-A all shear pin

3A642   GASKET - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR COVER

62/65 Eaton pump (Note 1) C0AA-3A642-B all 529/64" O.D., with pump-mounted reservoir

62/64 Eaton pump (Note 1) C0AA-3A642-C all 45/32" O.D., with remote-mounted reservoir

62/64 Eaton Pump (Note 1) C0AA-3A642-A all 11/4" O.D., wing nut, with remote reservoir

3A643   HOUSING ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP

65/66 Ford pump C5AZ-3A643-D D
For: HBA-AC, AC1, AC4, AD, AD1, AD4, AE, 
AE1, AE4, AF, AF1, AF4, AG, AG1, AG4, AH, 
AH1, AH4, AJ, AJ1, AM, AM1

65/66 Ford pump C5AZ-3A643-E D
For: HBA-AC2, AC3, AD2, AD3, AE2, AE3, 
AF2, AF3, AG2, AG3, AH2, AJ2, AM2, AT, AT3, 
AU, AU3, BB, BB1, BB3, BC, BC1, BC3

67/69 Ford pump C7AZ-3A643-B E

3D654   FITTING - POWER STEERING PUMP VALVE OUTLET

65/66 Ford pump C5AZ-3A643-D D
For: HBA-AC, AC1, AC4, AD, AD1, AD4, AE, 
AE1, AE4, AF, AF1, AF4, AG, AG1, AG4, AH, 
AH1, AH4, AJ, AJ1, AM, AM1

65/66 Ford pump C5AZ-3A643-E D
For: HBA-AC2, AC3, AD2, AD3, AE2, AE3, 
AF2, AF3, AG2, AG3, AH2, AJ2, AM2, AT, AT3, 
AU, AU3, BB, BB1, BB3, BC, BC1, BC3

3670   ADAPTOR ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP TO RESERVOIR

62
Eaton pump,
Fairlane & Meteor

C2OZ-3670-A A small tube

63/64
Eaton pump,
Fairlane & Meteor

C3OZ-3670-A B large tube

63/64
Eaton pump,
except Fairlane & Meteor

C3AZ-3670-A B used for Galaxie, Falcon, Comet, and
1964½ Mustang

3691   HOSE - POWER STEERING RESERVOIR TO PUMP (Note 2)

62 Eaton pump, with A/C C2OA-3691-A A 73/8" long, 1/2" I.D., cut from B3T-4090-B

63/64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Fairlane & Meteor

C3AA-3691-G B 111/4" long, 3/4" I.D., cut from C3AZ-3691-A

63/64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Galaxie

C3AA-3691-H B 131/4" long, 3/4" I.D., cut from C3AZ-3691-A

63/64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Falcon & Comet

C3DA-3691-A B 81/8" long, 3/4" I.D., cut from C2SZ-3691-A

64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Mustang

C4ZA-3691-A B 10 3/8" long, 3/4" I.D., cut from C3AZ-3691-A

Note 1 - In 1962-64, remote reservoirs used with A/C, and pump-mounted reservoirs without A/C. In 1965, pump-mounted 
reservoirs used with and without A/C.

Note 2 - B3T-4090-B is a 25' roll. C3AZ-3691-A is 15 5/8" long. C2SZ-3691-A is 105/8" long.

K-050
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Year Application Part Number Type Description

3A674   PUMP ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING (New) (Note 1) (Also see 3A691 and 3A696 on facing page)

62 Eaton, less reservoir & pulley C2OZ-3A674-A A (replaced by C2AZ-3A674-B in 10-66)

63 Eaton, less reservoir & pulley C3AZ-3A674-A B used with idle speed up valve

64 Eaton, less reservoir & pulley C4AZ-3A674-A B used without idle speed up valve

65 Eaton, less reservoir & pulley C5OZ-3A674-B C

65 Eaton, less reservoir & pulley C5AZ-3A674-C C Ford gear box

65 Eaton, less reservoir & pulley C5AZ-3A674-D C Saginaw gear box

65 Ford, less pulley, before 6-1-65 C5AZ-3A674-A D slipper type, services HBA-AG, AG1, AG2, AG3, 
AH, AH1, AH2, AM, AM1

65 Ford, less pulley, before 6-1-65 C5AZ-3A674-B D Saginaw gear, services HBA-AJ, AJ1, AJ2

65/66 Ford, less pulley, from 6-1-65 C5AZ-3A674-E D slipper type, services HBA-BB, BB1, BB3

65 Ford, less pulley, from 6-1-65 C5AZ-3A674-F D Saginaw gear, services HBA-BC, BC1, BC3

65 Ford, less pulley C5OZ-3A674-A D services HBA-AE, AE1, AE2, AF, AF1, AF2

66 Ford, less pulley C5OZ-3A674-C D services HBA-AT, AT3, AU, AU3

65/66 Ford, less pulley C5DZ-3A674-A D services HBA-AC, AC1, AD, AD1, AD2

3A674   PUMP ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING FORD (Remanufactured) (Note 1)

65/66

A (without A/C) C5AZ-3A674-ARM D for HBA-AG, AG1, AG2, AG3, AG4

A (with A/C) (Note2) C5AZ-3A674-BRM D for HBA-AH, AH1, AH2, AH3, AH4, AM, AM1

A (with Saginaw) (Note 3) C5AZ-3A674-CRM D for HBA-AJ, AJ1, AJ2

A (with A/C) (Note 2 C5AZ-3A674-DRM D for HBA-BB, BB1, BB3 (Note 4)

A (with Saginaw) (Note 3) C5AZ-3A674-ERM D for HBA-BC, BC1, BC3

A (with A/C) C5SZ-3A674-BRM D for HBA-AM2, BB, BB1, BB3 (Note 4)

65
B (without A/C) C5OZ-3A674-ARM D for HBA-AE, AE1, AE2, AE3, AE4

B (with A/C) (Note 2) C5OZ-3A674-BRM D for HBA-AF, AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4

65 C, F, X (without A/C)
C5DZ-3A674-ARM D for HBA-AC, AC1, AC2, AC3, AC4

66 F (without A/C)

65 C, F, X (with A/C) (Note 2)
C5DZ-3A674-CRM D for HBA-AD, AD1, AD2, AD3, AD4

66 F (with A/C) (Note 2)

66
B, C, X (without A/C) C6OZ-3A674-BRM D for HBA-AT, AT3

B, C, X (with A/C) (Note 2) C6OZ-3A674-CRM D for HBA-AU, AU3

67/69 A (with Saginaw) C7AZ-3A674-ARM E for HBA-BH, BH1

67/69 A (except Saginaw) C7TZ-3A674-ARM E for HBA-BG, BG1

67/69 except A (B, C, F, R, X) C7OZ-3A674-ARM E for HBA-BF, BF1

K–52 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–53

Power Steering Part Numbers (continued)

Key:  A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     R - Cougar     X - Falcon     w/o - without

Note 1 - For Ford pumps, except for those used with Saginaw gear box, Ford Motor Company used the A/C version of 
the pump as a replacement as it was compatible with or without A/C. (The non-A/C pump was only serviced as a 
remanufactured pump.) Saginaw systems did not come with A/C. Soon after 1965, all the new pumps were no longer 
replaced as Ford began its remanufactured pump program.

Note 2 - Pump used for A/C could also be used to service pumps without A/C.
Note 3 - Saginaw gear systems not used with A/C.
Note 4 - Galaxies and Thunderbirds used some of the same pumps. C5AZ-3A674-DRM and C5SZ-3A674-BRM are 

alternates for each other.

Year Application Part Number Type Description

3C677   SUPPORT - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR FILTER ELEMENT

62/65 Eaton pump, from 5-1-62 B8SZ-3C677-A all pump-mounted reservoir

3D683   STUD - POWER STEERING PUMP SUPPORT

65/66 Ford pump C5AZ-3D683-B D 5/16"-18 & 3/8"-16×47/8"

3D684   KIT - POWER STEERING RESERVOIR TO PUMP SEAN and GASKET

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3D684-A D, E includes:

 (1) C5AR-3D594-A Seal (1) C5AR-3D684-A Gasket (1) 87094-S94 Seal

65
Ford pump,
from 12-1-64 to 2-1-65

C5AZ-3D684-B D .142"/.150" thick, 11/4" white stripe for oversize 
reservoir

3B688   SPRING - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR FILTER ELEMENT RETAINING

62/65 Eaton pump, from 5-1-62 C2SZ-3B688-A all pump-mounted reservoir, 1.85" long, 8 coils

62/64 Eaton pump C2SZ-3B688-B A, B remote reservoir, 2.20" long, 9 coils

3691   HOSE - POWER STEERING RESERVOIR TO PUMP (See 3691 that follows immediately after 3670)

3A691   PUMP, RESERVOIR and PULLEY ASSEMBLY - EATON POWER STEERING (Also see 3A696 & 3A674)

62 B, M (w/o A/C) before 1-2-62 C2OZ-3A691-A A (replaced by C3AZ-3A674-A)

62
B, M (without A/C)
from 1-2-62 to before 5-1-62

C2OZ-3A691-C A (replaced by C3AZ-3A674-A)

62 from 5-1-62 C2OZ-3A691-F A

63 B, M (without A/C) C3AZ-3A691-A B used with idle speed up valve

63 A (without A/C) C3AZ-3A691-B B used with idle speed up valve

64 A, B (without A/C) C4OZ-3A691-A B used without idle speed up valve
(replaced by C4AZ-3A674-A)

63/64 C, X (w/o A/C) before 1-6-64 C3DZ-3A691-A B used with idle speed up valve (Note 5)

64 C, F, X (w/o A/C) from 1-6-64 C4DZ-3A691-A B used without idle speed up valve (Note 5) 
(replaced by C4AZ-3A674-A)

3A696   PUMP and PULLEY ASSEMBLY - EATON POWER STEERING (Also see 3A696 & 3A674)

62
B, M (with A/C) C2OZ-3A696-B A (replaced by C2OZ-3A696-D)

B, M (with A/C) before 5-1-62 C2OZ-3A696-D A (replaced by C2OZ-3A696-E)

62 B, M (with A/C) C2OZ-3A696-E A

63
B, M (with A/C)
from 9-4-62 to before 7-1-63

C3OZ-3A696-A B used with idle speed up valve
(replaced by C3OZ-3A696-A)

63 B, M (with A/C) from 7-1-63 C3OZ-3A696-B B used with idle speed up valve
(replaced by C3AZ-3A696-G)

63 A (with A/C) C3AZ-3A696-A B used with idle speed up valve
(replaced by C3AZ-3A696-F)

63 A (with A/C) C3AZ-3A696-F B used with idle speed up valve
(replaced by C3AZ-3A696-G)

63/64 A (with A/C)
C3AZ-3A696-G B used with idle speed up valve

63/64 C, X (with A/C) before 1-6-64

64 B (with A/C) C4OZ-3A696-A B used without idle speed up valve

64 C, X (with A/C) from 1-6-64 C4DZ-3A696-A B used without idle speed up valve

64 F (with A/C) C5ZZ-3A696-A B includes front & rear mounting brackets

K-052
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Year Application Part Number Type Description

3A697   RESERVOIR ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING OIL

62 Eaton pump, without A/C C0AA-3A697-A A (replaced by C2AZ-3A697-B in 2-63)

63
Eaton Pump, without A/C,
Galaxie

C3AZ-3A697-B B (replaced by C3OZ-3A697-A)

63/64 Eaton pump, without A/C
C3OZ-3A697-A B, C

65 Eaton pump, with or w/o A/C

62 Eaton pump, with A/C C2OZ-3A697-A A (replaced by C2OZ-3A697-B)

62 Eaton pump, with A/C C2OZ-3A697-B A

63/64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Fairlane & Meteor

C3OZ-3A697-C B

63/64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Falcon & Comet

C3DZ-3A697-A B

63
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Galaxie

C3AZ-3A697-A B (replaced by C3AZ-3A697-E)

63
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Galaxie

C3AZ-3A697-E B

64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Galaxie

C4AZ-3A697-A B

64
Eaton pump, with A/C,
Mustang

C5ZZ-3A697-A B

65/66 Ford pump (Note 1) C5AZ-3A697-B D for HBA-AE, AE1, AE4, AF, AF1, AF4, AG, 
AG1, AG4, AH, AH1, AH4, AJ, AJ1

65/66 Ford pump (Note 1) C5AZ-3A697-D D
for HBA-AE2, AE3, AF2, AF3, AG2, AG3, AH2, 
AJ2, AM, AM1 AM2, AT, AT3, AU, AY3, BB, 
BB1, BB3, BC, BC1, BC3

65/66 Ford pump (Note 1) C5DZ-3A697-B D for HBA-AC, AC1, AC4, AD, AD1, AD4

65/66 Ford pump (Note 1) C5DZ-3A697-C D for HBA-AC2, AC3, AD2, AD3

67/69 Ford pump C7AZ-3A697-A E for HBA-BG, BG1, BH-1

67/69 Ford pump C7OZ-3A697-A E for HBA-BF, BF1

69 Ford pump C9OZ-3A697-A E for HBA-BK

3A698   COVER ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP HOUSING (PUMP BODY - REAR HALF)

62 Eaton pump C0AA-3A698-A A

63/65 Eaton pump C3OZ-3A698-A B, C

3A699   BODY ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING OIL PRESERVOIR (Also see 3A697 above)

62 Eaton pump, without A/C C0AA-3A699-A A (Note 2)

63/65 Eaton pump, without A/C C2SZ-3A699-B B, C (Note 2)

3A700   ORIFICE - POWER STEERING TUBE SEAT

62/64 Eaton pump
C0AA-3A700-A all for 3/8" tube pressure hose connection

65 Eaton pump, except Galaxie

65 Eaton pump, Galaxie C1SS-3A700-A C Ford steering gear box (except Saginaw)

K–54 Appendix K  Accessories Identification K–55

Power Steering Part Numbers (continued)

Key:  w/ - with      w/o - without

Note 1 - Ford used the A/C version of the reservoir to service both non-A/C and A/C pumps.
Note 2- The transition between C0AA-3A699-A and C2SZ-3A699-B might have been 5-1-62 (late 1962 production).

Year Application Part Number Type Description

3A711   KIT - POWER STEERING PUMP IMPELLER REPAIR

62/65 Eaton pump B9MY-3A711-A all Consists of:

 (1) C0AA-3B561-A Carrier (1) C0AA-3B585-A Insert (6) KD-33684-A Roller

3A713   HOSE ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING RETURN LINE

62 B, M (w/o A/C) before 6-15-62 C2OZ-3A713-B A 40" overall (replaced by C2OZ-3A713-D)

62 B, M (w/o A/C) from 6-15-62 C2OZ-3A713-D A 45" overall length

62 B, M (with A/C) C2OZ-3A713-C A 493/4" overall length (replaced by C2OZ-3A713-F)

62 B, M (with A/C) C2OZ-3A713-F A 493/4" overall length

63/65 B, M (without A/C) C3OZ-3A713-A B, C

63/65 B, M (with A/C) C3OZ-3A713-C B, C

66 B, C, X C6OZ-3A713-A D approx. 281/2" long

67/68 B, C, F, R, X C7OZ-3A713-C E blue stripe, approximately 30" long

69 B, C, X C9OZ-3A713-A E blue stripe, approximately 243/4" long

63 A (without A/C) C3AZ-3A713-B B (replaced by C3AZ-3A713-D)

63 A (without A/C) C3AZ-3A713-D B 26" long, cut to fit (replaced by C3AZ-3A713-C)

63 A (with A/C) C3AZ-3A713-C B 35" long

64 A (without A/C) C4AZ-3A713-B B hose 27 5/8" long

64 A (with A/C) C4AZ-3A713-A B hose 36 3/4" long

65/66 A (without A/C) C5AA-3A713-A C, D hose 241/8" long, cut from C5AZ-3A713-A

64 A (with A/C) C4AZ-3A713-A B hose 36 3/4" long

65/66 A (without A/C) C5AA-3A713-A C, D hose 241/8" long, cut from C5AZ-3A713-A

67 A (without A/C) before 5-1-67 C7AZ-3A713-C E green stripe, hose 251/2" long
(replaced by C7AZ-3A713-E)

67 A (without A/C) from 5-1-67 C7AZ-3A713-E E green stripe, hose 27" long

67 A (with A/C) before 5-1-67 C7AZ-3A713-A E (2) red stripes, 451/4" long, pump to oil cooler.
(replaced by C7AZ-3A713-F)

67 A (with A/C) from 5-1-67 C7AZ-3A713-F E (2) red stripes, 451/2" long, pump to oil cooler

68 A (without A/C) C8AZ-3A713-A E green stripe, approximately 12" long

68 A (with A/C) C8AZ-3A713-B E red stripe, approximately 121/2" long

69 A C9AZ-3A713-A E approximately 311/2" long

63 C, X C3DZ-3A713-B B (replaced by C3DZ-3A713-C)

63 C, X C3DZ-3A713-C B cut 3" from hose (replaced by C3DZ-3A713-D)

63/64 C, X C3DZ-3A713-D B for non-A/C, cut 9" from hose

64 C, X C4DZ-3A713-A B (replaced by C3DZ-3A713-C)

65 C, X (without A/C) Eaton pump C5DZ-3A713-D C approximately 34" long

65 C, X (w/ or w/o A/C) Ford pump C5DZ-3A713-B D approximately 333/4" long

64 F (without A/C) C5ZZ-3A713-A B (1) blue painted stripe, 293/4" hose length

64 F (with A/C) C5ZZ-3A713-B B (2) blue painted stripe, 341/2" hose length

65 F (without A/C) Eaton pump C5ZZ-3A713-E C approximately 32" long

65/66 F (with or w/o A/C) Ford pump C5ZZ-3A713-D D approximately 35" long

69 F C8ZZ-3A713-A E approximately 21" long

Key:  A - Galaxie        B - Fairlane/Torino        C - Comet/Montego        F - Mustang        R - Cougar        X - Falcon

K-054
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Year Application Part Number Type Description

3A719   HOSE ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PRESSURE LINE

62 B, M (Eaton) before 6-15-62 C2OZ-3A719-A A (replaced by C2OZ-3A719-C)

62 B, M (Eaton) from 6-15-62 C2OZ-3A719-C A

63 B, M (Eaton) without A/C
C3OZ-3A719-A B

64 B (Eaton) with or without A/C

63 B, M (Eaton) with A/C C3OZ-3A719-C B (Note 1)

65 B (Eaton) with or without A/C C3OZ-3A719-B C (Note 2)

65 B (Ford pump) C5OZ-3A719-A D

66 B, C, X (Ford pump) C6OZ-3A719-A D (replaced by C6OZ-3A719-D)

66 B, C, X (Ford pump) C6OZ-3A719-D D

67 B, C, F, R, X (Ford pump) C7OZ-3A719-C E yellow strip, blue daub

68 B, C, F, R, X (Ford pump) C8OZ-3A719-C E

69 B, C, X (Ford pump) C9OZ-3A719-A E

63 A (Eaton) without A/C C3AZ-3A719-B B (replaced by C4AZ-3A719-A in 12-64)

63 A (Eaton) with A/C C3AZ-3A719-A B

64 A (Eaton) with or without A/C C4AZ-3A719-A B

65 A (Eaton) with or without A/C C5AZ-3A719-G C Saginaw steering gear

65 A (Eaton) with or without A/C C5AZ-3A719-H C Ford steering gear

65/66 A (Ford pump) C5AZ-3A719-B D Ford steering gear

65/66 A (Ford pump) C5AZ-3A719-D D Saginaw steering gear

67 A (Ford pump) C5AZ-3A719-F E Saginaw steering gear

67 A (Ford pump) C7AZ-3A719-B E Ford steering gear, orange paint daub

68 A (Ford pump) C8AZ-3A719-A E Ford steering gear

68 A (Ford pump) C8AZ-3A719-C E Saginaw steering gear

69 A (Ford pump) C9AZ-3A719-A E Ford steering gear, red stripe

69 A (Ford pump) C9AZ-3A719-C E Saginaw steering gear

63/64 C, X (Eaton) C3DZ-3A719-B B

65 C, X (Eaton) with or w/o A/C C5DZ-3A719-C C

65 C, X (Ford pump) C5DZ-3A719-B D

64 F (Eaton) without A/C C5ZZ-3A719-A B (1) blue paint mark, 293/4" hose length

64 F (Eaton) with A/C C5ZZ-3A719-B B (2) blue paint mark, 2711/16" hose length

65 F (Eaton) with or without A/C C5ZZ-3A719-E C

65/66 F (Ford pump) C5ZZ-3A719-D D

69 F (Ford pump) C9ZZ-3A719-A E

K–56 Appendix K

Power Steering Part Numbers (continued)

Key:  A - Galaxie     B - Fairlane/Torino     C - Comet/Montego     F - Mustang     R - Cougar     X - Falcon     w/o - without

Note 1 - Used with C2OZ-3836-A. C3OZ-3A719-C very similar to 1962 Fairlane V8 hoses C2OZ-3A719-A and C2OZ-3A719-C 
(C2OZ-3A719-C replaced C2OZ-3A719-A ) and can be used as a substitute. Although C3OZ-3A719-C is the hose 
called for by Ford, the C3OZ-3A719-A hose fits better.

Note 2 - Also used on 1963-64 Fairlane 6-cylinder. C3OZ-3A719-B very similar to 1962 Fairlane 6-cylinder hoses 
C2OZ-3A719-B and C2OZ-3A719-D (C2OZ-3A719-D replaced C2OZ-3A719-B ) and can be used as a substitute.

Note 3 - Not documented, but required if C3OZ-3A719-C hose used. See Note 1.
Note 4 - Ford did not give a date for eliminating the idle speed up system, but was probably the same as Mercury (January 1964).

Year Application Part Number Type Description

3C719   GASKET - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR FILTER

62/65 Eaton pump C2SZ-3C7719-A all 17/64" I.D., 13/16" I.D., 1/16" thick

3A732   BRACKET - POWER STEERING PUMP ADJUSTING (See 3A732 that follows immediately after 3C511)

3A733   PULLEY - POWER STEERING PUMP (See Appendix B)

3C742   RETAINER (PLUG) - POWER STEERING PUMP RELIEF VALVE (Also see 3-3627 & 9B761 below)

63/65 except Galaxie C3OZ-3C742-A all

3D746   COOLER ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING OIL (Only those attached to the engine are covered here)

68 Galaxie with A/C C8AZ-3D746-A E stamped C8AA-3D746-B (single hole mount) or
C8AA-3D746-C (two hole mount)

69 Galaxie with A/C C9AZ-3D746-A E stamped C9AA-3D746-A or C9AA-3D746-B

3B754   SEAT - POWER STEERING OIL RESERVOIR FILTER ELEMENT RETAINING SPRING

62/65 Eaton pump B4AZ-3B754-A all

3A760   GASKET - POWER STEERING PUMP COVER (included in 3D582 kit)

65/69 Ford pump C5AZ-3A760-B D, E (replaced by C9AZ-3A760-A)

69 Ford pump C9AZ-3A760-A E

3836   TUBE ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PRESSURE HOSE TO PUMP

62 Eaton pump
C2OZ-3836-A

A

63 Eaton pump, Fairlane with A/C B (Note 3)

8620   BELT - POWER STEERING PUMP (See Appendix B)

9B756   VALVE ASSEMBLY - IDLE SPEED UP (Note 4)

62 all C2OZ-9B756-A A (replaced by C3OZ-9B756-A)

63 all

C3OZ-9B756-A B64 Falcon & Comet before 1-6-64

64 Galaxie with A/C

9B758   TUBE ASSEMBLY - POWER STEERING PUMP TO IDLE SPEED UP VALVE (Note 4)

62 all C2OZ-9B758-A A (replaced by C3OZ-9B758-A)

63 except Galaxie

C3OZ-9B758-A B64 except C/M. Galaxie with A/C

64 Falcon & Comet before 1-6-64

63 Galaxie
C3AZ-9B758-A B

64 with C/M. Galaxie with A/C

9B759   BRACKET - IDLE SPEED UP VALVE (Note 4)

62 all C2OZ-9B759-B A (replaced by C3OZ-9B759-A)

63 except Galaxie

C3OZ-9B759-A B64 Galaxie with A/C, except C/M

64 Falcon & Comet before 1-6-64

63 Galaxie
C3AZ-9B759-A B

64 Galaxie with A/C, with C/M

9B761   CONNECTOR - IDLE SPEED UP VALVE TUBE (Related to 3-3627 & 3C742) (Note 4)

62/63 all

C2OZ-9B761-A A, B with tube fitting in pump pressure relief valve64 Comet & Falcon before 1-6-64

64 Galaxie with A/C

 Accessories Identification K–57
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Power Steering Illustrations

 Accessories Identification K–59

1962 “A” Type
(1962 Fairlane/Meteor)

CAST IRON

WITH AIR CONDITIONING

1963-64 “B” Type

(FALCON/COMET SHOWN)

IDLE SPEED UP
SYSTEM

(SPACER FOR WHEN
    C3OZ-3A732-B OR
    C3OZ-3A732-C USED
    WITHOUT A/C)

C3AZ-3A732-A
NON-A/CC3OZ-3A732-B

C3OZ-3A732-C

C3OZ-3A732-A

(3/4" O.D., 1/4" THICK)

1963-64
EATON PUMP AND 

RESERVOIR
(TYPICAL OF 1962

AND 1965)

1965-66 “D” Type
(Ford Pump) 1965-67 “E” Type (Ford Pump)

1965-66 Ford Pump

1967-69 Ford Pump!

!

K-058

1965 “C” Type
(was never illustrated by 

Ford, but similar to Type B 
except for bracketry)
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Power Steering Kits

 Accessories Identification K–61

                                INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
                      Power Steering Pump Adapting Accessory Kit
                   Mustang 8-Cylinder Engine with Air Conditioning

 1.  Remove and retain power steering pump drive belt.

 2.  Drain power steering fiuid from reservoir.

 3.  Remove and discard pressure and return line hose assemblies but retain attaching
     parts.

 4.  Remove pump, pulley and reservoir assembly and retain attaching parts.  Remove
     reservoir from pump assembly and replace with adaptor assembly (3670) using a
     3/4 - 16 x 1-3/4 bolt (45757- ).  Remove and retain pulley and attaching parts
     from pump assembly.  Remove and discard front and rear brackets from pump, noting
     the position of attaching bolts and nuts when viewed from the pulley end of pump.
     These bolt positions are:  (377956) top, (370967) left side, and (377957) bottom
     left.  Also remove bolt from bottom right hole.  Assemble new brackets (3A732)
     front and (3C757) rear (see Sketch) as follows:  Replace (377956) bolt in top
     hole; place (370063) - new bolt - in bottom left hole; place (377956- ) - new bolt -
     in bottom right hole adding spacer (3D600) between rear of pump and front face
     of rear bracket; replace bolt taken from bottom right hole in left side hole -
     new position.  Discard (370967) and (377957).  Reassemble pulley, key, flat washer
     and screw and washer assembly.

 5.  With air conditioning mounting bracket in position, mount pump and pulley assembly
     at upper mounting hole using existing 3/8 - 16 x 1.0 screw and washer assembly
     with flat washer but discarding spacer.  Use existing 3/8 - 16 x 1.0 screw and
     washer assembly with flat washer to attach assembly to engine.  Use existing
     3/8 - 16 nut with lockwasher and flat washers to attach adjusting arm to stud.

 6.  Connect pressure line hose assembly (3A719) to pump assembly.

 7.  Locate two drill dimples in left fender apron forward of the spring tower.  Drill
     two 11/32 diameter holes at these dimples.  Mount reservoir assembly (3531) with
     two 5/16 - 24 x 1.0 bolts, flat washers and lock nuts.

 8.  Attach existing pump drive belt to power steering pump pulley and rear sheave of
     crankshaft pulley.  Adjust belt to proper tension.

 9.  Install pressure and return line hose assemblies (3A713) and (3A719) using existing
     clips and insulator.  Attach the return hose assembly to reservoir and both hoses
     to linkage valve using existing clamps.

10.  Connect hose assembly (3691) to power steering pump and to reservoir with 1-1/8"
     hose clamp (97209-    or 97245-  .)

11.  Fill reservoir with "Type A" automatic transmission fluid.  Start engine and
     immediately add fluid.

     CAUTION:  Excessive running of engine without addition of fluid will result in
               damage to pump.

12.  With engine running, check all hoses for leaks while turning steering wheel from
     stop-to-stop.  After engine has run for several minutes, check fluid level in
     pump reservoir and correct as required.

Power steering kits could be ordered for any Ford car and installed on a vehicle that did not initially come with 
the option. In generally, there were three basis kits that made up the entire kit. The first was the 3A634 linkage kit. It 
provided all the common parts generally independent of the installed engine. The second kit was called the 3A635 
pump kit. It was specific to the engine installed. The third kit was called a power steering-to-air conditioner adap-
tor kit.

These kits are fairly rare, but if one can be found, it should include one or more instruction sheets. These instruc-
tion kits were similar to the assembly manuals Ford produced for production line training, and are great sources for 
information and illustrations of components not always shown in Ford’s master parts catalogs or company-produced 
shop manuals.

The one shown here is for the 1964½ Mustang where power steering is being added to a vehicle already equipped 
with air conditioning (C5ZZ-3A635-A). Other than the illustration below, no other publicly available Ford publica-
tion illustrated the proper power steering brackets to use on a 64½ Mustang with 260 V8 or 289-4V when equipped 
with air conditioning. The document at right includes the procedure for installing the kit. This is a facsimile of the 
original. The instruction sheet number and Ford logo have been relocated to fit the page format.

On the pages to follow, the power steering pump kits and adaptor kits will be listed along with their contents if 
that information is currently available. It should be kept in mind that many of the parts in the kits were not available 
separate from the kit. Ford might list part numbers or engineering numbers not found elsewhere. It should also be 
noted that the lists of parts are reasonably accurate, but not necessarily perfectly accurate in all cases.

K-060
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Power Steering Kits (continued)

 Accessories Identification K–63

Year Application Pump Kit Adaptor Kit Remarks

63
A with 260 (early in year only) C3AZ-3A635-C, F C3AZ-3A635-B used Type A system (1962)

A with 260/289 C3AZ-3A635-J C3AZ-3A635-L used Type B system (1963)

64 C4AZ-3A635-B C3AZ-3A635-L

65

A
C5AZ-3A635-M

C5AZ-3A635-S
with Eaton pump and Ford gear

C5AZ-3A635-N with Eaton pump and Saginaw gear

A before 4-22-65
C5AZ-3A635-G

C5AZ-3A635-D, AA
with Ford pump and Ford gear

C5AZ-3A635-A with Ford pump and Saginaw gear

65/66 A from 4-22-65, before 12-1-65
C5AZ-3A635-G

C5AZ-3A635-Y, AB
with Ford pump and Ford gear

C5AZ-3A635-A with Ford pump and Saginaw gear

66 A from 12-1-65
C5AZ-3A635-G

C5AZ-3A635-AF
with Ford pump and Ford gear

C5AZ-3A635-A with Ford pump and Saginaw gear

67
A before 9-12-66

C7AZ-3A635-C
C7AZ-3A635-F

A from 9-12-66 C7AZ-3A635-L

68 A C8AZ-3A635-B C8AZ-3A635-D

69 A C9AZ-3A635-F C9AZ-3A635-E

62
B before 5-1-62 C2OZ-3A635-A C2OZ-3A635-C

(Note 1)
B from 5-1-62 C2OZ-3A635-E C2OZ-3A635-F

63/64 B C3OZ-3A635-B, F C3OZ-3A635-C, E

65

B C5OZ-3A635-D C5OZ-3A635-F with Eaton pump

B before 4-22-65
C5OZ-3A635-A

C5OZ-3A635-G with Ford pump

B from 4-22-65 C5OZ-3A635-H with Ford pump

66 B, C, X C6OZ-3A635-B, F, H C6OZ-3A635-C (Note 2)

67

B, C, X before 9-12-66
C7OZ-3A635-C

C7OZ-3A635-D

B, C, X from 9-12-66 C7OZ-3A635-H

F, R C7ZZ-3A635-A C7ZZ-3A635-E (Note 3)

68 B, C, F, R, X C8OZ-3A635-C C8OZ-3A635-E

69
B, C, X C9OZ-3A635-A

C9ZZ-3A635-E
F C9ZZ-3A635-B

64 F (with generator) C5ZZ-3A635-B C5ZZ-3A635-A

65
F (with alternator) C5ZZ-3A635-F C5ZZ-3A635-H with Eaton pump

F (with alternator) before 4-22-65 C5ZZ-3A635-E, K C5OZ-3A635-G with Ford pump

65/66 F (with alternator) from 4-22-65 C5ZZ-3A635-J, L with Ford pump (Note 4)

67 F C7OZ-3A635-C C7ZZ-3A635-E

68 F C8OZ-3A635-C C8OZ-3A635-E

63/64

C, X before 1-6-64 C3DZ-3A635-B

C3DZ-3A635-CC, X from 1-6-64, before 2-3-64
C3DZ-3A635-E

C, X from 2-3-64

65

C, X C5DZ-3A635-D C5DZ-3A635-E with Eaton pump

C, X before 4-22-65
C5DZ-3A635-B

C5OZ-3A635-G with Ford pump

C, X from 4-22-65 C5ZZ-3A635-L with Ford pump

C2OZ-3A635-A  (Pump Kit)   (Replaced by C2OZ-3A635-E) Consist of:
 (1) C2OZ-3C511-B Support (1) C2OZ-3A719-A Hose
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C2OZ-3836-A Tube
 (1) C2OZ-3A610-A Retainer (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley
 (1) C2OZ-3A691-A Pump (1) C2OZ-7542-A Bracket
 (1) C2OA-3C696-A Strap (1) C1TE-8620-AH Belt
 (1) C2OZ-3C697-A Spring (1) C2OA-9B756-C Valve & bracket
 (1) C2OZ-3A713-B Hose (1) C2OZ-9B758-B Tube
 (2) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex) (2) 44722-S8  Washer (5/16", 11/16" O.D.)
 (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick) (2) 372005-S3  Clip
 (1) 33798-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex) (1) 376239-S7  Clip
 (1) 34670-S8  Nut (7/16"-14, 11/16" hex) (3) 304684-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex, grade 5)
 (1) 34781-S7  Lockwasher (5/16", trapezoidal) (1) 350756-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×3/4", pan head)
 (1) 34808-S7  Lockwasher (7/16", medium thickness) (1) 40260-S  Screw
 (1) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness) (1) 97201-S8 Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 359080-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×7/8", 9/16" hex)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (3) 371082-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×11/4", 9/16" hex)

C2OZ-3A635-C  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consist of:
 (1) C2OZ-3670-A Adaptor (1) C2OE-8620-J Belt
 (1) C2OZ-3A697-A Reservoir (1) C2OB-13A804-A  Wiring
 (1) C2OA-3691-A Hose (3/4" I.D.) (1) C2OE-13830-C Bracket
 (1) C2OZ-3A713-C Hose (2) 20349-S8  Bolt (3/8"-24×3/4", 9/16" hex, grade 2)
 (1) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (7/16", medium thickness) (2) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 353495-S2  Screw & washer (1) 45757-S  Bolt-adaptor (3/4"-16×13/4", 11/8" hex head)
 (1) 372606-S2  Screw & washer (2) 97203-S8  Hose clamp (3/4", slotted)
 (1) 375859-S  Clip        or 97239-S8  Hose clamp (3/4", solid)

C2OZ-3A635-E  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3C511-B Support (1) C2OZ-3A719-C Hose
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C2OZ-3836-A Tube
 (1) C2OZ-3A610-A Retainer (1) C2OZ-7542-A Bracket
 (1) C2OZ-3A691-F Pump (1) C2OZ-8620-B Belt
 (1) C2OA-3C696-A Strap (1) C2OA-9B756-C Valve & bracket
 (1) C2OZ-3C697-A Spring (1) C2OZ-9B758-B Tube
 (1) C2OZ-3A713-D Hose (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley
 (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex) (2) 44722-S8  Washer (5/16", 11/16" O.D.)
 (1) 40949-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×3/4", cutter thread, hex) (1) 375779-S8  Washer (3/8")
 (1) 33798-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex) (1) 376531-S  Washer
 (1) 34670-S8  Nut (7/16"-14, 11/16" hex) (2) 372005-S3  Clip
 (1) 34781-S7  Lockwasher (5/16", trapezoidal) (1) 376239-S7  Clip
 (1) 34808-S7  Lockwasher (7/16", medium thickness) (1) 40260-S  Screw (5/16"×3/8", self-tapping)
 (4) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness) (1) 372552-S35  Spring nut (3/8", 3/4" O.D.)
 (1) 42998-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex, grade 8) (1) 375254-S8 or 374988-S8  Clamp
 (3) 304684-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex, grade 5) (1) 376532-S8  Stud (3/8"-16, 19/16" long)
 (3) 304703-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex, grade 5)  (1) 97201-S8 Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 350756-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×3/4", pan head)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C3OZ-3A635-F  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Contents unknown. May have included extra bracing for the pump as shown in 
Ford TSB dated 5-21-62, Section 19001, Article #1 (See Appendix J, page J–71). Kit replaced by C3OZ-3A635-C.

Note 1 - Shortly after 1962, C2OZ-3A635-F was replaced by C2OZ-3A635-C.
Note 2 - In early 1966, Pump Kit C6DZ-3A635-B for the Falcon was replaced by C6OZ-3A635-B.
Note 3 - In early 1967, Pump Kit C7ZZ-3A635-A for the Mustang/Cougar was replaced by C7OZ-3A635-C.
Note 4 - In early 1966, Adaptor Kit C6ZZ-3A636-B for the Mustang was replaced by C5ZZ-3A635-J.
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Power Steering Kits (continued)

 Accessories Identification K–65

C3AZ-3A635-B  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   The first kits Ford produced for the Galaxie 260 V8 for A/C and P/S kits were 
based on the 1962 Fairlane system (Type A). No production Galaxies came with these systems. Consist of:

 (1) C2OZ-3670-A Adaptor (1) C3AZ-3A713-A Hose
 (1) C3AA-3691-B Hose (1) B7AZ-3A732-B Bracket
 (1) C3AZ-3A697-A Reservoir (1) C2OE-8620-J Belt
 (2) 20347-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×3/4", 1/2" hex) (1) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness)
 (2) 20349-S8  Bolt (3/8"-24×3/4", 9/16" hex) (4) 44724-S  Washer (5/16", 7/8" O.D.)
 (1) 45757-S  Bolt-adaptor (3/4"-16×13/4", 11/8" hex head) (2) 352981-S  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (2) 97203-S8  Hose clamp (3/4", slotted) (2) 34443-S8  Locknut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, grade 5)
       or 97239-S8  Hose clamp (3/4", solid)

C3AZ-3A635-C  (Pump Kit)   The first kits Ford produced for the Galaxie 260 V8 for air conditioning and power steering 
kits were based on the 1962 Fairlane system (Type A). No production Galaxies came with these systems. Consist of:

 (1) C2OZ-3C511-B Support (1) C3AZ-3A719-C Hose
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C2OZ-3836-A Tube
 (1) C3AZ-3A611-A Bracket (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley
 (1) C3AZ-3A691-D Pump (1) C2OZ-8620-B Belt
 (1) C3AA-3A713-A Hose (1) 42998-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex, grade 8)
 (4) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness) (1) 304684-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex, grade 5)
 (1) 376531-S  Washer (3) 304703-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex, grade 5)
 (1) 375779-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D.) (1) 372552-S35  Spring nut (3/8", 3/4" O.D.)
 (1) 377740-S  Clip  (1) 376532-S8  Stud (3/8"-16, 19/16" long)
 (1) 97201-S8 Hose clamp (5/8", slotted) (1) 375254-S8 or 374988-S8  Clamp
       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C3AZ-3A635-F  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown, but probably similar to C3AZ-3A635-C. Replaced C3AZ-3A635-C.

C3AZ-3A635-J  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown, but probably similar to C3OZ-3A635-F except with Galaxie 3A713 and 
3A719 hoses, and 9B758-A tube. Replaced by C4AZ-3A635-B.

C3AZ-3A635-L  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Contents unknown, but probably similar to C3OZ-3A635-E, except with Galaxie 
3A697 reservoir and 3691 hose.

C3DZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C3DZ-3C750-B Clamp
 (1) C3DZ-3A610-B Retainer (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley
 (1) C3DZ-3A611-C Bracket (1) C3OZ-8620-A Belt (1/2"×391/2")
 (1) C3DZ-3A691-B Pump (1) C3OA-9B756-A Valve
 (1) C3DA-3A713-K Hose (1) C3OZ-9B758-A Tube
 (1) C3DZ-3A719-B Hose (1) 34781-S7  Lockwasher (5/16", trapezoidal)
 (3) 304703-S  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex, grade 5) (3) 34806-S8  Lockwasher (5/16", medium thickness)
 (1) 350756-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×3/4", pan head) (1) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness)
 (1) 33797-S8  Nut (5/16"-18, 7/16" hex) (1) 377958-S8  Stud (435/64" long, 5/16"-18 both ends)
 (1) 33798-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex) (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 44722-S8  Washer (5/16", 11/16" O.D.) (2) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)
 (2) 44724-S  Washer (5/16", 7/8" O.D.) (1) 356478-S8  Spacer (3/8", 13/32" I.D., 3/4" O.D., 1/4" thick)
 (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted) 
 (1) 378027-S2  Clip        or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C3DZ-3A635-C  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (2) C3DA-3C622-A Spacer (1) C3DZ-3A697-A Reservoir
 (1) C3AZ-3670-A Adaptor (1) C3DZ-3A713-C Hose
 (1) C3DA-3691-A Hose (2) 20387-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×1", 1/2" hex)
 (2) 34443-S8  Locknut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, grade 5) (1) 45757-S  Bolt (3/4"-16×13/4", 11/8" hex head)
 (2) 44724-S8  Washer (5/16", 7/8" O.D.) (2) 97209-S8 Hose clamp (11/8", slotted)
 (1) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)       or 97245-S8  Hose clamp (11/8", solid)

C3DZ-3A635-E  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown, but probably similar to C3DZ-3A635-B, except parts for the idle speed up 
system eliminated and pump changed to one used without the idle speed-up system.

C3OZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   (Replaced by C3OZ-3A635-F) Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C3DZ-3C750-A Clamp
 (1) C2OZ-3A610-A Retainer (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley
 (1) C3AA-3A691-J Pump (1) C2OZ-7542-A Bracket
 (1) C2OA-3C696-B Strap (1) C3OZ-8620-A Belt (1/2"×391/2")
 (1) C2OZ-3C697-A Spring (1) C3OA-9B756-A Valve
 (1) C3OZ-3A713-A Hose (1) C3OZ-9B758-A Tube
 (1) C3OZ-3A719-A Hose (1) 40260-S  Screw (5/16"×3/8", self-tapping)
 (3) 304703-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex, grade 5) (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 350756-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×3/4", pan head) (1) 40949-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×3/4", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 33797-S8  Nut (5/16"-18, 7/16" hex) (2) 44722-S8  Washer (5/16", 11/16" O.D.)
 (1) 33798-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex) (2) 44724-S8  Washer (5/16", 7/8" O.D.)
 (1) 34670-S8  Nut (7/16"-14, 11/16" hex) (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (1) 34781-S7  Lockwasher (5/16", trapezoidal) (1) 356478-S8  Spacer (3/8", 13/32" I.D., 3/4" O.D., 1/4" thick)
 (1) 34806-S8  Lockwasher (5/16", medium thickness) (1) 376239-S7  Clip
 (3) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness) (1) 378027-S2  Clip
 (1) 34808-S7  Lockwasher (7/16", medium thickness) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) 377958-S8  Stud (435/64" long, 5/16"-18 both ends)

C3OZ-3A635-C  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   (Replaced by C3OZ-3A635-E) Consists of:
 (1) C3OZ-3670-A Adaptor (1) C2OB-9A282-A Wire
 (1) C3AA-3691-G Hose (1) C2YB-9A282-A Wire
 (1) C3OZ-3A697-B Reservoir (1) C2OB-13A804-A Wiring
 (1) C3OZ-3A713-C Hose (1) C2OF-13850-C Bracket
 (2) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex) (2) 20349-S8  Bolt (3/8"-24×3/4", 9/16" hex)
 (2) 375859-S  Clip  (1) 45757-S  Bolt (3/4"-16×13/4", 11/8" hex head)
 (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick) (1) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness)
 (1) 353485  Screw & washer (2) 97209-S8 Hose clamp (11/8", slotted)
 (1) 372606-S2 or 372607-S2  Screw & washer       or 97245-S8  Hose clamp (11/8", solid)

C3OZ-3A635-E  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Contents unknown, but probably similar to C3OZ-3A635-C.

C3OZ-3A635-F  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C3OZ-3A719-A Hose
 (1) C2OZ-3A610-A Retainer (1) C3DZ-3C750-B Clamp
 (1) C4OZ-3A691-A Pump (1) C2OZ-7542-A Bracket
 (1) C2OA-3C696-B Strap (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley
 (1) C2OZ-3C697-A Spring (1) C3OZ-8620-A Belt (1/2"×391/2")
 (1) C3OZ-3A713-A Hose (1) C3OE-9369-C Tube
 (3) 304703-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex, grade 5) (3) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (1) 33797-S8  Nut (5/16"-18, 7/16" hex) (2) 378278-S  Washer (5/16", 7/8" O.D., 7/64" thick)
 (1) 34670-S8  Nut (7/16"-14, 11/16" hex) (2) 44722-S8  Washer (5/16", 11/16" O.D.)
 (1) 377958-S8  Stud (435/64" long, 5/16"-18 both ends) (1) 40260-S  Screw (5/16"×3/8", self-tapping)
 (1) 34806-S8  Lockwasher (5/16", medium thickness) (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (3) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness) (1) 40949-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×3/4", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 34808-S7  Lockwasher (7/16", medium thickness) (2) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)
 (1) 376239-S7  Clip  (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 378027-S2  Clip        or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C4AZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown, but probably similar to C3OZ-3A635-F, except Galaxie 3A713 and 3A713 
hoses used as well as other minor parts changes.
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C5AZ-3A635-A  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3504-A Gear assembly (1) C5AZ-3A719-B Hose - pressure
 (1) C5AZ-3A525-C Coupling (1) C5AZ-3A732-B Bracket - adjusting
 (1) C5AZ-3590-B Arm - Pitman (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp assembly - hose
 (1) C5AZ-3A691-D Pump & pulley assembly (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C5AA-3A713-A Hose - return (1) C2OZ-8620-B Belt - pump (1/2"×453/4")
 (5) 42996-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×3/4", grade 8) (2) 55672-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, stover-lock)
 (3) 42997-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 379930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex, flange, lock, grade 5)
 (1) 72026-S  Pin (cotter, 1/8"×7/8") (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5AZ-3A635-D  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C5AZ-3A635-AA or C5AZ-3A635-AB.

C5AZ-3A635-G  (Pump Kit)   Kit might contain one of two set of components as shown by the brackets. Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3390-B Arm - Pitman (1) C5AZ-3390-C Arm - Pitman
 (1) C5AZ-3504-A Gear assembly (1) C5AZ-3504-C Gear assembly (Saginaw)
 (1) C5AZ-3A525-B Coupling (1) C5AZ-3A525-D Coupling
 (1) C5AZ-3A674-A Pump assembly (1) C5AZ-3A674-B Pump assembly
 (1) C5AZ-3A719-B Hose - pressure (1) C5AZ-3A719-D Hose - pressure
 (1) C5AA-7A713-A Hose - return (1) C5AA-3A732-H Bracket - adjustment
 (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft (1) C5AZ-3A733-C Pulley - pump
 (1) C2OZ-8620-B Belt - pump (1/2"×453/4") (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp - hose
 (5) 42996-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×3/4", grade 8) (2) 55672-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, stover-lock)
 (3) 42997-S8  Bolt  (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 379930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex, flange, lock, grade 5)
 (1) 351318-S8  Washer (flat, 5/16") (2) 353497-S8  Washer (flat, 3/8")
 (1) 72026-S  Pin (cotter, 1/8"×7/8") (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5AZ-3A635-M  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3504-D Gear assembly - steering (1) C5AA-3A713-C Hose - return
 (1) C5OZ-3C511-C Support - pump (1) C5AZ-3A719-H Hose - pressure
 (1) C5AZ-3A525-E Coupling - flange & shaft (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C5AZ-3590-B Arm - Pitman (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C5AA-3A691-C Pump assembly (1) C3OZ-8620-A Belt (1/2"×391/2")
 (1) 42961-A  Bolt (self-locking, 5/16"-18×15/8", grade 8) (1) 34782-S  Lockwasher (3/8", trapezoidal)
 (1) 42997-S8  Bolt  (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 44722-S  Washer (flat, 3/8")
 (1) 376437-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×4") (1) 351318-S8  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 376900-S  Bolt (3/8"-16×21/2") (2) 352981-S8  Washer(3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (1) 33799-S  Nut (3/8"-16) (2) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)
 (1) 55672-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, stover-lock) (1) 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) 339930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex washer lock) (1) Sketch - installation
 (1) 377958-S8  Stud (49/16", 5/16"-18 both ends)

C5AZ-3A635-N  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3504-C Gear assembly - steering (1) C5AA-3A713-C Hose - return
 (1) C5OZ-3C511-C Support - pump (1) C5AZ-3A719-C Hose - pressure
 (1) C5AZ-3A525-E Coupling - flange & shaft (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C5AZ-3590-C Arm - Pitman (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C5AA-3A691-D Pump assembly (1) C3OZ-8620-F Belt (15/32"×511/2")
 (1) 20408-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex) (1) 34782-S  Lockwasher (3/8", trapezoidal)
 (1) 42961-A  Bolt (self-locking, 5/16"-18×15/8", grade 8) (1) 44722-S  Washer (flat, 3/8")
 (1) 42997-S8  Bolt  (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 351318-S8  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 376437-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×4") (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (1) 33799-S  Nut (3/8"-16) (2) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)
 (1) 55672-S8  Nut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, stover-lock) (1) 379278-S8  Hose clamp (5/8")
 (1) 339930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex washer lock) (1) Sketch - installation
 (1) 377958-S8  Stud (49/16", 5/16"-18 both ends)

K–66 Appendix K

Power Steering Kits (continued)

 Accessories Identification K–67

} {kit may have 
either set of five 

components—they 
cannot be mixed.

C5AZ-3A635-S  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3C511-C Support - pump (1) C4AZ-3A733-B Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-E Bracket - pump adjusting - front (1) C4TE-8620-AG Belt (15/32"×451/2")
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-F Bracket - pump adjusting - rear (1) C5AA-19972-B Hose - compressor to condensor
 (1) 20388-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex) (1) 34782-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", trapezoidal)
 (1) 376258-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×31/2", flanged, grade 5) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 376900-S  Bolt (3/8"-16×23/16")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5AZ-3A635-Y  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Contents unknown. (Replaced by C5AZ-3A635-AA or C5AZ-3A635-AB)

C5AZ-3A635-AA  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AA-3A005-B Hose - return (1) C5AZ-3A697-B Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5AZ-3A713-C Hose - return
 (1) C5AR-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C5AZ-3D756-C Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C5AZ-3E683-A Gasket - support stud (1) C5AZ-8620-B Belt (15/32"×493/4")
 (2) 31498-S2  Screw (No. 14-10×3/8" self-threading, hex) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 380795-S100  Clip       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5AZ-3A635-AB  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AA-3A005-B Hose - return (1) C5AZ-3A697-C Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5AZ-3A713-C Hose - return
 (1) C5AR-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C5AZ-3D756-C Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C5AZ-3E683-A Gasket - support stud (1) C5AZ-8620-B Belt (15/32"×493/4")
 (2) 31498-S2  Screw (No. 14-10×3/8" self-threading, hex) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 380795-S100  Clip       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5AZ-3A635-AF  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AA-3A005-B Hose - return (1) C5AZ-3A697-C Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5AZ-3A713-C Hose - return
 (1) C5AR-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C6AZ-3D756-A Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C5AZ-3E683-A Gasket - support stud (1) C5AZ-8620-L Belt (15/32"×493/4")
 (2) 31498-S2  Screw (No. 14-10×3/8" self-threading, hex) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 380795-S100  Clip       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5DZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C5AZ-3A732-B Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C3DZ-3A610-B Retainer - hose insulator (1) C5AZ-3A733-C Pulley - pump
 (1) C5DZ-3A611-A Bracket - hose insulator (1) C3DZ-3C750-B Clamp - hose
 (1) C5DZ-3A674-A Pump assembly (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C5DZ-3A713-B Hose - return (1) C5AE-8620-F Belt (1/2"×453/4")
 (1) C5DZ-3A719-B Hose - pressure (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (3) 42997-S8  Bolt  (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 339930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex washer lock)
 (1) 378702-S8  Washer (flat, 3/8") (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5DZ-3A635-D  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5OZ-3C511-C Bracket - pump support (1) C5DA-3A691-B Pump
 (1) 20408  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex) (2) 34806-S7  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 45554-S8  Bolt (5/16"-18×33/4") (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (1) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex) (1) Sketch - installation
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K–68 Appendix K

Power Steering Kits (continued)

 Accessories Identification K–69

C5DZ-3A635-E  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3C511-C Support - pump (1) C4AZ-3A733-B Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-E Bracket - pump adjusting - front (1) C4TE-8620-AG Belt (15/32"×451/2")
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-F Bracket - pump adjusting - rear (1) C5DA-19972-A Hose - compressor to condensor
 (1) 20388-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex) (1) 34782-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", trapezoidal)
 (1) 376258-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×31/2", flanged, grade 5) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 376900-S  Bolt (3/8"-16×23/16")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5OZ-3A635-A  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C5AZ-3A732-B Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C2OZ-3A610-A Retainer - hose insulator (1) C5AZ-3A733-C Pulley - pump
 (1) C5OZ-3A674-A Pump assembly (1) C3DZ-3C750-B Clamp - hose
 (1) C2OA-3C696-B Strap - hose (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C2OA-3C697-A Spring - hose (1) C2OZ-7542-C Bracket - clutch release spring
 (1) C3OZ-3A713-A Hose - return (1) C5AE-8620-F Belt (1/2"×453/4")
 (1) C5OZ-3A719-A Hose - pressure (1) 40260-S8  Screw (5/16"×3/8", self-tapping)
 (3) 42997-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 34670-S8  Nut (7/16"-14) (1) 40949-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×3/4", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 339930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex washer lock) (5) 370608-S2  Screw (3/8"-16×3/4", serrated shoulder)
 (1) 34808-S7  Lockwasher (7/16") (1) 44722-S8  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 376239-S8  Clip  (1) 378702-S8  Washer (flat, 3/8")
 (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted) (1) Sketch - installation
       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5OZ-3A635-D  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5OZ-3C511-C Bracket - pump support (1) C5OA-3A691-B Pump
 (1) 20408  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex) (2) 34806-S7  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 45554-S8  Bolt (5/16"-18×33/4") (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick)
 (1) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex) (1) Sketch - installation

C5OZ-3A635-F  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3C511-C Support - pump (1) C4AZ-3A733-B Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-E Bracket - pump adjusting - front (1) C4TE-8620-AG Belt (15/32"×451/2")
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-F Bracket - pump adjusting - rear (1) C5OZ-19972-G Hose - compressor to condensor
 (1) 20388-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex) (1) 34782-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", trapezoidal)
 (1) 376258-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×31/2", flanged, grade 5) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 376900-S  Bolt (3/8"-16×23/16")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5OZ-3A635-G  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5AZ-3A697-B Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C5AZ-8620-C Belt (15/32"×493/4")
 (1) C5AR-3D684-A Gasket - pump - support stud (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5OZ-3A635-H  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5AZ-3A697-C Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C5AZ-8620-C Belt (15/32"×493/4")
 (1) C5AZ-3D683-A Gasket - pump - support stud (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5ZZ-3A635-A  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5ZZ-3D600-A Spacer (1) C5ZZ-3A713-B Hose - return
 (1) C3AZ-3670-A Adaptor - pump to reservoir (1) C5ZZ-3A719-B Hose - pressure
 (1) C4ZA-3691-A Hose - reservoir to pump (1) C5ZZ-3A732-A Bracket - pump - front
 (1) C5ZZ-3A697-C Reservoir assembly - pump (1) C5ZZ-3A732-B Bracket - pump - rear
 (2) 20347-S8  Bolt (5/16"-24×3/4", 9/16" hex) (2) 34443-S8  Locknut (5/16"-24, 1/2" hex, grade 5)
 (1) 45757-S  Bolt (3/4"-16×13/4", 11/8" hex head) (2) 44724-S8  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 370063-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×31/16") (2) 97209-S8 Hose clamp (11/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97245-S8  Hose clamp (11/8", solid)

C5ZZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C5ZZ-3A719-A Hose - pressure
 (1) C3DZ-3A610-A Retainer - hose insulator (1) C3DZ-3C750-B Clamp
 (1) C5DZ-3A611-A Bracket - hose insulator (1) C2OZ-6312-B Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C4DZ-3A691-A Pump assembly (1) C3OZ-8620-A Belt (1/2"×391/2")
 (1) C5ZZ-3A713-A Hose - return (1) 33797-S8  Nut (5/16"-18, 7/16" hex)
 (1) 34806-S8  Lockwasher (5/16", medium thickness) (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (3) 34807-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", medium thickness) (2) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)
 (2) 44724-S8  Washer (flat, 5/16") (1) 377958-S8  Stud (435/64" long, 5/16"-18 both ends)
 (2) 352981-S8  Washer (3/8", 1" O.D., 1/8" thick) (1)   Spacer (3/8", 13/32" I.D., 3/4" O.D., 1/4" thick)
 (3) 304703-S8  Bolt  (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex, grade 5) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5ZZ-3A635-E  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C5ZZ-3A635-K.

C5ZZ-3A635-F  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5OZ-3C511-C Bracket - pump support (1) C5DA-3A691-B Pump - reservoir & pulley assembly
 (1) 20408-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×11/8", 9/16" hex) (2) 34806-S7  Washer (flat, 5/16")
 (1) 20486-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×11/2", 1/2" hex) (1) 373293-S8  Screw & washer (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex)
 (1) 45554-S8  Bolt (5/16"-18×33/4") (1) Sketch - installation

C5ZZ-3A635-H  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3C511-C Support - pump (1) C4AZ-3A733-B Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-E Bracket - pump adjusting - front (1) C4TE-8620-AG Belt (15/32"×451/2")
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-F Bracket - pump adjusting - rear (1) C5ZA-19972-A Hose - compressor to condensor
 (1) 20388-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×1", 9/16" hex) (1) 34782-S8  Lockwasher (3/8", trapezoidal)
 (1) 376258-S  Bolt (5/16"-18×31/2", flanged, grade 5) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 376900-S  Bolt (3/8"-16×23/16")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C5ZZ-3A635-J  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C5ZZ-3A635-L.

C5ZZ-3A635-K  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C2OZ-3A609-A Insulator (1) C5AZ-3A732-B Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C3DZ-3A610-A Retainer - hose insulator (1) C3DZ-3C750-B Clamp
 (1) C5DZ-3A611-A Bracket - hose insulator (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C5AR-3D673-C Pulley - pump (1) C5AZ-8509-J Pulley - water pump
 (1) C5DZ-3A674-A Pump (1) C5AE-8620-U Belt (1/2"×451/2)
 (1) C5ZZ-3A713-D Hose - return       or C6DE-8620-A Belt (1/2"×451/2)
 (1) C5ZZ-3A719-A Hose - pressure (1) 40923-S8  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex)
 (1) 42997-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (5) 70608-S2  Screw (3/8"-16×3/4", locking)
 (1) 378702-S8  Washer (flat, 3/8") (1) 379930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex, flange, lock, grade 5)
 (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted) (1) sketch - installation
       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C5ZZ-3A635-L  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5DZ-3A697-A Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C6OE-8620-D Belt (15/32"×491/4")
 (1) C5AR-3D684-A Gasket - pump - support stud (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
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C6DZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C6OZ-3A635-B.

C6OZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C6OZ-3A635-F.

C6OZ-3A635-C  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3A006-C Cap - reservoir filler (1) C5AZ-3A697-D Reservoir assembly - pump
 (1) C5AZ-3D587-A Seal - reservoir (1) C5AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C5AR-3D594-C Seal - pump outlet fitting (1) C6DE-8620-B Belt (15/32"×493/4")
 (1) C5AZ-3D683-A Gasket - pump - support stud (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C6OZ-3A635-F  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C6OZ-3A635-H.

C6OZ-3A635-H  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C6OZ-3C510-D Bracket - hose (1) C5AZ-3A733-C Pulley - pump
 (1) C6OZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C6OZ-3C750-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C6OZ-3A610-A Retainer - hose insulator (1) C5AZ-6312-C Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C6OZ-3A674-B Pump (1) C5AZ-8509-J Pulley - water pump
 (1) C6OZ-3A713-A Hose - return (1) C5AE-8620-U Belt (1/2"×451/2)
 (1) C6OZ-3A719-D Hose - pressure       or C6DE-8620-A Belt (1/2"×451/2)
 (1) C5AZ-3A732-B Bracket - pump adjustment (3) 42997-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8)
 (1) 378702-S8  Washer (flat, 3/8") (1) 379930-S2  Nut (5/16"-18, hex, flange, lock, grade 5)
 (5) 370608-S2  Screw (3/8"-16×3/4", serrated shoulder) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C6ZZ-3A635-B  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C5ZZ-3A635-J.

C7AZ-3A635-C  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3504-A Gear assembly (1) C7AZ-3A674-A Pump assembly
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump (2) C7AA-3C696-B Strap - hose
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-B Support - pump - rear (1) C7AZ-3A713-E Hose - return
 (2) C7AA-3E523-A Clip - hose (1) C7AZ-3A719-B Hose - pressure
 (1) C5AZ-3590-B Arm - Pitman (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - adjustment
 (1) C7MY-3E595-A Shield - splash (1) C5AZ-3A733-C Pulley - pump
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - adjustment bracket (1) C5AZ-6312-E Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C7SZ-3A610-B Clip (1) C7OE-8620-A Belt (1/2"×413/4")
 (1) C7MY-3E634-A Shield - splash - lower (1) 55768-S2  Nut (3/8"-18, friction lock, grade 8, 9/16" hex)
 (3) 42997  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8) (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex)
 (1) 371041-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder) (1) 377060-S2 Stud (3/8"-16×73/8")
 (1) 72026-S  Pin (cotter, 1/8"×7/8") (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (6) 375372-S  Pin - drive (1/4"×5/8")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C7AZ-3A635-F  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3A713-A Hose - return (1) C6AZ-3D746-A Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C7AZ-3A713-B Hose - return (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump (1) C6OZ-8620-A Belt (15/32"×471/4")
 (1) 380397-S  Clip  (3) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 31498-S2  Screw (No. 14-10×3/8" self-threading, hex)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C7AZ-3A635-H  (P/S with T/E Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump (1) C6OE-8620-A Belt (15/32"×471/4")
 (1) Sketch - installation (1) C7OE-8620-C Belt (15/32"×47")

K–70 Appendix K

Power Steering Kits (continued)

 Accessories Identification K–71

C7AZ-3A635-L  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AA-3A005-B Hose - return (1) C6AZ-3D746-A Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C7AZ-3A713-F Hose - return (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-D Pulley - pump (1) C7OE-8620-C Belt (15/32"×47")
 (1) 380397-S  Clip  (3) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 31498-S2 Screw (No. 14-10×3/8" self-threading, hex)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C7OZ-3A635-C  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump adjustment (1) C7OZ-3C510-A Hose bracket (Fairlane/Falcon/Comet)
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-B Support - pump - rear (1) C7ZZ-3C510-B Hose bracket (Mustang/Cougar)
 (2) C7OA-3E523-A Clip - hose (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - adjustment bracket (1) C5AZ-3A733-C Pulley - pump
 (1) C7ZZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C6OZ-3C750-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C7ZZ-3A610-A Retainer - insulator (1) C5AZ-6312-E Pulley - crankshaft - dual
 (1) C7OZ-3A674-A Pump assembly (1) C7OE-7620-A Belt (1/2"×413/4")
 (2) C7AA-3C696-A Strap - hose (1) 40323-S2  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", self-tapping)
 (1) C7OZ-3A713-C Hose - return (3) 42997-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8)
 (1) C7OZ-3A719-E Hose - pressure (1) 371041-S2  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder)
 (1) 55713-S7 Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, stover-lock) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
       or 55768-S7 Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, cone-lock)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex) (1) Sketch - installation
 (1) 377060-S2  Stud  (3/8"-16×73/8")

C7OZ-3A635-D  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump (1) C6OZ-8620-A Belt (15/32"×471/4")
 (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted) (1) Sketch - installation
       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C7OZ-3A635-H  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-D Pulley - pump (1) C7OE-8620-C Belt (15/32"×47")
 (1) Sketch - installation

C7ZZ-3A635-A  (Pump Kit)   Contents unknown. Replaced by C7OZ-3A635-C.

C7ZZ-3A635-E  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-D Pulley - pump (1) C6DE-8620-G Belt (15/32"×483/4")
 (1) Sketch - installation

C8AZ-3A635-B  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3504-A Gear assembly (1) C7AZ-3A674-A Pump assembly
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump (2) C8AA-3C696-A Strap - hose
 (1) C8AZ-3C511-A Support - pump - rear (1) C8AZ-3A713-A Hose - return
 (1) C7AA-3E523-A Clip - hose (1) C8AZ-3A719-A Hose - pressure
       or C8AA-3E523-A  Clip - hose (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - adjustment
 (1) C5AZ-3590-E Arm - Pitman (1) C7AZ-3A733-F Pulley - pump
 (1) C7MY-3E595-A Shield - splash (1) C3AZ-3A762-A Clamp - hose
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - adjustment bracket (1) C7AZ-6A312-A Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C8AZ-3A610-A Clip - tube (1) C6DE-8620-G Belt (15/32"×483/4")
 (1) C7MY-3E634-A Shield - splash - lower (1) 55713-S7 Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, stover-lock)
 (3) 42997  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8)       or 55768-S7 Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, cone-lock)
 (1) 371041-S8  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder) (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex)
 (1) 72026-S  Pin (cotter, 1/8"×7/8") (1) 377060-S2 Stud (3/8"-16×73/8")
 (8) 375372-S  Pin - drive (1/4"×5/8") (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 380396-S100  Clip - hose       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation
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K–72 Appendix K

Power Steering Kits (continued)

 Accessories Identification K–73

C8AZ-3A635-D  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7SZ-3A005-A Hose - return (1) C8AZ-3D746-A Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C8AZ-3A713-B Hose - return (1) C6OE-8620-N Belt ((15/32"×471/4")
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-D Pulley - pump (3) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C8OZ-3A635-C  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump adjustment (1) C7OZ-3C510-A Hose bracket (Fairlane/Falcon/Comet)
 (1) C8OZ-3C511-C Support - pump - rear (1) C8ZZ-3C510-A Hose bracket (Mustang/Cougar)
 (2) C7AA-3E523-A Clip - hose (1) C7OZ-3A713-C Hose - return
       or C8AA-3E523-A  Clip - hose (1) C8OZ-3A719-C Hose - pressure
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - adjustment bracket (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C7ZZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C7AZ-3A733-F Pulley - pump
 (1) C7ZZ-3A610-A Retainer - insulator (1) C7AZ-6A312-A Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C7OZ-3A674-A Pump assembly (1) C8OZ-8509-B Pulley - water pump
 (2) C8OA-3C696-A Strap - hose (1) C9PZ-8620-FR Belt (15/32"×463/4")

 (1) 40923-S2  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex) (1) 55713-S7 Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, stover-lock)
 (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid) (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex)
 (1) 351819-S  Hose clamp (3) 42997-S8  Bolt (self-locking, 3/8"-16×7/8", grade 8)
 (1) 377060-S2  Stud  (3/8"-16×73/8") (1) 371041-S2  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C8OZ-3A635-E  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-D Pulley - pump (1) C6OZ-8620-A Belt (15/32"×471/4")
 (1) Sketch - installation

C9AZ-3A635-E  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C9AA-3A005-A Hose - return (1) C9AZ-3D746-A Cooler assembly - oil
 (1) C9AZ-3A713-A Hose - return (1) C6OE-8620-A Belt (15/32"×471/4")
 (1) C7AZ-3A733-D Pulley - pump (3) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) Sketch - installation       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)

C9AZ-3A635-F  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C9AZ-3504-A Gear assembly (1) C8AA-3C696-A Strap - hose
 (1) C9OZ-3K505-A Adaptor - pump (1) C9AZ-3A713-A Hose - return
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump (1) C9AZ-3A719-D Hose - pressure
 (1) C9AZ-3C511-B Support - pump - rear (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - adjustment
 (1) C7AA-3E523-A Clip - hose (1) C7AZ-3A733-F Pulley - pump
       or C8AA-3E523-A  Clip - hose (1) C9AA-3C746-C Clamp - hose
 (1) C9AZ-3590-B Arm - Pitman (1) C9OZ-6A312-B Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - adjustment bracket (1) C8OZ-8509-B Pulley - water pump
 (1) C8AZ-3A610-A Clip - tube (1) C2TZ-8620-H Belt (15/32"×463/4")
 (1) C7AZ-3A674-A Pump assembly (4) 371041-S2  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder)
 (1) 377060-S2  Stud (3/8"-16×73/8") (1) 382860-S2  Bolt (3/8"-16×61/4")
 (1) 55713-S7  Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, stover-lock) (1) 72026-S  Pin (cotter, 1/8"×7/8")
 (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (2) 381649-S2  Screw (3/8"-16×1", serrated shoulder)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C9OZ-3A635-A  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C8OA-3A005-A Hose - return (1) C9OZ-3A611-A Bracket - hose
 (1) C9OZ-3494-A Hose - pressure (1) C9OZ-3A674-A Pump assembly
 (1) C6OA-3E506-A Clip - pressure & return tube (1) C9OZ-3A713-A Hose - return
 (1) C9OZ-3C510-A Bracket - presure & return tube (1) C9OZ-3A719-A Hose - pressure
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump adjustment (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C9OZ-3C511-A Support - pump rear (1) C7AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - pump adjustment bracket (1) C9OZ-6A312-B Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C7ZZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C8OZ-8509-B Pulley - water pump
 (1) C7ZZ-3A610-A Retainer - hose insulator (1) C6DE-8620-G Belt (15/32"×483/4")
 (1) 40923-S2  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex) (1) 34440-S2  Nut (1/4"-20, cone lock, grade 5, 7/16" hex)
 (4) 371041-S2  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder) (1) 34987-S4  Nut (3/8"-16, hi-hex cone lock, grade 8, 9/16" hex) 
 (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex) (1) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 377060-S2  Stud (3/8"-16×73/8")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) Sketch - installation

C9ZZ-3A635-A  (Pump Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C9ZA-3A005-A Hose - return (1) C9OZ-3A674-A Pump assembly
 (1) C7ZZ-3494-A Hose - pressure (1) C8ZZ-3A713-A Hose - return
 (1) C7ZZ-3C510-A Bracket - presure & return tube (1) C9ZZ-3A719-A Hose - pressure
 (1) C7AZ-3C511-A Support - pump adjustment (1) C7SZ-3A732-A Bracket - pump adjustment
 (1) C9OZ-3C511-A Support - pump rear (1) C7AZ-3A733-A Pulley - pump
 (1) C7SZ-3D600-A Spacer - pump adjustment bracket (1) C9OZ-6A312-B Pulley - crankshaft
 (1) C7ZZ-3A609-A Insulator - hose (1) C8OZ-8509-B Pulley - water pump
 (1) C7ZZ-3A610-A Retainer - hose insulator (1) C6DE-8620-G Belt (15/32"×483/4")
 (1) 40923-S2  Screw (5/16"-18×1/2", cutter thread, hex) (1) 55713-S7 Nut (3/8"-16, 9/16" hex, stover-lock)
 (4) 371041-S2  Bolt (3/8"-16×7/8", serrated shoulder)       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) 378720-S2  Nut (5/8"-18, 15/16" hex) (2) 97201-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", slotted)
 (1) 377060-S2  Stud (3/8"-16×73/8")       or 97237-S8  Hose clamp (5/8", solid)
 (1) 378459-S2  Screw (5/16"-18×5/8", thread cutter) (1) Sketch - installation

C9ZZ-3A635-E  (P/S to A/C Adaptor Kit)   Consists of:
 (1) C5AZ-3A733-F Pulley - pump (1) C6OZ-8620-A Belt (15/32""×471/4")
 (1) Sketch - installation
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(Ad Courtesy of Ford Motor Company — first printed in late 1963 or early 64 )
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Appendix L – Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits

ABDC ................................. After Bottom Dead Center
A/C ....................................................... air conditioning
A/T .......................................... automatic transmission
ATDC ........................................ After Top Dead Center
BBDC ................................ Before Bottom Dead Center
BTDC ...................................... Before Top Dead Center
C4 ........................................C4 automatic transmission
H/D ...............................................................heavy duty
HiPo ................................................... high performance
Imco .............................. Improved combustion control
L/N ........................................ Leece/Neville alternator
M/T ..............................................manual transmission
O/D ...........................................overdrive transmission
O.S.I. .......................Obsolete, Supersede, Interchange
P/B .............................................................power brakes
P/C ...................................................................Police Car
P.F. .........................................................premium-fueled
PCV ............................... positive crankcase ventilation
P/S .......................................................... power steering
R.F. ........................................................... regular-fueled
RPM .......................................... revolutions per minute
T/E ................................. thermactor emissions control
TSB ........................................Technical Service Bulletin
X/C .............................................................extra cooling
2V .................................................two-barrel carburetor
4/S ............................................... 4-speed transmission
4V ................................................ four-barrel carburetor

Abbreviations

Abbreviations are used in a variety of places throughout this book. Generally, a key is provided nearby to decipher 
the abbreviation. The common abbreviations that may be found are repeated here for convenience.

A sources listing is provided to document where some information was collected. In particular, the magazines 
listed provided valuable information as to what engines looked like and where decals were placed.

Credits are listed to acknowledge magazine sources and Ford factory photos and illustrations which are included. 
These are listed in the order in which they appear in the book. Photo credits, where known and other than the author, 
are given where those photos appear.

Introduction

Sources for Ford and Mercury information were varied, diverse, and wide spread—shop manuals, master parts catalogs, cross 
references. But Ford also produced yearly parts catalogs, quickly/ready reference catalogs, O.S.I. catalogs, owners manuals, 
buyer’s digests, sales catalogs/brochures, ads, high performance catalogs, shop tips, etc. The combination of these sources, along 
with magazine articles and individual knowledge, gives a reasonably complete picture of what was happening in small block V8 
evolution between the years 1962/69. Add in “junkyard research”, and a project such as this book becomes an achievable goal.
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L–2 Appendix L  Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits L–3

Motor Trend
“Ford Fairlane 500, Road Test”  April 1962, pages 28–33.
“S-22 Comet V-8”  McVay, Bob.  August 1963, pages 44–49.
“Road Testing An American Hybrid”  Wright, Jim. September 1963, pages 34–39.
“Fairlane Sports Coupe, Road Test”  Wright, Jim.  January 1964, pages 50–55.
“Falcon Sprint, Road Test”  Wright, Jim.  February 1964, pages 48–53.
“Fairlane Ranch Wagon”  July 1964, pages 36, 37.
“Mustang, Road Test”  McVay, Bob.  August 1964, pages 44–49.
“2 Comets, Hot & Cool”  Ethridge, John.  May 1965, pages 24–31.
“Mustang GT-350”  Ethridge, John. May 1965, pages 66–69.
“Hauling Ranchero”  McVay, Robert E.  July 1965, pages 40, 41.
“Falcon’s-A Pair”  McVay, Robert E.  March 1966, pages 55–57.

Motorcade
“High Performance, Road Test”  October 64, page 72.

Mustang Monthly
“First Come First Serve”  Newcomer, Les.  October 1983, pages 17–19. 
“Four Barrel Fix-up”  Heasley, Jerry.  June 1986, pages 21–30.

Popular Hot Rodding
“Ford Mustang”  May 1964, pages 16–19. 
“High Performance Mustang”  June 1964, pages 72–74.

Road & Track
“Ford Mustang, Road Test”  August 1964, pages 27–31.

Special Interest Auto
“First Mustang: Trendsetter of the 1960’s”  Lamm, Michael.  September-October 1974, pages 12–17.

Sports Car Graphic
“Mustang with High Performance Options”  Titus, Jerry. Photos by Darryl Norenberg & Toby Palmieri. 

 September 1964, pages 48–51.

Parts Catalogs
Ford Passenger Car Parts and Accessories Catalog - 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969
Ford Car Master Parts Catalog - 1960/64, 1960/65, 1960/68, 1965/72
Mercury Master Parts Catalog - 1960/62, 1960/63, 1960/64, 1965, 1965/66, 1967, 1965/68, 1965/72
Ford Quick Reference Catalog - 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965
Ford Ready Reference Catalog - 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969

Technical Service Bulletins
Ford - 1962 through 1969
Mercury - 1962 through 1969

Obsolete, Supersede, Interchange Manual
Ford & L-M Volume 3, July 1967
Ford & L-M Volume 4, January 1980
Ford & L-M Volume 5

Sources Sources
(CONTINUED

Magazine Articles

Auto Sports
“Fairlane’s Have New Look, But are Same Good Performers at Heart”  October 1963, pages 61–63.

Car and Driver
“Road Research Report: Ford Mustang”  May 1964, pages 40–43, 126.

Car Life
“Mercury Meteor, Road Test”  April 1962, pages 19–23.
“Ford Fairlane 260 Sports Coupe, Road Test”  August 1962, pages 50–53.
“Fastback Fords” Shattuck, Dennis.  February 1963, pages 12–17.
“Comet S-22 Sportster”  July 1963, pages 26–31.
“Total Performance & New Sheet Metal”  Bond, John R.  September 1963, pages 22–29.
“High Performance for the Fairlane”  Huntington, Roger.  November 1963, pages 42–43.
“Comets on the Carrousel”  Booth, Gene.  January 1964, pages 13–17.
“Comet Caliente, Road Test”  January 1964, pages 18–22.
“Ford Custom 500 4-Door Sedan, Road Test”  January 1964, pages 28–31.
“Comet Cyclone”  April 1964, pages 56–58.
“Lightweight Iron”  Hunt, Allen.  August 1964, pages 65–67.
“Automated Accelerators”  Huntington, Roger.  October 1964, pages 69–72.
“Ford Fairlane 500, Road Test”  March 1965, pages 74–77.
“Fangs for the 289”  Wright, Jim.  Special Edition - Mustang - A Complete Guide.  1965, pages 74–77
“Family Cars, What Do You Get?”  June 1968, pages 50–57.
“Parts-Counter Power for Small Block Fords”  Dinkel, John. May 1970, pages 14–18.

Cars
“The ’62 Fairlane and Merc Meteor”  Walordy, Alex.  January 1962, pages 24–29, 80, 82.
“FOMOCO’s All New 221 Cube V8”  Walordy, Alex.  February 1962, pages 10–13, 80, 82.
“Swap A 221 Ford V8 Into Any Comet”  Walordy, Alex.  February 1962, pages 10–17, 70.
“The New Merc Meteor”  Walordy, Alex  May 1962, pages 50–53.
“FOMOCO Goes Big on Performance for 63½”  Jacolow, Melvin F.  March 1963, pages 36–41, 84–86.
“Ford’s New 271 HP Fairlane Goes!”  Schorr, Martyn.  July 1963, pages 16–18, 72.
“Ford’s New 289 Has Potential-Plus”  Walordy, Alex.  July 1963, pages 12–15, 80.
“Performance Testing the 271 HP ’64 Fairlane”  March 64, pages 42–46. 
“Potent is the Word for the New Caliente”  Walordy, Alex.  February 1964, pages 35–38, 79.

Classic Sixties
“The Durability Run Comets”  Bob Mannel & Larry Dodd.  September 1983, pages 26–29.

Custom Rodder
“Ford’s Big 3 For ’64”  Schorr, Martyn L.  November 1963, pages 13–22.
“Dragging the 289 Fairlane”  Schorr, Martyn L.  March 1964, pages 11–15.

Hot Rod
“Ford’s New 221-Inch V8”  Brock, Ray.  November 1961, pages 26–31, 110, 112.
“Comets on Safari”  Brock, Ray.  May 1964, pages 26–31, 112.
“Ford’s Wildest Mustang”  O’Shea, Paul.  June 1964, pages 28, 29.
“Town & Country Hauler”  Dahlquist, Eric.  April 1966, pages 30–33, 88.
“How to Pump-Up Your 289/302 Ford”  Baker, C. J.  December 1972, pages 98–101.
“By the Numbers”  January 1981, pages 52–61.
“Polished Performance”  June 1983, pages 41, 42.

Motor Life
“Ford’s New Fairlane”  MacDonald, Don.  November 1961, pages 46–49.
“Ford’s Compact V-8”  Huntington, Roger.  November 1961, pages 50–52, 88, 89.
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L–4 Appendix L  Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits L–5

Sources
(CONTINUED

Master Cross Reference List
Ford & L-M Volume 2, April 1966 Ford & L-M Volume 3, April 1970

Shop Manuals
1962 Fairlane 1965 Comet, Falcon, Fairlane & Mustang
1962 Meteor 1966 Ford & Mercury
1963 Fairlane & Meteor Supplement 1966 Comet, Falcon, Fairlane & Mustang
1963 Galaxie Supplement 1967 Ford & Mercury
1964 Ford & Mercury 1967 Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon, Mercury-Int., & Mustang
1964 Fairlane Supplement 1968 Ford & Mercury
1964 Comet & Falcon 1968 Cougar, Fairlane, Falcon, Montego & Mustang
1964 Mustang (TSB, March 16, 1964 1969 Ford Car
1965 Ford & Mercury

Engine Assembly Manuals (reproductions from Jim Osborn)
1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1969

Shop Tips
February 1964 - Cobra Kits and 289 HP Specs
April-May 1964 - Ford Mustang

Showroom Catalogs
Fairlane - 1962, 1962½, 1963, 1963 1/2, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969
Falcon - 1963½, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969
Mustang - 1964½, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969
Ford - 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969
Meteor - 1962, 1962½, 1963
Comet - 1963½, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969
Cougar - 1967, 1968

Other Advertising
Buyer’s Digest - 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967

Other Ford Publications
Total Performance, 1964
Ford High Performance, 1964
Ford High Performance, 1966
Muscle Parts, 1969
Off Highway Parts catalog, circa 1972
Ford V-8 Power & Performance (1963½ Technical Information  FOR PRESS USE ONLY, dated 1-9-63

Other Publications
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., “The New Ford Fairlane V-8 Engine” by G.F. Stirrat (Engine & Foundry 

Division, Ford Motor Company

Personal Photo Credits
Photos not the author’s are acknowledged in the photo caption or with a statement in the immediate area.
Some photo credits are unknown by the author. If notified as to the photographer, credit will be incorporated 

into future revisions of the media.
Special thanks to Ford Motor Company for the many factory photos and illustrations which are credited where 

they appear.

Magazine Photos (in order of appearance)

CARS - May 1962 - break-in oil filter (2–31)
MOTOR LIFE - November 1961 - stamped steel generator bracket (2–42)
HOT ROD - November 1961 - engine “hot tests” (2–54)
CARS - March 1963 - 1963 Sprint air cleaner (3–36 )
MOTOR TREND - August 1963 - 1963 Comet air cleaner decals (3–38)
CARS - March 1964 - 1964 Fairlane HiPo (4–21)
SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC - September 1964 - 1964 1/2 Mustang HiPo with automatic choke (4–21)
HOT ROD - May 1964 - 1964 Safari Comet HiPo (4–21)
HOT ROD - April 1964 - 1964½ Mustang HiPo with manual choke (4–22)
MUSTANG MONTHLY - October 1983 - First Mustang (4–32)
POPULAR HOT RODDING - May 1964 - Mustang with Fairlane style air cleaner (4–32)
MOTOR TREND - July 1964 - 1964 Comet air cleaner decals (4–34 )
MOTOR TREND - January 1964 - 1964 Fairlane air cleaner decals (4–34 )
CARS - March 1964 - 1964 Fairlane HiPo air cleaner decals (4–34 )
ROAD & TRACK - August 1964 - 1964½ Mustang air cleaner decals (4–35 )
CARS - March 1964 - coil ignition wire (4–49)
CAR LIFE - January 1964 - 1964 A/C system tag (4–56 )
CAR LIFE - March 1965 - 1965 Fairlane fuel line (5–25 )
AUTOCAR - circa 1962 - Canadian style 4V air cleaner (7–17 )
CAR LIFE - June 1968 - valve cover decal (8–33 and A–7 )
SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC - May 1962 - HP260 Cobra (I–15 )
CAR LIFE - December 1962 - Dearborn Steel Tubing ’62 Falcon with HP260 (I–15 and I–43)
ROAD TEST - July 1965 - Seunbeam Tiger (I–16 )
CARS - July 1963 - 1963½ 289 HiPo pre-rproduction Fairlane (I–18)
HOT ROD - May 1964 - 1964 African Safari Comet HiPo engine (I–23 and I–68)
CUSTOM RODDER - March 1964 - 1964 Fairlane HiPo fender emblem (I–25 and I–68)
MOTOR TREND - May 1965 - 1965 Mustang GT-350 (I–26 )
HOT ROD - December 1972 - 289 HiPo production total (I–27 )
MOTOR TREND - September 1963 - Cobra engine compartment (I–42)
CUSTOM RODDER - March 1964 - 1964 Fairlane HiPo engine (I–67 )
SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC - September 1964 - 1964½ Mustang HiPo engine (I–67 )
SPORTS CAR GRAPHIC - September 1964 - 1964½ Mustang HiPo fender emblem (I–68)
POPULAR HOT RODDING - June 1964 - 1964½ Mustang HiPo fender emblem (I–68)

Ford Factory Photos and Illustrations (in order of appearance)

1964½ Mustang engine compartment (cover)
1962 221 V8 - left 3/4 view (below Special Thanks)
1962 221 V8 - right 3/4 view (below Special Thanks)
1963 260 V8 - left 3/4 view (below Special Thanks)
1963 260 V8 - right 3/4 view (below Special Thanks)
1965 289 V8 - left 3/4 view (below Special Thanks)
1962 221 V8 Engine - left 3/4 sectional (before Chapter 1)
1962 221 V8 - front sectional (end of Chapter 1)

Credits
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 Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits L–7L–6 Appendix L

1962 Fairlane 500 4-door Sedan (before Chapter 2)
1962 Meteor 2-door Sedan (before Chapter 2)
1962 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe (before Chapter 2)
1962 Rotunda oil filter (2–31)
Pre-production 221 V8 with stamped steel generator mount and support bar (2–42)
40 & 60 amp L/N alternator mounts (2–44 )
1963 Galaxie 2-door Sedan (before Chapter 3)
1963½ Falcon “Sprint” Hardtop (before Chapter 3)
1963½ Comet S-22 Hardtop (before Chapter 3)
1963 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe - 2 photos (3–5 )
1963 Meteor S-33 - two photos (3–5 )
Connecting rod oil squirt hole (3–10)
289 HiPo choke tube and shield (3–34 )
289 HiPo pre-production choke tube - three photos (3–34 )
1963 Fairlane 289 HiPo illustration (3–36 )
260 Sprint pre-production air cleaner - 2 photos (3–36 )
289 HiPo low profile air cleaner (3–38)
Decal on air cleaner (3–38)
1963 HiPo air cleaner & decals (3–39)
1963 HiPo generator & decal (3–51)
A/C compressor (3–57 )
Autolite 4100 secondary diaphragm instruction sheet (3–72)
1964 Comet Caliente Hardtop (before Chapter 4 )
1964 Falcon Sprint Convertible (before Chapter 4 )
1964½ Mustang Hardtop (before Chapter 4 )
1964 Galaxie 500/XL 4-door Hardtop (4–5 )
1964 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe (4–5 )
1964 Fairlane Custom Ranch Wagon (4–5 )
Pre-production 19641/2 Mustang with Fairlane air cleaner (4–32, 4–34 )
1964½ Mustang air cleaner (4–32)
1964 Comet Cyclone air cleaner decal (4–34 )
1964½ Mustang air cleaner decals - two different photos (4–35 )
1964 Rotunda oil filter (4–38)
1964½ Mustang tall oil cap (4–40)
1964 Galaxie with Ford alternator (4–52)
1964½ Mustang P/B tubes - two different photos (4–54 )
1964½ Mustang A/C system tag (4–56 )
Idle compensator valve for 1964 non-emission reduction engines with A/C (4–56 )
1964½ Mustang compressor (4–57 )
C4 HiPo flex-plate illustration (4–67 )
PCV valve types (4–73)
Dual-point distributor with solid core wires (4–79)
1964½ Mustang (with A/C) power steering adaptor kit instructions (4–83-85 )
1965 Mustang Fastback (before Chapter 5 )
1965 Falcon Futura Hardtop (before Chapter 5 )
1965 289 fender emblem (before Chapter 5 )
1965 289 HiPo fender emblem (before Chapter 5 )
1965 Falcon Sprint fender emblem (before Chapter 5 )
1965 Ford Galaxie 500/XL (5–4 )
1965 Fairlane 500 Sports Coupe (5–4 )

Credits
(CONTINUED

1965 Fairlane 500 Wagon (5–4 )
1965 Comet Villager Wagon (5–7 )
1965 Comet Caliente Hardtop (5–7 )
1965 Comet Cyclone Hardtop (5–7 )
1965 oil pressure sender positioning (5–28)
1964 & 1965 oil filters - two pictures (5–28)
1965 road draft tubes - three illustrations (5–31)
1965 ignition coil mounting location (5–41)
Idle compensator valve for 1965 non-emission reduction engines with A/C (5–53)
1965 Mustangs with blue pulley alternators (5–81)
1965 Mustang Hardtop (end of Chapter 5 )
1965 Mustang Fastback (end of Chapter 5 )
1965 Mustang Convertible (end of Chapter 5 )
1966 Galaxie 500 2-door Hardtop (before Chapter 6 )
1966 Fairlane 500 Convertible (before Chapter 6 )
1966 Mustang Hardtop (before Chapter 6 )
1966 Falcon Club Coupe (6–3)
1965 289 fender emblem (6–3)
1966 Falcon Futura Wagon (6–3)
1966 Mustang “GT” Hardtop (6–3)
1966 Mercury Comet Cyclone “GT” (6–5 )
1966 Fairlane “GT” (6–5 )
1966 Fairlane 500/XL (6–5 )
1966 Rotunda oil filter (6–26 )
1966 heater hose by-pass (6–29)
1966 T/E hose routing (6–39)
1967 Ford Galaxie 500 (before Chapter 7 )
1967 Cougar Hardtop (before Chapter 7 )
1967 Mustang “GT” (before Chapter 7 )
1967 Comet Capri Hardtop (7–3)
1967 Fairlane 500 4-door Sedan (7–3)
1967 Falcon Futura Sports Coupe (7–3)
1967 289 fender emblem (7–3)
1967 Autolite oil filter (7–21)
1967 distributor vacuum advance hose (7–24 )
1967 289 HiPo air by-pass hose - two illustrations (7–26 )
1968 Mustang Hardtop (before Chapter 8)
1968 Cougar Hardtop (before Chapter 8)
1968 Galaxie 500 Convertible (before Chapter 8)
1968 Torino Fastback (8–3)
1968 Cyclone Fastback (8–3)
1968 Falcon Sports Coupe (8–3)
1968 302 fender emblem (8–3)
Oil lubrication through thrust plate (8–32)
1969 Mustang Hardtop (before Chapter 9)
1969 Falcon Futura 4-door Sedan (before Chapter 9)
1969 LTD 2-door Hardtop (9–3)
1969 Cyclone (9–3)
1969 Fairlane 500 2-door Hardtop (9–3)
1964 289 High Performance engine cutaway (epilogue)

Credits
(CONTINUED

Ford Factory Photos and Illustrations (continuedFord Factory Photos and Illustrations (continued
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L–8 Appendix L

Credits
(CONTINUED

1962 Fairlane 500 4-door Sedan (before Appendix A)
1962 Meteor Custom 2-door Sedan (before Appendix A)
Water pump engine label (A–7 )
1962 221 V8 right 3/4 view (A–134 )
1962 221 V8 leftt 3/4 view (A–135 )
Internal components (A–136 )
Crankshaft & related (A–136 )
Cylinder head & related (A–137 )
Oil pump, oil pan & related (A–137 )
Camshaft & related (A–138)
Valve train & related (A–138)
Piston & related (A–138)
Intake manifold & related (A–139)
PCV & related (A–139)
Bellhousing & related (A–140)
Oil filter & related (A–140)
Exhaust manifold connection & related (A–141)
1965 Galaxie A/C hose routing & related (A–141)
Water pump and heater bypass (A–141)
Heater hose routing (A–141)
Air cleaner & related (A–142)
Choke tube & related (A–143)
Fuel line & related (A–144 )
1965 289 V8 (A–144 )
Fuel pump & related (A–145 )
Accelerator linkage & related (A–146-147 )
Sunbeam Tiger 260 V8 (Rootes) (A–149)
Why are we painting all our engines blue?” - 1966 ad (before Appendix B)
“Cobra Tonic” - 1964 ad (before Appendix C )
“Air Gulp” Thermactor system (C–37 )
“Air Bypass” Thermactor Cleveland system (C–38)
“Air Bypass” Thermactor Windsor system (C–39)
Thermactor air pump & related (C–39)
1968 Thermactor system (C–40)
Autolite 2100 2-V carburetor (C–41)
Autolite 4100 4-V carburetor (C–42)
Autolite 4300 4-V carburetor (C–43)
Autolite 4100 carburetor tune-up (C–94-103)
“Ford Motor Company Switches to Autolite Spark Plugs” - 1961 ad (before Appendix D)
1962-64 Distributor & related (D–16 )
1965 & later Distributor & related (D–17 )
1968-69 Distributor vacuum systems (D–19)
1963 Ignition wiring in a Fairlane (D–36 )
1964 Ignition wiring - three illustrations (D–37 )
1965 Ignition wiring - three illustrations (D–37 )
1970 Ignition wiring - three illustrations (D–37 )
“More good news for the strong-little-engine addicts” - 1964 ad (before Appendix E )
“Potential? Fairlane fires the second stage! 260 Ford V-8” - 1962 ad (end of Appendix E )

Ford Factory Photos and Illustrations (continued

 Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits L–9

Credits
(CONTINUED

Ford Factory Photos and Illustrations (continued
“All New Comet Cyclone… With a Heritage 100,000 Miles Long” - 1964 ad (before Appendix F )
“Some of the fast answers: Ford’s performance option arsenal” - 1965 ad (end of Appendix F )
“Now Fairlane bolts 271 solid-lifter horsepower to a high-shift automatic!” - 1965 ad (before Appendix G )
“Put away the boring bar - we’ve done it for you!” - 1963 ad (before Appendix H )
1964 Fairlane High Performance Engine (before Appendix I )
289 HiPo Illustration from the 1963 Ford’s Buyer’s Digest (I–2)
1963½ 289 HiPo displayed by Buck Yearbeck (I–17 )
1963½ 289 HiPo Fairlane prototype information (I–17 )
1963 NHRA Summer Nationals with Doug Nash and Milo Colman (I–19)
1964 Daytona 100,000-Mile Durability Comet (I–20-21)
1964 Safari Comet 289 HiPo (I–23 and I–68)
C4OE-6010-D 289 HiPo Block Assembly Blueprint Specs (I–31)
Mercury 1964 TSBs 3 and 3A (I–46-54 )
1964/65 Fairlane “Arvinode” HiPo Exhaust System (I–61)
1964/65 Mustang HiPo Exhaust System (I–64 )
1965 Mustang HiPo “Arvinode” Exhaust System (I–64 )
289 HiPo - three different photos (I–66 )
289 HiPo front sectional (I–67 )
289 HiPo with P/S and A/C - three photos (I–69)
Cylinder head shim gasket instruction sheet (I–80)
Tri-power accelerator instruction sheets (I–86-89)
Catalogs covers - Ford High Performance (I–97 )
Ford Performance Tips from Ak Miller (I–98-109)
Engine kit (I–110)
Cylinder head kit (I–110)
Single 4V induction kit (I–112)
Tri-power induction kit (I–114 )
Dual quad induction kit (I–118)
Weber induction kit (I–119)
Webers being installed on a 1964 Fairlane (I–119)
1966 dual quad hi-riser induction kit (I–120)
1969 single 4V hi-riser induction kit (I–120)
HiPo camshaft kit (I–123)
Steel shim head gasket set (I–123)
Piston kit (I–123)
HiPo distributor kit (I–124 )
Cobra oil pan (I–124 )
Cobra scattershield (I–125 )
Clutch disc and pressure plate kit (I–125 )
Valve cover kits - two photos (I–128)
Dress-up kit (I–128)
Cobra Medallion kit (I–128)
Falcon dual exhaust kit (I–130)
1964 Fairlane with chrome Lake Pipes (I–130)
Hydraulic cam - C9OZ-6250-C (I–144 )
Mechanical cam - C7FE-6250-A (I–144 )
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Dual-point conversion kit instruction sheet (I–148,149)
C9OZ-6250-C camshaft instruction sheet (I–149)
Comparison of 289/302 and 351 Windsor cylinder head combustion chambers (I–150)
Comparison of 289/302 and 351 Windsor cylinder head passageway sizes (I–150)
Conventional rocker arm with mechanical cam (I–151)
Push rod guide plate (I–151)
289/302 valve train with 351 heads and pop-up piston (I–151)
351 valve train with hydraulic cam (I–151)
Comparison of 289/302 and 351 Windsor water passageways (I–151)
Pop-up pistons (I–151)
Intake and exhaust valve dimenions (I–154 )
Muscle Parts Catalog cover (end of Appendix I )
289 HiPo connecting rod bolts - 1963/64 illustrations ( J–9)
Block repair areas - 1965 illustrations ( J–11)
Crankshaft pulley and accessory mounting bolts - 1968 illustrations ( J–13)
Crankshaft rear seal - 1969 illustrations ( J–14 )
Head removal - 1964 illustrations ( J–15 )
Cavity filler - 1963 illustration ( J–22)
Galaxie throttle linkage support - 1963 illustrations) ( J–24 )
Choke heater hose clamp - 1963 illustrations ( J–25 )
Fuel line support bracket - 1963 illustration ( J–26 )
Choke spring substitution - 1963 illustration ( J–27 )
Comet carburetor linkage substitution - 1963 illustration ( J–28)
Galaxie carburetor linkage substitution - 1963 illustrations ( J–28)
Falcon/Comet throttle linkage - 1964 illustrations ( J–29)
4V carburetor secondary throttle rework - 1964 illustrations ( J–30)
Proper spring installation with Elastomer type carburetor - 1964 illustration ( J–31)
4V rough idle rework - 1965 illustrations ( J–32)
Nylon secondary throttle control lever - 1965 illustrations ( J–33)
Mustang convertible engine compartment bracing - 1965 illustrations ( J–33)
1967 4V accelerator pump linkage change - 1966 illustrations ( J–35 )
1967 4V fuel bowl vent rework - 1966 illustration ( J–36 )
1967 4V throttle shaft rework - 1966 illustrations ( J–37 )
1967 4V vent rework - 1966 illustrations ( J–37 )
1967 4V choke rework - 1967 illustrations ( J–38)
2V fuel bowl vent adjustment - 1967 illustrations ( J–39)
Solenoid installation to counter “dieseling” - 1968 illustrations ( J–41)
Mustang Arvinode muffler replacement - 1965 illustrations ( J–42)
Mustang Arvinode muffler replacement - 1965 illustrations ( J–43)
1965½ Mustang Arvinode Dual Exhaust System - 1965 illustration ( J–46 )
1965½ Mustang with 289 High Performance V8 - Dual Exhaust System - 1965 illustration ( J–47 )
New oil filter mounting bolt - 1962 illustrations ( J–49)
PCV valve - 1962 illustration ( J–51)
1962/64 PCV systems - 1964 illustrations ( J–53)
1964 California closed ventilation systems - 1964 illustrations ( J–53)
PCV valves - 1964 illustrations ( J–54 )
Oil cap decal - 1963 illustration ( J–56 )

L–10 Appendix L

Credits
(CONTINUED

Retro-fit of cast iron water pump to replace aluminum water pump - 1965 illustrations ( J–59)
Thermal sensing distributor vacuum valve - 1966 illustration ( J–63)
1962 Fairlane/Meteor A/C compressor mount modifications - 1962 illustrations ( J–69-70)
1962 Fairlane/Meteor P/S support modifications when A/C installed - 1962 illustrations ( J–71)
Horn relocation when P/S remote reservoir installed - 1964 illustrations ( J–72)
New 1965 Eaton P/S pump support bracket - 1965 illustration ( J–73)
Adjustment of Ford design P/S pump - 1965 illustration ( J–74 )
New A/C compressor seal with dust shield - 1967 illustrations ( J–77 )
1967 Mustang/Cougar A/C idler pulley - 1967 illustrations ( J–78)
1968 pressure hose indexing bracket - 1968 illustration ( J–79)
1969 P/S tags - 1969 illustrations ( J–80)
“Now! Cobra kits from your Ford Dealer” - 1964 ad (end of Appendix J )
“Now Fairlane grows four on the floor!” - 1962 ad (before Appendix K )
Generator 30 amp and 40 amp & related (K–5)
1962-64 Lecee-Neville alternator 40 & 60 amp & related (K–18)
1965-66 Lecee-Neville alternator 53 & 60 amp & related (K–19)
1964 Ford alternator 42 amp & related (K–19)
Ford alternator 38, 42, 45, and 55 amp & related (K–20)
Ford alternator 65 amp & related (K–20)
Alternator mounting & related (K–21)
Starter motor & related (K–31)
1962 A/C system (K–40)
1963-64 A/C system (K–41)
1965-67 before 1-3-67 Galaxie-style A/C system (K–41)
1965-67 before 1-3-67 Fairlane-style A/C system (K–42)
1967 Mustang A/C system (K–42)
1967 from 1-3-67 to 1968 before 3-1-68 A/C systems (K–43)
1968 from 3-1-68 A/C system (K–44)
1967 Hang-on A/C system (K–44)
York and Tecumseh compressors & related (K–45)
1962 P/S system (K–58)
1963-64 P/S system (K–58)
1965 and later P/S system (K–59)
1964½ Mustang P/S system kit (K–60-61)
“Cobra Kits from your Ford Dealer!” - 1964 ad (end Appendix K )
Ford Catalogs and Shop Manual covers (before Appendix L)
1965 Mustang Hardtop (after Photo Index)
1965 Mustang Convertible (after Photo Index)

 Abbreviations, Sources, and Credits L–11

Credits
(CONTINUED

Ford Factory Photos and Illustrations (continuedFord Factory Photos and Illustrations (continued
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Index of
Photos, Illustrations, Tables and Part Numbers

Air cleaner  2–24,25(2C13,14); 2–55(2L4); 3–34-39(3C25-32); 
3–65(3LA1); 3–70(3LA13); 3–72(3LC1); 
4–31-35(4C29-33); 4–39-41(4F2-5); 
4–69-70(4LC3-5); 5–21-24(5C8-14); 
6–20,21(6C11-13); 7–16,17(7C15-17); 8–20(8C7); 
8–24(8C13); 8–27-29(8C17-20); 8–32(8F1); 
9–15(9C6); I–0; J–25; J–53

decals  2–25(2C14); 3–38,39(3C31,32); 3–72(3LC1); 
4–34,35(4C32,33); 4–70(4LC4); 5–22-24(5C11-14); 
5–75(5LC2); 6–21(6C13); 7–16(7C16); 
8–28,29(8C19,20); 8–33(8F2); 9–15(9C6)

filter  2–57(2LC1); 4–69(4LC4); 5–76(5LC4); I–0
Air conditioning  2–48-53(2K5-11); 3–56-63(3K8-22); 

4–55-59(4K4-9); 4–82-85(4LK1-2); 5–53-66(5K9-29); 
5–86-88(5LK4-7); 6–44-51(6K19-30); 
7–30-41(7K9-25); 8–50-57(8K13-27); 
9–26-30(9K6-13); B–18,19; B–21; B–23-25; F–6,7; 
F–10; I–69; J–69-71; J–77,78; K–32,33

Alternator  2–44(2J5,6); 3–52(3J4,5); 4–52,53(4J3,4); 
4–80,81(4LJ2-4); 5–42-47(5J1-7); 5–81-84(5LJ1-8); 
6–31(6J1); 6–34(6K6); 7–26(7J1); 7–45(7LJ1); 
8–41(8J1); 9–23(9J1); 9–27(9K7); B–13; K–7-9; 
K–22,23

Automatic transmission HiPo C4  I–56-59
Automatic transmission tubes  6–31(6K1); 7–26(7K1)
Bearings 

camshaft  2–16(2B13)
connecting rod  2–8(2A16); 3–11(3A10); 6–7(6A4); 

9–6(9A5); I–72
crankshaft  2–7(2A14); 5–11(5A8); 9–5(9A3); I–71

Bellhousing  3–69(3LA10); 5–71(5LA13); I–74; I–79
Camshaft  2–16,17(2B13,14); 3–20(3B8); 7–7(7B4); G–1; 

G–3; I–34
bearings  2–16(2B13)
sprocket  2–17(2B14); 3–20(3B9,10); 4–12(4B8); 

5–15(5B5); 6–13(6B7); 8–16,17(8B7,8); 8–32(8E4); 
9–12(9B7,8); I–73

thrust plate  2–17(2B14); 3–20(3B9); 4–12(4B8); 
5–15(5B5); 8–6(8A4); 8–16,17(8B7,8); 8–32(8E4); 
9–12(9B8); I–73

Carburetor  2–20-22(2C4-8); 2–58(2LC4); 3–25-30(3C8-17); 
3–72-75(3LC2-7); 4–16-24(4C6-18); 4–69(4LC1,2); 
4–71(4LC8); 5–18-20(5C3-6); 5–74(5LC1); 
6–16-18(6C2-7); 7–9-15(7C3-14); 7–44(7LC1); 
8–18-20(8C2-8); 8–22-26(8C11-15); 9–13-15(9C2-4); 
C–2; C–13; C–15; C–21; J–22; J–24,25; J–27; J–30-33; 
J–35-39; J–41

choke tube  2–24(2C12); 2–27(2D3); 3–34,35(3C25,26); 
3–43(3D3); 4–30(4C28); 6–19,20(6C9,10); 
7–15(7C14); 9–15(9C6)

spacer  2–22(2C9); 2–57(2LC2); 3–25(3C7); 
3–31,32(3C18-22); 4–25(4C19); 5–31(5F4)

throttle linkage  2–23(2C10,11); 3–33(3C23,24); 
4–25-29(4C20-27); 4–72(4LC9); 5–18(5C3); 
5–21(5C7); 6–18,19(6C7,8); 7–15(7C13); 
8–21,22(8C9,10); 8–26(8C16); 9–15(9C5); J–24; 
J–28,29

Choke tube  2–24(2C12); 2–27(2D3); 3–34,35(3C25,26); 
3–43(3D3); 4–30(4C28); 6–19,20(6C9,10); 
7–15(7C14); 9–15(9C6)

Clutch Pilot Bearing  2–54(2LA2)
Cobra 260HP  I–156-175
Coil  2–40(2H7,8); 4–48(4H4); 4–77(4LH2); 5–41(5H5); 

6–30(6H1); 6–54(6LH2); 7–23(7H1); 7–25(7H5); 
8–39(8H4); 9–23(9H2)

Connecting rods  2–8(2A15); 3–10,11(3A9,10); 3–65(3LA2); 
3–68(3LA7); 3–69(3LA9); 6–7(6A4); 8–7(8A7); 
9–6(9A5); 9–31(9LA2); J–9

bearings  2–8(2A16); 3–11(3A10); 6–7(6A4); 9–6(9A5)
Crankshaft  2–7(2A13); 3–8,9(3A6-8); 3–68(3LA8); 

8–7(8A7); 9–5(9A3); I–44,45; I–71
bearings  2–7(2A14); 5–11(5A8); 9–5(9A3)
counterweight  3–21(3B11,12)
damper  2–10,11(2A20-23); 3–13,14(3A15,16); 4–8(4A8); 

5–12(5A11,12); 8–9,10(8A9-11); 8–34(8G1); 
9–7(9A7); E–5

flywheel/flex-plate  2–7(2A13); 2–54-56(2L4-5); 
3–9(3A8); 3–66-67(3LA3-6); 4–8(4A9); 
4–62-67(4LA3-11); 5–71-73(5LA14-17); 
6–52-53(6LA1-4); 7–42-43(7LA1-3); 8–59(8LA2); 
E–6

pulley  2–54(2LA1); 5–12(5A12); 5–52(5K8); 5–54(5K10); 
6–33(6K4); 7–27(7K4); 7–28(7K6); 8–9(8A10); 
9–7(9A8); B–11; J–13

rear seal  9–5(9A4); J–14
sprocket  2–17(2B14); 3–21(3B11); 5–15(5B5)

 Index of Photos, Illustrations, Tables and Part Numbers 

Cylinder heads  2–12-16(2B1-12); 3–15-19(3B1-7); 
4–9-12(4B1-7); 4–68(4LA11); 5–13,14(5B1-3); 
5–74(5LB1); 6–8-12(6B1-6); 7–6(7B1,2); 
8–11-14(8B1-4); 9–8,9(9B1,2); H–4-7; J–15

gaskets  2–13(2B6); 3–16(3B4); 8–15(8B5); 9–9(9B3)
with thermactor  6–9-11(6B2,3); 6–27(6F2); 7–6(7B1,2); 

8–11-14(8B1-4)
Decals

air cleaner  2–25(2C14); 3–38,39(3C31,32); 4–32(4C30), 
4–34,35(4C32,33); 5–22-24(5C11-14); 6–21(6C13); 
7–16(7C16); 8–28,29(8C19,20); 8–33(8F2); 
9–15(9C6)

valve covers  3–45(3F3); 4–43(4F9); 8–33(8F2); 
9–20(9F3)

Dipstick  2–30,31(2E4,5); 4–53(4J4); 5–29(5E4); 6–25(6E2); 
7–20,21(7E2); 8–32(8E3); 9–19(9E3)

Dipstick tube  2–30(2E4); 2–35(2G1); 2–43(2J4); 3–46(3G1); 
4–52-53(4J3,4); 5–29(5E4); 6–25(6E2); 8–31(8E2); 
9–19(9E3)

Distributor  2–38,39(2H1-5); 2–61(2LH1); 3–48,49(3H1,2); 
4–47,48(4H1,2); 4–76(4LH1); 5–38-40(5H1-4); 
5–81(5LH2); 6–54(6LH1); 7–23-25(7H1-4); 
8–38(8H1); 9–22(9H1); D–5-7; D–21

cap  2–39(2H5); 7–24(7H2)
vacuum advance housing  2–38,39(2H1,3); 3–49(3H2); 

4–47(4H1); 5–39,40(5H3,4); 7–24(7H3); 8–38(8H1); 
9–22(9H1)

vacuum advance line/ports  2–39(2H6); 4–48(4H3); 
5–39(5H3); 7–10(7C5); 7–14(7C12); 7–24,25(7H3,4)

vacuum control valve  7–38(7K22); 8–29(8C21); 
8–37(8G5); 8–38,39(8H2,3); 9–28(9K10); 
D–19,20; J–63

Eccentric  2–17(2B14); 5–14(5B4)
Engine

assembly
without accessories  2–4(2A1); 3–6(3A1); 3–42(3D2); 

3–64,65(3LA1,2); 4–6(4A1); 4–60(4LA1); 5–8(5A1); 
5–67(5LA2); 6–6(6A1); 7–4(7A1); 8–4(8A1); 
9–4(9A1)

with air conditioning  2–48(2K5); 2–52(2K10); 
3–56(3K8); 3–62(3K21); 4–57(4K7); 5–53(5K9); 
5–58(5K17); 5–63(5K24); 5–64(5K26); 
6–44,45(6K19,20); 7–30(7K10); 7–33(7K15); 
7–37(7K21); 8–50(8K13,14); 9–26(9K6); 
9–29(9K11); 9–30(9K12); I–69

with power steering  2–46(2K2); 2–52(2K10); 
3–53(3K2); 3–62(3K21); 3–70(3LA13); 
4–57(4K7); 5–48(5K2); 5–50(5K5); 5–63(5K24); 
5–64(5K26); 6–44(6K19); 7–28(7K5); 7–37(7K21); 
8–50(8K13,14); 9–24(9K4); 9–30(9K12); I–69

with thermactor  6–32(6K3); 6–44,45(6K19,20); 
7–37(7K21); 8–4(8A1); 8–43(8K4); 8–50(8K13)

block  2–4-7(2A2-12); 3–7,8(3A3-6); 3–70(3LA11); 
4–6,7(4A2-4); 5–9,10(5A3-6); 5–70(5LA11); 
6–7(6A3); 7–4(7A2); 8–4-6(8A2-4); 8–58(8LA1); 
8–59(8LA3); 9–4(9A1); 9–31(9LA1); E–3; J–11; J–14

build sheet  5–10(5A7); A–2
hoist brackets  8–28(8C18); 8–30(8D1); 9–17(9D1)
tag  4–7,8(4A5,6); 4–64(4LA7); 5–8(5A2); 5–67(5LA1,2); 

5–68(5LA-4); 6–6,7(6A2); 7–5(7A3); 7–44(7LA4); 
8–6,7(8A5,6); 9–4(9A2); A–5; A–7-9

Exhaust
locking tabs and bolts  2–27(2D2); 3–43(3D3); 6–25(6D3); 

6–53(6LD1); 7–19(7D3); 8–28(8C18); 8–30(8D1); 
9–17(9D1)

manifolds  2–26,27(2D1-3); 3–41-43(3D1-3); 3–76(3LD1); 
4–36,37(4D1,2); 5–27(5D1); 6–20(6C10); 
6–23-25(6D1-3); 7–18,19(7D1-4); 8–30(8D1); 
9–17(9D1); E–10

systems  I–61; I–64; J–42,43; J–46,47
Fan

belts  B–5; B–8,9
extra cooling & A/C  2–48(2K5); 2–51,52(2K9,10); 

2–60(2LG2); 3–62(3K20); 4–59(4K9); 
5–61,62(5K22,23); 6–49,50(6K28,29); 7–39(7K23); 
8–56,57(8K25,26); 9–27(9K8); F–6,7; F–10; I–41

HiPo  3–47(3G4); 4–47(4G7); 4–75(4LG2); 7–44(7LG1); 
F–6

spacer  2–37(2G6); 2–60(2LG3); 3–47(3G3); 3–61(3K19); 
4–46(4G6); 5–61(5K22); 8–36(8G3); 9–21(9G1); 
9–27(9K8); F–10

standard  2–37(2G7); 3–47(3G4); 6–29(6G2); 9–21(9G1); 
F–6

Flywheel  2–55(2LA4); 3–66(3LA3); 3–67(3LA6); 
4–62-65(4LA3-8); 5–71(5LA13); 5–73(5LA15); 
6–52,53(6LA1-4); 7–42,43(7LA1-3)

Flex-plate  2–56(2LA5); 3–66(3LA4,5); 4–66,67(4LA10,11); 
5–73(5LA16,17); 8–59(8LA2)

Fuel filter  2–25(2C15); 2–50(2K7); 2–58(2LC3); 3–76(3LC9); 
5–25,26(5C15,16); 7–10(7C4); 7–18(7C19); 
8–29(8C21)

Fuel lines  2–25(2C15); 3–40(3C36); 3–57(3K9); 4–35(4C34); 
5–25,26(5C15,16); 5–76(5LC3); 6–22(6C14); 
7–18(7C19); 8–29(8C21); 9–16(9C7); J–26

Fuel pump  2–25(2C15); 3–39,40(3C33-36); 3–57(3K9); 
3–75(3LC8); 4–35(4C34); 4–71(4LC6,7); 
5–25,26(5C15,16); 5–76,77(5LC5,6); 6–22(6C14); 
7–17,18(7C18,19); 8–29(8C21); 9–16(9C7)

eccentric  2–17(2B14); 5–14(5B4)
Generator  2–42,43(2J1-4); 2–49(2K6); 3–50,51(3J1-

3); 3–57(3K9); 3–80(3LJ1); 4–50,51(4J1,2); 
4–80(4LJ1); B–13; K–2

Harmonic vibration damper  2–10,11(2A20-23); 
3–13,14(3A15,16); 3–70(3LA12); 4–8(4A8); 
4–63(4LA5); 5–12(5A11,12); 8–9,10(8A9-11); 
8–34(8G1); 9–7(9A7); E–5

Hose Clamp  2–60(2LG1); 4–75(4LG3); 5–79(5LG1)
Hydraulic lifters  2–15(2B10); 3–19(3B7); 7–6(7B3)
Ignition

wires  2–41(2H11,12); 3–50(3H4); 4–49(4H5); 
4–78,79(4LH3,4); 5–41(5H6); 5–80(5LH1); 
6–30(6H2); 6–42(6K17); 7–25(7H6); 7–45(7LH1); 
8–33(8F2); 8–40(8H5,6); 9–23(9H3); D–36,37

wire holders  2–41(2H12); 6–42(6K17); 8–33(8F2); 
8–40(8H6)

Photos

Photos (continued)

A - Engine Core B - Valve Train C - Induction D - Exhaust E - Lubrication F - Ventilation
G - Cooling H - Ignition J - Generator/Alternator K - Accessories L - Supplemental

For additional photos associated with high performance applications, also check the High Performance 289 4V listing.

Index guide example: 7–28-30(7K5-9). Photos related to 
1967 power steering are found in Chapter 7 on pages 
28 through 30. Photo captions are 7K5 through 7K9.

Key below is for photo identification. For example, for 
photo 7K5 the K is for accessories. The first number 
is for the year. In this case, 7K is for a 1967 accessory. 

Updated: 11/4/2021 
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Intake manifold  2–18,19(2C1-3); 3–22-25(3C1-7); 3–64(3L1); 
4–13-15(4C1-5); 5–16,17(5C1,2); 5–37(5G8); 
5–67(5LA1); 6–15(6C1); 7–8,9(7C1,2); 8–18(8C1); 
9–13(9C1)

Lifters
hydraulic  2–15(2B10); 3–19(3B7); 7–6(7B3)
mechanical  3–19(3B7)

Locking tabs and bolts  2–27(2D2); 3–43(3D3); 6–25(6D3); 
7–19(7D2); 8–28(8C18); 8–30(8D1); 9–17(9D1)

Oil
breather cap  2–32(2F1); 2–59(2LF1); 3–45(3F1); 

4–33(4C31); 4–39-41(4F1-5); 5–29,30(5F1,2); 
5–57(5K15); 5–59(5K19); 5–78(5LF1); 6–26(6F1); 
6–27,28(6F3,4); 6–54(6LF1); 7–22(7F1); 8–32(8F1); 
9–20(9F1); J–53

dipstick  2–30,31(2E4,5); 4–53(4J4); 5–29(5E4); 
6–25(6E2); 7–20,21(7E2); 8–32(8E3); 9–19(9E3)

dipstick tube  2–30(2E4); 2–35(2G1); 2–43(2J4); 
3–46(3G1); 4–52,53(4J3,4); 5–29(5E4); 6–25(6E2); 
8–31(8E2); 9–19(9E3)

filler tube  2–6(2A11); 2–30(2E4); 2–32(2F1); 2–35(2G1); 
2–44(2J6); 3–46(3G1); 4–39(4F1); 4–43(4G1); 
4–53(4J4)

filter  2–31(2E6); 2–56(2L6); 4–38(4E2); 5–28(5E3); 
6–26(6E3); 7–21(7E3); 9–19(9E4); J–49

pan  2–29(2E2); 3–44(3E1); 5–28(5E1)
pump  2–28(2E1); 2–59(2LE2); 9–18(9E1)
sender  2–29(2E3); 3–44(3E2); 4–38(4E1,2); 5–28(5E2); 

5–78(5LE1); 6–25(6E1); 7–20(7E1); 8–31(8E1); 
9–18(9E2)

slinger  3–71(3LA14)
PCV system  2–33,34(2F3,4); 3–45(3F2); 4–41,42(4F6,7); 

5–30(5F3); 5–53(5K9); 5–78(5LF3); 6–28(6F4-6); 
6–38,39(6K13,14); 6–47(6K24); 9–20(9F2); J–51; 
J–53,54

road draft tube  2–33(2F3); 3–69(3L7); 4–39,42(4F1,8); 
4–53(4J4); 5–31(5F4)

Pistons  2–9(2A17-19); 3–12,13(3A11,13,14); 4–8(4A7); 
5–11(5A9,10); 6–8(6A5); 8–8(8A8); 9–6(9A6)

Power brake fittings and tubes  2–45(2K1); 3–53(3K1); 
4–54(4K1); 5–48(5K1); 5–85(5LK1); 
6–31,32(6K1,2); 7–26(7K1); 8–41,42(8K1-3); 
9–24(9K1-3)

Power steering  2–46,47(2K2-4); 2–52,53(2K10,11); 
3–53-63(3K2-7,21,22); 4–54,55(4K2-4); 
4–57-59(4K7,8); 5–36(5G7); 5–48-52(5K2-8); 
5–63-66(5K24-28); 5–85(5LK2,3); 6–44(6K19); 
7–28-30(7K5-9); 7–35,37(7K18,21); 
8–50,51(8K13-15); 8–54-56(8K21-24); 
9–24,25(9K4,5); 9–30(9K12); B–17; J–71-74; J–78-80; 
K–46

Push rods  2–15(2B10); 9–11(9B5)
Road draft tube  2–33(2F3); 3–77(3LF1); 4–39,42(4F1,8); 

4–53(4J4); 5–31(5F4); 5–78(5LF3)

Rocker arms  2–15,16(2B8,11); 3–19(3B7); 5–14(5B3); 
6–14(6B9,10); 7–7(7B5); 8–15(8B6); 9–10,11(9B4,6)

studs  2–16(2B11); 3–19(3B7); 9–11(9B5,6)
Senders

oil  2–29(2E3); 3–44(3E2); 4–38(4E1,2); 5–28(5E2); 
6–25(6E1); 7–20(7E1); 8–31(8E1); 9–18(9E2)

water temperature  2–37(2G5); 3–48(3G5); 5–37(5G8); 
6–29(6G4); 8–36,37(8G4); 9–22(9G2)

Spark plugs & wires  2–40,41(2H9-12); 2–61(2LH2); 
3–49,50(3H3,4); 4–49(4H5); 5–41(5H6); 6–30(6H2); 
6–42(6K17); 7–25(7H6); 8–33(8F2); 8–40(8H5,6); 
9–23(9H3); D–36,37

Sprockets
camshaft  2–17(2B14); 3–20(3B9,10); 4–12(4B8); 

5–15(5B5); 6–13(6B7); 8–16,17(8B7,8); 8–32(8E4); 
9–12(9B7,8)

Starter Motor  5–72(5LA14); K–25
crankshaft  2–17(2B14); 3–21(3B11); 5–15(5B5)

T/E systems  6–9-12(6B2,4); 6–16(6C2); 6–20,21(6C10,11); 
6–23(6D1); 6–27(6F2,3); 6–32-47(6K3-24); 
7–19(7D4); 7–26,27(7K2-4); 7–37,38(7K21,22); 
8–28(8C18); 8–40(8H6); 8–41-50(8K1-13); 
8–54(8K21); B–14; C–31

cylinder heads  6–9-11(6B2,3); 6–27(6F2); 7–6(7B1,2); 
8–11-14(8B1-4)

Thermostats & thermostat housings  2–36(2G4); 3–48(3G6); 
4–46(4G5); 5–16,17(5C1,2); 5–38(5G9); 8–37(8G5); 
9–22(9G3); 9–28(9K10); E–8

Throttle linkage  2–23(2C10,11); 3–33(3C23,24); 
4–25-29(4C20-27); 5–18(5C3); 5–21(5C7); 
6–18,19(6C7,8); 7–15(7C13); 8–21,22(8C9,10); 
8–26(8C16); 9–15(9C5); J–24; J–28,29

Thrust plate  2–17(2B14); 3–20(3B9); 4–12(4B8); 5–15(5B5); 
8–6(8A4); 8–16,17(8B7,8); 8–32(8E4); 9–12(9B8)

Timing chain  2–17(2B14); 3–21(3B12); 5–15(5B5); 
6–13(6B7); 8–17(8B9)

cover  2–6(2A11); 2–10(2A20); 2–11(2A23); 2–35(2G1); 
3–46(3G1); 4–43-45(4G1-3); 5–32(5G1); 5–35(5G6); 
6–29(6G1); 7–22(7G1); 8–34(8G1); 9–19(9E3); 
9–21(9G1); E–3

Timing pointer  2–10,11(2A20,23); 2–35(2G1); 3–14(3A16); 
4–45(4G3); 8–10(8A11); 8–34(8G1); 9–7(9A7)

Vacuum advance housing  2–38,39(2H1,3); 3–49(3H2); 
4–47(4H1); 5–39,40(5H3,4); 7–24(7H3); 8–38(8H1); 
9–22(9H1)

Vacuum advance line/ports  2–39(2H6); 4–48(4H3); 
5–39(5H3); 7–10(7C5); 7–14(7C12); 7–24,25(7H3,4)

Vacuum port  2–45(2K1); 3–53(3K1); 4–54(4K1); 5–48(5K1); 
6–31(6K1); 7–26(7K1); 8–41,42(8K1,2); 9–24(9K1,2)

Valve covers  2–33(2F2); 2–41(2H12); 2–59(2LF2); 3–45(3F3); 
4–42,43(4F8,9); 4–72,73(4LF1,2); 5–31(5F5); 
5–78(5LF2); 6–27,28(6F2-5); 7–22(7F1); 8–33(8F2); 
9–20(9F3)

decals  3–45(3F3); 4–43(4F9); 4–60-61(4LA1,2); 
4–72(4LF1); 8–33(8F2); 9–20(9F3)

Valves  2–14,15(2B7,8); 3–18,19(3B6,7); 4–11,12(4B4,6,7); 
5–14(5B3); 6–13,14(6B8,10); 7–7(7B5); 8–15(8B6); 
9–10(9B4)

spring retainers  2–15(2B8,9); 3–19(3B7); 5–14(5B3); 
6–13,14(6B8,10); 7–7(7B5); 8–15(8B6); 9–10(9B4)

springs  2–15(2B8,9); 3–19(3B7); 5–14(5B3); 6–13(6B8); 
6–14(6B10); 7–7(7B5); 8–15(8B6); 9–10,11(9B4,5)

stem seals  2–16(2B12); 3–71(3LB1); 7–7(7B5)

 Index of Photos, Illustrations, Tables and Part Numbers 

High performance 289 4V (Quick reference to photos particular to the 289 HiPo. Not all inclusive. See other sections.)

Water by-pass systems  2–61(2LG4); 3–48(3G7); 6–29(6G3)
Water pump  2–35,36(2G2-3); 2–56(2L8); 3–46(3G2); 

3–78 (3LG1), 4–46(4G4); 4–74(4LG1); 
5–33-35(5G2-6); 6–29(6G1); 7–22(7G1); 8–35(8G2); 
9–21(9G1); J–59

pulley   5–36(5G7); 6–33(6K4); 6–45(6K20); 7–27(7K4); 
B–14

Water temperature sender  2–37(2G5); 3–48(3G5); 
5–37(5G8); 6–29(6G4); 8–36,37(8G4); 9–22(9G2)

exhaust 3–76(3LD1); I–24; I–61; I–64; I–96; I–106; I–130
exhaust manifolds and locking tabs  3–34(3B25); 

3–43(3D3); 3–76(3LD1); 4–37(4D2); 7–19(7D4); 
E–8; I–96

fan  3–47(3G4); 4–47(4G7); 4–75(4LG2); 7–44(7LG1); 
F–6; I–0; I–129

fender emblems  3–7(3A2); 5–68,69(4LA3,7,8); I–19; 
I–68,69

flex-plate  4–66,67(4LA10,11); 5–73(4LA17)
flywheel  3–67(3LA6); 4–62,63(4LA3,4); 5–73(4LA15); 

6–52(6LA1); 7–42(7LA1); I–45
fuel pump  5–77(4LC6)
generator  3–51(3J2,3); 4–50,51(4J1,2); 4–80(4LJ1); I–0
harmonic damper  3–14(3A16); 4–63(4LA5); 

5–70(5LA13); 8–60(8LA4); I–44,45; I–71
head gasket  I–80; I–123
igntion wires  3–50(3H4); 4–49(4H5); 4–78,79(4LH3,4); 

I–105
induction (carburetor & intake manifold)

stock 4V  3–24(3C4); 3–29,30(3C15-17); 
3–73,75(3LC3-7); 4–21,22(4C14,15); 4–69(4LC1,2); 
5–20(5C6); 5–74(5LC1); 7–44(7LC1); C–2; C–21; 
I–17; I–18; I–23; I–25; I–67; I–73; I–74; I–92-93; 
I–107; I–112

performance 4V  I–14,15; I–26; I–42,43; I–82-84; I–120
3-2V  I–84-90; I–107; I–114
2-4V  I–82; I–91; I–108; I–118; I–120
Weber  I–108; I–119

lifters  3–19(3B7)
medallion  I–109; I–128
oil caps  4–40,41(4F4,5)
oil pan  I–43; I–106; I–124
oil pump  I–43
oil slinger  3–71(3LA14)
PCV valve  3–45(3F2)
pistons  3–12(3A11); 4–8(4A7); I–72; I–123; I–150,151
power brakes  3–53(3K1)
rocker arm studs  3–19(3B7)
spark plugs  3–49(3H3); I–95
thermactor  7–6(7B2); 7–26(7K2); 8–11(8B1)
timing chain  3–21(3B12); 5–15(5B5)
valves  3–71(3LB1); I–154
valve springs  3–19(3B7)
valve retainers  3–19(3B7)
valve covers  I–109; I–128
valve cover decal  4–43(4F9); 4–61(4LA2)
water pump impeller  3–46(3G2); 4–46(4G4)

289 HiPo
air cleaner  3–34(3B25); 3–36-39(3B28-30,32); 

4–33,34(4C31,32); 4–70(4LC5); 5–22(5C10); 
6–21(6C12); I–0; I–17; I–23; I–25; I–66-69

air cleaner decals  3–39(3B32); 4–34(4C32); 5–24(5C14)
alternator  5–44(5J4); 5–84(4LJ7,8)
bellhousing  I–74; I–79; I–106; I–125
C4 automatic  I–57-59
camshaft  3–20(3B8); G–3; I–34; I–105; I–123; I–144
camshaft sprocket  3–20(3B9); 5–15(5B5)
camshaft thrust plate and spacer  3–20(3B9); 5–15(5B5); 

I–73
car build sheet  5–10(5A7); A–2; I–22
carburetor -- (see “induction”)
carburetor choke tube  3–34(3C25); 3–43(3D3); 

4–21(4C14)
carburetor linkage  3–33(3C23); 4–27(4C22)
carburetor spacer  3–32(3C20); 4–25(4C19)
coil  4–48(4H4); 4–77(4LH2); I–94
connecting rods and bearings  3–11(3A10); 

3–68,69(3LA7,9); 9–31(9LA2); I–72; J–9
counterweight  3–21(3B11,12)
crankshaft  3–9(3A7); 3–68(3LA8); I–44,45; I–71
crankshaft caps  3–8(3A6); 4–7(4A3); I–45; I–71; I–78
crankshaft damper -- (see “harmonic damper”)
crankshaft sprocket  3–21(3B11)
clutch  I–105; I–125
cylinder heads  3–17-19(3B5-7); 4–11(4B4); 4–12(4B7); 

4–68(4LB1); 5–14(5B2); 6–12(6B6); 7–6(7B2); 
8–11(8B1); H–6,7; I–72; I–79; I–81; I–102; I–104; 
I–110; I–150,151; I–154

distributor  3–49(3H2); 4–47,48(4H1,2); 4–76(4LH1); 
5–40(5H4); 6–54(6LH1); 7–23(7H1); D–6,7; I–0; 
I–94-96; I–105; I–124; I–148

dress-up  I–109; I–128
engine assembly  3–6(3A1); 4–6(4A1); 4–61(4LA2); 

5–8(5A1); 5–67(5LA2); 6–6(6A1); 7–4(7A1); I–0; 
I–2; I–14-26; I–42; I–66-69; I–98

engine kits  I–104; I–110
engine block  3–7(3A3); 3–70(3L11); 4–7(4A3); 

5–9(5A4); 5–69,70(5LA9,10); I–31; I–55; I–70,71; 
I–74-79

engine tag  4–7(4A5); 5–67(4LA2); 6–53(6LA3); 
7–44(7LA4); I–74

Photos (continued)Photos (continued)

A - Engine Core B - Valve Train C - Induction D - Exhaust E - Lubrication F - Ventilation
G - Cooling H - Ignition J - Generator/Alternator K - Accessories L - Supplemental

Index guide example: 7–28-30(7K5-9). Photos related to 
1967 power steering are found in Chapter 7 on pages 
28 through 30. Photo captions are 7K5 through 7K9.

Key below is for photo identification. For example, for 
photo 7K5 the K is for accessories. The first number 
is for the year. In this case, 7K is for a 1967 accessory. 
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Index guide example: C–35-38. Illustrations related to the 
subject (to the left of the page number) are found in 
Appendix C on pages 35 through 38.

 Index of Photos, Illustrations, Tables and Part Numbers  Index of Photos, Illustrations, Tables and Part Numbers 

Illustrations
Engine Assembly

1962 221 V8  A–134-135
1965 289 V8  A–144
Sunbeam Tiger 260 V8  A–149

Engine Core
Block repair areas  J–11
Internal components  A–136
Crankshaft & related  A–136
Crankshaft pulley bolts  J–13
Crankshaft rear main bearing seal  J–14
Piston & related  A–138
Bellhousing & related  A–140
HiPo connecting rod bolt head types  J–9
C-4 HiPo flex-plate  4–67

Valve Trains
Cylinder head & related  A–137
Removing cylinder head  J–15
Camshaft & related  A–138
Valve train & related  A–138
Combustion chamber shapes  H–4-5

Induction
Air cleaner & related  A–142
Air cleaner mods for Mustang convertible  J–33
Intake manifold & related  A–139
Autolite 2100 2-V carburetor  C–41
Autolite 2100 elastomer valve spring installation  J–31
1968 Autolite 2100 vent adjustment  J–39
1969 Throttle solenoid adjustment  J–41
Autolite 4100 4-V carburetor  C–42
Autolite 4300 4-V carburetor  C–43
Autolite 4300 4-V carburetor mods  J–35-38
Autolite 4100 carburetor tune-up  C–94
Autolite 4100 secondary throttle control  J–30
Autolite 4100 modifications  J–32
Autolite 4100 secondary throttle diaphragm types  J–33
Autolite 4100 secondary diaphragm instructions  3–72
Carburetor accelerator pump cavity filler  J–22
Accelerator adjustment  J–27
Accelerator link adjustment  J–28
1963-64 Galaxie accelerator link  J–28
1963-65 Falcon/Comet accelerator link  J–29
Choke tube & related  A–143
Carburetor choke spring  J–27
Fuel pump & related  A–145
Fuel line & related  A–144
1963-64 Fuel line support  J–26
1963-64 Galaxie linkage support  J–24
Accelerator linkage & related  A–146-147

Exhaust
Exhaust manifold connection & related  A–141
Mustang Arvinode muffler replacement  J–42-43
Mustang 289 HiPo exhaust system servicing  J–46-47

Lubrication
Rotunda oil filter  2–31 and 4–38
Autolite oil filter  7–21
Oil squirt hole  3–10
Oil pump, oil pan & related  A–137
Oil filter & related  A–140
Oil filter mounting bolt  J–49

Ventilation
PCV types  4–73
PCV & related  A–139
PCV valve  J–51
PCV routing & operation  J–53-54
Closed ventilation  J–54
Oil cap label  J–56

Cooling
Water pump and heater bypass  A–141
Heater hose routing  J–25
Replacing aluminum with cast iron water pump  J–59

Ignition
1962-64 Distributor & related D–16
1965 & later Distributor & related  D–17
Ignition wires  D–36-37
1968-69 Distributor vacuum systems D–19
Thermostat housing distributor vacuum valve  J–63

Generator/Alternator
Generator 30 amp and 40 amp & related  K–5
1962-64 Lecee-Neville alternator 40 & 60 amp & related K–18
1962-64 Lecee-Neville alternator 40 & 60 amp mounting 2–44
1965-66 Lecee-Neville alternator 53 & 60 amp & related  K–19
1964 Ford alternator 42 amp & related  K–19
Ford alternator 38, 42, 45, and 55 amp & related  K–20
Ford alternator 65 amp & related  K–20
Alternator mounting & related  K–21
Starter motor & related  K–31

Accessories
“Air Gulp” Thermactor system  C–37
“Air Bypass” Thermactor Cleveland system  C–38
“Air Bypass” Thermactor Windsor system  C–39
Thermactor air pump & related  C–39
1968 Thermactor system  C–39
1963-64 Horn relocation  J–72
New 1965 Eaton P/S front bracket  J–73
Ford P/S pump adjustment procedure  J–74
1968-69 P/S pump hose support bracket  J–79
Ford P/S pump tags  J–80
1962 A/C compressor mounting revisions  J–69-71
1965 Galaxie A/C hose routing & related  A–141
A/C compressor seal  J–77
A/C idler pulley  J–78
1962 A/C system  K–40
1963-64 A/C system  K–41
Idle compensator valve with road draft tube  4–56
1964½ Mustang (with A/C) P/S adaptor kit  4–83-85
1965-67 before 1-3-67 Galaxie-style A/C system  K–41
1965-67 before 1-3-67 Fairlane-style A/C system  K–42
1967 Mustang A/C system  K–42
1967 from 1-3-67 to 1968 before 3-1-68 A/C systems  K–43
1968 from 3-1-68 A/C system  K–44
York and Tecumseh compressors & related  K–45
1962 P/S system  K–58
1963-64 P/S system  K–58
1965 and later P/S system  K–59
1964½ Mustang P/S system kit  K–60

Tables
Engine Assembly

Engine application  A–1
Engine serial number codes  A–2
Engine tag numbers  A–6
Engine change levels  A–8
Engine colors  A–11

Engine Core
Block casting numbers E–2
Harmonic vibration damper casting numbers  E–5
Flywheel markings  E–6
Flex-plate markings  E–7

Valve Trains
Cylinder head casting numbers  E–4
Camshaft application  G–1
Camshaft characteristics  G–2
Cylinder head types  H–2
Compression ratios  H–8
Milling head specs  H–10

Induction
Intake manifold casting numbers  E–9
Carburetor application  C–3-6
Carburetor specifics  C–8-11
Carburetor appearance  C–12
Carburetor jet changes for elevation  C–15
Carburetor venturi stampings  C–15-17
Carburetor economizers (power valves)  C–18-19
Replacement carburetors  C–20
Carburetor assembly part numbers  C–22-23
Carburetor settings and adjustments  C–25-29
Carburetor spacers  C–30
Carburetor tune-up specs  C–102

Exhaust
Exhaust manifold casting numbers  E–10

Ventilation
Valve cover colors  A–10

Cooling
Water pump pulleys  B–14
Timing chain cover casting numbers  E–3
Water pump casting numbers  E–8
Thermostat housing casting numbers  E–8
Fans - Full-size Ford  F–1
Fans - Fairlane  F–2
Fans - Meteor  F–2
Fans - Falcon  F–3
Fans - Comet/Montego  F–3
Fans - Mustang  F–4
Fans - Cougar  F–4
Fan description  F–5
Fan spacers  F–8
Fan spacer markings  F–9
Fan viscous clutches  F–11
Fan viscous clutch markings  F–12

Ignition
Distributor application  D–2-3
Distributor appearance and cam settings  D–4
Distributor replacements  D–5
Distributor appearance codes  D–6
Distributor springs and part numbers  D–8-9
Distributor cams, weights, and vacuum adv. hsgs.  D–10-11
Distributor 1968-69 vacuum systems  D–18
Distributor advance curves  D–22-34
1968 Distributor vacuum sources  J–64
Ignition wires  D–36
Ignition wire resistance  J–61

Generator/Alternator
Generator identification  K–1
Generator and alternator belts  B–2
Generator and alternator pulleys  B–12
Alternator identification K–6-7
Alternator application  K–24
Alternator color codes  J–68
Starter motor stamping and application  K–26

Accessories
T/E air pump belts  B–5
T/E air pump pulleys  B–20
T/E “Air Gulp” system hoses  C–32
T/E “Air Bypass” system hoses  C–33
T/E 1968 system hoses  C–32
P/S pumps and tags  K–46
P/S belts  B–3
P/S pulleys  B–16
P/S kits  K–62
A/C compressor and tags  K–32
A/C belts  B–4
A/C idler pulleys  B–18
A/C magnetic clutches  B–22

Index guide example: H–8. Table related to the subject (to 
the left of the page number) is found in Appendix H 
beginning on page 8.
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 Index of Photos, Illustrations, Tables and Part Numbers 

Part Number Lists
Engine

1000-6099  A–16-29
6100-6199  A–30-34
6200-6299  A–34-42
6300-6499  A–42-56
6500-6599  A–56-70
6600-6699  A–70-74
6700-6999  A–74-84
7000-7999  A–84-90
8000-8999  A–90-98
9000-9499  A–98-114
9500-9599  A–114-116
9600-19999  A–116-135
Sunbeam Tiger  A–148
Flywheels  E–6
Flex-plates  E–7
High Performance 289  I–3-13
1964 Comet 289 HiPo  I–46-54
1969 Holman & Moody  I–132-135
1968-69 Cobra/Shelby  I–136-140
1969 Ford Muscle Parts  I–140-154

Cobra Kits
Engine  I–110
Cylinder head  I–111
Induction  I–112-119
Accelerator  I–121-122
Camshaft  I–123
Piston  I–123
Head gasket  I–123
Distributor  I–124
Oil pan  I–124
Clutch  I–125
Scattershield  I–125
Valve Covers  I–126-127
Dress-up  I–126-127
Medallion  I–126-127

Exhaust
1963-65 Fairlane HiPo  I–60
1964-67 Mustang HiPo  I–62
Exhaust Kits  I–130

Carburetors
Carburetor venturi  C–15-17
Carburetor jets  C–15
Carburetor economizers (power valves)  C–18-19
Carburetor replacements  C–20
Carburetor assemblies  C–22-23
Carburetor components - 2100/4100  C–44-87
Carburetor components - 4300  C–88-93
Tri-power accelerator kits  I–85

Fans
Full-sized Ford  F–1
Fairlane  F–2
Meteor  F–2
Falcon  F–3
Comet/Montego  F–3
Mustang  F–4
Cougar  F–4
Fan Description  F–5
Fan Spacers  F–9-10
Fan viscous clutches  F–11; I–129

Ignition
Distributor cam springs  D–8-9
Distributor advance housing springs  D–8-9
Distributor assemblies  D–8-9
Distributor cams  D–10-11
Distributor weights  D–10-11
Distributor vacuum advance housings  D–10-11
Distributor vacuum advance housing stops  D–10-11
Distributor primary wires  D–10-11
Distributor components  D–13
Ignition wires  D–36

Generator/Alternator
Generators & related  K–2-4
Alternators & related  K–10-17
Starter motors & related  K–27-31

Accessories
T/E hoses  C–32
T/E system & related  C–34-36
A/C & related  K–34-41
P/S & related  K–47-57
P/S Kits  K–62-73

Index guide example: A–70. Part number list related to 
the subject (to the left of the page number) is found in 
Appendix A beginning on page 70.

Photos
Courtesy

of
Ford Motor Company

Ford’s New Mustang was the Perfect Home for
Ford’s Growing Small Block V8s

1965 Mustang Hardtop

1965 Mustang Convertible
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